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PREFACE.

NmT_tl¢u American
Political
Science and

nor English
literature
has hitherto po_qsessed a Cycl_sedia
of
Political
Economy.
The want of a work of reference
on these

important branches of knowledge
has long been felt, especially
by lawyers, journalists,
members of our state and national
legislatures,
and the large and intelligent
class of
capitalists
and business men who give serious thought to the political and social ques.
tions of the day.
The present
work, which will be completed
in three volumes, is the
first to supply that want.
It is also the first Political
History of the United
States in
encyclopsedic form--the
first to which the reader can refer for an account of the important
events or facts in our political history, as he would to a dictionary for the precise meaning
of a word.
The French,
the Germans
and even the Italians
are richer in works of
reference on political science and political economy than the Americans
or the English.
The Germans have Rotteck
and Welcker's
Staatslexikon_
and Bluntschli
and Brater's
Btaatswffrterbuch/
the French, Block's Dictionnaire
GJndral
de la Politiclue , and the
celebrated
Dictionnaire
de l'.Econornie
Politique_ edited by Guillaumin
and Coquelin.
The _' Cyclopmdia
of Political
Science,
Political
Economy,
and of the Political
History of the United
States"
is intended
to be to the American
and English reader
what the above-named
works are to French and German students of political science and
political economy.
The articles by foreigners
in our work are largely translations
from
the .Dictlonnaire
de PEconornie
t)oliti_ue,
the 1)ictionnaire
G_(ral
de la .Politi_ue,
the _Staatsw6rterbuch,
and original
articles
by Mr. T. E. Cliffe Lcslie, the eminent
English economist;
while the American
articles are by the best American
and Canadian
writers on political economy and political science.
The task of writing the articles oa
the political
history of the United
States was confided
to one person, Mr. Alexander
Johnston, of Norwalk, Connecticut,
thoroughness,
conciseness
and the absence of repetition and of redundancy
being thus secured.
It has been our aim to produce a work covering
ground not covered by other cyclopmdias.
Hence, the biographies
of American
statesmen
are made purposely very short,
ours not being a biographical
dictionary.
The biographies
in question
are intended
mainly to supplement
the articles on the political history of the United States; just as
our Cyclopsedia itself is intended as a supplement
to every other cyclopsedia in the English
language.
It is, in fact, a special
Cyclopaedia, and bears the same relation to other
cyclopaedias
that, for instance,
a cyclopsedia
of law, medicine
or engineering
does.
Great care has been taken in the articles from the French and German to preserve the
exact meaning of the writer.
In _o instance has any liberty been taken with the thought
of a contributor.
The editor has not sought to harmouize the ideas of so many writers,
and yet in very few instances will the opinions of one writer be found in direct conflict
with those of anbther.
The same subject is, in some cases, treated by two writers,
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but from a somewhat different point of view, under titles almost identical;
and in these
cases the difference of title serves merely for convenience
of reference.
A little familiarity
with the work will satisfy the reader that the articles from French
and German writers are as applicable in the United
States as in France and Germany.
There is no more a French or German or American political economy or political science
than there is a German or French or American
science of astronomy
or chemistry.
It
would have been well, some may thblk, if all the articles had been supplied by American
writers.
No one, however, can regret that those not written by Americans
are from the
pens of the most eminent
Brater,
Bastiat,
Coquerel, Finali,

European

writers,

Barth61my
Saint-Hilaire,
Joseph Garnier, Guizot,

i
_:
:

men like T. E. Cliffe Leslie, J. C. Bluntsc,'= li,

Baudrillart,
v. Holtzendorff,

Chevalier,
Clement,
Coquelin,
Horn, Paul Janet, Laboulaye,

v. Mangoldt, de Molinari, de Quatrefages,
Remusat, Roscher, J. B. Say, Lron Say, Jules
Simon, Thiers, Wolowski,
Wagner
and Wirth.
The fact that every article is signed
by
the writer of it, and that each writer is an authority
on the subject on which he writes,
gives to the work a value which it would not otherwise possess.
This feature is, we feel
confident, one which the reader will appreciate.
In no country in the world is the necessity of the study of political science and political
economy greater than Jr. the United States, in which every citizen is, directly or indirectly
--through
the medium of his vo_--a
legislator;
and yet, in no great country,
perhaps,
has the study of politics as a science been so utterly neglected.
Our experience
as a

,
:_
,:

'-"
__.

people during the last decade has demonstrated
how very important it is to lay before
the great body of readers reliable works to which they may refer, when occasion requires,
for the principles
hy which all great national questions
are solved.
The people of the
United
States for the past ten years, to go no farther back in their history, have been, so
to speak, one great debating
club, discussing such questior's
as the resumption
of specie
payments, contraction
of the currency,
inflation of the currency,
money, paper money,
the nature
and cure of commercial
depressions,
the demonetization
of silver, banks,
savings banks, bi-metallism,
the relations of capital and labor, the right of employment,
socialism, communism,
strikes, railroad policy, civil service, civil service reform, etc., etc.
The thinking portion of the people have eagerly devoured
whatever
they could find on
these topics.
Other questions
equally important
are springing
and state legislatures,
questions
relating to interest,

by the

best

minds of the age, each

:
_

up every year, both in the national
the hours of labor, taxation, temper-

ance, etc. These and kindred questions
are, or may very easily become, questions of
practical
politics, or of political economy as applied to politics.
In the present work
these and similar subjects can be found discussed, from the standpoint
of the statesman
- and legislator,
betical order.

_.
_

under

its proper

title

:

and in alpha-

We think that the time at which our work appears is peculiarly
opportune,
for never
before was the attention of the American people turned to questions of political science
and political economy, more than now.
The publishers
and editor desire to thank the contributors
to this work for the readi.
heSS with which they accepted
the invitation
to write for its pages; and the unseJfiah
interest they have one and all manifested in its success.
Our aeknowledgmenta_
however_
are due in a special manner to Mr. Horace White, of New York; to Mr. A. R. Spofford_
Librarian of Congress;
to Mr. Edward
Atkinson,
of Boston;
to Mr. John Jay Kno_
Comptro'Jer

z

of the Currency,

and to Mr. Max. Eberhardt,

of Chicago.
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ABDICATION.
BDICATION,
the renunciation
of sovereign,
monarchical
or imperial
power.
It would
seem natural that a prince, weary of the burdcn_
and even of the pleasures of government,
should
have the right to lay down his crown and end his
days in the repose o[ private life.
It seems just
as natural that he should have the right to leavc
the throne, of his own free will, when military
reverses, the disaffection
of his people, or other
causes, render his abdication
useful or necessary
to the general well-being
of the state,
tIistory
gives us an account of many abdications,
some
of which arc still fresh in the minds of men.
These important
acts, if not always accomplished
with the consent of the nation affectcd by them,
have been generally
considered
an'exercise
of
right on the part of sovereigns.
Many publicists, however, haw. thought
1)roper to justify
them, by advancing
reasons whi,,h, in mo_t ca_es,
are weak enough.
There are authors, ou the other
hand, who have denied to princes the right of ahdication,
but, with few exceptions,
it has been
denied only by the opponents
of kingly power,
Their chief objections
may be summed
up as
follows- 1. According
to natural
law. a kinghs__
not the right to abdicate,
because he ha.u not the
right to reign.
In other words:
Wc deny that a
prince has the right to reign; thcrefore
he has no
right to abdicate.
A thingoraright
is notwiped
out simply because it pleases me to assert that
neither
the one nor the other exists.
We see
nothing in natural law (by which wc mean law conformable to human nature) opposed to monarchy.
We even find arguments
somewhat in favor of this
form of government.
Besides,
we might ask:
Where is your code of natural law? whodrcw
it
up? who has accepted it? where is it in force ?
2. Constitutional
kings can reign only" with the
1
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formal consent of the nation, or its representatives,
there being here a question
of a mutual
agreement which can be dissolved only with the consent
of both parties.
To this it may be answered
that
this consent would never be wanting,
since the
nation has every intercept not to retain
on the
throne
a prince
who h-_s weight)"
rca._on_ for
wantingto
leave it. Wc find this argument
altogether out of place in the mouths of men or from
the pens of writers who maintain
that a nation
has always
the right to set '_side a king.
What
in thi._ case becomes of the mutual
agreement?
Ilow prohibit
one party doing what the other
claim_ a right to (1o? 3. From the point of view
of divine
right, ahdieation
is unlawful,
for the
reason that the prince having been invested
with
s_;preme power by an act not of hi_ own volition,
can not, of his own motion, divest himself of that
power.
Various
arguments
may Ix, n_ed _o relute this objection,
which, be it remarked,
does
not come from the h.gitimist
side.
But if the
refutation
is to have full force, we mu,t remain
at the divine-right
l)oint of view.
All that follows from investiture
I_y divinc right i_ that the
nation can not dethrone
its prince legally.
But
if monarchy
is a divine institution,
it fnllowa
that it it the monar(,h's
duty t¢_ leave nothing undone to accomplisll
his mission, even to disappearing
from the scene when it seems to him
that the public interest
demand_
that sacrifice
from
him.
These
are the chief
objcetions
brought
forward
against the right of abdication.
In England
the right of abdication
is denied to
the king, but it does not appear whether
in the
name of the constitution
or of divine right.
We
simply find the following
axiom:
"The
king of
England
may not abdicate except with the consent
of parliament."
When we ask why he may not,
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the only answ_," we get is, that an abdication
maple at his sole instance would be inconsistent
with the nature of the royal function.
This is
assertion., nnt argument.
Should an English
king abdicate, what would be the consequence?
We have no doubt that parliament would take
cognizance of the fact and sanction it as perfectly conformable to natural law. We here give
a list of the abdications most remarkable for
their causes, their remflts, or the name of tile
sovereign who laid down his crown. Amongthe
Roman empcrom, Diocletian and Maximianus put
aside the purple in 305. In France it suffices to
mention :Napoleon I. (1814 and 1815), Charles X.
(1830), and Louis Philippe (1848). In Germany
Charles V. exchanged the imperial and royal
crowns for the habit of a monk (1556). In 1848
"the emperor of Austria preferred his ease to the
struggles with which the events of that time
"threatened him.
Successors of Charles V. in
Spain abdicated for several reasons, Philip V. in
1724 and Charles IV. in 1808. The dynasty of
_Savoy affords more numerous cxamples of abdica_ion: Amadcus, in 1494; Victor Amadeus, in
1750; Charles Emmanuel, in 1802; Victor Emmanuel I., in 1819; Charles Albert, in 1849. In
Poland we find, sincethe abdication of the prince
who afterwards became Henry III. of France, that
,af Augustus. in 1707; Augustus Stanislas, in
1735; and Poniatowski, in 1795. All arefamiliar
with the abdication of Queen Christina of Sweden,
in 1654. That of Richard II. of England (1399),
is not so well relnembered.
As to James II., he
did not formally abdicate, 1)ut the English parliament declared, in 1688, that he "having endearored to subvert the constitution of the kingdom
by breaking the original contract between king
and people; and, by the advice of Jcsnits and
other wicked persons, having violated the fundamental laws, and having withdrawn himself out
of the kingdom, has abdicated the government,
and that the throne is thereby vacant."
There
was, in this case, a lively discussion as to whether
the word "desert" or "abdicate" should be used.
To sum up, we may mention the aIMication of
"King Louis of Holland in 1810, of Louis of
Bavaria in 1848, of the Hohenzollern Princes in
favor of Prussia in 1849, and of the Duke of Saxe
kltenburg in favor of his brother in 1849. Abdication is performed generally by a solemn act,
and almost always in favor of the natural heir;
but it is not always vohmtary, and history shows
_asthat it is often followed by regret. (See l_sm2_ATION.)
_.AURICE BLOCK.
ABOLITION
AND ABOLITIONISTS
(in
U. S. llxs'roav). I. GRADU&LABOLITION(1776--1830). At the beginning of our national history
abolition w_q a desire rather than a purpose, a
matter of sentiment rather than of endeavor. In
this sense every humane and thinking man, north
or south, was an abolitionist.
It would be waste
of space to quote the words of Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Henry, _Iason, Laureus, and

other southerners, in order to show the drift of
feeling in the south on this subject.
All con- "
curred in deploring the existence of slavery in
their section, and in hoping that in someway not
yet imagined its gradual and peaceful abolition
would finally be accomplished.
In the north the
feeling was the same, except that the Quakers, or
Society of Friends, had, since 1760, taken higher
ground, and had made slave-holding and slavetrading nmtter for church discipline.
In 1777
Vermont, not yet admitted to the Union, formed
a state constitution
abolishing slavery. State
constitutions
were formed by Massachusetts,
including )Iaine, in 1780, and by :New Hampshire in 1783, which the courts at once construed
as abolishing slavers'. Gradual abolition was
secured by statute in Pennsylvania in 1780, in
Rhode Island and Connecticut in 1784, in :New
York in1799, and in l_,'ewJersey in 1804. Aboli.
lion of slaver s"in the Northwest territo_', north
of the Ohio and cast of the )IississipFi, includ.
ing the present states of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Wisconsin, and part of Minnesota,
was secured by the ordinance of 1787. Here the
process of abolition ceased for a long time, except "
th'lt in 1817 New York totally abolished slaver)"
after July 4, 1827, and that slaver)" in part of the
Louisiana purchase, including the present states
of Iowa, Oregon, Kansas, :Nebraska, a part of
Colorado, and part of Minnesota, was abolished
by the ]_Iissouri compromise (see Co_lPnO_tlSFS,
I_r, V), whose validity was rejected by the
supreme court (see DriED SCOTTC,_SE); but the
provision for abolition was embedded in the
state constitutions
of the states named as they
were severally admitted,
in process of time
gradual abolition took effect in the states which
had adopted it by statute, but so slowly that there
were, in 1840, 674 slaves in New Jersey, 881 in
Illinois, 64 in Penn._ylvania, and from I to 17
in Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, :New Hampshire,
New York, Ohio, Rhode Island and Wisconsin,
respectively.
In 1850 slavery had disappeared in
all these states except :New Jersey, which still had
236 slaves in 1850 and 18 in 1860, the latter namber being "apprentices for life," under the agate
act of April 18, 1846. In 1831-82 the imqurreetion of Nat Turner excited a strong desire for
gradual abolition in Virginia, which was with
great difficulty smothered after a three weeks'
debate in the legislature.--A.BoLmoN
Bocrr.'TmS,
based on the idea of gradual abolition, were
formed in Pennsylvania in 1774, in :New York in
1785, in Rhode Island in 1786, in Maryland in
1789, in Connecticut in 1790, in "Virginia in 1791,
and in New Jersey in 1792. These societies held
annual conventions, and their 0pm'atlons were
viewed by the more humane _laye-holders with
some favor, since they aimed at'n_hlng practical
or troublesome, except petitiom_:to Congress, and
served as a moral palliative to ti_continuance
of
the practice.
The abolition of the'African slavetrade bv Great Britain in 1807, and by the United
States in 1808, came as a great relief to the aboli-
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• tion societies, which had grown discouraged
by
the evident impossibihty
of cffecting a_ything
in
the south, and wcre now read)" to accept this
success as the limit of possihility
for the present,
Their annual
national
meetings 'became
more
infrequent
and soon ceased altogether,
though
some st._te branches
remained
ahve.--CoLoNIZA_'mN SOCmTY. In 1801 Jefferson and Governor
James
Monroe,
of Virginia,
had considerable
correspondence
on the subject
of colonizing
free
blacks out of the country.
In the autumn
of
t816 a society for this purpose
was organized
in ,
Princeton,
N.J.
Dec. 23, 1816, by resolution,
the Vir_nia
legislature
commended
the matter to the attention
nf the general government,
and a few days afterwards
the society was reorgauized at Washington
as the ":National
Colonization
Society,"
its president
being
Bushrod
Washington,
and
its organ,
"The
African
Repository."
Its expressed
object
was to encourage emancipation
by procuring
a place outside of the United States,
preferably
in Africa,
to which free negToes could be aided in enfigrating.
Its indirect
object was to rid the south of
the fl'ee black population,
which had already
become a nuisance.
Its branches
spread
into
almost every state, and for fourteen
years
its
orgtmization
was warmly
furthered
by every
philanthropist
in the south
as well as in the
J_orth.
Henry Clay, Charles Carroll
and James
:_ladison, in the south, were as hearty
coloniza{ionistsas
Bishop Hopkins, Rufus King, President
llarrison
and Dr. Channing,
in the north.
And
it is noteworthy
that, although
the society made
no real attack on slavery, as an institution,
nearly
ever), person noted after 1831 as an aholitionist
was before that year a eolonizationist.
Benjamin
Lundy's travels through North America were for
the purpose of finding a location for a frec black
colony
in Texas or elsewhere in Mexico.
James
G. Birney was for some time the society's agent
and superintendent
for Alabama
and Tennessee.
Gerrit
Smith,
the Tappans,
and many others,
began their career as colonizationists
and ended
it as abolitionists.--LrBnrciA.
At first free
negroes were sent to the British colony of Sierra
Leone.
In 18o0 the society tried and became
dissatisfied
with Sherbroke
Island, and Dee. 15,
1821, a permanent
location
was purchased
at
Cape Mesurado.
In 1847 the colony
declared
itself an independent
republic under the name of
Liberia, its capital
being bfonrovia.--1-I.
IX_._EmATE A_oLrrm._
(1830-60).
In 1829-30 William
Lloyd Garrison,
a Massachusetts
printer,
engaged
with
Lundy
in publishing
"The
Genius
of
Universal Emancipation,"
at Baltimore,
flung a
fire-brand
into the powder
magazine
so long
covered
by the decorous
labors of colonization
and gradual
abolition
societies,
tie insisted on
imrnaliate abolition, meaning
thereby not instant
abolition
so much as the use of every means at
all times toward abolition without
regard to the
wishes
of
slave-owners.
The
effects
were
almost

immediately

apparent.
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its new elcments of effort and intention,
was no
longer a doctrine
to be quietly
and benignantly
discusscd
by slave-owners,
and from 1830 the
name of abolitionist
took a new and aggressive
significance.
Garrison's
first efforts were dircctcd
against the colonization
society.
Jan. 1, 1831, he
began Imblishing
"The
Liberator,"
in Boston,
and through its pages converted
so many colonizationists,
that the "New England
Anti-Slaw_ry
Society," founded on " immediate"
abolition, was
formed Jan. 1, 1832. In 1833 Garrison
visited
England,
and secured from Wilberforce,
Zaclmrv
)Iacaulay,
Daniel O'Connell,
and other Englisil
abolitionists,
a condcmnation
of the colonizatinn society.
In December, 1833, the "American
Anti-Slave1T Society"was
formed in Philudelphia
hy an abolition convcntion,
Beriah Green being
president,
and Lewis
Tappan
and
John
G.
Whittier,
secretaries.
From this time the queslion became of national
importance.
Able and
earnest men, such as Theodore ]). Weld, Samuel
J. )lay,
and Wendell
Phillips,
traversed
the
northern
states as the agents of the national
society, founding
state 1)ran(.hes and lecturing
everywhere
on abolilion.
The consequent
indignation
in the south found
a response
in the
north with many who saw that the south would
never willingly
accept "immediate"
abolition,
and that the contimmnce
of the abolition
agitalion would involve sectiomfl conflict, and perhaps
a convulsion
which
would
destroy
the Union.
Abetted or tacitly countenanced
by this class, a
more ignorant and violent class at once began to
break up abolition meetings by mob violence.
In
Connecticut,
in 1833, Miss Pnldence
Cranda]l,
of
Canterbury,
Windham
counts" , opened her school
to negro girls.
The legislature,
by'rot of 5Iay 24,
1833, forbade
such schools, and Mis_ Crandall
was imprisoned
under the act.
As this was ineffectual,
shewas ostracized by her neighbors,
and
finally, l)y arson and violence,
her school was
1)roken up.
In the autumn
of 1834 George
Thompson,
who had been instrumcnt'fl
in scouring British
emancipation
in the West
Indic,,
came to Boston, and for a year lectured throughout the north,
tte was denounced
as a paid
agent of the British govermnent
for the destruclion of the Union,
was mobbed,
and finally
escaped from Boston in disguise, in :November,
1835. For some years abolition
riots were el)idemic
throughout
the north.
:Nov. 7, 1837,
Elijah P. Lovejoy, a Presbyterian
minister, who
had established
an abolition newspaper
in Alton,
Ill., was mobbed and shot to death.
May 17,
1838, in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Hall, an abolitionist
building,
dedicated
three days before,
was burned
by a mob.
Abolition
riots then became only sporadic,
but never ceased entirely
until 1861.--I.n the south the import of the single
word "immediate"
was instantly
perceived.
By
unofficial
bodies rewards
were offered for the
capture of prominent
abolitionists,
a suspension
of commercial
intercourse
with the north was
threatened,

and northern

legislatures

were called-
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upon to put down abolition meetings by statute.
F_outhern grand juries indicted several abolifionists,
and, when the accused naturally
declined to appear for trial, their extradition as
"fugitives from justice" was demanded by the
state governor, but without success. The antislavery society had been quick to take advantage
of the United States mails as an easy and secure
means of introducing its publications into the
south, where the society's private agents would
have had short shrift.
Remonstrances were at
once sent to the postmaster general against this
use of the mails, and he, while he regretted his
official inability to interfere, gave southern
postmasters a strong hint that they would do
well to settle the difficulty by rejecting aboli_ionist publications from the mails. President
Jackson,
in his message of Dec. 2, 18,35,
requested congress to pass a law forbidding the
circulation of abolitionist publications in the
mails. A bill to this effect was introduced in the
senate, carried just far enough to compel Van
Buren, a candidate for the presidency, to take
open ground in its favor, and then lost. In its
stead, the care of abolition documents was left,
with excellent success, to the states 'rod the postmasters.--Congress,
in accepting the District of
Columbia, had re-enacted the whole body of Virginia and Maryland law, and thus left slavery in
full existence;but
few persons seem to have
denied the power of cong'ress to abolish slavery
in tile District at will. From February, 1833, a
vast number of petitions were introduced, praying
congress to abolish slavery in the District, and,
after 1836, to abolish the "gag rules" by which
the house had resolved to lay all such petitions
ou the t'_ble without consideration.
(See ADA._tS,
J. Q. ; PETITm_.)---The Garrisouian abolitionists
were, from the first, the radical wing. They
believed in no union with slave-holders; they declared the constitution "a league with death and
a covenant with hell," on account of its slavery
compromises, and for this reason refused to vote,
hold office or recognize the government; they
attacked the churches freely and an_'ily, for
_ympathy with slavery; they made the public
speaking of female members a prominent
part of their work; and wom'm's rights, free
love, community of property, and every novel
social theory, found among them tim first and
most sympathetic audience,
blany who would
willingly have joined in opposition to slavery,
were repelled by dread of the odium, theological
and social, consequent upon a public identification with Garrisonian license of thought, speech
and action; and a large and gTowing element in
the American anti-slavery society felt that its influence was thus impaired.
In 1838 the annual
report of the society made the suggestion that
abolitionist candidates for office should be nominated and supported.
On this convenient rock
the society split into two parts in the following
year.
The political
abolitionists,
including
Biraey, the Tappans, Gerrit. Smith, Whittier,
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Judge Jay, Edward Beeeher, Tholn'as _Iorris,
and others, seceded and left the original society
name and organization to the Garrisoniaus, who
at once became, in the opinion of the seceders,
"a woman's rights, non-govermncnt, anti-slavery
society."
In 1840 the seceders org'mized the
"American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society,"
and under this name prosecuted their work
with marc success than the original society
of irreconcilables.--THE
LmEwrZ PAltWr. .NOV.
13, 1839, a convention of abolitionists
met
at _arsaw,
N.Y.,
and incidentally
nominated James G. Birney for president, and Francis
J. Lemoyne, of Pennsylvania, for vice-president.
Birney had been a slave-holder in Kentucky
and Alabama, and was now corresponding secrotary of the national society. These nominations were confirmed by a national convention at
Albany, April 1, 18-i0, mainly composed of New
York dclegates, which adopted the name of the
"liberty
party."
The nominees declined the
nomination, but received 7,059 votes in the presidential election of 1840, ranging from 42 in
Rhode Island to 2,798 in New York.
Liberty
party tickets were now put forth in various local
elections, and the political abolitionists went,
into training for the election of 1844. Aug.
30, 1844, the liberty party's national convention
met at Buffalo. Clay had made public, Aug.
16, a temporizing letter to the effect that he
"would be glad to see" Texas annexed at
some future day.
(See AXNEXATIONS, III )His letter cut off the slight previous possibility
tlmt the Buffalo convention might be induced to
refrain from nominations.
Birney and Thomas
)Iorris, of Ohio, were nominated, and an active
canvass was begun, quite as much against Clay
as against Polk. In the presidential election of
1844, Birney and 3Ion'is received 62,800 votes,
all in northern states, ranging from 107 in Rhode
Island to 15,812 in New York. Had the Buffalo
convention refrained from nominations this.vote
would have gone to Clay; at the least, it could not
have gone to Polk. Clay would thus have had a
popular majority in tile Union, and the electoral
votes of Michigan amt :New York would have
gone to him instead of to Polk, giving Clay 146
and Polk 129 electoral votes. The liberly party's
first appearance in national politias had therefore
resulted in the election of Polk, the annexation
of Texas, and the addition of a vast amount of
slave soil to the United States. But it seems also
to have convinced the thinking abolitionists that
a union of the northern voters in favor of abolition, pure and simple, was, as yet, impossible.
Slaver)" restriction, the exclusion of slaveD" from
the territories lately acquired from Mexico,
offered a more promising field, and the abolitionists, therefore, in the next two presidential
elections voted the 'ticket of the free-soil party.
In 1856 and subsequent years, they followed file
fortunes of the republican party, which was also
based on slavery restriction, but they always
retained a semi-detached org_nlzation, acting
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rather as auxiliaries
than as an integral
portion
of the republican
party.--U_,'DF_a_GnOL_D
RAIl,]tOAD. Duringthe
period 1850-60 the most active
exertions
of the abolitionists
were centred
in
assisting
fugitive slaves to reach places of safety
in Canada.
(See
FtrGrrxv-E SLAVE LAWS.)
From the border of the slave states to Canada,
chains of communication
were formed by persons
living about a day's journey apart.
These were
(.onstant]y
engaged
in secreting
runaways,
proriding them with outfits and pas_ing them on to
the next post, or in bringing back intelligence
of
those who lind already escaped.
In addition
to
these duties, committees
in the lal_cr cities were
busied in providing for the rescue, by law or by
force, of captured
slaves from the hands of the
,officers.
The whole organization
was commonly
known
as the "Underground
Railroad."--III.
FINAL ABOLITION (18';0--65).
The secession of a
number of southern
states in 1860-61, and tile
establishment
of a de facto govermnent
in the
south, was welcome to the extreme abolitionists,
who rejoiced to be rid of the shvc-holders
and of
political union with them.
But the first shock of
_actual warfare brought
to the surface an intense
determination
throughout
the north
and west
that secession
should not be allowed
to become
an accomplished
fact.
The ensuing
war (see
REnELLmN) was begun in the spirit of tlle congressional
resolution
of July, 1861, that the war
" wasnotprosecuted
with the purpose of intcrfcring with the established
institutions
of the southern states."
But the southern
leadeL's had not
taken into account
the fact that their system
of
slavery offered a fair mark for contiscati,*n by an
enemy which they could in no way retaliate.
This
species
of warfare
was early
begun
by the
lederal government.
The act of Aug. 6, 1861,
forfeited all claim, by tile ma_ter, to the services
,of slaves employed
in arms or labor against the
government.
This was not strictly a confiscation,
but only a bar to proof of ownership.
No blow
at slavery,
as an institution,
was intended,
and
when
proclamations
abolishing
sl'lvery
were
issued
by Gen. J. C. Fremont,
in blissouri,
Aug. 30, 1861, and by Gen. David
Hunter,
in
South
Carolina,
May 9,
1862,
they
were
promptly
disavowed
by the president.
But the
next session of congress,
1861--62, saw a more deeidedly anti-slavery
feeling.
An additional
article
of war,
March 13, 1862. prohibited
the army
from returning
fugitivc slaves; various othcracts
were passed to hinder
the rendition
of fugitive
slaves in the northern
states; slaver)- in the territories
(see WII.'_oT PRoviso)
was abolished,
Jnne 19; and the act of July 17 freed the caplured, deserted
or fu#tive
slaves of all persons
engaged in rebellion, and authorized
the employment of negro
soldiers.
The fugitive
slave
laws were not finally abolished
until June °_8,
1864.
In all these provisions
no invasion
of
slaver3" as a state institution
was made; all were
meant as blows at the tender spot of the confederacy.--The
president's
own wish was at first for
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compensated
emancipation,
and, in accordance
with
his special
message of March 6, a joint
resolution
of April 10, 1862, declared
that the
United States ought to co-operate with any state
which should adopt gradual
"abolishment"
of
slaver3", by paying
the state for the slaves emancipated.
The act of April 16, 1862, aholished
slaver)' in the District of Columbia on this principle;
but the border
states were deaf to ttle
repeated entreaties of the president up to the close
of the session of congr_s
in July.
in September
the president, yielding to thegrowing
anti-slavery
feeling in the north, issued his preliminary
proclamation,
followed,
Jan. 1, 1863, by the emaucipatton
proclamation.
But this, by its terms,
did not affect
the slaves
in loyal
states,
or
within the federal lines, nor did it affect the principle of slavery
even in the rebellious
states.
Ilad the war ended without further action against
slavery, every slavein thc rebelliousstates
would,
indeed,
have been a free man, but there would
have been no bar to the immedi'lte
importation
of
fresh supplies
of slaves from the states where
shtvcry had not been abolished --In
his message
of Dec. 1, 1862, the president
again
brought
up his favorite project.
He now recommended
the adoption
of three amendments
to the constitution, providing
(1) for the issue of bonds to
compensate
states which should abolish slavery
before 1900; (2) for the validation
of the cmancipatton proclamation
and kindred measures;
and
(3) for colonizing free negroes out of tile country.
Bills to compensate
.Missouri and MaiTland
for
abolishing
slave D, were introduced,
by members
from those states early in 1863, and received
favorable
votes in hoth houses; but the shortness
of the session prevented
their final passage.
In
West
Virginia,
hy constitutional
amendment
adopted
March 26, 1862, gradual
emancipation
after July 4, 1863, was secured.
In )Iissouri
the
state convention,
which had originally
been called
to consider an ordinance
of seccssion, was re-convcn(_, and passed, June 24, 1863, an ordinance of
emancipation,
taking effect gladually
after July
4, 1870. Congress,
by act of Feb.
24, 1864,
emancipated
negro sohticrs, a compensation
of
$300 for each being paid to loyal owners, and by
act of March 3, 1865, emancipation
was extended
to the wives and children of such soldiers.
This
measure closed the record of attempts at gradual,
partial
or compensated
abolition
of slavery.-Oct. 12-13,
1864, Maryland
adopted
a new
constitution
whose 23d article finally abolished
slaver 3" in the state.
Ordinances
of immediate
emancipation,
without
submission
to popular
vote. were passed
Feb.
13, 1864, by a convention
of delegates
from those
portions
of
Virginia
within
the federal
lines, and, Jan.
11, 1865, by a new state convention
in Missouri.
A recapitulation
of all these partial assaults on
slaver)" will make it apparent
that, after Jan.
11, 1865, slavery had a legal existence only in the
states of Kentucky
and Delaware, if the action of
Maryland,
secured by soldiers' votes, and of irrcg-
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ular conventions
in Virginia,
Tennessee,
Loulsiann and Arkansas
were valid.
To resolve all
doubts,
and give the corpse of slavery
a legal
burial, a constitutional
amendment
in 1865 (see
Co_-swrrffrm_,
IV.) was passed and ratified, by
which slavery and involuntary
servitude,
except
for crime, was abolished within the United States.
Tile same year saw the ccssation of the publication of "The Liberator,"
and the dissolution
of
the American anti-slavery
society.
The work of
both had been done, and done mainly, after all,
by the "political"
abolitionists.
By yielding the
impossible point of present abolition in the States,
and joining with the republicans
in the demand
for the restriction
of slaver), to state limits, they
had aided in bringing
on a conflict
of a slaveholding
section against
the federal Union.
In
such a conflict it was inevitable that every blow
at rebellion should rebound
upon slaver)'.
Itad
the conflict been postponed
until the north and
west could trove been united
in the ultra Garrisonian
object of a crusade
against slavery,
it
would
not have come until the population
and
destructive
power of both sections had grown so
large that thc peaceable formation
of twoor more
nationalities
on this continent
would have been
imperatively
demanded
by humanity.
(See
SLA.VERY; "IT_,.MANCIP._.TION
PI{OCLAMATION; REBELLION; U_'TrED STATES.)---I,
See
Yon Holst's
United States, 277, etc. ; Wilson's
R/se and Fa/l
of t]w Slave Power," Greeley's
American
Co,flirt;
The
African
]_eposito)T;
Jay's
_][iscellaueous
Writiru]s on Slavery;
Earle's
Life of Bel_jamin
Lundy;
Goodell's
Slavery and Anti-Slavery.
II.
See
Garrison's
Speecha*;
May's
l_ecolleetio_;
Johnson's
Ilecol_ctio_zs;
Gidding's
Speeches in
Col_gre&_, Exiles of Florida, and Itista_ T of the
Rvbcllion;
Bcriah
Green's
Skvtvh of Birney;
Charles
Osborn's
Jourrud;
Lovejoy's
L,fe of
I_,o_joy;
Tappan's
Life of
l'appaT_;
Child's
Life of Z_aac T. Hopper; Frothingham's
Life of
Gerrit 8mit]_," Gerrit Smith's Speeches in Congress;
Stilrs
_T_ulerg_,ou_ul R, dbvad.;
and authorities
under articles referred
to.
III. See Raymond's
Life of Lincoln; Arnold's L/fe of Lincoln; Poore's
Federal
a_
State Con_tilutioT_s;
McPhcrson's
.Political History of Ow Rebellion; later authorities
under REnt_Lt, toN and SL*VERV; and authorities
under E._A:_C_PATrON PROCLA_IATION. For acts
of Aug. 6, 1861; July 17, 1862, and April 16,
1862, see 12 St, tt. at Large, 319 (§ 4); 589 (§§ 9-11);
376.
For acts of Feb. 24, 1864, and March 3,
1865, see 13 Star. at Large (38th Cong.), 6 (,_ 24),
571.
For final abolition of slavery in territories,
see W_._ow P_tovlso;
in the Union, see Co._swl'r_rm_,
IV. (_kmendment XII1).
A t_x. JOKNSTO_.
ABSENTEEISm,
an expression
which
has
arisen out of the discussions
on the miserable condition of the Irish people, and which, as its deriration shows, denotes the habitual abscnce of tim
landed proprietors
of a country fromtheir
estates,
From such absenteeism
has naturally
sprung a
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system of farming out these estates to intermediaries, which
has proved
in its consequences
of
ever increasing
injury to the tenant.
These abscntec Irish proprietors
grant long leases of their
estates to rich English capitalists,
who sublet aka
profit to other speculators,
commonly
known as
middlemen,
and these latter, dealing directly with
the tenants, sublet for short terms, and contri've,
by the minutest
possible subdivisions,
so to in
crease the number of biddersas
to obtain for each
holding the highest
rental possible.
Besides the
effect of this feudal system of rack-rents
iu impoverishing
the tenant to the last degree, the bulk
of the rentals so accruing
is annually
exported
without an)" return in exchange.
No portion of
such rentals is ever applied to the introduction
of
improved
methods of agriculture,
nor even to the
development
of either the manufacturing
industries or the commercial
enterprises
of Ireland, as
would naturally
be the case were these proprietors
themselves
residenters.
It is unquestionable,
then, that absenteeism
is one of the canses of the
wretchcd
condition
of Ireland.--The
politicoeconomical
effects of absenteeism
are evel'ywhere
the same, and are more marked
in Ireland only
because more general there than elsewhere.
All
export
of capital
or of income,
without
any
counter-balancing
return, ishurtful
to thecountry
from which such capital is withdrawn,
and beneficial to that to whict_ it is exported;
it takes from
the one for the use of the other, the means for the
maintenance
of labor, for the improvement
of the
natural capacities of the soil, and for the accumulation of wealth;
and these results
are in "exact
proportion
to the magnitude
of the sums exported.
Among the causes provocative
of absenteeism may
be cited a corrupt administration
of public affairs,
or too burdensome
taxation.
These and like
causes have determined
many English
famili_
to
seek homes in other countries.
They thus escape
a taxation which in England
is very great upon
all articles of consumption,
and hence the government, to obtain the same amount of revenue, has
no alternative
but to impose upon the resident
classes those taxes
which
the non-residenters
escape.
Of all the factors which determine
this
emigration
of capital,
the most powerful
is the
feeling
of insecurity.
The political
turmoils
which at times so greatly
unsettled
the state of
continentalEurope,
drove many families of wealth
to seek a refuge in England,
although the cost of
living is greater there than anywhere
else.
AJLcBIiOISE CLkME.NT.
&RSOLUTE
POWER.
The
opinion
that
absolute power is essential to the state, is re, T
prevalent among statesmen and publicists•
They
disagree, however,
as to who should be invested
with this absolute
power,
the executive
or the
people; but they agree in the opinion that it should
be lodged somewhere.
Without
absolute
power.
they say, there is no peace, no unity in the state,
no authority
which is either final or supreme.
Absolute
power
and sovereignty
are sometimes
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There are whole families of
nations, with which a high respect for absolute
power seems to bea natural
tendency,
which submit to it willingly
and without
reserve.
It is
nat simply the lower races of negroes which have
suhmitted
to an absolute
ruler.
The Mongolian
race andthesuperiorSemiticpeol)lesevea,
favorcd
an absolute
form of government.
And though
the noblest nations, the Ais'an, did not willingly
submit to this form of government,
and were jealous of it, they still have shown similar tendencies,
both in theory
and practice.
The democratic
Greeks sought the most perfect
political freedom
in an absolute
government
of the people.
The
aristocratic
Romans, the first in the science of law,
adhered, in the principles underlying
their private
and public laws, and by way of national
preference, to the idea of absolute power,
individuals
of grea't eacrg T and superior intellect, when at the
head of the government,
arc most apt to be proyoked to resistance by any limit imposed to their
universal
authority,
and seek to justify
their
action whenever
the), overstep the limit imposed,
by an appeal to the. necessity of absolute
power,
Instances of a leaning toward absolute power are,
therefore,
frequently
met with in the history of
modern European
states, and were the causes provocative of a "great many political events.
And
it is not always
bad men who incline
_oward
absolutism.--_Vhat
is the meaning
of absolute
power?
Absolute,
in the full sense of the word,
means freedom from alllimitation.
Really, there
is nothing absolute but what iswithout
beginning
and .end; a beginning
and an end are limitations,
The truly absolute,
therefore,
can be predicated
only of a being unlimited and infinite, that is, only
of God.
IIencc, absolute power, in the real sense
of the word, can be conceived
only as divine
omnil)otence.
Absolute taw is the law of God.-All human law, ou the other hand, is necessarily
limited, because its condition
precedent,
what it
supposes,
man, is a limited
being.
Absolute
power can not be attributed
to man, because the
limits of human
nature render
it impossible
to
attribute
such power
to him.--In
this extreme
sense men have but seldom understood
absolute
power, and hardly ever claimed it. They understood and chdmcd
this power
in that extreme
sense only when they regarded
their ruler in the
ligltt of a divine being.
A great many rulers of
antiquity were worshiped
as gods, and many of
them may have felt themselves
gods.
Wherever
polytheism
prewiiled,
the people took little urnbrage at this deification
of man.
And even
where polytheism
did not prevail,
a people inclined to pantheism
might worship certain heroes
and princes as a temporary
incarnation
of th.e
Deity.
Eveh in our day such ideas have not
totally disappeared.
:But as far ns the more civilized nations and European
nations are concerned,
we need not fear that they will thus mistake the
eternal
God for man.
The fiction of human
omnipotenccis,
in our opinion,
too ludicrous
to
serve as the basis of any political
right.
Wc
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know, indeed, that possessors of power, be they
king or people, have a broadcr
vision and exerelse greater
power than private
persons,
since
they can command the servicers of many.
But we
know too well that the perception
of those in
)owcr is _ubject to the limits of human vision;
that there arc some things it can not reach, and
that they are subject in all their action to tim same
limitations
as other men, and can neither
change
God's creation in any essential particular,
nor (,yen
create the smallest organic bcing.--._.ll
human law
or rights, and consequently
the absolute
power
which
man can claim,
is necessarily
limited :
(a) By the divilw law.
Since man, as a creature,
supposes the Creator, and always depends on God,
lie must recognize
the divine law as superior to
him, and as conditioning
human law.
The divine
law is really absolute,
because it proceeds from
the absolute
Spirit and is infinite.
Man can not
even think of the divine law as non-existing;
still
less can he break its power.
Whether
he will or
not, lie remains subject to thcgrcatlaw
of nature,
aml to the law of the divine guidance
of the
world.
IIe can not do away with the order of the
world any more titan with the elements, nor withdraw himself from the irresistible
power of time.
(b) By the limited physlc_d ;_(lt_lre of ma;_, from
which
human
law, because
it pertains
to tim
visible, earthly
order of things, can not be separated.
These limits may be disregarded
in individual cases, but they can not be removed
nor
:lrgued away.
When,
therefore,
as in rcee'nt
times, it is claimed that ahsolutc
power is notessary, those who approve H seek to introdu(.e it into
the state in a covert manner,
and to moderate it
by the recognition of the above limits.
They admit
that absolute law or right is not of human origin,
and the)" give it a divine source.
God, ae(.ording to this view, has invested man with the right
of absolute rule for the purl)o_e of sc(.uring aml
maintaining
social order, and Ires raised human
rulers to the dignity of his representatives
and
plenipotentiaries.
To this extent, therefore, they
claim that man may properly
exercise absolute
power.
This view is a dangerous
onein this age,
because it mixes the true and the false so adroitly
thatit may easily mislead thcunthinking.
While
maintaining
an apl)carance
of reverence for God,
who alone possesses absolute
power, it seeks to
secure to the sovereign the most unlimited power
possible.
It protests against human musumption,
and still would reap the fruits of tlmtassumption.
It will not allow a ruler to make himself a god,
but puts him in tim place of God, and encourages
him to entertain
the strange
delusion
that his
thoughts and actions are under divine control, in
a manner different from the thoughts
and actions
of other men.
It derives
the absolute power of
man from God, and, with due humility, recognizes
the dependence
of man on his Maker, while it encourages, in the mind of the ruler, the insolent
idea that be only exercises the power possessed by
God before He delegated it to him.
In theactual
exercise of his powers the sovereign is thus raised

I
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to a level with the Deity, infinitely above the rest
of mankind
who are certainly
his equals and not
hiscreaturcs.
The errors of this view are therefore
essentially
the same as if divine power were ascribedto
man.
]_Ian call have rights and exercise
power only within thelimits
of his uature.--To
the
extent that God confides the exercise of divine right
to man, He, by coufidingit
tohim, confides it to a
being with all the limitations
of lmmau nature,
and hence the right so confided
is changed
from
one absolute and divine into one human and llmited.
If this be not admitted,
the hunmn ruler
arrogates
to himself a power which can be but a
source of evil to him, for the reason that it is not
in.human
nature
to exercise
such power.
By
giving
his limited
freedom
the dimensions
of
divine power,
he bccomc_ the plaything
of his
own caprices;
and the l)ersoa who knows how to
influence these, has the ruler under his cuntrol.-Absolute power, asthus defined, is most frequent]y
advocated
in Europe
by absolutist
parties,
and
_here is a close relationship
between
such absolutism and these parties.
Yet this idea of at)solutism is not peculiar to absolutists,
nor is it held
by all _bsolutists.
Neither
is the political
characterof
absolutism
fully described
by this defini• " tion.--But
the term absolute power is frequently
used to express limited power
wielded
by man.
We call those forms of government
absolute in
which the sovereign is the sole source, rcprcsentatire and dispenser
of powcr--thougil
that power
may be limited in its nature--and
not obliged to
secure,
by virtue of a constitutional
provision,
the co-operation
and consent
of others to his
measures (especially
of legislative
bodies, ministers and counselors),
nor limited in the exercise
of his power
by the rights---those
of a political
nature
at least--of
others.
It is evident that of
such absolute power there are different grades.
In
proportion
as the recognized
limitations
of absolute power arc increased,
the absolutism
of that
power itself diminishes.
It is admitted
that this
power is political in its nature, and hence issubject
to the same limitations
as the state itself.
And

are determined
by the freedom of private
indi.
v_duals.
(4) By the special nature and history of
the people living in a state, aml of the country
they control.
There have been, and still are.
states in which, though all these limitations
were
recognized,
absolute
power was claimed for the
central organ of government.
And sucll was the
case, not in ab_lutc
monarehics
only, but also in
absolute aristocracics
and in absolutedemocmcies
Itcannotbcsaidthatthisidea
of absolute power is
so monstrous
as theidea of absolute
power spoken
of in the first place above.
A peaceful observanceand a just administration
of thelaw are reconcilable with the present
idea of absolute
power.
The sovereign
is not imagined
to bc a god or a
fctich;
he may be conscious of his own human
natureanditslimitations,
and have an honest intentionof faithfullydisch.trginghisduticstoGodand
his fcllow-men.--We
arc ohligcd to admit, indeed, that in certain cases such a close coneentratiou
of all the powers of govermnent
in the
hands of one man may be needful,
and hence
justifiable.
_'ations
of inferior
races need the
absolute rule of a superior prince, or of nobler
races, in order to enjoy life in peace, or to attain
a higher
grade of civilization.
Such inferior
races frequently
have neither
the desire nor the
means of limiting
the power
of their rulers.
'Most of the Asiatic
and African
nations,
and
those in the northeast
of Europe, arc subject to
this sort of absolute governmental
power, and the
doctrhmrian
introduction
of constitutional
limitations would render their condition
worse rather
than improve it.--But
to the more masculine
and
energetic people of a higher type, among whom
there is also an aristocratic
element, and among
whom even the lower classes have a sense of
justice and honor,
the absolute
form of govern.
ment is, as a rule, unsuitable
and intolerable.
They can not bear the thought
that all political
rights accorded them are simply the gifts of royal
grace.
Having a knowledge
of their own moral
worth, and of the fact that they contribute
to the
welfare and share the fortunes
of the state to

just here we notice, with increasing
civilization
and the growing
maturity
of the human race, a
deeper insight into the natural
limitations
of the
state, its functions
and its laws, an insight which
has in no way weakened
the power of tile state,
To the limitations
already
noticed
we may add
the following:
(1) The limitation,
unknown tothe
Romans,
which
is represented
by the Church,
whose religious
authority
is independent
of tile
state, and which is freely recognized
as an ladependent institution
by all civilized
govermnents,
(2) The limitation of international
law, which sees
1o it tlmt the different states may co-exist side b)'
side---a limitation
the extent of which increases in
proportion
to the increasing
solidarity
of mankind.
(3) Private law, which defines the rights of
individuals,
of the family, andof corporations,
and
which, though
it is the duty of the government
to regulate and protect it, is not in its nature
tile
product of the will of the state, and whose changes

which they belong, they can not understand
why
they should have political
duties without
also
having political rights.
And although they admit
that the sovereign is entitled to share the highest
prerogatives,
and such adegree of political power
as the unit)" of the state requires,
they do not
admit that the sovereign should enjoy all rights,
and that the rest of the body politic
should
have none.
They know that in an organism
eve_ T one
of its members,
be it ever so
inferior,
has a significance
of its own, and hence
certain
rights; and that, though
the head may
control
tile hands and feet, its control is limited
by the power inherent in the latter, and that its
rule over them can not, therefore,
be absolute._
The humane
state, in harmony
with
what is
noblest
in human
nature---the
civilized
state_
tho.ugh it requires an efficient central power,
has
no tendency
toward absolute,
that is, unlimited,
political
power, as against
which the political
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rights of others count for nothing, and which is
not controlled by some sort of limitation.
It is
only in exceptional cases, in times of great public danger, that tile government seeks its own
protection in tlLe temporary exercise of absolute
power.
Threatened by tile military force of a
foreign(enemy, or greatly agitated by partystruggles,--exhausted
and alarmed by outbursts of
revolutions D- passion,--nations
even by whom
freedom is highly prized amy denmnd that prolection which none but a dictator can give.
When, in times of g'reat need, tile concentration
of all public power in the hands of one man to
save tile nation becomes necessary, and when tile
,confidence of the people in some great prince or
soldier from whom help is expected is such as to
rerdove all t)bjections which can rightly hc raised
against a dictatorship masculine nations grant absolute power to one man or else approve it, even
wheiL that one man assumes that power of his
owu motion. But the danger over, public order
_md peace re-established, the people again claim
the free excreiseof their political rights and privlieges. The rule, therefore, in relation to civilized states is: Nowhere in the state should there
be absolute power, while all power exercised
should be regulated by law and defined by constitutional limitations.
TILe exception to this
rule is: In cases of actual necessity and great publie danger, the sovereign power of tile government, in answer to that necessity, nmy become
absolute.--Whenever,
in modern times, nations
have shown a tendency toward absolute power,
it was either because they believed it to be neccssary for the removal of obsolete institutions, or
for the promotion of freedom and reform; or be,cause the people, in their struggle for a liberal
system of gover_Jmeut, yielded to the despotism of
their terrorizing leaders, or because they were
('ompelled to seek, for the time being, tile protection of a dictator, to re-establish public order, or
to defend tile government against domestic or
foreign enemies. In such cases tile principle of
constitutional freedom and the public order were
the objec_ of the struggle.
Absolute power was
used as a means to these ends, or suffered by tile
people togain new strength for tile work of progtess and reform. Absolute power was nowhere
lheideal people desired to see realized. Wher(.ver it has beensought to be permanently established, the attempt has been, among the civilized
nations of our age, unsuccessful.
Tile character
of our age demands an efficient and energetic
government, but at the same time insists tbat its
powers shall lie limited, and exercised with rooderation. 'FiLe people of our age are not willing
to submit to absolute power beyond the actual
necessities of the ease.
A government which
tries to secure absolute power for any purpose
other than the maintenance of public order and a
free exercise
of
its
organic functions, is at war
with the spirit of the age, and thereby endangers
its own existence,
M_x.
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ABSOLUTISM.'
This word is generally
used to describe a form of government in which
tile head of the state wields power without any
regular control, and without any limits imposed
to his power by political institutions.
Absolutism is fmmd outside of monarchies, as in an iristocracy, a democratic legislature with a single
house, or an assembly of the people ina very small
state, where the nmjority mille in themselves all
power.
These are till examples of absolutism.
As a rule, however, when absolutism is mentioned we have almost always a monarchy in
view. A distinction is made between absolutism
and despotism in this, that an absolute monarch
may bc naturally well disposed and inclined to
rcnmiu witlfin the bounds of law, or wha _.is relativcly legal, while the despot respects no law,
and "lets according to his caprice without regard
to the in[crests of the people. There may be
partisans of absolutism, but who would confess
to any indulgence for despotism?--If we seek for
arguments in favor of absolute monarchy, we can
find scarcely anything more solid than .',entiment,
and a certain distortion of sentiment calh,d
mysticism.
To speak of a divine gift of patern'd
authority is mysticism.
Who in our day is not
convinced that government exists for the good ot.
the nation, and that men were not created that a
king may have numerous servants and dependents"
If, however, mysticism sometimes favors absolut
ism. there are other feelings which arc shocked
at the thought of having a master, and it is these
feelings that constitute tile dignity of human
nature.--The only rational argument in favor of
this form of government is found in tile political
immaturity or backwardness of certain nations.
It is said that barbarous people need a strong
hand to restrain them; but why should a barbarous or semi-civilized nation need it stronger govermnent than a people altogether sav:_ge, who
frequently recognize no authority at all': There
is no logical necessity here. Should it happen to
a barbarous people to fall into the bands of a
man of genius, a monarch in advance of his subjeers, of eom_c a great advantage would result;
they would be urged forward with vigor and intelligenee in the path of progress.
This, however, would be but chance, a happy accident,
and would furnish no ar_iment in favor of tile
system. What nation with even a pretense to
civilization cares to be called barbarian ?-- .Letus
now see if absolute power is really exercised anywhere in political life. It seems to us that it is
not. We find checks and limits to tile human
will on every side, and tile most powerful of these
checks comes from the will of others.
Sometimes these restraints are evident; again they are
occult, and are felt only instinctively; but they
ahvays exist.--Aecording
to tile degree of eivitizJThe articles ABSOLUTE
POWER,
by Bluntscbll.and _kB$OLI.'TIS_I,
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ABSTENTION.

ation of a state, power,
unrestricted
by law, is
limited
in various ways.
On the one hand, by
manners,
customs and traditions;
on the other, by
religion;
still again, by the fear of revolt or the
vengeance of the injured.
In the most cnlightened
countries,
public opinion exercises,
at times, all
influence
which
can not be gainsaid.
It is so
difficult to rise ahove:"
What will they say?"-Thus far we have discussed absolute power in the
hands of a monarch,
but it may also be exercised
by collective governing
bodies, either aristocratic
or democratic.--When
absolute power is the attribute of an aristocracy,
it becomes odious sooncl:
than in any other form of government.
First of
all, because it enters more quickly into the period
of abuse, and because, if in an absolute monarchy
the sovereign
with his favorites
and devoted servant_ may commit much wrong, they can not do
so much in this direction
as aristocratic
families
with their hangers-on
and l)artisans.
It is often
the case that these
dominant
families
are descended
from conquerors
belonging
to another
nationality
and a different
religion,
tlmt they
are distinguished
by the color of their skin or
other
external marks.
In this case, these families have, on the one hand, a greater tendency to
abuse their power and become tyrants, and on the
other, the subject populations
are less inclined
to
give them credit even for the good they receive
from their government.
An aristocracy
as a collective body is less influenced
by the restraints
which limit the excesses of absohite
monarchs;
they fear the loss of power less.--In a denmcracy,
absolute power seems to be the just and natural
attribute
of government.
Is not this government
the result of election?
Does it not perfectly
represent the will of the nation?
Is it not thcoretic-

come implicitly
to the question whether laws can
command absolute obedience.
We shall not give
a definite answer to this question here, for we are
not writing a treatise on casuistry.
We have not
to seek for the special cases in which a nation
uses or abuses its power, nor in what cases the
abuse should be submitted
to and suffered.
We
shall say, simply, that we owe some sacrifice to
society in exchange
for the benefits which we
receive from it. But the measure of the sacrifice
must
be found by each man in his own conscience.
(See DESPOTISM;, TYRM_I,;Y.)
M_U_ICE BLOCK.

ally, at least, responsible
to the nation ?--Still,
absolute power is, in every case, too weighty a burden to be easily borne by men. While a despotmay
allow the reins of power to drop from his feeble
hands
to see them picked up by some favorite,
a representative
assembly
may often be led into
exce_
by even a generous
sentimcnt,
and thereby still further
increase the burden
on its slmulders.
Absolute
power
in democratic
governments is not altogether
rational
except when
the government
is elected
unanimously.
In
that case each man would
be the subject
of
his own will or of the power which he himself
created.
In practice,
this never takes place, for
majorities
govern and often oppress minorities,
They oppress
them with the less scruple
since
they are the majority and have the letter of the
law on their side.--The
question
may be put
whether the nation itself has absolute t)ower over
one of its own members.
The assertion,
pure
and simple, of such a principle
would seem revolting in our day, although
eminent
men have
upheld
a doctrine
which favors
this view.
To
admit the absolute power of a nation is to justify
religious
persecution,
slaver),, and many other
horrors with which humanity
has stained its annals.--From
deduction
to deduction
we have

of taking
one's own life.
Besides,
by retiring
from the field, a party loses the chance of gaining
an advantage
by a sudden change in public opinion.
By takiug a part in political,
movements,
by mingling
with his fellow-citizens
at election
times, and by presenting
himself
as a candidate
for their votes, a man may expect to propagate
his political views with more or less success, and
to exercise some influence on the destiny
of his.
country.
One
owes
his
country,
not only
his blood, but iris self-devotion
and his talent.-To the orator who remains silent, we might
say:
If you had spoken,
we should
perhaps
have.
yielded to your arguments.
You have no fight
to question the intelligence,
the loyalty
and the
patriotism
of your
fellow-citizens,
even when
they
profess
opinions
opposed
to )'our
own.
What right have you to consider yourself
infallil)le?
Are you very sure that our reply would
not have convinced
you of your error, and converted you to our way of thinking?--We
might
remind
those
who practice
abstention--which
generally happens in special cases--on
account of
a conflict
of duties or interests,
of the law of
Solon, which
provided
that ever)" citizen should
decide in favor of one or other of the parties of
the country, because abstcnt!on often prolongs in-

ABSTENTION.
This word was formerly eraployed in the civil law, and was synonymons
with
renunciat,on
of the right of inheritance.
It is
now used only in a political sense, and means the
remmciation
of the exercise of one's rights.-Abstention
is reso,'ted
to by political parties in a
minority.
These parties,
sometimes,
seeing that
their efforts to bring about the triumph of their
views are fruitless,
feel loath to allow their adversaries to witness their defeat.
Sometimes
they
propose to protest against oppression,
real orimagin.lry.
At such time._ they think that by voting
they recognize the rightfulness
of the act or of the
government
which they oppose.--Abstention
is
likewise resorted to in cases arising from aconflict
of duties,
feelings or interests.--We
would call
attention only to thc caseinwhich
persons abstain
from voting through
neglect.
An ahstention
so.
causeless
and even so culpable can not be justified.--Can
abstention
by a political party be justiffed?
We think not.
In the first place, it is a
species of self-annulment,
akind of political suicide, which can no more be excused than the act
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testine struggles.
Besides, it is seldom that after
sifting things to the bottom, we do not find that
one or other of these duties or interests
should
prevail.
Under these circumstances,
the failure
to come to a decision is an evidence of intellectual indolcncc.--In
conflicts
of feeling or sentiment, if patriotism
is at stake, there can be no
doubt as to which side one should
take.
Did
Brutus hesitate
between
patriotism
and paternal
love?
A private citizen may hesitate;
a public
man, never:
noblesse oblige.--It
is apparent
that
we do not approve abstention
in any case, and we
seldom see cases in wldch
it can be excused.
Sometimes we are forced to look upon it as a
weakness,
and for weakness
there can be only
pity.
MAURICE BI,OCK.
ABUSES
IN POLITICS.
Abuses are a consequence of human weakness.
:No form of government, no organization
can prevent
them altogether.
The more ig'norant
a people, the more
frequent abusesarc.
If, instead of being supposed
to know the law, every trran really knew it, he
would vindicate his rights and obtain justice, in
the majority of cases.
The fear of having acomplaint entered by thc injured party would of itself
prevent many abuses.
Unfortunately
there is a
certain amount of incrti'L in us all, which prevents
the seeking of reparation,
whenever
the damage
done us is not very gTeat.
Sometimes,
it is true,
we are inspired by a laudable
feelingof
forbearante when the question is one of fact, and that an
isolated one; but when it is aqucstion
of principle
or of precedent,
it is the duty of every man to
defend his own rights as well as the rights
of
those who are injured in his person.
BLOCK.
ABYSSINIA,
an extensive
country of eastern
Africa, in the upper valley of the Nile.
It is
bounded on the north by -Nubia; on the east by
Adel, and by a narrow
belt of Arab coast land
washed by the Red sea; on the south and southwest by almost unexplored
regions;
and on the
west by lands which are little known tous, and inhabited by negro tribes.
Its length from north to
southmay
be M0 geographical
miles; its breadth
from east to west is about the same as its len_h,
Approximately
its area is equal to, if not larger
than, that of France.
The population
is supposed
to be nearly 4,500,000.--Taken
as a whole, Abyssinia is a great mountainous
plateau
wlfich rises
to a height of 8,000 feet or more above tile level
of the Red sea and the extensive
plains of Adel.
On the north and west, the plateau slopes toward
the plains of Atbara;
on tile southwest it inclines
toward the valley of the Bahr-el-Azrek
or Blue
river; on the south it extends
in tile direction of
KafaandEnarea,
countries as yet but little known,
Its surface, whichis
very uneven, presents a sue:
cession of plains of different elevations,
of abrupt
mountains
and deep valleys.
In tim south there
• is a greatdepression
containing
alarge lake _aown
by the two names of Tzana and Demb_a,
About
its middle the plateau is cut in two, from west to
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east, by a broad fissure or furrow more than 2,00_
feet deep, through
which
flow the tumultuous
waters of the river Takkazze,
one of the two great
rivers of the Abyssinian
plateau.
The other river
is the Abai, which in Nubia is called the Bahr.clAzrck or Blue river.
This cut hetween the north
and the south of Abyssinia,
establishes
a natural
division which, at different
periods,
was considcred as a political line of demarkation,
and which
to a certain extent may also be called an ethnographical
boundary.
North of the Takkazze and.
as far as the sea-board the count,T is called Tigr6.
On the south it is called Amlmra, of which Shoa.
which was formerly
an independent
kingdom,
is
now a subdivision.
The capiud of Tig,'_ was
formerly
Axoum.
It is now Adowa.
The capital
of Amhara is Gondar;
it is the residence of the
emperors of Abyssinia.
Ankob_r is the capitalof
Shoa.
There arc about 7,000 or 8,000 inhabitants
in Ankobbr,
and the same number
in Adowa.
Gondar
nmy
have
twice that numbcr.--The
Abyssinians
divide their country
iuto three natural parts: first the kolbl, or lower plains, then
the ddza or upl'mds,
anti the oui7_addga or
intermediary
provinces.
The lowlands,
which
are naturally
the war,uer,
produce
nearly
all
the vegetables
and fruit t,'ees grown iu tropical
countries,
such as cotton,
indigo, the gum tree.
the ebony tree, the sugar-cane., the date tr_._,, b:_n
anus, tile coffee tree, etc. The lands in the nfidtlh. _
part of the country
have a temperature
which
may be likened to that of lower Italy and of t lu:
south of Spain.
They readily
produce moqt _f
the cereals,
fruits and vegetables
fomLd in the
temperate
and the southern
partq of Eurol)e.-With the exception of the gold -..'_t_hing._ in lhc
extreme _'cstcl'n and southwcslcrn
sections, the
mineral wealth of Abyssinia,
or the greater part
of it, is still locked up in the recc_se._of the earth.
Small squares of salt constitute
Ihu currency
of
the country.
This salt comes moslly from the.
lagoons lying between the northeast
top of the
plateauamt
tile beach of the Red sca.--The
inhabitants
belong
to several
distinct
races.
The
Semitic element, the immigration
of which dates
back to an unknown
period, spread particularly
over the Tigr6 country.
Its language
is callec_
the G&.
This region
was colonized
by the
Greeks who came to EgTpt during the reign of
Ptolemy Euergetes.
The so-called Ethiopian
race
is also spread over the Tigr_; but it predominates
,almost exclusively
in Amhara and the rc_t of the
country.
It presents
striking
points of resemblance to the Galla tribes
in the southwest
of
Abyssinia,
a remnant of the Berber nation which
possessed northern
Africa
in ancient
times, and
whose origin has been so much mooted,
Abyssinian society has adopted
some of the manncr_
and customs of civilized
nations, while in other
respects
it still retains
the barbaric
usages of
African
tribes.
The Abyssinians
arc Christians
of tile Greek rite. The Gallas are Mussulmans.-In Abyssinia there are three remnants of civilization.
The first was contemporaneous
with ancient.
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:Egypt, and was attributed
by YIerodotds to the
:Ethiopians.
The Jews revived it.
The' Abyssinian dynasty
is ._aid to date back to )Ienilek,
the son of Solomon and the legendary
queen of
_hcba.
Itis descendants,
it is related,
reigned
without
interruption
down to the eleventh
century after Christ, when
they were expelled
by
.other Jewish
kings who had not, like the descendants
of Menilck,
embraced
Christianity.
They were reinstated three centuries later. Their
last descendant
was living in 1840.
The second
_civilization,
introduced
by the Greek kings of
Axoum
and by Christian
missionalies
of thc
fom'th century,
partook of the Greek and Egyp._ian character.
The use of the Greek lan_mge
became pretty general,
at least among the higher
.classes.
It was used in public inscriptions
either
nlonc or together
with
the Giz.-- In Abyssinia
_hristianity
has neither
hastcncd
nor followed
the pro_ess
of civilization.
Like other countries
_ubject
to Greek empire,
and still more on ac.count of ils ren|otencss,
Abyssinia
was left isolated, by the Mussulmans,
from European
civilization.
Of the laws of Europe it has preserved
•only .t few fragments
of the Theodosian
co(tc.-Abyssinian
Christians
are monopllysitcs;
in other
words, they believe that there is only one nature
in Jesus Christ.
One of their confessions of faith
is peculiarly
Nestorian,
like the confessions
of
nearly
all the Christian
churches
in Asia.
A
Portuguese
expedition
overran
Abyssinia
in the
sixteenth
century,
after which
the Jesuits came
and made three hundred
thousand
proselytes;
lult persecution
soon blotted out every vestige of
Catholicism
in Abyssinia.--Thc
Abyssinian,
like
every other monarchy,
has had its changes and
its revolutions.
Sometimes
it extended itsauthorit)" over the cntirc territory,
and often it had to
,contend against independent
chiefs.
Subdivision
.of the country and a state of anarchy,
favored by
local circumstances
and the difference
of ori_du
.of the population,
have been frequent
during the
last century and a half.
Tigrd and Shoa recognized, it is true, the nominal
supremacy
of the
king or emperor,
who resided at Goudar, in Amhara,
but in reality
they were independent
of
:llim.
The emperor, or the Alld, had been gradually stripped of his authority
by the lbts, a sort
•of nmyor of the palace.
But the Ras had to contend for the mastery
over each province,
with
feudal
chiefs,
the most powerful
among whom
assumed the title of king(_dgous).
Oubi6 rose to
power
in 1840.
He had conquered
nearly
all
Aby_inia,
when he was defeated
and killed by
Kassa.
The latter took the name of Theodore,
_nd proclaimed
himself the restorer of the ancient
Abyssinian
power.
His intelligence
seemed
to
be equal to his pretensions;
but subsequently
he
lost much of his force.of character in the exercise
of his authority
which was menaced,
and in the
struggle in which he imprudently
engaged
with
England.
-- In 1861, N_gousieh,
a "relative
of
Oubid,
proclaimed
himself ndgotes of Tigrd.
In

influence
in Abyssima;
while
Theodore
was
looked upon as a friend of the English.
Ndgousieh was vanquished
and cruelly
put to death
by his rival.
The triumph
of the latter
was
considered,
in Europe,
the success of English
policy, and England
was supposed
to entertain
plans of colonization
in Abyssinia.--Suddenly
the news was brought
to England
that king
Theodore
had imprisoned
ZIr. Cameron,
thc
British
consul, at Massowah,
a small Arab town
situated on the coast beyond the limits of Abyssinia.
The consul
had wished
to negotiate
a
commercial
treaty
between
Theodore
and the
English
government,
as Lefbvre had endeavored
to do between
Oubi6
and France,
in 1840.
Theodore
had consented
to the tre'_ty, and had
even sent a communication
to the queen of England, not, as some have said, to offcrher his hand
in marriage, but to propose an alliance between
England
and Abys._inia (1863).
Mr. Cameron
was intrusted
to carry the dispatch
to England,
but he brought back no answer.
Besides, on his
way, he had tarried a_nong the Turks of ]_ubia,
the hereditary
enemies of the Abyssinians.
Theo(lore caused him to be imprisoned,
as also several
English and German missionaries
and their faroilies.
The British government,
which up to that
time had rather discouraged
than encouraged
intermeddlingwith
Abyssinian affairs by Mr. Cameron,
sent Mr. Rassam, bearer of a dispatch
from the
queen, to demand
the liberation of the prisoners.
At first Mr. Rassam was kindly
received,
and all
the captives were set free in his presence.
Afterward,
suddenly,
on account
of some unexplained suspicion,
Theodore caused to be put in
irons all the Europeans
in Abyssinia,
together
with the envoy himself (1866).--It
was then resolved to send an expedition
to Abyssinia,
for the
sole purpose
of obtaining
reparation
for this
outrage against the law of nations.
The expedition was prepared
in India, which offered better
resources
than Europe to carry on a war in Africa.
Between
,September and December,
1867, about
15,000 men were forwarded
to Abyssinia.
Sir
Robert Napier, the commander
of the expedition,
demanded
of Theodore the setting at liberty of the
prisoners as the only condition
of peace.
Among
the prisoners
were 61 Europeans
and 150 Abyssinians.
Upon his refusal, one-third of the army
of invasion was ordered
to advance,
across the
table-lands
and the precipices,
to compel him int.o
acquiesence,
in the fortress of blagdala,
where
he had retired
with the captives.
On the 15th
of 5Iarch,
1868, 5,000 men appeared
on the
plateau
of Dalanta,
in front of the fortress.
The anny of Theodore
which at first was 150,000
strong,
had been reduced
by desertion
to 6,000
men.
These 6,000 men attacked
the English
and
were repulsed, leaving on the field of battle 2,000
of their
number.
The English
had only 20
wounded,
and not one "killed.
On the following
day Theodore sued for peace on the terms proposed to him before the expedition,
and which

.Europe,

were refused.

N(_gousieh

was thought

to favor

French

Then

the king set free

the

Euro-
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pean and put to death the Abyssitfian
captives,
and when an assault was made on the fortress he
took his own life.
The English
amny retired
from Abyssinia
without
broaching
the subject of
estahlishing
themselvesthere.
It was sufficient for
them to renew the prestige of their arms, which
enables them to rule in the East by the maintenance of only small armies.--Neither
nature nor
man has adapted
Abyssinia
to commerce
on a
large scale.
The surface of the country and the
absence
of navigable
streams
render communi-
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"To give unity to truths scattered over the earth:" nothing proves more clearly
the need of academic
bodies than these simple
words dropped,
as if by chance, from the pen of
a celebrated
French
writer,
Bernardin
de SaintPierre, at the beginning
of his Chaumihre
IJ_diem_e. Unity and multiplicity:
such is the law of
nature, as well in the intellectual
and moral as in
the material order.
Hence the need of bringing
thiuking
men together, so as to unite at a cornmon focus their scattered
and unconnected
ideas.

cation with the interior
very difficult.
In the
whole country
there is not a single road which
deserves the name of a highway.
Each canton
has its own market for daily needs. Foreign cornmodifies are carried
to Abyssinia
ever)" year by
caravans
between the coast and Amhara.
There
is a special demand for coarse but showy
cloth%
silk and cotton
fabrics,
velvets, printed
handkerchiefs and calicoes, all of an inferior or middling
quality;
also for toys,
looking-glasse%
needles, articles of glass-ware,
weapons and firearms, black
pepper,
and various trirJkcts.
In
exchange,
the caravans
bring back principally
gums, coffee, ivory, myrrh, wax, honey, ostrich
feathers,
peltries,
horns,
gold,
musk,
mules,
wheat, and slaves.--The
manufacture
of cottonades is the chief industry
of the country.
The
principal
trades
are those of weavers,
metalworkers, blacksmiths,
metal-founders,
gunsmiths,
goldsmiths.
The various industries
are centered
mainly at Gondar.
As a rule, and for ordinary
purposes,
every man in Abyssinia
is his own
artisan.--All
traffic between
Abyssinia
and foreign lands converges at Massowah, one of thebest
harbors on the Red sea. The city and the fort
are now governed
by aTurkish
officer appointed
by the Ottoman government
at Djedda.
France,
England
and Austria
have each a consul at Massowah.
In 1859 France acquired
Adults, and in
1860, Obhok.--In
ordinary
times two principal
caravans,
the lm_er in the month of July or June,
arrive at Massowah
from Gondar
ever)" year.
Smaller caravans
come in every month.
Caravans also come from Taka and Khartoum.
A
document
pulllished
by the minister
of agriculture
and commerce
estimates
at 14,000,000
francs the general business transacted
at the port
of Massowah
in 1859.
Of this sum the imports
amounted
to 12,000,000 francs in round numbers,
and the exports,
2,000,000.
If these figures arc
correct,
they show a great increase, as compared
with
the estimates
for the preceding
)'ears.
"--BIBLIOGP,.._PHy: IVande_'ings among the Falashas in Abys_iMa,
by
Stern;
London,
1862.
Voyage en Abyssinie,
by Ferret
and
Galinier;
Paris,
1847.
Travels in Aby_iMa,
by Plowden; London,
1888.
Lefebvre,
Voyage en Abyssinie; 6 vols. with an atlas, 1845-50.
The Briti_h lLvped_n
to Abyssinia,
by Hozier;
London,
1869. Retanno/tering
in AbysMal,
by Wilkins;
London,
1870. .A History of the Abyssinian
Ex/_/02m, by Markham;
London, 1889.
MAURICa_ BLOCK.

--Academic
bodies continue thework
of the gre,Jt
teachingbodies:
in the latter, masters and scholars
come together;
in the former, masters only.
Tim
word ac_Memy often means a school, as for instance.
the philosophical
school of Plato, in the garden
of Academus
at Athens.
This meaning
of the
word was preserved
through
thc middle ages, as
it has been down to our own time, in the univcrsities of Germany,
whose graduates
continue to
bear the title of ciri,_ academicu,, although academics aredevoted
to the advancement
of science,
while universities,
taking the branches of knowledge at their
present
state
of advancement,
confine themselves
to giving
an exposition
of
such branches of knowledge
to thosc who atteml
them.
This distinction
made, we shall consider
academies
in the generally accepted
sense of the
term, as societies of men distinguished
for their
knowledge and their talents, who confer together
on certain questions of literature,science
and art.It is the duty of every government
to know and
to follow the intellectual
movement of the nation.
Learned
societies afford it the means of doing
this.
Their origin is frequently
a modest one.
Sometimes
patrons
of literature
lay their fouudatiou.
Liberty and independcnce
are of thcir
e_ence.
An academy which would consent
to
endure any pressure,
especially that of authority.
would
soon- be
stricken
with
impotence.
Thought,
in order to labor
fruitfully
in the
search after truth, should he free from all embarrassing
prepossession
and preoccupation.
The
interference
of power, when limited to moral protection and material
assistance,
in no way affects
the liberty of academicaction.
Learncd socictica
when deprived
of govermnental
aid arc ablc, only
in exceptional
cases, to rise to the height of really
national institutions
and excrcise on men's minds
all the influence of which they arc capable.
It
follows that there are two kinds of ac'_demics:
state academies and free academies,
just as there
are in high education,
free universities
(few in
number, it is true)and
state universities.
"What
the state can and should do, if only in its own
interest, is to surround
its academies and learned
men with the consideration
due them.
Great
monarchs,
powerful
ministers,
such as Peter the
Great in Russia and Richelieu
in France, understood perfectly well the power which the cultivation of letters, science and art gives the state.
The efforts of vulgar levelers will always fail when
opposed by classes of men distinguished
for their
intelligence.
Intelligence
is a privilege
which
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•can not be abolished since it is not conventional,
but inherent in the very nature of man.--Independent of the functions peculiar to an academy
and dependent on its internal organization, there
are functions common to all academies because
they belong to them from the very principle of
lbeir existence.
Academies, tberefore, as central
organs of the intellectual
life of the nation,
acquainted with the progress of the human mind
at home and abroad, cause the public to share that
progress by means of oral discuss'ion, by their periodical transactions, and by all the means which the
greatest publicity can suggest.
In this regard,
_acade,nies partake of the nature of legislative
bodies in democratic states, with this difference,
however, that scientific questions can not be
•decided by maiorities.
As a scientific jury, how.ever, an academy decides by a plurality of votes
for or against the merits of papers written
5n answer to questions
which it has proposed for discussion.--It
would be difficult to
give. au idea of the number of academics
.and learned societies in the civilized world,
A learned German, Dr. Ami Bout, member
_of the imperial academy of sciences of Vienna,
in a work whici_ forms a part of The Report
_f ttve Third, _ession of the I_ternational Statistieel Congress, givesthe number at 19,000, of which
18,486 arestill in existence.
Chronologically, the
19,000 associations (or, more correctly, 18,955)
.are divided into 2 classes, the first containing
1,021, founded duringthe 589 ycarswhich elapsed
between the thirteenth century and 1790, and the
second, 17,934, in the short subsequent period,
_a_fter ha_ing thus shown the progress made by
learned societies, "it is not possible to go backwards," says the author; " it is a mathematical,
nmterial and political impossibility." -- Ethnographically
considered, the Anglo-Saxon races
have twice as many learned societies as the Latin
xaces, to which the Germanic races are a little
inferior in this respect. From the point of view
_ofreligion, the Protestants have, in proportion to
their population,
four times as many learned
societies as the Catholics, and a hundred and fort)"
_imes as many as the Greeks.--These statistics, as
_'e have just seen, carry us back to the thirteenth
century--the
epoch from which the revival of
letters dates. It was the age of Brunelto Latini,
Dante's teacher. The first quarter of the succeeding century in France witnessed the establishment
of the ac,tdemy of floral games, at Toulouse, the
work of the troubadours of Languedoc and Provence.
From Italy came the literary impetus,
_fterwardsfeltbyallChristiannations;
duringtlle
fifteenth century by the Platonic academy established under Lorenzo di Medici, which professed
Neoplatonism (Pico dela bfirandola was a memberofit); in the sixteenth century by the academy
ddla Crusca; in the seventeenth century by the
del Cimento, all in Florence, which is justly considered the cradle of existing learned bodies. We
shall now consider the most celebrated societies,
classifying them by countriea --FR_CE.
The

Institut 2Iational, established at Paris, is the realization of a thought expressed in the following
terms in the constitution of the 5th Fructidor,
year III.: "There shall be for the entire republic
a national institute, charged with collecting and
preserving the results of scientific and other diseoveries and perfecting the arts and sciences."
Consisting at first of 3 classes: physical and
mathematical
sciences, nmral
and political
sciences, literature and the fine arts, the institute
was reorganized in 1803 into 4 classes: physical and mathematical sciences, the French language and literature,history and ancient literature,
and the fine arts. The salary of members was
1,500 francs. In 1816 the institute was reorganized as the French academy, the academy of
inscriptions and belles-lettres, the academy of
sciences, and the academy of fine arts. In 1832,
on the motion of M. Guizot, the academy of moral
and political sciences was re-estahlished. The
institute held its first session at the Louvre in the
Salle des Antiques.
In 1806 it was located opposite the Louvre, at the hotel Mazarin, which was
afterwards called the Palais del' Institut.
The
academy
holds sessions every Monday; the
French academy, on Thursdays; the academy of
inscriptions, on Fridays; the academy of moral
and political sciences and fine arts, on Saturdays.
By a dccree of April 14, 1855, it was provided
that the public scssions of the five academies
shouldtake place on the 15th of Augmst of each
year. At these sessions lectures are given,
and the Volney prize for linguistics awarded;
but since 1871 this session takes place on October
25th, the anniversary of the founding of the
institute.
The institute is under the supervision
of the minister of public instruction.
It appoints
a central administrative commission from among
its own members, to oversee the expenses of the
five academies, as well as a special commission to
award the prize in linguistics
established by
Volney.--Cardinal
Richelieu gave legal authorization to a private society, founded by young
men about the )'ear 1629. This was the origin of
the French academy.
Its letters, patent, signed
by Louis XIII., date as far back as the year 1635.
Established for the study and advancement of
the French language, of grammar, poetry and
eloquence, it was charged especially with the
composition of the dictionary of the French
language, Dictionnaire de l' Academic, the first
edition of which appeared in 1694, and the sixth
in 1885. The French academy, composed of 40
members, admitted neither corresponding
nor
associate members.
It granted prizes for eloquence and poetry, prizes from the bequest of
Montyon for virtuous acts and for books most
useful to morals, as well as prizes from the bequests of Gobert, Bordin, Lambert, Count de
blaillfi Latour-Landry, Edmond Halphen,Th6rouanne, and Langlois.
The academy has published
6 volumes of memoirs since 1816.--The academy
of inscriptions and belles-lettres, originally called
the little academy, its members being recruited
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from among those of file French academy,
was
by Count de Maill_ Latour Landry,
by Bor_.n,
_ountted in 1663 by Colbert, to examine and pass
Lambert,
Tr6nmnt, Achillc Lecl_re, Troyon, and
"upon the embellishments
of ¥crsailles,
as well as
by Duc, arc bestowed
by this academy.--The
the designs
for the tapestry
of the king; the
academy of moral and political sciences is corndevices for the f_tcs, tokens for the treasury,
and
paratively
modern.
It dales only from the organ_he inscriptions
on monuments
at_d medals.
In
ization of the institute,
3d Brunmire,
year IV.
thcmonthofFebruary,1712,
its cstablishnmnt
was
But, suppressed
3rd PluviSsc,
year X., it was
confirmed by letters patent
of Louis XIV.
It
re-established
by royal ordinance
Oct. 26, 1832.
was only under the regency
that it joined to its
Its aim is the cultivation
and encouragement
of
title
of belles-lettres
tlmt of inscriptions.
It
philosophical
science, and thc science of govern.
numbers40
members,
8 foreign associates, and 50 ment,
as is evident
from the 5 sections
into
•:orresponding
members.
Besides prizes for the
which
it is divided:
philosophy;
morals;
lcgisbest works on the antiquities
of France, and the
lation,
public law and jurisprudence;
political
prizeofnumisnmtics,
it awards those of thc Allier,
economy,
finance
and statistics;
general
and
Hauterochc,
Gobert,
Bordin,
Fould,
La Fnns1)hilosot)hical
history;
(decrees of April 14, 1855,
.M61icocq and Brunct foundations.
The memoirs
and :_Iay 9, 1866).
It has 40 titular members,
6
of the members have been published
since 1701.
free academicians,
with 6 foreign associate and 45
The current series commencing
with 1816, com-.
corresponding
members.
In addition to the prizcs
prises
24 volumes,
besides
9 volumes
of the
which they decree, arc those from the bequests of
memoirs
of foreign
scholars.--Thc
academy
of the following
persons:
Baron F6lix de Bcaujour,
sciences
is also a creation
of Colbert,
who
Baron
dc Moro_--ues,
Bordin,
L_on Faucher,
established
it in 1666, without
any official act of
Edmond IIalphen,
Cousin, and Stassart.
It has
royal authority.
It was approved
and confirmed
] published
12 volumes of memoirs since 1816, and
in 1699 by letters patent
of the king.
Its con2 volumes from forcign sdmlars.
Besides lhis.
_-titution has always been considercd
one of the
since 18-t2, a rcport of the sessions is published
most liberalin
existence.
The academy is to-day
regularly.
These reports
make in all 60 vol<tivided into 11 sections:
5 for the mathematical
umcs in 4 series:
the first 4 arc by M3I.
sciences, including
geometry,
mechanics,
astronLoise'm and ¥crgd, and the succeeding
by the
omy,
geography
and navigation,
and general
latter alone.--The
Paris academy
of mcdicine
physics; and 6 for the physical sciences, including
was created by Louis XVIII.,
Dec. 28, 1820, for
_:hemistry, mineralogy,
botany,
agriculture,
anatthe purpose of keeping the government
informed
omy and zoSlogy, medicine
and surgel T.
It has
of everything
affecting
public health, especially
66 l!tularmcmbers,
10 free academicians,
8 foreign
epidemics,
cpizoStics, the different kinds of reed
a._sociates,
and 1O0 corresponding
members.
It
icinc, new remedies
and secret remedies, mineral
gives prizes on its own account;
also prizes for
waters,
natural
or artificial.
It replaced
the
medicine
and surgery,
experimental
physiolo_',
academy of surgery iu Paris,
founded
by Louis
mechanics and statistics, all founded by Montyon;
XV. in 1731. Its sessions are on Tuesdays.
The
as well as theprizes
founded by Lalandc, Baronde
academy
is composed
of 97 titular members,
8
3Iorogues,
Laplace, Cuvier, Bordin,
Alhumbcrt,
free associate
members,
12 naticuml
associate
Trdmont,
Br_.ant, Damoiscau,
Poncclet,
Jecker,
members,
12 foreign
assot:iate
members,
109
Barbicr,
Godard,
Savigny,
Desmazi_res,
Thore,
national
and 50 corresponding
members.
It is
]¢_ourneyron,
Dalmot,
Clmussicr,
de la Fons_
divided
into 11 sections:
1, anatomy and phys.
_I61icocq, Gegner, Serres, Lacaze.
The collection
iology; 2, mcdical pathology;
3, surgical
patholof the memoirs
of the academy of sciences sincc
ogy; 4, therapeutics,
and medical natural history;
]816, comprises
87 volumes,
and 19 from foreign
5, operative
medicine;
6, pathological
anatomy;
sclmlars, besidesthe
scries of reports of its sessions
7, midwifer3_; 8, public hygi_,ne, medical juris_
which numbers 70 volumes.--In
France, as well
prudence and medical police; 9, veterinary
medias in Italy, there have been free associations
of
clue; 10, medical
clmmistry
and physics;
11,
painters since the fourtecnth
century.
In 1648
CardinalMazarin
founded an academy of painting
and sculpture,
to which Colbert, in 1671, added
an academy
of architecture.
The academy
had
been regularly
established
by letters patent
of
King Louis XIV. in 1655.
Its province embraces
the arts of design, the competitions
for the great
.prizes for painting, sculpture,
architecture,
engravmg and musical composition,
and the presentation
to the minister
of candidates
for professorships
in the schools of the fine arts.
It has 40 members,
divided into 5 sections: painting,
sculpture,
architecture,
engraving
and musical composition;
10
foreign
associate
members,
and
an indefinite
number of corresponding
members.
The prizes
,founded by bladame
Leprince,
by Dcschaumes,

plmrmacy,
its
publications
are its annual
mcmoirs,
commenced
in 1828; a semi-monthly
bulletin, from tlm year 1836 to the year 1847; and
a weekly bulletin
since the latter year.
In the
annual of 1848 the titles of all its memoirs pulllished up to that time were givcn.--Thc
society of
surgery,
at Paris, acknowledged
to be an establishmcnt
of lmblic utility by an imperial decree
of Aug. 29, l&'i9, was founded July 1, 1843, by
17 surgeons
of the hospitals
of Paris.
The
surgical
society is very well known.
Besides
the regular
publication
of its memoirs
and
bulletins,
the Gazette des ]u_pitaux, ,_fol_il_ur des
Sciences and the U_iol_ Medicale have
special
editors
charged
with
attending
the sessions
and giving an account
of thcm _,very week:
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The sessionstake place ever),Wednesday.
The
society is composed of 35 regular members_
70 nationalcorresponding members, 70 foreign
corresponding
and 20 foreign
associate
members.
On the second
Wednesday
of January
an
official
session
is held,
at which
the
Dural
prize of books is awarded.
An annual
contribution
by the members,
together
with
the profits
from the sale of books
aald the
charge for diplomas,
make up the income of the
society--On
May 19 of the same year (1859) the
Paris societyof
anthropology
was founded for tl_e
purpose of centralizing
and directing research relating to the study of the races of mankind.
Its
programme
does not comprise simply the description of these races; it includes
also the investig-ation of their origin,
their relations,
their migrations, their civilization
present
and past, their
lan_mges
and their monuments.
The society is
.comprised
of 115 French
members,
26 foreig'n
members, and 21 corresl_)onding
members.
Its sessions are held on the first and third Thursdays
of
each month.
Its resources
arc the same as those

letin,
which mutually supplement each other.The geoh)gicalsocietyof London, which has its
headquarters in Somerset IIousc,lind I,°.$45
members
in
1870, of whom
39 were
foreigners,
40 foreigncorresponding
members,
and 3 honorary
members.
It was
founded
.Nov. 13, 1807, and received
a royal
charter in
18°6.
The dues are 2 guineas
't year or 26
guineas for life membership,
and 6 guineas
admission fee. The receipts of the society amounted.
to 2,560 pounds
sterling
in 1870.
A quarterly
review, containing
many maps and pictures,
has
been published
since 1845.
The publication
of
the Transactiol_s and the Proceedi_,gs has ceased,
since the establishment
of the Quarte_'ly Journal,
edited by the adjunct secretaries
of the society.-The British association
for the advancement
of
science was founded
by Sir David Brcwster,
at
York, Sept. 27, 1831.
It meets annually,
but not
always
at the same place.
The first meeting,
composed
of 300 members, was held at York on
the 27th of September,
1831 ; the succeeding
ones
in other
towns.
The a_ociation
is divided

of the surgical society, and, like the latter, it publishes memoirs
and bulletins.
'_Iention
should
also be made of the central agricultural
society of
France,
the society
of acclinmtion,
the central
horticultural
society, and the society for the encouragcment
of national industry,
as among those
which enjoy most consideration.
Before leaving
France we may refer to its numerous provincial
societies.
Each department
has at least one, and
the taste for historicalstudiespredominatesamong
their members.
A special publication
is devoted
to them under thctitte:
A_nuairedel'institutdes
pro_ir_,
des socidtds sar.a_tes et des congrgs seie_tifiques, Paris, 1846, and the following
years.-E,_Gt.A_,_D. The royal society
of London
was
established
in 1660, for the advancement
of experimental science.
A royalcharter
of July 15, 1662,
and a second, more cmnplete,
of April 22 of the
following
),ear,
constituted
it a corporation;
a
charter of 1663 is still'the fundamental
law of the
royal society, which had in 1859, 691 members,
Tim society
is divided
into 8 scientific
committees:
on mathematics,
astronomy,
physics,
chemistry,
geology,
botany, zoSlogy, and animal
physiology.
It holdsits
sessions every Thursday,
in the great hall of Burlin_on
Itouse, and has an
annual
session on St. Andrew's
day for the
award and distribution
of medals.
Its public'ttions are the Philosophica_
Transactions,
a yearly
volume; and the Proceedings,
a monthly bulletin,
Tim most recent
history
of the royal society of
London is that of Mr. Charles
Weld.--The
London astronomical
society
is composed
of 431
members,
and 49 associate
members.
The
astronomical
society
holds its sessions on the
second Friday of every month,at
Somerset House
on the Strand.
The regular annual meeting takes
place on the second
Friday
in February.
The
yearly
dues fl'om members
are 2 guineas,
besides
an admission
fee of 2 guineas.
The

into 7 or 8 sections:
the
sections
of the
mathematical
and physical
sciences;
chemistry
and
mineralogy;
geology;
zoSlo_';
botany;
animal and vegetable physiolog'y;
geography
and
ethnology;
statistics
and political
economy.
_&
central committee,
with a fixed place of abode,
does the society's business and l)ublishes an annual
volume
of reports.--The
Irish academy
for the
study
and advancement
of science, politics, literature and antiquities,
at Dublin,
recognized
by
royal patent of Jan. 28, 1786, but which existed
as far back as 1782, was formed
by the union of
the physico-historical
society of Dublin
and the
archaeological
as_eiation,
societies
founded
respectively
in 1740 and in 1772.
The academy
consists
of 245 paying
members,
62
honorary
members,
and
21 corresponding
merebcrs.
It is divided
into 8 classes:
sciences;
history
and belles-lettres;
and archaeology.
It
receives 300 pounds sterling from the government,
and publishes
memoirs
under
the usual title of
Tran_,tctbms,
as well as Proceedfngs.--In
1731 a
society was founded
at Edinburgh,
which in 1739
became
the society
of literature
and science.
After absorhing the society of medicine and surgery, it received the title of philosophical
society,
and
published
3 volumcs
of essays in succession.
It was recognized
by the government
March
29, 1783.
It has 279 members,
136 paying members.
The fee is 8 guineas
annually,
or 50 guineas
for life membership,
besides
5
pounds for a diploma.
The PhilosopMcal
Trarrsactiol_s have been published
regularly
since 1788,
and the Proceedings
since 1836:--England
has a
number of historical
societies,
among which aro
the royal society of literature
of the United Kingdom, at London, founded in 1823, which, besides
books,
has
published
a great work
on hieroglyphics,
with 60 plates; the historical society of
London,
founded
in 1837 or 1888, and whifh

society

has

publishes

memoirs

and

a monthly

bul-

1O0 members,

who

pay

a yearly

fee
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5 guineas, to which is due the publication of
a history of the Anglican church; the historical
society of sciences, at London, founded in 1840,
for the publication of documents on the history of
the sciences and their condition at different
periods, the members paying an anmml fee of one
pound sterling. Another society founded also in
London, in 1842, is devoted to the ancient history
of England. -- GERMANY. The academy of
sciences at Berlin, founded in 1707, by Frederick
I., at the suggestion of the illustrious Leibnitz, its
first president, is governed by the royal statutes of
March 81, 1838, which replaced those of Jan.
24, 1812. On Jan. 1, 1871, it had 46 regular
members, 22 of the class of the physical and
mathematical sciences, and 24 of the philosophical and historical class. It has 13 foreign
members of the former, and 2 of the latter
class, besides 11 honorary members, 83 cortespending members of the class of sciences, and
100 of the class of philosophy.
All regular
members receive an annual salary of 200 thalers,
There are weekly sessions, and three solemn
public sessions each year: on January 24th,
the anniversary of the birth of King Frederick
II. ; July 3rd, in memory of Leibnitz; and on
the anniversary of the birth of the reigning soyereign. The publications of this society consist in
memoirs _nd monthly
reports. --The
royal
society of sciences at GSttingen, the foundation
of which dates from 1751, has always been among
the most celebrated in Germany. At present, the
number of its regular members is 8 in the class
of physical sciences, 6 in the mathematical sciences, and 10 in that of history and philology; it
has honorary members,foreign associate members,
and corresponding
members.
The maximum
number of associate members is fixed at 25, and
of corresponding members at 50, for each class,
Besides a weekly critical journal, which appears
under its auspices, the society publishes a monthly bulletin of its sessions, and yearly memoirs, of
which the last series, dating from 1811, makes 20
volumes, the first 8 volumes being in Latin.
The
title ofthecriticaljournal
is: GaeUingiachegelehrte
Anzeigen;thatofthebulletin:lVach_vonder
koenz'glie2wn Ge_c_t
dee W'unwnach_ften und
der G. A. lTniversitdt.--The
royal academy of
sciences at Munich, organized according to law
on the 28th of March, 1759, is divided into 3
classes: philosophy and philology; physical and
mathematical sciences; and history. The first
class numbers 18 ordinary members and I mereber extraordinnry, 62 foreign and 8 corresponding
members. There are respectively 17, 8, 85, 81
members of the second class, and 16, 6, 87, 35 for
the third class above referred to, besides 15 how
orary members of the 3 classes together. The
class of mathematical and physical sciences is
subdivided into 8 sections: natural history;
astronomy; mathematics and mechanics; physics,
chemistry; zoology, anatomy and physiology;
botally; mineralogy" and geognosy.--We
may
mention further in Gern___y, the Leopold
2
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academy, a society of naturalists, established at
present in Jena. Its members, native and foreign,
take or receive each as a surname, that of some
scientific celebrity, t It is a great institution whose
history has been published by one of its own
members, ]_fr.Neigebaur.
It takes its name from
the Emperor Leopold I., who took it under his
protection in 1677. -- AUSTnIA. The imperial
academy of sciences of Vienna was founded in
1652, and reorganized under letters patent of the
Emperor Ferdinand I., dated ]_[ay14, 1847. It is
divided into 2 classes, the class of mathematical
and natural sciences, and the class of philosophy
and history. Its personnel consists of 60 active
members, 30 of each class, 120 corresponding
members, 60 of each class, (30 from the empire
and 30 from foreign countries), and 24 honorary
members, (8 from the empire and 16 from forcign countries).--The
other great academies of
Austria are: the imperial and royal academy of
fine arts at Vienna, founded in 1704; the imperial
and royal academy of medicine and surgery,
named after Joseph II., and founded at Vienna in
1786; the imperial
geographical
society of
Vienna, a free association founded January, 1856;
the royal society of sciences, at Prague, founded
as a free society in 1769, and divided into 2
classes like the academy of Vienna, having 21
regular members, 46 members extraordinary, 7
honorary, 75 foreign and corresponding members;
the Hungarian academy of sciences, at Pesth,
founded by the Hungarian estates in the diet
1825-1827, for the cultivation and propagation
mainly of science in the Hungarian language,
and divided into 3 sections: languages and belleslettres;
philosophical,
social and
historical
sciences; and the mathematical and natural
sciences.--ITALY.
Twelve principal academies
fix the attention of the learned world in the
Italian peninsula: the royal academy of Turin,
divided into 2 classes, the class of physical and
mathematical sciences, and that of the moral,
historical and philological sciences, the academy
of painting and fine arts, in the same city, founded
during the last century; the royal academy
della Cruses, at Florence, which has edited
the fifth edition of its dictionary of the Italian
language; the academy of science and art of the
Fisiocritici, founded in 1691, at Sienna, where the
purest Italian is spoken; the royal academy of
sciences and belles-lettres of Naples, founded in
1780, and reorganized in the month of September,
1860; the academy of fine arts of the same
city; the royal academy of science, letters and
art, of Milan, founded in 1812 and reorganized in
1860; the academy of sciences, letters and arts, of
Milan, founded in 1812 and reorganized in 1860;
the academy of sciences, letters and arts, of
Padua, founded by a decree of the Venetian
senate, March 18, 1779; the institute of science,
letters and arts, of Venice, which was established
, In the Palatine t.chool founded by Charlemagneand
improperlycalled the academy_the memberswerealso
obligedtoassumea literary nameforequaltty'esake.
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in 1802 by the Cisalpine republic: the academy
_)fsciences of the institute of Bologna. which dates
back to the year 1690, and in which Pope Benedict XIV. established a class of bursem in 1745;
the academy of sciences and belles-lettres of
Palermo, certainly
the oldest in existence,
since its origin goes back to 1231; the academy of
sciences of Catana, founded in 1744.--SPAIN AND
PORTUOAL. Besides the literary and scientific,
known as the academy of jurisprudence and legislation, the academy of medicine, the academy
of archmology, the atheneum, etc., there are in
Madrid 5 royal academics subsidized by the
government, viz. : the Spanish academy or academy of the national language; the academy of
history; the academy of higher arts, painting,
sculpture and architecture, called also the academy
of San Fernando, founded under Philip V., but
which began its labors only in 1752, under Ferdihand VI. ; the academy of exact sciences, physical
and natural, which dates only from 1847; and the
academy of moral and political sciences, more
recent still, since it was created by article 160 of
the law of Sept. 9, 1857, and by royal decree of
the 30th of the same month.--A.fter the academy
of sciences of Thomar, in Estramadura, in 1752,
and after the royal Portuguese academy of Mafra,
founded by the Marquis of Pombal, the royal
academy of sciences at Lisbon was founded Dec.
PA, 1779. It is divided into 2 departments: the
first of natural, and the second of political and
moral sciences. The president of it is always a
prince of the reigning dynasty.
The royal academy of fine arts at Lisbon, the academy of fine
arts and the polytechnic academy, both at Oporto,
are institutions in which special branches of
knowledge are taught. -- RcssiA. The imperial
academy of sciences of St. Petersburg
is a
creation of Peter the Great, who after conferring
with Leibnitz and other illustrious personages of
the time, founded it Jan. 28, 1724. The empress
Catharine II. founded the Russian academy in
1783, to encourage the development of literature,
and in 1841 the Russian academy was incorporated
with the academy of sciences by the emperor
Nicholas.
As at present organized, the imperial
academy is divided into 3 classes or sections:
1, /.hat of the physico-mathematical
sciences; 2,
the class of literature and the Russian language,
with a separate management; 8, the historicophilological class. The researches of the academy are contained in 8 different collections of
commentaries, acts, memoirs, and in a scientific
bulletin intended for short notices, the publication of which should not be delayed.--The
imperial academy of medicine and surgery, at St.
Petersburg, founded Feb. 12, 1799, and rcorganized in 1802, is a school of medicine, .attended
both by a great number of medical students
and students of the vcterinaD" art and pharmacy.
It publishes fllree different collections of reports,
in Russian, German and French.--The
imperial
academy of fine arts at St. Petersburg
is an
educatiunal institution,
with 300 students of

painting, sculpture, architecture, engraving, etc.
There are also museums of painting, sculpture
and architecture, with models of different edifices,
ancient and modern, of Christian archaeological
objects, and a library; likewise an institution and
studio of mosaic painting, where the mosaicart
is taught and orders executed under the direction
of a professor of the academy, and belonging to
the academy.
In one of the halls meetings of
architects and other artists are held.--The imperial Russian geographical society of St.Petersl_urg
dates only from 1845. It was founded August
6th of that year, and has 4 sections: mathematical geography, physical geography, cthnography, and statistics.
Separate sections were
established in 1851 at Irkutsk, in Siberia, and in
1850 in the Caucasus. In 1867 2 new sections
were founded: the section of the western provinces and that of Orenburg.
The publications of
the society comprise, in addition to several special
collections, 18 volumes of memoirs, a monthly
bulletin, monographs, maps and atlases.--SwEDES. The Swedish academy at Stockholm was
founded by Gustavus III., March 20, 1786. In the
discourse with which this sovereign inaugurated
the sessions, he announced that his object was
to fix the rules and extend the knowledge of the
Swedish language, to celebrate and revive national memories, as well as to pronounce the eulogy
of great men who had served or saved the country, and thus contribute not only to ennobling the
language, but to increasing the glory of the most
illustrious sons of Sweden. The memoirs of the
academy are published annually, and contain biographies of distinguished Swedes, the compositions
which have taken the prize for eloquence and
poetry as well as literary, historical, philosophical
and philological dissertations by members of the
academy. These memoirs, published from 1786
to 1871, contain 51 volumes 8vo. In 1857 the prize
for poetry was awarded to Prince Oscar, for his
songs in honor of the Swedish fleet. In 1870 the
academy published the first number of its great
dictionary of the Swedish language.--DENMAl_K.
In 1742was founded the Societas Hafnierugs bonis
artibus prarnavendis. Christian VI. recognized it
the following year, and four years later it became
the present royal society of science of Copenhagon. Its publications, illustrated by a great
number of plates, are numerous and important,
especially in the domain of the mathematical
sciences, physics and natural history. At present
the fifth series of the memoirs of the two classes of
sciences and letters has been reached.
For six
years past the memoirs as well as the bulletins
are accompanied by French summaries.
Its first
centennial history, from 1742 to 1842, has been
publishcd by Molbeck.--BELOXU_I. The imperial
and royal academy of sciences and belles-lettres at
Brussels, created by letters patent of the empress
Maria Theresa, (Dec. 16, 1772), ceased to exist
under the French r_gime. Re-established May 7.
1816, it was reorganized by a royal decision of
Dec. 1, 1845,- as the royal academy of sciences,
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literature and fine arts of Belgium.
Each of these
:3branches constitutes
a class composed of 30memhers, 10 corresponding members, and 50 associates,
besides7academicans,
forming a royal commission
on history, to publish inedited Belgian chronicles,
In the class of literature
two commissions
have
been appointed, one charged with the publication
of the ancient monuments of Flemish
literature,
the other with collecting the works of the great
writers of the country.
The members
of the 3
classes have undertaken the editing of a national
biography.
It is very difficult to get a complete
collection of the publications of the academy since
its foundation,
monographs,
memoirs,
notices,

The academy of natural scien_ces_T,
'_,_"--'"_
P hitad'e'ip_ia,"
started in 1814, has devote_i,,itsklf
_o_._/'igi_l
"
investigations
and publications,
as to the plants,
animals and minerals of the United States, and
has collected a very fine and extensive museum of
objects of natural history.
The lyceum of natural
history in :New York city, founded 1818, has published many volumes of annals devoted to science.
The Boston society of natural history, 1834, has done
much to promote investigation
in its special field.
The Connecticut
academy of arts and sciences,
founded in 1799, at New Haven, is still publishing
valuable memoirs.
The Essex institute, of Salem,
Mass., formed in 1848 from the union of a county

reports of meetings,
and annuals.
In the first volume of the Annuaire
de la biblioth_u_
royale de
Be/gique, by Baron de Reiffenberg,
the extent of
this collection may be seen, with additions in the
volumes of the following
years.--A
royal Belgian academy of medicine exists also at Brussels.
Created by a royal decision of Sept. 19, 1841,
it is composed
of regular members,
associate
members,
corresponding
members,
and honorary members.
Its publications consist of memoirs
and monthly bulletins.--HoT.LA_n.
The royal
academy of sciences at Amsterdam,
instituted
by
royal ordinance
of Oct. 0.26, 1851, has taken
the place of the royal institute of Holland, '_stablished in May, 1808, by the king of Holland,
Louis Napoleon.
The academy, divided into 2
sections, has published a great number of works.
the titles of which may be found
in a pamphlet:
lCevu_ des sociJtds sava_tes de la .Nderlande, published in 1857, by W. Vrolik.--AszA.
The society
of arts and sciences at Batavia is the oldest of all
the learned bodies of Asia.
Founded
April 24,
1778, itfelt the influence of the East India cornpany, with its alternations
of prosperity and decline.
There are two other learned societies in
Batavia: the royal academy of natural sciences,
founded in 1850, and the industrial and agriculturalsociety
of the Dutch East Indies.--BtBLIOGRAPHY: Ha)mann,
Kurzgefa_ste
Gcschichte der
voruehmsteu Gesells_hafter_ der Gelehrten, Leipzig,
1743; Verz¢ivhniss der Universitd2en,
A]w_mien,
gdehrte_ Gesellschaften, Leipsig, 1795; A. d'tt_ricourt, Annuaire
des Socidtds savantes de la France
et de lYtraager, Paris, 1866; Manual of t_ublie Zibraries, Institutions
and Societies in th_ United
btates and British
provinces of _Vorth America,
Philadelphia,
1859.
XAVmR ]=LEusCIILI.LNG.

natural history society and a historical society, has
nearly 500 members, and has printed a long series
of collections illustrating
history, biography, and
almost every department of science.
The Albany
(N. Y.) institute, organized in 1824, has collected a
library and a natural history collection,
and published 8 volumes of transactions.
The Franklin
institute of Philadelphia.
which dates from 1824,
is for the promotion of the mechanic arts, and has
published 110 volumes of its journal.
The American institute, New York city, dating from 1829,
devoted chiefly to agriculture and the mechanic
arts.
Thirty-two volumes of its transactions have
been published
by the state.--Of
institutions
or
academies devoted to the fine arts, may be named
the national academy of design, organized at New
York in 1828, the Pennsylvania
academy of fine
arts, Philadelphia,
1807, and the metropolitan
museum of art, established
in New York city in
1870 ; these have annual or permanent exhibitions
of painting and sculpture, and the last named has
gathered a most valuable archmological
collection.
--Of the historical societies of the United States,
the oldest is the Massachusetts
historical society,
organized at Boston in 1791, "to collect, preserve
and communicate
materials for a complete history
of the country."
It has published more than 70
volumes.
Since the birth of this Nestor of the
historical
societies,
mo_e than 170 others have
been formed,
representing states or localities, of
which we can only name the more vigorous or
extensive : :New York
historical
society (1804);
American
antiquarian
society, Worcester,
Mass.,
(1812); Rhode Island, Providence,
(1822); Maine,
(1822) ; :New Hampshire,
(1823) ; Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia,
(1824); Connecticut, Hartford,(1825);
Ohio historical and philosophical
society, Cincinnati, (1831); Virginia, Richmond,
(1831); Vermont,
Montpelier,
(1838);
Georgia, Savannah,
(1839);
Maryland,
Baltimore,
(1844); :New Jersey, :Newark, (1845) ; :New England
historic-genealogical
society, Boston, (1845); Minnesota, St. Paul,(1849);
Wisconsin,
:bIadison,
(1849); Iowa,
Iowa City,
(1857); LongIsland,
Brooklyn, :N. Y., (1863); and
Southern
historical
society, • Richmond,
(1869).
Most of these have published
volumes of original
contributions
to history or early manuseripts.--Of
academics
devoted
to special _ciences, there are
the American
gcographical:
,society,
organized
a_ _Iow York in 1851 ; Arn'erican--phlloh)g,eal

ACADEMIES
('n_ hm_._tmA).
The oldest
among the American
academies
devoted
to the
progress of science, is the American philosophical
society at Philadelphia,
founded
by Benjamin
Franklin and his associates
in 1743.
It has published, from 1771 to 1881, two series of transactions in quarto, numbering
21 volumes, (besides 20
volumes of proceedings),
and filled with papers of
.value on a great variety of s_ubjects.
The Amerman academy of arts and sciences,
established
at
Boston, 1780, has issued many costly volumes,
illustrating natural history and other _cience_.
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ACCUMULATION

OF WEALTH.

i_ti.'_ ofarchi- the questionat _ue or not,it mesa t_t am

" ,f_e_t__l'_¢_(_r]_ _ American oriental society,
founded at New Haven, in 1842 ; American
numismatic and archaeological society, 1857 ;
American society of civilengineers and architects,
New York ; the American ethnological society,
l_/ew York, 1842; Washington philosophical society, Washington, D. C., 1_71 ; Cooper union for
the advancement of science and art, New York,
1854, with a free school of artand science, lectures,
library and periodical reading room; Lowell institute, Boston, 1839 ; Peabody institute, Baltimore,
1857 [the last two devoted, the one to public lectures, the other to a library, popular lectures, a
conservatory of music, and an academy of art];
American association for advancement of social
science, Boston, 1869, which has published 10
volumes ; American medical association, Philadelphia, 1847; American public health associalion, Washington, 1872 ; American pharmaceutical society, Philadelphia, 1852.--There are in
the United States, 3 more prominently national
organizations or academies, viz. : The national
academy of sciences, Washington, incorporated
by congress in 1863, with a membership originally
limited to 50; this academy is required to investigate and report upon any subjects referred to it
by the government, and its proceedings and papers
(hitherto small in extent) are printed by congress,
The American association for advancement of
science, organized in 1848, 30 volumes of whose
annual proceedings have been issued. The Smithscnian institution, Washington, created by act of
congress in 1846, in pursuance of a legacy left by
an Englishman to found an institution for the
increase and diffusion of knowledge among men.
Its large income, of about $35,000 annually, is
expended in procuring and publishing original
researches in science, and to an efficient and
widely useful international exchange. It has published more than 75 volumes of contributions to
knowledge, miscellaneous collections and annual
reports.--In America, outside of the United States,
may be named the natural history society of
Montreal; the literary and historical society of
Quebec; the _-ea2set,dad e_o_mic_z de b_ ._rabana
(Cuba); the soc_/ad l_r_na
de geografia _/esb_d/stica (M_xico); the i_t_uto _stor_ geographico
e ahnoffraplu_o do _razil (Rio Janeiro), an active
scientific academy, the most important in South
America, founded in 1838, and enjoyinganannual
grant of $3,500 from the government; and the
_ni_f_.ad
de (TM/e(Santiago), an institution for
liberal education, which has published over 50
volumes of valuable ana/es and scientific memoirs.
A.R. SPOFFO_D.

immense majority have agreed on some matterf
and that it would be useless to have recourse to
the taking of a vote to demonstrate such sgreement.--in Portugal the word has a special signification which is worth calling to mind. It.
refers to the accession of the house of Braganza
to the throne after the overthrow of the Spanish
dominion (Dec. 1, 1640). The vote calling the
duke of Braganza to power was so unanimous
that the word acclamation was perfectly fitted to.
mark the date when the dynasty of Braganza
began. The Portuguese have made it an historic
epoch from which they date, and say such an
event took place before, during or after th_
ae.da_io_.
M.B.

ACCUNULATION OF WEALTH.
It is tc_
the powerof accumulation or saving (two terms
which in poLiti_l economy are almost equivalent),
that we owe all our capital, all our wealth._All
the utilities created by man are susceptible of
accumulation, whether these utilities are identified
with the men themselves, as those which consist
in acquired knowledge, in the perfection given
our physical, intellectual or moral faculties, or
those added to external objects.--Of the accumulation of utilities of this last class, the most iraportant are those realized in the cultivation of
thesoil. They consist in the clearing and reclaiming of land; in the increase of its natural fertility
by manuring, irrigation or other means; in the
substitution of plants useful to man for those
with which the ground was primitively covered
and not useful to man; in the multiplication and
domestication of animals or beasts of burden
employed as forces or intended for food; and
finally, in the buildings, structures, machines or
instruments used in exploitation of any kind.
Accumulation of this kind forms the great mP._
of the material wealth of all nations whose civilization is advanced.--Next in order of importance
come accumulations of wealth under the form of
dwelling houses, of factories, shops, machines and
tools, roads, railroads, canals, bridges, ships, hathers, etc. ; in a word, all the creations of industry
destined to facilitate manufacturing or commercial
operations, or to satisfy the wants of shelter, of
intercourse, communication, etc.--After these, the
most important accumulations in the material
order appear under the form of a supply of
products destined either for the immediate satisfaction of our wants--such as furniture, utensils,
fuel, food, linen, clothing, etc., with which every
household ismoreorlessamplyprovided,
orthose
which have to undergo various changes or modifications, to fit them for consumption.--A.mong
ACCLAMATION.
This term, which signifies the utilities which are identifled with man, those
a unanimous call, is to be understood in the whose accumulation or extension is most importl_nguage of politics to mean that spontaneous ant, consist in the peffection given to theindu_gr/_
expression of _eneral consent which excludes all faeu/t_, under which term we comprise : 1st, all
discussion, andbears down the isolated opposition positive knowledge capable of rendering man's
of individuals.
Whea an assembly votes by labors more fruitful; 2nd, the art of applying
acclamation, whether there have been debates on this knowledge, and the spirit of invention; Srd,

ACCUMUI_TION
skill in performing all the details in the different
kinds of work; 4th, the practice of the habits,
individual or collective, most favorable to the
development and power of the industrial faculties,
and the harmony of economic relations.--It is
plain that the accumulation of utilities, of capital,
of wealth, may _nd really does take place under
a multitude of forms. Among these forms we
have not included that of money or coin. In
reality, accumulations in no way need an increase
in the quantity of that particular product; and it
is undoubted that a people may double their
wealth or increase it tenfold without a single cent
being added to their monetary medium.
Accumutation of wealth does not take this form except
in countries which produce the precious metals,
--Nevertheless it is the almost universal opinion
that the greater part of the accumulations of
wealth or savings is made under the form of
money, and as this false idea is the source of a
multitude of economic errors, it seems to us
useful to show clearly that although much of the
accumulation of wealth appears for a time in the
form of money, it consists in reality of something
verydiffcrent. This, a few examples will show. A
wtiteh-digger, by working continuously for six
months, has, let ussuppose, drained a marsh; the
valueofhislabor is estimated at $400. Ofthissum
the workman has spent, let us say, $300 for his
own personal wants, and there remain to him $100
which he puts into a savings bank. Here is an
accumulation equal in value to $100; and all the
circumstances remaining the same, ti_is value
should be found as. an addition to the wealth of
the country in one form or another.
Is it in the
form of money? Evidently not; for the $100,
before going into the savings bank, were in pos_ssion of the proprietor who received them, let us
suppose, from his tenunt, who received them from
the butcher, who, in turn, received them from
the consumer of meat, etc. In short, this money
existed in the country before as well as after the
operation. The wealth here accumulated, then,
does not exist in the form of money, and it can only
be found in the improvement given the land by the
labor of the ditch-digger, an improvement equal in
value to $400, and exceeding by $100 the value of
the articles consumed by the workman._A builder
constructs a house; he expends in its construction,
in wages, materials, purchase of land, etc., a sum
of $110,000. When be sells the house for $120,000
the excess of $10,000 is his profit, or the price of
his services. Of this last sum, $5,000 have been
spent in unproductive consumption, and $5,000
are added to the capital which he employs in his
business. Does the accumulation here consist in
money? By no means; since the money existed
before in the hands of the purchaser. It is found
in the value of the house which exceeds by$5,000
all that was spent.--The purchaser of the house
receives from his tenants a ycarlysum of $6,000.
He uses two-thirds of this sum for the personal
wants of his family, and he puts the $2,000
of surplus in the bank. Here we have a new
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accumulation of $2,000, which, although it does
not come from new labor,must exist as additional
wealth in the country under some form, and, no
more than in the preceding cases, under the form
of money, since the same money already existed,
and has now merely changed hands. In what, then,
can the new value acquired to the nation consist?
In order to discover this, it is necessary to remark
thattheservicerenderedtothetenantsbythehouse
is really equal to the value of $6,000, since they
have freely consented to pay that sum for its use.
They might have applied that service to an industrial purpose and received hack its price in that
of the products created. But we will suppose
that they have consumed it unproductively for
their personal wants. Now even in this case the
savings of the proprietor add none the less a value
of $2,000 to the wealth of the country; and this
value must necessarily be found in a form different from that of money. This will be easily
understood by noting that without this saving, it
would have been necessary to add to the unproductive consumption of the premises other productire consumption still by the proprietor, amount,
ing to the value of $2,000. Thesaving, therefore,
must be found in this casein the form of the diiIerent objects which the proprietor has abstained from
consuming, the preservation of which has dhninished the sum total of consumption in the country
and consequently increased its actual wealth to that
extent, production remaining the same. -- We
might take up in this manner, one after another,
all the individual savings accumulated in a year,
and it would be seen that all have increased the
general wealth in proportion to their importance,
either byadding to the utilities which the country
already possessed, or by preserving a greater part
of these, by limiting consumption.
It will be
seen, at the same time, that these accumulations
were made under a multitude of different forms
other than money, though most of them appear
for a moment under this last form. Thus, that
whichis accumulated in reality is not money; it is
objects fitted to satisfy our needs--utilities of
various forms.--It is to he remarked, that these
utilities scarcely ever remain in the hands of those
to whom they are due; for even when they are
exchanged for money, this money is usually given
to others by those who have accumulated its values.
Now, to place at the disposition of society a utility
under one form or another is to render it a service,
to furnish it with the means of labor or satisfaction, of which without this it would have been
deprivect
He who saves renders to soe__ety,
therefore, a service proportionate to the value of
his savings. It is true ti,at he thus acquires the
right of demanding equivalent services in return;
but so long as he does not actually demand them,
so long as he abstains from consuming their value
for his personal wants, this value serves .others
than himself.--Thus,
for example, the owner
of land or capital who obtains from these kinds
of productive property an annual revenue of
$10,000, and who saves half of it every year,
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renders
to society a new yearly
service worth
$5,000; and although
he reserves to himself
the
power
of demanding
back at a later time the
sum total of these services, increased by the total
of the interest, it is none the less evident that
while he abstains from demanding
it and consuming it, society has the benefit of it in his place,
A family which during se_'eral generations,
during
two centuries,
for example,
should have saved
uninterruptedly
half of its annual income, would
have really admitted
society during
all this time
to an equal partition with itself of tl.m means of
production
and satisfaction
which
this income
brought;
in other terms, it would ha.ve added to
the sum total of file enjoyments
of society, an
amount twice as great as the family itself could
have obtained
from it. The means of creating
new wealth or satisfaction
of which the family
would
have deprived
itself, would
have been
acquired
by others.
The only exclusive
benefit

others as great were propagated.
This we shal_
try to prove in a few words.--Wealth
is made Ul)
of all objects having value in exchange,
no matter
what their nature or their form.
When a portion
of wealth is consumed,
that portion
exists no
longer; after which, if the want which it has satisfied appear again and we have still the means of
providing
for it, the object consumed
must be
reproduced,
and the necessity
of this reproduction gives new food to labor.--But
we may con.
sume a portion
of wealth in two ways: in the
first place, we can absorb its entire value, in such,
manner that absolutely nothing may remain of it.
This
is a case of unproductive
consumption,
vc,hich tulles place, for example,
in the case of _
sumptuous
repast, of fireworks, etc. We consume
in this way the services of those who have furnished and prepared
the food, those of the pyrotechnist,
the powder manufacturer,
the decorstors, the costumers, the musicians,
the actors, etc.

which its savin_o's brought the family consisted in
the feeling of security resulting
from the power
which it preserved
of demanding
from society, in
case of need, services
equal to those which it
had ceded to it.--These
results of saving
are
incontestible.
It follows, therefore,
that it does
not profit exclusively
those who save, and that
it is a very positive
public
benefit.
The rich
man who spends the whole of his revenue every
year, in personal and unproductive
consumption,

We have thus fnrnished,
but for once only, labor
and pay to all these persons.
Inthe second place,
we may consume
wealth in such a manner
that,
after the operation avalue may remain equal to or
even greater than that eoosumed.
This is a case
of rcproductive(orproductive)consumption.
Suppose, for example,
that the value consumed
at
the banquet or the f_te, instead of being used in
this way, had been employed
in improving
barreu hillside or in making a vineyard of it: by

does not exceed
only rendcrs to
those he receives
less use to others,
approbation
and

his rights; but in this way he
others services exactly equal to
from them; he is, therefore,
of
and consequently
less worthy of
esteem in this regard, than the

this application
of the value consumed,
we should
have given work and wages to ditchers, to vinedressers, to teamsters,
to manufacturers
of cornpost, to producers
of plants and of props; and
we should thus have furnished
remunerated
era-

rich man who saves.--_cvertheless,
common opinion is more disposed to approve
him who spends
all his income for his personal
wants, than him
who saves a part of it. Strange
fact, that the
person who preserves
for his family and society
the greater
number
of utilities
of every kind,
and does it by restricting
his personal
enjoyments, is just the man whom the vulgar mind is
inclined to reproach with egoism, while it attrib-

ployment
to a number of laborers at least as great
as the number hired at the banquet;
and, while
rwthing remained
after the banquet,
from this
there would remain a vineyard, the annual product.
of which, the income from it, would
furnish
every year, and during
an indefinite
period, an
entirely new article of food, in consideration
of
a certain amount of labor.
This example suffices
to show how much it is to the interest of workmen

utes laudable
and generous
sentiments
to hml
who denies himself
nothing._To
explain
this
unjust
judgment
it is affirmed that he whose per-

in general, that the rich, instead of spending
all
their income in unproducti_econsumption,
inputlays for luxury, should devote the greatest
part

sonal wants arc few does not quicken the circulation
of wealth, that he deprives industry and commerce
of its outlets and of the encouragement
which
the consumption
of wealth might give them.
In
this way men come to believe and to profess that
ever), one renders
more service to society tl,e
more value hc consumes unproductively.
Thus,
men justify the expenses
of luxury,
pride, profusion, etc.
This error was so generally disseminated in France, that in the greater part of the
pamphlets,
etc., written in 1848 and 1849, with the
intention
of combating
the aberrations
of socialism, it was thought
necessary to praise the expenses of luxury, and endeavor to prove that it is,
above all, on account of this kind of outlay, that

possible of it to reproduc/Sve consumption.
Even
if the). do not watch directly over these operations,
and if they confine themselves
to placing the sum
of their savings
at interest, they still render a
greater service to the working classes than spending their wealth unproductively.
Deposited
with
a banker or a loan agent, their savings go to the
farmer,
the artisan,
the contractor,
who utilize
them
in reproductive
consumption.
-- Do not
men complain every day that we have not enough
of capital; that it is lacking in manufactures,
in
commerce,
in great works of public utility, and
above all in agriculture;
and that, by reason of
its insufficiency,
the rate of interest is too high?
But if such is the case, what should we desire?

the poor classes are interested in respecting
so that, to combat
lamentable
economic

Should we not desire
should be multiplied

wealth ;
errors,

that savings and investments
as much as possible,
that
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ACT.
capital should Increase and its abundance
make
the use of it less costly, that is to say, lower the
rate of interest?--i'qow,
rich persons are the only
ones who canmake
savings with ease.
It shouhl,
therefore,
be recommended
to them, not by the
law, for all liberty should be left them in this
regard, but by morals,
by the esteem attached
to such conduct byan cnlighteued
public opinion,
by their own self-interest
properly
understood,
which is here completely
in accord with that of
the laboring classes.
Those who givcothercounsels to the rich, and desire to persuade them that
they render
more service and have more merit
in proportion as they spend more for their wants,
their tastes,
their fancies,
their vanities,
their
personal satisfaction,
obey, in sodoing, a prejudice
which is much to be regretted.
(See "_VEALTII,
SAVLNG.)
AMBROISE CLI_MENT.
ACT, the completion
or attest'ltionof
anytransaction in public, and, in certain cases, in private
life.
By the word act are specially
designated
certain decisions
the result of conferences,
congTesses, and of various political
bodies, such as
diets, chambers
and parliaments.
Thu._, the
decisions of the diets of the German empire have
appeared,
since 1729, under
the title of Acts
Pabl_c_a. The word act isoften used as a synonym
of document
and even of contract.--This
word
has another and special meaning.
It applies
to
the laws emanating
from the British parliament
and clothed with the royal sanction.
It is iraportaut to note this last formality;
for, in parliament,cveryproposed
law preserves the title of bill,
and does not acquire the name of act, until it has
received the sanction
of the crown.
The most
ancient act still in force is the celebrated
Magna
Charta.--Some
acts receive their title from the
place where the parliament
which passed them
met.
Others still, from their initial designations,
Since the reign of Edward II., the most common
usage is to give the 3'ear of the reign of the king
or queen under whom the act or statutc was passed,
and also the number of thechapter.--In
tim United
States the term act is applied to any statute or
law made by a legislative
body,
whether
the
national
congress
or the legislature
of a state.
General or public acts in the United
States are
those which bind the whole community;
special
acts affect only certain persons or interests.
X.
ADAMS, Charles
Francis,
sonof John Quincy
Adams, was born at Boston, Aug. 18, 1807, was
admitted to the bar in 1828, was the candidate
of
tile free-soil party for vice-president
in 1848, representative
in congress
(republican)
1859-61, and
minister to Great Britain 1861-68.
(See ALXBA_X
C_s.)
A.J.
ADANS,
John, president
of the United States
1797-1801, was born Oct. 19, 1735, in Braintree
(now Quincy),
blassachusetts,
where
he died
July 4, 1826. He was graduated
at Harvard
in
175_5,was admitted
to the bar in 1758, and in 1770

ADAMS,

JOHN.
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entered
public life as a representative
in the
legislature,
tle was a delegate to the continental
congresses of 1774-77, (see DECLAI_.ATION OF INDErEND_'.'_CF). Heentered
the diplomaticservice
in 1777 as minister
to France
and (in 1785) to
England.
In 1788 he returned
so free from
domestic
political
entanglements
that,
next to
Washington,
hc was the most available
presidential candidate.
He became vice-president
ill
1789 (see ELECTOIeAL VOTES), and retained that
office until 1797, his casting vote as president
of
the senate being very useful in support of Hamilton's federalist
measures.
(See FEDERAL I)._.RTY.)
In 1797 lie was generally
accepted (see Cxt,cvs,
CONGRESSIONAL)
as
the federalist
candidate
for
the presidency,
and was elected over Jefferson.
IIis fatal mistake
lay in his retaining
Washington's cabinet.
His own mind was bent on Washington's
policy of neutrality
between
England
and France,
and his hearty
dislike
of Great
Britain was a sufficient make-weight
against cornmercial inclinations
to enable
him to keep the
balance
fairly
even.
But his cabinet
was as
strongly
inclined
to the Itamiltonian
policy,
which was not averse to tim idea of war with
France, and Adams was by no means as successful as Washiugton
in controlling
lus political
household
--At first the new administration
was
extrcmelypopular.
The X. Y. Z. mission created
tin intense anti-Gallican
feeling
in the United
States, and while Adams was willing to direct
the storm, he was as popular
with the Hamiltonian
federalists
as lie had always
been with
those of New England.
But lie soon became
satisfied that his cabinet was " Iiamilton's
rather
than his," and that the main Itamiltonian
object
was to force a war upon France.
In February,
1799, lie therefore
nominated ministers to France,
and
in November
imperatively
ordered
their
departure,
in both cases without
the previous
knowledge
of his cabinet.
His action, dictated
by Imre patriotism
and by a clear perception
of
the country's
best interests, ruined the political
prospects of himself and his party.
The republicans, (see DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN PARTY),
relieved from the nece_ity
of choosing
between
France
and the United
States,
gathered
fresh
strength and renewed the struggle
for the presidency; and the two factions
of the federalists
were more successful
in proving one another unworthy of public confidence than in repelling the
attacks
of the common enemy.
Upon Adams
was thrown the entire responsibility
for the alien
and sedition
laws, the increase of the army for
political purposes, and every other "high-flying"
federalist
measure
which had originated
in congress.
He was beaten
by Jefferson,
though
really only by the vote of South Carolina,
and
there by a very slender majority
(see ELECTORS),
and, embittered
by the virulence
of the campaign, retired from Washington
on the morning
of March 4, 1801, without taking part in Jefferson's inauguration.
The breach between
them
was not healed until some thirteen years after.--

ADAMS,

JOHN

QUINCY.

ADAMS,

SAMUEL.

The federalparty never forgave Adams for his
share in their overthrow.
Their animosity
was
kept warm by the open desertion
of his son (see
A.DAMS, Jom_ QurNcY) to their opponents,
and
for many years the private life of the ex-president
was made busy by recurring newspaper centreversies.
He and Jefferson died on the same day,
the fiftieth anniversary
of their joint work, the

untilhisdeath,seventeenyearsafter. In congress
he was his own party, and became one of the most
prominent
members of the house.
He opposed
or supported the democratic administrations
with
absolute independence,
and when the abolitionist
petitions were cut off by the passage of "gagrules" (see PETITION), he fought the obnoxious
rules for years.
In February,
1836, on the second

adoption
of the Declaration
of Independence.-See 1-3, 7-9 C. F. Adams' Life and Letters of
John Adams;
Correspondence of John Adams and
Win. Cunningham,
1803-12 ; 2 Gibbs' Memoirs
of the Admini._trati_us
of Washington and Adams ;
Trescott's
Diplomatic
Histo_. of the Administration of John Adams;
Parton's Life of Burr, 225 ;
Wood's History
of the Administration
of John
Adams,
and Co_'ect Statement of the Sources of
the history
(both
entirely
untrustworthy,
but

of Pinckney's
resolutions
(see SLAVERY),
that congress had no constitutional
right to interfere with
slavery in the states, which was carried by a vote of
201 to 7, Adams voted in the minority, and defended his vote by a full, though h_Tothetieal,
state.
mcnt of the war powers of the federal government,
under which
slavery was eventually
abolished.
In February,
1837, for asking permission
to offer
a petition from a number of slaves, he was threatencd with the censure of the house, but rode out

interesting);
ferred to.

the storm successfully.
In 1839--40, he was courtsel for the slaves in the Amistad
case.
In the

and

authorities
under articles reA.LE.X.A_D_-RJOHNSTOI_'.

ADAMS,
John
Quincy, president
of the
United States 1825-29, eldest son of John Adams,
was born in Braintree
(now Quincy),
Massachusetts, ,July 11, 1767, and died in Washington,
Feb. 23, 1848. He was graduated
at Iiarvard
in 1788, was admitted
to the bar in 1791, and
in 1794, by Washington's
appointment,
became
minister to the Hague.
In 1803 he was chosen,
as a federalist,
United States senator from Massachusetts.
In 1803 his support of the embargo

course
of this serms of anti-slavery
labors,
he
gradually
drifted
into
co-operation
with the
abolitionists
(see AnOLITmI_),
though
in his
mind his abolitionist
warfare seems to have been
only an incidental
feature
in his nationalizing
struggle
against
the overbearing
particularism,
developed
by slaver3", of. southern
leaders.
In
this sense his work was unfortunate
in being 20
)'ears before its time, and tm may be considered
as a republican
of 1856, developed
.'20 ),ears too
carl)', and almost equally distasteful to both whigs

was censured by his state legislature,
and he at
once resigned and went over to the opposite part)',
by which he was made minister
to Russia and
(in 1815) to Great Britain.
In 1817 he became
secretary
of state under Monroe.
In 1825 he was
chosen president
(sec DISPUTF_.DELECTrodeS, II.)
Ilis support came mainly from the same commercial and business interests which had formed the
federal
party, but which now, while accepting,
without any thought of dissimulation,
the rcpublican name. retained all the federalist
tendencies.
He received but a few (6) scattering
electoral votes
from the south and west, and these two sections
united in a determiz_ed opposition to him, which
lasted through his administration,
and in the next
election (1828) was successful in gaining over the
middlc
states and ov(,rthrowing
Adams, as his
father had been overthrown.
(See DEMOCRATICREPUBI,ICAN
PARTY, II., III.; FEDERAL PARTY,

anddemocrats.
He died almost inharness,
having
fallen from his seat in the house through a paralytic stroke, from whose effects he died two days
afterwards.--Sce
_r. It. Seward's
Life of John
Quincy Adams;
C. F. Adams'
Menwirs of John
Quilzcy Adams;
Quincy's Memoirof
John Quincy
Adams," and authorities
under articles referred
to.
ALEX_DER
JOHNSTON.

II.
Adams
has been blamed in part for his
own defeat, on the :core of his action in raking
up, in 1828, the embers of a former
charge of
sccc_¢ionist designs against the federalist
leaders
of New Enghmd
(sec Se:CESSmN, I. ; EMBAltOO);
but as he received the solid New England vote in
1828, the causes of his defeat are evidently to be
sought
elsewhcre.--Adams
retired,
but not to
permanent
tu'ivatelife.
His anti-federalist
action

legislature
in 1765, and was the first to suggest
the establishment
of the corresponding
societies,
with their rendezvous
in Boston, which did much
to promote the cause of the revolution.
As early
as 1770, in a speech on the rights of the colonies,
he declared
that
the colonies
were free, and
would be free; just as in 1740, on the occasion
of his taking his degree of A, M., he defended
the thesis that "when
the commonwealth
can

above mentioned
cut him off from all hopes of
advancvment
at the hands of the national repubhcan party in Mas_sachusetts,
but the anti-masons
{see AXTX-MASOXlty, I.) of his district sent him to
congress in 1831, and he was re&mlarly re-elected

not otherwise
be preserved,
it is lawful to resist
the supreme
magistrate."
A delegate
to congress from 1774 to 1782 for Massachusetts,
he
did all in his power to give effect to the declaration of independence.
He was always on the

ADAMS,
Samuel,
one of the founders
of
American independence.
He was born in Boston,
on the 27th of Sept., 1722.
He studied theology,
but not finding the pulpit
congenial,
engaged
in
business in a small way.
Enghmd's
commercial
policy
towards
the colonies
led him into the
opposition.
He vigorously
opposed
the stamp
duties, and was one of the first to advocate separation of the colonies from the mother country.
lie became a member of the Massachusetts
colonial
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bestof terms withFrank]in,
Jefferson_nd
others
of the revolutionary
chieftains,
but not with
Washington,
whose endeavors to strengthen
the
federal government
he erroneously
considered
dangerous
to the liberties
of tile people.
He
was an influential member of the Massachusetts
convention of 1788, which favored the adoption
of the federal constitution,
with some modifications, and he contributed more than any other one
man to its final adoption
by the eastern states.
He was elected lieutenant
governor
of Massachnsetts
in 1789, and governor
in 1794.
He
resigned the latter office in 1797, partly on account of old age.
He died in Boston, Oct. 2,
1802, at the age of 81.--Samuel
Adams was a
man of great independence
of character, fiery'
and resolute.
He was a democrat by nature and
an agitator of the first class.
He was a particularist in American
politics, and opposed to the
federal party.
Samuel Adams' judgment
may
not have been always correct, but he will always
retain a place in the hearts of his countrymen
as an example of unselfishness,
inflexibility
and
political virtue, as in his lifetime he was styled
_he American Cato.
X.
ADJOURNMENT.
L._w.)
ADMINISTRATION.
'rnATIO_.)

(See
(See

Sept. 12, 1789; Atty. Genl., Edmund Randolph,
Va., Sept. 26, 1789.--2_D
ADMINISTRATION.
George Washington,
Va., pres., John Adams,
Mass., vice pres.
8rate, Thomas Jefferson, Va.,
March 4, 1793, Edmund
Randolph,
Va., Jan.
2, 1794, Timothy
Picketing,
Mass.,
Dee. 10,
1795; Treas.,
Alex. Hamilton, N. Y., March 4,
1793, Oliver Wolcott, Conn., Feb. 2, 1795; War,
Henry Knox, Mass., March 4, 1793, Timothy
Picketing,
blass., Jan. 2, 1795, James McHenry,
Md., Jan. 27, 1796; Atty. Oenl., Edmund Randolph, Va., March 4,1793, Win. Bradford,
Pa.,
Jan. 27, 1794, Charles Lee, Ya., Dec. 10, 1795.3RD ADMINISTRATIOlg.
John
Adams,
Mass.,
pres., Thomas
Jefferson, Va., vice-pres.
State,
Timothy
Pickering,
Mass., March 4, 1797, John
Marshall,
Va., May 13, 1800;
3Yea,.,
Oliver
Wolcott, MfL,_, March 4, 1797, Samuel Dexter,
Mass., Jan. 1, 1801; War, James McHenry, Md.,
March 4, 1797, Samuel Dexter, Mass., May 13,
1800, Roger Griswold, Conn., Feb. 3, 1801; Navy,
George Cabot, Mass., May 3, 1798, Benj. Stoddert,
Md., March 21, 1798; Atty. Genl., Charles Lee,
Va., March 4, 1797, Theo. Parsons, Mass., Feb. 20,
1801.--4TH
ADMINISTRATION. Thomas
Jeffer-

son, Ya., pres., Aaron Burr, N. Y,
PA_RI,TA_am_TARY State, James
bladison,
Ya.,
blarch
1_eas., Albert
Gallatin,
Pa., May
CIVIL AD_n_IS-
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vice-pres.
5, 1801;
14, 1801;

War, Henry Dearborn,
Mass.,
blarch 5, 1801;
Navy, Robert Smith, bid., July 15, 1801; A_ty.
Geal., Levi Lincoln, Mass., March 5, 1801.--5TII
ADMINISTRATIONS
(IN U. S. HISTORY.)
ADMINISTRATION. Thomas Jefferson, Va., pres.,
Under the confederation,
the only substitute
for Geo. Clinton, N. Y.,vicc-pres.
State, JamesMadian executive power was a seriesof boards of war,
son, Va., March 4, 1805; _¥eas., Albert Gallatin,
treasury, etc., working under the supervision
of
Pa., March 4, 1805; War, Henry Dearborn, Mass.,
committees
of congress.
Under the constitution
March4, 1805;Navy,
JacobCrowninshicld,
Mass.,
these were succeeded
by a system of executive
March 3, 1805; Atty. Genl., Robert Smith, Md.,
departments,
organized
by acts of congress but
March 3, 1805, John Breckinridge,
Ky., Aug. 7,
filled by appointment
of the president.
The
1805, C_sar A. Rodney, Pa., Jan. 20, 1807._6TH
principal officers of these departments
form a
ADMINISTRATION. James Madison,
Ya., pres.,
body of advisers to the president, for which the
George Clinton, N. Y., vice-pres.
State, Robert
name cabinet has been borrowed
from English
Smith, bid., March 6, 1809, James Monroe, Va.,
political language;
but the word has no original
April 2, 1811; Treas.,
Albert
Gallatin,
Pa.,
_ignilicance
in this country, and the president is blarch 4, 1809; Wa_', William
Eustis,
blass.,
not even required by the constitution,
but merely
March 7, 1809, John ArrL't_rong, N. Y , Jan. 13,
permitted,
to demand the written opinions
of
1813; A_avy, Paul Hamilton,
S. C., March 7,
heads of departments.--Thepresent
departments
1809, William Jones, Pa., Jan. 12, 1813; Atty.
were organized
by acts of the following
dates:
GerJ., C_esar A. Rodney,
Pa., March 4, 1809,
War, (then including
the Navy), Aug. 7, 1789;
William
Pinkney,
bid.,
Dec.
11, 1811.--VTH
T_'ea,ury, Sept. 2, 1789; State, (originally F_reign
ADMINISTRATION. James Madison,
Va., pres.,
Affairs), Sept. 15, 1789; J_tice,
(as a part of the
Elbridge
Gerry, Mass., vice-pres.
State, James
Judiciary),
Sept. 24, 1789; Posto.fwe, (temporary)
Monroe, Va., March 4, 1813; Treas., Albert GallaSept. 22, 1789, (permanent)
May 8, 1794; Navy,
tin, Pa., blarch
4, 1813, Geo. W. Campbell,
April 30, 1798; Interior,
March 8, 1849. The
Tenn.,
Feb. 9, 1814, Alex. James Dallas, Pa.,
postmaster general was not considered a cabinet
Oct. 6, 1814, Win. H. Crawford.
Ga., Oct. 22,
officer until inviled by Jackson
to cabinet meet1816; War, James Monroe, Sept. 27, 1814, Win.
ings in 1829. Until
that time this officerwas
H. Craufford,
Ga., Aug. 1, 1815; Navy, William
_onsidered a subordinate
of the treasury departJones, Pa., March 4, 1813, B. W. Crowninshield,
ment.
A list of postmasters
general,
1789-1829,
Mass., Dec. 19, 1814; Atty. Genl., William Pinkis given at the end of this article.--lsT
A_U_qNIS- hey, Md., March 4, 1813, Richard
Rush, Pa.,
"rRATIO_;. George Washington,
Ya., pres., John
Feb. 10, 1814.--8Tn
ADMINISTRATION. James
Adams, Mass., vice pres.
State, Thomas
Jeffer.
Monroe, Va., pres., Daniel D. Tompkius,
N. Y.,
_on, Va., Sept. 26, 1789; Treas., Alex. Hamilton,
vice-pres.
State, John
Quincy
Adams, Mass.,
.N.Y., Sept. 11, 1789; War, Henry Knox, Mass. ; March 5, 1817; Trea,., Win. H. Crawford, Ga.,
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March 5,1817;War, IsaacShelby,Ky., March Tre_s.,
Thomas Ewing, O.,March 5,and April
5, 1817,George Graham, Va., April 7,1817, 6, 1841,Walter Forward, Pa.,Sept.13, 1841,
John C. Calhoun,S. C., Oct. 8, 1817;_Navy, John C. Spcnccr,N. Y.,March 3, 1843,George
B. W. Crovrninshield,
Mass.,March 5, 1817, hl Bibb.Ky., June 15,1844; 'IVar,
John Bell,
SmithThompson,57.Y.,
Nov.9,1818;Atty.
Genl., Tcnn.,March 5,and April6,1841,
John McLean,
RichardRush,Pa., March 5,1817,Win. Wirt, O.,Sept.13,1841,John C. Spencer,
N. Y.,Oct.
Va., 57ov. 13, 1817.--9TH ADMINISTRATION. 12 1841, James M. Porter, Pa., March 8, 1843,
James Monroe, Vs., pres., Daniel D. Tompkins,
William Wilkins, Pa., Feb. 1_i, 1844 ; .Navy,
N. Y., vice-pres.
State, John Quincy Adams,
George E. Badger, N. C., March 5, and April 6,
Mass., March 5, 1821; Treas., Win. H Crawford,
1841, Abel P. Upshur, Vs., Sept. 13, 1841, David
Ga., March 5, 1821; War, John C. Calhoun,
Hcnshaw, Mass., July 24, 1843, Thos. W. Gilmer,
S. C., March 5, 1821; Navy, Smith Thompson,
Va., Feb. 15, 1844, John Y. Mason, Vs., March
N. Y., March 5, 1821, Samuel L. Southard, N.J.,
14, 1844; _Postmaster Goal., Francis Granger,
Sept. 16, 1823; Atty. Gerd., Win. Wirt, Va., N.Y., March 6, and April 6, 1841, Chas A_
March 5, 1821. -- 10"rn ADMINISTRATION. John
Wickliffe, Ky., Sept. 13, 1841; Atty. Goal., John
Quincy Adams, Mass., pres., John C. Calhoun,
J.'Crittcnden, Ky., March 5, and April 6, 1841,
S. C, vice-pres, St,ate, Henry Clay, Ky., March 7, Itugh S. Legard, S. C., Sept. 13, 1841, John Nel18_; Treas., Richard Rush. Pa., March 7, 1825; son, Md., July 1, 1843.--15TiI ADMINISTRATION.
War, James Barbour, Va., March 7, 1825, Peter
James K. Polk, Tenn., pres., George )I. Dallas,
B. Porter, N. Y., May 26, 1828; A'avy, Samuel
Pa.,vice-pres. ,_tate. James Buchanan, Pa.. March
L. Southard, N. J., March 4, 1825; Atty. GeTd., 6 1845; Treas., Robt. J. Walker, Miss., March 6,
Wm. Wirt, Va., March 4, 1825.--11TH ADMINIS- 1845; War, Wm. L. :biarcy, 57. Y., March 6, 1845_
TRATION. Andrew Jackson, Tenn., pros, John
Navy, Geo. Bancroft, Mass., ]_Iarch 10, 1845,
C. Calhoun, S. C., vice-pres.
State, Martin
John Y. Mason, Va., Sept. 9, 1846; Postmaster
Van Burcn, N. Y., March 6, 1829, Edward
GEM., Cave Johnson, Tenn., March 6, 1845;
Livingston, La., May 24, 1831; Treas., Sanmcl
Atty. Goal., John Y. Mason, Va., March 6 1845,
D. Ingham, Pa, March 6, 1829, Louis McLanc,
:Nathan Clifford, Me, Oct. 17,1846, Isaac Toucey_
Del., Aug. 8, 1831; War, John H. Eaton, Tenn.,
Conn., June 21, 1848.--16TIt ADMYNISTRATION.
March 9, 1829, Lewis Cass, O., Aug. 1, 1831; Zachary Taylor, La., pres., Millard Fillmore,
Navy, John Branch, N. C., March 9, 1829, Levi N. Y., vice-pres. State, John :M. Clayton, Del.,
Woodbury, 57. I_I., May 23, 1831; Postmaster March 7, 1849, Daniel Webster, Mass., July
Goal., William T. Barry, Ky., March 9, 1829; 22, 1850, Edward Everett, Mass., Dec. 6, 1_52;
Atty. Gold., John M. Bcrrien, Ga., March 9, Treas., Wm. M. Meredith, Pa., March 8, 1849,
1829, Roger B. Taney, Md, July 20, 1831.--12TH Thomas Corwin, O., July 23, 1850; War, G-co.
.ADMINISTRATION.Andrew Jackson, Tenn.,pres.,
W. Crawford, Ga ,March 8, 1849, Edward Bates,
Martin Van Buren, N. Y., vice-pres.
State, 5Io., July 20, 1850, Winfield Scott, ad interim,
Louis McLane, Del., May 29. 1833, John Forsyth,
July 23, 1850, Charles M. Conrad, La., Aug. 15,
Ga., June 27, 1834; Treas., Wm. J. Duane, Pa.,
1850; Navy, Win. B_ Preston, Va., March 8, 18t9,
May 29, 1833, Roger B. Taney, Md, Sept. 23, Win. A. Graham, 57. C., July 22, 1850, John P.
18,33, Levi Woodbury, N. H., June 27, 1834; Kennedy, Md., July 22, 1852; Interi,,r, Thomas
Wilt, Lewis Cass, O, March 4, 1833; Navy,
Ewing, O., March 8, 1849, James A. Pearce, Md.,
Levi Woodbury, 57. H., March 4, 1833, Mahlon July 20, 1850_ Thos. M. T. McKennan, Pa.,
Dickerson, N. J., June 30,1834; Postmaster Goal., Aug. 15, 1850, Alex. H. H. Stuart, Vs., Sept. 12,
Win. T. Barry, Ky., March 4, 1833, Amos Ken- 1850; Postmaster Goal., Jacob Collamer, Vt.,
dall, Ky., May 1, 1835; Atty. Ge_tl., Roger B. March 8, 1849, Nathan K. Hall, N. Y., July 23,
Taney, Md., March 4, 1833, Benj. F. Butlcr,
1850, Samuel D. Hubbard, Conn., Aug. 31. 1852_
1_. Y., Nov. 15, 1833.--13Tn ADMINISTRATION. Atty. Genl., Reverdy Johnson, Md., March 8,
Martin Van Buren, N. Y., pres., Richard M. 1849, John J. Crittenden, Ky., July 22, 1850.Johnson, Ky., vice-pres. State, John Forsyth,
17Tn ADMI2_ISTRATION.Franklin Pierce, N. H.,
Ga., March 4, 1837; Treas., Levi Woodbury,
pres., Win. R. King, Ala, vice-pres. State, Win.
March 4, 1837; Wbr, Benj. F. Butler, ST. Y., L. Marcy, N. Y., March 7, 1853; Treas., James.
March 3, 1837, Joel R. Poinsett, S. C., March 7, Guthrie, Ky. , March 7,1853 ; War, Jefferson Davis,
1837; Navy, Mahlon Dickerson, N. J., March 4, Miss., March 7, 1853; Navy, James C. Dobbin,
1837, James K. Paulding, N. Y., June 25, 1838; N.C., March7,1853; Intel_ar, RobertMcClelland,
t)ostmaster Goal., Amos Kendall, Ky., March 4, Mich., March 7, 1853; Postmaster Gent., James
1837, John M. Niles, Conn., May 19, 1840; A_¥,
Campbell, Pa., March 7, 1853; Atty.
Genl.,
Gerd, Benj F. Butler, N. Y., March 4, 1837, Caleb Cushing, Mass., March 7, 1853.--18v_
Felix Grundy, Tenn., July 5, 1838, Henry D. ADMINISTRATION. James Buchanan, Pa., pres.,
Gilpin, Pa., Jan. 11, 1840.--14TH ADMINISTRA- John C. Breckinridge, Ky., vice-pres.
13tate,
TmN. Win. Henry Harrison, O., pres., Johu Lewis Cass, Mich., March 6, 1857, Jeremiah S.
Tyler, Va., vice-pres.
State, Daniel Webster,
Black, Pa., Dec. 17, 1860; Treas., Howell Cobb,
Mass.,MarchS, and Apri16,1841, Hugh S.Legard, Ga., March 6, 1857, Philip F. Thomas, Md.,
S. C., May 9, 1848, Abel P. Upshur, Va., July Dec. 12, 1860, John A. Dix, N. Y., Jan. 11, 1861;
24,1843,John C.Calhoun,S.C.,March 6,1844; War, JohnB. Floyd,Va.,March 6,1857,Joseph
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}tolt, Ky., Jan. 18. 1861; .Navy, Isaac Toucey,
Conn., March 6, 1857; Interior,
Jacob Thompson,
Miss., March 6, 1857; Postmaster
Geltl., Aaron
V. Brown, Tenn., March 6, 1857, Joseph
Holt,
Ky., March 14, 1859, tIoratio
King, Me., Feb.
12, 1861; Atty.
Geal., Jeremiah
S. Black, Pa'.,
March 6, 1857, Edwin M. Stanton_
Pa., Dec.
20, 1860.--19"tit
ADMINISTI_ATION.
Abraham
Lincoln, Ill., pres., Hannibal
IIamlin.
Me., vice-

Oct. 19, 1875; Postmaster Gent., John A. J. Creswell, Md., March 4, 1873, Marshall Jewell, Conn.,
Aug. 24, 1874, James M. Tyner,
Ind., July 12,
1876; Atty. Genl.,Geo. H. Williams,
Or., March 4,.
1873, Edwards
Pierrepont,
:N. Y., April 26, 1875,
Alphonso
Taft, O., May 22. 1876.--23nD
AD_tINISTIL_.TION. RutherfordB.
IIayes, O ,pres.,Wm.
A. Wheeler,
N. Y. vice-pres.
State, Wm. ]_I.
Evarts,
lg. Y., March 12, 1877; Treas., John.

pres.
State, Win. H. Seward,
N. Y., March 5,
1861; Treas., Salmon P. Chase. O., March 5, 1861,
Wm. Pitt Fessenden,
Me., July 1, 1864; Wa,',
Simon
Cameron,
Pa., March 5, 1861, Edwin
M. Stanton,
Pa., Jan. 15, 1862; Navy, Gideon
Welles,
Conn., March
5, 1861; /'nterwr,
Caleb
B. Smith, Ind., March 5, 1861, John P. Usher,
Ind., Jan. 8, 1863; Postmaster Genl., Montgomery
Blair, Md., March 5, 1861, William Dennison, O.,
Sept. 24, 1864; Atty. Genl., Edward
Bates, Mo,
)Iarch 5, 1861, T. J. Coffey, Ps., June 22, 1863,
James Speed, Ky, Dec. 2, 1861.--20Tn
ADMLN1STATION. Abraham Lincoln, Ill., pres.,Andrew
Johnson,
Tenn., vice-pres.
State, Wm H. Seward, 5;. Y., March 4, and April 15, 1865; Treas.,
Itugh McCulloch,
Ind, March 7, and April 15,
1865; War,
Edwin M. Stanton,
Pa., March 4,
and April 15, 1865, (suspended
Aug. 12, 1867,
reinstated Jan. 14, 1868), U. S. Grant, Ill., Aug.
12, 1867, Lorenzo
Thomas,
Del., Feb. 21, 1868,
John M. Schofield,
Ill., May 28, 1868; A_vy,
Gideon Welles, Conn., March 4, and April 15,
1865; Interwr,
John
P. Usher, Ind., March 4,
and April 15, 1865, James Harlan, Iowa, May 15,
1865, O. H. Browning,
Ill.. July 27, 1866; Post_y_aster Genl., William
Dennison,
O., March 4,
and April 15, 1865, Alex. W. Randall, Wis., July
25. 1866; Atty. Genl., James Speed, Ky.,Mareh
4, and April 15, 1865, Itenry Stanbery,
O., July
23, 1866, Wm. M. Evarts,
N. Y., July 15, 1868.
--21ST ADMINISTRATION. U. S. Grant, Ill., pres.,
Schuyler
Colfax, Ind., vice-pres.
,State, E.B.
Washburne,
Ill., :March 5, 1869, Hamilton
Fish,
N. Y., March 11, 1869; Treas., Geo. S. Boutwell,
Mass., March 11, 1869; War, John A. Rawlins,
Ill., March 11, 1869, Win. T. Sherman, O, Sept.
9, 1869, Wm. W. Belknap,
Iowa, Oct. 25, 1869;
-5_a_., Adolph E. Borie, Pa, March 5, 1869, Geo.
M. Robeson, N. J., June 25, 1869; Interior, Jacob
D. Cox, O., March 5, 1869, Columbus Delano, O
Nov. 1, 1870; Postmaster
Genl, John A. J. Creswell, Md., March 5, 1869; Atty. Genl., E. Rockwood Hoar, Mass., March 5, 1869, AmosT. Akcrman, Ga., June 23, 1870, George H. Williams
Or., Dec. 14, 1871.--22SD
ADMINISTRATION. U.
S Grant, Ill., pres., Henry Wilson,
Mass., vicepres.
State, Hamilton
Fish, 51. Y, March 4,
1873; Treas., Win. A. Richardson,
Mass., March
17, 1873, Benj. H. Bristow,
Ky., June 2, 1874,
Lot M. Morrill,
Me., June 21, 1876; War, Win.
W. Belknap,
Iowa, March 4, 1873, Alphonso
Taft, O., March 8, 1876, James Donald Cameron
Pa., May 22, ]876; Navy, George M. Robeson,
lg. J, March 4, 1878; Inter/or, Columbus Delano
O., March 4, 1873, Zachariah
Chandler,
Mich.

Sherman,
O., March 8, 1877; War, George W.
McCrary, Iowa, March 12. 1877, Alexander
Ramsey, ]_linn., Dec. 10, 1879; 2(avy, Richard
W.
Thompson,
Ind., March 12, 1877, Nath_m Goff,
W. Va.,Jan.
10, 1881: Interior, Carl Schurz, Mo.,
March 12, 1877; Post_naster Ge_tl., David McK.
Key, Tenn.,
March 12, 1877, Horace Maynard,.
Tenn.,Aug.
25, 1880; Arty. Gent., Charles Devens,
Mass., March 12, 1877.--24T}t
ADMINISTRATION.
James
A. Garfield, O., pres., Chester A. Arthur,
N.Y.,
vice-pres.
State, James G. Blaine,
Me._
March 5, 18_1 ; _'eas,
William
Windom,
Minn.,
March 5, 1881; War, Robt.
T. Lincoln,
Ill.,.
March
5. 1881; .Navy, William
L. Hunt, La.,
March 5, 1881; Inter/or, Saml. J. Kirkwood,
Iowa,
March 5, 1881; Postmaster Gelff., Thos. L. James,.
:b,'. Y., March 5, 1881; Atty. GeT_l., Wayne MacVeagh, Pa., March 5, 1881.--Postmasters
Ge_ral
(1789-1829);
Samuel
Osgood,
Mass., Sept. 26_
1789; Timothy
Pickering.
Pa., Aug. 12, 1791;
Joseph
Habersham,
Ga., Feb. 25, 1795; Gideon
Granger, Conn., Nov. 28, 1801; Return J. Meigs,
O., ]_larch 17, 1814; John McLean, O., June 26,
1823 --See Poore's
Political
Register; Lanman's
Dicti, Jnary of Co_gress;
United States l'r_.asury
`Register {July, 1880); War Department
.Register.
(April, 18_1).
The organization
of the Boards
of Foreign Affairs,
War, Navy,
Tre(ts_117/, and
Post_ce,
are ia 1 ,_latutes at Large (Bioreu and
Duane's
edition),
585, 591, 620, 631 and 649.
respectively.
The acts of Aug. 7, Sept. 2, Sept.
15, Sept. 22, and Sept. 24, 1789, May 8, 1794,
and April 30, 1798, (above referred
to), are in 1
Star. at Large, 49, 63, 68, 70. 93, 354 and 553
respectively.
The act of March 3, 1849 (Interior
Dept.), is in 9 Stat. at Large, 395.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
AFRICA,
one of the five divisions of the globe.
Africa would be a continent
were it not for theisthmus of Suez which connects it with Asia.
At
all other points it is bathed by the sea: on the
north by the Mediterranean;
on the northeast by
theRedsea;
on the east by the Indian ocean ; and
on the west by the Atlantic.
Its entire area is
estimated
at 11,556,600 square miles.
Its population, of which not even an approximate
census
has ever been taken, is estimated
to be from.
60,000,000
to 200,000,000,
mostly of the black
race.
The truth here, as in most cases, is likely
to be found between the two extremcs.--Politically, Africa is divided into independent
states
and peoples, dependent
states, and European
colonies.
I. The independent
states and peoples are:
In the north, 1, the empire
of Morocco,
with.
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about 216,000 square miles and a population variously estimated
at from 2,500,000 to 8,000,000;
2, Tunis, claimed by Turkey as a vassal province,
bu_t whose bey exereiseA sovereign power (in 1871
,the bey recognized
anew the suzerainty
of the
porte),with
a population of 2,100,000, and an area
of about 42,000 English square miles.On the
west is the republic of Liberia, founded by free
black immigrants
from America.
It has an area
of 14,465 square
miles; and a population
of
about 720,000.--In
the east, the island of Madagasear.--In
the south, in the interior, 1, the
republic of Grange, established
by the Boers,
independent
Dutch colonists,
and 2, the republic of the Transvaal.--In
the northeast, Abyssinia,
situated
on the lofty plateau between
the upper
Nile and the Red sea.--In the interior of Africa,
,and on certain parts of the coast, native tribes
form a multitude
of little nations, independent
of all foreign power.
Some of these are isolated;
othersare
grouped into confederations,
or formed
into states subject to chiefs, whose dominions
_assume the titles and extent
of kingdoms
and
empires, the limits of which vary according to the
fortunes of war, and are more easily recognized
by the people within them than by the territory
they enclose.
Without
pretending
to make a
_omplete enumeration
of these kingdoms, we may
nention
the following:
in the great desert, the
'rouraegs
and the Tibbous; in Senegambia,
the
/_Ioorish and Berber tribes, and the Yolof, Barnbarns and Mandingoes
states (the Cayor FoutaDjialon,
Djiolof,
Bambouk,
Kharta, Kaeso); in
central Soudan or Takrour, Segou, Macina, the
.empire of the Fellatahs formed of a dozen vassal
kingdoms,
and besides Bornu, Baghirmi.
Adam_ana, Waday, Darfour, etc. ; in upper Guinea, the
kingdoms
of Ashantee and Dahomey.
As to the
inhabitants
of central Africa, unknown
to Europeans, those of southern Africa (Hottentots
and
Kaffres), and those of eastern Africa (Gallas and
Somahs).
they do not appear to have emerged
from the condition
of savage and patriarchal
tribes, so as to form the body of a nation.--II,
The dependent
states are: Egypt proper, an hereditary vice-royalty
under the sovereignty
of the
porte,
with an entire area of 175,130 English
.square miles, and apopulation
of about5,517,627;
Tunis (see above); Tripoli, governed despotically
by a pashanamed
by thesultan;
Zanzibar, depend.eat on the iman of Maseate.
To these may be
added the coast between Abyssinia and the sea,
on which
Massouah
is situated,
administered
financially
by the porte, and Madagascar,
over
which
France
claims sovereign
rights of long
standing.III.
The European
nations which
possess trading posts and colonies on the coast
and in the seas of Africa are France, England,
Portugal,
Spain
and Holland.
About
twenty
years ago, Denmark
sold her establishments
on
the Gold coast to England --Africa,
owing to its
Mediterranean
coast, has_lways
played a considerable part .in the world's history.
To mention
-EgYpt and Carthage
is to recall
the glory and

wisdom of antiquity, and the immortal struggles
against Rome.
In the middle ages the Mussulo
man sovereigns of Magbreb extended their dominions over Spain. and the regency of Algiers in the
hands of the Barbarossas
and their successors
defied the threats of the Christian world during
three centuries.
In our own day the cutting of
the isthmus of Suez promises a brilliant future
to Egypt, situated as it is between Asia and Africa,
the Mediterranean
and a gulf of the Indian ocean.
At all other points Africa has only commercial
connections
with the rest of the world --The
economical and commercial position of Africa is
a result of its geographical
situation.--Traversed
by the equator and both tropics it is within the
torrid zone, most of whose vegetable and mineral
products are found within its borders, but extending 35 ° to the north and south.
It extends 12"
into the northern temperate
and 12 ° into the
southern temperate zone, whose southern
character is not unlike that of the Mediterranean
coast.
Two topographical
peculiarities
greatly
modify the effects of its geographical
situation.
The first is the great deserts which, under the
name of the Great Sahara in the north, and the
Kalahari
in the south, strike with a|most absolute sterility immense tracts of land. and oppose
almost insurmountable
barriers to communication.
The second are the high too|retains, of which
thereare five systems: the Atlas in the north, the
Abyssinian
mountains
in the east, the Kong
range in the west, the mountains
of the _Ioon in
the centre, and the South African range.
These
mountains attain a height of from 6,000 to 18,000
feet, and temper the heat of the region by reason
of their altitude.
Communication
with the world
outside has bden facilitated
by the waters which
surround
Africa.
Two great basins, the Mediterranean
and the Red sea. were in antiquity
the
great water highways
of the ancient
world.
Since the discovery of the cape of Good Hope all
the rest of the coast has been visited by ships in
great numbers, and has witnessed the riseof cornmercial houses, factories, ddpSts, villages and colonies.
In spite of the distance
it was possible to
establish relations
between China and Africa in
early times, owing to the monsoons which, in the
Indian ocean, blow regularly
during six months
from the northwest, and six months in the opposite
direction.
Commercial
enterprise, however,
has
rarely penetrated
into the immense
interior
of
Africa, on account of the small number of large
rivers there, suitable for navigation.
There are
in Africa three rivers of the first magnitude:
the
Nile, the Niger, and the Zambeze;
and four of
the second magnitude:
the Senegal, the Gambia,
the Za_re or Congo, and the Grange river.
This
paucity of rivers on such a vast surface indicates
either the absence of rain in the interior,
which
seems to be the real cause of the deserts, or the
rapidity
of evaporation,
a natural
result of the
heat, or, finally, a depression
in the central region
attended
by the formation
of lakes, where the
rivers are lost.
The existence of this last cause,
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scarcely suspected in former times, has been confirmed in recent years by the discoveries of trayelers.--All these peculiarities taken together cxplain the general character and local variations
of African commerce and economy. The hottest
climate on earth puts its powerful and glowing
imprint on the flora and fauna of the country;
while the climate grows milder atthe north and
south, and on the highest points of land, until we
reachthe temperature of temperate countries, with
a sub-tropical tint. It follows from this that the
products of southern Europe and central Asia
must be found growing together in the north and
south as well as in the islands with those of regions characteristically African. -- The wist natural wealth of this continent is in the hands of
the black race, who, with a thousand varieties of
color, form and aptitudes, inhabit almost the whole
of Africa, since they have not been subjected
to foreign influence except on some narrow strips
of coast-land.
In the north, however, all the
region of the Atlantic with the Sahara is divided
between three principal varieties of the white
race: the Aryans of Europe, masters of Algeria
and settL-d somewhat numerously in the cornmercial towns; the Arabs, who invaded and conquercd the country; and the Berbers, inhabitants
of the land from time immemorial, and who are
so ancient that they may be considered autochthonous. The black race begins on the southern
rim of the Sahara and occupies all the rest of
Africa from east to west, save a few spots on the
eastern coast inhabited by Arabs, by Malay Hovas
in Madagascar, by whites in different European
colonies, and by the Turks in Egypt. The black
race, according to a widely received opinion,
inferior to the white in intellectual faculties, has
been so enslaved by the latter at every point
at which they have come in contact, that by an
odious violation of human rights they were for
centuries the principal ai'ticle of export from
Africa to Asia and America; but this is something
which we can merely refer to here. (See SLAVEnv, NEoIco_s.)---Still relegated to a lower scale
in social life, the black race gains but meagre
benefit from the gifts of nature. Their culture,
their industry, their commerce, are but rudimentary. The ground is tilled by hand, rarely with
the plow. Commerce is carried on by land on the
backs of camels and by caravans, and by water,
But these people, no matter how low they be, are
susceptible of education. The most advanced
among them are those who have been most under
European influence. This influence operates on
their manners as well as their industry, and at
length progress manifests itself everywhere in
their commerce which has already attained the
sum of about $240,000,000. If we consider that
France alone does five times as much business
as all Africa, we shall see how much the latter
is behind Europe, and what inexhaustible resources she offers to the intelligent use of capital, brain and muscle.--BnaLmOmLPHY: Ritter,
.d[lg_in_ vorgldvYwnd_ GeograpMv, Berlin, 1822;
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MacQueen, A Geographical Survey of Africa,
London, 1840; Murray, ttistorical Account of Dis.
coveries aTuf Travels in Africa, 3rd ed., Edinburg,
1840; Cooley, The JSregrolal_dsof the Arabs, London, 1841 ; and Inner Africa Laid Open, by same
author; Bruce, Travels to Discover the Sources
of the Nile, Edinburg, 1805-7; Speke, Journal
oftIw .Discovergof the Sources of the 2Vi/e, Edinb.
1863; Stanley's Through the .Dark Continent.
JVLES DVVAL.
AGE, Political
Aspects of. The attainment
of a certain age is one of the conditions attached
to the exercise of civil and political rights. A
man must have reached a certain age before he
can be held responsible for his acts, or be eu.
trusted with his own fate or that of others. This
age is fixed by law and generally in a.ccordance with
the usages and customs of the country.--But age
plays a part in the political life of a people altogether independent of therights conferred bylaw
on those who have reached their legal majority.
Youth, ripe manhood and old age do not always look on questions from the same point of
view. In fact they rarely do so. Youth lacks
experience. It has not gone through the process
of deception. It seizes questions with a generous
spirit and looks at their bright aide. It does not
recoil before danger, and seems disposed, at times,
to seek it. Manhood is less dazzled by appearances. It has been deceived only too often, and is
not so easily caught with words. Old age is often
skeptical, or makes it a point of honor to remain
faithful to the opinions of a lifetime. IIence
youth most frequently ranges itself on the side of
democracy; middle age on that of the liberals;
old age with conservatives.
This of course refers
only to the first impulse.
On reflection the young
man casts aside his utopian ideas, and, later on,
takes the position which reason points out as the
best or toward which his temperament inclines
him. The mature man hesitates in the presence
of new ideas, and takes no position without first
obtaining ample information.
The old man is
naturally hostile to change. In a greater or less
degree it is necessary to convince him of the
reality of the advance before he will approve the
step; not unfrequently he feels it a point of honor
to stand aloof; he does not wish to give the lie to
the beliefs, acts and feelings of his whole life.There is, however, a force which frequently neutralizes or weakens the influence of age on political opinion. It is the fact of having been reared
in a family with strong and well defined political
convictions.
In such families the sons generally
take the opinions of their fathers as they do their
names, and remain faithful to these opinions
through life. The exceptions to this are more
rare than is supposed, for here education has produced fixed ideas in the minds of the sons and
caused them to take a fixed position. The child
has often heard the arguments opposed to the
views of his parent brought up and refuted in a
m,mnercouviacingtohisprejudicedmind.
They
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:have been ridiculed, perhaps treated with con.'tempt. These impressions have sunk deeplyinto
_he mind of the young man. They dictate his
modes of thought, so that opposing ideas have
slight influence on him. He does not listen to
_hem willingly, and if his temperament, not to
mention his interest, come to the aid of education
'it is nearly impossible to change his mind.--It
may now be understood wily democracies fix the
accession to the right of suffrage at as early an
age as possible, and why liberals, and still more
,conservatives, wish it fixed at a later age. In
hereditary aristocracies pohtical majority is often
fixed at an early age because education there
curbs the spirit of innovation, while in very small
democratic states it is fixed at a more advanced
age, each citizen looking on himself as invested
with a position of trust, on which the welfare of
his country depends.
MAumcE BLOC_.
AGENT, Diplomatic.
A diplomatic agent is
_a functionary
commissioned to represent one
state at the capital of another, or to negotiate and
treat with that other on national affairs.--1. His_roRY. It may be said that there were diplomatic
agents from the time that two or more political
_communities existed and began to hold intereourse.
The Egyptians, the Persians, the Jews,
the Greeks, the Romans, especially the latter, re,ceived and sent political agents to discuss their
public interests with other nauons. The Greeks
and Romans called their agents rp_¢_g_¢,/egat/
oratores, and conferred on them special rights,
Antiquity did not possess, however, a well developed international code. For this there are very
.excellent reasons, among others, that then the
civilized world was frequently confined within
_the limits of a single empire. The middle ages
witnessed the formation of dislinct states, ladependent of one another.
During many centuries,
however, these states held but little intercourse,
Agents were sent abroad by princes on private
business which they did not distinguish from public affairs. Men of quality were also sent on forreal missions. At times the pope demanded of
princes to send him embassies of obeisance on their
accession to power. In modern times these have
been modified into simple embassies of respect or
politeness. The popes alone had envoys, respom
_z/es, in early times near the kings of France and
the Byzantine emperors.
Later, we find perma,
nent papal envoys, called legates, near the kings of
France and England and the sovereign of the holy
Roman empire.---The kings of France were the
first secular princes who established a regular
system of diplomacy.
Louis XI. had permanent
envoys residing near the king of England and the
duke of Burgundy.
His son, Charles VIII., by
his Neapolitan expedition, brought about a cornplication of affairs in Europe which forced princes
to be represented
near foreign sovereigns.-The diplomatic agent is, therefore, a product of
the cabinet policy which begau to be developed

regular about it in its early stages. At first there
was but one class of diplomatic agents--ambassadors who, by diplomatic fiction, were supposed to
have the high office of representing the person
of the sovereign. This gave rise to ceremonial
difficulties and great outlay of money, which
neither contributed to the dispatch of business nor
smoothed the way of negotiation. In order to
avoid these difficulties simple agents were sent,
who had nothing to do with ceremony because
they did not represent the person of the sovereign. At first they received the name of agents_
then of resident ministers at foreign courts.
These agents were entrusted with the earliestpermanent political missions. Ambassadors became
permanent only subsequently to the establishment
of political missions during the course of the l'6th
century, and from that time, were divided into
several classes. It was in the 17th century that
the rules of diplomatic etiquette began to be upplied to envoys of the second degree. From the
treaty of Westphalia we may date the establishment of more fixed rules for diplomatic agents.
The treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, had the same result as that of Westpbalia.
In the 18th century
there were three classes of public ministers: :Ministers plenipotentiary,
resident ministers, and
charges d'affaires. The sphere of action of the
diplomatic agent has not undergone less modiflcation than has the rank and distinction of the
classes of ministers.
Under Louis Xl., and generally during the 16th century, diplomacy meant
deceit and trickery.
The question for the diplomate was not so much to represent the general
interests of his own country as to find out the
secrets of the court to which he was accredited.
In proportion as political interests became separated from the private business of the prince, the
activity of the agent began to lose its character of
fi_sse, sharp practice and espionage. The establishment of permanent missions which became
obligatory on all states, contributed greatly to the
advance of international law. By degrees the
adoption of a uniform modus vivendi, and of general rules of negotiation, created a certain equality
among states, and also that feeling of right which
forms the basis of the European system. In this
respect above all, the establishment of permanen_
missions has been of great service. But on the
whole it is impossible to form an idea of the part
played by diplomatic agents without taking into
account the general system of politics prevalent
in civilized states. The purer politics become,
and the higher its motives, the more fruitful in
good results is the action of the diplomatic agent.
--It may be said without fear of mistake that the
great epoch of European diplomacy commenced
with the era of absolutism, between the peace of
Westphalia and the congress of Vienna, from
1648 to 1815. _Vhen a single will, looking only
to its own pleasure, directed the destinies of
states, the task of diplomacy was far different
from what it is now. -In our day public opinion

,in the 16th century.--Diplomacyhad nothing urgesoninsteadof followingthemarchof even/s,
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and diplomate, king or prince must be on good
_erms with public opinion ff he hopes to hold his
place.
Besides, the multiplicity
of interests in
,our days is such as to render it impossible for one
man to represent his country in everything;
and
it now happens more frequently than in former
times,
that important
negotiations,
such as
treaties of commerce,
are confided to ministers

interests with third parties, has not the right to
receive or accredit diplomatic agents.
Such are
Norway at present, and Poland under the constitution of 1815.
The grand duchy of Luxemburg
was in this condition for a long time, but since
1867 that country, which is connected with Holland through
the person of the sovereign,
has
special diplomatic
representatives.
The states

plenipotentiary
ad lwc.
To this must be added
the numberless means of communication.
When
;the capitals, that is, the centres of negotiation,
"were separated from each other by long distances,
instructions, general, special, ostensible, or secret,
had much more importance
than now.
At the
present time, the diplomate,
like other men, utilizes the telegraph wire. There is no longer either
time or distance.
Cabinets are in a condition to
profit by all the changes of circumstance,
to act
.directly and immediately.
Real diplomatic action
will fall more and more into the hands of the
ministers of foreign affairs of their several governments, and tile diplomatic agent will become more
and more a simple bearer of instructions.
Adroit_ess, the power of studying and influencing men,
will doubtless continue to be necessary qualifiestions of a diplomate;
but his responsibility
and
independent
action will tend to decrease, and consequently the importance
of his functions
will
lessen.
Men fit to devote themselves
to public
affairs have now open to them other careers than
that of diplomacy,
which does not, as formerly,
furnish the only way, except that of arms, to
honor, influence and reputation.
It is much less
sought after thanin the beginning of this century,
and great names are less frequently found in it.-II. RIGHT OF LEGATIOn.
The right of legation is
activeand
passive, thatis, the state which has the
right to receive diplomatic
envoys has also the
right to send them to other states.
The right of
legation is a consequence
of sovereignty.
Its
exercise belongs to the representative
of the state,
It is optional and not obligatory.
1%vertheless
the refusal to receive the minister of a foreign
power in time of peace may be considered
as a
cause of rupture, if the refusal be notfounded
on
plausible reasons.
Among these the most imporrant may be the person of the minister himself,
-who may be objectionable
to the government
to
which he is accredited.
When one state denies
to another the right to accredit ministers to it, it
refrains from exercising the like right itself.
The
right of legation having its origin in sovereignty,
belongs equally to monarchies and republics.
The
class to which a minister may belong is a question
for the government
which appoints him to decide,
Nevertheless
this principle is subject to certain
restrictions resulting
from inequality
from the
standpoint of diplomatic ceremonial.
In general
the right of sending ministers
of the first class
is reserved to states whose rulers enjoy royal
honors, and to great republics.
Dependent,
semisovereign
states
can not accredit
diplomatic
agents.
_k state connected
with another
winch
is charged to negotiate
concerning
their common

forming part of the German empire have not the
right of legation.
Some of them, nevertheless, still
exercise that right by simple toleration.
The Danubian principalities
and other vassal states of Turkey maintain semi-official
agents, but matters of
importance
_hich concern these dependent states
arc treated by the Turkish representative.
A limited right of receiving public ministers is sometimes accorded
to governors
general, viceroys,
etc.
A monarch who has abdicated can nolonger
exercise the right of legation.
A more disputed
question
is, whether
this right ceases with the
involuntary loss of the throne.
The answer here
is dictated by reasons of state.
Formerly,
tile
legitimate but dethroned
monarch
retained the
right ofembassywhich
was refused to the usurper.
At present, when the tendency is more and more
to recognize accomplished
facts as the basis of
new rights, the world is inclined to drop the distinction between governments
defacto and de jure.
From the moment
that the successor
of the
dethroned prince really represents authority, it is
in order to receive his envoys.
It is admitted, in
any and every case, that the reception of a minister being equivalent to a recognition of the sovereign whose mandatory
he is, the minister of a
dethroned
monarch can not be received
with
the same title and in the same official character as the minister of the monarch
who supplanted him.
There is one exception, however,
in favor of the pope.
Since Italy took possession
of Rome
certain
states have a representative
near the King of Italy and also one near the
chief of the Catholic churcb.--III.
CLASSIFICATIO_ OF DIPLO._[ATIC AGENTS. They may first
of all be classed in accordance
with the object
of their mission.
There are ministers for negotiation,
ministers
of etiquette
and of cere.
mony.
There are embassies of excuse, of obedience, or reverence.
Finally, the mission
of a
diplomatic agent may be permanent or temporary,
extraordinary
or ordinary.
These distinctions,
however, do not refer to what is specially understood by classification,
which has essentially
in
view the rank of the diplomatic agent.
The difflculties raised formerly on account of ceremonia2
and the disputes on questions of rank led the eight
powers whosubscribcd
to the treaty of Vienna to
adopt one and the same rule on this subject.
By
the act of ]_Iarch 19, 1815, diplomatic agents were
divided into three classes: Ambassadors,
legates
or nuncios;
envoys or ministers accredited
near
sovereigns;
charg_;s d'ajraires,
accredited
near
ministers of foreign
affairs.
Ambassadors
and
legates or nuncios alone have the representative
character.
Diplomatic
envoys on extraordmt/ry
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missions
have no superiority
of rank on that
account.
Diplomatic
envoys take rank in their
classes in accordance with the date of the official
notification of their arrival.
It became necessary
for each state to fix a uniform mode of receptlon for the diplomatic
envoys of each class.-The protocol of Aix-la-Chapelle,
dated Nov. 21,
1818, added a fourth class, that of ministers resident, who took rank between ministers
of the
second order and c/_arg_s d'affair_.
It is proper
to add that but few states are represented
by
ministers
resident.
The most numerous
classes
are the second and fourth.
In the majority
of
cases governments
accredit
near foreign courts
diplomatic
agents bearing
the title of envoy extraordinary
and minister
plenipotentiary.
This
title was first employed by the English.
l_'otwithstanding
the regulation
of 1815, a species of
superiority
over the ordinary was attributed
to the
envoy extraordinary.
This is tlle reason why most
ministers on a permanent
mission take the title of
envoy extraordinary.
Diplomatic
agents of the
first three classes are accredited from one sovereign
to another.
The fourth
class, that of chargds
d'affaires, receive their credentials
from the rainisters of foreign affairs of their own country,
and are accredited
to the ministers
of foreign
affairs of the government
near whose court they
reside.
The rules of Aix-la-Chapelle
do not hinder any power from fixing the hierarchy
of the
diplomatic
corps as it thinks fit.
In France the
hierarchy
is at present
the following:
Ambas
sadors, envoys extraordinary
and ministers plenipotentiary,
chargds d'afl'aires,
secretaries
of erabassy, secretaries
of legation,
attaches
or diplorustic aspirants.
The consuls general of France
in Mussulman
countries
and in South America
have the rank of charggs d'a.ffaires.
Diplomatic
tradition
ascribes to an ambassador
(see A__aAss,_DOn) the privilege
of representing
more
particularly
the person of his sovereign;
it has
been concluded from this that hehas a right to be
received by the prince near whom he is accredited every time he presents himself, but ;n constitutional countries
this right, if it still exists, is
purely honorary, for the sovereign can not make
any decision
without
consulting
his ministers,
The four classes of ministers admitted
by the protocol of Aix-la-ChapeUe,
Nov. 21, 1818, comprise,
properly speaking, public ministers.
Besides these
classes the following
diplomatic
agents may be
mentioned:
1st. Semi-official agents sent by nonrecognized or usurping
governments.
These are
not members
of the diplomatic
corps.
They
have not letters of credence,
but simply letters
of recommendation.
2nd. Commissioners
with a
special mission, such as the fixing of boundaries
or the settling of claims.
3rd. Great personages
charged
with important
missions in which it is
desired to avoid diplomatic
ceremonial
without
at the same time placing the envoy in an inferior
position.
The public
minister
establishes
his
character
by the delivery
of his letters of eredance, which are presented to the sovereign when

the minister belongs to one of the first three
classes, or to the minister of foreig'n affairs when
he is merely a _rg_
d'affaires. --IV. PRIVlLEQE_
OF DIPLOMATIC AGENTS. These were formerly
very great, but at present they consist especially
in the following:
1st. Inviolability
of the person
of the agent and the couriers of the legation.
2nd. Exemption
from foreign jurisdiction.
There
is a certain number of undetermined
questions
here, the solution of which often depends on the
manner in which the case presents itself, for the
exemption
from civil jurisdiction
is not absolute.
One thing well established,
however,
is. that the
building in which the legation is located is inviolable, and that the local authorities
can not cros_
its threshold even to serve a legal writ.
Neither
is the exemption
of the diplomatic
agent from
criminal jurisdiction
absolute.
It doesnotextend
to cases of flagrant conspiracy
against the governmeat to which he is accredited.
Finally, as to tho
suite of the minister.
There is a distinction
to be
made between the suite proper and persons simply
attached to the legation, and even among the latter
a distinction
may be made between natives and
foreigners.
3rd. The right of exercising freely the
agent's religion in the residence of the legation.
This privilege
will cease to be one whenever universal freedom
of worship
shall prevail.
4th.
The preceding prerogatives
belong to diplomatic
agents only in countries
where they are resident
in an official capacity.
In countries
through
which they are passing, these privileges are purely
a question
of courtesy.--V.
DUTXES OF D1PLO_ATm A(m_'TS.
To the privileges
of diplomatic
agents there are corresponding
duties,
resulting
either from the nature of their functions
or from
that of their privileges
themselves.
If a diplomarie agent enjoys inviolability
it is on condition
of not going beyond his proper sphere of action.
Straight-forward
honesty in his intercourse
with
the government
to which he is accredited,
is the
first duty
of a diplomatic
agent.
In ease of
offenses committed
by public ministers
against
the safety of the state in which they are resident,
their persons
and papers may be seized if the
danger
be pressing,
and they may be sent out
of the country.
If circumstances
are not sufficiently imperative
to oblige a recourse
to such
violent
action,
the recall of the objectionable
minister
is asked of his government.
History
affords many examples of both these cases.
It is
difficult to fix rules of action for exceptional
cases.
The residence of the legation should never become
a centre of intrigue against the government
of the
country, and the minister should never maintain
any relations
with the chiefs of parties which
might give umbrage
to those charged
with the
direction
of state affairs.
In a political crisis,
during the interval between the overthrow
of one
government
and the establishment
of another, the
conduct of the minister
ought to tend toward
allaying irritation and not precipitating
a rupture.
Individual
tact is the best counselor in these difltcult circumstances.
It is not possible to act in the
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same manner in all places.
Moderation
in one
country would be weakness in another.
It must
be acknowledged
that diplomatic
agents generally
observe neutrahty
and a proper reserve.
Conspiracies like that of Cellamare are unheard of in our
day.
Still, some eight or nine 3"ears ago many
complaints
were heard of the conduct of the Sardinian minister at Florence
in 1859, and of the
minister
of the same power in 1860 at iNaples;
and an English minister
boasted of the ix_fluencc
which he said he had in causing the overthrow
_,f
Louis Philippe's
government.--Besides,
a diplomarie agent ought not to confine himself to any
one class of society, if he wishes to know and be
able to describe the condition
of the country in
which he resides.
Diplomates
have been justly
reproached
for restricting
themselves
to a social
circle which is at once narrow
and cosmopolitan, being the same everywhere
without a local
character of its own. In fine, the diplomateshould
be zealous in defending
the rights of his countrymen.
There is nothing
which makes a government more respected
abroad, and, as a conscquence, at home, than the protection
which it
affords its own citizens, not per fa_ el _efaa, but
whenever the right of the person in question seems
beyond doubt.--VI.
C_rC_E_O.WXAL. Questions of
ceremonial
were formerly
very difficult to settle,
and caused
many a controversy.
In our day
whenever points of etiquette
are not settled by
usage, means arc sought to avoid them, and generally with success.
Article 7, of the treaty of
Vienna, lays it down that when a treaty is to be
signed between several powers, which recognize
the allernat, l the order to be followed in signing
shall be decided by lot. At present the alphabetical
order is more frequently used.
In ceremonies
the
place of honor is the centre, and each member of
the diplomatic
corps takes his place according
to his rank on the right of this centre.
But it
is frequently
sought
to avoid this ceremonial
arrangement.
Chance is allowed
to assign each
his place, or it is declared that each place should
be considered
as the first.
The formalities
for a
reception audience differ according to the rank of
the envoy.
An ambassador
has the rigl_of wearing his hat in the presence of the sovereign before
reading his address of audience
to him.
Ministers of the first class alone have the right to the
title of excellency.
They
may ride in a carriage drawn by six horses.
Papal
nuncios
at
Catholic courts have precedence
of all other onvoys.--VII.
A diplomatic
mission comes to an
epd: 1st. Through
the extinction
of sovereignty
in the state which sent the envoy, or in the state
to which he is accredited;
2nd. By the death
or abdication
of the envoy's own sovereign,
or
the sovereign near whom he is accredited;
3rd.
By the extinction
of his letters of credence;
4th.
By the annulling
of his powers;
5th. By the
recall or promotion
of the envoy;
6th. In consequence
of diplomatic
rupture;
7th. By the
! The alt_rnQt means that each power stands first in the
Copyof the treaty destined for it.
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aeeomplishment
of his mission, if it is temporary
or special.
(See Ik.',IBASSADOIt, CONSUL, DIPLO_t.¢cY.) JvL_ZS GnE_mR and _IAmflCE BLOCK.
AGENTS,
Natural,
a politico- economical
term.
Ti_e earlier economists
were wont to say
that three distinct elements concur in the production of wealth,
to wit: land. l_bor and capital,
the l._st being nothing
else than previous
labor
accumulated.
But this nomenclature
soon seemed
too narrow, at least iu regard to the first of the
terms composing
it. in that it appeared
to imply
th:lt ]aml, properly speaking, is the only one of the
natural
forces which associates itself with human
labor.
It is evident that such is not the truth.
Man finds agents everywhere
in nature to second
his efforts.
The sea sponLancously
yields to him
a number
of products
which hc needs only to
gather
up.
The air, the wind, water courses,
electricity,
all the powers of the physical world,
supply him with foree of which he makes useful
employment, in the series of his industrial
labors.
--The need has been felt, therefore,
of putting in
the place of lull, words of more general meaning,
applicable to all the powers of nature whose existonce is useful to man.
To-day the term nata_'al
arjent_ is almost
universally
acccpted.--Natural
agents are of various kinds.
Some, like arable
land, mines and quarries, furnish both the materialsand the workshop of production.
They constitute the foundation
of all industry.
To the
arable hind, the mines and the quarries, may be
added the :sea, lakes and rivers, in so far as they
are considered
productive
of fish; the others are
merely simple agents, aids which second the labor
of man either of themselves
and naturally,
or after
they have been, so to speak, tamed anti conquered.
Such, for example, arc the heat of the sun, which
develops and ripens plants; the rains which make
them fruitful;
the water courses which turu bydraulic wheels; the wind which moves ships at
sea, or whirls the windmill's
arms on land; tile
seas, lakes and rivers, in so far as they arc navigable routes; the weight of bodies, electricity, the
force of expansion
or contraction
of metals, and
generally, all the forces which man has found the
means of bending to his service.--zkt
no time has
human industry been entirely deprived of the aid
of natural
agents;
otherwise it would have produced nothing.
But the number of forces which
come to man's aid goes on increasing
in proportion as his knowledge
extends and his means of
action grow.
Man taxes his brain toconquer
the
powers of nature
and shape them to his use,
making them work to his profit, and he gradually
succeeds in getting from them the better service.
There is scarcely
a discovery
in science, or at
least in the industrial arts, whose object it is not
either to put somenaturalpower
hitherto unlmown
at the service of man or to make a new use of an
agent already known.
It is thus that the discovery
of Daguerro
compelled
the rays of light to trace
the image of external
objects with a marvellous
truth which the pencil of the painter will never
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attain.
It is thus that electricity,
that power
hitherto so mysterious
and disobedient,
is forced to
furnish us with the means of instant communication 'with most distant places.
The admirable
discovery
of the steam engine is nothing else than
putting
a natural agent at the service of man, a
natural
agent of incalculable
power which has
been successfully
mastered.
From day to day
the number
of natural
agents
in our service
increases,
and we obtain from them better work.
This is one of the aspects of human progress,
and
not the one least worthy of iaterest.--This
progross is visible in all directions.
New mines and

which we may say that it was appropriated to a
certain extent.--This
distinction
is important
becauseoftheseriousconsequenceswhichitinvolves.
It has therefore
been laid down carefully
by all
economists.--The
services of unappropriated
natural agents is always gratuitous,
in this sense, at
least, that all men are free to use them gratuitously, on thesole condition of assuming whatever
care and expense may be necessary to reap a beneflt from them.
On the contrary,
the service of
natural agents already appropriated,
is generally
burdened
with certain
dues for the benefit of
those who have become their owners.
It can be

new quarries are constantly being discovered.
On
theother
hand, theextent
of arable land increases,
either by the clearing up of forests, the draining
,af morasses or the converting of plains and heather into cultivated
fields.
In the meanwhile
new
_eas are discovered
by navigators,
their surfaces
are explored
more exactly
and their depths are
sounded
with increasing
accuracy.
Lakes by
degrees disclose tim wealth whiclt they conceal.
Pdvers and lakes are confined within their beds,
and, freed from the obstacles which barred their
,course, the), become, thanks to the labor of engineers, channels
of navigation
which grow more
:perfecteveITday.
The force ofgravitation,
which
:human ingenuity
at first knew so little how to
_use, and which was even an obstacle to it in most
,cases, has become, owing to the discoveries
of scionce, one of our most powerful
auxiliaries
at the
present day.
Again, the most mysterious
forces
of nature, as well as the most hidden properties of
bodies, formerly
rebellious
to such a degree that
frequently
they were a source of trouble to man
in his labors, but nowconqucred
and pliant, have
been put under contribution,
and have become
useful instruments
in our hands.
This is one of
the chief causes of the relative
fruitfulness
of
modern
industry
as eoml)ared
with the industry
of ancient
times.
"Analyze
the progress made
by industry,"
says J. B. Say, "and you will find
that it can be reduced
to having turned to best
advantage
the forces and the things which nature
llas placed at the disposal of man."--Among
the
natural
agents of industry
some are capable of
being appropriated,
others not.
And this is true
not only of those which constitute
the groundwork itself on which industry
operates, but also
,of those which
act only as simple auxiliaries,
Thus arable land, mines and quarries can be and
are almost always appropriated.
But the sea,
which is productive
as well as the land, though
not in th_same degree, since it produces fish, coral,
pearls, salt, etc., thesea, we repeat, is not capable
'of appropriation,
unless perhaps in some ol' its
interior bays. A waterfall
considered as a motive
power can be appropriated,
and we see in prac_tice that most waterfalls
have
become private
:property in civilized countries.
But the wind,
which fills, very nearly, the same office either for
windmills
on land or vessels which sail on the
_eas, is not susceptible
of appropriation,
and there
are really but rare and very exceptional
cases in

readily understood
that he who has succeeded
in
obtaining
exclusive
possession
of a productive
force, should not wish to yield the use of it to
others without compensation.
If he lends or rents
it he is paid for its use.
If he uses it himself for
the purpose of selling the products
which he obtaias from it, he charges
a little more for these
products
than the ordinary cost of production.-Looking at things from this point of view we are
tempted
to believe at first that the appropriation
of natural agents is always an evil.
Butreflection
is not slow in correcting
this first impression.
If
it be true that the man who has become master
of a productive
force of nature to the exclusion
of his fellows generally exacts a price for its use,
it must bc remarked
also that he is impelled by
his own interest to increase itspower
when he can
do so by his labor and his pains.
There are certain natural agents which work for man spontaneously,
but the greater number need to be constrained by various means which science suggests,
and which are sometimes very costly.
Whowould
burden himself with these costs, if he were not sure
of reaping a benefit?
The appropriation
of these
agents therefore
is often necessary, since, without
it, we should not obtain the services which they
can render, and in this case it is surely beneficial
to alL--Let
us hear J. B. Say on this subject.
"If the instruments
furnished
by nature were all
private property,
the use of them would not be
gratuitous,
the man wbo became
master of the
winds would let their service to us for money;
carriage of goods by sea would be more expensire and products
consequently
would be dearer.
--On the other hand, if natural instruments
capable of becoming
property,
as tracts of land, had
not become such, no one would run the risk of
making them useful lest he might not enjoy the
fruit of his labors.
We could not have at any
price commodities
in the production
of which
laIld has a part, which would be equivalent,
to
excessive dearness.
Thus, although
the product
of a field may be made dearer by the rental of the
field which must be paid to its owner, this product
is less dear than if the field had m)t become propcrty."--These
words sum up suffÉciently well the
two aspects of the question.--It
mast be said, neeertheless,
that certain questions
of another order
are connected
with this subject, whicll it suffices
to refer to here.
Can the appropriation
of natural
agents, useful or not, be justified
in law?
Is i_
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_egitimate in its origin,
leaving
out of eonsideration
the advantages
admitted
to result from
it?--To
what point may this appropriation
be
extended?
It has long been applied
to arable
lands, mines and quarries, to water courses, and a
great number of other tangible
natural agents,
Can it also be applied legitimately
and with the
same advantage to those intangible natural agents
_ho_ services industry
is enlisting
every day by
aid of'new methods which it invents?--There
remains a la_ question raised by some distinguished
economists,
mad which merits a solution.
It is:
Are tim services of appropriated
natural agents
really paid for, if the price which one is obliged
to give the proprietors
tMr their use is anything
else in reality than the just r_muneration
for their
actual labor or for their accumulated
previous
labor?
(See ._PP1R, OPRIATION,
I.tA,l'ff_, I_ENT.)
Clza__ima (k}QUELIX.
AOI0,
Agio is the corruption
of an Italian
word which signifies additional
value.
It me,ant
at first a price exceeding
the ordinary or natural
value of a thing.
Later, it was used more especially to designate the difference in value between
metallic money and paper money, or between one
metallic money and another.
And it is with this
latter signification
that it has come down to us.
In the old banks of deposit, such as those of Amsterdam
and Hamburg,
bank money(&tlivo)
had
generallyavalue
a little different from that of the
same denomination
which circulated
in the courttry.
Thus, at Amsterdam
the ducatoon
(barite)
had almost always a little greater value than the
curt'eat ducatoon.
At Hamburg
thecrown
(banco)
was sometimes
more and sometimes less in value
than the crown of the empire which circulated
in
the country.
This difference
was called and is
still called by the name of agio.
Several economists have thought
it worth while to _ek the
cause of this agio, and the question
was really
not without interest.
But they had not at hand
all the data necessary
to solve it. Some have
adopted
without
examination
the explanation
given by Adam Smith.
Unfortunately
this explanation
is more ingenious
than correct.
It is
not astonishing
that the author of the "Wealth
of Nations" should have been deceived as to cerlain details relative to a foreign institution
little
known at that time, and concerning
which he
had only imperfect
information.
Adam Smith
supposes that the money deposited in the bank of
Amsterdam
was always received there at its intrinsic value, and that itacquired
there a superior
value from tim fact, that, being put in a secure
place, it was sheltered
from changes
to which
current money was constantly
exposed.
"The
money of such banks,"
he says, "being
better
than the common currency
of the country, necessarily bore an agio, which was greater or smaller
according
as the currency
was supposed
to be
more or less degraded
below the standard
of the
state.
The agio of the bank of Hamburg,
for
exmnple, which is said to b'e commonly
about 14
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per cent., is the supposed difference between the
good standard moneyof
the state and tile clipped,
worn and diminished
currency poured into it from
all the neighboring
states."
Speaking, afterward,
of the credit which
the bank opens for every
depositor
on its books,
"this credit."
he says,
"wascatled
bank money, which, as it represented
money exactly according
to the standard of the
mint, was always of the same real value, and intrinsically
worth more than current
money."-And further on he adds: "Bank
money, over and
above both its intrinsic
superiority
to currency,
and the additional
value which this demand neeessarily gives it, has likewise
some other advantages.
It is secure from fire, robbery and other
accidents;
the city of Amsterdam
is bound for it;
it can be paid away by a simple transfer, without
the trouble of counting,
or tim risk of transporting it from one place to another.
In consequence
of those different advantages,
it seems from the
beginning to have borne an agio."--All
the advantages which Adam Smith here enumerates
are
real ; but, as every one could make these advantages hisown to the extent tlmt he desired, it does
not appear why this would have sufficed to secure
to the bank money a value always superior to that
of current money,
if there had not been some
other cause for it. When he adds, further on, that
depositors
avoided drawing their money from the
bank, through
fear of having to pay for its safe
keeping, and finds therein
a new reason for the
superiority
in value of the bank money, he errs;
for the deposits were never made for more than
six months,
and when they were renewed at the
cad of that time, it was necessary
to pay again
for their safe keeping.
The fact is, that thcre
were exceptional
dues to pay when a new account
was opened.--The
exact facts'are
as follows:
From tim beginning
tlm bank of Amsterdam
laid
it down as a rule not to rcccive money deposited
with it at its full value, and to attribute
to it a
value always 5 per cent. less than its real value.
Thus, the dueatooa
of Holland, whichhad
a current value of 63 stubers (3 florins and 3 stuber,_)
was received
at the bank for only 60 stubers, or
.3 florins, and the individual
who deposited
it
was credited for every ducatoon according to this
scale.
Every depositor had, therefore,
5 per cent.
more than he wascredited
with by the books. This
did not prevent the bank from restoring
to llim
the full amount when he withdrew
his deposit,
with the exception
of a small charge which the
bank claimed.
This was a method of counting,
and nothing marc.
But it suffices to explain why
the money of the bank was always worth something more than current money.
It was not, as
Adam Smith thought,
on account of the preference given to the money of the bank; it was only
because the bank, while adopting
the denominalionsof the current money, applied them to values
really greater.--Thc
bank money, far from being
held in very high favor, was, wc are inclined
to think, looked upon with some slight discredit,
either on account of the difficulty of withdrawal
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or of some other cause.
In fact, as we have just
seen, the bank money had always
a real advantage of about 5 per cent. over the current money,
The agio, therefore,
should have risen to 5 to represent par.
:Now, it was almost
always under
that figure, generally
between 3 and 4, although
the variations were sometimes greater,
tn certain
extraordinary
cases, it disappeared
altogether,
and
the value of the bank money fell below that of
the current money.
This happened,
for example,
in 1672. It is true that it was on tim occasion of
the approach of the armies of Louis XIV.
But
this situation
did not last long, the bank having
immediately
resolved to restore all deposits.--At
Hamburg
the circumstances
were different.
At
first the bank of this city did not wish to estab,
lish, as at Amsterdam,
a difference
between
its
own and the current money.
It had adopted
as a type the crown of the empire, which was
worth 540 asea of Holland, and had accepted
it
at this rate; but later it was constrained
tO depart
from this rule, in consequence
of alterations
of the
coinage
undertaken
by certain
sovereigns.
In
the 17th century, the emperor
Leopold I., and in
the 18th century Maria Theresa, of Austria, overturned the plan of the Hamburg people by coining,
as Busch says, crowns of the empire, which were
really worth
only 516 ases._A, certain number of
these new crowns having
slipped into the bank,
unknown
to its administrators,
a great embarrassment in making payments was the result.
As it
was not known
who should bear the loss, they
wished to distribute
it among all the depositors,
by paying them
partly
in crowns of standard
quality
and partly
in adulterated
crowns.
To
straighten
the accounts
an average was sought
between the old and the new crown; it was found
that this mean _'as 528 ases to each crown.
This
is how the crown baTzco of Itamburg
was fixed
at this time at 528 azes, an ideal value inferior to
that of the ancient
crown of the empire,
but
greater than that of the new crown, and which
has remained
unchanged
in the midst of the variations upward and downward,
which the currcnt
money underwent.--Thus,
at Amsterdam
on ac.
count of a premeditated
design of the founders
of the bank, at Hamburg
through circumstances
more potent than the will of the administration,
an actual difference
in value was established
between the money of the bank and the current
money.
This naturally
explains
the agio.
It
should be added, however,
that the agio fell or
rose according
as the money of the bank was
more or less in demand.
If there was a great
number
of payments
to make in bank money,
certificates of deposit delivered by the bank were
more sought for, and the agio rose.
In the opposite case it fell.
But these are natural
fluctuations which we need not stop to analyze.
It is
exactly like the varying relations established be.
tween the respective
values of gold and silver._
At Amsterdam
the course of the agio was quoted
every day, and known by all interested
parties,
It is probably the variations
to which it was sub-
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AGIOTAGE.
Commercial
speculation
is useful to society.
Agiotage (stock-jobbing)
is harmful to it. Besides, it is always contra] T to good
morals.
Speculation
takes its natural
course and
develops in free and peaceful countries;
stock-jobbing is never so active as in times of calamity and
national trouble.
Speculation
is a rcgmlar operation; stock-jobbing
is a game in which the playcrs cherish the purpose
of cheatin,_, if need be.
Speculationisaniuvestmcnt
of capit'fl intelligently made by the purchase
of commodities,
etc., at,
a low price, with the intention
of selling them
aftcrward
when the price rises; the difference
in
the prices covers the expense
of keeping
the
goods, the interest
on the capital employed,
and
the profit of the speculator.
By the first operalion speculation
prevents
the fall of prices to a
degree which would be fatal to producers;
by the
second it stops an excessive rise which would be
disadvantageous
to consumers,
In stock-jobbing,
on the contrary, the purchase
is made with the
intent of selling as soon as possible.
Most frequently a bargain is made on time in order not to.
employ capital.
There is not the least intention
of receiving
the thing bought.
Again, a sale is
made with a promise to deliver a thing not possessed and which the seller has no idea of acquiring.
It is calculated
in the interval to effect
payment
by a contrary
operation
at prices whose
difference would be a profit.
Fortuitous
circumstances are dcpended
on to bring about this result; also the chances of the harvest, the effect of
good or bad news which is invented
and spread
abroad as needed.
The stock-jobher,
in a word,
bases his profit only on a loss which he causes
others.
When his operation
is over, no service is
rendered,
no value produced.
What
isproduced
is a simple transfer of wealth, while aheavy blow
is struck at public morality.--As
the passion for
play is one of the infirmities
natural
to man,
stock-jobbing
does not fail to increase whenever
circumstances
produce great or rapid changes in
the prices of things.
Men do not fail at such times
to gamble
in bonds,
stocks and merchandise.
According
to the times, stock-jobbing
has been
directed tothe shares of the India company,
Mississippi
lands, the assignats,
French
national
property,
building
lots in cities, shares in industrial enterprises
of every kind, the working
of
mines, the draining of swamps,
canal or railroad
enterprises,
Marseilles
soap, oil, coffee, sugar,
bread, etc.--If
it were desired to write the history
of stock-jobbing,
the year 1719 would occupy a
large place in it. Law's *ystem reached its highest point of development
at that time; intoxication was at its height; every one thought to make
a fortune by what was called in France dealing ir_
paper (le commerce des papists.)
For those whc_
were skillful enough,and
realized on the paper in
time, it became positive
wealth; but disenchant-
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ment and ruin overtook
all others; and in the
month of December,
of the same year, a rapid
fall of values set in.--In view of the deficit and
financial embarrassments
of every kind left by
Louis XTV., the regent, after having had recourse
to the ordinary expedients of loans, the selling of
favors and adulterating
money, listened to the suggestions of Law. Educated, skillful, enthusiastic,
Law, who had not been able tosuccecd in Scotland,
his native country, was none the less convinced
himself of the soundness and practicability
of all
his financialviews.
According
to him, wealth is
greater in proportion as the chief instrument
of
exchange becomes more abund'mt, and the banknote above allis useful, in this, that it lends itself to
as rapid an increase as possible of the representative
,zgn.
But as tile sovereigm power of the state
alone gives value to money, the bank note, in ortier to keep its value, should rest on the state,
To gain this support,
a bank should accept the
obligations of the state, as capable of forming an
important
part of its capital.
On the other hand,
it was necessary that the bank slmuld be a joint
_tock institution,
and in order to attract
shareholders, it was necessary to offer them the bait of
_ommercial
profits, by obtaining
the concession
of certain great privileges.
The sy,_tvm had thus
as its essential elements b.mk notes and shares of
stock. -- Law obtained,
May 2, 1716, the privilege of founding
a private
bank, for which the
capital might be subscribed, three-fourths
payable
in state paper.
The following year he obtained a
decision that the notes issued by the bank should
be received as cash by the State.
Nevertheless
the success of the scheme was far from remarkable; the shares were below par, and it became
necessary
to lend them some new attraction,
Commerce with distant countries
was carried on
in those days by privileged
companies,
and there
was in a monopoly
of this kind to be found all
the chances fitted to awaken hope in the minds
of men.
Law was permitted
to succeed Crozat
in the right of developing
the commerce
of
Louisiana and the beaver trade of Can'tda.
Con_s_'quently his bank founded
the Occ/denta/Cam3_al_y. When we to-day see the degree of wealth
of the vast cout_try drained
by the Mississippi,
and the present splendor of :New Orleans, we can
easily understand
what were the illusions of the
people who were promised
that the development
of this part of the globe would be carried on for
their benefit.--The
director
of these enterprises
governed
at the same time the finances
of the
state.
The general bank soon became
a royal
bank.
To the monopoly
of the commerce of the
west was added the monopoly
of the commerce
of China and the Indies.
The Occidental COrnpany, which besides had acquired the lease of the
.fer,nes gdndrales, and also the monopoly
of commerce with Senegal,
finally assumed the title of
tile India Company.
Every transformation
was
followed by the issue of new stock.
The wish to
use the state notes, which
were depreciated,
attracted
shareholders
at first, then the habit of
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trading in stock commenced
to take root.
Stockjobbing did the rest.
Law excited it by every
means in his power, and at the beginning of 1719
he inaugurated
the margin market, by buying at
par '200 shares of the Occ_
Company, paying
40,000 livres on account of 100,000 livres which
represented their value, and consenting to lose tile
earnest money thus given, should he not fulfill his
engagement
within a fixed time.--The
centre of
operations
was in Rue Quincampoix,
occupied
then
by bankers
and money
changers.
The
report of sudden fortunes made in this place
attracted the crowd to it. Operations soon reached
dimensions
which would appear fabulous
even
to-day.
The gmtter of this street was called the
3lississippi,
and anecdotes abound concerning the
strange incidents which happened in those places.
It is related that a lmnchbaek
made a fortune
by
letting out his hump to serve as a desk on which
to sign contracts.--Thc
first shares had for a long
thne failed to reach par, 500 livres.
The new
ones, with the santo nominal value, wcte issued at
5,000 livres.
At the end of November,
1719, they
were sold at forty times their nominal
value.
During this time, paper money was increased imprudently,
and the moment
of the crash drew
near.
The most adroit stock-jobbers
commenced
to retire first.
They kept up prices as long as
they could, in order to have time to change the
fictitious values which they held for real values;
but the bulk of the public,
composed
of simple
people and bungling
speculators,
supported
the
whole weight of the bankruptcy.--Since
that time
stock-jobbing
has not again appeared
with that
ensemble of characteristics
which lent it, for a
time, an effect truly dramatic.
Operations have
been more varied; stock gambling
has become in
some degree regulated,
by division and by spend.
ing itself on objects of different
kinds.
State
paper has furnished
it its most constant and most
regular food.
Representative
govcrmnents
have
been obliged to keep their accounts in public and
to give up the precarious
resource, left to absolute monarchies,
of adulterating
money.
It was
easy to make it a principle
that tile national
honor is bound to the punctual
payment of debts
contracted
in the name of the country.
In this
way, public credit has been developed;
but, with
this system, expenses
have increased
in gigantic
1)roportions,
loan has succeeded
loan, and the
public debt of every state ha_s saddled the future
with a heavy burden
of intercst.--In
order to
facilitate
the circulation
of loans, they established
the non-distinction
of origin of debts in entering
them in the state ledger.
State bonds were ex.
empt from seizure by attachment
agai_st
the
owner.
Markets
were opened
at which
daily
sales were made at auction and for cash; but,
above all, the passion for gamblingwas
excited by
special privileges
reserved to the brokers.
Real
operations
served as a cloak to a much greater
number
of fictitious
ones, and the confusion of
t_ansactions
of different
kinds was so great, that
in sales on time, some of which_ no doubt, were
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very legitimate,
it was difficult to discover which
were the mere result of stock-jobbing.
The humbet and nature
of transactions
were therefore
multiplied.--At
different times, especially in 1827
and 1828, there was veritable
stock-jobbing
in
building
lots in Paris.
Peace,
and commercial
prosperity
which resulted
from it, increased the
population
With greater
prosperity
every one
sought to obtain better lodgings,
cleaner,
better
situated, better ventilated:
whence the necessity
of new buildings.
Speculation
sought the best
investments,
and when a happy choice had been
made, the sale was attended
by a large profit,
Hence large pieces of land were sought for, in
spaces where new wards could be opened, or new

There is still another remedy of real efficacy, but
which, it appears, our modern legislators will not
give us so soon.
It is necessary to stop the enormous public expenses, annual deficits, loans which
alienate the future,
and consume
the savings of
the present.
Then there would be no further need
of the aid of those who subscribe
to, and negotiate public loans, and there would no longer be
any interest
in protecting
stock-jobbery.
(See
PRODUCTS ON PAPER, CHA_IBER OF COMMERCE.)
Consult,
upfln this subject,
J. B. Say, Cours
coraplet, 2e ed., t. II.., clt. 16, de l'agiotage.
(Collect.
des princip. Econom.)
HORACE SAY.

streets laid out.
So far the transaction
was quite
legitimate.
It was not always so, however, with
*.he means employed to obtain purchasers
for the
land and raise the price of the lots.
For this the
ordinary tricks of jobbing were put in play.
One
of the means employed,
with disastrous
consequences to many people, was to build houses in
many parts of the new ward without spending
a
cent.
For this purpose
the speculator,
who had
bought all the land, selected a lot desirably situated for a residence for himself.
IIe had plans
made by an architect.
Then he called in con_ractors of masonry
and carpentry,
blacksmiths,
joiners, roofers, glaziers and painters.
IIe asked
each contractor
to undertake
his part of the buildlug in consideration
of pay in hmd in the same
ward, worth more than the work to be done, and
at prices which stock-jobbing
had raised greatly.
3Iany sub-contractors
allowed
themselves
to be
taken by the bait, proud of thus becoming land
owners.
They
commenced
to build houses on
their own lots, giving their own services for the
lots.
One returned
in carpent D, the value which
he received in masomT, another in roofing what
he received in lock-smithing,
and so on to the end
of the chapter.
But the speculation
did not always succeed.
The ground was sold at too high
a price; the apartments
were rarely rented, and
the houses still more rarely sold.
All this work
was accomplished
only by delivery of materials by
dealers in timber, iron, plaster, stone, paints, materials of every kind.
These dealers prosecuted
the sub-contractors,
and the latter
demanded
the sale of the houses constructed
by them.
A
settlement
was generally
effected at a low price,
The original
speculator
became
the purchaser,
and thus found himself possessor of lots covered
with houses, without
othcr expense to himself
than the original payment for the bare ground on
which he had conceived the ingenious idea of laying out streets.
Let this suffice as an example.
--The chances of gambling will, doubtless, have at
all times a .great attraction
for many people; and
it will be difficult to abolish stock-jobbing
altogether;
but it is beyond doubt that the principal
remedy for the evil is found, in this as in many
other things, in complete liberty.
What is needed
after this is a repressive
law, clearly defining i_ll
kinds of fraud, and competent
to reach them.

agncu.lture
and politics is not very apparent,
but
it is vital.
Let us first show the influence
of a
nation's politics on its agriculture,
and then discuss the influence of agriculture
on thc political
life of a nation.--The
followingwords
of a clever
minister of finance have been frequently
quoted:
GD'e _ne good politics, and I will give you goog
finaT_ces.
It might be said with equal truth : Give
me good pol tics, and Iwill give you good agric_dture.
Agriculture
can really flourish only in a country where
person and property
are respected,
where taxes arc apportioned
equitably
and spent
with economy,
where the good condition
of the
means of communication
increases
the extent of
the markct;
in a word, where liberty, justice and
pcace prevail.
Let us take as an example, two
nations at the opposite
extremities
of Europe:
England and Turkey.
The former
has a foggy
climate and a wet soil; the latter the finest of elimates and the richest of soils.
In spite of this,
we find that for the same extent of surface, agriculture is a hundred
times more productive
in
England
than in Turkey.
Whyis
this?
Because
England has a good political
constitution,
while
Turkey
groans undcr a wretched
government.Insecurity
is the greatest scourge of agriculture,
as well as of every other industry,
l_o one tills
and no one sows unless he is sure of the harvest.
The first duty of a government
is to guarantee
the security of person and property.
When this
condition
is wanting,
everything
iswanting.
Insecurity arises from two causes, either from an
excess of weakness or an excess of power, in the
government.
Anarchic governments
are powerless to defend private interests;
despotic
governmcnts disregard
these interests themselves.
Both
vices are found too frequently
united, and governments which respect the rights of their own
subjects the least are, at the same time, very little
concerned
with making them respected by others.
--The second duty of a government
toward agriculture is this: to tax it as little as possible for
the security guaranteed
it.
Taxes and soldiers
are necessary to make law respected,
but neither
should
be in excess.
Burdensome
taxes
and
enormous armies exhaust agriculture,
by imposing
on it exorbitant sacrifices, either in men or money.
--The taxes which affect agriculture
most directly
are those levied on land.
These taxes may be
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doubly harmful, bv their amount and apportionment.
An unequal
or too arbitrary
assessment
may have as fatal effects as an excessive
tax.
Under the ancient r_gime in France the sum total
of taxation was in no way excessive, but it was
cnllected
with such violence, so unequally and
with such attendant
abuscs, that it mined the
rural districts.
It often happened
that tillers of
the soilpreferred
to abandon their land rather than
pay the tax.
By the side of these overburdened
lands were others enjoying
almost complete exemption
from taxation.
Even now complaints
are made in France
of inequalities
in the collcction of the laud
tax, but these differences
bear no relation
to those of the olden time.-Agriculturists
imagine that indirect
taxes do not
concern them; they are mistaken.
Indirect taxation, by affecting
everything
consumed,
weighs
upon agriculture
in two ways: it raises the price
of the commodities
which agTiculturistsconsume,
and lowers the price of those which they sell. _
It is a bad calculation
on the part of the tillers of
the soil, therefore,
to allow indirect taxation
to
increase indefinitely,
while land taxes do not increase.
The sum total of public
receipts press
o_ all industries.
Agriculturists
pay their part
of indirect taxation,
just as other taxpayers pay
their part of the land tax, through the rise in the
price of agricultural
products.
There is a cornplete solidarity
in a tuition.
Under whatever
form it be collected, a tax is legitimate only when
it is necessary;
it should
be strictly
reduced
to
the exigencies of the public service.--According
to the happy expression of Montesquieu,
agriculture has all the more interest that tl_e State slwuld
not deriaefromthe
realwants of tlle people the wherewitl, al to satk_fy imagit_aLT wan's, since extravagant outlay is always made far from the agricultural districts and in opposition
to their interests,
It is in great cities and especially in capitals, that
the imaginary
wants, spoken of by bIontesquieu,
are developed, that sumptuous
entertaimncnts
arc
frequent
and the prodigality
that
ruins
and
demoralizes is found. The more parasites of every
kind swarm in them, the more is the capital which
might support useful labor lost in unproductive
employments.
Agriculture
loses in these places
both the money which it gives and that which it
fails to receive.--/_mong
the unproductive
expenses of a country, one of the most fatatis that of
great armies.
Every nationcontainsan
enormous
number of women, children,
old people and infirm, who furnish but a small contingent
to the
labor of the natron.
The number of strong and
vigorous workmen does not exceed a sixth of the
whole population;
that is, in France, for example,
it is 6,000,000 out of 36,000,000.
An army of
600,000 men takes away, therefore,
one-tenth
of
the labor power of the country, and it is the agricultural interest which almost entirely incurs this
loss. If the same security could be obtained with
haft the army, 800,000 additional
men would be
i If taxation increases the price of the goods taxed, how
van it atthe same time lower it_
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annually employed
in the labor of agriculture,
and would increase its production
in that 1,roportion.--On
the other hand, the first rank among
productive
expenses is occupied by public works,
not by the building of palaces and theatres, but
by such as facilitate
the movement
of men and
products
over the whole face of the country.
Harbors,
canals,
rivers, bridges,
roads of every
description,
from country roads to railroads, eyeD'thing capable of quickening
commerce
has the
greatest
effect on agriculture.
Every industry
prospers through the extent of the market,
and
an abundance
of the means of communication
extends the market.
:In France a thousand examplcs prove this; either in proportion
as carriage
roads are extended,
or new railroads are opened,
whole districts take on a new faceat once.--When
a government
has guaranteed
to agriculture
security, moderation
in public expenses, the reduction
of the army to what is strictly necessary,
and a
good system of roads, etc., it has fulfilled all its
duties toward it. To go further, would be useless
andmight
become dangerous.--We
find the minds
of statesmen
divided
between
two systems of
farming.
One party
extols the advantages
of
large farming;
the other, small proprietorshi
1)and
small farming.
The discussion
of the relative
merits
of these systems
is proper
and useful
enough when confined to theory, but harmful and
bad when it is sought to impose one or the other
of the two systems by force or by law on a country.
---English
legislation
here favors concentration
of property
through
primogeniture
amt entailmcnt.
Frenchlegislation.
on the contrary,
favors
division of land.
At first sight the English systcm seems to be superior to the French,
from the
point of view of agricultural
interest, since agriculture is twice as rich in Enghmd
as in France;
but on closer examination
it is seen that the real
effect of their legislation
is not so great.
First of
all, the land is more divided in England
and less
divided in France than is generally supposed,
because the force of things in both countries
corrects the extreme provisions
of the law; and secondly, the size of landed estates has not in both
coumries the same effect on the development
of
agriculturc.--Iu
general the soil and climate of |
England
is better adapted
to large farming,
the|
soil and climate of France to small farming.
Thel
two nations
will, lherefore,
to all appearances,
preserve
their present land le_slation,
but will
modify whatever is excessive in it. Entail is now
very frequently
attacked
in England,
on account
of its driving capital away from agriculture.
It
has already received many severe blows and will
probably receive still more.
The right of primogeniture itself begins to be called in question,
at
least in its most absolute formulation.
In France,
on the other hand, the legislation which now favors excessive division of land into small parcels
will have to be modified, sooner or later.--Public
authority
has frequently
interfered
by other mcasures in agricultural
matters, with good intentions,
no doubt, but with the most disastrous
results.
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Governments
naturally
anxious that the people
should have the means of subsistence,
believed
tht.y were providing
them, by prescribing
or prohibiting
certain kinds of farming, by regulating
the distribution
of crops, by fixing the price of
wheat, etc.
Such regulations
as these were in
special favor under the ancient r6gime in France.
Royal edicts prohibited
the setting out of grape
vines, without
permission;
decisions
of parliamentprohibited
potato planting under heavy penalties.
In one place artificial
prairies were forbidden; ia another, men were punished
even for
cutting wheat with the scythe.
It took a long
time for people to understand
that agriculture
was hindered
by this action and that it was vastly
better to leave it to regulate itself.
It is best that
agriculturists
should ask for the intervcntion
of
govermnent
in their affairs as seldom as possible,
The best political
institutions
are those which
leave them the broadest
liberty.
The least centralized govermnents
are the best, even in cases
which absolutely demaml the interference
of public authority.
If the nations of Europe be examtried, it will be seen that agriculture
prospers
most under the governments
which are least centralized.
Politicalliberty
is good for every class:
it is a safeguard
for the interests of agriculture,
as well as every other occupation.
It not only
prevents
arbitrary
and ill-judged
measures,
but
it develops
self-reliant
hal)its; it stimulates
the
spirit of enterprise
and manly resolution.
Governments sometimes imagine that they help agriculture by what they call prizes, etc.
It would
be uniust to deny altogether
the utility of public
competition,
by prizes, marks of distinction,
etc.,
but too much importance
should not be attached
to these things.
As a general rule, the agTiculture which needs encouragvme,d
is not in an enviable condition.
Its real encouragement
should
be in the sale its products
meet with.
All great
industries
have grown up of themselves
without
artificial stimulation,
by the sole influence of the
market.--Agricultural
societies, and, still better,
agricultural
journals,
are among the best agents
for disseminating
information
useful to agriculture.
Free discussion,
no matter what thc qucstion be, is the best serv.mt of truth.
Interference
by authority
does more harm than good, at least
in the great nmjority of c;x.,es. It is all important
to accustom
agriculturists
as far as possible to
attend to everything
themselves,
and to assume
the initiative in evcrything
that may be useful to
them.
The author
of this article, in a book on
the rural ecoTwmy of England, has endeavored
to
point out the influence of free institutions
on the
development
of a_iculture.
IIe has endeavored
to show why country life is more sought after in
Englandthanin
France:
"The richest hmdholder
of a county in England is generally the lord lieutenant, more an honorary than a profitable title,
but one which reflects on its possessor the eclat of
English royalty.
The rmhest men after the lord
lieutenants
are the justices
of the peace, that is
the first and almost the only administrative
and

judicial
magistrates.
In France
officials
are
ahnost allstrangers
in the departments
which they
administer,
connected
with local interests
by no
tic.
In England
the proprietors
themselves
are
officials in their districts, and though the crown
formally appoints them, they are officials by the
sole fact of their beinglanded
proprietors.
There
is perhaps
not an example of a commission
of
justice of the peace having been refused to a rich
and respccted
landholder.
In France
when a
landholder
wishes to play an important
part he
must leave his land; in England,
lie must remain
therc."--Every
nation
has a character
of its
own.
It would
be folly to dream
of having
the same institutions
and the same manners in
France, for instance, as in England,
but without
changing
in anything
the basis of French
national organization,
such as it hasbecn formed by
all French history, the Frenchmay
seek to resemble their neighbors
in those points which have
contributed
most to thcir prosperity.
If political
institutions
and habits have an influence on agricultural
wealth,
agricultural
wealth in its turn
has an influence on political
life.
Wherever
agriculture prospers,
a general feeling of peace and
stability reigns in the social body; ambition
is
less violent, passion icss inflammable,
revolution
less frequent.
Here again we maycite
the example of England.
If England is the nation of Europe which for two centuries has had the fewest
revolutions,
much here must be ascribed
to the
influence
of the agricultural
class.
Commerce
and
industry,
whose
prodigious
development
forms the chief wealth of that country, occupy
but a secondary
place in public esteem.
Every
one there understands
that when agriculture
suffers, all things suffer.
Agriculture,
in turn, recognizes that the progress of trade and manufacturcs is necessary
to its own prosperity.--What
nations seek above all is power, and population
makes power.
Two hundred
years ago the popnlation of England was about one-fourth
the population of France;
a century ago it was one-half;
to-day it is almost as great.
For some years past
it has become so dense that the soil does not sufrice to support the inhabitants;
but up to the middie of this century English
agriculture
was able
to satisfy the increasing demands of consumption.
And even to-day the population
of England
increases so rapidly that the importation
of provisions does not keep pace with it.--Let us see what
took place simultaneously
in France, toward the
end of the reibm of Louis XIV.
Instead
of ihcreasing, the population
had diminished
by onefourth, and the provinces supported the survivors
with difficulty.
One of the most terrible proofs
of this general abandonment
of farming in France
is the royal edict of Oct. 13, 1693, worded
as
follows:
"The
king having been informed
that
many persons and laboring
men, little knowing
that the high price of grain arises solely from the
tricks of merchants
and others engaged
in cornmerce, who have hoarded these products
in order
to inereaso their price, through
fear of a want of
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food for their families during the year, intend to
leave their lands untilled, his majesty enjoins upon
all laborers, farmers and other persons obtaining
profit from their lands through the labor of their
hands, to cultivate those lands which according
to the custom of the country ought to be cultix,ated and to do it at the proper time, according
to the nature of the grain and the custom of the
place; if they fail to do this, his majesty permits
all persons to seed these places, by the doing of
axhich riley sha_7 be entitled to all the fcuits thereof,
_znd Tzotbe held to give any part to tlw proprietora or
the terra,its arpay any rent."
What a fearful light
is thrown on the general situation
of the country
by a document like this 1 We can readily understand how France, reduced to,this point of depopulation and lifelessness,
fell into the state of slag_,atioT_in which she languished
for three-fourths
of the 18th century, and how she was able neither
to defend her colonies nor continue
the unfortunate seven years war.
If France were as thickly
settled as Belgiunt, she would have 75,000,000 inhabitants.
We can easily see that with such a
population she would have more weight in Europenn affairs.
What is true of men is none the
less true of capital.
Whatever
be the productiveness of trade and iudustry, agriculture
is more
productive
still, in this sense, that it furnishes the
raw materials
for all the other branches of national labor.
A nation merely
commercial
and
industrialwould
have no foundation;
its wealth
would be precarious
and uncertain.
On the contrary, a people with a great agricultural
developmcnt furnishes
immense
support
to commerce
and industry, and by the combination
of thethrce
sources of production,
may reach tim highest
point of wealth and powcr._
Capital invested in
the soil is the solid basisof all other capital.
This
is abundantly
shown, even in France, bytherichest departments,
such as the department
of the
2Nord or lower Seine.
The most successful war
consequently
does not increase a nation's power
as much as a few years of peace and agricultural
labor.
L. DE LAV'EIt6ZCE.
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admitted
by joint resolution, Dec. 14, 1819. Its
boundaries,
as prescribed by the enabling act,
were as follows:
Beginning
at tile point where
tlle 31st degree of north latitude intersects the
Ferdido river; thence, east, to the western boundary line of the state of Georgia; thence, along
said lille, to tlle southern boundary line of the
state of Tennessee;
thence, west, along said boundary line, to the Tennessee
river; thence, up the
same, to.the mouth of Bear creek; thence, by a
direct line, to lhe northwest
corner of Washington county;
thence,
due south, to the Gulf of
Mexico; thence, eastwardly,
including
all islands
witifin six leagues of the shore, to thc Pcrdido
river; and thence, up the same, to the beginning.
--The original constitution,
closely following that
of Mississippi,
formed
a free and indet)endent
state, with its capital
at Catawba
(changed
in
1826 to Tuscaloos%
and in 1846-7 to Montgomery,
its present location);
the governor
was to hold
office for two years; and the legislature
was forbidden to pass laws for the emancipation
of slaves
without consent of the owners, to prohibit immigrants from bringing
slaves with them. or to deprive slaves of trim by jury for offenses above the
grade of petit larceny;
but power was given to
pl'oldbit the importation
of slaves :Is merchandise.
--Prior
to the rebellion the political
history
of
the state was uneventful.
Its electoral
vote
was always cast for the democratic
candidates,
and all its governors
were democrats.
During
the years 1838-46 a whig opposition was formed,
and in 1856 the american,
or know nothing,
party nominated
candidates
for state offices.
In
all other state elections
the struggle
was rather
personal
titan political, tim opposing
candidates
being of the same party.
The state government
took part with Georgia against the federal governmcnt
in the Cherokee case until the removal
of the Indians beyond the Mississippi
in 1836-7.
The only other local political feeling was caused
by an unsuccessful
cffort, 1838-45, to repudiate
the debt assumed by the state through
its gustantec of various state banks.--Feb.
24, 1860, the
legislature
by resolution
instructed
the governor
to call a state convention
"in the evcnt of the

formed mainly from territory ceded to the United
States by Georgia, the strip of land on the northern bordcr having been ceded by South Carolina,
:utd the southwestern
corner by Spain, (see MlS-

election of a black republican
to the presidency."
The convention
met Jan. 7, 1861, at Montgomery,
and, Jan. 11, passed the following
ordinance
of
secession:
" 1. That the state of Alabama
now

_• lssiePi; A_XI_EXATIO._S, II.)
It was scparatcd
irom )Iississippi
territory,
as Alabama
territory,
by act of March 3, 1817, St. Stephens
being the
temporary
capital;
an enabling
act was passed
March 2, 1819; a state constitution
was formedat
Huntsville,
August
2, 1819, and the state was
l it i_ certain that a country purely industrial orcommerel,it lacks a foundation, and that agriculture is indmpen_able to give firmness and stability to a state, but agriculture alone dues not make a country rlch. What is tha
income from agricultural capital, and what from industrial
"capital? Besides. If there were 11oindustry in a country
who would buy the surplus products of agriculture_ Is
not the market the best stimulant to production ? The most
prosperouscountry is one in which agriculture, industry
.and Commerceform together a harmonious whole, at. B.

withdraws,
and is hereby withdrawn,
from the
union known as 'The United States of America,'
and henceforth
ceases to be one of said United
States, and is, and of right ought to be, a soyereign and indel)endent
state.
2. That all the
powers over the territory of said state, and of the
people thereof, heretofore delegated to the governmeat of the United States of America, be and they
are hereby withdrawn
from said government,
and
are hereby resumed
and vested in tile people of
Alabama. "-- Feb. 4, the provisional
congress
of
the confederate
states met in Montgomery,
Alabama being represented
and so remaining until
the close of the rebellion, -- The ordinance
of
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secession
was bitterly opposed in northern Alaton's Annua_ Cgclopw,dia, 1861-70.
For the act_
bama, and its passage was at once followed by
of _Iarch 3, 1817, and March 2, 1819, aud the
arrangements,
as in West Virginia, for the for.
resolution of Dec. 14, 1819, see 3 Stat. at Large,
mation of a new statewith itscapitalat Hunts- 371,489, 608.
ALEXANDER
JOHNSTON.
ville.The name was tohave been T/_stateof.N'ickajack,from a former Indian town: but an irrupALABAMA
CLAINS(INU.S.HIsToRY).
April
tion of confederatetroopssoon stamped out the 16, 1856, the representativesof Great Britain,
inchoate state.--Atthe close of the rebellion, Austria,France,Russia,Prussia and Turkey, asLewis E. Parsons, the provisionalgovernor, (see scmbled in congress at Paris,adopted the followRECOSSTnUCTION), calleda stateconvention for ing declaration,
1owhich nearlyallothercivilized
Sept. 12,1865,which adopted a new constitution nations afterwards acceded: Ist. Privateering
prohibitingslavery,and by ordinance declared isand remains abolished, and. The neutralflag
null and void the ordinance of secessionand all covers enemy's goods, with the exceptionof conother unconstitutionalordinancesof the conven- trabandof war. 3rd. Neutral goods, with the
tion of 1861. A governor and legislature
were exceptionof contraband of war, arenot liableto
chosen,and in December, 1865,the stategovern- capture under enemy's flag. 4th. Blockades, in.
ment was in operationagaln untilsuperseded by order to be binding,must be effective;
thatistc
the actof March 2, 1867. The statethen passed say,maintained by forcessufficient
reallytopreunder militaryrule. Nov. 5, 1867,a statecon- vent accessto tlle
coast of the country. To this
vention framed a new constitution.In itsfirst Declarationof Pans the United States refusedto.
articleuniversalsuffragewas established,
slavery accede,being unwilling,by abolishingprivateerwas abolished,and the staterenounced allclaim ing,while other nations maintained enormous
to any rightof seccssionand acknowledged para- fleets,to accept the necessityof keeping up a
mount allegianceto be clueto the United States large fleetin self-defense,but the President
This constitutionwas ratified
in February, 1868, offered,July 29,1856.togo furtherand adopt an
as congressafterwarddccided,and the statewas additionalarticlewhich should entirclyexempt
re-admittcd to the union by ratifyingthe 14th privatcproperty,even of citizens
of belligerents,
amendment, July 11,1868, as announced by the from capture on the sea, eitherby privateersor
president's
proclamationof July20. A new con- nationalvessels. Great Britainrefused to agree
stitutionwas ratifiedby popularvote,Nov. 16, to this,and the negotiationfailed. The United
1875. Itattempted nochange inthe pointsabove Stateswas therefore,
in 1861,the only commercial
referredto, except in theuse of the new phrase nation not committed to the abolitionof privathat "the people of thisstateacceptas finalthe teeriug.--Thefallof Fort Sumter, in April.1861,
established
factthatfrom thefederalunion there (seeREBELLION), Was followed by a seriesof recanbe no secession
of any State,"but ittook away
taliatory
measures,to which the use of the telethe permissiongiven in tileprevious constitution graph gave an extraordinaryswiftnessof succesto sue the Statein itsown courts--The name of sion` On tile15th of that month the President,
Alabama istaken from thatof itsprincipalriver, by proclamation,announced the existenceof the
popularly supposed to mean Here _ve_'_t;and rebellion,
and calledfor voluntccrstosuppressit;
these words are placed as a motto upon the coat on the 17titJeffersonDavis offered lettersof
of arms of the State. But the name reallyhas no marque and reprisal,
againstthe commerce of the
known meaning, and was first
given to the river United States,toprivatearmed vessels,
and privaby the French, in tile
form "Alibamon," from the teersatonce began toissue from southern ports;
name of a Muscogee tribeliving on itsbanks.-- and on the 19th,by proclamation,the President
GOVERNORS: _Vm. W. Bibb (term1819-21,died in declareda partialblockade of the southernports,
July, ]820).IsraelPickens (1821-25),John Mur- which was made general on the 27th. On the
phy 1825-9), Gabriel Moore (1829-31), John PAth Secretary Seward applied to the powera
Gayle (1831-3),Clement C. Clay (1835-7),
Arthur which had made the Declarationof Paris forperP. Bagby (1837--41),
Benj Fitzpatrick(1841-5), missionto accede to itwithout qualification.
ToJoshua L. Martin (1845-7),Reuben Chapman
thisGreat Britain,acting inunison with France,
(1847-9),
Henry W. Collier(1849-53),
Andrew B
consented,on condition that the engagement
Moore (1857--61),
John G Shorter(1861-3),
Thos
should not "have any bearing,director indirect,
H. Watts (1863-5),Lewis E. Parsons (provis- on the internaldlfferencesnow prevailingin the
tonal),Robt. M. Patton (1865-7),
Wager Swayne
United States." As thisseemed toimply that.the
(militarygovernor under Maj. Gen. Pope, March, defactogovernment of the southern confederacy
1807--July,1868),W. H. Smith (July,1868--No- should stillbe allowed to keep privateers
afloat,
vember, 1870), It B. Lindsay (1870-2),D. V
theUnited Statesdeclinedtoacceptitandallowed
Lewis (187'2--4),
Geo. S. Houston (1874--8),
R W
thisnegotiationto drop, with the followingconCobb (1878--82)
--(See CONSTITUTIONS, STATE, cluding monition, May 21: "Great Britainhas
UNITED STATES.) See Pickett'sHistoryof Ala- but to wait a few months, and allher presentinbaron; Brewer'sHi.stwry
of A_abama; Poore'sFed. convenienceswillceasewith allour own troubles.
eral and _ate C_n,stitutions;
Davenport's Amer/- Ifshe take a different
course shewillcalculate
for
can G¢Lzdte_r;Murray's United 8tares;Tanner's herselfthe ultimateas well asthe immediate conCanals a1_dRailroadsof t/wUnited _tate_;Apple- sequences."In the meantime the Queen's procla-
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mation of May 13 had announced
her neutrality
between
the United States and the confederate
states, had forbidden
her citizens
to take part
with either, and had ordered
her official servants
to accord belligerent
rights
to both.
This ineluded the refusal of warlike
equipments
to the
vessels of both parties,
the preservation
of the
peace between their vessels in British
harbors,
and the detention
of a war vessel of either for
twenty-four
hours after a lmstile vessel had left
the port.
Under this proclamation
the position
of Great Britain was difficult at the best, because
of the great number and extent of her colonies in
everypart
of the world, for whose action she was
responsible;
but the active, notorious
and undisguised sympathy
of many of her colonial officers
and citizens for the rebellion and its cruisers contributed very largely
to the difficulties
of the
home government
and to the subsequent
American demands
upon it for damages.
While the
rule prohibiting
the obtaining,
in British harbors,
of warlike equipments,
and particularly
of coal
except within certain limits, was stringently
enforced against federal
vessels, confederate
privaleers generally
found
littlc difficulty
in evading
them by the connivance
of colonial officials; and
several colonial
harbors,
particularly
that
of
Nassau, became depots of supl)lies for thisspecies
of vessel: to which they resorted to prepare for
new voyages of destruction.
However impartial
the treatment
of belligerent
vessels may have
been in the ports of Great Britain, in the ports of
British colonies Umted States war vessels found
a neutrality so rigorous
in its exactions as to be,
in contrast with the open or hidden privileges accorded to rebel cruisers, fully tantamount
to unfriendliness.
The 3" were frequently
denied the
privilege of taking coal on board which had been
left on deposit in British harbors
by the United
Statesgovernment,
while rebel privateers,
though
without a port of their own, found no great difliculty in obtaining
in British harbors
the same
"article
of warlike equipment,"
without
which
they could not have kept the sea a single month,
On these grounds the American minister to Great
Britain, C. F. Adams, repeatedly
warned the Britisll government
that the United States had a fair
claim for compensation
for the damage done to
its commerce; and this was subsequently
enlarged
by the claim that the queen's proclamation
of
)Iay 13 was itself issued precipitately
and in riolation of treaties, and that it gave possibility
to
rebel depredations
which would have been impossible without it.
It is but fair to add that the
proclamation
was defended
by the Queen's mintaters on the ground
that rebel privateers
were
already upon the sea, and that it was necessary
to free British officers who should meet them
from the necessity
of treating
them as pirates.-The British foreign
enlistment
act of July 3,
1819, (59 Geo. III., cap. 69), prohibits
under penalties, and empowers the government
to prevent
the equipment
of any land or sea forces within
tl_e Br_tish dominions
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tory or commerce
of a friendly nation.
In the
United States the act of April 20, 1818, which is
closely similar in its terms, preceded
it, and the
two governments
are supposed to have acted with
a common understanding
in the matter.
During
the Crimean war the United
States lind fulfilled
their obligations
promptly
and fully by seizin_
and detaining vessels represented
to be destined
for the service of Russia; and tile claim was now
advanced,
and finally established,
(see GENEVA
AWARD), that Great Britain did not correspondingly exercise "due diligence"
to fulfill its obligallons.
The first privateers,
during
_l_e year
1861, were equipped
in southern
ports, and
gained the open sea by running
the blockade.
When the most formidable
of these, the Sumter,
was hopelessly
blocked
up in Gibraltar
by the
U.S.
steamer
Tuscarora,
and had to be sold in
January,
1862, the confederate
agents in Great
Britain at once began the construction
of armed
vessels there, evading
the provisions
of the colistment act by fictitious ownership.
From
Feb.
18, until )[arch
22, 186 o, minister Adams represented to the British govermnent
that a war vessel.
then building by the blessrs. Miller, of Liverpool,
the Oreto, (afterward
the Florida),
though nominally destined
for Palermo,
in Sicily,
was eeldently and notoriously
intended
for war against
the United States.
As she contained no al'm._ or
munitions
of war, shc was allowed to sail, and
proceeded to Green Bay, near Nassau, where she
enlisted additional
men, and was transformed
into a confederate
privateer,
arms and munitions
having been brought
from Great Britain
in another vessel.
The Florida was seized by a British
steamer, the Greyhound,
at iqassau, but released;
and the British government
refused to satisfythe
demands
of the United
States that the vessel
should
be seized as a violator of the enlistment
act whenever
she should
come within British
jurisdiction.
-- Soon after the departure
of the
Oreto,or Florida, minister Adams began collecting
evidence against another vessel then building
by
the Messrs. Laird at Birkenhead,
near Liverpool,
and called, from the number
of merchants
who
had subscribed
the expense of her construction,
the 290 (afterward
the Alabama).
June 23, he
gave notice to Earl Russell of what he believed to
be the real character
of the vessel, and solicited
"such action as might tend either to stop the projected expedition,
or to establish the fact that its
purpose
was not inimical
to the people of the
United
States."
That action was never taken.
July 16, the American
minister submitted
to Earl
Russell
his evidence,
and the opinion
of disting'uished
English
counsel, tlmt"
the evidence.
was almost conclusive. " A week afterward,
July
23, he offered fresh evidence,
and a most emphatic opinion of the same counsel, to the followtog effect: "I have perused the above affidavits,
and I am of opinion that the collector of customs
would be justified
in detaining
the vessel.
Indeed, I should think it his duty to detain her, and
that

if, after

the application

which has been made.
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to him, supported
by the evidence which has
been laid before me, he allows the vessel to leave
Liverpool,
he will incur a heavyresponsibility--a
responsibility
of which the board of customs, un• ler whose direction he appears to be acting, must
take their share.
It appears difficult to makeout
a stronger case of infringement
of the foreign
enlistment
act, which,
if not enforced
on this
occasion,
is little better than a dead letter.
It
well deserves consideration
whether,
if the vessel
be allowed
to escape,
the federal
government
would not haveseriousgroundsof
remonstrance."
The vessel was allowed to escape.
The board of
customs
referred the papers to their counsel;
the
Queen's
advocate,
Sir John D. Harding, fell ill;
_)thcr counsel
were called in, who advised
the
seizure
of the vessel; but, before
this opinion
,could be acted upon, the Alabama
had sailed,
July 29, without register or clearance,
to the Terceira,
one of the Azores,
where she took her
,equipment
from two British vessels and became
a confederate
war vessel, commissioned
"tosink,
burn and destroy"
the commerce of the United
States.
No effective
pursuit
of the vessel was
made by Great Britain, and she was hospitably
.received, without
any attempt
to arrest her, in
several
British
colonies
aftcrward.--In
April,
1863, the Japan, afterward
called the Georgia,
left Greenock,
and soon after, upon the coast of
France,
she took an equipment
from another
steamer
and became a confederate
cruiser.
For
over a year she continued
her cruise until she was
captured off Lisbon, Aug. 15, 1864, by the United
States
steamer
1Niagara, after a transfer
to a
Liverpool
merchant.--In
September,
1864, the
steamer
Sea King, owned by a Liverpool
merchant, cleared at London for Indm.
At Madeira
she met another vessel, the Laurel, of Liverpool,
from which she received her armament
and men,
"tad she then became the confederate
war vessel
Shenandoah.
During her career as a cruiser, before her surrender
lo the British
government,
l_ov. 6, 1865, the Shcnandoah
took in supplies
and enlisted men at Melbourne,
Australia,
with
the conniwmce,
as the American
consul asserted,
,of the British authorities
at that port.--Besides
the devastation
wrought
by the rebel cruisers, the
United States considered
the toleration
by Great
Britain of confederate
administrative
bureaux on
British soil, by means of which alone offensive
operations
against American commerce
were possible, as ground
of reclamation.
The action of
the British government
in maintaining
an official
union with France upon questions growing out of
the rebellion,
was also considered
unfriendly
to
the United States in the absence of any recognition of the confederate
states as an indepcndent
nation.
The whole mass of grievances
of which
the United
States
expected
satisfaction
from
Great Britain, and to which the name "Alabama
Claims"
was commonly
given,
may best bc
summed up in the words of the American merebets of the joint high commission:
"Extensive

large number of vessels, with their cargoes, and
in the heavy national expenditures
in the pursuit
of the cruisers;
and indirect
injury in the transfer of a large part of the American
commercial
marine to the British flag, in the enhanced
payment of insurance,
in the prolongation
of tbe
war, and in the addition
of a large sum to the
cost of the war and the suppression
of the rebellion. "-- When it first became apparent
that the
neutrality
of Great Britain
would be a source
of danger to the United States, minister
Adams
was very active in pressing
each fresh violation
of neutrality
upon the attention
of the British
government,
not, as lie explained
to his own
government,
with any hope of obtaining
more
stringent
laws, or greater diligence in the execution of existing
laws, hut with the intention
of
"making
a record"
to which the United States
could thereafter
appeal.
The American
ill.feeling toward Great Britain,
which was developed
by her haste to accord belligerent
rights to the
confederacy,
had grown upon every new grievancc until, when the rebellion
was at last suppressed, it had settled into a dangerous
disposition to leave the matter unsettled
for the purpose
of applying
the British system of neutrality
to
British commerce
in the event of any future war
or rcbcllion against
Great Britain.
The American govermncnt,
however,
did not share this disposition.
It continued
to pressits claim for cornpensation
in the higher tone which was justified
by its altered circumstances,
but at the same time,
Jan. 12, 1866, offered to submit "the whole controvcrsy"to
arbitration.
The British government
offered to accept an arbitration
limited
to the
depredations
of the Alabama and similar vessels,
but this was declined
by the United
States for
the reason that it involved a waiver of the position, which
they had always
held,
that the
Queen's
proclamation
of 1861, which accorded
belligerent
rights
to insurgents
against
the
authority
of the United States, was not justified
on any grounds,
cithcr of necessity or of moral
right, and therefore
was an act of wrongful
in
tervention,
a departure
from the obligati'ons
of
existing treaties, and without
the sanction of the
law of nations.--Jan.
14, 1869, Reverdy Johnson,
American
minister
to Great Britain, arranged
n
trcaty which, without
mentioning
the Alabama
claims in particular,
provided
for the submission
to arbitration
of "all claims"
of either country
against
the other since
Feb. 8, 1853
In the
senate this treaty had but a single vote in its
favor, and was not ratified.
Negotiations
on this
subject then practically
came to a stand until
Jan. 26, 1871, when the British
government
proposed the appointment
of a joint commission
to
sit at Washington
and arrange
the terms of a
treaty to cover the disputes as to the Canadian
fisheries and other questions at issue between the
United States and Canada.
The proposition
was
accepted on condition
that the treaty should also
make some disposition
of the Alabama claims.
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joint session at Washington,
Feb. 27, 1871. After
thirty-four
meetings,
the commission
agreed upon the terms of the Treaty of Washi_gton, which
was signed by the commissioners
blay 8, ratified
by the senate,
by a vote of 50 to 12, May 24;
ratified by Great
Britain,
June
17, and proclaimed in force July 4, 1871, by president Grant.
It provided
for arbitration
(1) as to the Alabama
claims, (2) as to cl.fims of British subjects against
the United States, (3) as to th'e fisheries, and (4) as
to the northwest boundary
of tlm United
States.
The arbitrators
upon the Alabama claims were to
bc five in number,
appointed
by the president of
the United States, her Britannic
majesty, the king
of Italy, tlm president of the Swiss confederation,
and the emperor of Brazil; and were to hold their

to be valid unless disapproved
by the king in
council within three years.--It
was agreed that
this plan, in order to prcvcnta
possiblc secession
by any colony, shouhl be n)ade binding by act of
parliament.
The wholcplan
was disapproved
by
the crown, on the ground
that it gave too much
power to the colonies, and by the colonies that it
gave too much power to the crown.
(See REVOL'CTION, UNITED STATES.)--'-Sec
4 Franklin's
L(tk
a_d ]tS.iffl_gs, 2°.%68 (containing
the plan in full,
and the JLelters to Shirley); 2 .Trumbull's
Ilistory
of Co_wctic_lt,
355; 3 Iiutchinson's
lI£,ta_ T of
Ma_achttsetts.
23; 1 Pitkin's
United State_, 142;
2 Hildrcth's
U'uited Stales, 443.
AI,EXANDER JOn-_STON.

sessions at Geneva, Switzerland.
(For tim constituti0n and award of the tribunal of arbitration,
and the provisions of the treaty governing
its deliberations,
see GENEVA. AWARD)---See
The Case
of the United States to be _aid before the Tribunal
of A_itration
to be convened at Geneva, London,
l872; Case presented on the part of Her ]3_tanl, ic
Maje._ty to the Tribunal
of Arbitration,
London,
1872; O fzcial Correspolu_enve oa the Claims i1_,
respect to the Alab,_ma, London, 1867; Bluntschli,
Opinion impartiale
sur la question de la Alabama,
Berlin, 1870; Geffcken,
.D_e Alabqmafrage,
Stuttgart, 1872; Diplomatic
Co_'respondenceofthe
United
States (with messages)1861-71;
Cushing's
2)'eaty
of Washingto1_.
The act of April 20, 1818, is in
3 Star. at Large, 448.
The treaty is in Star. at
Large.
AL_XANDEI_ JOKNSTOI_.

ALBANY
REGENCY, The (i_ U.S. HISTORY),
the name given to the politicians
who, from 18oA)
umil about 1854-5, unofficially
managed the mschincry
of the democratic
party in New York.
It would be difficult to give an exhaustive
list of
those who, at various times, werc recognizcd metabers of "the Regency";
but a partial list would
include Martin Van Burcn, who graduated
from
it upon his election to the United States senate in
1821, but still remained
in close alliance with it:
William
L. _,larcy, who graduated
to the senate
in the same manner
in 1831; Silas Wright,
until
his election
to the senate in 1833; John A. Dix,
until his election to the senate in 1845; Edwin
Croswell, editorof the "Albany Argus," and State
printer;
Benj. F. Butler, who was Attorney General under Van Buren, (see ADMINISTRATIO._,,'S);
Azariah
C. Flagg, secretary
of state and afterwardscomptrollerofthcstatc;BenjaminKnower,
treasurer of the state; Roger Skinner; Dean Richmond; Peter
Cagger; and Samuel
A. Talcott.
Although,
ashasbcensaid,
several of these "graduatcd,"
the graduates
were expected, whenever
necessary
for the success of the party and the
regency,
to return to the field of state politics.
Thus Van Buren in 1828, Marcy in 1832, and
Wright in 1844, returned from the senate to accept
a nomination
for the governorship
at tlm hands
of the rcgency.--About
1819-20, when thcsystem
of nominating
conventions
began to be used,
the regency began to be recognized
as a political
factor, and as the business of nominations
was
further abandoned
to these smaller and irresponsible bodies the regency obtained progressively
a
stronger
control
over the conventions
and thus
over the action of the party.
This control was
not necessarily obtained by corrupt means.
Those
delegates
to the conventions
who were ambitious
of office were controlled
by the knowledge
that
the regency never forgot or forgave insubordination or rebellion,
and never forgot or abandoned
a friend who had suffered in its service; the great
mass of delegates were controlled
by the conspicuous success which usually followed a deference
to the discreet and experienced
politicians
who
composed the regency.
In this way, and, in emergencies, by a judicious use of the State printing

ALASKA,
an unorganized
"territory
of the
United States.
(See A_,'.'EXATmNS, ¥I.; TERRITOItIES.)----See Whymper,
Trav_
and Adventures
i7_ the Territory
of Alaska, Boston, 1870; Dull,
Alaska a_d its .Resources, Boston, 1870.
ALBANY
PLAN OF UNION
(_" U. S. ttls'tORY). The lords of trade, in 1754, directed that
commissioners
from the several provinces
should
assemble at Albany,
N. Y., to arrange
a treaty
with the Six Nations.
June 19, 1754, commisstoners
from New Hampshire,
:_Iassachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, Pennsylranis and blaryland
met, and, after concluding
their business with the Indians, proceeded
to consider a plan of colonial union, proposed by Franklin, one of their number,
which was adopted,
July 10-11.
It comprised
the appointment
by the
crown of a president general for all the colonies,
with the veto power;
",.heelection by the colonial
a.c_emblies of a grand council,
who, with the
assent of the president general,
should make Indian treaties, regulate Indian trade, purchase and
dispose of Indian
lands, raise and equip armies
and navies for colonial defense,
and lay taxes to
support them.
Members
of the grand council
were to serve three years, and to be chosen in proportion to the amount paid by the colony to the
general treasury; but no colonywas
to have more
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ALCALDE.

_md other contracts, the Albany regency (so called
"from the fact that its members lived at the capital
_of the state) continued to rewardits
friends, punish its enemies, control the party, and keep New
York generally democratic,
until its opponents
in great measure accepted its machinery and overthrew it by its own methods.
This last result,
however,
was much assisted by the split in the
New York democratic
party in 1848 (see NEw
YORK, BARN'BURNERS, FREE SOIL PARTY) and
subsequent
years, and when this division
had
lasted long enough to deprive the regency of the
state patronage its most efficient weapon was gone,
_nditsformerpowerdeparted.
(See DEMoCRATICRF.PU_LICAN PARTY.)---See 2 Hammond's Politiczd
Ristorg of New York, 157, 429; Hammond's
Life
_f Sila_ Wright; 2 yon Hoist's United States, 21 ;
Mackenzie's
.Lives ofButl_randHoyt;Mackenzie's
.Life of Van Buren, 29, 168; Sedgwick's
Pol_'cal
_r_lil_# of L_g_tt.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
ALCALDE,
the Spanish
equivalent
of the
French
Maire,
the German B_rgermeistvr
and
_hulze,
the Italian Pod_ta, the English Ma!/or.
• The powers of this office were much more extensive formerly than now, for they united judicial
with administrative
functions.
The history of
alcaldes
may be found in the excellent work of
Don Manuel Colmeiro, entitled Direclw Administrativo Espa_ol, Madrid and Santiago,
1850, 2 vols.
8re.
M.B.
ALCOHOL,

Tax

on, (See D_STILLED SFmrrs.)

ALGERIA.
Since its assimilation
with France
declared
by the decree of Oct. 24, 1870, Algeria
should be described as a part of France situated in
the north of Africa, and forming the three departmerits of Oran, Algiers and Constantine.--GEoo1_.Px1Y. Algeria is the central
part of the geegraphical
region which comprises,
together with
Algeria itself, Morocco on the west and Tunis on
"the east. It extends from parallel 33 ° to 37 ° north
latitude, and lies between
longitude
6 ° cast and
5 ° west, reckoning
from the meridian of Paris.
The meridian
of Paris cuts it into two almost
equal parts, in the centre of which is Algiers on
the north coast of Africa, at 0 ° 44' of east longitude.--The
mountainous
region of the Atlas has
been called "the
isle of the Occident"
by Arab
geographers.
It is a sort of island bounded
on
the north and west by the ocean; on the north
and east by the Mediterranean;
on the south by
the Sahara, which seems to be thebed of a driedup sea, extending
from Cape :Noun and Bajador
to the Gulf of Gabbs.
It forms a distinct geegraphical
system, devoid of apparent
connection
with other regions "of Africa.
The desert separates it from Africa, and the sea connects it with
Europe.
It is, properly speaking, a minor Africa
or a European
Africa.
Its climate and flora remind one of southern
Europe,
Andalusia,
Sicily
and Provence.
The chain of the Atlas rising in
the west, opposite the Canary islands which be-
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long to its system, stretches northward
to
and
enters
the
provinces
of Tafilelt
and
Morocco, where it is 4,000 metres in height, and
covered with perpetual snow.
Thence it bends
to the east; running parallel with the Mediterranean coast to the mountains of Fossato on the
confines of Tunis.
It stops at the heights
of
Gabbs, where the sandy region commences.--Two
great chains of mountains are to be distinguished
in this region, that of the Sahara and the Central
chain, and a third range which reaches to the sea,
Only one group of the Sahara chain sends its
waters to the sea, that of Djebel-Amour
on whose
northern slope the Shelliff, the largest river of
Algiers, has its origin.
The Central chain pours
its waters, on the south, into the sands where they
are lost, and into the basins where they evaporate
in summer.
On the north its waters enter the
sea.--A]geria
has three natural divisions.
1st.
The Tell on the north, which is arable.
It embraces all the Mediterranean
slope between the
sea and the Central chain, and in addition certain
tracts of the Sahara slope of this chain, such as
the country of Batna, Medjana and Hodna, in the
province of Constantine.
On the east the Tellextends further inland than in the other provinces.
The Tell contains about
14,000,000
hectares.
2nd. That south of the Central chain, the region
of lofty table-lands
and the Cherts, a country of
steppes and fiats only fit for pastoral life.
3rd.
The Sahara which properly speaking
only begins
south of the Sahara range.
On both slopes pasture lands are found during
the rainy season.
Further
on, a forest of date palms may be seen,
from time to fin,ae, as a green island in a sea of
sand.
These
oases
situated
on the fiats are
nourished
by rivers which are almost always
under ground, and whose waters, brought to the
surface through ordinary or artesian wells, render
possible the culture
of the palm and a certain
number of vegetables.
In the mountains
large
hamlets, called ksours, serve as dwelling places for
a settled population,
as well as markets and granaries for the pastoral tribes of the country about.
--The
climate of the Tell is that of warm ternperate regions;
it calls to mind southern
Europe.
On the sea-coast and on the plains, there is no
winter, simply a rainy season.
The hottest part
of the Tell is in the plains of th_ west and the
valley of the lower Shelliff.
In the Tell there is
winter only in the mountains,
and the interior
towns usually situated at high altitudes.
Sdtif is
1,085 metres above the sea; Mdd6ah,
940; Millsnab, 900; Aumale,
850; Tlemcen,
800; Constantine, 650; Mascara,
600.
In these towns the
summer is hot, and the cold comparatively
severe
in the winter.
Snows prevent
terraced roofs.
The rainy season commenceseverywhere
in October, at the earliest, and ends completely
at the
close of April.
The yearly average rainfall
increases
toward the east from Oran to Algiers,
Constantine
and Tunis.
The proportion
is upproximately
3, 4, 5, 6.--South
of Tell the heat is
great in summer,
but the winter
is cold on the
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elevated plateaux.
The nights in summer too are
•cold. In the oases as well as on the flats there is
no winter perceptible to the European, and the
nights are hot.--All the agricultural products of
.France thrive, and all French fruit trees yield
well in Algiers. Winter wheat is the indigenous
variety. Sicilian flax is cultivated for its seed.
'The _dfa,a kind of grass which Spain alone export,cd at one time, and of which cords and mats are
made, and in England paper, is exported in large
.qua.ntities from Oran. The climate has allowed
the naturalization in Algeria of the banana and
.cotton. The hJnna of the south and blostaganem
is sent to the dye works of France. In the torrid
basin of the lower Shelliff and the west certain
modes of tropical culture are possible, provided
irrigation be practiced.
When the damming
of the Habra is finished, the greatest work of
its kind in the world (30,000,000 cubic metres) it
is proposed to utilize its water for the cultivation
of the sugar caue.--In addition to the domestic
animals of France, we find in Algeria the drome•lary used for transporting burdens, for food, for
.clothing and furniture of the natives. The southern steppes afford pasture to countless flocks of
sheep; many of these are sent to France and Spain,
and their wool supplies the factory of Roubaix.
Algeria is very rich in marbles and minerals,
BetweenOran andTlcmcen, the mine of trauspareat onyx so celebrated in antiquityhas been re-discovered and is worked. Thewhite marbles of Filfila are of the highest quality.
The lack of coal
preveuts the smelting of iron ore, but it abounds to
such a degree that the ore of Souma is sent abroad
from Algiers, and at Bona a thousand tons of the
magnetic iron of Moktar-el-Adid are shipped each
day. At Gar-Rouban, near Morocco, a mine of
lead with veins of silver ore, is worked.
Zinc
can be had in the district of Bona, and there are
many beds of copper ore.--ETn-_OLOOY. Betbets or Kabyles. Among all the races iahabitiug northern Africa, at the present time, the
Berbers have been longest in the land. All the
conquerors of Africa, Carthaginians, Romans,
¥audals, Arabs, Turks and French, have had to
struggle with them. The Arab conquest forced
them into the mountains where they still remain,
Converted to Islamism, at a later period they
took a prominent part in the different invasions
of Spain by the Mussulmans.
To them is attributed the high state of agriculture in Mussulman
Spain. Their language belongs to the Semitic
type, but differs more from the Arabic than the
Hebrew and Syriac. An experienced eye never
mistakes a Kabyle for an Arab of pure blood,
The Kabyles and Arabs differ in everything,
_ia language, in physical type, in aptitudes
in manners, and institutions.
They have uothlug in common but religion.
In contrast, however, with the Arab the Kabyle is little inclined
to religion.--In
the mountains where the population is dense, land is scarce, and living diffieult. The laboring Kabyle is rather a gardener
an{/an artisan than an agriculturist. He prepares
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oil and figs for export, makes powder, arms, tools
and household implements, soap, cloth, trinkets
and earthenware.
He peddles thcse articles in
the Arab districts, and gets in exchange for them
cereals which his own mountains do not produce
in sufficient quantity,
tie goes to the villages
and plains, to work for the Arab agriculturist, or
the European manufacturer.
He lives in a house
and not under a tent or a gourbis like the Arab,
who is always a half nomad. The Kabyle villages built on the crests of hills are little fortresses. The women are not veiled, and when
guests are entertained they are not sent away.
Tile land belongs to the family, not to the
tribc.--Each
Kabyle tribe is a little democratic
republic, with an assembly, djemm_a, composed
of all men able to bear arms.
The djemmda
makes the laws, decides cases, regulates the
administration, elects a chief amin, who is charged
with carrying out its decisions; it concludes alliances between tribes, and decides on peace and
war. The Kabyle tribes arrange themselves in
confederations like the ancient leagues of the
Grisons. Personal rivalries almost always separate them into two parties called sofs. Each one
of tlmse allies itself to the sofs of tlm neighboring
tribes.--Hospitality
is regulated by law, and is
exercised in turns; it is not considered as a rcligious but a public duty.
The Kabyles have an
institution of international or ra!her inter-tribal
law peculiar to themselves, the anaya. It consists
in the protection afforded an individual either by
a private person or by a tribe.
A stranger, and
even an enemy, who has obtained the anaya, is
held inviolable, uuderpain of death. War breaks
out between tribes frequently because the anaya
has not been respected.
Peace is concluded be.
tween tribes by the exchange of pledges, the
withdrawal or giving up of which is a declaration
of war.--The authority of France is exercised in
Kabylia only i,lthe following manner: it reserves
to itself the exercise of the police power, criminal and colTectional matters; it confirms theamin
elected by the tribe, has agents called a_in.elou_nel_a,who act for it as intermediaries with the
amin_ of the several villages; it collects a poll
tax in accordance with a list of names drawn up
by the djemmda. In this list the Kabyles are
ranged in four categories, according to their fortunes. Of these the last is exempt from taxation;
in the other three the tax varies, but is the same
for all members of the same class.
It was
sought to introduce the office of cadi in civil
cases, but the Kabyles wished to judge themselves by their own laws in general assemblies.
They admit neither cadis nor the authority
of the law of Islam. Justice is, in their cycs,
asocial question to be regulated bymen, and a
matter of religion decided in a sovereign manner
by theKoran.
These institutious are preserved
intact only in Great Kabylia.--In
Algeria the
Berbers are called Kabyles, which, in their laub,uagc, means confederates.
In Auras alone they
are called Cl_aouia. The population of the oases
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and the kaour# of the Sahara is mainly of Berber
origin, and has preserved in part the communal
institutions of the Kabyles.
The Touaregs in
the depths of the Sahara and half way to Soudan
are of the pure Berber raee.--Arabs.
The Arab
tribes lead a pastoral life in the south, and are
agriculturists in the Tell. There are some who
change their habitations and mode of life according to the season of the year. Each tribe forms
a kind of little nation with its territory, chiefs
and history. The tribe is scarcely more than one
family grown to the maximuui of extension
which in Mohammedan countries is great.--The
Mussulman family has more affinities than the
Christian.
By polygamy, by adoption, through
foster parents more numerous ties are formed
than with us, and even divorce does not break
them up completely, if children have been born
of the marriage.
_Ioreover the parents are not
separated by material interests, for their landed
property remains undivided
(land melk), and
they live together on the family estate. The
life of relations in common and innumerable alliances determine the formation of anatural group,
the tribe, which is almost entirely made up of
relatives or allies.
The fractions of the tribe
are called, according to their importance, Ferka,
Klwms or Douar.
The chiefs of families or
of tents, are the representatives of the tribe,
and they make up its dj*mmda which is its national assembly.
If there is a family more
ancient or more powerful than the rest, it is the
natural head of the tribe.--The Arab tribal goveminent is, therefore, patriarchal and aristocratic,
In Arab countries there are three kinds of nobility,
tbe chorfa, nobles by origin through descent from
the daughter or uncle of the prophet; the djouad
or military nobility; the marabout*, descendants
of the saints of Islam. In certain tribes all the
men lay claim to nobility, others are composed of
marabout* alone.--The noble is not jealous, and
his authority is not called in question. He is the
honor of his tribe. This social organization gives
a common interest to the tribe, and causes its
members to render mutual assistance in time of
need and against the stranger.
Such was the
Arab tribe before conquest changedits character,
--The conqueror, Turk or Frenchman, has been
frequently obliged, in the interests of his own
power, to deprive the natural chief of authority
and confer it on an inferior and sometimes a stranger. This chief has become a functionary in the
service of France, charged with subjecting the
tribe to French policy; hc is imposed upon it and
supported against it by the power of France. I:le
often lacks authority and has tradition against
him. If he is guilty of exactions the tribe must
endure them, or go to war with France. Cornplaints against a chief whom they can not depose
are regarded as opposition to French dominion,
and are generally rejected.
In a word, the iraposed functionary often takes the place of the natural chief.--Moreover the prohibition by France of
inter.tribal wars and the personalsecurity afforded

by the French police have made it unnecessary
for the Arab nobility to uphold and protect, for
purposes of self-defense, numerous clients whoin
return used to fight for them.--The exportation
of wheat, which began since the conquest, has
resulted in decreasing the reserve stock of cereals
Let a bad year come, and the khamm_, who tills
for the fifth part of the produce, no longer finds
open to him the corn pits of his master which in
old times were filled with the surplus of fruitful
years. This grain has been sold, its value has
been already spent, or if the master has hid the
grain away in the ground, he is less disposed to
lend money to the khamn_sthan he was formerly
to furnish wheat at nominal prices. In case of
scarcity the kl_amm_s dies of hunger, as in 1867.
--The rule of conquerors has deprived the government of its patriarchal character, the security
established by the French has relaxed the bonds
of mutual interest which united the aristocracy
to its clients. The grain trade has interfered
with the assistance given by the rich to the poor
in time of scarcity.
A social and political revolution is going on through the force of circumstances, and independent of the will of man. This
revolution will bring about dislocation of the
tribe, the destruction of traditional relations between the nobility and their clients, and, consequently, the destruction of aristocratic power.Moors. These are Mussulmans who do not belong
to any tribe, and who inhabit the cities or their
outskirts.
They are called hadri or citizens.
A few of them are descendants of the Moors
expelled from Spain, and the majority are Arabs
or sons of Arabs who have left their tribes in order
to become citizens. A few are landed proprietors.
The chief means of subsistence for the others is
commerce, principally the manufacture of articles
used by the tribes--shoes, saddles, implements,
etc. In Tlemcen and Constantine whole streets
are lined with the shops of Mussulman artisans.-The Moorish population is in a state of decadence.
Living has become more expensive, and provisions
and rents have risen enormously since the conquest.
Processes of labor have not improved
among them. The native consumers of the outlying districts have been replaced by Europeans.
For the artisan of the towns the temptations to
expense are greater than formerly.
The result is
that families once rich, but destitute of foresight,
sold their farms, (luwuch), then their country
houses, later their houses in town, and at last
pawned the pearls and jewelry of the women, in
Algiers at the pawnbrokers, and elsewhere to
Jews. These pledges are rarely redeemed. The
Moorish population is sinking little by little and
will never rise again. At Constantine, Tlemcen
and other towns the artisan holds out yet, but even
now, in the case of certain articles used by the
natives, lie has to struggle against the competition
of European factories; perhaps he will be driven
from the market in the case of other arficles.-.Kouloughlis. These are descendants of the chii.
dren of Turkish fathers and Arab mothers. They
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are found especially in the towns which were the
centres of Turkish
domination.
They retain
the overbearing
pride of the conqueror
toward
a vanquished
race. At Tlemeen
they are equal
in number to the t_dri and are always in rivalry
with them, which causes difficulties to the French
administration.--TheKouloughlis,
liketheTurks,
follow the Hanefi rite, while the Arabs observe
the .M'_ki.
These are two of the four rites
equally recognized
as orthodox
by the Sunnite
Mussulmans.
These two rites differ by a few
legal provisions, concerned particularly about tile
inheritance
of women and the forms of prayer,
At Algiers and Constantine
each rite has its
mosques, its ministers of worship and its cadi -_fozabites or _ni-Mzab,
merchants
and artisans,
temporary emigrants from their oases situated at
1° east long. and 33 ° lat. They are Abadites, partisans of the assassins of Ali, and equally regarded
as heretics by the Sunnites and Chilites.
Their
in_s or sovereigns
had Tiaret as their capital at
the epoch of Mussulman
conquest.
At present
their iman resides at Muscat.
They are puritans
of great probity, and look down on everything
not Mozabite.
Laborious, industrious,
economical, they make large profits in business.
A _Iozabite who emigrates is forbidden to take with him
his wife, or his children of a tender age, to marry
a foreign woman, to visit women of improper life
or to neglect the practice of his religion.
He is
obliged to render an account of his commercial
transactions tothe federalcouncil.
Emigrants in
the same village hold meetings for prayer and the
censorship of private life.
Corporal punishment
is inflicted during the meetings.
But if a _Iozabite has met with reverses in business, and it is
shown by the assembly
that he was not at fault,
his co-religionists
make good his losses.--.Na/ire
Jews.
Their mother tongue is the Arabic, but a
certain number have learned French.
Among
them are found rich merchants,
wholesale
and
retail, who lend money (in Algiers
there is no
legal maximum
of interest).
Many of them are
shopkeepers, a certain number artisans, factotums
of grcat Arab lords, hawkers, who compete sharply with the Kabyles among the Arab tribes, traveling jewelers, who manufacture
on the spot and
deliver in jewelry the same weight as the Arabs
give them in coin.
Active, industrious, eeonomical, and selling at the highest figure, they succeed
as a rule.
The French conquest has freed them
from exactions and humiliations.
It is only in the
extreme south under the rule of great Arab chiefs,
who are sometimes vassals and sometimes enemies
of theFrench,
that the Jews arestill obliged to remove their shoes in passing before a mosque, not
to ride on horseback, and to give bonds whenever
they absent themselves.
A decree issued Oct. 24,
1870, by the assembly at Tours, granted to natives
the rights of French citizens.
They arc now eleetots and jurors._.N_jroes.
Brought from the
Soudan as slaves.
The trade in negroes, by way
of the Sahara, was continued for a long time after
its prohibition by the republic in 1848.
They are
4
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not numerous, and tend to disappear, either by
extinetionorbyminglingwithotherraees.
Some
of them are like Arabs of dark complexion.--Europeans.
The Spaniards are settled mostly in the
provinces of the west and centre, the Italians and
Maltese in the east and centre.
The French are
most numerous in the province of Algiers.
The
census of 1866 gives a total of 2,912,630 inhabitants classified as follows.
_fussulmans,2,652,072;
l_ativeJews,
33,952; Europeans,226,000.
Official
statistics do not distinguish
the Kabyles from the
Arabs.--The
European
population, in which the
army is not included, is made up of twoelements:
the inmales
of the hospitals,
lyceums,
schools,
orphan asylums, seminaries, convents and prisons,
8, 616; the fixed population, 217,990.
The figures
for each nationality have been determined
only in
the case of the fixed population.
They are reekoned as follows:
122,119 French;
58510 Spanlards; 16,655Italians;
10,627Anglo-Maltese;
5,436
Germans; 4,643 of other nationalities.
Since the
census of 1866, the famine which desolated
the
]_Iussulmnn territory in 1867--8 carried off perhaps 500,000 ]_Iussu]mans.
Certain tribes have
been almost destroyed and certain regions depopulated.
In the same period the drought which
prevailed in Spain, and later the exportation of
_fa, brought
into the west a great number of
Spaniards.--HisTORY.
This is conjectural
up to
tile foundation of Carthage, 850 B. C. This city
became mistress of northern Africa, which furnished its mercenary
armies with their famous
Numidiau
cavalry.
In 250 B. C. the Romans
began to struggle
with the Carthaginians
for
northern Africa.
In 146 they destroyed Carthage.
In 646 A. D. the Arabs showed
themselves
in
Tunis for the first time.
The Goths were the
masters of Tingitane.
In 670, the fiftieth yearof
the Hegira,
Okba founded in the southeast of
Tunis, Kairouan,
the ]_Iussulman
metropolis of
the province
of Africa.--After
tile fall of the
Almohades,
northern Africa was in a state of
political decomposition,
when two corsairs, the
brothers,
Baba-Aroudj
and Kheir-ed-Din,
established Turkish dominion by takingDjidjelli
from
the Genoese (1504), Shershell and Algiers from the
Arabs (1515)and the rocks in front of Algiers from
the Spaniards in 1530. By connecting these rocks
with each other and with tile land by a dike,
Kheir-ed-Din
created tile port of Algiers.
The
successors of tile two corsairs completed
the conquest of Algiers.--The
Turkish
government,
in
Algiers, was a piracy on sea against Christians
and on land against Arabs.
Its instruments were:
1st. Janissaries
recruited in Turkey; 2nd. Koulough]ls, descendants of Turkish fathers and Arab
mothers; 8rd. Arab tribes known under the geaeric name of _Iaghzem,
and who were settled
from cast to west along the strategic line north of
the Central chain of mountains.
These tribes,
exempt from tribute and occupying
their own
land granted by the Turks, were bound to lend
physical aid in collecting taxes, and against such
tribes as might rebel.
They also had their share
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of the spoils.
In general tile Turks
left the
Arabs to their own devices, provided
only that
they paid tribute and yiehted to the exactions
of
the conquei'ors.
The Kabyles, protected
by their
mountains,
preserved
their independence
almost
everywhere.--French
Conquest.
It will beremembered that in 1827, in conseqtmnce
of a fruitless
claim addressed to the French government
by the
dey, tIassein-ben-Hassem,
onaccount
of grain furnished in 1796, by the Jew Bacri, a debtor of the
dey, the latter struck the French consul, M. Deval,with his fan.
Algiers was blockaded
directly,
and all reparation
being refused, a French army
landed June 14, 1830, at Sidi-Ferruch
and entered
Algiers in triumph July 5. From that day is dated
the abolition of piracy and the foundation
of African France.--Algiers
taken, it remained to conquerAlgeria.
Oran wasoccupled
forgood
in 1831,
Bona in 1832, the ports of Arzew and Mosta_anem
in 1833, when Bougie also was taken.
Tlemcen,
occupied in 1836, was held by Cavaignac for seven
months, at the end of which time General Bugeaud
came to relieve the placc.
Clausel failed thc same
year before Constantinc
which wastaken
Oct. 13,
1837, oy Gener.fl Vall,'eafter
the death of General
Damremont.
Djidjelli
was captured
in 1839,
Shcrshell, M_dda and Milialmin
1840. But it was
only in 1841 on the accession of Gen. Bugeaud to
the office of governor general,
that the great African war commenced.--Abd-el-Khader,
saluted
emir in 1832 by the Hashems
south of ]_la,_cara,
had been recognized
as sovereign
in a treaty of
peace concluded
by Gnu. Desmichels
in 1834.
After breaking this treaty hc dcfeated Gen. Trezel
at Macta.
It was a rout, and theenemy
massacred
the French
woundcd.
Clausel,
the same year,
avenged this defeat by taking and destroying Mascara, the capital of the emir.
The followingyear
Bugeand defeated Abd-cl-Khadcr
at Shiffa.
Unfortunately
he concluded
with him, in 1837, the
famous
treaty of Tafna which
gave up to the
emir half of Algcria.--The
passage of the Iron
Gates in1839 by Marshal ValiSe and the Duke of
Orleans, was the occasion of a rupture with Abdel-Khader.
By the treaty of Tafna, the frontier
line of the east, settled upon, was the road from
Algiers to Constantine
which
no longer exists.
The emir pretended that that line had been crossed
by the French, and declared war.
Marshal Vall6e
allowed thcArabstoinvadeanddevastateMitidja,
The)- arrivedin
the neighborhood
(sahd) of Algiers
and their horsemen
came to the sea-coast within
cannon
shot of the French
forts.
In 1840 the
war became general in the centre and west.
Gem
Bugeaud, appointed
governor
general ia 1841, inuugurated
a new system of war that was to bring
about thc ruin of Abd-el-Khader.--The
French
basc of operations,
till then thc sea, was transferred
to the centre of the Tell between
the sea and the
mountain
range which separates the Tell from tim
elevated
plateaux.
Military
forces were firmly
established
from c'lst to west at all points which
commanded
this strategic line.
Thence light cxpeditioaary
corps were dispatched
continually,

operating near their basis,and forminganetwhich
covered the country.
At the same time Abd-el.
Khader was isolated from his allies of the south by
the erection of a chain of small forts which guarded
the passes leading to the lofty plateaux
of the
Tell, of Oran and Algiers.
Whentlle
net was extended the campaign began.
The work lasted six
years.
Abd-el-Khadcr's
permanent
establishment
at ]3oghar, at Taza, at Tackdemt,
at Goudjela,
were destroyed.
All the tribes of the Tell, one
after another, saw the French columns enter their
territory, and learned by experience tlmtneither
the
mountains
of the Ouarensenis
nor those of Dahra
and Great Kabylia could protect them against the
arms of France.
The attacks
made in the south
by Yousouf,
at Djebel-Amour,
by Cavaignac, Renault and G_ry among the Oulad-Sidi-Chikh,
by
Marey-Monge
at Laghouat,
deprived
the enemy
of evcry chance of succor from the Sahara populations.
Abd-el-Khaderstill
relied onthe Moroccans, but these wcre repulsed
in May and June,
1844, by Lamorici_,re and Bedeau. and finally conquered at Isly, Aug. 14, by Marshal Bugeaud.-:Nevertheless
Abd-el-Khader
could not be captured.
If, during
his absence in 1843, the Due
d'.kumalc
deprived
him at Taguin
of his head'quarters,
that gTeat nomad town, the wandering
cal)ital of the emir, the latter, by a prodigious
march executed
the same )'ear, over one-half of
Algeria, eluded five army corps who were watching his passage.
Hc came again in 1846 to Great
Kabylia, which refused to rise up in his behalf.
Having taken refugein
]_Iorocco, he was afraid of
being delivered up to France by the sultan of Fez.
After tile submission of his two lieutenants,
BenSalim and Bel-Kacem,
as welt as Bou-Maja soon
uftcr, lie surrendered
to Gen. Lamoricic_re Dec. 23.
1847,at Sidi-Brahim,where
twoyears
before he had
carriedoff
Col. _Iontagnac
and his column.
The
great African war came toan end with the downfall of the redoubtable
chieftain.
It only remained to finish the conquest
and repress uprisings.--In
1849, thc taking
of the oasis of
Z;_atcha after a siege of 52 days, the occupation
of Bousada in 1852, the capture of Laghouat
and
the founding
of Djelfa;
in 1853, the creation of
G.',ryville assured the French supremacy
in the
south.
Great Kabylia,
roused to rebellion from
1851 to 1853 by the cherif Bon-Barla,
was finally
subdued iu 1857, under the government
of marshal Handon.
The posts of Tizi-Ouzon
(1851), of
Dra-el-Mizan
(1855), and fort _,*apoleon (1857),
now fort Republic,
guarantees
French
rule in
the interior of Great Kabylia.--In
1859 the fruitless expedition of Gen. Martimprey,
in Morocco,
cost the lives of many thousand men from cholera.
In 1864 a quarrel
with the chiefs of Oulad-SidiShikh, a tribe of Marabouts
in the cxtreme south,
whose religious influence
is very great, brought
abont a war with the French of long duration.
It
caused an insurrection,
the same year, m the Tell
of Oran and in the south of the province of AIgiers.--It
was hoped that the war with Prussia
wotfld be finished
without
an insurrection
in
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Algeria, though
there was not a single regiment
of French regulars in the country.
There were
merely native regiments
and gar_/es mobiles without military training and not feared by the Arabs.
An order for the mobilization
of the s/_ah_ to
France led to an uprising Jan. 23, 1871. At Ain
Guettar, on the frontiers of Tunis, the neighboring
tribes joined with the spahis.
Later, when peace
was concluded,Mokhrani,grand
chief of Medjana,
who owed nearlya million at Constantine,
rose up
ia his turn and carried with him all Great Kabylia.
Soon the whole province of the cast was in arms.
The revolt was completely
crushed only in November, 1871.--French
supremacy
in Algeria is socured by three chains of posts,each extending from
the boundary
of Morocco
to that of Tunis, the
maritime line, the central, and the frontier line of
the Tell.
South of this last advance posts have
been established
lathe Sahara.--On
the seaboard,
from west to east, are the ports of Nemours,
:bIers-el-K_bir, Oran, Arzem, _Iostaganem,
Ten_s,
ShersheU,
Algiers,
Dellys,
Bouzic,
Djidjelli,
Collo, Stora, Phillippeville,
Bona, and Calle.
There are two fine natural harbors, ]_Icrs-el-Kdbir
and Bouzie; an excellent natural
harbor, Arzem,
which has been improved;
two other natural harbors, Djidjelli
and Collo, thelatter
of which is in
good condition;
the great harbor of Algiers, treated, like that of Cherbourg,
by means of dikes;
that of Bona, le_ extensive,
but which French
engineers have made better than Algiers.
The
l,arbor of Oran was created by means of dikes,
The harbor
of Phillippeville
has been greatly
improvcd.
There arc no othcr real harbors, but
merely foreign roadsteads,
at other points on the
coast _The
central line of the Tell is the great
strategic line of Algeria.
The power that controls it is master of tile country.
The French
hold it by virtue of a chain of settlements
nearly
all of which are situated at the points formerly
occupied by the Turks
and the Romans.
On a
line from west to east, the settlements
are Lalla
Maghnia, Tlemcen,
and Bel-Abbes,
tile strategic
centre of the province
of Oran; Mascara,
Relizaae, OrlSausville,
:bliliana,
:b_[_d_a, Aumale,
Bordj.bou-Arreridj,
Sdtif, Constantine,
Guehna,
and 8ouk-Ahras.
The Arab invasions
followed
this line, from east to west, thence fell back to
the northward
and southward.
The Romans,
lbe Turks, and blarshal Bugeaud, conquered
Algeria by occupying
the central
line as a basis of
operations,
while the Spaniards
failed because
they occupied the coast only.--The
frouticr posts
in the province
of the Tell bar the entrance
against invasions
from
the southward.
These
posts, in the mountainous
districts,
guard
the
passes which give ingress to the Tell; and on the
plains they occupy the points which command
the great roads of the south.
From west to east,
the posts are Sebdon, EI-Hacai'ba,
Daia, Sai'da,
Frenda, Tiaret,
Teni_t-el-Haad,
Boghar,
which
covers the entrance into the Tell through the valleyof the Chelif; and Batua and Tebessa.
These
posts close the Tell against invasions by the herd-
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ors from the south, while they open it to trade
with them,
Through
these posts the herders
come to barter the dates of the oasis and the wool
of their flocks, for the cereals of the Tcll which
afford food to the south.--On
the south of the
frontier of the Tell and on the road to the Sahara,
the French permanently
occupy Djelf.t and Boucaada; and within the Sahara they occupy the
oasis of Laghouat
and Biskra, together
with the
post of G_ryville.
This occupati_,n
is intended
to protect
and confine, by crowding
them betwecn the northern posts and the frontier of the
Tell, the pastoral tribes which their geographical
position renders
dependent
on the Tell for their
natural
market.--GOVERNMENT.
The character
of the government
of Algeria is one of instability,
and its normal condition
change of form.
Tim
following are its principal phases of transformatiou:
1st.
A provisory
organization
(1830-34).
Authority
exercised bythccommander-in-chief
of
the army of occupation,
who had under his immediate control a council called successively
govcrnment
commission,
committee,
administrative
commission,
and administrative
council
of the
regency.
Marshal Clausel confided the presidency
of the committee
and the territorial
administration to the military inteTzdant.
The duke of Rovigo instituted
a civil administration._2nd.
Governor generalship.
The ordinance
of July 22,
1834, created
a governor
general of the French
po._scssmns in the north of Africa.
The ordlnance of April
15, 1845, changed
this title to
governor
general of Algeria, divided
Africa into
three provinces,
and each of these into a civil, an
Arab and a mixed territory.
It instituted
a gen
cral mode of administration
of civil affairs, an
upper council, and a council of claims.--In
1847
the ordinance
of Sept. 1 inaugurated
decentralization by appointing
in each province a director of
civil affairsand
a councilof
administration.
The
progressive assimilation
to France w:lscommenced
by the republic of 1848,which suppressed,
on Dcc.
9, the general administration
of civil affairs, and
created a department
ill each prbvince with a prefectandacouncilofprcfecture.
Algcria had been
in the jurisdiction
of the ministry
of war, whcre
therehad
been crcatedin
1837 a department
under
the name of division of Algiers, and later a department
of the direction
of affairs of Algeria,
charged with the political
and civil affairs, and
besides a committccof
consultation
to examine all
proposed laws, ordinances
or regulations,
as well
as all affairs referred to it by the minister.--3rd.
]_Iinistry of Algeria and the colonics, (decree o[
June 24, 1858).
The governor
general was replaced
by a miuister
residing
in Paris.
The
council of goveramcnt
was suppressed.
Councils
general were instituted.
The jurisdiction
of prefeels in civil affairs and of generals of division in
military affairs was amplified.
Under the name
of upper commandant
of the land and sea forces.
a general officer is made chief of the army of
Africa._4th.
Re-establishment
of the governor
gcneralship,(decrecs
of Nov. 24, and Dec: 10, 1860).
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The
ministry
of Algeria and the colonies was
suppressed.
A governor generalis entrusted with
the command of the land and sea forces, the geeeminent
and administration
of Algeria.
This
officer is tantamount
to chief of the state.
He
prepares the budget to be approved and presented
to tile chambers by the minister
of war, as an
addition to the military budget, and orders what
grants shall be allowed.
He prepares tile decrees
which the minister of war submits to the chief of
the state for his signature and countersign.
He
appoints to certain offices.
But the administration of justice, and French public instruction,
religious worship, tile custom and postal service,
and the treasury, are each under the jurisdiction
of a special ministry.--Under
the authority of the
governor general the administration
of Algeria is
divided between two high functionaries,
a subgovernor and a director of civil affairs, independent of each other. The sub-governor,
in addition
to his duties as chief of staff of the army of Africa,
governs the military territory through three generals of division,
with generals
of brigade or
colonels
commanding
subdivisions,
and chief
commanders
of circuits.
Each of these officers
continues
to keep under his orders one of those
bureaus celebrated
under the generic name of
Arab bureaus, and which are named according to
their degree, descending
from the sub-governor
to the commander
of a circuit.--The
director of
civil affairs administers the civil territory through
three prefects, with sub-prefects
and civil cornmissioners.
These unite in themselves
in places
where the commune has not yet been organized,
tile functions of mayor, sub-prefect, anti, at certain
points, those of justice of the peace.--To
sum up,
a superior council, of which six delegates from
three general
councils form a part, prepares tile
project of the budget for the general government
and the assessment of taxes.
A consulting courtell gives its advice on all affairs placed before it
by the governor.--In
this organization
the civil
and the military
authority were independent of
each other, and _ach free on its own territory,
Marshal P_lissier used to say, "I am neither civil
nor military governor; I am governor general."
--By the decree of July 7, 1864, the civil was
everywhere
subordinated
to the military authority.
The generals
commanding
the three divisions took the title of commanders
of provinces,
The prefects were placed under their authority,
received
their instructions
from them and addressed
their reports to them.
Algeria was subjected to a purely military
government,
which
had, under
its orders, a certain number
of civil
agents.
Nevertheless,
two decrees of 1866 and
1870 made the municipal
and general councils
electivc._3th.
A ciwl governor generalship,
(law
of Oct. 24, 1870).
By this decree the delegation
of Tours founded
in principle
the civil government such as it still exists, at least in form.--The
civil governor
general retains the political, military and administrative
powers of the military
governor.
He administers the former civil terri-

tory through a secretary general and three prefects, and the military territory through a chief
commandant of tile land and sea forces, who has
under his orders as administrators
of these territories, three generals of division, wifll commandants of subdivisions and cireuits.--To
sum up, a
superior council of government and a consulting
committee
are appointed,
tile first with
more
elective members than formerly, the second with
some elective members, which was not the case in
the council of the previous government.--During
the war with Germany,
this government,
as a
whole, existed
only on paper.
The councilsgeneral of Algeria had been dissolved
simultaneously with those of France; the superior council
could not be brought together for lack of merebets.
Besides,
the delegation
of Tours,
on
account of representations
from Algeria, had, in
November, decided in principle on the abolition
of the governor generalship,
with the attendant
offices which had been established or retained by
it in October.
Algeria was to be assimilated
to
Franceand
itslocalinstitutions
were to disappear.
A decree had already deprived
the chief cornmandant of the army and navy of authority over
the tribes of the military territory,
and another
decree suppressed
the special budget of Algeria
by distributing
it among the budgets of the different ministries.
Of the institutions
founded
by the decree of Oct. 24 some could not come into existence, others existed only temporarily, and
deprived of all assistance from tbe eouncils-general and the superior council could not come into
regular operation.--The
government
of M. Thiera
retained the governor generalship
and the supetier council: it abolished defactothe
office of commander of the army and navy and re-established
the special budget of Algeria.
Algeria has retained the six representatives
in the national
assembly accorded it by the delegation of Tours.
:Natives appointed by the government form apart
of the general
councils,
in which
the great
majority
are Frenchmen,
and are elected.
The
natives have a deliberative voice. This has given
rise to formal protests in the three eounciis.--It
would be difficult to define and classify the actual government
of Algeria (1872.)
Let it suffice
to state that it bears the name of civil government and has as chief a naval officer whogoverns
the regular military territory,
that is, almost all
of Algeria, through
officers of the army.--TERIIITORIAL AD_flNISTR&TION. Before the revolution of September
it had as basis the division of
each province intotwo territories,
one civil which
constituted
the department
and was governed
by
a prefect, the other military
and governed
by the
general commanding
the military division.
The
decree of Oct. 24, 1870, has in principle
suppressed the mihtary,
but in fact it has left the administration
of the government
to the officers
who exercised it before without
subjecting
them
to the prefect.
The original military
territory is
yet (1872) in practice outside the authority
of prefects.
Officers
manage
it, under
the direct
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_uthority
of the civil governor general.
The
original civil territory forms but a diminutive part
of Algeria.
The administration
of the country,
as we see, has remained military in fact, although
the governor bears the title of civil governor, and
the designation
' military territory'
no longer exlets. The situation
is undefined.
There is no

Income from various sources ...............
7,421,500francs.
Four-sixths
of the Arab tax accruingto gov._4,6C6,0O0
Post omce..................................
1,000,000 ""
Receipts from various sources of which
535,0o0francs are from the telegraph . 6_,(X}0 "
ZXPE_SES.
Central administration .....................
514,500francs.
Departmental administration ...............
969.660 "

,correspondence
between things as they exist and
the worxls which describe them.
Algeria is in
a state of transition
between the military r_gime
existing in fact and the civil r_gime which exists
¢nly in name.
It is intended
to increase
tim
number of Algerian departments.
The councils-

Prisons ....................................
973200
Telegraphic
service ........................
1,041,700
Administration and management of Arab
tribes ..................................
1,_.890
Financial and
service
.........................
8.1_.2,762
Maritime
military
service .............
500,0(D
Colonization ...............................
1,825,600
Topography and land registers .............
1,035,500

general and municipal
have the same attributes
as in France.
The councils-general
have native

The budget commission
of 1872 estimates that by
transferring the collection of the Arab taxes which,
on the average, yield ten millions, from native to
French financial agents, the product of these taxes
would be perhaps doubled,
while the burdens
of the Arab tax payer would be at tile same time
decreased.--Maritime
duties,imposed
on the frontier and collected
by the custom house for the
benefit of Algeria, yield on an average four raillions net.
Of this, four-fifths, distributed
according to the number
of the population)
go to the
municipal
budgets,
the rest to the departmental
budgets,
which are mainly
supplied
by the sixtenths of the Arab tax which the state has sur-

members appointed by the government.
The municipal councils are made up of members native
and foreign, both elected, like the French council,
There are no councils of the arrondi,_ements.-The Arab and Kabyle
tribes of the original
military territory
arc governed
as formerly
by
military commandants
who have Arab bureaus at
their disposal.
Tim title of these French agents
has changed,
but their powers have remained the
same.
They continue,
among the tribes, to take
charge of politics,
the administration,
the legal
police, the assessment of taxes. They have always
native chiefs at command
called caL,_, who, each
L_ his-own
tribe, see their orders executed
and
,collect the taxes.--Fh_A._CE.
The Arab taxation
has retained its fonner character.
1st. Achour, or
tithes of grain, the taxable unit being the plow,
(djebda), that is to say, the area which it is possible
to cultivate annually with one plow.
Ever)" )'ear
the tax on a plow is determined
by the amount of
the crop.
2nd. The zekkat, tax on flocks and
herds; the rate is fixed annually.
3l'd. Thehockor,
or rent of lands, azel, belonging
to the state and
worked ona permanent
lease by the natives.
4th.
The/ezma or obligation.
It is collected in different
ways. 5th. In the south, various taxes on trade, on
the purchase of grain, on date paims.--One-tenth
of the Arab tax goes to the native chiefs who CO1]ect it, four-tenths
of the remainder
goes to the
state, and six-tenths to the departmental
budget.-There has been long under consideration
a project
to replace the aclwur and zekkat, the tax on grain
and cattle, by a hind tax.
Lands belonging to Eu"
ropeans are not taxed, but registration
dues, stamp
dues, telegraphic
the customs,charges,
licenses,comeindirect
postal
and
almost taxes,
exclusively
upon Europeans.
The budget
of
generalship
of Algeria
furnishes
figures:
1865,receipts ..............................
1855 expenses ........................
.....
1_0, r_.ceipts..............................
1870,e_) uses.............................
1872,receipts ..............................
"1372,
expenses ............................
The following
of 1872:

the governor
the following
17,713,804francs.
_.350
,
000 "
16,500000 "
14,616,000 "
17.043,000 "
99,615,014 ,,

are the chief items in the budget

P.EcaI'_ts.
Regi_trstion, stamps domains and forests, 5,647,500francs.
Custom_ ............
'. ....................
2,351,000 "

"
"

""
"
*'

rendered to them.--The
administration
of justice
in the case of the Europeans
is the same as in
France.
The natives remain,
so far as the civil
law is concerned,
under the law of Islam; but
crimes and misdemeanors
committed
by Mussulmans are punished
according
to the French law.
Civil cases are judged in Kabylia by the djemmfia,
everywhere
else by the cad/s. Councils
called
Medjel_s may revise the judgment
of the cad/s,
but an appeal, properly speaking, is only made to
_ The following statistical tables are from the Statesman's Year Book for 1881 :
A: ea of each _f tho three ct_tl departments, and the three
military dlti.s_ons of Algeria, according to the returns
of 1877:
Ar-a--_q ,
[ KIometr_ [Population.

TERRITORIES.

Algters--Ci,il Department ...........
•'
Military Division ...........
oran-Civil Department .............
'"
Military Dtvtsmn ..............
Constantine--Civil Department ......
,,
T_a_

Military DLisiou ......

I
[
]
[

8,2{'Yt i 484,771
96,899 [ 5S7,_'_5
15,?,55
416.465
70.747 I 236,716
17,976
109,08_ [ 414.714727,124
_18,33_- i o.,S67,B_

The number of Frsw'h settlers was given at 127,.T21,and
the total population of European descent at 302 576in thv
returns of 1877,.
The total commerce of Algeria was as follows in each of
the eeven yem_ from 1870to 1877:
YEARS.
1870.............................
187'-).
.............................
lsTa.............................
1874.............................
18"/5.............................
1876.............................
1877.............................

TotalImportJ. Total
£6,907,628
7.881,251
a,_t_0s._
7,852,173
7,090,562
9,235,4ai
8,112,132

K_aovta.

f.,4.978_250
6,56;_1'23
6,0_,_:._
5,.q76,'2_
5,756,317
7,162,464
0.880,_I
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the court of appeal at Algiers,
and tribunals of
the first resort at Oran and Constantine to which
are attached, for this purpose, Mussulman
assessors.
Imperial legislation has forbidden appeal in
questions of state and of marriage.
It does not
permit a case to come directly from the c_d_ to
n French judge unless with the consent of both
parties.
Complaints
are raised against these two
regulations
and against
the institution
of the
_dredjele.&--l_-ELIGIONS. To the three religions in
France,
where ministers
are paid by the state,
Mohammedanism
is added in Algeria.
The govermnent
has appropriated
the estates
of the
mosques, the property which before the conquest
contributed
to the support of public instruction,
charity andpilgrimagesto
MecCa.--Algeria
has an
archbishop
and two bishops.
There is a Protestant and a Jewish
consistory
in each province.-PUBLIC
]'INSTRUCTION.
The academy of Algiers
embraces
three departments.
Its rector is aided
by two inspectors.
There is a lyceum at Algiers
and communal
colleges at Oran, Constantine,
Bona and Phillippevillc,
and a secondary
school of
medicine at Algiers.
In 1870 the municipal
council withdrew
evcrywhere
their aid from clerical
schools.
The communal
arc lay sehools.--_IE.tNS
OF COMMUNICATION.
Algeria had ncither roads
nor bridges; many of both have been eonstrueted,
but the military government
has neglected to build
a road from Constantine
to Algiers.
ThemoreimportanthalfofAlgiemiseonnectedwiththeccntre
of administration
only bysca, and Constantine
is in
more frequent connection
with Marseilles and even
with Paris than with Algiers.
_*either is there a
road between Bonaand Constantine.
On the other
hand, roads have been built along lines which are
little frequented
(1872).--The
railroad
from A1giers to Oran unites the east with the centre of
Algeria.
Constantine
is put in commumcation
with the sea by the Phillippeville
railroad.--Co._I_IERCg.
Tile principal articlesof
exportation
are
winter wheat, wool, and sheep, which the steppes
of the south produce in almost unlimited numbers,
tobacco, oil, alfa, oranges, mineral ores.
Algeria
imports
textile fabrics, iron, sugar, coffee, soap,
spirits, etc.--COLo.'_IZATmN.
Since France
decided.to establish
herself definitely
on the north
coast of Afric.x, it was understood,
that in face of
a conquered
population
which was hostile to her
by reason even of their religion,
French
rule
would be very l)recarions
until a great many European settlements
should have formed a point of
support for the army and a basis for French power
in Africa.
Armed occupation
could only be ternporary;
possession by the plow could be the only
permanent
and definite one.
Therefore the government of July, the republic and the empire, at
least till 1861, were favorable
to colonization.-But
colonization
encountered
many obstacles,
some arising from war, others fl'om the nature of
the country,
still others from the errors of the
administration.
Till the submission
of Abd-elKhader in 1847, the want of security
prevented
the spread of colonization
beyond the vicinity of

towns.
The colonists were cstablishedin
a regio_
where everything
had to be, so to speak, created-roads, bridges, villages, towns, and, we mightadd,
even the soil itself.
Moreover it was necessary
for the colonists
to change all their European.
habits.
They had to learn, by rude experience,
that in Africa, from June 15 to Oct. 15, there is a
dead season between
harvest and the working
period, when the earth requires but little care, and
hard labor in the sun is a cause of deatll.
They
did not know that the climate of Algeria demands
more sobriety, and that the man who works with
his hands needs more substantial nourishment
than
does the farm laborer of France. They needed time
to accustom themselves to live after the manner of
Africans
and become acclimated.
On the other
hand, the exigencies
of war and the errors of administration
raised up artificial bars to co10nization.
Instead
of concentrating
the settlers in a
limited circle where they might have aided each
other, both in a military and industrial
sense, they
scattered
new villages about to insure communication along strategic
lines.
Large concessions
of land made through favor exhausted
the domai_
of colonization
and remained uncultiv'_ted,
while
bona fide scttlcrs, village agriculturists,
received.
only from 7 to 10 hectares.
Roads were wanting
for the transport
of products to market, transportation for a short distance was more costly than
the freight from )Iarseilles
to Algiers.
Military
administration
found it profitable
to have wheat
and even forage brought
from France instead of
buying them at a distance of a few miles from the
coast.
If Algerian
products
arrived in a port of
the metropolis,
they were stopped on the way for
the payment
of customs ducs.
To sum up, the
delays of French
administration
discouraged
immigration.
A se.ttler having
arrived
in Algiers
with a little capital, and the vague promise of a
concession of land, spent everything
before obtaintug what he sought, and returned
to Francc
by
fl'ce passage to tell his fellow villagers
that there
was nothing to be done in Algeria.--Still
colonization advanced.
During
the last period of the
monarchy
of July a large body of immigrants
arrived inAlgeria.
Therepublicof1848cstablishe4
a largenumberin
Africa.
ThecoupdYtat,
and the
proscription
which followed it, sent to Algcriaa
large number of involuntary
colonists who took a
liking to the country and remained
there.
The
military authorities
continued
faithful to the idea
of the French government
and of the generals who
had conqucred
Algeria.
They desired greatly the
establishment
of an African France, created, according to the notion of Marshal Bugeaud,
by the
sword and tile plow.
Butwhen
the militarygovernment was replaced
in 1858 by the ministry
of
Algeria,
that is to say, by a civil government,
the military party suddenly
changed
its politics.
Their unforeseen
fall taught them that the progress of colonization
must have, as a necessary
consequence,
the setting aside of military
power
and the establishment
of civil government.
In
their own interest, therefore,
they became hostfla
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to colonization
and beg-an a campaign
against it
which is not yet terminated
(1.872).--The
military
party persuaded
Napoleon
III. that colonizat,on
was impossible, that settlcrswere
thc natural enerams of tile Arabs, that there was no future in
Algeria except for the Arabs, and that a military
government
alone could elevate thv Arab race
and restore it to something
of its ancient splendor.
Napoleon III. resolved, therefore, to hindcrcolonituition, and, instead of an African France. he undcrtook the foundation
of his famous Arab kingdom.--The
Arab people were to be snbjceled
in
perpetuity
to great native chiefs rendering
obedicncctogcncrals.
Itwasevenaqucstionofre-establishing a native feudalism
and superimposing
on
it a French military feudalism.
They thought of
creating great military fiefs.
The emperor, king
of Algeria, would
then have great French
and
petty Mohammedan
vassals.
As to the French
colonists who were an obstacle tO thisl)lan,
it was
thought
at one time of depriving
them of their
property.
Marshal
Pdlissier
put an end to this
idea by answering
theemperor
that its rcahzation
would cost four milliards of francs.
But it was
decided and declared that the colonists could not
be agriculturists,
and that they should, as in Java
and British India, confine themselves
to playing
the partof oversecrsofthenative
iudustrics,
nmnagers of factories,
and merchants.--Colonizalion
alone can save the Arab race from complete ruin.
We have seen, during thelast famine, Arabs of the
militarydistricts,
where there are no colonists, perish by hundreds
of thousands,
while those of the
civil territory, finding work, supplies, and support
among the colonists, withstood
the effects of the
crisis.--BIBLIOC, RAt'HY : A_n_taire
administrat_'f
de l'Algdrie, 16 Alger, 1879; Annuaire
geadral de
l'Algdrie, sur des docuT,_ent._ o3flcidls , 8 Paris, 1879;
Etat aetuel de l'Alg¢:rie, publid d'oprds les docuraentz
ofieidl._, s(,us la direction du directeur gendral des
services civils, 8 Paris, 1879; Tableau de let Mtualion des gtablissen_ntsfraneais,
4 Paris, 1879; .L'
Alga;tie et les Colonies franfaises,
par J,th's I)uval,
8 Paris, 1877; L'AOdt_e a_wie,_ne et modert_e, pat"
A. Fillias, 12 Alger, 1875; Wagner,
Rei_en. ir_ tier
l_qentschaft A., 3 vols. Leipzig, 1841 ; Daumas,/.e
_ttu, ra algdrien, Paris, 1845; L.e grat;d d_:sert, 9
ed. Paris, 1849; Za Grande A'abylie, Paris, 1847;
La Kabylie, Pa.is, 1857; and M,,eurs et cz)atumes de
l'Algt:me, 3 ed. Paris, 1857; also the official Tablean de la situation des gtablissemet, a, f t'a_q,a:'_ d'Alg(;rie, Paris, 1838, etc., and the official _'xploralion de l'AOdriv pendant les anndes 1840-2, 31 vols.,
Paris, 1844; Hirsch, Reise in da.* I_,ne,e yon A.,
Berlin, 1862; Trumulet,
£es Franf.ais d_,_s le dgse, t
Paris, 1863; MacCarthy,
Geographiephy_iqt_e,
(conomique et politiqve de l'Alggrie,
Algiers and Paris,
1858; yon Maltzan, DreiJahre
i,,* .h_ordwesten yon
Africa, 4vols., 2ed , Leipzig,1868;SiUe,bilderaus
Tuttis und A., Leipzig, 1869; Hanotcau
and Lctourneur,
Za Kabyl_,
3 vols., Paris, 1872; D.
Schneider, Von A _qier _mvh Tunis utwl Konstanline, Dresden, 1872; Bainicr,
GeograpMe eommerciale de _Alggrie, Mars., 1874; Fillias, Hi_taire de
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la eonqugte et d, la Co;onizatiot_ d'Algd_ _e, 1830-60,
Paris, 1860; _Kettcment,
llisto_re de l_ Conq_l_e
d'Alger, 2 ed, Paris, 1871 ; Jussuff, S_Lr la g_lerre
en Af, ique_ Algm,'s, 1850; Duke of Orleans, Cainpag_tes de l'arm_'e d'Af, ique 1835-'9;
Pablid par
les.fds, Paris, 1869.
Ou the more aneicnt gcography and history of Algeria, see MacCarthy,
Alge_a Romana, Algiers, 1857; Rabusson, De la ge:ographie d,_ 7wrd d'Aftffque, Paris, 1_56; Ibn-Rhaldun's
Histoi, e da_ Berbdr_.s, 2 vols., Algiers,
1_47-51 ;
Jaqut's DescT_ptio Al-Mag_'ebi, Leiden, 1860.
C_An, LES DU BOUZET.
ALGERINE
WAR (rs U. S. HISTORY). From
the time when ]_Iohammedanisrn
first gained a
foothold in northern
Africa, the Barbary l)owers
carried on a naval warfare,
at first for religion
and afterward
for profit, against
every nation
which refused to buy apeace from them.
Before
the American
revolution,
the American
trade in
the _Icditcrrauean,
amounting
to about 20,000
tons of shipping,
was protected
by passes from
the imperial
government
at London.
In July,
1785, the Algcrines
began capturing
American
vessels, and continued to do so until 1793, (,XCCl)t
when their vessels were blockaded
by a Portuguesc fleet.
In 1786-7 a trcaty was concluded
with Morocco;
one with Algiers, Sept. 5, 1795;
one with Tripoli,
_'ov. 4, 1796; and one with
Tunis, Aug. o6, 1799. By thcsc treaties tim United States purchased
peace cithcr by a gross sum
or by a yearly
tribute;
but the no!orious
doubt
and difficulty of making the treaties, had at h.ast
compelled
the formation
of a snmll American
navy, against the opposition
of the republican(.
(See DEMOCRA'I-IC PARTY, I1.) The payment
of
the tribute
did not diminish
the insolcncc of the
recipients,
and, in 1800, Bainbridge,
who comrounded the frigate George Washington,
wrolc to
the navy department,
"I hope I shall ucvcr ",gain
be sent to Algiers with tribute, unles_ I am anthorized
to deliver it from the mouths
of our
cannon."--In
1801, Tripoli, dis_tisfic(l
with incqualities
in the tribute, (tcclarcd
war. and the
other Barbary powers began to be clamorous
for
fresh presents.
In 1802, congrc_
having recognized the existence of war with Tripoli,
Commodore Morris was sent to the _Icditerranean
with
six vessels, and four other vessels were r'_pidly
equipped to follow him.
The grounding
of the
frigate Phil'_delphiain
the harbor of Tripoli, Oct.
31, 1803, her capture, and her subsequent
dcstruction by Decatur, and the bombardment
of Tripoli,
were the principal
events of this war until a land
expcditinn
by Eaton, American
consul at Tunis,
compelled
Tripoli
to make l)eacc, June 4, 1805.
The restrictive
policy, which soon after was begun by the republican
party, (see E.XIBA_tOO),by
checking
American
commerce,
diminished
the
temptations
to attack it; but the abandonment
of
this policy in 1810, renewed the temptation
which
the Barbary
powers always found in an unpro
tec_cd flag. In 1812 the dey of Algiers declared
war against the United States, and from that time

°
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until 1815 British cruisers were allowed to capture
American vessels in tile Barbary ports. In May,
1815, Decatur wassent to the Mediterranean with
ten vessels. He sailed directly to Algiers, capturing on his way the largest frigate in the Algerine
navy, and compelled the terrified dey to appear in
person on the quarter deck of the American flagship and there sign a treaty, June 80, 1815, which
formally abandoned any claim to tribute in future,
He then compelled Tunis and Tripoli to pay indemnity for British captures. The payment of
tribute was thus terminated.--The political iraportanee of the Algerine wars lay only in the fact
that they compelled the republican administration,
m spite of its dislike to a navy, (see DEMOCnATIC
PARTY, II., III., GUNBOATSYSTEM),to retain a
nucleus of it and thus to insure the principal successes of the war of 1812. But the administration was embarrassed by the effort to combine its
two opposite lines of policy, a sea-going fleet
against the Barbary powers and gunboats against
Great Britain and France; and many of its naval
budgets were passed by its supporters in congress
in secret sessions. The Algerine wars also led to
an increase in the tariff. By the act of March 26,
1804, renewed at intervals until 1815, 2½per cent.
additional ad _alorem duties were imposed on all
importations in American vessels, and 10 percent,
no foreign vessels, to form a fund for protecting
American vessels against the.Barbary powers(cornmonly called the Mediterranean Fund).--See 1
Lyman's Diplomacy of the United States, 870; $, 3,
Hildreth's United _tates; 1 Cooper's Naval Itistory; 4 Jefferson's Works (ed. 1829), 21; 1 Statesfnau's Manual (Jefferson's Me_ages, 1804-7); 3
Benton's .Debatezof Congress, 158 foll. The act of
March 26, 1804, is in 2 Star. at Large, 291 ; the
treaties of 1786-7, of Sept. 5, 1795, of Nov. 4,
1796, of Aug. 26, 1799, of June 4, 1805_ and of
June 30. 1815, arc in 8 8tat. at Large, 100, 133,
154, 157, 214, 224.
ALEXA_NDER
JOIL-NSTOIN.

LAWS.

these aliens, and to this end the acts above men.
tioned were passed.mThere
were three alien
laws. The first was an amendment of the natumlizatiou laws, extending the necessary previous
residence to fourteen years instead of five, and
requiring five years previous declaration of intentiou to become a citizen instead of three. Alien
enemies could not become citizens at all. A register was to be kept of all aliens resident in the
country, who were Io enter their names under
penalties in case of neglect; and in case of applio
cation to be naturalized the certiflcateof an entry
in this register was to be the only proof of residence whenever residence began after the date off
this act. Thesecond, passed June .25, was limited
by its termsto two years of operation.
It authorized the president to order out of the country all
such aliens as he might judge dangerous to the
peace and safety of the United States, or might
suspect to be concerned in any treasonable or secret machinations.
The third provided that,
whenever any foreign nation declared war against
or invaded the United States, all resident aliens,
natives or citizens of the hostile nation, might,
upon a proclamation to that effect, to be issued at
the president's discretion, be apprehended and secured, or removed.
The first and third of these
acts met no warm opposition, though the first
was repealed when the republicans gained power.
The second is the one which is known pre-cminently as tl_ealien act. It was opposed as an unconstitutional interference with the right secured
to the existing states to permit until 1808 the iraportation or emigration of any such persons as
they might think proper; as an attempt to usurp
undelegated powers over aliens who were legally
under the jurisdiction and protection of the laws
of the state wherein they lived (see KE_"rUCKY
RESOLUTIONS,
IV.); and as an unconstitutional
interference with theright of trial by jury. The
first alien act, as to naturalization, was repealed
by the act of April 14, 1802, which re-established
ALIEN AND SEDITION LAWS (rN U. S. the former requisites of time of residence. The
HISTORY),tWO acts passed by the federalist ma- second and third of these acts have no further
jority in the summer of 1798. The session opened history, :for no prosecutions or direct presidential
in December, 1797, with a strong federalist ma- action took place under or by virtue of them.
jority in the senate, anda democratic-republican
They are important only as one moving cause of
majority in the house, which for several months the Kentucky and Virginia resolutions, and of
voted down every attempt to resist by force the the overthrow of the federal party at the next
aggressions of France upon American commerce,
presidential election.--According
to Jefferson a
But the publication of the dispatches from the sedition law bad been threatened in April r butno
X. ¥. Z. mission in April, 1798, erased party di- steps toward it were taken in congress, until June
visions for the time, silenced the republican lead- _6, when Lloyd, of Maryland, a federalist seners, converted all the lukewarm republicans to an _tor, introduced a bill in four sections, to define
intense hostility to France, and gave both houses I more precisely the crime of treason, and to define, •
to federalist control.
The leading republican
lnd punish the crime of sedition.
The llrst secjournalists were mostly foreigners, Frenchmen,
Iion of Lloyd's bill declared the people of France
and refugee Scotchmen, Irishmen, and English- enemies of the United States, and adherence to
men, who had excited the warmest hatred of the them, giving them aid or comfort, to be treason,
federalists by their scurrilous and intemperate lan- punishable with death. The second section defined
guagc, and by their open advocacy of the extrenm misprision of treas_h _andprescribed'its pemilties.
_. "
violence of French republicanism.
One of the The third section matte it a high misdemeanor,
first objects of the federalists, after providing for punishable by fine not exceeding $5,000, impris
aa increase of the army and navy, was to muzzle oament from six months to five years, and _ind-
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ing to good behavior at the discretion
of the
.court, for any persons unlawfully
to combine and
_conspire together, with intent to oppose any messures of the government
of the United States, di•ected by proper authority, or to impede the operation of any law of the United States, or to intimidate
or prevent
any person holding
office
under the government of the United States from
executing his trust, or with like intent tocommit,
advise, or attempt to procure any insurrection,
riot, unlawful
assembly,
or combination.
The
fourth section provided that any person who, by
writing, printing, publishing,
or speaking, should
attempt
to justify
the hostile conduct, of the
French, or to defame or weaken the government
or laws of the United States by any seditious or
-inflammatory declarations or expressions, tending
to induce a belief that the government
or any of
its officers were influenced by motives hostile to
the constitution,
or to the liberties or happiness of
thepeople,
migbtbe
punished
by fine or impris_)nment, the amount and time being left blank in
the draft of the bill.
The first and second seclionswere struck out, and the bill, having thusbeen
xazeed to abillof
two sections.the third and fourth
of Lloyd's draft, passed the senate l)y a vote of
12 to 6. In the house it al_ passed, by a vote
of 44 to 41. but .with a very material change,
The extremely objectionable
second section, (the
fourth of the draft above given), whose intentional looseness and vagueness of expression could
have made criminal every form of party opposilion to the federalist
majority,
was struck out.
•_n place of it was inserted a new second section
which subjected to a fine not exceeding
$2,000,
;and imprisonment
not exceeding two years, the
printing or publishing
any false, scandalous and
malicious writings against the government
of the
United States, or either house of the congress, or
the president, with intent to defame them, or to
bring them into contempt
or disrepute, or to ex,cite against them the hatred of the good people
of tbe United States, or to stir up sedition,
or
with intent to excite any unlawful
combination
for opposing or resisting any law of the United
States, or any lawful act of the president, or to
excite generally to oppose or to resist any such
'_aw or act, or to aid, abet or encourage
any hostile designs of any foreign nation against the
United States.
A third section was then added,
providing that in all prosecutions
under this sect|on the truth of the matter stated might be given
in evidence,
as a good defense, the jury to be
judges both of law and fact; and bya fourthsection the act was to continue
in force only until
IVlaroh 4, 1801.
The credit of the last two seelions is due to Bayard of Delaware.
The bill as
Jinally passed, therefore,
consisted
of four seetlons, the first being the third of Lloyd's draft,
and the second, third and fourth
the ones just
given.
The objections
to it are its evident intenlion to restrain
freedom
of speech and of the
pre_s, both of which are guaranteed
by the con_titution, and its attempt to enlarge the sphere of
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the federal judiciary by impliedly recognizing
its
common
law jurisdiction
in criminal
matters.
The first objection can hardly be met successfully;
in this respect the law was patently unconstitutional,
partisan,
and dangerous,
and the only
precedents
in justification
of it are drawn from
the action of state legislatures
or the federal
government
during the revolution or under the
confederation,
(but see WAR POWER).
The second reqmres further consideration.--In
civil matters the rules of the common law have always
been followed by federal as by state courts.
In
criminal matters the state courts, in addition to the
jurisdiction
given them by statute,
had always
exercised
a veD, extensive
jurisdiction,
which
they still exercise, though to a less extent, over a
class of offenses which are so not by any statutory
enactment,
but by custom, that is, by common
law.
Any of these could of course, at any time,
be taken out of the common law by statute, and
made a statutory offense with strict bounds of punishment; and libel has since been so treated by all
the states.
But in 1798 libel was still a common
law offense, and the state courts claimed and exercised arbitrary power as to the extent of the
punishment
to be inflicted in case of conviction.
]t had never been decided whether the federal
courts possessed this common law criminal jurisdiction, but it was known that most of the federal _
judges believed that they did possess it, and most
of the federalists were inclined to the same opinion. The republicans,
on the contrary, believed
that the crimes expressly enumerated
in the constitution--treason,
counterfeiting
United
States
coin or securities,
piracy, and offenses against the
laws of nation._--were
the only cff_nes over which
federal courts had jurisdiction.
If the doctrineof
the federalists was correct (and it was certainly
never contradicted
by the federal courts until 14
years had passed, and the judiciary,
with the
other departments
of government,
had fallen into"
democratic
hands) then the sedition law was a
very salutary remedial modification
of the cornmon law, since it allowed the truth to be given iu
evidence, and laid down bounds of punishment,
which the judges could not pass. If, on the other
hand. the republican
doctrine
was correct, the
sedition law was a pernicious precedent, since, by
making a common
law offense statutory,
it iraplied a common law criminal jurisdiction
in the
federal courts, wherever statutes did not interfere.
The republicans
had little legal talent in their
ranks in 1798, and had made little open opposition
to the federalist claims on this point. But Jefferson
at once perceived the limitless consequences which
were entailed
by the admission and permanent
establishment
of the principle implied in the sedilion law.
It was law, until overthrown
by the
supreme
court, which was not at all likely while
the supreme court was under federalist
control.
Individuals
were thus irrevocably brought under
the operation of a law which, underthc
very general term of "opposing"
the government,
made
party opposition
criminal.
To prevent the cxten-
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sion to the state governments
of the same prohiobition of opposition,
under some as yet unthoughtof product
of federalist
legal ingenuity,
the Virginia and Kentucky
resolutions
were prepared and
passed, (see KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS).--It
is not
a little characteristic,
however,
of the immature
politics of 1798, that the alien law directed mainly
against French
refugees,
provoked
far more republican rhetoric than the sedition
law, directed
against native born citizens as well, though there
were at least six prosecutions
under the latter act
and none at all under the former.
:Nciflmr party
had yet advanced
far enough in political
expcrience to learn that "the common
law offense of
libeling a government
isignorcd
in constitutional
systems, as inconsistent
with the gcaius
of free
institutions."
In the case of the sedition law the
republicans
felt the blow rather
because
it was
aimed at them as a party than because
of any
deep-seated
aversion to such laws as legitimate
weapons in party warfare;
in the case of the alien
law, its apparent enmity to France was the touchstone by which alone most of the republicans
judged of its iniquity.
(Sec KENTUCKY AI"JI)VInCoINIA
RESOLUTIONS,
FEDEI¢.-$.L
PARTY,
DE._IO-

wealth during its early period.
But the presence
of a large number of foreigners within the detain.
ion, and the necessities
of trade, not only gave
rise to the treaties referred to, but led the Roman
lawycrs to devise means whereby disputes between
aliens and the citizens of Rome might be settled.
They refused to decide these cases in accordanc_r
with the civil law, to whose benefits none but the
citizens of the Roman
commonwealth
were admitted.
From the rules of law, which were cornmen to Rome and the several Italian tribes, and
which were applied in settling the controversies
to which members of such tribes might be a party,
the Roman jurists built up a system of law which,
though
suggested
in its origin by the spirit of
scorn and disdain with which the Roman citizen
lookcd upon :ill forci_,-ners, became, with the aid
of Greek ideas---as
a body of laws common
to
all nations--the
source of many of the principles
of natural justice. _--In England an alien is defined
as one born out of the allegiance
of the king.
In
the Uifitcd States an alien is one born out of the
jurisdiction
of the United
States,
who has not
been naturalized
under the constitution
and laws
of the Umtcd States.
The children
of ambassa-

CRATIC-REI'UBLICA.N :PARTY.)-- See :_ Benton's
.Debates of 6'o_gress; 1 yon Hoist's
Ufnitcd States,
142; 5 Hildreth's
b3_itedStates, 215-236; 1 Schouler's LS_ited State,_, 893; and authorities
under artitles above referred
to.
The alien acts of June
18, June 25, and July 6, are in 1 ,_'tat. at Zarge,
566, 570, 577, (scc also authorities
under A.'J__Itic_'_ ])ARTY). The sedition law of July 14 Is in 1
Star. at l.,arge, 596. For the subsequent
denial of
common
law criminal
jurisdiction,
by l'cdcral
courts, see 7 C.raJw.h, 82; 1 llrl_eat., 4]5;
8 Pet.,
658 (per)IcLeau,
or.). The _lrgumcnt in favor of
such jurisdiction
will be found'in
Story's 6'em_mendart_s, § 158 (note), andauthorities
there cited;
against it, in 1 Bishop's
Criminal .Law, §§ 16-18,
and authorities
there cited.
Lyon's fine was refunded
by act of July 4, 1840, (6 Stat. at .Large,
802), and Cooper's by act of July 29, 1850, (9 _<tat.
at Large, 799), the money in both cases going to
the heirs.
.A_LEXA.NDERJO_NSTOX.

dors and ministers at foreign comts, though born
on foreign soil, are not aliens.--As
distinguished
fromalicns,
natives are all pcrsons born within the
jurisdiction
and allegiance
of the United States.
This follows the rule of the common law.
In settling the rule relative to the distinction
between
aliens and citizens,
in the jurisprudence
of the
Unitcd States, the courts held that the subject of
alienage, under our constitution,
is a natioJ_al subjcct, and that the law on this sitbject, which prevailed in the states, hecame the common law of
the United States when the federal
union was
established.
Citizenship
as distinguished
from
alicnage is a national right.--To
create allegiance
by birth, the person must be born, not only within the territory,
but within the allegiance
of the
government.
.4. citizen can not renounce his alleglance to the government
of the United Sti_tes
without its permission,
to be declared by law; and
as there is no existing legislation
bearing on this
subject, the rule of the common law remains unchanged.--By
the fourteenth
amendment
to the
constitution,
"all persons born or naturalized
in
the United States, and subject to the jurisdictmn
thereof, are citizens of the United States, and of
the state wherein they reside."
The citizens of
the federal union are, therefore,
not to be treated,
within the territory
and jurisdiction
of the different states, as aliens.--During
the residcnee
of
aliens in a country, they owe a local allegiance
to
its government,
and are equally bound with hatires to obey all laws for the maintenance
of the
peace and the preservation
of public order, which
do not especially relate to the rights and the conduct of citizens.
This principle
is univexsally
recognized
and adopted, as being alike dictated
by justice and the public safety.
If an alien cornmits an unlawful
act, or is involved
in disputes,
l :Maine, Ancient Law.
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In the early days of Rome, a foreigner, unless under the protection
of a patron and
occupying
the position of a client, was without the
protection
of the law, both as to his person and
his property.
Whatever
the Roman citizen took
from him, he acquired
by the same title that lie
did the "unclaimed
shell on the beach" which he
picked up.
Exceptions
to this general rule owed
their origin to special treaties
which secured
to
members of a foreign political communitycertain
rights within the commonwealth
of Rome; and it
is not unlikely that these treaties formed the primitive structure
which gradually
gave rise to the
body of private international
law known as the
ius genlium, side by side with the civil law.
The
principle
of the total and absolute
exclusion
of
foreigners,
is clearly traceable in both the constitution and the civil law of the Roman common-
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with a citizen, or any other resident foreigner,
he
is amenable to the ordinary tribunals of the country. In New York, resident aliens are liable to be
enrnlled in the militia, provided they are lawfully
seized of any real estate within the state; and they
are, in that case, declared to be subject to duties,
assessments, and taxes, as if they were citizens.
They can not, however, exercise any of the political rights and privileges which do, and ought to,
form the sole andexclusive
prerogatives
of citizenship.
They are, therefore,
not capable of voting
at an election, or of being elected or appointed
to
any office of public trust or honor.
In addition to
this, they are also incapable of serving as jurors.-Should an alien come to the United States with
the intention
of making it his permanent
home,
he will find in the law an easy means of removing
his disabilities,
and securing all the rights of citi.
zenship, including
that of taking an active share
in the administration
of the government.
The
acts of congress regulating
and providing
for the
naturalization
of foreigners
need not be more than
referred
to here.
A person naturalizcd
under
those acts, becomes entitled
to all the privileges
and immunities
of native citizens, except that a
residence of seven years is required to enable him
to hold a seat in congress, and that no person, save
a native born citizen, is eligible to the office of
governor in some of the states, or of president of
the United States.--The
unjust
and inhospitable
rule by which the most civilized
states of antiquity were characterized,
prevailed
in many parts
of Europe, down to the middle of the last century,
The law which claimed,
for the benefit of the
state, the effects of a deceased
foreigner who left
no native heirs, existed in France
as late as the
commcncemcnt
of the French revolution.
This
rule of the French
law was not only founded on
thc Roman law, but it was also justified
by the
narrow and singular
policy
of preventing
the
wealth of the kingdom
from passing
into the
hands of foreigners.
This provision
of the droll
d'aub_ne was abolished by the constitution
of the
first constituent
assembly,
in 1791, and foreigners
were admitted,
on very liberal terms, and were
declared capable
of acquiring
and disposing
of
property in the same manner as native citizens,
This doctrine was more or less followed
by subsequent legislation, and the tre.lties of France with
other governments.-According
to the common
law, an alien can not acquire a title to real property by descent, or a title created in any other way
by mere operation
of law.
The law q_. niMl
frtl_tra never casts the freehold upon an alien heir
who can not keep it. It is understood
to bc the
general rule, that even a native subject can not
take by representation
from an alien, because the
latterhasnoinheritablebloodthroughwhichatitle
can be obtained.
The statute of 11 and 12 Wm.
III., however, was passed to cure this disability,
cnabhng natural
born subjects to inherit, under
certain restrictions,
the estate of their ancestors,
notwithstanding
that those under
whom
they
claimed or from whom they derived
their title,

5_

)vere aliens.
The provisions
of this statute have
been amplified by those of 33 and 34 Vict., c.14, hywhich aliens are enabled to take, acquire, hold
and dispose of real and personal property of every
description,
(except British ships), and to transmit a title to land, in all respects as natural
born
British subjects.--The
former statute is in force
in several of the United States, but even where
it is not, the courts are very liber'd in their construction
of the common law, and willing to conform to the enlarged policy of the present day in
rather contracting
than extending
the disabililies
attaching toalienage.
As to the question Iouching
the distinction
of the ante nati and p_J_t_ _l:_,at one
time the subject of much controversy,
the doctrine
was finally settled in this country,
and persons
born in England,
or elscwhere
out of the United.
States, before the 4th of July, 1776. and who continued to reside out of the United States after that
event, were considered
aliens, and incapable
of
inheriting an estate in lands in the United States.Again, according
to the common law, although an
alien may purchase hind. or take it by devise, he
is still exposed to the danger of having his lands
forfeited
to the state, upon an inquest of office
found, that is, on inquiry "is to whether the soyercign is entitled to the possession of the property,
real or persomd, as against any other claimant.
The alien's title is held to be good ._ainst
every
person but the state.
If he should (tie before an
inqucst is had, the inheritance
can not descend,
but esehcats.
If he should undertake
to sell to a
citizen, the prerogative
right of forfeiture
is not
barred, and the lmrchaser takes the property subject to the right of the government
to seize it.
IIis conveyance
is good as ag.dnst himself, but
the title is voidable
by the sovereign
upon the
proper inquiry
being had.
According
to Lord
Coke, an alien merchant
is the only one who may
take a leasehold
interest in land; he is, however,
restricted to a house, and if he (ties before the terruination of the lease, the remainder
of the term
is forfeited
to the sovereign.
The reason is, tha_
the law gave him the privilege of habitation only,
as essential to his trade, and not for the benefit of
his representatives.--In
ninny of the states the disabilities of aliens in respect to holding lands are
removed
by statute,
though
under ccrtain
conditions, such as that the aliens must be residents,
or have declared their intention
of becoming citizens, or both.
As far as personal property
i_
concerned,
aliens are capable of acquiring,
holding and transmitting
it as are citizens, and they
can bring suit for the recovery and protection
of
their property.--According
to the authority
of
jurists such as Grotius,
Bynkershoek
and Martens, a state has the right, on the breaking out of
hostilities
with a foreign government,
to treat
persons as enemies who owe allegiance
to that
government,
and to deal with
their property
found within
the territory
of the state as the
property of enemies.
It has the right to confiscare such property and to detain aliens as prisoners of war.
But modern
governments,
while
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modifying
and softening
this rigorous doctrine
by stipulations
and treaties, have more or less
made special provision in their own legislation,
for the security of the persons and property of
aliens whose government
may be at war with
them,
Thus it was provided
by the great charter--though
similar privileges had been granted
fifteen years before, in 1200, by special charter J-that, on the breaking out of war, foreign merchants found in England, and belonging
to the
country of the enemy, should be attached "with-out harm of body or goods" until it should be
ascertained
how English merchants
were treated
by the enemy; and "if our merchants,"
the charter says, "be safe and well treated there, theirs
shall be likewise with us."_--The
statutes and judiclal decisions which followed
this liberal provision of the great charter,
tended
rather
to
increase than diminish its privileges.
Alien mer•chants are allowed forty days to depart the realm
with their goods; which period is extended
for
_nother
forty days in case they are prevented
from departing
on account
of accident.
The
legislation
of the United States is dictated by the
same wise and humane policy.
The act of congress of July 6, 1798, c. 73, authorizes
the president, in case of war, to determine
the conduct to

can not be enforced;
it is simply within its own
territorial jurisdiction,
and as far as the iraperium
of the state extends, that judgments
rendered
according
to law, can be enforced.
Yet, innsmuch as it is the business of the state to embody
in its laws and institutions the ideas of justice and
right, and as tile government
is bound to recognize and encourage the same tendency in the laws
and institutions
of all civilized states, it is held to
be the better rule, that the lawful judgments
of
the courts of one state shall be enforcible
in
another, provided it be shown that the court had
jurisdiction
of the cause; that it was decided
according
to the laws in force within its jurisdiction, and that the judgment
doe_ not require the
doing of anything which is contrary to the laws
of the countryin
whieb it is sought to be enforced.
--During
his domicile,
an alien is subject to the
police regulations
and criminallaw
of the country
where he may sojourn.
Whether he can also be
tried and sentenced there for offenses he may have
committed
elsewhere
than in his native state, is
a question upon which neither the legislation
of
the different countries of Europe, nor the opinions
of jurists seem to agree.
On the continent
it is
considered
the better opinion,
that, contrary
to
the rule prevailing
in the United States and in

be observed toward subjects of the hostile gee- England, where aliens are not tried for offenses
ernment,
who, being ahens, may be within the
United
States, and in what cases and on what
security, their residence should be permitted;
and
it declared in reference
to those who were to depart, that they should be allowed such reasonable
time as might be consistent with the public safety,
and according
to the dictates
of humanity
and
national hospitality,
"for the recovery,
disposal
_and removal of their goods and effects, and for
their departure."
Yet, notwithstanding
this, it
was held that the strict right of confiscating
the
property of resident aliens whose government
was
in hostility to ours, still existed in congress, and
that the question as to what should be done with
this kind of property,
was one rather of policy
than of law, and that the exercise of that right
rested in the sound discretion
of the sovereign
bodyof the nation.--As
to the question,
whether
the state, where an alien may have his domicile,
.should enforce a judgment
rendered against him,
either in his native country or in another state, it
seems to be the opinion of the continental
jurists,
that, under their municipal
laws, such judgment
I Stubbs, Coast Hlstoryof England, vol. I, p. 60"3.
s +'Omncsmercatoreshabeantsalvumetsecurumexirede
Anglia,
venireqt]am
in Aug]tam,
et morari
et ire peretAngham,
tgln per etter£auJ
i),-r aqualu,
ad emeudum
veudendum, _lne ommbus malls tolt,s, per antiquas et rectus
¢onsuetudines, pr_eterquam in tcmpore gwerrac, et si slat
.detcrracontranosgwerrina;
etsitalesiuveniantnrinterra
nostra in principle gwenae, attachientur sine dampno
eorporum et rcrum, donee scistur a nobis eel capitali iusti¢iarionostro quomodo mercatores terrae nostrae tractentur,
•qui tune inxcu entur in terra contra nos gwerrtna; et si
vostrisalvi slat ibm,alii salem sint in terra noatra.'" Such
is the full provision, in tim quaint law Lstiu of the times,
._f ghis great compact which is justly cherished as the pricetess franchme of English liberty.

committed
elsewhere, aliens should be tried and
punished
for such offenses wherever they may be
domiciled._--The
power of taxation
as regards
aliens, can not be exercised by a government
to
the same extent as regards
its own citizens
or
subjects.
Aliens should not be subject to taxation
or assessment beyond what is required of them by
law; and such tax or assessment should be levied
on the property
they possess, or should be ira)osed upon them by reason of the business they
may carry on, in the country where timy reside.-Aliens can not, and should not, be held liable to
military
service, or to any impost for military
purposes.
Aliens
have the right to leave the
state where they may be domiciled
at pleasure;
and the government
has no authority
to prevent
their departure,
except in cases where they have
entered
into some obligation
which
they are
bound to discharge
in favor of the government,
or in favor of its citizens
or subjects,
or in
case the alien has committed
some offense for
which he is punishable
under the laws of such
government.
As aliens are at liberty to depart
from the country where they may be sojourning.
or have been domiciled,
the government
has an
equal right to exclude
them from its territory,
and in that event, an alien has no redress beyond
the protection
and remonstrance
of his native
government, in case the foreign government should
exercise its right of expatriation
without
just
cause.--The
relation of
his government
is not
certain duties upon him
in a foreign
country,

the citizen or subject to
only such as to impose
in case he should reside
but as to secure to him

$Robert v. Mohl, Staatsrecht_Voelkerrecht a. Polltlk_vol.
1, pp. 731-758.
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certain fights.
Hence he not only retains all the
rights and privileges
guaranteed
to him by the
constitution and laws of his native state, but he
may also ask the protection
and intervention of
his government as against any oppressive or unlawful act on the part of the foreign government,
And his native govermnent
is bound to use every
means pointed out by the law of nations, and the
dictates of humanity and justice, for the protection of its citizens or subjects in a foreign country
where theymay be domiciled
or sojourn as aliens,
--See I. and II. Ke_t's Com_uentaries; Poezl in IlI.
Bluntschli
and Brater's
Staatswoerterbuch,
article
Fremde Fremdenrechte;
Foelix,
2'raitd de D_vit
IMernational
Privd; Iteffter,
Eurol_i_ches
Voelkerrecht; Sir A. E. Cockburn,
On Ncltiol,,dity.
_Ax. EBERHARDT.

gress prescribed the form of an oath, to be taken
by officers of the army, and all others serving un_r
co_,
which was simply a renunciation
of alleglance to the king of Great Britain, an acknowledgment of theindepcndcnce
of the United States,
and an obligation
to defend and serve them.
This non-committal
obligation remained the rule
throughout
the confederation.
The state eonstitutions, adopted during the revolution
and confederation, all provided for an oath of allegiance
to the state alone, of which the following may
serve as an example:
"I, A. B., do truly and sinccrely acknowledge,
profess,
testify and declare
that the commonwealth
of "Massachusetts is, and
of right ought to be, a free, sovereign
and inde)endent state, and I do swear that I will bear true
faith and allegiance
to the said commonwealth
* * * *."--II.
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION.

ALLEGIANCE(IN
U. S. HISTORY). I 1774--89.
Until the opening of the American
revolution,
native or naturalized
British subjects owed allegiance to the British crown, and, for more than a
year after the armed forces of the king and his
American dominions had met in battle, this obligation of allegiance was still acknowledged.
The
royal proclamation of Aug. 23, 1775, declaring the
American colonists rebels, the act of parliament
in December,
1775, authorizing
the capture of
American vessels, wherever found, the pamphlet
of Payne, Common Sen_, and, still more, the bornbardments of Falmouth,
(now Portland, Maine),
Oct. 18, 1775, and of Norfolk,
in Virginia, Jan.
1, 1776, were all arguments which convinced the
colonists that allegiance, being dependent on protcction, was nolonger due to the king.
The continental congress, however, which had already, in
great measure, come under the control of the
state legislatures, did not claim the allegiance of
the American people, but resolved June 24, 1776:
"That all persons abiding within any of the united
colonies, and deriving protection from the laws
of the same, owed allegiance to the said laws, and
were members of the same;
* * * * * and
that all persons members of, or owing allegiance
to, any of the united colonies,
who should levy
war against any of the said colonies within the
same, or be adherent to the king of Great Britain,
or other enemies of the said colonies, or any of
them, within the same, giving to him or them aid
or comfort, were guilty of treason against such colony." Jan. 25, 1777, Sir William Howe by proclamation offered protection to such citizens of New
Jersey as should take the oath of allegiance to the
king.
Washington
at once replied by a counterproclamation,
ordering all persons, who had thus
received protection, to surrender their protections
and take the oath of allegiance to the United
States, or retire within
the British lines.
The

The constitution
(articles III. VI.) introduced
two new features into the national government:
not only United States senators and representatires, but all members of state legislatures, and all
executive and judicial officers of the United States
and of the several states, were to be sworn to support the constitution;
and the crime of "treason
against the United States,"
which had no existence under the confederation,
was stated and
defined.
The 1st congress at once enforced both
these provisions.
The act of June 1, 1789, provided for the new oath of allegiance;
and the act
of April 30, 1790, declared the punishment
of
treason against the United States (see also ALIEN
AND SEDITION LAWS).
The state constitutions,
thereafter adopted, contain the oath of allegiance
to the state, but bound up in it is the oath of allegiance to the United States.--The
wave of reactionagainst
the establishment of the national will
as the basis of national government,
(see UNITEI_
STATES), which began to be apparent in the south
about 1830, and which culminated
in the rebellion, was marked by the introduction
of a new
and subtle doctrine as to allegiance.
It defined
allegiance as the paramount
submission due by
the citizen to the constitution
and government
of
the state to which he belongs; and held that the
citizen of a state owed to the government
of the
United States not allegiance,
but obedience, because his own state, as a party to the confederation, enjoined it. It would follow from this that
the citizen was bound as well to refuse obedience
to the United States, and to array himself in arms
against the national government,
whenever ordered to do so by his state.
A clear conception
of this doctrine, and of its general acceptance by
educated men in the south, will show the reason
of the astonishingly
sudden disappearance
of the
union part)- in the south in 1861 ; and will explain
the course of A. H. Stephens, for example, who

novel idea of allegiance to the United States was
the subject of very general and adverse criticism
until Washington explained that he had prescribed
no form of oath, and had only instructed his subordinates to insist upon an obligation "in no manher to injure the states."
In February, 1778, con-

repeatedly
and sincerely urged the maintenance
of the union in December, 1860, and ninety days
afterward, his state having seceded in the interim,
was vice-president
of the confederate states, with
his own full concurrence._The
result of the rebellion settled the question of the citizen's obliga-
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_tion to "follow
his state" against every other possible authority.
Tile state constitutions
formed
in 1867-8 (see SECESSION, RECONSTRUCTION) coniain provisions
of which the following
extract
from that of Alabama
is an example:
"That this
state has no right to sever its relations to the federal union, or to pass any law in derogation
of
the paramount
allegiance
of the citizens of this
state to the govermnent
of the United States."-After the states had been re-admitted
to the union

years of age and upward,
the queen was recognizcd as tile only and legitimate
sovereign;
fidelity and obedience were promised her; and she was
declared head and supreme defender of thechurch
of England.
King James I. had the form of the
oath of allegiance
modified
by parliament
in a
more monarchical
sense than was allowed by the
terms employed in the reign of Elisabeth.
After
the revolution
of ]688, the famous convention
which formed itself into parliament,
voted to re-

under these constitutions,
some of them, as Texas
and Arkansas,
framed new constitutions
in which
the above provision
was omitted.
But as the
_supreme court has decided that the conditions,
of
which the above was a principalone,
under which
_he state was admitted
are bindinguponthestate,
and that the state is estopped to deny their validity,
-it would seem that thisprovision,
tlmugh omitted
"is still binding
in law.
As matter of fact and

tain the oath, but took good care to expung2
everything
in it which bad the odor of passive
obedience.
The learned English
author, Paley,
who has commented
at length on the terms and
motives of the oath in its new form, provcd that
it justified
even armed
resistance
in case the
prince, by infirmity
of mind or culpable action,
should attack the liberties
of the country,
l_lo
doubt this interpretation,
so conformable
to the

politics it has been still more emphatically
settled
by war.--The
doctrine
of the federal courts has
always been that allegiance
may be dissolved by
the mutual
consent
of the government
and its
subjects or citizens, though
the few decisions on
this point touch only the deposition
of allcgiance
by aliens, and the southerndoctrineasto
domestic
allegiance
has never been formally before the fed.eraI courts.
A single case (cited in 3 Dall., below)
lays down the principle that renunciation
of alleglance to a state government
does not imply or

tone of the English
mind, is of authority
to (lay
in the constitutional
interpretation
of the oath of
allegiance.--In
France, under :Napoleon III., the
first opposition deputies elected after 1852, having
refused the political
oath, the senat_t.s-coT_sulturn,
of Feb. 17, 1858, prescribed
that every candidate
for deputy
should first put on file the oath of
fidelity to the emperor.
]_Iore than one who had
at first refused afterward decided to take the oath.
(See OATH.)
]_.'AURICE BLOCK.

-draw after it renunciation
of allegiance
to the
United States.
The British government,
on the
other hand, until the passage of its liberal naturalization
act in 1844, refused to recognize the
American
doctrine (see E_In,tRGo, II.).--See
(I) 2
Public Jo_lrl_(ds (J" Co_gress, 216; 4 Washington's
Writfngs, 298-319; 4 Public Jo_Lrnals of Co_gress
49; 1 Poore's
Federal and State Consfftutions;
4
Crancl_, 209; (II) 1 Stat. at Large, 23, 112; The
Book of Alleg/m ce, (arguments
in South Carolina
.court of appeals,
1834); Thomas
Cooper's Con.solhlatim_,. 1 Tucker's
J_lacla, to_e App., 170-187,
aml authorities
cited under STATE SO'VEREIOI'qTy
and SECESSIO._ ; 2 Stephens' War Between the States,
297; 2 Appleton's
zlT_nu_d Cyclope_dla, 270 (Debates in Confederate
Congress.
1862); 18 Wall.,
.646; S. C. 39 Geo., 306; W. B. Lawrence's
_ita.tion and Search, 13; 3 Pet., 125; 8 Dall., 133.
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Oath of. The long civil wars
which desolated
England
had, among other results, that of creating a host of pretenders
to the
crown, which passed from hand to hand during
the War of the Roses.
Thus, after the death of
.queen Mary, there were no less than fifteen cornpetitors
for the inheritauce
of the daughter
of
Henry
¥III.
Elisabeth,
having
had trouble

ALLIANCE,
The nationbeing
but the family
enlarged, what is applicable to the one may nearly
always be applied
to the other, with a few modifications,
ylre shall discover,
therefore,
in the
development
of the relations between individuals,
the history and origin of the international
relations called political
alliances.--They
have both
been subjected
to the action of time.
They have
been modified,
transformed,
and complicated,
keeping pace with the evolution of humanity
and
the progress
of society; but in ever), epoch we
discover, as their essential
bases, the constituent
principles
of the earliest human
society.
Affinitics of blood, the power of passion, community
of
interests;
these are the forces which in all ages
have brought
individuals,
as well as nations, together.
We shall adopt these three great divisions
in our study of political alliances, keeping always
in view the subdivisions
which each of them admits of, for they correspond
to three great phases
in the history of all humanity,
and, at the same
time, show the permanency
and the successive
combinations
of the constituent
principles
of
which we have just spoken.--Afflnity
of blood
was the formative
principle
of the first human
groups;
solidarity
of interests has an ever increasing tendency to govern in the making of modern
alliances;
and yet it is demonstrable
that material

enough in securing
her rights, sought
to strengthen
her authority.
The first
which she convoked
therefore proposed
the wishes of the queen, and, for the
prescribed
the oath of alle_ance.
By

interests
not unfrequently
played
a part in the
most remote antiquity,
even where consanguinity
and race exercised the most decisive inflaence, just
as certain family alliances have stifled the voice of
interest in recent times and in countries in which

ALEX.k.N'DER

"which might

bc exacted
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the guiding rules of dipfom,_cy.--There
are three
clliefclassesof
politicalalliaaces:alliances
of blood
alliances of ideas or principles,
and alliances of intcrcst.
There are conditions
of existence and duration peculiar
to each kind of alliance.
Some
_lre temporary,
others of indeterminate
duration;
.some have a special object in view, others are unixcrsal in their character.
There are alliances for
.common defense, and alliances
at once offensive
and defensive.
The peculiar character
of these
.alliances, the diversities
resulting
from the governments of different
form between
which they
_re contracted,
become apparent
from the study
•of the treaties
which
create these unions,
and
which constitute
the law of nations.
Conventions
are for nations
what contracts
are in the case
of individuals.--I.
ALLLANCES OF BLOOD. There
are blood alliances
of peoples of common origin,
and there are those due to the union of sovereigns,
This double species of alliance
predominated
at
_he first grouping
together of nomad tribes.
The
patriarchate
which
preceded
royalty introduced
family alliances.
The laws of agglomeration
are
everywhere
identical
Families
of a common
stock come together
and form a tribe; the tribes
unite and form the nation;
sovereigns,
through
their alliances,
complete
and extend the work
begun by the heads of families and the members
of the tribe.
In the vedas, the bible, and the
Scandinavian
sagas, the illustrations
of this are
tile same, and abnund
to such a degTee that it
would be superfluous
to cite any. Although
the
alliance of blood and r:me becomes less important
in international
affairs aswe advance into historic
time, the part it play_ is still great in the annals of
nations.
It was the ties of consanguinity
that
grouped the princes of Asia around
the ravisher
of Helen; it was the solidarity
of race which gave
avengers to tile outraged
Menelaus.
We find in
tile m_mortal epic of Homer, on the narrow boundary between fable and primitive history, an example of the alliance of blood and race as iw, was
developed during centuries
of barbarism
and ignorance.--Durin_
the period of the great migralions or' peoples, and the wars of conquest
and
religion, altiancesof
blood played a less important
part.
They governed,
however,
in the formation
of those numberless hordes which rolled westward
like so many avalanches,
from the lofty plains of
Asia and the icy fastnesses
of northern
Europe.
When men thought
to stem the torrent
it was
through alliances
of blood that resistance
to it
was organized.
Such alliances it was that brought
order out of chaos, light out of darkness,
and did
•_way with violence, and established
peace.
Such
alliances it was that gave Clothilda to Clovis and
Helen to Constantine.
After the fruitless efforts of
Charlemagne
and his emulators
to revive the erapire of lhc west, the sovereignty
of the world was
divided among several.
The age of feudalism was
an age of violence, but it was also an age of grace
and beauty.
The souvenirs of chivalry show clearly enougl/what
the influence of woman was during
-all lhal period.
Her influence
found exl)ression
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and strength
in marriage
contracts.
Through
marriage all the great houses and lasting fortunes
of modern-times
were founded.
The fortune of
war is variable.
Defeat takes away what victory
gave; but much is handed down which survives
tile reverses of war.
The ties of blood resist the
trmls of adversity.
While conquerors
disappear
like brilliant meteors, fortunes which last for centuries attest the force and wtality
of family alliances.
Itwasby
theselatter
that the French monarchy was established.
The fruits of the greater
part of French conquests
have been taken away
from ]t_rance.
The dowries
of French
queens
have remained.
The house of Bourbon, whose
destiny has been so closely allied to that of France,
owed its greatness to the skill with which its alliances were formed more than to anything
else.
These verses inspired by the matrimonial
successes
of the house of Austria arc well known:
Bclla.
geraT_t alii, tufelix Austria, nube.--We
might say
the same of the house of Savoy, which owes six
or seven centuries of constant
aggrandizement
to
its continued
formation
of useful alliances.
We
have said enough to describe
the classes of sillanceswitllwhiel_wearehereconccrned.
Toshow
what was their influence in peace and war would
be to rewrite all history.
Wewill, therefore, add
but two examples
to those already
cited.
The
union of the houseof
France with that of Spain,
cnding
in the war of succession
under
Louis
XIV., and which gave rise to English
mistrust
under Louis Philippe,
is one of those historical
episodes in which the inconveniences
and advantages of family alliances
are strikingly
shown.
Formcrly,
in the organization
of the " IIoly Roman Empire of tim German nation,"
of the Gcrmanic Confederation,
and latterly of the German
Empire, we find a no less striking instance of race
allianccs.--The
motive cause of lamily alliances
is almost always the ambition
of sovereigns,
tim
instinct of conquest, or the desire of political preponderance.
They are, therefore,
most frequently aggressive.
Alliances of race, on the contrary,
are generally defensive.
They are formed for the
protection
of interests,
which would
he imperlied by isolation
from other interests.
The
menaces of Persia gave rise to the aml)hictyonic
league.
The gigantic
development
of the Russian empire, and the formation
of Fr'mcc into a
powerful
unit, gave birth to the diet of Frankfort, which
led to the complete
unification
of
Germany.--II.
ALLIAI_C_S OF IDEAS OR PRINCleI,Es.
We do not wish to conceal the vagueness
and insufficiency
of this caption,
yet wc have
been unable to find a title more applicable
to an
alliance which is neither
an alliance of race, of
family, nor of interest.--Hatred,
vengeance,
gratitude, friendship,
ambition, faith, "trc feelings, passions, ide.a._, which have more than once determined peoples and sovereigns to contract alliances.
It often happens that an idea is complicated
with
interests
or with affinities
of blood.
We must
not hope for strict unity in a subject which by its
nature is complex andindetcrminatc.--One
of the
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most evident results of civilization is the substitution of interest for passion, in the management
of human affairs. We must go far back in history to find an example of a people forming an
alliance for objects of vengeance or hatred. Ambition itself scarcely ever avows its object now,
and princes most _,reedy of glory disguise their
passion under the mask of the general good.
This was not always the case: The profound irapression made by the invasions of the barbarians
and the memory of the violence which prevailed
under the territorial and political constitution of
the world at the fall of the Roman empire, long
sanctioned, among princes and nations, eonventions regulating the most criminal projects, without scruple and without disguise. Antiquity had
nothing similar to offer. Was not piracy the
professed object of the alliance between the Barbary States? And when the Normau barons
made a league with William to invade England,
did they not stipulate beforehand the conditions
of their assistance and the amount of booty they
would demand in case of success? The hatreds
and violence of the middle ages went as far as the
formation of sacrilegious alliances.
We can
scarcely imagine the magnitude of the scandal,
caused by the cross and the crescent fighting in
the waters of Lepanto on the same side and for
thesame object. We are constrained to call atteution to this scandal because it was an exceptional
fact in flagrant contradiction with the customs
and passions of the age.
Faith, the religious
sentiment, was really the ruling passion in politics
until men's material interests began to rule supreme. From the schism of Arius to the peace
of Utrecht, and the treaty of Westphalia, the
question of religion occupies so large a place in
all intervening conventions that diplomacy was
saturated so to speak with thcology.--In the
name of the Holy Trinity, and under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost international acts were
drawn up. We need not add that it became necessary for religious formulm to cover interests of
another nature.
However, there is an event
among the most important of history in which
alliances of religion appeared in all their purity,
the event of the crusades.
The crusades were
followed by consequences unforeseen by their
promoters, but faith was in the majority of cases
the sincere and only motive of the crusaders.
Side by side with this great fact are others of less
importance which ought to be ranged in the same
category; the alliance against the Albigenses and
that of the leaguers with Spain ; but, in both cases,
the religious principle in which the alliance had
its .origin was combined with .political elements
which did not permit complete assimilation.-The alliance of the United Provinces with the
house of Orange, and the alliance of the Protestants of Germany with Gustavus Adolphus were
essentially reli_ous.
They bore within them no
:loubt, the germs of political changes, which they
were destined to bring about in Europe, but this
can not detract from the purity of their origin,

Religious sentiment will, perhaps, never again
tower above material and political interests to
such a degree.--Politieal
principles have not
been without influence on alliances. We may
cite among others those which were based upon
the ultra conservative principles of the Holy
Alliance to which we devote a special article.
Unity of liberal ideas has drawn France and England together, and, in conformity to a law, the
effects of which are frequently visible in nature,
that contraries attract, we have seen the Russia
of Nicholas I. manifest a weakness for the American republic. Alliances based upon political ideas
are not more numerous because men have less inclination to argument or reasoning than to sentiments or interest.--HI. A.LLIA_N'CES
OFINTEREST.
The policy of interest prevails everywhere. If,
therefore, we were to take up at random the sill
ances concluded since the beginning of this century, we should find that they are all connected
either with a material or a political interest; but
we have a more serious object in view. The
present must be explained by the past. So long"
as nations were under the tutelage of princes, that
is in their minority, so to speak, the will of the
sovereign decided the fate of the nation. Thc
country had no policy but that of the prince's ann.
bition, it had no interests but those of his dignity
and his dynasty. We must go rather far back in
the annals of monarchy to find treaties of com.
meree and international conventions in which the
least thought is given to the economiealprinciples
which rule the modern world. Commercial
enterprises and industrial undertakings were then
so many monopolies. Some princes might be
named to whom agriculture, commerce, and industry are indebted for valuable encouragement,
but the distance is great between this and an
alliance of interest, such as we understand by
the term to-day. Wemust not, therefore, look for
alliances based on commercial interests, except
in a few small states in which the commerce of
the ancient world had become centralized, until
we reach modern times We,re not yet cured
of the prejudice which causes us to put the glory
of arms and military greatness above all other.
We should not be astonished, therefore, at the
small accouut which has been made of industrial
nations for so long a time by war]ike peoples.
Fidelity to engagements entered into with them
was not considered necessary. Such nations were
held in regard only in so far as they were feared
by or useful to others. Industrial states were
among nations what the Jew is yet in certain
countries.
Therefore, guided by their instinct
and enlightened by experience they substituted
the foundation of colonies for foreign alliances
which could offer them no guarantee of reciprocity. Before the discovery of the route around
the Cape the great highway of the world's cornmeree was the one which the steam engine has
reopened and which has now been so.much shortened by the cutting of the Isthmus of Suez. The
products of India and the East arrived at the
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African
coast and there awaited
buyers
from
Europe.
Hence along the coasts, the establishmeat of the flourishing emporiums of Tyre, Carthage, and of so many others.
Between these states
there was the closest of alliances,
identity
of
origin and a permanent
community
of interests,
On the opposite shore of the great lake, a similar
work had been accomplished
by the Ph_nicians
and tile Phoeeans.
The merchant
maline
had
there its stations, and commerce
had its centres
from the Greek archipelago
to Bayonne.
Ileavy
interests and formidable
powers sprang up there
with which the proudest
monarchies
of Europe
had to reckon, the Sultan as well as other Asialic
potentates.
The alliances concluded
by Venice
and Genoa are thosein which commercial
interests
were most
strikingly
represented.
The coinmercial and industrial
development
of Flanders,
llolland
and Great Britain
succeeded
_Iediterrancan prosperity.
Commerce
had changed
its
route.
It had increased.
Up to this time the
world had been indebted
to it for great cities, it
was now to form great nations.--It
is from this
epoch that economic questions
really take a place
in the public law of Europe.
In the treaties of
Charles V. there arc stipulations
in favor of the
good cities of Bruges
and
Ghent.
Industrial
states have greater
need of independence
and
security than any others.
Alliances
of interest
reached their full importance
only when these interests themselves
were admitted
and represented
in international
conventions
on a footing
of
equality.--Our
own generation
will witness the
solution of tile problem.
:Navigation,
protection,
exchanges,
so long forgotten
or merely implied,
are prominently
mentioned
now at the head of
every treaty.
And not only have material interests
become the main foundation
of all alliances,
but
no other alliances
are possible.
There is an explanation
of this phenomenon
which leads us to
hope that it will be an enduring
one. The prepoaderance of material interests keeps pace eve.rywhere withliberty
and the progress of civilization,
It substitutes
loyalty amt truth for violence and
cunning;
what all want takes the place of a single
will. Liberty displaces servitude
and democracy
enters into the possession of its rights.--To
belitre in this upward course of humanity
is to believe in the system of alliances born and destined
to develop
with it. We have seen hy what a
logical chain of events this system
came to be
substituted
for the systems
which
preceded it,
but its superiority
over them consists in its sarislying man's multifarious
wants.
It results from
this that alliances of interest take part in all the
complications
of modern
life, and that they are
never more important
than when they compromine with the prejudices
of race or with religious
sentiment.
This newlaw of international
conventions destroys nothing;
it transforms
the past, it
assimilates and absorbs it.
It will be the lasting
honor of Switzerland
to have pointed out by its
example, before all other peoples, the solution of
the question.
No matter how noble or how lofty
5
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the problem,
it was interest that united together
the old cantons, and this same interest has been
so broadly
understood,
so wisely
nursed that
through the most violent European
crise,_, in the
midst of pcrils of every kind, it has held together
to our day in a close and l)rosperous
union three
races, three languages
and religion,; wh:ch w_re
evcLvwhere else at war --A_lother
nation which
may be cited as the most m,_rvelous examplc of
prosperity
due to an alliance
of interest
is the
American
Union.
If the alliance of the northern
and southern
states was imperded
by the war
of secession,
it was bcuause the republic
had
inherited
from the past a legacy irreconeila.
ble with the economic
laws and morals
of the
future--slavery.
There is alesson
to be learned
from tile fearful crisis through
which the Union
passed.
It is this that the sanction
of justice
and morality is needed iu alliances of interest more
than in any othcr.--IV.
L.s.w oi," NaTm.xs
Like
all international
relations alliances
are governed
by the l'_w of nations.
Accepting
tile definition
of authors, who see in states _oral per_oJ,s, we
m._y compare treaties between states to contracts
between individuals.--The
acknowledged
necessity of waging war under certain circumstances
has established
a two-foldrelation
amongnations:
1st. A relation
to the power with which
they
forman alliance.
2nd. Toward the power against
which they employ their forces.
Alliances bind
the contracting
parties to make war in comnlon
against third powers, or to furnish aid as auxiliaries to one of the principal
belligerents.
They
are offensive or defensive according to the circumstances which determine
them.
In most cases
offensive alliances
arc temporary
and special, for
they have a special and determinate
aim.
This
attained
they cease to have any raison d'_?tre.
Two nations may, however, unite their destinies
for a purpose
_,o complex
and lasting that their
alliance would
lose the ordinary character
of an
offensive alliance.
Franceand
Spain afford us an
example
of these exceptions
in the treaties of
1761 and 1796.--Defensive
alliances have a character of permanence
and generality
in keel)tug with
tile object they have in view.
Side by sid_ with
the full and complete alliance we nmy mention the
simple subsidy treaty hy which a state enlers into
no other obligation
than to loan a body of its
troops to another
power which is to pay them.
Besides the many examples furnished
by antiquity
and tile middle ages we know how frequently
during the wars of the empire, England bound
herself by subsidy treaties
with the continental
powers;'and
we may add here, that this species
of contract has often served as a pretext for more
general and intimate
alliances.--Treaties
of alliance provide for the cases in which the aid of the
contracting
parties is to be invoked and the measure of their partmipation.
When the contingencies provided
for have happened,
it has first of
all to be decided whether the atsus ftr_zeris exists,
that is to say whether the parties to the treaty are
in the position contemplated
by it. It often hap-
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pens that when the time has come to carry out
the terms of the treaty, one of the powers recedes
from the fulfillment
of its obligations.
We do
not wish to recount the almost infimte number of
pretexts
which bad faith has been able to suggest
under such mrcumstances.
It has sometimes happened that
a treaty of alliance left unexecuted
has become a cause of war.
The difficulties are
still more numerous in carrying out. the conditions
of certain
treaties,
in regulating
the sacrifices
made or the advantages
gained.
Here, again, we
find in Hefftcr a confirmation
of tile position we
have taken.
He says, paragraph
116: "In such
cases the rule of partnership
has to be followed,
in accordance
with whmh the profitsand
losses fall
to each part:)" in proportion
to the amount he has
invested
in the business.
Have we not here the
laws of common
morality,
and the rules of prirate business?
We find the same doctrine on this
matter
in Wheaton's
Elements
of International
Law, vol. I., p. 259, etc.
Although
it is considered almost impossible
to specify all the cases in
which
the refusal of aid may be proper before
the commencement
of war, and to foresee all the
disputes
which
may follow the conclusion
of
peace, Martens has noted four cases in which an
alliance may be broken, even during
the course
of a common war: 1st. Cases of necessity.
2nd.
Cases in which au ally was the first to break faith
with his ally.
3rd. When the object of the alliance can no longer be attained.
4th. When the
ally refuses peace offered on proper terms.
We
are very far from wishing to approve the opinion
of Martens.
As to conventions
concerning
subsidies and auxiliaries
we shall limit ourselves to a
few essential generalities.
]_Iost frequently
after
fixing the number and conditions of the first contingent the:)" provide for the additions
which may
become necessary.
They reserve the civil rights
in their own country of the men who go to serve
on a foreign soil and under a foreign flag. They
stipulate for the reward
as compensation
which
shall follow success or defeat.
They establish the
differences
existing between the ally and the auxiliary, between the auxiliary and the power which
simply
furmshes
a subsidy.
These differences
impose restrictions
on the rights of war.
An anterior treaty may engage a nation to assist another in
an anticipated
war, without the nation which fulfills this engagement
being considered
in a state of
hostility with the power against which
it bears
arms involuntarily
and accidentally,
L. LEOAULT.
ALLIANCE,
the Holy.
Among the alliances
of modem
times, the holy alliance,
which was
entered into at Paris, Sept. 14-26, 1815, by the
emperor of Russia, Alexander
I., the emperor of
Austria,
Francis
I., and the king of Prussia,
William III., has a special claim to our consideration, because it is one of the most remarkable
attempts
to announce a principle
of government
the adoption and carrying
out of which was expected
to secure, forever thereafter,
the peace of

Europe, and justice and prosperity to the nations
of Europe.
The struggles carried on for a number of )'ears, first against the French
revolution
and the principles
of government
which, originsting in France, had spread tbroughout
Europe,
then against Napoleon's
universal supremacy,
had
awakened
a desire in the minds even of European
sovereigns--who,
leading
in the uprising
of
Europe, had finally entered the gates of Paris as
victors--for
a principle which might successfully
resist and overcome the principles
of revolution.
This revolution
was the work of men.
The eastern monarchs,
therefore,
appealed
to God as
their only helper.
The human laws by which the
state was governed,
were to be invigorated
and
purified
by the moral precepts of a divine rule,
and the rights of man were to be superseded
by
the authority
of Christ.--The
emperor of Russia
was the author of this scheme, and the moving
spirit of this alliance.
It is strange
that this
declaration
of principles,
touching
a system of
government
essentially
Christian
in its nature,
was substantially
the work of Russian statecraft,
and that the German
sovereigns
had hardly a
gn'eater share in it than tlmt of approving
and
signing it. France,
which was the first to erabrace the ideas of the new era, was also first to
announce her new polity.
Russia, which was the
most backward
in its political
ideas, attempted
to renew, in opposition
to the polity announced
by the French,
the polity of a by-goneage.
Germany alone, placed between the two, did not yet
dare to publish its own views to the world.
The
Germans took the matter
under consideration,
siding now with the one, and then with the other
of these principles,
but always with the reservation, that, if they should succeed
in their intellectual endeavors,
they would break the silence
they had hitherto
observed.--All
the states of
Europe
were invited
to join the holy alliance.
Although
the alliance was expressly
based on the
Christian
religion,
and although
its originators
represented
three different
creeds--the
Greek,
Catholic,
and Protestant--the
pope, whose political power was more than any other, based on the
authority
of Christianity,
was, strangely enough,
left out.
They probably understood,
though not
very clearly,
that the principle
underlying
the
alliance, would, if the pope was to join in it, assign the first place to him, and would, followed
out to its ultimate
consequences,
establish
the
supremacy
of the church
over Christian
goverl,_nents. But this was not what they wanted.
They,
rather than submit to this danger, by inviting the
pope to join them, were willing, by failing to invitc him, to betray the weakside
of this principle
which they were ready to proclaim
to the world
as a new gospel.
It was less strange
that they
failed to invite the Ottoman court, for it was not
to be expected
that the head of Islam should
acknowledge
Christianity
as the only principle of
his policy.
Still, Russia,
by excluding
Turkey
from the pale of European
peace, had secured
her freedom
of action, so far as her schemes of
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conquest in the south were concerned,
and might
point to the Christian
principle,
which formed
the basis of the holy alliance, while encouraging
and protecting
the Christian
population
of Turkey in their efforts to rid themselves
of the yoke
imposed on them by the )Iohammedan
governmeat.
All the governments
which had been inriled, joined
the holy alliance..
The Bourbon
kings of France, and even the republic
of Switzerland, joined it, the latter, llowever, giving her
as._ent rather vaguely, in response
to the invitation extended
to her.
England
alone, whose
political education
wasof asuperior
kind, refused
to join it, but without proposing
any new idea, or
even stating that she wasopposed
to the principle
of the holy alliance, in whose favor all European
dynasties had declared themselves,
and which the
kingof England personally approved.
Theobjections England
urged were simply of a technical
nature.
In the compact, the following principles
were either expressly
set forth, or were contained
in it by necessary implication:
1. The unity of
European Christendom
as one family of nations,
The allied sovereigns declare, (art. II.), that they
consider themselves
and their subjects
"as merebers of the same Christian nation" and their several
governments
"as lhree branches of one and the
same family."
This principle
itself was not new.
In the middle ages it was more universally
recognized, and had become embodied
in the two
closely related institutions--the
papacy and the
cmpire_
What was new in this declaration
was
the effort to revive this principle
in the shape of
a family alliance as distinguished
from the system
of the Roman empire of the middle ages, which
shortly before had had a passing revival
in the
universal empire
of Napoleon.
And this effort
was made after, and in spite of the lines which
dividcd Christianity
into opposing creeds, and in
the face of the national
animosities
which, for
centuries, had broken up the whole fabric of European govermnent,
and which had destroyed
all
thought of a community
of interests
calculated
to sustain it. That thought
was indeed alike
productive
of good results and in keeping
with
thcrcquirements
of theage.
The unity ofEurope
and the essentially
Christian
character
of Europenn civilization
are verities of the greatest iraportance, in their bearing
alike on the organizalion and peace of all European governments
and
the devclopmentof
mankind.
2. Then again, the
fact that the alliance rose, m point of principle,
above the denominational
and political differences
which divided the nations of "European Christendora, was evidence of a noble spirit.
The Christtan European
commonwealth
was the principle
which embraced all those differences with a spirit
of conciliation.
If we bear in mind how little in
our days even this principle
is realized,
and the
efforts that had been made since its first announcemeat, and are still made, to lmve the different
Christian creeds recognized,
and the diversity
of
political opinions tolerated,
we shall have no difficulty in understanding,
that the holy alliance
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seemed to the sovereigns who had entered into it,
and, at the beginning,
to nations,
to possess, in
point of principle,
a surpassing
wealth of wholesome truths, whose light was to break upon and
sprcad
throughout
Europe.
This was a truly
_odern principle.
It was, not in a religious, but
in a political
sense, that the middle
ages had
shown this liberal spirit.
The middle ages had
tolerated
the greatest
diversity
in the forms of
government,
while they had persecuted
all departure from the orthodox
faith as a heresy, and had
interdicted
communion
of any kind with those of
a different
faith,
l_'ow thcse three sovereigns
announced,
in principle, .frerdom of conscienc_ and
a community
of creed throughout
Christendom.
And it was the emperor of Russia, whose people,
more than any other European
nation, had been
held captive by their creed, who took the lead in
the announcement
of so liberal a principle.
Yet,
the practical
workings
of the holy alliance did
not at all correspond
with its principle in the end.
The subjection,
in the several countries,
of all
those whose faith differed
from the recognized
creed, did not cease; and least of all in Russia,
whose emperor had bc(,n principally
instrumental
in effecting
the alli;mce.
The Greece-Russian
church never ceased to oppress other creeds, and
tried to spread its dominion
by both crafty and
forcible measures.
3. The Christian religion was
proclaimed
as the moral principle
which was to
govern in the international
conduct and comity of
the several states, and the relation of the governmeat to its subjects.
The allied sovereigns
dcclare, in the introduction
to their manifesto,
"their
ardent conviction
of the necessity
requiring
the
reciprocal
relation
of the several powers
to be
based on the sublime truths which the holy religiou of the Lord and Redeemer,"(in
the original:
lYternelle religiol_ da .Dieu sauveur),
and
they
evince "in the most solenm manner,
before all
the world, their firm tmrpose to adopt both in the
government
of their states, and in their political
relations
with every other government,
the precepts of this eternal creed as their sole guide-tlmt is, the precepts of justice, of Christian love,
and of peace, which arc not simply
applicable
to private
conduct, which should exercise a direct iniluence
on the intentions
of sovcrcign
rulers and their conduct,
because they are the
only means of firmly establishing
lmman institulions, and of removing
their imperfections."
Who doubts that a candid observance of the moral
commandments
of the Christian rehgion by both
sovereigns and their people, as well as by individuals, would have a ve_T wholesome
effect; that,
by this observance, an absolutely
new era of ideal
wealth and material
prosperity
would be iaaugurated, the like of which the most vivid imagination and anticipation
poets and prol)hets
did not
dare to attrihutc
to Paradise Lost or the millcnnium.
The announcement,
by the most powerful
sovereigns, of intentions and tendencies
like these,
was calculated
to again awaken
aml strengthen
the despairing
or slumbering
hopes of the l)eoplc
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for an improvement
in their public affairs.
This
with the character of the sldvc, but it was imposannouncement
was in itself--for
we believe that
siblc for the Teutonic
people or the I_omanic
it was made in good faith--a
deed of great menations to submit to it. In the middle ages even,
mcnt.
Yet even on this point these hopes were
the Teutonic and Ronmnic nations alike were no
not realized, and politics in their actual state were I longer held captive by the theocr'_tic
polity of the
carried on, in spite of that declaration
of princicastcrn nations.
They were saved from it by the
pies, iu the old way.
Their actions differed in so
separati¢,n of church
and state
The spirit of
many instances and so strikingly
from the intennmdern times above all lind developed an oppositions of these rulers,
that the pcople could not
tion to theocracy
as a form of government.
The
help lo._ing faith in their honesty of purpose.
4.
tendency of the age was too outspoken
ia fay(nThe Christian religion, moreover, wt_ proclaimed
of the principle that the state w._s a govermnent
of
tLS the political
principle which was to regulate
nmn, and that it was for the human mind to corn
and govern the whole systemof
public law. Just
prehend
and determine
its nature
and proper
here the grave mistake
iu point of principle,
in
fuuctions.
The absolute
power of the kings in
the policy of this confederation,
one which subthe seventeenth
century, and in a large measure
sequcntly
provoked
the distrust and hate of the
in the eighteenth
century, had, nmreover,
been a
people against
the holy allnmce and caused
its
favored
system of government.
Rulers clothcd
final dissolution,
was made.
We can not, of
with absolute power, destroyed
thefeudal
powers
course, censure the Russian
emperor
lor having
of the "small
lords "--they
removed
the checks
mixed up thc principles
of religion with those of
andobstaclcs
placed during the middleages
in the
politics, and mistaking
the one for the other; for
way of progress--they
eoncentrated
the power of
state and church were, in the Russian empire, not
government,
and paved, by the destruction
of the
separated
as distinctly as in the empires of civilinstitutions
of the middle ages, the way for the
ized Europe.
But the fact is still remarkable,
advent of a new era. But no sooner had this
that at that time the German and Romanic severwork been accomplished
than the people became
eigns alike overlooked
a distinction
which not
opposed to the exercise of absolute
power.
The
alone the positive teachings
of Christ, but also
most formidable
revolution
the worhl ever saw,
the primitive
political
and ecclesiastical
institufollowed as a reaction against the spirit of absolions of their people had pointed out mostemphatlutism which had prevailed
until then.
What
ically.
The greatest danger, however,
lay in the
reason had men to hope after all these violent
manner in which the Christian religion was made
agitations
and changes characterizing
a new era,
the principle
which was to g¢_vern the system of
that the standard bearingthe
principle of absolute
public
law.
Christ
himself
purposely
and in
government
of a by-gone age, which had shown
opposition
to other founders
of creeds,
never
its weak sides in all these agitations
and changes,
made any public declaration
of principles
touchmight be raised again, and that the nations would
ing the state or the forms of government
or its
gather
around it in true loyalty?
The unbiased
laws.
Iu spite of this, Christian rulers now undercould not help but see in this the spirit of rcaction
took to base their polity on the positive authority
as opposed to the revolution.
How wasit possible
of Christ.
They openly declared Jesus Christ as
to discover in this manner
a principle
on which
the sole "sovereigu
of all Christendom
to which
the advancement
and progressive
growth of geethey and their people belong, who was the only
crmnent
and its institutions
might be based in
source of powcr,"_--and
they announced
themfuture?
The extreme
ardor
of certain
parties
selves as "representing
his diviue authority"
as
might be lavish in prai._e, whereas
the instincts
being his viceroys on earth, as it were, commisof thc masses aml the minds of the intelligent
saw
stoned to "govern
in the different
parts of the
the dangers rathcr
than the beuefits which this
Christian
world."
If we consider,
in addition,
spirit seemed to prophesy.
5. The promise of
that this statcment
does not draw any distillation
nmtual aid in all cases, which the alhed severbetween God and Christ, it becomes quite evident
eigus held out to o_lc another, _ was not calculated
that this principle
of government
is none other
to remove the apprehensions
caused by the manner
than that of theocracy,
aud that it is at the same
in wlfich the polity thcyintendcd
to pursue was antime, that of absolutism,
because God is, as he
nounced.
On the contrary,
the mutual guarantec
must be, conceived
as the absolute
ruler, and
of absolute
sovereignty
soon came robe considbecause,
according
to the above statement,
lIis
ered the most practical
feature
and the very
power is simply delegated to His viceroys for them
nature of the alliance.
This being the case, thc
to execute.
Indeed, itwas but the polity of Rusfears soon bore down all hopes, and the alliance
sinus it had come from thc east.
It might agree
grew more and more unpopular.
The European
nations had, in the wars of liberation,
taken up
] Art. _. "les tro_ prtncee alli;s ne s'entCsageant aux.
mgmes flue ¢omme d_legu.spar la Provigencepour gouverarms against the absolute power of 2¢apolcon, the
net tro,s branches d'une re:me J'amille; savotr l'Autriche,
greatest political genius of the age.
Was it to I,e
la praise et la Russia; eonfessanl ain,t flue la natio_
expected
that they would now permanently
and
cl_r.t,e,me, dor_ eux et I_urs peupLs sent pattie, t,'a
blindly
submit
to the absolute
power
of their
r_eleme_,t d'autre souvera|n qua celui d fiat seal appartient en p_ opriit_ la pu.sean¢e puree gu'ea tui sent ee
2 Art. I. "ge_ trots fnonarque# contractans demeureront
trouvent tou_ leatr_eora de l'amour, de la #cie_,ce et de la
ants par lee l,ene a'une frcgerntt_ v_d, able et [tedi_#olUble.
.ageese i,,fl.ie, c'eAl _ dire Died, notre dtvtn aauveur
et ee eor_dJrant corona cornpatrtotes, tls te pr_leront
J_s_*sCT_ri_t,le vorbe du Tr_#-Haut, la parole de vie."
en route occasion et en lout lieu asststanve, aide et _ecour_ '"
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rulers, wlthout any guarantee,
that the latter were
willing to recognize the wants of the age, and to
exercise their absolute
power for tbe benefit of
the people generally?
And in case the people did
not submit--in
case they excrcised their traditional
or newly acquired privileges in checking thespirit
of monarchical
absolutism--in
case they demanded some guarazltee
of good government,
such as
theirgeneration
might ask for--_hould
every sort
of tendency toward political freedom be checked
or kept down by tbe force of arms to suit their
absolute rulers?
Questionsof
this sort were r'liscd
at once; and the events of the following
fifteen
years strengthened
the belief tlmtthe alliance was
bearing down with a heavy load on ever)" tendency
toward a more liberal development
of European
states.
6. In ordcr to allay these fears somewhat, another principle was announecd--the
patriarclml--that
the sovereigns
considered
themsch'es, in rclatiou to their subjects
and armies,
f, ttl_er,_of a family, (Art. 1, "_ regardant
envers
leurs stljtt,,ct armd_scommep_r_*defamille.")
The
allusitm to the family relation
aml to paternal
se.ntimeats
was to soften down wh.itever
was
offensive in the assertion of the l)rinciplcs of the
absolutc and divine power of kings.
Not asslaves
to their master, but as children
to their father,
should subjects
look up to their rulers--an(_ther Russian idea. The Russian emperor is both
revered like It god and loved like a father by his
people.
But while the patriarchal
idea of government in Russi.t and China and among the eastern
nationsgenerally,
is still, ina measure, a legitimate
factor, the manly European nations have, for centuries past, outgrown its discipline.
The educated
and thoughtful
European
is no longer willing to
look upon his relation to his ruler as being that of
a minor, and can no longer expect his ruler to have
the feelings of a father toward
him.
The European state has long since outgrown
the artless
views peculiar to family life, and the limit'itious
which characterize
the family, and is governed by
tile broad principles
of public law.
To theEuropean mind, therefore,
that declaration
must have
seemed like a going back to a primitive
age.
And likely as it. was to respect and bc gratitied
by the benevolence
displayed
in the I)aternal sentimeats of the sovereign,"
'
it was still opposed to
a principle which, as was evident,
was but a
fictiol_.
I have reviewed
the principles
of the
holy alliance critically
and somewhat
in detail,
because it has, in point of principle,
still some
_'ffcct on the present political
state of Europe,
and because it has an important
bearing
on the
lnstory of politicalideas
regarding the constitution
_)f the state.
Yet, the confederation
itself was
broken up by the spirit of the age, which it was
_.xpected to govern and control.
The opposing
tendencies, in point of principle,
among the soyereigu powers themselves,
were first in making
th('mselves felt, both at and after the congress of
Troppau,
in 1820, and subsequently
in a more
marked manner in the Greek question,
in 1827.
]'he July revolution of 1830 caused a wide breach
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between the parties to the alliance.
In its opposition to the French
revolution,
and even to the
Belgian
uprising,
the alliance
showed
its utter
weakness.
It did not dare, in all cases, to furnish
the mutual
aid and assistance
it had promised
and to defend
its views by force of arms.
The
formation of the Prussian
diet in 1847, tile Europenn uprising in 1848, the re-establishment
of the
:Napoleonic
dynasty
in 1850, the war, finally, of
Russia with Turkey and the eastern
powers in
18546, gave the finishing stroke to the complete
dissolulion
of a confedcration
whose chief significance lay in its principles,
and whose political
ideas were not likcly to minister successfully
to
the political wants of the age.
:Max. EI_r.RaAnDT,Tr.
J.C. BLU:NTSCIILI.
ALLOYAGE.
Gold and silver coins are never
madcof absolutely
pure metal.
Precious
met'fls,
when extr:mted from the earth, are nearly always
found mixed to a greater or lesscr extent with
other metals, from which it is often difficult or too
expensive
to separate
them entirely,
yet it has
been deemed necessary always to add to goht and
silver a certain proportion
of some commoner
metal, such as copper, in order to increase their
hardness
and better fit them to stand wear and
tear.
This is callcd _dh;yage.--Alloyage
should be
in a fixed proportion, for instaiJce, one-ninth part.
But the same proportion
is not adopted everywhere, although
all nations are tending more and
more to the adoption
of the same proportion.
CH. C.
AL'tIANACH
DE GOTIIA..
This publication
lms acquired
a position
apart, in the political
world.
Oa this account the following
data will
riot be without
interest.
The first idea of this
almammh is due to Wilhelm
yon 1Rotberg (died
in 1795, minister of state),
lie had printed under
the title: "Ahnanach,
necess,Jry for 1763," a volume on the model of the etrdnlies, (Christmas
presents),
then published
in Paris.
Beginning
with the folh)wingycar,
thc .xlmanach grew under
the hands of itsnew editor, Era. Ch Klt'_pfel, who
had lived at Paris from 1747 to 1750, and who died
in 1776, vice-president
of the superior eon.,dstory
of Gotha.
I{It_pfel was the first to insert the
names of European
_ovcrcigns,
much more numerous thou than in our day.
He 'dso included,
though
at fir.-t only in extracts,
the genealogical
tables which have been so often consulted.
The
Ahnanaeh
of Gotha therefore (tatc._ from thc year '_
1764. "1he (.eutennial annL:ersary
of its lir._t pub]ication wa% however, celebrated
in 1863. The
German cditlon, Gothaiscl_er HofKale_tdar,
(lidnot
appear until 1765.
In this year the names of all
the living members of prilicely families were given
for the first time.
ln.tructive
or simply amusing
notice, oh: the most varied subjects were inserted
in it. Toward the end of the last century evcuts
took such a serious turn that the amusing part of
the almanach
was dropped and the place that it
occupied given to historical
and statistical
infor-
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mation.
In 1794, Frederick
Schlichtegroll,
who
died in 1822, director of the academy of sciences,
(Munich,)
added the cT_ronik
In 1809 tile names
of ambassadors
or envoys were added; in 1824 the
oersonnel
of ministries
and higher departments,
and, soon after, the consuls and other functionaries.--Under
Napoleon
I. the Almanach
of Gotha
had to suffer on account
of the tenacity
with
which it adhered
to the ancient order of things.
Its publication
even suffered a temporary
suspcn-

that the person who should elect in favor of
France
but who should be found domiciled
in
Alsace-Lorraine
after Oct. I, 1872, should be considered a German, notwithstanding
his declaration
of choice'which
shouht be considered
as null and
void.--For
natives of Alsace-Lorraine
outside of
Europe the period of choice was extended
to Oct.
1, 1873, by the additional
convention
of Dec. 2,
1871.--The
present
position of Alsace-Lorraine
in the German empire was fixed by a law passed

sion.--The
two editions, French and German, are
almost identical.
The plan followed
in the first
two parts dates from 1815, that of the third from
1824. In 1768 engraviags
were added to the text.
There was a ga'cat wlricty of them at first, but
since the end of the last century only portraits are
givcn.--Although
tim Alto.roach de Gotha is the
property of an individual
house, (Justus Pcrthes at
Gotha since 1816), it is almost considered
as the
official almanach
of reigning
princes
and the
higher nobility.
It enjoys also the reputation
of
an authority
for statistical data.
Theseare
always
drawn from official or authentic
sources.
The
number and extent of these data so increased from
year to year that aa enlargement
of the volume
was found _ecessary in 1870.
M. BLOCK.

by the _'eichsrath, June 3, 1871. Tile following is
thc text:--Art.
1. "The territory
of Alsace and
Lorraine ceded by France, according to the terms
of article 1, of the preliminaries
of peace, is united
forever to the German empire.--Art.
2. "The
constitution
of the German empire shall go int_
force in Alsace-Lorraine
on Jan. 1, 1873.
Some
parts of the constitution
may be put in force before
that date, by decree of the emperor with the consent of the federal
council.
The modifications
and additions
to the constitution
must be spproved hy the reicl_slag.--[Art.
3, of the consti
tution
comes into force from the present date,
(this article 3 confers German
n'Ltionality
on the
inhabitants
of the newly annexed
territories).]-Art. 3. "Executive
power in Alsace-Lorraine
belongs to the emperor.
Until the constitution
goes into force, the emperor musthave
the assent
of the fedrr_,l council in legislative
matters,
at_d
wben it shall bc a qucstioa
of making loans or
furnishing
guarantees
involving
the empire, that
of the reichstag.
Annual reports on the administration of the provinces shall be presented to the
reichstag.
After the constitution
goes into force,
this assembly
will equally
take cognizance
of
matters, which in the colffedcrated
states are not
within
its jurisdiction.--Art.
4. "The
decrees
and ordinances
of thc emperor shall bc countersigned by the chancellor,
who shall thus assume
responsibility
for them."--Thus
th_ countrics detached
from France
have not been distributed
among the different German states.
They form
a unity, a special state, a member of the Germa_,
confeder_'_tion.
The reasons for this action were
stated by Prince Bismarck,
before the reich._t+eg,
June 3, 1871, in the following words:
"One que._
tion alone has been seriously put: ' Shall AlsaceLorraine he annexed
to Prussia,
or shall it become a part of thc empire
directly?'
From the
beginning,
I have favored
the latter alternatiw',
first of allin order notto mix questions of dyn_,bty
with political
questions;
and besides becau,_' I
see that the inhabitants
of Alsace will adopt mot,;
readily
the German
than the Prussian
name
Dtlring the two centuries
that the Alsacians
l,aw*
belonged
to France,
they, like true Gcrm_m,.
have preserved
a good share of particularism,
and
it is on this, to my thinking,
we ought to build,
doing the opposite of what was done in analogous
circumstances
in .North Germany.
Our missio_x
is first of all to strengthen
this particularism.-The more the inhabitants
of Alsace shall feel
themselves
to be Alsacians,
the more they will
differ from the French.
As soon as they feel

ALSACE.LORRAINE.
A country
separated
from France
by the war of 1870-71 and made a
part of the German confederation,
or more cotrectly of the German empire.
It is not our putpose to write a history of this country or to relate
by what combination
of circumstances
it ceased
to be French.
:Neither is it our design to risk conjecturc as to its future fortune.
Our task is sireply to detail actual facts.
Alsacc-L6rraine
was
not demanded
by the German government
as a
territory
formerly takenaway
from Germany, nor
as a province
containing
a German
population,
but "as the key of the house,/a c_fde la _,aison."
It was as a bulwark against wars of revengeor
reconquest that Alsace-Lorraine
wasannexed
to the
German cmpire, such at leastis the pretense made.
--The counto _ was ceded, in virtue of thepreliminaries of peace Feb. 26, 1871, confirmed
by the
treaty of peace signed at Frankfort
blay 10, 1871,
ratified
by the law of May 18, following.
Bu//et_)_desl.oi_, 1871.1, p. ll7.--Article
2 of thistreaty
is thus drawn up: "French
subjects born in the
ceded tcrritories,
and now actually
domiciled
there,
who m.'_y wish to preserve their French
nationality
shall have, by virtue of a preliminary
declaration
to that effect made to the competent
authority,
the power until Oct. 1, 1872, of transferring
their domicile
to France,
and fixing it
there and this right shall not be done away with,
by the laws relating to military service; in which
case their quality of French citizens will be maintained.--They
shall be at liberty to retain their
real estate in the territory ceded to Germany."-It is not the declaration
of his choice which determixes the nationality
to which the Alsacian
or
the native of Lorraine henceforth
belongs,but
his
place of domicile.
It was given to be understood

:

ALSACE-LORRAINE,
they are Alsacians they are too logical not to feel
that they are also Germans.
Inconsequence
of
artifices,
I might
indeed
say intrigues,
of the
French government,
the name of Prussian is detested in France, much morethan
that of German.
--It is an old tradition
in the country,
not to recognize the Prussians
as Gerumns,
to ltatter the
Germans as such, and to represent them as under
the protection
of France, vis-_-visof
Prussia.
In
this way it has come to pass that the Prussian
name Ires a hateful
sound in French
cars, and
whenever it is desired to say anything
evil of us
it is said of the Prussian
government
or the Prussiaus, while they speak of theGermans
whenever
they wish to say anything
good.
It is not to be
doubted that this policy of bringing suspicion on
Prussia, which has been continued
hy France for
a whole generation
has left its traces in Alsace.
Besides, as I have already said, it is easier for the
Aisacians to find a new position as Germans than
to adopt the Prussian
name.
This reason alone
would be sufficient for me.
As to what nmst be
done later in the interest of the empire and of A1sace 1 think it will be necessary first of all to hear
what the people of Alsace and Lorraine
Imvc to
say tor themselves
* * *."--..klsacc-Lorrainc
has
representatives
in the bundesrath and in the reich,
stag since 1873, but xthasnot
yet been announccd
when this country
shall have a special constitution.
In the meanwhile
the public powersof
the
emptre, the emperor,
and thereich,_tag and bandesrath will manage,
for Alsace-Lorraine,
not only
the affairs which these powers manage
for the
whole empire, but also those whtch remain within
the competency
of the government
of each German state.
In other words,
Alsace-Lorraine
is
provisionally
_idthout a government
of its own:
the functions
which would devolve on a special
government
to perform
arc exercised
by that of
the empire. _-Thc
administration
of the country was organized
by the law of December,
1871. It isplacedunderthedirection
of an upper
president,
a title giveninPrussiatothcgoveruors
of such provinces as embrace several departments.
The upper president who is assisted by the imperial council of Alsace.Lorraine,
(council of state),
resides at Strassburg
as does also one of the three
prefects (or rather presidents
of departments)
the
prefect of lower Alsace.
The prefect of upper
Alsace is at Colmar, the prefect
of German Lotmine at Metz.
The prefects are assisted by administrativc
councils,
composed
of the higher
functionaries.
The departments
are divided into
circuits answering
in some sort to the former
a_'rondissernvnts, but with different
and smaller
boundaries.
At the head of each circuit, there is
a director who has provisionally
the powers of a
sub-prefect.
Contrary
to French
usage,
these
i _tuce January L 1874,the constitution of the German
empire has been in force in Alsace-l.,c,rraiuc, and the erapire legislates for the country. But it i_ contemplated in
future that laws may have force in Alsace-Lorraine _heu
approved by the landesausschusa (committee of the country) and the bundesralh, even v,.ltht)ut the co-operation of
the rez<hStag.--Ev,
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circuits can have their budgets.
They are recognized
civil entities.
Civil tribunals
of first
resort
are established
at 3Ietz, Sarreguemines,
Strassburg,
Savernc,
Colmar,
Mtilhouse.
The
court of appeal sits at Cohnar.
Ill commercial
suits appeal
may be made to the federal
supreme court {third resort) at Leipsig.
The German commercial
and penal codes are in force side
by side with the civil code of France.
Many provisions of previous administrative
law are retained.
All laws which have not been expressly
repealed
are still in force, i. e., no law is implicitly
repealed by the change of sovereignty,
the financial
system has been scarcely touched.
Direct taxes
are collected
as before, but the monopoly
of tobaeco is suppressed.
Tile reasons for tile law of
June 3, 1871, shows that this suppression
is equal
to a reduction
of taxes amounting
to almost 5 fr.
(50c.) perhcad.
Primary instruction,
and military
service have been introduced.
Both are obligator3".--Alsaee
Lorrainehasanareaof5,580English
square miles, anda population
December,
1875, of
1,531,804.
If we are to believe the AlmaTlach of
Got/_a, which does not cite its authority,
there
were, in 1872, 254,000 Frenchmen
and 1,345,000
Germans in the country,
but we can nut discovcr
that these figures are confirtued.--The
area and
population
according
to the census of Dec. 1,
]875, wcre as follows: Upper Alsace, 1,353 square
miles; population,
453,374.
Lower Alsace, 1,_44
square miles;population,
598,180. Lorraine, 2,383
square miles; population,
480,°50.
Total square
miles, 5,580; total population,
1,531,804.
(See
LORRAINEA.ND ALSACE.,_---BIBLIOGRAPHY : SchSpfiin, Alaatia Illu_trata, 2 vols., Cohnar,
]751-61;
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by the same author,
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ldndische Geschiclde des El._a._s, 6 vols., Strassburg,
1840--48; Lorenz
and Scherer, GeschicMe da, El.
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AMBASSADOR.
The article
"Diplomatic
Agent" in this work may be supplemented
by a
few striking passages which we here quote, from
a spcech of Prince Bismarck
at Berlin _Nov. 16,
1871, in the German reiJ_stag.--"An
ambassador
does not deserve a higher salary by reason of his
title, for ambassador
is only a title.
If you put a
colonel or a general at the head of a brigade, he
becomes a brigadier and must always be ready to
do a brigadier's
duty.
If you maintain your ambassador at a great court in a shabby manner, his
expetmes
will not, perhaps,
necessarily
exceed
those of a minister
plenipotentiary
hy more than
from one thousand tothree thousand thalers.
This
sum will suffice to cover the outlay imposed on
him by tile custom prevalent
ill most countries
in
accorda_Jce with whicil sovereigns accept, on Certain occasions, the invitations of ambassadors;
and
Q
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it is this custom ofgivinggreat
entertainments
that
causes theincreased
outlay of which I have spoken,
The honor which the visit of the sovereign confers
on the house he enters has this effect: it makes the
position of the representative
in the eyes of the
sovereign's
subjects
correspond
with the dignity
of the state he represents.
But there is no question of that in the increase of salary which you
have proposed.-Why then, we may be asked,
confer the title of ambassador
at all?
I answer,
because of the hierarchy
of political
agents.
A
difference
is made between
the members of the
diplomatic
corps, an unjust
one, no doubt, but
one which
is nevertheless
generally
admitted,
Thus if a minister
of foreign
affairs be in conference with a minister
plenipotentiary,
at the
moment
that all amb:_¢sador
is announced,
he
thinks it his duty to break off the conference
at
once and rcccive
the amba.,sador.
A minister
plenipotentiary
may havc waited an hour perhaps
in the antechamber
of the minister
of foreign
affairs.
At the nlomcnt he is about Io enter an

Ambition
is the motor, secret or avowed, of the
great majority of those who govern states.
It is
useful, because it calls forth men ; it is necessary,
because it lends force to those who govern and
consequently
to governments;
it may be evenglorious, if noble in its aims, pule in its means, and
seconded by great intellectual
power.
It is more
in place in free than in absolute
states.
Richelieu and Colbert, under the ancient
monarchy
of
France,
were useful,
if ambitious
men.
They
might have been dangerous
and even pernicious
citizens, if they had not risen to the highest rank.
It is in fi'ce stalcs alone that ambition can have a
definite, specific aim, test its powers, and ad._pt
itself to circumstancesand
to men.
It isthe chief
motive power in free states, as vanity,
under the
name of honor,
is in absolute
monarchics.--In
speaking of political ambition,
we need not always
have a brarius, a Sylla, or a Julius Caesar inview.
These names fill the minds of men as they do,
because they are very great names; but the most
absolute monarchies
h'lve their ambitious men as

ambassador
arrives, and the usage of most courts,
they h:tve their civil wars.
It was not libertylhat
so far as I know, is to receive the latter;
the rainmade the overthrow
of the Roman republic easy;
ister will have to wait a long time more, and perit was the weakening
of authority.
It is somechance he may not be rcceived at all that day.
times thought
that liberty and authority
are anThe result is mortification
ami collisions
which I tagonistic,
and that the one increases only to the
may bc avoided
by a mere change of title.
A
dctrimcnt of the other.
There couldbenogreater
minister plenipotentiary
conscious of his own digmistake.
An authority
powcrfully
constituted
but
nity will not endure such treatment,
and, for my
rcstnlined
within just limits and a generous libpart, I found myself in a situation to resent it succrty nmy co-exist in the same state.
This is the
cessfully but not without
bringing
on a coolness
indispensable
condition
of order and stability.
out of all proportion
with thc importance
of thc
There is no liberty without
a powerful
authority
matter.
Moreover,
such resistance
can not be
to secure its continuance,
norcan there be a firm,
made without
placing persons in a position which
lasting and bencficcut
authority
without
liberty.
almost touches
the limits of what is allowed to
These conditions
are required
by the nature of
the representative
official of a great nation.
The
man, which Ires equal need of freedom and limitobject can be obtained by confcrring
on the agent
ation.
Liherty permits ambition to act forgood,
the title of ainba_ador,
which
thus becomes,
and authorityprevents
itspa._sing the limits set to
through
the marks of honor which it brings him,
guard
the common
weal.
An ambitious
man
a bit of economy rather than a cause of expense,
subject to a master has but two roads to success,
The prerogatives
belonging
to the title of ambasrevolt and flattery.
An ambitious
mau in a free
sador may be considered
as a full equivalent
for a state may reach his end by the dclat of his talents
few thousand
thalers.--I
have _ead occasionally
or his virtues,
lie journeys
under a clear sky,
in the public papers (and the preceding
speaker
and the more lofly his soul the greater are his
has alluded to the l)oint) that some persons rccogchances of success.--It
was asaying" of the Fourier
nize the danger of the privih,ge belonging
to amschool, that everything
is good in its place.
This
bassadors
of conferrin._
directly with the soveris particularly
true of ambition, but itnceds to bc
eign.
This is foumled
on crror.
An ambassadircctcd
by a right
conscience,
aml an honest
dor Ires no more access to a sovereign
than any
and firm mind.
Ambition
is almost always given
other minister
ph, nipotenlialT,
and he can in no
to excess, and consequently
to violence.
The
way pretend to have the right to treat with a monvehcmence
of its desires deceives it as to the legitarch dircctly and without the intervention
of the
imaey of its objects and its means.
It then bemonarch's
ministers."
/_I. BLOCK.
comes immoral
through
blindness
and passion;
and, as it is attended with pride, far from confes_AMBITION,
Political.
Vanity (in the sense
ing its errors it invents _, false morality to justify
here used) is the desire of honor and distinction;
and cxalt them.
The author of the First Alcibiambition
is tile desire of power.
The two are adds, who perhaps was Plato, treats this subject
essentially
p(,litical
pus_ion_.
The second plays
with much force and truth.
He shows that it is
a most important
part in society.
If men were
a vulgar ambition to desire power when oneis not
conqJh,l(.ly devoid of egotism, the love of justice
sure of exercising
it in the interest of humanity,
and the public g'ood wnnld suffice to give life to
and a criminal
ambition
to acquire
dominion
the body politic; but, as a matter of fact, power
through injustice.
Morality enlightened
by hisis sought for and hehl on to, because men love it. tory, pronounces
this judgment
on ambition and
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ambitiousmen: No legitimateambition can jus- habitants.--Froma purely geographicalpoint of
tifyorexcuse the use of illegitimate
means. 1%[o view,thenew world isnaturallydividedintoiNorth
ambition is legitimatewhich has not sufficient and South America, connected by the islhmus of
forceat itscommand.
Itisnotsuccessthatjusti- Panama.
Of the innumerable islandswhich beties
ambition;itisthe servicerenderedby it. The
long to the new continent,two gronps should be
common herd who always approve and applaud
mentioned when sl)eaking of the great geog,'aphiforce are slaves of success heart and soul.
They
cal divisions
of America.
These are the arctic
are the devoted and patient
serwmts
of every
lands or the islands which extend north of the
ambitious
person who succeeds.
Success has in
new continent,
and the Antilles, which usage iraitself no moral grandeur.
It is a force, but it is properly designates
the West Indies.--According
not, as lms been said, an evidence of force.
It
to the calculations
of Humboldt,
the surface of
nmy attend corruption
and weakness.
The true
this part of the world, including
the islands we
criterion of a lofty and noble ambition is this: the
have mentioned,
reaches 38,233,594 square kiloemployment
of honorable
means
and of none
metres.--&merica
exhibits the peculiarity
of hayother, the promotion
of justice and the furthering fewer inhabxtants
to the square riffle than any
ante of the interests
of the whole community,
part of tile globe, .rod of having, nt the same thne,
while furthering
one's own.
JULES SI3,ION.
a greater number of different kinds of people than
there are in any of the divisions of the ohl world.
AMENDMENTS
TO THE CONSTITUTION.
According
to the cthnogral)hic'd
atlas of the globe.
(See
CONSTITUTION.)
438 languages are spoken there and more than 2,000
dialccts.--The
people of the new world form two
AMERICA.
It is with the fall of the eastern
great divisions,
the aborigines,
and 1)cople of forempire, that is, withthe capture of CQnstantinople
eign origin.
The latter comprise at present the
by the Turk% tlmt, according
to most historians,
great mass of tile population
of America and cornthe modern era opens.--While
acknowledging
the
pose the dominant
nations of the new world.--Thc
sharc taken by the Byzantine
emigration
in the
Spaniards,
the English and their descendants,
the
onward movement
accomplished
then in Europe,
people of African origin, the Portuguese,
thc Irish,
we think it is pre-eminently
with the discovery of
peoples of foreign blood.
After them in respect to
Americ't
(1492) that the modern
era should be
numbcrscomc
the Gcrmansand
the French.
The
made to begin.
By opening a broad career to the
Dutch and Danes are still fewer iu number.
The
spi,'it of enterprise
and adventure,
by rousing old
Swedes must :dso be mentioned.
They preponEurope to come and share the boundless
wealth
deratc in the island of St. Bartholomew,
and scvof a new continent,
by opening new markets for
eral millions of Basques and Italians who are sctconunerce, by substituting,
at least in part, tlm
tied principally
in Uruguay
and some of the eastconquests of colonization
for the barren conflicts
ern states of the Argentine
Confcderation.
It is
.of tim 1)ast, the discovery
of America
could not
proper to state that :North America
belongs more
but force Europe out of the bonds imposed upon
l)articularly
to the Saxon or Germanic
race, and
it by the middle ages.
It is in this that the exSouth America to the Latin race.--The
decrease
plorations
of Columbus
and his successors
are
of the aborigines
is a fact shown by cvc, 3" day exsup(,rior in civilizing
influence
to the crusades,
pericucc.
They reccde before Eurcq)eans, and the
From the struggle
caused
by the crusades,
alfragments
of their race are found only where setthough these were born of a moral idea, civilizatlcrs liave not yet penetrated or where they arc few
tion reaped little benefit, and the result of thcm
in number.-Christianity
extends
its influence
is that a religious antagonism
has been generated
over the whole of the new world, from the arctic
between
the east and the west, the violence of
regions to Pat:lgonia,
and presents the following
whicheightcenturicshavenotbeenabletotemper,
subdivisions:
The Catholic
church
prevails
iu
America
serves ohl Europe
in a different
_ay.
the empire of Brazil an(l all America which was
She enriches and reinvigorates
her. Every nation
formerly
Sp.ufish;
the Episcopal or Anglicau,
the
that sets foot on American
soil doubles its power
P,'e_byterivn
or reformed,
and the Lutheran
;u_dinflucnce.
Without mcntioning
Spain, which
churches, withthe
31ethodi_ts, Quaker.-., and Bapowed to A.merica its domination
at one time in
ti_ts, to mention only the mo_t numerous,
are domLurope, what would the annals of Portugal have
mant in the United
States anti British America.
been without the new continent?
Shall we yet
The orthodox
Greek church is established
in the
see this impulse in the line of progress wliich thc
late Russian l)OS._essions.
The 3Iosaic law is obold world received from America
return whence
served by a small munber of persons living 1rinit came; in other words, is Europe
destined
to
tipsily in the United States, the English, Dutch,
sil_k into decadence
and see the new world the
and French'Antilles;
and, in the Guianas, fetichtorch-bearer
of civilization?
This thesis has been
ism, in wlrious fo,'ms, is found among the savage
nmintai,_ed, and without accepting
its conclusion,
tribcs.--When
tim Spaniards discovered Ame,'ica,
we may admit that a grand future is rc_rved
to
it presented
every wLriety of government
from the
tile magnificent
continent
where generous
nature
paternal despotism of the Incas to the absolute inseconds the efforts of the American
states, north
dependence
enjoyed by the members of the tribes
and south, a great number
of which tire distinstill existing.
It has been observed
that govguishcd for the energy and intelligence
of their incrnment in almost all the indigenous
nations of
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America appears under a mild form, which contrasts strangely
with the despotism
prevalent
in
Asia and Africa, even among nations the most
polished.
While the flourishing
empire of Peru
was governed by a theocratic
despotism, and while
we find a pontiff and an absolute
king among thc
Muyscas, the government
of the Natchez was theocratic, and that of the powerful
Mexicanempire
resembled one of the feudal monarchies
of thc
middle ages more than it (lid the despotic empires
of Asia.
Tlascala, Cholula and Huetxocingo,
as
well as that group of little states established
on
the eastern and northern
coasts of Brazil, were
republics.--At
present
most of the indigenous
nations of the new world are democratic
republics,
governed
by a chief, sometimes elective and sometimes hereditary.
Some of them bandcdtogethcr
formed
or still form confederations,
such as the
famous
confederation
of the five nations,
the
Sioux, the Arrapahoes,
etc.
The government
of
the Osages, the Kansas, the Pawnees,
the Missouris, the Mohawks,
and sevcral other nations, is a
species
of republican
oligarchy.
That of the
Araucanians
presents a mixture of aristocracy
and
democracy.
That of the Cherokees is an imitation
of the internaladmmistration
of the Unite(1 States,
while that of the Otomakos
and the Yaruros
in the territm T of Venezuela
lead, so to speak,
a family
life with property
in common.
The
American
colonies,
English,
French,
Spanish,
Dutch, Danish and Swedish lmvc'retained,
with
certain modifications,
the administrative
forms of
their mother countries.--The
United States form
a great federal state, in which each separate state
governs itself, except that it lms confided to a ceutral authority,
the federal government,
the nmnagement of everything
touching
tim common defense, foreignpo!itics,
customs and postal sere'ice,
etc.
(See _J_ITED ST._.TES.)----The republican constitutiou
of tb.e American
Union has served as a
model to a host oI states built on the ruins of the
Spanish colonies.
The constitutional
monarchy
of Brazil forms the only exception
to this rule.-From a political
point of view, America may bc
divided into two great sections: independent
and
colonial
America.--Independent
America
cornprises, the United
States, founded
originally
by
:English colonists;
Mexico, a state formed in 1810
from nearly the whole vice-royaltyof
Mexico and
a fraction
of the captain generalship
of Guatemala; the central American
republics,
made up
of the captain generalship
of Guatemala,
less certain fractions
of its territory,
and divided since
1839 into five republics, Guatemtfla, San Salvador,
Honduras,
Nicaragaia
and Costa Rica, (see these
countries);
the Colombian
republic,
formed
of

by the greater part of file vice-royalty
of LaPlata_
Uruguay,
formed
of the eastern portion of the
vice-royalty
of LaPlata;
Paraguay,
having
the
same origin as the preceding,
and whose founder
was the celebrated
Doctor Francia;
the empire of
Brazil, the republics of Hayti and San Domingo,
which divide the island of San Domingo.
Add.
to this enumeration
the independent
nationalities
of the Araucanians,
the Creeks, the Apaches, the
Algonquins,
the Esquimaux,
which are the most
important
nations.--Colonial
America
comprises
British America,
composed
of the Dominion
of
Canada in North America, of Jamaica, the Barbadoes, Saint Christopher,
Antigua in the Antilles,
a part of Guiana;
Demerara and some possessions.
of minor import:race;
Spanish
America,
composed of Cuba and Porto Rico; French America,
comprising
a part of Guiana, the islands of Martinique, Guadaloupe,
St.]_larieGalande,
St.Pierre,
and Miquelon;
Dutch America,
composed
of
part of Guiana, the isles of St. Eustache,
Saba,
Cura(;ao, etc.; Danish Amclica,
formed
of the
Greenland
group,
the isles of Santa Cruz, St.
Thomas,
and St. John in the Antilles;
Russia_
America, Kodjak,
Sitka, and the Aleutianislands;
Swedish America,
confined
to the island of St.
Bartholomew
in the Antilles.--A
special
article
has been devoted to each American
state and territory.--BI.BLmGnAPHY.
See .k. yon Humboldt,
Examen
critique de l'Mstoire de la g_ographie du
Nouveau
6'oT_ti_vent, 5 vols., Paris, 1836-9: Long,
Porter and Tucker, America and the West I, dies
geoglaphieallydescribed,
London,1843;
3iacgregor,
Tl_e progress of America from
the discorery
of
Columbus to the year 1846, 2 vols., London, 1847;
Wappiiu's
revised edition of Stein's und HSrschelmann's
tlandbuch
der Geo.qraphie
und
_tatislik, vol. 1, Leipsig,
1855, etc. ; Htmdelmann,
Geschichte derAmeric.
Colonis,ttiv_ itnd bS_abhangigkeit, Kiel, 1856, seq. ; Peschel,
Gcschichte des
Zeitalters der Entdeck_zl_ge_, Stuttg.,
1858; Kunstmann, .Die F_ntdecku_g A.s linch den dltesteli Quellea dargestellt,
nebst Atlas, :Munich,
1859; Cortambert,
Tableau g_ndral de l'Amerique,
Paris,
1860; Kohl, Gesehiehte der .Entdeckung
vo_ A.,
Bremen,
1861; yon Hellwald,
Die Amerie.
Vblkerwande_'u_,g, Vienna, 1866.
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New Granada,
Ecuador
and Venezuela;
the first
two have arisen from the dismemberment
of the
vice-royalty
of Santa-F_, the last from the captain
generalship
of Caracas;
the Peruvian
republics,
comprising
the republic
of Peru and that of Bolivia, both formed of the vice-royalty
of Peru;
Chili, formerly the captain generalship
of Chili ;
the Argentine
republic
or confederation,
formed

century--a
period of 200 years--they
were the
two industries
whose competition
England,
with
good cause, especially
dreaded.
In fact, within
little more than twenty-five
years after the settlemeat of New England,
or in 1650, the EngLish
parliament,
in full accord with the then spirit of
the age, felt it necessary to enact a statute for the
avowed purpose of protecting
English
shipping
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The building and use of ships were employments
to which the founders
of the :North American
colonies and their descendants
subsequently,
until within a very recent period, may be said to
have taken to naturally;
and from the middle of
the seventeenth
until the middle of the nineteenth
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against the competition
of the English plantations
in America, whichstatute
was reenacted or amended in the direction of further restriction
in 1661,
and again in 1663.
By the statute
of 1650 the
export and import trade of the English colonies
was restricted
to English or colony built ships;
but by tile statute of 1663 nothing was allowed to
be imported
into a British plantation
except in an
English-built
ship "whereof
the master and threefourths of the crew arc English."--But,
notwithstanding these restrictions,
the business of shipbuilding and ship-using
in the American
colonies
was one that would not stay restricted,
but continned to grow in spite of all efforts of the mother
country
to the contrary.
At the time of the
breaking out of the American
revolution
and for
long afterward
there were more people in the
northern part of l'qew England--Maine
and lhTew
I_Iampshire--engaged
in ship-building
and in navigation than there were in agriculture,
and Massachusetts at the same time was estimated to have
owned one vessel for every one hundred of its inhal)itants.
The enactment
of arbitrary
laws on
the part of Great Britain toprevent
her American
colonists from freely participating
in the carrying
trade and commerce
of the ocean w'xs, however,
a sore grievance,and
ultimately,as
is well known,
constituted
one of the prime causes of the American r_volution.
They were, furthermore,
from
the very first either openly or sccre!ly resisted and
evaded, and under their influence
the colonists
became a nation of law-breakers.
Nine-tenths
of
their merchants were smugglers.
One-quarter
of
all the signers of the declaration
of independence
were bred to commerce,
to the command of ships
and to contraband
trade.
Hancock,
Trumbull,
(Brother Jonathan), and IIamilton, were all known
to be cognizant
of contraband
transactions,
and
approved of them.
Hancock
was tlle prince of
contraband
traders, and, with John Adams as his
counsel, was appointed
for trial befolv the admiralty court in Boston, at the exact hour of the
shedding
of blood at Lexington,
in a suit for
$500,000 penalties alleged to have been incurred
by him as asmuggler.
The pertinency
of the introduction of these historical
facts in this connection is to be found in the evidence
they embody
of the opinions entertained
by the founders
of the
rrpublic
respecting
the justice or expedience
of
laws arbitrarily
enacted for the restriction
of cornmerce and the freedom of trade.
Men like liencock, Trumbull
and Hamilton,
who were merchants before they became statesmen,
had, as tim
re._ult of personal experience,
been led to feel that
the government
of Great Britain, in endeavoring
through such laws to restrain the colonists
from

declaration
of independence
"of cutting off our
trade with all parts of the world."
It is interestingalso to note, how,subsequent
to the revolution,
a determined
effort was made by American statesmen, to incorporate
the idea of free commerce
and unrestricted
trade with all nations as a part
of the fundamental
and permanent
policy of tile
new republic.
Thus, up to that time, treaties of
commerce
between nations had been little other
than agreements
to secure special and exclusive
privileges
to the contracting
parties, and to anlagonize as far as possible the commercial
interests of all other countries.
But in the tre.lty of
commerce
entered into between France and the
United States, in 1778, the commissioners
of the
two nations--Franklin,
Deane, Lee and Gerard-evidently
determined
to attempt
to inaugurate
a_
more generous
policy and establish a precedent
for freer and better commercial
relations between
different
countries
than had hitherto
prevailed.
It was accordingly
agreed ill the treaty in question to avoid "all those burdensome
prejudices
which are usually
sources of debate, embarrassment and discontent,"
and to take as tile "basis
of their agreement
the most perfect equality and
reciprocity."
And they further
stated tile principle which they had adopted as a guide in their
negotiations
to be that of "founding
the advantages of commerce
solely upon reciprocal
utility
and the just rules of free intercourse."
The
traditions
and customs of Europe were, however,
too strong to be at once broken down; and in the
end the United States abandoned
its efforts in behalf of a new commercml
policy, and within a
comparatively
few veers
afterward
enacted
commercial
code as i]liberal and narrow in many
respects as any that had preceded it.--Let us next
briefly trace the experience of American
shipping
subsequent
to the revolution.
At the time of the
formation
of the constitntion
in 1789 the registered tonnage of the United States, by which is to_
be understood
the tonnage engaged
in foreign
trade, was 123,893 tons.
Durin_the
next sacceeding eight years, or from 1789 to 1797, it increased 884 per cent., but this remarkable
increase was exceptional,
and was due to the almost
universal state of war in Europe, which threw the
carrying
trade of the world in an equal degree
into our hands.
Between
1797 and 1807 the increase was 42 per cent., or from 507,777 tons to
848,307 tons.
Between
1807 and 1837 there was
no increase, but periods of decrease (as between
1811-14 and 1818-25), and again of partial recovcry, so that in 1837 the amount of American
registered tonnage was only 810,000 tons, or about
88,000 tons less than it was thirty years previous-

engaging freely in a department
of otherwise lawful industry and from enjoying
the fruits of their
labors, contravened
their natural rights, reaffirmed
the principle of slavery and became their enemy,
Every evasion of such statutes was, therefore,
in
their view, a blow in favor of liberty.
Hence
al_o the origin of that count in the indictment
against the king of Great Britain embodied in the

ly, or in 1807. Subsequent
to 1837, the increase
was again rapid; rising from 810,000 ia that year
to 1,241,000 in 1847, to 2,268,000 in 1857, and
cuhninating
with 2.496,000 tons in 1861, or at the
period of the outbreak
of the war.
The maximum tonnage
of the United States at any one
time registered and enrolled, (or engaged in forcign and domestic trade), and in the fisheries was
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.in 1861, namely, 5,539,813 tons.
The tonnage of
the world at that time, divided among the differ•ent nationaliti_,
was also approximately
as fol-

modeled
than vessels of foreign
eonstructmn,
and, being better modeled and better handled,
they sailed faster, and as a general rule could

lows:
"rout.
-Belonging to the United States ....................
5,539,813
Belonging to Great Britain and her dependencies.5,895,369
Belonging to all other nations .....................
5,800,767
The tonnage belonging
to the United States in
1861 was therefore
but a little smaller than that
of Great Britain, and nearly as large as the entire
tonnage
of nil maritime
nations combined,
with
the exception
of Great Britain.
In respect to the
international
c.lrrying
trade of the world,
the
United States had more tonnage engaged than all
-other nations combined,
exclusive
of Great Britain.--Another
point of great importance
in this
•connection
is, that from 1855 to 1860, the period
when the Amcric'_n shipl)ing interest attained
its
greatest
prosperity,
the tonnage
of the United
States engaged in foreign trade was more than 50
per cent. in excess of what would have been
requisite
to carry all the exports and the imports
•of the country ; or, in other words, if American
vessels had exclusively
moved all ourexports
and
all our imports
from 1855 to 1860 there would
have remained
sonic 1,300,000 tons of A.mcriean

make four voyages while the Englishman,
under
similar circumstances
and with similar vessels,
cotl]d make but three.
American
ship-owners,
consequently,
obtained
more freight and often
better priecs--a
sixteenth
of a penny more per
pound, for example,
in cotton--and
in English
ports, other things being equal,English
merchants
preferred to ship in American rather than in British bottoms.
In 1857, when the rebellion in India
broke out and the British
government
found it
necessary to dispatch
troops and stores with the
greatest
promptitude,
the vcssels that were first
chartered,
at the highcst prices, which were most
relied upon and did the best service, were the
magnificent
American-built
clippers at tlmt time
largely engaged
in the India and China trade.The statistics
of rkmeric_ln shipping
thus far presented have not discriminated
between
sailing
vessels and steamers.
But there is a point just
here of no little importance
as throwing
light on
what subsequently
lmppened.
It is this: Briti._h
foreign
steam shipping
practically
dates from
1838, when the Sirius andGrcat
Western, the two

shipping
to be otherwise accounted
for in respect
to business.
But as the American vessels didnot
-at that time exclusively
carry all our imports and
exports,
and as fully 25 per cent. of the foreign
trade of the United
States was then done by foreign vessels, it follows that the tonnage
of the
United States in 1855-60, which was in excess of
the immediate
trade requirements
of the country,
was nmch more than 1,300,000 tons.
This surplus was in the eml)loymcnt
of foreigners
and engaged
in a trade with which tile United States
had no connection
except as a carrier; and inthis
business,
the ships employed,
not unfrequently,
(lid not return for years to their home ports.
At
the same time, the amount of American
tonnage
transferred
by sale to foreigners
was very considcrablc,
and,, for the )'ear 1855, amounted
to
65,000 tons.--Attention
should also be here called
to the circumstance
that the remarkable
results as
abo_'e detailed were achieved at a time when the
differences
in the wages of seamen, and thecost
of stores, rigging, etc., on American
vessels in
favor cf their foreign
competitors,
was very
marked, if not fully as great as at present.
The
explanation
of this anomaly
is that the crews of
American
vessels, although
p_fid higher
wages
than the seamen of any other nationalities,
were
nmre efficient,
consequently
fewer
men were
needed, which reduced
the cost and risk of navi-

pioneer
vessels, crossed
the Ailanlic
to New
York.
The increase in this department
was at
first very slow, and thirteen
years htter, or in
1851, the total British steam tonnage engaged
in
foreign trade was only 65,921 tons.
The foreig_l
steam shipping of the United Slates may bc said
to date from 1848, when it amounted
to about
16,000 tons.
For a number of years next subsequent its increase was so rapid that in 1851 the
foreign steam tonnage
of the United States and
Great Britain were almost equal; that of thc former being 60,392 tons, and that of the latter
65,9°0 tons.
The prospect,
therefore, at one time
was that the United Stales, although
htte in the
start in this new department
of foreign shipping,
must soon equal, if not ovcrtake,
her great commcrcial competitor,
Great Britain.
And after the
year 1551 the Amerieau growth steadily continued
down Io the )'ear 1855, when our aggregate
steam
tonnage
engaged
in foreign tradc amounted
to
115,000 tons.
But from that time onward there
was no more progress, butaretrogrademovcment;
so that in 1862 the aggregate
foreign steam cornmerce of the United Statcs was less by 1,(,00 tons
than it wasin 1855. But cvcn before tlie ouibreal;.
of the war " there were no ocean mail steamers,
away from our own coasts, anywhere on the globe
under the American
flag, except, perhaps, on the
route between New York and Havre, where two

gallon, _md this last in turn reduced the cost of
insurance,
as compared
with English ships, even
in English companies.
The Americans
also very
carl)'
introduced
labor-saving
machines
and
mechanism,
as for managing
the top-sails, handling and lifting the anchor, loading and unh)ading
freights,
which also largely
dispensed
with the
J_ece_sity of manual labor.
Vessels of the United
_tates at the time under consideration
were better

steamships
may then have been in commission,
which,however,
weresoonafterwardswithdrawn.
The two or three steamship
companicswhich
h.'ld
been in existence in l_ew York had either failed
or abandoned
the business;
and the entire mail
passenger
and freight
traffic
between
Great
Britain and the United States,
so far as this was
carricd
on by steam,
was controlled
then (as it
mainly is now) by British companies."_The
) ear
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18.56 further marks a great natural divisionin
the
hi_tory of the entire foreign mercantile
marine
and ship-building
industry
of the Unite(| States.
Tile record thus far has been substantially
a record of a most remarkable
progress
and prosperity.
The record hereafter
is to be a record of
decadence
and disaster,
which, considering
the
magnitude
of tlm capital and interests involved,
is ahnost without a parallel in the history of roodern civilization.--The
decline in American
ship-

the lakes, upon our rivers and harbors, has declined from 5,589,813 tons in 1861 to 4,008,034 ill
1880--a reduction of over 26 per cent.--Our
tonnage engaged in foreign trade has declined during
the same period from 2,496,894 tons to 1,314,402
tons--a
reduction
of 47 per cent.--The
aggregate
of tonnageof
ever)" descril)tion built in the United
States in 1855 was 583,450; in 1_61, o33,193 tons,
and in 1880, 157,409 tons--a reduction
of annual
increment
since 1855 of 73 per cent., and since

building and in the American carrying tradeupon
the ocean did not, as is popularly
supposed, cornmence with the war, and was not occasioned
by
the depredations
of the confederate
erui,er_,
These .t_encies simply helped on it decadence that
had previously commenced,
and which probably
would h.ive progressed
just as f'tr as it now has
had no war intervened.
The first symptoms of
this decadence
appeared
in 1856 in the falling off
in the sales of American
tonnage
to foreigner-;
the reduction
being from65,000,
in 1855, to4°,009
in 1856; to 26,000 in 1858, and to 17,000 in 1860.
During the war, however, the transfers of American tonnage to foreign flags again increi_sed very
largely; and for the years 1862 to 1865 inclusive,
amounted to the large aggregate
of 8°,4,652 tons,
or to more than one-fourth
of all the registertd
tonnage (the tonnage engaged in foreign trade) of
the United States in 1860. :But these transfers it
is well understood
were not in the nature of ordinary business,
but for the sake of obtaining
a
more complete immunity
from destruction
upon
the high seas than the United States at that time
was able to afford.
The year 1856 also marks
the time when the growth of our foreign steamshipping
was arrested
and a retrograde
movemerit inaugurated,
so that, as before stated, our
aggregate tonnage
in this department
was 1,000
tons less in 1862 than it was iu 1855.
The
tot2d tonnage of every description
built in the
United States also declined from 582,450 tons, in
1855, (the largest amount
ever built in any one
year) to 212,892 tons in 1860, a reduction
of over
60 per cent. in five years.
The year 1855-6 was
al_() the period when American
vessels carried
the maximum
percentage
(75.2 per cent.)of
the
exl)orts and imports of the United States.
After
1856 this business steadily declined from 75.2 per
cent. in 1856 to 73.7 per cent. in 1858; 66.5 per
cent. in 1859, and 65.°.?,in 1861, the year of the
outbreak of the war.
iNotwithstanding
this,

1861 ()f 32 per cent.
flow rapidly furthermore
this former great branch of American
industry
is
dec;lying may be also illustrated
by the statement
that tile Americantonnagebuiltin
1880was85,622
less tln, n 1879, and 78.095 tons less than in 1878.
There was a falling off in tim shipbnihting
of the
New England
States during 1880 of 9,500 tons as
compared
with
1879, 44,012 tons as compared
with 1878, and 105,123 as compared
with 1875;
while for our entire se'tbo'lrd--All'mtic,
Gnlf and
Pacific--the
tonnage
built in 1880 was 142,755
tons less than the product
of 1875.--But
the
changes which have taken place within the last
twenty-five
3"ears in the ocean carrying trade of
the United States constitute
by far the most striking illustrations
of the tremendous
decadence and
wreck which our foreign maritime commerce
and
commercial
marine
within
that period
expertenced.
During
the whole period between 18,55
and 1860 there was, as before noticed,
at least a
million and a half of American
tonnage exclusteely in foreign employ, "earryingcargoes
from
foreign ports to foreign ports for foreigners,
to be
used by foreigners,
and inwhich
business Americans had no direct interest but to receive in cash
their freight money,
to be sent honm and added
to the productive
capital of the country."
Of
this great and profitable
business a small proportion(inlS81)probablyyetremams,
buthowmuch
it is difficult to state with accuracy.--Again,
in
1856, out of the total value of all the exports from
and of all the imports
into the United States the
American
commercial
nmrine transported
75.2
per cent.
The record of the experience
of the
twenty-five
3"ears next succeeding
is exhibited in
the following
table:
Percenlageofthee.cportsandimporls
of the UnttedStateg
carried in American ve66el, f l om 1_b6 to le80 _nclusive :
Year,.
Percent.
Percent.
t$._
....................
_5.o. Team.
_sTo....................
3_.6
t857....................
_'0.5 187'2....................
'2_.5
1859....................
69.9
....................
_6.'z
l_z ....................
_.'_ is74
zsT6....................
_.._

the records of the United States treasury department show that the aggregate
of American
tonnage engaged
in foreign
trade
and the total
aggregate of the entire mercantile
marine of th¢

_s_ ....................
41.4 18;8....................
ls65....................
'27.7 ]_o ....................
1867....................
$3.9
Or to sum up in a few words, of the goods,

_._
".'

l'nited States were both greater
in 1861 than at
any former period.
Whether
it was at thislatter
dale all profitably
employed,
as it certainly
was
at an earlier period, can not now he affirmed.-What happened in the twenty years that elapsed
between 1860-61 and 1880 is shown by the treasuD' statistical
statement.
Our aggTegate
tonnage of every description,
registered and enrolled,
sail and steam, employed
upon the ocean, upon

and merchandise
exported and imported into the
United States during the fiscal year 1880, American vessels transported
only 17.4 per cent. and
foreign
vessels 82.6 per cent.--Startling,
however, as are these statistics,
they nevertheless
fail
to convey the exact truth of the situation
at the
present time of writing.
For it must be bornein
mind, that while the business of American
shipping engaged
in foreign
trade has been rapidly

wares
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disappearing,
the opportunities
for business have
at the same time been increasing
in a far more
rapid ratio: or, to put the case differently,
wbile
there never was so much business calling for the
employment
of merchant
vessels in the history of
the world as at the present time, the extent to
which
the capital
and industry
of the United
States participate
in this business
is annually
growing less and less.
Thus, taking
merely the
trade of the United States as an example,
we find
that out of a total value of exports
and imports
in 1860 of $762,000,000,
the value transported
in
American
vessels was $507,000,000,
or 66.5 per
_cent. ; but in 1880, out of a total value of exports
and imports of $1,589,000,000,
American
vessels
transported
a value of only $28,000,000,
or 17.6
"per cent.,a little more than half of what was done
twenty years ago, or in 1860.
Of this enormous
.increase every maritime
nation of any note, with
the exception
of the United States, has taken a
share.
American
tonnage
alone exhibits
a de.crease.
Thus comparing
1880 with 1856, the foreign tonnage entering the sea-ports of the United
States increased
nearly 11,000,000
tons; whereas
_he American
tonnage
entered
during the same
period exhibits
a decrease of over 65,000 tons.
British
tonnage
increased
its proportion
from
035,000 tons in 1856 to 7,903,000 in 1880; Germany.
during
the same time,
from 166,000 to
1,089,000;
Sweden
and :Norway from 20,662 to
1,234,000;
Austria from 1,477 to 206,000; Spain
from 63,813 to 227,496; while Russia, whose vcssels participated
in our trade in 1856 to the extent
.of only 40 tons in 1880, reported
104,049 tons.-The tonnage of iron vessels, sail and steam, built
in the United States from 1876 to 1880 inclusive,
amounted
to only 101,823 tons, and this trifling
amount
was almost entirely for our coastwise or
home trade, in which
no foreign
competition
whatever is allowed
under the provisions
of our
navigation
laws.
:No iron sailing vessels were
built in the United States between 1871 and 1880;
but during
the latter year 44 tons were reported
by the treasury
department
as having been con-strueted.
Pe_. contra the increase
of iron shipbuilding m Great Britain during
the corresponding period aumunted
to 1,800,193
tons.--From
these
exhibits
it is easy to comprehend
the
tremendous
change
that
took place
between
1856 and 1880 in the great department
of domestic
industry
under
consideration
as measured in ship-building
and in the business
for
which ships are constructed
and used.
Let us
next endeavor to gauge the amount of thisloss as
measured
in money.--In
1855 the amount
expended
in the United
States in the construction
of new vessels was estimated
at about $25,000,000
per annum;
and a sum considerably
in excess of
this for the repair and rebuilding
of old vessels;
.or a total for this branch of domestic industry of
from $55,000,000 to $60,000,000 per annum.
The
bulk of this large expenditure
was very largely
for the labor of construction.
A present (1881)
.annual
exi'enditure
in the United
States
of

._
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$25,000,000 for similar purposes would probably
beanoverratherthananunderestimate.
"Westart
off in the money account,
therefore,
with a loss
to the industry and business of the country in the
two items of ship building and ship repairing
of
from $30,000,000
to $35,000,000 per annum.Again, the business of transporting
merchandise
or passengers by land or by sea is as much a productive industry as the raising of wheat, the spinning of fibres or the smelting
or forging of iron.
It adds to human
comfort,
it supplies
wants,
creates values, increases abundance.--In
foreign
commerce, the freights
paid on the things transported are as much exports or imports as the merchandise which is exported or imported.
Thus, if
2,000 tons of coal of the value of $10,000 are sent
in a vessel of the United States to China, and the
freight on the same is $6,000, this freight is as
much of an export of the results of American
industry as the coal, and if paid and returned
to the
United States in the form of coin or tea or silk,
may, and under ordinary circumstances
will, add
as much proportionally
to the general wealth of
the country
as the proceeds
of the sale of the
coal upon wbich the freight was earned.
On the
other hand, if the coal is transported
in a foreign
vessel, the freight earned does not increase the
capital or benefit the labor of the United States,
but of the country
to which the vessel belongs.
The amount paid for the transport
of the imports
and exports of the United States for the calendar
year 1879, hasbeen estimated
by the best authorities, (Henry tIall, of the U. S. census and Dr. E. H.
Walker, late statistician
of the New York produce
exchange),
at $88,000,000
as a minimum
for cxports and about $45,000,000 on imports, or an annual totalof $133,000,000.
Forthefiscalyear
endlag June 80,1880, Mr. Hall also reports 18,000,000
of gross tons of the produce and manufactures
of
the United States as exported,
and 3,900,000 tons
of the produce and manufactures
of foreign countries as imported
into the United States, the exports--grain,
provisions,
cotton, petroleum,
etc.
--representing
a large bulk in comparison
with
value, and the imports_textiles,
drugs,
manufactures of metals, etc.--large
value in proportion
to bulk.--Of
the above estimated
aggregate
of
freights
paid on the exports and imports of the
United
States, probably
not more than one-fifth,
or $26,000,000 as a maximum,
was carried under
the American
flag.
If the proportions
of the
carryingtradewhichwere
controlledbytheUnited
States in 1860 had been simply maintained,
without any increase, the present (1880) worth of the
businaqs which has been lost to the country in this
department
of domestic
industry
must be estimated at $86,000,000-$26,000,000,
or $60,000,000
per annum.--Adding
to these estimates
the loss
of business
consequent
on the decline
of ship
building
and ship repairing,
and also the nearly
total loss of the great business of ocean p_msenger
and immigrant
carriage_to
be estimated
for the
year 1880 at not less than $1G,000,000_and
_'c
have the sum of one hundred
millions of dollars
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as the smallest measure
in money of the annual
-worth, in 1880, of the business which the United
States
has lost in consequence
of the decay of
Iler commercial
marine.
If we assume, however,
,only seventy-five
millions as the loss which the
.business and national
wealth of the country
at
present annually
sustains
by reason of the decay
,of our industries
of ship building,
ship repairing
and ship using in foreign
commerce,
then this
h)ss would be equivalent
to the almost complete
wiping-out of the business of pig-irou smelting as
it existed in the United States in 1870; to fortyfive per cent. of our manufacture
of cotton goods
at the same period, and nearly the same proportiou of the value of our woolen and worsted industries.--As
illustrating,
furthermore,
the extent
to which the ocean carrying
business is capable
_of development
as a national industry,
attention
is asked to the fact that the gross amount
of
freight---exclusive
of that on bullion--earned
by
British vessels on the transport
of the exports
and imports of the united
kind'dora for the year
1875-6 was estimated
by the best authorities
as
• 56, 000, 000, or $280,000,000._But
the direct
losses occasioned
by the decay of our ocean cornmercial marine
are insignificant
in coml)arison
with the indirect losses due to the loss of trade from
au inability" to make exchanges
promptly,
regu]ar]y and cheaply
with foreign
countries.
No
matter how well stocked the store may bewith
good, cheap
and desirable
goods, if would-be
customers find great inconveniences
in the way of
getting to the store and in transporting
to it their
l),'oduets for barter
or exchange,
they will not
come, but trade elsewhere.--Having
inquired into
and acquainted
ourselves
with the present condition of our foreign commercial
marine, and haying traced the gradual changes which have taken
place in our ship-building
industry
and foreign
carryingtrade
within the last quarter of acentury,
embraced
between
the years 1855 and 1880, we
are now prepared
to enter upon a discussion
and
analysis of the causes which have produced
the
existing most remarkable,
and at the same time
nationally
discreditable
condition
of American
ocean commerce.--The
facts already presented
fully demonstrate
that the war of the rebellion
was not the cause, and did not mark the commencement
of the decadence
of American
shipping, although the contrary
is often and perhaps
generally assumed by those who have undertaken
to discuss this subject.
The war simply hastened
a decay which had already commenced,
and under
tl_e same influences and conditions
as have otherwise prevailed the same results would undoubte(]ly have been reached, even if no war had intervened.
:Neither can the paralysis with which
the great branches
of domestic
industry
under
consideration
have been smitten and have been
threatened
with extinction,
be referred
to such
agencies as fluctuations
of supply and demand,
foreign wars, or financial
revulsions
at home or
abroad, for all these influences
have operated
in
the past, but have produced no such results, either
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in this country or elsewhere, as those we arc considering.
During the latter years of the period
we are now treating--1878-80----thc
general prosperity of the country,
measured
by the volume
of business transacted,
and the amount of resulting profits, has been greater than ever before, and
yet there has been not only no resuscitation
of the
American commercial
marine, but ratheramarkcd
and further
decline.
It has been also a popular
idea, that the continued
decadence
of American
shipping since the close of the war in 1865, was in
part due to the system of vicious irredeemable
currency which the war engendered;
but the currency of the country was restored to a specie basis
in January,
1879, and foreign
nations have no
longer any advantage
in this respect over the
United States; and yet there were not half as
many vessels built during
the prosperous
speciepaying year of 1880, as during the height of the
inflation period of 1868. To what then is the deplorablc result, which noone denies has happened.
to be attributed?
The answer first is, not to one,
but to several causes.
The primary
cause wm_,
what may be termed a natural
one, the result of
the progress of the age and a higher degree of
civilization--namely,
the substitution
of steam in
the place of wind as an agent for ship propulsion,
and the substitution
of iron in the place of wood
as a material
for ship construction;
and for hations or individuals
to 1,ave attempted
to permanently counteract
the influence of these substm_tious by legislation
or any specific commercial
policy, was as useless, as our own experience
proves, as to have sought to arrest the stars in
their courses.
So long as wood was the article
mainly
used in the construction
of vessels the
United States had an advantage
over fo,'cign nations in the cost of the material, in the skill which
we had acquircd io working the same, and in the
positive
genius for the management
of wooden
sailing ships which natural faculty and more than
two centuries
of experience
may be claimed to
have nationally
engendered.
When,
however,
the steam engine was substituted
for the sail, and
iron for wood, then these advantages
were in a
great degree neutralized
or wholly swept away.Foreign steam shipping and the successful
application of iron to the construction
of vessels designed for ocean navigation
were accomplished
facts ia Great Britain as earlyas 1840. As is generally the case with all new inventions
and discoveries,
these startling
innovations
on an old
established
order of thiugs were in the outset regarded doubtfully
and, indeed, did not command
the full confidence
of the commercial
public in
both respects until a considerably
later period.
The application
of steam to ocean navigation was
the first to be acccptcd
as an absolute necessity,
and therefore
as inevitable.
The Americans
waited until English
experience
had proved the
fact to their full satisfaction,
and then embraced
the idea so eagerly and turned it to practical
account so rapidly that the forei_m steam tonnage
the United
States, which really commenced

of
to
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exist in 1848, nearly equaled
in 1851 (as before
shown) the entire steam tonnage of Great Britain
of longer growth, and continued
to regularly
and
largely increase unti11856.
But during the period
between
1848 and 1855 the commercial
public
had become pretty generally satisfied in respect to
certain other matters.
They had been taught by
further experience
that iron in the construction
of
vessels was much more durable
than wood, and
that wlmtevcr
difference,
therefore,
there might
be in the first cost, the iron vessel iu the long run is
chcal)cr than the wo(_den one.
Theyhad
learned
that iron vessels are more rigid than wooden
vessels, and that the former are therefore
better
adapted
to withstand
the strain of heavy steam
machinery,
and also that from lack of the necessary strength
and rigidity" the application
of the
most economical
method of propulsion--namely,
the screw--is impracticable
in the case of wooden
vessels of large capacity.
They had also learned
that iron ships are superior
to wooden
ships in
bouyancy, and hence draw less water with a given
tonnage, carry a greater weight of cargo, and have
a greater
stowage
capacity.
In short, they had
come to know that for the most practical
purposes wooden ships in competition
withiron
ships
were nowhere.
American ship owners, merchants
and navigators,
or at least the more enterprising
of their number,
were not more backward
in
learning
and understanding
the significance
of
these facts than their English competitors;
and
the conditions of the hour for the continued prosperity
of the American
merchant
marine
were
fully set forth in various
cominercial
journals
of the United States.--Had
matters been allowed

den from availing
themselv¢_
of the results of
British skill and superiority
in the construction
of
vessels when such a policy was the only expedient
which could have enabled
them at the time to
hold their position in the ocean carrying trade in
competition
with their foreign rivals, l'qow, there
is very little sentimentality
in the representatives
of trade and commerce,
whatever
may be their
nationality.
They simply ask, "Who
will serve
us best and at the cheapest rate?"
And the innbility of the ships of the United
States to do the
work which trade and commerce
required
that
they should do as well andeheaply
as the ships of
other nations being established,
the decadence
of
American
shipping
commenced
and was inevitable from the very hour when this fact was first
recognized,
which was about theyear 1856. l:lere,
then, we have the primary cause of the decay of
the business of ship building in the United Staten
and of our commercial
marine.
Other causes
--hereafter
noted--have
since come in and helped
the decay and are powerfully
operative to prevent
recovery;
but so long as the conditioz_s, which in
the outset were thesource
of the trouble, continue
to prevail, decay will continue
to go on and there
can be no recovery.
Atttentiou
should here he
called to the circumstance
that the relation of the
United States to Great Britain
in this matter of
ship construction
and employment
has been no
different from the very outset of the new era in
navigation from that of all other maritime nations,
with the single exception
that, as the interest of
the United
States in tile new conditions
was
greater than that of all these others combined, it
was incumbent
on the former to act with
the

to take their natural
course; had Americans
been
allowed
to simply
take the advantage
of the
world's progress which was taken by their competitors, it is reasonable
to infer that there would
have been no material
decline in the American
shipping intercst, and no such condition of things
to bewail as exists at present.
To assume to the
contrary is to assume that _kmericans would have
made an exception
of this one department
of their
domestic industry,
and have failed to bring to it
that sagacity and skill that before and since have
characterized
all their other business operations,
But matters were not allowed to take their natural course.
The means and appliances
for the
construction
of iron vessels did not then exist in
the United States; while Great Britain, commencing in 18,39,(when John Laird constructed
his iron
steamers
for the British
navy which afterward
took part in the Chinese war), and with seventeen
years of experience,
had become
equipped
in
1855 for the prosecution
of this great industry,
The facilities for the construction
of steam mschinery adapted to the most economical
propulsion of ocean vessels, furthermore,
were also
inferior in the United States to those existing in
Great Britain, and by reason of statute provisions
(see NAVXaATIO_ L_,WS OF Tm_ U_rrED STXTES),
citizens of the United States interested
in ocean
commerce
were absolutely prevented
and forbid-

greatest
wisdom and discretion,
and not allow
prejudice
and ancient
conservatism
to prevent
the removal of obstacles which stood in the way
of national growth and development.
But none
of these nations, with the possible exception
of
old Spain, acted as did the United States
Taking
a practical,
common-sense
view of the situation
and setting sentiment
aside, they concluded
that
it would be the height of folly to permit a great
and profitable department
of their industries
to be
impaired
or destroyed
rather than allow certain
improvements
in tile management
of its details,
because suggested
and carried
out by a foreign
nation, to be purchased
and adopted.
And they,
therefore,
virtually said to their own people:
"If
England
can build better and cheaper ships for
ocean
commerce
than you can yourselves,
and
will furnisll them to you on terms as favorable
in
every respect as is granted
to her own citizens,
and if your own private judgment
and feeling of
self-interest
prompts
you to buy and use such
ships, the state will interpose no obstacles to your
so doing.
As between a business and the iustrumentalities
for doing business the interests of the
first are to be first considered,
for if the business
fails, the instrumentalities
employed in it, be they
good or bad, will retain
hut little
of value;
whereas, on the other hand, ff the business can
be kept profitable
there need be no apprehension
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as to ,t deficiency or imperfection
of the instrumentalities."
And the merchants
and capitalists
of these maritime
states, adopting
the course
which seemed best to them under the circumstances, went to England and supplied themselves
with ships and steamers
of the most approved
patterns, and sharing with the English
tile ms.
nopoly
of owning
and using
file same, have
always derived
gn'eat profit therefrom.
And the
several states, furthermore
which permitted their
citizens to act without
r_straint
in accordance
with their own best judgment
in this matter, have
never had any such results as the United States
has experienced,
but, on the contrary,
have seen
their commercial
tonnage and carrying trade upon
the high seas largely increase, and if their Shil).
ping interests have since experienced
any vicissitudes, they have not in any one instance
been
referred
to influences
even remotely
connected
with the liberal policy that was adopted.
On the
other hand, the policy of the United States under
the same circumstances
has been very much as if
at the outset of the development
of the railway
system as an improved
method of transporting
goods and passengers,
some one state of the
Union--say
Ohio, for example--had
said, "We
have no manufactories
of locomotives
or cars, or
mills for rolling railway bars, within
our territoD,; state pride and a desire to be wholly independent will not allow us to purchase
these artieles of Pennsylvania;
therefore
we will continue
to use horses and wagons, which heretofore answered our purposes
of transportation,
and not
use railroads
until we can manufacture
all railroad equipments
ourselves."
People
in other
states would have been prompted
to characterize
the action of the people of Ohio as irrational,
and
as iu opposition
to their material
interests,
and
yet the boundary
line which separates the United
States from Great Britainis
just as much a matter of artificial ordination
as that which separates
Ohio from Pennsylvania.
But be this as it may,
the result in the hypothetical
case would have
been exactly the same as is tim result in the real
case. Ohio would not have got her railroads
nor
the wealth and development
that would
haveflowed from their construction.
Tim United
States has not got the ships, or the wealth
and
business that have been attendant
upon their possession and skillful
employment
in other countries.--But,
although
the navigation
laws of the
United States have been undoubtedly
the prime
agency in originally
occasioning
this decadence
and subsequently
preventing
the resuscitation
of
American shipping engaged in foreign commerce
other influences have also powerfully
contributed
to the same results.
Among these, the influence
of the high protective tariff system of the United
States which has been in operation
since 1861,
nust be regarded
as most prejudicial;
first,
y entrancing the priceof nearly all articles entertag into the domestic construction
and equipment
of vessels, and for which the allowance
of a
drawback on the importation
of similar
articles
6
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of foreign production
has afforded but a partial
relief; and ,econdly, by preventing
that reciprocity of trade between the United States and various foreign countries,
which is essential
to the
full and profitable employment
of vessels.
Ships
are the children
and not the parents,
the effect
and not the cause of commerce;
and so long as
the commercial
policy of the United States restricts the producers
of this country from freely
exchanging
the products of their labor with the
products of the labor of the producers
of other
countries,
foreign commerce
will not devemp
or
a national
commercial
marine
find a basis for
growth or even existence.--Another
serious obstacle in the way of the profitable employment
of
American
vessels in foreign commerce,
is the systern of state or local taxation generally adopted
by the several states of the federal union, under
which ships are taxed as personal
property,
to
their owners;
a practice wbich does not prevail in
any other of the leading maritime
nations.
The
manner in which such taxes work to the disadvantage of American shipping may be thus illustrated: Let us suppose the projection
of a new
line of steamships
to run between
the United
States and Europe
in competition
with existing
lines, now controlled
by foreign
capitalists
and
registered under a foreign flag. If the nationality
of the company is to be American and its location
any one of our leading
Atlantic
cities--except
Philadelphia--the
taxation on the whole accessible
capital or property of the company---ships,
wharfs.
machine shops, offices--and
floating capital, will
be from 1.50 to 2.50, or even greater per cent., on
a pretty
full valuation.
In the State of New
York the tax is to a great extent
evaded.
In
many of the other states it, is, however,
rigidly
enforced.
[Since this article was written (1880),
New York and )Iassachusetts
have exempted
ships engaged
in foreign
commerce
from loc,l
taxatiou.]
On the other
hand,
Pennsylvania,
when she some years ago incorporated
a local
transatlantic
steamship
company having
its situs
in Philadelphia,
judiciously
excml)ted
all ships
engaged in foreign trade, as well as all other propcrty--stocks,
bonds,
etc.--of
the company
in
qucstion,
from all state taxation.
Furthermore,
until recently,
the national
government
would
have preferred an average tax under the tariff of
about 40 per cent. on all articles of foreign production entering into the construction
of vessels,
and as a consequence
it advanced theprice of sireilar articles of domestic
production
to an equal
or nearly corresponding
extent.
By the act of
June, 1872, however, articles of foreign growth or
production
"necessary
for the construction
and
equipment
of vessels built in the United States
for the purpose of being engaged in foreign trade"
may be imported
in bond free of duty;
but vessels receiving the benefit of this provision are not
allowed to engage in the coastwise trade of the
United States for more than two months in any
one year.
As one consequence
of this restriction,
a :New York ship owner stated at the recent meet,
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ing of the national
board
of trade (December,
1880,) that, having occasion to send a vessel built
for foreign trade from 1New York to l_'ew Orleans
for temporary
employment,
he was obliged before
he could do it to pay $400 for duties on the suit of
metal which had been previously
placed
on the
ship's bottom.
For some years after the war,
also, when
the shipping
interests
of the United
States engaged
in foreign
trade had suffered cxceptionally
from the inability of the government
to protect it from confederate
cruisers, and when
it, therefore,
needed
the kindliest
and most
fostering
care, income
taxes were imposed
on
the incomes
of ship-owners
(if the), perchance
happened
to have any) and in addition
heavy
taxes
on the gross
receipts
of their entire
business
and upon every passenger
ticket
by
them sold.
When
the largest possible
damage
had been effected these national
tax_ were repealed.
But the practice
of Great Britain
and
other nations of allowing vessels employed in foreign commerce
to take stores for voyage
consumption
out of bond free of duty has not as yet
been thought
worthy of imitation,
and as a consequence the cost of ship supplies
in the United
States was reported by a committee of congress a
few years ago to be about 20 per cent. in the aggregate in excess of the cost of supplies to vessels
of Great Britain.
If now, on the other hand, the
situs of the prospective
new steamship company is
made foreign and its location fixed at Liverpool,
the whole amount of local taxation to which the
company would be subjected
would be merely an
assessment
to the extent of from 10 to 25 per cent.
on the rental--not
capital--value
of the premises
occupied either as offices, storehouses
or machine
shops.
Beyond
this
the British
government
would levy an income tax on the profits (if any)
of the shareholders
or owners,
as individuals,
which tax is at present about 2 per cent., but in
1875 and 1876 was less than 1 per cent.; and,
omitting all other forms of direct taxation,
would
allow all articles subject to taxation either under
the excise or tariff, such as distilled spirits, teas,
sugars, coffee, wines and tobacco, which may be
required
for use on board the steamer in question,
to be taken from bond free of duty.
The difference in the return on the investment,
therefore,
growing out of the difference
merely in the fiscal
systems recognized in the different locations specifled, would be of itself sufficient to afford to the
foreign capitalist
a dividend on his stock equal to
at least one-half of the ordinary rate of European
interest
on the capital employed,
while to the
American
investor the disadvantage
would have
an expression at least twofold greater through an
increase
of expenses and a diminution
of profit
which can be traced directly to a system of taxation which has enhanced
the price of everything
that has entered into the steamer, from the laying
of her keel to the coal that feeds her engines.
In
(_rcat Britain
and other countries
it is furthermore to be noted that the ownership
of a ship
"hat is idle and not earning, or employed and not
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earning, does not entail any burden of taxation,
but in the United States it makes no difference
whether the ship be at work or idle, profitably
or
unprofitably
eml)loyed,she
pays taxes all the same.
--With competition
with foreign nations on terms
of equality being, therefore, from the very outset,
not less by state than by federal
laws, rendered
impossible,
is it to be wondered at that the American ocean marine has declined
almost to extinction, or that there are so few mechanical
establishments in the United States capable of building
or repairing
first-class
steamships.V--Tonnage
taxes on shipping are notlevied
by Great Britain,
nor, it is believed, by any other of the maritime
states of Europe, except Spain.
Prior to the war
also there were no tonnage taxes in the United
States, and theirenactment
in 1862 was due simply and exclusively
to the urgent necessities of the
government
for revenue occasioned
by the war.
Those necessities
having long since passed there
is no good or sufficient reason for the continuance
of such taxes.
The rates imposed on American
and foreign vessels being substantially
the same,
American
vessels would not seem to be relatively
at a disadvantage
with foreign vessels on account
of these taxes.
But really they are; inasmuch as
in the one case the effect of the tax is generallyto
reduce realized profits, while in the other it constitutes, under existing circumstances,
an obstacle,
as will be presently shown, in the way of realizing
any profits at all.--According
to British maritime
rules the tonnage capacity
of vessels is reckoned
on only such space as is available
for cargo, and
in the measurement
of vessels for the ascertainment of their capacity allowance
is made for the
space occupied
for the accommodation
of the
officers and crew and also by the machinery.
In
the United
States the space occupied
by the
water closets and galley are alone exempt from
admeasurement;
and as a consequence
American
vessels are at a disadvantage
as compared
with
British shipping in respect to tonnage and harbor
dues and light money in ports where such taxes
are levied.
Again, a sailing vessel which enters
an American
port once a year is obliged
to pay
as much tonnage
tax as a steamer that enters the
same port every month;
and if in a given line a
steamer which has paid her tonnage
taxes for a
)-ear becomes
disabled and is withdrawn
during
the first month of the year the substitute
steamer
must pay tonnage all the same for another
full
year.--The
charges of our consular
system are
claimed, and undoubtedly
with truth, to be another weighty
burden on American
shipping engaged in foreign trade.
These fees are all fixed
by congress,
and paid into the United
States
treasury,
and have evidently
been arranged
with
the idea of not only rendering
the United States
consular system self-sustaining
but of also making
it a source of revenue
to the government.
For
the fiscal year ending June 80, ]880, the amount
of consular
fees paid into the United
States
treasury was $592,161, and the amount disbursed
for consular salaries $465,641.
For contingencies
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there was also disof $164,000.
Corn-

pulsory pilotage,
the three months' extra p_y to
(,:'ews discharged
in foreign lands--the
great mass
,of sailors being now of foreign nationality
and as
much at home in one port as another--and
the
,obligatory
employment
of govcrmnent
officials
for the shipment of sailors in American ports, are
_ll_o further obstacles in the way of the prosperity
of the American
commercial
marine from which
its foreign competitors
are eithcrwlmlly
or in a
great degree exempt.
By asystem of compulsory
dues on incoming
and outgoing
vessels, (from
which only the coasting
service is exempt),
the
Sandy Hook pilot service of the port of New
York,which
consists of 133 New York and 58 :New
Jersey pilots, derives a )'early income from the
commerce of the port of $800,000 to $1,000,000.
The specific amounts
charged
are said to be
two and a half times in excess what is paid in
Liverpool for similar service; and at the shipping
convention
at Boston in October, 1880, Mr. James
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subject to the payment of tonnage
not permitted
to engage in foreign

taxes,
trade,

and are
without

changing
their enrollment
for a register.
Vessels
of foreign construction,
or owned in part, or cornre'reded
by foreigners,
are not permitted
to engage in the coastwise
or domestic commerce
of
the United States.
Vessels licensed for the carrying on of fisheries can, before sailing,
obtain
special permits for touching or trading at foreign
ports;
but any such vessel found within
three
leagues
of the coast with merchandise
of foreign growth
or production
on board, exceeding
five hundred
dollars
in value, without
special
permi.t for the carriage of the same, is made subject to confiscation,
with cargo.
For further details of regulations
respecting the coastwise cornmerce of the United States. see Revised Statutes of
the United States, title L, sections 4311-4390.The tonnage of vessels of the United States, owned
by American citizens and sailing under the Amercan flag, on the 30th of June, 1880,was as follows:

:E. Ward, of :New York, stated tlmt his firm "paid
aS large an amount
for pilotage into :New York
harbor as they did to the captain of his steamship
for sailing the vessel all tim way to Cuba and
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VESSELS.

[ Satl|ng vessels .................
steam _e_se]s ..................

16,K?,0
4,717

'

Tonnage.
2,s66,258.0:-]
I,'211,558.35

C_n£|
boats
.....................
1,245
back, facing all the dangers of the seas and the I Barges
.......................
1,c.¢40
1Oi(.._9.b7
38;L6"_.61
risk of contagion
in Cuba."
These compulsory
pilat charges contribute
to make New York one I
Total .....................
]
24,712
4,068,034.56
of the most expensive
ports for shipping
in the
world.--From
this history of the rise and fall of
The employment
of tonnage on the 30th of June,
the American
merchant
marine
it must be evi1880, was reported
by the register of the Umted

.dent that no one measure
will arrest the decay
of American sifipping now in progress, bring back

States treasury to have been as follows:
In the forelgm trade .............................

prosperity
to the ocean carrying
trade, or revive
1he shipbuilding
interests
of the United States;

In the cod'and mackerel fisherie_ ...............
In the whale fishery ............................

but that the flcld of reform to be entered upou is
very large and the number of details to be attended to very numerous.
Reform
and prosperity
are, however, both possible and practicable
if the
people of the United
States desire and will it.-To coml)lete tlfis history, a further special refer-

The tonnage of sailing vessels--including
canal
boats and barges--and
of stcam vesscls, coml)rising the merchant
marine
of the Unbcd
Slates
from 1860 to 1880 inclusive, is thus reported by
the U. S. treasmy departmcnt:

ence is needed to the American
merchant
marine
engage.d in "coastwise"
or domestic commerce
as
contradistinguished
from that engaged
in "forvign" commerce.
American
vessels engaged
in
forcign trade, in order to be qualified by law for
so doing, are required to be registered "by tim collector of that collection
district
which includes
the port to which such vessel shall belong at the
"time of her registry; which shall be deemed to be
that at or nearest to which the owner, or managing
_)wuer, of such vessel usually resides " (U. S. Revised Statutes, section 4141.)
Registered
vessels
are subject to the payment, of tonnage taxes and
various regulations
from which vessels engaged
exclusively in foreign trade are exempt.
(See l:{evised Statutes of the United States, titles XLVnI
:

and XLIX, sections 4131 to 4310 inclusive.)
Vessels designed for tim coastwise or domesticcom,

:
:

merce if of less than twenty tons burden, are required to be licensed, and if in excess of twenty
tons are required to be both licensed and enrolled
in the collection

district

where

owned;

are not

In the

ex)ast_lt-e

trade

...........................

YEAR ENDED
JUSE a0.
1too.....................
1861.....................
1862.....................
1S62, .....................
1864.....................
186_
....................
1865"[ ...................
ls_,. ...................
lsa6t ....................
1867. ....................
ls67, ...................
1Bt18"[1868%
....................
...................
:1869" ...................

t87()**
....................
1B71
.....................
18_ .....................
ts_
.....................
1_74.....................
lS75.....................
m76................
lS77 ............

_ ....

lsT,s ............
::_::.-[_
_ST._
.....................
is_o ....................

Sail.

L352,810.31
,fi49_352.84

77,538.7:_
88,408.12

[ Steam.

Tons.
4 485_._.1
4 662609
4,401,701
4 579 5_7
4,0(}8,440I
t,21_,805
2,816,82,8
'2,442,012[
_83,'2z,4
2,834,535

Tons.
_,7,9B7 !
877,_o04
710,463
i[
575,519
977,,oh't0I
867,189
6!_,95 ) _
_.e26,267
157,245
1,1'22,980

'zrs,07'2 ]

6s,.,o)

Total.
Tons.
5,:_-_Lstk%
5,53%813
5,11`2,1b-i
5,155,3515
4,086,4{xJ
_[,579,!_.t4
8,516,788
3,368,479
942,'_._9
3,957,515
s4_,.0_'2

S, l18,S955B,44!}
I...........
1,199,415
,,
S,O41,O7B " ]J(iCL.56_

4,3tS,3103.5,44.q

3,071,403

4,:?A2,600

4,14.1,641
3,171,41"2 1,087,6.57
1,075,0!.15 4,246,5(fi"
:L194,9;0
4,'2,'_,2,_,7
3,:,2_,1.0_ 1,111J,.53 4,437,747
s,_!t,._
u._,44:_
4,_,_,_,27
3,_5,o4_
L t_',,_to
4,soo,_,_
a,_,_
l,l_S,e_,s
4,_,-_%,._
. 3,107J_i
1,17`2,37_ 4,_°79,458
1,171,197

3,04.%0s7 L_7,_TS
_,_,4_
1,176,17°
_,_,47_
L_n,ar,_

*_Newmea_urement. "[Oldmea_urement.

4,`21e,7_a
4,169,601
4,0_,034

S New from1869.
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of yes- ] the cod and mackerel

fisheries,

from 1860 to 188_

sels
the United trade,
States whale
employedfisheries,
in the and
foreignin I inclusive:
trade,of coastwise

YEAR

ENDED

JU.'E

Foreign
tr4dv,

30.

Coastwise
t_ade,

Tom-.
1860 .............................................
18_61..............................................
18.62 .............................................
1863 ..............................................
1864 ...............................................
18/55. ............................................
18_57 .............................................
1866" .............................................
[86_? ..........................................
18_7" ...........................................
1867_f .............................................
1868" .............................................
18_i87 .............................................
18ts.q* .............................................
1870_: .................
1871 ..................
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1872 ..............................................
1873 ..............................................
1874 ..............................................
1875 ..............................................
1876
............................................
1877 ..............................................
1878 ..............................................
1879 ..............................................
1880..............................................
• New

_

:

Measurement.

The following

table (derived

from reports

Tons.

°,379,396
2,496,8.q4
._ 173.537
1,Ik_6.B._6
1,486,749
509,199
1.009,151
1,031,_I
._'356,215
1,300,_52
214,7L6
1,460.,q40
33.449
1.496.P20
1,448,846
1,:?,63,652
1,359,040
1,878,533
1,389,815
1.515.598
1,553,705
1,570,600
1,589,548
1,451,505
1,852,810
? Old

of the

of the imports
and exports of the United State
U. S. bureau
of statistics)
also exhibits
the value
carried,
respectively,
in United
States vessels
and

........................
........................
........................
.......................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................
.......................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................
......................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................
........................

"Norg.--The
:Export8
are

The

Tons.

stated

above
fl_res
in mixed

following

_249,97_512
259.11#;,170
_v3,700,016
216,123,424
2_8,164, "855
201,544,0_5
52,'274,100
109,741,5.f.;0
81,'212,077
74,385,118
_12,040,:_95
11.,200,536
1'_-2,.q65,995
I "_6.80"2.024
153,_7_07_
163,'_80,710
177fi86,3_
174,739,834
176J _7. _'W8
157.872,726
143._.q,704
151,8_4,067
146,499,282
]43,590,353
119,817,368

do not include
gold and currency

table, derived

from

$ 64,687.430
101,773.97,1
_8,918,13!
199.614.702
134,001,:_99
1 _ _,106,0!l,_
113,497,629
143,1 _'_,:3u3
PAS,."L59,616
174,170,r_,
32_, _71,7b _
_D.6_¢_2,0A5
248.659,58:$
3t_),517.'231
309,140,510
863,020.644
445.416,71-3
471,806 765
405,3 0,135
_2,949,:,68
_21,139,_i0
_9.565,c_3
807,497,5
5
310,499,59")
5L_,494,91_

the amounts
values
since

the

annual

136,653
137,846
133,601
117,L_.g)
1if3.74'2
88,683
28,502
51_139
503
4':1,5_7
83,887

]del_:lmnt
Marine.
Total

Tons.

Tons.

26,111
_,7_.)5
80,596
51,019
55,4t._.1
16,5:_3
24,676
46,589
...........
81,498

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
,* l_ew

] in foreign

vessels,

during

from

In foreign
vessels,

$_2,'295,762
251,214,857
213,4ql,288
219,617,958
279,(i_,902
179,9,2,733
325,421,818
132dLv/',8!'l
10"2 _40,409
9 ¢,617,W_6
°13 671,41,6
1,9,1,_,851
1,5, )16,348
I 7_3,154 748
199,732,324
190,378,462
168jq4,799
1_ 1,566,758
174,424,216
15{),385,(}66
167J,86,4',7
161,8"_6.'214
166,551,624
128,425,'.].39
109,028,8:,0

carried
1861."

in

$ 94,669,14S
111,746,b.25
81,153,1_
107,171,509
121,019,394
69,372 180
104,517.667
1.¢t9,880,691
2,7,442,730
262,E¢_9,,53_
251,754.9'_8
279,399,969
3 )1,8..'_6 491
'285,,Wi'9,7_ 1
329.786,978
89'2,861,932
893,9_xJ,5_9
491,915 886
5.¢1_,885,971
501.838,949
499_215,4b"7
530,354.703
569.5-8
554
600,769,633
720,770,521

ears

and

other

Total Irapo]_
and exports carried
In foreign
vessel_,

$482,268.274
510,331,027
447,191_4
465,741_381
597,247,757
381,516,788
217,695,418
241,872,471
184,061,486
I_)7:402,872
325,711,8_I
29t_,998,387
L29.7,9_1,5_.
289,956, 7,'_2
_52,969.491
353,6'14.17"2
315,331,101
346,396,592
350,451,994
314,257,792
411,076,171
816,660,_81
313_0;0,906
272,015._97
_58_346,_,,_

$159,336,576
213,519,796
160,66ti,267
229,811.211
255,040 79_,
_03,478,W/'8
218,015,296
343,056,031
485,79L548
487,010,124
685,226,691
580,0P_2,1D_
550,546,ff'/4
586,492,612
6._, 9'27, 4.q8
755,_'2_418
b_9,346,_62
966,7P.5,651
9_9,21_ 106
88_1,788,517
813 854,987
859,920,_
876,_91,1"29
911,269,2_2
1,22_265,484

land

since

vehicles

1860 to 1879 inclusive:

years,

merchancarried in

Total Iraport_ and elort_ carried
_n American
vessels,

[ tered at seaports of the United

reporttonnage
of theof U.
S. bureau andof foreign
statistics,vessels
exhibits
the
American
en- ] year from

1869.

the twenty-five

vessels of the United States--(including
I from
1856coin
to 1880,
with the: percentage
disc and
and bullion)

In American
vessels,

5,3M,86_
5,.5:'1.9.81:_
5.112,164
5, I7_5,(Y5_
4.(.k'_i,4(E
], 57¢.I,I?J4
3,516,J'_
3,3&_,47_
942.20_
3,._7,51,.
346,_.77_
4,318,81(
_44. t
4,144,64]
4,246,5(Z
4,282,6{Z
4,437,74_
4,696,0'_
4,800,651
4,853,7"._I
4,279,451
4,242,6_
4,212,76_
4.169,60:
4,068,_

...........

82,704
91,460
.92,865
97fi_17
109,519
78,290
80,207
87,802
91,(}_5
8_,547
79,B85
77,688

Measurement.

EX-PORTS.

In forctgn
vebsel_,

Mackerel
tisl*er_eb.

Tons.

YEARS.
In Amel_can
ve_sel_,

1856
1857
l_k¢_
1859
1860
1861
1862
18_3
1864
1865
I_6
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

Cod fl._hemee-

2.644,867
166,841
2,704,.544
145)734
2.606,716
117,714
2.c.kSO,(i_?,
99,'k28
3,245,'26 "_
95,145
1,016,199
1¢¢180
2,805,._3
89,136
2,162,_°°0
76,c._J0
557,401
28.180
215"28,214
52,384
I_L2,176
...................................
2,7@2,140
71,343
..............................................
2.515,515
70,9(}'2
2,638,247
67,954
2.764,600
61,490
2.929,552
51,606
3,163,220
'14355
3,298,439
89,108
3,219,69_
_8,229
2,598,835
_9,116
2,540,_22
40,59_
2,497,170
:
89,700
2,59_,183
40,(_8
2,599,2_
38,408

IMPORTS."
FISCAL

Whale
fisheries,

July

States during

__ __
._
_ _ _.
_
i _.'_

IZ-__
o
75._
70._
73.7
66.g
b6._
65._
50 [J
41.4
L27._
27.7
32
83.9
35.1
33.1
35.{]
31.8
2:) I
_.4
27._
26.2
27.7
_6.0
26.3
2_.0
17 4

1,

1870.

each

AMERICAN
•
yEAR

ENDED

JUNE 30.

ENTFA'tED.
American
Foreign
Vessels.
Vessel_.
Tons.

Ton..

Total.

Xo_.

1850 ..................
I_61 ..................

8,301,.q03
3,0"25,1"74

1,fi.qS,'b'.}l
L 5;_3, .qtl.'_

5,000,191
4_559,087

18b¢..................
it_6._
..................
18_4 ..................
l_i-_..................
li._i ..................

2,6:9,851
2,397,706
1,t155,4:'_4
1,615,317
1,891,453

1,5,,I,945
1.891",714
2,512,947
'2,211610
3,117,0;54

4,191,'296
4,._05,4`20
4,161,4_,1
3,S_'6,_27
5,008,487

1867 ..................

2"145,691

:']_IPJ)J.95

5,211b_.184il

lsss ..................
lg_5..................
15711 ..................
1871 .................
1_i72
..................
Ih"]'3 ..................
-J874..................
I_5 ..................
...
_ "- ..................
"JsT_::::..............
]879 .............................

e,4_%6:15
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ing died away.
When tlle congressional
caucus,
in 1824, nominated
Crawford and Albert Gallatin,
(a Swiss by birth), the latter withdrew
because
of tile strong objection made to his nomination,
which, indeed, was improper (see CONSTITUTION,
AMENDMENT XII. ¶3).--The
first revival of nativism was naturally in New York city, where a foreign population
early began to form.
In 1835-7
an attempt
at a native organization
was made,
but it had ended in failure before the election for

8.105,_26
5,57h5ol mayor in April,
1837.
The close vote of the
9.,45!1,3_S
3,57'2,644
6,031,980 whigs and denmcrats,
and their alternate
sucI 2 452"_26
_,,_17,.q _,
6,270,I159
I 2't_3,5_'tl 4,3.'40,606 6,.994,197 cesses, had given bitterness to their contests in the
[ 2,584 646
5,185:_40 [ 7,769,986 city, and when the democrats
at the election for
_ 2_44'-] _285
5,951,464
8,394_749
l 2"(.I]4,.u_'2 7_,_,;:7".,'
t:).(x,'9,s55 mayor in April, 1843, curried the city, (Morris,
l "2._7.1r_3 e.._u_._t_._ .%1_'3,r_ democrat,
25,398; Smith, whig, 19,517), they pro'2,057,;91
7.44s,6'17
10.4_m,45seeeded
to parcel out the local offices, givil_g the
_._,_s,_
_:,_.rz_
._,_I_,.q._
I 2,o_m,4a7 s,5_],o_
_1,5'_).._;" lion's share to foreign born eitizens.
The resu]l;
l
2"049,743
10,71:,,394
13,768,187
was seen at the election for state senator in :NoD:_VID A. WELLS.

AMERICAN
PARTY, The 0_'U. S. HISTORY).
Opposition
to aliens has at intervals been a feature
in American politics from the foundation
of the
government.
During
the period 1790-1812
the
question
whether war should be declared against
Great Britain or against
France
was ahnost al.
ways a critical one, the democrats
(see DE._O,CrCAT'_C-REPUBLmAN PawrY)
preferring,
of the
two, war against Great Britain,
and the federalists (see FEDERAL PANTY) war against
France,
fllough both were professedly
anxious
for neu_rality.
During
this period most of the immi• grants were really banished
men, driven
from
:Eugland, Scotland or Ireland
for too free use of
1he printing press, for hostility to the British gay_ernment, or for affection to that of France.
:Nat nrally these immigrants
took the democratic
view
,of the great debatable
question,
in all its randficatious; as naturally
the federalists
became an
_inti-alien party; and as naturally
the aliens sought
refuge in a permanent
alliance with the demoerats which has been kept up by their successors.
--The first naturalization
act ('blarch 26, 1790,)
made two years residence necessary,
and thiswas
prolongcd
by act of Jan. 29, 1795, to five years,
as at present; but the federalists,
in 1";98, having
taken advantage
of the war fever against France
_md their own almost absolute power, raised the
period to fourteen
years (see AL_EN ._D SEDI•rm.', LAws).
Jefferson's
election and the dcmocratic triumph
in 1800 brought the period back
to five years in 1802, and insured fresh reinforcements of aliens lo tlle dominant
party.
The
Briti,.h minister, Foster, soon after his return, in
In12, from America, where he had honestly and
_'ainly striven to avert war, stated in the house of
_commons that, among those who voted in congrcss for the declaration
of war, were at least six
lale members of the society of united Irishmen.
Tile increasing feeling of the federalists
produced
aaamialienclauseintheamendmentspr°p°sedby
lhe Il:_rt ford convention, (see CONVENTIOn, ]_[ART_O]tD), but with returning
peace the nativist feel-

vembcr. 1843: Jones, democrat,
14,.325; Franklin,
whig, 14.291 ; Quackcnboss,
American ret)ublican,
8,549; tt_e latter's
vote being evidently
mainly
democr'ltic.
In April, 1844, tlle vote stood: Harper, n'_tive American,
°,?.4,510; Coddinglon,
demo(.rat, 20,538; Franklin,
whig, 5,297; and the city
passed under native control.
By rids time the
n'_tive movement
had spre'ul to :New Jcrs(:y and
Philadelphia,
and in the latter place scw:ral lives
were lost and much properly (including two Catholic churches)
de._troyed in riots between natives
and Irish citizens.
Tile whigshad
generally voted
with the democratic
natives in order to secure
their vote for Henry Clay, but when, in November, 1844, :New York city and Philadelphia
gave
native majorities,and
at the same time majorities
for the democratic
presidewial
electors, the whigs
drew off. In April, 1845, tim vote in :New York
city stood: Havcmeycr,
democrat, 24,307; Harl)er,
native
American,
17,485; Selden, whig, 7,032;
and, in 1847, the new party had disappeared
in
New York city.
As a result of the election
of
1844, the 29th congress, in December,
1845, had
6 native representatives,
4 from :New York (2nd,
3rd, 5th and 6th districts),
and 2 from Penusylvania (1st and 3rd districls),
Ill the 30th congress there was but one, (Pennsylvania,
1st dist.).
Thereafter
for some years, with the exception of
very small votes occasionally
cast in :New York,
:New Jersey
and Pennsylvania,
nativism
disappeared.--About
1852, when the rapidly growing
sectional contest as to the extension
of slavery to
the territories
had begun to sap the old allegiance
of members of both parties, and when the whigs
might
almost be described
as maddened
by the
stead)" stream of reinforcement
which their domacratic opponents
were receiving
from immigration, nativism
again appeared
in the form, new
to American
politics, of a secret, oath-bound
fraternity, whose m_me is said to have bccn The _n_
of '76, or The Order of the Star Spangled Ba_ner.
Its real name and objects were not revealed even
to its members until they had reached file higher
degrees,
and their constant
answer when questioned
on these subjects--"I
don't know"--be-
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came almost a shibboleth
of the order and gave it
the popular
name by which it is still known-know-nothings.
Its ostensible
moving
causes
_¢ere the increasing
power
and designs of the
Roman Catholic
church
in America, the sudden
influx of immigrants
after the failure of the Europenn revolutionary
movements
in 1848--50, and
the greed and incapacity
of naturalized
citizens
for public
office; its cardinal principle
was that
" Americans
must rule America";
and its favorite countersign
was a mythical
order of Washington on a critical occasion,
"Put
none but Americans on guard
to-night."
Its nominations
were
made by secret conventions
of delegates from the
various lodges, and were voted for by all membcrs under penalty
of expulsion.
At first these
nominations
were merely
selections
of the best
men from the rival whig and democratic
tickets.
:No public notice of such indorsement
was ever
given, but its effects were visible in the counting
of the votes and threw political
calculations
into
chaos.
So long as this pbm was followed, though
the order's name did not appear in politics, it was
really the arbiter of elections.--In
1854 the Kansas-Nebraska
bill was passed, and resulted in the
permanent
d_vision of the northern whigs.
Those
who were not sufficiently
opposed
to slavery to

PARTY.
American
party in the southern and middle state_r,
struggling
for supremacy
in the northeast,
while
the democratic
organization
remained
intact in
all the sections.
Even in the hour of the American party's first successes,
however,
Greeley,
of
:New York, shrewdly
observed
that it seemed to
have "about
as many of the elements of persistence as au anti-cholera
or anti-potato-rot
party
would have."--Encouraged
by its brilliant initiatiou into state politics,
the order began preparations for a campaign
as a national
party in 1856,
hoping
for support
from all who were tired of
agitation
either for or against slavery.
Instead
of this it aimed to introduce
opposition to aliens
and C'ltholicism
usa nationalquestion.
Leading
Catholics
were brought
to bay in public centreversies,
the persecutions
in all countries by the
Catholic church were recounted,
special denunciations were leveled at Bedini,
the "pope's nuncio," and Americans
_,ere warned that the inquiI sition would "kindle
the fires of the holy auto dc_
Ifi; on the high places of our republic, and deluge
our tflooming plains with American
blood."
The
hollowness
of this effort to escape the inevitable
. conflict, ostrich-fashion,
became
evident
in tlm
party's
first and only national
convention,
into
I which the dreaded slavery question at once forced

enter the ncw republican
party,
and who des- i its cntl'ancc.
Feb. 19, 1856, a secret grand counpaired of further national success under their old ' cil of delegates
met at Philadelphia
and after a.
party name, saw no refuge from the democratic
stormy session of three days adopted, Feb. 21, _.
party and its reinforcements
from increasing
iraplatform
in sixteen propo._itions, the principal bemigration
except
in the know-nothing
order,
ingasfollows:
(_)"AmericansmustrulcAmeriwhich
now, tacitly accepting
the name of the
ca. and to this end native born citizens should be
American
party, struck
out a separate existence
selected for all state, federal
and municipal
ofin politics.
The race between the rcpublican
and
rices.
(9) A changcin
the laws of naturalization,
American
parties was at first fairly even.
In the
making
a continued
residence
of twenty-one
state elections
of 1854 the latter party
carried
years necessary for future citizenship
(12) The
Massachusetts
and Delaware,
and in New York
enforcement
of' all laws' until repealed ordecided
polled the respectable
vote of 1°2,282.
Butit was
unconstitutional.
(13) Opposition
to Pierce's adstill a middle state party and had no opening in
ministration
for its expulsion of 'Americans'
from
the west, where the republican
part s, was steadily
office, and its reopening sectional strife by repealconquering
a place as the only opponent
of the
ing the Missouri
compromise.
(15) That state
democratic
party.
In the state elections of 1855
councils should abolish their degrees, and substithe American
party, though it gained little in the
tute a pledge of honor to applicants
for admiswest, made a great stride in advance southward,
sion."--The
party,
thus dropping
a part of its
spreading
its organization
among
the former
secret machinery,
hoped
to gain votes in the
whigs in that section.
So late as 1881 the pronorth by denouncing
the administration,
and the
portion of foreign born population
in the south,
Kansas-Nebraska
bill, in the south by upholding
except
in Florida,
Louisiana
and Texas,
was
the fugitive slave law, and in both sections by subunder two per cent., or practically
nothing.
In [ stituting nativism for slaver s, agitation.
Theopea
1855 this absence of foreign born population
was
nominatingconventionmctthefollowingday,Feb.
universal
in the south, and the nativist feeling
22, with 227 delegates, Maine, Vermont,
Georgia
among the whigs of that section made it easy to
and South Carolina, being unrepresented.
About
transfer them to the American
party, which thus
50 delegates wcre"
north" Americans,
of repubsecured in both sections, the governors
and legislican,
or anti-Nebraska,
sympathies,
and these
laturesof
:New Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
Rhode
offered a resolution
denying
the power of the
Island,
Connecticut,
:New York, California
and
secret grand council to bind the convention
by _L
Kentucky,
the controller
and legislature
of Maryplatform.
This was negatived,
141 to 59, ann by
land, and the land commissioner
of Texas, and in
151 to 51, a ballot for candidates
was ordered.
Virginia,
Georgia, Alabama,
]_Iississippi, Louisi_Iany of the " north" Americans
then withdrew.
ana and Texas,
was beaten only by majorities
After ouc informal
ballot, :Millard Fillmore
was
ranging
from _,000 to 11,000.
It seemed
for
nominated,
on the first formal ballot, as Ibllows:
the moment
that three parties
would
exist in
M. Fillmore, 179; George Law, 24; Kenneth Rayfuture,
a republican
party in the west, and an
net, 14; John bIcLean, 1;3; Garret Davis, 10; Sam.
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Houston, 3. Necessary
to a choice, 122.--By
a
vote of 181 to 24 for all others, Andrew Jackson
Donclsou, of Tennessee,
was nominated
for vice
president,
and the convention
adjourned.
Its
nominations
were adopted,
"without
adopting or

DITIO/g LAws), are in 1 Star. at Zarge, 103, 414,
566; the act of April 14, 1802, is in 2 ,Slat. at
Large, 153. Slight amendments
have been made
to the last named act but without
essentially
changing it. By the act of March 8, 1813, (2 Slat.

referring to the peculiar doctrines of" tile American party, by a whig national
convention
at Baltirnore. Sept. 17.--The
preliminary
state elections
of 1856 were by no means discouraging
for the
American party.
In New Hampshire
and Rhode
Island its governorswere
renominated
and elected
in the spring, so that eight of the thirty-two
states
now had American
governors.
The i)re_idential
eh,ction i_J November,
however,
showed
tlmt ia
nation'd matters the 1)arty hadindeed
none of the
" elements of persistence."
In :New llamp.-llire,
in March, 1856, the vote had been 32,119 American, 32,031 democratic,
2,360whig;
ill November
of the same year it was 88,345 repubhcan,
32,789
democratic,
422 American.
The first wave of tile
republican tide from the west had washed nativism almost out of :New England.
The Am(,ric.an
(popular) vote was 874,534 in a total of 4,053.967;
and its total electoral
vote was 8 out of 296, the
vote of Maryland.--In
the state elections of 1857
the American
party carried
Rhode
Island and
]_Iaryiand, and in the 35th congress, which met
in December, 1857, it had from 15 to 20 representativcs
and 5 senators.
When the 36th congress met in 1859 it had become
almost ontircly a border state or "south"
American party,
having 2 senatm's, one each from Kentucky
and
_laryland,
and '23 representatives,,
as follows:
Kentucky
5, Tennessee
7, Maryland
3, Virginia
1, :North Carolina 4, Georgia 2, and Louisiana
1,
(see BOltDEn ST._,T'ES). In 1860 (see COr;STITU'rm._hL Ur;xor; PAltry) it made another de_sperate
effort to save the country
by ignoring
slavery
agitation,
and, having failed to carry the south,
disappeared
finally from politics.--The
existence
of a secret and oath bound party was always an
anacllronism
in an age and country
where free
political
discussion
is allowed.
But the slmrt
lived organization
introduced
many young
men
to politics, who would have found no opportunity
in the other parties,
and served to delay in some
degree the inevitable conflict until the adverse elements had fully come to a head. (SecWnmP.*,l_TY;
A-'_TI-MAso._-IC PAItTV, II.; U_ITED STATES.)--'See,%nsoftheSires(anon.);
2Wilson's,SlavePow.
er, 419-434; Pl'i_ciple._ a_ Objects of the A_r_eriean
Party(anou.);Wise'sSecer_Deeades;
O. A. Brownson'sEssaysal_dl_,_ie_s
(art.NativeAmericanimn);
Godwin's
Political J_'&_ays; 2 you Holst's
United
States, 52_; 3 Seward's
Work.s, 886-389;
Bromwell's Immigration,
157; Knapp's
Immigration,
22_30;
Tribune AImanac, 18_4 6. 1855-7; Clay's
Priv_tte Correspo_ule_w.e, 497-520;
Carroll's
Great
American Battle; Lee's Origin a_d P_vgress of the
American Party; Whitney's
Defen,_e eft"the American Polwy; Warner'sLibe_.tiesofAmer,
e_; Denig's
Kuow-._'othing Man_d; andlater autlmrities
under
W_tm PAttTy.
The acts of ]_Iarch 26, 1790, Jan.
29, 1795, and June 18, 1798, (see AL_E_r A_'D SE-

at Large, 811), live years' residence was required
before admission;
but this was repealed
by act
of June 26, 1848, (9 Slat. at Large, 240).
ALEXANDER JOIINSTON.
AMERICAN
WHIGS
(Ire U. S. IIlswort'0,
the first American
political
party.
Of the two
English partiesduringtheyears1763-75,
the tories
upheld the principle
of passive obedience to the
crown, wlule thewhigsaimed
to "fight upagainst
the king and against the people."
:Neither pretended to uphold "the people" asa political force.
WhcnGeorge
II., abandoning
the direct assertion
of royal prerogative,
but still aiming
to exert it
indirectly
through a purchased
parliament
as his
instrument,
attempted
to ignore or subvert the
legishttivc
bodies in America,
those Americans
who had the political
wisdom to see tlmt they
were contending
against the king under the mask
of parliament
naturally
preferred
the name of
American
whigs.
Its first appearance
seems to
have been in .New York city in 1768.
When the
king declared his American
subjects
out of his
allegiance,
and they consequently
declared
their
independence
of him, the name whi_ became
synonymous
with that of patriot,
wlfile that of
tory was given to the American
supporters
of
the crown.
After the 1)once the whigs, having
banished
the most prominent
tories, and contiscatcd their estates, remained
the only party
in
America until the question
of a clo_er union divided Americans
into federalists
and anti-federalists. (Sec DECLAIta'rIo_
OF INDEPENDENCE, ANTI-FEDERAL P.aatTY.)---See 6 BancrofL's
LDa'ted
State._, 141.
A.J.
AMES, Fisher, was born in Dedham,
)lass.,
April 9, 1758, and died there July 4, lt_08. He
was graduated
at Harvard
in 1774, was admitted
to the bar in 1781, and was a member of the tmuse
of representatives
1789-97.
In politics hc was a
federalist,
and his ability made him one of the
leadersof
his party.
In eloquence
he seems to
have held the first rank in the lirst four congresses.
As an instance, it is said that, at the
conclusion
of his speech in favor of the execution of Jay's treaty,
in 1796, the opponents
of
the treaty secured
an adjournment
in order to
neutralize if possible its influence on the wavering.
Failing health removed
him from politics,
in 1797. (See Jay's TREAT_', FEDERAL P.¢RTV.)
His works have been collected
in two volumes.
--See
Ames' lVorks of Fisher Ames;
1 Benton's
De,ba_ _2' Congress,
A. J.
AMISTAD
CASE, The (ix U. S. HISTORY).
June 27, 1839, the schooner
L'Amistad
left Havana for Puerto Principe,
with a cargo of slaves,
fresh from Alrica.
Theslaves,
at the first oppor*
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tunity, rose in revolt and killed the whites except
two,whom
they reserved to navigate the vessel to
Africa.
The two white men gradually
altered
the ship's course so that, in August,
she was off
Long Island, :New York, where she wasseized
by
nUn)ted
Stateswar
vessel, and sent into :New
London.
)Ir. Calderon,
the Spanish minister,
in
the absence of an extradition
treat)', asked
the
surrender
of the ship and cargo as an act of international
comity,
and president
Van Buren,
supported
by the advice of the attorney general,
was determined
to grant the request on the ground
that the slaves were "property
rescued
from pirates," which Spain and the United States, by the
treaty of Oct. 27, 1795, had agreed to mutually
restore.
Counsel for the slaves contended
that
even by the Spanish
law, they were free men,
having
been illegally carried
into slaver 3, from
Africa.
The case first came on in the district

the scaffold; and that which was obtained neither
from the rigor of persecution
nor the terror of
torture is obtained by an amnesty which appeases
minds, cicatrizes wounds, and lulls vengeance
to
sleep.--Amnesty,
emanating
always from the will
ofmanorofapoliticalbody,
has no flxed rules.
It
varies according
to the character
or interest of
the grantor, or the circumstances
inspiring it. It
is general or particular,
absolute
or conditional.
It is general when it comprises
a whole class of
offenses, and makes no exception
of persons.
It
is particular
when it excludes a whole class of individuals
judged
unworthy
of it.
It is conditional when it subjects the people it has in view
to tile performance
of certain
conditions.
It is
absolute when it imposes no conditions.
Wewill
cite a few cases of the different kinds of amnesty
_ahich we have just named.
One of the most
celebrated
amnesties
is that mentioned
in the

court, and the administration
was so confident
of
the result that a vessel was ordered to :New Haven
to convey the blacks to Cuba.
Bnt the abolitionisis, throughout
"tile country,
took an intense intcrest in the case, secured counsel, and gained a
verdict in the district court. The district attorney
then appealed to the circuit court, and thence to the
supreme court, which gave final judgment,
March
9, 1841, that the blacks, having
been kidnaped
from
a foreign
country,
were not bound
by
treaties with Spain, but were free men.
The case
in the supreme court was distinguished
by the argument
of John Quincy Adams in favor of the
blacks.--The
case is in 15 Pete_'s, 518, (14 Curtis,
156); 8 Opinions of the AttoTmeys General, 484; 10
Adams'
Memoirs of John QuincyAehtms,
398; 2

treaty of Passau.
_Tot only was it general and
absolute, but it seems that after having amnestied
the combatants
it was desired to amnesty the war
itself.
It called the brilliant campaigns of Maurico
de S;txe, simply "rail)tar3' exercises."
The thirty
years war brought
to a close by the treaty of
Mtlnstcr was also followed
by an amnesty called
full and entire, but the execution
of which met
wlth many difficultics.--When
Charles
II. re-as.
cended the throne, he declared a general amnesty
without restriction,
but parliament
interfered,
and
the majority, more royalist than the king, excepted
the judges who had condemned
Charles I. This
regTetable
exception,
as is known,
was made a
pretext for fearful reprisals.
But there is a still
bloodier page in thehistory
of amnesty.
Sincere

yon Holst's
bSffted States, 821. The treatyof 1795 I in appearance,
is in 8 Star. atLarge,
188; art. 9, p. 142, isthe one t most abominable
specially referred to.
See Barber's Ithtory of the tile Huguenots,
Amistad Caplices.
A.J.
paved the way
mew.--A
few
AMNESTY.
Amnesty
is the reproduction
of
a Greek word, dz#v_arla, the literal meaning
of
which 'is forgetfulness.
This is also the true
meaning of the :English word.
To grant an amnesty is not to forgive or pardon;
it is to forget,
.Amnesty preserves
a character
of generality,
and
of absolute
remission
which no other form of
clemcncy implies.
Thus the right of amnesty is
the broadest
privilege
of victory
and power,
Amnesty
has frequently
to deal more with the
treachery
of fortune than with the faults of men..
Thrasybulus,
after having driven out the thirty
tyrants of Athens, had a law passed by the people, called the law of forgetfulness,
d#'_rrga,
which forbade
the troubling
of any citizen
on
account of past acts.
Tilts example sustains our
definition and marks clearly the scnse and bearing
of the word.
After a struggle or conflict and especially after civil convulsion,
when victory has
pronounced
in favor of a person ors party, when
the vamluished
have laid down their arms and
hatred has left the battle-field
to take refuge in
the breasts of men, clemency is sometimes called
on to finish the work begun by proscription,
and

but serving in reality to cover the
designs, the amnesty granted
to
in 1570, was an odious snare and
for tile massacre of St. Bartholofacts more:
In 1413 a truce was

made between
the Armagnacs
and the Bourgiglions under the name of letters of abolition.
It was
an amnesty
intended
to efface the whole of a
bloody past.
A century
later, at Bordeaux,
an
amnesty
followed
the repression
of seditious
movements
which had taken place in the city.
In 1556, 1560, and 1572, in consequence
of vari()us episodes in religious wars, amnesties were accorded, guaranteeing
to the conquered
heretics
life and possession
of their property.
-- In 1749
an insurrection
broke out at Lyons.
The question was about a regulation of the council of war(lens.
The acclamation
of the working
class was
answered
bymusket
shots. The whole population
rose tip, sustained
and
excited,
even by the
women.
The armed
force was driven from the
city.
Tim conquerors
executed justice on the unlucky regiment, the original cause of the trouble.
The case was a grave one; the precedent perilous.
Yet clemency prevailed,
attd to proportion
it to
the importance
of the occasion the form of a general amnesty
was given it.--It
is not by /acts
alone that the distinctive
characteristics
of an
amnesty are revealed.
They are indicated
and
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commented
upon in the writings
of the lawyers
of flmtime.
"Tile
king," says Rousseaud
de
Lacombe, "accords
sometimes
lett_.s of abolition
to a city, a province, a community,
for deeds or
crimes committed against the interests, file order,
or tile will of the king, or against the royal authority; this pardon is called an amnesty,"
and
he adds: "It is necessary to follow blindly whatever is ordained by the letters and decisions con.
taining the anmesty or aboliliou."--Almost
all the
go,-ernments which have succeeded each other in
France since tile revolution of 1789 have had recourse to amnesty with a view to peace and concord; but the crises were so near each other,
hatred so pertim_cious,
passions so hot, that the
_conqueror almost always sacrificed
some victim
to his safety or his rancor.
There are exceptions
to almost all amnesties.
In 1814 the restoration
recoiled even before this measure.
It was replaced by article 11 of the constitutional
charter,
declaring that no man could be prosecuted
for his
political opinions.
Napoleon was bolder on his
return from the island of Elba.
After declaring
all who had assisted in overturning
the iml)erial
throne state criminals, he granted them a full and
complete
amnesty,
from which
were excepted
only 13 of the most guilty.
This example of partial and restrictive
amnesty was imitated
at the
seco_ld restoration.
Published
only on Jan. 12,
1816. this new amnesty did not include a certain
number of prominent
persons,
among whom it
will suffice to mention Ney, Lab_doy_re
and Layalette.
The men who had voted the death of
L_uis XVI. were proscribed,
and the power was
reserved of banishing
from the kingdom
in the
space of two months, certain
suspected
persons,
among the number
Soult, Bassano,
Vandamnc,
Carnot, Hulin, Merlin and others.
This was mingling many an irritating souvenir
with a measure
the real meaning of which is forgetfulness
(amnesty).--To
whom belongs the right of granting
amnesty; and how may different
political
constitutions,
modify
the exercise
of that right?
These questions we shall examine
now.--It
is of
the essence of this right to belong to the severeign.
Siml)le as this ruleis when the sovereignty
is one and absolute, its interpretation
may vary
greatly if the sovereignty
is limited or divided.
Under the ancient monarchy
of France,
for in-¢(_nce, when the king desired to grant an amnesty, he sent the letters of abolition to be regis_ered, and we do not think that any parliament
would have allowed itself to remonstrate
on this
subject.
Even the quotation
from Rousseaud de
Lacombe made above, shows how free this law
was from restriction.--It
has been the same
wherever the same form of government
has existed._In
republics
this right has passed to the
sovereign
assembly
which
retains and defends
it against the claims of the executive,
which sees
with good reason in this power the index and the
means of preponderant
powers.
France has witnessed the spectacle of this struggle on two mere_orable occasions which we need to recall because
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the distinction
between pardon and amnesty was
clearly established ou both occasions.
According
to article 16 of the senatus-consultum
of the 15th
thermidor, year X., the first consul had only the
right to pardon.
The power of granting amnesty
had not been given him.
Napoleon wished that
this anomaly should disappear.--Article
57 of the
law of April 22, 1815, an addition
to the constitution
of the empirc, was thus worded: Tile
emperor has the right of pardon even in correctional matters, al_lofgrantfng
anu_esti_.
In 1848,
at the time of discussing
the articles of tile constitution, tlle project drawn up by the commission
was worded thus: Amnesty can be accorded only
by a law.
hi. Aylies proposed
an amendment,
that the words, "On the propositions
of the president of the republic"
be added.
This amendment was oppose.d in the name of the commission
byM. Dupin.
IIe maintained
that the power left
tim president of anticipating
the assembly in proposing an amnesty was enough of a prerogative.
The constitutional
assembly rejected
the amendment.
The wording
of the commission
was retained.
Article
1., of the senatus-consultum
of
Dec. 25, 1852, is thus worded:
The emperor
has
the right to pardon
and grant amnesties.
The
charter of 1814 was silent on the question of amnesty, and we have seen that article
11 had in
view the effacement
of the political
past of all
citizens.
Under the r6gime established
in 1871,
the right of amnesty in France, is reserved to the
national assembly.
Certain political casuists have
asked, not without
some puerility,
what are the
signs by which the claims of a new power to the
right of amnesty are to be recognized,
and who is
to be the judge if the terms of the act are not sufL,:iently clear?
This double question will remain
long unanswered
if it is to be examined
aside
from accomplished
facts.
A. HknmcRv.
AMNESTY
(IN U. S. IIISTORY). I. Dec. 8,
1863, president
Lincoln issued his fil_t proclamation of amnesty.
It was based upon the president's constitutional
power to grant reprieves and
pardons for offenses
against the United States,
except in cases of impcachnmnt.
Congress had
authorized
such a proclamation
by actof July 17,
1862. Tile proclamation
offered a full pardon and
restoration of property rights, except in slaves and
in cases where rights had accrued to third parties,
to all, with the exceptions
hereafter
given, who
would take and keep the following oath: "I ---,
do solemnly swear, in presence of ahnighty
God, that I will henceforth
faithfully
support,
protect and defend the constitution
of the United
States,
and the union of the states thereunder;
and that I will, in like manner, abide by and faittlfull), support
all acts of congress
passed during
the present rebcllion with reference to sl,lves, so
long and so far as not repealed,
a_od_fied, or held
void by congress,
or by decision of the supreme
court; and that I will, in like manner, abide by,
and faithfully
supl)ort all l)roclamations
of the
president,
made during
the existing
rebellion,
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having reference
to slaves, so long and so far
as not modified or declared
void by decision of
the supreme
court.
So help me God."wThe
following classes of persons we,'e excepted:
civil or
diplomatic
officers, army officers above the rank
of colonel, and naval officers above the rank of
lieutenant,
in the confederate
service, all who had
left judicial stations
or seats in congress, or had
resigned commissions
under the United States, to
aid the rebellion, and all who had treated federal
colored soldiers or their officers otherwise
than
lawfully
as prisoners of war.
March 26, 1864, a
supplementary
proclamation
explained
that the
first proclamation
was not intended
to embrace
prisoners
of war.--II.
May 29, 1865, president
Johnson issued a proclamation
offering amnesty,
as in president
Lincoln's
first proclamation,
to
those who would
take and keep the following
oath: " I, ---,
do solemnlyswcar,
oraffirm,
in presence
of almighty God, that I will henceforth faithfully
support
and defend the constitution of the United States and the union of the
states thereunder,
and that I will, in like manner,
abide by and thithfully
support all laws and proclamations
which have l)een made during the existing rebellion
with reference to the emancipation
of slaves.
So help mc God."--In
addition to Ihe
classes named in the proclamation
of Dec. 8,1863,
the following
classes were excepted:
all foreign
agents
of the confederate
states, graduates
of
West Point or Annapolis
in the rebel army, governors of states in rebellion, deserters, privateersmen, Canada raidc_,
prisoners
of war, persons
worth over $20,000, and personswho
had already
taken and broken the oath required.
Persons in
the excepted classes were to make special apt)licati0n for pardons.
A bill to repeal the act of Ju,y
17, 1862, above mentioned,
was passed by the
house Dec. 3, 1866, and by the senate Jan. 7, 1867,
and became a law through
the president's
failure
to sign or veto it. Hc preferred
to treat the original act and the repealer as nullities, trenching
on
the president's
constitutional
pardoning
power.-III. Sept. 7, 1867, president
Johnson
issued another proclamation
of amnesty.
It recited
the
substance of fozTner proclamations,
including that
of April 2, 1866, declaring the rebellion at an end,
offered full amnesty
to all who would take and
keep the oath, above given, substituting
"late"
for "existing"
in describing the rebellion, and cxeepted the following
classes," and no others ": the
president,
vice-president,
and heads of dep_rtments of the confederate
government,
its foreign
agents,' military officers above the grade of brigadier general, naval officers above the grade of caprain, governors of states, all who had unlawfully
treated prisoners of war, all legally held in confinemeat, and all parties to the assassination
of president Lincoln.--IV.
July 4, 1868, by proclamation, president
Johnson
offered full pardon
and
amnesty for treason, with restoration
of property
rights, except as to slavesand
confiscated property,
to all except those who might be under indictment
orpresentment
in any federal court.
/q'o form of

ANARCHY
oath was prescribed.--V.
Dec. 25, 1868, by proclamation,
president
Johnson,
by virtue of tho
power and authority
in him vested by the consti.
tution, proclaimed
and declared unconditionally
and without
reservation,
a full pardon
and am.
nesty for treason to all who directly or indirectly
participated
in the rebellion, without the formal.
ity of any oath (see R_CONSTItUCTIO_).--VI.
By
the 3rd section of the 14th amendment,
which
was declared
in force July 28, 1868. disability
to
hold office was imposed on those who in higher
positions
had engaged
in rebellion,
with permission to congress to remove such disability.
After
the disability of many persons had been removed
by acts of congress applicable only to individual
cases, the act of May 22, 1872, removed
the political disability
of all persons
except
those who
had engaged
in rebellion,
having been members
of the 36th or 37th congresses,
officers in the
judicial, military or naval service of the United
States, or heads of departments
or foreign ministers of the United States.
An attempt in 1878 to
make the removal universal
failed --See Appleton's AaJ_ ual Cyclopcedia (1861-73), McPherson's
Iblitical llistory of the l_ebellion and Ilisto_ T of the
Rec,,;_str_lctiou.
For the successive proclamations
above referred to, see (I.) Dec. 8, 1863, and March
26, 1864, 13 Star. at Zctrge (38th cong.), appendix
1, vii, xi; (II.) May 29, 1865, McPherson's
Hi_tory
of the Reconstrtwffon,
9;(III.-V.)Sept.7,
1867: July
4, and Dec. 25, 1868, 15 8tat. at l__trge, 699, 702,
711.
The act of July 17, 1862, is in 12 ,b'tat. at
Large, 589 (_13); the act of May 22, 1872, is in 17
Slat. at Large, 142.
At._XA.._,'DER JOHNSTON.
AN.k.M, :Empire

of.

(See Cocm_

CHINA.)

AINARCH¥,
According
to the etymology
of
the word, anarchy
would
mean absence
of all
government,
of all political authority;
but in evil
as well as in good, the mind may conceive an extreme limit which can scarcely be ever attained in
reality.
Therefore
history does not present, perhaps, a single complete
example of anarchy,
in
which each individual
was found in full and entire independence
of all external authority.--Since
sociableness
is one of the essential characteristics
of man, we find in every movement
tending
to.
disintegrate
society, elements of one or more new
associations;
and from the moment
that through
one cause or another a government
is overthrown,
if it is not replaced
by a new one, the citizens
group themselves
in fractions more or less numerous around an authority which springs up because
of thesituation.
Instability
of public power is the
peculiar mark of anarchy, whether governments
embracing the whole of the country but representing different ideas rapidly succeed
one another,
or whether the nation is divided into several fragmeats hostile to one another.
Thisstate
of things
may appear all at once and sometimes when it is
least expected, but the causes of the evil are almost always of remote origin, and should be carefully distinguished
from the accidents which de-
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tortoise the outbreak.--The
existence of a politicol society implies a common
object, and as soon
as the members of such a society have ceased to

dividuals
and the trouble
which it introducc,_
into the economy of society, are generally
of less
significance
than the disturbances
which it pro-

agree on the object or the means of attaining
it,
we may say that the germ or commencement
of
anarchy is present.
Anarchy,
then, exists long in
the minds of men before it reveals itself in facts,
and it may be referred
to two__p.wiacipal causes :
disa.,-Teement in beliefs or opinions
an_[ antagonism of interests.--These
two causes operate almost simultaneously;
but even when it is the prim
cipal motive of the fomcntcrs of anarchy, interest,
if not altogether
concealed,
is generally
relegated
to an inferior place, for men when acting collectively make it a point to rise, at least in appearance,
above the level of vulgar interests, for which they
are willing to sacrifice so much-individually,
and
to co_c.._us_
for which they are struggling
with some great principle in politics, morality, or
religion.--In
republics,
the ambition
of citizens
who wish to get possession of supreme power, and
in monarchics
the ambition
of princes
who can
come to the throne only through
change in the
regular order of succession,
have more than once
been the apparent cause of anarchy;
but if a close
examination
is made, it will be seen that these
ambitious persons merely profited by the disagreements of people, or by an antagonism
of interests,
and that there was in the condition 6f the country a
greater cause of anarchy, the effects of which were
merely rendered more speedy and intense by the
personal action of these ambitious
men.
It is the
same, to a certain extent, with the weaknesscs
inherent in every political constitution;
theydo
not
become stumbling blocks until me,1 cease to understand each other.--Nevertheless
there are some of
thcse weaknesses which may be considcred as a sure
cause of anarchy, for the reason that, at a given
moment, they,ire
certain to lead to serious differences among the citizens of a state.
Very large
states contain in themsclvesthe
germs of anarchy,
on account of the almost ab_lute
impossibility
of
keeping so many diverse interests in harmony for
ally great length of time, and of establishing
between the inhabitants
of countries long strangers
to one another the community
of ideas necessary
to preserve a sufficient force of cohesion between
all the different parts of such an empire.--In
case
anarchy arises from the abnormal
territorial
ex-

duces in the moral order.
5fen are thus subjected to trials from which they rarely come forth
with any advantage
to themselves.
In times of
anarchywewitnesssomerareexamplesofpoliticai
virtue, of civil courage
and moral force, but at
the same time a multitude
of facts calculated
to
injure thepublic
conscience.
In the fever which
seizes on all minds, notions of good and evil, of
the just and the unjust, become obscured.
Evcrything is judged and decidcd with the blimtness and
rage of passion.
Lassitude and disgust ale certain
to follow this state of violence, and the nccessity
of cahn, order and repose becomes so imperative
that it almost always leads to revolutions
f.tml to
public liberty.
Happy the people whose lihcrties
do not totally perish in these fatalcrises,
and who.
look for safety to a power intelligent
enough to
know how properly to limit the dictatorial
authority with which general confidence has invested it.
--The
means of preventing
or putting an end to
anarchy necessarily
vary according to an infinity
of circumstances,
and it is the great art of the
statesman
to discern those best adapted tothc time
and to the character
of the nation;
but in many
cases it is with anarchy
as with acute discases,
where nature and time do more to cure the p:_ticnt
than the skill of the physician.--May
not an.lr,.hy
which is a very great evil, become a very grcat
good?
Such is the question raised by a celebrated
writer, M. Proudhon,
and he did not hesitate
to answer it in tim affirmative.
If we understaud him aright, the al_-_lrc/_y of _I. Proudhon
is
nothing
but self-govcrnmcnt
carried
to its extremcst limits, and the last step in the progress of
human reason.
According
to him, men will at.
last acknowledge
that, instead of disputing
and
fighting over questions
of which, in thc majority
of cascs, they know nothing, and instead of seeking to enslave each other, they would do better
to accept the law of labor frankly and join hands
to triumph
over the numerous
obstacles
which
nature opposes to their well-being.
In this new
order of things, nations wouht be nothing
more
than groups
of producers
bound
together
by
close ties of common interest.
Politics,
as hitherto understood,
would have no further
ra_on

tension of a state, it is often the prelude to a social
dissolution,
but there are other cases in which it
comes solely from a too rapid transformation
of"
the conditions of exi--tence of a political society,
Then instead of coming
peacefully,
progress
is
made amid profound
convulsions
caused by the
struggle between old and new ideas._No
matter
what the conditions of its appearance,
anarchy is
always a great evil.
Not only does it decrease the
security of person and property,
if it does not
annihilate flmm altogether,
it also destroys cofifidencc, dries up the sources
of labor;
and the
misery it produces
renders men the victims
of
evil passions and more accessible to the influences
of faction; but the man), sufferings
it causes in-

d'_lre, and an-arcl_y, that is to say, the disappearancc
of all political autlmrity,
would l)e the
result of this transformation
of human society in
which
all questions
to be solved
would
have
a purcl_y economic
character.
Long ago J. B.
Say advanced
the opinion that the functions
of
the state should be reduced to the performance
of
police duties.
If so reduced tlmre would be but
one step needed
to reach the an-archy
of M.
Proudhon--suppression
of the police power.
L. FOUBERT.
ANCIEN
old rdgime,
crepitude.

RI_GIME.
The ancien _'dgime, the
might be defined feudalism in its deSo long as feudalism
was a living"
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reality, so long asit constituted
a form of govern_nent, the people who were oppressed
by it more
.or less, endured
it as a necessary
evil.
They
thought,
perhaps, that the social order in which
they were living, was the condition
natural
to
loan.
But when gun-powder,
the printing press,
the discovery
of America, and a thousand
other
inventions
and discoveries,
had raised the intellectual
level of a great number
of men and
formed a class of citizens well-to-do
and cnlightened; whcu the concentration
of political power
in the hands of a sovereign
had lowered
his vassals to the rank of subjects, undistinguished
from
the masses except by a wdn title, sometimes
hu.
miliating
and sometimes
detrimental
to others,
sentence of condemnation
was passed on feudaldsm.
The object of the revolution
of 1789, was
_o wipe it out entirely.--It
was bccause the ancient political and social condition
of things was
<testroyed
at a single blow, and because
the
change was brusque,
that the term aT_cien rdgil;_e
•came into use.
If, iu France, as elsewhere,
the
.abuses had disappeared
one by one, in an almost
imperceptible
mannc,', the contrast between
the
past and the present would have been lcssstriking,
.and there would scarcely have been occasion to
say anything
about it. The middle ages had been
:replaced in other countries
than France
by the
modern era, but in them the transition
was made
without
conflict.
The result was that hatred
betwcen the representatives
of the ancien _'dgirne
and the modern order of things is less profound
i_ those countries or, at least, has not had time to
manifest itself in violence.--Thc
idea entertained
at present, by the masses of the aT_cie_ rdgime is
vague enough.
It appears to them asa mistfilled
"with nobles and privileged
priests, tithes, duties
_ad services, and with a number
of other disagreeablc things.
The ancie_ r/_girae is at present
.a scarecrow
made use of in France,
by parties,
to influence
ignorant
minds.
]_2nlightcned men
know that it is l'orever dead, and that it was but
a corpse when the revolution
buried it for all
time.
Humanity
never retraces its steps,
_I,_URICE BLOCK.

ANHALT.
citizens.
The council is presided over by a syndic,
elected also for life by its members.
The syndic
is charged
with executive
power;
the provosts
and the civil judge with the administration
of
justice.
The provost named by France must be.
long to the department
of Ari_ge.
The term of
office is not fixed.
The term of office of the provost appointed
by the bishop of Urgel lasts only
three years.
He must be a citizenof
Andorra.-The revenues of the republic
are derived
from
rents from the communal
pasturages,
from personal and land taxes.
As all officers are unsalaried
these revenues are intended to discharge the tributes to France and the bishop of Urgel.-_All
citi-zens arc obliged to beararms
andtocome
together
at the summons of the provost to maintain order
and public tranquillity.--See
Dalmaude,
Baquer,
ltistoria de la repub_ica de la l_araelona, 1849.
_L_URICE BLOCK.

ANDORRA,
Republic
of. A small indepen<lent state situated on the southern
slope of the
Pyrenees
between
the French
department
of
Ari_ge and the Spanish
province of Lerida, haying an area of 450 to 460 square kilometres,
with
n population
of about 12,000.
The republic of
Andorra (Val d'A.ndorrc) is under the protcctiob
of France which divides the suzerainty
with the
bishop of Urgcl, in Spain, who exercises cpiscopal jurisdiction,
a_igns
priests to the parishcs,
names one of
the provosts
and receives
450

ANIIALT.
The duchies,
formerly
principalities of Auhalt, were 4 in number during several
centuries.
In 1793 the extinction
of the line of
Zerbst took place, in 1847 that of Kcethen, and in
1863 that of Bernburg;
so that now the line of
Dcssau has reunited
all the country of Anhalt.
The duchy of Anhalt forms a part of the German
empi,'c.
(See GEm'_AN EMI'rRE).
It has an area
of 869 English square miles with a populatiou
of
above 213,565 according
to the census of Dec. 1,
1875, mostly protestants.
The duchiesof
Anhalt
had even in the time of the IIoly Roman empire
a common
diet, and their princes
had formed a
family compact
stipulating
for reciprocal
rights
of succession,
and according
precedence
to the
eldest among them.
In 18t8, these bondsbecame
relaxed, each duchy constituted
itself apart from
the others,
and provided
itself with legislative
chambers, on a democratic
basis.
But since 1850
certain democratic
provisions
were repealed and,
on Nov. 4, 1851, an order of the duke of Anhalt
Dessau, annulled
the constitutional
act of 1843.
The old state of things changed somewhat
by the
orders
of July 18, and Aug. 31, 1859, has been
reestablished,
and these
orders
combined
with
the family pact of 1635, make up the constitution
of the duchy.--The
duke who enjoys the title of
highness (]wheR) possesses all political power, but
lie enacts laws only with the concurrence
of the
estates whom he consults also in other important
affairs.--The
assembled
diet is composed
of 36
members.
Of these 12 represent the nobility and
great land-holders,
12 the towns and 12 the rural
population.
The representatives
of the nobility
are elected for life by their peers.
The 12 deputies from the towns are the mayors of the 4 chief
towns,
and 8 common
councilmen,
elected
for

francs yearly.
France appointsthe
other provost
and (alternately
with the bishop of Urgel) the
civil judge.
A tribute of 960 francs is paid to
France,
but in return the republic
enjoys certain
customs-privileges.--Thc
government
of the republic is carried on by the sovereign council, the
24 members of which are elected for life by the

6 years from among
all the municipal
bodies.
The country members are chosen also for 6 years
by the village mayors (svhulze), either from their
own body or among the rural proprietors.--To
bc
eligible a person must be at least 80 years old,
profess the Christian
religion, have civil and po.litical rights, and have lived in. the country
aL
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least 3 years.
The diet assembles at least oncein
3 years.
Its sessions arc not public.
During the
intervals between the sessions, business is done by
a permanent
committee
of 9 persons
elected by
the diet.
This committee is assisted by 2 jurists,
--Municipal
administration
(law of _Iarch 1,
1852,) accords to the communes
the right of selfgovernment
under the supervision
of the state,
The communes
are represented
by a municipal
body, composed
in the towns of a burgomaster,
ami in the villages of a mayor (schulze), assisted
by a common
council and, in important
affairs,
byan assemblyof
communal
delegates.
The burgomastcr al_d the common
councilmen
of towns
are elected for 12 years.
The delegates of cornmunes,
the mayors anti the common
councilmen of villages for 6 yearn.
The local police is
generally under the burgomaster
or the schulze,
but in the neighborhood
of the great cstate of a
nobleman, or a public domain, tlm proprietor
of
that estate or the farmer of the domain, may be
charged
with it.--The
internal
finances of tim
duchies of Anhalt, both in income and outgo are
about 2,213,000 thalers.--The
debt of the duchy
in 1879 amounted to 7,445,417marks.--The
army
of Anhalt is assimilated
to that of Prussia.
The
contingent is one man out of a hundred,
not including
the landwehr.--Agriculture,
the raising
of cattle, the forests and mines (iron, silver, lead,
coal) are the chief sources of wealth.--A
number
of hands are employed in woolen and linen industries.
Commerce
is relatively
important,
the
transportation
of merchandise
is facilitated
by
the navigation of the Elbe imd the Saale and by
about 85 kilometres
of railroad.
The bank of
Dessau has a capital of 4,000,000
thalcrs.
The
central bank of Germany
50,000,000,
the institutioa of credit for industry and commerce,
at
I)e_au, a capital of 8,000,000.
These establishmeats are a proof of great commercial
activity,
M. BLOCK.

:

ANNEXATION
(r_" GENERAL).
If this word
has an). political meaning, it can only be applied
to "lcquisition of territory without armed conflict,
Annexation
differs,
therefore,
from conquest,
but it is not always agreed to expressly,
by the
country annexed.
In 1845 Texas requested
to
be annexed to the United States.
In 1859 and the
following years, certain italian
provinces
conseated to their annexation to the kingdom of Piedmont.
In Germany, after the war of 1866, states
were annexed to Prussia without
any consultation with their inhabitants,
and notwithstanding
the minatory tendencies of Germany.
Theautonomy of these states was extinguished
against the
w_ll of a part of their in.habitants.
The war of
187.0-71 seems to have had the effect of hastening
asslmilation._The
fate of annexed
countries
is
merged in that of the state of which they form a
part.
Sometimes they are allowed to retain their
legislation
and previous
structure,
(Prussia);
at
other times, means are taken to hasten their ftmion
with the state to which they are annexed, into a
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homogeneous
whole, (Italy).
Annexationsdonot
seem'to raise now, as they oncedid,
questions of a
grave international
character.
We m_ght almost
believethatnationshad
now becomelessjcalousof
each other.
But in such matters there is no general rule.
Each case admitsof
circumstances
and
therefore of consequences,
and a solution peculiar
to itself.
M. BLOCK.
ANNEXATIONS
(IN U. S. HISTORY).
By the
treaty of 1783 "ltis
BrRannic
Majesty acknowledges the said United
States, viz, New tiampshire, Massachusetts-Bay,
RhodeIsland
and Providence Plantations,
Connecticut,
New York, .New
Jersey, Pcnnsylvania,
Delaware,
Maryland,
Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia, to be free, sovereign, and independent
states;
that he treats with them as such; and for himself,
his heirs and successors,
relinquishes
all claim to
the government,
propriety,
and territorial
rights
of the same, and ever)' part thereof."
The nomihal boundaries
of many of the states, as constituted by their charters,
extended
to the Pacific
ocean; but in practice
they ceased at the Mississippi.
Beyond that river the sovereignty,
by discovery, settlement and active exercise, was vested
in the king of Spain.
Before the end of the eightecnth century all the territory west of the present
boundary
of the states above named
had been
ceded by them to the United States, (see TERIIITORI_a), and the Union consisted
of the thirteen
original
states,
with Vermont,
Kentucky,
and
Tennessee,
afterward
admitted,
and the territory
(see ORDI_X-_CE O_" 1787) comprised
within the
limits of the Atlantic ocean, British America,
the
Mississippi
river, Louisiana,
the gulf of Mexico,
and Florida.
For these states and this territory
the Union hadbecn
made.
The objections
to the
extension
of the Union, without
the unanimous
consent of the "original
partners,"
are elsewhere
given (see SEc_ssm_',
I. ; U._ITED STATES);
only
the successive processes by which the extension
was accomplished
will be considered
at present.
--I. Louislx._.
One of the earliest
physical
problems
with which American
statesmen
were
called to deal was found in the position and necessities of the emigrants
who had crossed the Alleghanies and were beginning
to fill the valley of
Mississippi.
If they were to bc permancntly
retained in the Union it was essential that some easier
communication
should be formed between
them
and the older states, and that they should not be
annoyed
by Spanish
restrictions
upon the free
navigation
of the _Iississippi
and its affluents.
All through
the closing hours of the revolution,
Washington's
attention
was drawn to this question, and, in 1784, a tour to Pittsburgh
and a personal examination
of the Alleghanies
convinced
him that, by deepening
the Potomac
and the
James on one side, and the head waters of the Ohio
on the other,canal
communication
between the east
and the west was possible.
This scheme, which
would have offered engineering
difficulties
then
almost insurmountable,
had gone so far as incor-
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porationby Virginia and Maryland, when Washington reluctantly allowed himself to be with•lrawn from it by the voice of the whole country
to the presidency of the convention of 1787, and
afterward of the United States.--It had longbeen
the fixed policy of Spain to exclude all foreign
commerce from the]Kississippi.
She had refused,
in 1780-2, to make atreaty with the United States,
the main reason for her refusal being Minister
Jay's demand for the free navigation of the Mississippi. She had then even designed, as appears
from one of Dr. Franklin's letters to congress, to
confine the United States to the territory east of
the Alleghanies, on the ground of a proclamation
by the king of Great Britain in 1763, forbidding
his North American governors to grant lands
"westward of the sources of the rivers falling into
the Atlantic ocean. In July, 1785, when Don
Diego Guardoqui, a chargd d'affaires, arrived at
Philadelphia, the claims of Spain had been finally
modified to tile Floridas, all the west bank of the
Mississippi, the east bank to a ,point/ considerably
north of the present southerly boundary of the
state of Mississippi, and an exclusive navigation
thence to the mouth of the river. The commer,cial states of the north were anxious for a treaty
of commerce with Spain even at the price of the
abandonmeut of the interests of the western settlers, and Guardoqui refused a treaty on any other
terms. Aug. 29, 1786, by a vote of seven northera to five southern states, the congTess of the
confederacy withdrew its demand for free navigation of the Mmsissippi, and before Oct. 6, their
secretary of foreign affairs, Jay, had agreed upon
an article by which the claim was suspended for
twenty-five years, though not formally relinquished.
But, while congress had been deliberating, a nation had been forming in the Mississippi
valley; and the remonstrances, public and private,
,of its inhabitants were so emphatic, and in some
instances so violent, that in September, 1788, congress in desperation relegated the whole subject
to the new federal government, wlfich was to assemble in March, 1789. Negotiations with Spain
were dropped until February, 1793, when Messrs.
Carmichacl and Short again attempted, but in
vain, to make a treaty. The year 1795 was more
auspicious.
Spain was exhausted by war with the
French republic; her virtual ruler, Manuel Godoy,
prince of the peace, was aware that hostile expeditions against :New Orleans, under Genet's directions, had,.in 1793, with difficulty been suppressed
by the federal government, (see GENET, CITIZE.'_),
and, Oct. 27, 1795, Thomas Pinkney, envoy extraordinary, succeeded in negotiating a treaty of
friendship, boundaries, and navigation.
Its iraportant features, in this connection, are in the
fourth and twenty-second articles :--Art. 4. _ _
a _ "And his Catholic majesty has likewise
agreed that the navigatmn of the said river (Mississippi), in its whole breadth, from its source to
the ocean, shall be free only to his subjects and
the citizens of the United States, unless he should
extend this privilege to the subjects of other

powers by special convention.--Art.
22. And,
in consequence of the stipulations contained in
the fourth article, his Catholic majesty will permit the citizens of the United States, for thespaee
of three years from this time, to deposit their
merchandises and effects in the port of New Orleans, and to export them from thence without
paying any other duty than a fair price for the
hire of the stores; and his majesty promises, either
to continue this permission, if he finds during
that t.ime that it is not prejudicial to the interests
of Spain or, if he should not agree to continue it
there, he will assign to them, on another part of
the banks of the Mississippi, an equivalent establishment."--With
this article, when it was some
three years later, honorably executed, the people
of the west were fairly satisfied.--By the third
article of the secret treaty of St. Ildefonso, Oct.
1, 1800, in return for the erection of the kingdora of Etruria for the prince of Parma, the king
of Spain's son-in-law, Spain "retroceded"
to
]fl'ancc the vast province of Louisiana, stretching
from the source to the mouth of the _lississippi,
and thence west to the Pacific (but see OPmGON).
It had belonged to France until the peace of 1768,
when it was ceded to Spain in compensation for
her losses during the war. By its retrocession
the United States were now to be hemmed in between the two professional belligerents of Europe;
and a great fleet and army, which sailed toward
the end of the year 1801, ostensibly against St.
Domingo, but ultimately intended to take possession of New Orleans, showed Bonaparte's design
to revive there the colonial glories of the former
French monarchy.
April 18, 1802, president Jefferson wrote to Robert R. Livingston, minister to
France, as follows: "The cession of Louisiana
and the Floridas by Spain to France works most
sorely on the United States. It completely reverses all the political relations of the United
States, and will form a new epoch in our political
course. There is on the globe one single spot
the possessor of which is our natural and habitual
enemy. It is :New Orleans, through which the
produce of three-eighths of our territory must
pass to market.
France, placing herself in that
door, assumes to us the attitude of dofiancc, * _
_ a (and) seals the union of two nations who,
in conjunction, can maintain exclusive possession of the ocean. From that moment we must
marry ourselves to the British fleet and nation,
and make the first cannon which shall be fired in
Europe the signal for tearing up any settlement
she (France)may
have made,"--The ferment in
the west, caused by the retrocession of Louisiana,
was increased by the orders of the Spanish intendal_t, Morales, issued Oct. 2, 1802, abrogating the
right of deposit, without substituting any other
place for New Orleans, as the treaty of 1795.
above given, required.
In congress James Ross,
senator from Pennsylvania, introduced resolutions
authorizing the president to call out 50,000 militia
and take possession of New Orleans. Instead of
this, congress appropriated $2,000,000 for'the pur"
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chase of New Orleans, and the president, Jan. 10,
1803, sent James Monroe as minister extraordinary, with discretionary
powers,
to co-operate
with Livingston
in the .proposed
purchase.-blonrocfound
his work done to hishand.
A new
war between England
and France
was on the
point of breaking
out, and in such an event England's omnipotent
navy would make Louisiana
a
worse than useless possession to France.
April
11, 1803, Livingston,
who had already begun a
hesitating
negotiation
for the purchase of :New
4_)rleans alone, was suddenly invited by :Napoleon
to make an offer for the whole of Louisiana.
On
_he following
day Monroe arrived in Paris, and
tl_e two ministers decided
to offer $10,000,000.
The price was finally fixed at $15,000,000,
onefourth of it to consist in the assumption
by the
United States of $3,750.000
worth of claims of
American
citizens
against France.
The treaty
was in three conventions, all signed the same day,
April 30, 1803, by Livingston
and Monroe on one
part, and Barb_-Marbois
for France on the other,
The first convention
was to secure the cession, the
second to ascertain
the price, and the third to
stipulate for the assumption
by the United States
of the claims above named.
Its important
articles
in this connection
are the first and third of the
first convention,
as follows:
ART. 1. " WT_reas,
by ai'ticle the third of the treaty concluded
at St.
Ildefonso,the
9thVend_miaire,
an. 9 (Oct. 1, 1800),
between the first consul of the French
repubtic atJd his Catholic majesty it was agreed as follows: His Catholic majesty promises and engages
on his part, to retrocede to the French
republic,
six months after the full and entire execution
of
the conditions and stipulations
herein relative to

Louisiana
was the source of unbounded
exultation to the president and his party.
Its constitutionality was at once angrily attacked by the federalists,
and never defended
by Jefferson.
He
says, in a private
letter:
"The constitution
has
made no provision
for our holding
foreign territory, still less for incorporating
foreign nations
into our union.
The executive,
in seizing the
fugitive occurrence
which so much advances the
good of their country,
have done an act beyond
the constitution.
The legislature,
in casting behind them metaphysical
subtleties,
and risking
themselves
like faithful servants, must ratify and
pay for it, and throw themselves on their country
for doing for them, unauthorized,
what we know
they would have done for themselves
had they
been in a situation
to do it. It is the case of a
guardian,
investing
the money of his ward in
purchasing
an important
adjacent
territory,
and
saying to him when of age, ' I did this for your
good; I pretend to no right to bind you ; you may
disavow
me and I must get out of the scrape
as I can; I thought
it my duty to risk myself for
you.'"
(For the amendment,
which was to cover
the case, see CONSTITU'rlo_, IV.)---"The
news of
the transfer of Louisiana
was like a thunder-stroke
for the cabinet of Madrid, who then perceived the
enormous
fault it had committed
in sacrificing
the safety of Mexico.
Florida,
inclosed on both
sides by the United
States,
was separated
in the
middle from the Spanish
dominions,
and would
fall on the first occasion
into the hands of its
neighbors."
Itis supposed that, in addition to the
non-fulfillment
by Napoleon of essential points of
the treaty of St. Ildefonso,
that treaty had annexed a secret condition
that France should not

his royal highness the duke of Parma, the colony
or province
of Louisiana,
with the same extent
that it now has in the hands of Spain, and that it
had when France possessed
it; and such as it
should be after the treaties subsequently
entered
into between Spain and other states; and wlLerea,,
in pursuance of the treaty, and particularly
of the
third article, the French
republic
has an incon_estable title to the domain and to the possession
of the said territory:
The first consul
of the
French republic,
desiring to give to the United
States a strong proof of his friendship,
doth hereby
cede to the said United States, in the name of the
French republic, forever and in full sovereignty,
the said territory,
with all its rights and appurtenances, as fully and in _he same manner as they
have been acquired
by the French
republic in
virtue of the above mentioned
treaty, concluded
with his Catholic majesty.
A]aT. 8. The inhabitants of the ceded territory shall be incorporated
in the union of the United States, and admitted
as soon as possible, according to the principles
of
the federal constitution,
to the enjoyment
of all
the rights, advantages and immunities
of citizens
of the United States; and in the meantime they
shall be maintained
and protected
in the free cajoyment of their liberty, property,
and the religion which they profess."_The
"annexation
of

alienate
Louisiana,
and that Bonaparte
had, as
he frequently
did in other cases, contemptuously
disregarded
it. It is certain
that Spain refused
with indignation
to believe the first news of its
alienation,
filed a formal protest against it, and
only consented
to it at last after a course of unfriendly conduct,
which, according
to a report of
a house committee
in Jammry,
1806, fully justi.
fled a declaration
of war against her.--Ratifica.
tions were to be exchanged
within six months
from the date of the treaty, that is, before Oct.
30, 1803. The president therefore called an early
session of congress
for Oct. 17, and in two days
the treaty was confirmed
by the senate.
In thu
house, Oct. 23, the resolution
to carry the treaty
into effect was passed, by a vote of 90 to 25, over
the opposition
of the federalists,
who maintained
the unconstitutionality
of the annexation
on the
grounds
&_signed by Jefferson
himself
above.
(See SEcsssmN,
LOUISIANA.) The province
of
Louisiana
added
1,171,931 square
miles to the
area of the United States, comprising
Alabama
and bIississippi
south of parallel 31° ; all Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, :Nebraska and Oregon; the entire tmTitories of Dakota, Washington,
Idaho and Montana;
the state of Minnesota west
of the Mississippi, and Kansas except the southwest part south of the Arkan-_'_q; Colorado and
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the territory of Wyoming
east of the Rocky
mounlains,
and Indian territory.--II_'FLoRIDA.
Until
1763 the eastern boundary of Louisiana
was the river Pcrdido.
When Great Britain in
that year became the owner of that part of Louisiana east of the Mississippi
she at once united
it to Florida,
and created two territories,
east and
west Florida,
separated
by the Appalachicola.
By the fifth article
of the treaty of 1783, " his
Britannic
majesty
ceded and guaranteed
to his
Catholic
majesty eastern and western Florida."
Spain therefore
claimed, and not without
considerable appearance
of reason, that she could not
retrocede
to France
what France had not ceded
to her in 1763;. that Louisiana
east of the
Mississippi
had disappeared
from the map in
1763 and become a part of Florida,
and that,
when
she retroceded
"Louisiana"
to France
in 1800, she had no intention
of ceding with
it the separate
territory
of west Florida,
acquired by her after 1763, from Great Britain.
She
had therefore
retained
Mobile,
the key to the
rivers of Alabama,
and in its custom house levied
heavy duties on goods to or from the upper country.
The United States, however,
claimed that,
as Spain's retrocession and France's cession were,
of "Louisiana,
with "the same extent that it had
when France
possessed
it" (see treaty above)
Louisiana's
eastern boundary
was now again the
Perdido.
To avoid war with Spain the claim
was not forcibly
asserted until 1810, when, the
king of Spain being dethroned,
and the cortes
having been driven to the isle of Leon and dissolved, the hereditary
government
had to all appearances
disappeared,
and a large part of the
people of west Florida, having met in convention
at Baton Rouge, declared themselves independent
and assumed the lone star as a symbol for their
flag.
Against the protests of the Spanish governor and of the British chargd d'a.ffaires, governor
Claiborne,
of the territory
of Orleans, was sent
by the president
to take possession
of west Florida, and accomplished
it, with the exception
of
the city of Mobile, late in 1810.
In 1812 the
Pearl river was made the eastern boundary
of the
state of Louisiana,
and the rest of west Florida
was annexed to Mississippi
territory.
In 1813
possession of the fort and city of Mobile, and of
the whole of west Florida,
was at last secured
by general Wilkinson.--Through
all this period
the determination
of the southern
states to gain
east Florida also had been rapidly growing.
Acts
of congress of Jan. 15, and March 3, 1811, passed
in secret, and first published
in 1818, had authorized the president to take "temporary
possession"
of east Florida.
The commissioners
appointed
under these acts, Matthews,
and his successor,
Mitchell,
both of Georgia, had stirred up an insurrection
in the coveted
territory,
and, when
the president
refused to sustain the commissioners, the state of Georgia declared
Florida necessary to its peace and welfare, and practically
declared war on its own private account.
Its expedition,
however, resulted in nothing.
In 1814

general Andrew
Jackson,
then in command at
Mobile, having, by a raid into Pensacola,
driven
out a British force which had settled there, restored the place to the Spanish authorities
and
retired.
In 1818, during the Seminole
war, being annoyed by Spanish assistance afforded to tile
Indians, Jackson
again raided east Florida, captured St. Marks and Pensacola,
hung Arbuthnot
and A.mbrister, two British subjectswhohadgiven
aid and comfort
to the Seminoles,
as "outlaws
and pirates,"
and again demonstrated
the fact
tlmt Florida was completely
at the mercy
of the
United States.
The Spanish
minister
at Washington therefore signed atreaty,
Feb. 22, 1819, by
which Spain ceded Florida,
59,268 square miles,
to the United States, in return for the payment by
the latter country of claims of American citizens
against Spain,amountlngto
$5,000,000.
Theratification of Spain was only obtained in 1821, after
an unsuccessful
effort on her part to secure, as
the price of it, the refusal of the United States to
recognize the independence
of the revolted Spanish-American
colonies.
By this treaty the western boundary
of Louisiana
was fixed as follows:
"Beginning
at the mouth of the Sabine in the
gulf of Mexico; up the west bank of the Sabine
to the 32nd degree of north latitude;
thence north
to the Red river; along the south bank of the Red
river to the 100th degree of longitude
east from
Greenwich;
thence north to the Arkansas;
thence
along the south bank of the Arkansas
to it._
source; thence south or north, as the case might
be, to the 42rid degree of north latitude, and along
that parallel to the Pacific."
As the price of Florida, therefore,
the United
States gave up the
claim to Texas and the Rio Grandc as its western
boundary. --III._.TExxs.
The inevitable
result
of the two previous annexations
was the annexation of Texas.
It had been persistently.claimed
before 1763 by Spain,; and France, though claiming it as part of Louisiana,
had made only a few
futile attempts to colonize it.
It had been one of
the ultimate objects of the Burr conspiracy.
During Wilkinson's
hasty preparations
to defend New
Orleans against Burr in October,
1806, he had
agreed with the Spanish
commander
upon the
Sabine
as a provisional
boundary
between
the
Spanish
and American
territory,
and upon the
consequent
suspension
of the American
claim to
Texas as part of Louisiana;
and the treaty of 1819
above mentioned
made this boundary
permanent,
Considerable
opposition,
of which
resolutio_
offered by Henry
Clay were an expression,
was
manifested
against
the "alienation"
by treaty of
soil to which the United States had a claim, but
the annexation
of Florida covered all dissatisfaction in the south, and when Mexico's revolt was
successful,
by the treaty of Cordova,
Feb. 24,
1821, "Texas
and Coahuila"
be.came one of the
states of the Mexican
rcpublic.--The
Missouri
struggle, (see COMPROM'ISES,IV.), had shown that
the union of the two sections in the United States
was as yet only factitious;
that the operation of
economic
laws would inevitably
drive immigra-
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lion away from slave soil and toward the free
territory of the northwest;
and that, consequently,
in the sectional race for the manufacture
of new
states and the control of the senate, the south was
doomed to defeat if the Sabine remained as the
boundary.
Therefore,
so early as 1821, the adventurous and lawless population
of the southwest, under the direction or with the silent sympathy of far-seeing southern
leader_, began sys(ematic efforts to pierce the barrier of _[exican
exclusiveness
and effect an entrance
into Texas.
Under the guise of persecuted
American
Roman
Catholics, enterprising
men obtained land grants
from Mexico and filled them with settlers who
had at least as much reverence
for Catholicism
as
for any other form of religion.
Offers were made
in 18°7 and 1829 by Clay and Van Buren, successively secretaries
of state, of $1,000,000
and
$5,000,000 for Texas, but without effect. In
1835 Texas had grown so farin population
that it
disdained to be longer a part of Coahuila,
and by
convention,
April 1, formed a _Iexican state constitution of its own.
In 1835 the :Mexican congress abolished
all the state constitutions,
and
created a dictator;
and, March
2. 183(i, Texas
put into practice the doctrine of secession
by declaring its independence
of :_Icxieo.
After a brief
war, marked
by the inhuman
_,lexican massacres
of Goliad and the Alamo, Houston,
the Texan
commander,
with 700 men, met Santa Anna, the
Mexican president,
with 5,000 men, at the San
Jacinto, April 10, and totally defeated him.
Santa Anna, a captive and in mortal
fear, was glad
te obtain his freedom
by signing a treaty which
acknowledged
the independence
of the republic
of Texas, but which :Mexico naturally
refused to
ratify.
In March, 1837, the United States, and,
soon after, England, France
and Belgium,
recognized the new republic,
which may thereafter
be
fairly considered
independent,
though
never acknowledged
as such by Mexico.--The
finances of
Texasearly
fell into extreme disorder.
Her goveminent had borrowed and expended so recklessly that borrowing
would no longer avail, and its
operations had almost come to a stand-still
for
sheer want of money.
Under these circumstances
annexation was as desirable
to Texas as to the
south, and in August,
1837, by her minister
at
Washington,
Texas made application
to the executive for membership
in the United States.
A
proposition to that effect was introduced
in the
senate, by Preston, of South Carolina, and tabled
by a vote of 24 to 14. The n_atter then rested for
some years, and Texas, undisturbed
by ]_Iexico's
continued refusal to recognize her, proceeded
in
the prodi(_al sale and distribution
throughout
the
south an¢l southwest
of a vast mass of land warrants, whose owners were at once converted
into
advocacy
of Texas and annexation.
Jan. 10,
1843, Gilmer, member of congress from Virginia,
in a letter to a Baltimore
newspaper,
eloquently
appealed to the people to annex Texas in order to
forestall Great Britain in so doing; and his appeal
was seconded by the legislatures
of various ,_outh7
voL L_7
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ern states.
From this time Texas annexation be.
came a game, skillfully
played in partnership by
the southern politicians,
who wished to increase
the number of southern
states, and the Texas
land and scrip speculators,
who wished to make
their worthless ventures profitable.
A letter was
obtained
from ex-president
Jackson,
March 12,
1843, warmly counseling
immediate
nnnexation.
The democratic
national convention
was put off
from December,
1843, until _lay, 1844, and in
the interval Van Buren, the chosen candidate
of
the northern democracy, was forma]lyquestioned
by letter as to his position on annexation.
April
20, 1844, Van Buren declared
against it, as also
did Clay, the leading whig candidate,
April 17.
May 17, the democratic
convention
met at Baltimore, and as a preliminary
adopted
the rule of
the conventions
of 1832 and 1835, which has
since been therule
in all democratic
conventions,
that a nomination
should only be by a two-thirds
vote.
This made Van Buren's
nomination
impossible, and insured to the southern minority the
ultimate choice of an annexation
candidate.
On
the 8th ballot Van Buren was withdrawn,
having fallen from 146 to 104 out of 266 votes, and
on the next ballot Polk was nominated.
:Not
only was the candidate
strongly
in favor of immediate
annexation;
the platform
also warmly
demanded
the re-occupation
of Oregon, and the
re-annexation
of Texas.--In
the meantime,
an annexation treaty had actually been concluded
with
Texas, April 12, 1844, by Calhoun,
whom Tyler,
in the course of his drift back toward the democratic party, had called into his cabinet (see AD.MINISTRATIONS),
as
secretary
of state, and who
had declared his only object in the cabinet to be
the annexation
of Texas; but it was rejected
by
the senate by a. vote of 16 ayes to 35 nays.
This
treaty fixed the western
boundary
of Texas, as
Texas herself had done in 1836, at thc Rio Grande,
thus taking
in the country
between
the :Nucces
and the Rio Grande, which had been settled by
Spaniards since 1694 as the province
of Coahuila,
and had been peaceably
in Spanish and :Mexican
possession ever since, though Texas had attempted sol:he formal exercises of jurisdiction
over it.
In this disputed
tcrritory
lay the germs of the
]_[cxican war.--In
the presidential
election of 1844
votes were gained for Polk in the north by the
demand for the re-occupation
of Oregon, and by
the cry of "Polk,
Dallas and the tariff of 1842,"
(see TARLm_); but in the south the whole question
turned on Texas, and "Texas
or disunion"
became a common toast.
Polk's election
was accomplished
in part by the vote which the liberty
party, (see AJaOLXTXO_, II.), threw away on Birhey, which
would
have given New York and
:Michigan
to Clay, and in part by indubitable
fraudulent
voting
in Plaquemines
parish,
in
Louisiana,
which gave the vote of that state to
Polk.
:Nevertheless,
his success was taken as a
popular indorsement
of Texas annexation,
and in
the next session of congress the doubtful members
hurried to join the popular side.
Jan. 25, 18415,
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a joint resolution
was passed by the house, by a
vote of 120 to 97, that "Congress
doth consent
that the territory
properly
included
within, and
rightfully
belonging
to, the republic
of Texas,
nmy lre erected into a new state, to be called "the
state of Texas," the consent being given on three
conditions,
1st. that evidence of thc formation
of
the new state should be sent to congress
for final
action
on or before Jan. 1, 1846; 2nd, tlmt the
public
property
of the republic should 1)e transferred to the United States; and 3rd, andmost
impot(ant,
(see DRED SCOTT CASE. KA_SAS-:NE_]a^SKA BrLL, CO.'_PROMISES, V.), as follows:
"'Third:
New states of convenient
size, not cxceeding
four in number,
in addition
to the said
state of Texas, and having sufiScient population,
•aay hereafter,
by the consent of said state, be
formed out of the territory
thereof, which shall
be entitled
to admission
under the provisions
of
the federal
constitution;
and su(,h stales as may
be formed out of that portion
of said territmy
lying south of thirty-six
degrees thirty minutes
north latitude,
commonly
known as the :Missouri
compromiseline,
shall be admitted
into the union
with or without
slavery, as tire people of each
state asking admission
may desire.
And in such
state or states as shall be formed out of said territory north
of said Missouri
compromise
line,
slavery
or involuntary"
servitude,
(except
for
crime), shall be prohibited."
To some of the
senators
this formation
of a new state out of territory which had never been formally
annexed
seemed utterly
unconstitutional,
and an amendment, prepared
by senator Walker, of Wisconsin,
was added, authorizing
the president,
if he should
deem it advisable,
to first make a treaty of annexation w]th Texas.
The whole was then passed
by a vote of 27 to 25, and agreed to by the hol_e,
:No such tre'lty was ever made.
Tyler leaped at
the chance
of ending
his presidency
with dclat,
and on the last day of his term sent a special

opening of hostilities,
the acquisition,
by force or
purchase,
of a liberal tract of Mexican
territory
as "indemnity
for the past and security for tile
future,"
had been a principal
object of the war.
and at its close, by the treaty known as the treat)"
of Gnadalupe
tli'dalgo,
signed Feb. 2, 1848, by
Mr. _icholas
P. Trist and three )Iexican commi._stoners, and ratified
l)y tlm serrate _,Iarch 10, the
territory above named was added to the United
States, the price being fixed at $15.000,000, besides the a._sumption
by the United
States
of
$3,250,000 in claims of American (.itizens against
)lexico.
The terrilory
thus annexed, including
that part of New Mexico east of the Rio Grand(,,
which was claimed
by Texas,
and tor which
Texas was afterwards
paid $10,000,000
by the
United
States, added to the area of the United
States 545,783 square miles.--V.
GADSDE_ PullCHASE. During the next five years disputes arose
as to the present
southern
part of Arizona, the
Mesilla valley, from the Gila river to Chihuahua.
A Mexican arm), was marched
into it by Santa
Anna and preparations
were begun for a renex_al
of war.
By the Gadsden
treaty,
Dec. 30, 1853,
so called from its negotiator,
the United States,
at the price of $10,000,000, obtained
the disputed
territory, as well as a right of transit for troop_,
mails, and merchandise
overtheisthmus
of Tehu
antepec.
By this annexation,
45,535 square miles
were added to the United States.--VI.
ALaSK._.
This territory,
distant about 400 miles from the
United States, and vahmble only for its fur-bearing animals, was first claimed by Russia by right
of discovery;
and by right of possession
of opposite shores, Siberia and Alaska,
(or hliaska),
Russia also claimed
the northern Pacific as a sort
of inland water.
By treat)" of :)larch 30, 1867,
ratified
by the senate in special session June 20,
1867, Russia ceded the whole of this territory,
577,390 square miles, to the United
States for"
$7,2{_0,000.--Summary:

messenger
who secured
the unanimous
assent,
June 18, of tile Texas congress,
to annexation,
"which action was ratified, July 4, by a popular
convention.
A joint resolution
was passed in the
house,
Dec. 16, 1845, by 141 to 56, and in the
senate, Dec. 22, by 31 to 13, for tile admission
of
Texas as a state, and its annexation
was complete
without
the formality
of a treaty.
The power of
annexation
by treaty, which had been doubted,
)out exercised,
in 1808, had thus been carried, in
1845, to annexation
even without treaty, and both
by the strict constructionist
parts,.
(For the fur•(her results see WrLMOT Pnowso,
CO.StPR0mSES,
"V.).
The annexation
of Texas added 876,183
_quare miles to the United States.IV.
iNEw
MEXICO,
AND
UPPER
CALIFOIR_IA. These two
pieces of territory
had been conquered
during the
Mexican war, the former, (including
Utah, :Nevada, and a large part of Arizona,
:New Mexicoand
Colorado), by Kearncy,
and the latter bythenavy
under commodore
Stockton and asmall land force
under Fremont, and both were held as conquered
territory
until tire end of the war.
From
the

United States in 1,'83..............................
Louisiana (lb_) ...................................
Florida (1829) ....................................
Texas (18,15).......................................
Mexican
cession
(1848)............................
Gadsden
purchase
(1853) ..........................
Alaska (1857)......................................

Square

Mlle'_.

ta'27._4
1,171,_._fl
59.'_
3_6J3:_
M5,7_
45,5_
577,390

Total ..........................................
3,6ff,1,884
The boundaries
of the United
States were established by art. 2 of the provisional
treaty of .Nov.
30, 1782, (8 Star. at Large, 54), and by art. 2 of
the definitive
treaty of Sept. 8, 1788, (8 Star. a!
Large, 80).--I.
See Barb&Marbois'
ttistory of
Louisiana
and its Ce._io,;
Gayarre's
Hisb,rl/ ,f
Louisiana;
Monette's
tlislo_T of the Mi_si&_z)_l,/
Ddley; 1 Lyman's.Dipla_atcg
of the UnitedSta6,'.
107; 5 Hildreth's
United States, 449, 480; 3 Ben
ton's .Debtaes of Co_,gress; 2 yon Holst's
U,/tal
States, 548; 8 Jefferson's
Wo_;ks, (edit. 18-°9), 491,
512; and earlier
authorities
under
SEcr:ssu_._.
The Spanish
treaty of Oct. 27, 1795, is ira 8 ,,t_t
at La_ye, 188; the Louisiana
treaty andsubsidi:_rY
conventions
of April 80, 1803, are in 8 star ,d
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IDuye, 200, 206,208.
II. See 6 Hildreth's
b_ited
,States, 223, 658--712; 2 Lyman's
Dipltnr, tcg, 126;
4 Adams' Memoirs of orohn Quincg Adauh_; 4 Calimun's Works," and other authorities
under JACK,oN, A.":DREW; FLOnIDA.
'rh2 Florida treaty of
Feb. 22, 1819, is in 8 Stat. at LaJye, 252; the acts
of Jan. 15 and 5Iarch 3, 1811. are in 3 Stat. at
Lalye, 471, 472.
IIl.
See 2 yon IIolst's
LS_it_d
St,ues, 551; 1 Greeley's
American
Co_flict, 147;
Wise's _%cen Decaeb's; 7, 11 Adams'
Memoirs of
John QtliJ_cg Adams;
Jay's tte_'iew of t/_e Mexican
War; 4 Calhoun's
Works;
2 Benton's
1't_b'tg
]¥arn" 'View, 94, 581; 2 Statesman's
Manual;
15,
16 Benton's Debotes of Congress; and authorities
under TEXAS. The resolution
to annex Texas,
March 1. 1845, is in 5 star. at Large,
797; the
resolution
to admit Texas, Dee. 29, 1845, is in 9
Star. ,ttLt_rge, 108. IV. See authorities
last cited,
and those under CALIFORN'IA, and COMPltOMISES,
V. The 3Icxican treaty of Jan. 12, 1828, (art. 2,
defining boundary), isis 8 Slat. at Large, 374; the
tre_lty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, Feb. 2, 1848, is in
9 Star. at Large, 922.
V. The Gadsden treat).,
of Dec. 80, 1853, is in 10 Slat. at Large, 1031.
VI.
The Russian treaty of March 30, 1867, is in
15 Star. at Large, 539.--For
areas, summary,
etc.,
see W(d'ker's Statizt_al Atlas of the U_i_t State.s,
(nitlth census).
ALEX.kNDER JOfI-NSTON.
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ANTI-FEDERAL
PARTY
(IN U. S. His"forty). At the close of the revolution
there was
but one party in the United States, the American
whigs.
Ttmy had no organization
and needed
none, their former
opponents,
the loyalists
or
tortes, having been banished, killed, or converted.
The state legislatures
had taken the opportunity
offered by the confusion
of the revolution
to
seize, by the articles of confederation,
upon the
powers which the king had abandoned,
and which
the national popular will was not yet sufficiently
educated to assume (see COI_'FEDERATION,
ARTICLES OF). In this intcrregnum
andin this seizure
allAmerica had acquiesced,
with the exception of
a few advanced thinkers
like Hamilton;
and the
mass of the population
was entirely agricultural,
democratic, particularist,
devoted to the worship
of their separatecommonwealths,
and disposed to
look upon thecentral
or federalgovernment
very
much as they had but recently looked upon the
king.
The war practically
ended in 1780, but a
space of seven years is marked
by great development in the United States.
Before 1787, in spite
of lawlessness
and bad government,
commerce
and the commercial
class had already reached
respectable proportions,
a distinct
creditor class

its retention
or modification
stmuld take the name
of federalist,
and Gerry. of Mas.Qaclmsetts, and a
few others, made some efforts to secure this party
title, and give their opponents
that of anti-rederalistsor
nationalists.
But all parties were quick
to perceive
that the essence of the constitution
was its creation of a strong federal government;
and all who wercopposed
to thisnew and portentous appearance
in American
politics,
all who
considered
the constitution
fantastic,
theoretical,
and experimental,
and a distant attempt
to ape
European
monarch)-,
all the local magnates who
feared to be overshadowed
by the new central
power, all the small farmers who dreaded the addittos of federal
to state taxes, at once accepted
the name of anti-federalists
and opposed the ratification of the constitution,
itl and out of the conventions.--In
Rhode Island and :North Carolina
the opposition was successful, (see CONfTITUTION
III.), but in the other statesit was overcome.
In
Pennsylvania
the anti-federalists
protested
that
they had been unfairly
treated.
In the legislature, which was slightly fedcmlist,
the rcsolution
for a state convention
gave but ten days for the
choice of delegates, thus cutting off the anti-lederalists of western
Pennsylvania
from all chance
to participate.
To secure a longer interv:ll of
time, the opposition absented themselves,
and left
the house without
a quorum,
but two of their
number were seized, carried
into the house, and
held in their seats while the quorum thus secured
passed the resolution.
In consequence,
so the
protest alleged, but 13,000 of the 70,000 voters in
the state were represented
in the convention.
September
5, a separate anti-federalist
convention
at Harrisburgh
demanded
a second federal convention to revise the constitution.--Had
the antifedcr'flists
followed the concerted
plan of ratifying the constitution
on conditio1_ of its revision by
a second federal convention,
their general success
could hardlyhave
been prevented.
:But they saw
fit to oppose ratification
altogether,
and, as the
federalists
were wise enough to yield to ratification on the "3Iassachusetts
plan" of recommendin# amendments,
stiff-necked
opposition
to the
plan indorsed
by Washington
and Franklin
resuited only in general failure and utter denmralization, for the time, of the anti-federal
party.
When the 1st congress met, the active, energetic
and skillful federalist
leaders secured
control of
almost every department
of the new government,
yielding to their opponents
only the speakership
of the house, the attorney
generalship,
and the
state department.--But
it must not be supposed
that all who were classed as federalists in 1787-8

had been formed with capital to lend, and in the
south propertyowners
had learned their weakness
and their needs.
These three classes, uniting for
the control of the convention of 1787, had really
split off into a new party (see FED_.I_I,
PARTY),
leaving the mass of the people to their particular-

were really wedded to federalist doctrines ._s afterward developed by Hamilton.
Ever), convention
contained
many delegates who, like Madison, Edmond Randolph,
and R. R. Livingston,
while opposed by nature to a strong federal government,
were equally opposed by education and experience

ist prejudices.--As
the old government
had been
strictly federal, or league, in its nature, it would
seem natural at first sight that those who favored

I to the rickety rump which then figured as a congress, and to the articles of confederation
which
i had stamped
upon it its peculiar character.
It
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was natural that such delegates should urge ratificationas
an escape from present and pressing evils ;
Jefferson
himself,
who had at first pronounced
against
any constitution
without a bill of rights,
soon came to say--"It
has my hearty prayers."
But it was natural also that these men, when the
constitution
had been adopted, should aim at a
construction
of its terms which should not give
the new government
extensive
power.
The consequent divergence
between
real and temporary
federalists
became
evident about 1791-3, when

the declaration
of independence.
Vel T soon after
his return he seems to have become fixed in the
belief that the conflict between government
by the
people and government
of the people was to be
transferred
to America also, and that the Hamilton school, under the guise of broad construction,
was aimingat
monarchy.
He soon impressed
his
belief upon others, and before the summer of 1792
he was able to refer iu wtgue terms to theoppositinn to Hamilton
as a "republican"
party, in contrast to the "monarchical"
federalists.
IIe was

the latter again coalesced with the former antifederalists
under
a new name
(see FEDER._.L
PARTY). In 1793 Madison and IIamilton,
wlm
had made common cause in 1787-8, were already
attacking
one another in the newspapers,
each significantlyquoting
his former associate's
language
in The Federalist.--Througbout
the 1st congress
the anti-federalists
made but t_wo essays at party
contest.
Their opposition
to Hamilton's
plan for
settling the public debt (see FEDERAL PARTY) was
defeated
by Hamilton,
assisted by Jefferson,
(see
CAPITAL, NATIONAL), and their opposition to his
scheme of a national bank (see BAsK COSTnOYERsI_.s) was equally unsuccessful.
They also very
generally opposed
the imposition
of any higher
duties on imports for the benefit of manufactures,
but their opposition was without concert and without success.
Tile first session of the 2nd congress
has many symptoms of the revival of the anti-fed.
cralists as a popular andstrict
construction
party.
Their opposition
to bounties to the cod-fisheries,
and to the senate's proposition
to put tile head of
the president
for the time being upon the coins,
took a fairly organized form, and by the end of the
session the tone of discussion
had so risen that
allusions weremadc
to the existence of a "corrupt
faction"
in congress.
In the second session party
organization
took on unmistakable
form.
The
debates on the increase of the army show that the
anti-federalists
had come to regard Hamilton as
the arch-priest
of broad construction,
and themselves as his appointed
adversaries.
Toward
the
end of the session they attempted
without success
to censure his management
of the treasuryand
his
language
to the house.
Their former party name
was no longer entirely apl)licablc,
for ttmy were
not now opposed to the federal government
or to
the constitution
which had created
it. On the
contrary,
by a process which was very natural,
however odd at first sight, they, who had at first
absolutely
opposed the constitution
through their
fear of a strong and tyrannical
federal government, had now become, through
the same fear,
the most pronounced
champions
of the exact and
literal language of the constitution,
and opponents
of all attempts to extend its meaning by ingenious
interpretations
of its terms.
In other words, they
were now a strict construction,
conservative
party
(see CorcsrRutn'm._,
I.)._Jefferson
had returned
from France in1789 wholly engrossed by the opening scenes of the French revolution,
and personallytriumphant
in the prospect of the coming suceess of the principles which he had formulated
in

emphatic,
at first, in excluding the anti-federalists
from the "republican"
party,
acknowledging
them only as allies; but Washington's
neutralily
proclamation
in 1793 brought all the former antifederalists
so prominently
torward
as friends
of
the French
republic
that Jefferson
perforce
acccpted as political facts the death of the anti-federal party and the existence, for the future, of but
two parties, the federal party and the republican,
or, as it was soon enlarged, the democratic-republican party.--Sec
Pitkin's Statistical View of Americ,_n Commerce;
Randall's
Life of Jefferson," Jefferson's Aria (in Works); Austin's Life of Gerry;
1 Gibbs'
Administratiol_
of
Washington
and
Adams;
3, 4 Hildreth's
United States; 1 Benton's
Debates of Congre_v and earlier authorities
under
Dg_tOC_TIc-RF_uBLmArr
PAm'Y.
ALEXANDER JOIISSTON.
ANTI-MASONR¥
(aN U. S. HISTORY). I.
ANTI-)iASONIC PA.RTY. The society of free masons was established
in the United States during
the last century,
and before 1820 had enrolled
among its members
very many of the political
leadersof
the country.
In 18_ William Morgan.
of Batavia,
Gencsce county, New York,
l_aving
prepared
a book for publication
which purported
to expose
the secrets of the fraternity,
was srrested, and a judgment
obtained against
him for
debt.
Upon his release, Sept. 12, he was seized
'rod conveyed in a close carriage to :Niagara.
No
further trace of the missing man was ever found,
in spite of liberal rewards offered for him or his
abductors.
The affair caused intense excitement
throughout
western
:New York.
Charges were
made that the conspiracy
to abduct embraced all
the leading
free-masons
of that section of the
State; that these had systematically
thwarted
all
investigation;
that members of the society placed
their secret obligations
above those of citizenship
or official duty; and that they were necessarily
unfit and unfaithful
public servants.
In lown
and county elections
candidates
who refused to.
resign their membership
in the society soon found
a strong, though
unorganized,
anti-masonic
vote
against them, and in Augaist, 1828. the natio,_al
republican
party in :New York, carefully
nonw
nated state candidates
who were not free-masons.
But an anti-masonic
state convention,
at Utica, a
few days later,
nominated
candidates
pledged
against free-masonry,
and polled 83,845 votes out
of a total _,f 276,588.
In 1880 they entirely displaced the national
republicans
in :New York, as.
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the opponents of the democrats, and, as Jackson,
the democratic
leader, was a free-mason,
steps
were taken by his opponents
to extend the antimasonic organization to other states, in hopes of
thus gaining the small percentage of votes necessary to defeat the democrats
in the national dectirol
The attempt was a failure, in one sense,
since the number of national republican
free.masons who were alienated to the democracy
more
than counterbalanced
the anti-masonic
accession;
but it resulted in the establishment
of the anti-

published
in Chicago,
Ill.,
and its practical
leader is president J. Blanchard,
of Wheaton
College, Illinois.--See
(I.) Creigh's Masonry and
Anti-Masonry;
2 Hammond's
Political History of
_,.w York, 369, 403; H. Brown's Anti-Masonic
F_rciterrwnt, in 1826-9; Ward's
Anti.Masonic
Review (1828--30); 1 Seward's
Writin#s;
Proceedings
of tlw IZ. S. AnthMasoni¢
Convention, iu Phi!arielphia, Sept. 11, 1830; Stone's Letters on Anti-Masonry; and earlier authoritiesunder
WHIO PARTY;
(II.) Chlqstian Qynosure, 1880; Greene's
13rokeu

masons as the controlling
anti-democratic
organizatmn in Pennsylvania
and Vermont,
and as a
strong local party in Massachusetts
and Ohio.
In
the state of New York, WilliamH.
Seward,_Iillard

Seal; Gasset's Catalogue of Anti-_tsonic
Books in
Public Libraffes.
ALE:_ASDr;R JOK.'_STON.
ANTI-NEBRASKA

MEN

(IN

U.

S. HISTORY),

• Fillnmre, and Thurlow
Weed, first appeared
in
a name at first assumed
by northern
whigs who
/politics as anti-masonic
leader_.--In
February,
had broken with the southern
whigs on the sup1830, a state convention
at Albany, had decided
port of the Kansas-Nebraska
bill.
They drew
in favor of a national
anti-masonic
nominating
reinforcements
from democrats
opposed
to the
,convention, and this decision was confirmed by a extension
of slavery to the territories,
and thus,
national
convention,
in September,
1830. John
without
any party
organization,
succeeded
in
Quincy Adams had already
lost control of the
gaining
control of the house,
and electing
the
natio,ml
republicans,
and Clay had begun to despeaker
in the 34th congress,
(1855--6). At the
velop some of that popularity
with the part)'
next session they had developed
into the repubwhich afterward
made the whigs almost a dislicau party.
A.J.
tinctive Clay party.
In the hope of forcing Cltty,
who was a free-nmson, out of the field, the antiANTI-RENTERS,
The
(L_ U. S. HISTORY).
masons held their convention
first of the parties,
Large portions of Columbia, Renssalaer,
Greene,
at'Baltimore,
in September,
1831, and nominated
Delaware,
and Albany
counties, in the state of
William Wirt, of ]_Iaryland, and Amos Ellmaker,
New
York,
belonged
to manors,
the original
of Pemlsylvania,
as presidential
candidates.
The
grants of which were made to "patroons"
by the
national republicans,
however,
persisted in nomDutch company,
and renewed
by James II., the
inating Clay, and Wirt and Ellmaker received the
principal
being Renssalaerswyck
and Livingston
electoralvoteofVermont
alone.
Theanti-masons
manor.
The tenants
had deeds for their farms,
made no further effort to act as a distinct national
but paid annual rental in kind, instead of a prinparty, and the rise of the whig party
soon after
cipal sum.
This arrangement
caused growing
absorbed their organization,
except in Pennsylvadissatisfaction
among
the tenants
after
1790.
nia, where they retained existence in alliance with
When Stephen Van Renssalaer,
who had allowed
the whigs until about 1840, and in 1835, through
much of the rent to remain in arrears,
died in
democratic dissensions, succeeded
in electing their
1839, the tenants,
who longed
to become real
,candidate
for governor,
Joseph
Ritner.
But
land owners,
made common
cause against
his
while acting D.sa part of the whig party, the anti
successor,
refused to pay rent, disga_ised themmasonic element was sufficiently
strong and disselves as "Injuns,"
and began a reign of terror,
lim't to force the nomination
of Harrison, in 1835
which for ten :)'cars, practically
suspended
the
and 1839, instead of Clay.
(See WHIO PARTY.)
operations
of law and the payment
of rent
The anti-m_ous
and the American
party
have
throughout
the district.
An attempt toserve probeen the only instances in our politic'd history of
cess by nfilitia aid, "known as the " Iteldcrberg
an attempt to form a national
political party not
war," was unsuccessful.
In 1847 and 1849 the
ba_ed on some controlling
theory as to the proper
anti-renters
"adopted"
a part of each party state
,coa._truction of the constitution.--II.
AMERICAN ticket,
and thus showed
a voting strength
of
PAItTY. In 1868 a national
convention,
at Pillsabout 5,000.
This was not to be disregarded
in a
burgh, formed the natiomtl Christian
association
closely divided
state, and in 1850 the legislature
which has held annual
meetings
since, and now
directed the attorney general to bring suit against
has branches in 14 states.
In 1875 this body beIIarmon
Livingston,
to try title.
The suit was
gun political action as the American
party.
It is decided in Livingston's
favor, in :November, 1850,
vppo_ed to free-masonry
as false religion
and as
but both parties were then ready to compromise,
false pulitics,
and demands
the recognition
of
the owners by selling the farms at fair rates, and
C-od as the author of civil governmeht,
and the
the tenants by payingfor
them.
_,Iost of Renssaprohibition
of oath-bound
secret lodges as aclaerswyck
was sold, and of thc Livingston
manor,
knowlcdging
supreme allegiance
to another govwhich at one time contained
162,000 acres of
¢rnment
than that of the United
States•
The _ choice farming hind, very little now remains in
"vote
of the party was in 1876 and 18_0 included
•
the possession
of the family.--See
Jay Gould's
the few thousand votes classed as "scattering."
ttistory of.Delaware
County N. Y., and authorits new.-paper organ is The Christho_ Qqnosure, , tiesqnder
NEwYORK; )Irs. Willard's Zast Leave#

1()2
of American
Silas Wright,

ANTI-SLAVERY.
ttisto_,
179-2o6;

ANTI-SLAYERY,

16-18;
Jenkins'
Life of
Cooper's Littlepage Tales.
ALEXANDER JOKNSTON.
(See kBoLrrlo._.)

APPORTIONMENT,
The term apportionmerit was applied in the federal
constitution
to
the distribution
of representatives
in tile lower
chamber
of the federal congress between the scveral states and to the allotment
of direct taxes upon the basis of population.
The rare intervals at
which direct taxes have been levied by the federal
government,
and the recurrence
in the state and
federal systems of regular apportionments
of representatives,'have
led to the general restriction
of
this term to the distribution
of representation,
and it is here used in this sense alone.
State constitutions
employ
the word in both senses, but
more frequently
with reference
to representation,
The regular
annual apportionment
in many of
the states, New York,
Illinois, and othcrs,of
a
school fund raised from the several counties
by
valuation
and distributed
by pt.)pulation
(New
York) or by population
of a school age (Illinois)
has continued
the use of the word apportiomnent
in fiscal allotments.
The word has also it legal
signification.
As the division of a territory
into
districts is usually intimately
connected
with the
apportionment
of representation
to its population,
the words "districting"
and "re-districting"
h.lve
come to be used in American
politics as nearly
sylmnymous
with apportionnmnt.--The
principle
of representation
once established
and its basis
determined,
the apportionment
of rcpresentattve
power in arbitrary
or proportional
parts becomes
the next problem
in any government
based on
representative
institutions.
This apportionment
may rest either on status, or the representation
of
certain estates by members qualified, not by clcclion, but by position;
on the organic divisions
of
the state; or on numbers,
reference
being had
either to population
or wealth.
Bentham
proposed
an al)portioument
based in part on population
and
in part on territory,
and such a principle
was
adopted in France
in the constitution
drawn by
the constituent
assembly in 1791.
It has been secured elsewhere in practice by combining
a rcpresentation
based on population
with one based on
the integral
divisions
of the state.
Historically
tile apportmumcnt
of representation
has been first
by status, next by the recognition,
generally on an
equality,
of the organic
or administrative
divis,
ions of the state, and lastly by number;
a method
of apportionment
now recognized
in the fundamental law of all constitutional
nations
except
Great Britain,
and at intervals
recognized
even
there.
In general where apportionment
is based
on status it is arbitrary;
when derived from the
administrative
or other divisions of a state or confederacy it is equal; and, when &raided by populataon, it is proportional.
The allotment
of representation
among the towns of Aragon in the first
recorded
instance of representation
assigned other
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than by status, in 116°-,, was equal, and the same
rule was followed in Castile in 1169.
Frederick
II. in Sicily, 1232, assigned each place two representatives.
When the cities appeared by deputies
in the German diet, the3" enjoyed equal representation, and the same w_m true of the municipalities represented
in the states general of France.
A like principle
was followed
in the union of
Utrecht in the Netherlands,
as it had been in the
Swiss confederation.
It reappeared
ill the (.ontinental
congress and is preserved
in the United
States senate.
An upper chamber swayed by this
principle, even where, as in Germany and the Dominion of Canada, complete equality is not given
the smaller states, and a lower chamber
based on
population,
often with certain classes excluded-as aliens in many A.merican states, and slaves in
Cuba under the Spanish constitution--is
now the
rule in most representative
constitutions.-In
allotting
representatives
by population
among the
divisions of a state, whether a definite number of
representatives
or a fixed ratio is applied to the
population
of each division,
fractions
always remare.
Provision
is generally
made for treating
these fractions
as full ratios if over one-half;
but
ill the United States the tendency
of apportion
mcnts during the past generation
has been toward
a recognition
of any fraction
in all cases where
greater proportional
equality of representation
is
secured by doing so.
Regular intervals at which
an apl)ortionmcnt
shall be made are generally prescribed in the fundamental
law and the apportion
ment itself is generally,
but not always, performed
by the legislature.
In the division of reprcscntation, the entire number
assigned
to each subdivision may be elected as a whole.
French _cr_t_J,
de lisle, or districts,
nmy be laid out, as in the
German empire andin most states of the ninon, ia
apportioning
state representation,
by the body
making
the original apportionment,
or the woL'k
of districting
may be dune by a second body a._
congressional
districts,
after the apportiomncats
of representatives
by congress, arc laid out by th(;
state legislatures,
and in New York, Massachusctts, 3Iichigan,
and Missouri
state
legislative
districts
within
tlie counties
are laid out by
county authorities,
independently
of the legi_lature.
Where the election of representatives
i> by
single districts tile effort is, not unfrequently,
made
to lay out these subdivisions
so as to give the p.lrty
in power a majority.
This is ordinarily
done by
massing the voters of the opposite party in a Jew
districts
and distributing
lho:,e voting with Ihtparty in power in a larger number.
In Ameri_'_m
politics this is known as "gerrymandering;"
haying been conspicuously
practiced
in the act (Jf
Feb. 11, 1812, laying out Massachusetts
into ._cn
ate districts, passed during
the temporary
asecw
dancy of the democratic
partyin the legislature
of
that state under Gov. Elbridge
Gerry.
Another
instance
of the same practice which has given a
term to politics is the sixth congTessional
di._trict
in _Iississippi.
as laid out in 1874, which, as it lies
along the )Iississippi
river and almost the entire
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lepgth of tile state, is known as the "shoe-string"
district.
Tile districts laid out in France
unlh,r
the second empire by tile electoral decree of 1858
furnished
equally remarkable
cases of "gerrynmndering.'--As
the British
colonies in North
America, while enjoying
mutual
t)ohtical
equality, differed greatly in size and population,
the
llroblcnl of an equitable apportionment
of rcprese_tation presented itself in the earliest inter-colonial assemblies.
In the confederation
made by
the New England
colonies in 164,3, known as the
"united (.olonies of New England,"
each of the
four colonies was equally represented
in its council by two delegates, although
the burdens of laxalton and milital T service were allotted
by population.
At a later date, 1648, Massachusetts
(lemanded an additiomd
member or an equ.dization
between the privilege
of representation
and the
burdens of taxation.
This was denied in the reorganization
of the confederacy,
and to its close
the share of each colony in its deliberations
rerelined equal.
The first step in American hislory
toward an apportionment
of rcpresentatmn
upon
some other
basis than the equal voice of (,a('h
division in the nascent nation was presented in the
"plan of union," submitted
by Benjamin
Franklin
to the commissioners
from seven states, who met
at Albany in June, 1765.
This plan proposed a
"general
council " with "legislative
powers,"
apportioned
ever)- three years among the colonies
by the "l)roportion
of money arising out of each
colony to the gener:d treasury."
A provi.,ional
apportionment
proposed by Franklin
for the flint
meeting of this council is the earliest
aliquot
division of representation
amongthe
colonies ever
offered.
The same problem
confronted
the contincntal congress at its first session in Philadelphia,
Sept. 5, 1774, when James Duane, of New York,
proposcd a committee
to prepare
regulations
"particularly
on the method of voting, whether
by colonies, by poll, or by interests."
Patrick
llenry, declaring that he sat "not as a ¥irginian
but an American,"
urged a "national"
system of
representation
based upon freccitizens,
excluding
slaves; but the congress, as John Adams reminded
it, had accurate
information
neither
as to the
wealth nor the population
of the colonies, and it
.wasatlcngthvoted
"thatin
determiningqucstions
m this congress each colony or province
shall
have one vote, the congress
not being possessed
of or at present
able to procure
materials
for
ascertaining
the importance
of each colon)'."
There was here the distinct admission,
and apparently by a unanimous
vote, that the colonics
were entitled not to an individual
but to a proportional vote; but the precedent
established
of

but steadily
voted down I)y the smaller states.
"Our great question,"
wrote John Adams, when
a member of the committee
drafting
the articles
of confederation
in 1776, "is whether ea('h colony
shall count one, or whether
each shall have a
weight in proportion
to its number or wealth or
exports and imports or a compound
ra'tio of all."
The subject
came up for discussion
in the long
and desultory
deb'ttc to which thcsc articles were
subjcctcd
ill congress through fifteen months, and
Oct. 5, 1777, three plains of apportionment
were
proposed
in succession;
first, that Rhode Island,
Delaware,
and Georgia should have one vote and
the other states one for ever)- 50,000 white inhabitants, with a prnvision that thc representation
of
the three
smaller
states should
increase
with
cvcrv additional
50,000 to their inhabitants
and
the ratio of representation
beitself changed when
it threatened
to make congress
too numerous;
second, that every state should send a delegate for
cvery 30,000 of its inhabitants,
each delcgate to
have one vote, and third,
that reprcsentation
should be "computed
by numbers proportioned
"
to the taxes levied on the stales and paid by
them into the public treasury.
All three prop(,sitions were voted down,
Pennsylvania
and Virginia standing
alone in their support, and by a
vote of ten colonies to one, each was given one
vote and the privilc_ge of st.nding not less than two
nor more than seven dclegates.--R(.peated
review
and discussion
have made familiar
the steps by
which a compromise
w:ls reached in the converttion of 1787, at Philadell)hia,
ou the distribution
and apportionment
of representation;
the only
question
which
provoked
the menace
of withdrawal from one of the states and threatened
at
a later date the dissolution
of Ihe convention.
As
at last adopted, an equ:d representation
was given
the org, mic divisions uf tll(, new government
in
theuppcrchamber.
Inthclowcr,
nuInbcrwasfollowed as far as the frec pol)ulatmn of the country
wasconcerned,
andstatusin
detcrmining
thcshare,
"other
persons"
shouht
play in increasing
the
representation
of states with a slave population.
The verbiage of tim clause in the federal constitution, basing representation
on the total freepopulation, "three-fifths
of all other persons, and excluding Indians
not taxed," first appeared as an
amendment
to the articles of confederation
in the
continental
congress
April 18, 1783, proposing
a
new basis for _ising revcnue.
It was urged and
accepted in the convention
as an equitable
cornt)romise and in tlle constitution
was accomi)anicd
by a clause which provided that the federal house
of representatives
should never have less than a
member to each state and never have more than

necessity was accepted in practice an(l becanm the
rule of procedure in thecontinenlal
congress, first
by consent and later by the articles of confederation
Al)portionment'in
theacts and procdedings
of the congress of the revolution is uniformly
applied to the assessment of pecuniary
burdens and
tim dis_ributionof
calls for military service.
Proportional representation
_as urged by Virginia,

one to every 30,000 inhabitants
in the states, cornputed upon the constitutional
rule.
The constitution contained also :_l)rovisional
apportionment
of representation
to the states, at best little more
than a guess.
Mr. Gorham, of Massachusetts,
a
melnber
of the committee
of five which first
sketched
this app_lrtionmenI,
informed
tile convention that without observing fl'actions, the corn-
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mittee had been guided by the "number of blacks
and whites with some regard to supposed wealth,"
and at a later date Mr. Gerry, of the same state,
told the Massachusetts
convention
that, in tile
share given Georgia, allowance
was made for expected growth from pending
immigration.
The
only grave criticism
made on the provisions
respecting apportionment
in the federalconstitution
came from Virginia
and
Massachusetts,
who
urged that the ratio should not be altered till the
number of representatives
reached 200.
A. constitutional
amendment
to this purport was passed
by the 1st congress,
but it was never ratified by
the states.
The constitutional
rule remained unchanged
and governed
apportionments
through
70 years, a longer span than Ires fallen in history
to any otherprovision
controlling
the distribution
of representation
bychanges
in population.--The
first of the 10 decennial
apportionments,
including 1880, which have come up under the federal
constitution,
raised, in 1792, all the questions
in
regard to the representation
of fractions
and was
marked
by the same struggle
between the north
and the south, as its successol_.
In this and in
4 succeeding
apportionments
the recognition
of
fractions
was treated as unconstitutional.
Since
1830 a contrary
practice has obtained
and is now
firmly established.
The census of 1790 placed
the repr_entative
population
of the country at
3,636,9°1.
Dividing
this by 30,000 as a ratio, the
house (2nd congress,
Is_ session)apportioned
113
members on a plan favoring the southern
states.
The senate raised the ratio to 83,000, transferring
the unrepresented
fractions
from the east to the
south.
The house refused to yield and the senate
insisting upon its amendment,
by the casting vote
of vice-president
Adams, the bill lapsed, and the
house passed another, with the same apportionment, but providing
for a new census in 1795.

ing members to fractions after taking the smallest
ratio known
to the constitution.
Congress
yielded, and in the house 84 to 30, in the senate
by a heavy majority,
passed a bill placing the
ratio at 33,000, and apportioning
105 members
among the states, without
regard
to fractions.
The real principle underlying
this and succeeding
struggles, was whether
in an apportionment
the
nation should be considered
as a wholeor bedealt
with by states.--Followingthe
same ratio and the
same principle as in the 1st apportionment,
congress, in January,
1802, (6th congress,
2nd sess.)
distributed
141 members
among 15 states.
Senator White, of Delaware, endeavored
inthe senate,
to secure an additional
member
for an unrepresented fraction of 28,811 in hisstate, but hisproposition was voted down, 10 to 15 as unconstitutional.--Two
unsuccessful
attempts
were made
before the census of 1810, to determine
the apportionment
in advance, by adopting
a ratio before
the results
of the census were known;
but the
house (11th congress, 2nd and 3rd sess.) laid on the
table bills proposing
40,000 and 45,000 as the ratios.
After the census was published,
the house,
(12th cong., 1st sess.), 102 to 18, placed the ratio
at 87,000, distributing
180 members.
Thesenate,
on motion of senator
Bayard, 22 to 12, reduced
the ratio to 85,000, giving Delaware
a member,
with 181 as a total, and the house, 72 to 62,
agreed.--For
the first time since the 1st apportionment, an effort was made,
after the census of
1820, (17th cong., 1st sess.), to abandon
an equal
ratio for all the states and adopt a number which
should make the average to each member within
each state equal.
Underthe
vehement
opposition
of ]_[r. Jolm Randolph,
this was voted down, 43
to 125, and, 100 to 58, the house passed the apportionment
bill, as reported
by its committee,
with a r.ltio of 40,000 and a house of 21 ° mem-

to be followed
by another
apportionment,
bers.
The senate, 25 to 21, accepted
this, but
The senate
struck
out thin provision,
added 7
added an amendment
providing
that the appormembers
for each
large
fraction,
which
in
tionment
could be changed
in the case of AlaDelaware
was 29,000, and sent tim bill back to
bama, when its census was completed,
and, while
the house.
There, after a hot debate, in which
denounced
as unconstitutional
in the house, for
both sections predicted
a dissolution
of the union
prolonging
the apportionment,
it passed 98 to 47.
if an apportionment
favoringit
was not adopted,
--3Ir. James
K. Polk, in 1832 reported
to the
the bill passed 31 to 29; the Delaware
member,
house (20th cong., 1st sess.) an apportionment
bill
the only representative
from the south voting for
based on the 5th census, in which
the ratm was
it. A week later the bill encountered
the first
48,000, and the membership
of the house240, a raveto message in the history of the government,
rio favorable
to Tennesseeand
highly unfavorable
Hamilton and Knox, the two northern members of
to iN'ew England.
The house after prolonged dethe cabinet, advised
its signature;
Jefferson
and , bate, in whicll several other ratios were adopted,
Randolph,
the two southern
members,
its veto.
at last, 119 to 75, reduced
the ratio to 47,300,
President
Washiugton,
with some misgiving, lest
which cut down the apparent size of the fractions
he should seem to "be taking sides with a somhwithout
changing
the distribution
of member.-.
ern party;" sent to congress a brief veto, in which,
and sent tim bill to the senate.
There it was
without accepting
or rejecting
the principle first
attacked by )Ir. Webster,
in an elaborate report,
advanced by James )[adison,
that the representaurging the representation
of fractions
over om'tion of fractions
was unconstitutional,
he based
half; the representation
of fractions
less than a
his objections
upon the fact that the apportionmoiety beingpronouncedunconstitutional.
This
ment was on a different
ratio in different states
amendment
was once lost, 23 to 24, but its l)rinand in some fell below 30,000, the constitutional
ciple was at length adopted, 23 to 20, the whigs
limit.
The flint was the inevitable
result of repgenerally voting with Mr. Webster.
The hou._e,
resenting

fractions

at all;

the

second

of assign-

184 to 57, refused

to agree, and thesenate

yielded.

i
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_,Ir. Polk presented
the democratic view in a report in which he declared that the states "must
43e regarded as separate, distinct communities
or
masses of population and not as parts of the consolidated
population of the union, melted down
into one mass or community;"
a doctrine now
abandoned
in federal apportionments.--Debate
chiefly centered, in tile apportionment
on the census of 1840, (27th cong., 2d sess.), on a provision
' requiring the states to elect by districts, moved
by Mr. William Halstead, of New Jersey.
Supported by the whigs and opposed
by the dEmocrats, this was passed, 101 to 99, in the house,
.and 29 to 19 in tile senate.
This measure was
principallyintended
to divide the delegations from
New York and Pennsylvania,
then elected on a
general ticket.
It was opposed
as unconstitutmnal, because it directed the state legislatures
to
.lay out districts, and deprived
an)" citizen from
voting for the entire congressional
representation
.of his state.
In the struggle
over this provision,
fractional representation
was adopted with little
.debate.
The house, 125 to 75, placed the ratio at
-50,179 and the members at 217.
The senate, 28
to 18, added 6 members
for fractions
over onehalf, and the lmuse, after once refusing, yielded
•to this, lll to 102.--The
census of 1850 was 1)receded by a measure
determining
the method
and principle of the apportionment
based upon
it. To the bill providing
for taking the census,
sections were added, on motion of Mr. S. F. Vinton, of Ohio, (31st cong., 1st sess.) placing
the
number of the house at 200, and requiring
the
secretary of the interior,
as a ministerial
act, to
divide the representative
population
of the entire
.country by 200, and the population
of each state
by the quotient thusobtained
as a ratio; assigning
to each state representatives
for each fuU ratio its
population
contained,
and 1 for each fraction till
the entire number,
200, was exhausted.
The
principle
of these sections,
since known as the
"Vinton bill," has guided all subsequent
apportmnments.
The house, 93 to 78, iqcreased
the
a_umber of members to 233, and the senate supported this, 27 to 17. An apportionment
was
made pursuant to this measure by the secretary of
the interior, (32nd cong., 1st sess., ex. doc. 129).
and subsequently
altered under a supplementary
act, (approved
July30,
1852), giving California
;m additional member.--In
apportioning
repre•-,'ntatives after the census of 1860, congress Iblh,wed the principle
of Vinton's
bill, but abandoned its method.
The house, 86 to 7, passed
without debate,
(37th cong.,
1st sess.), a bill
which, taking 233 as the basis for npportiomng
233 members on Xrinton's plan, then added 6 more
members to represent large fractions
in Vermont,
lehode Island, Ohio, Kentucky
and Iowa.
In the
senale. Mr. Collamer, going a step farther in the
support of fractional
representation
than had
been proposed at any previous
apportionment,
urged that the average
of population
to each
member should be kept equal by giving the snmll
_tates an overplus.
The senate, still basing its
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ratios on 233 members, added 8 for fractions
in
Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Kentucky,
Illinois,
Iowa,
Minnesota, Vermont and Rhode Island, making
241.
Supplementary
legislation
gave California
an additional
member and permitted Illinois to
elect a member at ]arge.--Before
the census of
1870, the 8th, had been taken, these amendments
had altered tile constitutional
rule of apportionment.
The 13th amendment
left no "other persons" for the three-fifths
rule to operate upon,
and the 15th amendment,
by imposing manhood
suffrage upon the states, accomplished
thepurpose
intended
by the 2nd section of the 14th amendment.
Drawn :ts a compromise,
after the failure
of a proposed amendment
directly expressing its
purpose,
the 14th amendment,
in its 2nd section,
imposed anewrule
of apportionment
by requiring
the population
of each state, as a basis of representation,
to be diminished
in the proportion
between the whole number of its male citizens,
21
years of age and upward,
and those whose right
to vote at any state or federal
election the state
denied or in "any way abridged,"
except for
crime or a share in the rebellion.
This amendmeat was intended solely to discourage exclusions
from suffrage on account
of race;
but senator
Sumner objected to the explicit
assertion
of this
purpose,
and proposed
language
so broad as to
include, in its literal meaning, all the abridgments
of the grant of suffrage
to adult citizens, based
on residence,
illiteracy,
idiocy, insanity,
non-payment of a poll-tax,
or a property
qualification.
This interpretation
was never suggested
in the
debates upon the amendment.
It had its first recognition
in two bills for taking the 9th census,
drawn by Mr. James A. Garfield, and passed by
the house, (41st cong., 2nd sess ), but lost in the
senate.
In the absence of legislation the secretar), of the interior added to the schedules of tim
9thcensus,
inquiries in regard to the ttbridgment
of suffrage to citizens;
but the data obtained deserved, as Mr. Francis A. Walker, superintendent
of the census said, "little
credit."
:No provision
for obtaining
this information
was embodied in
the law for t'lking'the
10th census, and two precedents now exist for disregarding
this inquiry in
censuslegislation.
When an apportionment
based
on the 9th census was reached in the house (42nd
cong., 2nd sess.) Mr. Garfield and Mr. S. S. Cox
insisted that the meagre returns reported bythe secretary of the interior should be cml)loyed,
such as
they were.
]_Ir. JamEs Maynard
and Mr. _I. C.
Kerr united in advancing
the interpretatmn
that
the 14th amendment
regarded
only abridgments
of the suffrage based " on race, color, nationality,
or any other quality which inheres in the person
and constitutes
part of the individuality
of the voter," and the house,
77 to 70, supported
this
commentary.
In the debate in the lmuse (46th
cong.,3dsess.)on
the apportionmentafterthe
10th
census, substantially
the same view was adopted,
Mr. Cox urging that the rule in the 14th amendment could not be practically
applied.
This may
now be considered
as the accepted
doctrine, and
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future apportionments
will probably
rest upon
number
alone.--Prior
to the census of 1870 the
house, (41st cong.. 2nd sess.), passed, 86 to 84, a
bill drawn
after Vinton's
ineasure
and placing
the apportionment
of 275 members
in tlm hands
of the secretary of the interior.
The senate, 80
to 21, increased
tlfis number
to 300, and the bill
was lost in the house, 96 to 94. Two )-cars later,
tile house, (42nd cong., 2nd sess.), adopted,
93 to
89, a law, apportioning
2S3 members upon a new
plan.
Fnur of the states, Delaware, Nebraska,
Nevada and Oregon, had a population
less than
the ratio obtained
by dividing
the entire population of the United States by 283. Assigning
these
states 4 members, their poptflation was subtracted
and the rein.tinder
of the population
divided
by
279 for a new ratio;
upon wlfich the remaining
apportiomncnt
was ma(le, 17 memt)ers
being assigned for fractions.
The senate accepted
tiffs
bill; but at a later date a supplementary
bill passed
both clmmbcrs
adding
a member each to New
IIampshire,
Vermont,
blew York, Pennsylvania,
Indiana.
Tennessee,
Louisiana
and Florida,
9 in
all, making the total 292.
Upon its face a supple-

senate.
In Massachusetts,
under
amendments
adopted
in 1836 and in 1840, the apportionment
of the state was placed in the hands of the govcrnor and council, until 1857, when it was restored
to the legislature.
In Illinois, by the constitution
of 1870, the first apportionment
under minority.
representation
was committed
to the governor and
secretm Tof state.
Both Massachusetts,
1780. and
New ltampslfire,
in 1784, in their earl)" constitutions left the apportiomncnt
of representatives
in
a measure to thepcop]e
of each town by selecting
a small number
of ratable polls as the ratio and
permitting
each town to send 1 for such ratio; the
large towns, as Boston,
rarely sending
all the
members to which they were entitled to tim genoral court.
This right, the judge of the state held
(Mass. Elec. Cases, 120,)was enjoyed by tim town
in its corporate
capacity and could not be interfered with by the legislature
--The following table
gives the ratio and the number of representatives
at each apportionment:
_
.-,_

merit to the

other bill, this was in fact, as an accompanying
report explains, to be taken with that
as a new llpportionment
with 131,425 as a ratio,
obtained
by dividing
tile I)opulation
by 290; 2
more members being given for large fractions
in
Florida anti New llampslfire.--After
the census of
1880, the house, (46th cong., 8rd sess.), 136 to 123,
passed a bill apportioning
319 members,
on Yintoffs plan, but tile Inetu_ure was lost in the senate.
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--All tim states of the American
Union, except
Delaware,
provide
in their constitutmns
for a
periodical
apportionment
of representation,and
a
re-distribution
of the members
in one or both
branches

of the

legislature

has been made with

some regularity
during the last half-century
in all
the other states except Connecticut.
This allotment of representation
is usually guided exclusively by numbers
in apportioning
tlle lower
branch and by population
controlled
by county
or town lines in the upper, so tlmt tile former
generally
reflects
changes
in population
more
closely than the latter.
The chief exception
to
this rule is in Vermont
where representation
in
the lower branch
has, since 1793, _been equally
distributed
among the towns while the meml)ers
of the senate, since 1836, have been divided among
the counties by population.--The
duty of apportionment is committed
to the legislative
authority
of tile state; except in Ohio, where the governor,
auditor and secretary
of state or any two of them
have
allotted
representation
in both branches
under the constitution
of 1851 ; in Maryland,where
the governor
performs the same duty by the constitution
of 1867; while in Missouri,
1867, the
governor,
secretary of state and attorney general
are empowered
to lay out senate districts if the
lower chamber,
meration,
fails

at its final session after any enuto pass a bill re-districting
the

1Here and elsewhere
organic law quoted

dates

refer

to

the

adoption

of the

_

___z
": 1<
_" __
--1--i-MassachusettsN"
Ilampshire.
3
Rhode Island..
connecticut...
New York .....
New Jersey ....
Pennsylvania.
Delaware
.....
Maryland .... I
Virginia ..... ¢.
1_.Carolina ...
S.Carolina .... !
Georgia .......
Kentucky .....
Vermont ......
Tennessee
....
Ohio ..........
Maine .........
Alab ma ....
Mississippi
Louisiana .....
Indiana
.......
Illinois
.....
Missouri ....
Arkansas
Mich_an ........
......
Floriaa
Texas
.........
Iowa ..........
Wisconsin ..
California .....
Minnesota

31
111

15
6
4
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5!
11,
7

6
9
8
5
_
9
10
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6
8
_
6
111
13
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4
9
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8
4
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6
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5
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The basis of apportionment,
where dependent
on
the civil divisions
of the state, is, in :New ]_._ngland, the town; in the middle, western and southern states the county;
in Louisiana theparish;
in
South Carolina,
until
1868, election
districts :
while in New York until 1821, in Virginia,
from
1850 to 1864, tllestate was divided into 4districts,
made up of counties, within which senators were
apportioned.
In Virginia
8 such districts
were
prt)vided at the same time for the lower branch,
Ohio, 1851, lms 33 fixed senate districts
within
whose limits senators
are apportioned,
districts
being united
from time to time when they fall
below tile ratm obtained
by dividing
the state
population
by 35. Under an opinion given by
•,ttorney general Nash, in 188l, districts so united
can not be separated
in a sub._equent
apl)ortiouracnt until thepopulation
of each equals the state
ratio for senator.
Another
unit in apportionment was recognized in Maryland
by the division
of the state, adopted
in 1776 abolished in 1836,
into an "eastern"
and "western
" shore in alloting the senate.
Massachusetts
was also divided
up to 1851 into senate districts,
made "l)ermanent" in 1840, among which senators were apportioned.
Thcse various divisions
of a state to

numbers
exist with reference to one ebanlber or
the other; usually by requiring
county lines to be
observed.
In :N'ew IIampshire,
the upper chambcr is still apportioned
by direct
taxation.
An apportionment
of this character
existed till
1821 in New York, 1836 in Massachusetts,
1868
in South Carolina and from 1835 to 1868 in North
Carolina.
In all these states, execl)t South C:lro]ina, this allotment
was al)plicd
to the upper
branch; there one-half
the tower branch was al)portioned
by taxation and one-half by population
under a provi_mn adol)tcd in 1808 and continuin.g
till 1868. Georgia and Pennsylvania
1)t)th b_ld
apportionments
based on freeholders
in their fir._t
constitutions
and ratable
tax-payers
were the
basis for apportioning
the lower branch in _N'ew
IIampshire
till 1877 and in Massachusetts
till
1840.
Before the civil war, Georgia, 1798; Maryland, 1851; North Carolina, 1835; Virginia, 1850,
adopted the "federal"
rule of 1)opulatiou and ia
all the other slave states, the frcc white pol)ula.
tion was the only basis emt)loyed as to population.
.4. like limitation
occurs in nmst of the early constitutions in the states formed
out of the northwest territory.--The
decennial census taken under
the federal constitution
has led t_ll the st:_te_ cx-

which representation
is assigned or within whicll
it is divided must be distinguished
from the ordinat 5" district whose erection is a customary
tactdent of apportionment
where the number
of repreeentatives is greater or less than the number of
cr)untics or towns.
Apportionments
within the
ststcs, based upon number,
rest either upon the
entire popuhltioa,
(Alabama,
1867; Connecticut,
1828; Illinois, 1870; Louisiana,
1852, 1879; Massachu._etts, 1840; Minnesota,
1857; Missouri. 1875;
,Nebraska, 1867; Nevada, 1864; New Hampshire,
1877, h'ew Jersey, 1844; Ollio, 1851; Pennsylvania, 1873; Rllode Island,
1842; South Carolina,
lt168; Texas, 1836, 1876; Vermont,
1836; V_est
Virginia, 1872; Wisconsin,
1848; all the western
states mentioned
excluding
Indians
not taxed),
upon the total population
less aliens, (Maine.
1820; .'*,I:lryland, 1867), upon the total population, Ices aliens and Indians
not taxed.
(:New
York, 1821; North Carolina, 1868), upon the total
l)opulation less aliens ineligible
to naturalization,
Chinc._c, (California, 1879)or upon voters (Arkan_t% 1_;74; Florida, 1868; Georgia, 1877; Indiana,
1851; Kentucky, 1850; blississippi,
1868; Tennessee, 185-_). In three states, the old limitation
to a
white population still remains (iowa, 1857; Michi.a'tn, 1850; Oregon, 1857), but in none of tllese
wouhl tile recognition
of a colored
population
affect an apportionment.
In 3liehigan,
"civilize,l persons of Indian descent"
arc included in
the rel)rescntativ e population
and tax paying Indians were by the New York legislature
in the
last, 1879, appnrtionment
of the state.
The constilutions
of Colorado,
1876, Kansas,
1859, and
of Virginia, 1870, omit to designate
specifically
the basis of apportionment,
which is presumably
1he entire population.
In nearly all the st_ltes,
limitations
upon the application
of the rule of

cept Kentucky,
which still retains an o(.t(,nnial
period,
to adopt an apportionment
oz_ec in l0
years, even where, as iu h'ew York "lnd )l;_--:_¢.]:tzsetts, the state apportionment
take_ pl_tec _t;v: ;tu
intercal'try
state census.
In 10 statc_ (Ca]ih_rni;_,
Indiana,
5Iichigan,
]_Iinnesota,
Missouri,
+Nebraska,
Nevada,
New IIampshirc,
Oregon
:rod
Wisconsin) provision
is made for a new distribution of representation
after ever)' state _t_ well a-;
after ever)" federal census, giwng an apportionmcnt ever T five )'ears.
Apportionlnent_
every 4
years, (Arkansas,
1836; Iowa, 1846; Louisian:_,
1812; Kentucky,
1792; 51i,_.-,ouri, 1820: Ohio.
1802,) ever)" 6 years, (Alabama,
1819: Indiana,
1851,) every 7 )'ears, (Georgia, 179_; New York,
1777; Pennsylvania,
1776, 1840; Tennes._ee, 1796:
Vermont,
1786), and ever)" 8 years, (K(,nlueky,
1850; Texas, 1845)have been required by different
constitutions;
but of these only Kentucky
survires.
It is an open question
in state, as in federal, constitutional
practice
whether the requirement of a recurrent
apporliomnent
is mandatory
or directory,
whether it can be discharged
only
by the legislature
sitting next after the enumeration or by any other, and whether
once aecomplished, it can be reviscd by a succeeding
lcgislature.
The constitution
of Louisiana,
adopted in
1868, prohibited
tile legislature
from passing an)"
act at the first s_ion
after a census before a reapportionment
bill had become a law, but this
restriction
was dropped
in the constitution
of
1875. The constitutions
of 6 states (Arkansas,
1874; Alabama,
1867; Counecffeut,
1828: Nebraska, 1875; New York, 1846 ; New Jersey, 1844),
require an al)l)ortionmcnt
once made to rem,du
unclmngcd
till the next census, and the constitutions of all the other states enjoin an apportionmeat "immedmtely
" or at the "ill'St sessio_
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after"
an enumeration.
Mandatory
language is
generally used in these injunctions,
but the practice of state legislatures has repeatedly construed
it as directory.
Tile constitution of Connecticut,
1828, requires a decennial
apportionment
of the
senate, but after making an apportionment
on the
census of 1830 none was made till 1880 by thelegislature.
In New York state after the census of
1855 an apportionment
was not made till 1857,
and after the census of 1875 till 1879, and there
have been other cases of delay.
The attorney
general of New York state held in an opinion
(58 N. Y. A. Gen. Decisions 21) that no apportionment could be made except by the legislature
meeting immediately
after the enumeration,
and
while the law does not seem settled (19 N. Y. 41 ;
"20 N. Y. 447, 19 Barber 81) the later decisions
favor the view that an apportionment
can bemade
only after an enumeration
(3 Keyes 111). This
is tile accepted
doctrine
in Maine (Opinions of
Justices,33:
587, and 18: 458), but an exception
is
made if the apportionment
"appear
to have been
_nconstitutional."
In Massachusetts
the decennial distribution
is held to be "fixed and unalterable" (6 Cushing 575; 2 Gray 84), as it is in Ohio
(1 Ohio, 437). In tim state last named frequent
('hanges in apportionments
had been, as the court
u'as moved to say, a "most
humiliating
experi,ence."
A like practice,
more or less frequent,
has established
in most states tim precedent
that
an apportionment
can be made by any legislature
and in some cases, when an apportionment
has
_lready been made, (Indiana state apportionment
1880, Ohio 1878 and 1880, in re-districting
congressiomd
districts, and Louisiana
18_9), a second
and third distribution
of representation
has been
made by successive legislatures.--In
apportioning
representation,
the state authority
disclmrgingthis
duty is generally
limited in three particulars,
in
the number of members to be distributed,
in their
distribution
among the civil divisions of tlm state
and in tile representation
to be given to fractions,
But three state
constitutions
(Alabama,
1819;
Oeorgia,
1789; North
Carolina,
1776) have left
the legislature
complete discretion
in determining
its numbers
at an apportionment.
The usual
practice
has been to specify a major and minor
_umber
within which tlm legislature
is required
.to act.
This is now the case in all the states exccpt 14(Delaware,
1776; California,
1870; Colorado,1876;
Georgia,1868;
Illinois,1870;
Iowa,1857;
Massacl]usetts,
1857; Nebraska,
1867; ,N_ewYork,
1846; North Carolina,
1868; Ohio, 1851; South
Carolina,
1868; Vermont,
1836 and West Virginia, 1877). In several of the earlierconstitutions,
in_tead of specifying
the limits by the number of
senators and representatives,
a ratio is named by
the constitution
to be used in apportionment,
Tiffs is still the case in Florida,
where 1,000 registered voters is the ratio in the lower branch,
in
Minnesota,
2,000 population
for representatives
and 5,000 for senators,
in New Hampshire,
1,200
population
for the house, in Rhode Island 1,530,
_tnd a like practice
has been followed in other

states; 7,000 and 3,000, 12,000 and 4,000 being the
ratios for senator and representative
in 1836 and
1841 respectively
in Illinois.
In distributing representation the county is usually assumed as tile
unit,
the town as well as the county
being
used in New England.
In nearly all the states
which have been admitted
into tile Union since"
its organization
and in several of tlle origimfl
states, the legislature is at liberty to group counties whose population
falls below tile representatire ratio; bnt in 7 states (Florida, 1868; Georgia,
1868; Kansas,
1859; Louisiana,
1879; Michigan,
1850; New Jersey, 1844; New York, 1846), each
county, and in Rhode Island, 1842, each town is
guaranteed
1 member
of the lower branch, and
in Connecticut,
:[828, each county is secured
2
senators
and in New Jersey 1. Provisions
prohibiting
the legislature
from dividing
counties
in laying out districts
for the upper chamber
and requiring
such districts
to be of contiguous territory,
exist in many constitutions,
but
the inconvenience
of a contrary
practice has led
it to be abandoned,
even when
no restriction
exists.
In Maine, thejudgcshave
held (Opinions
of Justices,
18: 458) that a small county can be
attaclmd
to a portion
of a large county, where
the latter is divided
into more than one district.
In New York state such an apportionment
has
been proposed, but never practiced.
It has been
held in the same state that after districts
have
been laid out new counties could be erected a part
in each, leaving the right of suffrage
unclmnged
(19 Barber 81); but this is doubtful
and has been
denied in an opinion by attorney
general Talcott
(A_embly
Journal,
1822, p. 78), a view which is
sustained
in 20 N. Y., 447.
A limitation
up,,n
the number
of members
which can bc assigned
any one county exists in tile constitutions
of most
of the states having a large city, designed to prevent tile concentration
of too large a representstion at a single point.
A provision
of this character was strongly
urged by Chancellor
Kent in
the New York constitutional
convention
in 1_21,
but was voted down.
Pennsylvania,
in the xc_lr
1873, Rhode Island,
in 1842, South Carolina, in
1868, blaine, 1820, and Florida, in 1868, have _uch
limitations
in regard
to one chamber
or the
other, and down to a recent date they exis1(.d in
Louisiana.
In Maryland,
1851, Missouri,
1875,
and ]_ew IIampshire,
1877, the same resu]t i_
reached by largely
increasing
the ratio of r(t)l_'sentation
when a number
of members are al)por
tinned to one county.
It is the uniform practice'
in all tile slates to recognize
the representation
of
fractions
whether
a constitutional
provision is
made for this or not.
In Tennessee
a county,
losing by unrepresented
fractions
in apportioning
one branch, is to have special
representation
i.a
apportioning
the other; in Kentucky
allowance 1._
to be made for such loss in successive apportionments; in Texas fractions canbe united by giving
two counties having
fractions
equal
to a ratio
an additional
m_'mber, but in general the legi.-latare is'left
to its own discretion.
In Massa('hu-
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setts, under the amendments
adopted in 1836 and
1840, fractions were given a proportional
representation during a part of each decennial period,
a plan followed in the Ohio constitution
of 1851.
Each fraction left in apportioning
senators
and
representatives
among districts
and counties
is
multiplied
by five, and if the product
equals a
full ratio, the district receives an additional
memher for the fifth of the five terms into which each
ten )-ear period is divided, if the product equals
two ratios for the fourth and fifth terms, and so
on. These additional
members
are known
in
Ohio politics as "floaters."--The
initial apportionmcnt of representation
prior to the existence
of a written constitution
in the original states was
in general made by the revolutionary
committee
in organizing a new government
after the disappearance of the colonial administration.
In the
admitted states and the organization
of territories,
an apportionment
is usually provided
in the enabling act.
In distributing
representation
in the
various conventions and state "congresses"called
in 1775-6-7-8, an equal allotment among the recognized divisions of each colony was the rule, as
it had been in the colonial legislatures.
In _New
IIampshirc,
a census was taken in 1775, the earliest on record with this end in view, for the putpose of "apportioning
fairly"
the delegates to a
convention which met Dec. 21, 1775.
Anunequal
distribution
of representation
was made in South
C'lrolina in calling a congress in 1776; but it does
not appear to have been guided
by population,
In Pennsylvania
each county and Philadelphia
wcrt, given 8 members in the convention
of 1776.
Equal county representation
was followed
in
,New Jersey and Delaware.
_Iassachusetts,
Con_ecticut, 5Iaryland, Virginia, and l_'orth Carolina
adopted the apportionment
already existing.
The
filet step toward an apportionment
based on humber was not taken in Rhode Island till the irregular call issued by a committee
appointed
by the
"friends
of the suffrage"
convention,
July 20,
1_1, x_hich assigned
each town a delegate
to
every 1,000 inhabitants,
and 3 to each ward m
Providence.
Vermont,
on organizing
a central
government
in 1777, gave each town an equal
voice. The first apportionment
in Kentucky,
to
the convention meeting at Danville, was on the
basi._ of a delegate to eveIT company of militia in
the Kentucky
district,
a unique
instance
in
American history of representation
resting on the
old Teutoaic foundation,
an arms-bearing
people.
Tile ordinance of 1787, in providing
for the goveminent of the telTitory northwest
of the Ohio,
apportioned the membership
of the lower branch
of the territorial
legislature
by allowing,
"for
every 500 free male inhabitants,
1 representative,
and so on progressively,"
until the number of
representatives
mounted
to 25, when further upportionment
was left to the legislature
of the territory.
In succeeding enabling acts constituting
.territories, the first apportionment
and districting
is vested in the governor
and succeeding
allotmeats committed to the legislature.
Where,
as

1 {_9

in Alabama,
1817, a territory
is erected
front
counties already part of another, tile existing
apportionlnent
is accepted.
Usually, in providing
for a convention
to draft a state constitution,
the
distribution
of representatives
is left to the territorial legislature,
sometimes
with a limit on the
number
of the convention,
(Louisiana,
1811) and
in other instances
the enabling act makes the upportionment,
(]_lissouri,
1820); a circumstance
probably
due to the fact that the proposed
state
was smaller in area than the existing
territory.
In the last three states admitted,
h'evada, .Nebrasks, and Colorado, the act providing
for a state
convention
authorizes
the governor of the territory to lay out districts,
and constitutes
tile governor, the feder'd district attorney,
and the chief
justice a board of apportionment
to distribute
the
members, whose number is usually fixed by the
governor,
among these districts.
Where the first
step toward a convention
is taken by the people
an existing
apportionment'has
been adopted,
in
West Virginia,
1861, the old representative
districts of the last Virginia apportionment,
in Kaasas, 1857-9, and in Michigan,
1834, the lower
branch of the territorial
legislature,
but in Tennessee, 1796, the first call was for 5 from each
county.
In California the constitutional
conveatiou of 1849 revised its own apportionment
; an
act without precedent.
The convention
met pursuant to a call issued by brigadier
general Riley,
U.S.A.,_in
his capacity as civil governor of the
conquered
territory--dividing
the state into 10
districts and apportioning
deleg.ltcs among them
with general reference to the last ]_Iexican apportionment,
with a proviso
that any district could
elect more members
whose admission
would
be
decided by theconvcation.
After three days' debate, the convention,
graded
principally
by the
votes cast,'incrcased
its number from 37 to 73.-In the period succeeding
the civil war, an apportionment of representation
in state party conventions based on the votes cast at a recent election
for the candidates of the part s' has come into use,
It obtains in both parties in Massachusetts,
i'(ew
Jersey and Ohio, in the republican
party in _Ncw
York, in city conventions
in Cincinnati
and Chicago, and elsewhere.
Where such a division
is
not employed,
representation
in a party convention is generally
based on some legislative
app'ortionment.--The
metliodical
distribution
of reprosentation
upon an accepted
basis is recent in all
European
governments.
1No principle
was followed in allotting representation
in the ancient
German diet.
The constitutions
of 1815, which
organized
the federal diet of the German empire,
divided representation
with general reference to
population
in the plenum
or general assembly,
but contained no provision
for an apportionment.
The short-heed
Frankfort
assembly of 1848 was
based on a representative
ratio of 50,000 inhabitants.
An apportionment
according to population
was a prominent
feature of the Prussian plan for
reorganizing
Germany
in 1866.
The projects
proposed
by Austria at Frankfort,
Sept. 1, 1863,
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and by Saxony, Oct. 15. 1861, both divided representation
more closely in accordance
with population than in the federal diet, but they adopted
no uniform rule of distribution.
This was provided during the organization
of the .North German confederation
in 1866 through the adoption
in September
by the Prussian
legislature
of a law
for the election
of the first German parliament,
under which a deputy was to be apportioned to the
statcs in the constituent
diet of the new confcderacy for every 100,000 inhabitants,
a surplus of
50,000 to be treated as a whole number;
elective
departments
and districts
to be settled by the
government.
This apportionment
was extended
without
changing
its character
when the new
German empire was organized in 1871, and adopted for the reichstag in article 20 of the constitutioa.
The limits placed upon future apportionments are the stipulations
that each state shall
have at least one representative
and the guarantee
of 48 members to Bavhrla, 17 to Wtirtemberff,
14
to Baden, and 6toHesse.
The apportionment
of
representation
to the states in the bundesra?h, or
federal council, as fixed by article 6. is not subjeet to revision,
but gives each of the larger
states
a representation
approximately
proportioned to population,
and thc smaller states 1 vote
each.
In the Prussian
kingdom
an apportionment based on population
was first provided
by
the electoral
law passed by the united
diet in
184_, which took the census of 1846 as a basis in
distributing
representation
in the lower chamber,
assigning
1 member
to each civil division, 2 to
tho_e having 60,000 inhabitants,
and for every
40,000 more inhabitants
an additional
member,
The Prussian
constitution
of 1850 altered this apportionment
by distributing
the election of 350
members
among
administrative
"circles"
of

•

10,000 inhabitants
each.
The present
Prussian
lower chamber
is apportioned
upon much the
same principle.
Representation
in the provincial
diets of Austria is not subject to any systematic
apportionment,
and while the membership
in the
Austrian _'e_ch.,rath and the Hungarian
house of
representatives
follows
the population
of the
crown lands represented
approximately
in each
case, the average
ratio of representation
(1 to
34,000 in Hungary
and 1 to 97,000 in Austria in
1869) is extremely
unlike in the two bodies.
Tile
imperial patent of Feb. 26, 1861, under which the
first Austrian
parliament
was summoned,
apportioned 343 deputies among the crown lands with
•t general adherence
to population
in the share
given each.
The earlier Austrian constitution
of
1849 provided no apportionment
whatever.--The
states general of the old French monarchy was a
body in which the distribution
of representation
in the two upper branches rested on status and in
tile third on the ancient divisions and municipalitics of the kingdom.
The national assembly orffanized under the constitution
of the year III,
1791, consisted of 745 members;
247 apportioned
on the basis of territory,
each department
having
3 members and Paris 1, 249 on population
and

249 on the direct contributions
of each departmeat to the government.
Under the directory,
the first empire, the restoration
and the monarchy
of July mediate elections by groups of taxables
organized upon various systems took the place of
any systematic
apportionment.
In 1848 the provisional government,
in its decree of )Iarch 5, announeed population
as the basis of representation
and, selecting 40,000 as the ratio, apportioned
900
members among the departments
in France and
the colonies abroad; a principle
followed
by the
constitution
of 1848 in the apportionment
it provided, carried into cffect by the electoral
law of
1849. The constitution
proclaimed
under
the
sccond empire, Jan. 14, 1852, adopted 35,000 as a
representative
ratio (article 34) and empowered
the executive to divide the departments
into districts (cfrcanscription,_)on
this basis, allowing
an
extra member for fractions
over 25,000.
These
districts
were not required
to be of contiguous
territory,
often were not, and were revised under
the constitution
every five years.
Under the republic, the constituent
electoral
law of Feb. 25,
1875, regulates the apportionment
of members to
the lower branch of the national
assembly.
It
provides thatcach
administrative
arrond_ement
shall name 1 deputy,
(scrutiT_ d'arrondissement),
and those with a population
over 100,000, 1 for
cvery fraction of this number.
Asthe French arrond_ments
are of nearly equal size and intended to contain about 100,000 inhabitants,
this is
practically
a general apportionment
upon a ratio
of 100,000, and a representation
is also given the
colonies.
The districts
electing members,
it is
provided by the same enactment,
must be defined
by law, and can be changed only by law.
At the
passage of the electoral law defining
the apportionment of the chamberof
deputies, the uatio_l
assembly also distributed
among the departments
.
in nearly equal shares, not dependent
on population, the scnators
to be chosen
by each.--An
equal division of representation
continued
to be
the rule in the allotment of representation
among
the Spanish
municipalities
summoned
to send
members to the cortes down to the final suppression of their legislative powers in the 16th century; although during the 14th century the larger
cities obtained
a greater proportional
representalion.
In 1808 the central junta, in providing for
the re-assembling
of the cortes, assigned an equal
representation
to those cities last represented
and
to the provincial juntas, and 1 deputy besides to
every 50,000 souls in the kingdom;
the SpanishAmerican
colonies, most of which were then in
insurrection,
being included
in the apportionmeat.
The constitution
of Cadiz, adopted
four
years later, abolished
by the decree of May 4,
1814, but subsequently
revived at frequent
intervals by the "constitutionalists,"
provided
an apportionment
based on population,
taking 70,000
as a representative
ratio.
The census of 1797
was assumed
as a basis of the apportionment
made by the constitution,
but it is difficult to reconcile its allotment
of representation
with the
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returns
of population;
Valencia
and Granada,
wi!h a nearly equal
population,
having respectively 19 and2 deputies.
An apportiomnent
based
on representation
was demanded
at every rising
for the ncxthalf
century by Spanish liberals, and
in 1888 the electoral
law, promulgated
by the
provisional
government,
declared an apportionmeat by provinces
for ever)" 45,000 inhabitants,
a
fraction
over 22,500 to count as a full ratio; 330
deputies
being distributed
on this basis.
The
.constitution
of June 6, 1869, changed this ratio
t'l 40,000, and that of June 30, 1876, to 50,000-in Cuba, 40,000 free persons.
Representation
in
the pre_nt
Spanish
upper chamber,
1881, i.4 distributed
partly by status and in p_lrt to state corporations.--In
Switzerland,
an equal representation of the cantons was the rule till 1848. This
was embraced
in the act of mediation,
1803, and
in the constitution
imposed by the allied powers
iI_ 1815. In 1848 the method
since enacted
in
"the constitution
of 1864 was adopted.
In the
,tale
council,
each canton
has 1 vote; in the
natioual council, a delegate
is assigned
to every
20,000
inhabitants,
fractions
over
10,000 to
count for 1. Each canton and each half of a divided canton is guaranteed
1 vote.
The election
is by districts.
The Danish great charter, drawn
in 1848, and revised in 1866, gives a member in
_he ]nwer branch, land_lhing, for every 16,000 inhabitants.
In Belgium the chamber of represent_tive_ is based upon a ratio of 1 to 40,000, and
the provincial
councils
are also apportioned
by
l)o:)ulation,
varying
from 1 to 11,500 in Brabant
and Hainault
to 1 to 5,000 in Limbourg
and Lux.
embourg.
The members
of the lower chamber
in Holland, by the constitution
of 1815, revised in
1848, are apportioned
1 to 45,000 of popul'ttion
among the provincial
states.
The first _Iexican
vonstitution,
1824, apportioned
the house of represcntatives
on the ratio of 1 member
to every
40,000inhabitants.--As
the English house of commous is. in its origin, a body made up of the consolidated
representation
of the shires and boroughs into which the kingdom
was divided
for
local administration
and the collection
of taxes,
the onh' apportionment
known
in English constitutlo'nal
practice
is based on the organic dirts,
ions ol" the state; a fact inirrored
in the nearly
equal
representation
awarded
to the countms
and boroughs
returning
members to parliament
before the reform
bill of 1832.
The changes
in representation
made by this and succeeding
measures have been simply a redistribution
of the
right of returning
members of parliament
among
civil corporations
in the United Kingdom;
often
with a general reference
to population,
but with
no apportionment
based upon it. Sir Thomas E.
_Iay states that "the principle of population,
although
rudely
carried
into effect, formed
the
basis of representation
in early times," but it is
difficult to reconcile this statement
with the actual distribution
of members.
The representation
given Scotland by the act of union, 1707, was inlended to represent
the relative
importance
of
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the two kingdoms ill wealth and population;
bl,t
tile allotment
was only approximate.
Even this
was not attempted
at the union with Irehmd ill
1801. In organizing
representative
government
in the colonies, parliament
has uniformly
r_,('t_gnized population
usa basis for the aPt)ortionmehl
of representation.
Pitt's
constittttiomtl
act of
1791 for the government
of Canada
empoweled
the governor
of the colony to decide the number
of members to be returned
to the lower chamber
in the colonial legislatures
of Upper and Lowel
Canada, and to lay out districts
containing
an
equal male population
for the election of these
members.
Future apportionments
were committed to the local authorities,
The s'une general
plan was followed
in the act of Aug. 5, 1_50, or
ganizingthe
Australian
colonies, an initial appor
tionment by the governor and future distributioz,
by the colonial legislatures.
The act of 1841
uniting the two Canadas,
accepted
the old ,]is.
triets and made a new al)portionment
in the bill.
By the act of union in 1866, organizing
the do.
minion of Canada, no apportionment
is provided
for the senate, a fixed number
being assigned
each province.
For the house of commons,
the
legislature
is authorized
to make a decennial
upportionmcnt
of 181 members among the different
provinces;
dividing the population
of Quebec 1)y
65 to obtain a representative
ratio, in "lccordanee
with which members are to be distributed;
fractions over one-half
to be reckoned
as whole
numbers and those less than a moiety to br omitted.
At any assignment,
no provim;e is to losc in
representation
unless its decreasc of population
is
over one-twentieth.
TALCOI_r WILLIa._S.
APPROPRIATION.
Appropriation
is the
reduction
to private l)roperty of an object which
belonged or might belong to all. Thus, arable
land which, as we may suppose, was primarily the
property
of the whole hum.Ln race, was apl)ropriated when it was first divided into p.lrts, each
one of which had its distinct owncr.--The
word
appropriation
cat1 hardly
be applied to things
other than those given by nature;
for, as to those
which are the fruit of the labor of nmn, they so
naturally
and necessarily
belong to him who has
produced
them that they are, so to speak, incorporated
in him, until lie disposes nf them by
exchange,
or voluntarily
destroys thcm.
But the
word appropriation
does not apply equally to all
natural
objects.
It can hardly be properly
applied to the simple consumable
products
which
the earth or the sea may furnish man with.
It is
rather applied to t)roductive original stock, that is,
to the natural instruments
of production,
such as
arable land, mines, water-eourscs,
etc., in a word
to all the natural
elements
which
const'lntly
assist usia our hthors.--Among
the natur.d instruments of production,
some are susceptible
of
appropriation,
others
are not.
For in._t'mce,
arable land and mines have I)een almost entirely
converted into private
prol)crty
in :ill civilized
countries;
but the sea which, like lhc earth, is
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productive,
since it produces fish, mollusks, coral,
pearls, salt, etc., has not been appropriated
and
scarcely can be, except some very limited portion
of'it near the shore.--AIl
economists
admit that
the appropriation
of arable land has singularly
increased its fecundity,
and made it trul T a benefit not only to the actual possessors of the soil, but
also tn those who believe they have been unjustly
deprived of it. "We have examples,"
says J.B.
Fury, "of what happens where there are no landed
proprietors.
Where there are no such proprietors,
people"are
in the condition
of tile Hurons and
Iroquois.
Among
thcm
the soil belongs
to
nobody; and the only product
that their agricultural industry,
which is the chelae, procures from
this soil, consists of the furs which they sometimes
securc at the cost of untold fatigue,
though
at
times their labor goes unrewarded.
The produce
of the chase does not always crown their efforts,
and they and their families are exposed to most
frightful
privations."--In
countries
where the
land does not belong to anybody, nobody cultirates it, and men obtain from it only the meagre
fruits which it produces
spoutaneously.--In
all
countries,
evcn the most civilized, there still are
lands which are not absolutely appropriated,
in
the sense that the state or communes
lmve reservcd their possession to themselves.
This is always
a beginning
of appropriation,
and it can not be
said in this case that nobody
is interested
in
mlproving
the natural resources of such land; but
as the proprietor
is a collective
person, his intereat is not sufficiently direct and urgent to induce
him to endeavor to draw from the land all that
it can be made to yield.
Itence
it is that in all
the countries
of the world, the lands bclongmg
to the state and municipalities
are by far the
worst managed and least productive.--Mines
and
quarries may be appropriated
just as arable land
may be, and, it is evident, may gain fully as much
by it. Their appropriation
is, however, rarely as

ARBITRAGE.
In banking
and commcrciaP
matters,
arbitrage or arbitration
of exchange is
resorted to in order to discover, by comparison
and calculation, the profit which may result from
the negotiation
of bills of exchange on different
places--This
process is either simple or complex.
The simple process is of more general application,
because
there
is little speculation
in money
changes which extend to more than three places.
--Simple
arbitrage is a comparison
of the course
of exchange between two places, relatively
to the
course established between these two places and a
third; that is to say, therate of exchange between
two places being known, arbitrage consists in comparing this rate with that prevailing
at the third
place, in order to ascertain to which of the three it
is most advantageous
to make the remittances
to,
be made.--A
complex arbitrage
consists in comparing the course of exchange of more than three
places, with a view to ascertain what a remittance
shall cost in the last which has passed through all
the others.
In fact, a complex arbitrage
is the
repetition of several simple arbitrages,
and can be
solved only through a series of operations
in the
rule of three.--Arbitrage
in the case of goods
takes place especially when the price of a certain
commodity
at a certain place being known, it is
sought to ascertain what price the commodity
will
bring in another market;
and consequently
what
price should be asked for it there, so as to realize
a profit.
In this case, there are charges made for
handling
and transferring
the goods to be taken
into account.
The merchant who is not in a position himself to reckon these expenses, particularly
when his business relations extend to markets far
distant from his place of residence,
usually has
these expenses estimated by his correspondents.-Arbitrages
arc very useful, as they tend more and
more to keep in balance the rate of values between
different countries.
Cr_AnLES COQUELIN.

complete and absolute as that of land.
In many
countries,
the state makes certain
reservations
in
this respect.
In some of them the government
retains the mines in its own possession, and works
them itself.
This is the case in Germany
for
instance,
with the iron and salt mines, and in
some other parts of Europe and America, with
gold and silver mines.
In France,
the government while granting
to private
individuals
the
right to work mines, reserves to itself the ownership of them in principle;
so that, leaving out the
consideration,
the labor, the expenses,
and the
losses to which it subjects
its grantees,
it constantly holds over them the threat of a withdrawal
of their grant.
Theirs is a sort of conditional
and precarious
appropriation,
which
does not
offer the advantages
of an absolute and irrevocable appropriation.
(See AGENTS, _NA_rtXL;
LAND, MINES, OCCUPATION, PROPERTY.)
CHARLES COQUELIN.
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ARBITRARY
POWER.
In the common acccptation of the term arbitrary
power is an act of
the will not guided nor restricted
by any law.
It
is characteristic
of all absolute governments
to
become arbitrary,
but in theory we can well conceive of a power without
external
limits, which
would
impose limits to itself and respect
the
limits thus self.imposed.
Should such a government exist, we can readily
comprehend
that it
would have warm adherents.
Nevertheless,
we
believe, that in an enlightened
nation, public sentiment will never be favorablc to arbitrary
power.
--Such
power destroys
morality,
security,
and
patriotism
itself; and this the more, the further
it is carried.
But it would be an error to look
for arbitrary
power only in despotic states.
Frequent examples
of its exercise are found under
constitutional
governments
and even in republics,
in countries governed by law and ranged by the
Germans under the denomination
of Recht_aat.

ARBITRATION
These cases of arbitrary power shouldbe
charged
to the account of the discretionary
power which
the laws are obliged
to leave to a considerable
number of officials, or rather to the account of
citizens who submit to the abuse of power with.
out making use of the legal defense at their cornmand.
If the functionary
knew that every act
of his, not justifiable by the necessities of the case,
would be I)rougbt
before the higher authority
of
the courts, or merely before the tribunal of public
opinion, by way of the press, lie would think twice
before assuming
the responsibility
of it.
If no
one would consent to endure arbitrary
power, no
one would be arbitrary.--The
word arbitrary
has
in addition
a 1)hilosophic
meaning, which
must
not be confounded
with its vulgar sense.
We
shall endeavor
to define this in a few words and
indicate
the application
it finds in governmental
affairs.--The
actions of men are sometimes determined by natural laws, physical or moral.
Sometimes again they are not affected by any insurmountable
restriction.
A man can not remain
suspended
in the air without
support;
here is a
physical impossibility.
A man can not be grateful for evil done him; this is a moral impossibility.
But he is free to grant a month's delay
and, if he wishes, two or three months' to a debtor;
in a word, he can accept or grant a thousand different conditions
in every one of the thousand
ciri_umstances
of life.
This is arbitrariness,
for
m strictness everything
not materially
or morally
necessary, forced, or inevitable,
is arbitrary.
One
arbitrates,
chooses, among
several solutions
or
methods of action, that which seems preferable
for some reason.
Now in a large number of cases
the law should have settled the question.
To cite
but a single example:
howlong an interval should
be allowed a criminal
between judgment
and appeal?
A limit is necessary;
it is not established
by the nature of things;
it is therefore
necessary
to fix it by legislation.
The time adopted
is
chosen arbitrarily,
though
by no _eans
capriciously or without
reflection,
but it would have
been possibleeithertolengthenorshortenit.
Once
a law is enacted
the tribunal
which enforces it
exercises no arbitrary
power.
We have laid stress
on this acceptation
of tim word only with the intent of bringing
home to the legislator
the fact
that when he is obliged to fix arbitrary
limits lie
ought before making
decision, to examine everything, to hear and weigh what may be said pro
and con.
Laws of this category cause most harm
when the)" have not been made withthat
maturity
of deliberation
which should never lie absent in
an act so important.
(See ABSOLUTISM, BUREAUCRACY.)
_AURICE BLOCK.
ARBITRATION.
vIot_'.)

(See I_,'DUSTPA-CLAnmTm¢-

ARCHONS.
The archons
were the principal
magistrates
of Athens.
Their
institution
goes
back to the eleventh century before Christ.
After
the death of Codrus (1045) the Athenian
aristoc8
VOL. t.--8
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racy, the eupatride,,
like the pat_'e,_ in Ib)m,, at
a later period, abolished
royalty and rei)h_eed a
hereditary
king by an elective magistrate,
the
archon, elected for life, invested
with the royal
authority
but responsible
to his electon, and
chosen from a limited
numlier of familie,.
So
long as the Doric and aristocratic
elements were
preponderant
in Attica, the archonsbi l) r,'tained
itsoriginal
character.
But it was modified ,moor(Iing as the constitution
inclined
to (tenmcra(,y,
and the different reorganizations
which it under.
went are "t faithful
picture
nf the revolutions,
more and more demo('ratic
in char_n.ter, of the
Athenian people.
After 714 (or 752) the archon.
ship, instead of being a sort of royalty for lift, was
limited to ten years.
Thenceforth
open to all
noble families, it ceased to be the ex(,lu.-iv(, appanage of an oligarchy.
In 683 it received
its
almost final organization.
Executive
and judicial
power, concentrated
until then ill a ,Qng](, hand,
was divided
anmng nine archons, elected for a
year.
Each of these had his special powers.
The first, the archon epo_ymous, gave his name
to the year, represented
the state, maintained
the
social hierarchy,
was judge of questions
of civil
statns, and acted as the oflicml rcpr(..,entative
of
widows and orl)hans.
Thesecoud.thc
],'i_+garchon,
inherited the religions
functions
of ancient
royalty.
IIe looked after the ceremonies of r(,ligion,
presided at the Areopagus,
and had juri-diction
iu criminal cases as well as in cases of sacrilege.
The third, the archon polemarch, orgamzed
aml
commanded
the army and dccided dispute_ betwcen citizens and strangers.
All other judicial
affairs were reserved
to the last six archons,
named thvsmotl_et_e.--']'lm reforms of Solon while
respecting
this organization
did away witll its
sovereignty.
While the Iirchonship
was rendered
accessible to all citizens of the first four (.lasses
established
in the state by Solon according
to
their fortunes,
its judicial
power cca_.cd to lie
absolute.
']'he archons were obligcd on leaving
office to render an account of their adnlini,,tra!ion
before the general assembly
of the 1)_.,)ple, to
which, from that time the real sovereignty
belonged.
The arcllon el_n_ymous had _iflJin his
jurisdiction
only questions of status and robe.ritanee.
The ercation
of ten ,_r_tt,!/+,., (.leered
annually took from the archon pole_ulrd;
nearly
all his military
authority,
and liy the extension
of power given the l+eb'a,_ts, the six archon_ tl+,',__nothet_ were transformed
into simple examining
magistrates.
Aristides
by a law opened
the
archonship
to all classes of citizen.,+
_hortly
after, Pericles and Ephialtcs
sul)stituted
drawing
by lot for election.
The candidates
wt.rc not
admitted
until after an examination,
and a deeis+
ion by the assembly
of the people.
Once in
office, they continued
under the supervision
of
the _wm,_phylact_, new magistrates
charged with
maintaining
the law, and who might vet() every
act of their administration.
To sum up. their
judicial power was limited to the rcpre_.-ion of
the simplest
misdemeanors
punishable
"with a
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small fine.--Thus
deprived
of :ill their authority
in favor of the peoph;, the archons, like the consuls at Rome, survived all the governments
which
followed one another
in Greece aml their name
is found in an edict of Galien in the third ten-

1,877,490 inhabitants,
including
the population
of the national dependencies
of Chaco, 5lisioncs
Pampa and Patavonia.
Ill tile republic proper.
there are 1,743.355 inhabitants,
of whom 897,780
arc males and 845,572 females.
These figures

tury of the Christian

represent the civihzed
population.
The number
of savages or half breeds is about 100,000; but
other authorities
make it 300,000.
Tim capitals
of the fourteen
provinces into which the confederation is divided contain ill the aggregate
.300,000
inhabitants,
or about one-fourth
of tile whole
population
of the country.
In the province
of
Buenos
Ayres,
one-half
of the population
of
cilies is composed of foreigners.
In the fourteen
provinces
there are 610,482 inhabitants
of bities,
1,114,160 inhabltantsof
rural districts, and 1°_,330
inhabitants
of river
islands.--Tbe
mixture
of
races is not so great in the Argentine
Confederation '_s in other parts of Spanish America.
But
the difference
in habits and intellectual
culture
between
inhabitants
of cities and those of the
rural districts, has created between the two classes
an antagonism
which, on account
of the crimes
and actq of violence it has caused, is second Io
none of the most lamentable
race-antipathies
ree.ordcd in history.--During
the war for independence,
from 1810 to 1819, all the provinces
composing the vice-royalty
of La Plata were, in

era.
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AREOPAGUS.
The origin of the Areopagus
is of such remote antiquity that the ancients themselves did not know the precise period of its cstabli_hment.
When Solon, in 595, undertook
to give
Athens a new constitution,
he found in the Areopagus, a court of justice, whose jurisdiction
he
extended
and modified, leaving it the right which
it seems to have always possessed of trying the
crimes of murder,
mayhem,
and treason.
IIe
made it in "lddition a kind of conservative
senate
and a court of ,lppeal.
Specially commissioned
to oversee the city, the education of chihlren, and
the private life of citizens, to moderate luxury, to
keep up the obligation
to labor, the Areopagus
became hy degrees a tribunal of judgment
on morals,
whose power rested chiefly on public opinion.
It
would be dillicult to define nicely wh,Lt its anthority was.
Before the assembly of lhe l)eople il
demanded,
and often obtained,
the revision
or
repeal of laws, of judgments
'rod even of simple
decrees;
lint it would seem that this w:lsdone not
by virtue of any recognized
right.
The creation
of ten tribunals
of hdh_st,_, withdrew
from its
jurisdiction
the cognizance
of the greater part of
ordinary crimes, and it is pernfissible
to suppose
that the repressmn of sacrilege'rod
crimes again.',t
the state was at last its only prerogative.
Like
all the Athenian magistracies,
lhe Areopagus
was
abolished l)y lhcdemocratic
reformsof
(?listhenes,
Ephialtcs, and Pericles.
Beginning
with 459, the
censorship
of nmrals which
was its principal
source
of power was taken away from it by
Ephialtes,
in spite of the protests of the aristocracy.
Thenceforth
the Areopvgus
existed as an
institution
venerated
by all but playing no active
or useful part in the statc.--The
members of the
Arcopagus
(their number was not limited)were
chosen from among tlle ex-'trchons.
They were
appointed
for life, after a solemn examination,
Presided over by the second archon they passed
jud_-qnent in the night with ceremonies intended
to impress theimagination.
Their decisions were
originally without appeal, but by virtueof
a privilegc which we find to have existed in Rome also,
tlle accused could escape the sentence
hanging
over him by voluntary exile.
5I. BLocm
ARGENTINE
CONFEDERATION.
" The
Argentine
Republic,
in South America, is bounded, on tile uorth and the east by Bolivia, Brazil,
Uruguay,
Paraguay
and Montevideo;
on the
southwest
by the Atlantic ocean, on the south by
Patagonia,
and on the west by Chili.
Its area
inclusive
of the disputed
portion of the Gran
Chaco is 841,0(10 square
miles.
According
to
the ccnsus published
by the government
of Buenos Ayres, in 1872, the Argentine
Republic had

a measure, united.
While hostihties
lasted, they
recognized
willingly
enough
the supremacy
of
Buenos Ayrcs which, l)roud of its wealth,
the
intellectual
superiority
and the high standard
of
culture of its inhabitants,
assumed
the title of
the Athens
of tile south.
Buenos
Ayres conducted tlle war for independence,
furnished
arms,
money, soldiers and generals
to Chili and Peru,
and opposed a b'trricr to the invasious of Brazil,
by thecstabli_-hmcntofthcstateofUruguay.
The
whole political drama of the Argentine
Republic
which, .tt first, seems to present, during
the last
fifty years, only a personal conflict, turns mainly
upon the an'tagonism
betwcen Buenos Ayres and
the t)rovinces.
Commerce
and
industry,
and
intercourse
with Europe,
are monop,)lized
by
Buenos Ayres:
the other states of the confederation are purely agricultural
countries
where the
primitive
mode of living of the early colonists,
and even the Indian life of the Ouaclws shepherds
or nomads
still exist.
The alternate
success of
the two factions accounts
for the changes in its
political constitutions.
Buenos Ayres imposcs on
the other states a uniform constitution,
European
code% a regular government,
civilization
and its
accessories,
all of which do not appear equally
reasonable to the rural population
accustomed,
as
they are, to an almost savage independence.
The
latter naturally find allies amongthe
lower classes
in Buenos Ayres and other cities; while the notabilities and the educated,
who govern
Buenos
Ayres according to European
ideas, are supported
1)y the rich, countryland
owners.
It is therefore
the difference between Europe and America,
cosmopolitan
civilization
and local independence,
which
excites the conflict
between
the Blancos
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and the Colorados, between the moderates and the
l)rngressionists,
the unionists
and the federalists,
Federalism
is among
Latin nations,
and nmre
_especially among the Latinized
states of South
America, the form taken by the tendency called,
_meording
to circumstances,
anarchy
or liberty,
and which, in timesof
triumph,
leads to sanguin_ry dictatorships,
as was that of Rosas.--Thisgem
(tral observation
which sumsup
the historyof
fifty
years of apparent
political confusion,
relieves us
of the necessity of entering
into details
of the
revolutions
of La Pl:lta.
It is sufticient
for us
llerc to point out the unifying or federal character
of the four constitutmns
which there succeeded
one another.--Independencc
having
been pro,claimed, u federal constitution,
modeled
on that
of the United States, was tried. Subsequently,
between 1820 and 1827, an effort was made to effect
a union of the several states.
The union parts',
between 1820 and 1830, surrounded
by an almost
barbarous
population,
endeavored
to realize all
the political liberty, social reforms, and economic
t)rogvess, which now constitute
the programme
_)f the nmst enlightened
portion
of the liberal
European
party.
But the constitution
of 1826,
wasopposed
by the military chiefs, whom that in_trument was intended to reduce to suhordination;
l_y the clergy, who thought
their property
'rod
_011uence were endangered
by it ; and also by the
inlmhitants
of the rural
districts,
the G,tacho,,,
_vho feared interference
with their old way of
]iving.--The
conventions
which
intervened
in
1829, 1830. and 1831, after the overthrow
of the
_mionist constitution
of Dec. 24, 1826, reorganized the Argentine
Republic
on the b_is of a
federation
which conceded
to the provinces cornplete political
independence
in their intermfl
affairs, and left them at liberty to manage their
own financial affairs.
The provinces guaranteed
to one another full liberty in commerce and navigation.
The conduct of foreign affairs was delegated to the captain
general of Buenos Ayre,_.
lie was also intrusted with the conduct of the railitary affairs of the provinces.
Rosas was clothed
with these powers
from 1829 to 1852.--Rosas
maintaiuedhimself
inauthoritytwenty-four)'ears,
by causing the whole national power to be vested
in him by a legislature
which granted everything
lie desired.
A popular organization,
La Mazorca,
assisted
the dictator
by ridding
him of his adversaries.
His endless
quarrels
with
France
and England,
and his struggle
with Montevideo
are well known.--The
constitution,
adopted
in
1852 after the fall of Rosas, gave a wide range
to the executive power, but it also gave the courttry a true share in the management
of its affairs,
N'othing of essential importance
was changed
in
the internal organization
of the provinces
The
confess, composed of a chamber of fifty representatives, and of a senate of twenty-eight
members
appointed bythe provincial chambers of representatives, was invested with the right to take a part
in the making of all laws relative to the finances,
and, if need be,,to take the initiative in the making
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of such laws.
The congress was also authorized
to ratify diph)matic
treaties and conventions.-From a purely politi(.al point of view, the provisions of the constitution
of 1852 met with little
practical
opposition;
but, from a financial
and
and economical
point of view the ease was vcr),
different.
The provinces wouh] have been very
glad to have a share in the cu._Ioms duties at
Buenos Ayres.
On the olhcr
hand,
BuentJs
Ayres which, under Rosas, defrayed
its expenses
with customs duties, was opposed
to this.
The
utmost
tlmt Buenos Ayres would do. was after
having taken from the proceeds of the customs
what it needed, to relinquish
the surplus to the
confederation.
In 1853, a conltict of interests
separated
Buenos Ayres from the thirteen
other
provinces,
a separation
which
was cnntmued
throughout
the presidency
of the statesman who
had l)laced himself at the head of the movement
against
Ros'ts.
During
all this time the two
divisions of the Argentine
Retmblic kept up a
war of customs duties, which inured to the benefit of Rosario,
a port situated on the river La
Plata.
Finally,
in 1859. after a short struggle
the two parts of the eolffederation
coaclmled
a
peace at San Jos6 de Florez, on June 10, and
d'm. 6, 1860, they signed an act of union --In the
same year, the constitution
was revised.
The executivc power is vested in a president
elected for
six years by the legislature.
There is a vice-president who presides over the senate.
The president, with the consent of the scu._te, appoints the
cabinet ministers.
The members of the clmmber
of representatives
are required
to comply with
certain conditions asto age, residence, and property.
Each province in tim confederation
has its
own legi.,laturc amt governor, who bears tim title
of captain general.
Political
rights are everywhere made to depend on property
qualilications
or the exercise of "t profession.
Foreigners
may
becomc naturalizcd
after a residence of two y,.ars
in the country.--The
federal
capital
is re, lly
Buenos Ayr('s; but from time to time its right to be
tlmscat of government
iscontested.
A law pas_ed
on Oct. 8, 1862, by the federal congress with the
concurrence
of the local gow,rnment
of Buenos
Ayres, authorized
the federal office-holders
to reside at Buenos Ayres for live years.
This limitalion having expired on Oct. 8, 1862, a motion was
made in the senate to havetheseat
of government
renminin
Buenos Ayres,which
was to become federalproperty.
Theautouomistsprol)osed,
in lintration of the United States, to convertsome
uuimportant
telwitory into a federal
district,
and to
mal_e Rosario the capiud.
This last proposition
was favorably received hy the chamber of representatives,
but rejected by the senate, but it was
not decided to retain the capital at Buenos Ayres.
A middle course was adopted.
The federal minister of the interior restored to the governor of the
province
of Buenos Ayrcs the exercise of local
jurisdiction
with which the central power had
been vested for five years only.
In this way the
national govcrnmen t is satisfied with the right of
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simple residence at Buenos Ayres.
The proposal
to transfer the capital to Rosario was renewed,
"without success, in 1872.--The
civil law is the
same as in Spain.
In commercial
matters,
the
Bilbao ordinance still governs.
Thelegal
interests
of the poor are committed
to special advocates.-Before the constitution
of 1860, the Catholic religion was the state relih, ion, but it is now only the
dominant
religion.
All foreigners
are free to
worship
according
to the dictates
of their own
conscience.
Public educatiouis
committed to the
care of a superior commission.
Primary instruelion, exclusively
in the lmnds of the clergy, is in
a very low state.
Higher instruction
is given in
two colleges which are subsidized
by the state,
The degrees necessary
to practice the professions
of medicine,
of law, and of the ministry,
are
conferred
after an examination
by a board of
physicians,
a commission
composed
of magistrates, and a committee of canons appointed
by
the bishops._In
civil
and criminal
matters,
there are two degrees of jurisdiction
and a sopreme
court.--The
army is composed
of 6,861
men, of wlmm 2,090 belong to the infantry, 2,861
to the cavalry, and 712 to the artillery, the national
guard of cities not included.
The staff of this
small army is not so numerous
as in the other
Spanish republics.
The navy is composed
of a
few small vessels, one of which mounts twelve
guns.Z--The
resources
of the state are derived
mainly from customs duties.
Other duties, such
i The following statistics relative to the Argentine (2nnfederation are from the Statesman's _lanual for 1881. Tim
e,timatedeoulcesolrevenueand
branchesof expenditure
for the year 1t¢79wet,. as follows:

as stamp duties, taxes on residences
and professinus, do not amount to one-tenth of the receipts.
The revenue
receipts
seem
to vary
between
18,000,000 and 20,000.000 dollars.
The expenditm'e exceeds 25,000,000 dolhn's, and the deficit is
made up by a national loam--The
national debt is
rather large: it is divided into the home debt, foreign debt and the deferred debt.
The total debt
of the state of Buenos Ayres proper is about
10,653,000 dollars, and of the Argentine
Confederation 12,000,000dollars.
Theiuterest
on thi_debt
varies from four to nine per cent.
There is, besides, a palter inoney debt of nearly 400.000,000
dollars.
Twenty-fiveof
tbesedollars
orpia,_ter,_ia
paper are equivalent
to one pi,_ster or l;e_o in coin.
--In 1871 the national debt was thus divided:
the
British loan of 1824 at mx per cent. amounted
to
20,764,000 francs; the British loan at three per
cent. was 25,000,000;
the foreign debt, 5,000,00_)
francs;
another
British loan, 56,000,000
francs;
the sum due to Brazil, 6,600,000 francs;
and a
loan negotiated in London in 1871, at six per cent.,
with asinking
fund of two per cent., amounting
to 150,000,000 francs.
The foreign debt, therefore,
amounted
to 269,850,000
francs, the old home
debt reached 183,500,000 francs, while the home
debt, contracted
since1871,amounted
to30,000,00(}
franes._A
large part of the Argentine
Confederation
is yet uninhabited.
This country
is
furrowed by a magnificent
system of rivers, nayigable for a long distance, which renders travel

pesos, or £'12,971,000,at the end of 187-]. The foreign debt,
at the same date, amounted to .ES.497,g_; it was entirely
raisedinEnglaud.
Theforelgndebtconslstsofthreeioaus,
negotiated in 1_4, in 1868 and in 1871. Of the first there
was outstanding, in 187,9,the amount of $_1,501,3u0,of tl2e
Sourcesof Revenue.
Branchesof Expenditure.
second £1,853,600,and of the third .g5,142,300.--The greater
part of the foreign loan of 186._,to tim amount of £1,950,000,
P_'sos
Pe_os
_ as issued by Mossrs Baring Brothers, London, at the price
fuerto,
tuerto,
of ;2| for 100. It is to be repaid in t_enty-one ye we. The
Import duties..
11,(_LID0 Interior ........
2.014,793 most important of these foleign loans, that of 1871,amonntExpm t duties...
2,500,tR.R) Foreign affalr_.
105,480 ing originally to .£6,1">._2.400,
was granted by eongres_ ior theWs ehouse duFinance ......
912,943 construction of railways and other public works. It wagties ..........
350.000 Public debt ....
7,.q79.61_ issued in London at the price of 88_, under promise to be
S{amps
.........
750.000
. ........
4,4_.iv3,065redeemed
by a _inking fund of 2_t per cent. before the end
Telegraphs
.....
50,{YJ0 Army
_avy ..........
616,97"2
Po_toffice .......
8{}0.00
lustlce ........
1,168,748 of 18.q2.-Be-ides the llabihtles h_'re enumerated, there wan
Andine railway.
'i0,000
_____
a floating debt in treasury bills, and compJistng also loans
Tucuman
raftTotal expend-'
made to the Imtional government by the provincial bank,
way ..........
70,000
iture .......
17,311,613 to the amount of 13,2_0,000pesos, or ,_2,640,000,at the end
Gualeguay
rail_3,452,822
of 1,877.--The above statement of the revenue, expenditure
way ..........
10,000
Miscellaneous
and debt of the Argentine Confederation reler_ to the nareceipts .......
1,789,120
tlonal or general government, called upon to defray the expenses of the army and navy, of the foreign department,
Total revenue. 1ti,88.%120
and to meet other obligations imposed upon it by the con£3,_77,_,4
stitution. Each ,,f the fourteen p_'ovincep,or states, of the
confede_allen has a revenue ui its own which is derived by
The budget for 188_ estimated the revenue at 18,762,061 the _mposftfon of local taxes. Buenos Ayres, the most
pesos, or _1_3.752.412,
and theexpt.nditure at 18,881,718pesos, important state of the confederation, requires annually
or ;g3,676,3_. The interest on the publ lc debt was calen- above ,-_t,00O,0_D
to meet the expenses of its government,
luted at 8,429,057pesos, or £1,685,811,being 4b0,000 pesos, law courts, chambers, militia, country schools, and other
or £90,000 more than In 1879. 'l_neother principal items in public institutions.
The liabilities of all the stales are
the expenditure were estimated as lbllo_s: Internal admire internal, with the exception of Buenos Ayres, which contatration, fl,452,000pesos; department of Jostice, L326,0_0 tracted a foreign loan of £1,034,700in Jove, 1870,in .Engpe-os; war, 4,416,000 pelves; marine, 650,000pesos. The land. Tl-e loan, issued at 88, with interest of 6 per cent.,
costoms duties on imports and exports were expected to waste be redeemedat par in 83years.--Al_y
_ND I_V_.
yield, the first 18J]00,000pesos, and the latter 2,_0,_ 0pesos.
The army of the confederation, now in course of reorgantThe probable railway receipts were set down at 650,000 zation, consisted, at the end of 1876,of 6,188men, comprispe.os, and the receipts from the postal and telegraphic set- ing 2,612 infantry, 3,189 cavalry, aud 409 artillery. There
vices at 450,00, pesos, in the budget for the year 1880.-- were besides a militia and national gvard, numbering
More. _hanone-hMfel the total expenditure of the confeder- 19,867men. The army was commanded at the same date by
a_ton Is for theintere-t of thepublic debt, home and foreign.
8 gen rals, 138colonels, 140 majors, and 674 other off]cars,
Tae intermU liabl.ttiea were stated to amount to 64,855,000 being a total of 955commissioned officers, orone to every T
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Its animal,
vegetable,
immense.
The present

are Italians,
13,998
Spauiards,
12,139
Germans,
542 Austrians,

18,462
French.
and 603 Ameri-

government
has done
much
to favor
immigration, but the condition
of its finances
does not
allow
it to keep all its promises.
However,
al-

cans.--The
confederation
being wholly
an agricultural
country,
it imports
from Europe
nearly
all the wrought
and
manufactured
goods
con-

though
the immigrants
can count,
as in all other
countries,
only upon
their own resources,
the tide
of immigration
continues
unabated.
According
to tile last census
there are in the Argentine
Confederation
211,994
foreigners,
of whom
151,241
are in the province
of Buenos
Ayres;
of the latter
43,663
are Americans
from
the United
States,

sumed
in the republic.
The English
have established an important
bank in Buenos
Ayres.
Their
exports
to the Argentine
Confederation
amounted
in value,
in 1863, to 33,300,000
francs,
and in 1870
to57,000,000francs.
Thecxistinglinesofrailways
are also in their
hands.
In 1864 a new company
was
formed
with
a capital
of 1,600,000
pounds

71,442
are
Italians,
34,060
Spaniards,
32,383
French,
10,709
English,
5,860 Swiss,
4,997
Gerroans,
1,966 Portuguese,
832 Austrians,
and 5,860
natives
of other
countries
In the city of Buenos
Ayres
there
are 88,126 foreigners,
of whom
41,957

sterling,
to open a railroad
Cordova,
the capital
of the
name.
Besidesthe
grant of
with a view to colonization,
on both sides of their line of

men, rank and flle.--The navy of the confederation
consisted, at tile end of the year 1876, of'26 steamers, as followh:
....

tallow £110,042, and of the hides to £88,476, in 1879. The
imports of British produce into the Argennne Confederation consist chiefly of cotton and woolen mam;facturcs,
and

Guns.
........
STEAMERS.
Ironclads ........
Gunb,,ats .......
q'orpedoes .......

I
i

26
S

Brigs ............

[

1._

power.

Number. ]

.ospo.s
......I

12
16
..........
[

[
[
[

_

[

T

Herr.e1.500
1,950
440

{.........
/

n _; .

[
I

on a,e
3,400
2,400
700

3 0"20 [

1,700

/

Dotted in the )'ear 1879 was _770,0'20, that of woolens £298,81k),and
that
iron,ofwrought
und cotton
unwrought,
£2@2,480. im-A
oflroe.
The of
value
the British
manufactures
network of railways, constructed
in part at the expense of
the state, ilas been in progress for several years.
The following statement gives the length, in English miles, together

with

the proprietorship,

YEARS.

Immigrants.

1871 ............................
............................
18,_2
18"/3 ............................
187,4............................
1875 ............................
1876 ............................
The immigrants

] Eva|gra.uts.

'29,928
87,_7
76, -3.2
68,277
42 066
30.9_5

of 1877 numbered

10,685
9,15:¢
18.._16
¢'1 _0
21_5;8
1J,487
_.

28,708, and those

of 1878

numbered 35,876. The great majority of the immigrants
are nat'.yes of Italy and Spain.--Ta.Az)a
_ND IND0"bTn.r.
"the imports into the confederation
consist chiefly of mannfactured cotton and woolen goods, machinery,
coal and
iron, while the exports are made up to the amount of more
than one-half
by wo-I and tallow.
The foreign trade is
•chiefly with Great Britatn.--The
commercial
intelcour_e
between the Ar_gentine Conlederation and the Uni[ed Kingdora is shown in the subjoined
tabular slatement,
which
gives the total value of the exI_>rts of the confederation
to
GreatBriminandIrelamt,
and<fftheimportsofBritishand
Irish produce and manufacturc_
into the confederation
in
each of the five years from 1875 to 1879:
YEARS.

1875
1876
1877
1878
lS79

..................
"_::':-:'_::.'::::-'"
..................
.................

Exports from the
Argentine Confederation
to
Great
Britain.
£1_359,783
1,664,0"2J
L699,:_76
1,099..q38
lt_,_05

Proprietors.

Western I_ailway:
Buenos A_rcs to Chivl]coy aud Bragado ......
Northern Railway:
Buenos Ayres to Tigre..
Buenos Ayrcs and Ensena-

Pro<incial
Gee're'
of Buenos Ayres..
English

da Railway:
Bu(,nos
Ayre8 TO Ensensdo, with
branch
to
Great Southern
Rail
way ...................
English
Central '_rgentiue Railw'v:
Rosario to Cordova...*..
English
Great Southern Rail',,,'a_,-:
Buenos
Ayres
to La_
Flores ,rid Azul ....
English
Primer way:
Entre

Riano

£2,386,00"2
1,543 532
2,092,100
_,317,638
2,t)t_.'254

The three staple articles of Argentine exports tothe United
Kingdom arc skins, tallow and untanned hides.
The value
,of the _kin_, mainly sheep, amounted to £1415,245, of the

company...

lines

open

Length.
Eng.miles.

187
18

company...

37

company...

24_i

company...

'270

l_ational

governm't.

6

I National

governm't.

158

,National

governm't.

341

English

company...

96

English

company...

Rail-

Gualeguay
to
Puerto
Ruiz ..................
Andine Railway:
Vllle Maria to Rio Cu.'
m to ..................
Tecmnan Railway:
Cordo_a to Tucuman ..
Es*t Argentine Hallway:
Concordla to Monte Cas
eros ..............
BucnosAyrcs
to Cam
pans ..................

Total .........................................
Imports of British
borne produce intoConfederation.
_e Argentine

of the various

fur
traffic,
att oeudofls, ..
RAILWAYS.

"The navy was commanded, at the end of 187,6, by two admirals, aud 74 other officers, and manned by 2,990 sailors and
marines.--The
increase of population
in recent years has
been due chiefly to immigration.
In each of the _ix years
from 1871 to 1876 the immigratzon
and emigration were as
follows:

between
Rosario
and
province
of the same
tlleline,
the company,
also secured
a grant
900,000 English
acres

50
1,409

There were besides, at the end of IF78, railways of a total
length of _568 miles sanclioued by the government,
inciuding an internalionul
line from Buenos Ayres to Chili, 894
miles in length.--The
total cost of con,truetlon
of the lines
open for traffic at the end of 1878, was £10,874,633, being
an average cost of £7,700 per mlle.--At the end of June,
1879, there were 4_8:20miles of telegraph lines in operation,
3,346 miles belonging to the state, and 1,474 miles to private
companies.
'J he total length of telegraph _ ires at the same
date was 9,830 miles.
The number of telegraphic dispatches
was o14,714 in the year 18"78.--The postoffice, m the year 1878,
carried 2,166,W/8 parcels and packets, and 5,045,5?3 letters.

, T
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of land.--France
likewise
carries on a pretty extcnsive trade with the country.
Its imports into
the states crossed by the Rio de la Plata amounted
to 26,000,000
francs in 1863 and in 1870, and its
exports from these states reached
the figure of
81,000,000 francs in 1863, and 61,000,000 in 1870.
These exports consisted
almost cntirely of skins,
peltries,
wool, and other animal products.--In
1871 there were 985 kilometres of railway in operation, 458 kilometres
in process of construction,
and 3,6°_5 kilometres granted or projected.
There
were 2,379 miles of telegraph
lines, besides 3,895
in process
of construction.
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the council of the tribe.
Time consecrates
these
distinctions
as is shown
by the word
senate
(seniores), which attests the respect and importance accorded
by civilized
nations to men who*
have had a long and distinguished
career.
In
personal merit and experience
we have all aristocracy ready formed
against which no theoretical
objection of any value can be raised.
._Ien have
always and will always agree to grant an cxceptional share of influence to the talent which serves.
and the wisdom which instructs and guides them,
by visible marks of consideration,
such as rewards.
and honors.--Parallcl
with the source of original
inequalities
which is connected
with the organi:ation of each one of us, and with the use which
we make of our will, there is another inequality
which civilization
should not abolish;
we mean
property,
and particularly
inherited
property.
Property
even if not transmissible,
would still
create great differences
in the relations
of man
to man.
Just as there arc educated
and iguor-

ant men, there are rich and poor men, in every
nation acquainted
with the division of labor and
the exclmngc of wealth.
Accordingly,
those who,
can tolerate no species of aristocracy
arc forced
to dream of an equal partition of property among
all.
But how much the hereditary
transmission
of landed and personal property
adds to this inequality!
The wealth accumulated
by the father
during an entire life of labor and success goes to
his children to whom it is frequently
but a bcginning, and themeansof
new acquisitions.
On this
account, we find a purely personal aristocracy
by
the side of an aristocracy
of family.--Is
this all?
Is property the only institution
developed
by socicty?
It is not. Thereis another, growing
from
day to day--the
state.
Political
society p'_ssed
ARISTOCRACY.
I. Tn'EORIoL-_A._DGROWTH
through
two inevitable
phases,
before the state
OF ARISTOCRACY. The word aristocracy,
taken in
was definitely
constituted,
although government
its etynmlogical
sense, means gorern_ent by the be$t. was never entirely absent, even in nascent socieTaken in this sense, all would agree that aristocties.
The frst phase continued while the shock
racy ought to govern.
If ignorance
and passion
and conflict of opposing and more or less anarchic
did not cloud the judgment
of men, they would
wills was going on.
The second witnessed
the
call the most capable and most virtuous to rule in
tistribution
of power among a certain number
of
nations.
This is no doubt the reason why writers
chiefs.
This condition
approximated
to feudalof antiquity
saw in aristocracy
the most perfect
ism.
It was only later that power was concenof govermnents.--At
present,
the word aristoctrated, and that the state rose in its majesty and
rrlcy has a far more varied meaning.
It is now
force above the divergent
wills of individuals
applied to every kind of superiority,
and particuwire had to be subjected
to the empire
of law.
larly to that of birth.
It is necessary,
therefore,
The aristocratic
principle
did not perish fllrough
to extricate from it the different
ideas which are
this new development
of the state.
:It now bebound up in this one word and to see how artscame finally fully established,
and borrowed from
tocracy originates
and grows.
It is the duty of the law the authority
which it before asked only
modern publicists
to distinguish
natural
aristocfrom the power of custom.
The state fimli_g an
racy from that born of convention
and of law.-aristocracy
already in existence approved and or.
To any that there is a natural
aristocracy,
is ganized it, and undertook
to add new elements
merely to affirm that there are inequalities
resultto it. It united great families together, it called
ing from nature itself.
Not all the members of a them to its councils from all parts of the territory
savage tribe have the same degree of physical
over which its empire
extended,
it secured
tc_
strength,
adroitness,
courage
or intelligence,
them by wise provisions
the possession of theLr
There are some who show a marked superiority
property and titles.
It can not be said that artsin warlike
leadership
and government.
Besides
tocracy is in this case artificiaL--When
an indithese innate gifts, age and experience
count for
vidual has rendered
eminent service to his courtmuch.
The old men form what may be called
try, the state is merely the organ of public grat£-
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tude in the granting to him of certain advantages,
In the same way, it is but the interpreter
and illstrument of a natural and general sentiment
in the
extending
of a part or all of these advantages
to
his family.
Although
wemay discussthejustice,
we can not the value of recognizing
in the son the
merits of the father.
Letusremember,
moreover,
that this scmiment
has its origin in the family itself. Is not a family proud of the meritsand
fame
of its head, or of one of its own members who
sheds lustre on its name ? Are not children proud
of their father
as the fatherisof
his children?
This sentiment
is so natural
that it extends to
shame as well astoglory.
A single guilty pcrson possesses
the lamentable
possibility
of dishonoring
a wholv family.
Thus honor becomes
a treasure; whosoever
increases it is exalted to the
skies; whosoever
brings a taint upon it robs the
family of its respectability
and is execrated
accordingly.
This pride of family which exists in
all ranks of society, where it hecomes the mainspring of a host of virtues and the most powerful
preventive
of shameful
acts, is greatest in promi,
nent families.
It is the support
of honor and
may extend to the most absolute abm.gatiou
or
the sublime;
but it may also assume the character
of barb'lrism.
In these spontaneous
feelings, we
must recognize
that selfish personality
is not
evc?ythiug;
we must see in them a solidarity
which, ,.,mmlencing
with the family, extends to
the _hole na'ion, _hen it assumes the character
of patriotism.
It is in the nameof
this feeling of
solidarity
that men have _ome to believe in privileged races in which arc transmitted
the most
brilliant mental and spiritual
gifts, and even a
physical organization,
which is considered
finer
and stronger
than others.
We can foresee the
abuses amt the exaggerations
to which this prejudice may lead.
Is the solidarity
on which it rests
less natural,
less fundamental
for that?
Is it
not a fact physiological,
moral and social, that
human qualities
are hereditary?
Every religion
has sought and given an explanation
of this fact.
Solidarity in the fall and redemption
of man, the
community
of merit, and prayer, taught
by Christianity, would not receive so ready an adhesion
if they did not have a basis somewhere
in nature,
--Among
the historical
sources
of aristocracy
there is one which occupies an important
place in
the destinies
of the race---conquest.
There are
few countries which have not presented the spcctacle of at least two races, one superimposed
on
the other, such in antiquityas
the Spartans on the
Lacedemonians,
not to mention the Indians and
Eg)"ptians,
or the races of the other portions of
the ancient east which was traversed by so many
invading
m'mies, and overthrown
by so many
successive
revolutions.
Such
tilso were the
Franks,
the successors
of the Romans in a portion of Gaul.
Such were the :Normans who imposed their yokeonthe
Anglo-Saxons.
Conquest
extends
and strengthens
the aristocracy
already
existing among the victors:
the seizure and partltion of conquered
lands which become hereditary
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in tlle principal families gi_e it permanency.
Its
numbers
are increased
by the accession of those
who have played a lJrilliant part in the war of
conquest
and by whose services the country was
won.
It is very easy to see that an aristocracy
thus foundcd on violence, will not hesitate to perpctuate
itself by claiming unjust privileges.
It
is natural
that force should he guilt)' of abuse,
and these abuses are far reaching
when there is
no counterpoise
to them.
This conquering
and
warlike
aristocracy
is able to render service to a
country,
but it is evideut that this service is dearly
paid for.
What wouldsuch
an aristocracy
not do
tosecurcamonopolyofwealthandhonor?
Itwill
to reach this end employ the laws the making of
which it reserves
exclusively
to itself, not less
than arbitrary
power and force.
It will establish
a jealous line of demarcation
between itself and
the rest of the population.
Hence the struggles
between the aristocracy
and thepeople.
In Rome
while the patricians
were in possession
of the
priesthood,
the religious rites, the auguries,
the
offices and most of the l)ublie property,
they impoverisbed
the people by violence,
fraud
and
usury.
To issue from this condition
and free
themselves from servitude,
tbe plebeians denmnded admission
into the religious community
and
participation
in its sacred rites.
It iswell known
how lively and stubborn
the resistance
of the
patricians
was, but they were forced to yield.
There remained
for the plebeians the acqui'_ition
of citizenship,
liberty, and the guarantee
of liberty, that is, the right of property.
The Romans
were above all an agricultural
people; their law
did two things: it ordained the partition of the
conquered
lands and fixed limits to the extent of
possession; butit was violated or eluded.
History
may be consulted for the recital of the longand energetic struggle which the plebeians maintained
in
ordertosh;tkcoffthiscrushi_gyoke.
Thcofliceof
tribune afforded them the meansof regular political action.
Little by little, they won admission
to the highest grades of milita_ T command,
to
all the magistracies
and finally to that of pontiff.
This struggle may serve in a certain degree as a
type.
But therehave
been analogous cases, The
aristocracy
of France, even when scarcely more
than a nobility, renewed a part of this exclusivehess toward
the ma_cs.
It would agre¢ to pay
no other tax to the country
than that of blood,
which the people also paid while they had at the
same time to defray all the expenses of the state.
These are a specimen of the abuses brought about
by an aristocracy,
and especially by one having
its origin in conquest --Let us sum up what we
lmve to say on the origin of aristocracy.
Considered in its principle,
it is natural.
It arises from
individual
differences
and social clrcunastances.
When it thus arises, it can not be considered altogether artificial, for the social state is the natural
condition
of mira.
Property
and inequality
of
condition are necessities of the social state recognized by the law.
Aristocracy
is a result of these
zwcessities,
since it manifests
itself as soon as
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superiority makes itself felt.
Not only does it
exist in countries governed aristocratically,
but
no people can get on without it.
It has as a gearantee of its continuance,
the respect which will
always attend every kind of superiority, and the
power of family spirit
We shall not attempt to
justify in detail this aristocratic element which is
recognized
by nations most imbued with the princi los of equality.
To dispute its legitimacy,
we
should have to descend to an absolute equality of
condition
which yet would
not prevent nature
from distributing
its gifts very unequally.
The
doctrine
of an absolute
equality
of condition
needs no refutation.
This
leveling
equality
such as the communists
conceive
it, is unjust in
itself.
It puts industry
and idleness,
foresight
and thoughtlessness,
virtue and vice, on the same
footing;
and leads to the most complete stagnation, by taking from individual
effort all prospect
of advancement,
from capital the concentration
which makesit
fruitful of benefits, from men all
possible leisure
and all refined
culture.
But
man is so constructed
that there is but a step
from use to abuse, and from evil to good.
There
is no institution
which does not take advantage
of its necessity to society to become exclusive and
tyrannical.--Such
vzce and suffering result from
aristocracy
that many persons not knowing the
providential
and salutary principle
of its con'uption and excess, have condemned
the principle of
aristocracy
itself.
The iniquities
of an artificial
and violent aristocracy
have made men hostile to
a just and natural aristocracy.
To acquaint these
levelers
of the necessity of the aristocratic
element, we have offered the preceding
reflections
on its source.
It is to them, and to the too
exclusive partisans of the political preponderance
of aristocracies
that we offer the following considerations, deeply convinced
as we are of the principle, that no political society and no government
can thrive except through a mingling
ot'the various elements,
any one of which would become
fatally oppressive through exclusive domination,
--II.
THE OBJECT OF ARISTOCRACY, ITS MERITS
ANDzTsFAvLTS.
Ever3- political society has a twofold object, its own preservation
and development,
Its institutions
answer to this end and accomplish it each in its own way.
Aristocracy,
therefore, represents
in ._ociety more especially solidarity and tr_ldition, while democracy
represents
essentially
personal
merit and the spirit of innoration.
Even wlmn aristocracy
plays a conser-

in the feebler and poorer.
Ancient families, both
in home and foreign affairs, are like the imposing
figure of national power and glory.
A writer of
the sixteenth centuz T, Jean Bodia, in his R_publfi]ue, paints them in this energetic manner: "The
condition of the republic is more firm and stable
being fixed upon good houses, upon great inmovable pillars as it were, which could not support the weight of a great structure
if small and
slender unless they were greater
in number."
But, we may ask, is this conservative
part the only
one which the aristocracy
has to play?
It is not.
And here we have one of the most essential elements of the question,
one which it is as dangerons as it is frequent
to ignore
Under pain of
abdication,
it is necessary
that the aristocracy
become an instrument of progress, and above all that
it oppose no insuperable
obstacles
to progress.
At Rome, where the aristocracy
yielded only foot
by foot before more than legitimate
plebeian derounds, it was able to live only by concessions
which did not save it from finally falling under the
crushing weight of the C_esars. In England where
it is so favorable
to social progress,
it appears
with considerable
6clat; it remains
popular
and
full of life.
It is in this sense and on these conditious that an aristocracy
which understands
its
duties
may be considered
as an indispensable
agent in civilization.
It aids in every improvemont.
It is not merely the personification
of the
feeling of patriotism,
but it represents
it with a
delicate and courageous
pride.
It encourages
arts
andletters.
Without hadghtiness
toward inferiors,
it bestows a patronage on all who labor and wish
to elevate themselves,
which does not humiliate.
To this it adds care for the suffering.
Haughty
only toward the power which is ready to trample
morality,
justice and law under foot, it shows
itself, with respect to the masses of men, more
penetrated
with the feeling
of duty than with
pride of privilege.--This
is the ideal
We need
not add that no aristocracy
has ever come up to
it and many are scandalously
remote
from it.
Those whose memory
has been preserved to us
by history
present generally
a mixture
of the
virtues and vices which the aristocratic
spirit ongenders successively
or at once in varied proportions, according
as the aristocracies
in question
performed
their task well or ill.--This
is approximutely
a fair picture
of their qualities
and defects, when aristocracics
play a preponderant
or
at least a prominent
part in the state.
We can

vative part, it is impossible
to refuse it due hornage.
_ations
do not live from hand to mouth,
and the present has need of enlightenment
from
all the glorious
reflexes
of the past.
Pascal
compared humanity
to a single man learning continually.
Aristocracy
is the ballast of a ship, the
play of the winds and waves.
It l'epre_nts
perpetuity
in government.
Without
it, the hcreditar), rights of families possessed neither of great
fame nor wealth would soon be unprotected,
for
that which in the possession of the rich and powerful would be destroyed
would not be suffered

not deny to aristocracies
not altogether
degenerated, a masculine
energy, at times sombre and
harslL as at Rome and in the republic of Venice.
They afford tim best examples of the dignity and
independence
to be expected
from individuals
who, subjected
to the rude trials of public life,
have nothing to ask of any one.--They
commend
themselves no less in times of advanced
civilization, by their habits of elegance
and taste than
by military courage.
The most striking traits of
an aristocracy,
in a political
sense, are sequence
and depth of design.
The Roman senate,
the
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governments
of Venice and England
furnish evident proofs of this.
Aristocracy
creates a politi.cal class devoted by occupation from youth to
the study and the art of government.
It is this
-which made it possible for a man like Pitt to
be prime minister
at the age of twenty-three,
Many faults of an aristocracy border closely upon
its good qualities; others are the opposite and mark
the decay of the body itself, such as the spirit of
servility under absolute monarchs.
The princi-pal faults wh ell history finds in it are the pride
of a narrow caste, the disdain of all labor except
that of war, contempt
for humanity
which
it
treats as the plaything
of its pleasures or as the
tool of its ambition.
What history lathers which
does not tell of, what theatre
which does not
show us the insolence and debauchery
of the heir
of a great house, and the impertinent
frivolity of
.courtiers?
Even in the bosom of aristocratic
families,
harshness
toward
woman,
despotism
toward children,
the systematic
sacrifice
of the
younger
members
of the family to the idea of
primogenitureship,
are tr'tits frequently
notedand
to which attention
has been often called.
The
action
of customs
and laws, the influence of a
religion which favors sentiments
of humility and
clmrity, must tend without
doubt
to diminish
among individuals
those faults of the aristocratic
spirit.
But they reappear
very soon again when
aristocracy
is left without
a counterpoise.
It is,
therefore, indispensable
to confine it within proper
limits, and this applies with equal justice
to all
other political elements.
Left to its inclinations,
it is more exempt from excess than an absolute
monarchy
or a pure
democracy.
As has been
shown by Aristotle
and after him by Montesquieu, it tends to become an oligarchy.
Under
this form, it hesitates at no abuse of power and
gives government
a basis more and more narrow
and egotistical.--One
of the most important
problems of modern
times will be to reconcile
tlmt
part of aristocracy
which is found
in all society
with the inevitable
and just progress
of demo_racy, which will not, even in the interest of its
own continuance,
descend to absolute
leveling,
We must see how aristocracy
can adapt itself to
this situation.
Let us follow it then under the
different forms of government
and see its action
under a monarchy,
an exclusive
aristocracy
and
_ democracy._III.
ARISTOCRACY UI'_DEltA MO:NARCH, LNA PURELY
ARISTOCRATIC
GOVEILNMENT
AND IN A DEMOCRAcY--PROBABLE
FUrL'RE OF
ARISTOCRACY IN PURELY DEMOCRATIC STATES.
There is no form of royalty, unless it be a despotism pure and simple subjecting
everything
to
the crusldng level of a uniform
tyranny,
which
dncs not like to surround
itself with great fan,ihcs.
There are two reasons for this.
The first
is that it is natural for royalty to seek counsel and
_upport from those whoserank
brings them neareat the throne.
The second consists in a certain
sameness
of origin and' nature of royalty
and
aristocracy.
What is a dynasty ordinarily
but an
_tristocratic
family
which has reached supreme
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)ower, either by the success of arms or by rich
and powerful
marriage
alliances,
which have
extended its domains and established its authority
over that of its former peers?
Who can fail to
see also that the idea of royalty and aristocracy
are the same?
Both rest on the idea of inherit.
ance. It matters little that among publicists there
are some who recognize in this principle of inheritance a veritable divine right, while others see in
it a purely social institution,
formed less in the
interest of those who enjoy it than in the interest
of all. The hereditary
principle
which retains
the same families around the same throne, becomes no less the permanent
trait of royalty than
of nobility.
Aristocracy
appears therefore in socalled limited monarchies
as an intermediate
and
moderating
body between the king and the peo)le.
When monarchy
is absolute
or tends to
become so, it has nothing more at heart than the
abasement of the aristocracy.
This the monarchy
did in France.
It was not satisfied there wiflllowsting the aristocracy
(and let us note this well) as
a feudal power;
it ruined it politically
by the
systematic
nurture
of excessive
centralization
which crushed out all opposition and left nothing
but functionaries
in existence.
Thus the political
power of the aristocra(_ygrew
weakerand
weaker
until nothing remained but a haughty and brilliant
nobility, vain of their titles, frivolous
and brave,
still occupying
a number of high offices, devoted
to the prince but devoid of all influence on the
course of public affairs and powerless among the
people.
This is a picture of the French
nobility
under Louis XIV.
and Louis XV.
We know
what a bitter complaint
was wnmg from Saint
Simon by this debasement
and what helpless plans
were made to regenerate
this fallen aristocracy
which had ceased to have any point of contact
with the nation.
:Not content with waiting
in
the antechambers
of a minister or a courtesan,
it
put itself, in the person of its most illustrious
representatives,
at the feet of the banker Law.
It is, therefore, for the general interest tlmt aristocracy should maintain
an important
political
position in monarchies.
Othcrwisc royalty would
fail of support, and the people be without a guide.
The tendency of monarchy
would be to arbitrary
power, and of the people to agitation.
There
would be a wide field for revolution and a narrow
one for liberty.--A
purely aristocratic
government puts an aristocracy
to the difficult test of all
political powers which have no checks or balances
outside themselves.
Moreover aristocraticgovernment does not necessarily always appear under the
same form.
It exists in England side by side on
the one hand with monarchy
whose object secure
to be to preside over its destiny while occupying
the loft,)" place which individual
ambition would
struggle
to attain if it could, and on the other
with the popular
element which it governs, but
which in our day hotly contests the mastery with
it. If we suppose the aristocracy standing alone,
a republic is the natural form of the aristocracy.
Rome exiled its kings and became an aristocratic
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republic.
Many of the Italian
republics
of the
middle ages assumed
the same form.
Is it not
too evident
that if the republic
had been mainrained in England,
it would not have been to the
advantage
of democracy?
How can we help
saying as much of the league in France, notwithstanding the support it met with among the people?
Could the triumph of the Guises as well as
that of the Protestant
leaders,
have had any
other result than the success of a pure aristocracy'.;
Would that pure aristocracy
have proclaimed
a
republic?
Would
it lmve come to terms with
royalty reduced to a subordinate
position?
That
is the secret of history, one of the cnigmas
the
solution of which we know not.
The author of
the "Spirit
of Laws" has laid down the rules of
aristocratm
government.
He has given to monarchy honor as its principle,
to democracy virtue,
and to aristocracy
moderation.
The somewhat
subtle reasons .which he assigns for this may be
reduced to the following:
that the nobles must
be self:repressive
and not turn against the people
the laws of which they are the depositories
and
the organ.
Montesquieu
draws the pictures of a
kind of ideal aristocratic
government,
which has
been realized only in very few cases and at rare
periods.
He insists greatly on absence of pride
and splendor, and on the modesty and simplicity
which nobles ought to exhibit.
The two principal sources of disorder should be banished from
government.
"extreme
inequality
between
the
governing
and the governed,
and the same inequality
among
those who
govern " Montesquieu therefore
blames the nobles for excml)ting
themselves from taxes and imposing burdensupon
the people.
He approves
taxing
the principal
personages
of the state as well as others and even
more.
He fcars extreme wealth a,nong the artstocracy not le_q than extreme
poverty.
Everything wluch tends to equality in the aristocratic
class seems good to hi,n.
" The law," he says,
"ought
to deprive the nobles of the right of
primogeniture
so that by the continual
partition
of property fortunes
may ever tend to equality,
_one of the means employed
to perpetuate
the
greatness
of families should be permitted."
In
gzving utterance
to these ideas he seems to have
had in mind the government
of Yenice wluch
can'ied out these principles.
He accorded
extensive and even exorbitant
privilcgestothearistocracy m a monarchy,
privileges which he refused
it in a purely aristocratic
state.
This is not
inconsistency
but precaution.
In a monarchic
government
the aristocracy
is limited, in an artstocratie one it is not, and should submit itself to
rules calculated
to maintain
its power without
rendering
it odious.
This is why Montesquieu
approves,
in principle,
institutions
like those of
the ephors at Lacedemonia
and state inquisitors
in Venice.
"The best aristocracy,"
he says, "is
that in which the part of the people who have no

those who had not property to the amount of 2,000
drachmas
should be excluded
from the right of
suffrage, he formed the best possible aristocracy,
because
this property
qualification
was so small
that it excluded
but very few people and none
who had any consideration
in the city.
Aristocratic families ought therefore
to be as far as_
possible of the people.
Thenearer
an aristocracy
approaches
democracy,
the more perfect it is, and
it is less perfect as it approximates
to monarchy.
The most imperfcct of all is where the p_rt of the
people which obeys is in civil slaver), to those
who command,
as the aristocracy
of Poland
where the peasants are slaves of the nobles."--It
seems indeed, although
he does not mention
it,
that Montcsquieu
had the English
aristocracy
in
view when he spoke of those who do not lose
connection with the greatbody
of the people.
It is.
not tlmt it realizes the ideal of the simplicity
and
equality dreamt of by the author of the "Spirit of
Laws,"whorccallsthelessonsofphilosophersanrl
the political writers
of antiquity.
In England,
fortunes are immense and the right of primogeniture is established.
The privileges
accorded the
aristocracy
have caused it to strike root in the
clergy,
the army, the navy and the colonies.
But it has never separated
its interests from those.
of the nation
By its attachment
to count,'y life it
fulfillsitsdutyasthepatronoftheagriculturalpopulation.
It has thus avoided the sad example of the
French nobility who desert their landed estates to
lead an idle life in the cities.
It has not thought
commercebcucath
it. It has taken the lead in
the economic
progress of the country.
When
we seck for the causes of the success of this great
aristocracy
which has thriven in presence
of the
ruins heaped up by revolutions
in other countries,
we can, I think, reduce them to the following:
In the first pl'me, local habits (that of the ruingling in every-d,_y life of great and small, rich and
poor for i_,stance) have established
among
the
people bonds of respect
aud gratitude
which
unite them to the aristocracy.
The result is to
make the interests of allone.
In the second place,
the fortunate circumstance
which has divided the
British
aristocracy
into two camps saves them
from stagnation
and corruption,
by introducing
among them the necessary principle
of competition.
If there had been only whigs, the aristocracy would
have been inclined
to excess, to
innovation
which runs the risk of degenerating
into revolution.
If there had been only tortes,
their conservative
tendencies
would
have subjected them to the no smaller inconvenience
of
maintaining
an aristocracy
in a state of stsgnalion
and resistance.
England hashad
the singular fortune of possessing parties more impassioned
than
any other but with a profound
respect for the
fundamental
principles of the constitution.
Consequentlyno
political body since the great revolution which has settled its destinies
once and for-

share in power is so small and poor that the party
in power has no interest in oppressing
it. Thus
,when Antipater established a rule in Athens that

ever, has been less exposed to the alternations
of
languor
and violent crises which elsewhere
hav_.
injured the political constitution
of the country.
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In the third place, and the circumstance
is decisire, this aristocracy
has continued ready to earn
the fortunes to be won in manufacturing
industry
and commerce, as well as file rewards of scientific
and literarylabor.
The father of Sir Robert Peel
was a cotton spinner.
]_Iacaulay, the great historian, who received the title of lord, is an instance
of this intelligent
liberality
which
brings
into
the ranks of the aristocracy
all the social forces
capable of adding to its strength and brilliancy,
It has been remarked
that the English aristocr_lcy
which does not hide the plebeian origin of sonic of
its members and knows how to recruit its thinned
ranks from labor as well as from the arm3,, places
birth so little.in the front rank of the advantages
it seeks, that the English language has no equivalent for the French words m_salliance and parvenu.
This explains
how a man like Fox, of a more
aristocratic
origin
than Pitt, should have been
able to remain all his life the chief representative
of popular interests.
This explains, too, how the
tories have finished byshowing
themselves almost
as progressive
as the whigs by the sacrifice of the
rotten boroughs
and of the protectionist
corn
laws.
It is certainly
proper to condemn the too
fi'equent 5Iachiavellian
policy of the aristocratic
government
of England
with regard to foreign
nations.
And it must be acknowledged
also that
this aristocratic
govermnent
has more than once
shown itself harsh and corrupt at home, intolerant
and oppressive
to minorities.
But how can we
refuse our admiratiou
to an aristocracy
which
has known how to correct almses and which corrects them every day; which has conferred political equality on Ireland
emancipated
tire Cathohcs; whmh has given Crvll _md pohtmal
rights to
the Jews, sacrificed the prohibitive
system, broadened the electoral basis, proclaimed
parliamentary
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the feudal system.
To-day it has no surer ally
tban the agricultural
classes.--Is
the democrat:)',
which in many countries
is becoming more and
more important,
to exclude the aristocratic
element, such as we have defined it, from society
and a share in public
affairs?
To put such _
question
is to answer
it. If democracy
condemns privileges
securing the monol)oly of government
to a certain
class unjustly
favored
by
the laws, it can not, without
injury to itself,
reject the natural
aristocracy
born of enlightcnment,
services
performed,
and all kinds of
, superiority
recognized
and sanctioned
by sot.iI ety.
How can the political
ntihty
of the
I aristocratic
element in a democracy
be denied':
I Has democracy
no need of tradition or restraint?
I The division of legislative power into two chain/ bers even in the most democratic
nations is destined in a great measure
to contribute
to this
element.
_Ien specially distinguished
by experience and age are sent to one of these--men
wire.
have rendered
brilliant services to the state, men
of large possessions and known flintily.
For if
it is neither indispensable
nor desirable that birth.
should be an absolute
title to respect, it necessari/y attracts the attention of men.
This has been
witnessed even under' the recent democratic
republic in France.
To be the son or brother of a
celebrated
member of the convention
bc(.;mm a
species of republican nobility.
The title of eoul_t
was not bestowed
on him, but the man was made
a deputy or a councilor
of state simply because
, of his namc.--Let
us not rebel against these facts;
[ they are rooted in human nature.
It is no more
i indifferent
to the public that a person is of such
[ or such a family, than it is to foreigners that a man
is born in such or such a count_y.--That
which
[ is condemned
and without
apl)eal by modern

reform,a,, .and which we doubt not wdl' raise" up I thought is tlm proud pretension that there are cer_ainst its younger
sons the formidable
compe- / tain races created to govern, while the rc_t must
tition of the commoners?
To give the examl)le _ forever obey. The prcjudice of race cxists neither
of every kiml of agricultural
progress and to favor
in presence of tlm Christian
religiom x_hich sees
it among others by all the means of publicity and
in all men brothcrs, nor in that of philo._tq)hy and
a_ociation,
to watch over the materialand
moral
the prog'ress of thought.
The prctcn.-e of thewants of the laboring
classes, to be occupied in
aristocratic
element
to become exclusive
would
remedying the unhealthiness
of workmen's
dwellmeet with an invincible
obstacle in this sentiment
lugs, to establish
schools for the indigent,
to tax
cf equality
which has descended
down among
itself heavily for the poor; to have a part in
the masses, and a formidable rival in the accumueverything
done for the advancement
of science
lations of industry and wealth.
Aristocracy may
and the development
of credit, is a noble rSle, a go into mourning
for its ancient privileges.
It
grand spectacle--a
spectacle
the more imposing
is scarcely to be believed that duchies
will be
and a rSle the more splendid in that the aristoccreated
again for the purpose
of making dukes
racy is not seconded
by the state and that it or marqmsates
for marquises.
The dclat of these
accomplishes
by unceasing
individual
efforts
titles which formerlyrcsted
on solid realities will
more and better things than are accomplished
by disappear
with the illustrious
families of another
governmental
mechanism
elsewhere.
We can
age whichstill
serve as decorations
to the present;
not be astonished after this that since the fifteenth
but if the top of the tree is to be severed from it,
century we do not find in the history of England
let us hope that it will not be entirely
beaten.
anything
like a serious revolt of the lower against
down.
The w, ighty causes which form in every
the upper classes.
The aristocracy
accomplished
society, in proportion
as it is more developed, aa
in silence the revolution
which in France was so
aristocratic
element, exist in democracy with this_
noisily accomplished
on the night of the 21st of
August, 1789.
It gave up the tributes, the humil,
iating services and the privileged
jurisdiction
of

additional
circumstance,
that where all unjust inequality and illegal oppression
have disappeared,
it is necessary
th;tt superiority
of every kind,
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AND

-should assert itself.
A democracy
which does
not take account of any kind of superiority, or
even which does not take into account all kinds,
can not escape continual and wretched agitation
It will consume itself and surely fall a victim to
_chance and transient despotisms,
with intervals
.of anarchy.
HF_'_RI BAUDRILLART.

DEMOCRATIC

IDEAS.

ARISTOCRATIC
AND
DENOCRATIC
IDEAS.
The politics
of democracy
considers
the equality of men the fundamental
law of nature, the supreme
law of the state.
The politics
of aristocracy,
on the contrary, finds the basis of
_all political order in the natural differences
be,tween men.
An equality of rights is, therefore,
the fundamental
principle of denmcracy;
a preference for the nobler, that of aristocracy.
Democracy hates this preference as a most damn.able privilege,
and
aristocracy
despises
that
equality
as low vulgarity.
The democrat says:
"Equal
rights to all citizens; to all citizens an
.equal share in the government;
no privileges."
"Tile aristocrat says: " To the better citizen higher
rights;
not to the common crowd, but to tile
more select, belongs
the preference
in government."--There
is evidently a fraction of truth in
both these views, but in neither the whole truth,
They both fall into error, because they keep con.stantly striving in blind one-sidedness
after their
acknowledged
half-truth, and donor see the other
owing to their precipitateness.
F.quality of rights,
.of course, finds a very good foundation
in the
common nature of men. But if this alone is kept
iu view, and no regard paid to the equally evi<lent differences
between men, then the state is an
impossibility,
inasnmch as it is unthinkable
with.out some visible distinction
made between
the
rulers and the ruled.
When no difference is admitted there can be no political order, for toorder
means first to discriminate
or distinguish.
Tile
reproaches so often brought against democrats,
-that they drag what is noble down into the dust,
_nd through their leveling processes finally place
power in tile hands of tile lowest moll, are justi:fled to a certain extent, because of this exaggeration of a principle correct in itself. --Conversely,
the aristocratic
view can justly appeal to human
•histoD', since history
emphasizes
the differences
between
men.
History,
too, shows plainly
the
differences
which move, separate, unite and dis.tinguish them from one another.
Logic can not
raise any objection to the principle:
the better deserve the preference
in public
life.--But
since
aristocrats
follow this fragment
of truth blindly,
they forget the universal, human principle which
naturally binds the nobler to the common.
They
do not reflect that the state is, to begin with, the
community
of all, and not a society of the better,
They thus disengage
themselves
from human,
popular
connection ; and while they look down
with contempt
upon the low crowd which they
:alienate from themselves,
they do not perceive

becomes an empty privilege and fiction.
Their
vain and haughty overestimate
of self leads to
an ig'nominious
fall, while the ridicule of the
offended and despised multitude pursues them in
that fall.
Just as the error of both views lies in
the one-sidedness
with which each, clinging to its
fragment of truth, severs it from the other indispensable fragment, so the whole truth lies in the
union of both these fragments.
We have to conncct tile natural equalily
with the historical
inequality
of rights, and while leaving
to both
ideas, as far as they are true, what belongs to
them, we must avoid.the errors and exaggerations
into which narrow-minded
democrats and aristocrats fall.--II.
Democracy
says that the second
law, a consequence
of equality of rights, is this:
"The will of the majority
of citizens is tile will
of the people.
Tile minority must submit to the
majority."
Aristocracy
asserts in turn:
"The
better minority is not to he goverL_ed by the
worse majority.
:Not numbers,
but morality is
decisive.
In a well ordered state it is not a
question of quantity, but of quality."_Itere
again
the danger liesin one-sidedness.
The majority of
the people is, under any circumstances,
a power
in the state worthyof
carefulconsideration.
The masses are the natural basis of the whole state;
they constitute
the greatest physical
power and
generally
the greatest intellectual
power in the
state.
He is no statesman
who
regards the
masses as mere matter placed in his hands for
him to play with at his pleasure.
This error is
dangerous, especially in our time, when even the
lower masses have awakened to the consciousness
that they are men, and that at least in this respect
they are the equals of their rulers.
But neither is
he fit to rule who listens only to the wishes ot
the masses and serves the will of the majority,
even when tile majority
desire for themselves
what is bad and destructive,
or when they, in
slothful calm and heedlessness,
oppose necessary
reforms._,Numbers,
that is to say, tile majority,
are really decisive only on the supposition
of
equality.
When the majority and minority are
on an equal footing, and the latter possesses no
evident superiority
over the former, then only
the visible superiority,
that of the greater number
on the side of the majority,
is calculated
to ineline the scales in its favor.
It is, therefore,
a
quite natural law, which, from time immemorial.
has been acknowledged
by allnations
which have
understood
the meaning
of law, that every
,assembly formed by several persons of the same
position,
such as a council, a chamber, a municipal body, a corporation,
expresses, as a rule, its
collective will through the will of the majority
of
its members
present. -- But numbers,
in other
words this majority,
are not decisive where a dissimilarity in the factors is presupposed.
When a
minority occupies a higher position in public life
than the majority,
then the former
and not the
latter
should turn tile balance.
The different

that they are losing
_[eet, and that their

successive grades in public
tration are an application

the ground
superiority,

from under their
in consequence,

and judicial adminisof this rule.
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bighercourts are everywhere in a minority corn- the exclusion of all the lower classes of the peopared with the more numerous lower ones; and ple from office, and makes office a privilege
still the higher courts decide (of course by a limited to the noble classes as the only ones
majority within their own body, because the capable of governing.
Hereditary offices are the
members stand all on the same level) and not aristocratic counterpart to tile offices by lot of the
the opinion of all the lower courts, even when democracy.
Modern law endeavors by uniting
unanimous.--III.
The contrast re-appears again these opposite principles to deprive them of their
in the valuation of the majority.
The principle
one-sidedness,-and has adopted the fruitfultruth:
of a majority, as such, demands that (hat only be '- The road to office isopen to all, but only the man
recognized as the majority, and consequently as who distinguishes himself above others reaches
the collective will, for which more than half the the goal." Equality is the basis, distinction is
voting members have declared themselves.
The the dcvelopment.--V.
Frequent change of perabsent can not by right comc into consideration
sons intrusted with public power is a democratic,
because they do not vote. This form of voting permanence in place and office an aristocratic
meets with an internal difficulty only when the principle.
Change favors the equal participation
number of votes is even and divides into two of all in public affairs, and hinders the creation
equal parts. The scales are therefore in equilib- of an authol'ity placed above the people. On the
rium, If out of 100 votes there are 50 ayes and other hand, permanence in office strengthens the
50 nays, no party has thepreponderancc.
Where authority of those in power and secures a hlcrthis can not be remedied by the supposition that archyin the officialaristocracy.
For this reason
there being no majority, there is consequently no we find short terms of office and frequent elccdecision at all, then the president's vote is esti- tions in all democratic states. It is clear that the
mated ata higher value, so that the 50 votes with exaggeration of this tendency weakens official
that of the president will weigh more than the authority which is essential in every state, and
other 50. The inconvenience of a tie is also afflicts the people with a periodical election fever.
avoided by granting the president no vote unless But where aristocracy has a thorough, although
there is a tie, when he has the casting vote. one-sided training, all change ceases, and offices
In both cases the vote of the president is valued are conferred for long periuds or for life, as in
differently from that of a simple member; and many aristocratic states of the middle ages, or
the unequal value of a vote prevents the mathe- even according to hereditary principles, on cermatical balancein voting. With thelast method,
tain aristocratic families, as in the Ger,nan erahowever, it can happen that the vote of the prcsi- pire. The modern stat.es, especially monarchies,
dent may be of less value than that of an ordinary
seek to unite impartially the advantages of the
member. In elections, the casting of lots is also twoopposingprinciples,
and to avoid their defects.
resorted to in case of a tic, and the decision made Where it is a question of tim representation of
by blind chance. Deciding by a relative majority
popular interests and opinions, as in the constituis so opposed to principle that it may be used, at tion of the legislative body, the system of election
most, only in the case of indifferent questions,
at certain intervals is followed. But where it befor the sake of expedition; for therelativemajorcomes a matter of filling positions of power.
ity is in reality often the minority, and there is no measures are taken to insure the firm authority of
reason for giving among equal members the these, and also to secure the position of the official
preference to a few over the majority.
The same ag'finst changing opinions, witl,out, however,
favoritism of the minority results from the ad- having recourse to the extreme of l,ereditary
mission of a larger than a simple majority, as for office. -- VI. l_espect for evident authority is
instance two-thirds, or three-fourths, because if peculiarly natural to the aristocratic mind. Long
seven out of twelve votes do not form a majority
established authority is all the less doubted and
the fivein opposition decide. This departure from all the more willingly obeyed, when people are _,cthe rule can be approved only when important
customed to it from youth. On this account the
interests of the minority give them increased aristocracy pays special respect to tradition, and
weight, as for instance when their interest is such seeks to preserve it from generation to generaas to warrant their having a certain number of tion. It has a preference for noble races and invotes._IV.
It is further a democratic idea that hcrited distinction, clings to the right of inherit"public offices and dignities should be open to ance whenever practicable.
It is right in all this
all." The aristocratic idea, on the contrary, is: and perverts the right only through exaggeration,
"The rude and ignorant man is to be kept far by opposing with stubborn enmity newly budding
from office, and access to the same is to be given life, and claiming for the vanquished and dead,
only to distinguished men." The utmost conse- rights which belong only to the living. In conquences of the first one-sided principle are visible trast with this, democrats lay especial emphasis on
in the ancient democracy of Athens, where most popular liberty, and demand free movement for
offices were given bylot, which, although a blind the masses. Not tradition but the national will
method, presupposed an equal ability in all citi- of the time is the lauded fountain of right at
zens, and_discriminating election was rejected on which they drink.
They do not deny the power
principle as an aristocratic institution.
The ex- of tradition, but they will not be hindered by it
treme application of the second method tends to in their path toward the desired end. Wherever
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'tradition
stands as a barrier in their way, they
break through itwithout
hesitation.
Democratic
.opinion is .easily deceived by taking the reasonable will of the people and tile capricious or passionate
whim of the crowd as the same thing,
and to judge as right what is pleasing to the
latter without considering
that before all, right
/s, exists, and has not to be made; that it must be
recog'nized and respected,
not established
at will.
It also confounds
freedom of the people with the
domination
of the people, and thinks the first is
secured and realized most easily by adopting
and
exercising
the latter.
But in a healthy civil and
political organism, authority
and freedom, repose
and movement, right of inheritance
and progress,
tradition
and law, exist not isolated
from, but
connected with, each other.--¥II.
The splendor
•of authority
and the dignity of its formal appearaucc are also characteristic
traits of aristocracy;
democratic
opinion
sets little value on this, and
.even almost fears that the equality
of citizens
will be put in jeopardy
by the choice robes of
their dignitaries;
and universal
freedom
endangered by the solemn pomp of public authority,
Used in moderation
(and the immoderate
ceases
to be b_autiful) a noble form of outward appearance serves to show forth tile dignity of the state
and incrcaserespect
for it. The difference in the
two theories is well illustrated
in public buildings,
Tile public utility of such buildings
which is the
thing first, and sometimes exclusively
considered
by the democracy,
is of course not to be lightly
thought
of, and is in every case, practically,
the
.chief consideration.
But beauty and ornament,
wldch are generally
the work of an aristocracy-as artistic gifts and distinction
arc by nature
aristocratic--lend
public buildings
also an ideal
value and have an elevating and ennobling
influ_cnce on the minds of the people generally.
In
this respect the Athenians,
in other regards extrawLgantly democratic,
were highly aristocratic,
.ks aristocratic
natures have a fine understanding
for dignity of form in general, so also they have
a lively sense of personal
honor.
The rising of
aristocrats from the masses has always been ae_ompanied
by an increase
in their feeling
of
honor.
A nobility can better afford to surrender
power than honor.
When this feeling of honor,
however,
degenerates
into an insolent
overestimate of self and a contempt
of the lower classes,
it goes beyond its bounds;
but in a healthy state
the feeling of honor is a great moral power.
The
democratic
mind places all value in the general
human
and national
honor, and disregards
or
even hates any higher degree of honor.
This
general feeling of honor is indeed the most iraportant,
and a people in whom the feeling
of
human dignity
is active, has reached, indeed, a
high degree of civilization.
It is also the natural
_oundation
of all higher
honor which springs
forth like a blossom from the stem.
The democratic envy which strives to pulldown
everything
which struggles
upward deserves to be punished
with contempt.
But the democratic de.4m for a

recognition
of the honor of man, is well founded
in the divine order of things.
If man is created
in the image of God, then man as such has a just
claim to the recognition
and protection
of his
honor.
Here, too, the popular democratic
doetrine of honor appears as the foundation;
but the
special growth of higher honor, as an aristocratic
development.
J.C. BLUNTSCHLI.
ARITHMETIC,
Political.
Three
different
meanings
are attached
to this word, which was
more used during
the last century, than in our
day, and which is rarely found in contemporary
political economy.
Some use itin a rather vague
way, applying it to reflections
upon social economyin
general, or more especially to researches
on population,
agriculture,
etc.; others employ
it as a synonym for the science of statistics,
calling to its aid political economy,
to explain the
causes and significance of the facts established
by
figures; to others still, it means simply the calculations and processes, arithmetical
or algebraic,
by the aid of which, from these facts, inductions
and conclusions
are formed which have not been
directly
established,
but which are admitted
by
way of analogy, proportionality
or probability.-Arthur Young published
under this title a work
in which
there are scarcely any figures,
and
which treats of the causes
which, in his time,
had made agriculture
flourish in Great Britain,
and of the causes which stood in the way of the advance of that great industry in other lands.
His
French translator,
Freville, compiled from awork
of Arbuthnot,
also translated
from the English,
a
volume, under the same title, upon the utility of
large farms,
and another
volume
without
the
name of the author, likewise translated
from the
English, treating of the condition
of agriculture
in the British Islands.
The term political
arithtactic was therefore used byYoung
and his translator in the first sense.--It
is in the last sense, how.
ever, that it is used by J. B. Say, who has devoted
a chapter to it in his Cours, (part 9, chap. 3.)
It is in this last sense that it should be used in
order to avoid confusion
in the terminology
of
econommalscience.--bl.
Moreau de Jonn(_s in his
Eldment_ de statistique, made political arithmetic,
understood
in the sense of J. B. Say, one of the
two methodsof
statistics.
He terms it the method
of induction
in contradistinction
to the method
of exposition
which he recommends
by way of
preference,
and which consists in registering
all
the numerical
data, that constitute
the elements
of a given subject, in grouping,
combining
and
even reducing them, or, to speak more correctly, in
co-ordinating
without altering them.--When
Vauban, at the commencement
of the 18th century,
estimated the agricultural
products
and the revehue of France, upon the basis of the investigations which he had made in a small number of
localities;
when
Lavoisier,
in 1790, calculated
from the number
of plows the extent
of land
under cultivation,
and the amount of production
and consumption
in France;
when Lagrange esti-
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mated the consumption
of food by the whole pop_flation on the basis of that of a soldier, by supOo.-ingthatone-fifth
of thc inhabitants
were under
_ea years of agf', and that two children
and one
woman consumed
only as much as one man;
when Necker, not venturing
to undertake
a gcn,er:fl census, in 1784, calcnlatcd
the number of inhal_it'mts from the number of births, by adopting
the ratio of one birth to every 25 inhabitants;
when Chaptal, in 1818, gave the extent of arable
l_,lds, of vineyards,
meadows
and forests of the
wlmle of France,
at asevcnth
of the surveyed terrJtory, and starting from the hypothesis
that the
caller six-sevenths
were identical
in extent, with
the first, as well in natural quality as in the uses
made of them.
Vauban,
Lavoisier,
Lagrangc,
Necker and Chaptal
were workcrs
in political
arithmetic.
When Arthur 5._onng hit upon the
idea of cutting up the map of France, estimating
the parts and drawing conchlsions
from the notcs
hc had been able to make upon certain localities,
hc pushed this method to the limitsof possihility,
" When one studies," says hi. Moreau de Jonn_s
"the results which Yauban
and L'tvoisier have
obtained by these strange processes, we are astonishcd to find in them all the characteristics
of
truth, and we are tempted
to believe that there
are men of genius who are endowed with the prcscience of numbers and whose penetrating
minds
reach -their
object
even
following
a vicious
method.
We can not refuse this pre_minencc
to
Necker, who was guided
by the example of two
di._tinguished
statisticians,
_Ie_ance
and _,I_)ntyon, and who surrounded
himself with all the data
necessary to eliminate error."--We
can easily see
to what errors these calculations
applied to the
facts established
by statistics
might lead, and under_t'md by the use to which they have sometimes
been put, the discredit
into which the works of
c[+rtain statisticians,
quite unworthy of the name,
have fallen.
It would bevery wrong to confonnd
with such men those who collect facts with intelligence, perseverance and honesty; who correctone
method by the other; who use the proec_es
of induction and therule
of threeonly
with the greatest
circumspection;
and reason solely upon facts or
figures drawn from a good source;
who draw
conclusions only from the p._rtieular
to the general, taking local or even accidental
facts and applying them to a whole country
or an entire
epoch.--A
writer who respects himself should
havenothingtodo
with political arithmetic,
unless
he h_u_ no other means of calculation,
and in this
case itself, it is his duty to be sure of the solidity
and exactness of the bases upon which hegrounds
hi_ reasoning.
This, sevemlwriters
or publicists,
of our day, who have discussed
facts relative to
poverty or other delicate questions
of social economy, seem to have forgotten.--There
is a branch
of arithmetic which has been remarkably
developed, and which to-day constRutes a science apart,
We mean the calculus of probabilities,
that is to
say the application
of calculation
to questions
of
insurance, of life annuities.
JosEP_ G_._._R.
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ARIZONA,
a territory
of the United States,
originally
part of the territory of New )fexico,
was organized by act of Feb. 24, 1863. Its preseat territory consists of parts of the hlexican cossionand theGadsden
purchase (seeANh'EXATIO.':S,
IV., V.).
The southeastern
part of its former
territory,
below the parallel of 37 °, now belongs
to :Nevada.
(See TERRITORLES.)
A.J.
ARKANSAS,
a state of the American Union,
formed from the Louisiana purchase (see AX._EXATIONS, I. ; LOUrSZANA). It was separated
from
Missouri as Arkansaw
territory by act of hlarch
2, 1819. /_'o enabling act was passed, but a pot)ular convention,
Jan. 4, :[836, claiming
" the
right of admission into the Union, consistent with
the federal constitution,
and by virtue
of the
treaty of cession by France," formed a state constitution
(see TEnnITOI_n,_S), and under this Atk'msas, after much opposition,
was admitted by
act of June 15, 1836. The boundaries
of the state
wcre fixed by the constitution
as f(dlows:
"Buginning
in the middle of the 5Iissis_il)pi river at
the parallel of 36 ° ;¢0' north l'ttitnde:
thence west
to the St. Fr.mcis river; thence up the St.Francis
river to the parallel of 36 _ north latitude;
thence
west with the hIissonri boundary
line, and south
with the Indian territory bonndary,
the Red river,
and the Mexican (Texas) boundary
to Louisiana;
thence withtheLoui_iana
boundary
to the Mi_issippi and up the _Iississippi to the 1)lace of beginning."_Thc
constitution
fixed the capital .it Little
Rock.
The governor
was to hold office for four
years.
The powers of the legislature a_ to slavery
were similar to those of Alabama.
The state was
nmde suable in its own courts, but this privilege
w'ls abolished by alnendment,
Feb. 1°, 1859.--Iu
politics the state was stca(lily democr_ltic in both
presidential
and state elections until the close of
the rebellion.
A whigopposition
was maix_tttincd
until 1856. In ]849, in a sc_trcely c(mtcstcd clection, the vote for governor was 3,290 dcmoer'_tic,
and 3,228 whig; but in all other years the whig
vote wa._ generally
about thirty per cent. of the
total vote.
After 1856 the American
p.trty, or
know-nothings,
and the eonstitutional
unionp,'Lrty,
took the place of the whigs with about the same
proportion
of the total vote.--In
1861 the state at
first showed no disposition
to secede, preferring
"co-operation"
(see BOIIDEItSTATES, SECESSION).
In state convention,
)Iarch 18, a conditional
ordinauce of secession,
to be submitted
to popular
vote, was defeated by a vote of 39 to 35. Instcad
of it an ordinance
was unanimously
passed submitting to the people, at an election to be held on
the first )fonday
of August,
a choice between
secession and co-operation.
The convention
was
to be re-convened
and its action governed by the
result of the election.
The procl.unation
of president Lincoln,
April 15, (see REnELLm._) and a
demand for a quota of troops from Arkansas to
enforce it, caused the re-assembling
of the convention, which passed an ordinance of secession,
_Iay 6, by a vote of 69 to 1. It purported to re-
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peal, abrogate, and set aside all laws and ordiuances whereby the state had become a member
of the Union, to dissolve the union existing between Arkansas
and the other states, to resume
to Arkansas the powers
delegated to the federal
government,
to absolve her citizens from all alleglance to tile United
States, and to re instate
Arkansas in the rights and sovereignty
of a free
and independent
state.
May 18, the shlte was
admitted
as one of the confederate states.--The
people of the section of the state north of tile Arkansas river seem to have been unionists
from

position.
This was at once given, and 1he Brook_
forces were disbanded.
The principal.result
of
the disturbance was the caUing of a state convention for July 14, 1874. It formed a new constitution, which was ratified by popular vote.
In
addition to the provisions abovegiven
of the previous constitution,
it took away all patronage
from the governor and reduced his term of office
to twoyears;
prohibited him from suspending tile
privilege of the writ of Juzbeas corpus, and from
proclaiming
martial law; and abolished
all registration laws.
The state has since been demo-

tlle beginning,
for arrests of suspected persons by
the confederate
and state authorities
in that part
of the state became
general toward the end of
1861.
In September,
1863, Little Rock was captured by the federal army, and steps were immediately taken to reorganize
file state government,
By special orders from president Lincoln an election was called for March 28, 1864, but in the
meantime
a state convention
had formed
a new
constitution
which abolished
slavery and repudiated the right of secession
and the rebel debt,
but restricted
the right of suffrage to white male
citizens.
The constitution
was ratified and state
officers chosen, March
14.
In September
the
confederate
forces regained about two-thirds
of
the state and reorganized
their legislature,
but
within a month they had again lost the state, this
time forever.
The "loyal"
state government
retained control of the state until its functions
were
suspended
by the act of )Iarch 2, 1867 (see 1_CONST]tVCTmN). Under the provisions of this act
a state convention
met Jan. 7, 1868, and adopted
a new constitution
which
acknowledged
paramount allegia_me to be due to the United States,
denied the right of secession, made suffrage
universal (excepting persons under disabilities
by the
14th amendment),
and repudiated
the rebel debt.
This constitution
was ratified March 13, 1868, and
the state was re.admitted
June 22.
The state
passed at once under republican
control, and the
disfranchised
classes kept up an intermittent
disturbance of the public peace for some years.
In
1870 a section of the dominant
party, commonly
known as "brindletails,"
became dis_tisfled
with
the republican
administration
and joined
the
democrats
in assailing
it and impeaching
the
governor
for bribery
and corruption.
In 1872
the republican
governor
ordered
the registration
law of 1871 to be disregarded
and the law of 1868
to be followed, thus again disfranchising
the persons whose disabilities
had been removed since
1868. The legislature,
in January,
1873, canvassed the votes thus cast and declared Baxter,
the regular republican
candidate,
elected by 3,111
majority;
but the democrats
claimed a majority
of 1,,598 for Joseph Brooks, the brindletail candidate, indorsed
by the democrats.
Brooks, after
several suits in different courts, obtained
judgment of ou_r
against Baxter in a circuit court,
and seized the public buildings
by an armed force,
April 15, 1874.
Civil war followed until the legislature met, M'ay 13, and called for federal inter-

cratic.--The
name of the state is taken from that
of its principal river, an Indian word which has
no known meaning,
but has no connection
with
the name of Kansas.
Its pronunciation
was declared to be Arkan, saw by a resolution of the state
senate in 1881. The state is popularly
known as
T]_ Bear State, from the supporters
of its coat of
arms.--GovEltNOi_S:
Jas. S. Conway
(1836-40),
Archibald
Yell (1840-44), Thos. S. Drew (18A.A
. 8),
John S. Roane (1848-52), Elias S. Conway (185260), Henry. M. Rector (1860-64), Isaac Murphy
(1864-8), C.H. Smith (military
governor
under
general
Ord, March,
1867--July,
1868), Powell
Clayton (July, 1868-January,
1873), Elisha Baxter(18;3-7;
superseded
by new constitution,
November,
1874), A. H. Garland (1875-7), William
R. Miller (1877-83) --See
Poore's
Federal and
State CoustRutious;
TribuTw Almanac,
1838-81 :
Appleton's
Annual
Cyclopw.dia, 1861--80; and anthorities cited under SECESSrO_ and PtF..BELLION.
No history of Arkansas has been published.
On
the question
of its admission as a state, see TEn_trTORn_.s; 1 Benton's
TMrty
Years'
Vww, 627;
12, 13 Benton's
Debates of Congress.
The act of
March 2, 1819, is in 3 Star. at Large, 493; the act
of June 15, 1836, 5 Star. at Large, 50.
ALEX._d_D]_R JO_._STO.X.
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In the course of a war, it frequently happens
that hostilities
are suspended
for a time.
At the close of an engagement
it is
agreed, between the belligerent
parties,
to stop
operations,
for a short period, in order to bury the
dead.
The commanders
of contending
armies
may wish to hold a conference,
to have a parley,
or to enter into an arrangement
for the surrender
of a besieged
place.
There may also be other
reasons for a suspension
of hostilities,
at a given
time or place.
These suspensions
are ordinarily
of short duration,
and, therefore,
are called sireply suspensmns
of arms,
especially
when they
are only temporary,
and hostilities
may be resumed without
any previous
notice.
But there
are circumstances
in which suspensions
of arms
are prolonged,
as, for instance, when both parties
feel that an effort should be made for the restoration of peace. A protracted cessation of hostilifies,
mutually
agreed on by the belligerents,
is called
an armistice.--The
term truce which seems to
have fallen out of use in diplomatic
language,
can properly be applied only to a general armisrice of long duration.--When
the hope of restor-
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ing peace makes it advisable
that an armistice
should be sought for, andthe
belligerents
wish to
enter into negotiations
to that end, iS is customary
to begin with an agreement
that hostilities
shall
be suspended
at all points, sometimes
without
previous stipulation
as to what shall bc the dumtion of the armistice.--Although
an armistice
is only a military
convention,
it is obligatoiT,
not merely
on armies but on nations
themselves, in the same way as international
treaties
are binding.
Hence, the breaking
of an armisticc has always been considered
one of the grayest violations
of the law of nations.
A suspension of arms should,
therefore,
be concluded
in
the name of the sovereign,
and by persons haying powcr to bind tile country.
:It is generally
assumed that the commander.in
chief of an army
receives with his commission,
the power to make
any agreement
of a military character.
He is anthorizcd to appoint, from among his officers, the
commissionel_
and plcnipotentiariescharged
with
the duty of coucludinga
military contract, reserving to himself the right to ratify it. This authority
is not even restricted
to the person of the comrounder-in-chief.
The commander
of a detached
or an isolated corps, who is not in direct or iramediate communication
with his superior officers,
may properly agree to a particular
armistice,
so
far as it concerns
the corps or the detachment
under his command.
When there is question
of ageneral armistice, it is usually understood
that
such an armistice is a convention
more political
than military in its nature;
and even a commandcr in-chief should not agree to the terms of such a
convention,
if he be not speci:dly authorized
to
do so by his government,
and if there be not a
previous understanding
to that effect between the
rulers uf thc belligerent
nations.--There
are instances of armistices
having been concluded
direetly between
one government
and another,
through tile medium of their representatives
or
ministers; but in most cases, even when the sus.
pension is general, of long duration,
and agreed
uponbythcgovernmcntsof
thcbelligercnt
parties,
the military authority is charged with the drawing
up of the terms of the armistice,
and with the care
of its execution.--The
duration
of an armistice
must be agreed upon iu the terms of the armistice
itself, and this must be done with the utmost prccision, that a renewal
of hostilities
may not be
feared while one party is under the impression
that the armistice
has
not
expired.
Even
when t'lc duration
of an armistice
is long
or uncertain, it is customary
not to resume milltar). ol)erations until after due notice has been
given, declaring the armistice at an end.
On the
_)c('asioa of a memoral)]e armistice
concluded
in
1813, at Plesswitz,
in Silesia, between the French
army on the one side, and the Russian and Prus.
sian armies on the other, the following
provision
was inserted in the text of the agreement:
"The
armistice shall last until July 20th, inclusive,
and
six days more, during which to give notice of its
termination,
Hence, hostilities
shall not be re9
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newed until six days after theannisticeshall
have
been declared
at an end, at the headquarters
of
the respective armies."
Subsequently
the .lrmistice having been prolonged,
the following clause
was added:
"The armistice
slmll bc prolonged
until the 10th of August.
Neither
of the contending parties shall declare
the armisti(.(. ;tt .m
end before that time.
If, at the expiratiol_
of
that time,the armi._tice slml] be(teelared
at an end
by either of the int(,rcsh,d parties, then si'_ d_Lys'
notice, thereof, shall be given.
Therefore,
hostiltries shall not bc renewed
until six d_vs after
the "_rmistiee shall have been declarrd at :_n el_d."
--Tile declaration
of the expiration
of ;m armistice is all the more indispensable
when the duration of thcartnistice
has not been prcviou._ly fixed.
--An armistice is binding from the (lay it is coneluded;
but military
commanders,
charged
with
i_s execution,
are responsible
for it._ observance
only from the day they are notified of tilt, armisrice.
Hence, an armistice should be promulgated,
and governments
are responsible
for the danmge
caused by too tardy a notification
of the fact of
its cxistcnce.--Duriug
an armistice,
armies ordinarily maintain
their re_l)cctive
positions,
and
can not rightfully
commit any ho._tile a(,t IIeucc,
besiegers can not prosecute their offensive operations, nor the besieged
throw up new works of
defense, repair their breaches, etc.
But there is
nothing to prevent each of the belligerent
1)artics
from availing
itself of the suspensiou
of _,rms,
to do, within its own borders, anything to improve
I its position, such as to levy troops, provide SZllJ_ l)lies, etc.
:Neither party is b(,und to maintain a
[ strict stata qua, save within the limits embrac¢d
[ in the armistice,
and as to matters relating to the
armisticc.--:It
dcpends nu the terms of tim armisrice whether
the citizens of hostile states mtly
] freely trade with one another
whether 1)a_Sl)(,rts
are necessary, and who may issue them.
Many
other things dcpend upon the terms of the armis.
ticc.
Thus, tile re-victualing
of a fortress during an "lrmistice may be sometimes allowed, for inst;mcewhen
the position is of little iml)nrmncc,
or
its capture is certain within a sh(u't lime: but the
re-victualing
of a fortress should bc denied whoa
its c,_j;turc might decide the fate of the _x;_r. IS
is eel(lent that it is b(,ttcr to dc('liuc a,_ armi.,tice
titan grant an advantage
for which there c(,uhl be
no cquivalcnt.--The
wlmlc law of armNti('e._ may
be reduced to one pril_cil)lC: provide for :_ ninny
contingencies
a._ possible.
:I{OYEI(
COLLAIt.D.
ARMIES,
Standing.
Tbc first half of tlle
19th century
will
be forever
nwmorablc
in
the history of mankind
as the most productive
period in,industrial
wonders.
Thc rc._ults which
we have succeeded in obtaining from steam, from
atmospheric
pressure, from electricity,
and other
natural forces are, in certain respects, so wonderful, that had they been predictrd
a century ago,
such a prediction
would have been reganied
a.q
an extravagant
illusion.--Who,
for in_t.mce, ia
1750, could have believed that wc shouhl find in
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the expansive
force of steam a power
of such
utility as compared
with which all human
and
animal
strength
would scarcely
admit of comparison; and tlmt this force when applied to great
ships would impel them against the most rapid
currents,
and across
the whole width of the
Atlantic
in eight days; that when applied to our
railroads,
we would be able to travel at the rate
of from 45 to 60 miles an hour; that our cities
and dwellings
would
be l)rilliantly
illuminated
with a gas extracted from coal; that an engineer
would
search in the bowels of the earth, at a
depth of 1,700 feet beneath
the soil of Paris for
an inexhaustible
fountain
of pure water, which
he would
cause to spout to a height of 60 feet
above that same soil; that an artist would be able
to compel rays of light to work for him, that is
to say, to fix pcrmancntly
the image of objects,
with an exactness
and faithfulness
that neither
the pencil nor the brush willever
be able to equal;
that we would succeed, at last, by means of the
electric telegraph,
in subduing
an invisible, intangible agent, of a nature
entirely
unknown
to
us, to such an extent as to compel it at will to
transmit
words at the distance
of hundreds and
thousands
of miles?
Assuredly,
if these wonders
and many others
could have been predicted
a
hundred
ycars ago, their prediction
would have
been overwhehned
with ridicule--Nevertheless,
whatever
power these unlooked-for
evidences of
progress
may have
added
to our productive
agents, to our comfort arid civilization,
our social
existence
remains
imperfect,
or improves
but
very slowly; politics, so far from folh)wing in the
wake of industrial
progress,
actually
seems to
retrograde;
the conditions
of its amelioration
appear so uncertain,
or are so generally ignored,
that after decades of commotion
and of revolution, France, for instance, is still in search of a
form of government
which will be able, without
the imposition
of too heavy taxes, to fairly guarantee its freedom and protection.--It
is here that
human
intelligence
has to contend
not only
against forces which bend to its service from the
moment their secrets are discovered,
but against
passion,
against
old prejudices
propped up by
vanity,
against
interests
founded
on ignorance
and injustice.
These obstacles, however,
are not
insurmountable;
and although
they may be able
to retard tile progress
of political
or economic
,order. they can not stop that progress, for the
truths of this order, as they become better known,
derive very great support from all interests
suffeting
unjustly,
while time inevitably
weakens
everything
founded
on error or iniquity.--The
political reform of the greatest consequence
and
.the one most earnestly
demanded
hy tile requirements of the age will consist, if not entirely doing away with, at least in greatly lessening
the
standing
armies maintained
by the nations
of
Europe.
We venture
to assert that this reform
will take effect in the near future,
however
opposed
by the ambition
of certain classes, and
the pusillanimity
of others.
It seems to us ira-

possible that Europe,
industrious
and civilized
Europe; can for any length of time persist in
that strange policy, which, st)ire (_f the evident
wishes of its citizens to avoid all international
warfare, and notwithstanding
the effective peace
of thirty years which preceded the revolutionary
crisis of 1848, has compelled
them to maintain
both land and sea armaments
more extensive and
more ruinous thml they uad ever been before.It is now some time since enlightened
men of
the United States, of England,
of Germany,
and
of France
exerted themselves
to give practical
effect to the idea of extirpating
this cause of ruin
and misery which, everywhere
diametrically
op:
posed to industrial
pursuits,
renders
almost null
the most brilliant
and most fruitful
discoveries
for the bettering
the condition
of tile masses.
The idea of the Abb_ de Saint Pierre. considered
chimerical
by many, that of substituting
arbitralion for brute force in great international
questions, obtained
iu England
such a number
of
supporters
as to induce _,lr. Cobden, the famous
leader of the free trade part)', to believe it possible to successfully
bring the subject
before the
house of commons.
In a session of parliament
lie made a motion tending
to commit
the English government
to the policy advocated
by the
Abb5 de St. Pierre; and this motion, notwithstanding its somewhat
unusual and cccentric nalure, was supported
by seventy-nine
votes.
If
one reflects
upon
the determination
that the
English have cver evinced in the matter of reforms, of which they have once felt the propriety
or usefulness;
if we will but call to mind what
obstacles, apparently
insurmountable,
have been
overcome
by the agitators
of the abolition
of
slavery, the changes
effected in the system of
promotion,
in the old laws of navigation,
etc.,
we can not but hope tlmt a new idea which in its
very incipiency
obtained 79 adherents
in the hationalparliament,is
destined to triumph in a future
not far of[; and if the English government
sonic
day joins side_ and co-operates
with the advocates
of this measure,
and furthers
their
salutary
wishes with that immense influence which it exerts in Europe and the world over, the system of
great standing armies will indeed be near its dissotution.--It
will most probably
be in France
that this great reform will meet with the greatest
opposition.
The French
people are as a class
imbued with what is called "the military spirit,"
which is nothing else than a spirit of silly vanity,
with a touch of aversion for useful labor.
It appears as if the French
were to make good the
prediction
of Montesquieu:
"The
military
of
France will be its ruin."
However,
the French
working
classes begin to understand
that this
military
spirit is one of the causes which have
most impeded
the amelioration
of their condition.
They are still, indeed, imbued with a large
amount of national vanity.
Thewords:
"preStoinence,
supremacy
of France," still sway their
minds a great deal too much, and they are only
too easily" governed by the notion that it becomes
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(hem to dictate _he destinies
of other nations;
but they no longer admit the right of maintain,
ing at lheir expense, in times of peace, of from
400,000 to 500,000 men.
This agency of ruin
_()_v finds its only supports
in those directly
interested
in its continued
existence,
and in
the exaggerated
feam of an influential
but re|_lfively small portion
of the potmlation.
Even
in France
then we may look for the growth
_md spread
of the principle
which
seeks
to
deliver
the nations
of Europe
from the great-

adds J. B. Say, "at the congreas of Gertruydenberg were obliged to be silent spectators at the
deliberations
concerning
their master's
fate."
England, in its war with America, was cornpelled
to surrender
its sovereignty
over the colonies,
and, later on, it was her insular position alone
that saved her from threatened
invasion.
Bonaparte, with a hetter
army
than that of any
other nation, suffered a more signal defeat than
all others.
Everywhere
the more formidable
the
army, the more inevitably has it been the cause

vst part of the burden
imposed
upon them by
their standing
armies.
Now one of the most
ellicacious
methods of accelerating
the progress
,of this principle,
is to keep constantly
before the
public eye a statement
of the enormous sacrifices
required
for the maintenance
of large armies,
--Among
tl_e number
of economists
who have
bu_ied themselves with the nature and formation
vf forces necessaxy for purposes of national defcnse and to the maintenance
of state government,
Adam Smith is, as far as we know, the only one
who considered
a standing
army prefcrable
to a
national
militia
force.
According
to him the
civilization
of a countl T could not he l)erl)etuated or preserved long without a standing
army.
This opinion he dwells upon at length in the first
chapter of the 5th book of his "Wealth
of Nalions," but his statements
indicate that he based
his opinions
on a social condition
of affairs
a_hieh has long
ceased to prevail
among the
states of Europe.
We can judge of this from
the following exlraet:
"When
a civilized nation
depends for its dr, fense upon a militia, it is at all
times exposed to be conquered
by any barbarous
nation which happens to be in its neighborho,
d.
q'he frequent conquests of all the civilized countries iu Asia by the Tartars, sufficiently
demonstrafes the natural superiority
which the militia of
a barbarous has over that of acivilized
nation.
A
well regulated standing army is superior to every
militia.
Such an army, as it can best be mainrained by an opulent
and civilized
nation,
can
alone defend such a nation against
the invasion
of a poorand barbarous neighbor.
It is only by
means of a standing
army, therefore,
that the
civilization
of any country
can be perpetuated,
or even preserved
for any considerable
time."-J. B. Say thinks, that far from protecting
national independence,
a great military
establishment
is that which compromises
it the most, by reason
()f tim aggressive
tendencies
which
it incites
mnoug those whohave
the control of it.
"Englaud,",he says, "would
not have interfered
with
tile intrigues
of all Europe,
if she had not been
po_sessedof great fleets which she could send out
inalldirections;
and Napoleon,
ifhehad
nothad
at his command the bravest and the best drilled
troops of the world, would have directed his ambition toward ameliorating
the affairs of France."
In this way, the very existence
of large armaments incite to war; and waralways
brings about,
m the end, cruel retaliation
on those wbo proyoked it. "The amlmssndo_
of Louis XIV.,"

of war and all its attendant
evils.
There is not
one that has ever saved its country
from invasion.
J. ]3. Say further
considers
whether,
in
the present
c()ndition of Europe,
militia forces
would be sufficient to preserve the independence
of the individual
states, and relying
upon the
opinion
of experienced
military
men, such as
Guibert, Lieutenant
General Tarayre and others,
he decides the question in the affirmative;
only,
he thinks that for the military corps whichrequire
an intricate
cour._e of instruction,
as the
engineers, the artillery
and the cavalry,
which
could not be formed at a moment's
notice, permanent provision
must be nmde, but only to _uch
an cxtt.nt as a purely defensive
system may demand.
He shows how tim maintenance
of large
naval forces, usually
justified on the grounds of
protecting
and extending
commerce,
is ruinous
to nations, and how little, in reality, they contribute to the extension of commerce.
Th,' fact of
England's
great
commerce
prnres
nothing
in
favor of the excessive increase of its marine service, for its commerce
would be quile as great
without
this appendage.
"Is it with sword in
hand," asks Say, "that
business
is successfully
transacted
? The reason that Enghmd
can sell
her wares as well in the Archipelago,
as in tlle
East, and in America,
both north and south, is
because
she understands
how to nmnufacture
those things which the consumers
of those various countries require, and can make them cheap.
Itcr cannon
has nothing
to do with it."
(J B.
Say, Cour_ Complet, vol. it. pp. 280--297.).
The
maritime
commerce
of the United
States
is
next to that of England
the most extensive, and
will probably soon equal and even surpass it, and
yet the naval
power
of that great
republic
is one of the least important.
As regards the
naval service of France,
we can ZlOt do better
than quote from the excellent
remarks
on the
subject by)Ions.
Bastiat:
"Is a powerful
naval
service not necessary,
it is asked, in order to
open up to our commerce
new foreign markets?
Truly the measures of government
in respect to
commerce are singular!
It begins by flattering
it, impeding
it, restraining
it, and that at enorincus expense;
then, if any small portion of it Ires
escaped
its vigilance,
at once government
is
seized with a tender solicitude
for the petty articles which have successfully
eluded the meshes
of the custom house.
We wish to protect
our
merchants,
it is said, and for tlmt reason we
exact another 130 millions
from the people, iu
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order to cover the.seas with armed vessels.
But,
in the first place, ninety-nine
hundrethsof
the
commerce
of France is with countries where our
0ag-ships
have never yet, and never will be seen.
liave wc naval stations
in England,
or ill the
United States, in Belgium, in Spain, in tlle Zollverein,
or m llussia?
And so we are taxed
more in francs than we will ever possibly gain in
centimes from the trade of tllose places.--Moreover, what is it that establishes
new channels
of commerce?
One thing alone, viz.: cheapness,
ISend where you will goods which cost five or six
cents more than like goods of English or Scotch
manufacture,
neither your ships nor your cannon
will effect a sale of them for you.
Send thither
products
five or six cents cheaper, and you will
have no need of either cannon or ships to enable
you to dispose of them.
Is it not a fact, that
Switzerland,
with not even a brigantine,
unless
it be on its lakes, has driven from Gibraltar
it_elf certain qualities
of English
goods, and this
spite of the guard
ever at its gates?
If then
cheapness
be the sure protector of commerce,
in
what manner is it that our government
sets about
to take advantage
of it? In the first place, it
raises, by its tariff, the price of raw material, of
all the instruments
of labor, of all articles of (:onsumption;
and in the next place, under tile pretext of sending out vessels in search of new chartnels of commerce,
it overburdens
us with taxes•
It is stupidity,
the grossest
stupidity;
and the
time is not far off when it will be said of us:
The
French
people of the 19th century
had
strange systems of commerce,
but the 3- ought at
least to have refrained
from believing themselves
,to have already reached the epoch of universal
knowledge.
A very able German author,
_h'.
]lotte('k,
published,
in 1816, an important
work
entitled, "' Standing Armiesand
lh*atioual 3Iililia."
He proves, froln the history
of all wars, from
those of the most ancient
l)eoples down to the
termination
of the wars of 1815, that standing
armies, or paid troops, under the sole control of
their officers, and knowing
no duty but toward
them, have never serv(,d cxcel)t to destroy th(,
liberty of nations, and tlmt the liberty anti ladependcnce
of subject
peoples has been regained
only by "its citizen soldiery.
"When
Francc
had to defend its liberty against the allied severeigns,"
lie says, "it was the citizen
soldiery,
mere raw recruits, who effectcd the triumph of
the revolution,
and later it was the militia
of
tbe Germaus,
that restored the independence
of
their fatherland."
Mr. Rottcck in that work lays
special
stress on the mischievous
influence
of
it standing
army upon the morals of a people,
particularly
as it weakens
among all classes of
citizens
the feeling of responsibility,
by habitusting then1 to rely upon others for tile defense of
their dearest interests,
and tends but to relax
those bonds of solidarity
which would otherwise
exist.--"A
nation,"
says Mr. Rotteck,
"which
surrenders
the defense of its liberties to any special class, becom_
cowardly and incapable of op-

posing the most unjust aggression."--Tl_e
same
thougllt
has been elaborated
by an eminent;
French author.
" What innumerable
pretexts for
win" do you not cultivate
by tile creation
of an
army of which each member has a career t(i work
out, and in which war is the l)rimary, the only
means of success!
And the existence of an army
of this nature is rendered the more serious, as it is
ahnost impossible
to change
its tcnden(:y, inns.
much as it is not to be expected
tlmt men will
willingly
remain
stationary
in a profession
on(.c
embraced
as the business of life.
_ _
_ Let
us ,'tdd that if such an army by its natural beht
is ever ready to (.ompromlse
our safety, it cornpromises
that s'dety still more by the extreme
weakness
to which it reduces us.
While it increases our dangers, it at the same time paralyzes
the greatest
part of our national
strength.
It
dwarfs
the nation;
it reduces
it, ill a certain
sense, to the size of the army.
France, in relation to her enemies, is no longer a people of 30
millions;
she is a power of three hundred
thousand men.
All her strength
is inventoried
iu
the roll call of her troops.
Beyond this, one sees
but a sparse population,
inactive,
feeble in proportion as the army is strong;
and, as they believe themselves,
exempt from the necessity
of
self-defense.
* '_ * a _* Is such all arm3"
the best guarantee
of our liberties?
In order tel
determine
this question, it is sufficient to consider
what there is in common between the interests of
liberty and the interests of the army as established by the law of enlistment.
Tlmt law, ;is
we have said, makes a profusion
of the military
service.
Are the interests of tbat profession (,ompatible with those of liberty?
Is it possible that
the army should prosper, and at the same time
that liberty
should flourish?
The profession
of
al'Ul$ flourishes
in times of war, liberty in times
of peace.
The army flourishes
by the tribute it
ex_tcts, and liberty by ]at)or.
Thc greatest interest of liberty is to curtail power, while to extend
it is of the greatest importance
to the army.
()J_c
of the chief interests
of the army is to yield
nothing to the spirit of reform, because, were this
desire for rcfornmtion
to prcvail, it might extend
even to the army itself.
_ *
_
_ ¢ It ievident that as regards liberty and the profession
of arms there exists no conditions of mutual welfare, that the very reverse
is the case, and that
members
of the army, professional
soldiers, .is
such, far from having
the interests of liberty to
defend, have but the interests
of despotism
to
maintain.
It might be true, undoubtedly,
that
an army such ,as ours would not lend itself to the
maintenance
of despotism;
but this is rather a
disposition
we could wish it to have, than on(. we
can do it the honor of attributing
to its nature "
--It has been frequently
urged
that militia or a
national
guard would never acquire
that disposition and those habits of discipline
wlfich constitute the strength
of standing
armies; but this
assertion, which has some foundation,
perhaps, in
the case of the militia of those states'which
have
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for a long time past maintained
great standing
armies, and the militia
of which, consequently,
is almost reduced to a service of parade, is not at
all applicable to the militia which constitute
the
sole defensive force of their country.
The militia
of Switzerland
have often enough proved
that
they could sustain
the fight against
the best
troops, and as much can be said of those of the
United St:_tes.
There is nothing
that appears to
us more instructive
and more fit to shake the
prejudices
prevailing
on the subject
with which
we are engaged tban the testimony
which we arc
abo||t to adduce.
It is taken from the message
addressed to the congress of the Union in Decemher, 1848, by president Polk :--" Onc of the most
important
results of the war into which we were
recently forced with a neighboring
natron, is the
demonstration
it has afforded
of the military
strength
of our couulry.
Before the late war
with Mexico. European
and other foreign powers
entert'fined imperfect aml erroneous
views of our
physical strength as a nation, and of our ability
to prosecute war, and especially a war waged out
<ff our own country.
They saw that our standtug army on the peace establishment
did not
exceed 10,000 men.
Accustomed
themselves
to
maintain in peace large standing
armies for the
protection of thrones against thcir own subjects,
as well _s against foreign enemies, they had not
• couceiw_d that it was possible for a nation withf out such an army. well disciplined
and of long
service, to wage war successfully.
They held in
low repute our militia, and were far from regarding them as an effective
force, unless it might bc
for temporary defensive operations
when invaded
on our own soil.
The events of the late war with
_lexico have not only undeceived
them, but have
removed erroneous impressions
wh|ch prevailed
to some extent even among a portmn of our own
countrymen.
That war has demonstrated,
that
upon the breaking out of hostilities
not anticipated, and for which no previous
prcparatmn
lind
been made, a volunteer
army of citizen.soldlers
equal to veteran troops, and in numbers equal to
any emergency,
can in a short period be brought
into the field.
Unlike what would have occurred
in any other country, we were under no necessity
of resorting
to drafts or conscriptions.
On the
contrary, such was the number of volunteers
who
patriotically tendered their services, that tile chief
ditticulty was in making selections and determiniaz _ ho should be disappointed
and compelled to
remain ,'it home.
Our citizen-soldiers
are unlike

ly-sett]ed'states,
are expert marksmen.
They are
men who have a reputation
to maintain at home
by their good conduct
in the field.
They are intclligent, and there is an individuality
of character which is found in the ranks of no other army.
In battle, each private
man, as well as ever 5,
officer, fights not only for his country,
but for
glor5' and distinction
among his fellow-citizens,
when lie shall return to civil life."

tho-e drawn from the population
of any other
country.
They are composed indiscriminately
of
•ill professions and pursuits:
of farmers, lawyers
physicians,
merchants,
manufacturers,
.mechanlea, and laborers;
and this, not o_ly among the
()fitters but the private
soldiers
in the ranks,
Our citizen-soldiers
are unlike those of an)" other
eouut_, in other respects.
They are armed, and
have been accustomed
from their youth up to
handle and use fire-arms; and a large proportion
<)f them, especially in the western and more new-

that time degenerated
as compared to what they
had been during the reign of Cyrus; and yet the
Persians
were conquered
by the Greeks, owing
rather to their bad equipment
and tothe bhmdcrs
of several of their chiefs, than to any lack of
courage.--Although
at thc outsctthe
king of Persia commanded
1,000,000 men, he did not give
battle with very many soldiers.
At Platea, he
confronted
his united enemies with only 350,000
men, and with still fewer on other fields of battle.
This is an instance of the fate of large armies.
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ARMY.
The word army denotes
the entire
body of armed men put on foot and supported by
a nation for the defense of its interests or the furtherance of its ambition, greed, or other pa_ion.
The term is also applied to any portion of the
enth'e body nmstered for special service.
Politically considered,
the army is a ._ffeguard
and
should be anhnated
with patriotis|n,
from a mill
tar)" standpoint,
it is a machine, and shouhl be so
constructed
i_ ,ill its cogs and wheels as to exccute efficiently the various military manoeuvres;
to accomplish
which it needs strength,
agility,
and mobility in all its p'lrts.
Whether
taken in
the sense of a corps manwavering
before tile
enemy, or in the meaning of the entire military
forces of the country,
the army comprises
all
species of arms, as well those of a particular
branch, as thcinfant|T,
horse.% besides combatants
such as cavalry;
or men, horses and material,
as in the case of the artillery and of the engineer
corps.
It draws after it as a consequence,
and as
essential to its existence, the creation of great and
costly establishments,
and also, from a moral point
of view, the isolation of a portion of the nation,
whose life i_ subjected
to an exceptional
regimen.
--I. HISTORY.
Who does not recall the immense
armies of Scsostris and Xerxes, and doesnot wondcr how thcy were composed
and supported?
Theformcrquestionisthemoreeasilyanswered.---The
armies of Sesostris,
the nmst famous of
which numbered
600,000 foot soldiers and 27,000
chariots, and which overran and conquered
Asia,
bad not the character
of permanency.
As sgon
as a war was ended, they were "_tonce disbanded.
But the rccnfiting
of these armies was easy, warriors constituting
a privileged
caste in Egypt.
It
is said that punishment
in the armies ol ancient
Egypt was inflicted rather on the personal honor
and reputation
than on the body of the delinquent,
a proof of generous ideas among the people and of
a wise milital T organization.--As
much can not be
said of the Persians under Xerxes.
They were at
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Far fron, thelr native land, they melt away by
thousands ,_nd thousands.
The history of all
times shows his.--The use of chariots of war, of
which Sesost,is had so many, and which were to
he found among tile Persians, shows the nature of
the countryin which these people fought. It was
essentially a fiat country. From Asia westward,
the use of chariots gradually climinished. They
were seldom seen among the Greeks and never
among the Romans.--Greece, divided up among
small tribes, never put large armms on foot. In
their intestine struggles, these tribes fought with
handfuls of men. Intheir greatest Battle, that of
Leuctra, they numbered but 14,500 soldiers on
one side, and 26,000 on the other. In their foreign
wars, the same numerical weakness is observed,
Against Syracuse Athens sent 6,300 men. Agesilaus accomplished his Asiatic expedition with
8,300 men, and Alexander the Great, when in
command of the whole Grecian force, led against
Darius only 35,000 men. The Greeks had but
little cavalry.
Their infantry consisted of a.solid
phalanx. The phalanx consisted of hoplites or
heavy-armed men, in columns sixteen deep; foul"
columns constituted a tetrarchy, or company of
sixty-four men, the essential basis of this tactical
formation.
Tim tetrarchies and higher fractions
of the army were ranged side by side, almost
without any space between them, rendering the
phalanx a heavy, compact and unwieldy body.
This serious disadvantage was made up for by
the individual quality of the Grecian soldiers, for
the Greek foot soldiers, heavily or lightly armed
(these latter employed in skirmishing about the
phalanx), were robust, valiant, and enthusiastically patriotic.--The
Roman armies acquired an
importance different in more than one respect from
that of the Greek armies. The Roman empire, as
established by them, was both vaster and more
durable than the improvised empire of Alexander.
--In Rome every citizen owed military service,
and at the beginnizzg of a war the fittest for battle
were chosen, just as in Greece; only instead of
being subject to draft from twenty to sixty years
of age, as at Athens and Sparta, it was only from
seventeen to Jorty-six that a person was liable to
be drafted, and between these limits sixteen years
were to be spent in actual service, if a foot soldier,
ten years only if a mounted one. One of the
principles of the military constitution of Rome,
was that the cavalry of the state should be recruited solely from the patrician class, who ranked
inferior only to the senators.
As long as this custom prevailed, the cavah T of the Roman armies
were only mediocre, and it was necessary, from the
beginning of the Punic wars, to have recourse to
auxiliary foreign cavalry; tothat cavalry,of which
the Numidians, the Iberians and the Gauls furnished the best recruits.--The
Roman legion poseessed an offensive power which tallied wonderfully well with the ambition of the people from
which it sprung.
Instead of being ranged in one
deep line, like the phalanx, it was formed into
three spaced lines. On this chess-board the occu-

pied squares were equal to the empty ones, so
that in bringing the second line on a line with tile
fiz_st,there was obtained, when needed, what is
known as a full formation, meanwhile preserving
as its .normal formation detached and movable
lines, each ten files deep. These three lines cornprised tlze legionaries, properly so called, which
consisted of the lu_ta_i in the front line; prineipe_
in the middle, and tr_riiin the rear. These latter (triari_) constituted a reserve, and did not
number more than 600, half the number of each
of the two other lines. Besides the soldiers of tile
rank, there was, as in Greece, a body of ligh_
armed men who opened the battle as skirmishers.
These latter were equal in numbers to tbe 1_a_tatf,
that is to say, 1,200 strong. This made 4,200 foot
soldiers to the legion, the mean strength of this
corps at different periods of its organization.
A
distinctive feature of Roman army organization is
that the cavalry constituted an inte_m'alpart of the
legion, and varying from atenth to a twentieth of
its whole streugtb.--The consuls commanded the
armies. A consular army consisted of two Roman
legions, supported by two allied legions, and the
fact that there were two consuls tells what was
the ordinary composition of a levy: foul'national
legions and four foreign legions. Thuseach consul had under his command 16,800 foot soldiers
and 1,800cavalry.
Even still later, at the timeof
the proconsuls, a Roman army seldom exceeded
25,000 men. One of the largest Roman armies
was that which fought at Canine, one which
numbered 80,000 men, and yet was vanquished by
I-Iannibal.--As the consuls were elected for only
one year. the command of the Roman armies w_s
frequently changed.
:Notwithstanding this disadvantage, the Roman armies were eminent)y
successful, except when confronted withgenius, as
they sometimes were. This fact is owing particularly to the personal valor of the Roman soldier,
hardened by exercise from his youth, inured to
hardship, battle and privation.
The member of
a legion carried, in addition to his arms, a sack
containing two weeks' rations of wheat, and a
stake for the purpose of strengthening the camp
inclosure.
Even thus burdened, he was able to
make long marches.--Let us add, that, in spite of
the inflexibility of Roman policy, the legion whmix
had so wellserved it underwent a transformation,
a reaction from one of the revolutions which agitared the forum. Marius, the head of the popular party, admitted as soldiers of the rank. or
legionaries, even the proletarians; while up to his
time, the possession of a certain income was a
condition precedent to the enjoyment of that privliege. The consequence of this admission was t,>
put an end to the hierarchy which existed in the
legion. The hasfati, prineipes and triarii were
thus fused into one, and armed in the same way.
Then the legions were divided into ten cohorts
ranged in three lines. Thelightcavalrywhileitlost
some part of its mobility, continued to have two
principal lines, and a third line as a reserve. :No
better disposition could have been made of these
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lines when ranged in order of battle.
Cmsar's
legion was the cohort legion, and it achieved
as
ga'cat results as the primitivelegion.--Even
under
C,'esar, and to a greater extent under the empire,
the conquered
provinces contributed
to recruit the
legions, while tile ranks of thearmy,
as well as the
ot_cesof the Roman gove_aamc t, were invaded by
the conquered.
But this is not the nmin causeof
the deterioration
in the imperial
armies; this deterioration was caused rather by the effeminacy
which affected all classes of society.
The old
weapons were found too heavy, the well-known
straight
sword was abandoned;
the soldier no
longer carried hisstakeand
luggage.
Light arms,
such as the bow and arrow, were preferred;
,nd
instead of coming into close contact when fighting, the habitwas
formed of fightingat
a distance,
and with machines
which
increased
beyond
measure,
rather than with soldicrs.
Thus the
way was paved for the triuml_h of those rude barbarians who invaded
the country.--The
cohort
of this period gradually
changed;
it sometimes
fought entirely _l)art, and became a mixed corps
of infantry
and cavalry.
The last legion, that
mentioned
by "Vegetius,
with
its 6,100 foot
soldiers formed into two lines only, comprised
all
descriptions
of foot;
in the front rank, heavy
armed; in tim second, mailed archers;
then two
ranks of light armed foot soldiers;
one rank of
cross-bowmen,
around
a machine
for throwing
projectiles, and last the triarii.
Itsoonbecamenecessary to abandon this confused arrangement,
and
to return to the system of isolated cohorts.
The
discipline, as well as the organization
of tile army
deeliucd.
It suffices to recall the exactions and
the mutinies of the pr',etorian cohorts,
in ordcr
to get an idea of the disorder which prevailed in
the Rmnan armies, removing the last prop of the
empire--The
armies of the barbarians,
if the
name of army may be applied to tile crowd of
combatants, accompanied
by their wivesand
children, who invaded the Roman empire, was cornposedalmostexclusivelyofinfantry.
Once settled
in the countries
which they had conquered
or
which had been ceded to them, these barbarians
adopted the military customs of the former owners
of the land, that is of the Romans, as did the ¥isigoths; or else, like tile Franks,
they preserved
the principles of theirown bm'barian organization,
modified by the necessity of holding the conquered
people in check.
The Franks, before the enemy,
retained the deep rank, as may be inferred from
the account of the chronicler
wmting of the victory of Tours, won by Charles 3lartel, over the
Saracens,--that
his success
was owing to his
heavy battalions.
They thus massed when on
the offensive, and scattered
when acting ou the
defensive, occupying
isolated, but important
positions.--In
the feudal army, the lords themselves
came at the summons
of the king to light by his
side,
Their vassals accompanied
them and took
part in the battle as 8 second line.
Beside these
two lines of horsemen, the one of lords, the other
of their villeius, the armies of this period corn-
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prised infantry, also, but no one was disposed to
assume its command,
or to have anything
to do
with it, since for the rich and the powerful the
mounted service had many more attractions.
This
state of affairs was aggravated
by reason of the
vanity which bred, in the lords, a thorough
contempt for the foot soldier, whose powerlessness
and wantof skill at the moment of danger, were,
later, the occasion
of so much regret to them.
The infantry,
consigned
to the rear rank, consisled, in feudal times, of only poorly armed peasants, fit only to commence
the battle, as skirmishers, and at its close to be employed as pillagers of
the enemy's camp.
While the infantry was thus
dwindling,
the cavalry acquired
an exaggerated
prominence.
It constituted
a disproportionately
large part of the army, and it alone bore the
weight of the war;
it was the besieging
force,
attacked posts and intrenchments,
to accomphsh
which it had to dismount.
If it had been light
cavalry, it would not have been so bad; but it
was heavy cavalry, weighed down with iron mail,
for the noble cavalry would not fight in any other
way; theright
of wearing armor being one of
the privileges
of their rank.
Ilence, when dismounted,
even after throwing
off some of their
military accessories,
lhey experienced
great diffieulty in going over a small piece of grot,nd,
and were obliged to divide themselves into several
bodies.
This cawdz T of nobles soon formed
a
corporation
of honor, the order of kniglJthood.
to which admission
could be had only by proving
nobility of birth, courage
and good reputation.
Among tile cavaliers, the most powerful
carried
banners, and the effective strength of armies was
reckoned only bybanners, that is to say by groups
of about 30 cavaliers,
a fact which shows how
liltle was thought
of inlhntry.
The 30 cavaliers
belonging to a banner were divided
into 5 I)arl%
each part consi._ting of a knight and his suite.-In tiffs way was brought about the strange anomaly of effecting all the operations
of war, even
those re.quiring
active and unimpeded
motion,
with men weighed down with iron arumr, necessarily slow and heavy in their movements.--The
crusades, in which chivalry played so important
a part, changed to some extent, this condition
of
affairs.
Far from the mother country,
the recruiting of armies became difficult, and the leaders, to insurc the safety of lheir cause, were obliged to turn their atteutinn
to the foot soldiers
who followed them, to eqmp tltem better and to
direct them.
From
this time the foot soldier
showed the importance
and lasting charactes _f
his part.
While the infantry was thus reviv._g
in the c_ast, another
circumstance
was bringing it
into prominence
in France.
The kings of France
entered into covenants with the cities, granting
them by degrees municipal
govermnent.
:Each
commune levied for its own defense a corps cornposed nearly always of infantry,
and it was not
long before this communal militia, always on foot,
and subject to the same leader, excelled the feudal
militia.
The use of gunlmwder
doing away with
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tile use of mail armor, was a circumstance
equally
favorable
to the development
of the infantry.-Besides this communal militia, at the disposal of
the king in case of war. there were at this time
bands of mercenaries,
who, recruited
principally
from Brabant
and fi'om Germany, fought
at the
sole expense of the sovereign,
a scourge alike to
friend and foe
The grat_descompagnies
of which
Du Guesclin
had the merit of ridding
F,'ancc,
were these
v,..l'y adventurers,
whose existence
lasted until the ;17th century.--The
disadvantagcs ineid_,nt to the employumiit
of mercenary
troops, induced Charle_ V., and after him Cln, rles
VII , of France 1o attempt
the creation of a national and standing
army.
T'lxation,
reduced to
a permanent
system, crowned this effort with success under the latter of tliese monarcllS, the creafor of llie fca_ws
archers, (14-i8).
Thesc new
foot soldiers, v, ere recruited
at the expense of the
parishes, and except when mustercil
for the purpose of drill, cach one of thein remained
in tlie
parish that had equil)pcd
him and hehl its(,lf responsililc for him.
This isolation efftctmilly
prevented the (h'velopn_ent
of ally military
ardor
among Ibese foot sohlicrs, and as a consequence
tile fre*l, cs arclwrs had a short existence.
Quite
otherwise was it with those companies
of cavalry,
each composed
of 100 latices four1_/es (500 men),
for these companies, first organizcd
in ]445, continued
to exist down to the French
revolution,
Th_ se organizations
of Charles VII., were copied
by the other powers.
Louis XI. did aw;_y with the
fral, c_ crrchers, replacing
them by 10,000 advcnturers and 6,000 Swiss,
These recent conquerors
of Charles
the. Bold, who, armed _vith pikes,
fought ill large, squarc battalions,
cnjoyeda
great
rcl)utation,
and all the other powers endeavored
to imitate their infantry.
At the camp of Pontdc-l'Arche
(1480) they were the instructors
of the
French
soldiers, whom tliey taught to manoeuvre
with precismn and in silence.--Charles
VIII. introdu('ed
German
infantry
into France,
landskJ_eehtc, of whom liis father had already had several colnllanies
in his service.
When Charles set
out on his expedition
to Naples, lie took with him
80,000 men and 140 cannon;
of these 18,000 were
infantry,
nearly all Swiss or brlulsknechte.
Louis
XII. organized :_ few coinpanies
of light horse,
aftei'w'lrd
amalgainatcd
with the coy.dry companies of h_J_ces.f;,ttr;_ivs, and, whcu about to marcli
against Genoa, recruited 2,000 Gi'eck horsenien,
eallcd stradb, ts. The neccssity of thus carolling
foreign
troops,
shows that the French
infautry
w;_s still backward,
while, on the other hand,
t'
French
cavah T had _lined
and continucd
to cnjoy the best of reputations.
Louis XII.,
with the view of lint>roving the French infantry,
induced
several
distinguishcd
cheva,iers
to assume the comnmnd.
]'lie most famous i)t' the_,
:Bayard, was not willing to place himself at the
head of more than 500 men, a proof at once both
of lii_ modesty
and of the necessity
he recognized of giving to this service very particular
attention.
Francis
I. endeavored
to devise the

means to establish in France a good and solid infantry.
In 1584, he organized 7 legions of 6,400
men each, and each legion was composed of men
of thesame province.
Had this institution
lasted.
the French
would
have had a standing army of
4,5,000 infantlT,
no inconsiderable
force for those
times.
The sy._tem of legions having been abandoned, the F,'ench armies now only numbered
a
few snmll and detached
companies
of infantry,
called b_t_des or bands.
These ba_de_q, of from
500 to 600 men each, commanded
liy a captain,
fought generally,
ranged in squares, the pikemen
in the centre, the arqu_basiers
on the outside.
Thus the sohliers eqmt)l)ed with fire-arms, served
as light armed sohliers,
it was the tendency of
the times to render fire-arms, those arms which
place the weak UliOU 'm equality with tlle strong,
more easily handled
and of more general use; a
lendeney wliich proved that these arms were destined to prcvail
in tile future.
In this respect,
the arlilh,,'y
had already made great progre_,
evidenced
by Charles VIII. being able to carl T
140 pieces of cannon with him in his Neapolilan
expedition,
and evidenced
also by the effects of
the French
guns at ..),[arignan.--Fire-arms
thus
became lighter, and greatly increased
in number.
For the culverin of thc Swiss, was substituted
the
arqueliuse;
and the musket, the 13recursor of the
gun, was on the eve of introduction.
The adoption of port'dile fire-arms increased in the ratio of
alioat one-fifth under Francis I., to two-thirds
at
tile c)ose of the wars of religion, and to four-fifths
under Louis XIII.
At Iliat t,me armieswere
not
large.
The diike of Anjou, at :Moncontour,
had
only 16,000 infantry,
8,000 cavah'y,
and 15 cannon, the l,lrgest
force oJ7 tliat period, excepting
only the at'my of 26,000 men with which the duke
of Alba, in the name and to the advantage
of
Philip I[. invaded and conquered
Portugal.
The
ba_des acquired
importance
in proportion
as the
infantry
superseded
tim caviil,T, and as fire-in'ms
increased.
It was not long before sevcral of these
bal, de._were united under one chief, for the purpose of simplifying
their government,
and of
giving a uniteil impulse
to their action,
Three
or four of these baJ,des constituted
a regiment;
the commander
of a regiment
taking the title of
colonel.
The use of these two terms is found
bcyond dispute, under Ch.trles IX. about 1561.-The companies
of light cavalry were not unilecl
into regiments
until 74 years later.
"What characterizes the cavalry from the time of Francis I.
is flint the cava],'y of noblemen
diminished
it,
numlier, disappeared
little by little, and that men
at arms, who succeeded
the knights,
soon found
that their followers attained
to the s,lme level as
themselves.
From this time the formation
in hoe
was abandoned,
and squadrons,
of at ]east eight
ranks deep, were formed.
This reform
originated wi2h the Germans,
and was copied from the
armies of Charles V. by Francis
I. These new
squadrons,
called
squadrons
of reitres, from
the German
word
relier,
meaning
a knight
or rider, fought
in successive
ranks,
the rank
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_vhich charged
and fired retreating
to the rear.
*File awkwardness
of a eavah'y too many deep,
was soon perceivcd,
and the number
of ranks
was immediately
reduced
from
8 to 6, and
even to 5. In order to reduce their ranks, the
infantry, too, abandoned
the square
formation.
This was inevitable,
as artillery would produce

Frederick
II., of Prussia,
continued
and com.
pletcd these progressive
measures.
The infantry
, performed
its manoeuvres and fired with a precis! ion that has notsincebecn
surpassed;
the cavalry
I char_ed galloping
and with side arms; mounted
I artilicry was introduced,
and these three arms of
) the service manteuvrcd
as one body, forming a

-the greatest

destruction

! new

Under Henry
org_inization

IV., and ]_Iaurice of ,Nassau, army
improved.
The latter introduced

on

compact

bodies.--

regulari)',
discipline, encampments,
and compulsory agricultural
work on the part of the soldier,
The former won his crown by his exploits, exhibited skill iu tactics, and to the courage of a val:iant knight added the prudence
of a (,omman,ler.
IIe was one of thc fir._t to show modern
nations
all the advantage
to be drawn
from a reserve
corps.
In command
of but an inMgaificant
army
during thc civil wars, he mustered for the execution of his designs against the lmuce of Austrm
.(1610), which his death alone prevented,
an army
of 32,000 infantry, 5,000 cavalry, and 33 cannon, a
formidable
army, augmented
by his numerous
allies to the number
of 65,030 foot and 25,000
horse; and during
this expedition
he still left a
rcserve of 60,000 soldiers in France;
for his ceonomical administration
had enabled him to endow
hi._country withatotal
"_rmy of 100,000 men.
At
that time these numbers were regarded as extraor(lim_ry, but the size of armies has constantly
increased since then.
Louis XIII. had five armies
on foot at one time, amounting
in all to 100,000
men. Louis XIV., on a pe'_ce footing, never had
]e._._than 125,000, and during
war mustered
as
Jn;my as 400,000 soldiers.--These
formidable
armaments led to the abandonment
of the pike and
the adoption of the gun with sword bayonet, to
the organization
of special troops of arlillery,
to
the esl'd)lishment
of an honest and strict cornmand, of which tile state gradually
assumed
a
more complete direction and (.ontrol, and led also
Io the introduction
of a national system of recruiting by drafting
from the militia.
Although
the
gra_d rot had in his service foreign
troops, yet
these were always the exception.
As much can
not be averred of Gustavus
Adolphus,
king of
Sweden.
This monarch
reigning over a nation of
3,000,000 souls, and of warlike
instincts too, was
oldi<ed Io enroll in his armies a large number of
l,,Jcigucrs.
From every country
he took into his
:JIlutes fugitive prisoners,
fie clirected officers to
h,vy regiments,
according
them at the same time
the command
of those regiments
in advance,
lIis armies were noted for sobriety,
obedience
and discipline, to such an extent, that thcGerman
pea-am_ did not seek to molest any isolated Swedi,h soldiers.
His armies at no time excecdvd
7¢),000 men, assisted by only 30,000 allies.
Gustavus Adolphus
was one of the first to make use
of artillery for pueposes of offensive
warfare,
to
.divide his infantry
into small bodies in a manner
"tt once more rational
and more convenient
for
firing, to require iJm cavalry to fight when trot,*!_g, and onty to fire when at close quarter_

combination

on which

are

based

the mill-

I tarv tactics of to-day.
The Prussian army, with
70,()00 men at first, soon developed
into an army
Ii of 120,000 and even of 200,000 sohliers, a prodigions number
for a country
of 6,000,000 peol_le.
It contained
'l large number of foreigners
whom
the severity of the discipline retained willingly or
by compulsion
in its service.
Desertion,
ucvertheless, kept undermining
it, and it is astonishing
that Plus_ia, even while entert_uning
the deslre
of remaining
faiflfful to the traditions of the great
Frederick,
should have preserved
even up to the
time of the disasters of 1806, the mixture of na
tional and foreign soldiers.--With
tile commencement of the French
revolution
tile "lspect of
Frencll armie,_ changc(t.
The fusion of the natiomd guard with the army, tile levies en ¢nas_e of
1793--the
draft
extending
indiscriminately
to
all citizens between the a_es Of 20 and 25 years-supplied Fra,,ce with a'million of soldiers, divided
up inlo fourteen
armies.
These iml)roviscd
soldicrs lacked instruction
aml could not manoeuvre
as the recruits of Frederick.
In tile first battles,
at Jcmnmpes
and at Vahny, they were deployed
in grcat bands as skirmishers,
and their daring,
making amends for their want of experience,
cnabled them to gain a victory.
In forced marches
they did not encamp, but bivotmcked;
then tile)"
marched upon the enemy, and atLacked it wherever they found it, without
having recourse to
temporary
works
of fortlficalion.
The other
powers were compelled
to follow the example of
France and to muster large armies hkewise.
In
regulating
and consolidating
the military organizations of the revolution,
Napoleon I. established
those immense
arlnamcnts
on a l)crmanent
b.lsis.
The armies became so large that it was found im
dispensable
to divide them up into army corps,
many of which numbered
as ninny men as the
entire armies of Turcnne.
Tim gJ'an¢h: arm/e
which accoml)lishcd
the brilliant
campaign
of
Austerlitz,
coral)fiscal seven army c_)rl)s: its total
effective
strength
"unounted
to 186,000 men, of
whom 38,000 were cavalry; and 340 tncces of artiller)" accompanied
it. Napoleon
set out in 1812
wilh 625,000 men, of whom more than 16,000
were officers.
In 1814, tile allied powers placed
in the field against Francc
an army of 900,000
men.
From that time until 1870, Europe never
saw such prodigiousarmies.
The system of large
standing armies ilaving prevailed, the greater part
of the nation_ of Europe
were unwillingly
cornpellcd to maintain
more soldiers than they otherwise wouht have done; a condition of affairswhich
still cripplesnmny
of those nations, and may even
eventually
drag them into bankruptcy.
These
costly armies have, however,
often rendered
as
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effective service in the maintenance
of civil order,
as when engaged in foreign wars.--II.
GENERAL
:PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION. The army of a
nation should be so organized at home as easily
to prepare for any war that may occur.
Its numerical strength also should be proportioned
to
the population
of the country.
The proportion
that prevailed formerly, on the principle of si vi_
pacewL, para be//um, was, one soldier to every one
hundred inhabitants.
This was, in fact, about
the proportion,
_n a peace footing, in the armies
of France, of tlle Germanic confederation,
and of
some other nations, a mean bctween that of England, with a very small army, and that of other
powers
in the north, with their larger armies,
Preparation
for possible wars requires4hat
a fraction of the army be available for mustering
either
incampsforinstructionorinplacesofrendezvous,
other than their usual garrisons.
This fraction
should amount to at least oue4enth
of the entire
effective, force.
To satisfy these two conditions
would not be enough.
An army organized at
home,,in the manner just described,
becomes too
feeble from the moment that war breaks out; for
if there are one or two-tenths
under instruction
and preparing for _ar who can immediately
enter
tile field, the remaining eight-tenths
are indispensable, or ahnost so, for the maintenance
of order,
Hence the necessity of being able rapidly to increase the effective strength of the army:
this is
what is called passing from a peace footing to a
war footing.
This transition
should be managed
skilffully in order that.it may be effected without
violence,
and this condition
is all the more iraportant since it is necessary to at least double the
effective
force.
This object
is attained
by the
maintenance
of what the French
call cadres, a
permanent
and legal organization
of superior and
inferior
officers, corporals,
and privates,
among
whom
it is sufficient to place young soldiers, in
orderthat
these latter may readily acquire the mihtary spirit and skill.
This possibility
of rapid increase facilitates
the putting on foot of entire arrates and leading them into the country
of the
enemy.--A.ll
armies aJe divided into combatants
and non-combatants.
Anti first of the combatants.--All
_ombatants
can not be united into a
single group.
They are too numerous,
and too
different in nature to permit this.
By reason of
their stature, or on account of aptitude or choice,
some will fight on foot, others on horseback,
and
still others with the machines
of war.
Thus tile
first division of an army is the following:
infantry,
cavalry, and artillery.
To provide
quarters
for
these three, and to enable them to overcome the
difficulties
in their way, a fourth class, an engineer corps, is necessary.
This fourth arm serves
on foot and manoeuvres like the infantry, but it is
divided up into small fractions.
:Napoleon I., as
it is stated in his memoirs, required the following
proportions
between the several arms: the infantry being represented
by 1, the cavalry to be 1-5,
the artillery 1-8, tile engineer corps 140, and the
train 1-30. :Except as regards the cavalry,
the

diminishing
importance of which seems to have
been presaged
by certain wars, these proportions are still retaincd.
How should an army be
constructed?
It should be divided into manoeuvring units andtactic units, that is, into divisions
and battalions
or squadrons.
It is by divisions
that manceuvring
is performed
in camps.
It is
by battalions
and squadrons
that drilling and
fighting
in detail are done.
The battalion
or
squadron, commanded
directly by an offieerwithout bearers of orders, should not, when drawn
up in line of battle, extend beyond the range
of tile human voice, for it is indispensable
that
the officer in command,
stationed
at one wing,
may be heard at the other wing.
There should
be also administrative
units: the regiment, comprising several battalions
or squadrons, and the
company,
which is a fraction of the battalion.
The company
should be such that its head, the
captain, may be able to follow carefully the character, the instruction,
and the service of every
nmn in it, that is to say, it should have from 100
to 150 men.
These administrative
units are intended to centralize
expenses, and to facilitate
both purchases
and the auditing of accounts.
The existence of these units, and the graded division which results therefrom,
would not be sufficient, unless among the lmads of these units and
below them, there was a properly organized bierarchy.--The
division
is divided
into brigades,
which comprise
two or three regiments;
below
the geueral of division, there arc, theref(,re, brigade generals, and colonels of regiments.
A regiment may include from three to five battalions
or
squadrons;
a colonel has, therefore, under him the
several offieers of the battalions
or squadrons.
The battalion which should not exceed 800 men,
1,000 at most, comprises from six to eight companics, and the chief of a battalion commands
from
six to eight captains.
The captain
requires assistance, for he must lead in battle and administer
his company:
he has a lieutenant
and a secoml
lieutenant,
two under paymasters,
and four sergeants, each having the command
of one of the
four sections of the company; two corporals, assist
each sergeant
of a section.
From corporal
to
general of division, there are ten grades; and one
of the fundamental
principles
of army organization is that these grades be within the reach of
all, that a volunteer
private may rise to the rank
of general.
:Notwithstanding
this principle, such
success will always remain very rare; and, in any
case, the man who finally reaches
the tOl)most
round of the ladder
especially in times of peace,
will be pretty well advanced
in years.
It is iraportant
that the army should have colonels and
generalsin
the vigor of life, under fifty years of age.
--The army should be distributed
over a country
in proportion
to the resources
of the different
portions
of that country.
But are the troops to
remain stationary
at a point, or should they be
moved from time to time, to be succeeded
in their
former quarters
by other troops?
To continue
them in one place is to weld them into one body_
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and to familiarize
them with their chiefs who are
well fitted to l_ad them to war.
To move them
about, is to isolate them more from the other
troops and from the same officers, and to prevent
them from acquiring
fixed habits.
Thcyarc
thus
maintained
better in that condition
of semi-unconcern favorable
to the development
of soldierly
qualities.--NoN-CoMJ_._T_NTS.
These are as indispensable to an armyas
are supporting
forces to
the artillery, or as servants to a numerous family,
Those who place their lives in jeopardy
for their
country, should do so cheerfully,
certain of accomplishing
a duty, of performing
an honored
act, and of obtaining,
in case of death, proper
burial for themselves,
and assistance
for their
families;
should be certain of medical
care, ff
they return wounded
or sick, and of rest and
food, if they return to the camp with nothing
more than fatigue.
To permit these non-combatants, surgeons, nurses, bakers, to remain without
organization,
would be a grievous
error.
They
should therefore
bc organized in a military way.
They will thus be subjected
to the same discipline as combatants.
Under a military
organization tlwy are susceptible
of a greater degree of
mobility, and in spite of the inconveniences
occastoned by the presence of wagons, they are better
able to follow the troops and participate
in the
events_f
war, each within his sphere.
The aceessories .comllrise not only the belongings
of
e'_eh arm, such as the train of artillery, and of
engineers, military wagons, pontoon bridges, ambulances, etc.. but also what may be called the
personal and speaking material of the army, e.g.
interpreters,
printing presses, lithographic,
photographic and telegraphic
apparatus.
In a word,
all the wants which
advanced
civilization
has
called into existence or can satisfy, should be felt
and satisfed
in the army, that miniature
of the
nation, whenever
those wants become military
wants --III.
Usva.L ]tIoD_.S OF RECRL'XTL_'O. By
recruiting
is understood
the aggregate
of the
means, or the system
by which young men are
led to leave their homes to serve their country in
the field.--Recruiting
is to an army what food is
to the human body: if the food is not healtby,
the body decays;
if the system of recruiting
is
bad. the efficiency of the army is impaired.-Enrollment in the ranks of the army, in the case of
natives, may be either voluntary
or compulsory,
Voluntary
enlistment
is the result of love of
country, or made in consideration
of the advantages, immediate
or remote, which the military
service offers.
Voluntary
enlistment
may
be
made with or without
bouuty.--Voluntary
enlistment with bounty attached
thereto, prevailed
during the thirty years' war during the reigns of
Louis XIV., Louis XV'. and Louis XVI,
that is
to say, from the time of Gustavus
Adolphus to
the French revolution, and was, indeed, about the
only means used for obtaining recruits.
Applied
in a gre_Jt country where the condition
of the
people is generally
prosperous,
this system
of
recruiting degenerates into one of force or fraud,
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and brings into the service only file dregs of the
population.
Carried
on without
good faith, it
alienates
the enlisted,
who never become free
again, notwithstanding
their contract, and produces desertion.--Voluntary
enlistment
without
bounty is scarcely seen except in free countries.
it reveals generally a decided
vocation for military life, although
trouble or spite, or even the
mere desire of wearing a brilliant
uniform,
is
sometimes
powerful
enough to induce a young
man to enlist.--At
all events, voluntary
enlistmeat has always been an inadequate
means of recruiting large armies.
Louis X1V, by Thi- mode
of recruiting,
did not obtain annually nmrc than
20,000 men, and were it not for his garrison regiments, his attempts at a militia, and his foreign
regiment.% it would have been impossible
for him
to have completed
his army.
The famous voluntary enlistments
in :Paris in 179_, about which so
much has been said, produced
a total of 5,000'
soldiers.
The restoration
which, forced to promise the abolition
of conscription,
had. at least
provisionally,
to resort to voluntary
enlistment.
as the principal
source of recruiting
its armies,
was obliged to give up the attempt.
In fact from
1815 to 1848 this mode of recruiting
never supplied France
with more than 10,000 soldiers in
ordinary years, and with not more than 28,000 in
those years when war was imminent,
a._ in 1831
--And yet writers, statesmen,
cvcu those ot our
own day, have extolled the exclusive employment
of volunteers
in the formation of standing armies.
In our opinion this is a utopian idea.
The army
of a large country can never be fed in this way.
unle_ its numbers greatly decrease.
To 1)e thus
fed. there would have to be more of the military
spirit prewfient in the country
than ever existed,
and more of the patriotic
instinct than our roodern industrialsociety
seems Cal)able of possessing.
--As to compulsory
recruiting,
it is c_,sy to conceive how its forms may vary.
Let us examine
the forms which have most frequently
obtained.
--There
is, in the first place, recruitiog
f,'om a
particular caste.
In countries where there, was a
military
caste, the requisite
number
of soldiers
was supplied from this source
This waseffecled
by compulsory
enlistment
from the body of that
caste; and when the country was threatened,
all
the males of the caste, of an age and in a condition to bear arms, were obliged to take the field.
Ancient
Egypt offers an illustration
of this state
of affairs.
In that country
the military
caste
hierarchically
followed
the priestly caste, pos.
sessed a third of the territorial
wealth, and, besides, received pay during the continuance
of Tile
war.
India, also, had its military
caste.
The
Roman knights, too, at least during the first years
of the republic,
constituted
a sort of military
caste, and in the middle
ages the obligation
of
service in war was imposed
in exchange
for a
fief, an obligation which
became at once hereditary and brought
about a like state of things.
To-day, especially since the modification
of themilitary
boundaries
of Austria,
scarcely any yes-
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_iges of this mode of recruiting
are to be found in
the countries
of Europe.--In
the second place,
•we must mention
recruiting
by arbitrary
selection, as, for example, from among the youngmen
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five.
In
this case parents see their children
at the mercy
.of the magistrate,
who represents
the state; and
if this magistrate
is a man lacking in honesty, or
of a whimsical
disposition,
lie will be the instru_nent of great abuse and acts of injustice.
It
wouhl be impossible
in these days to revive this
made of recruiting,
so essentially
opposed to the
principles of civilcquality,
tt existed aulong the
Romans,
the tribunes
choosing
for their legions
.the citizens who appeared
the most robust, but
then the enlistment
was only for a time, and thc
_egion was disbanded
at the close of the war
which had called it into service.
It existed in
_Pru_ia, where, under Frederick
the Great, milltary service was for life, each regiment having a
_listrict assigned
to it from which, unded" the
_u'bitrary control of a superior officer detailed for
the expresspurpose,
and with instructions
to select
the strongestand
the largest men, itwasrecruited,
The system existed for a short time in France,
under Napoleon
I., in 1813, for the formation
of
rcgimcnts
to serve as guards, of honor, of which
,each horseman
of good family was appointed
by
the prefect
of his department,
by virtue of his
office.
In Russia the system survived
till about
1870.--Recruiting
by _rbitrary selection, instead
of being applied
to individuals,
as we have just
represented
it, may take place in a collective
_nmncr;
as, for instance, when a battalion
or a
regiment
of militia, or of national guards, after
h.iving served at home, as it usually does, is afterward sent abroad, either in whole or in part, to
swell the ranks of an army in the field.--In
exccptional cases, recourse
may be had to what is
called the levy en ma_e.
If an entire nation is
summoned
to arms, every one capable
of handling a pike or a gun should comcforward.
Only
when a nation's
independence
is at stake, should
.this method
be resorted to, since it exhausts
the
popula'.ion of the country.
And even in cases of
most imminent
danger, govermnent
should defer
.as long as possible resort to such an extreme
measure.
France had recourse to this mode once,
in 1793, and the convention
did not hesitate
to
decree the perma_uent levy (so long as the enemy
slmuld continue to desecrate its soil) of all Frenchmen unmarried,
or widowers
without
children,
no matter what their age. We may imagine the
disturbance
of all the relations
of life of the
French people, ploduced
by tlnsmuch
too radical
measure,
especially
after
the
requisitmn
of
300,000 men, from 18 to 40 years of age, which
took place in the nmnth of February
of the same
year.
Germany,
in 1813, and France
again in
1870, had recourse to the levy enmc_s_e._Another
mode that requires mentioning,
is the system of
general,
gradual
reeniiting.
We understand
by
this a system of recruiting
which makes every
,citizen, as long as adult and able-bodied,
subject

to military duty; but in different categories which
remove him farther and farther from a chance of
being obliged to take the fiehl as he advances in
years.
The advantage
of this system is, that it
requires every one, without
distinction
of birth
or fortune,
to undergo
military
service equally
and to fulfill his duties to his country.
The disadvantage
of the system is that it retains a citizen
for too long _ time, if not as a member of the
regular army, at least of the landwehr, and in thi,
way, to a certain extent, interferes with individual
liberty and the spirit of industry
which it produces.--Partial
recruiting
by lot has been, up to
the present, the most general mode of recruiting.
This mode is ]cast detrimental
in its cffccts on the
population
of the couutry,
since it takcs from it
only a limited number of young men, and leaves
at liberty
those
ou wh,_m the lot has not
fallen.
These arc two real advantages.
Drafting by lot, besides, if well conducted,
establishes
a rule of justice, ver b, comlucive
to the maintenance of harmony among families, especially
in
the country, where the people :u'e averse to give
their children
to the state as to give it their
money.--Recruiting
by military
pupils supplies
but a small contingent
to the armies in the countries in which it is in use.
Pupils maintained
at
government
expense,
may bc educated
with a
view to a military
career, and willingly
or by
compulsion
made to enter the service, as is the
case in Russia, where sons of soldiers are brought
up as soldiers by the state.
The famous corps of
janissaries,
organized in Turkey toward the clos_
of the fifteenth
century,
and which lasted until
1826, was constantly
recruited in this way.
The
children brought up to become janissaries
were
not even of Turkish
origin; they were young
Christian captives instructed
in the Mussulman
faith, and thus naturalized
The sultan, who
established
this corps, thought
tlmt their origin
wouht make tim members of this body most devoted to the sovereign,
but all lie obtained
was
men devoted to themselves,
capricious,
exacting,
making and unmaking
emwrors,
and by their
dissensions bringing Turkey to the verge ot ruin.
--From
17_1 to 1789 national schools, intended
to
bring up children
from the provinces,
in such a
way as to give them a taste for the military career,
were establislmd
in France;
but when the pupils
left them they were allowed
some time before
entering tim army.
To utilize the pupils of these
national schools during
the time of their cducation, they were employed
in the maintenance
of
the public highways.--Thusfar,
whether treatitlg
of volunteer
or compulsory
recruiting,
we have
considered
only the employment
of native soldiers.
It is in like manner possible to levy and
to muster foreign soldiers.
Two systems of recruiting foreign soldiers may be considered
under
this head.
First, by purchase.
Buying slaves
and making
soldiers of them is a simple enough
means of recruiting.
This mode of recruiting
could be employed
only in exceptional
cireumstances, or in countries
still in a barbarous
state.
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Rome

bought

and

equipped
8,000 slaves.
The famous mamelukes
of Egypt were originally
slaves bought
of the
Mongols by certain
Egyptian
sultans.
To-day
the black g_tard of the emperor of Morocco
is
recruited,
partially,
at least, in this manner,
for
.the sovereign claims, for this purpose and, as cafry duty, several of tim negroes whom each caravan brings from the Soudan.
Troops titus recruited may be devoted to their sovereigzJ, but it
requires tact to prevent
them from acting like
the j:missarics.
'l'lle second
may be called the
hh'tJ_eJ,_y,tem.
Instead of buying a man, his servieesare hired for a fixed time.
This is the ohl
system of employing
mercenaries,
so much in
vogue at the beginning of the modern
era, din'lag the thirty years' war, and the seven year._'
war, and _hich lasted until the commencement
of the nineteenth
century.
It is a system wlfich,
happily, has become obsolete.
If, instead of hiting the services of men individually,
they are engaged as a body collectively,
it is then said to bc
recruiti_Jg by capitulatiol_, a species of contract
for troops.
The contracts
of capitulation of the
Swi_s with France are well known.
The consideration of the contract of capitulation for troops,
consisted of a bounty,
fixed wages, and certain
privileges and guarantees.
At present, contracts
of cctp[tltl(lliolt for troops are prohibited
by Swiss
law.--IV.
GENERAL (_ONSIDERATIONS. The army
should set an example of honor and devotion to
/lie country.
It is by maintaining
a sentiment
of
honor, pure and unsullied in the service, that the
army furnishes
the best proof of its patriotism;
for through the army this sentiment
will be kept
nl) among the people, and will contribute
to the
greatness
of the nation.
Devotion
to one's
country is not practically
so powerful
an incentire as a sense of honor;
it is frequently
apparezJtIy ab._ent, and yet it should
be ever present,
inpeace as in war, in defeat as in success, in advcr, ity as well as in prosperity.
The devotion
whi(.h springs from duty and is a source of selfdenial, often exposes the soldier to severe trials,
and it is no doubt with the view of mitigating
tlle severity of these trials, of disguising
them as
it were, that the higher officers of the arm)-, as a
gCll(_.l'a]rule. manifest
so much kindness and indalzent
friendship
toward
young
officers.
In
order to uphold
the sentiment
of honor and of
self-devotion, to obtain a military spirit useful in
every great nation and in keeping with its politteal, literary, commercial
and industrial
spirit, it
is essential that military service should
be required of all, and that all should be placed on an
equal footing
in rendering
military service, as
they are placed on an equal footing in the matter
_)f taxation.--As
civilization
advances,
military
laws become less severe.
The proof of this is
found in the code of military law promulgated
in

chain,
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cumstances
to be pleaded in behalf of soldiers
under accusation.
If repressive
measures m the
case of the soldier have become less severe, the
treatment
of the enemy has become less rude.
Thus, during
the Prussian
war, the French
returned
wounded
prisoners, and about 1870 an
agreement
between several of the powers s,(_tralized their hospitals
and ambulances
in time of
war.
War, while keeping pace with the humanitarian progress of civilization,
and allowing the
army lo exist under better conditions,
should be
carried on with rapidity and decision;
and from
the moment
the voice of tim country has declared war, it should break forth vigorously,
and
submit the enemy to the will which he, in the
tir.,t instance, refused
to submit to.
It is by
Mmrtening
war that its horrors are mitigated.
--Army
policy should
be looked at from two
standpoints,
tlmt ot tim government
toward
tlm
army, 'rod that of the army loward
the governmeal and tim country --From
the former standpoint it has been often said that the army constituting almost exclusively
an instrument
of governmental
authority,
absolute
government
had
greater need of relying upon il, and for this reason caressed
it and overwhelmed
it with favors.
This opinion seems exaggerated,
since republics
too have granted
favors to the arm)'.
What
may be reasonably
as.,erted is that a wise governmeat should treat the army well, as conslituth)g
an essentitd and vital part of the nation, and as
an indispensable
agent for the nmintenance
of
public order.
Government
ought, in an especial
manner, to be moved to kind and just treatment
of it, as some equivalent
for blood spilt, fatigue.,,
undergone,
and that exceptiomd
system of discipline to which the army is at all times nccessarily
subjected.-The exceptional
s)_tem
of
army discipline
consists in this, that the iudividuals who compose
the army do not cz'Jjo), so
long as the)" belong to it, the plenitude
of rights
conferred by the fundamental
law of their country" on its citizens.
These rights include, besides
cqualityin
civil matters
and in the matter of
taxation,
the full liberty of eve D" man so far as
his person, his time, his opinion,, and the right to
give expression
to them are coucerncd.--ln
the
army m whicb the orders of a superior mu_t be
obeyed and executed
instantly
and in the best
way possible, complete equality,
and especially
personal freedom of action can not possibly cxi._t;
wcrcit otherwise,
instead of striking and striking
, like one man, because governed
l)y a single will,
that of the general-in-chief,
the army would scati ter itsstrength
and operate in a disjointed manner,
It suffices to point out these disadvantages
in order
to show that the exercise of the right of individuality
would, from a military
point of view,
i be detrimental
to the continued
existence of thal_

of 1872; but indulgence
should not be carried
ceptional
army discipline,
the preservation
of_
Fram.ein
and incodes
the German
an army.
exany further.1857, These
no longermilitary
permit code
the ] social
which machine
discipline called
interests
society Hence,
in the the
aggrepunishment
of a deserter
with
the ball and ! gate, and the necessity of which has been in all
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ages universally
recognized.
As a consequence
-of this discipline,
the army does not generally
possess political
rights;
it can neither
petition,
hold deliberative
meeting,
nor meet without
order; it has its own peculiar laws, .more expeditious and severe than those of the common
law
cot rts, to take cognizance of crimes and misdemeanors.
Individuals
composing
the army are
cut off from all family pleasures, or at least can
not marry without
permission.
On the other
hand, the government
provides
for the health of
the soldier
by allowing
him the conveniences
compatible
with his condition
ia life, by paying him wages in proportion
to his wants, allow:
ing him a chance for advancement;
by guaranteeing to the officer the continued
possession of
the grade hc has reached;
by assuring
to all sol.diets a retreat for their old age, which, without
luxury,
at least guarantees
them from want; and
lastly, by honoring
the service of its members,
-and by a jealous care that the death of the soldier on the field of battle stlall be for his family
a glorious
souvenir,
and not an occasion
of
spoliation.--The
army can neither meet for deliberative
purposes, nor meet without
an order,
Submission,
obedience,
self-denial,
result from
that mor,d obligation
inherent
in its essence,
Hence the army has no political
part to play.
But does one abdicate his citizenship
when under
arms?
He does not; his rights of citizenship
are
only suspended.
Hence the limits are rather difficulttofix,especiallyin
timesof revolution.
The
army should have an interest in the affairs of the
_country, but no part in the direction of them unless consulted.
Far from anticipating
or embarrassing the general opinion
of the country,
the
army should ever show deference
toward, and
confidence
in, public sentiment,
when manifested
legally and calmly.
It should consider itself the
right arm of the country, and assume as its special
missions those in which there are dangers to be
incurred or relief to be brought.
(For U. S. army,
see UNITED STATES.)
Dig I.,ABARITE DUPA_RCQ.
ARTHUR,
ChesterA.,
president of theUnited
States 1881-5, was borninFranklin
county, Vt.,
Oct. 5, 1830, was graduated at Union in 1849, was
admitted
to the bar in 1851 in New York city,
was quartermaster
general of the state of :New
York during the rebellion,
and was collector of
_he port of New York 1871--8, when he was removed by president Hayes.
In 1880 he was norainated for the vice-presidency
by the republican
party and was elected.
Sept. 20, 1881, he became
president
after the death of president
Garfield.
(See GA_RFI'ELD, JA_S A.)
.k.J.
ARTISANS.
An artisan is a tradesman
who
works at one of the mechanical
arts, as a carpenter, a locksmith,
or a shoemaker.
The artisan is
sometimes
confounded
with
the workingman,
because
both labor with
their
hands.
They
differ however in this, that the artisan works on
his own account and solely at his own risk, while
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the workingman
works for another for a fixed
amount
of wages.
In this respect
the artisan
more resembles
the capitalist:
he is a small capitalist.---In
ordinary
thought
and language,
we
may make of artisans a separate class, midway,
in a certain sense, between the laboring class and
the capitalist-employers.
But from a politicoeconomical
point of view, this distinction
is of little use, the more so because it is so difficult to establish theline of demarcation.
In their qualityof
capitalists,
artisans arc subject, just as the manufacturer
or the capitalist
in general, to the laws
which regulate the profits of capital.
We should
remark, however, that their profit generally
is, or
appears to be, larger in proportion
to their capital,
because they add to it the product
of their personal labor, without
clearly distinguishing
these
two sources of revenue.
They combine,
so to
speak, the profit of the employer
and the wages
of the workman.
Cm_ltL_s
COQUELI_N.
ARYAN RACES.
Among the nations which
have possessed tlle earth, theAryan
races occupy
the first rank.
They were, in earlier times, comprehended
under the nameof the Indo-Germanic;
sometimes under that of the Iranian races, while,
still earlier, they were called the Japhetic.
The
name Indo Germanic,
however, is inappropriate,
partly because it designates
a particular
country"
because it designates
in part a particular
nation;
because it has been adopted partly from geographical, partly
from ethnographical
consideratmns,
and hence, denotes, in either case, not all that
is to be comprehended
under it, but only a
part.
Again, the name Iranian
has only a narrow geographical
meaning.
Aryan, however,
is
the name by which,
in ancient
tim_,
these
races called themselves.
It serves, at the same
time, to designate
their character.
We find it
among the old Hindoos whose three highest castes
were called
arya.
Only
the lowest,
darkest
caste, the Sudras,
did not belong to the Aryan
tribe..
The highest castes were venerable in comparison to the latter; and this is the meaning of
the word in Sanskrit.
The highest caste of the
Brahmins
were Aryans
of the highest
type,
(_rja, not simply/irja
as the Vaisyas were called).
The ancient Medes were, in like manner, called
Aryans, and we have it on the authority
of Herodotus, that the Persians were called Artaians, a
word derived
from the former.
The noblest
among the Hellenes were known as having preserved the traces of their Aryan origin, o_ _p,ar,J,
Tacitus
mentions
a tribe as belonging
to the
Germanic
people, who retained
the same. name
--the
Arii ; and in like manner
too in that of
the Arimanni,
whose meaning is said to be "free
men,"
we again find traces of the same word.
Venerable, in the east, and free in Europe:
such
are the Aryans.
Wherever
we meet, in the Aryah language,
the root of thisword,
it signifies the
noble and the free.--The
philological
researches
of the present
century
have demonstrated
the
close afiinity and close relationship
alike of the
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Sanskrit, Zend, Parsee, of the Greek, Latin, the
march through ages.
But, however this m'ly be,
Germanic,
and Lithuanic
languages.
They have
we do not propose to force this idea upon an)"
thus again disclosed the affinity, long forgotten,
one; and besides it might,
though
unjustly,
hc
_f nations which have spoken, and still speak,
used to disparage
the character
of the Aryan
_heselanguages.
The Scandinavians
of the north
races.
It is a fact that, from a ver b" early {i'ly,
_lad the Hindoos along the Ganges, who through
the fortunes
of the Aryans anti the Shemites, a,;
thousands
of years, have lived a great distance
well as their ideas and langu'lgcs, took "Ldifferent
.from one another, are nowrecognizedas
brethren
turn.
They both are conscious
of being the
,'md cousins.
Language
furnishes,
at the same
creatures
or' God.
But the Aryans
are charar,time, incontrovertible
proof of the superior
intelterized by greater
self-assertion,
and by their
hgence of these peoples.
The Aryan languages
placing greater
reliance in the resources
of the
•_re the most flexible in form and the richest in
human mind.
The Shemites show greater trust
thought of all languages
spoken by man.
Their
in, aswell as a more absolute dependence on, God,
literatures
are superior,
in science and art, to
This distinction
is clearly manifest iu the history
those of all other races.--We
find, in the history
of the world.
All higher scientific achievements
,af the world, but one family of nations, which,
are the work of Aryan minds.
The AD'ans are
to a certain extent, can stand comp'trison
with
religious
by nature, but their creative
power is
lhe Aryan race, the Semitic.
All the rest arc
shownin
philosophy,
rather than in religion.
On
far inferior
to it. The Aryan
and Semitic lanthe other hand, the most important
religious reveguages arc separated
by a broad distinction.
The
]aliGns have come through Semitic races.
3Ioses,
dtfference
between
Aryans and Shemites
is cerMahomet, and the mother of Christ were Shemites.
tainly much greater than the difference noticeable
It was from them that the ruling nations of the
_lmong the Aryans themselves.
"Yet, there is a earth received
their religion;
but these nations
tradition,
among these two peoples, of their cornthemselves belong to the Aryan stock, and x_re tile
mon origin.
They belong, in a certain
sense,
authors of science al_d of the legal and practical
logether, like two stems having a common root,
institutions
of the world.
The older religious
like two families, which, though separated,
trace
systems of the Aryan races are all the results of
their origin to a common
ancestor.
They both
profound
meditation
on the nature
of God and
_:onsider themselves
not the sons of the earth, but
the worhl; while the religion
of the Hebrews,
the offspring of the heavens, the sun, and the light
and in a still greater degree the creed of lslam,
{the sons of God).
They are thus distinguished
are manifestations
of the religious
sentiment.
from the inferior races who, according
to their
Christianily
even, as the religion of love, did not
(_wn, though obscure and false ideas, have sprung
take ri_c as a dogmatic
sy._tem.
Brahmanism,
from the earth, or from the animal kingdom.
It is Buddhism
and the creed of Zoroaster,
on the
not impossible
that the beginnings
of the belief
other hand, are philosophical
theories.
Ol_ the
in both the affinity and the differences
found
religious
belief of the Greeks and Romans, aml
among these races are traceable
in the account
of the Germanic
nation_, speculative
views of
given of the origin of man in the cosmology
of nature and the miml, and tlle imaginative
faculMoses.
If the idea of the origin of the supeties at work among the sages and 1)rophets of
ri_)r race (the sons of God) seems to be personthese peoples, exerted a very great and coatr_llling
iticd in Adam, it is not improbable
that in his
influence.
And even, when the llellenie people
t_vo sons, Cain and Abel, we may find the fir._t and the Romans had embraced
Christianity
as it
lypmal
illustration
of tim origin
of the two
came from Palestine,
that philosol)hical
tcmlency
r_tccs which, in after times, separated
in hostility,
of the Aryan mind again became manifest in this,
Cain is described
as the first born, the man, the
that it transformed
the religion of love into doglord, the tiller of the soil, as the proud, daring
nmtic tenets, and developed
it into a system of
warrior; while Abel, as the second born, is charthought.
The strong sense of individuality
which
acterized as a pious, mild, and devout herdsman,
distinguishes
the Aryans
sometimes
turns into
It is impossible to make the distinction
between
defiance attd haughtiness;
and it is a very renmrkthe primitive,
pure-mindod
disposition
of the
able fact and one which rc-apl)ears
anmng the
Aryans and of the Sbemites
clearer
in a few
Hindoos,
the tlellenes end the Germanic nations,
words. In like manner, the other races such as the
that their great heroes even dared to battle with
Hellenes and Germans have represented
the ances
the gods.
The victory over one of the gods, that
tors of their different tribes as the sons of their
is, over a personal manifest'ttion,
in time, of the
common progenitor.
If this idea be true, the fradivine principle which was no longer spited to
tricide which Cain committed
in killing
Abel is
the age, was, nmotJg the Hindoos,
considered
placed in a new light.
It is very likely that the
the highest
proof of true heroism which
man
Shemites justly reproached
the more violent Arcould give, and as establishing
his claim to
yans who were their superiors,
with being the first
kingship.
Homer has, in a series of pictures,
people who were the cause of warfare among the
represented
the struggles
between
the heroes of
sons of God, a warfare the result of religious dishis people and the gods.
The Germanic
heroes
sension. For this reason the Shemites called down
among" the warriors of their race, who are killed
upon the Aryans the curse of war, i. e. fratricide
in battle, enter Valhalla,
and there prepare them_which
was to follow
them on their onward
selves for the world's
battle (the last of all)

.
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when they, together
with
the shining gods of
heaven,
are engaged
in fierce contest with the
dark spirits of nature.
What Gobincau
so justly
rcmarks,
wlfile pointing
out tiffs distinguishing
feature
iu tile character
of the Aryan race: that
the inferior
races should look up to the Aryan
heroes, as though they were the gods themselves,
and willingly subnfit
to them, is a fact wlfich is
not surl)rising,
when we observe that tile hitter,
in their character
as warriors,
considered
themselves the equals of the gods.
Yet, more impo,'tant flmu these characteri.,,tics
of a daring
and
heroic leader in war, is another intellectual
peonliarity of the Aryan
race.
It is, above all, a
peculitnity
of this race, that their intellectual
heroes dare to struggle
with the gods, and to
push forward ill this contest, to the ultinmte cause
of tlfings.
These people have, from the beginuing, dared to _*earch, with a greater freedom,
for
the ideals of human thought,
the relation of man
to nature and the divine.
They were, from the
beginning,
happy as they gloried in the thought
of struggling
with the highest
problems
which
present themselves
to the lmman mind for solutlon.
The blind submission
to traditional
authority ou questions of science is, as is shown by the
history of the world, an entirely un-Aryan
characteristic.
I do not mean the childish
and blind
hatred of all authority,
though
rightfltl;
a sentiment wlfich resists the authority
of parents, tile
wise, of/bose in office, of the government,
history
and divine revelation.
From this irrational dread
of all authority,
tile truly Aryan is entirely fl'ee.,
People of a different
stock, when, having suffered too long from an oppressive authority,
the)"
are suddenly
relieved from it, are more liable to
fall an easy victim to this erroneous
sentiment,
Liberated
slave._, not men born and reared in a
state of freedom, arc hurled into this nmral abyss,
Whoever ha._ learned to cope with the formidable
difficulties peculiar
to every sort of scientific research which is benl on going to the very depth of
a problem;
whoever is an adept m pure tltought
and knows how to conform
to its irrefragable
logic, is not easily ledintosuch
extrcmes.
Indeed,
the authority
whose Sul)remacy we all have to acknowledge
whenever
a conflict
al'L-es, is, to
the man of scientific training, in all tlfings peculiar to his calling, the l)ower of logic; and in his
search after knowledge
he (lots not allow even
the faith to hamper
him, to wilich, in feeling,
he may be devotedly
attached.
And this frec
spirit
of inquiry
is certainly
a characteristic
peculiar to the Aryan race.
It is an established
fact iu the ldstory of the world, that It was above
all the Aryan races who labored for tile advancemerit of science.
"With their scientific achievements, those of other races bear no comparison,
not even those of their primitive
kinsmen,
the
Semitic people who resemble them more closely.
It is a very remarkable
fact that the ancient
IIindoos
(forming
part of the Aryan
race) had
classified
mankind
according
to scientific
prineiples.
The attempt
of the Chinese to imitate
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this classification,
shows, by the manner in which(
they substituted
mere erudition
for methodical
science,
the marked
contrast
between
the tworaces.
According
to the ideas of the Hmdoos,
the Brahmins
torm the highest
class (tile prorooters of science and religion alike), the religious
philosoplmrs.
According
to the lIindoolaw,
only
the Aryans arc permitted
to read the sacred books
(the Vedas)lleeause
they are tile only ones
who were supposed
to enjoy the digmty of free
men, while tim darker
Sudras, who were supposed not to understand
these books, are denied
that privilege.
_,Vhen weconsider
tim intelleetual
heroism,
and the incessant
search
after truth
which distinguish
the Aryan
races, and among
them the Germans
in particular;
and when we
fm'ther consider that it was, in the first instance,
not the Aryan
race, superior
in intellectual
cndowments
and individuality
(but the Semitic, so
much inferior in all respects) to whom God revealed himself,
the question arises: Wh.lt is the
cause ? What does it mean ? Short-sighted
and
timid people have often since contented
tbemselves with the answer,
that God was better
pleased with the constitution
of the Semitic than
of the Aryan mind.
lIow often have these people
condcmued
the efforts
of bold scientific thinkers as arrogant
and futile, and
attempted
to
fasten the shackles,
which the authority
of the
Church
provided
for it, more firmly upon the
spirit of inquiry,
throughout
the world!
Thi.s
intellectual
malady was not without its evil influence on the state.
How many an effort to oppress
the intellect of nations and how manyan
instam.c
in which men of liberal mind were persecuted,
were, in the light of this sentiment,
held to be
entirely rational and justifiable!
By these mcaI_s,
tile development
of nmnkind
was, for a long
time, retarded
in a great ninny countries;
tim
best
tendencies
toward
human
progress
were
weakened;
and the course
of science
was, ou
"recount of the spirit of opposition
and comradiction,
by which human nature
is controlled,
forced into dangerous
by-ways and marked
by
tile spirit of destruction
and negation.
And yt,I.
how little .satisfaction
du we lind in the curious
ans_er
al)ove referred
to! If it were true that
God h)vcd the AI3'ans less than the Shcmite_,
why is it then that he has endowed
them with
superior intelligence,
with reasoning powcr_ more
acute?
That this is a fact, the language
a_d
literature
of the Aryan
races demonstrate
most
conclusively.
And if iIe should place the Semitic
above the first l)orn Aryan
races, because
the
fm'mcr looked upon Ilim as their Lord and Ma_ter with greater trust, how comes it that I-Ic hagiven the supreme power on earth to the Aryan
rather than to the Semitic
rac_?
One of tin.
greatest
and most liberal
thinkers
among tim
Germans
(Lessing) has tried to give in his essay,
" The :Education of i_Iankind,"
an answer to this
question, which is more luminous and significant,
and whicll we are tempted to repeat here, though
slightly changed in formA father has two sons.
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";'he first born is the superior both in intellect and
daring.
He is more violent and self-reliant
tllan
his younger
brother
who is milder
anti more
:it;ached to his f.tther aud his family.
The formcr no sooner becomes aw'n'e of his powers than
lie rushes out into the world,
while lhc latter
stays at home.
_-ow can it be said to be unkind
in the father,
if lie is interested
mid directly
engages in the education of the younger son fir.q,
while he is confident
that the olde," cue will make
his way through
life, and bc less likely to lind
his way back to his father; and for this reason,
contents him¢clf _ith
having
the mind of the
latter educated
partly
by the traditions
of his
home, partly by the experieuce
and fortunes of

sense of'the honor alJd dignity of human natm_e.
and this is tile source of the nf/er-(ievelopm,,nt
of their various laws.
Tlle senst, of honol" att:lell.
ing to the human person w_ls the prim;wy
idea
(which is also shared by Ihc Semitic race.-), the
principle of liberty peculiar to the Aryae., only. is
the development
of that idea as _orked ou_ by the
i latter; and it became _m object of hum.m Ihougiit
i and a,,piration, for the first time, in Eur.pe.
In
] the cast "..kl3"a_" still means the veto r, dd,,, and
i among the Gel-nmns the "Ariman.-"
are tim .t)'_*
[ m_.--In
war the _,tandard of honor i- rai_'d,
( and vt is this superior sense of honor _ hi_.h char.
qtat.tcrizes
the noble knighthood
whom
w(, tiud
I amongall
the Aryan nations.
The kmght_ of the

life.
IIc knows him "rod his ability thoroughly,
and the powers of nature and the worhl, which
are likely to lint a check to too mucll daring, and
guard against tile extravagmlce
and the extremes
ot tln'*_ctionsof men. Is it, then, absolutely iuconeciv.d)lcthat, in the history of theworld,we
should
find sinfilar cases? that God should, in the first
place, manifest llimself, by divine revelation,to
tile
Semitic races, the,lews and Arabians ill particular,
suiting these revelations to their character and degree of developmeut,
and should
thus enable
them materially
to influence
the intellectual
and
• moral growth of the other races, while IIe should
impose ,zpon the Aryan races the task of building
u1) the rhethodieal
knowledge
of science, trod bc
confident of their ability to work out this higher
problem, in the ripeness of their powers?
Yet,
should this lie one of the grand designs of God as
manifested in the history of the world (whmh so
(.lear a thinker as Lessing
believed it to be, and

{ lIiudoos
:ire not inferior
ill their high .,en_e of
! honor, it) the Germanic aud Romanic
k,iights of
, the middle ages
In the laws of Manu,viii.
89, it is
! said: "The princes who, anxiou.,, for the victories
I of war, do battle against
one another
with the
I greatest
fortitude,
without
turning
backward,
] go straight
to heaven.
90: A warrior is never
I allowed, in battle, to use treacherous
weapons on
are
I his enemy;
no arrows with barlis, nor such
'1poisonous.
91 : llc shall
not beat an enemy
] who is on foot, while he is mounted on the wagoz_:
' nor a man effeminated;
nor him who begs for
I mercy;
nor him whose iiorse is slain: nor him
who is sitting; nor him who is taken a pri_oucr.
. 92: Nor him whose wcapons
arc broken;
nor
I him who is oppressed with sorrow;
nor iiim who
i. is seriously wounded; nor the coward and the fuj gitive."--A
pcolile with ideas such as these, cerI tainly had a delicate sen._e of honor, and we read.
iily perceive how eloscl)" related to it the sentiment

which the ere:its of ill,tory so far seem to prove it { of personal liberty is, which took its rise ehielly
to be) how foolish and atrocious are the attempts,
4 among European
peoilles of Ary_m blood,
llow
bolh of c]crieal and political parties, to check this
different
is the character
of the nt,gro_
The
search and struggle
for the attainment
of ultinegro bows in the dust bcforc his nmstcr, covers
male lruth, on the part of the noblest and wi_est
15- head with _l.,,hes, and even puts his master's
of human ititellects!--'rhe
altinity of the several
foot upon it. Such base feeling was tit MI times
Aryan races is shown, not ouly by their speech
detestable to the Aryan people.
But Jn other n_.
but by their ideas of law and government
a.,, w, ]l.
lions, too. superior to tit(, negroe._, as for iu.,,t;mce
The science of jm-isl)rudence
is indeed still far
tho_e of the Mongolian
race. the Aryan sen.-c of
behind 1)hilological
_cieuce, m the kuowledge
honor seems to be entirely wan;in:
They sub,if this conneelion.
It was tlle science of philmit willingly to tliose in power, but, trcaehero,2s
elegy that led the way in the dxscovcry
of
by nature, they never fail to take r(,vcnge whol_.
;hi.,, truth,
and encouraged
jurisprudeuce
to
ever au opl)ortunit 3 offers.
This di_,tin¢'tion izl
follow ill its wake.
The difference
iu the laws
the character of tile different races i.- al_o notice.
of flit.' Aryan races, great as it ln_l3- secnl to us,
l., no greater
than that of their speech.
But,
u..-cue eommtm primitive
language has been stic('cssfully traced in all the great variety
of our
_,odern languages, it is possible, in like manner,
t_) discover, in the variety of laws of the Aryan
r,tccs, the original
unity
whicii embraced
the
primitive
ideas of these races on jurisprudence
and the pohcy of the state.
This original
unity
.-ceres to have been scamped upon these races by
the Creator;
while the great diversity
in the
development
of the primitive
ideas common
to
till, aud the difference
in their general development, are the work of human
history.--The
whole Aryan race has at all times shown a strong
10
vo_,. x._lO

able ill EurGp6.
It was for a long tinlc a ntall¢T
of doubt whcther the Slavonic peel)h, _e:(, part
of the Aryan race.
But it linally became quite
evident
that in the_e peoplc
also (vspcci;dly
among the higher
cla-_ses) an Arwtn clement
is to be found, though strongly mixed with un.
Aryan
blood, which preponderates
in the lower
classes.
The ordinary Russian. tlterefore, has lit.
tie sense of l)ersonal honor, and in the higlmr
classes even, this sense is wanting more frequently
than among the Germanic or Latin races.
Among
the Poles, however, this Aryan trait seem._ to be
(especially among tile nobility)much
stronger._
Bright as this side of tile character of the Aryan
races, their sense of honor, of human dignity,
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and ,ff liberty, may be, the dark side is nbt wanting: and it stands in bold contrast with tile other,
The Aryans have, in the course of history, frequently shown thcmselves
arrogant
and selfish,
the natural effect of this sentiment
running to an
extreme.
In this nm,mer,
they have been very
often tempted to considcr thcmsclves
better than
the rest of mankind, to treat them with co,_tcmpt,
and, as far as lay in their power, to reduce them
to subjeclion.
In theancient
castes of the J lindoos,
this dark side of the character
of the Aryan races
is shown in a conspicuous
way.
But _'e find it
also in European
history, and we again discover
it in America in the treatment
of the negroes by
the whites.--However,
the true mission of the
Aryan nations
is quite different:
it consists in
educating
the nations
and those classes nmrally
and intellectually
inferior
to them, up to the
sta_dard of humanity
and hon_n'. And of this we
find in history many a noble example.
The Hellenes and Romans
have, on the whole, thus influcnced the nationsof
the world who came within
the range of their superior
intelligence,
by cirilizing and emmbling
them.
Another
illustrious
example we find in the history
of the French
people.
The Celtic people, and among them the
upper classes in particular,
may, like the Slaves,
sharc m the blood of the Aryans, but they undoubtedly
havc, in a very great degree, that of
inferior races as well.
For this reason they, as
Celts, lmve never succeeded in establishing
"_permancnt and independent
form of govcrnmcnt,
Ctesar, who kacw the Celtic pcoplc well, describes
the nmsses of thcm as bcing in a very low condition, dc._pised and pluud(,red
by both the priesthood and the knight)y
nobility.
In the middle
ages, too, the large ,'ural classes (vilh.iT_s) were
characte,'ized
by the contempt in which they were
hehl by others.
And yet it will certainly
be
admitted
now, that a very strong sense of honor
and love of glory controls the whole French
nation, from the highest to the very lowest class,
The lowest Frenchman
evcn is very sensitive on all
matters touching the honor of his _ation, and acts
manfully
when his feelings
oa this subject
are
aroused.
This high standard of a whole nation
isdue to an educating process, which, as an essential factor
of history,
runs through
centuries,
The Romanic
and Germanic
element3 in the population
of Yrancc, together with Romanic
and
Germanicidcas,
have gradually
supplied what was
wanting
in the primitive
character
of the Celts;
and both great rulers and great thinkers have, by
action
and thought,
awakencd
and preserved
among all classes a new and higher sense of hationality.
This is but an instancc of what the
Aryan
nations have to do throughout
the world
and for all mankind.--Womau
also, among the
Aryans,enjoys
the benefit of this superior standard
of human
dignity and honor.
Indeed, the postlion of woman among
the Aryan
nations
(especially in the east) was in many respects characterized
by oppression.
Yet, all the nations of
Aryan stock cherish (as is shown by their legcn-
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dary lore and their songs) an idea! of female
honorwhich
is far above thelow, sensuousfeeling
with which so many non-Aryan
nations look upon
her sex.
In Sanskrit a woman is called pa/ni, the
associate of the governing
father, the mistress of
the house.
One of the consequences
of this is,
that the natious of Aryan stock were at all times in
favor of monogamy.
" One husband
and o_tv
wife," is a principle
thoroughly
Aryan.
Indeed,
an honorable position for woman is inconceivable
in a general state of polygamy.
It is true, certain
Aryan nations
allowed,
under certain
circumstances and occasionally
under certain conditions,
individuals
to have two and even more wives.
We find this to be the case among the Hindoos,
who let a man in case his first with bore him no
children, take another;
and also among the Germanic pcoplc, who, from politicalreasons,
suffered
their princes to commet themselves
with several
families by way of nmrriage.
Yet, amoug these
nations, as amongthc
Hellenic and Roman, monogamy is still the rule while polygamy
forms the
exception.
The fact that a few Aryan tribes disregardcd this primitive
rule, islargelydue
to the inlluence of pe.oplc who were members of a different
stock. The Semiticraceevenhcld
lessrefincd
sentimcnts on this point, while the people of the Mongolianand
African races wc,'e stilllessscrupulous..
--The matrimonial
relation is based on the family.
A noble view of the formerimturallylcadstoa
noble view of the latter.
For this reason, the Aryan
races showed, fr,_m the beginning,
a great interest
in, and a true conception
of, all family relations.
It is remarkable
that the words father, mother,
son, daughter,
brother
and sister are traceable
in all Aryan langnages:
a certain proof that the
ideas which they suggest of the organic relation
of the different
members
of the family
were
the common
property
of this body of nations.
Everywhere
the father is respected as the head of
tim f'lmily and the lord of the househohl.
In him
we find thepower
of the family concentrated,
and
it is he who directs and shapes its economy.
But
this power is far from being absolute ; it is never
like that of the nmstcr overhisslave;
on the contrary, it is always associated with certain duties,
and those which are due to the members of the
family are not forgotten.
Yet, one objection may
easily be raised here, in view of the provisions
of
the Roman law, which is substantially
of Aryan
origin.
It is true, the Roman law considers
the
husband's
powcr over his wife (rnanu,) and the
power of the father over his children
(patria !9eiestas) asabsolutc;
and its legal effectwassimilar
to that resulting
from the power of the master
over his s'aves.
But this objectionlosesits
force
when two thin_o_sarc considered : first, that the customs and social life of Rome were, in point of fact,
better than the law and the theories of the jurists;
secondly, that throughout
the whole range of the
Romanlaw,
there was, besides the Aryan elements
which constituted
its principal
feature, a Semitic
element unmistakably
embodying
the principle
of divine absolutism,
and which we again find
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cropping out in the forms of the Roman
law.-_rhe Aryan races, considering
the family as an
organic whole, clearly recognized in it a principle
of continuity,
connecting
one generation
with
anothcr,
and, as a natural
conseqnence,
certain
family rights and privileges.
This is one of the
mo_t essential conditions
of civilization.
If we
surrender
the laws of i,flleritance,
we are given
over" to barbarism.
The knowledge
of the fact
that not only the blood of tbe-ancestor,
but also
the results of his labor and provident
care are
to be transmitted
to future
generations,
is one
of the strongcst
spurs to his activity and providence.
If man does not provide beyond the present day, his life is of but little value;
and all
hunmu progress would surely be impeded, if all
should (in all things which go to sustain life and
add to its pleasures)
have to commence
with
sunrise and stop at sunset, only to commence over
again the next day in the same manner.
It is
this very ch'u'acter of the law establishing
a rule
of inheritance,
which promotes tim development
of civilization,
by transmitting
all achievements
which are lasting in their effects, as a priceless
heritage from one generation
to another.--The
ease is not different as regards the idea of property,
and land ownership
in particular.
A sort of ownership in chattels isindeed to be found almost univer._ally, tho/lgh among certain nations the forms
in which it appears are not very well defined, and
lack the positive sauclion of law.
But as regards
lhe right of property iu land, it was ver b, difficult
for mankind to conceive it anti to introduce it as a
h'gal institution.
The Semmc race attributed
all
owner._hip in land, not to man, but to God.
The
tirst attempt
to reeogmze this right in man was
made by the Aryans, but not for the Iirst time in
Europe, but in Asia, as is shown 1)y tile primitive
laws of the Ilindoos.
It was they who first attempted to assert an ownership
in the soil and to
pare_.l it out, and who by this means tried to secure for man and his family a permanent
home.
Oa this f.Lct, however,
all improvements
in the
way of agriculture,
all the higher forms of civilization, and tim permanent
condition
cf all legal
mstitu_ions depend.--When
we pass from private
law to public law, tlm peculiar
character and the
superior position
of the Aryan
races are even
m_Jre conspicuous•
It may well be said.
Tile
Aryan nations are in a special manner the politicul aa!ions.
All higher forms of human governmeat and polity originated with the Aryans;
and
it is for this reason that they secured the vast polilical power by means of which they have become
the rulers of almost the entire globe.--A
glance
at the map (Berghaus has endeavored
to give us
an idea of this in his ethnographical
atlas) will
make manifest
the univel_sal sway of the Aryan
races, which in some parts has already taken the
._hape of undisputed
supremacy,
while in others
this supremacy is fast becoming a fact.
Europe,
_lie foremost of the great divisions of our globe,
i, throughout
occupied
by Aryan states.
It is
true, we ca_ find nowhere a purely Aryan
ha-
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Lion. Throughout
Europe, tbe forces of history
have removed
the ancient
landm.lrks
which divided the different
peoples and ill a great degree
produced an admixture
of tlmirclcmenls.
Differeat inferior
races had inhabited
Europe, before
the Hellenic people entered into history, ami before Rome was known among tlm nalions.
Subsequently the Celts and ,_lavcs spread among these
people, and still later ,mmng these lhe Germans_
like a higher ethnological
stratum over an inferior
one.
But, after all, the ruling
elemc,lt
in al,
Romanic and Germanic states is of Aryan origin.
The English (Norman,
Saxon) race formed by an
intermixture
of these two nations (tbe Romanic
and Germanic)
which has taken
the lead in
spreading
tlm rule of the Aryan race throughout
the world, shows, at the present day, traces of its
Aryan origin.
A ltlmugh thc Slavesmayhavc
less
of Aryan blood, than the rest of the European
p::oples, they still belong to tlmt family of nati,.ms,
and are under tim educatingiafluence
of the more
civilized Germanic aml Hom'mic peoples.
In Europe, both the Finnish
and Basque elements,
however, though they may be complete strangers
to the Aryan stock (which cel'laiuly can not be
said of the Magyars who, in tim course of history,
have taken in a good deal of the Aryan characler)
occupy no independent
slatiou and are of no special importance.--That
great division of ourglobe,
moreover, which seems to be destined to succeed
Europe, whenever
she may lie tired of rule in
the supremacy
of tbe world, and to regenerate
mankind,
America, is, of course, not yet settlea
as completely
by the Aryan race; but it is at the
present time completely
controlled
and governed
I_y it. All the lands on the seacoast arc occupied
by Aryan colonists,
by Romanic
and Germanic
people; tim aborigines
arc ever falling bm'k before
the advance
of the superior white race 'rod are
conlinually
being diminished
in number;
or they
submit wholly to the rule of tlle whiles.
And as
f.lr as the African
race is concerned,
it may be
said, that, as a whole, they never seem to rise
above a state of vohmtary servitude.--The
ancient
country of Asia, however, the primitive
seat of
all the nations of Aryan stock, has lost its supremacy, and is gradually
coming under the goveminent and control of both Europe and America.
In the south, the English
and the Dutch
have established
their dominion;
in the north we
find the Russians;
in the west the French; while
in the east, the Americans
have made their first
attempt
to assert their influence.
But tbere is
still an ancient Asiatic branch of the Aryan stock
in that country,
which has ag'ain sought a more
intimate relation with the European Aryans.
This
relation is continually
gaining in strength, and is
certainly calculated
to help the spread of the Aryan supremacy
in Asia too.
To this branch oI
the Aryan stock belong the Itiudoos in lmtia, the
Parsecs in Persia, the Afghans,
Kurds, Armenians, the Circassians,
etc.--Among
all the rest,
Africa (the most inferior and backward in eiviiization) is the only country to which the Aryans
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have yet paid little attention.
The important
northern
coasts of Africa are, at the present day,
more under the influcuee of the Semitic than of
the Aryau ,'ace.
It is a fact, however, tlmt they
were early exposed to the influences of the culture
which st'tried from European
Rome; and France
has again made a recent effort to transmit
to tlmt
part of the globe thc fruits of Aryan civilization.
And besides this, some of the most important
points along the coasts of Africa (to the north,
south and cast) are settled bv Europeans;
and by
tiffs means a firm basis is secured
for the cxtensire spread of Aryan civilization,
whose tendency
is to encompass
tim whole world.--This
univers:d
supremacy
of the Aryan
nations
will be fully
sccu,'ed In the end by their undoubted
superiority
on the seas.--The
whole of Polynesia
is in their
possession.
All coasts, the sea, all rivers, all harbors are dependent
on them.
Allmeans
of transpol'tation are in their hands.--This
supremacy
is
but evidence of the superior political intclligeuce
and capacity of the Aryan nations.
We indeed
find political
institutions
among inferior nations
too.
But the government
of these nations
is
vastlyinfcrior
as compared with the politicalinstitutions
and governments
of the Aryan
races,
And wherever
they show traces of a higher charncter, we can, in the majority of cases, show these
to have been due to the influence
of men of Ar3"an blood.
The Semitic race, primitively
related
to the Aryans, seems to be the one race which
wrought out and lbllowed a principle of polity of
its own.
But, in point of fact, the,'e is a distinct
difference
between
the Semitic and the Aryan
idea of government
and its polity; and uo doubt
the idea of the Aryans on this point is the wid r
in its range and the nobler in form, as shown by
its outward
devclnpmcnt
and realization
among
mankind.
The Semitic
races are thot'oughly
tt,_o,rattc in sentime_t.
And theocracy
has contiliued to be their ideal even when tile)-, by the
force of circumstances
antl the ruling powers,
were compelled
to submit to a different form of
government.
In Europe even, where the theocratic
system was at no time looked upon with favor, we
find a small number of ingenious men--representatives
of the Semitic
race--who,
when
they
assume the character
of l)olitical leaders, very fi'equently show themselves
the advocates of a government under the immediate
and absolute direction of divine
authority.
The political
ideal
of tlle Aryans, on the other hand, is evidently
that system of government
which is organized in
accordance
with the true and permanent
instincts
of human nature, and is controlled
by the powers
of reason in man.--The
distinction
we have traced
here in the political ideals of the different races reeeives additional
support by a further fact of hL_tory.
It was not until the Aryans succeeded in
the attempt,
that the essential distinction between
a clerical body (the church) and the body politic
(rite state) between
religion
and polities,
was
clearly apprehemled,
and the separation
of the
Jstate and church
was effeeted;
on which more
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than on all else the more refined and civilized
sentiments of bmnanity
depend.
This is the best
proof that the Aryan nations have a clear con('eption of the true nature and organization
of the
statc.--Proeeedi_g
from these general consideralions to (lctall_, we succeed
ill tracing out the
p,'imitive itle'ls controlling
the public laws of the
Aryans.
3_mong ,'ill the people of Aryan stock,
in their earlier d_ys, we find a body of free,hen
_s the basis of their polity, and forming th(, p,'incil)al part of the nation.
It is, in a certain set,se,
the general rule regulating
the primitive
and -lcmcutary forms of hmnan life.
It participates
in
the nmking and administering
of the publiclaws,
nnd in the pul)]ic affairs of the nation.
In this
body of f,'ee men the hollOl" and tile liberties of
the people have their origin and support.
What
we, in our days, term the rights of citizenshil),
is
but the moderil expression
of what, i_l ancient
times, was emh,'aced in the honor and liberties of
this race.
IIow different is the fact wilh the peni)le belonging
to an inferior race, who ]l'lve not
the slightcst co,_ception
of this idea, and among
whom the masses are either oppressed like slaves,
or live in a wild state of natu,'e!
With them a
slavish submission,
or a continual
warfare of all
against all, is the rule.--However,
the Aryau
races do not stop short of this idea of popular
freedom,
which,
as sanctioned
hy the state, is
political in its nature.
As they have a particultnregard for the ho,_or and dignity
of man, it is
quite natural that they should measure and value*
men by this sta31dard, and, in conscqnence
of this,
beapt to perceive and establish distinctions
ann)ng
men.
The principle
of absolute equality among
men, is a l:on-Aryan
idea; the Aryan people hohl
to and consider certain distinctions,
becau..,c given
to closer examinatio,_.
We cousequently
find
among all the Aryan nations certain strong distinetions
among the population
which are fully
recognized by these nations.
Among thc llindoos
these distinctions
have become fixed with great
rigor in the form of nn irnmutable
system of
castes.
Among
other Aryan nations, especially
among the European,
these distinctions
have retztincd their fluctuating
character.
They have
entered
into the moving process of history, and
change with the change of the times.
The mummy-like castes of the Hindoos have, in Europe,
taken the shape of estates, as wrou-d_t out by the
traditions
of histolT;
mad European
history is essentially
determined
by the histo:T of these estates.
Whoever has not learned to regard these
distinctions
in the population
and the mutations
to whichthey
have been subject, in courseof time.
will never gain a clear insight into the history of
European states.--The
divisions of the people into
estates is shown in the oldest myths of the Aryans,
while we may discover, at the same time, a clear
distinction,
on this point, between
the religious
views and the political
views of the people.
The religious
views lay the greatest stress on the
relation of man toGod, and hence on the equality
of men before God.
They hold, in the first plaee_
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all men to be the children of the one Lord (breth.
ren) and as such to be equal one to anothe,',
This point of view is certainly,
as far as religion
and its revelations
are concerned,
the most important and essential.
But the state can not absolutely base itself on this principle
of equality,
As it is tile business of tile state to regulate human
relations anti conditions,
it must pay due regard
also to the differences
between
men, which exist
side by side with that equality.
To order or rcgulatc, Mter '_ll, means nothing
but to perceive
and l),'r)tect the true relations
of all differences,
As the state is the regulating
l),'incil)lc ,'rod 1)ower
among
men, it naturally
presupposes
distinctions among
tllcm.--This
remark.lblc
contrast
between
religious
and political
views is shown
even in the most ancient legends concealing
the
origin of nmn.
While the Semitic lleople, in tlreir
legend of the creation of Adam, forcibly point out
the umty and cqu'dity of the lnmmn race (being
entirely un(lcr the influence of tile religious sclltiment) the. ]lindoos and the Gcrm'm.ic people (the
two extremc._ in the series of Aryan nation_) indicate, in their versions of the creation, the dis.
tinction _hich oblains among the different races
and classes.--It
is true, that, according
to tim
l-Iindoo view, tl,c divine pril_ciple (Brahma) gcncrated all men, hut in different
grades, after the
manne,' in which in tl,ecreation
of the higher class
the superior forces of nature were at work, while
in tile lower classes inferior
agencies were engaged.
Thus Brahma, according
to the ancient
myth of tim Ihndoos,
generated
tim men of a
higher g,'ade by causing
tlmm to issue from his
mouth.
They are tile living word of God. Then
he ('au_t,s the tribe of war,'iors to sllring from his
arm.
Tile), represent the strength and power of
God. After tile warriors came the Aryans proper
(the gaisyas)the
offspring of the loins; iu which
proces.- x_e may perceive an attempt to imitate the
natnral p,'oeess of generation.
Last of all, came
the ca.-le of the serfs (the Smtras) from the feet
of God.
In hkc manner, though
reversed in orde,', the ln'ocess of man's creation is represented
iu the Germanic legend of the Edda, in which the
Creator begins with the serfs and asccndmgto
the
J'ree men gene,'ates, as the highest class, the nobility.
The ulea represented
in all these legends
i_ substautially
this: that human laws and sysIcm., of government
are all based on this distinclirm establishing
the ,hffercnt
classes.
And,
indeed, change as tlresc thstinctionsmay
in detail,
it always remains
true that no high system of
govermncnt
is conceivable
without paying some
regard to ce,'tain dlfferenceswlthin
thevast extent
ota populous state.--The
Aryan natmns are consequently distinguished,
from the very first, by
their orgauizifig ability in which we arc bound
to recognize the chief power at work m the building up el' governments
and states.
Tim most
imllortant factor m this work is the principle of
leadcrshil).
All tim nations we know of, had, in
_)ne form or another, in the beginnings of their history, chiefs whom the rest of their tribe obeyed,
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But, while some nations worshiped
their leaders
as gods or demi-gods,
and others believed that
their chiefs acted mainly
under divine inspiralion; while oflmrs, again, without
thinking
of
God, trembled before the despotic power of their
masters, and SO,he submitted,
for the time being,
to the greater prowess of thmr leaders, tile Aryans
recognized in their leaders human belongs, and tim
relation of the people to their chiefs as a moral
one.
Originally,
all Aryan nations,
in all probability, started out with the idea of the family as
an organic institution.
This was quite natu,'al
for lnnnanity
still in its cllildhood.
As the lathe,"
is tim head of tim family and the household,
tim
oldest (patriarch)
is, in like manner, the head of
the gcntcs and the tribe; and tlre head of grcater
bodies which embrace sev(.'ral f'unilies, is, in tim
same way, considered
the father of his community
and the country they ot'cupy
In language
we
have the evidence of this p,'imitive Aryan idea
of the slate.
The ]limlooscalled
their chiefs viqpati (viol pater) tile father of tile communily;
and
wc lind the same word in Europe
in the Lithuante, wies-pati,
which signifies a gentleman_
a
ruler of tim country.
In tile same ]uanner we.
lind in the Teutonic word kuning--king--(f,'om
kun, elan), a reference to tim primitive rule of the
gentes.
This.
howerc,',
signifies a great deal.
The enti,'e l)owe,' of the government
is thus defi,red by coneel)tions
which are tile natural offspring of tim hunmn mind; it is subject to their
subtle influence, and a certain sense of piety gives
color to tile relation
between
the powers
that
govern and those who are governed.
The paterhal chieftain
has indeed great privileges
and
superior
author)ly,
but not without
also having
e.ertain duties toward the members
of lhe same
family; he is united with them in the one organic
body, a family
on a larger scale.--Yet
this is
simlily tlre first germ, tire beginning of developnlen[.
V_rhen
a people have become
conscious of
the wide range of their tribal connections,
then
tim id,.as of the family and the slate part company.
The g,'owing state l)reaks through the (.'lose form
of tim family, and rises, in its superior character,
above the family.
The Mongoli'm peophq tlmugh
widespread
and large in numbe,'s, and inhabiting
kingdoms
wlmse territory
is immense,
are still
content with the idea of a patriarchal
governmcnt.
But the A,Tan races have all discarded
this idea.
Their lhoughts of the slate have gone
beyond the childlike notions they m_ly have had
in the beginning,
and their institutions
have assumed more imposing proportions,
a wider range.
When history
with her mighty
and opposing
forces lights upon the vast range of human relations, then the nar,'ow principle of paternal rule
will lose its former hold. and the states which are
now trembling
with political
commotion
will be
beyond the control of the pious influences which
a patriarchal
system may set to work.--And
now,
the terms, too, which designate
tire head of tim
people (the ruling
power) are fraught
with a
higher meaning.
They embody new ideas.
In
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the Aryan languages, there are chiefly two words,
in addition
to that mentioned,
corresponding
to
k/rig, both of which
well characterize
the idea
which the people had formed of kingship.
The
old kingly name of the Hindoos is r_g, the same
word which we find againin
Europe--among
the
Romans
as rex, among the Gael as righ, among
the Goths as reJ'ks, to which also the German
word, richter, is closely related.
The root, rag,
means a pure, brilliant
light, but also the right;
and hence we may say that light and right suggested to them the ideas of government;
that they
considered
their ki,_gs as the propagators
of light
and the defenders of right: an idea which, therefore, was not projected
(as the advocates of darkhess and absolute
power claim) from the crater
of the French revolution,
to spread
its burning
flames throughout
the world,
but forms part of
the primitive
stock of ideas which
have been
handed
down to us through
the ages by the undying agencies
of tradition.
The king of the
Aryan people, first in his royal station, isalover
of
light, as he is the fountainhead
and defender
of
right--he
is a king within the law.
IIe recogsizes the rightsof others and protects those rights,
while possessed of and exercising
the highest prerogative.--There
is still another
word which is
taken from military
life.
Kshatr_L in the Zend
means king, and, in the IIindoo vedas, XaD't$ signifies power, strength;
xatrt_a the warrior.
Wilh
these words the Greek xpdr,g, zp-:,.'o_._,and the designation
of the different
forms of govermnent,
democracy
and aristocracy
agree.
And related
in sense are also the Roman imperivm
and tropetutor.
These serve to designate the kingly power
essential in, as well as increased by, war.
:Might
aad right are alike essential
to the kingship,
Judgeship
and military
rule are the two principal functions
of the ancient
kings.
In this
they are superior to the ancient
vispat£--With
these Aryan ideas, the history of the Aryan peopie is in perfect harmony.
It is true, that in certain periods of their history,
and under the influence of foreign elements,
they, too, were subjeered tt_ the rule of absolute power, but they did
not remain underit permanently.
They have, at
all times, either directly or indirectly,
established
a govermuent
controlled
by law whereby the prorogativesof
kingship,
too, wcredefinedandesscntially qualified.
It is not the system of absolute
government,
but that of a constitutional
governmeat which is in keeping
with the character
of
thcAryan
people.
Andfor
this reason theAryan
people are so much superior
to the large body
of people who are ruled by a despotic
power;
and their kings (tim civilized
leaders of free hations) are far above those miserable despots who
simply look down upon their subjects as upon a
wretched
body of uncivilized
slaves.--Not
only
the head of the body politic, but also the rest of
its constituent
elements are regulated
by the Atyans according
to human experience
and reason,
They less expect, than the Semitic race, the principle of governmental
polity and organization
to
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be conveyed
to them by divine inspiration,
sentiment
which naturally
leads to an absolute
or modified rule of the priesthood;
but they devote their best thought
and reasoning
powers
to the apprehending
of the true nature and proviace of the state, and by this means try to discover the rules which should govern their cornmon conduct as a people.
In an inferior stage,
when the human
mind is yet unable
to cornprehend
the principle
of organic
growth,
the
idea of number
appears
to it the systematizing
principle which it employs in perfecting
an organization.--- When we read, in the laws of 5ianu,
(vii. 115, 121), that ten towns constitute
a district,
ten districts
a province,
ten provinces
a.
state, we are at once reminded
of the fact that,
in Europe,
the Germanic
nations follow out the
same idea in their primitive
constitutions
which
we find among
their Aryan
cousins in India.
--Another
Aryan trait is the tendency
of these
peoples toward
perfection.
We may trace this
tendency
th_'oughout
the whole history
of the
Aryan race, and it is the motive principle of their
politics.
For this very reason they are the political people.
The famous
saying
of Aristotle,
that man is a political
aniuml, appcal_ in its true
light only when applied to the character
of the
Aryan
people.
While
other bodies of people
place the highest v'fiuc on the quiet enjoyment
of the fruits of life, and dread first of all the idea
of being disturbed
in their quiet, it is the tendcncy of the man of Aryan stock to improve and
refine the conditions
of human society,
lie favors the progress of civilization.
His efforts arc
directed toward developing and exalting tlle st,te.
There is no danger great enough
to drive him
back, there is no sacrifice so dear that he is not
willing to make it for the accomplishment
of his
object.
It is to this struggling
and onward spirit
of the Aryan race ttrying to overcome the opposing forces of nature
and history)
that all the
higher civilization
of mankind
is, in gTeat part,
due.
Rcligious ideas and sentiments
alone have
not been able to bring about the results of civilizatioa;
it is only because aided by political ideas
and sentiments
that mankind
was able to make
those splendid
achievements
which, through the
long ages of history,
have enriched
and ennoblcd humanity.
If we take away this political tendency
frt)m the history
of nations.
Europe would
again relapse into that dull state
of implicit
faith which, for ages, has beea tim
lot of the people
of Asia. -- Of course,
this
political
tendency
has been chiefly
active
in
the minds of the European
Aryans, and has, for
the first time, developed
its full energy among
them.
But, that the liindoos and Persians
have
also been largely endowed
with this faculty
is a
fact amply proven by their labors in science anti
their attempts at political organization.
The Iliadoo system of castes would be impossible,
were it
not for the fact that it secured the possibility
of
an advance from a lower to a higher rank (which
is indeed denied during this life to those who are
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.associated in one caste) in the regenerated life of
the hereafter;
and that it gives promise of this
advance ir_ the life hereafter,
as the reward for
the willing discharge of all duties on earth.
Tile
dread of losing, for thousands of years to come,
the chance of improving
their condition,
keeps
the ]tindoos
of the lower castes tied down to a
slriet observance of the dividing lines between the
ditferent castes and of their religious ceremonial,
--Finally,
it is quite evident that, if the Aryans
are, by way of preference,
to be considered
the
political
nations, and if all political
civilization
has proceeded from them, the science of the state
is a tree of Aryan knowledge.
And such is indeed
the fact. With tile political literature of the Hellento people, aml that of the Romans, as well as
that of tile Romanic
and Germanic
people, the
literature
of no other nation call be compared,
Andas the Romanic and Germanic nations are, in
the present system of the world, taking the lead
in the political life of nations, they are likewise
taking the lead in the advancement
of political
seienee.--To
express,
in a few words, what we
lmve considered on a largcrscale,
ill the foregoing
pages, we may say:
The Aryan
mind, more
riehiy endowed
from the very beginning,
and
destined to develop its independent
individlmlity
in the highest d%,o'ree, is also destined to enlighten
mankind _:ith its ideas and principles of governmeat and law.
It is to assume and hohl the rule
of the world which is already in the hands of tim
Ary.m people, with a spirit friendly to all that is
true and noble in humanity;
and to do this, it is
charged with ihc duty of spreading
the refining
influence of its superior
civilization
among the
re_t of mankind.
It]story has imposed this task
upon the people of the Aryan race, and the duty
being their-.., they have also tile right to fulfill it.
Max. En_:nnAtmT, Tr.
J.C. BLUNTSCIILI.
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Asia is reputed
to be the cradle of the
human race.
Certain it is, that it is the region
whose history goes farthest
back into the past;
alld this is true whether we make histor 3" begin
with the traditions of the Bible or accept the raillions of years of whicll the Chinese annals boast,
--Asia is, after America, the largest of the five
divisions of the globe.
This immense region ineludes such countries as Siberia and Kamt.schatka,
where the cold of winter reaches the greatest intensity, as well as countries
in which spices, cocoa-mlts, tea, and all the products
of the torrid
zone flourish.
But it is not our task to give the
geography of Asia.
Let us rather glance at tile
political organization
of the states within
its

former, tyranny can not free itself except by exposing itself to destruction
through
its own vielenee.
The monarchs
of Asia ]lave been taken
tor tyrants
before whom
everything
bends or
breaks.
It is usual to approach
them ill a very
suppliant
manner.
A rajah of India. however,
has power neither to levy taxes oil a ]_rahmin,
even if dyin$ of hunger himself, nor to make a
merchant of a laborer, nor to infringe in the least
on a code which passes for revelation,
antt which
governs in civil and religious matters.
The erapeter of China, a sovereign
reputed omnipotent,
can not choose a lieutenant
governor of a prov]nee outside the list of candidates
trained by the
learned men of the empire.
If he neglects to fast
on the day of an eclipse, and recognize publicly
the faults of his ministry,
a hundred
thousand
pamphlets
will recall him to the observance of
ancient usage.
Let any one read the too little
known journal of van Braam Houckeest,
and lie
will see what a net-work of moral bonds involves
the existence
of biln wholn his subjects call the
sou of heaven.-There are man)" nations in Asia
whose governments
might be compared to those
of the feudal empires of the lnidtl]e affes; such,
for example,
are the Af._hans,
the Belooehees,
tile Mongols, the Cahnucks. the 3Iantchoos.
many
Turkish peoples, and several nations of tile Cam
casus; but e_peciaUy J:zpan, whose daD_dos are
true feudatories
of the emperor,
or were. at least,
before the reforms
effected about 1870.--The
Bedouin
Arabs, the Kurds,
and several small
peoples of the Caucasus region and of Syria, are
entirely free.
Small llomad natio_ls and several
Arab tribes have a pastoral or patriarchal
gnvernment, hereditary
for tile most part ill certain
families.
Others arc governed
by a council of
old men, and form a kiud of l'epublie, such as tile
town and ten']tory of Antsoug.
ill the l'egioli of
the Caucasus.--The
empire of the XVahabites afforded quite recently
an instance
of a singular
mixtureof
monarchy, aristocracy and democracy.
Thibet,
Bootan, and a part of Aral)ia. are governed theocratically,
this last by the mlams of
Sana, of Muscat, and by the sherif of Mecca, a
dependent
of the porte whom
be almost never
obeys; Thibet and Bootan by absolute but electtive pontiffs, who have the titles of Dalttz-Lania,
Boghdo-]_/tma and Dharma-Lama,
and are cons]dered as an emanation
of the divinity itself.--Ill
general, it ma 3"be said that Asia prese,lts almost
every form of government
from a republic
to a
theocracy,
in which the sovereignty
is attributed
to God himself or, more correctly,
to a person
considered as a real incarnation of the divinity.--

boundaries.--Asia
has always been considered
p,_l' ercdlence the home of despotism:
but if a
despot be an absolute
master
who enjoys and
abuses an authority without limit or control, we
scarcely find such despots
anywhere
in the advaneed states of Asia.
Religion,
nmuners,
aneient customs, prejudices,
put obstacles in the
way of despotism
which are often more of a
check to It than written
provisions.
From the

Asia may be divided into nine great regions.
Ottoman Asia, which comprises
Asia Minor, Armenia and Kurdistan.
Mesopotamia.
h'ak-Araby,
Syria, and a part of Arabia;
Arabia, subdivided
into several states, of which Yemen and _Iuseat
are now the most important;
the Persian region,
subdivided
into tllree kingdoms:
Persia, properly
speaking Kabyl and Herat, and comprising
also
the confederation
of the Beloochees;
Turkestan,
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comprising
Bokhara,
Khiva,
Khokan,
and the
Kirghizs
countries;
India, subdivided
into several states, of which the Anglo-Indian
empire,
the kingdom of Scmdia, Nepaul
aml Lalnn'e ace
lhe principal,
(to this region belong small territortes possessed by France and Portugal);
India
beyond the Ganges, of which the principal states
arc Burnmh,
with the kingdoms
of Si'ml and
Anam:
the Chinese
empire,
which
embr't(,es
China, Thibct, Bootan, Corea, 3longoli'_, Ea._tern
Turkestan
(Little Bokhara),
and the country
of
the Muntchoos;
Japan,
which
is divided
into
Jal)an l)roper, and that portion of territory called
by geographers
the GocernmeJ_t
of Malsma_,"
Asiatic Russia, wldch comprises
Siberia, aud the
southern
slope of the Caucasus
_IAITRICE

trolled, 1, by the limitations
which the people
at large have imposed
in the constitution
of the
United States;
2, by the limitations
which the
people of each state have imposed
in the state
constitutions
(see
CONSTITUTIONS,
STATE);
3, by
the veto of the governor
(see VETo); and 4, by
a very few general principles, such as the invalidity of irrcpealable
legislation,
and the right of
property
to protection,
which the courts
have
e.-t.._blishcd,
lu other respects the various _lssemblics have complete
legislative
powers, and are
very tenacious
of their rights and privileges;
but
all the latter state constitutions
show a strong dispositi_ni on the part of the people to increase the
limit'ltions
upon the legislative power by prohibiting special legisl:ttion,
the grant of special privileges to corporations,
or money to sectarian inslitutions,
clc., (see CALIFOI{NI._.,
ILLINOIS,
_?.W
JEaSE',';
CONSTITUTIONS,
STATE).
Their politi.
cal importance,
however,
has been fully nmin.
tained by thcb" right to choose Uni'cd
Slates sen.
ators (see CON(-:UtESS),
by their right
to pass upou
amendments
to the constitution,
and by their
power, which is often and unjustifiably
exercised
in all the stales and by all parties, so to district
the state as to affect seriously
the st'fle's representatiou
in the lower house of congress
(see
GEnlt_'._tX._DEn).
In addi'tlon to this, the opponears of the growth of federal power have unsuccc._sfully cndeavore(l
to establish
the right of a
state legislature
to dr,clare void an act of congress
(see _'ULLIFICATION,
]_.ENTI.;CKY
I:_ESOL'UTIONS),
and to instruct
the Untied States senators of the
state how to vote upon bills pending in congress
(._ee INSTRUCTIOn', I'_IGIIT OF).--In all the assembites the machinery
of legislation
1s very much
the same, following
closely the provisions
of
Jefferson's
"Manual."
Each house has its own
officers, rules and esprit de corps, and as the two
houses generally
differ in the times of election nf
the members,
or in the extent of their constituentic,, they are often under control of opposite parties and commonly
furnish a fairlyeflicicnt
check
upon improvident
or evil legdslatiou.
Where
this check fails, the veto power of the governor,
or, in the last resort, tbc power of thc people, excrtcd in the e.]ectioa of new members
or by
amending
the statc coustitution,
has usually been
sufficient.
(For the direct action of the federal
upon the state governments,
see INSURI{.ECTION,
II.)--See
Poore's
)_deral al_d Slate 6_mstitutlo_Ls;
Cooley's ('o_stilutio_tal
Limitatio_s;
Story's Com.
meatarie_, _ 1°52; Jefferson's)fanttal,
and authortries cited under articles above refen'ed
to.
ALEXANDER JOIINSTON.
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ASSE)IBL¥
(I3" U. S. IIISTOIIY), the name
generally
givcn to the legislative
department
of
thegovcrmnents
of thedifferent
slate._.
It is now
in all the states composed
of two bodies, which
act as a chcck Ul)On each other; in Pcun._ylvania,
1776-90, attd in Vermont,
1777-1836, there was
but one house, called the house of _cprcsentatives.
In all the states, the upl)er house is called the
senate, and in most of them the lower is called
the house of representatives;
iu _laD'land,
¥irginia and West Virginia, the lower house is called
the house of delegates;
in a few states (sce below)
it is called the assembly,
and in North Carolina,
until 1868, it was called the house of commons.
The two bodics, the senate and the house of representative_
(or delegates),
are together called the
lcgi._lative assembly in Oregon; the general court
in Mas_-achusetts
and New Hampshire;
the legislaturc in Kansas,
Maine, Michigan,
Minnesota,
Nebraska
and Tex'ls; and the general a_semb]yin
Alabama,
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut,
Dclaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iow-l, Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Maryland,
Mi_.,;issippi, Missouri, ,h'orth
Carolina,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode
Island,
tlouth Carolina,
Tcnncssee,
Vermont,
Virginia,
and West Virgini._
The lower house is itself
called thc asselnbly in California,
Florida, h'evada, New York, and Wisconsin,
and the general
assembly
in _N'cw Jersey;
and in these states the
two bodies are togetlmr called the legislature,
The states lmvc usually
hehl steadily
to the
original names given to their legislative
bodies,
except tlmt in .New Jersey the name of the upper
house was changed
from legislative
council to
senate in 1844 (sec COt:NCIL), aml tlmt Mi_issippi
in lS32, and Florida in 1868, changed the collectire name from general assembly
to legislature.
AS a collective
title (in 1881), therefore,
assembly is used in twenty-three
states;

general
legisla-
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ageneral

and lcgi.lativeassembly
by one state; but.in all the
tions levied by congressional,
state and munieistates, legislature
is very often used as cquivulent
pal political committees,
upon the office-holders
to the official title.--The
lcgislative
functions
of anti candidates
belonging
to their several parties,
the American a_semblies are exercised alien such
for the stated purpose of defraying
the expenses
subjrcls
a_ pertain
to theby i.uterests
of theused
political
canvass the
conducted
them reture
by twelvc
states;exclusively
general court
two st'ltcs,of ! term
to designate
pecuniary by contributheir particular
states, but are checked and con- I sl)ective]y.
The assessment
embraces
in each
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,e.lse the office-holders
and candidates
within the
field of such canvass.
With
office-holdels
it
_asually takes the form of a request for a specific
sum, amounting
to a cert'dn
percentage
of the
salary of the contributor.
In the case of candidates the practice is not yct systematized
except
in the larger cities, and not completely
except in
New York.
There it becomes
a contribution,
the amount of which varies wilh the closeness of
the eh,ction, tile salary of the prospective
office,
and tlw circumstances
of the candid'_tc
The
"amount of this assessment,
however,
i_ not fixed
by the candid'lie as if it were a l)urc]y voluntary
contribution,
but is determined
by a political
committee,
to whicll lhc candidate is often compelh,d to give security for its payment,
as a prerequisite to obt'lining the nomination.
An action
has been 1)rought against a judge in .Ncw York,
to recover a portion of the assessment
thus levied
upon him as acandidatc,
and it is a matter of cornmon belief that, in the autumn of 1880, a'judicial
candidate mortgaged
his prospective salary 1o securc the 1)aymellt of an assessment
of _17,000.-The begianin.¢ and growth of political assessments
are involvcd in great obscurity,
the only dat'_ ft)r
the history of the practice
being preserved iu the
memory (;f men who have levied assessments,
or
who ln_vc paid them.
Obviously,
however, it is
an outgrowth
of the "spoils"
system, which conceives political office to be a species of valuable
property,
belonging with its profits to the. party
in power, and out of which has grown the l.lter
conception, that as an occupant
of an office holds
it not in trust, but iu fee of his party, he may
lmvc in it a right of individual
property, and con_equently, a tenure of office which is irrespective
of his cflicicncy or his behavior.
The firstspecific
inetal_¢,c of an assessment
which has been found,
is in the testimony taken in the Swartwout
investigation to be found in thercport
of a house commlttce of the twenty-fifth
congress.
During that
investigation
a former deputy collector of New
York testified as follows.
" I have frequently
_)ccn called on to contribute
to political
objects
whih, I was deputy collector,
as au officer of the
_astom hous(,.
The amount
was from $_o0 to
$100. ']'hc tax was pro rttta according
to salary,
it bore a proportion of from one to.six p(,r cent.
I
t)t.lievc nearly all tile officers of tim custom/louse
nt_doors and" out, and thc clerks were similarly
_.txed, and generally paid what they were assessed,
It was assessed by the general
committee of the
"l'ammany hall party, and for the support of the
Tammanyhallparty.
If the individual
did not pay
the amount he was taxed with, the collector would
re_ark,
'You will be reported to the general cornmitt(,e.' and everybody
well understood
proscriptioa would follow.
The collector of the gem,ral
committee h:ts an alphabetical
book containing
tlw namc_ of persons taxed, and the amount each
individu:,l is requested
to oav."--The
next instance was in 1842 or 43, and was levied from
WgLshiz_glon upon the employ(_s of theNew
York
.1)oetoffiee. Ten dollars
were demanded
from
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each clerk, and twenty dollars from each carrier,
both classes being also required
to subscribe for
the Madi,,onia_, the organ of president Tyler, and
for a COl)y of his l)ortrait.
From that time until
the present, despite the occasional
endeavors
of
far-seeing
officers to check it, (Gcn. Dix, for instan(.c, while postmaster
in zN'cw Ymk, ordered
the collectors out of the postoffice) the practice of
political
aescssments
seems to have developed
without serious interruption.
From information
obtained
from the older men in the great public
offices, it appcars
that since
then, pecuniary
"contribution.s"
have
been solicited
in e.vc_T
pre,idcntial
campaign.
It appeared
from the
Covodc investigation
that the democratic
party of
that day collected its campaign
funds from officeh()lders and contractors,
and an abortive enticavor
was made in the interior department,
at about the
same time, to compel the l)atcnt solicitors to contribute to the funds of that party .rod to render
to it political allegiancc.--In
1866 the republican
party established
its congressional
committee for
the special purpose
of watching
its interests
in
congressional
elections, and the present practice
of addressing
to all l)el's(_ns whose names appear
in the officitfl register of the United States a request for the "voluntary
cor_tribution"
of a sum
which is specified,
appears
to have originated
with this committee,
although
the present praclice may have reached its comph:tcd
form gradually.
The existing systcm will bc best described
by a statement
of what was done in 1880. On
April 19, the rcpub]ie.m
congression-d
committec addressed to all persons (except the heads of
executive
olliccs) drawing a salary from the national
government,
a ]ettcr containing
these
words:
" Under tim circumstances
in which the
countryfindsitself
placed, the committee believes
that you will esteem it both a privilegc
and a
pleasure
to make to its fund
a contribution,
which, it ishoped, m'ly not bclcss than
. The
committee
is authorized
to stt_te that such voluntary contribution
from pcrsons employed
m the
service of thc United States will not bc objected to
iu any offici.ll quarter."
The blank was filled by
writing
in a sum which was equal to two per
cent. of the salanT of the person thus solicited for
.1 " voluntar)'
contribution."
On Oct. 14th, the
committee .lddresscd to the slime persons a second
appeal:
"to promptly contribute
to i:s funds an
additional
one per cent. of your salary."
There
are no means of ascertaining
what number
of
persons thus addressed
actually contributed,
nor
whatwas
the total amountrcccived,
and probably
not more than one or two persons know the 1)I'ecise sum realized ; but there is the highest authorit)" for stating that it was at ]e'_st $100,000.
In
addition to this assessnmnt, the federal oflicc-hohlers were further assessed by the repubhcan
state
committees
in their respective
states.
This assessmcnt
varied
in differcnt
states, but it was
larger and more rigxdly collected m Pennsylvania
and New York than elsewhere.
In New York
it amounted
to a second three per cent. of the
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office-holder's
salaD, , and no effort was spared to
extort the whole amount.
Repeated
letters were
sent to delinquents
requesting
more or tess iraperatively
the payment
of the contribution,
and
finally a list of such delinquents
in each office or
department
with the amounts
"due"
from each,
was sent to its chief, with a request to attend to
the matter.
Of three of these letters the following are copies:
STATEOF_ tt.,gYORK,
l

government
are called upon to assist in keeping
the party, under which they hold, in power,
by
meansof
" voluntarycontribtttions."
Theassessment of candidates isso complete as to amount to a
fixed price upon a nomination
for ever)" elective
office.
A judgeship
costs about $15,000; the district attorneyship
the same; a nomination
for coroner, $2,000; for a xlomination
to congress
the
price is about $4,000, though this is more varia.
ble than any of the otlmr assessments;
an alder-

REPUBLICAN
STATECOM_II'I'FZE_
I
FIFTH AVENUE HOTttL.

manic
nomination
worth
$1,500, and
for
the assembly
from is$600
to $1,500.
Whilethatthese
prices fluctuate,
they represent
the average cost
of the nominations
named.
The amount realized
from these assesslnents,
as in the previous
cases,
call not be exactly
estimated,
but the amount

Sept. on
18,the
1880.
SIR: Under instructions fromNEW
this Y.mK,
committee
_6th
of August last a circular was mailed to you with the expectation that youwould respond before Sept. 3rd.-The republiean
stateto committee
youryou
immediate
attention
this matter,resl,ectfully
and hope toInvite
hear from
without
further delay.

Very respectfully,
T.C. PLATT,
Chairman of Executive Committe_.
St*rE or NE_' Yonx,
I_PUBLICAN

STATE

_

Mx" DXAIt
subordinates

SIR:

Below

who

have

IqEw
you
will
eeveral

bute
the sums
set opposite
the expenses
of the csmpaigu

AVE_rUE

ItOrEX_

Yo|_K_ Oct. 27, 1880 _
find a sched.le
el )'our

times

been

comvery
also,
small

COMMITTEE,

FIFq'll AVENUEIlOTEL.
I
NEW YORR,Sept. 28_1880.
8ra: This committee ln_truct_ me to call your attention
to the circular sent you Aug. _,rTth,asking you toeontribute
$15 (in two monthly payments, the flr_t one before Sept.
Srd) toward the necessary expenses of the presidential
campaign in New York State, and to say that, a_ you ha_e
not yet paid the first installment, it is important that the
whole sula aqked be paid before Oct. 3rd, in one payment,
-Checks or postal orders should be made payable to the
order of
Yours, very respectfully,
JOHN N. KNAPP,
Treasurer.
Fzl,"rn

raised by Tammany
hall, which is the most
pletc political
organization,
may be fixed
nearly at $125,000.
As in the previous cases
this amount is collected and expended
by a

asked

to cmltri-

their
respective
names
toward
in tills etate.--You
,,_ill find

opposite each name the amount yet due. The total unpaid
at this date and due frmn the employd_ of your o_ee,
therefore appears to be $--. Your immediate attention to
this matter is very important
By _rder of the executive
committee.
HENR_ A. GLIDDEN, Secretary.
lifo one employed
by the national
government
in New York seems to have been omitted
from
the lists of this committee.
Three per cent. of
a weekly stipend
of $2 was requested
from an
office boy in a rural postoffice, and one of the most
insolent letters was received by a custom house
messenger whose salary is $500 per annum.
As
in the case of the congressional
committee,
the
exact amount raised can not be computed,
but it
is best estimated at between $90,000and
$125,000.
:No accounts
are kept or rendered;
the receipts
and expenditures
are in the hands of a small executive committee,
whose accounts are presumed
to be audited by the character
of its membel_s.-The system of political assessments
in the city of
:New York, as the end toward
which the pructice elsewhere is tending, deserves special notice,
In that city in 1880 the members of the police
force were ass_sed,
and tile proceeds divided between the parties; tim firemen and even the school
teachers have been requested
for "voluntary
contributions"
and in all the other departments,
without exception,
the salaried employds of the city

executive
committee,
who keep no accounts and
wh0 are responsible
only to each other.
A ccrthin amount of corruption
in the handling
of the
funds would, under such circulnstances,
seem tobe inevitable,
and tile fact that a considerable
nmnber of persons, without property and without decupation, find a means of livelihood
in the pursuit
of " politics,"
demonstrates
the truth of that supposition.--The
main
motive
for tlte payment
of assessments
is the fear of losing office and
means of livelihoo(t
through
the success of the
opposite party.
But it is also true, tlmt many
office-holders

because
they fear that
punished
by removal by
their own party..
Great stress is laid by most
politicians upon tile statement
that the contribulions of oflice.hol.4ers
are all "voluntary."
A
United States senator of the largest experience
in
levying a.c_essment.% has assured this writer that
he never knew an office-holder
to be dismissed or
to lose his place in consequence
of refusal to pay
his assessment.
It is probably, nevertheless,
the
fact that many persons
have been so punished,
and the slightest
interceurse
with the holders of
minor offices shows that the fear of this punishment is the sole inducement
for many contributions; numbers
of cases might be cited to show
that the payment
of this assessment
has been
made only at a sacrifice and that it has worked
actual hardship.
The terms in which tile request.
for "voluntary
contributions"
are made, as in
the letters above, are certainly
calculated
to convey the impression
that refusal will be punished,
and it is unquestionable
that many office-holders
suppose themselves
to have no other volition in
the matter than that of choosing
between payin_
and losing their places.--The
effect of the practice of political
assessments
has already been, in
New York, as it must ultimately
be elsewhere,
to
directly
increase the salaries of the persons subjected to them.
Mr. John Kelly, of Tammany
hall, for instance,
defended the payment
of exorbitant salaries to the city aldermen
before a levislative committee in 1880, on the ground that it wa.,_
their

refusal

contribute
will

be
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necessary to enable them to meet tile large political demands
that were made upon them.
The
remote effect of the practice, by causiug tile sum
of tlle salaries of public servants to be regarded
as a fund to which there is easy and secret access,
is to increase the unnecessary
expenses of elcctions and to encourage the corrupt use of money
in influencing
their results, anti, by seeming
to
provide that the expenses
of one party shall be
paid out of the public
treasury,
and that tim
means of support of government
employ_s shall
depend
upon the issue of an election,
to introduee into contests between
parties an exasperation and rancor which
is properly
foreigu
to
them.--Many
of those by whom the practice is
carried on regret it, and very few defend it, exccpt on the ground that it is necessary.
It is not
said to be wise or to be just, but simply a necessity which can be obviated
only through a cornpact between parties.
Therchave
becn two other
remedies proposed:
first, the absolute prohibition
of _Lssessments; second,
reform
of the existing
systems of civil service.
The first of these reme.
dies was attempted
in an executive
order made
by president Ilayes at the beginning of his administratiou,
which prohibited
the participation
of
olllce-holders in politics and forbade
political assessmcnts, but this order was soon allowed to become a (lendletter.
Bills have also been introduccd into congress
with the same object; nmst
of them make the levying of assessments
a misdemeunor; but, with the exeet)tion of a bill introduced in 1881, and entith,d
"a bill to prevent
extortion from l)crsons in the public service, and
bribery and coercion
by such persons,"
all of
them by 1)roposing to prohibit
all contributions,
repeat the mistake
made by president Hayes in
his order, in seemiug to restrict the individual
liberty of the office-holder.
The radical remedy for
political assessments is a reformed
system of civil
service, which by substituting
fitness, ascertained
by competitive examinations
forpoliticalservices,
us the basis for appointmeuts,
shall secure to all
citizens an equal right to be admitted
to the public service; and which by providing
that all persons shall be appointed
to the business positioJls
in the service, not for four years or for any other
delinite period but for such time as they sliall be
found by their'superiors
to be efficient and well
behaved, shall secure the same permanency
of
tenure in the public services of the United States
which exist in private
business and in the civil
_ervice of other civilized countries.
Under a systern so reformed there will be no special sense of
oblig-uion to any political
organization
for procuring appointments,
and no consequent
readihess to discharge it by pecuniary, contributions
or
by political services.
Under such a system also,
the otfice-holder
will feel as in private life, that
his income depends
upon his efficiency and his
conduct, not on the results of an election;
he will
have no stronger motive for making political contributioas h) one party or theother
than any good
cH_zeu; and if he does make it, it will be on
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the footing of his other expenditures,
and in fact
voluntary,
and not under actual or fancied duress.
Until such a reform is made, all government employ6s
will be compelled
to consider
the members
of the political
party opposed t(_
that under which they hold, as persons who are
engaged in an endeavor to deprive them of their
means of subsistence,
and they will pay political
assessments
to an amount and with an eagerness
which has convinced thoughtfulmen
of both parties, even in tim present dimensions
of the practice, that it is, together with the "spoils"system,
out of which it has grown, a mighty and unp:tlliated evil.
FREDERICK W. "_VIIITltlDGI.:.
ASSIGNATS.
Every
one knows what the.
assign'tts were during the French revolution.
We
shall limit ourselves here to a brief review of tlm
historical
facts relating to them.
As to the coonomical questions
connected
with this subject,
they will be amply treated of under
the term.
PAPER MOSEY.
When the French
revolution
broke out ia 1789, the state succumbed
under the
weight of its debts.
The total, which wouhl eeem
light enough to-d'ly, surpassed, by far, all the resources
the state then possessed.
The reforms
effccted by the coustitucnt
assembly,
reforms
salutary
in themselves,
far from decrcasinz
th("
burthen immediately,
tended rather to iner('a-e it.
Such was espccmlly the effect of the laws, _lfich,
wlnle abolishing
the sale of offices, accorded indemnities
to former incumbents.
The ordinary
resources
were, therctbrc,
far from meeting the
denmuds upon them.
It was necessary to have
resort to extraordinary
means to provide for them.
--It was then thought
to make use of the iramcn_e estates formerly possessed by the clergy,
aml which a recent decree had added to the public
domain.
The sale of these estates was ordered,
and the communes
were intrusted with the task
of selling them in their respective di._tricts.
But
the sales could not be effectcd quickly, because
of the scarcity
of capital;
and the fear of a
counter-revolution,
which
might
restore
their
property to the clergy, considerably
diminished
the number of purchasers.
Andas the need was.
pressing, it was decreed to issue immediately
paper money, representing
the value of this propcrty, which the communes
were to be obliged tt_
receive as payment in all tlm sales which they might
make.
By reason of this last provision the bills
issued were first called municipal
paper, but this
name was soon changed Io that of azsignats, which
they afterward
retained.--The
first issue, decreed
April 1, 1790, was for 400,000,000 francs.--It
is
evident that at first the assignats
were nothing
but an assignment
of national
property
which
served as security
for them.
They were apparently intended
to be received only in payment
for these estates from those who had acquired
them.
On this basis, they would have preserved
a pretty stable value, in spite of the del)reciatmuof the security, but they would have had but v.
small circulation;
they would
have Iotmd no.
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•other l)urclmsel"s than those who had the real intention
of buying
some of the land offered for
sale.
The greatness
and urgency of the need,
-probably also the scarcity
of coin, an ordinary
result of political agitation, caused a decree to be
made that the assignats should circulate as money,
_md they consequently
had compulsory
circulation.
From this time these bills aa_nmed the
character
of paper money and pal'took
of its
variations in value.--Theissues
were successively
increased
afterward
in proportion
to the increase
of the wants of tim state.
In Sel)tember,
1792,
they werc 2,700,000,000
francs, a )'ear later they
went .'t_ high as 5,000,000,000.
The convention
tried, for a certain time, to reduce their amount.
and a fol'ced loan to which it had recourse, haying proeur(,d it extraordinary
resources,
it called
into 1he try,usury and burned
840,000,000
francs,
But thi_ system of reduction was not long-lived,
The issues of assiglrtts
soon began again, and
4hey wcrc larger in proportion
as the assignats
became more and more depreciated
iu value.
At
the commencement
of 1794, the issue again ex-cccdcd 5,000,000,000.
Another 1,000,000,000was
i._¢ued in the month of June
followi,]g.
The
i_sues becanm then so rapid, that in_I-trch,
1795,
tht,y _lttaincd 8,000,000,000,
aml reached the sum
•of more than 20,000,000,000
in tim same )'car.
At the commencement
of 1796, when thc assignats
were finally abandoned
and replaced
partly by
territorial
mand¢tts, the sum total put in ci,'culalion up to tlmt period was not less than 45,000,000,000 francs.
Therefore,
in the month of February of that same year, the engraved plates were
broken
by order of the government._We
can
well ml(ler_tand
that the state had not really
received
more than a small part of the sum
represented
by this enormous
amount of paper,
Tim assignats
which bad never bccn received in
])ublic for lheir face value, depreciated
from d:ly
to day, in proportiou as the institution
wasabnsed,
As early as the mouth
of August,
1793, thc v
"were accepted
for only a sixth part of their wduc.
_,'ainly did the convention
try to keep them in
ci,culalion
byviolcnt
and despoticmcans,
such as
the p,'o:(.riplion
of coin, fixing a maximum
p,'ice
of goods, and imposing, under severe peualties,
the (,bligatittn on all private citizens, to take the
.a_ign.its at a fixed rate.
All these measures and
others, more violent still, were powe,'less to arrest
the depreciation
which kept on increasing.
For
a moment their value rose, when, in 1793 a part
of the bills were called in, but it fell again soon
after to such an extent that in March, 1795, they
represented
only the ninth part of their nominal
_'alue, and lids was not the limit of their depreciatim_.--More
than once
the government,
although it struggled
with all its strength
ag,dnst
this delweciation,
was obliged
to recognize and
ssanction it. The most significanl fact in this connectioa was that which happened in 1795. In the
new forced lo'm to which it had recourse in tlmt
5ear, the assiguats were received only for a hundrcdth part of their nominal value.
At this point
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it would sccm that the use of paper, thus de
graded evcn by those who issued it, would
have
been abandoned;
and yet at this very juucture,
there were issues still more numerous than those
which preceded.
Thus the a_ignats fell to a half
a hundredth
part of their valuc, and soon after
became
entirely
worthlcss.--The
history of the
assignats is assigI_ficant
as it is sad; but it is nece_ary to treat it in conjunction
with other facts
of the same nature, in order to draw the legitimate consequences
which flow from it, with proper force.
(See BANKS;
]:_A.N'KItL'PTCY,
NATION,tL, P.,,l,E!rt _Io._EY.)
CnAI{I,ES
COQUELI1N.
ASSOCIATION
AND ASSOCIATIONS.
Association,
in the politico-economical
sense, consists either in a union of efforls tending to the
same end, or in a community
of goods, interests,
or of consumption.
Its determining
causes are
found
either in the se,_timents
of affection
or
benevolence,
or merelyin
personal interest --The
questions
pertaining
to association
have been
considered
in the works of the pri,mipal
economists from a rather narrow point of view; most
of them lmve contlned themselves
to l)ointing out
the advantages
it affords for the execution
of
great works of public
utility; they have given
but little attention
to the examiuation
of the
numerous
cases in which
it has ah'eady
beeu
applied,
nor have thcy cndeavored
to discover
under what conditions
it can be used to advantage.--On
the other hand, other classes of publicists, and especially those belonging
to the differeat socialistic sclmols, have discovered
in association the dominant
question of our time; it seemed
to them that all social misery could be remedied
by association
and all social difficulties
solved by
it. They seem convinced
that there tire yet undiscovered new forms, new mo(h,s of association
destined to change coml)letely
tim organization
of modern socitqy, and the progress of manki_d.
--].
Among
nations advanced
in civilization,
association
h:ts a multitude
of various al)plieations and appears under different forms which we
shall briefly enumerate.--1.
The Frtmily.
Dictared by the most powerful instincts of our nature,
the intimate
association
of father,
mother and
childl;en is as old as hnmt, nity itself; its conditions
may be modified in certain respects according
to
the belief, morals and institutions
of each people;
but we find it everywhere
manifc.stilig
the mo.-t
invariable
example
of unity of effort and cmn
reunify
of interest. --2.
The Commtl_te.
The
simple fact of a greater or less number of families
residing
in one place, renders it necessary
for
them to put together
a part of their means to
satisfy their wants.
All can understand
that if
they acted separately they could not construct nor
maintain
properly
objects
intended
for use by
:dl, such as roads, churches,
bridges,
etc.; that
they could not themselves prove with the requisite
authenticity
births, marriages
and deaths,
nor
effectually
provide protection
against all attacks
upon person and property.
The)" must therefore
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inevitably intrust these different services to towncouncils or corporations,
invested with tile authority and supplied with the material
means nccessary to accomplish
them.
These are the causes
which led to the establishment
of nmnicipalities,
--In proportion
as population
increases, as industry and civilization
develop,
as wealth incleases
•rod as learning
is diffused, eomnmues
become
more important,
cities arc formed and grow, collcctive wants increase in numher and urgency, "rod
municipalities
are led to extend the circle of then"
powers accordingly.
They 1)rovide for religions
service, interments,
public feasts and ccrcnmnies,
_md for the paving, cleaning and lighting of tim
streets, they ._ee to it that the buihlings
or works
of individuals
(lo not interfere
with tratIic and
are not injurious
to health and safety.
They
draw up and enforce regulations
as well for this
latter purpose
as for the maintenance
of good
order and tranquillity
in the city.
They provide
and distribute
the water necessary for drinking
and domestic
uses;
they found, or concur
in
founding
or in supporting
hospitals
and other
charitable institutions,
colleges, schools, libraries,
museums, theatres, parks, etc.; lastly, riley determine and collect tim local contributions
notessale tU defray the expense
of all these services,
Thu_ we see that the commune, as its very name
i,nplies,
associates
and unites a multitude
of
interests and consumptions,
and this de facto
commum_m, as has already been remarked
b3 the
renowned
administrator,
Horace
Say, bceumes
more inevitable,
more exacting,
and more extended in proportion
as the density of population
increases.--3.
Other collective
interests,
of the
same nature as the preceding,
associate together
the communes of the same district, or the same
province;
in France, for instance, the communes
of each department
are associated
together
for
the building
and
maintenance
of highwa3s,
del)artmcntal
routes, and certain prisons; for the
care of foundlings
and the indigent in,,ffuie; for
tile necessary expenses of certain ju(licial or publie services, etc.--4.
The powers u iLh which the
government of each nation is invested
also establi_h between provinces,
communes
and families,
assocmtions of force and communities
of interest
for a great many important
objects: first, for the
defense of person and property,
whether
against
the aggressiou of foreign nations, or against the
vioh,ncc or fraud to which they nfight be exposed
at home; also, for the foundation,
suppurt,
or
enjoyment of national property,
such as forests,
streams, rivers, highways,
canals, light-houses,
harbors, etc.; and also for certain services,
for
the performance
of which sufficient
guarantees
could not be given, without
the concurrence
or
control of public authority,
such as the carrying
t)f the maiD, the coining of money, the general
management
of forests and streams,
the regulation of weights and measures;
finally, for other
services, of which the administration
of some
states assumes
the direction,
such as those of
religious worship and education.-5. Religious
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Associations.
Among Catholics
.there arc a gre.lt
many associations
founded
on religious
belief;
they generally practice
community
of labor and
of consumption,
and frequently,
conununity
of
goods. --6
Private Chardabh,
:ls,_vciaffve,,_. In
addition to the public charitable
institutions,
that
is, those founded or conlrt)llcd
by h)cal admini,_tratiou
and governments,
there is a multitu(le of
others founded
and governed by voluntary
asso
ciations of individuals
which put into a comnmu
fund to be used for charitable purl)oscs the money
eontributc(l
or collected by their member.,, whose
personal services they al._o m.lke use of in diffcrent ways --7. There are numerous other l;hilanthropic associations
furmcd for the advancement
or prop.Jgation
of science, for the l)rogrc_ of d,(.*
arts and of industry,
for leforming
habitual
drunkards,
etc., the members of which mutu_d])"
contribute,
besides their personal services, nntterial resources.--&
Insurance
_cietic,_.
The aim
and result of these associations
is to lighten
the
losses occasioned
by certain
specified accidents,
such as /ires, shipwrecks,
etc., by sharing them
in common.
When the nmnber of as.,.ociqles is
very large, the asse_mcnt
levied upon each is
' hardly felt, and nevertheless
it suffices to save
the one insured,
upon whom the calamity falls,
from the ruin or reduction
of fortune
which it
would otherwise cause.
At the samctime,
incurancc gives to all the benefit of security against
the accidcntsinquestion.--9
Saci_gs:l_nociqtt'(ut.s.
This class comprises
tile lotdit_e or life insurau(.v,
and societies for mutual aid among workmen.
The money accumulated
by these estabhsluucnts
is intended
for use in time of sickness or other
misfortunes,
and, hke the insur'mces of which we
have just spoken, serves to lighten
the c'un_equenccs of the misfortune
to the individuals
or
families stricken
by it. and to i,erease
the .-_(,curityoftheotherassociates--10.
Agricultural.
MunufactuNng and CommerciaIAeaociation._..Xfter
tile
associations
just enumerated,
these _tss()ciation._
are the most important because of their number,
and of the aggregate
of interests
which
they
put in common.
All those who (:on('ur ill the
same productive
operation,
by furni_,hing
either
land, capital or labor, by this concurrence
alone
unite their productive
service._ and their interest.,,
no matter how the share of remuneration
belonging to each of them is determined.
From this
point of view, association
would (qnbra(.e ahno_t
all kinds of labor.
IIowever, tho._e only arc nrdinarily regarded as associates, in the sense of part_lers, in industrial
enterprises,
who are expressly
entitled
by previous agreement
to share in the
chances of the profit or loss which these enterprises may offer; but even reckoning
among the
number of these industrial
associations only those
based upon this sharing
of profit and loss, they
nevertheless
control a very large proportion
of
the entire production.
In agriculture,
they erabrace all farms cultivated
on the metayer system,
in the cultivation
of which the owner and the
farmer share the risk.
In manufacturing
indus-
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-tries, there are few enterprises
of any importance
that have not a certain number of associates.
In
great enterprises
such as mines, iron works, railroads,
canals,
banks,
navigation,
etc., whose
capital
is usually
divided
into shares, the asso,ciates are counted
by hundreds
and thousands,
--II.
Our intention
in briefly enumerating,
as we
have just done, the nature
and object
of the
different existing associations,
has not been to explain each of them, and to point out its respective
advantages
and inconveniences,
or to discover
the modifications
which it might profitably
re.ceive.
Our desirehere
has been togive a general
idea of the different
kinds of associations
that
may be formed, and the extent of their operations,
Surely, never before have associations
embraced
such a diversity
of labor and interests;
and we
do not think it would be any exaggeration
to
affirm that in England
and France, for instance,
the number of persons who combine their effm'ts
and their capital for a common end, the community of interests and consuml)tion
and the importance of the resources
of all kinds devoted
to
the various
species of associations,
are to-day
at le_Lst ten times
greater
than they were a
century
ago.--But
this prodigious
increase
of
common
interests,
although
we have
but to
open our eyes to see it, seems to have escaped
general
attention,
for in our
own days more
titan at any other time declamation
has ever)'where
been
loud
on the alleged
increase
of
the isolation of interests
and of individualism,
and on the necessity of substituting
for thisstate of
things associaffon, that is, apparently,
associations
new and entirely different from those with which
we are acquainted.
Some socialistic
reformers
have, in fact, ventured
to formulate
new modes
of association;
but their formulas have exhibited
such false judgments
of men and things, such
folly and extravagance,
that the most prudent
socialists, without c(,asingto
recommend
azsociation
as the panacea for all our ills, now abstain from
specifying
precisely
the use they would wish to
make of it.--These
vague
tendencies
toward
new forms of association,
in which, by some unaccountable
illusion
of the imagination,
they
hope to find an inexhaustible
source of abundance
and prosperity,
are, however,
of late years directed to an appreciable
object, to the method of
remunerating
workmen in industrial enterprises,
The socialists
seem to believe that if workmen,
instead of receiving
wages,
determined
beforehand and independent
of the final results of the
enterprise,
had a share in these results, their conditioa would be improved.--They
say that wages
fall below what is requisite to supply the workman's wants, only because the system
of wagehire puts the workingman
at the mercy of tim
contractor
or the capitalist;
that it is absurd to
suppose
that the workingman
is at liberty
to
argue about the price of his labor, when hunger
forces him to accept whatever is offered.
They
say too, that association
in the profits of enterprises would interest the workman in its 8uccess,
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and would
stimulate
the development
of his
useful faculties,
would hasten the perfecting
of
the processes of labor, and would put an end to
the antagonismbetweenemployersandworkmen,
which causes strikes, suspensions
of work, collisions, etc.
In a word, they think the interest of
the working classcs requires all those wlm desire
to improve the condition
of these classes to labor
for the realization of theprinciplethe suppression
of wages, by a_sociation.--These
ideas had at one
time sufficient
power in France
to cause the national
assembly
to assist in founding
certain
associations
of workmen
and employers,
or of
workmen alone, by devoting to that object, under
the title of a loan, sums amounting
to three raillion francs.
In spite of the ill success of the experiments
made, with the assistance of this loan,
the opinions
which led to them are still widespread, and as they tend, in our opinion, to urge
men into evil ways, and to turn their attention
from useful and practical reforms, to make them
follow after a chimera, we do not believe we can
do anything
better than endeavor to lay bare the
error and delusion of these opinions.--The
various services necessary
in all productive
operations are united together by the care of the capitalist.employer.
When he disposes of the productive resources
of others, he usually
agrees
with them beforehand
upon thc price he is to pay
for their use; he pays rent to the land owner or
house-owner,
interest to those who loan him capital, and wages to the workmen
whomhe
employs.
When public authority does not interfere in regulating these transactions,
these three kinds of remuneration,
rent, interest and wages, arc all freely
discussed
and agreed to on both sides, and it is
not true that the urgency of his wants leaves the
workman
less liberty in this respect than the man
wlm employs him; the employer's
need of the
workman's
services is at least as urgent as the
continued
payment of the workman's
wages to
him;
tim employer
who is without
workmen
loses not only the price of his personal services,
but also the interest on all the capital engaged
in
his business;
he loses, besides, his patronage
and
his market, which last fact alone would suffice to
render his need of the workman's
labor, perhaps,
more imperiously
urgent than the wants of the
workman himself.
Thisis proved bystrikes;
for,
although
these suspensions
of labor, continued
sometimes for several months by the will of the
workmen,
are prejudicial
to all and never beneficial to any, yet the injury recoils upon employers
and not unfrequently causes their ruin.
It is
certain, therefore,
that the urgency of the want
on both sides is at least equal, and that the liberty
of the workman,
in fixing the wages for which
he will work, is no more constrained
by his posttion than that of his employer.--But
this is not
all; in order that the capitalist-employer
should
be disposed
to take advantage
of the position of
the workman,
to compel him to accept insufficient
wages, he must have an interest in doing it. and
to have an interest in d[Jing it, he must be able to
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_ppropriate
to himself the amount of the reduc,
"lion in the workman's
wages: but this is not the
case.
If we except monopolies,
in all branches
of labor in which there is competition,
the capitalist-employer
can nomore
profit by the lowering
of workmen's
wages than he can sell his products,
if of the same quality
as those of his compelitors, at a higher price than they: with perfectly
free competition,
itis impossible
for a reduction
to occur in the cost prl_e of products,
and consequently in wages, without
its being followed by
a corresponding
reduction
in the selling price of
these same products;
this is a universal
fact so
constant,
and so plainly evident to _tll, that nolhmg can give rise to a doubt concerning
it.
It can not be supposed
that
the capitalist,
employers
enjoy the benefit of a lowering
of
wages; it is clear that the), have no share in this
benefit, which goes entirely to the consumers.-There can be but two causesof
a permanent
low.ering of wages; it must be occasioned
either by
a_ inopportune
incre'tse in the number of workmen, or a decreasein
the demand forlabor,
l_'ow
these two causes which depend
upon the general
movement
of the POl)Ulation, revenue, 'rod consumption, are absolutely
independent
of the will
()f the capitalist-employer
YVhcn the supply of
labor is less than the demand, he is forced bycompe[ition to raise the wages of his workmen,
and
when, on the contrary,
the supply is greater than
the denmnd,
competition
coml)els him to lower
these wages; for if he were to keep them up, as
the cost price of his products
would be h_gher
tlmn that of his competitors,
he could not sell his
products, and would speedily fail.--So
tlale is it
that capitalist-employers
are not benefited
by the
1,*wering of wages, that we invariably
find that
their business is most prosperous
wheu wages are
high; nor is this difficult to explain, for the wages
paid in any branch of industry never increase but
when the demand for its products
increases,
and
the capitalist-employer
naturally
profits by this
increase as well as his workmen;
if there is, on
the contrary, a falIiug off.in the demand sufficient
tocause auoticeablereductionin
]aborandwages,
the capitalist-employer
inevitably
suffers a corre-p,)nding reduction,
in the returns
he receives
for his capital and personal
industry.--Finally,
it is so radically impossible
to raise wages above
the rate determined
by the relation of the supply
and demand of labor, that it could not be done,
even if all the capitalist-employers
should comblue to atlempt it. In fact, to raise wages would
be to decrease consumption,
Ior all consumers
,:on,blued have together but a certain amount of
re_)urces, and to make them pay more for produets, would evidently be equivalent
to reducing
the amount
of products
which these resources
c(_uld buy; this would be to diminish production,
_r the amount of labor; so that the wages of some
can not be arbitrarily
raised without taking away
the wages of others, by depriving
them of their
share of labor.--Theae
are mathematical
truths
against which it would be vain to contend.
It
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will indeed be said that they are severe and inexorablc, that economists
in stating
them, prove
their insensibility,
and--as
they have been reproached
with doing--that
they substitute
a fig"
urefor
the heart.
This puerile kind of dcclamalion can work no change in the nature of things,
nor alter the fact that there is a more profound,
more manly and more real fee}lug of humanity
and benevolence
toward the suffering
clastes in
the laborious researches of science which seek to
"lsccrtain the only real means of improving
their
lot, than in all the cheap affectation
of zeal in
tile cause of those classes, an affectation
which
has to this day done nothing
but encourage
'unong them illusions always followed
by disappointment.--But,
is it true that the position
of
the l'tboring classes would be improved
by their
general association
in the enterprises
in which
they are employed,
by changing
the mode of remuncration
and subttituting,
in the ])lace of
wages, a share in the final profits of the business?
We do not think so.--)Iany
are apt to exaggerate
the magnitude
of the profits which c.tpitalistemployers
may realize, because they direct their
attention
principally
to cntcrprises
unjustly
favoted by regulations
restricting
compctitiou,
or
by legal monopolies,
or enterprises
which are
placed in exceptional
circumstances.
The truth
is, that, in most br'mches of industry, competition
does not allow the profits to exceed what is strictly
nt:ccssary to pay for the use of the capital cngaged and the personal industryof
the capitalistemployers.
" If we will but notice within
the
sphere of our own observation,
the position of the
farmers,
manufacturers,
mechanics,
and merchants, we will readily perceive that for one head
of an industrial
enterprise
that succeeds
and
makcs n fortune, there arc ten who scarcely do
more than realize the amount of profit mdisl)eusable to the continuance
and to the maintenance
of their business, and at least one who f:d]s and is
ruined.
This condition of things, which has long
been that of most of the agricultural,
manufacturiug and e(nnmereial
enterprises
of Fral,ce, is
hardly calculated
to justify
the oi)iuion which
sees in the sharing of _orkmcn
in tile chances of
industrial
enterprises
a means of considerably
increasing their remuncration.--We
must ever bear
in mind that the services of he'._ds of industrial
enterprises
suppose knowledge,
talent and special
qualities and faculties more or less indispensable
to the successful
management
of an enterprise,
and which by no means fall to the common lot of
all men.
Under lhe present syslem, those who
possess these faculties and employ them in establishing or conducting
a business,
generally
receive in the shape of profits only a remuneration
proportioned
to the iml)ortance
of their services,
and in keeping with the state of supply and dcmand relatively
to this kind of servme: would it
be otherwise
if workmen
shared the profits of the
business?
Certainly
not.
If these associations
were optional,
(and to render
them obligatory
would be going farther than even Louis Blanc),
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the men possessed
of the qualities
of a good
capitalist-employer
would
remain
only as long
as the advantages
they received were equal to
those they could obtain outside the association,
and as long as this equality was assured to them,
either by the amount
of their share in the value
produced,
or in some other w.ly; all that could
be expected of them wonld be that, in conslderation of the participation
of the workmen
in the
chances
of loss, they would exact for their services not quite so large a share of the protits, and
this concession
would he exactly
compensated
for by the risks which
the associalcd
workmen would assume.
These associated
workmen
would
therefore
be obliged
to give from
the
profits of their conmmn labor, for the services of
the agents who would
supply the place of the
capitalist-employer,
a share proportioned
to the
value of these services, that is to say, equivalent
to what they now generally receive;
thus there
would reIn'lin for the workmen
to divide only a
sum equal to the amount
of their actual wages,
If they should attempt, on the contrary,
to reduct the remuneration
to be paid to the agent or
manager
whom
they employ
below its proper
rate, they could not obtain the services of a capsble managcr, their association
wouhl
be unable
to sustain the competition
of the well-conducted
enterprises
which would
continue
to employ
workmen for wages, and they would, of their own
accord,
soon give up association
to return
to
their former manner of working.--In
ever)" productive industry,
success depends entirely
upon
the action, of the man whosupcrintends
the work,
huys the raw material,
sells the products;
in a
word, who fills the post of capitalist-employer,
When all the chances of loss and gain fall upon
this agent alonc, all his useful, available facultics
are actively
stimulated
and strive for success
with all the energy
which they can command;
and we may rest assured that, under these conditions, his management
will be as efficient as possible.
But this efficiency
can not but become
more uncertain
in proportion
as the interest of
the manager
is lessened, and as lie is lcs_; exclusteely responsible
for the results of the business,
and in proportion
as others are called to share
the risks*with
him.
It i,_, therefore,
very likely
that, if it were possible 1o associate workmen
in
the chances of industrial
enterprises
by making
them sharers in their losses or gains, and thus
lessening
the interest of cal)italist-employers
or
managers, this association would lessen the chances
of success,
and render
losses more frequent.
The increased
interest which the workmen would
have in the success of the business could not compensate for the interest which would be lacking
in the action of the manager,
for the)" could not
interfere in the management
of the business without renouncing
unit s" of management,
the loss of
which would
surely precipitate
the ruin of the
enterprise;
their zeal could therefore
only be upplied to matters
of detail,
and it is doubtful
whether,
even in these, it would advantageously
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the active surveillance
of a capitalistemployer
under
the present
system.--We
feel
authorized
to conclude from wha_ precedes
that,
if workmen,
instead of being paid a certain l)_edetermined
remuneration,
were associated in the
chances of industrial
enterprises,
the total amount
of the remuneration
they would
thus
receive
would not net them a greater
income than lhey
now receive in the form of wages.
Under like
conditious,
the revenue of the workmen
wouhi
only he more variable and more uncertain,
aml
they would need more foresight
than they ordinarily exhihit, to save the surplus
of prosperous
years to make up for the deficit of unsuccessful
ones
Is it not evident that the present system,
by procuring
them at least the same amount of
income,
and distributing
it to them in a surer
and more equal manner, is more adwmtageous
tc,
them?--Another
truth, moreover,
which controls
all these considerations,
is that with freedom
of
labor and of business dealings,
the remuneration
of workmen
and of their employers
is just what
it should be, whatever the manner of detcrmining
it.
Whether this remuneration
come to the former in the shape of wages determined
beforehand, and to the latter in the form of resulting
profit, or whether
it is based for all upon the
resulting profits, their general and pcrnmnen!
relations will suffernochange;
the capitalist-employers or managers
will always deduct,
under one
form or thc other, the share which
the state of
the supply and demand
of their services allows
them, and the workmen
will never receive more
than the share similarly
determined
by the supply and demand
of their labor.
Under a free
government,
these natural
laws alone determine
the just value of each kind of service, and any
new combination
of free associations
would be as
powcrless permanently
to modi_" this wdue as to
change the level of the ocean.--We
arc, therefore,
firmly convim.cd
that all researches
looking
to
the discovery of new processes of voluntary
association,capable
of improving
the condition of the
laboring classes, are absolutely
vain, and that to
be succe_ful,
the efforts of those who are interestcd in the cause of the workingmeu
must take
auother course.
In France,
for instance,
these
efforts might be usefully al)plied to influencing
public ol)inion in favor of a simpler and cheaper
system of administration,
and one less calculated
to excite covetousness
and ambition,
less colnpromising to public security
than the one to which
that country
has been subjected
for many years.
They might be effectually
employed
also in inclining pulflic opinion
to suppression
of all opposing legal obstacles in promoting
the prosperity
of certain particular
interests, and the freedom of
labor and business.
The reforms which a change
of public opinion
could obtain would serve to
render productive
forces
more fruitful,
and to
increase the demand for laborand
for workmen.III. To complete the task which we have undertaken, we have still to assign the limits or general
conditions
beyond which association
can not be
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practiced for the greater
benefit'of all.--Associa_ of these soldiers,
tion, notwithstanding
the grandeur
of its results,
try districts, did
can never obtain the marvelous
power
which
of consumption
some have attributed
to it. Men have made use
775 francs, nor
of this means of increasing
their prosperity
ever I for the average
since thc world began, and it is undoubtedly
truc i ing to the largest

especially
those from the counnot spend at home for the objects
we have mentioned,
more than
even more than 424 francs each;
consumption
in France, accordv.duation
made of the total an-
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been discovered and put in practice:
they arc the
that its most
effectual combinations
family,
the commune,
thc state, the have
great already
cuter- [
prises of public works, etc. ; and if there still remain any methods of association
which have not
been discovered
or applied,
which durizlg fort)'
or fifty centuries
have escaped
the incessant
search of personal interest,
we ruay be sure that
they would not offer an)' very certain or very ilnportaut advantages.
Be this as it may, we would
apl)rove of granting entire liberty to the attempts
(.ff new associations,
so long as the)" result in no
disorder or prejudice
to general interests;
hut we
could wish, at the same time, that there were less
inclination
to indulge in dreams of this kind tlmn
generally exists to-day.--Theadvantages
and saying to be realized from living in common,
from
co_nmunilyofcoruntmption,
in particular,
have been
greatly exaggerated.
It is true that if a limited
mlmber of individuals,
twent, y or thirty for instance, agree to combine their resources and share
iu common
their
expenses
for food, lodging,
clothing, furniture,
fuel, washing, etc., they will
be able to economize
very largely
in these expenses; but, because this economy
is practicable
far alimited number of persons, on condition
of a
more or less rigorous discipline,
of a similarity of
habits more or less irksome to each, and of a regulated management,
we must not conclude
that
the saving would be still greater as the community became more numerous;
for this conclusion
wouhl bc contradicted
by facts.
We will furnish
the reader the means of judging
of this for himself, 1)3, citing two conclusive
examples.--Standing armies afford occasion
for the greatest co_.
_utitly of consumption to be found anywhere,
_nd
if it bc true that the economy which results from
this community
is grcater, in proportion
as there
are more persons combined
to shm'e in it, the individual expense for each soldier taken separately should furnish the strongest proof of this truth,
Now, according
to the French
budget of 1_'_49,
the cost of supplying 320,000 sohtiers (not includi_lg officers) with food, fuel, clothing,
bedding,
etc., is estimated
at 136,000,000
francs, or 424
fra_cs per man; and still this cxpense
does
not include the cost of administration
and survL'illanee, which are always indispensable
and
tlecessarily vet3, considerable
in ever 3" large cornmtmity of this kind.
We should, therefore,
add
to the amount stated, the pay of the officers, and
theeostof militaryadministration;
this, according
t,_ the same budget, would iac_:ease the amount
to 262,000.000 francs for a force of 338,000 men,
including officers, which makes the expense for
each Inan 775 francs.
It is evident that the econ(_tuy obtained by this community
of consumption
_ not vet3, wonderful;
assuredly,
the greater part
11
vo_,. _.--11

francs for e,lch indi_'idual.--Wc
will take as our
nual products,
not exceed of
from
to 350
second
example wouhl
the consumption
the 300
individuals received
into and cared for by the hospitals
and ]w_p,_* of Paris.--The
ordinary
expel,an of
these establishments
shows the aver:_yc cost of
one bed occupied throughout
the year to be.
For

the

hospitals

For

the

hosp_ceg

taken

together

and m:dsons

..............

de retra$le

_;56 fr. 37 c.
........

41,t_ fr. 21 c.

For endowed hosp$ces..........................
5_'28
ft. 35 c.
And we must note that these figures do not inelude one single centime
for interest on the very
large aznount
of capital employed
m the e_tab]ishments in question,
so that, we would eomc
very near the truth if we were to placc the real
expense of each individn-d
entertained
ia these
e.ctablishmcnts,
at from 800 to 1,000 francs--So,
for the soldiers and the indigent
received into
hosl)itals,
(two classes of persons whose wants
surely are not more expensive or better snpplied,
on an average, than those of the individmtls
of
all other classes taken together),
community
of
consumption
has no other result than to il_crease
this consumption
in the one case to double and
in the other to treble that of the average individual consumption
of the entire populatiot_.-This shnws what the _nagic,tl power of association
amounts to in this regard.--These
results, which
so ill conform
to the exaggerated
notions of the
advantages
of community
of consumption,
can,
however, be very readily explained.
In proportion
as these communities
increase, their admini_tralion becomes complicated,
intermediary
_,gen(.iea
arc multiplied,
tSc necessities of surveillance
;tnd
control require personal services more and mnl'e
numerous,
thc cost of which is necessarily
added
to the cost of consump|ion
proper.
On the other
band, the chiefs and cmplo)'Ss of the administratiou act as public officers generally do, that is to
say, the special
points of interest to them about,
their mission are almost without exception,
the
position and personal adwmtagcs
which it confcrs upon them ; so that we can hardly expect of
them, so far as good management
and (,conomy
arc concerned,
anything
more than is _trictly
necessary to rclieve them of responsibility.
Now,
when the object of their management
interests
the general public, or a considerable
portion of
the population,
this responsibility
is not of a kind
to require an 3' great effort at improvement,
when
we consider tlmt the general control of the administration can be exercised
only by delegates, who
have no direct or very special interest in discover.
ing its defects, and that this interest is, beside.s.
weakened by the thought that the ill conscquenoe
of these defects or abuses is hardly felt 1)3 each
one separately,
on account of the great number
interested.
The very complicated
nature of tl.e
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administratibn
itself offers, moreo_,-cr, almost in- osition without
hesitatlon:--Assoclatio_
cec_se,_f,)
surmountableobstacles
tothe exercise of an effecbe advantageous,
when, applied lo wo)'ks c,lpable
tual control.
By increasing
the means of surof being surrel_dered to competition, it renders, or
veillance
and auditing,
and, in consequence,
the
tends to re_/e),, compe.lition irapossible.--Tlfis
propexpense, theft,waste,
and the more evident abuses
osition supposes that the suppression
of compecan bc restrained;
but that incessantly
watchful
-tition,
and consequently
the establishment
of
attention,
with its care for every moment
and
monopoly,
may result from association,
and it
application
to every detail, which are necessary
remains for us to prove that this is really possible.
in the management
of every busiucss in order to
We will first briefly recall the reasons why corndiscover the simplest and most efficacious means
petition is preferable to monopoly.--By
the freeof practicing all possible economy, can be promptdora of labor, all capabilities of individuals,'which
ed by personal interest alone; a government
can
are infinite
in variety,
receive
the application
neverobtaiuthem
This is one of the chief causes
most advantageous
for all, inasmuch
as each
which will alw,tys prevent
community
of conone, prompted
by persomd interest, endeavors to
sumption from being _s great asource of economy
make the best use of his faculties;
and, under a
in large bodies as when practiced in families.-system of liberty, this best use is precisely that
Small communities,
administered
by theh' own
which renders the most service to all, since in
_nembers and under the eyes of all the associates,
the general exchange of services no one obtains
may, nevertheless,
save considerably
by this sysmore than the equivalent
of what hc has given.
tern, because by it the same dwelling, the same
The effect of this system, therefore,
gener'dly is
fire, the same light serves, at the same time, for a not only to apply each particular
faculty to the
great many persons, because by purchasing
their
labor for which it is best suited, and in which it
supplies of all kinds in larger quantities
and of the
can work most successfully,
but also to maintain
same quality, they obtain them on better terms,
in all pursuits
an active emulation,
and a conBut these advantages
have long been known, and
stunt disposition
to make improvements
and instill (except in religious associ'ttious,
which are de- vcntions calculated
to render labor more fruitful.
termined by motives other than temporalinterests)
Competition
does not allow any capitalist-empeople seem little disposed to make usc of them.
ployer to remain behind in this movement,
for if
We hardlycvcrsce
several famiLies uniting to hve
he allows himself to be passed by his rivals, his
in commoa;
the reason is, that in order to obtain
services will be dispensed
with at once.
The
the advantages
of this system, it is indispelmably
general result of these energetic
and incessant
necessary for the members to submit to uniform
efforts is a rapid increase i_ the number and irarules, to subordinate
to them their wills, their
portaTtce of tlte services which we mutually leander
individual
tastes and their personal convenience,
one anot]_', that is to say, in our general welland because each one prefers the preservation
of being.--_Ionopoly
deprives
the majority of men
his liberty to the economy thus realized.
Now,
of the choice of the kind of labor in which they
this obstacle to community
of consumption
will
shall engage; and those for whom
the employlast as long as men
prefer
liberty
to conmentswhich
it offel_are reserved, can not change
struint;
it is not probable,
therefore,
that this
the task assigned them by managers.
Individmethod
of association
will ever be ve_:v extenual iuitiative
is thus in great part suppressed,
sively adopted, unless men are involuntarily
comon the other hand, the tendency
toward
progress
pelled to submit to it.--We
have yet to assign the
is null or nearly so, because the efforts for imconditions,
without which association
when up- provement
have no longer the stimulant
of complied to labor ceases to work for the general
petition,
nor even that of personal interest, mogood.--There
is in political
economy no better
nopoly having done away with these efforts, in
established
truth than that of freedom
of labor
order to secure the disposal of its products.
Unwhich asserts comt>etitio)_ to be the indispensable
der this system, therefore,
there are no longcr
condition
of the improvemeut
of industry, of the
any innovations,
improvements
or inventions,
but
increase of wealth, of goods, and of its equitable
those conceived
or approved of by the managers
division.
Still, competition
has many cnemie_
of monopolies;
and experience
has superabunamong publicists;
but it is likely that many of dantly proven that monopoly
is aa sterile in this
them are merely misled by a prejudice
aguiast
respect as liberts, is fruitful.
Under the system
the word _mpet/t/o_ L for most of them would
of liberty, each one's remuneration
is the equiw_not want to be regarded
as enemies of freelent of the services which he has rendered
to
dora of labor.
Besides, when under another form,
others; it is therefore
proportioned
to the service
liberty
or competition
seems to be generally
rendered;
and this is perfectly just.
Under the
approved, for no one undertakes
openly before
monopoly system, the profit is proportioned
to the
the public the defense of m mopoly, which, ostenextent and urgency of the wants which the mosibly at least, is condemned
by all, and finds de- nopoly supplies, and to the obstacles which it puts
fendem only on condition that it conceal its name.
in the way of people seeking
to supply their
:Now we can not reject monopoly
without admitwants elsewhere;
monopoly
profits are proporling liberty, and consequently
competition.--In
tioned,
therefore,
to the degree of oppression
any case, all who think free labor preferable
to
which the monopoly exercises.
]u short, the gcnmouopoly will probably admit the foUowing properalresults
of nmnopolyare
toreta)'dorsuppresa
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_ragra_s, to reduce $he number and importance of I morality.
In'proportion,
therefore,
as civiliza.
mtr means of plvsperity,
to secure an iniquitou_
tion has advanced,
and international
intercourse
div£_ion of tTw_semeaa,_, and to paralyze or e_fceble
become more re&mlar, the principles of national
the useful faculties.--We
may now say, there is independence
have been better understood
and
no doubt but tlmt association
may lead, and in
consequently
better followed.
A mLmberof rules
fact does lead to monopolies
more or less abso- -has been established,
and these rules are, it may
lute.
A.ll great concentration
of industrial
enbesaid, never violated.--Every
state may deny to
¢crprises is a step toward this result, the realizastrangers
generally,
permission
to enter its terri.
tion of which is more or less probable according
tory, and especially
to fugitives
from justice.
_o the nature
of the work which they suppose,
l_evertheless,
from considerations
of humanity,
In France, for example, those working
in mines
they admit fugitives
readily enough, and espeand foundries
are nmre likely than those in most
emily political refugees, who are permitted to come
()ther l)ranches of production
to lcnd themselves
into the country and remain in it, on certain con_o the founding
of monopolies
by way of associaditions.
The revolutions
of states often drive
_inn; the reason of tiffsis that the heavy-bearing
men from home, and it would
be cruel not to
veins of mineral are thinly scattered through that
receive them.
If they endure
their exile with
country,
and too far apart for the products of the
dignity and composure,
and do not seek by conLniners" work Io come into competition;
so that
spiracy
to regain
their lost cause, they receive
the miners working in each mine, who are never
hosl)itality
and even help from foreign
nations
•very numerous,
could by associating
themselves
when they need it. But measures are sometimes
together easily suppress all competition,
if not at
taken against them.
Tlley are deprived of arms
all the points which their products can reach, at
if they have any.
They have assigned to them
least throughout
the whole extent of the market
certain qu'lrters, the limits of which they are not
wherein most of the sales are cffectcd.--We
conallowed to quit; they arc retained forcibly where
elude, therefore, that association can contribute
to
they are, or they are expelled
when they abuse
the bettering of man's condition only to a certain
the protection
of the govcrnmeut
and comproextent, and that when it passes beyond the limit
raise its international
relations.--When
asylum is
we h'_vc assigned
it, when it amounts
to monopsought by a person pursued for offenses punishply, its results,
far from being beneficial,
are
able by law, it is rarely that it is accorded him
injurious.
A:_nROmE
CL'_M_EkNT.
when he has been guilty of crimes revolting to
general morality and affecting person or property.
ASYLUM,
Right
of.
By the word
asylum
If men pursued
or condemned
for crime take
we here mean the place where a man has taken
refuge on foreign soil, it is the usage to deliver
refuge from his enemies, or where he, when purthem up to the country
claiming
them, to be
sued by the legal authority
of his government,
or
dealt with according
to law.
There is a great
by justice, finds absolute
inviolability.--A.mong
numl)er of treaties between European
nations on
tim ancients, there were places of refuge consethis subject (see :EXTRADITION).
Strictly speakcrated "_s such by religion, but they were not
tug and saving a very few exceptions,
it is only
_flways respected
as such.
Pausanias
was irapolilical refugees who find an asylum on foreign
umred in the temple of Minerva, and Anlipater
territory,
where they are loQked upon as inviolasent his troopstotearDemosthenesawayfromthe
ble and only submitted
to the precautionary
._tatue of Neptune
In the middle
ages, the
measures mentioned above.
Although
he grants
<:hurch opened
many places of refuge in the
them a generous
hospitality,
the sovereign who
dependencies
in which it exercised
an absolute
accords protection
to political refugees has duties
jurisdiction,
and in which
violation
was less
of his own to perform toward the nations which
frequent than in pagan temples.
It isnot of this
proscribe
them, and although
he protects
the
kind of asylum we wish here to treat, but of the
refugees, he can not and should not leave them
protectiou
sought by refugees
on foreign soil,
the means and the possibility
of acting agai_Jst
and whivh is based on the inviolability
of sorerthe government
of a people
to which
he is
eign nations.--The
history
of ancient
nations,
friendly.
In
this
regard,
France,
among
and even that of modern Europe, does not suffice
European
nations,
has distinguished
herself for
to give us the elementary
principles of the docwise conduct
and good laws.
She has genertrine of the right of asylum
which general use
ously received all the refugees whom revolution
has confirmed.
:No doubt, men pursued at home
in different parts of Europe has thrown
within
have in all ages succeeded
in sheltering
themher limits.
Spaniards,
Italians,
Poles,
and
selves abroad; but the world has only too often
many others, have found an asylunl in France
witnessed the employment
of force to constrain
and received assistance from the public treasury,
weak states to deliver
up the refugees
who
which even natives
themselves
could not hope
sought an asylum in them, and sometimes even
for; but they have been subjected
to police reguforce follows these unfortunates
to their place of
]ations of an exceptional
nature._France,
on the
asylum.--It
is not less true that these acts of vioother hand, has made foreign nations see to it tlmt
lence have always
been severely
censured
by
French refugees be deprived
of the power of inpublic opinion, and held to be in every respect
juring
their own country.
We need scarcely
eontra D" to the true principles
of justice and
recall the celebrated note addressed
by Itw duke
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as masons, carpenters,
paintem,
work undera commoudirection.

sculptoi's,
Thesame

etc.,
term

armies of France,
The Swiss government
submitted,
the secret societies were dissolved,
and
a large
number
of refugees from all nations
were expelled
the country.
The conduct
of
other European
nations, except in a very small
number of cases, has been regulated by the same
principles.
The right of asylum
is, therefore,
to-day, a public right sanctioncd
lW general costom.--It
is well to add here that asylum is often
claimed
by refugees,
not only on the territory
itself of a foreign power but on board the vessels
belonging to that power, and even on merchant
ships bearing its flag.
In these cases, rules, with
a few distinctions
similar to those already mentioned, are followed.
Whenever refuge is sought

is applied
sometimes
to a collection of workingmen.
An atel_" can be established
i,_ the open
air; nevertheless
the place of labor for ship-carpenters, stone-cutters,
for instance, whose work is
almost always performed
in the open air, is more
generally
called in French
a chantier, that is, a
ym'd.--We
have nothing to say here of ateliers or
French workshops
in general, in so far as they are
subject to the ordinary
law.
Since the law of
March 17, 1791, which abolisbed the old r(_gime of
corporations
in France, there have been no special
regulations
in tlmt country
for private
workshops.
The regulations
which limit the hours of"
l'tbor for children in factories, do not concern us
now.
We have here some observations
to make

on board a vessel of the navy, the commander,
who is the legal representative
of his government, may refuse or grant the asylum according
to circumstances.
He will refuse to receive
actual criminals,
but will receive political rcfugees or men pursued on account of their religion.
The same course is recommended
to caprains of merchant
vessels.
The commanders,
botll of navy and merchant
ships, may expel
either those who have come on board without
their permission,
or those who compromise
the
tranquillity
of theship
by their conduct.
If the
getting on board of a refugee has taken place on
the high seas, commanders are responsible only to
their own government.
As to the government
of
the country to which the refugee belongs, it can
make a requisition
for him only through
the
proper diplomatic ehannel.--The
case is not altogether the same when the embarkation
is made
in a port or in the nmritime
ten'itory subject to
the country from which the refugee has e._caped.
When
the commander
of a naval vessel has
grautcd
asylum
to a refugee,
it is likewise
only through diplomatic chamlels that reqnisition
for him can be made, for the reason that the
ships of the state enjoy complete exterritoriality,
But
merchant
ships are not thus privileged,
The loctll authorities
have the right to go on
bo.trd such ships, search for and arrest a refugcc,
Generally this is done in a com'teous manner, by
a previous
announcement
of the visit, and by
giving notice to the consul of the nation to which
the vessel belongs in such way as to premit his
intervention.
-- In history there are cases of persons taking refuge in the residence
of ambassadors or foreig'n ministers.
These cases have given
rise to serious discussions
among nations.
In our
time,
emb._saies, legations.or
consulates
are
scarcely anything
more than a place where the
fellow-countrymen
of the diplomatic
agent may
take refuge in time of war or insurrection.
In
this way they make known their nationality,
and
take, literally, shelter under the flag of their courttry,
(Se_
EXTR&I)ITION.)
ROYER COLLARD.

on certain public ateliers, organized by the French
government
with a view of aiding unemployed
workmen, and which have been denigrated
by the
name of atelh;rs natio,,aux.--This
last expression
recalls nothing
to-day but the organized
movemeat of workmen
which took place after the
revolution of 1848, _md _hich became so threatening to the public peace.
_Nevertheless it was not
the first attempt of this kind made.
In ancient
times ateliers of charity, so called, had been established in France, with theobject
now offurui._hing _
emplo3unent
to unoccupied
workmen
especially
during
dull seasons, and now to put an emi tc_
mendicancy,
by employing
the iodigent in various
kinds of labor appropriate
to their age and sex.The establishment
of atdiers of charity ia France
goes back to ratl_er a remote period.
An edict
of 1545 ordered
the employment
of able-bodied
mendicants
in public works.
Ordinances
of the
13th of April, 1685, of the 10th of February,
1699,
"rod of Aug. 6, 1709, re_alated
the conduct
of
thcse ateliers.
Louis XVI. extended
this mode
of assistance
to the whole kingdom;
he caused
public
works to be opened
in every provinc(_
during the. dull season, and encouraged
them by
immunities and exemptions
--In 1790, the beginning of the public troubles having caused a great
number
of private
establishments
to be closcd,
and left many laborers without work, vast lmblic
ateliers in the cnvirons of the capital were ot)ened.
Besides, "t capital of 30,0_J0 francs was placed at
the di_osal
of each of the del)artmeuts,
to give
employment
to the people ew_rywhere
according
to the l)laa adopted
for Paris.
It was a very
small amount in view of the object proposed, mid
apparently
this sum of 30,000 francs was merely a
sort of premium offered to encourage the departmental attthorities
who should enter on the path
iudic'_ted by the legislature
of the country.
The
law of July 12-22, 1791, regulated,
by precise
directions
and strict orders, work in the public
ateliers as well as the wages of the workmen.
In
addition, the organization
of ateliers of charity was
brought into the vast plan proposed to the constituent
assembly
for the suppression
of mendicancy.--It
does rot appear that these plans,
executed
in an imperfect
manner,
it is true,

ATELIERS
NATIONAUX.
An atel_'r means
in French, a place where workmen or artists, such
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attained their object at that time.
In spite of tbe
opening of public ateliers, the mise_T of the poor
and the enforced idleness of the workmen
went on

a designation
altogether
new, which
general
usage in France has sanctioncd.--Not
that in the
minds of those who established
the atelier8 ha-

increasing.
Still the convention
did not hesitate
_o adopt the same method of public aid which
fitted but too well into its get_eral plan.
It had
.often promised
to come to the relief of every
form of human misery, and the organizalion
of
public ateUe;rs was one of the principal
means
which it proposed
to adopt to make good its
promises.
But it was with these measures as with
so many others announced
by this stormy asscmbly; the time of putting
them into execution
did
not come.--Later,
the law of the 24th Vendemiaire, year XII., gave a more regular and constant
olganization
to ateliers of charity.
The question
wa_ then, as it had been formerly, how to succeed
in remedying
enforced
idleness and how to suppress mendic'mcy.
Without entering into the details of this law, which was precise and foreseeing
enough in its provisions,
it suffices us to say that
it did not attain the object which it proposed to
itself any better than those which preceded
it.
lJerh,lps it might have been concluded,
from this
experience,
that this method of public assistatme is
not so rational or efficacious as was supposed ; but
it appears so natural
to want to obtain labor for
those who need it, and compel those to labor
who refuse Io labor through misco_duct
or idlehess, and so natural for men to flatter themselves
lhat they can realize at small cost this double
_dvantage,
that they could not renounce
the eraployment
of the same means again.--Recourse
was had to it again in 1830, as in all critical
periods;
but the greatest
as well as the most
unsuccessful
trial made in this direction was that

tio_aux in 1848, there was really an attempt
at
realizing socialistic utopias.
Thosewho
took part
in that work have defended
themselves
against
having had such a thought, and we have no right
to ascribe it to them in spite of thcmse]ves.
It
is certain,
however,
that fl_e ideas which were
current at that time, amleveu the'unbilious
name
adopted,
gave to the ateliers of assistance established in 1848 a special
character
and a new
importance,
very much greater
than they had at
any previous
time.
The organization
of these
ateliers produced
most lamentable
results,
well
ftted to disgust men forever with "my attempt of
the kind.
They became
a place of refuge not
only for workmen
reduced
to involuntary
idleness, but also for those who refused to labor of
their own accord, through
a spirit of turbulence
or of idleness,
and who found it convenient
to
obtain, at the expense of the state, a lmrmful
leisure, too often devoted to fomenting
civil commotion.
It is thus that while completing
the disorganization
of private atelieT's, they contributed,
in no small degree, to extend the evils of enforced
idleness, which they seemed destined to cure.
At
the same time they became a standing
menace to
the public pcace.--It
is proper to add tlmt, in 1848,
less discretion and reserve were used than at other
times in the admission of men to employrnent
on
account of the state.
_one of the precautions
recommended,
for example,
by the law of the
24th Vendcmiaire,
ye_arXII., were then observed.
All who presented
themselves
were admitted,
almost without
distinction
and without
choice,

which took place in 1848, in the establishment
of
especially iu the first period; and it was only when
the ateliers naffonauzc. -- The disturb_mce
prothe number
admitted
had attained
colossal pro_tuced by the revolution
of February
having curportions
that this course had to be abandoned.
tailed credit, diminished
the demand for labor and
It was a corollary to this idea, almost officially
thrown a large number of laborers into the street,
admitted
at that time, that the state owed labor
thethoughtimmediatelyoccurredtomen,
asithad
to all who needed it. _Ioreover,
either through
before, to organize public workshops
in order to
negligence,
want of care, or the real difficulty of
give employment
to workmen
during the stopthe circumstances,
poor provision,
we might say
page of private establishments;
and, in organizing
none at all, was made for the effective employthese atdiers on a vaster scale, a more ambitious
ment of the men whom the state was supposed to
name was given them.
_.t this period the ideas
put to labor for its own advantage.
Both tools
_t' certain socialist schools were spread generally
and work were wanting.
During several months
_mong the people, who received them favorably,
an enormous
number
of workmen
were seen,
Various systems were current, ha_-ing in view to J estimated by some a_ 110,000 or 120,000 men, and
substitute in a general w:ly, for private establishwhose number has never been exactly known now
ments, public ateliers org, nized under the control , occupied in simply stirring the earth w_thout any
_f the state, and to which the name of ateliers i object, but mere frequently in doing nothing at all.
nalio_aznx
was given
Then,resolved
in orderto i or
in devising movements
ways amongon themselves
direct
to aid laborers
withoutin advance.
work, it was
tumultuous
the public tosquare.
employ them ttmporarily
state.
The ateli, r., which

at the expense of the i This whole mass of humanlty
was seen hovering
were established
with
over the boundaries
of Paris like a cloud, threat-

this intent, naturally received in advance the name
,of ateliers natiolu,_tz.
People seemed to consider
them as a first attempt
at applying
the socialistic systems then in favor.
2_nd it is thus that
real atelier,, of assistance,
very similar
in substance lo those that had been or_mized
in 1790,
l830, and at so many previous
periods, received

cuing general destruction.
This was perhaps the
most cruel and terrible of the embarrassments
of
this unsettled
timc.--We
shall leave to others the
task of treating the questions of principle involved
iu this important
subject.
It is enough for us to
have presented a short resum6 of the facts.
However we can not conclude without remarking
how
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dangerous
in itself is the method of assistance
wllich consists in estabhshing
public works to
give employment
to UalOCcupied workmen,
and
with what difficulty it answers the object proposed.
It is not so easy as some think for a
government
to create at once extraordinary
works
in time of crisis aml dearth of employment•
A
commercial
crisis which influences in so unfortunate a manner the credit of private men, and
which often forces them to restrict or suspend
their work, influences
in a manner no less disastrous public credit and the.finances.--It
is besides
in the very nature of things, that works impro,
vised in this manner, especi.'flly in times of agitalion and trouble, should be always badly organized and badly conducted.
Tllerefore,
even when
unfortunately,
critical times appear, when honest
workmen
are forced to stop work, if the governmeat is in a condition to dispose of any extraor,
dinary funds to aid 1hem, perhaps it is better to
devote it to a wise distribution
of assistance to
them at their homes than in worksill
conceived,
the least inconvenience
of which is always to
devour in useless outlay a good part of the means
in hand.
C]aARLES COQUELIN.
ATTAINDER,
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(See BtLL OF RmaTS.)

GENERAL.

(See

"

the house of _Iapsburg
has not retained,
as for
example,
Spain and Belgium, and recall that lu
1740, at the extinction
of the male line, the tcrritory of the states of the crown was in extent not,
fat' from what it is to-day.
The hnc of Hapsburg-Lorraine
likewise extended the limits of the
emt)ire.
With the exception
of some countries
of minor importance,
such as Bukowina.
it was
Italy and Poland that furnished
the elements of
this later aggrandizement.
Thus, in 180L when
Francis II. laid down the crown of the Romat)
or Germanic emperors, to assume the title of era.
peror of Austria, his states embraced
a territory
of 689,869 square kilomctres.--We
shall not cnumcrate the vicissitudes
through
which Austria.
passed since this epoch, which is memorable
on
so man), accounts,
nor recall events of not less im
portancc this generation has witnessed.
We shall
hmit oul_elvesto the statement that, since 1867,the
Austro Hung'_rian empire is made up of two porlions divided in part, at least, by the little river
Leitha, which falls into the Danube.
One part of
the empire is often called Cisleithania
aml the
other Transleitlmnia.--The
following
fable gives
the area and population
of 1870, or rather of Dec.
31, 1869, for Cisleithania:
.....
COUNTRIES

ATTORNEIS

HUNGARY.

OF TIlE

IO
" pulatton
in 1870

CROWN.

AD_IS-

Square
iKilometre_
i

TRATION.)
Lower
Upper

•

AUSTRALIA.

(See

OCE_mCA.)
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The point of departure or germ of this empire was the margraviate
of Marchia AusO_aca, founded in 779 by Charlemagne for the defense of Germany
against tile
attacks
of tile Ilungarians.
The territory
increased, and this fief was elevated to the rank of
a duchy in 1156. On this occasion the name of

Total

Austria appeared for the first time in an official
do(:ument.--It
was only in 1282 that this country
was _lcquired by tim house of Hapsburg,
which,
as it o(:cupied for five or six centuries
the throne
of the "Roman emperors of the Germanic race,"
had the opportunity
to annex to its dominions,
one after anotllcr, a large number
of fiefs, and
even states, both German and other.
This is not
the place for a history of these annexations,
but it
will not be useless to give at least the dates of a

father-in-law
as king of Hungary
and Bohemia,
which comprised
at that time Croatia, ]_Ioravia,

....................
.....................

...........................

1,_J54.'_'1
I
'_'31.579

]S,287
11.9q8.

1.181.30'J
_364t_
4_,.'273
582,079
8,_t)(}7
5,106,(Y69
1,_)7,_t)7
511,581
5,418,016
511,964
442,796

7,1_
2"2.457
10.37.')
9,_9
7,9 9
_9.331
5"9,96_
22,'23;].
5,14_.
78,505
10,dr_
12,7_._5

'20,217,531

Con]prising the army ...........

300,23_

'20,394,.q80

--For
Transleithania,
or the lands of the crown
of St. Stephen, the population
at the date last
named, and the area in square kilometres,
respectively, were as follows:

COUSTmESOFTHE CROWN.
Hungary

few of them.--Styria
was acquired at the same
time with the duchy;
later(1453),
the archduchy
of Austria.
Carinlhia
was united to the el'own
in 1335; Tyrol, in 1363; Trieste, in 1382. In 1438
duke Albert V., of lower Austria, succeeded his

Austria
Austrm

Sa_zt)urg ...................................
8tyria ..............................
Carinihia ..........................
Caroiola ...........................
Maritime
Territory
...............
Tyrol ..............................
Bohemia ..........................
btoravia
............................
Stlesia .............................
Galicia .............................
Bukowtna
..........................
Dalmatia .........................

Population
In 1870.

Kilometres.
Square

...........................

Trausylvania .......................
/dilitary Borders ...................
Croatiaand Slavonia ...............
Total .....................
Comprising the army ..........

i 11,117,5'23
) 2.101,7'Z7
997,606
i 1,200,371
15,dtT,azr
15,509¢155

Total of Austria-Hungary ......

214,54.%
54,955.
'22,08")"
29848
_._2,8_

35,643.------'_ 6*-2,560-

Silesia and Lusatia.
It is true that after the cxtinction of tiffs branch of the house of Hapsburg,
Bohemia aml Hungary
were separated
tempora.
rily from Austria,
but from 1525 the archduke
Ferdinand
I. became, partly by inheritance
and
pm'tly by election, king of ttungary and Bohemia.

--The
previous
census returns
give for 1818,
29,813,580;
1830, 34,503,824;
1846, 37,443.0;_
1851, 36,398,620;
1857, 37,754,856
inhabitants.
These fi_lres
embrace
the Lomlrmlo.Venetian
populations
(a little more than 9,.000,tl00).
There
was no census between 1857 and 1_70. The con-

-We

sus of 1870 gives

may

pass

over

some

acquisitions

which

the
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tile wn'ious bodies of Christians
inns m Austria and Hungary:
SECTS.

Austrian.

Roman Catholic ....................
Greek ..............................
..

Armenianproqestaut
........................
Lutherans.............
..............
Protestant
ltelormed
Unitarians .........................
other Christians .................
Jews .............................
Non-Christians
.....................

"

and

non-Christ-

]Hungarian.

the final political system of
Up 1o 1848 the government
Hungary,
and absolute
in
the crown. This last-phrase

the Danubian
empire.
was constitutional
in
the other domains of
describes the heredit.

lii.395,675 7,5.'x_,558 ary lands of the imperial
family,
in contradis2,:M2,1fi8 1,599,.'.q'28tinction to the German
states, where previous to
3,148 :
5,1_
1804 it merely exercised the rights of suzerainly,
252,_'.9.";
], 1,11S,._0S
which at last became only nominal.
Each of the
111,9;'1,5
2,031,_43
'248 !
54,822 crown lands had a diet of its own, but theprovin4,1;2 _
_,784 cial assemblies
had only a consultative
voice in
8_ '_70
')'._0[
'553,,_
their own local affairs.
Bohemia formed no exception to this rule.
Since 1627 its diet had lost the

--N.','rmNAL_TmS.
One of the peculiar
characteristics
of the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy
is
the diversity
of races and tribes by which the
eountt T is peopled.
The countries now composing the Austro.Hungarianempire
were sometimes
acquired through violence; but thegreater
part of
them came of their own accord, seeking protection.
The people inhabiting
them were impelled
by necessity,
bioreover,
what is now called the
"spirit
of naUonality"
was not yet awakened,
or it existed only under the 1)arbarous form of
hatred of the stranger:
and all who were not born
on the same spot were looked upon as strangers,
Hatred of the stranger was overcome
by fear of
the Turk.
_Iore recently
the sentiment
of nationahty has sprung up.
Ever), little tribe now
holds itself- obliged to preserve and transmit
its
own peculiar
dialect,
which no stranger
ever
thinks it worth while to learn.
It must be said

right of initiative, and the king had reserved to
himself and his heirs the right of law-making,
the
jus legis ferend_e.
Hungary,
alone, preserved
its
autonomy.
Before 1848 the Hungarima
diet was
divided
into two clmmbers--The
chamber
of
magnates
was composed
of the 11 barons of the
kingdom, who occupied the chief offices of state,
of the Catholic and Greek bishops, the obergespans
(chiefs) of counties,
of one representative
of Croatia aud all the Hungarian
l)rinees, counts and
barons.
The second chtmfl)er comprised county
deputies,
those from Croatia,
from the royal
towns, from chapters,
certain priors and provosts
of monasteries,
mandatories
of absent magnates,
and of magnate'swidows.--The
clmmber of magnates was presided over by the chief justice (jude_
entice), and the 1)opular assembly, by a delegate of
the emperor
or the vi(.e-palatin.
The del)uties
were elected for 8 years.
The initiative
in law-

that in all this there is much that is artificial,
but
since the senthnent
exists, it must be taken into
account; and for this reason we give the following ligures of the year 1857, withproper
additions
to bring them up to the total of 1870.--The
population of Cisleithania,
leaving out the army, is
made up of the following nationalities:
Germans,
7,280,000; northern
Slaves, 9,822,000;
southern
Slaves,
1,784,000;
Italians,
Roumanians,
etc.,
815,600; Magyars,
18,000; others, 742,400; total,
20,362,000.--In
Transleithania
there are of Gerroans,
1,810,000;
northern
Slaves,
2,220,000;
southern
Slaves,
2,441,000;
Roumanians,
etc.,
2,649,900;
Magyars,
5,418,000; others,
612,000;
total, 15,148,000.
The 9,180,000 Germans (army
included)arenot
subdivided.
The northern Slaves
aremade up of 6,730,000 Czechs (Bohemians)MoraviansandSlovaks,
2,380,000Polesand
3,104,000
l{uthenians.
The southern Slaves are 1,260,000,
Slovenes 1,424,000, Croats 1,520,000, and 26,000
Bulgarians.
To sum up, it is well to state thatin
Bohemia, thereare
2,000,000GermanstoS,200,000
Bohemians;
in Moravia,
530,000 Germans
and
1,480,000 Bohemians;
in Styria, 707,000 Germans
and 410,000 Slovenians;
inCarinthia,
240,000Getmans and 109,000 Slaves; in Carniola, 32,000 Getroans and 450,000 Slaves.
It is worthy of note that
the influence of the different nationalities
is generally upheld by the feudalists
and ultramontanes,
The parties of the past always vote together._
POLITmxL COrCSTITVTmN. Austria has l)assed
through many vicissitudes
since 1804, and it is to
be f_red that the compromise
of 1867 wilt not be

making belonged to the sovereign
as well as lhe
lower house, and not to the chamber of magnates,
who might, however, reject bills that originated
in the otherhouse.
The diet voted tim taxes and
the military
contingent.--In
this way Hungary
enjoyed rights unknown
to the other territories
of
the crown.
It is not to be wondered
at that the
courtof
Vienna
was restive under this s_tte of
things.
But, instead of raising the other eountries to tile level of Hungary,
it preferred
for a
long time to diminish the influence of the ltungarian diet.
Support
in this struggle,
sometimes
masked and sometimes
open, was found
in the
antipath.y of the races, oppressed by tlm)Iagyars.
--It was in self-defense
against the central gov.
ernment, and in tim caseof some chiefs, perhaps,
from their own ambitious
aims, .that in 1847, a
separate
Hungarian
ministr)" was demanded,
in
order to have nothing
in common wifll Austri:r
but the person of the sovereign,
an arrangement
called persoa,d union.
The events of 1848 ohlathed for them the adhesion of the eml)eror. Ferdinand I. (Ferdinand
V. as king of Ilungary);
and nine ministers
under
the presidency
of
count
Batthyany,
(Kossuth
was minister
of
finances), were charged with the direction of affairs.--Under
the impulse of this first success and
influenced by the moral pressure of the revolution
of 1848, the diet adopted a series of liberal measures.
The non-noble classes were made electors,
and liberty of the press was proclaimed;
but it
was so regulated
that dangerous
discontent
was
the result.
Tile following
is an analysis of the
/
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electoral law of 1848, which was amended ill 1872
in a conservative
sense, by _he extension, for instance, of the term of members of the diet from

these naturally
antipathetic
countries.
If the
work had been begun three or four centuries ago,
we migbt, perhaps, have found the measures ini-

3 to 5 years, and the addition of a property quallfication.--Those
who formerly lind the right to
vote. retained it. That right is besides granted
to all male inlmbit'_nts
twenty years of age, not
adjudged
guilty of crime, and satisfying
the fob
lowing conditions:
ownership
of a house in the
towns, or of land worth 300 florins, and in the
country a certain small amount of property:
being
the head of a work-shop,
factory,
or other industrial or commercial
establishment;
or having
a _urc income of at least 100 florins.
It is also
granted to doctors, lawyers, professors, engineers,
artists,
nlembers
of the IIungarian
academy,
druggists,
clergymen,
and teacher_,
no ,natter
what the amount of their income: finally, to all
cttizens of towns, even if they do not satisly the
above
conditions.--Every
voter
aged 24 and
knowing how to speak the ]tungarian
language,
is eli_,dble to the diet.
The lower house of the
diet is composed of 337 deputies, of which 60are
from the communes
or cities, 17 from Croatia, 15
from tim military frontier.
Transylvania
was declared incorporated
with llungary.
The insurrection in Hungary
was seconded by revolts in other
parts of Austria, and which reached as far as Vienna itself. The emperor, Ferdimmd,
wasobliged
at first to yield to the storm.
But he abdicated
Dec. 2, 1848.
:His brother
did not accept the
crown,
which
pa_ed
directly
to his nephew,
Francis Joseph, the present emperor.
The government did not wish to yiehl to a state of things
imposed on it by violence.
This is not a matter
of surprise.
A signature to a document obtained
from even a private person by force, would be cancelled by any court: and can it be asked that conse_t given when the revolt
was at its height,
_,hould be considered
valid by those who gave it?
The new emperor did not ratify the concessions
made by his uncle.
The war, therefore, was violenl, and Hungary
profiting
by its momentary
victory, declared the house of Hapsburg
deposed,
.*pril 14. 1849.
This was a mistake.
While
showing that the emperor was not wrongin
attribating
dissimulation
to Kossuth,
then president
of the republic of Hungary,
all tim acts of 1848
were ammlled, and alter victory, tim emperor was
aisle to avail himself of a new right, that of conquest.--And
this right of conquest, a right unfor,
tunately recognized
by the international
law of
Europe, was appealed to. Itwas appealed to not
only as against ltungary,
but in some reg'lrdsalso
as against all the other states of the crown.
In
1848 the government
had been obliged to confer
important
privileges and real power on the diets
of these states; hut as soon as the Austrian armies
had put down the revolution
a reaction set in,
and not only were the diets reduced
to their former position in 1850, but the ancient privileges of
1-Iungary were done away with, and the country
was united to the rest of Austria.
It was prince
$ehwarzenbcrg
who undertook
to fuse into one

tiated by Austria under Schwarzenberg
and Bach
great and admirable.
Centralization
might have
accomplished
real good; the country might have
been pacified; unity of l'mguage, manners and of
mttionalily
might have been established.
The
magnitude
of the result would have caused the
me[hods employed to be overlookcd.--But
times
have changed, national feelings have grown more
intense and vivid.
P_sssivc r_istance
on the part
of Hungary
was sufficient to force the governmcnt loyiehl.
It is proper to add that Hungary
was sustained in her resistance by liberal opinion
in other states of the crown, and notably by the
Germans•
For this period of unification
or centr'diz,dion came to an end in the following
manne,'. The govermnent
being in want of money
convoked
the consulting
parliament
of the time,
but although
composed of men chosen with care
and mainly Germans, that parliament
was hostile
to it. After ten years of absolutism
a constitutional r6gime was i,augurated
anew in 1860.The essential
parts of the document
establishing
that r6gime are as follows"
" Wishing to reconcile the differences
hitherto existing
in our kingtloms and the countries
composing
them, and to
bring about the regular co-operation
of our subjeers in legislative
and administrative
acts, we
have thought proper, on the basis of tile pragmatic
sanction, and in virtue of our sovereignty,
to decree and ordain the following fundamental
law of
the state, perpetual
and irrevocable,
during our
own rule as well a_ that of our le-,al heirs._I.
The right of changing or rescinding
laws will be
exercised by us and our successors only in concert
with the diets legally assembled, and especially of
the council of the empire, to which tlmdiets will
send the number
of deputies
fixed by us.--II.
All subjects
of legislation
which
concern
the
rights, obligations
and interests
common
to all
our kingdo,ns
and lands, notably legislation
on
the finances and public credit, the customs and
commercialaffairs,
as well banks of issue, postal,
telegraphic
"rod railroad regulations
and the organizationof
military service, will be discussed in
future in and by a council of the eInpire and decided with its constitutional
conculu'e_ce.--And
so
the introduction
of new imposts and charges, the
increase ot those now existing, notably the rise in
the price of salt, the conclusion
of new loans in
conformity
with our resolution
of July 17, 1860,
the conversion
of actual debts of the state, the
change of use and management
of state property,
can not be decreed except with consent
of the
council of the empire.--Finally
the examination
and fixing of the budget of future expenses
as
well "m the examination
of the financial accounts
and the annual result of the administration
of the
finances, must be with the assistance of the counoil of the empirc.--II1.
All other subjects
of
legislation not mentioned in the preceding article,
shall be decided constitutionally
in and with the
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respective
diets, to wit. in our kingdoms
and
,countries
belonging to the crown of Hungary,
in
the spirit of their previous constitutions,
and in
our other lands in the spirit of their provincial
constitutions
and conformably
to them.--Since
for a great number of yeal_ there has existed for
other countries except Hungary
a common legislatiou and administr:ttion
on subjects not cxclu,
sivcly within the jurisdiction
of thc council of
the empxrc, we reserve for ourselves
the regulation of these subjects with the constitutional
coneurrence
of the council of the eml)ire, and by
calling
to our aid councillors
belonging
to said
coun||'ie,
"'--This document,
cmanating
from the
Gohwh_)wski
ministl2v , was far from satisfying
public opinion.
It was opposed
by the 1][ungarians because its tendency was too much toward
.centralization.
and by the Germans for not beint::
liberal enough.
The Slaves would have accepted
it willingly
because it had strong federal teudeu.cies, and fcdcr,dlsm
is the only system which can
transfer power into their hands.
The ministryof
Schmerling
was formed Dec. 13, 1860, and Feb.
26, 1861, the government
issued a new legal documeut which developed
that of October iu a lib,eral sense.
The constitution
,.'stablished by the
February
document
(dipb._**a) and ils additions
was this: The Auslrian
parliament
(Re_'chsrath)
sh'dl be composed of two houses, a houseof lords
or peers, and a house of representatives
or deputies.
The house of lords shall bc composed
of
three classes of persons havingseats:
1st, I)y right
of birth, princes of the imperial house and heads
of great families on whom the emperor
has conferred the dignity of hereditary
peerage; 2nd, by
-virtue of their offices, archbishops
and bishops
lmving the rank of princes;
3rd. in consequence
of al)pointmeut
for life, persons who by their
merits or services have a claim on the gratitude
of the state.
The house
of rel)reseutativcs
shall be composed
of 343 members,
of whom
203 are from lhc different
German and Slavic
provinces, 85 from Hungm'y, 9 from Croatia, 26
from Transylvania,
20 from Vcnetia.
The representatives
were elected
by the provincial
diets
from among their own members.--The
council of
the empire was to act as a council _estricted
or
special
to the German,
Slave and Italian provi_ces, when the representatives
of thesc provinccs
(h'liberated
on their own special interests.
But
when there were questions of the general interests
of the monarchy,
the council of the empire was
to be completed
by the addition of represent-ttives
from Hungary and the other countries beyond the
Leitha.
The questions
for the dcliheration
of the
councd of the empire thus completed
were general laws, and especially those touching
military
scrvme, the budget of the emp|re, generalimports,
the 1)ublie debt and public credit, bauks, customs,
commerce, postalarrangements,
railroads, and telegraphs.
The-public
debt was placed under the
direct control of the council of tlxe empire.--The
right of iuitiativein
_o the government

legislation
still belongs as well
as to the two houses, . The'laws

-

-
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had to he l);,ssed by bothhouses
and approved by
the emperor.
The sessions were annual, convoked,
adjourned
and dissolved by imperial decree.
The
emperor apl)oinled presidents
and vice-presidents
from among the members of each house.
The
sessions were public, and could be secret only on
motion of the president or ten members, approved
by the hour.
Decisions were made by an absolute majority of the membcrsprescnt.
A change,
however,
iu the fundamental
laws, required
a
two-thirds
majority.--The
diploma
or fundamental
law of February
was accepted
by Cisleithaui,t only.
ltungaryheld
aloof in the n'tme
of its historic rights.
More than one publicist
supl)osed
that the Hungarians
had themselves
broken
the continuity
of this right in 1848-9,
but in practical
politics less attention
is paid to
the subtleties of jurists than to possibilities.
Surrounded
as she was with difficulties,
in 1866, it
was of the first importance
for Austria to come
to terms with tfungary.
Since Schmerling
was
not iucliued to radical
concessions.
Belcredi was
intrusted
with the direction
of affairs in July,
1865. The constitution
was suspe_ded Sept. 20,
of the same year, with the formal dechu'ation
on
the purl of th,_ emperor
that he would submit,
before arriving at a decision, the result of the deliberations
of the said oriental
countries
(Hungary) to the legal representatives
of the other
kingdoms
and countries,
in order to learn and
weigh their opinions, which are not of less iraportance.-The Belcredi
ministry
did not succeed.
We need not recount
the details of his
negotiations
with the parties interested.
It was
Count you Beust, prime ministcr
from Feh. 7,
1867, until November,
1871, who succeeded
in
effecting
the compromise,
(Ausl/leich)
It was
signed by the emperor Feb. 17, and confirmed ill
the course of a year by parliament.
The AustroItungarian
constitution,
therefore,
of which we
are now to give an account, dates fx'om 1867.-:Each half of tim empire h'ls full ail(l complete
antonomy
m all matters m)t expressly
dechtrcd
common
to both.
The following
are declared
common:
Foreign
affairs and the army, as well
as the finauci'|l
mauagemcut
pertaining
to both
branches
of the service.
The commou miuistry
is composed
of three ministers,
one of whom,
the minister
of fimmce, disposes
only of the
direct receipt
of the customs,
which is cornnxon revenue;
the rest of the expenses is covered
by the quot9 of IIungary
on one part, which
contributes
80 per cent., and Austria on the other,
which contributes
70. This arrangement
to be
valid for ten years, was concluded
Sept. 25, 1867,
by the delegates
of both countries.--The
details
settling the relations
between Austria and IIungary, are found in the organic laws voted by the
Hungarian
diet on the one part, and the Austrian
parliament
on the other.
It is needless to add
that the provisions
of hoth laws are identical.
That passed at Vienna bears the date of Dec. 21,
1867 (Reid_ge_tzblatt,
Dec. i_°-, 1867, :No. 146).
We here make mention only of the mosl salient
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points.
Common
affairs are (_1):
a. Foreign
affairs embracing
diplomatic
and consular representation,
and provisions
regulating
the same.
Treaties must be approved
by the parliament
and
the Hungarian
diet.
b. The army and navy, exelusive of recruitment,
the army contingent,
the
duration
of military
service, tile disposition
of
troops
in the country
(places of garrison),
the
maintenance
and civil rights of the military,
, c. The budget of common expenses shall be regulated (by the territorial
parliament)
on common
principles,
(_):
1st, commercial
affairs and the
customs;
2nd, indirect
taxes affecting certain industrial products;
3rd, monetaryaffairs;
4th, railroads in which both countries are interested ; 5th,
military organization.
(The laws are first agreed
upon, tht.n passed and pronmlgatcd
separately in
each half of the empirc). -- Common
expehses
arc regulated
by a convention
between
the two
parts of the empire, sanctioned
by the emperor,
If the two delegations do not agree on the amount,
the empcror
has the right to fix it, but not for
longer than one year, (_3).--Thc
common ministry is responsible.
_'o minister can at the same
time be a member of the common and of a tcrritorial ministry, (§ 5).-- Common affairs arc regulated by parliamentary
delegation,s, (_6 and 13).
Eacl! parliamt, ut chooses 60 members every year,
20 of whom are from tim upper lmuse, (_7).
The
40 members of the second chamber
are to be
selected
in such
manner
that each kingdom
or country shall be represented
as follows: Numbet of members:
Bohemia,
10; Galicia,
7; upper Austria,
3; lower
Austria,
2; Salzburg,
1; Styria,
2; Carinthia,
1; Carniola,
1; Bukowins, 1 ; Moravia, 4; Silesia, 1; Tyrol, 2; Vorarlberg, 1; lsiria, 1; Gorizia, 1 ; Trieste, 1, (_ 8 and
10). The propositions
of the government
are
presented
separately
to each delegation
by the
common ministry.
Each delegation has the right
of initiative,
(,_ 14). The delegations
deliberate
separately;
they communicate
with each other in
writing,
and when necessary,
meetin equalnumbers to vote in common,
but not to dcliberate,
(,_ 15, 80, 81). The common
ministers
have a
right to seats and to a hearing, (§ 28). Tlmy may
be impeached,
(_§ 16, 18). --What
especially distinguishes
the Austro-Hungarian
compromise is,
that it was not concluded
between
the emperor
and the Hungarian
diet only.
The Cisleith'mian
parliament
took part in the treaty at the cxpress
demand of Hungary.
All the details of its execution
were arranged
by the delegations
which
satin July, August and September,
1867; and it
was after deliberating
with the parliament
of
Cisleithania,
that the new constitution
was established (that of 1861 had been granted).
This
constitution
of 1867 is composed
of several laws
of Dee. 21, two laws of Dec. 24, and one law on
ministerial
responsibility
of July 25, 1867.--The
first law of Dec. 21, 1867, modifies "with theconsent of both houses of parliament,"
the funds.,
me_ta_ law (constitution)
of Feb. 26, 1861. TITe
composition
of the upper house is unchanged,

The house of representatives
must be made up of
203 members, thus distributed
among the differ°
ent kingdoms and countries:
Bohemia,
54; Dalmatin, 5; Galicia and Cracow, 38; upper Austria
(Linz), 10; lowerAustria
(Vienna), 18, Salzburg, 3;
Styria, 13; Carinthia, 5; Carniola, 6; Bukowina, 5;
Moravia, 22; Silesia, 6; Tyrol, 10; Vorarlberg,
2;
Istria, 2; Gorizi_ and Gradiska,
2; Trieste and
environs, 2 (§6).
The diets choose from amouK
lheir own members representatives
to parliament,
being careful to apportion
them among the districts, towns, corporations
(universities,
chambers
of commerce)
according
to the special laws of
each country.
No clmnge in the distribution
or
groupingof
members can take place except by virtue of law passed by the _'eichstag at the instance of
the diet wishing the change.
Should a diet refuse
to send, or be prevented from sending representstives to the _'dchstag theemperor
may order direct
elections by the districts, towns and corporation,
as was done in Bohemia in 1871.--Officials
elected
to parliament
do not need leave of absence from
their posts, (§ 8).--The
emperor
appoints
the
prcsident
and vice-president
of the upper house
each year.
The house of representatives
elects.
presiding
officers from among its own members,
(_ 9). Parliament
is convoked
ever), year by the
emperor, as far as possible in winter (_ 10). The
powers of parliament
extend over the following
matters:
1, The examination
and approval
of
treaties
of commerce
or those which impose a
charge or effect a change in territorial
divisions;
2, recruitment
and the military service; 3, budgcts, imposts and kindred
matters;
4, monetalsr
questions, theissucof
paper, customs, po_toffices,
railroad.,, navigation
and other means of communication;
5, credit, banks, industrial
privileges,
weights and measures, property
in trade marks
and models;
6, medical matters,
epidemics
and
cpizo6tics;
7, laws on naturalization,
aliens, passports and the census;
8, religion,
rights of reunion and association, the press, literary property;
9, the organization
of schools;
10, civil, penal
and commercial
laws, in so far as the drafting of
them has not been specially reserved to the diets;
11, general principles for the organization
of the
judiciary;,
12, organic laws; 13, laws concerning the relations of the different countries of Austria to one another;
14, laws on matters common
to both parts of the empire, (§ 11).--All legislative
matters imt specially enumeratedhere
are reserved
to the diets, (._12). All laws are proposed by the
government,
(_ 13); therefore, individualinitiative
in the proposing of laws does not exist.
Theconsent of both houses and the imperial sanction are
requisite
to give a law force, (§ 13). When the
two houses are unable to agree on the amount of
a sum of money in the discussion
of a financial
question,
or the number of men to be levied oa
the occasion of the discussion of the military contingent, the smaller figure is to be taken as the
sum or thenumber
agreed on, (,_ 13). A quorum
consists of 40 members in the upper and 100 in
the lower house.
A change in organic or consti-
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tutional laws can be effected only by" two-thirds
of the members
present, (,_ 15). It is needless to
reproduce
here the regulations
to be found in all
constitutions
concerning
the liberty of members
of both houses and analogous matters.--A
second
fundamental
law of Dec. 21, relates "to thegencral rights of citizens."
It defines civiland political rights, assures to each citizen equality before
the law, liberty of the person, safety of property,
freedom
of worship
in all recognized religions,
(art. 15). Article 16 ingeniously
enough permits
believers in an unrecognized
religion to hold worship in their houses "provided
it be not contrary
to law or morals."
Education
is free.
All races
have the same right to the protection
of the state,
(art. 19). It is the same with language.--A
third
law, of Dec. 21. institutes a court with jurisdiction in cases of conflict between
different countries or administrations.
A fourth
law of the
same date regulates the administration
of justice,
The judges are named for life by the emperor,
(art. 5). "it is not for tribunals
to pass on the
validity of laws regularly promulgated,
but they
may discuss the legality of an administrative
regulation,"
(art. 7). Publicity,
(art. 16). Jury,
(art. 11). h fifth law of the same date relates to
tim executive power.
The person o; the emperor
is sacred; the ministers
are responsible,
but the
emperor appoints
them.
He commands
the arrotes, concludes
treaties, coins money, and takes
an oath "to observe faithfully
the fundamental
laws of the kingdoms
and lauds represented
in
the reichstag and to govern according to law."-The provincial
diets in the German
and Slave
countries are composed
of archbishops,
bishops,
rectors of the universities,
representatives
of the
great landed proprietors,
(in Tyrol of noble land
owners, in Dalmatia
of the heaviest tax payers),
the delegates of towns and burgs of chambers of
commerce
and manufacturing
industries,
and
country deputies.
In Triestethe
municipal
body
takes the place of the dict.--The
country members
alone are chosen indirectly
(by electors each one
of whom is selected by 500 inhabitants);
other
members are chosen directly by the voters.
Voters must be Austrian
citizens of age and in possession of all civil rights.
.4. candidate
to be eligible must be thirty
years of ag e, at least.
In
addition, both voters and candi&_tcs mu.st have
property qualifications
varying
as follows in differcnt countries:
In Bohemia, _,Ioravia and Silesin the great landed proprietors
must pay 250
florins direct taxes, in lower Austria
200 florins,
in Tyrol 50 florins, elsewhere (even in Dalmatia)
100 florins.--In
the towns and' rural districts all

presidents
of dicts who have in Bohemia the titleof Oberst.'a_dmarschall,
m Galicia and lower Austria that of £andmarschall,
in other places that of
Zande_hauptmann,
as well as the vice.presidents,
arc named for six years by the emperor.
The topresentatives
are elected for six years also.
The
diets meet at the summons
of the emperor and
generally once a year.
In the intervals
between
sessions there is an acting committee (Lal_dezau_schuss) composed of a president and from four t_
eight members
elected by the diet.--In
Hungary
the diet is composed of two houses, that of th_
magnates
and that of the representatives
The
first is made up of the archbishops,
bishops,
barons of the empire, the guardians
of the crown,
the Obergespans (chiefs of counties) and the other
princes, counts and barons who assist there personally; their number is not limited.
The house
of representatives
comprises
the deputies of thechapters,
monasteries
and convents, the delegates.
of prelates and absent magnates,
(that is, of those
who are not sitting in the upper house), and 333
deputies
of counties,
free districts
and towns.
With the members
from Croatia and Trausylvania, which with IIungary
form the "crown
of St. Stephen,"
there are 446 in all.--To
vote
in Hungary,
it is necessary
to be at least 20,
years old; to be eligible, to be at least 24 and
to know the Hung'arian
language.
Beside-, it iu
requisite
to own real estate worth 800 florins, an
industrial
establishment,
or to have some kind of
revenue amounting
to 100 florins at least.
Doctors, lawyers,
engineers,
professors,
teachers,
members of the academy,
clergymen
(le._ cctpacitds) are exempt from the property qualifications.
Deputies
are elected for three years.
The diet.
meets usually once a year at Buda-Pcsth.
The
president and vicc-p,'esident
of the upper house
are appointed by the emperor;
those of the lower
house are elected by the membersof
the chamber
_Croatia
and Slavonia
on one hand and Transylvania on the other, have diets organized in a
similar
manner,
but slightly different from that
of Hungary.
The Croatian
diet is presided over
by the Banus (governor).--The
diets of the different states of the crown deliberate upon all legislative and other affairs special to the countries.
in which the)'are held,
Their sessions are public
and the deputies
are paid.--These
diets have
powers similar to those of the reiJ_ratfi,
but these
powersarelimited
ou theoaehandbyextentofterritory and on the other by fights reserved ea.chtsively to the re.id_rath.
But below
the diets
there are still consultative
bodies whose action is
restricted to a subdivision
of one of the states o"

citizens enjoying the righ',s of municipal
election
are voters; and in towns of such size that the
votersin them may be divided into three bodies,
classing them as tax payers according
to the
amount they pay, into three classes- (1, the most
l'e*tvily taxed; 2, the less heavily taxed; 8, little
:axed) members o: tim first two bodi_, and of the
third Who pay a'.least 10 florin_direc_taxes (at Vienna and Branu 20 florins, at Gratz15 florins).
The

the crown. These councils are also elective bodies:
only if the diets are called on to cmnplete the
work of the reichsrath, the district assemblies are.
only intended to aid the administrative
author_ties._In
Hungary,
however,
the powers of thedistrict assemblies
are more extended, and correspond in powers and composition
to the diet at
Pesfil. They have members by hereditary right.
members ex-officio, and elected members.
The_e-
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axsscmblies are represented
during n part of the
year by a committee
presided over by a count or
,Obergezepa,, and it is by these bodies, which are
notmerely
consultative,
that the country is administered.--The
political
organization
of AustriaHungary
of which we have been able to give here
but the principal
traits, is desca'ibed in a general
manner by the word dualism.
In this way there
are more intimate relations bctwecn the two countries than if there had been simply what is called
at per_m,d urtbm.
The party of the extreme left
in the lIungarian
diet demand, whenever an opl)ortunity
offers, that the two countries
shall be
_,onuected only by the 1)erson of the sovereign : but
the. great majority of the IIungarian
nation understand that they have too many iuterests in cornmon with Austrm not to desire to draw closer the
ancient ties which bind Hungary
to the Austrian
empire.
I)u,,tl_m presents difficulties enough to be
overcome.
There is no need of increasing them.
--Moreover
difficulties
abound in the interior of
Cisleilhania.
The Slaves are not inclined to re.cognizc thc constitution
of 1867. They would
like to replace dualism by a fcdcration
of states,
which would weaken the Austrian
empire still
more.
Thcsetendencies_rcall
thc more surprising
.because, if realized in practice, the Slaves, aided
by theultramoutanes
and the feudalists, would always have the majority
in parliament.
Forcign
.publicists friendly
to Austria and wishing to see
her strong and prosperous
do not syml)athize with
iederalist
tcndcncies.
They do not see any adval_tage to humanity
in the preservation
of the
autonomy
and language
of small nationalities,
-especially
_hen these small nationalities
have
neither a history nor literature.--However,
one of
the most remarkable
of these natioimlities
aud
()ne which has a history
closely hound up, it is
true, with that of Austria,
the Bohemians
or
Czechs, sulk and refuse to send represeutatives
to
the reieh_r_tlt.
Tl_cy demand a position similar
to that of ltungary.
They made a solemn dechu'atmu of this in 1868 and rcncwed it in 1871, when
the ministry of Hohcnwarth
had gone far in their
favor.
Their claims at the time wcrc about tobe
granted, wlmn count von Beust with count An(lra_y, prime minister of Ilungary,
succeeded in
defeatinglhem.
If the successors of Hohenwal'th
are not federalists
they arc none the less disposed
to make every concession to the different
nationalities compatible with the unity of the. empire.-We would consider as an evil the introduction
of
federalism in Austria, when Galatia. Croatia and
other countries equally demtmd autonomy.
Up
.to the present time there is no example of a confederation
which has liot been stained by blood
ill civil war.
Greece did not escape it, and if we
speak only of modern times neither Switzerland,
the United States, nor the German confederation
hss escaped this fate.
Why should such a fate
be made to await Austria where the horrors of
war would be increased iu violence by the hatred
.of r:tce?--A1)r, tI_'lSTltx'rlol,¢.
The pro_dneial adaninistration
of Cisleithania,
or the western part of

the empire,
differs from that of the countries of
the ttuugarian
crown.
The hu'gest countries
(Bohemia, upper and lower Austria, Moravia. Styria, Dalmatia)
are licutenancies
(Slatthcdtereieu).
The smaller states (Salzburg,
Carinthia,
Carniola, Silesia, Bukowina)
are g,,verned
by pTvd_wial
authorilie. L (Lamla_bel_brde;O.
][n Galicia there is
a governor
general, to whom the proviucial
authoritics of Lemberg and Cracow are subordiuate.
--The
autllority of the lieutcnants
or provincial
authorities was fixed by thc laws of Sept. 14, 1852,
and Jan. 10, 1853, as well as by various subsequent legal decision_.
They are analogous
to
those conferred on l)l'ef(,ets in France, with some
diffe.reuces the natural result of the different circumstancesof
the two countries.
Thusthe
chiefs
of provincial
administratiol_u
represent
the govcrnment
within
their respective
jurisdictions.
They render decisions in cases which the emperor
has not reserved
to himself, nor assigned to his
ministers;
they carry on the administration
of
affairs in confomflty
with thelaws:
the)" arc reprcsenlativesof
the provincein
certain defined cases.
They arc also chiefs of the policc department.-The provinces or countries of the crown are subdivided either into distri('ts or into departments
composed of several districts.
There arc. therefore, countries
where two intermediaries
stand
between the commune and the minister, and others
where there arc three.--Thc
communal organizatiou was regulated
in the German-Slave
countries
by the law of March 17, 1849, and in ten of the
greater cities by special municipal
statutes.
In
each commune,
a distinction
is made between the
members by right (Gc,_wi_debu_'gcr) and memhers
in fact (Germeindv,ngcl_br_qc)
on the one hand,
and foreigners on the other.
Tim commune is represented by a municipal
council elected for three
years.
The members
by right are voters, _md
among the lnembers in fact are clergymen,
public functionaries,
officers,
doctors of Austrian
schools, professors and public teachcrs.
All voters
thirty years of age are eligible to officc except
members of the active army and communal
officials.--In
populous communes
voters arc divided
intothree
bodies accordingto
the amount of taxes
they pay.
In small communes
they form a singlc body.--The
municipal
council (Gemeinderath)
cleets from its own members a directory conunitice, which has to be confirmed by the government.
In many of the towns, this committee
forms a
municipal
authority
known
as the n, ag_._tr,tcy.
The burgomaster
is president
of the municipal
council and chief of the directory
committee.
tie represents the commune,
cm'ries out the decisions of the council, governs the police, and excrcises, at the same time, the administrative
functions in the interests of the state which have been
confided
to him by the laws.--These
provisions
of the law of 1849 were confirmed
and partly
modified by the taw of _Iarch 5, 1862, which established the general principles of communal legislalion for the German-Slave
countries,
by intrusting
each diet with the execution of the laws, and with
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adding to them such supplementary
provisions as
it should consider necessary.
The following
are
u few articles of the law of 1862: The whole ter.
rit-ry except the imperial palaces must be dividcd
among tile different
communal
c_rc_t_nstril)tio_2s,
Certaingreat
estates may, bypermission,
be constituted apart by assuming
all the burthens and fultilling nll the duties of a commune.
Every citizen
must belong to some municipal community.
The
communal
authority may grant or refuse the right
of citizenship,
but the right of sojom'n belongs
without
authorization
to every person of good
moral clmracter
having means of support either
through his fortune or his labor.--Thc
commune
has powel_ orrights which belong to it and others
which were delegated to it. The powers pro er
to the communes
are those which by their nature
pertain
to the municipal
domain,
such as the
administration
of municipal
property,
the security of persons and property,
the establishment
and maintenance
of highways,
the freedom of
passage over roads and waterways,
the adulteration of food, fairs and mm'kets,
and particularly
to weights and measures, sanitary,
industrial
and
moral police, public charity, primary
and special
education,
the _rbitration
of cases, and the supervision of auctions
of personal
property.--Delegated powers are determined
by the various laws
which est.'_blisbed them;
they confer on the municipal authorities
the administrative
powcrs necessary for the transaction
of municipal
affairs
Ia Austria as elsewhere
it is these authorities
who act between the administration
and the commune --To l)e a municipal
voter it is necessary
to have the right of citizenship in a commune, not
tohave
lost one's civil rights, uottohave
been
condemned
for crime or certain misdemeanors,
and _o be twenty-fouryears
old.
Property
quailfications may be established
in a certain measure
by part.icular diets.--The
sessions of the mumcipal body are public.
The chief of the executive
committee (the burgomaster)
or a number of merebers may demand the closing of the doors in certain cases, but never while the budget or municipal accounts
are under discussion.
The treasm'er's accounts
must bc exhibited
to all who ask
for them.--When
the communal expenses exceed
the communal income, the deficit may be covered
by a proportionate
addition to the direct or indirect taxcs or hy the imposition
of some other tax
according to the will of the commune,
Such additional
taxes must be authorized
by law.
The
government,
however,
has the right to oversee
the action of the communes.
It may dissolve
municipal
bodies through
provincial
authority,
but on condition of ordering new electionswithin
six weeks.--The
district and_department
councils
may be charged with seeing that the communes
preserve their property
and institutions
intact,
with confirming certain important decisions of the
communes in financial matters,
with authorizing
the increase of taxation within the |imits of the
law; finally with taking
affairs or wi_ annulling
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referred to them. Large towns with a special charter are exempt from this species of tutelage.
The
councils of the district or department
are formed
from the following
elements,
large proprietors,
manufacturers,
or merchants
most heavily taxed,
of the city and rural l)opulatiou.
Thcy are placed
under the authority
of the diets whose confirmstion of certain of their important acts is necessary
to the validity of such acts.--ttungary
is divided
into 46 counties
(comit_et,_) subdivided
into districts, besides which there are five free di_ncts.
--It ha_ been said that the chiefs of counties
(Oberge._lJans), "ire named by the emperor.
The
archbishops
of Gran and Erlau, however, hold
this position de jure.
The heads of certain families of umgnates have thesame position by hercdltary right.
These functionaries
are assist_d by
two vice-ge._pans and several other oilicials clected
for three years by the county
council.
Their
powers are analogous
to those of other intermcdiary administrations
in other paints of the(,mpirc
with somewhat
more of the right of initiative.
In the districts a judge and deputy judge reprosent administrative
authority.
The free towns
are administered
by their magistrates
and arc directly subject to the lieutenant.--Croatia
is a lieutenancypresidedoverbytheBanusand
isdivided
into seven counties.--In
Transylvania
the chief
administrative
authority
which still directs the
administration
of justice is called the Gtlbernium.
The country
is divided
into counties
where the
Hungarian
population
predominates,
and into
seats (_idde) where the Germans
(called Saxons)
are in the majority.
The ¢_bergesp¢tns tire appointed by the sovereign
at the recommendatmu
of the Gubernium;
and the vice-gespans and judges
are elected for two years and confirmed by the
government.
The titles of the local authorities
in this region, 'as well as in most others which
form a part of Austria, arc almost as varied as Ill(;
languages of the people who inhabit it.--ADMLnISTRATIO.N OF JUSTICE.
The administration
of
justice is differently
organized in different parts
of Austria.
For the German-Slave
group, there is
a supreme court of third resort at Vienna.
It has
jurisdiction
in all civil and crimimd
ca._es, and
decides controversies
between subordinate
c_urts
and tribunals
and the administrative
authority
The courts of second resort are thc court of appeal at Vienna,
Graz, Trieste, Insbruck,
Prague,
Briinn, Lemberg,
Cracow and Zara.
Tile courts
of first resort are those composed of several judges
andoftribun'flshavingbutonejudge.
Thcjurisdiction of these tribunals
with but one judge is
not so extensive as that of the courts with several
judges.
The courts have a double jurisdiction.
They are judges in the first place of all civil and
[
I
I
I
I

criminal
matters not specially
acsigned
by the
laws to another
jurisdiction,
and then they, in
one or two tribunals,
likewise
take cognizance of
all affairs beyond the jurisdiction
of the tribunals
with but one judge.
They are not, therefore.

cognizance of municipal
/ courts
such decisions as may be ! affairs

of appeal.
The most important
of the district have been reserved

judicial
to them.
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"rhus, in criminal matters, the tribunals
with but
-one judge are scarcely more than police justices,
while crimes and misdemeanors
arc tried by the
courts.
Political crimes and misdemeanom,
however, can only be judged by a court sitting in the
chief town where the hcutenant
or governor
resides.--The
procedure is oral and public, even
in civil affairs, since the law relating to judicial
power of Dec. 21, 1867. The organization
of the
public ministry and the bar bears a great resemblance to that of France;
it is regulated
by the
laws or decrees of Jan. 20, 1852, Aug. 16, 1849,
and ]_Iay 81, 1855.--In
Hungary
the supreme
.court is formed of the chamber of septemvirs who
with the royal council form the royal curia pre-sided over by thejztdzxcur/_
(minister of justice),
The council of septemvirs
is the highest court m
;all civil and criminal matters.
The royal council
is the court of appeal in the case of all decisions
.of inferior tribunals brought before it, and it acts
_ts a court of first resort in the construction
of
Jaws or in determining
what the law is; also in
,criminal cases in which capital punishment
or a
punishment
involving
infamy may be inflicted,
--The inferior tribunals are, on the one hand, those
of the counties, and under them the tribunals
of
district judges, and, on the other, the tribunals of
the towns and the free districts, each one of these
districts having
a judge from whose decision an
appeal may be made to the district court.--An
analogous
judicial
organization
obtains in Croatia, Slavonia
and Transylvania.
Besides the
courts above described Austria has specialcourts,
such as the court of the grand marshal (Oberstlwf.marschallamt), where matters are adjudged which
concern members of the imperial family, princes
_ind foreign envoys with their personnel;
the milltary, naval and mercantile
courts, the courts of
experts who settle the disputes of fairs and markets, and of arbiters in commercial
affairs; bank,
industrialand
other similar tribunals--FrNA_'cEs,
The finances of Austria seem to be pursued by a
malignant fate•
It very frequently
happens that
_he is asked for means to carry on gigantic wars
against superior forces.
This brings the country
to the verge of ruin, and when after an interval
•of repose, her condition
improves,
some unexpected event comes to destroy the fruits of her
_statesmen's
efforts, and throw the country anew
into financial
difficulties
for another
period of
_ndefinite duration.--The
treasury
has thus far
been sustained
by enlarged
revenues due partly
to the increase of taxes but still more to increase
in wealth.
However, circumstances
have not yet
.permitted Austria to make up its deficit, and its
tinancial
troubles seem so inveterate
that their
cure may almost be despaired of. Certain it is
that the financial
compromise
of 1867 does not
seem to have acted as a sovereign
remedy.--The
space at our command does not permit us to give
exhaustive
information
on the finances of Austria
at previous epochs.
The figures given below are
from entirely
reliable
sources.
We take them
frnm official documents,
and would remark tlmt

previous
to 1860, the florin was worth 12 centimes more, the new corns having
been slightly
reduced in consequence
of the treaty of the 2,4th
of January,
1857, in order to bring them nearer
in accord with the different
monetary
systems
which Germany then had. The actual silver florin
is worth two-thirds of a thalcr, (two marks of the
German currency introduced
in 1871).
The fol]()wing figures give only the net revenue:
In
1781 the receipts of the state were 69,100,000
florins, its expenses 68,300,000.
During the last
years of the eighteenth
century the revenue varied
between 65,000,000and
80,000,000, but the nccessities of the war against the French republic carried the cx_penscs beyond 118,000,000, 121,000,000
and even 157,000,000.
The greatest
deficit of
this epoch was that of 1796 when it went beyond
96,000,000.--But
the time of trial was not come to
an end with the century.
A new and more forintdable athlete appeared upon thescenc,--Napoleon.
In the struggle against the emperor ofthe French
a revenue of 142,000,000 to 147,000,000 was obtained by extraordinary
efforts, but tbeexpenses
of
the country increased in astill greater proportion.
They reached
the sum of 368,000,000
in 1810,
causing a deficit of 226,500.000 in a single year.
--At length the great captain who had held all
Europe so long in check, was conquered.
It was
again possible to take breath and wait for better
times•
The proverbial
prosperity
of Austria reappearedancw,
and, from 1820to 1832, theincome
rose from 126,000,000
to 140,000,000.
Twelve
years later
150,000,000
was reached,
but the
equilibrium
of the budget
was not yet attained,
because the expenses followed
the same law of
progression.--1848
and 1849 were disastrous
years.
The revenues were only 106,000,000,while
the expenses
reached
109,000,000
in 1848 and
268,000,000 in 1849. It was necessary to readjust
the finances, to impose new taxes and raise the rate
of taxation
generally.
By degrees the receipts
were brought up to 333,000,000
florins in 1857,
but war broke out and 388,000,000 were spent.
In 1860 the net receipts were 318,000,000, and the
gross expenses
523,000,000.--Dating
from 1861
great efforts were made to decrease the deficit,
but the net revenue of the whole empire did not
cxceed 253,000,000 in 1861, 285,000,000 in 1862,
2Q2,000,000in 1863, 290,000,000 in 1864, 286,000,000 in 1865, with deficits in the corr(.sponding
years, of 127,000,000,
86,000,000,
84,000,000,
85,000,000
and 104,000,000.
We shall say nothing about 1866, whose financial
showing
was
influenced by the war.
In 1867 the budget was
ordered (the constitution
being still suspended)
by imperial decree of Dec. 26, 1866. It amounted
for the whole empire to 407,297,000 receipts, and
438,896,000
expenses.
The rSgime created
by
the compromise of 1867 established
three distinct
budgets which have been in use since 1868: 1,
the common budget;
2, the budget of Cisleithania; 8, the budge_ of Transleithania--The
¢orarnon budget destined
to meet common expenses
is very simple, having but one common
source
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of income, lhe net product of the customs.
The
remainder
has to be made up in two distinct
parts, one of 70 per cent. from the Cisleithanian,
the other of 30 per cent. from the Transleithanian
budget.
The following
is the budget of 1872:

on tobacco,
23,000,000;
on lotteries,
o.750,000;
ou stamps, 4,000,000; court fees, 7,000,000; publie domains, 24,564,000;
postal service, 3,500,000;
telegraphs,
750,000, and from various sources at
least 5,000,000. --Among
the exl)euses we may
mention one-half of the civil list, 3,650,000:
cabi01_DINA31Y AND EXTBAOP.DINARY
EXP_NSES.
net of the king, 61,229;
civil administration,
5Iini.,try
of
foreign affairs .......................
2,3L)9,100 about 89,000,000 (the expenses of the army and
Ministry
of war, the army .......................
95,165fl07
_tmlstry of war, the navy .......................
11,254,690 navy are in the common budget);
cost of collec.
.Ministryof finance..............................
1,794,606 tion, 51,000,000;
the public debt, 32,723,200, excourt of accounts ...............................
104,095 eluding the interest of the loan of 1871.--Croatia
110,647,498 and Slavonia,
as well as the counties and cornReceipts
(of which
12,000,000
customs
are net)._
17,_}B,883
munes,
have their budgets
each.--Alt
religions
Balance to be distributed ........................
92,438,ti15 recognized by the state are protected in the exercisc of their worship and in the administration
Of this the 70 per cent. furnished
from Cisleithof affairs therewith
connected,
their schools and
_mia amounts
to 65,407,315, and the 30 per cent.
their charitable
institutions,
so far as they transfrom Transleithania,
28,031,300
florins.
The
gress no law of the country. -- The Catholic
C,ermans
complain
of having
been unjustly
bishopsare
appointed
by the pope at the suggesttreated
in the compromise.
They
lmve two
ion of the emperor.
There
are at present
in
.grounds of complaint:
1st, that the estimate
of Austria
13 archbishops
and 52 bishot)s of the
the burdens laid on each part was based on the Latin rite; 2 archl_ishops
and 7 bishops of the
receipts of the six years from :1860 to 1865 incluGreek rite, and 1 Catholic
archbishop
of the
sivc.
:Now at Vienna, it is said that the arrears
Armenian
rite.
In 1861 there were 16,960 parof direct taxes were for the respective
years, 7, 7,
ishes and chapels, administered
by 32,362 secular
7, 6, 8, 11 per cent., while beymld the Leitha they
priests;
in addition
to whom there were 9,784
were 28, 40, 19, 32, 88, 30 per cent.
2nd, the men in 720 monasteries
and 5,198 women in 298.
:Hungarians contribute
30 per cent. and demand
--The
non-united
Greek
church
has for chief
_ much influence as men who contribute
70 per
the patriarch
of Carlovitz.
lie has 10 suffragan
cent.
Rights hcre are superior
to duties, which
bishops.
Tim patriarch
is elected by the national
means a privilege.
The common budget isvoted
co_gre,_s composed
of bishops
and 75 deputies,
by the delegations.
All moneys must bc used fro' priests and laymen.
This congress cau not meet
the purposes for which they were appropriated,
without
the authorization
of the sovereign.
It
The Austrian
budget is voted by both houses of decides upon all important
questions
relative to
thereichsrath.
Thecommon
ministry hasnothing
worship and religious instruction.
In Hungary,
to say as to the figures of this budget.
The folwhere its powers are more extensive, there are
lowing are the figures:
also synodal assemblies
in which are elected the
seven lIungarian
bishol)s of this rite.
The other
YEARS.
TotalJceelpts.'Totalc_pen_e_. Greek bishops
of Transylvania,
Dalmatia
and
Bukowina
are nominated
by the emperor,
or
1868.........................
_1,945,007
BgO,230,52s king, as he is called on the other side of the
1s6._
..........................
_._,'284JTs
299,a_6,_71 Leitha.
This church has 3600 parishes,
3,800
_sro..........................
817_065,8'21
320,674,13ti
1871..........................
333,949,907
B45,676,940 priests, and 40 convents with 238 religious
in1 ...........................
_,_'0,00o
s4s,_65°,°0° mates.--By
an imperial decision of April 8, 1861,
the Protestant
church was freed from the restrieWe do not distinguish
here between ordinary and
tions which it had to complain of up to that time,
extraordinary
receipts or expenses.--Each
counand the Lutherans
and members of the reformed
try of the crown has its special budget.
The dischurch
have been admitted
to all the rights of
tricts and the communes have theirs.
Iu 1868 the
citizens.
These churches
have
maintained
a
total of the spec/a/ budgets of the states of the
crown
were 17,930,196
florins.
The total of
district and communal
expenses
is nat known,
--Transleithanian
budget.
In 1869 the total
revenue
was valued
at 172,780.806
florins,
and the expenses
at 185,508,305;
in 1871, revenue
159,136,536, .and
197,126,520
expenses,
For 1871 the principal receiptswere:
direct taxes,
5.7,578,000 florins, of which
the land tax formed
about 35,000,000;
the tax on houses, 6,000,000;
taxes on industries,
8,000,000;
income
tax,
6,500,000;
indirect
taxes, 69,202,000,
of which
the tax on spirits formed
6,000,000;
on wine,
ahnost 2,000,000;
on beer, 1,200,000;
on meat,
1,500,000; onsugar, 1,000,000; onsalt, 11,500,000;

Presbyterian
and synodal organization
similar to
that of most other countries.
These synods, and
notably
the general synod, one which meets at
Vienna, regulate everything
concerning
religious
matters._Thc
pastors are elected by the faithful
of each church, but they have to be confirmed by
the superior
ecclesiastical
council (oberkirchenruth).
The election of deans and superintendents is confirmed
by the emperor.
The superior
council,
composed
of pastors
and laymen,
is
nominated
by the emperor.
In IIungary
the
organization
of Protestant
churches, based upon
the law of 1791, differs little from that which we
have just indicated.--In
the whole empire there
were, in 1872, 914 Lutheran
parishes with 1,210
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l)astor.% and 2,058 reformed
parishes (chiefly in
Hungary),with2,278pastors.--Theotherchurches
recognized
in Austria are the Unitarians,
who
li_vc mostly in Transylvania
in 107 parishes, and
the Jews, whose rabbis arc elected by the congregation
and by the administrat|ve
aut'horities,
--The different religions aided bythc state cost it
a sum of only 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 of florins in
both parts of the empire.
It is needless to add
that the churches
h'_ve incomes
of their own
eithe_ from property or _he contributions
of their
members.
The property
of religious
establishmerits in Cisleithania
was estimated at 73,842,456
florins in 1869. Of this, only 8,500,000 were in
real estate.
The remainder
was in different
forms of propcr_y.
Their income amounted
to
3,429,372 florins, and the expenses
to 4,616,306
florins.
Total of their debt, 1,667,241 florins.-PUBLIC EDVCA__O._'. Education
is primary (clementary),
secondary, superior, and professionalor
spccial.--The
primary
schools
arc subdivided
into inferior, superior
and city schools (Bft_yerschtden).
The law requires that there should be
at least one primary inferior school (Trivialsc]ttde)
in each rural or fown district, and that wherever
practicablc
the sexes shouId bc taught separately,
The highcr primary schools (Ilaut_lsc]tule_)carry
primary
instruction
somewhat
farther
and arc
situated only in the towns.
The city schools are
established
in the larger cities and the elements
of the exact sciences are taught in them.--Education is compulsory
for children from six totwclve
years of age.
As far as the mixture of nationalities permits, the mother tongue
of the children
is employed in the schools. -- Special courses of
study are cst'xblishcd
for the trah_iug of teachers
ia certain higher prhnary schools.
Teachers
are
appointed
and inst_filcd by the administration.-2'lie expenses of prinmry education are borne by
the state, the commune,
or arc provided
for by
bequests and the tuition fees of chihlren of wellto-do parcnts.--In
1868 the Cisleithanian
countries had 15,054 ordinary
and bigher
primary
schools, with 1,691,349pupilsand
13,391 male and
female teachers.
The Tra||slei|lmnian
countries
had, in 1864, 16,164 schools, with 1,161,494 pupils
and 28,000 te,'mhers of both sexes
The mnnber
of scltools is greater
in IIung._ry
on account of
the mixture of religions and nationalities.
Each
religiou and each nationality
w_luntarily
establishes a separate school.
Only four-fifths
of the
children
go to school.
In 18!i5-6 the number
of young soldiers able to read and write was, in
lower Austria, 83__ pcr cent.;in
Silesia, 69½; in
Bohemia,
60½; in Moravia,
45_; in Tyrol, 36½;
in Hungary, 25½; in Croatia, lb; in Transylvania,
8_; in Galicia, 4_.; in Carniola, 3½; in Dalmatia,
1¼.--The
intermediate
schools (_17ttelsdtulen)are
divided into gymnasia
and schools of tbe exact
science (Realscltule.n).
In the gymnasia,
which
are almost entirely supported
and supervised
by
the state, there are eight clas,_es. The ancient
languages are taught iu them, and students prepared in flmm for the universities.
There are in

Austria
94 gymnasia,
with
more than 30,00{_
students,
and 26 scicntific
schools with
3,500
pupils.
This is the total number
of scllools,
excluding the 130 communal colleges ( Ulster-Realschulen).--Higher
instruction
is given in the univcrsities,
the polytechnic
schools
and certain
special
schools.--Thcre
are 7 universities
in
Austria-Hungary.
Those of Vienna,
Prague,
Pcsth and Cracow have four faculties,
(theolog3",
law, medicine,
philosophy).
Those of Lemberg,
Graz and Insbruck
have not that of medicine.
The Austrian
universities
have more than 60{)
professors and 9,000 students.
Since 1848, they
lmvc an organization
similar to that of the German universities.--Thc
seven Austrian
polyteebnic schools (Vienna, Prague, Graz, Bri_nn, Cracow. Lcmberg
and Buda), are intended
to give
technological
instruction
based (m a l)rofound
study of mathematics.
The Prague
s(,hool is
supported
by Bohemia,
that of Graz by Styria
alone, that of Buda by Hungary,
the others by
the whole empire.
To be admitted
to thcs_
schools as an ordinary student, it is necessary
t¢>
have gone successfully
through
a gymna._ium
or scientific sclmol.
Students
may
elect their
course of study themselves.
They may ask to be
examined
on subjects
which they have studied
and require a certificate showing the result of the
examination
These schools have mote than 225
professors
and 3,000 students.--The
special or
professional
schools reckoned
among the higher
institutions
of learning are the two faculties
of
theology
(outside the univemity)
and the 1°_0
seminaries
supported
by the bishops or religious
houses (3,500 students),
and some similar institulions for ministers of other crecds.--In
addition to
thisthereare5administration
academies, 7 schools
of surgery, 16secondaryschoolsofagriculturc(50()
students), 3 schools of forestry {100 students), an
agricultural
institute (147 students), one ac'_dcmy
of forestry, several schools of mines, veterinary
schools. 60 industrial
and commercial
schools
(3,500students),themercantileacademies(ff
Vienna, Pragme and Pesth (priw_te institutions),
70
art schools, military and naval schools'rod
others.
--Pun_c
CHAn_TY. Public charity is wilhin the
authority
of the commune,
and the st._te steps in
only when local resources
are insufficient.
The
dispensation
of public charity
is contided to the
poor board (Armenit_stitut)
created
in the last
century and established
in almost all the provinces.
The poor bo'xrd is composed in each p'_rish of the pastor presiding
over a number
of
"fathers
of the poor"
(Armznv(tter)
and one
responsible agent named hy the pastor in accord
with the municipality.--Thc
principal sources of
income for these institutions
are the voluntary
offerings
of the people,
bequests,
gifts and
legacies, a certain part of the tax ou sales, and
fines.
The assistance
given is either temporary
or permanent
(Pf_-_nde).
There is a large number
of refuges or houses of retreat, of hospitals, civil
(830) and military (159), of insane asylums (49), of
lying-in hospitals (40), of foundling
hospitals (_):
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_hese lastwere founded by the emperor Joseph
II. Physicians,surgeons and midwives are paid
from tilelocaltreasuryfor treatingthe poor.-The whole number of physiciansin AustriaHungary isabout 6,000; of surgeons,5.400; of
druggists,2,300.--The system of public charity
in Austria comprises, in addition, work houses,
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cattle,11,288.000sileep,431,000goats,4,505,000
hogs.--Mining isa richsource of wealth to Austria,and employs directlyand indirect]
3"more
than 120,000workmen. The quantitiesof metal
produced are inround numbers"
METAL

I Austrm

I Hungary

divided into two classes: vohmtary,
in which the
labor of able-bodied
persons,
wishing
to earn
their living but unablc to find employment,
is

Gold ..............................

_500gra'"n'5:_sJ
3,°,_0

lightly

Mercury ..........................

[

Cast

[

paid for;

involuntary,

where

vagabonds

Li'.-re_of
Silver

.............................

iron .........................

[

30,000

4,000
4,0¢_},000

52,559

_6
2,100,000

and trampers
seeking
to avoid work, are confined;
these institutions
are supported
by the
provinces.--There
is in Austria a great number
of savings
banks,
regulated
by the decree
of
Sept. 26, 1846, and established
byflm communes
or by companies.
The statistics
of Cisleithtmia
furnish the following figures:
_'umber of depositors Jan. 1, 1866, 694,4_°1, on Dec. 81, 824,630;
total of deposits at both periods, 196,800,000 and

Cop_cr.............................
10.o0o
4o,0oo
Lean ..............................
ltXl,1000
40,005
Nickel and Cobalt ............................
Zinc ..............................
8.%000
Tm ...............................
500 .......
_
Antimony ........................
1,._0
Arsenic
...........................
4,000
.........
,_
Sulphur ...........................
3fi,0O0
Graphite ..........................
_50,000
salt...............................
_.,_,),000
..../,_:6_
Coal ..............................
90,00o,t_
1_,50o,ooo

247,700,000
florins.--AGRICULTURE,
"[I_'DUSTRY
AND COMMEnC!_-. ykustria-Hungary
may be considered more particularly
an agricultural
country,
More than two-thirds
of the population
are eraployed in tilling the soil; it is only in Bohemia
that the number of agriculturists
falls below onehalf.
In ]ower Austria and Moravia the propornon isa little more than 50 per cent.
The value
of immovable
property
is estimated
at 10,500
millions of florins and that of its product at more
than 2 miiliards of florins.--The
productive
land
is nearly 87 pet" cent. (86.9) of the whole area of
the empire.
Of this, 36 per cent. is axable and 33
per cent. under forests.
Cereals are among the
elfief products of the country and reach in wheat
50,000,000 _J_tzen (a German measure
equal to
1.6775 of a bushel);
wheat
and rye mixed,
1,3,000,000; rye, 65,000,000;
barley, 50,000,000;
oats, 100 000,000; Indian corn, 44,000,000;
buckwheat and nfillet, 10,000,000;
500,000 quintal_ of
,'ice. llungary,
Bohemia,
Moravia,
Galicia anti
upper Austria
produce sufficient grain to supply
the lack of it in other provinces and to export it in
considerable
quantities.--Among
other products
of the soil are.
potatoes,
120,000 000 mdzen;
beans and pease,
5,000.000 metzen;
cabbage,
60,000,000 quintals;
beets, 20,000,000
quintals;
hemp and flax, 8,000,000 quintals;
hops (in Bohemia), 40,000 quintals,
tobacco, 1,000,000quintals;
oliveoil, 100,000quintals.
Wine deserves separate
mention, for, next to France, Austria produces it
in the greatest
quantity.
The vintage
is estimated accord.rig
to the yea,' at from 330,000,0J0
to 440.000,000 eimers (1 elmer about 15 gallons),
The forests, whichyield
annually 30,000,000khtfto's of wood, are an imlJortant
clement of prosperity, especially in a country so rich in minerals.
--Cattle
tln'ive well on the broad meadows and
vast pasture lands of the F.,astern empire tOasterreich). According to the census of Dec. 81, 1869,
there were in Cisleithauia
1,389,623 hol_ses, 43,070
asses and mules, 7,425,212horned
cattle, 5,026,398
sheep, 979,104 goats, 2,551,478hogs.
In Hungary
taere were 2,095,000 horses,
5,026,898
horned
12
voI,. I.--12

--The
manufacturing
industries
embrace
all
branches
of labor.
They are suiticienlly
adwinced not to fear foreign competition,
and in
certain districts
they are able tocompete
successfully
with
their rivals
in the international
markets.
Manufacturers
employ
a large humher of persons
of
both
sexes,
who,
with
children
and
other
members
of the
faro
ily, amount
to about
8,000,000
souls. The
value
of manufactured
articles
exceed_ 1,600
millions of florins.
Bohemia
occupies
the first
rank among the manufacturing
portions
of the
Austrian
empire,
iNext comes lower Austria,
with Vienna as its capital; Moravia, Silesia, and
otLcrs follow.--Amongthe
metallurgic
industries
that of iron is the most important.
It supports
350,000 persons
(workmen
with their families),
and produces a value of 80,000,000
florins.
Its
principal
seats are in Styria, Carinthia,
Carniola,
upper Austria,
Bohemia
and Moravia.--There
are the following
ce,'anfie establishments:
4,300
tile factories, 45 crockery
ware and 15 porcelain
factories, producing
tt value of 20,000,000 florins.
The gla_ss works, of which those of Bohemia "Lre
so famous, produce a value of 18,000,000
florins.
Chemical products amount
to 20,000,000llorins.
The distilleries,
of which tlmre are 103000, ln'Oduce 60,000,000 gallons.
The breweries,
3.800
iu number,
produce
1.'2,600,000 gallons.
The
tanneries employ 150,000 workmen
who prepare
an amount of leather worth 80,000,000 of francs,
not enough for home demaml.--Thc
products of
Austrian
textile industries
have
been noti'.ed
favorably at the recent exhibitions,
anti continue
to improve.
Wlule in 1831 113,000 quintals of
cotton were equal to the demand
of the mills,
586,000 were needed in 1850, 880,000 in 1861,
and above 900,000 in 1870.
At present there are
158 spinning mills with 1,700,000 spindles.
Cotton weaving is established
everywhere
in Bohemia, in the norlh of Moravia,
m lower Austria
and Silesia.
The cotton industries
give employment to 400,000 persons, who produce a value of
100,000,000 florins, which is sufficient to supl)ly
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the demand of the country, and to leave a surplus
for exportation.-Hemp, linen and wool have
been woven in Austria from time immemorial.
In the eastern
provinces
this wm'k is done yet
mainly by hand.
Ill the west flax is spun in33
estabhshments
with 20_},000 spindles,
besides,
600,000 spindles are used for carded flax, and
30,000 for combed flax. The total value of thclinen
industry is estimated at 150,000,000 florins and the
woolen at 130,000,000.--Silk
employs 100,000 persons, the value of thc produce is 25,000,000 florins, leaving a small surplus for exportation._The
progress
of Austri'm
industry
can not but be
stimulated
by the freedom of labor (the suppr_sion of corporationsl
decreed Dec. 20, 1859. At
present every person who is of age may engage
in almost any industry•
But a few remain, for

telegraphic
lines in 1861 in the empire was 12,215
kilometres,
and 586,500 dispatches
were sent. In
1871, 2,690,000 dispatches
were sent in Cisleithants, whcrc the length of the lines was 17,256
kilometres,
(527 stations), and 1,356,000 iu Transleithania,
where the lines are10,156 kilometres in
length (487 stations). _
_AURICE BLOCK.

the exercise

or a special pcr-

Ministry of foreign affairs.....................

4,159,490

mission (a concession)
isreading
necessary.rooms,
Such common
are tim
Iollowing:
Printing,
carriers, house building,
the making
and sale of
arms
and
ammunition,
manufacture
of lire
works, inn keeping,
hawking
and slaughtering

Ministry of war t Marine
Army......................
....................

129,312_420

Ministry of finance ............................
Board of control ..............................
Total ......................................

1,t]89,_.x57
125,570
135,486,960

of aninmls.
Although
the previous
restrictions
connected
with the system of guilds have been
suppressed,
a certain organization
for benevolent
objects is retained
among members of the same
profession.
The best proof of the advance
of
Austrian
in_lustry is found in the increased number of stationary
steam engines.
Cisleithania
had of these in 1852, 534, with 7,110 horse-power,

--The principal sources of revenue were given as follows
in the financial estimates for the year 1880:
Florins.
Direct taxes ...................................
91,860,000
Customs duties ................................
28,0J_2,5(}0
Salt monopoly .................................
19.396,0(D
Tobacco monopoly ............................
59 07,0,000
Stamps ........................................
17,,'_0,000
Judicial fees ..................................
8t,.q(}0,000

in 1863, 2325, with 35,837 horse-power.
Transleithania
had in 1852, 79 engines
with 1,175
horse-power,
and 480 cngincs with 8,134 in 1863.
--The
commerce
of Austria
is of considerable

Excise (Verzehrungsteuer) ....................
State domains and railways ...................
Post aud telegraph ............................
Miscellaneous receipts .........................

of which

training

importance
and constantly
increasing.--There
are no restrictions
on internal
commerce.--Thc

1 The budget estimates for the "common affairs of the
empire," were as follows for the year 1880:
flourcesof DirectRevenue.
Florins.
Ministry of foreign affairs .....................
4,159,490
Ministry of war t ArmYiNavy
......................
......................
123,65.%0608,709,
Ministry of finance ............................
889,550
Board of control...............................
125,500
Total ......................................
137,537,380
Branches

of Expenditure,

lottery

...................................

Total ......................................

Florins.

20,'200,000

59,937,000
5,642,941
3,263,000
45,9(17,503
38"2,768,944

coasting trade is reserved
to the Austrian
flag.
About 66,000 mTivals and departures
are noted
yearly.
The mean capacity of vessels employed
is 32 tons.--Thc
cmpirc is divided into two tariff-

--The principal branches of expenditure were given as
follows in the budget estimates for the year 1880:
Florins.
Imperial household ...........................
4,650,0_6
Imperial cabinet chancery .....................
69,49'2

districts with reference to foreign commerce.
One
is the whole empire except Dalmatia,
the other is
Dalmatia.
Since 1851 Austria has abandoned

council of ministers ..........................
Ministry of the interior .......................
Ministry of national defense ..................

the prohibitive
for
the protectionist
system.
Duties on imports are graduated
according to the
degree of protection
which it is thought
should
be granted
to different
industries•
Tim export

Ministry
education
andworship .....
16_010,583
]_linistry of
of public
agr culture
........................
10,291,480
Ministry of finance ............................
84,780,698
Ministry of justice ............................
20,,_2,971
Ministry'of commerce.........................
23,630740
Board of control ...............................
iS._,0(D
Interest on public debt ........................
112,985,074
Peusions and grants ...........................
38,8_0,888
Cisleithanian portion of the common expenditare of the empire, including war and for
eign affairs ..................................
73,180,64fi
Total ......................................
411,S?_3,914
--The following table gives the total amount of the pubhc
debt of Austria, including the debt of the whole empzre,
but exclusive of the special debt of Hungary on the tat ot
July, 1879:
F]orlns.
Consolidated debt, bearing interest ............
2,781,668,(195
Consolidated debt, withouttnterest ............
1_,569,953
Floating debt
..................................
1_1b_/,_42
Annuities
.....................................
_,2S8

duties are few, and are levied exclusively
on raw
materials.--The
merchant
marine
of Austria
numbered,
in 1871, 7,843 ships with 875,000 tons
capacity ,).rid manned
by 28,000 sailors.
Transportation
in the interior is facilitated
by 7,055
kilometres
of navigable
rivers, and 112,500 kilometres of highways,
and (1870) 6,553 kilometres
of railroads
in Cisleithania,
and 3,628 in Hungary.
Since 1850 A.ustria has formed a part of
the German postal and telegraphic
union.
The
mail carried, in 1830, 18,600,000 letters; in 1860,
105,600,000: in 1870, 144,000,000 in Cisleithania
cud 32,000,000
in Transleithania;
76,000,000
newspapers,
besides 4,000,000 and 7,000,000 letters with samples, 111,000,000 stamped
29,000,000 administrative
letter_._Tl/e

.

.._ _:.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

State

\

,..,.•-__.
_,...:. C_" _:"_Y-'=_
-:_:_
_o -_

packages,
length of

l_elchsrat

h .....................................

"/"25,1(i5

880,620
16,924,469
8,368,0h'7

'_otal ......................................
2,987,aI0,6_
_'he following table gives the area and total number of

AUTHORITY.
AUTHORITY,
Wherever society exists there
is a struggle
between
authority
and liberty,
The fundamental
laws of a body are nothing
but treaties of peace between
these two principles or forces.
In political
society such laws
_lre called a constitution.
In religious
societies
they are called a creed.
Authority
seems so
neccssary to all society, and liberty so necessary
to human
nature,
that we find the reflex of
authority
even in philosophy
where it would
seem there ought to be unbounded
freedom,
and
a demand for liberty even in the family, which
is the narrowest
kind of society attd the only one
iuwhichabsolutepowerwouldseemlcgitimate._
The history
of human
society, from whatever
poin_ of view considered,
is the history of authority and liberty.
These two principles
being inlended to limit each other, but unequally
according to the degree of civilization,
there is always a
boundary
line between them var'_ing with social
conditions,
which neither
of them should pass;
and political events are nothing
but the wanderings of liberty or authority
beyond this necessary
limit.
When authority
steps beyond
this line
humanity
is oppressed and suffez_: when hberty,
society is endangered.
It is natural
that, in the
first case, public spirit should reassert liberty with
emphasis, and in the second, re.establish authority
on a firm basis.
The constant reaction of opinion
against success, which is more or less immediate
and rapid, is the cause of the mobility of society,
This law of the development
of humanity
has
been observed
and accepted
only very lately,
And it was only when it was observed
and ac¢cpted that men, understanding
the impossibility
of preventing
revolutions,
tried to replace violent
by pacific or legal revolutions,through
the revision
of constitutions.
Ancient
nations
which
had
tradition as a foundation
and intmobility
as their
xule, believed in an absolute
limit between
auinhab!tanta
of theestimates
various provinces
of 1876:
the emplL,c, according
to the ofllclal
for Dee. 31,
squaro
miles,
7,654
4,631
2 7'67
8,670
4.005
3,85.5
8,064
11,324
2_)O6O
8,588 1
1,967
80,:aft/
40ff35
4,940

PROVIIgCE5OFTHEE:wPIRE
LOwer Austria ........................
Upper Austria ........................
Salzburg
.............................
_tyria
................................
Carinthia .............................
Carniola ..............................
Coastland
.............................
Tyrol .................................
Bohemia
.............................
)Ioravia ..............................
_ilesia ................................
(-_altcia..............................
Bakowiaa
............................
Dalmatia ...........................
Total, German lkionarchy .........

Popula.
t_o,*,
2,143,92_
74_i,097
Jaa.l_
1.178.067
sas.7_i
469,996
6_._8gC
895,653
5,_1,50e
2,079,826
558 1_6
6,000a_6
548,3Z8
467_53_

[ 115,903 21,565,435
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thority and libcrty.
Authority
according to this
doctrine
derived its force and its rights from
itself.
It was essentially
the right, and if it
made concessions
to liberty,
these concessions
were mere acts of grace and consequently
revocable.
]_Iodern nations, on the contrary, are their
own masters,
that is, social interests
being now
the source of the right, no member of society can
have rights as ag.dnst
society.
Authority
is
simply a trust from the nation, limitedin
duration
and extent by the interests
of the nation,
how
society which is always in need of direction, has
all the more need of it the less enlightened
it is.
In proportion
as it becomes
enlightened
and
civilized it receives all the liberty it can enjoy
without danger to itself.
Authority
then retreats
step by step, not as a master who yields to force,
or who makes a gift from pure kindness, but as
a delegate who resigns his office, hands in his
account and confines himself within the limits of
his new powers.
In one word, the source of
political right or sovereig'nty which amounts
to
the same thing, is changed.
It resided in authority, now it resides in the people.
Authority
is
now only a power delegated
by the governed.
The sovereignty
of the ancient r3gime, inherent
in the person of the monarch,
and possessed by
virtue of divine right, continued
legitinntte
with
all the plenitude of its powers, even in opposition
to the unanimous
will of the people.
Modern
sovereignty,
essentially power delegated,
is legitimate only within the limits of the grant.--It
is
very clear that, from the moment
sovereignty
belongs to the people, who delegate only its exerelse, the extent of the trust, as well as the trust
itself, depends on the popular will. But it is asked
what the people ought to wish in their own interests, which in this instance
is their only rule.
Should they desire to confer an absolute trust, a
largetrustoravcrylimitedone?
The doctrine of
absolute trust has its partisans.
This is like a piece
of metaphysical
jugglery
which
first makcs a
pompous award of sovereignty
to the people, and
immediately
deprives them of it under pretext of
a trust, which they have created,
thus leaving
themselves
more bare and naked than before.
Royalty by divine right, even the most absolute
in character,
being founded on tradition,
is bound,
through respect for its own principle,
to uphold
all other tradition.
In this way royalty is both
based upon and limited by tradition.
Thus it
was that under the ancient r6gime, the kings of
France were unable to shake the Catholic religion,
to aholish the nobility, or to do without their parliaments in the passage of laws and the administration of justice.
They could not alter the form of
the states general, and had no resource
against

Hungary ...........................
Croatia
and Slavonza.................
Transylvania
(Shcbeabi_rgen) .........

] 87,043 11,532,810 them except not to convoke them.
_4. dictator,
16,_'/_ 1,821,918
POlmlar omnipotence
21,'215
'2,191,632 on the contrary, representing

Town of Funs ........................

I

Total, Hungary ...................
Total, Austria-Hungary ..........

8

I 125,039
_ _0,94_
'

18,171 can be restrained in the exercise of
neither by law nor by tradition.
15,564,526 sentative of absolute omnipotence
ST,Z_,_7 limitation
neither
in the history,
laws of a people.
It is clear

his sovereignty
Such a reprecan meet with
manners,
nor
that ,u[hot'i_f
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understood
in this way absorbs
and destroys
liberty.
Between
such a delegation
of power
and monarchy
by divine right, there is scarcely
more than a formal difference;
but if there is a
•lifference
of degree, it is in favor of monarchy
by divine right.--Thc
essence of delegated authority then is in limitation
and revocability,
for it
van not be absolute and irrevocable
without being
false to its own principle.
A liberty which exists
only in principle, and is delegated
in its entirety,
is no liberty at all.
It is nothing;
it is the empfiest and most deceitful
of abstractions.
In one
word, there is no social condition in which authority and liberty do not exist together, and where
authority
is not a concession
made by liberty,
The real political problem
consists in fixing the
boundary
between
authority
and liberty, in the
manner
most advant'lgeous
to liberty
rightly
understood.
Certain
minds
are naturally
in¢lined to strengthen
authority
beyond measure,
others libe_ty.
Whenever
men cease to stand on
the basis of divine right, and admit the dogma
of popular sovereignty,
the drawing of this line
of demarcation
is no longer a question of right,
but of fact, a matter of skill and temperament
-Those who favor an immoderate
development
of authority adduce three arguments
in its behalf:
first, that it produces order; second, that it is the
parent
of progress;
third, it does enough
for
liberty if it governs always in the sense of the
majority.--It
is true that authority
produces
order.
It is for this very end that it has been
established;
and it is because authority'is
neces.sary to order, and order to lil)erty that no political
society can ever do without
authority.
But .because the proper function
of authority
is to produce order, it is not to be inferred that, the more
authority
there is in a state, the more order there
is.
Order is rather the result of a just cquilibrium between
authority
and liberty;
fro" if a
people have not the liberty to which they arc

which determine
most of file actions of men, i. e.,
private and public interest, it is natural
that the
first should act almost exclusively
on the minds
of individuals,
and the second dominate
in the
councils of the representatives
of the body politic.
It is not less natural that individuals
should take
in only the sphere in which their life moves, and
remain strangers
or indifferent
to whatever h_s
no direct relation to their persons.
Even if wc,
instead of considering
individuals,
suppose limited corporations
of tile state, such, for example,
,as cities, is it not evident that the administration
of a city would be concerned only for the interest_
of its own territory?
And is it not evident, on
the other lmnd, that there are national enterprise,
whose success is more important
for the prosperity of each individual
city than anything
they
could do themselves
within their own territorial
limits?
No matter how enlightened
local administrators may be, they are like travelers
at the
bottom of a valley whose horizon
is necessarily
restricted;
but thc chiefs of a state, like men statioued on the summit of "_ mountain,
take m a
wide sweep of country
in their view, and judge
points of detail better becausc they know them
both in themselves
and in their relations.
The
superiority
of their view arises partly from theirposition, and partly, perhaps, from an incrcase of
capacity due to the importance
of the part they
play.
Man, hke eyeD" other
created
thing, is
made up of thatwhichis
essentialto
him, plus th(.
modifications
for good or ill which are added t(_
his essential
being by external
('ircnntstances.
The history of every human
life is tim record of
what has been produced in the man by virtue of
that cenlre of action called the will, together with
all the circumstances
that have excited,
developed, modified
or paralyzed
that will. or which
have restrained
or increased
its effects.
Save
some too poorly gifted natures, whom chance hasplaced in lfigh position, and who, iu a certain

entitled,
that is to say, the whole sum of libeJ'ty
which they can enjoy without peril to themselves,
they are ill at ease and impatient
of the yokc,
the result of which is that authority
anti the
foundations
of society
itself
are weakened,
All excess is the cause of trouble
in politics,
Furthermore,
authority,
in order to be solid, has
need not only of material
but of moral force,
It owes its moral force, in modern
states, to
the delegation
of power by the people.
That
authority
is a delegation
ot power by the people,
is evident to every eye, so long as authority
is
beneficml in its effects; but authority
appears decrepit and all abuse when, by its encroachment,
instead of being a cause of order and well.being
to the body social, it becomes
a danger and a
source of suffering.
We may conclude
that
authority
produces order only in proportion
as it
is needed.--The
second proposition of the zealous
partisans of authority
is partly true and partly
false.
There are kinds of progress which can be
t_ealized only through a central authority
clothed
with the most ample powers.
Of the two motives

fashion, are sometimes
pervcrtcd
by the disproportion of their faculties to their missions, it may
bc said that the capacity
of men increases with
their responsibility
and authority.--And
ag'tin,
on the other hand,
liberty
has its own power
and efficacy which it is impossible
to igm)re._
In the first place, liberty is a right,
blan has,_.
right to liberty only on conditmn
of being capableof enjoyingit.
It results iromthis,
that whcn.
ever a person does not enjoy thesum
even of liberty which he is able to use without injm T to the
liberty of others, justiccis
violated inhim.
This
right which is absolute should not besacrificed
to
the requirements
of progress, even if it couhl bc
shown that progress is impossible except through
the actionof auflmrity;
but it must be added that
justice is never violated with impunity,
and tlmt
a force intended by nature to act freely decreases,
and produces
imperfect
effects when it is transformed by social convention,
and, from being autonomous,
as it should
be, becomes
dependenT.
and subordinate,
It is not th_ violation of riglll;
alone which belittles the man, but baseness of me--
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_ive as well.
A person under command acts from
,abedience
which
generally
means that he acts
through
fear, the independent
man is inspired
by hope.
Which is the more powerful
of these
motives is doubtful
to no one.
The man govCrned by others never moves except from some
impulse
from without;
from which
it follows
that he neither anticipates
the impulse, nor goes
beyond the lmmt to which it carries him. and that
:his power is quiescent
whenever
it is not called
into requisition.
The free man seeks action as
water does its level; for the tendency
to repose
would be in him a weakness, and, if chronic, a
disease.
:Not only does he execute better, but he
seeks and he finds.
_laterial
and intcllectual
force developed
by constant
exercisc,
and the
habit of relying on himself, make of him an in_0mparably
superior agent in the rare cases when
be needs to subordinate
his action to the comrounds of authority.
Two equal forces being
given and composed of an equal mlmber of forces,
the collective
force which is directed by a single
will produces
the more powerful effect; but the
,collective
force of a people composed
of forces
which arc _flways directed and obedient, is considerably
inferior to what the collective
force of
the same people would be, if the simple forces
composing
it were developed under the influcnce
_f the strengthening
breath of liberty.
:Now the
true wealth of nations is the increase of force and
the increase of action.
Let us admit that unity
is absolutely indispensable
to certain deeds, but,
in this very case, the forces united to form a col]ective force, are more powerful in proportion
as
they have been previously accustomed
to liberty,
Authority
and liberty are consequently
both parents of pro_'css.
Progress can dispense with netthor; but still it is hberty which has the higher
place --The third proposition,
that liberty is disinterested when authorityhas
a popular origin and
popular agents, or more simply when it is always
exercised according to the wislms of the majority,
is a sophism.
If the cause of liberty could ever
be lost, it would be by reason of this sophism that
it would perish.
The government
of the majority
.thus understood
is the government
of number,
thatis, thesubstitution
of might forright.
Itseems
indeed, at first sight that popular government
and
the government
of majorities
are identical;
because in no case can the will of the people be cxpressed by the minority,
it is this idea which
makes so many enemies f_r the dogma of popular sovereignty.
The error consists in considering only the rights of majorities,
and forgetting
those of minorities
completely.
These two rights
are very different but equally sacred and equally
necessary to liberty and order.
It is self-evident
that all the membersof
a minority have the same
rightsindividualtyasthemembersofthemajority;
and that these rights maybe assured, i_is nccessaz:v, by virtue of the laws themselves,
and the
for_nu]m established, to regulate their application,
that every citizen shouhlbe
dependent on thelaw
and the "l_m, only.
This l)oiat set_led, it is the
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right of major.ities to make the law, and the right
of the minorities
to form by means of discussion, a new majority
to replace a bad law by a
good one.
If the rights of the minority are respoored, thegovernment
of majorities ceases to be
one of force;
for to pretend that the government
of majorities is the government
of force it would
be necessary to maintain that nations are not eapable of, and that the buman mind was not made for,
truth.--We
may thus resume the whole discussion: what is authority
without any liberty whatever?
It is the absolute immobility
of the social
fabric, an abnormal
belittlement
of the collective
force of society, and the approval of permanent
injustice.
What is liberty withoutanyauthority
whatever?
It is the absence of society, a state of
war, anhypothesissoabsurd
that itcannotpresent
a precise idea to the mind.
In all society, therefore, both liberty and authority
are needed.
Libcrty being the right and the interest of the citizcns of whom society is composed, it is the object
of society.
Authority
is only its condition.
Liberty exists for its own sake.
Authority
is cstablished in order that liberty may flourish.
Since
liberty
is less dangerous
in proportion
as the
minds of men are enli_,htcned,
liberty must advance and authority
retreat as enlightenment
becomes more general.
Authority,
in its relationa
with liberty, is hke a wise tutor who never substitutes himself for the will of his pupil; except
when that will is powerless
or imbecile,
who
works unceasingly
to render his presence unncccssary, and to retire at the precise moment when
the child has grown to be a man.
There is not
and thcre can not be a fixed limit between liberty
and authority;
for the true rSlc of authority
is
gradually to prepare the way for liberty.--Authority should always be strong, but it should not be
extensive save in countries and among people but
slightly civilized.
The best proof of the civilization of a people is that they are but little governed,
and do not suffer from being so governed.
Thi_
does not mean being feebly governed, for a feeble
power is one which can not fulfill its mission.Power should not go beyond the limits of its rights,
tbat is, of the necessary;
it should
also avoid
the arbitrary,
and always find support in the law.
--It is a fundamental
error to sl_ppose that the
force of authority
consists in its extent.
On the
contrary, it consists in an exact proportion between
its extent and itsuecessity.
It may almost besaid
that authority
is the stronger for having, in the
hi_4hcst degrt.e, the faculty of restricting
itself at
thc proper time. Coufined within the limits which
the civilization of each epoch assigns it, authority
is beneficent and necessary.
That it should fultill
its mission without failis of vital importance
both
to.society
and liberty.
Liberty itself requires
that power be strong, for power is its guarantee
and hope.
It fears only encroachment
and arbitrarine_.--Arbitrariness
to which authority
too
often aspires is as fatal to it as to liberty, and fatal
in the same way.
Power as soon as it wanders
away from the law, no longer represents the will
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of majorities
but its abdication.
Arbitrariness
is
in the body politic what the useless would be in
the sys.tem of the universe.
It is looked upon as
the height
of authority
of which it is hut the
shadow.
Between it and authority there is aeontradiction,
since it is of the nature of authority to
produce order.
Arbitrariness
is the very essence
of disorder.
Under the appearances
of centralization and absolutism,
it is in reality but oneof the
forms of anarchy.
It is to authority
what privilege is to right, and in the domabi of psychology
what the liberty of indifference
is to true liberty,
Everything
should be subordinate
to law, even
force.--The
following are a few formulm in which
the whole theory of authority
may be expressed,
--The
conditions
of liberty are:
1, the enjoyment of natural rights; 2, the possibility of viadicating the rights of the minority by discussion;
8, the transformation
of a majority into a minority whenever
the majority
on a question have
changed
views.--Autlmrity
then should be: 1,
the guardmn
of natural
rights; 2, the guardian
of the rights of discussion ; 3, the guardian
of the
rights of transformat ion.--Consequently
it is nec°
essary: 1, that it make everything
attainable by
legal means, by restricting
itself within narrower
limits as civilization
extends;
and 2, that it prevent the employment
of illegal means.
It should
therefore
be very strong in so far as it exists.-Conditions of force are: l, stability;
2, liberty of
action within its own sphere; 3, promptness
of
action; 4, infallibility
of action; 5, sure repression, after clear proof before tribunals
equally
but necessarily independentofopinionand
power,
Ju_s
SI_tox.

AUTHORS, Rights of. Authors' rights, that
is, the right of authors to control the publication
of their intellectual
or artistic
productions,
in
order to prevent
the reproduction
of them by
others, isofmodern
growth.
The idea that proprietary rights in an original work were to be
respected
and defended,
was not clear to the
mind of antiquity.
It was only after mechanical
methods of multiplying
books, etc., had been increased,
and especially
after the invention
of
printing,
when the danger of unauthorized
repro.duction became greater, that the need of recognizmg these rigl,ts was felt._This
protection
was
first accorded, at the request of interested
parties,
in the form of privileges,
and was originally
granted more to benefit publishers
than authors,
moreoutofdefcreneetotbebooktradethanoutof
respectforwriters.
The earliest known privileges
of this kind were granted during thelast
decade
of the fifteenth century to certain Italian and Getman towns, especially Venice, Milan, Nuremberg,
and to the bish6p of Bamberg.
The emperor
)Iaximilian
I. appointed,
before the end of the
century,
a "general
superintendent
of printing
houses in the holy Ronmn empire," who, with the
office of censor of books, combined
the autlmrity
to grant such privileges.
Princes of the empire
granted these privileges as well as the emperor,

Frankfort
and Leipsig became the most important
marts in the German book trade.
In the first,
imperial commission was appointed to oversee the
trade and protect the fights of publishers;
in the
second, the government
of the elector of Saxony
performed
the same office.--Unti[
the French revolution, practice held firmly tothe privilege theory
in France, though men had long since penetrated
more profoundly
into the universally
just chamcter of authors' rights.
In most of the German
states we find them recognized in the first decades
of the present century.
The German confederation first opened the way for all Germany
to a
loftier understanding
of this question.--Privileges
became, by degrees, universal, and were accorded
to every one who asked for them.
This implied
an acknowledgment
that the privilege should not
be granted at all. Men became conscious
that it;
merely protected a natural right, but were embarrassed m formulating
that right.
Authors spoke,
it is true, of literary
property,
but even if the
word property can be used in that wider sense,
according to which everythingpertaining
to a mat_
is calh.d property, still it was essentially a different
right from that of property
proper, that is, the
control of a person over a material
object; and
after a closer examination
it was seen that nothing;
was gained by the expression
and nothing
explained
by it. An intellectual
production
can
not be disposed of by a person, as a thing is by
its owner.
The author does not wish to kcep his
work exclusively
to himself as the owner of an
article does who asserts his property in it to the
exclusion of the whole world.
He wants to publish it, and the very control over this publication
is
the main interest of his right.
But wheu he publishes it, the right of society to the work "dso
begins.--Besides,
it came to be understood
that
publishers should be relegated to a secondary rauk,
and that their rights in a work and in its publication should be derived from the author.
It was
seen that the author could not be lost sight of,
even after the transfer of his right to the publisher;
and the continuance
of his right was measured by
the life of the author.
In this way arose the understandingof
the author's right assuch.
Therecognition of the author in his work, of the creator
in his creation, was acknowledged
at length as the
very essence of this right.--English
jurisprudence
was the first to recognize this right, which it called
copyright;
and understood
by the term the exelusive right of the author to the reproduction
')f
his works.
A law of queen Anne, in ]710. coofirmed this right and at tbe same time limited
it to 21 years.
)lauy English
jurists were inclined previously to go further and to declare the
author's
rights perpetual,
like that of property.
But they were unable to make this view prevait.
From 1837 to 1842, this subject was warmly debated in the English parliament.
The result was
the introduction
of a law which extended
the
term of copyright
to 42 years, or longer if
the author lived.
But the limit as to time re.
malned.--Modern
legislation in different countriea
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is now becoming
more uniform on this subject.
All protect the author's right as long as the author
hves, and recognize the element of personality
in
this right in contradistinction
to the ownership
of nlaterial things.
All extend the protection
a
little beyond his death.
But XlSsoon as the time
expires the work becomes common
property according to nearly all recent legislative enactments,
This twofold provision, first for the author, second
for society, answers completely
to the character
ot an intellectual
work.
The one-sided and exelusive care for the author and legal representatires came into irreconcilable
conflict with the

AUTOCRAT,
one who governs lhroush his own
agency.
The term is synonymous
with sovereign
in Russia, and indicates that the chief of the state
has a power unlimited
and without control, that
is, absolute.
In the rest of Europe the word autocrat has always had s bad meaning, because opinion has always been liberal enough, even in conn.
tries other than c.onstitutional,
to be unfavorable
to a r_gime that puts all public power in the hands
of one man without
imposing
on him the least
restriction
or the slightest
control.
(See AnsoLUTISM.)
_1[. B.

rights and interests
of the society of intellect.
What had once been given by the author himself
to his nation and rite world, and made file cornmen property of all mankind,
should not be withdrawn nor destroyed
by his heirs.
How would
it fare with culture if the heirs of Shakespeare
or
Goethe, or the heirs of a thinker
like Spinoza or
Bacon, through monkish or pietistic narrowness,
couht prevent a new edition of theirworks?
Just
as little to beapproved
is the opposite one-sidedness,
which pays no regard to the merits of the author,
and at once declares his work a lawful prize for
every one.
The reconciliation
of the two views
is to be found in the recognition
and limitation of
the author's rights.--In
Germany
authors' rights
belong to the-few subjects which the confe;lerate
legislation has tak, n up.
The decree of 1837 as.
sured their protection for ten years at least.
But
iu 1845 this protection
"for literary productions
and works of ,'n't" was extended to the death of
thc author and thirty years after.
The Prussian
law of June 11, 1837, and that of Bavaria April
15, 1840, had preceded
the confederation
in this
dircctmn.--A
peculiar difficulty is connected with
tim l_m_,tutiou of this right by states.
The nature
of intellectual
productions
is such that they can
not be confined within territorial limits.
Literary
and artisiiccommunieationspanstheearth.
Productions of the mind are given to tile human race.
If the author, therefore, is to find real protection,it
is not enough that the state in which lie lives and
where his work appears
should protect him, and
prevent its subjects
from reprinting
the same.
The literature of a country hasnoprotection
if beyond its bordel_ the robber work of republishing
can goon undisturbed.
During recent years a series of treaties on this subject have been either the
subject of negotiation
or have been concluded,
France attd :England are especially active in tlds
direction, and to some extent Prussiaand
Austria.
This is another problem to be solved by international law. I
•}'. C. BLUNTSCE[LI.

AUTONOMY,
Autonomy
is of Greek origin.
Literally the word means independent
legislation.
At one period it was the synonym
of severeighty, but, in time, the sense of the word was restricted.
The occasion was the following.
Rome
had made of Greece a province
of the empire.
The consul Flaminius,
conqueror
of the Achaian
league, proclaimed
the liberty of Greece at the
Isthmian
games.
The Roman senate regulated
this simulacrum
of liberty by giving autonomy to
the Greek cities (_*br,,7, self. and v*;.,_J¢, law), that
is, the right of governing themselves
by their own
laws and retaining
their magistrates,
which in
reality was nothing btlt the mu_lciJ_:tlm.
Citizens
of the ,_zunici])/_e had political rights at Rome, and
might fill the milital T and civil offices of the republic.
They belonged,
therefore,
to two countries, to two cities, a thing altogether
contr'lry to
the maxim which Rome applied in the case of her
own citizens:
Nzt_up2,,m d_,asTatria, ]_abebi,, says
Cicero (ak legibus it. 2). In the internal orgauization, the rauT_icipia generally
took the great city
as their model.
They had a senate, comitia, consuls.
Municipal cities could, of their own will,
renounce the benefit of autonomy in favor of tbe
civil law of Rome, and when they bad expressed
this wish of assimilation,
they were purely and
simply incorporated
into the repubhc.--In
order
to define clearly the meaning of the word atttonomy which is somewhat
vague, it is necessary to
distinguish
it from sovereignty
on the one hazyd,
and self-government
on the other --Sovereignty
is absolute independence,
which the nation alone
can attribute
to itself.
The nation alone, whatever may be the form of its government,
possesses
the plenitude of power.
It can stand as an individual (or as a collective
person) vis-a-vis of foreign powers and it issupreme
authority to its owu
citizens.--Autonomy
can belong only to a part
of a state, or confederation.
The characteristic
of all autonomous
political communities
is, that
they do not posse_
independence
in foreign
affairs, but enjoy a greater or less degree of independence
in home matters.
Among those who
have the most complete autonomy must be counted
the states of the German empire, next, the vassal

1 Inthereof,
the United
States
any citizen
the country,
or a restdent
being
the author
of aofbook.
map, chart,
etc.,
may secure a copyright in the _ame by complying with the
requirements of the law. The terms for which the copyright may be obtained is 28 years from the time of recording
the title; at the expiration of that period, the a_lthor, if
li_ing, and his widow, if he be dead, utay re-enter for 14
yea_ additional,

states of Turkey,
the Swiss cantons, tile states of
the North American Union.
Some of these can
even have semi-official, but not official representattoo abroad.
In spite of great differences,
they
have this in common, that the)' have governments
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of their own with some of the attributes of soyereignty.--The
position of the two Scandinavian
kingdoms
united under the sceptre of Bernadotte is that of a personal _nwn (see PERSON._I,
Uxxos).
It i_ the same in tilecase of Luxemburg
and the Netherl_mds.
The two halves of the
Austro-Hungarian
empire
enjoy a large autosomy, almost the same as the German
states,
but with perceptible differences,
not necessary
to
explain
here (see ACST_I.X-IIcxGA_IY, GERM.iN
E._II'IllE). -- The British
cohmies
enjoy an internal autonomy
which is almost complete, but
abroad they are represented
by the mother country.--A
narrower
autonomy
is accorded to Finland in Russia, to the states of the Austro-Hungarian
crown, to certain
British islands in the
channel (Jersey, etc.) and to the Basquc provinces
in Spain.
In former times certain French
preyinces, Scotland and Ireland enjoyed a very marked
autonomy.--It
can not be said that there are at
present in Europe provinces or communities
which

enjoy autonomy, in the proper sense of the word.
We can only attribute to them a greater or less
degree of self-government.
Autonomy presupposes the right, no matter how restricted, of making laws.--This
is not the place to examine the
question
whether
autonomy
is desirable in itself
or not.
Abstract
theory must answer that question in the affirmative;
but iu practice the question is very complex;
it is essentially one of facts.
We shall only say ttmt no autonomy
has been
created outside of the British colonies.
When it
exists elsewhere, it is anhistorical
growth,orrather
it has maintained
itself iu spite of hostile influences which still continue to act.
In the greater
numher
of cases, perlmps in all, our preference
would be for the preservation
of such autonomy
as has been able to resist these influenccs.
_I._URICE BLOCK.

ADEN, a grand duchy situated
in the southwest of Germany along the right bank of the
Rhine.
It has a superficies
of 277 geographical
square miles, with a population
(December, 1875)
of 1,507.179.
The population,
in 1816, was
1,005,898; iu 1839, 1,277,403;
in 1861, 1,369,291;
in 1_71. 1,461.428.--Before
1866 the grand duchy
was a member()f theGerman
confederation;
from
1866 to 1870 it was "m independent
state;
since
January.
1871, it is a part of the German empire,
It has 3 votes in the federal council, ahd sends
14 deputies
to parliament.--In
all affairs not
controlled
by the laws and institutions
of the
empire, the country is governed
by its own constitution,
which dates from Aug. 22, 1818, and
by its own laws.
The constitution
lodges the
executive power in the grand duke.
The legislative power is divided
between
him and the
representatives
of the count D" or the "estates,"
divided
into two chambers.
The grand duke
attains
his mQority
at 18 years of age.
The
succession follows in the male line of the house of
Zaehring
by rio-ht of primogenimre.--The
upper
chamber
is composed
of princes
of the blood,
heads of 10 noble families;
the Catholic archbishop,
the superi_,tendent
of the Protestant
clmrch,
the proprietors
of hereditary
landed
estates _vorth 500,000 marks, 2 deputies of universities, and 8 members appointed
by the grand
duke without
regard to rank or birth.
The
deputiesof
the universities
are elected for 4 years,
those of the landed nobility for 8. One-balf the
seats are vacntted every 4 years.
The appointmeats made by the grand duke are for 4 years.-The second eh_m_ber is composed of 63 d'eputies,
E.lccUous are redirect.
All citizens 25 years of

age are electors of the first degree, and may be
chosen electors of the second degree.
All citizeus 30 years of age are eligible to the office of
deputy.
Officials can not be clccted in the districts where they serve.
The term of each deputy
is4years.
One-half of the chamber
is renewed
every 2 years.--The
grand duke convokes,
prorogues and dissolves the dict.
In case of di_olution the temporary
members of the first chamber
must be replaced.
The president
of the upper
chamber
is appointed
by the grand duke;
the
second elects its own president.--The
diet assists
in thc framing of laws, and in the discussion
of
the budget.
Its-consent
is necessary to the contracting
of a loan, to sell state domains and to
levy taxes.
The budget
is biennial.
:Every
proposition
concerning
the finances is first prcsented to the second chamber.
The bill which it
has voted can be accepted
or rejected
only as a
whole (eu bloc) by the upper chamber.
In case of
rejection,
the votes of the two chambers
are
counted
together, the ayes and noes are summed
up and the majority
makes the law (such a case
has not yet occurred).--The
chambers
have the
right of initiative
in legislation.
The second
clmmber may impeach the ministers.
Thechambcrs may receive petitions.
Liberty of speech is
guaranteed.
Sessions of the chambers are public.
lu the interval
between
sessions a pernmnent
committee
represents
the chambel_.
In case of
urgency,
its consent
gives power to contract
a
loan.
Its powers, however, are not extensive.At the head of the administration
is the mimstry
of state or the council of ministers.
The ministers are responsible.-There
are 4 ministerial
departments:
1, of justice and foreign affah's; 2,
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of the interior;
3, of commerce;
4, of finance.-For purposes of internal administration
the courttry is divided
into 54 bailiwicks
(up to 1872 the
number
was 59). In each bailiwick,
a district
council
(Bezh'_w'ath), elected by the represent_tives of the circuit, assists the bailiff.--The
courttry is divided, besides, into 11 circuits,
cbarged
with "utending
to the common affairs of several
bailiwicks.
The circuit is represented
through
deputies,
chosen by all electors, i. e., by repre,_entatives of the important
cides, deputies
of
bailiwicks elected by the representatives
of cornmunes, and the principal
land owners.
This
provincial
assembly
meets
once a year,
and
decides questi_'ns
relative to roads, schools, hospitals, asylums, orphan establishments
and other
_omn]on interests.
It has theright
to vote taxes.
Theadministration
of common affairs is intrusted
to a permanent
committee.--Four
commissaries
general
(I_t;_desom_nis,_db'e), sitting at Carlsruhc,
_Iannheinl, Freiburg
and Constance, supervise the
_dministralion
of the bailiwicks
and circuits.-The number of communes
is 1,584, of which 113
are cities.
Communal
administration,
like that of
the circuit, is founded
on self-govermncnt.
The
government
exercises
supervision
through
the
bailiff.
Ordinary
administration
is in the hamls
of the burgomaster,
and the municipal
council
elected by the inhabitants.
Thecommon
council
_Bl'_rgero_tssc]lus,_), which is also elected by the
inhabitants
of the commune,
has a certain right
of control.
In important cases all the inhabitants
of a commune
are called logethcr
in a general
communal
assembly.--ln
the administration
of
justice, there is a supreme
court (at Mannheim),
six courts of appeal,
and in each bailiwick
a
tribunal of the flint resort (Amt,_ejeric]_t). Crimes
are tried with the _ssistance
of a jury.
Slight
_offenses are passed on by the mayors.
There is a
special administrative
court, ( _'erwaltu_gsgeric]_tslwf) for questions
of public
law or disputes
relating to the administration.--The
civil code of
Baden is based on that of Francc.
In criminal
and commercial
matters the codes of the German
empire are in force.
Freedom
of wor.c_hip is
recognized.
Protestant
worship
is directed
by
the superior
council of the Protestant
church,
The archbishop
of Frciburg
is the head of thc
C:_tholic church in Baden.
The Protestants
have
';78 parishes;
the Catholics,
660.
The superior
c_buncil of the Israelites
is clmrged
with
the
affairs of the Jewish church.
In 1875 there were
517,851 Protestants,
958,907 Catholics, and '26,492
Israelites.
The rest of the inhabitants
belong to
less extensive denominations.
Public instruction
is under the control of the state.
The churches

Eight of tlm first, which
are called lyceums,
include all the classes, and have the right of giving certificates
of fitness (equivalent
to the
diploma
of bachelor)
for the university.
The
uniw._rsities are "it Heidelberg
and at Freiburg:
each one has 4 faculties.
The theological faculty
at IIeidclbergis
Protestant;
at Fricburg,
Catholic.
The other faculties
have not a sectarian character. At Carlsruhe
there is a polytechnic
school
and a school of fine arts.
Most of the cities of
importance
have schools of industry
(Geared'bsch._de_O, and each circuit
has an agricultural
schooL--Of
theinhabitants(1,461,4_)therewere,
in 1871,712,763males
and 748,665 females, rm'lking 295,709 families.
The number
of strangers
was 54,988, of whom 42,003 belonged to other
German states and 12,985 to states not German.
--There
is an annual excess of births over deaths
(in 1870, 58,918 births, against 48,024 deaths).
The number
of marriages
in 1870 was 10,607.
Among the births, 52,066 (or 88.4 per cent.) were
legitimate,
and 6,847 (or 11.6 per cent.) fllegitimate.
The number
of slill-born
was 1,979.Emigration,
directed mainly to the United SUites,
was very considerable
about 1850. It continues
yet, but on a decreased
scale, and without
the
country
feeling
it. The excess of births more
than makes up for the loss.--Thc
population
is
undeniably
prosperous.
Landed property
being
greatly subdivided
ia most parts of the country,
few great fortunes
arc met with, but a most
general weU-_ing.
There are scarcely any beggars.
The communes
areolfligedto
maintain the
indigent,
They are aided by numerous hospitals
and almshouses
(131) as well as byother
endowed
institutions.
--About
50 per cent. of the population are engaged
iu agriculture,
35 per cent. in
manufactures,
8 per cent. in commerce, and 7 per
cent. is divided
among the other professions.The German language
is the only one spoken in
the country.
Fragments
of three German robes
are met with : in the north, the Franc_nian
tribe;
in the centre
and south, the Allemans,
wbose
name has been given by the French to all Germarts; and the Swabians in the southcast.--The
soil is generally fertile, especially in the valley of
the Rhine.
It is only the most elevatcd points of
the Black Forest (in the south}, and the Odenwald (in the north), which are stubbornly
sterile.
One-third of the soilisarable,
one-third inforests,
and one-tenth
meadows;
vineyards
occupy
1.4
per cent. of the country
(21,500 hectares);
the
rest is taken up with pasture,
towns,
villages,
roads, rivers, etc. Besides the ordinary products
of agriculture--cereals,
ve_et,lbles, etc,--tobacco,
hemp, chiccory, hops and other plants are culti-

give reli_ous
instruction.
Primary" instruction
]s obligatory.
In 1872 the common
schools
(Io&s_ch,,leh) were 1,826 in number, with about
200,000 pupils.
There are many higher primary
sel_ools.
The secondary
or middle schools are 19
_n number, 17 of them give classical
instruction
mau_ly, the 2, under the name of Teal-gymna*utm, pay more attention
to the exact scieuces,

vatcd in the lowlands of the Rhine.
The vines
yield a yearly
average of 450,000 hectohtres
of
wine.
There are about 70,000 horses, 600,000
oxen and cows, 170,000 sheep, 350,000 pigs,
60,000 goats, and 90,000 swarms of bees.--Thc
mineral
products
are inconsiderable,
still the
country
possesses
two gr.cat salt works which
supply
its wants, and a multitude
of mineral
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springs, some of which enjoy a world-wide rep- nary budget voted by the chambers for the year
utation (Baden-Baden, Rippoldsau, Petersthal).-1872 presents the following figur_ :
Manufactures arc in a flourishing condition. The
RleCEIPTS.
number of great industrial establishments is about
Florins.
400. Textile fabrics of every kind are produced;
Domains,forests,mines and salt works.........
4,260,00_
also paper, machines, tools, leather, chemical
Direct
contribution_
............................
5,'_20,000
Indirect
contribution
_ ........................
2,990,000
products, jewelry, tobacco, etc. ; in the valleys of Taxe.,and fines .................................
1,570,000
the Black Forest, pendulums, clocks, musicContributions
of the empire
for aflmtnlstratlon
boxes, straw hats, liq_teurs, (Kirschwasser), etc.
of customs....................................
6.'$0.000
Tile clock makers of tlle Black Forest send the Differentrevenues..............................
1,4Y0,000
product of their industry abroad.
They are
Total....' ....................................
16.160,000
found in European countries and even in AmerRailroads........................................
22,7'20,000.
ica.-- Commerce is very active. Railroad traffic
Generaltotal................................
38,880,00o.
is very great. Much timber cut in the Black
xxFs_szs.
:Forest is floated down the rivers. It descends
Ftorfns.
Collection
of taxes ..............................
4,730,000
the Rhine to Holland.
Navigation on the Rhine Civillist.........................................
840,000
is very important as far as Mannhcim; it doesnot
Justice ..........................................
1,940,00o
go much higher on accouut of the rapidity of the Interior.........................................
2,950,000
stream. Mannhcim, thus forming tim terminus
(of which
1,060,000
arefor public education.) 2,0_0,000.
Commerce
....................................
of Rhine navigation, possessing an excellent liar(of which 1,800.000 are for roads and water
bor, becomes an important entrepSt.--The councourses,
and specially
.hall a million
for the
try contains several large banking houses of
Rhine.)
which

the principal

are

at

Mannheim.--Whe

say-

Finances
........................................
(Of which
990,000 are for the debt

1,850_00_

of the

state.)

ings banks (to the number of 97) have a capital of Contribmiousto theempire.....................
2_880,000
32,000,000 florins. The number of depositors is Various expenses...............................
fi0,0oo
107,000.--The postoffice Ires delivered annually,
T tal ........................................
17,3(}0,0{}(}from 1869 to 1871, about 19,000,000 letters,
Railroads (of whtchl6fl_,{_)areforadministra12,000,000 newsp,q)ers, 3,000.000 packages, and
tton and extension,and 6,000,000for interest
postal orders to the amount of 5,000,000 florins,
and sinking
fund of the railroad
debt) ........
22,720,000
--The number of telegraphic stations is (1872)
Grand total .................................
40,020,000.
220; the number of dispatches sent is about The result, a deficit of 1,140,000 florins, was coy800,000 a year.--The grc'ttcr part of the revenue ered by disposable funds.--The
extraordinary
of the grand duchy of Baden is derived from budget (public works)amounts
to 1,400,000 tierdirect taxes, including in such direct taxes, a ins a year. For the construction of new railroads
land tax, called in the country Grundsteuer, and and the management of the old, an expense of
also from an income tax. About one-fourth of 2A,O00,O00florins is estimated for 1872 and 1873.
the receipts of the grand duchy of Badcn comes This sum was to be covered by a sinking fund for
from the produce of crown lands, forests and railroads, and, in case of necessity, by loans.-mines, and one-sixth from customs and miscella- The receipts for 1877 were 34,188,865 marks, and
ncous sources. Tim following is the total of the expenses about 34,750,123.
The land tax
receipts and expenses of the grand duchy of and the income tax constitute the greater part of
Baden at different times:
the revenue of the state. Most of the railways
belong to the state. Their total receipts in 1877
__
YF_R_

__ne_eipt_. Expen_e_. reached
of 49,383,404
marks.--In
1878
amounted theto sum
62,022,162
marks, while
tim outlay
Florins.
Florins.
the general debt amounted to 50,881,661 marks,
184o
...............................
{ ]s,_o,ooot5,4_,ooo
and therailwaydebtto 277,253,122.
A loanof
]_o...............................
_,-'_o.ooo
_,._,_ 12,000,000
markswas addedtothisdebt
in1878.
---2.
_s_o
...............................
I z_,7_5,00o
_,.(eo,
o_o The army of Baden hasbeenunitedtothePrussianarmy inconsequenceof a military
eonvenIt is proper to remark that tlm figures for 1850 tion concluded between tim grand duchy and
and _860 include the special budget of railroads,
Prussia. Nevertheless, troops recruited in Baden
which amounted in receipts, as well as expenses,
continue to form separate regiments, and are
to 5,940,000 florins for 1850, and 6,830,000 florins stationed in the grand duchy.
They form,
for 1860.--The budget has undergone profound
changes ttn'ough the entrance of the grand duchy
_ of this sum, land taxes form a,240,000
florins; indirect
taxes, 1,Oi0,000
florins;tax on capital, on incomes,and 0_
into the German empire. The revenues from salarmsofemployds,
650,0{D florins.
customs and indirect taxes (salt, beet-root sug_l',
_ Thetax on wine Is 820,000
florins; onbeer, 860,000fiefstamps and drafts), as well as the post and tale- ins; alcohol,94,000florins; on meat, 800,000florins; regisgraphs, figure there no longer, but go directly
tration, 915,000florins.--Remark. The tax on beer and
into the coffers of the empire.
As an offset, the
spirits
belongs,
according
to the constitution,
to the era1880...............................i I0,7:._0,000 10,650,000

expense

of

administering

these

departments,

as

well as that of the army and foreign affairs, has
d_sappearcd. (See (_EItMA.NE_PIRE.) The ordi.

pire.
of the

But the grand duchy
of Baden,
l_ke the other
states
eouth_ has reserved
the right of taxing
these
articles

and of paying therefor into the treasury of the empzrea
sum proportmnedto the populatmn.
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BALANCE
together with two Prussian regiments of infantry
and one of cavalry, the fourteenth
army corps,
the commander
of which resides m Carlsruhe.-It is needless to add that all the military institutions are governed
by the laws of the empire,
According
to these laws the grand duchy furnishes, in time of peace, one man per hundred,
or
l4,350 men; in time of war, 48,000 men, to the
army of theempirc.--Themanagement
of the post
and telegraph
has passed also into the hands of
the empire.
There are in Baden two chief postal
bureaus,
at Car]sruhe
and Constance,
and one
telegraphic
bureau at Car]sruhe.--Entry
duties
are collected on account of the imperial treasury;
the customs,
however,
are collected
by Baden
functionaries
for a consideration
paid by the
empire.
DR. F. HXRDECK.
BALANCE
0F ]POWER.
By this term, in
public law, is understood
an organization
intended to effect among nations Jbrming part of one
system, such a distribution
and an opposition of
forces that no state shall be in a position,
either
alone or united
with others, to impose its own
will on any other state or interfere with its Judependence.--One
power can not extend its territory, increase its strength,
or largely add to its
resources, without
giving umbrage
to neighboring powers..
If its growth assumes alarming proportions, the spur of interest
suffices to induce
other nations to unite, in order to oppose its im.
pending domination
over them.
This very sireple f'tct, which has appeared at all times and in all
places, was the first germ of the theory of the
balance of power.
The idea which sprang from
it is that of an association of severalstatesagainst
the aggrandizement,
grown dangerous, of asingle
state; but only of a temporary
association
during
actual danger, and while the danger lasts.
If we
suppose the association
more extended;
that instead of being a league of certain states against
one state, it unites a system of states in a common
understanding--more
lasting and firm in this, that
instead of being temporary
it assumes a permanent character and tends not only to defend each
oneof thestatesthusunited
into a system, against
the ambition
of a single state, but to establish
and guarantee among all, such a balance of forces
as will maintain
tlmm in peace--we
have a second form of the same idea, much more advanced
than the first, one in which the theory of equilibrium or the balance
ot power is clearly perceptible.--It would not be correct to ca5", with Sully,
(Economfes _'oyales, ou Mdmoires de Sully, collection
Petit,,t, t. viL p. 94), that this balance
consists
ni rendering all potentates
"ncalqy equal in power, as to kingdoms,
wealth, extent and dominion."
That balance tends rather, according to a memoir
of count Hauterive, drawn up bytheorder
of the
first consul, "to balance the respective
rightsand
duties of a great number
of st,'_tes unequal
in
power, and in more or less direct relations with
eacll other."
(De _dta$ de la l_'ance, d la fin de
l'an viii. p. 36.) :It is, m fact, in the efficacy
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of the common guarantee
in that arrangement,.
which, in case of necessity,
balances each force
in the system, by the resultant
of all the othem;
in one word, in tile rights upon which the association rests, that the balancing
of the inequality
of
facts is tobe found.--We
may conceive the idea
of equilibrium
or balance of power applied to dilferent groups of states, united afterward
into one
great system,
in such a way that each partial
equilibrium
becomes an element in the general
equilibrium:
thus, the equilibrium
between the
ancientstatesofltaly,
between the German states,
the equilibrium
of the north, that of Europe, of
America, of the world.
Thissameidea
may haveas its object the forces of the most varied nature,
which constitute
the power of states: hence, railitary equilibrium;
commercial,
industrial,
financial equilibrium;
equilibrium
of population,
of
territory, continental
or colonial; maritime
equilibrium.
But it is territory,
above all, that is_
most generally considered
in the theories or practical questions of the balance of power.
Indeed,
territory,
one of the principal instruments
of the
power of nations, is a physical,
material element,
susceptible
of measurement
and limitation,
while
the other forces are more especially
connected
with moral causes.
We have, therefore,
to deal
with the territorial
equilibrium
or balanceof
power here.--The
policy of tim balance of l)ower l)re-sented itself in its first and most simple form, in
the resistance
to a power which increased in an
alarming
manner
and threatened
other powers
with its rule.
This happened during three very
notable periods in European
history:
1, in the
period of resistance to the house of Austria which
had succeeded
by inheritance
to the throne of
Spain and to the German empire, from Charles V.
to Philip IV., in the case of the Spanish branch,
and from Charles V. to Ferdinand
IIl., in the case.
of the German;
2, in the resistance to the house
of Bourbon, under Louis XIV. ; and 3, in the resistance to l_'apolcon in the time of the republic
and the empirc.--It
was the policy of resistance to
the immoderate
increase and the aspiratmns
to,
domination
of the house of Hapsburg,
that caused
the wars of Francis
I. against Charles V., and
those which followed, notably
the thirty years'
war.
This period was terminated
by the peace
of Westphalia
in 1648.--The
antagonism
of the.
house of Bourbon
and the house of Austria in
Spain and Germany is well known.
The duke de
Rohan,
in his famous work on t/_e interests of
prince.s, dedicated
to the .duke de Richelieu, and
written
in 1633, during
the species of exile to
which the king had sentenced
him at Venice,
sums up the policy of the time as follows : " We
must lay it down as a principle that there arc two
powers in Christendom
which are like the two.
poles, from which the influences
of peace and
war come to other states, to wit. the houses of
France and Spain.
Spain's
power having suddenly increased,
it has not been able to conceal.
the design it cherished
to rule and to cause thesun of a new monarchy
to rise in the west.
Th_
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forthwith

decided

to act as a

,counterweight.
The remaining
princes
joined
-one o,' the other side, as their interests dictated."
(Preface
to the Intdr#ts des princes. Cologne, 1656).
At this period very little was said of the people,
and nmch of princes; men wrote of the interests
of princes, of the maxims of princes, and spoke not
of rights, but interests.
" Princes command the
people, and interests
command
princes,"
wrote
the duke dc Rohan, at the head of his book.
The
policy of the balance of power was thcn openly a
policy of interest;
it had not been elevated into a
legal thcory.--The
second period was in like manher filled up with efforts of resistance,
to an ambitten
for aggrandizement
which had become
menacing
to the neighboring
states.
Thc danger
1row no longcr lay in the house of Austria, but
in the house of France;
not Charles ¥. aud his
_uccessors
but Louis XIV. it was who alarmed
Europe.
'" Francis I. had struggled
with diffi.culty against the house of Austria,"
says Mignet;
" Henry IV. had triumphed
over its attacks; Rich-elieu and Mazarin had humiliated
it; it only remaincd to dispossess it. This Louis XIV. did "
(_Y&joclatio_s relatives _ la s_cce._ion d'Espagne,
It_tTvdaction, v. 1, p. lilt.)
And in fact, at this
period it was not the house of Austria that occupied simultaneously
the throne of Spain and the
imperial
throne of Germany,
but the house of
Bourbon
which occupied the thrones of France
and Spain.
The systemof
the European
balance
of power was developed despite this, andstren_hencd as a principle of conventional
international
law; and the struggle ended in a new and grand
practical
rcalization
of this system, at the peace
of Utrecht (1713).
We must pass over a period
of nearly 80 years to mect again in European hislory a coalition
of states of tim same character
-against the danger of a dominant
power which
was risiag up, and advancing,
ostensibly,
toa gen•eral supremacy
ov(:r all others.
It is true that
the first coalition
against France (that of 1791)
was based on the pretense of interfering
with the
imcrmd forms of Llle French
govcrnnmnt.
But
when the armies of the republic, in retaliation
for
tile aggression, began to take the" offensive, the
-struggle assumed the character
of resistance on
the part of different
powers
to a domination
•zhreatcning
to them all.--Such
are tile three pcriods, each cpito,nizcd
in one of the three names:
CharlcsV.,LouisXIV.,NapoleoxlI.,duringwhich
the policy of the halance of power appeared in its
simplest and most energetic tbnu: thatofcmnmon
resistance to threatening
domination.
It is after
these wars, and as a consequence
of the treaties
-of peace which put an end to them, that the sec_ond form assumed
by the theory of the mtcrnational balance of power, was produced.--This
sec.end form, whose distractive
characteristic
is one
.of agreement,
a species of gcneral as-soclatmn of
the powers to consutute
and guarantee
in commen a certain condition
of territorial
possessmn,
regulated
convention.ally,
received,
m the posl•live international
law of Europe, three great prac-
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illustrations--the

first

in

the

treaties

of

Westphalia
(1648); the second in the treaty of
Utrecht (1718); and the last in the treaty of 1815.
--But, previous to the first of these practical illustrations wc meet with the projects of Henry IV.,
and of Sully, which have somctimes,
too lightly
perhaps, been styled utopian.
The abasement
of
the Spanish faction, the closeofthe
wars of religion, the promotion
of an association
among all
the states "who feared or had reason to fear the
insatiable avarice of the house of Austria," were
a continual
source of solicitude
to Henry IV.This solicitude he had entertained
ever since 1589.
An understanding
had been come to at different
timcs bythiskingwithotherprinces;
propositions
were agreed upon in 1603, between his delegates
and thosc of lhe sovercigus of Enghmd,
Denmark
and Sweden;
deputies,
agents aml negotiators.
were sent out byhim all over Germany from 1608
to 1609, with general
instructions.
In coascquence of steps taken by these agents, a public
"tssembly of 18 or 20 princes, connected
by friendship with Henry IV, was convened
at Hall, in
Swabia.
"A confederation
of kings, princes
and states shall be formed and the confederates
agree to call it the most Christian
association;
the three most numerous
creeds in European
Christianityshall
be chosen and expedients sllall be
found to enable them to agree and live togetherin
peace; the empire shall he restored to its rights
and privileges;
the elcctom shaU rcgaiu their free
suffrage, and two emperors
of the same house
shall never be elected in immediate
succession.
Austria shall be restricted,
so far as its hereditary
dominion
in Europe
is concerned,
to Spain and
the neighboring
ishmds; the possessiousof
which
she slmll be deprived,
shall be distributed
accordlag to principles agreed upon, and the limits of the
various powers of the Christian association
determined
by agreement
among the confederates."
(Economies royaIes de SuUy, collection ]_etilot, t.
viii. ct ix.)
These were the loft!/ and magnificent des gns of the king, as Sully calls them.
It is
true that this minister
to whom Henry IV. contided his projects
and intrusted
the care of the
details of them, as well as the means of executing
them, wcnt further
than his sovereign
m tlns
organization.
The projected
confederation
was
to be established
universally
and perpetually
in
Europe,
under
the name of the Moat C'/tr_tial_
Itz*public. It was to comprise 15 dominions,
of
which 5 were elective royahies:
that of the pope,
the emperor
and the kings of Poland,
ttungary
and Bohemia;
6 hereditary
royalties:
those of
France, Spain, England,
Denmark,
Sweden, and
Lombardy,
a new kingdom to be established
for
the duke of Savoy;
and finally
4 domimons
republican
ill form. Venice, a second, to be corn
posed of.the duchies
of Genoa, Florence,
Mantun, Parma,
Modcna,
several
small
sovereign
states of :Italy, Switzerland
considerably
in.
creased, and the 17 provinces
of Holland
IMtweca these dominions
there were to be placed
"limits so sure and well adjusted
that none o[
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the 15 could undertake
to trespass upon them
without
bringing
on itself an attack _from the
other 14."
Sully saw ill this arrangement
liberty
of individual
conscience,
understood
in tl,e sense
of the free and public exercise of three kinds of
religions
only, the Roman,
the Protestant
and
the Reformed;
freedom
of trade, freedom
of
navigation,
and freedom
of the sea.
Finally,
independcntlyof
a number of particular councils,
a general council, "composed
of a proportional
equality
of the 15 dominions,"
was to be the
perpetual
sovereign
arbiter of common
interests
and on disputed
questions.
To the picture
of
this general republic, the minister of Henry IX'.
added this last clmractcristic:
"that
always at
peace wilh Christians,
it should cvcr be at war
with infidels, and maintain
a continual
struggle
against them, in order to recover what they had
usurped
in Europe,
and to go beyond this if
fortunate progress should afford the opportu:dty
"
(6%oJwmies royola,).--The
plans of Henry IV.
anticipated
a theory
of political
equilibrium
under the form of an association
of states, with
a distribution
of territory,
agreed upon in cornmon, in a system of counterweights
and general
interests, and sanctioned
by the guarantee
of all
the powers.
Carried
to its utmost
limits this
theory verged upon plans of general and perpetual peace,- brought
forward
later by abbe St.
Pierre under the title of the Project e¢pe_Tetual
peace, fa_'merly proposed
by JHeury the Great;
afterward
by J. J. Rousseau, under the name of
a pre_ect of pelTetual
peace by abbe St. Pieqwe;
later slill by Bentham,
and by other writers.
It
has assumed
at present a more expanded form,
in the minds of many.--The
transition
from the
projects
thus prepared
by Henry
IV. and by
Sully, to the treaty of Westphalia,
is not without
logical connection.
What is found in this treaty
i._. at bottom, a partial realization
of those ideas
of Ilem'y IV. which were more closely connected
with the general necessities of that time; a compromise and guaranty
of equality,
in Germany,
for the exercise of the three religions which had
_truggled so long against one another;
a more
certain determination
of the rights of the states
of the empire, especially in their relations
with
the emperor;
a diminution
of the power
of
Austria, in the Spanish and in the German houses;
a recognition
by this last power of the republics
of Ilollaud
and _witzer/and,
both
long since
founded and strengthened
by being freed from
its domination;
tel'lain arrangements,
and terriIotial concessions
in Italy, principally
in favor
of the duke of Savoy; even the idea of henceforth
l)leventing
wars and putting
an end to future
differences
by means of anficable compromises.
But the ruling fact was a preliminary
discussion
by the plenipotentiaries
of the principal European
powers, covering a great number of international
questions,
the first example
of a congress
or
diplomatic
commil which had the character
of
an agreement determining,
by precise stipulations,
certain bonds of existence
and common
co-ordi-
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nation among the states and Europe;
an engagement which made every private question, touching the maintenance
of these stipulatiolJs,
a question for all, and which, in this way, introduced,
for the first time, conditions
of political
equilibrimn by me.'ms of a conventional
system organ
ized by treaties lind founded
on the principle of
a speciesof permanent
association of tim states -Consequently
tim treaty of Westplmlia
has been
justly considered
as the foundation
of pesitive
iulernational
law in Europe,
and this treaty has
been taken as the point of departm'e of this law.
It is to bc remarked
tlmt, from the same epoch
are. datcd regular continuous diplomatic
relations,
aml the use of legations or permanent
embassies
from one power to another.--_everthcless
this
first provision for a certain territorial and political
balance had m)t the extent and char'icter of unity
which is essential to such a system.
On the one
liand, several European
powers did not agree tc_
it: Russia had not yet catered the general current
of affairs.
Prussia was of too little importance
at
that time to figure in affairs otherwise
than in a
secondary
and passive capacity.
England
held
aloof.
The pope protested.
Tim sultan was nut
included
in the Christian
group.
Besides, the
arrangement
was not effected by a single and
general treat)', but by several separate
treaties.
the treaty between Spain and Holland
entered
into Jan. 30, 1648, at Mtinstcr,
which forms no
diplomatic
part of what is called the treaty of
Westphalia,
although
it is an inaportant
l)relude
to it; the treaty between
Sweden, the emperor,
and the states of the empire, Oct. 24, 1648, at
Osnabri'tck,
being the first part of tim treaty
of Westphalia;
final y, a treaty between France,
the emperor and the states of the empire, Oct. 24,
1648, at _blt_nster, being the second part of the
treaty of Westphalia.
This peace was not even
general.
France and Spain continued in a state
of war until the peace of the Pyrenees,
(Nov. 7,
1659,) which
was thus a complement
to the
treaties
of Westphalia.
The former brought
peace to Germany and the north, the latter to the
south.--The
second practical
illustration
of the
system
of tim conventional
bahmce of power
was that of the treaties of Utrecht.
The course
of political events and especially the question of
succession to file Spanish throne, made vacant by
the extinction
of the Spauish-Austrian
dynasty.
had deranged
the equilibrium
created
by the
treaties
of Westphalia
and necessitated
a new
arrangement
of power and territory.
But the
cmperor
Joseph I., having died, (April 17, 1711),
and having left as his successor to the empire.
his brother,
the archduke
Charles,
the rival of
Philip of Anjou, the fear of seeing the power of
Charles V. reappear,
by the union of the crown
of Spain and the possessions
of the house of
Austria
and the empire
of Germany,
was of
much greater
importance
to Europe
than the
elevation
of a younger
branch of the house of
Bourbon, at a time when France had just been
so considerably
weakened.
Between
these two
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_langers the policy of the balance of power had
no room for hesitation.
It sufficed for it to take
precautions
to prevent the future union of the
el'owns of France and Spain, to reduce these two
powers, by strengthening,
through a distribution
of territory taken from thenl, those states which
were especially
destined
to serve as a counterpoise to them.
Such was the meaning
of the
various provisions
contained
in tile treaties of
Utrecht.
The dmninant
idea in men's minds
was the establishment
of a new balance of the
powers.
This idea has been developed
and consolidated
in international
practice since the time
.of the treaties of Westphalia.
That this idea
was uppermost
in the political
thought
of the
time appears clearly from the correspondence
of
the English
minister,
lord Bolingbroke,
in the
preparatory
conferences,
as well as from the re-ciprocal acts of renunciation
madeby the king of
Spain and the princes
of France, in which they
mutually abdicated
their eventual
rights to the
,crown of the other country
(see Bolingbroke,Letlets and Correspondence, and les _eno_eiations
du
_'oid'Espagne,
duducd'Orldans
etduduedeBe_'aT, in Dumont).--Nevertheless,
the peace of
Utrecht was not yet presented
under the sanction
,of a general treaty between
the powers.
It was
made up of two series of different treaties:
those
of Louis XIV.
with
Great
Britain,
with the
states general of Holland,
with Portugal,
with
Prussia, with Savoy, signed the same day, April
11, 1713, at Utrecht;
and those of the king of
Spain, Philip V., with the same powers, the con-clusion of which only took place later and at different periods.
The common
bond existed espe-cially in the stipulations
of England,
who signed
the principal treaty of peacewith
Louis XIV., and
with Philip V., and took under her guarantee
the
_paldcular engagements
made with the other pow.ers. The emperor
continued
the war; he made
peace with France by the treaties of Rastadt and
Baden, iu 1714; and several years later, with the
_ing
of Spain.
The differences
between
the
treaties of Westphalia
and those of Utrecht, both
_n the personnel
of tile contracting
parties, and
in the object of the stipulations,
are noteworthy,
France
and Sweden were at the head of the
allied states, at the time of the peace of Westphalia; England
stood aloof.
At the peace
of
Utrecht,
Sweden figured no longer, it was England that lead in the negotiations,
and it was under the preponderant
guarantee
of this power,
now placed on a level with France and Austria
_a the balance
of Europe, that the new equilibrium was established.
Louis XIV. recognized
in
it the hereditary
right of the dynasty of Nassau;
Frederick,
of Prussia, appeared
in it with his new
title of king; _rictor-Am6d6e,
the duke of Savoy,
received by it the kingdom
of Sicily, which he
was obliged 7 years later to exchange
for Sardinia, and took the title of king, which Henry
IV. had wished to bestow on one of his ancestors,
There was no longer a question as to the interests
of'the
three religions (admitted
to a footing
of
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equality by law in Germany) and to those of the
states of the German empire in their relation3
with the emperor.
But, under the policy of Louis
XIV., France had lost the position of protectress
of these two interests; this rSlc passed over to
Prussia, which, in'the future, was destined tohold
the house of Austria
in check in the affairs of
Germany.
Finally, Great Britainobtained
imporrant colonial possessions,
and hastened
to conelude, under favorof the influence which shehad
acquired in the negotiations,
treatiesof
commerce
and navigation
with several powers.
Territorial
equilibrium
was now the object of concern, and
maritime
and commercial
domination,
whichwas
soon to appear, was not perceived.--The
last application
of equilibrium
regulated
by common
consent between the powers, and at the same time
the most absolute, the most general
application
made of it up to the present day, is that of the
treaties of 1814 and 1815.
Without entering into
an examination
of the events which took place
from the peace of Utrecht up to that epoch, let
us remark, simply, that Rtlssia had had her Peler
the Great, as Prussiaher
Frederick,
and that the
equilibrium
of Europe had to be established between five great powers:
France, Grcat Britain,
Austria, Prussia and Ru_ia,
with the addition of
second rate powers, to which Spain, Sweden and
Holland had descended,
(Italy at that time was a
geographical
expression).---The
arrangements
of
1814 and 1815 result from three series of principal act._: 1. The treaties of Paris, of the 30th of
May, 1814, four identical
treaties, a consequence
of the victory of the allied powers and the first
restoration,
concluded
by separate
acts, between
the king of France, Louis XVIII.,
and each one
of the four great powers, Austria, Russia, Great
Britain and Prussia, stipulating for themselves and
for their allies.
Article
32, of these treaties, referred the complementary
arrangements
to a gen.
eral congress
of all the powers, which was to
open at Vienna withintwo
months._2.
The final
act of the Congress of Vienna of June 9, 1815,
whose last resolutions
had heen precipitated
by
the news of the return of Napoleon
to France,
and by the events of the hundred
days, with all
the treaties, conventions,
declarations,
rules and
other particular
acts, were joined as annexes to
this ftnalact.--3.
The treaty of Paris of.Nov. 20,
1815, a result of the new victory of the allied
powers and of the second restoration,
four ideatical treaties, more rigorous
toward France than
the preceding, concluded also between king Louis
XVIH. and each one of the allied powers--Great
Britain, Austria, Prussia and Russia--which
stipulated
for themselves
and their allies.--Of
all
these documents
that which remains with a leading and constitutive
character for the states of
Europe is the final act of the congress of Vienna;
the treaties of Paris of 1814 had determined
its
basis; those of Paris of 1815 had modified its dispositions relative
to the new reductions of territory imposed on France; but the principal regulationisin
the act of the congress.
Thisact
is
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much
more complete
than those
which had
already twice settled the great territorialarrangements of Europe:
as to the personnel
of the contracting parties, with the exception
of lhe Ottoman empire, all the European
powers, even those
of the second order, were represented,
l_evertheless, the deliberations
and the general resolulions were intrusted
to a committee
composed of
the five great powers, and three secondary
powers
--Spain,
Portugal nnd Sweden.
As to the form
of the contract,
the final act of the congress was
a generaland
common act signed by all the pewers, and consequently
imposing reciprocal obligalions on all of them in regard to all of the others,
great difference as compared
with the form of
distinct,
though
analogous
or identical
treaties
signed separately
by the different
powe_,
as was
done at the peace of Westphalia
and Utrecht.-Lastly, as to the extent and nature of its provisions, the final act emb,'aces
all Europe:
the systerns of Westphalia
and Utrecht were destroyed,
It created a new territorial
system,
not only for
some states, but for all.
It is the greatest colleclion of arrangements
relative to the regulation
of
limits, of boundaries
aud territorie%
which has
ever been made by treaty.
Independently
of terrilorial questions, the liual act of the congress
of
Vienna regulates,
for certain countries,
questions
of organization
or internal constitution,
the most
notable example of which is that of the Germanic
confederation;
and under the title of genered 1)re•i_wns, it brought
into conventional
public law
certain general principles,
regulating
the free nayIgation of rivers, the abolition of the slave trade,
and even aregulation
concerning
the rank of diplomatic agents, a delicate question,
which more
than once had caused serious difficulties.--But
if
the treaties of 1814 and 1815 can be justly considered as closing, in these external conflicts, the pcriod of the French revolution,
of which they are
in this regard the conclusion,
they have still left
_n existence important causes of dissolution in the
work of international
arrangement
which they
endeavored
to accomplish.
More occupied with
lhe equilibrium
of material forces and the restora,
lion of dynasties
than with the sovereignty
of
nations, the plenipotentiaries
of the congress
of
Vienna
measured
the territory
of countries and
numbered
their inhabitants
without
taking
into
sufficient account the affinities or the natural repulsions of their peoples;
they regulated,
even
with a view to pacification,
internal
questions
which pertain
exclusively
to the sovereignty
of
each people.
The triple partition of Poland execured in violation of, and in the name of the prineiples of the balance of power, though attacked
in
the congress, was none the less sanctloncd
in the
final distribution
of European
territolT,
an injustice which was further
increased
by the union of
the Pohsh provinces
as an integral parl; of the
Russian empire in 1832, and by the absorption
of
Cracow into the Austrian
empire
in 1846.--The
effects of ghese vices of organization
were not
_low inmakmg
themselves felt, and modern diplo-
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macy, approaching
nearer to the sound ideas of
international
law, had to admit several
conscquences issuing from these manifestations
and accustom itself to accord a larger place to the prin.
ciplc of national sovereignty.
Thus, the Bourbons
no longer reign in France;
events thathave taken
place in Italy from 1859 to 1870 have removed
other families restored
in 1815, aml overturned
the temporal
power
of the pope; Belgium
has
separated
from Holland;
Austria
has lost her
Italian provinces;
and Savoy has been reunited to
France;
the Swiss cantons
have increased
their
cohesion,
by giving more power to the central
government;
Germany
has established
its unity
and has appropriated
toitself, by conquest, Alsace
anda part of Lorraine.
Other changes destined
to react on Europe,
are developing
in the east,
which was not comprised,
it is true, in the arrangements
of 1815.
France
possesses Algeria;
Greece is freed from Turkey;
Egypt, but especi'tlly Roumania
and Servia, have conquered
an
independent
position.--Still
it is not less exact to
say that the treaties of Westphalia
and Utrecht
and the con_'css of ¥ienaa determine the present
territorial
condition
of Europe.
_-ince the peace
of 1648 politics has placed more and more under
the protection
of the principles of balance of pewor, its negotiations
relative to disputes, the losses
and acquisitions
of. territory;
and when, to-day,
questious of the same order are raised, they are
based on these great international
acts; for It is
in their stipulations,
completed by less important
treaties attached to them, that we must look for
the principal titles to property or possession of the
different
powcrs.--We
have just seen how the
theory of balance
of power was estabhshed
de
facto in the positive law of nations.
What is to
be thought
of these principles,
if they are separated from the motive of political
interest, and
judged exclusively
from the point of view of the
just and the unjust?--In
spite of the hesitation
and differences
on this subject, it may be said
that up to the treaties
of 1815, juridical
writers
generally
appeared
httle
inclined
to erect the
theory of balance of power into a law.
Grotius.
in his treatise
on "The
Rights
of War and
Peace," written
before the peace of Westphalia,
refutes the opinion of those who pretend that, according to the law of nations, it is permitted
to
take up arms to weaken a prince or a state whose
power is increasing
day by day, lest if it were
allowed
to increase too much, it would enable
such a state to injure
others if an opportunity
offered.
He admits, however, that tlns conslderation may enter as a determining
motive in the
resolution to make war, provided
there be a just
cause for taking up arms. Pufendorf,
in hiswork
on "The Law of Nature
and of Nations,"
publishcd before the treaties of Utrecht, also thinks
that the fear caused by the aggrandizement
of a
neighboring
state is not a legitimate
reason for
war, unless there is a moral certainty of evil designs formed against some other power..Lv
suppldrnenC d l' avat_en de col_civnce _ur les devoi_ de
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la royuat$,
written by F_nelon
for the duke of
Bourgoyne,
contains a chapter still more explicit,
concerning
the condition
of the balance of power,
but whose chief purpose is to illustrate
the danger
of a universal
monarchy.
Bynkershoek,
in his
Q_st[onumjurisp_&l_i,
libri duo, which he published in 1747, opposes, energetically,
the system
by which princes
divide among themselves
the
kingdoms
and wealth of other sovereigns,
basing
themselves
on reasons ,)f state, which he defines
with
the poet, m_mstrum, horrendum,
i_orme,
ingens, cui lumen ad_mpt_lm.
Vattel, who wrote
eleven years later (1758), after having examined
the question
from the same point of view as his
predecessors,
Grotius and Pufendorf,
solves it in
the same sense, and devotes several paragraphs
to what he calls "this
famous idca of political
balance, or the balance of power " Hccondemns
the arrangements
which would consist in producing this balance by an almost even distribution
of
forcc, it being impossible
to effect such a distributton without injustice and violence; but, in his
opinion, it is proper to have recourse, according
to circumstance,
to confederations,
amicable
intcrventions,
or defensive
alliances.-After the
treaties of 1814 and 1815, thc system of equilibrium having
attained
the greatest
extension
it
ever had as a practical theo_T and a conventional
right, no puhlicist
of any note could write, after
that period, about the whole of internationallaw,
without devoting special attention
to this system,
The most common tendency was to treat the question as one of positive law, and in this regard it
is necessary to recognize
certain obligatory
consequences
which the regular
clauses of a treaty
may produce
between
the contracting
parties,
But from the point of view of pure science, most
modern writers have maintained
the former traditions and refused to see the character
of a rational and general right in the political principles
of the balance of power•
Martens lays down as
a principle the right of each state to increase its
territory by legitimate
means.
:Nevertheless,
he
admits that other states have the natural right to
watch over the maintenance
of an equilibrium
among themselves,
and to oppose, even by arms,
either aggrandizement,
or a weakening
of power
incompatible
with
this equilibrium.
Pinheiro
:Ferreira, in annotating
this passage, attributes the
differences of opinion on the question of the balanceof power to the circumstance
thateach
writer
had in view a different means of nggramlizement,
This publicist does not see in the facts which give
place to these extensions a question of the balance
of powcr, but a question of justice or of injustice
in the means of aggrandizement,
a question of the
independence
and sovereignty
of each state.-Schmalz, while declaring
himself a partisan
of
the system of equilibrium,
by no means rests on
legal reasous.--Klilber
considers
the system of
equilibrium
as not founded on the law of nations,
unless it is established
by public convention,
and
he wished that this equivocal word should be banished from the language as well of politics as of
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international
law.--Wheaton
sees no limit to file
right of a state to aggrandize itself by all innocent
and legitimate
mcans, except that of the corresponding
and eqmd right of other states, which
flows from the right of self-preservation.
_hen
the aggrandizement
must cause direct inju,'y to
the rights of other states, the limit is certain and
precise; but if it is merely a question of f_'aras to
eventual
dangcr, it is a question
of equilibrium
and intervention
which Wheaton considers as belonging rather to political
science than to public
law.
:Nevertheless,
he inclines to the belief that
grave and serious fears may, in rare cases, give
birth to this right, while he rejects, in the cm_e of
America, the theories of European
powers in this
matter.-According to IIeffter, political
equilibrium means that a single nation can not depart
from the principles
of justice
in intcrnationa}
law, without exposing itself to the opposition,
not
only of the thrc'_tened states, but also of all the
states which form a part of the same political
system.
From this results a sort of moral equilibrium, engendering
a great security in the observance of rules of justme among nations;
but a
material equilibrium
of the relative forces of different nations among themselves,
is an impossibility.--These
doubts as to the right of maintaining equilibrium,
the differences of opinion on this
question among
statesmen
and publicists
also,
exist because the question is a pre-_mine,ltly
cornplex one.
It is commcted,
on one side, with the
material necessities of the organization
of nations,
and on the other, it involves the questions
of the
just and unjust.--The
first essential
condition
of
the existence of nations or states, such at least as
they have been conceived
up to the present, is the
right of external
sovereignty
or independence,
that is to say, the right by virtue of which a state,
existing
of itselt, recognizes
no power on earth
superior
to itself
The exercise of the right of
independence
of each power can not, therefore,
be maintained
except by the voluntary
carrying
out, on its part, of the precepts
of ju._tice
But
if, in a conflict between
two states, they do not
put the same estimate on ahstract principles,
or
if they do not fear to sacrifice justice to their interests or their passions,
assuming befm'e God all
the responsibility
of their acts, they are not subject to any other law in the ,a,orld than that of
force, to no other judgment
than that resulting
from the fate of arms.
Such is the inflexible
consequence which logm draws from the principle
of the independence
of states: the abstract sentiment of rational legal right is certainly very nmch
shocked at this, but, to avoid the endless calamities of war, in the absence of an)" other solution,
it must needs be considered
as positive law, as a
mere procedure,
and the result it brings must be
given the authority
of a judicial
settlement.Another
consequence
of the right
of independence is the obligation
of each state to respect the
internalsovereignty
of other nations, and, consequently, to admit their internal constitution
without dispute.
Whatever
may be the vices of organ-
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ization of the public powers in the state, and even
If, either by reason of a backward
civilization,
or
for any other cause, these public powers are not
really the sincere expression
of the internal soyereignty of tile state, they must, nevertheless,
externally, so long as they are the constituted
pewers, be considered
as representing
legitimately
the
state in its relations with other nations.
The sentiment of rational legal right may be wounded by
this, but, unless a nation isolates itself fi'om other
nations or pretends to exercise over them the right
of sovereignty,
it is absolutely
necessary, in the
relations it maintains
with these nations, to take
them as they are, with their different
modes of
government.
This de facto recognition
of established governments,
(all questions of privilege being reserved), is one of the proper characteristics,
and one of the tirst obligations
of diplomacy,
]t results from this, that owing to the constitutional vices of states, at different times, and also
by virtue of the international
principle of the independence
of these states, positive law has been
obliged to admit, as sufficiently
justified
externally, means of aggrandizement
little conformable
to rational legal right, such as successions,
reversions, testaments,
marriages,
sales, personal cessions, unions imposed by conventional
arrangements, accessions obtained
by fraud, etc., means
which are sumlned
up in this: violation of the
internal sovereignty
of the state by the public
powers, which alone can be the expression
of
external sovereignty.--It
is _asy to conceive that
in presence of the necessity of having recourse to
war to decide questions of legal right, nations
attach the greatest
importance
to maintaining
a
balance of forces among the different states, lest
the strongest should not always be found the most
just.
It is this organization,
intended to produce
a balance of power among nations, with a view to
gtmrd the independence
of each, that constitutes
what Is called political equilibrium,
or the balance
of power.--The
interest
of all nations that there
should be a balance of power, once demonstrated,
can a nation be justly restricted
in its freedom of
extension, ia_order 'to reach the realization
of this
balance?
This is the question
of right.
Let us
examine the different cases that may present themselves--A
state becomes more powerful
by the
development
of its facnlties
and its internal re._ources, because it believes in enlightenment,
in
_cience, in industry
and population.
Can it be
said that other states have the right to set a limit
to this internal
increase, and oppose, even by
force in the name of a balance of power, the passing of this limit?
Certainly not.
It is for each
people to follow this impulse, to profit by the
example given, to endeavor
to make like progre_,
The desire of equilibrium'_lnay
be a cause
here of emulation,
but it can never be a legitimate cause of hindrance.--Do
things change, if
it is a question
not of development
of internal
power, but of external growth?
Let us suppose
thou this extension
has taken place by means en-

by the colonization of a territory belonging to no
one; by a free and regular
cessicn of territory,
the right of individuals
and the sovereignty
of
each people having
been respected;
by a union
of two nations, the consequence
of their collecrive will: by what right do other slates oppose
it? It is possible that their interest,
that their
feelings of rivalry or jealousy may be offended;
but these feelings no more in this than in the pro_
ceding case justify the right of opposition.
It is
for the people who fear lest these legitimate
external advances
made by other t)owe_
should
place them in a condition
of comparative
inferiorityof strength, to draw from their desire of equilibrium animpulsion
to asimilarprogress,
that will
strengthen
them in turn.
The desire of equilibrium may be here also a cause of emulation,
but can
not degenerate
into a right of hindrance.--if,
on
the contrary,
we deal with the question of external aggrandizement
effected by means contrary
to the idea of justice,
as well as the usage of
international
law, no doubt that all st_tWs have
the right
to oppose such aggrandizements
by
force, the moment
they judge it proper or useful for them to do so, because they have an untieniable right to take part against a violation
of
law--The
consideration
of equilibrium
may furnish them with a determining
motive for opposition, while reasons of justice may justify this opposition;
the one constitutes
the interest, the other
legitimacy.
:Both, instead of beingin antagonism,
here work to the same end: the repression
of international
injusticc.--Thus,
if the extension
results from legitimate
means, thereason
of the law
will not permit oppositmn even in the interests of
equilibrium;
and if the aggrandizement
is produced by unjust means, the right of set!ing up
an obstacle to it exists in an absolute manner, the
maintenance
of equilibrium
not being in this case
the foundation
of the right, but simply a plausible reason for its exereise.--Still
a third more dellcate hypothesis
may be conceived.
Let us suppose an aggrandizement
resulting
from one of
those means, which, admitted
by the necessities
of positive right, are still not conformable
to the
rational
idea of legal right; for instance, if it is
a question of war or conquest.
The motive of the
war may be legitimate or illegithnate.
No state
and no nation,
if it wishes to remain
neutral,
has the right to judge whether
the demand_ of
the belligerent
states are well or ill founded, for
this would
be to arrogate
a right of sovereignty
over them.
And yet does it follow that these
states, because
they have remained
neutral,
are
obliged to respect the results of the war, what"ever may be the consequences
which it b_'ings?
We do not think so.
War is only an imperfect
means of settling disputes, a means contrary to
rational
justice,
accepted
as positive
justice
merely in default of another mode of solution.
We arethen
outside of real law, and the opposition of nations, whose interest in equilibrium
is
injured
by aggrandizements
of this kind, may

t_rely legitim_tte,
13

offer

for example,
by appropriation,
eeL. I._]3

obstacles

to

its disturbance.
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not
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consequences

of the pHneipte

of the inalienable

unjust
according
to positive law, but this law
internally,
is that every engagement
attacking
to
rational
law, and
we except
can not in
say sothat
are I sovereignty
nations,
externally
well and
as
does
not admit
them,
far they
as conthe right of ofsovereignty
is radically as null
siderationsof
equilibrium
justify them.
it woul_l
void.
It results from this that the convention
be the stlme if it were a question of extension in
entered into between a certain number of powers
consequence
of inheritance,
marriages,
sales,
concerninga
tcrTitorial distribution
and a political
personal
cessions or other means of reunion, in
equilibrium
to be established
under their common
consequence
of which the internal sovereignty
of
guarantee,
can raise no obstacle in rational law,
nations would
have been disregarded.
These
to increase, or additions,
to the federative
assonmdes of addition
being illegitimate
from the
clarions, to the union or division of tenitory
or
point of view of rational
law, the r.ations which
population,
to changes of internal
government,
would
have to fear the consequences
of them
which may take place later, by the legitimate
have the right 1o oppose them.
And although
exercise of the right of national
sovereignty,
according
to time and place they might
be whatever
modifications
these events may cause
received as positive law, this last law in acceptin the primitive
state of distributmn.
It is in
ing them nevertheless
imposes a limit to them:
this way that a certain
number
of deviations
that of political equilibrium.
Wc shaU consider
from the arrangements
of 1814 and 1815 had to
then, in these different cases, the law of equilibbe recognized
by the European
powers, as we
rium as cotJstituting
customary
international
have noted above.--Those
great arrangements,
law, justified by the imperfect condition
of pubconcluded ordinarily at the close of general wars,
hc institutions,
and intended
to limit the modes
constitute
a compromise
of existing difficulties;
of aggrandizement
or the development
of cxtcrthey determine,
relatively
to all previous
cases
nal power which usage admits, although
they are
comprised
in the transaction,
the actual rights of
not conformable
to the abstract truths of rational
parties, which are to form a point of departure
law.
Positive international
law, sanctioning
the
and are to be respected as such; they embody in
defective means of aggrandizement
or of developthe written law the natural
righl; of opposition
ment, sanctions
the corrective also.--To
sum up,
to illegitimate
extension,
and put it under the
from the political
point of view, the realization
stmction of the respect due to an international
of a balance between the powersis a chief interest
engagement;
but they can not control future
in presence of the principle of the independence
events, prevent the arising
of new causes and
of nations;
from the point of view of justice, we
bind the future to tlm ,tatu quo which they have
cau not find in this q_wtive of utility, the right
created.
The contracting
powers
which have
of maintaining
the balance of power by opposing
guaranteed
a constitution,
a federated
system,
the legitimate,
internal
or external, progress of
a certain
condition
of property
and territorial
other nations.
,_ balance
of power may be
possessions,
m'e authorized
by that fact alone, by
justly produced:
1, by all the pacific
means
the law of nations, to defend the state of things
resulting
from internal
or external progress;
2,
which they have guaranteed,
against every attack
by all the means of constraint
employed
against
coming from outside,
from third powers;
but
the aggrandizement
of other nations accomplished
they can not transform
external defense into interby ways contrary
to justice
and international
hal oppression,
nor draw from conventions
any
law; 8, finally, by all means of constraint
even
right to commit violence or hamper
the severagainst aggrandizements
admitted in other cases,
eig'nty of any power in affairs which
depend
by the positive law of nations, if, from the point
upon the free exercise of this sovereignty.--Thc
of view of rational right, they are really unjust.-principle of the balance of material forces between
It renmins for us to say something of the binding
states necessitated
by the circumstance
that interforce of a f<*rmal and general convention,
connati_nal conflicts
are finally determined
by or
curred in by the states which
folan one same
under the influence of these forces, is a principle
system, and establishing
between
these states a useful for maintaining
the independence
of hacertain arrangement
intended to produce equilibtions.
And it is useful also as a political principle,
rium.
Certainly
the agreement
of powers disif it signifies that no state should aspire to dotalcussing and treating
together
amicably to solve
hate others;
that all should be moderate
in their
difficulties
that have arisen between
them, and
desire for increase;
that they should not make
decide, in concert,
on a territorial
arrangement
bad use of their good fortune and their victories
placed under the common guarantee,
is an emiin war; that the spirit of conciliation,
eonvennently
good and useful thing;
most certainly,
tional arrangement
and peace ia common shall
respect for plighted
faith, a fulfillment
of contracts
regularly
made, are among the strictest
moral necessities
in international
relations.
But
we must not forget that between states, as well
as individuals,
agreements
can not accomplish
everything.
Without
entering
here into a cornplete examination
of the vahdity of au internstmnal stipulation,
we may remark that one of the

be diffused
among them.
But it may be easily
perverted if, by deviating from the limits of right,
it serves as a pretext and an instrument
of every
kind of jealousy
and political
greed;
if it is
directed to invasion
in common,
to partition of
foreign territory,
agreed upon between
several;
to the mlbjection of the weak;
to the league of
the strong;
to opposition
to the legitimate
acts
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BALANCE
0F TRADE,
in commerce,
tile
term commonly
used to express the d_fference
between the value of the exports from, and irap,,rts into a country:
the b,lance
used to be
said to be favorable when the value of the exports
exceeded
that of the imports,
and unfavorable
when the value of the imports exceeded that of
/.he exports.
And in many countries
this was
long believed to be the c,_, and to a late period
theywere
annually congratulated
by their finance
ministers
on the excess of exports over the ira.
ports--The
attainment
of a favorable
balance
was formerly regarded as an object of the gre:uest
imporlauce.
Wheprecmusmetals,
in consequence
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those where it is greatest,
or. which is time same
thing, in distributing
them according to the effectire demand.
It is clear, however, that there could
be no motive to export any species of produce,
unless that which it was intended to import in its
stead were of grealer value.
When an English
merchant eommis_mnsa
quantity of Polish wheat,
he calculates on its sellmgforso
nmch more than
its price in Poland, as will be sutticient 1o pay the
expense of freight, insurance,
etc, and to yield,
besides, the common and ordinary r_te of profit
on the c'lpital employed.
It" the wheat did not
sell for this much. itsm_portatioa
would obviously
be a loss to the importer.
It is plato, titan, that
no merchant
ever did or ever will export, but in
the view of importing
something
more vahmble
in return.
And so far from an excess of exports
over imports
being any criterion of an advanta-

as then'
the (rely
that were
couldlongbe considered
possessed
truth
notwithstanding
that reverse;
has been
l of
being real
used wealth
as money,
genus m,
commerce,
it is (hrectlyall the
and said!
the
either hy individuals or nations.
And as countries
and written to the contrary,
that unless the value/
avithout mines could not obtain supplies of these
of the imports exceeded tl'mt of the exports, for- J
nmtals except in exchange
for exported
products,
eign tr, de could not be carried on. Were this
_t was concluded, th;_t if the value of the commodnot the case--that
i_. were the value of the exports
itmsexported
exceeded tlmt of those imported, the
ahvays greater than the value of the imports-bahmce would have to be paid by the importation
merchants
would lose on every transaction
with
of an equiwfient
amount of the pl'ccious metals;
foreigners,
and the trade with them would be
and converse!y.
A very large proportion
of the
spccdzly abandoned
--In
England
the rates at
restl_tinls imposed on the freedom
of commerce
which all articles of export and import are ofli•
.
during the last three centul'mS grew out of tlns,._,cially valucd were fixed so far back as 1696. But
am_mn. The importance
of having a favorable
'dmverygreatalteratmnthathassincetakenplace,
b:_lance being universahy
admitted,
every effort
not only in the value of money, but also in the
was made to attain it; and nothing
seemed so
cost of by far the greater number of the commo.
effectual
for this purpose
as the devising
of
dities of that and other countrics,
long ago rens,:hemes to facilitate
exportation,
and to hinder
dered the official valu'ltmn
of no use whatever,
the importation
of ahnost
all products,
exc(.pt
either as a means of learning the values or the
gohl and silver, that were not intended for future
quantities
of the exports or imports.
In so far,
exportation.
But thegradualthoughslowgrowth
however, as respects the former, this defect was
of sounder opmmns with respect to the nature and
unintentionally
remedied in 1798, when the "confunctions of money, showed the futility of a sysroy duty," being an ad valorem tax laid on the
tern of policy having such ohjects in view.
It is exports, furnished
the means of ascertaining
their
on all h'mds that gold and silver
amount.
And the importance
of theinformation
1] now conceded
.
I are notlung but commodities;
and that it is in no
so obtained
was such, that, whether articles of
i respect necessary to interfere either to encourage
export have or have not been charged with duties,
their importation
or to prevent thcir exportation,
exporters
have since been made to declare, in
la Great Britain the), may be freely exported and
every case, the Teal value of the articles which
imported, whether m the shape of coin or in that
they export.--It
has been alleged, and apparently
of bullion.
2"he truth is, however, that the theory
with some probability,
that merchants
have not
of the balance of trade was not erroneous merely
unfrequently
been in the habit of exaggerating
from the false notions which its advocates
enterthe value of articles entitled to drawbacks
on exrained with respect to money, but proceeded
on
radically mistaken
views as to the nature of cornmerce.
The mode in which
the balance
was

portation.
But the extension
and improvement
of the warehousing
system, and the diminution
of
the number of drawbacks,
have materially
less-

usually estimated
was, indeed, completely
fallaeious.
But had it been cr)rrectly ascertained,
it
would have been found, in opposition to the commen opinion, that the imports.jute
commercial
countries must, speaking
generally,
exceed the
exports; and that a balance, whether on the one
side or the other J is but rarely cancelled
by a
bullion paymcnt.--I.
The proper business of the
_vholcsale merchant consists in carrying
the varmus products of the different
countries
of the
_'orld from the placcswhcre
£heir value is least to

cued whatever
fraud or inaccuracy
may have
arisen from this source.
So long, indeed, as the
greater number of articles were charged with an
ad valorem duty of los. per cent. on exportation,
it may be presumed
that their value was rather
under than overrated.
But since the repeal of
that duty (5 and 6 ¥ict. c. 47, s. 40), their declared
wtlue is believed to come very near the truth: at
least, sufficiently so for all practical purp,)ses.-But until very recently no authentic informatiem
was obtained m regard to the value of the imp,Jrta
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In 1848, however, the board of customs
having
approved
a plan suggested by Mr. Messenger,
inspector general of imports and exports, for ascertaining the value of the former, it was submitted
by them to the treasury.
And its advantages
having been fully appreciated
by _Ir. Jamcs _rilson, M. P., then secretary
to their lordships,
it
was carried into effect in 1854.
It is needless to
enter into any minute
details with respect to the
mode of computing
the values of the imports.
It
is sufficient tostate that it is effccted by ascertaining the current
prices of imported
articles from
price-currents,
mercantile circulars, etc., and from
these deducing
the aggregate
value of each.
It
would be idle to supt)ose that resultsdcrived
from
n process of this sort should be ahogether
exact;
but the errors it involves are of no great moment,
and for statistical
purposes
it may be reckoned
quite correct
and most valuable._We
venturc
to say that, though we have no means of comparingthcrealvaluesoftheimportswithtimseofthc
cxports,wehavcnodoubtthattheformervcryconsidcral)lyexceed
thehtler.
It can hardly, indeed,
be otherwise.
The value of an exported commodity is estimated
at the moment of its being sent
abroad, and before its cost is increased by the expense of transporting
it to the place of its destinatmn; whereas
the value of the commodity
iraported in its stead is estimated after it has arrived
_lt its destination,
and, consequently,
after its cost
has been enhanced
by the expense of freight,
insurance, importers'
profits, etc.
lgss
Value

of

impurls.]
"Valile
Oll

--__

lsst.

18_.
--[

1866.
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and, consequently,
receiving from foreigners
not
only an equivalent
for their exports, but also for
the cost of conveying
them to the foreign market.
" In 1811," says the author just quoted, " flour
sold in America
for nine dollars and a half per
barrel, and in Spain forfifteen
dollars.
The value
of the cargo of a vessel carrying
5,000 barrels of
flour would, therefore,
bc estimated at the pcriod
of its exportation
at $47,500; but as this flour
would
sell, when carried
to Spain, for $75,000,
the American
merchant
would
be entitled
to
draw on his agent in Spain
for $27,500 more
than the flour cost in America;
or than the sum
for which he could have drawn had the flour been
exported in a vessel belonging
to a Spanish" morchant.
But the transaction
would not end here.
The $75,000 would
be vested in some species
of Spanish
or other _European goods fit for the
American market: and lhe freight, insurance,
etc.,
on account of the return cargo, would probably
increase its value to $100.000; so that, in all,
the American
merchant
might
have imported
goods worth $50,500 more than the flour originally sent to Spain."
It is as impossible to deny
that such a transaction
as this is adwmtageous,
a_
it is to deny that its advantage
consists cntirclyin
the excess of the value of the goods imported over
the value of those exported.
And it is equally
clear that America
might have had the real balance of payments in her favor, though such trm,_
actions as the above had been multiplied
1o any
conceivable
extent.--II.
In the second place, ,i
when a balance is due from one country
to another, it is but seldom that it is paid by remitting
bullion

from

the debtor

to the creditor

cmmtry.

248,919,6"20274,952,172
271,072,285
of
Holland
be greater
than themerchants
sum due tobythos_
the
"_'
£
{ 295,204,553
£"
If the
sum due
by the British

exports._ 196,90'2,409o12,619,614 218,831,576[ 938,805.903 latter to them, the balance of payments will be
_'.,ce_
o_'-_-'-"--_l
againstcanBritain
this balance
not. and inimport_.[ - 52,016,611 6"_,3_,5_ ] 5_,_0,709
"06,398,65,3 deed
not, be; but
discharged
by anwill
exi)ortation
of
bullion, _t.Mess b_tUion be, _tt the time, the cheape._t e.r--To measure, therefore,
the advantage
of cornportableeom'_wdity;
or, which is the same thing, unmerce by the excess of the exports over the inn- lessitmaybemoreadvmtt(ujeouslyexportedthana_yports is a proceeding false alike in fact and princithing else.
To illustrate
this principle,
let us
pie.
The value of the imports, in all but anomasuppose that the balance of debt, or the excess of
lous and extremely
rare instances,
inwlriably
the value of the bills drawn by the merchants
of
exceeds that of the exports.
And it is phdn that
Amsterdam
on London,
over those drawn by the
this excess, whatever
it may be, forms the only
merchants of London
on Amsterdam,
amounts tc_
fund whence the expenses and profils of the mer£100.000- it is the husiness of the London merchants can be derived.
The larger, consequently,
chants to find out the means of discharging
this
it becomes, the more will it be for their advantage._
debt with the least expense;
and it is plain, that
--In the United States the value of the imports,
if they find that anyless sum, us £96,000, £97.000,
as ascertained
by the custom-house
returns,
has
or £99,900 will purchase
and send to Holland as
u¢ual]y exceeded the valueof
the exports.
And,
much cloth, cotton, hardware,
colonial produce.
although
the English
politiciaus
were in the
or any other commodity,
as will sell in Amsterhabit of considering
the excess of tlm former as a dam for £100,000_ no gold or silver will be excertain proof of a disadvantageouscommcrce,
"it
ported.
The laws which regulate
the ti-ade in
is nevertheless
true," says Mr. Pitkin, "that
the
bullion are not in any degree different from those
real gain of the United States has been nearly in
which regulate the trade in other commodities.
l)rol_ortimt as their iraporls hare exceeded their
It is exported only when its exportation
is advanexport._."
(Comme_e
of the United States, 2nd
tageous, orwhenitismorevaluableabroadthanat
edit. p. 280.) The excess of American
imports
home.
It would, in fact. be quite as reasonable
has in part been occasioned
by the Americans
to expect that water should flow from a low to a
generally
cxportiug
their own surplus
produce,
high level, as it is to expect that bullion should
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leave a country where its value is great, to go to
,one where it is low!
It is never sent abroad todestroy, but always to find its level.
The balance of
paymcntsmightbel0orl00,000,000:againstapartie_ar
country, without
causing tile exportation
of a single ounce of bullion.
Common sense tells
us tlmt no merehant will remit £100 worth of bullion to discharge a debt in a foreign country, if it
be possible to invest any smaller
sum in any
_pecws of merchandise
which would sell abroad
for £100 exclusive
of expenses.
The merchant
_ bo deals iu the precious metals is as much under
the inliuence
of selfintere,st
as he who de.'fls in
coffee or indigo; and what merclmnt
would attempt to extinguish
a debt by exporting
coffee
which cost £100, i'f he couhl effect Ins object by
scndi_g
abroad indigo which cost only £99?-The "u'gument about the balance of 1) ,yments is
one of those that contradict
and confute themselves.
Ilad the apparent excess of exports over
imports, as indicated
by the British custo,n-house
books for the hundred )'ears down to 1853, been
always paid in bullion, as the supporters
of the
old theory contend i_ tim e.tse, there slmuld at tiffs
moment
be some 500,000,000 or 600,000,000
of
bullion in tim country,
instead of 80,000,000 or
100,000,000,
which it is supposed
at most to
amount to! Nor is this all. If the theory of the
balance were good for anything--if
It had not
been a mere idle delusion--it
follow% as every
country in tim world has had its favolable balance,
that they must have been paid by an annual innportation of bullion from the mincs corresponding
Io their aggregate amount.
But it is certain that
the entire produce of the mines, great as it is,
thougl', it were increased
in a fi_efold proportion,
would lie insufficient
for tlds purpose!
This re,_luctio ad absurdton
is decisive of the degree of
,credit tlmt slmuld be attached
to conclusions
respecting the flourishing state of tbe commerce of
any country drawn fl'om tim excess of the exports
over the imports!--Notonly,
therefore, is the theorywith
respect to the balance of trade erroneous,
but the very reverse of that theory is true.
In the
fi_'st place, the value of tile commodities
imported
byeverycouutrywhieh
carries on an advantageous
_ommeree (and no other wiU be prosecuted
for any
,considerable
period) invariably
exceeds the value
of those which she exports.
Unless such were the
case, there would plainly be no fund whence the
merch:mts and others eng;iged in foreign trade
_'ould derive either a proliL on their capital, or a
return for their outlay and trouble; and in tile
•_tcoad place, wlmther
the balance of debt be for
,or against a country, that balance will neither be
paid nor received in bullion, unless it be at the
lime the commodity by the export.ation or importation of which theaceount
may be most profitably
settled.
Whateverthe
partisansof
tim doctrine as
to the balance may say about money being a prefelable product,
or merchandise par ezcellence, it
is certain it will never appear in the list of exports
and imports
while there is anything
else with
_vhleh to carry on trade, or cancel debts, that will
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yield a larger profit, or occasion a less expense to
the debtol.'s.--It
is dilticult to estimate the mischief which the absurd notions relative to the bal.
ance of trade have occasioned
iu almost every
commercial
country.
It is principally
totheprevalenee of l)rejudices
to which they have given
rise, that the restrictions
on the tradc between
Great Britain and France arc to be ascribed.
'l'he
great or rather the only argument
insist.ed upon
by those who prewfiled on the legislature,
in the
reign of" William
and Mary, to declare the trade
with France a nuisance, was founded on tile statement that the value of the ifiq)orts from tlmt
kingdom
considerably
exceeded
the value of the
commodities
exported
to it. The balance was
regarded as a trib_tte paid by England to France,
and it was sagaciously
asked, what lind England
done, that she shouhl lie obliged to pay so much
money to her natural enemy?
It never occurred
to those who so loudly abused the French trade,
that no merchant would import
any commodity
from France, unless it brought a higher price in
Englamt tlmn tlm commodity
exported
to 1);ty it;
and that the profit of the merchant,
or the national
gain, wouhl be in exact proportion
to tiffs excess
of price.
The very reason assigned by these persons for prohibiting
the trade affords tim best attainable pk'oof of its having been a lucrative one;
nor can there be any doubt that an unrestricted
freedom of intercourse
between tile two countries
would be of the gTeatest service to both.
J.R.
M'CuLLocn
and HuGu O. REID.
BALLOT,
from the Greek t_iJ)._-I'.,, to cast or
throw,
a method of voting designed
to secure
secrecy, as distinguished
from the open or viva
vote vote.
The ballot is as old as the fifth eentury, B.C., when it was used in Athens, and we
know not how much older.
The Greek dicasts,
or judges, voted by ballot in giving their verdicts,
using either sea-shells, or beans, or balls of metal,
or stone, colored black for condemnation,
orwhite
for acquittal.
In the Athenian
assemblies,
the
common voting was by show of hands, but in all
cases of privilege tile w_ting was secret, and this
was practiced even in the senate in cases of ostracism.--In
Rome the people iu their assemblies
(comitia) voted at first by open response, but the
custom of voting at elections by tablets, with tile
names of the candidates
written
on them, came
into vogue B.C. 139, by the h'x Gahinia tabellarbt.
The votes were th,'own into a chest, watched
by
rogato_'es or inspectors,
who collected
the tablets
and gave them to tlm diribit_res, who classified
and counted
tim votes, and then banded
them
over to the ctt,slodes, who finally checked them off
by points marked
oa a tablet.
In the comitia
tributa, when the people voted upon laws after
discussion, the assembly
was called by a plebisvilltn_, and the vote taken by tribes.
In elections,
if two candidates had tim same number of ballots,
tbe decision was made between them by drawing
lots.--In
Great Brit'fin, which has the honor of
originating
trml by jury, voting by ballot never
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became established
at elections
until 1872.
It
was suggested
in political
tracts two centuries
before, and secret voting was actually employed
in the parliament
of Scotland
in cases of ostracism.
In corporate
bodies, both private
and
municipal,
election by ballot has long prevailed,
In deliberative
and legislative
bodies, the reason
for the ballot is not apparent,
as it is in popular
elections.
Tim voting should be open in parliamentary
bodies, to enforce
responsibility,
and
bring the acts of their representatives
bcfore each
constituency
in the clearest manner.
In popular
elections,
on tim other hand,
where the voter
represents
no delegated
powers but is supposed
to vote his own will, the secret ballot is a guarantee of personal independence.--The
first prominent agitation
of tlle ballot in England
came
about in the struggle
for parliamentary
reform,
the purification
of elections, and the extension of
the suffrage, in the first quarter
of the present
century.
O'Conncll
brought in a bi;l for secret
voting in 1830, and the first draft of Lord John
Russell's
reform
bill provided
for the ballot,
though
it was left out later.
This method
of
voting was supported
in parliament
by the historians Grote and _Iacaulay,
and made steady
progress, in spite of the ridicule of Sydney Smith
and other literary wits, likening the ballot-box to
a mouse-trap
for catching
the votes of Englishmen.
Finally,
a select committce,
with Lord
Hartington
as chairman,
reported
in 1870 that
corruption,
treating
and intimidation
by priests
and lamllords, prevailed
at elections in England
and Irel:md, and that voting
by ballot would
tend to promote peaceful and fair elections, and
protect
voters from undue influence,
provided
secrecy were made inviolable
by the methods
adopted.
The ballot was introduced
first at
_fanchester
in 1869 as a test, and the voting was
found
more expeditious
than the old viva coce
sys'.em.
In 187° Mr. Foster's
ballot act (35 and
86 Vict. c. 33) made the ballot compulsory
in all
parliamentary
and municipal
elections,
except
for the universities.
This act requires the names
of all the caudidates
to be printed
on white
paper, and the voter must fill up with a cross,
X, the hlank on the right hand opposite the name
he votes for.
The register of voters shows when
an elcctol' has received a ballot from one of the
officers of election, and each ballot is marked
with a number, corresponding
to the counterfoil
of the paper, which remains
with the officer,
This counterfoil
is also marked
with the voter's
number
on the register, so that the vote may be
identified,
if the poll should be scrutinized
or
challenged.
The voter folds tile ballot so as to
conceal his mark, but to show the stamp to the
officer, and it is dropped in a box which is locked
and sealed.
The elections are held at schoolrooms or other pulflic places,
and a separ.+te
comlmrtment
must be provided
for every 150
electors.
A returning
officer counts the ballots,
and transmits
them, sealed, to the clerk of the
_crow.n in chancery;
who destroys
them at the

end of one year.
There have been two genera!
parliamentary
elections under the ballot act of
1872, and though it has not put an end to _)rihcry
or inthnidation,
they have been diminished,
and
thcsteady
effect of the secret ballot is observed
to be gradually
to get rid of undue influence, and
tl_e m_>re disreputable
methods of c'mvassing
that
prewfiled
under the vica voce systcm.
In Australia,
and other
British
colonies,
the ballot
generally
prevails.--In
France,
the secret vote
used to be employcd in deliberative
voting in the
chamber of deputies,
but its use is now confined
to electionsby'the
people.
The voting is superintended by a returning
officer, four supervisors
without
salary,
and a secretary.
Every voter
must present a card previously
obtained
at the
registry
office, to secure his idenuty.
This the
returning officer punches, and the vote is recorded
by a "bulletin"
printed with a caJ_didate's name.
The numher of votes given is compared with the
register, and ballots are rejected
whtch are illegible, blank,'containing
the name of the voter, or
erroneously
filled up--In
Germany
the secret
ballot is in use in all elections
for the reichsbtg;
registered voters only can vote, and ballots must
be on white paper, and folded by the elector, and
dropped into a closed box --In
Italy candntatea
for the chamber of deputies
are elected by ballot
in public halls, to which only registered
or quali+
fled voters are admitted.
A. stamped
piece of
blank paper (the official is blue) is issued, on
which the voter writes the name of his candidate
and lmnds the folded
paper to the 1)re._idin_
officer, who puts it in the box.
The same otliccr
oversees the public counting
of the votes.
It ia
stated that the ballet has greatly
dimiuished
the
influence of the clerical power in Italian pulilics,
and cauvassing and bribery seldom occur.--Spain,
Belgium, Switzerland
and Austria have the ballot, and in Hungary
it is compulsory
in the
election
of municipal
councils,
while
it was
abolished in l)arliamentary
elections m 1_74 --In
the United States, voting by ballot dates from
early colonial times, and was made obligatory
by
the constitutions
of :New Jersey, Pennsylv;tnm,
North Caroliua and other states, adol)tcd m 1776.
In :New York viva .voce voting
prevailed
until
1778, when provision
was made f,,r electing
a
governor.and
lieutenant
governor
by haltot and
m 1787 this was extendcd to the lcgislaturc.--The
system of open _votiag "_'hich long prevaih.d
in
some of the southern
states, Ires given place t(>
the ballot throughout
the Union, with the single
exception
of the state of Kentucky.
In th_s.
state the constitution
provides
that the p<,ople
shall vote vi);a vorz, thotlgh this is controlled
a'*
regards congre_ioaal
elections by the act of congress (Revised Statutes, section 27), which reqmrea
all votes for representatives
in congress to be by
wriUen or printed
ballot---The
constitutions
of
all the states provide that all elections shall be by
ballot, with the above exception.
In Alabama,
Florida, Indiana,
Kansas,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
:Nevada, :North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Tennes-
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see and Texas, thereis
a constitutional
provision
requiring
the legislature
to vote viva voce. In
odmr states it is ]eft to the legislature
to regulate
its own method of suffrage.
Arkansas
and Colorado have a constitutional
requirement
that at
every election the ballots shall be numbered
in
the order in which they are received,
and the
number recorded
by the election officers, on the
list of voters opposite the name of the voter who
presents the ballot.
The election officers are to
be sworn not to inquire or disclose how any elector shall have voted.
Similar safeguards
against
" rcpea_ing," or fraudulent
voting, are provided
by law in many states where there is no constitutioual provision
on the subject.
Too many of
the states, however, are wiflmut efficient rcgistrafinn laws, and a neglect
to provide proper legal
safeguards
for free and honest suffrage is one of
the most serious evils which threaten
the safety
and permanence
of republican
institutions.
All
kinds of frauds and deceptions
are practiced or
attempted
with the ballot, such as: 1, counterfelting
the real ballot, and substituting
some
insidious change of name of an important c;mdidate; 2, heading
printed
ballots with the name
and device of one party, and printing
under it
the names of the candidates of the opposite party;
3, "stuffing"
tim ballot box, or voting two or
more ballot papers folded so as to appear as one;
4, using "tissue ballots," or votes printed on thin
ti_suepaper
so as to conceal a large number
of
surplus
or fraudulent
votes, smuggled
into the
boxes without
detection;
5, "repeating,"
or noting by the same man at several different
polls;
6, "personation,"
or another kind of double noting, by the same man using a different name, at
the same poll.--As
a safeguard
against
some of
these practices,
many ingenious
methods
have
been proposed and experimented
upon.
A mechamcal ballot box, with autonmtic
devices prcventing any voter from casting more than one
ballot, or at least preventing
the count of more
than one to each voter, .has been invented.
This
box gives an alarm as each vote is received,
secures strict secrecy to the voter, counts
and
files each ballot on a wire in the box, beyond the
reach of any hand, and shows the aggregate
vote,
with which the official vote must agree.
It is
claimed to be ¢.'_lually efficient against false counting, tabulating,
or returning,
as against fraudulent voting.--Ballot
boxes have been
used of
many different materials,
from the primitive
hat
or cigar box, to the voting urn, glass ballot box,
and the elaborate mechanical
repositories of votes
above referred
to. Frauds upon the ballot box
should be ranked among the wor.-t of crimes
against republican
government.
The secrecy
and the sacredness of the balloL"should be maintained at whatever
cost.
The more free the
people, the more carefully
will the secret ballot
be guarded, as the best guarantee
of personal independence,
A.. R. SPOFFORD.
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CONTROYERSIES
(IN U. S. HisThe constitution
(article
1, section 8)
enumerates
among the powers of congress:
"1.
To lay and collect taxes, duties, excises and imposts, to pay the debts and provide
for the cornmon defense and general
welfare
of the United
States;
* _
_ *
* * * *.--18. To make
all laws which shall be necessary and proper for
carrying
into execution
the foregoing
powers,
and all other powers vested by this constitution
in the government
of the United States, or in any
department
or officer thereof."--From
these two
paragraphs
broad constructionists
have inferred
the power of congress to charter a national bank,
or any other corporation
of national
extent,
which strict constructionists
have
denied.--I.
1781-91.
Under the confederation,
RobcrtMorris,
superintendent
of finance, had drawn up the plan
of the first national
bank, which was chartered
by congress,
Dec. 31, 1781, for ten years, under
the name of T]x Bank of _¥orth America,
with
a capital of $400,000,
afterward
increased
to
$2,000,000.
The general doubt of the power of
congress to crea[e acorporation
cast a cloud upon
the bank's title to existence, and it was chartered
by the state of Pennsylvania
in _7_3. In 1785 a
change of parties in the state legislature
brought
about a repeal of the charter, and in 1787, after
another party change, the charter was renewed.
--II.
1791-1811.
In January,
1791, a bill to
incorporate
The Bal_k of l]_. Unile,d 'States passed
the senate without
division,
and the house, Feb.
8, by a vote of 39 to 20. Its capital was to be
$10,000,000, of which $2,000,000
was to be subscribed by the United States;
its charter
was to
continue
for twenty years;
its bills were made
receivable in all payments
to the United States;
and it had the power to establish branch banks,
the headquarters
remaining
at Philadelphia.
Immediately
upon the passage of the bill a stro,g
pressure
was brought to bear upon
president
Washington
to induce him to veto it, and lie
therefore called for the written opinions of his
cabinet upon the constitutionality
of theproposcd
bank.
The opinions submitted
by Jefferson and
Hamilton
are most interesting,
as they map out
with great exactness
the opposite
views of the
federal government's
powers which were to con.
trol party conflict for the succeeding
three.quarters of a century.--Jefferson's
opinion, whichwas
first given, begins with the following
text: "'I
consider the fomldation
of the constitution
as
h_id on this ground,
that "ill powers not de]egated to the United
States by the constitution,
nor prohibited
by it in tl_e states, are reserved to
the states or to the people,' (XII amendment).
To take a single step beyond the boundaries thus
specially
drawn around
the powers of congress,
is to take possession
of a boundless
field of
power, no longer susceptible of any definition. "-After showing
that there was no power to establisA a national bank under the special powers to
lay- taxes, to pay the debt of the United States,
to borrow money, and to regulate commerce, he
TORY).
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proceeds to consider "the general phrases, which
are the two following.
1. 'To
lay taxes to
provide
for the general welfare
of the United
States;" that is to say, 'to lay taxes Jbr the l)_trpo_e of providing
for the general welfare.'
For
the laying of taxes is the power, and the general
welfare the ptelTo_e for which the power is to be
exercised.
Congress
are not to lay taxes, ad
l, bitt_m, for al, y pt_Tose tl_e!/pIectse ; but only to
jJ_y the debts, _r prorhlefc_r the welfare of the U,_ion.
In like manner,
they are not to d,, a;_yt],il_ t/_ey
ph'_se, to provide
for the general
welfare, but
only to lay t_xes for that purpose.
To consider
the latter phrase, not as describing
the purpose
of the first, but as giving a distinct and independent power to do 'lay .lct they please which
mtght be for the good of the Union,
would
render all the preceding
,'tad subsequent enumerations of power completely
useless.
It would
reduce the whole instrument
to a single phrase;
that of instiluting
a congress with power to do
whatcver
would be for the good of the United
States; and as they would be the sole judges of
the good or evil, it would
bc also a power to do
whatever evil they pleased.
* *
* *
*
_
Certainly
no such universal power was meant to
bc given them.
It was intended
to lace them up
strait]y within the enumerated
power.% and those
without which, its means, these powers could not
bc carriediutocffcct.
* * * _ * _ 2. The
second general phrase is 'to make alllaws
necessa_.w and proper for carryiug
into execution the
enumerated
powers.'
But they cau all becarried
into execution
without a bank.
k bauk, therefore, is not necessary,
and, consequently,
not
authorized
by this phrase.
It has been much
urged that a bank will give great facility or conve_ieL, cc in the collection of taxes.
Suppose this
were true: yet the constitution
allows only the
means which are 'necessary,'
not those which
are merely ' convenient'
for effecting the cnumerated powers.
If such a latitude
of construction
be allowed to this phr_se, as to give any nonenumerated
power, it will go to every one; for
there is no one which ingenuity
may not torture
into a cm_venie_ce in some w_tyorotl_er, tosome o?_e
of so long a list of enumerated
powers.
It would
swallow up all tlm delegated
powers, and reduce
the wimle to one phrase, as before observed."
(Italics "_s in original.t--Jefferson's
opinion that
th_ paying of debts and providing for the general
welfare is not a po_cer but a p_ttTose , is fully
argued and accepted
by Story as quoted below,
and by the supremc court ia the _a,_se_t.qer Ceases
(in 7 ]Ioward, l)elow);
but a colon, which the

mary: "1. That the power of the government,
_ to the objects intrusted
to its management,
is,
in its nature,
sovereign.
2. That the right of
erecting
corporations
is one inherent
in, and
iuscparable
from, the idea of sovereign
power.
3. That the position
that the government
of the
United States can exercise no power l)ut such as
is delegated
to it by its constitution,
does not
militate against this principle.
4. That the word
necessa_T, in the general clause,
can have
no
_'e._',r_cticeoperation,
derogating
from the force of
this principle;
indeed, that the degree in which a
measure is or is not ncee_ary
can not be a te_t of
coltst_ttttio_,d right, but of expedicncy
only.
5.
That the power to erect corporations
is not to be
considered
as an independent
and substantive
power, but as an incidental
a_d auxiliary
one;
and was, therefore, more properly left to implicalion than expressly
granted.
6. That the principle in (iuestion does not extend the power of
the government
beyond
the prescribed
limits,
because it only affirms a power to incorporate
for
purposes
within the _p]tere of _],e specified powe_'s.
And btstl_', that the right to exercise
such a
power, in certain cases, is unequivocally
granted
in the most positive and comprehensive
terms.
To all which it only remains
to be added that
such a power has actually
been exercised in two
very eminent
instance% namely, in the erection
of two governments;
one northwest
of the river
Ohio, and the other southwest;
the last independent
of any antecedent
compact,"
(see OnDr._ANCE Or 1787, TEnU_TOmES).--It
will bc perccived that the essence
of Hamilton's
opinion,
which is entirely
lacking
in Jefferson's,
but
which the courts have since very steadily accepted, is the socere_gnty of the fedct]fl government
within
its specified
bounds--the
l)rineiple
that,
when a 1)eople have found it necessary to _reatc
:t sovereignty
even
for specified
purposes,
a
further
and interior
limitation
upon the sovereignty within its own sphere must be express to
be valid (see _.NITED ST,_TES).--tiamilton's
opinion prevailed with the president,
and the bill was
signed and became law.
The bank, thus chart
ercd, went at once into active and successful
operation.
It had occasion to bring suits in fedoral and state courts, and was always recognized
as a legally incorporated
body.
),larch 23, 1804,
an act was passed without a division to allow it
to establish branches
in the territories,
and, haying been signed by Jefferson
himself, now president, became law; and Feb. o_4, 1807, an act to
punish forgery of the bank's notes was similarly
passed.
The charter was to expire iu 1811.
In

original has not (see C0_STtTUTm._), iS often, but
unjustifiably,
inserted
hctween
the power and
the purpose, so as to give the latter the appearance of a sep,_rate power.
The second part of
his opinion has been rulcd against by the supreme
court in the case of McC_dloch vs. M_ttTl,Jnd (in 4
IVhe_t_,,. below).
(See also CO.(l-hESS,
POWERS
o_', II )--Itamil_on's
opinion, though very much
lon_er, may bc clearly given in his own sum.

1809 the bank applied
for a recharter,
and its
application
was warmly
indorsed
by Gallatin,
secretary
of the treasury.
In 1810 a bill for a recharter
was introduced,
met wilh some opposition on the grounds laid down by Jefferson,
and
went over to the next session.
In the next session the bank's
application
was renewed
a_t(l
finally defeated,
Jan. 24. 1811.
In the house the
vote to postpone
the bill indefinitely
was 65 t(_
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64; in the senate a motion to strike out the euaetty years; the capital was to be $85,000,000, oneing clause of the bill was only carried
by the
fifth in cash, the rest in United States 6 pet" cent.
casting vote of the vice-president,
Clinton.
The
stocks; the government
was to have tile al)pointbank then, after an unsuccessful
effort to obtain
ment of five of the twenty-five
directors;
and the
n charter from the state of Pennsylvania,
we,rod
bank was to have tile custody of the public funds
(_p its affairs and went out of existence.
The
(see Dr;POSITS, REMOVAL OF). The stock w_s at
government
had previously,
in 1802, sold out its
on(,e subscribed;
the principal
office was opened
°,200 shares of stock to the Baring's, of London,
at Phil_td(,Iphia;
and bran(.hes were soon estabat "_premium of 57 per cent.--III.
1816-36.
The
hshed at Boston, New York, Baltimore,
Ports.
war of 1812, which ahnost intmcdiately
followed
monlh,
Providence,
Washington,
Richmond,
the failure to reeharter the bank. was princll)ally
Charleston,
Savannah,
h_cw Orieat_s, Cincinnati,
._ul)ported
by loans and the issue of treasury
and othvr cities--Within
three ye'_rs, the rotsnotes.
Party
spirit
w'ls enlisted
ag,dnst
the
nnmagemcnt,
speculations
and frauds of the presi
loans, and the federalist newsp_:pers in h'ew Engdent and directors
of the bank brought
the instiland denounced
them so warmly
that governtution to the verge of bankruptcy
and helped, to
meat agents in that section of the country were
derange tl,e whole bus_ucss of the country.
The
coml)elled
to advertise
that the names of subefforts of a new prcsident
were successful in savseribers to the ]o_lns would be kept secret.
This
lag the bank,
but only by a curtaihnent
and
opposition,
to_ctl,cr
with the dowufiill
of the
recall of h)ans to other banks, which aided in
import trade, the consequent
decrease in revenue,
bringing on the general stringency
of 1818-21,
the constant dr:fin of specie from the country
in
and rouse(l strong
feeling
against
the bank.
p..t3nnent for smuggled
goods, and the want of
State legislatures
began to arraign it as unconstiany convertible
cut'reucy
to take its place, not
tutiontdly chartered.
The legislatures
of _Iaryonly increased
the public debt from a total of land and Ohio, in 1818, levied taxes upon the
$45,209, 737.90 in1812, to "t total of $1271834,933. 74 branch banks in their states, with the intention
in 1816, but dec,'cased
the national credit so far
of forcing
them
to close;
and, though
the
that the treasury
negotiated
the last loal_s of the
supreme court (see .l[cC'_dlocl_ vs. Margland, in 4
war at a discouut
of 40 per cent.
In January,
Wheatvn, below) decided m favor of the bank's
1814, upon a pctition
from l_'ew York, a pl'ojcct
constitutionality,
and against a state's right to tax
for a new national
bank was introduced
in the
it, Ohio took the amount
of her tax, $100.000.
house, but, as the dominant
party still held it h'om the vaults of the branch bank at Chillicothe
unconstitutional,
it was dropped
without action,
by force, in defiance of an injunction
from the
In October,
1814, the plan was revived, backed
federal
circuit
court.
The directors
at once
this time by the recommendation
of the secretary
brought
suit in the federal
courts against the
of the treasury,
Dallas, a'ad the influence
of the
agents of the levy for trespass, and the state in
administration.
Dallas' plan obliged the bank to
1820 withdrew
the use of its jails for the custody
lend the government
$30,000,000,
but gave it of prisoners
in sn(:ll suits, at the same time
power to suspend
specie payments.
It was met
reducing its tax to $10,000 a year, and refunding
hy another
plan, introduced
by Calhoun,
of the over amount
of $90.000.
Returning
prosSouth Carolina,
which neither
obliged the bank
perity changed
the current of feeling, and Ohio
to loan money to the government,
nor allowed it
withdrew
from
her position._
Until 1829 the
to suspend.
The federalists,
by favoring
Calbank of the United States seems to have had no
lmun's plan, defeated
Dallas', and then, by comconnection
whatever
with national politics.
In
hiuing with the Dallas men, they defeated
both
the presidential
elections
of 1824 and 1828 we
plans..
The senate, Dec. 9, 1814, then passed a
rind no allusions to it. It was simply a very sucbill for a bauk
on Dallas'
plan, which
was
cessful
business
enterprise,
now
numbering
defeated in the honse by the casting vote of the
twenty-five
branches,
under the general control
speaker.
A compromise
plan then passed both
of the directors
of the parent
bank and their
lloases, Calhoun's
two principles
being rctaincd,
president,
!_icholas Biddle.
In Jackson's
letters
;,,d was vetoed, Jan. 30, 1815, by the president,
of ]_Iarch, 1829, there are some tr.tces of an
The veto message
"waived
the question of tile
undcr-current
of dislike for the bank and its
bill's constitutionality,"
as having been ah'cady
directors, as "minions
of Clay."
i'qo symptoms
passed upon
approvingly
by the legislative,
appear, however,
of any possibility
of collision
executive
and judiciary,
with the general
conbetween
the bank and the administration
until
currence of the people; but objected
to the plan
June, 1829, when tile Jackson
managers
of the
of this bill on the score of convenience,
as not
state of New tIampshire,
Istmc Hill and Levi
being calculated
to aid the go.vernment
or the
Woodbury,
began to urge president
Biddle to
people in their embarrassments.
In February,
remove the president of the branch bank at Ports1815, after the arrival of the news of peace, the
mouth, N. H., and to appoint a Jackson man in
senate again passed a bank bill on Dallas' plan,
his place.
Biddle refused on theground
that the
which was lost in the house by a single vote.
incumbent
was a man " of first-rate clmracterand
April 10, 1816, the act to establish
The .Bank of
abilities," and not appointed for political reasons;
the United 5_ttes became law.
It followed [-IamiL
_ud in October he finally, and. so emphatically
l.on's plan closely.
The charter
was to run twen"as to leave no possibihty
of misconception,"
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declared
to the secretary
of the treasury
that
neither tile bank nor its branches
"acknowledged
the slightest
responsibility
of any description
whatsoever
to thesecrctary
of the treasury touchlug the political opinions
and conduct
of their
officers, that being a subject on which they never
consult, and have no desire to know, the views of
any administration
" Here the matter rested until
the meeting of congress, when, in his message of
Dec. 8, 1829, thc president for thc first timc person,
ally emered the field by making the following referencc to the bank
"The
charter of the Bank
of the United Slates expiresin
1836. and its stockhohlers will most probably apply for a renewal of
their privileges.
In order to avoid the evils resulting from prccipit'mcy
in a measure involving such
important
principles and such deep pecuniary
interests, I feel that I can not, in justiceto
the parties
interested,
too soc)n presentit
to the deliberate consideration of the le_,istature and the people.
Both
the censtltution'dity
and the expediency
of the
law creating this bank are well questioned
by a
lathe portion of our fellow-citizens;
and it must
be admitted
by all that it has failed in the great
end of estal)li_hiug
a uniform
and sound cur-

to drive thc bank " into politics."
Since the president intended
to "appeal
to the people."
the
bank felt compelled
to imitate
him; and from
this time the conflict became flagrant.
The hational republican
convention,
Dec. 12, 1831, (see
NOMINATING CONVE_TIONS), approved
the bank
as a great and beneficent
institution
maintaininga sound, ample and healthy state of tile currency.
summoned
the people to defend it in its peril by
rejecting
Jackson
at the ensuing
election;
and
nominated
as its own candidates
Henry Clay and
John Sergeant,
both pronounced
bank men, and
the latter a director
in 1834. The legislature
of
Pennsylvania,
a Jackson
state, had unanimously
resolved in favor of the bank, and the Clay manngers seem to have decided to force the fighting.
in order, if possible, to deprive Jackson of Pennsylvania's
large vote by compelling
him to attack
Philadelphia's
chief institution.
Clay's own private correspondence
shows his belief that, all the
circumstanc_
considered,
the bank would " act
very unwisely
if it did not apply"
for a new
charter at this session.
The application
was accordil_gly made, Jan. 9, 1832, by senator
Dallas,
of P_,nn_ylvania,
on beh'df of the bank.
The

rency."--The
message also sugge._ted 1he sub._litution of a bank whi('h should I)e a pal't of, and
umler the direct control of, the treasm5 _. (See
INDEPENDENT Tn_Asu1tY.)
In the house this
part of the message was referred to the committee
of ways aud means, which reported
strongly in
fav,r r)f the bank and against the president;
and
when resolutions against the constitutionality
and
expediency
of the l)ank, and against rcehartcriug
it, were introduced,
they were at once laid on the
table hyaw)tc of 89 to 66. It was thus evident that
the president's party was not ready to support him
in :ts-_ailing the bank, and no further
steps were
laken against it, wilh the excel)lion of articles in
administration
newspapers,
uutil Dec. 7, 1830,
when the message with a slight but evident increase of warmth, renewed the suggestions
above
given. In the senate Benton, of 3Iissouri, in February, 1831, attacked
the bank from a point of
view oulsidc of its constitutiomdity,
denouncing
it
asthet×_ssess°r°fneedlessandexl_'nsiveprivileges
for wl_ieh no return was ever made, and of irresponsible and dangerous
power over local banks
and the business interests
of the eountr,y.
:Even
with this attack no open struggle had yet.beglm,
though the bank and its friends evels.wherc
were
being l'_lpidlv drawn into unofficial nexuspaper and
pamphlet ho.,tilities with the administnttion.
In
his.lnessage
of Dec. 4, 1831, the president hinted
broadly that, having several times called the atten,
tion of congress to his views about the bank, he
now left the matter Io the people.
The reference
was evideutly 1o the presidential
election of 1832,
for which political
arrangements
were already
m'Lkiug.--Up
to this time Jackson seems to have
been willing to avoid open war upon the bank
until his other enemies should be disposed of,
(_c ,L_CKSO._, ANDnFW); but the suggestion
conveyed in the .message of 1831 was sufficient alone

charge was often made that the bank really endeavo_'cd to btty its charter;
and its loans to congt'essmen, mostlyof
the opposition toil, are stated
by the report of a senatc connnittee
in 1834, as
$322,199 to 59 congressmen
in 1831, $478,069 to 54
congressmen
in 1832, and $374,766to58congressmen in 1833. A majority
in both houses was in
favor of the charter, but in the house the speaker
was_lg.tinst it, and this circumstance
controlled lhe
operations
of the opposition,
guided by Benton.
Yague and general charges
of corruption
were
brought against the management
of the bank, and
the speaker so constituted
the committee of inves
tigation that, though the charges _vcre disprovcd.
the nnljority report brought
the bank in guilty.
Itaving
thus obtained a b'tsis for an "appeal
to
the people," the opposition
allowed the bill to recharler the bank to come to a vote. and it l)assed
the senate June 11, 1832, 28 to 20, and the house
July 3,109 to 76. Julyl0,1tw-_svetoedinamcs
sage.of ga'eat ability, which w'ts maiuly devoted
to proving the bank, as then constituted,
to be an
unnecessary,
useless, expensive, un-American
toonopoly, alw_ys hostile to the interests of the people and possibly dangerous to the government
as
welL
A.n attempt
to pass the bill over the veto
failed.--Time
has shown that the _lpl)lication for
a recharter
at this session was a false step, nud
that the bank's only course was to wait patiently
until a two-thirds
majol'ity in congress couhl .be
obtained, pass the bill for the charter, if necessary,
over the veto, and end the battle by one blow.
For the bank only one victory was needed; the
charter, once obtained,was
secure. By impatience
it succeeded
only in implicating
its quan'el with
tile presidential
election, which resulted not only
in the president's
triumphant
re-election,
but als_
in the choice of a house of representatives,
to meet
in 1833, which was pledged to support
the pres-
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dent against all his opponents,
even against
the
bank.--The
president now had the move, and he
made it. A premonition
of his purpose was given
in his message of Dec. 4, 1832, in which he announced a belief, which he had warmly taken up,
that the bank was insolvent, andadvised
an investigation into its affairs and the sale of the governmeat stock in it.
This congress,
however, the
same which had recently
passed the bill for a
bank charter, was still opposed to the president,
and the house voted that the deposits might safely
be left in the bank.
Before the meeting of the
new congTess, elected in 1832, the president had
removed the deposits of public moneys from the
bank (see DEPoSn'S, REMOVAL OF), and his action
was sustained
by the new house.
In the senate
thebankstillhadamajoritywhich,
standiagalone,
could only enjoy the poor satisfaction
of censur,
ing the president (see CENSURES, I.).
For want
of any other custodian
of the public funds (see
INDEPENDENT TR.EASURY)they
had been depos|ted m selected state banks, commonly called "pet
banks."
April 4, 1834, the house tiredly voted (1)
that the bank ought not to be rcchartered,
134 to
82; (2) that the deposits ought not to be restored,
118 to 103; (3) that they should be left in thestate
banks, 117 to 105; and (4) that the affairs of the
bank should be investigated,
175 to 42. The in.
vestigation was begun; but the bank objected to
its methods
as partisan
and unfair, and pnt so
many impediments
in the wayof it that it resulted
in nothing.
It was very evident, however, that
the president was master of the situation, and the
bank finallyobtained
a charter from Pennsylvania.
Within two years the senate was opposed to the
bank, and thereafter
the democratic
party was
committed
against
any such institution.--IV,
1837-45.
For over twenty years gold aad silver,
as a currency,
had been practically
unknown
in
the United States.
Whatever
may have been the
evils connected with the free grant of the use of
the public
funds to a private
corporation,
the
bank of the United States had at least provided a
currency acceptable
everywhere.
What was to
take its place?
Benton's engrossing
desire was to
bring his party back to its original devotion
to
"hard
money," gold and silver, but to this there
was one insuperable
obstacle:
the state banks
which were now the only available receptacle
for
the pubhc funds, which had tin'own the whole
weight of their influence for the government
and
against the bank, and which it was necessary to
support, possessed the power of issuing notes to a
nmre uulimitcd
and dangerous
extent than the
batik of tim United States.
If the sub4reasu,'y
system (see I_'DEPENDENT TPmASUR£) could have
been introduced
in 1835, when congress :reduced
the ratio of gold and silver to 16:1, there would
have been no further need to lean upon the state
banks, and the '" hard money"
system might have
been forced through without
the dreadful spasm
with which the laws of nature
compelled
its
adoption in 1837-9.
But for many months the
state banks were allowed
to engage in a race for

90_

the production
of fictitious wealth which deluged
the country with paper money, raised the nora|nal value of all property far beyond the real value.
and increased
the sales of public lands from
$5,000,000 in 1834 to $24,800,000 in 1836.
July
11, 1S36, the secretary
of the treasury,
by the
president's
order, and against the known wish of
congress, issued thcso-callcd,peciecirc,ll,,r,
which
directed
tl,e land offices to reject paper money
and receive only specie in payment
for public
lands.
At the following
session congress
d,d
indeed
pass a bill directing
the reception
of
notes of specie-paying
banks, but so late m tile
session that the president was able to dispose oi it
by a "pocket
veto" (see YETO), The swelling
tide of paper money was tlms turned
back from
the west upon the east, and early in May a snspension of specie payments,
begimnng
in New
York,
began the panic of 1837, which, after tt
year's
general
suffering,
violently
substituted
reality in business for tiction.--The
democ,'atic
party had by this time thoroughly
learned the
folly of the state bank, or "pet bank," system.
The pet banks had gladly received the public revenues, but, when called upon to refund them fordistribution
among
the states
(see iNTERNAL.
IbIPROVEMENTS, UNITED STATES), they
had
promptly
responded
by suspending
specm lmy meats.
Van Bul'cn, the new prcmdent, therct,rc
heldmanfullytothedemocraticideaofa
"divorce
of bank aud state," refused to countenance
any
govermnental
interference
with the panic, and
throughout
his entire a(huinistration
pressed rig.
orously the sub-treasury
system, wbich was finally
succe_ful,
after two failures, by the law of July
4, 1840(see INDEPENDENT TREASURY). Thiswas
considered
by thewhigs,
a,,d by the government's
rejected allies, the state banks, as an attack Ul)Oa
all banks.
A subsl(liary pamc in 1839 lent forceto their arguments,
and when Iiarrlson was chosen
president
in 1840, a m_ljorlty
of the congrcs_
elected to meet in 1841 was ;dso wing. 1)lodged to
revive the past glories of a natmnal
bank and
abolish the sub-treasury.
But the majority was
delusive; thewhigshadagaiaandagauldurmgthe
campaign denied to the voters that tim bank question was at issue, and had declared that the only
issue to be decided by theelection
was the curtailment of the exccutive
power (see WHm PANTY);
tIarrison
himself had at least once pronounced
against a national bank; and Tyler, the vice-pros|
dent elect, had been unmistakably
known to the
leaders of the convention.winch
nominated hun._ls
a confirmed
opponent
of such an institution.President
Harrison
called congress
together in
extra session for May 31, 1841.
ihs early death
(see iIAmttsos,
W.'_. H ) raised to the presidency
aman who wasobnoxioustoClay,
the whigleadcr,
not more for his unreliability
in the whig faith
than for his accidental
elevation to a rank above
his merits, and for his known desire to compasshis election in 1844 to the position which Clay
regarded
as his own by every law of politics.
Tyler, though personally
averse to any extra se_-
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_ion of congress, decided to follow out Itarrison's
action, and congress assembled
at the appointed
time.
In his me_age
the presidcnt avowed his
'belief that congress had thc power to charter a
natmnal bank, but reserved the right to veto an)"
plan which should contain
unconstitutional
or
"unwise provisions
Tim whig leaders, however,
and partmularly
those under Clay's influence, were
more disposed to force Tyler to serve in the ranks
than to recognize him as commander-in-chief.
At
llm bcgium,_g of the session, on Cl_y's motion,
the secretary of tlm treasury furnished
a plan for
a natmnal bank, and a bill drawn up ou his rec_ommendations,
" to incorporate
tlm subscribers
Io the fiscal bank of the United Statcs," passcd
both houses. Aug. 6, by a vote of 26 to 23 in the
senate,
"rod 123 to 98 in the house.
The word
•" fiscal " was placed in the title by way of impli•catio,lthat
there was somediffcrencc
b_;tweenthis
_md thc former bank of the United States, though
it lsdifftcult to sec any great difference;
Tyler had
evenwisliedthatitshouldbecallcdfiscaliustitute,
-or fiscal corporation.
Aug. 9, the house passed
_a senate bill to repeal the sub-treasury
law, and
tl,c repeal was signed by the president,
Aug. 13.
'The passage of this bill just at the time when the
president was considering
the bank bill, was very
significant
and uncxpectedly
momcntous.
The
-debates alone seem to show that it'was intended
to force the president
to sign the bank bill by
.leaving him without
a sub-treasury;
its actual
result was, by leaving the president master of the
trea._ury, unchecked by the limitations
of any law,
.t_ enable him to dictate terms to his party.
Aug.
16, the president vetoed the bill on the ground
lhat the permission given in it to establish branch
banks m the different states was dangerous
and
unjust to the states; but the veto also contained
an intmmtion,
which may be construed
as a call
upon the whigs to surrender
with good quarter,
lhat the president would bc willing to sign a bank
bill winch should not be open to constiiutional
.objeetions.
By tlns time the distinctive
Clay
portmn of tlm whig members of congress were in
a white heat of cxasperation
against the president.
They
justly considered
him a mediocre
man,
shifty m belief and practice. 'rod only settlcd in
a dctermmatton
to make himself head either of
the wlng party or of a new third party of his
9wu.
They were with d_flicuhy
persuaded
to
rcstr'un
public
exhibitions
of their resentment
while a new bill, _o avoid the objections of the
veto, was prepared and hulTicd through the house
with indecent
haste, Aug. 23, and the senate,
Sept. 3 but thcir incautious
privatc
expres._ions,

impartially.
His last veto, however,
ended the
list of attempts to grant to a private
corporation
the custody
and emolunmnts
of the national
revenue.
(See INDEPENDENT TREASURY, WHIG
PARTY.) The present national banking
systcm,
begun by actor Feb. 25, 1863. is without this plainly evil fcaturc of tim original natmmil banks, is in
general terms only an extension of the excellent
New York state banking system of 1838 to the
country tit large, aml tlmrcforc has nothing to do
with the subject of this article.
(See BA:NI,:.ING
i_ 1"HE U. S.)--I.
See 3 Hildreth's
United Slate_,
405; 1 Sparks'
Go_verr_ear Mort,s, 235, and 3:
437; the ordinance
incorporating
the bank of
North America is in 1 Slat. at Large, (Biorcn and
Duanc's
edition),
672.
II.
See 4 Hildreth's
5_ited ,q_tate_.,256 foll, aml 6 211, 230, 1 yon
Hoist's United Sla e,_, 104; 1 Benton's
D_'.bate_ of
Co_gre._s/ 4 Jeffers, Jn's Works (edit. 1829). 306,
523; 1 tIamilton's
Wm'k._, 138 foil , Story's ¢_mmenlaries,
,_ 903; Tiffany's
C.,T_titutioaal
Law,
_337; 4 Wheat. 316; 7 IIow. 283; 7he Federalist,
xxxviii, xliv (both by Madison),
4 Elliot's Debates,
217, 265; for the Acts of Feb. 25 and ]_Iarch 2,
1791, sec 1 Slat. at £a_ye, 191, 196; for the Acts
of _larch 23, 1804, and Feb. 24, 1807, see 2 Slat
at Large, 274, 423.
IlL
See 6 Ihldrcth's
brTdted
States, 463 loll.; 1 von Hoist's United States, 383;
5 Benton's
Debates of Colu2ress;
1 _at_'man's
_ranaal,
323; A. J. Dallas'
Writi;_gs, 236 foll.;
2 Calhoun's
Works, 155; 3 Parton's
Li/e of Jackson, 187, 272 foll. ; .Prig'ate Cam.a_pondencv of
Henry Clay, 322 foll.; ]tlackenzie's
Life a_ 1_mes
of Van Buren, 133 foll.; Hollaud's
Life of Van
Buren, 294; 2 Statesman's
Manual,
863; Hunt's
Life of Livingston,
370; 2 Sedgwick's
Political
Writings ofLeqgelt," 3 Webster's
Works, 391, 416;
1 Benton's
Thirty
Years'
View;
11 Benton's
Debates of" Cow,press; the Act of April 10, 1816,
is in 3 Slat. at ],arge, 266; the Acts _o wind up
the affairs of the bank are in 5 Star at Larqe,
8-297.
IV.
See Sumner's
H_to_ T of Amcricatt
Currency,
160-163;
2 yon Holst's United Slates,
406; 61 Niles' Weekly Regi,_ter; 10, 11 Adams'
Memoirs of John Quincy Adams; 2 Clay's Speeches;
2 Benton's
Thirty
Years'
View;
14 Benton's
Debatesof
Co_tgress; 2 Statesman's _][an_tal, 13451359.
AI.EXAh'D.EI_. JOI_STO_.

:trod particularly
an angry letter of Botts, of Vir
ginia,
gave to Tyler
an excuse, of whmh he
.av'_:led h_mself Sept. 9, to veto this bill also.
I! _s impossfifie to read the full details of Tyler's
defeat of _lus last bill, as given in the authorities
-eit_:d below, and acquit him of double dealing;
the only excuse to be made for him is that his
mind was too much beclouded by his presidential
-.t._puatl_ns to bc able to estimate his own conduct

been made by New Hampshire,
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
New York and New Jersey,
previous to the year 1711. South Carolina began to
emit bills in 1712, Pennsylvama
in 1723, :Maryland
in 1734, Delaware in 1739, Virginia in 1755, and
Georgia in 1760. Originally
the issues were authorized
to meet the necessities
of the colonial
treasurms,
in Massachusetts,
in 1715,asaremedy
for the prevailing
embarrassment
of trade, a land

BANKING
(_N Tn-E UNITED ST._TES)
Previous to tim revolutionary
war paper money was
issued to a greater or less extent by each one of
the thirteen
colonies.
The first l_ue
was by
)Iassachusctts
in 1690, to aid in fitting out the
expedition
against Canada.
Similar issues had

BANKING.
bank was proposed with the right to issue circulaling notes secured by land.
John Colman, a
merchant of :Boston, urgently advocated
its establishment.
The land bank was forbidden by the
province council, unless authorized by the general
assembly.
There was a large part)', however, in
favor of paper money in some form.
The plan
for the land bank was defeated,
but the issue of
paper money by the treasury
was authorized
to
the extent of £50,000,
to be loaned on good
mortgages
in sums of not more than £500, nor
less finn £59, to one person.
The rate of interest
was 5 per cent., payable with one-fifth
of the
principal, annually.
The bills were iu form the
same as those previously
issued for the benefit of
the tre'_sury.
This round sum or aggrcgale
of
£50,000, to be so loaned, was styled a ba:d_, and
was the first of the so-called
loan banks, which
were afterward
authorized
by nearly, if not quite,
all of the colonies.
In 1733 an issue of bills to
the amount of £110.000 was made by the mcrchants of Boston, which were to be redeemed
at
the end of 10 ),ears, in silver, at the rate of 19
shillings perounce.
In 1739, the commcrcialand
financial embarrassment
still continuing,
another
land bank was started in Massachusetts.
John
Colman was one of the corporators.
The stock of
the land bank was to be £150,000.
No one was
permitted to subscribe
more than £2,000, nor less
than £100.
The subscribers
were to pay down
lawful money at the rate of 40 shillings
for
every £1,000 subscribed,
and for the remainder
were to pledge security in lands to the satisfaction
of the directors.
They were to pay 3 per cent.
interest per annum, either in bills of the bank or
in produce and manufactures,
at prices regulated
by the directors.
Circulating
notes equal to the
capital were to be issued, payable in 20 years
in produce or manufactures,
and 5 per cent. of
the capital was to be paid annually
in the notes,
produce or articles manufactured.
The "manufactures, being the produce
of _his province,"
were enumerated
as follows:_
"Hemp,
flax, cordage, bar iron, east iron, linens,
sheep's
wools,
copper, tanned tcather, flax seed, beeswax,
bayberry w:tx, sail cloth or canvas, nails, tallow,
lumber or cord wood, or logwood
from New
Spain."
This scheme was strenuously
opposed
by Governor Belcher, but in spiteof all opposition
£49,250 of its notes were struck off, of which the
treasurer
of the company
issued £35,589,
and
£4,067 were employed
by the directors
in trade.
--A specie bank was also formed
in 1739 by
Edward tiutchinson
and others, which issued bills
to the amount
of £120,000,
redeemable
in 15
years m silver, at 20 shillings
per ounce, or gol(t
pro rata.
The payment
of these notes was guaranteed by wealthy
and responsible
merchants,
These notes and those of a similar issue in 1733
were largely hoarded

and did

not pass

generally
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act, to the American
colonies, with the intentior_
of breaking up all companies formed for the pur
pose of issuing paper money
Under this act
both the land bank and the specie bank were
forced to liquidate their affairs, though not without some resistance
on th,. part of the former.
The governors
of Massachusetts
rendered
themselves very obnoxious
to the people
by their determined opposition to these banks and to paper
money generally, 2 and governor
Belcher was recalled t,) England
on account
of misrcprcscnt't.
lions of the paper money advocates,
but was subsequentlyappoin_ed
governor
of New Jersey.The paper money of the colonies, whether issued
by them or by the loan banks,
depreciated
almost
without
excel)lion
as the amounts
in
circulation
increased.
The bills as originally
emitted
were intended
to be equal to coin,
but when
depreciation
advanced
to such an
extent as to apt)al 1he authorities,
a new set of
bills would be issued, with new assurances
that
they would be kept equal to coin.
In these new
bills the old bills would be redeemable
at their
depreciated
value.
Sometimes
this second set of
bills, having also depreciated,
was replaced by a
third set in the same way.
These various sets
were designated tenors; the terms old tenor, mid
dle tenor, new tenor, new tenor 1st, new tenor 2nd,
being used to distinguish
them.
To give all tlm
details of the depreciation
of this currency in each
of the colonies would require much space,
but
the best authorities
agree
that it underwent
in all cases a constant diminution
in value, inflicting loss and misery upon all classes of citizens.
Pelatiab Webster says of this paper and the contineural currency:
"We have suffered more from
this cause than from any other cause or calamity
It has killed more men, pervaded and corrupted
the choicest interests of our country more, and
done more injnstice than even the arms and arti
rices of ourenemies."
The following table Sgives
the price of £100 in coin in the currencies
of the
several colonies in the year 1748:
New England ......................................
New York .........................................
New Jersey ....................................
Pennsylvania ........................................
Maryland
.........................................
North Carolina
.....................................
South Carolina ......................................
Virginia ........................................

£1.I00
£ 190
£180 to 19o
£ 780
'200
._£1,000
£ 750
£12o to 125

--The emission of bills by the colonies and the
banks was not regarded with favor by the mother
country,
and the provincial
governors
were as a
general thingopposedtothcseissues.
Theywere
consequently
frequently
embroiled
with
their
legislatures.
Felt, in his "Massachusetts
Cur
rency." gives examples of this controversy.
Governor Belcher, in 1740, issued the following proclanation'

" Whereas,

a scheme

for emitting

bills

mrs cireulation.--In
1740 parliament
passed a bill
to extend the act of 1720, known as the bubble

2 The Historyof Massachusetts Bay, by Lieut. Governor
Hutchinson, _ol. 2, p. 3_J6,Boston, 1767.

! An His|oricalAccount of Massachusetts Currency, by
Joseph B. Felt, Boston, 18_9,p. 103.

a A Short History of Paper Money and Banking in the
Umted States, by Wm. M. Gouge, Phlla., 1833,p 10.
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•ornotesbyffohnColman,
Esq, andothers,
waslaid
before the general court in their session held the
5th of December,
1739, and by a report of a cornmittee appointed
by said courL was represented,
if carried on, to have a great tendeney to endamage
his majesty's good subjects as to their properties:
and whereas,
application
lifts been very lately
made to me and his majesty's
council, by a great
number
of men of the most considerable
estaxes
and business, praying that some proper method
may be taken to prevent the inhabitants
of this
province being imposed upon by the said scheme;
and it being very apparent that these bills or notes
promise nothing of any determinate
value, and
can not have any general, certain or established
.credit: wherefore,
I have thought fit, by and with
the advice of his majesty's
council, to issue this
proclamation,
hereby giving notice and warning
_o all his majesty's
good subjects of the danger
they are in, and cautioningthem
against receiving
.or passing the said notes, as tending
to defraud
men of their substance
and to disturb the peace
aml good order of the people, and to give great
interruption
and bring much confusion into their
trade and business."--Subsequently,
on :Nov. 6,
of the same year, being asst:red tlmt part of the
military corps encouraged
the circulation
of the
land bank paper, he published the following:
"I
hereby
warn all commissioned
officers in the
militia from signing or giving any countenance
to
the passing of the said notes of hand, directly or
indirectly.
And as I apprehend
that
if these
should obtain a currency,
it will reflect great
.dishonor on his mQesty's
government
here, and
be very detrimental
to the public interests of this
province and people, I do hereby declare my firm
resolution, that if after this publick notice given,
any of the military officers of this province persist
in being any way concerned
in or giving any
encouragement
whatsoever
to the passing" of the
said notesof hand, and full proof be made thereof
to my satisfaction,
I will immediately
dismiss
them from their said offices " These proclama.tions lind but little effect.--&
gentleman
writing
_o a correspondent
in London, under date of Feb.
27, 1741, says: "Whole
troops, nay almost whole
regiments
either resigned or told their colonels,
who examined
them,
that they would
resign
rather than not cncouragethebills."
Later inthe
same year governor
Belcher
writes to Thomas
Hutchinson:
"You say it would be much better
if some other way than by application
to parliament could be found to suppress it (land bank),
I assure you, the concerned
openly declare they
defy any act of parliament
to be able to do it.
They are grown so brassy and hardy as to be now
combining
in a body to raise a rebellion, and the
day set for their coming to this town is at the
election,
and their treasurer,
I am told, is in the
bottom of the design, and I doubt it not.
I have
this day sent the sheriff and his officers to apprehcnd some of the heads of the conspirators."--

sidered necdssary
to their prosperity,
together
with the action of parliament
in restricting
the
issue of paper money, embittered
the minds of
the colonists against England,
and had undoubtedly much to do with the final outbreak.
The
bubble act, which laid an interdict on all banking
associations having
no legal charter within tlm
dominions of the king, was passed by parliament
in 1720.
In 1740 another enactment was made,
extending the provisions
of the act of 1720 to the
American colonies, where it liad been disregarded.
Banking
in those days consisted
merely
in the
privilege of issuing circulating
notes, and this act
restricted all privateenterprises
of this kind.
On
June25,1751,
parliamentcnactedalawforbidding
paper money of the colonies to be passed, except
for current expenses of the government
each year,
or in case of invasion by the enemy.
It seem_
also that these exceptional
cases where paper
money was permitted,
were to be under control
of the crown, as Mr. Bollan, the agent in London
of the province of ]_Iassachusetts,
writes that he
opposed the bill on the ground that it might open
the way for the unconstitutional
exercise of the
king's authority
in the colonies in other matters.
Legal tender paper money was prohibited
by this
act of parliament,
and in 1763 such issues were
declared
void; but subsequently,
in 1773, they
were allowed to be received as legal tender at the
treasuries
of the several colonies ---The second
continental
congress
was convened in 1775, and,
in order to raise funds, having no power to institute taxation,
naturally
turned toward
the cxpedient of an emission of paper money on the credit
of the Union, but in the redemption
of which each
colony was to bear a part.--The
first issue was
made in June, 1775. :For a year these issues continued equal to gold ; in two years they had depreelated to 2 for 1; in three years to 4 for 1; in
nine months more their relative value was 10 for
1; in September,
1779, it was 20 for 1. Cougressnow
determined
that the total issues should
not exceed $200,000,000,
and renewed the declaration
that this currency
should
be redeemed
in full, and went to some labor to prove that the
states had the ability to do so.
In ]_[arch, 1780,
these issues had so depreciated
that their value as
compared
with specie was as 40 to 1
Congress
now required
the whole to be brought
in for
redemption
at its market value in coin, and also
authorized
the emission
of new notes bearing
interest at 5 per cent., and payable 6 years from
from date in silver and gold.
These were to be
exchanged
in tim proportion
of 1 dollar
of the
new for 20 dollars of the old emission.
During
the year 1780 the notes of the old issue sank
first to 75 to 1, then ceased to circulate in the states
north of the Potomac.
In Virginia
and :North
Carolina they passed for a year longer, and finally
depreciated
to 1.000 to 1, and then ceased to
circulate.--According
to Thomas
Jefferson
but
200 millions
of the first emission was issued,

These continued
disputes, which largely curtailed
the use of an expedient
which the colonists con-

which was the amount
authorized
by resolution
of congress;
but other
authorities
state
the
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_mount much bigher.
Joseph Nourse, register of
the treasury
in 18°-.8, places it at $241,552,780.
The amount as given in the treasury statement of
1843 was $°.242,100,176.
The aggrcgateloss
to the
people of the country from this currency wasestimated by secretary
Woodbury
at $196,000,000.-During the war paper money,
distinct from the
continental
currency,
was also issued by several
()f the states.
The amount
thus issued has been
pl'lced at $209,000,000,
which is probably
too
high.
It is, however,
difficult to obtain
exact
information
in reference
to these emissions.--At
the close of the war the minds of all classes were
hnbued
with a wholesome
antipathy
to paper
money, and as a consequence
when the federal
constitution
was under considt.ration,
the power
to emit bills which in the origimd draft was given
tn the United Stateswas
strickcnout.
Moreover,
_he original draft having
contained
a qualified
permission
to the states to issue paper money, an
_lmendment was inserted which took away from
tbe states all power to coin money, emit bills of
credit, or make anything
but gold orsilver
coin a
tender in payment of debts,
h has been hcld that
the lack of power on the part of a state to coin
money, taken in connection
with the prohibition
of the emission of bills, prevents the issue of paper
money by banks chartered
by the state, as well as
suchissue
by the state itself.
This view was hehl
by Daniel Webster,
in his speech on the bank of
the United States, on the 25th and 28th of )Iay,
1832, and his arguments
are quoted
with commendation
by l_Ir. Justice Story, in his common,
taries on the constitution,
as follows:
" It will
be hereafter
seen that this (the power
to coin
money) is an exclusive
power
in congress,
the
states being expressly
prohibited
from coining
money.
And it has been said by an eminent
statesman
that it is difficult to maintain,
on the
face of the constitution
itself, and independentof
long-continued
practice,
the doctrine
that
the
states, not being at liberty to coin money, can
authorize
the circulation
of bank paper as curreacy at all. His reasoning
deserves grave consideration,
and is to the following
effect: The
states can not coin money.
Can they, then, coin
that which becomes the actual and almost universal substitute
for money?
Is not the right of
issuing paper intended for circulation
in the place
and as the representative
of metallic
currency,
derived merely from the power of coining and
regulating
the metallic
currency?
Could
congrcss, if it did not possess the power of coining
money and regulating
the value of foreign coins,
create a bank with the power to circulate
bills?
It would be difficult to make it out.
Where,
then, do the states, to whom all control over the
metalhc currency is altogether
prohibited,
obtain
this power?
It is true that in other countries
private bankers, having no legal authority
over
the coin, issue notes for circulation.
But this they
do always with the consent of the government,
cxpres.s or Imphed;
and government
restrains and
a_gulatcs all their operations
at its pleasure.
It
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would be a startling proposition in any other part
of the world, that the prerogative
of coining
money held by the government
was liable to be
defeated, counteracted
or impeded by an_tlmr prerogative,
held in other hands, of authorizing
a
paper circulation.
It is further to be observed
that the states can not issue bills of credit; not
that they can not make them a legal tender, but
that'they can not issue them at all.
Thisis a clear
indication
of the intent of the constitution
to
restrain the statesaswellfromestablishinga
paper
circulation
as from interfering
with the metallic
circulation.
B _nks have been created by states
with no capihd wlmtever, their notesbeing
putin
circulation
simply on the (.redit of the state.
What are the issues of such ban.s but bills of
credit issued by tl,e state'._ " ]_Ir. Justicc St,,ry
says:
"This
opinion was not peculiar
to Mr.
Webster;
it was maintained
also by Hon. Samuel
Dexter, one of the ablest statesmen and lawyers
who have adorned
the annals of the country."
--Nearly
30 years after, chief justice
Chase,
when
secretary
of the treasury,
in his report
to congress,
of Dec. 9, 1861, said:
"It
has
well bern questioned
by the nmst eminent states
men, whether a currency of bank notes, issued by
local institutions
under state laws, is not, in fact,
prohibited
by the national
constitution.
Such
emissions certainly
fall within the spirit, if not
within the letter of the constitutional
prohibition
of the emission of bills of credit by the states, and
of the making
by them of anything
except gohl
and silver coin, a legal tender in payment
of
debts."-BAN:: OF 51ORTU A,_tEa_CA. The bank
of North America, the first organized bank in the
United States, had its origin in a meeting of cilizens of Philadelphia,
on June 17, 1780, the purpose being to devise means for furnibhing
supplies for the army, then in a state of great dcsLitutioo.
It was then resolved to open a "seculity
subscription
to the amount of £300,000, Pennsylranis currency,
real money," Thonms Paine subscribing
$500 and Robert
]_lorris £200 to the
fund.
The system of the bank was devised by
l¢obert 3Iorris,
then superintendent
of finance,
early in 1781, and was approved
by congress,
which,
on Dec. 31, following,
gave the bank
a perpetual charter, with a capital of $10,000,000.
Of this amount, howcver, but $85,000 was paid
in by individuals.
The government
subscribed
$250,000, of which but $50,000 was ever paid.
The bank opened for business on Jan. 7, 1782,
and within
a period of six moaths
thereafter
had loaned $400,000 to the government.-The
state of Pennsylvania
in 1782 also granted it a
perpetual
clmrter,
which was subsequently
repealed and again renewed, the renewal, however,
limiting
the term to 14 years, and the capital
to $2,000,000.
After successive renewals, it was
converted
into a national
bank on Dec. 3,
1864, with its original
title, and with a capital of $1,000,000.--The
]tlassachusetts
bank in
the city of Boston, and the bank of New York
in the city of :New York, which were the only
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other banks in operation at the time of the charter
of the bank of the United States, were both converted into national banks in 1865, and these 3
banks are now transacting
an active and successfu! business.--BhNK
OF TUE U_NITED STXTES.
Alexander
Hamilton,
secretary
of the treasury,
in his report
to con_'css
on Dec. 13, 1790,
recommended
the establishment
of a bank of
the United States. and opposed the issue of paper
money by the government.
The amount of the
bank's stock was fixed at 10 millions, one-fourth
of all private
and corporate
subscriptions
to be
in coin, and three-fourths
in U. S. 6 per cent.
stocks.
Two millions were to be subscribed
by
the government,
to be returned
in 10 annual instalhnents.
The board of directors was to consist of 25 persons,
all citizens
of the United
States, who were to serve without compensation
;
and the circulating
notes of the bank were made
receivable iu payment
of all dues to the United
States.--The
act of Incorporation
passed
the
house of representatives
by a vote of 39 to
19, those filvoring
the bill being mainly
from
northern,
anti those opposing it from southern
states.
Among
the friends
of the bill were
Alexander
Hamilton,
secretary
of the treasury,
and Ilenry
Knox, secretary
of war; while the
list ot its opponents
included
James
Madison,
Thomas
Jefferson,
secretary
ol_ state, and Edmund Randolph,
attorney general.
The opposilion to the bank was based upon the alleged generalinutility
of banking systems, and the want of
power in congress to grant the charter.
The bill,
however,
became
a law on Feb.
25, 1791,
and the bank at once went into operation,
and
was immediately
succe._sful.
Between the yca_
1796 and 1802 the government
disposed
of its
$2,000,000 of stock at a profit of $1,137,152._9,
equal to 57 per cent. on the original investment,
--The bank was required
to make weekly reports
to the secretary
of the treasury, but the following, for Jan. 24, 1811, is one of the only two
balanced statements
found of record :_
_SOURCES.
Loans and discounts ............................
United States six p_r cent. stock ...............
Other United States indebtedness ..............
Due from other banks ..........................
Real e.,-tate.....................................
Notes ol other banks on hand ..................
_pecie ..........................................
Total .......................................
L)AmLrnES.
Capital slock ...................................
Und]vtded surplus ..............................
Circulating
notes outstanding
..................
lndtwdual deposits
.............................
United 51ares deposits .........................
1),e to oth,.r ba_ks .............................
Unpaid drafts outstanding .....................
Total .......................................
--The

-""

charter

of

the

bank

expired

$14,578,294
2,750,000
57,046
89t,145
500,653
39:'1,:_1
5,009,567

renewM, favored
by Albert Gallatin,
then seeretary of the treasury,
and by Crawford
and Piekering in the senate, and opposed
by Mr. Clay.
The bill was defeated
in the senate on Feb.
20, 1811, by tlle casting vote of the vice-presi.
dent, George Clinton, and subsequently
failed in
the house by a minority of one vote.--During
the
war with Great Britain which soon followcd, the
state banks, in whose interests
iltc recharter had
been opposed, failed to meet the exigencies
of
the government,
and in September,
1814, nearly
all of them south of Ncw England
suspended
specie payments.
Following this their issues expanded
rapidly, and floods of unchartered
curreney were also poured
out, of all denominations, from 6 cents upward)
The result was a.
great depreciation
in the value of the currency,
ranging from 20 to 25 per cent. at the close of the
war, the failure of many of the banks, and corresponding distress amongthe
people.
Theroot
of
the evil lay in the attempt
of the government
to
carry on a great war through the aid of state corporations,
over which it could exercise
no controL
lu 1814 there was nearly
9 millions
of
dollars of government
funds in the suspended
banks,
and the loans of the government,
in
1815, amounted
to
more
than
8,5 millions;
while 6 per cent. stocks issued by the govern.
merit were sold at rates of discount
varying
from 5 to 15 per cent.--The
effect of this expertence was to revolutionize
opinions
in congress,
and on Jan. 20, 1815, in accordance
with
a.
previous
recommendation
of Mr. Dallas,
then
secretary
of the treasury,
a bill was passed reorganizing
the bank of the United States.
The
bill was vetoed by president
Madison on Jan.
30, i'ollowing, on the ground
that the proposed
bank did not appear calculated
to accomplish
the
purposes
for which
it was designed.--S_com)
BANK OI,_ THE UNITED STATES. The plan proposed by secretary
Dallas was again presented
to congress,
and, without
nmterial
change, was
approved by president Madison on April 10, 1816.
The charter was limited to 20)'tars,
and the capital to 35 millions, 7 millions to be subscribe(:
hy the govermnent,
payable in coin or iu U. S. 5
per cent. stocks.
Otller subscriptions
were payable, one-fourth in coin and the remainder
in coin

or government
stocks.
The directors
were to be
_'esidcnt citizens of the United
States, and to
serve without
compensation,
five of them to be
_,18:_,046
appointed
by the president.
The bank was to be
made a public depository,
and to aid the govern_10,00n,000 ment, free of charge therefor, iu negotiating
its
509,6"/8 loans.
1t was empowered
to establish branches,
5,ffo'7,125
notes receivable
in all
5,9 0,423 and to issue circulating
1,9'29,999 payments to thg United States.
No other bank
6::14,848 outside of the District of Columbia was to be es171,4'73 tablished by congress
during the continuance
of
_4,1_'_,040 this charter,
and m consideration
of the grants
therein, the bank was to pay to the United States
)farch
4,
$1,500,000,
in three installments.The bank

1811, but, prior to this, efforts were made for its
IAmerican State Papers--Finance, vol. o pp. 352and 470.

commenced
doing business on
_ Finance Report, vol. 12, page 59.

Jan,

7, 1817,
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nearly the worst stage of the monetary troubles
resulting from the late war, and at the verge of
the financial erisis which eulminated
in 1819--_.
It consequently
met with many difficulties
and
embarrassments,
and on Feb. 9, 1819, a resolution was moved in the house, looking to a repeal of its charter, but which failed of adoption,
At this period of its existence, by its efforts to
restore the soundness
of the currency
through
large importations
of specie, the bank was on the
brink of failure.--From
1820 to 1835 the country
was prosperous,
the bank recovered from its erabarrassments,
and its stock rose steadily in value,
Long before 1828 the bank had lived down all
opposition;
and it was therefore
a surprise to all
parties when general Jackson.
in his first ruessage, in December,
1829, tonk ground
against
a renewal
of its charter,
when it should .expire in 1836.
The agitation
thus awakened
grew in intensily,
until it culminated,
on July
16, 1832, in the veto by president
Jackson,
of a bill reeharterit_g
the bank.
The interval of about six years between
the commencement of Jackson's
warfare
upon the bank and
the expiration
of its charter
is memorable
for
/lie violence and persistence
of the struggle
between the administration
and its supporters,
and
the bank and its friends, both iu and out of con

the expiration
of its charter
from the governmeat.
This
was substantially
a renewal
for
30 years of the old etlarter, and under the old
corporate
name, but with a change
as to the
amount and terms of the bonus to be paid for it
to the state.
This bonus, had the bank renmined
solvent
and in existence
long enougll,
would
probably
not have fallen short of 5 millious of
dollars.
Col. Benton characterized
the Pennsylvania charter of the bank as indicating,
by every
circumstance
of its enactment,
corruption
and
bribery in the members
who passed it, and an
attempt to bribe the people through the bonus to
be distributed
among them._--The
hislory of the
bank subsequent
to the crisis of 1837 was a disastrous one.
It suspended
payments as frequently
as other state banks, andfinallysuecumbedlodiflleullies which prudent
managelnent
should have
enabled it to overcome.
It made three several
assignments
in 1841, to secure various liabilities,
the last and final assignment
being on _el)l.
4, of that year.
The 7 millionsof
stock held by
the United
States previous
to the inslitutinn
becoming a state bank was paid back in full, and
tlle government
realized a very handsome
profit
upon its investment,
as will appear by the fob
lowing
statement,
derived
from the treasury
records: _

gress.--The
most important
event of the strutgle was the removal of the government
deposits
from the bank of the United
States to various
slate banks.
The order for this removal was is-

Bo,.us patdby the bankto the United States.$ 1,500,000.00
Dlvtdend_ received from the bank ...........
7,118,416._1_
Proceeds of _toek sold, and other moneys reeeived from the bank ......................
9,424,750.72

sued in 1833, by Mr. Taney, who was made secretary of the treasury for this purpose, his predeeessor, _Ir. Duane, having
declined
to issue it.
When congress re-assembled
in December,
1833,
resolutions on the subject
were. adopted in both
houses; those of the senate censuring
the presi.
dent and secretary
of the treasury for usurpation
of powers, while in the house it was declared
that the bank ought not to be recllartered,
that
the public deposits ought not to be restored to it,
that the state banks should be continued
as de.
positories, and that congress should further regulate thesubjeet
by law.--Among
the early results
which followed the removal
of the deposits was
the expansion of their issues by the state del_)sitories, and the wild and general inflation of the
currency by a multitude
of other banks, old and
new; the aggregate
of circulating
notes, exclusire of those of the bank of the United
States,
increasing from 61 millions in 1830 to 149 millions
in 1837. In 1830 the currency of the country had
been characterized
by the finance committee of
the senate a_ being more sound and uniform than
that possessed by any other country;
and yet
within seven years after this all the lJanks then
m operation,
including
the great bank of the
United States, wlfich had then been reehartered
bythestateof
Pennsylvania,wentinto
suspension.
The bank, when denied a renewal of its charter
by congress, did not close up its affairs, but applied for and obtained a charter from the state of
Pennsylvania,
Feb. 18, 1836, just 13 days before
14
VOL. L-- 14

Total ....................................

$-18,043,16707

Subscription to capital stuck, paid
in U. 8.5 per cent. boud_.......
$7,000,000
Interest paid by Uotted States on
same ...........................
4,.q50,00o
-ll,.qs0,000.o:}
Profit oa investment .....................

$ 6,093,167.07

--_'icholas
Biddle was president of the bank from
January,
1823, to March, 1839. At the time of
his resignation the shares were selling at 111, having in 1837 sold at 137; but in 1843, after tile f.filure of the bank, its stmres were quoted at 1_ per
cent.
The circulating
notes of the bank, together
with the deposits, were paid in full, princip_fl and
interest; but the whole capital of 28 nnllions was
lost to the shareholders.-MASSACIIUSETTS. The
successor the bank of North America in Pcnn._ylvania, induced the organization
of tlle Mas_lchu
setts bank,which
received its chartcr from thc stale
of Massachusetts
on Feb. 7, 1784, with a capilal of
$300,000.
It existed 80 years as a state bank,
and became a national bank in ]864.
The Union
bank was the next one, chartcred
in 1792, with
a capital of $1,200,000,
of which $400,000 was
subscribed
bythe state.
In 1795 the Nantucket
and Merrimac
banks were established.
Up to
1799 but one more bank was chartered.
In that
year a law was enacted prohibiting
the establish_ Benton's ThirtyYears in the United State_ Senate, vol.
2, p. 24.
2 Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1876,p. 13.
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ment of unineorporaled
associations.
In 1803,
an act requiring semi-annual
returns to be made
by the banks to the governor and council was
l)aSsed, and in 1805 an amendment
required
these returns to be sworn to. In 18J5 16 banks
bankswere
in operation.
From 1805 to 1811 but
one bank was chartered.
Two more were chartcred in 1811. In all the charters
granted after
1793, provision wa_ made for a state subscription,
and in 1812 the state held ablaut $1,000,000 out of
the $8,000,000 of stock of the banks of the state,
Nearly all the banks were rechartered
in 18ll.
In 1812 the state first imposed a tax on bank capital.
In 1813 the system of compelling
the re.
dcmption
at par in Boston of the notes (f the
New England banks, by assorting
and returning
tile notes to the place of issue, was inaugurated
by the New England bank, organized
that year.
This was the begimdng
of what was afterward
known as the Suffolk batik system,
but it was
not fully developed
until 18°-,5. There was at
first some opposition,
but the Suffolk system was
finally successfully
established,
and
continued
down to the establishment
of the national system,
The Massachusetts
banks did not suspend in 1814,
owing largely to the fact that a law of the state
imposed a penalty of two per cent. a month for
non-payment
of their notes.
The first comprehensive
law regulating
the banking
business
was passed in 1829.
In 1837 there had been
organized
134 chartered
banks--of
these, 32
failed in the financial panic of that year.
The
loss was about 30 per cent. of their entire indebtedness.
From 1793 to 1836 only 10 banks
had failed.
_4. result of the crisis of 1837 was
the adoption of a system of official examinations,
A. free banking act was passed in 1851, similar in
its provisions
to that of 1%*cwYork state, but
only 7 banks were organized
under it, the previously existing chartered
banks occupying
the
field.
In October, 1865, all b.ut one of the state
banks, with the exception of four which discontinued business, had been converted intonational
banks.-NEW ¥O1tK.
The first bank in thestate
of l_ew York commenced
business in 1784, under
the name of the bank of New York.
Its articles
of association
were drawn by Alexander Hamilton.
It was the first bank chartered
by the state
legislature,
and received its charter on March 21,
1791. It was organized with acapital
of $900,000
in shares of $500 each.
The state afterward
subscribed
for lq}0 shares,
making
the capital
$950,000.
In 1832 $50,000 additional
was subscribed
by the state.
May 1, 1852, it was reorganized
as a free bank under the general laws
of the state, with a capital of $2,000,000.
It became anational
bank with acapital of $3,000,000
on Jan. 6, 1805.
Up to June 11, 1812, the date
of the declaration
of war with Great Britain,
19 banks were chartered
by the legislature_
7 of these, the bank of New York, Merchants,
Mechanics,
Umon
and City
bank,
of New
York city, the New York State of Albany, and
the bank of Utica, are now national banks, and

the Manhattan
company
and bank of America
arc the leading state banks.
Twenty-four
more
banks were chartered
between 1812 and the date
of the passage of the safety fund act, in 1829.
During _ the period from 1791 to 1812, political
feeling between the federalists
and the republicans was bitter, and the obtaining of the charters
of the banks organized
during this time was, in
many cases, the occasion of much party strife and
intrigue.
Governor Tompkins,
in the year 1813,
who was subsequently twice elected vice-president of the United States, prorogued the lcgislature, assigning
as one reason for his action the
attempt to use corrupt means to secure a bank
charter, t These charters were in the nature of
special privileges,
granted to particular
persons,
and all others were specially
restrained
by law
from participating
in the business of banking.
The restraining
act of 1804 was passed to prevent
private bankinginstitutions
from continuing
their
business, for the purpose of leaving
a clear field
to the chartered
corporations.
This act prohibited any person, under a penalty of a thousand
dollars, from subscribing
to or becoming a mereber of any association for the purpose of receiving
deposits, or from doing any business which incorporated banks by their acts of incorporation
were
permitted to do.
This was followed by the more
stringent
act of 1818, which provided
that no
person, association of persons, or body corporate,
except such bodies corporate
as were expressly
authorized
by law, should keep any office for the
purpose ofreceivingdeposits,
or discounting
notes
or bills, or for issuing any evidence of debt to be
loaned or put in circulation
as money; which statutes were not repealed until 1837, ayear before the
passage of the free banking act.
Thesafety
fund
system was authorized
on recommendation
of
governor
Van Buren,
by act of April 2, 1829.
The main feature of this system was the requiremeat that each bank operating
under it, should
pay annually to the treasurer
of the state a sum
equal to ½ of 1 per cent. of its capital
stock,
the
payments
to be continued
until
each
bank had
paid in 3 per cent.
of its capital.
This common
fund was to be used to pay the
notes and oflmr debts of any bank belonging
to
the system which might become insolvent.
In
practice the amount required
to be contributed
was found to be inadequate.
Eleven banks belonging to the system failed, and the whole of
the fund at that time was but little more than 5
per cent. of their debts.
The whole sum contributed
down
to 1848 was little
more than
75 per cent.
of the debts
of these insolvent
institutions.
The deficiency
was made up by
the issue of 6 per cent. stock by the state, the
latter to be reimbursed
by future
payments
of
the banks.
In 1842 the act was amended so that
the common'fundbecame
responsible for the payment of the circulating
notes only of banks failI Hildreth's History of the U. S., vol. 5, pp. 548-50.
IIammond's Pohtical History of New York, rot. :[_P.
_09, Bu,ffalq, 1850.
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ing thereafter
Tiffs system wasalso a monopoly,
legislature
should
have
no powor to grant
_s st,lid not provide
for new banks
These, as special charters
for banking
purposes,
but that
1)cfore, had to be specially chartered
The o c't- corl)orations
or associations
might be formed
sion of ]t was that the charters
of 40 banks
under general laws.
The constiullmn
also propreviously
organized
were about to expire, and
vided that, after 18,50, tile stockllohlcrs
of banks
these 40 baJlks came in under the new system
is-uing circulating
notes, should be responsible to
Three commissioners
were appointed,
one by the
the amount of their shares for all debts and liag()vernor and senate, one by the ban ksin southern
hihtics of any kind, and in case of insolvency,
New York, and one by the banks elsewhere
in
bill holders should be preferred
to all other cred
the state, to inspect the b'mks and report to the
itors,--The
banks were under the supervision
of
legislature.
_lany abuses conseclucnt on a desire
a commxssioner,
appointcd
under the safety fund
to obtain bank stock arose, and after some changes
act, until 1843. In that year they were required
in the manner of appointing
commi_ioners
bad
to report to the state comptroller,
but in 1851 tim
been made, the office was aboli,hcd
in 1843, and
present office of bank superintendent
was created.
the power of examining
the bunks was conferred
,,_-OHro. The first institution
in the state of Ohio,
on lhe comptroller
of the statc.--Thc
free bankin the nature of a bank, w:m charlercd
un(ler the
ing systcm was authorized
April 13, 1838. All
name of the Miami exporting
company,
in 1803,
restrictions
confining the privilege of banking to
5 months
after the admission
of tile state into
certain classes were swept away.
Any number
the Union.
:It was chartered
for 40 years, with
of persons
were authorized
to form banking
a nominal
capital
of $500,000.
divided
into
associations, upon the terms and conditions
and
shares of $100 each, the subscription
for the
subject to the liabilities of the act.
As originally
same payable 5 doll;u's in cash, and remainder
passed, the law provided for the issue of circulain produce or merchandise.
Although
in form a
tion by the state to these associations,
upon the
trading
company,
it issued bills and redeemed
deposit of stocks of the state of New York, of them in notes of othcr banks.
It was finally
the United States, of other states equal to a 5 per
compelled
to close its affairs.
The first regular
cent. stock, or of bonds and mortgages
on imban.k, was chartcrcd
in 1808, with a capital of
proved and productive
real estate, worth, exclu$500,000.
It was located
at l_Iarietta.
During
sine of buildings
thereon,
double
the amount
the same year another
hank was established
at
secured by the mortgage,
and bearing interest at
Chillicothe,
then the capital of tlle state, witb
not less than 6 per cent.
The amount of circua capital of $100,000.
From
1809 to 1816 4
lation issued was to be equal to the amount
of
banks were chartered.
:In 1816 6 other banks
the deposit.
From
1838 to 1843, 29 of these
were chartered
by one act.
This act required,
banks failed, and the securities
deposited
were
among other provisions, that each new bank and
sufficient
to pay 74 per cent.
only of their
every old bank rechartered
should annually set
outstandmgcirculation.
The losses occurred
only
apart out of its profits, for the use of the state,
in the ('_e of those banks which had the stocks of such sum as would, at the expiration of its charother states than New York.
The act was thereter, amount to one twenty-fifth
part of its whole
fore amended so mu to excludeall
state stocks excapital.
In 1825 this provision
was amended,
eept those of New York, and they were required
so that in lieu thereof the state was to receive
to be kept equal to a 5 per cent. stock.
An
2 per cent. on dividends
previously
declared,
amendment
in 1848 required
thestocks
deposited
and 4 per cent. on subsequent
dividends.
The
to bear 6 per cent,
and bonds and mortgages
rate of interest to be taken by banks was limited
7 per cent., and that the latter
should be on
to 6 per cent.
Legislation
in Ohio relating
to
productive
property,
and for an amount
not exbanking was evidently shaped with the purpose
ceeding two-fifths of the value of the land covcred
of enabling tlm state to participate
in whatever
by them.
In 1849 the law was again amended
profits might accrue from the exercise of the privso as to require one-half of the securities
to conilege within
its borders.
From 1816 to 1832
sist of New York stocks, and not more than half
charters
were granted
to 11 banks,
and in
_*f stocks of tim United States,
the securities
1833 and 1834 2 oflmr banks were chartered.
in all instances to be, or to be made, equal to
Branches
of the bank of the United States, esa 6 per cent. stock, to be taken at an amount
tablished at Chillicothe
and Cincinnati,
were subnot shove
par, and at not more
than
their
jected to a tax of $50,000 each if they continued
market value.-- In 1840 a law was passed requirbusiness after September, 1819. Upon an attempt
mgthe banks of the state to redeem their notes
being made by the auditor of the state to collect
at an agency of the bank, either in :New York
the tax, the United States supreme court again
city, Albany,
or Troy,
at } of 1 per cent.
decided that the state had not the right.
In
discount
The discount was reduced,
in 1851,
1845 a state bank with branches was authorized,
to _ of 1 per cent.
The discount
was in prac.
on the safety fund principle.
For creating the
rice divided
between
the redemption
agent
fund an amount
equal to 10 per cent. of the
and the bank whose notes were redeemed,
aml
circulation
of each of the branches
was to be
banks which did not provide means
to redeem
paid to a board of control, to be invested
in
their notes were forced to close.
The constistocks of the state or United States, or in bonds
uzti0a of the state? of

1846, provided

that

the

and mortgages

on unincumbcred

real estatc of st
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least twice
the value of the amount
secured
thereby.
_ach
branch was entitled
to receive
the interest on the stocks and bonds in wlnch its"
portion
of the safety fund was invested.
In
case of failure of any branch, its own stocks and
bonds were first to be used to redeem its circulation before any portion
of the safety fund could
be so applied.
The state wasdivided
into 12districts, and a portion of the capital of the state bank
was allotted to each.
Sixty.three
branches in all
were authorized,
with
charters
continuing
to
1866, and 5 other banks, previously chartered,
were authorized
on certain
conditions
to avail
themselvesoftheprivilcgesofthisect.
Theissue
of circulation
was under the supervision of a board
of control, consisting
of one member from each
branch.
Theact of Feb. 24, 1845, creating thc state
bank and branches, also authorized an mdependent bank system, requiring United States or state
stoc'ks equal to the full amount of the indues to
be deposited with the state treasurer.--Io
March,
1851, the legislature
passed an act authorizing
free banking,
the circulation
to be secured by a
pledge of bonds of the United
States and state
of Ohio.
A new constitution
was adopted
in
June, 1851, prohibiting
the organization
of additional banks, without the approval
of the people
at the general election succeeding
the passage of
the law chartering
the same.
In 1852 a tax law
was passed, which, through
a forced
construction, levied upon banks twice, and in some instances three times, the rate imposed on any other
property.
Most of the banks organized
under
the act of 1851 were ultimately
forced to go into
liquidation
by the oppressive taxation.
InApril,
1856, an act similar in its provisions
to that of
1845 was passed, incorporating
the state bank of
Ohio and other banks, the charters
to continue
until _Iay, 1877.
The act contained
a personal
liability
chmse, and prohibited
the general assembly from imposing any greater tax on capital
employed in banking than is or may be imposed
upon the property
of individuals.
In 1856,
86 of the banks
which
lind been organized
in the state had failed, their notes being en
tirely worthless,
while 18 others were in process of liquidation,
their notes being quoted
at 50 to 75 cents on the dollar.
In 1863 there
were 56 banks
organized
upon three diff(,rent
plans, viz., 7 independent
banks with a capital of
$350,000, 13 free banks with an aggregate capital
of $1,270,000, and the state bank of Ohio with
36 branches,
with
an aggregate
capital
of
$4,054,000 and $7,°_i6,000 circulation.
The total
capital of all the banks in thc state in that year
was $5,674 000; circulation,
$9.057,837 ; specie,
$3,023,285 --INDxA,XA.
The state of Indiana was
admitted
into the Union in 1816, and in 1820 2
banks had been established.
In 1334 the state
bank of Indiana
was incorporated,
with
10
branches,
the branches being mutually
liable for
each other's debts.
Each share was to be liable to
an annual tax of 12½ cents, and when any general
_ystem of taxation sho,lld be authorized
by the

state, theshares
were to be liable as other capitaI.
The tax on them was, however,
in no event to
exceed 1 per cent.
The capital was mostly borrowed from abroad, through
the credit of the
state, which took $1,000,000 of the stock, and also
loaned its credit to individual
stocl_holders
to the
extent of onc-half
of their subscriptions,
taking
real estate at one-half its improved
value as sccurity.
Although
this bank commenced
business during
tlle vel:¢ critical
condition of financial affairs which
culminated
in the panic of
1837, it was the only enterprise
started by the
state which was successful.
The bank paid div.
idends
averaging
from 12 to 14 percent,
annually, and in 1854, on the expiration
of its charter, when
it went
into final liquidation,
it
returned
to its stockholders
nearly double their
original
investment.
The state realized fully 31
millions in profits from the I million invested.
In
1841 the br.'mches were authorized,
on payment
of 1 per cent., toissue
not more than $5,000,000
in notes of denominations
of less than five dollars.
The banks of Indiana
suspended
specie
paymentsin
1838, and resumed in 1841.
In November, 1851, a new constitution
went into effect
in 1he state, which prohihited
the organization
of
banks except under a general htw.
In 1852 such
general law was passed, providing
for the deposit
of United States andstate
stockswith
the auditor
as security
for circulation.
In October,
1854,
there were 84 of these hanks.
The oppressive
tax laws of Ohio di'ove much banking capital t(>
Indiana.
In 1856, of 94 of the free banks 51
had suspended,
and their notes were selling in
Cincinnati
at from 25 to 75 per cent. discount.When the charter of the state bank expired
in
1854, a new bank with a capital of $6,000.000 was
authorized
by the legislature.
This bank was
carefully
and skillfully
managed,
and did not
suspend
in the crisis of 1857--1LLINOrS.
The
first bank in the state of Illinois was established
under its territorial
government,
in 1813, at Shawneetown,
and three years the,'eafter
was incorpnrated, with a capital of $300,000, for a term of 20
years•
In 1835 its charter w_s extended
to January, 1857, and its capitalincreascd
to $1,400,000,
tLe additional
capital
being
subscribed
by
the state, which
issued its bonds for that purpose.
It subsequently
failed, having
$46.909 of
unavailable
funds on deposit
belonging
to the
govermnent.
The state hank of Illinois
was
chartered
in 1821, with a capital of $500,000,
the state constitution
of 1818 having
prohibited
any other new organizations.
This bank was
owned by the state, and its circulating
notes
were receivable for taxes and for all debts due to
the st.lte or the bank, and $300.000 of circulation
was directed
to be issucd and loaned on mortgages, in sums not exceeding
$1,000 to any one
individual,
upon notes f_,r one year at 6 per cent•
interest.
The notes of the bank were soon thereafter quoted at 75 cents on the dollar, then at 50
cents, finally at 25 cents, when they ceased to clrculatealtogether.
In February,
1835, a new bank
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was incorporated
with a capital of $500,000, which
was subsequently
increased
to $2,000,000, owned
and controlled
by the state.
It was soon after
compelled
to suspend
specie
payments, and in
1843 acts were passed, placing thestate
bank and
the bank at Shawnectown
in liquidation.
The
stock of these banks subscribed
for byindviduals
was lost, as well as $900,000 belonging to depositors and bill holders.
Thc state took possession
of its bonds amounting
to $3,050,000,
and thcy
were canceled and burned in thc presence of the
legislature in the capitol square at Springfield
-In the year 1843 a general banking
law, similar
in its provisions to the free banking law of Indi_ma, was passed.--ln
1_61 tlie circulation
was
$19,300,000,
secured
largely
by bonds
of the
state of Missouri, and the bonds of the southern
states, which subsequently
hecamc much dcpreelated.--The
constitution
of 1870 prohibits
the
creation
of a state bank, and requires
all acts
authorizing
corporations
with banking powers to
lie submitted to tile people.
It also requires that
banks in operation
shall make under oath, and
publlstl, full and accurate
quarterly
reports
of
their affairs, but no law was ever passed carrying into effect this constitutional
provision.-Secretary
Crawford,
Albert Gallatin and others
made estimates
of the capital,
circulation
and
specie held by the banks in the United States, _
from 1784 to 1830, and from these estimates
the
following
table has been compiled, showing the
amounts
of these items at various dates within
that period:

YF.Ai_.S.

'Number

ofI Capital.

be kept
hand, andrequired
containedan other
setts
and onLouisiana
ample restrictions,
reserve to
which
were subsequently
incorporated
in the
national bank act.--Chartcrs
for banks were still
granted in most of the states which adopted the
free banking system, and the former were more
profitable and generally preferred,
so that but few

15.4
_![!
_.

--Banking
associations,
especially in the southern
and western portions of the country,
were establishedunder
charters granted by state legislatures,
tile shares of which were held wholly or in part by
the states themselves,
and in character
similar to
those in the states already referred to. The banks
operatingunder
special charter were in high favor,
the amount of currency
issued greatly exceeding,
in some cases in the proportion
of 8 to 1, the
amount of their nominal
capital.
Charters
of
this class were naturally
regarded
as of great
value, and the parties seeking such concessions
from the legislatures
were exceedingly
numerous,
_In 1813 a bill authorizing
the establishment
of
some 25 banks, with a proposed capital amount_ng in all to 9 millions,
passed the legislature

organizations
comparatively
were perfected under
the
latter
system.
The
free
acts which
were passed by thelegislatures banking
of the western
and
southern states, ahnost without exception, omitted
the most important
provisions
contained
m the
laws of the three states already referred to. No
provision
was made for the redemption
of the
circulation
at an)' common centre; the security
required was not sufficient ; the notes were issued
in excess of tim cash capital,
the shareholders
were not made personally liable, and a majority
of both directors and shareholders
were often nonresidents.
These organizations
were frequently
associations
without capital, located at places not
easilyaccessible,
and owned bynon-residentswho,
taking advantage
of such laws, converted
state
bonds into currency
and drew the interest on the
bonds without
transacting
much if any business
at the place of issue.
The governor
of Indiana,
m his message for 1853, says- " The speculator
comes to Indianapolis
with a bundle of bank

Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1876,pp.
3_-4.,

notes m one hand and the stock in tim othcr, in
24 hours he is on hls way to some distant point
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of Pennsylvania,
but was annulled by the veto
of governor
Snyder.
The following year, how
ever, a bill of similar
character
was successfully
passed
over thc repeated
veto of t.he
governor
of that state,
authorizing
41 banks
to commence
business, with an aggregate
norainal capital
of 17 millions,
while it required
only one-fifth
of such capital to bc paid in.
Thirty-seven
of these went into operation.
The
capital of a large number of them was merely
nominal, being represented
by stockholders'
notes
for thc amount
of their respective
shares.
As
might have been expected, the lifetime of such
institutions
was exceedingly
brief; 15 of those
in Pennsylvania
became iusolvent
within four
years after their establishment.
In other eases
thc banks whose charters had been authorized
by
the New England
and southern
states were disposed of to non-residents,
who organized
such
associations
with but little real c'tpital, and the
currency
of these banks was ahnost certain not
to be circulated
at home, but among the citizens
of remote states, who suffered great loss from
such issues.
As late as 1854 the circulation
of
tile northwestern
states consisted
largely of the
notes of two or three Georgia banks, which circulated upon the personal credit of western shareholders, and without
any regard to the managemeat of the issuing banks.--Observiug
the results
in the state of New York, which had followed the
passage of the free banking
law, a number of
other states, chiefly in the east and west, after the
year 1850, adopted similar systems of banking.The free banking acts of the states of _Iassachu-
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of tim Union' to circulate what hi_denominates a
legal currency, authorized by the legislature of
Indiana.
He has nominally located his bank in
some remote part of the state, difficult of access,
whereheknows
no bankingfacilitiesare
required,
and intends that his notes shall go into the lmnds
of persons who will have no means of demanding
their redemption."--The
governor of _Iichigan,
in his message for the same year, says:
" At
present we are giving charters to the issues of
blinks about which we actually know nothing, in
whose management we have no participation,
and are thus literally paying a large tribute for
wlmt generally in the end proves to be a great
curse."
Governor Ford, in alnessagetothe
legislature of :New Jersey, in referring to the same
subject, says: "In many cases our banks, although ostensibly located in New Jersey, have
their whole business operations conducted by brokers in otller states. The facility with which
they may be organized and located, without reference to the wants of the community or the bustness of the place, is destructive to all the legitimate
ends oi banking."--The adoption of the free banking system undcr such laws was not favorable to
its extension in other states, and only a small
portion of the circulation outstanding was issued
upon bonds deposited with state officers for the
purpose of securing the same. Specie payments
were suspended in 1814, in 1887 and in 1857.
The notes of the banks, with the exception of
those located in the large commercial cities, were
during the whole period at a discount for com.
The notes of the New England states, wl,;ch were
redeemed at the Suffolk bank, were worth _ per
cent. lcss than coin in :New York, and many :New
York state notes, issued previous to the passage
of the free bank act, were at a discount of _ to
of 1 per cent., while the notes of the banks in
other states which were only redeemed at the
counters of the issuing banks, were all at rates of
YEARS.

NO. of
BaAaks.

IK'_'_........................................
1_,_7 ........................................
1_'t8 ........................................
1840 ........................................
IB45 ........................................
........................................
18.50
1855 ........................................
1857 ........................................
18._'_ .......................................
18fi0 .....................................

Capital.

Loans.

_11

_31,250,337
_J0,772,(_.t1
317,fi36,778
358,442_fit22

_
1,307
1,416
1,422
1,5fi2

'20fi,045,969
217,317,211
332,177,'288
370,834,686
394,fi22,799
421,8_K},095

_

...

discount varying from _ to 5 per cent, and at
times at much higher rates. The losses to billholders were estimated to be not less than 5 per
cent., annually, upon the wh.ole amount of circuiation outstanding.
The losses upon excliange,
between different portions of the counuT, were
still greater than the losses arising from the insolvency of tile banks, and the number of counterfeit
and worthless bank notes in circulation is estimated to have been more than 6,500.--The
sketches given of the banks organized in tbe
states of New York and Massaclmsetts, and il,
three of the older western states, exllibit the
general outlines of the bank legislation of the
country previous to 1863. They present in a
favorable light the operations of the charter
system, the safety fund, and the free bant, ing
system in two of the most prosperous states of
the union,while they expose many,but by no means
the worst, imperfections of those systems as riley
existed in some of the other states during the
period when circulation wasissued by state anthorities.--CongTess, by a resolution in 1832, directed
the secret.try of the treasury to procure and publish as full returns as possible of the resources and
liabilities of the state banks. In many states no
reports were required for banks chartered under
their laws; in others, infrequent ones only were
required; and in tlmse which made reports there
was an entire absence of un fortuity as to the
dates upon which their condi ion was stated. :No
reliable information couhl, therefore, be given at
any given dale of the circulation, the specie, the
deposits, or of their resources and liabilities genorally; and the returns were in many instances
based upon statistics which were made from
reports tllat in themselves were unsatisfactory.
From these returns the following table has been
prepared, giving the principal items contained
in the returns of the state banks at the dates
named:

All banks organized under state taws, and all
private bankers, have been required, for some
years past, to make returns to the treasury department of their capital and deposits, for purposes
of taxation, and from these returns the following
table has been compiled, showing the number of

_365,163,834
525,115,702
485,$_1,687
452,8t._i,523
288,617,131
364,204,078
57S, 144,758
684,45S,887
,583,1 fiS,P.42
figl,945,580

Individual
Deposits.
$ 83,081,365
1'27,397,185
84,fi91,184
75_696,_57
.¢8,020,646
109,58fi,585
190_4tD,,oA2
230,351,k_52
185, ._",2.04,q
253,802,129

Circulation.

Specie.

$103,6.q'2,495
149,185,B.q0
116.1:_.910
1{Yd,_.VdS,572

$43,_._7.S°.Ti
37,915,340
85.184_11_
33.1 '5.1.55

89,608,711
131.36fi,5_6
18b,!t52.'22:._,
214,778, 'S_
155/208,344
207,10'2,477

44,241,24'2
45,3_1 .°,45
r..*3,.q44,M6
• 58,:_,4t1,_'_
74,41"2,832
83,5!M,_7

the state banks and trust companies, of the savings banks with and without capital, and of the
private bankers of the whole country, together
with their average capital and deposits for the
six months ending :May 31, 1880 :
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State

G EOG I1APHICAL

No.

Banks and Trust
pames

CJpttal.

DIVISIONS.
Millions.

States

Private

;No.

Bankers.

Savings

Co.pitul

Deposits.

Millions.

Millions.

No.

Banks
it,at

Capital

with

cap-

Deposits.

Savings
Banks
wlthou_ capltatl.

No.

Deposits.

Deposits

New England
States..,
Middle
States
........
Soulhern
States
......
Western
States
and
Tvrrilortes
.........
Untted

Corn

21.6

....

Millions

40
_34
941

6._6
3S.I_
L26.b9

1b.47
154.89
38.51

481

41.44

108.91

113.97

318.78

IF.16

74
855
252

Millions.

516
40.01
4.81

3.74
71..54
13,M

.........................
b
0.53
S
0._4

1,591

_6.14

_,t3.85

.°0

2,80"2

76.12

182..67

2It

Millions.

Mnlions.

a.19
0.57

_
175
2

LWoS.7f
386 Ix:
0

3.17

30.85

30

27.3'.

4.04

M.61

6"29

,'_3 0[

--NATIONm,
BANKS. A financial
writer in the
..l_ah.ct,¢: Ma.q.zitw,
Philadelphia,
for 1815, at
whioll time the llank currency
was in its worst
slate proposed that the lmblic funds should serve,
in tile absence of specie, as the basis, support and
limit of a paper currency. _-Albert
Gallatin also,
in his celebrated
essay in 1831, suggested
the
issue of circulating
notes secured by government
bonds.
At that date the debt of tile goverlmlent
wasin process of rapid reduction, and was chill'ely
paidwithintllenextfouryears
llepropo_edthat
existing
bank notes be taxed out of existence,
and suggested
a resort
to mortgages
on real
estate for want of public stock, which plan, however, im found liable to the objection
tllat the
accommodations
which the banks couht, in that
case, afford to individuals
might
be too much
curtailed ; and he concludes
that "if these objections can be removed,
the plan proposed
would
give to the bankiug system of the United States a
solidity, and inspire n confidence, which it cannot
otherwise
possess."--The
bank of England
was
crganized
in the year 1694, upon a capital of
£1,o00,000
which had been loaned to the goDermnent,
and the capital
of that
bank since
flint date has not differed
materially
from the
permanent
advance
to the government;
and
tln'ee.fourths
of the stock of the bank of the
United
States, in 1790, was authorized
to be
paid in United
States
stock,
llearing
6 per
cent interest.
In 1844 notes of the value of
14,000,000 pounds
sterling were authorized
to be
issued by tim bank of England,
on government
securities;
additional
issue_ to vary wilh
the
amount of corn or bullion on deposit.--The
free
banking system of the state of New York, as has
been seen, was authorized
six years previous, in
1838. and was the first system of banking which
required securitics to be deposited for bank issues,
5eci'etary Chase, in Ills report for December, 1861,
rccomnlended
the gradual issue of national bank
notes, secured
by the pledge of United
States
bomls, simihu" to the system then m operation
in
New York, in preference
to tile issue of United
States notes, 50 millions of which
had already
been issued.--The
advantages
claimed
by the
establishment
of the bankirig
systenl were. "A
enrrency of uniform security and wliue, protec,
tiou from losses in discounts
and exchanges,

increased facilities to the government
in obtaining
loans, a diminution
in the rate of interest
or
a participation
by the people in the profits of
circulation,
an avoidance
of the perils of a great
nmney monopoly,
and a distribution
of the bonds
of the nation to the leadingmonetary
associations
of the country,
thus identifying
their interests
with those of the government."--A
bill was prepared in accordance
wlth his views during
tllat
month, and printed for the use of the committee
of ways and means,
but it was not reported,
and a notice to print extra copies in July was
laid on the table; and on the 8th of July following, Mr. Stevens, the cllairman
_f the committee
of ways and means, submitted
the bill witll an adverse report.
The immediate
Decessitic_ of the
government
compelled
the issue of legal lender
notes instead of the issue of tuitional bank notes
as recommended
by tim secretary, and the cotlslderation of the bank act was deferred.--A
general
suspension
of specie
payments
took place on
Dec. 28, 1861, and two montlls thereafter
the act
of Feb. 25, 1862,was passed, authorizing
tim issue
of 150 millions
of legal tender
notes, which
amount was afterward
increased
150 millions by
tim acts of July 11, 1862, anti March 3, 186:L
the latter date being but a few d_ys subsequent
to tile passage of the first national bank act.-On Jan.
30, 1864, when
the whole
amount
of national
bank
notes outstanding
was but
$3,700,000,
nearly
the whole amotmt
of legal
tender notes authorized,
$449,338,902,
had been
issued, which was the highest amount outstanding
at any one time.--In
his report for 1862 secretary
Clmse again earlmstly
advocated
the passage of
the national
llank bill.
He presented
at considerable
length the arguments
for and against
the system, and urgently
renewed
his previous
recolnmemtation
for its passage.
One of the
advlmtages which lie said wouhl ilrise from its passage was "that the United States bonds would be
required
for banking purposes, a steady market
would be established,
lind their negotiation greatly
facilitated,
a uniformity
of price for the bonds
would be maintained
tit a rate above funds of
equal credit, but not available
tobanking
associations.
It is not easy to appreciate
the full benefits
of such conditions
to a government
obliged to
borrow; " it will "reconcile
as far as practicable

wAthlre._.__ff Compt:olh,r Knox Imfore the Merchant.*"
A_._octat|onof IJovtol|; Datdlvr't. Magazluv, vol. lb, p. 5,15.

the interests of existing institutions
the whole people, anti will supply

with those of
a firm anchor-
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age to the union of tim states."
The bill is said
to have had the sanction
of every member of the
administration.
President
Lincoln
earnestly
advocated
its passage
in his annual
message
ill
1862, and in 1863 he said: "The enactment
by
congress of a national b'mking law lms proved a
valuable
support
of the public credit, and the
general legislation
in relation
to loans has full),
answered
the expectations
of its favorers.
Some
aniendments
may be required
to perfect existing
laws, but no change in then" principles or general
scope is believed to be needed."--About
14months
after, the national bank bill was printed for the
use of the committee
of ways and means: it was
introduced
into the senate by senator Sherman atttt
referred to the finance connnittce,
fl'onl which it
was reported
by hint on Feb. 2. 1863, with anmndmcnts
Ten days htter it passed that body by a
vote of 23 to 21, and on the 20th of tile same
month it also passed the house of representatives
by a vote of 78 to 64.--The
bill encountered
earnest opposition,
and the secretary, in a letter to
a friend at about that date, _lid that "a majority
of both the house and senate fimmee committees
were incredulous
or hostile."--Senator
Collamer,
in his speech in the senate, Feb. 11, 1863, said:

vote was 78 to 63. The bill was afterward passed,
upon a report of a conference
committee
of both
houses in reference
to certain amendments
upon
which
there lind been a disag_eement.--The
constitution
of the United
States provides
that
no state slmll emit bills of credit, but it was
decided by the supreme court in 1836, in Briscoe
vs. The Bank. when there were 713 state banks in
operation,
with 281 millions of capital and 140
millions of circulation,
36of which banks held 41
millions
of public depo-its
and only 16 raillions of other deposits, that a private
corporation authorized
by tile state, which
was tlm
principal
stocldlohter,
could
issue cil'culatmg
notes which the state itself could not issue, and
make them receiwible for puhlic dues.
In 1861
the number of state banks had increased to 1,601,
with a capital of 429 millic{ns, aml more than
10,000 different
kinds of notes were in circulation, issued by the authority
of 34 different states,
under more than 40 different statut_.
The right
to.issue such notes ]lad obtained
a filan foothold,
and nothing but a great war could have brought
about a revolution
in this respect.
The ciroulation of the banks was 20:_ millions,
distributed
as
follows:'

"It will be found that the people will not break
up their present
system of banking,
interwoven
as it is with all their transactions,
bound up as
their business life is with it, to establish
banks

In 6 eastern states .............................
In 5 middle states ............................
In II southern states ...........................
In 8 western slates .............................

tinder this bill, and they will never buy United
States stocks for tiffs purpose."
One of his reasons
for opposing the bill was that.the schools of some
of the ,New England states were supported
by the

There was, as has been seen, determined
opposition to the interference
with the right of state
banks to issue circulating
notes.
But circumstances favored the substitution
of the new issties

tax fund collected from the existing
state banks,
Senator Hurris of New York, who afterward voted
for the bill, proposed
an amendment,
authorizing the state banks to receive circulation
under

in place of the old, which had become largely
discredited,
and which might have been classified
as follows:

state charters, and said: "Tile banks in the state
of New York can. I believe, be induced, without
surrendering
their charters as state banking
associations, to take out circulation
under the provisions of this bill, I)ut I do not suppose that a
single banking
institution
in the state of New
York would ever bc induced
to surrender
the
privileges
it derives
under the state law, and
become an association
orgauize(l
un(ler the provisions of this act."
Three senators only from
the middle
states voted in its favor.
The two
senatot_ from Vermont,
one from Connecticut,
and seven from the middle states, voted against
it. In the passage of the act in the house, some
of the most eminent of the representatives
from
New England and New York, now distin_fished
members of the senate,voted
against it.--The
bill
was thoroughly
revised, discussed, and repassed
a little more than a year afterward,
June 3, 1864;
allof the senators from New England then voting
in its favor, and allof the senators from the middle
states who were present, except those from Pennsylvania
and Delaware,
and all but three from
thewestern
st'des.
The vote was 80 m favor and
9 again,_t the bill.
In the house it rcceived the
votes generally

of the republican

members.

The

Stock secured banks ...........................
Chartered .....................................
Western banks discredited ....................
Southern banks discredited ....................
Total ....................................

$45,000,00@
53,{}00,000
74,000,000
:.-_o,oo_,ofl0

$3S,OOOJ_O0
_.0_,000
'2:2,000.000
54.000.000
$20'2,000,000

The charters
of the state banks of Ohio and
Indiana, and of other banks, were about to expire, so that fully one-half of the bank issues of
the country were either discredited
or depended
npon legislation
for continuance.-The act of
Feb 25, 1863, and the subsequent
act of June 3,
1864, which superseded
tlm fornter, provided for
tile establishnmnt
of a national
bank bureau in
the treasury department,
the chief officer of which
is the comptroller
of the currency,
and authorized the issue of 300 millions
of national
bank
notes to associ'ltions
organized
in compliance
with law, and composed
of any number
of persons, not less than five.
Circulation
was authorizcd to be issued at a rate equal to 90 per cent.
of the current
market
value, but not exceeding
90 per cent.
upon
the par value of United
States bonds
deposited.
The notes are guaranteed
by the government,
and if the avails
of the bonds deposited assecurity
for circulation
_ Rep,)rt of Comptroller of Currency, 1876,p. 92.
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are not sufficient
for the reimbursement
of the
govermnent,
it is entitled to the first lien upon
all the assets of the bank.
The law provides
that they shall be received
by tile gove,'nment
in
payment
of all taxes and other dues, except
duties on imports, and payable
for all debts or
demands
owing by the government,
except interest on the public debt and in the redemption
of
national
bank notes; and that each bank sh_dl
" take amt ,'cceive at par, for a,_y debt or liability
to it, any and all notes or bills issued by any lawfully organized
national banking association."-The effect of the passage of the act was to create
a demand for the 6 per cent. bonds, wlfich soon
thereafter
advanced
from a discount
of 7 per
cent to a premium
in the market.
There was a
delay in printing
the notes, and no issues were
made until Dec. 21, 1863. Theact authorized
the

thereafter issued.
This provision
was repealed
oil ]_lay 31, 1878, but not until $35,318,984
of
legal tender
holes had
been cancelled,
which
reduced the amount
of legal tender
notes from
382 millions t() $346.681,016,
which is theamount
now oulstanding.
The effect of the passage of
the act was to reduce the volume, both of the
legal tender and bank notes, and umil hlay 20,
1881,the amount
outstanding
of the latter at an),
one time. _xas not equal to the 354 millions authorizcd by theactof
1870.--Onc
of themosti,nportant
requirements
of the act is that the capital stock
of every association
shall be fully paid in.
The
organization
of banks
without
capital, or with
stock notes, was one of the great abuses of previous banking
systems.
Atleast one-lmlf of the
authorized
capital stock nmst bc paid in before a
national
bank can commence
business, and thc

conversion
of statc banks;
but the new system
was not favored
by them, and such conversions
were not nun'lerous
until the passage of the act
of March
3, 1865. which provided
that every
banking
association
shall pay a tax of 10 per
cent. on the notes of any person or state bank
used for circulation
or paid out by them.
The
constituti,,nahty
of this act was subsequently
affirmed by thesupreme
court.
The comptroller,
in his report for December,
1865, says that there
wel.'e 731 conversions
during that year, and that of
the 1.601 national banks then organized, 922 were
conversions
from stale banks.
Nearly all banks
in the New Engla_d
states, and many in other
slates, became national
associations,
and during
the following
year nearly the whole 300 millions
of circulation
authorized
($298,588,419) had been
i_sued.-- There was at this time more than 1,275
millions of temporary
obligatio:ls
of the government outstanding,
830 millions of which were in
treasury
notes, bearing interest at 7 30 per cent. _
The banks soon thereafter
held 440 millions
of
government
securities,
and the system was of iramense service in funding this floating debt during
the threc years which followed
thc close of the
war.
The act of July 12, 1870, inc,'eased the authorized
issue of national
bank holes to 354 raillions, and the largest amount outstanding
at any
one time was on Dec. 1, 1874, when it reached
$352,894,346.
The act of June 20, 1874, attthorized any national
bank desiring
to increase
its
irculation,
to deposit
lawful
money with the
lteasurer
in sums of not less than $9,000, and to
withdraw
a proportionate
amount of bonds held
as security for its circulating
notes, and under
this act the circulation
decreased in volume more
than 30millionsduring
the next three years.
The
act of Jan. 3[4, 1875, repealed
all previous
laws
restricting
the aggregate
amount
of circulation,
and since that date all banks have had the right
to increase and decrease their circulation
at their
l)leasure,
subject
to the restrictions
of the act.
Tim same act required
the secretary
of the treasury to retire legal tender
notes to an amount
,equal to 80 per cent. of the national
bank notes
i Report of Comptroller of Carreney, 18_, p. 33.

,'cmaindcrini,lstallments
of not less than one-fifth
monthly thereafter.
The minimum
capital of any
bank is $50,000, and such bank may be organized
only in places lmving less than 6,000 inhabitants.
In larger places the capital must not be h:ss titan
$100,000, and in cities whose population
is 50,000,
the capital
must not bc less than
$200,600.
The propo,'tion
of capital to liabilities
is nmch
gre'_ter iu this country
than elsewhere, which
is undoubtedly
owing
to the fact that
the
natiomd bank act requires that the full amount
of authnrizcd
capital shall bc actually paid in.
In England,
as a rule, only a part of the calfital is paid in;'but iu the limitcd banks the stockhohlers are individually
liable for thc full amount
of their subscriptions,
the stockholders
of other
corporations,
not linfited, being each liable for
all the debts of the corporation
--Tables
of the
comptroller
in his report for 1878, compiled from
the London Economist, give tlm capital,
surplus
and liabilities
of 3,417 banks in the United Kingdon), including
the bank of England.
The ratio
of capital to liabilities of the 3,417 banks in the
United Kingdom was 16.78 per cent., and the ratio
of capital and surplus to liabilities was 23.07 per
cent.;
while the corresponding
ratios of the
national banks were 40.88 and 54.73, the ratios of
the latter banks being in each instance more than
double those of the United Kingdom.--The
whole
number of shares of national bank stock ia 1876
was 6,505,930, and of shareholders
208,486.--It
is
not probable
that the capital stock of any other
classofcorporationsissowidelydistributedamong
people of nmderate means.
The average amount
of stock then held by each shareholder
was about
$2,400.
In the eastern states it was about $2,100,
and in tim western states about $4,800, and more
than half the whole number of shareholders
held
each but $1,000 or less of such stock, while 767 persons only heht as much as $50,000 each.
It was
distributed
among residents
in every state of the
Union, in 11 countries or provinces
of this continent, and in 25 countries
of Europe,
Asia anti
Africa.--The
banks are prohibited
from loaning
money upon real estalc or upon the security of
the shares of their own capital
stock, or on the
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security
of their own circulating
notes or of legal
tender notes, and from making
accommodation
loans to any person, company,
corporation
or
firm, to an amount
exceeding
one-tenth
part of
their capital.
They are also prohibited
from borrowing money upon their own circulating
notes,
or becomingin
any way liable to an amount exceeding their capital stock actually
paid in, except on
account
of their circulating
notes, their deposits
and bills of exchange
drawn against money actually on deposit, and liabilities to stockholders
for
reserve
profits.
Thus they are required
to be
leaders and not borrowers
of money.
They are
restricted
inthe
rate ofit_tercst
whic]l they may
take to the rate allowed by the laws of the state
in which they are located,
and the penalty for
charging a usurious rate of interest, as determined
by the supreme court, is a forfeiture
of the interest agreed to be paid, or, if actually paid, twice the
amount may be recovered back by the person paying it--The
total amount
of loans of national
banks on Oct. 2, 1879, was $875,013.107.
The
number of pieces of paper discounted
was 808,269.
The number of notes and bills of $100 each, or less,
was 251,345, or nearly one-third of the whole; the
number of lea_ than $500 each was 547,385, or considerably more thtm two-thirds of the whole, while
the number of bills of less titan $1,000 each was
642,765, more than three-fourths
of the whole number.
The amount of discounts
in the iNcw England states was considerably
more thau those of
tllcwesternandsouthe.rnstates;butthenumberof
]oansin New England was only about one-half the

RESOURCES AND
LL%.BIL1TIES.

RESOURCES

oct.
8, oct.
_, [ oct
3. Septl2,
1, oct.
2, OlC8_71,
ct. 1, oct.
2, oct.
1, May0,
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873. oct.
187t.2, oct.
1875.
1875.
. o1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1,615 1.767 1.919 1.976 2,00_ 2 087
2.089 2.080 2.053 2.018 2.090 2.102
Banks. Banks.Banks. Banks. Banks. Banks. Banks.Banks. Banks. Banks. Banks. Banks.
_ilnons. Millions.tMnlions.Millions _iillions.._nllions,MnUons.!binlions.Millions.Millions Millions.Millions

Loans ..............
Bonds
for circula- 715.9 831.5 [ 877.2 944.2
tion ..............
840.q 864.5 682.0 38_.3
Other U. S. boRds..
_7.7
45 8
oLb
_ 6
Stocks, bond_, etc..
2_.6
24 5
23.5
_ 7
Due from banks ....
1,J94
143.°
1'28.2 149.5
Real e_tate .........
27 5
30.1
32 S
3_.7
Specm ............
1_.5
13 2
10.°
19.9
Legal-tender notes..
'79.3 107.0 10'2.1
92.4
Nat'l bank notes...
12 5
14. t
15.8
16.1
C. II. exchanges ....
'_9.1 115.2 125.0 100.3
U. S. cert. ofdeposh .................
67
20.6
Due from U.S. Tress
................
Otherresources .... "66[3 .... 4i:_
25.2
17.8
Totals ..........

number in the south and west. The banks in New
York city held 2,970 pieces of paper,
in Boston
2,258, in Philadelphia
809, and in Chicago 322, of
$10,000 each and over; and the number of loans of
this class held by these four cities was more than
half of the total number held by all the national
banks in the United States.
The average amount
of each discount
was $1,082.59.
The average
amount
in New York
city was $3,962.18;
in_
Boston, $3,088; for the 228 banks of the principal cities it was $2,980.90,
and the average
for
the remaining
banks,
1,820 in number,
was
$685.85.--If
the average time of all the discounted
noteswas60days,
andthcbanksheldcontinuously
the same amount, the number
of discounts made.
during the year would be nearly 5 millions, anct
the total discounts more tlmn 5,000 millions, which
would be equal to a discount of $700 annually for
each voter, or $500 for each family in the country.
--The comptroller
is authorized
to cause an examination of the banks at any time, and such examinations are to be made at least as often as once a
3,ear.
Reports showing the detailed condition
of
the banks nmy also be called for, for any past date,
aml must be returned not less than five times during each year.--In
Jan., 1864, there were 139 banks
in operation, with a capital of 14 millions;
in 1865,
638 banks, with a capital of 135 milltons;
in 1867,
1,648 banks, with a capital of 420 millions.--The
following
table exlfibits the number,
resources
and liabilities
of the national
banks for eleven
years at nearly
corresponding
dates, and upon
May 6, 1881 :

954.4
383.3
28.0
27.8
134.8
38.1
')1._
80.0
18.5
109 '/
42.8
20 3
18.3

984.7
870 3
28.1
33 5
144.7
42.4
8.1
76.5
18.5
87.9
48.8 !
19 6
19.1

931.3 691.9
8"37.2 336 8
47.8
45.0
3_.4
34 5
146.9 1'29.9
43.1
45.2
21.4
_.7
84 2
66.9
15 9
15.6
100.0
74 5
29.2
33.4
16.7
16.0
19.1
28.7

834.0
347.6
91..7
36.9
138.9
46 7
S0 7
64.4
16.9
82 4
22.7
16.5
24.9

878.5 11,0410
357.3 357.8
71 2
43 6
39.7
48.9
167.3 :2135
47.8
48.0
42.°
109 3
69 2
56 6
16 7
18.2
113.0 121 1
26 8
7.7.
17.0
17.1
2"2.1 23.0

1,510.7 1,7'30.6 1,755.8 1,830.6 1,877.2 1,882.2 1,827.2 1,741.1 1,767.3 1,8688 2,105.8

_LIAEILITIEB.
Capital stock .......
Surplus fund ......
Undivided pl'olhs ..
Circulatlon .........

43_.4
.94.1
68.6
'233S

458.3
101.1
42.0
317.4

479,6
110.3
411.6
335.1

491.0
120.3
5_ 5
340.3

493.8
1'23.0
51 5
334 2

504 8
134.4
53.0
319.1

499.8
132 2
46.4
'29"2
2

479.5 465 2
1_-2.8 116.9
44.5
44 9
291.9 301.9

454.1
114.8
41.8
31:4.8

Dug to bank_
depositors..
Due
.......
Other liabilities ....

515 2
130
8 4

6fl.4
171.9
8.5

6'28,9
143.8
11.5

540.0 i 175.8
683.8
173.0
11.5
9.1

679.4
179.7
11.8

666.2
179.8
10.6

680.4
161.6
10.4

736 9 267.6
888.2
"201.2
6.7
8.5

Totals ..........

668.4
165.1
7.9

457.6
120.5
46.1
317.3

1,093
352
59
52
208
47._
1_.2.{
62
'25
196.{
8.(
18.,'
22._
2,'270.._

459
1"24._
54
309
1,040
272.(
10

1,516.7 1,780.6 1,755.8 1,830.6 1,877.2 1,882.2 1,8'27.4 ],741.1 1,767.3 1,86S.8 2,105.8' "_,_0._

--Banks
are required
to pay 1 per cent.
tax
upon
their
circulation
annually,
and #z of 1
per cent. upon their average deposits and upon

capital
not invested
in United
States bonds.
The total amount of this tax collected
to July 1_
18_0,was, on circulation,
$45,941,161;
on deposits,
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$47,703,404;

on

capital,

$6,716,903;

making

an I association

aggregateby authority
posed
of $100,361.469.
of the stateTaxes
withinare which
also irathe I therein:
national

YEARS.

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879

..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................

Capital

Stock.

United
States
Taxes.

$493,751,6_9
50_,687.911
501,788,079
485,250,69;
471,1_14,'L_
456,968,50t

--The average
amount of taxes paid during the
past twelve years has been 16 millions, or considerably more than 4 per cent. upon the amount of
circulation
issued.
The ratio of taxation,
state
and national, in the l_ew England states, in 1879,
was 2.7 per cent. ; in the middle states, 3.6; southera states, 2.7; western
states, 3.6.
The rate of
taxation
in New York was 5 5; in Boston, 2.6;
Philadelphia,
2 8; Baltimore,
2.5; Cincinnati,
4.3, Chicago, 5 8.--The
law requires
that each
association
shall, before the declaration
of any
dividend,
carry to itssurplus
fund one-tenth
part
of its semi-annual
net profits, until the same shall
alnount to 20 per cent. of its capital stock.
It
also prohibits
associations
from
withdrawing,
either in the form of dividends
or otherwise,
any
portion of their capital, and requires
that losses
and bad debts shall be deducted
from net profits

Dividends

Perct.

_ou_hernStates

.................
...............

,|tddle
Western States
States ..............
...............

UnttedStates ..............

for the years

Total

1876.
Perct

1877.
Perct.

Perct.

Dividends

1879.

1880. Av'ge

Perct

Perct.

Ferct

1875.
Perct.

8 4

7 6

6 8

6.4

6.8

7 6

7.6

8 7

8 8 I

8 3

7.._

7 0

7 8

8 0

7.7

98
19.3

8:5
2 2

79
9 6

7.9
9.4

84
9 5

94

8,}

78

7.6

8.0]

9.9

During the past five years the average number
of
bankssemi-annuallypassingdividends
on account
of losses was 279.
The .tverage amount of capital of these banks was $42,266,244, or nearly onetenth of the total capital of all the banks.
The
aggregate
losses which were charged off by the
national banks in operation
during the past five
years, before declaring
dividends,
was more than
100 millions of dollars, about 20per cent. of which
it 18 estimated has been since recovered.--There
are no means of definitely ascertaining
the losses
sustained through the failures of banks operating
undcr the systems of the several states, prior to
the establishment
of the national
banks.
The
losses under those systems, both to note holders,
to whom there can be no loss from national banks,
and to the general creditors
and shareholders,
is
known to belarge.--In"Elliot'sFundingSystem"
it 1s stated that in 1841, the total capital of the state
banks being then $317,642,,692, and the circula-

Total.

Per ct.

Per c

1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1 4
1.5

2 0
2 0
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.7

3 5
3 5
3
8.
3
3 2

to Capital

and Surplus.

I

9 6

9.8
197

State.

Per ct.

before
any dividend
shall be declared.
If a
bank suffers a loss greater than its accumulated
earnings, there are but two courses open to it, so_
far as dividends are concerned
The first is to pass
the dividend, and the other to pay an illegal dividend from the capital stock, which latter coursewould subject the bank to being declared insolvent and placed in the hands of a receiver.
The
capital and surplus together
form the working
fund of the bank, and the bankswhich
make the
largest dividends
in proportion to their capital are
those which have accumulated
a large surplus.
The amount of the surplus in 1865 was 17 millions; in 1870. 90 millions;
in 1875, 131 millions;
and on March
11, 1881, it was 1°2 millions
of
dollars.
The ratio of dividends
to capital, and
to capital and surplus,
for each of the last six
years, has been as follows :

to Capital.

1878.

specified

Lmted
States.

$16,876,40!.1
17,3"/5,653
16.777,810
15,731,8TI
14_78,'_,765
14,619,363

I
1875.

England

Taxes.

$9,620,326
19 058,122
9.701.732
8,829,304
8,056,538
7_603,2_2

OEOOP_PmC_-Lmwsmss.

_,'w

The table below gives the

and state taxation

State

$7,256,082
%817,531
7.076,087
6,9@2,573
6,7"_'7, _32
7,016,131

is located.

88
10._

76i
S 6

1876
l'erct.

6_
76
7"

8.6 I 7.8 t 75[

I

1877..11878"
I'erct.!Perct
,, ,i

I5 6

7 1

I

6 e

66,
9 6 ]

til
7 7

7 1 ! 8 '_

1879.
?erct

1880.

p,v'ge.

Perct

Perct.

5 ,,

5 6

6

6 0
7.:>
6_

6 7
7 5
64

6 .q

6.1

641

6

S_
8

tion outstanding
$121.665,198,
55 b:lnks failed,
with an aggregate
capital of $67,036,265, and a
circulation
of $23,577,752;
and in nearly every
instance
the entire capital of the ballks wlnclL
failed was lost. The comptroller
of the currency,
inhis report for 1879, gives a table by states, showing losses amounting
to $32,616,661
sustained
by creditors
of 210 state and savings banks amt
private
bankers,
during the threc years ending
Jan. 1, 1879.--Since
the establishment
of the national banking system, 86 national banks have becomc insolvent and have bccn placed in the hands
of receivers,who
are appointed by the comptroller,
and are required
to report to him their transactions. The total amount of claims proved by the
creditors
of these banks is $25,966,602,
of dividends paid thereon, $18,100,818.
The estimated
losses to creditors
from the failures
of national
banks, during the 18 years since the passage of the
original national banking act of 1863, have not ex-
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eeeded $6,240,000, and the average annual loss has
therefore been about $846,000.--Of
the 86 failures
of national
banks, 6 were those of banks located
in New York city, having a capital of $2,700,000.
The anmunt of claims proved by the creditors
of
these banks was $5,585,049.
Four of them paid
dividends
amounting
to 100 per cent., and the average dividends
of the 6 were 98 per cent. of the
claims proved against them.
Twenty-one
of these
insolvent
banks have paid thcir creditors
in full,
and 40 have paid more than 75 per cent. The average expense of settling the affairs of the banks in
the hands of receivers has been about 7 per cent.
of the total amount of cash collected.--The
individual liability of shareholders
of insolvent banks
has been enforced
in 53 instances,
and about
$2,700,000 has been collected
from this source.
The law provides
that the shareholders
of every
national hank shall be held individually
respoasiblc, equally and ratablg, and not one for a_wther,
for all contracts,
debts and engagements
of the
association,
to the extent of the amount of thcir
stock therein, at the parvaluc thereof, in addition
to the amount
invested
in such shares.--The
supremc court of the United States has decided
" that in the process to be pursued
to fix the
amount
of the separate
liability of each of the
sh'_reholders,
it is.necessary
to ascertain
(1) the
whole a:nount of the par value of all the stock
held by the shareholders;
(2) the amount of the
deficit to be paid after exhausting
all the assets
of the bank; (3) then to apply the rule that each
shareholder
shall contribute
such sum as Will bear
the same proportion
to the whole amount of the
deficit as his stock bears to the whole amount of
the capital stock of the bank at its par value."
The limit of the shareholder'sliability
is, however,
the par value of his stock, and the insolvency
of
_me stockholder
does not in any way affect the
liability of another.--Thc
percentage
of circularing notes um'edeemed
of 15 national banks which
failed previous
to 1870 is 0.75 per cent. of the
amount issued.
The total circula ion issued to 23
national banks, which include thc 15 banks already
mentioned,
that failed previous
to 1870, was
$3.196,693. 'rod the proportion
of notes remaining
unredeemed
is 1.43 per cent. of the amount
issued.--It
is estinmted that the ultinmte loss to the
people from the destrnction
of these notes, or
from failure to present them for redemption,
will
be from 1 to 1½ per cent.
This amount of loss will
be a gain lo the government,
and not to the banks,
andwill, ifth_sesthnateiscorrcet,
amount to from
3.4_millions to about 5 millions during each period
s
of ~0years._h'o
notes of a less denomination
than
five dollars have bccn issued to the banks since
the date of resumption
of specie payments,
as provided by law, and the anmunt
of ones and twos
since
that
date has been reduced
$5,033.185.
The increase of legal tender notes of these denominations
since that date has been $3,518,060.
The following
table gives the amount
of each
denomination
of these notes that were outstanding
¢Jn April 1, 1881 :

DE_OmNaTIONS.
Ones .............
Twos ............
Five8 ...........
'rens .............
Twenties
.........
Fifties and over ..
Totals

........

I
NattonaIRank Lega| Tenaer
_o_.
Nots,.
, Aggregatoa.
$ 1,1"Ill,494 $'2'2,049.948_ _,961,442
ST_._68 _ _1,76 _746 2:2,6.:_3,814
99,434,370
68,596,604 16&i_),_.K'4
116,.q.50,470
76 1}_,823 15),t_,%.f_
1_,174,8&':_
77,521,56_!, q2,515.025
_,
50,047,6°5 : 84,81_4,860 134,_k-:,'2,485
$345,938,5S7

_346,681,016

$S.92,619,60"3

--The laws governing
the national banks, as has
been seen, contain numerous
restrictions.
]'hey
also prescribe many and severe penalties for their
violation.
The only privilege
they have over
other banks is the right toissue circulating
notes.
--The profits of a well conducted
bank are not
derived mainly from circulation,
but from the use
of deposits;
and national
banks at the prescnt
time are not organized so much on account of the
profits upon circulation,
as for the reason
that
these institutions
have established
a character
which is of value to them in the accumulation
of
delmsits.--The
amount of interest received by the
national banks from the Unitcd States bonds held
as security
for their circulation,
and on which
circulation
has been actually issucd, is much less
than is generallysupposed.
On 10 per cent. of the
bonds on deposit with the United States treasurer
to secure circulation
the banks receive interest,
without
other privilege_,
in the same manner as
any other holder of United States bonds.
Thus
while the bonds held to secure circulation
by the
banks in operation
on Aug. 1, 1881, amounted
to 358 millions of dollars, the total amount
of
bank notes issued on these bonds was 321 millions
only.
On the difference of 37 millions of dollars
the banks have no special privilege over any other
homlholder.--There
are national bank notes ont.
standing in excess of the 321 millions mentioned,
but such notes are those of insolvent l)anks and of
those retiring circulatmn,
and arc not secured
by
bonds, but are provided
for by a deposit of an
equal amount
of legal tender
notes,
in the
United States treasury,
where.they
are redeemed
and canceled when presentcd.--Of
the bonds securing the notes of the banks in operation,
9°_
millions consist of 4 per cents., 32 millions of 4b
per cents., 229millions
of 3½ per cents, couverted
from 5 and 6 per cents,
3_ millions of Pacific
railroad 6s., and the r,.mainder,
amounting
to.5½
millions of called 5 per cent. bonds, upon which
interest
will ceas; on the 1st day of October,
1881.
The 4 per cent.
bonds are now selling at a premium
of about 16 per cent., and at
this rate do not net the holders
3½ per cent.
It is therefore fair to say that for future years the
national banks will not as a rule receive as much
as 8½ per cent. in interest upon the United States
bonds held as security for their circulating
notes
outstanding._The
banks are required
to pay a
tax of 1 per cent. on circulation,
to keep on
hand with the treasurer
an amount
of lawful
money equal to 5 per cent. of such circulation,
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and to pay the expense

of redeeming

22I

the same as I lation,

when

it is presented.--The
profit
on an investment following
in bonds table
to secure
showscireuthe / specified
3 per cent.,:
5 per

the bonds

bear interest

and the rates

6 per

7 per

for bank

8 per
cent.

f nt.... t.... tl
,peroont.
bo,d,tlS orooo......................
. o'
!1." I1. / I o°
......

bonds
bondsat21)erceut,
..............................................
premlum

....................

Iq

--Tile profit is greatest when the bank rate of interest is least, for the reason that the bank receives 10 per cent. less in cil',ulation
tllan it deposits in bohds.
If a bank has a capital of
$103,000, it receives $90,000 only in circulating
notes.
If thebondsnre3_perccm_
"mdthecolninercial rate of interest 10 per cent., there is a loss
of 6½ per cent. on themargin.
If the commercial
rate is 6 per cent., then the loss is 2_ per cent.,
instead of 6½ as in the previous
case. --In
the
computation
on which
the foregoing
table of
profits is based, the amount
of the 5 percent.
reserve which banks are required to keep on their
circulation
has been deducted
from the ]oanable
circulation.
But this reserve on circulation
is
also allowed
to fern1 part of the reserve on deposits.
If it is-not deducted
from the loanable
circulation,
the profits
of the bank from this
source are somewhat
increased.--The
premium
on the bonds will disappear
if they are held until
paid by the United
States.
The bank holding
such bonds until maturity
will consequently
lose
the premium.
In the case of the 4 per cent.
bonds, the loss of 16 per cent. will be distributed
over 26 years, making a loss of a little over ½ of 1
DATES.

)ctober
ctober2,
ctober
,ctober
'clober
'clober
lay 6,

Number
of
Banks.

1, 1875 .....................
1876 .....................
I) 1877 .....................
1, 1878 .....................
2, 1879 .....................
1, 1880 .....................
1881 .........................

_,0_7
2,089
2,080
2,n5.3
2,048
9,090
2,10"2

1865.

1868.

1867.

1868.

1869.

Specie.

Millions.
734 1
706.6
6(_9.1
678.8
768.9
968.0
1,049.2

_[illions.
8 1
'21.3
2').8
30.7
42.2
108.2
1"21 4

1870.

1871.

[!

1.5_
114

]I

1.38
1.00

[

120
.85

cent

---

I01
.71

are as
I1 per
cent

i

loper
.07

I

.87

i

.56

1

.7O
.41

per cent. per annum, to be deducted
from tlle
profits in the table.
The 3½ per cent. bonds, continned in the pl'lce of the 6s, being redeem'rift(:
at the option of the government,
the banks holding tliem are liable to lose the 1 per cent prelnium at an), time.
If a 3 per cent. bond be
issued, a tlank taking it at par and holding it till
matllrity would experience
no loss; but if at any
time prior to maturity
the bank should desire
to liquidate
its affairs, a loss would arise if the 3
per cents, should then be worth less than par.-Thcnationalbanksin16oftlmprincipalcitiesare
required
to keep a reserve of :25 per cent upon
deposits,
half of which,
except in file case of
New York city banks, which are required
to hold
all tlleir reserve in lawful
money,
may be on
deposit will1 other national banks in file city of
_Tew York.--Thebanks
outside of thesecitiesare
required
to hold a reserve of 15 per cel_t upon
deposits, three-fifths
of which may consist of balances with tlieir correspondents
in the reserve
cities.
The following
table exhibits
tlle amount
of net deposits,
together
with the amount
aild
classification
of reserve, held by the national banks
at the dates mentioned :

Net
Deposits.

From this table it will be seen that the amount
of reserve held largely exceeded
the amount required.--It
is estimated
by the best authorities
that the joint stock banks in England
and Scotland do not hold exceeding
five per cent. of their
liabilities in ready money; the remainder
of their
resel'v_ being largely invested in English consols,
or deposited
m the hank of England. -- The
amount
of cash reselWCS held by the national
banks in this country
is usually
more tllan 12
per cent. of their liabilities.
The banks held on
1804.

)
lk_9
1.69

loans

9 per
cent.

(

3S½percent.
per cent.

at 4, 3½ and

OtherLawful
.Money

Reserve
Agents.

Redemptionl
Fund.

Millions
1"25.'2
113.4
100 2
97 0
95.9
64.3
70.6

bhlllons.
85 6
87 4
73 3
_5 1
107.0
134.6
1"28 0

Millions.
16 _
14 6
14 5
15 3
15 8
15 9
15 6

aatios.
I

i

Per cent.
32 0
33 5
31 5
33.6
33.9
33 4
32.0

Oct. I, 1875, more than 133 millions of lawful
money,
of which
only about
8 millions
was
in specie, the remaining
I17 millions being in
legal tender notes; and on Jan. 1, 1879, tlle (late
of the resumption
of specie payments,
the banks
held nearly
100 millions
of legal tender notes
The average value of the legal tender paper dol
far on July I of each year from 1864 to 1878,
and on Jan. 1, 1879, which was the date of the
resumption
of specie payments, will be seenin the
following table:
1879.

¢_-I ot_.t _t,.) ct_.l_t_.l ct,.l _.ll ¢_'[ or,.] ct_ el,. ot,. ¢_'1 c_. ot,. ¢_..
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_On Oct 1, 1880, the amount of specie, consisting
of $102,851,032
of gold coin and $6,495,477
of
silver coin, was more than 109 millions, and the
amount
of legal tender notes 64 millions.
The
amount
of specie held on biay6,
1881, was 122
millions, and of legal tender notes 70 millions.
This large increase of specie is owing to the gold
production
of the mines, which, since the date of
resumption,
is cstimated to have been $72,000,000,

and to the excess of imports of gold over exports,
which, in tile same period, has been $150,241,747.
The following
table exhibits the total amount of
paper currency,
and the estimated
amounts
of
gold and silver coin in the country
on Nov. 1,
1880, together with the amount of each th(.n in
the treasury of the United States, in the national
banks, in the state banks, and in the hands of the
people at that date:

a the treasury
................................................
a natit,nal
bunks .............................................
a state
banks
.................................................
;l_ewhere
....................................................
Totals

...................................................

National

Banks.

State

YEARS.
NO.

1876 .........
.........
1877
18;8 .........
1879 .........

2,091
2,078
2,056
o048

1880 .........

.[2"076

[.Capital.

Deposits

Millions.

Millions.

Gold.

Silver.

$133,679,349
102,851,032
17.1{;2,130
200,379,519

$77,977,149
6,495,477
.............
73,798,701

$454,012,030

--From
the date of resumption
to that of the
table, the gold in the treasury
had increased
$20,976,007, in the banks $73,976,149,
while the
paper currency
has decrcased
$50,768,829,
and
in the banks $37,008,585.
The increase of gold
in the hands of the people had beenmore
than 80
millions, and of paper currency
more than 108
millions, since that date.--The
amount
of silver
<'.oin was but 6 millions, which would be largely
increased
if the number
of standard silver dollars
to be issued were limited
in amount,
and the
number
of small legal tender notes outstanding
diminished.-During the next two years the legal
limit of the existence of a considerable
number
of the national
banks will expire, and congress
will bc asked to extend their existence
for a second period of 20 years.
In the absence of pro
hibitory legislation
by congress,
many of these
banks will probably go into liquidation,
anti reorganize again under the same system.--If
at any
time the national
blink system should be discon
tinued,
it is probable
that the provision
imposing a tax of 10 per cent. upon state bank notes
wouhl
be repealed.
These
notes would
then
again be issued under laws now existing, or under
new laws enacted for that purpose.
These various

No.

Banks,
Bankers,

Private
etc.

Capital.

Deposits

_Iilllons.

Millions

NOTES.

$158,271,327

Paper.

$ 26,846,826
86.439,925
42,901,474
53t,'326,898
$690,515,123

Total.

$238,50_,.q24
1.95,786,484
60,0ff4,604
808,505,118
$1,302,798,480

state issues would not all be secured or redeemed
at any one point, and the loss and exchange
upon such notes would again be a burden to the
business interests
of the country:
the cost of
exchange
between the various commercial
points
of the country,
at the rate of _- of 1 per cent.,
being estimated :tt not less than 20 millions annually.
If the government,
as has been proposed, should issue the entire paper cun'eucy,
now
amounting
to nearly .700 millions, it should maintain a coin reserve equal to that of the bank of
England
or the bank of France, which is not less
in either case than one-third of its issue.
Interest
upon this reserve at 3½ per cent. would exceed 8
millions, and if to this is added the expense of the
issue and redemption
of the notes, the total
amount would considerably
exceed theprofit
upon
the circulation
of the national
banks now outstanding.
The preference of the people for paper
money instead of coin is exhibited
in the last
table, and there is danger that if the government,
under authority
of future legislation,
should assume the right to the exclusive issue of the circulating notes, it might extend such issues beyond
the bounds
of prudence,
and again involve the
country in a new suspension
of specie payments.
Savings

No.

Banks
Capital.

with

Capital.

Deposit_

Million.q

Millions.

Savings
without

No.
!

Banks
Capital

'Deposit_

Total.

No.

_Iillions

Capital

[Deposits

Millions

_illions

500 4
481.0
4"/0.4
455.3

713.5
768.2
677.2
713 4

8,803
3,7.q9
3,709
3,6_

214.0
218.6
20 .) "2
197 0

480.0
470.5
413.3
897.0

26
26
23
29

5.0
4.9
3.2
4.2

37.2
38.2
"26 2
36.1

691
6711
668
fi44

844.6 2
84_
80).3
747.1

6,611
6,579
6.456
6,_0

719.4 5
704
675.8
t156 5

2,075 13
2,1'20
1,920.0
1,893.5

455.9

900.8

3,798

190.1

501.5

29

4.0

34.6

629]

783.0

6.532

650.0

_'2,19.9

--The above table exhibits for corresponding dates
in each of the last five years, the aggregate amount
of capital and deposits of national banks, state
banks and savings banks of the United States.-Included among the state banks in the total for 1880
there are 2,802 private bankers, employing a capital of $26,120,000,
and having deposits amounting to $182,670,000.
JOHN JAY K._ox.

BANK NOTES.
We do not propose here to
examine
the part which bank notes play in the
circulation
of wealth, nor to inquire how far and
in what cases they deserve the name of paper
money which is sometimes
given to them.
We
purpose only to show what constitutes
a bank
note, and how it may be recognized.--A,
bank
note is made payable to the bearer, whoever he
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may be; it is 'also payable at sight or on presentalion, no time being set when it shall fall due.-.Such are the two requisites
of a bank note which
essentially
distinguish
it from all other classes of
commercial
paper.
All other paper falls due at
a fixed date stated on its face, and can be transferred only by indorsement,
so that the actual
bearer is always required
to show the signature
.of the transferer.
A bank note may pass from
one hand to another without indorsement,
and is
made payable any day.--It
has bccn contended,
however, that a bank note slmuld bear on its face
.somethingmorc.
Emilc Vincans, a distinguished
French lawyer, says that a note made payable to
the bearer
and at sight, requires something
else
to make it a bank note.
It would not, he says,
be entitled to this designation,
if it were issued by
a private house or a simple merchant.
There is
some truth in this statement.--It
is certain that
the bank note, viewed in its material conditions,
has no other distinctive
character than that which
we have described;
but it is none the less true
that the bank note derives part of its power, anti
v.onscquently
part of its virtue, as a circulating
medium, from the character of the establishment
whence it is issued.
If it wcre issued by a private
citizen, it would hardly be accepted by the public;
it could not be made to pass for ready money,
and it would
always be returned
to the office
whence it was issued, to be converted
into specie,
It would then but poorly answer the purpose intended by it. The attempt has been made in some
countries,
especially
in Scotland,
where the issuance of so-called
bank notes is optional
with
everybody;
and it has proved that an operation
of this nature is not safe for individuals
or private
business firms, however we'_lthy they may be. It is
not safeeven forcorporatmns
organized on a small
scale.
In :England, by virtue of a clause introduced in the charter of the bank of London,
in
1708, the issue of bank notes was forbidden
to
companies
composed
of more than six partners,
The consequence
was that snmll companies which
engaged in these operations
were exposed to frequent disasters.
But this doesnot affect the character of a bank note the essential
requisites of
which, that it bepayable
to the bearer and at sight,
always
remain
the same. --We
may inquire
whether it is a great advantage
to abanking
house
to possess the exclusive
power to issue notes of
this kind, and whether this exclusive
right is an
important
privilege
of the bank.
Thexe can be
no doubt about this.
:No othcr form of obligalion presents the same advantages
to the company
which
issues
it. :Notes made payable
to the
bearer and at sight, are the only ones which can
•circulate
everywhere
without
any drawback
or
disadvantage,
and which, therefore,
can remain
in circulation
for an indefinite time, answering
the same purpose as specie.
The exclusive right
to issue notes payable to the bearer and at sight,
is therefore
equivalent
to the exclusive
right to
raise a public loan, by substituting
notes for coin
in the circulation.
Cm_rc_._s Coqu_.Lra'.
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The constitution
of the
United States gives powcr to congress
to establish uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcms
throughout
the United States.
When the constitution was adopted, the English law divided thc
general subject
into two parts, insolvency
and
bankruptcy;
which were administercd
by different courts, and to some extent upon different principles.
The insolvent law was apphed to l)ersons
who were imprisoned
for debt, and who asked for
a discharge
from prison upon a surrender
of all
their property;
the bankrupt
law was applied only
to traders,
and always
upon the suit of their
creditors
against them--never
upon the appliestion of the dehtors.
:Not only the person bit
the debt was discharged.
In respect to surrcndcr
of property and its division among the creditors,
the two systems were alike.
It was strenuousl3
insisted'in
congress, in 1840, that the word "bank
ruptcies"
in the constitution
was to be under
stood in a technical
sense, and that the legi._la
ture had no power to provide a system of b, mk.
ruptcy for persons who were not traders, nor to
permit debtors to begin the proceedings
by thelX
own volunta_ _ petition.
This opinion
has not
prevailed,
either in congress or in the courls,
it
is now fully established
that the grant of power is
broad enough to permit congress
to provide for
thesettlemcnt
of the affairs of all insoh'ent debt.
ors.
At the same time a statute
of bankruptcy
practically
is part of the commercial
law, anti is
hardly
needed in purely agricultural
communides.--The
power of congress over this subject has
been exercised but three times, in 1802, 1840 and
1867. The two former acts were short lived, the
last was in operation
e]evcn years, and since Its
repeal many of the merchants of the count ry have
discovered
that it was highly useful and tl*ey are
tlTing to procure
the enactment
of a new one.
--If we may judge by the practice of commercial nations, a bankrupt
law is almost a nccessily
for them--The
great leading ideas of all such
laws are two: to divide the property of an msol.
vent debtor equally among his creditors,
and to
discharge the insolvent
from his debts.
The former of these provisions
is umversally
admitted
to be both just and expedient,
but there is not a
very obvious justice inthe latter, andlt rests upon
expediency
alone.
To take from a creditor a part
of a debt which is his property,
without full remu.
neration, can only be defended
upon grounds _)f
a public nature, and upon the theory that if an
insolv, ent debtor is to remain under theload of Ins
obligations,
his creditors arc likely to obtain httle
or notlfing
from him, while, if he is freed, the
community
will have the benefit of his renewed
industry
and enterprise.
To reconcile,
as far as
maybe, these conflicting interests, it is usually I:rovided that a fraudulent
debtor shall not receive Ills
discharge, the renewed industry
of such .L person
not being considered
valuable ; and also. that the
creditors
should bc consulted,
and that a considerable part of them should consent to his dmcharge.
In France the law adds, by way of discouragement
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to bankruptcy
and tile reckless
trading
which
causes it, and of inducement
to a subsequent
payment when possible, that a discharged
bankrupt,
however
honest he may have been, antl however
nearly unanimous may have been the consent of his
creditors to his release, slmll be under certain civil
disabilities,
implying
a sort of disgrace, until he
shall have paid all his old debts, with interest,
IIis creditors
have no legal claim against him, but
the public authorities
institute this moral sanction,
Something
of this kind is now proposed in England in a modified
form, and limited to magistrates and mexnbers of parliament
becoming bankrupt.--lf
it be granted that a careful and judicious
l)_,nkrupt law is useful in commercial
countries,
such a law can be provided
only by congress,
The courts of the several states give precedence
to their own citizens who, as creditors,
attach or
seize the property of an insolvent debtor, -over an
assignee or trustee for all creditors equally, including their own citizens, who claim under a decree
in bankruptcy
m'lde in another
state, and this
whether
the seizure is made before or after the
(late of the decree.
So long as this selfish policy
prevails, and there is no reason to expect its speedy
disappearance,
no state law can effect an equal
di,vision to creditors
of the property
of a bankrupt, if any part of it happens to be found out of
thelimits of that state.--Again,
no state haspower,
under the constitution
of the United States, to discharge a debt due to the citizen of another state
or country,
unless the creditor clmoses to come in
and 1)rove his debt in the bankrupt
court.
For
these reasons thestates
can not pass effectuallaws
upon the subject of bankruptcies
--That
congress
will be urged, and at some time persuaded
to pass
another bankrupt
law, is as certain as that the
number
of undischarged
dehtors
in tbe several
commercial
states will increase with the lapse of
time.
The pressure of this class, many of whom
are worthy,rod
estimable persons,
broken by misfortune, induced the passage of the statutes which
have been passed.
But it will be much wiser in
congress to frame such a law carefully
and deliberately with a view to permanence,
before the
pressure becomes extreme.
Such action has lately
been advocated
by large and influential
bodies of
merchants,
and a committee of the senate has been
appointed
toconsider
the subject.
What should
be the provisions
of such a law?--It
has been
found that the creditors
of a bankrupt
can not
afford to follow up the proceedings
in court, or,
at any rate, that they will not.. They do not wish,
as they say, "to throw good money after bad."
If they do not, there is great danger
that the
assets will be wasted in litigation,
in fees, and in
various ways.
In the latest English
law a mode
of settlement
called liquidation
can be used by
the creditors,
and the estate is supposed
to be
wound up as they may wish; but it is found that
the debtor can obtain proxies and votes with great
ease, and virtually
control
his own winding
up.
This has led to vast abuses, and will, probably,
bc very much modified.
So under our late slat-

utes, as amended in1874, the creditors
could vote
for a composition,
and here it was found that the
debtor could contrive
to obtain votes for almost
any composition.
A bankrupt
law, therefore,
should be provided with some machinery
which
will act without
being put in motion by the creditors.
In a scheme for a statute lately presented
to congress, it is proposed that a salaried officer,
like a bank, or insurance
commissioner,
shouht
be appointed
in each circuit, whose sole duty it
shall be to provide the supervision
over the speedy
and economical
settlement
of bankrupt
estates,
which the creditors
can not be relied upon to furnish.--Another
practical difficulty in the working
of these laws arises from the selfishness of creditors.
In every important
bankruptcy,
there are
some creditors who are determined
to attain an
advantage
over the others, and they will resort to
tin'eats and promises and all other means to attain
their object.
Thus, if the question is of consenting to a composition
or to a discharge,
these men
will insist on being paid for doing what the other
creditors
are willing to do.
In the scheme of a
law, above mentioned,
a creditor who takes such
an advantage
is held criminally
responsible.
This
is new; and it is supposed
that one or two convictions
of creditors,
under such a law, would
have quite an influence in discouraging
this disgraceful
practice.
The waste and dissipation
of
assets which was complained
of in some quarters,
and not without justice, when the act of 1867 was
in operation,
could best be checked by paying all
officers, such as registers in bankruptcy,
by salary
instead of by fees.
The expenses could be reimbursed to the United States by definite payments,
as for instance, a fee upon beginning
a proceeding
and by a specific tax upon the assets.--In
the United States the federal
courts are not familiar
to
the grc'_t body of lawyers and of clients.
Their
jurisdiction
is limited, and their ways are not
tully understood.
It is highly important
that
their administration
in bankruptcy
should bc rendered familiar
and easy, and to this end it is
proposed that the registers in bankruptcy
should
have considerable
judicial
powers, subject to appeal, and should be required
to hold frequent
sessions, at convenient
times and places, for the
accommodation
of suitors.--The
vexed question
of the discharge
of debtors remains to be considered.
Most laws, as I have said, provide
for a
control of this matter by the creditors.
It has,
however,
been found
that certain
creditors,
the
most avaricious
and the least scrupulous,
will take
advantage
of any power which
may be given
them over the debtor's discharge by exactingterms
from him, either of present payment
or of promises for the future.
The English statutes, of late
years, have declared all such promises
to be void,
and it is seriously doubted whether it is expedient
to give creditors
any arbitrary power in the matter.
The latest proposition
to congress contained
the suggestion
that every bankrupt
who can not
be proved
to have committed
a fraud or wrong
upon his. creditors,
should have a free discharge,
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*out the creditors
might vote that tbe assignee, as
their representative,
rather than *.he creditors
individually,
should undertake
theduty
of opposing
the discharge
of a fraudulent
debtor.--It
might
be wise to impose some disabilities
upon discharged debtors until they should pay their debts,
as in France;
or to refuse a discharge
to those
who could be proved
to have traded recklessly
and wantonly
after a knowledge
of their insolvency; or to fix a minimmn
of dividend
without
the payment
of which
there should be no discharge.
So far as we have been able to gather
the opinions of persons interested
in the question
in this country,
it is in favor of a liberal policy
in the discharge
of debtors who have been honest
m their dealings.--The
mode of discharge by payment of a composition,
accepted by a considerable
proportion
of creditors,
and thereby made bindmg upon ttle minority,
has been already referred
to. It has the great advantages
to creditors, of
speed and certainty,
and t._ debtors of restoring
them, promptly,
to the col:Irol of their affairs.
It
is the onlymode
of dischatge practiced
in France.
It needs, however,
to be _'ery carefully guarded,
in order that the apathy of some creditors,
or the
rapacity of others, may not produce great iuequality and injustice.
It is necessary,
therefore,
to
provide
for a thorough
examination
into the
affairs of the bankrupt,
in order to see that his
offer is large enough,
and for a very careful
supervision
by the court, to sec that all creditors
are treated alike, and that a composition
offered
shall be promptly and faithfully
carried out.
1_'o
mere promises
of payment
should be accepted
without full security for their performance,
JOHN LOWELL.
BANKRUPT@Y,
National.
The private individual who borrows money, generally for productive purposes, is ,lot always
in a position to
discharge
his obligations
to his creditors.
Unforeseen circumstances
may have interfered
with
his business
operations;
imprudence
and bad
faith may have diverted the loan from its rightful destination,
and prevented
the subsequent
restoration
of the capital he owed to the lender,
What wonder is it then, that states which borrow
nearly always for unproductive
purposes, or even
with destructive
objects in view, have so often
been placed
in such a condition
that it was
Impossible for them to meet their liabilities?
The
state has this poor advantage
over the private
citizen:
no action
at law lies against
it, especially when its refusal to pay becomes general,
and extends
to all its obligations.
In former
times the state had, besides,
the privilege
of
robbing its creditors
without
seeming
to do so.
To accomplish
this, all it had to do was to debase
the coinage
Shortly
after the first Punic war,
the government
of Rome reduced
the aa from
twelve ounces of copper, which it contained,
to
two ounces only.
With the sixth part of the
sum which the government
really owed, ]t thus
paid the debts incurred
during
the war.
This
15
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kind of legerdemain
has been frequently
practiced since the beginning
of the Christian
era.
We can hardly mention
a country that has not
resorted to this sort of trickery
at one time or
another.
It is still, to this day, a mode of liquidation or redemption
which obtains
in eastern
countries.
Sometimes
governments
mad,, use of
artifice in the matter.
They debased the coinage,
not by the manifest
and tangible reduction
of its
weight,
but by misrepresentation
on its face.
Sometimcs,
for instance, the govermm,nt
paid in
silver crowns with a copper alloy of 40 per cent.,
a loan which had been contracted
on the basis of
crowns with an alloy of only 10 per cent.
For
some time this ruse prevented
the inexperienced
from detecting
the .fraud.--The
adulteration
of
the currency had the serious drawback
of causing
an endless series of dishonest
acts by the inhabitants of the country.
The adulterated
money
being used to settle private accounts, the n:ktional
treasury was not the only defrauder;
every creditor was robbed by his debtor.
It was almost a
stcp for the better when governments
took the
resolution
to repudiate
their debts more opcnly
and heartlessly.
They had the lamentable
effrontcry to carry this resolution
into effect in the
middle
ages, and up to the eighteenth
century.
They borrowed
as much as possible from the
Lombards
and the Jews, the great bankers and
money lenders of that period, and then drove
them out of tlle country as criminals, and confiscated their property.
The compulsory
conversion of the Jews to Christianity
sometimes
exempted
them from expulsion.
Their conversion, of course, saved their souls, but it saved
neither
the outstanding
debts due to them nor
their hoarded treasure.
When the Lombards
and
the Jews had made room for native Christians
in
the financial marts, the national treasury met the
claims of its creditors
by periodical
" blood-lettings,"
or foreed levies on the property of the
citizens.
The,most
honest and upright ministers
of the French monarchy,
such men as Sully and
Colbert, were not the least violent in the measures
taken by them to reduce or cancel the indebtedness of the government;
to pay its creditors in
lettres de. cachet by seizing
their property
and
by sending
them to work in the galleys
The
regency was inaugurated
by the revival of the
so-called
chamber
of justice, whose province it
was to cause contractors,
purveyors
and other
persons to disgorge the money they had received
or were to receive
from
the national
treas.
ury.
The restoration
of this tribunal
by the
duke of Noailles, was preceded by the establish.
ment of the visa-bureau,
or auditor's office, whose
"examination"
of accounts reduced the floating
dcbt from 600,000,000 francs to 250,000,000.
It
had been preceded,
likewise,
by the pretended
monetary
reform
which debased,
by one-fifth,
the intrinsic value of the silver coin of thc realm.
Thus were different kinds of national bankruptcy
introduced.
Recourse
was had to the same
measures
after the disastrous
results
of Jolm
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Law's
enterprise
Subsequently
the cclcbraled
al)b5 Terrai, minister
of finance, a man in every
respect
worthy
the reign of Louis XV., proclaimed to the world the necessity 'rod tlm lcgitimateness
of a nation's
going into l)ankrupt(.y
at
least once in every century.
Before him, Richelieu had urged the expediency
of a dcccnnial
re-examination
of claims upon tile national treasury.
These claims, certainly,
were not always
genuine.
Sometimesthcywerenotveryauthcntic,
_tnd emanated
from suspicious
sources;
at other
times they were burdened
with exorbitant
usu
rious interest.
But, we may ask. was the lendcr
here more guilty
than the borrower?
These
_hameful
transactions
couhl produce
upon the
publie
credit
only one effect, namely,
that of
. raising the premium charged for risk, which the
lender
then added to the price of money.
The
_tates which, like Great Britain
and the United
Provinces
where
the principles
of liberty and
equity prevailed,
put an end to these pcrtidious
practices,
were
the only
ones
that
enjoyed
good
credit.-But these
bankruptcies,
under
the ancient
r6gime,
affected
directly
only
a
rather
limited
number
of persons.
They affected
the
contractors,
large and
small,
to
_vhom the treasury
was indebted,
the parties
to whom
these
contractors
had
transferred
_he treasury's
promises
to pay,
and
other
evidences of national indebtedness,
together with
the capitalists
who had consenled to make direct
advances to the national
trea._ury.
In order that
_.he bankruptcy
of the trc.asury might become a
really national calamity,
and affect all citizens to
a. greater or less extent,
a wider circulation
of
government
paper was necessary,
and it was
necessary,
above all, to discover
a means of borrowing from the people generally
without
their
consent.
Papcr
money
furnished
this means.
3Iodera
history affords
us several instances
of
this kind
of public
bankruptcy.
There is the
case of France, Austria,
Spain, Mexico, andsome
of the states of the American
Union.
That of
France
and of Austria was the consequence
of
"the'events which followed the great French revolution.
In both those countries
the national
_baiakruptcy affected the fundholders--the
direct,
v61untary
creditors of the governmcnt,
and also
theholdcrs
of paper money--the
indirect, involun.:tary creditors of the govcrnment.--In
France, the
_nation's bankruptcy
grew out of the excessive
issue of assignats.
When, at last, the law of the
29th Messidor, year IV., did awaywith
the coinpulsory c_rculation
of the _msiguats, that is to say,
"with their circulation
itself, since nobody accepted
,them voluntarily,
the amount issued had reached
the almost
incredible
figure of 45,578,810,040
1lyres--about
$8,432,079,857.
We can easily divine what was the value of this mass of wastepaper.
The extent to which the assignats
had
depreciated
was officially fixed by the law of tim
5th 2_Iessidor, year V., proposed
by the Co_seil
des Anciens "to devise rules to govern in the case
of business transaction_
entered into while the

depreciation
of the currencylasted
" According
to the tabul'_ted
statement
of the value of the
assignats,
drawn up for that purpose, and w-hich,
be it remarked,
rather
extenuated
than exagger
ated their falling
off in value,
it appeam that
when the assignats
were done away with at the
beginning
of the year 1796, 24 livres in specie
brought
from 5,0(El to 7,000 livres in paper
money
Thelawwhich
authorized
the issue of the
mandats, of_vhich2,400,000,0001ivreswereissued
between 3Iarch and September,
1796, fixed their
value at 30 times that of the asslgnats.
In other
words, 1,000 hvres of the mandats represented
80,000 livres of the assignats,
while the same
thousand
livres of _nandats,
as soon as they
appeared
in open market,
were worth only from
100 to 120 livres in metallic
money!
This gen
oral bankruptcy
was soon followed
by another,
less extensive in its character,
and which involved
the holders of government
securities.
It was
called the Liquidation
Ramel, after the cabinet
minister who was the author
of the law of the
24th Frim,dre,
yearVI.
This law provided
that
all perpetual
and life annuities
owed
by the
state, aswell as all other state debts, old andnew,
should be redeemed
to the extent of two-thirds,
in vouchersp'lyable
to the bearer, with thesuperscription:
.D_e
publique
mobilisde.
As these
vouchers,
from the moment
they were issued,
lost from 70 to 80 per cent. of their value, it soon
became impossible
to keep them in circulation
at
all; and hence fundholders,
pensioners,
contract.
ors and other creditors
of the state lost two-thirds
of their claims.
Nor was the remaining
third
paid them.
It was called
the
"consolidated
debt," and bore 5 per cent• interest.
Thislast
third, known as tile consolidated
third, was tile
origin of the national
debt of France.--Wlnle
France, recovered from the violent shocks caused
by the revolution,
was placing her own finances
on a sound basis, the wars of the empire and the
immense
sacrifices
which
they entailed
on all
Europe, produced the greatest disturbance
in the
financial condition of other states.
In England,
where the sacrifices
had attained
fabulous
proportions, these losses were borne with comparative ease, thanks to the inexh'mstiblc
resources of
the eountry,
and to its solid, well-established
credit at home and abroad.
It was otherwise
in
Austria, whose national wealth was not so fully
developed,
and whose finances were in an embarrassed state, even before the outbreak
of the wars
of the empire.
When Joseph
II asccndcd
the
throne the national debt amounted
to 283,000,000
florins, and there were upward
of 7,$00,000 in
bantco_ettel, or bank notes of a low dcnomination,
in circulation.
The war with Turkey
swelled
the debt to 872,000,000 florins, whde the paper
money circulation
(circulation fiduciaire) rose to
28,000,000.
The enormous
expenses
and
the
crushing
reverses which attended
the wars with
:Napoleon were Austria's
total financial ruin, and
obliged the government
to have recourse to ever),
possible expedient
to raise money.
At the begin-
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_ing of the year 1811 the actual national debt had
reached over 700,000,000
florins, and the paper
money
in circulation
was largely
in excess of
1.000,000,000 florins.
This had so shrunk invalue
that 1,500 florins in paper were given in exchange
for 1 florin in silver.
After the peace of Vienna,
which deprived
the state of its finest provinces,
Austria was less than ever in a condition
to pay its
debts.
On Feb. 20, 18].1, the imperial decree was
issued tolegalize,
soto speak, de3'i_cto bankruptcy,
Thedecree
reduced
the paper money (1,060,000,000 florins) and the baser coin (330,000,000 florins)
to one fifth of their nominal value, and also lowered by one-half the interest on the consolidated
dcbt.
The paper money was withdrawn
from
circulation,
and new vouchers were issued in its
place (at the rate of 1 to 5 florins in bankozettvl,
bank notes,) the issue of which was never to exceed, in tile aggregate,
one-fifth of the bankozettel
withdrawn
from circulation.
But this limit was
soon exceeded
in consequence
of the wars of
the years 1812 to 1815. In 1816 the amount
issued had risen again to 639,000,000, while the
paper nmncy had depreciated
to 28 or 29 per
cent. of its nominal value.
One hundred
florins
m bankozettel, replaced
in 1811 by 20 florins in
vouchers,
were, therefore,
worth
in 1816 only 5
or 6 florins in-specie.
Advantage
was taken of
the creation of the national
bank to bring order
out of this state of chaos.
The bank was author_zc I gradually
to call in the paper money, and to
.,,ul)stitute for itits own notes, convertibleonpresentatlon
into specie.
It was provided
that 250
florins ill paper money should
be equivalent
to
100 florins in specie.
The holders of the evideuces of thc public debt were paid at the same
rate.--ls
it necessary to call attention
to the prodigious losses which such a catastrophe
involved,
and from which no class, we may say no individual, was exempt?
There arc writers
who have
striven to extenuate
the gravity of national bankruptcy, :rod almost
to give it the sanction
of
law.
They argue that as the declaration
of the
fact of insolvency
comes onlyas
a consequence
of the state's want of credit during a long period
of time, and after a gradual
depreciation
of papermoney,
the loss in the end is really less heavy
than it seems to be.
The holder of the government paper at the fatal moment of the national
bankrup'cy,
acquired
it at a price quite as low as,
perhaps even lower than the rate at which the
insolvent treasury now holds it.
Partial loss has
long since been suffered by those through whose
hands this paper has successively
passed, whileits
holders, at the time of the bankruptcy,
lose little
or nothing.
Even admitting
this to be a fact,
does it m any way extenuate
the perfidy of bankruptcy in itself?
Take the case of a merchant
who fails with liabilities
of a million.
His financlal condition or his bad faith has been suspected
for two months,
say, by his creditors;
and they
huve sold his paper without
indorsement,
at a
loss, let us suppose, of 50 per cent.
]s hisbankruptey to be condemned
any the less in law or
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morals, because, in this way, the loss of a million
of which he has defrauded
others is distributed
among his original
creditors
and the buyers of
his paper at a discount?
The declaration
of insolvency on the part of the state is not the only
thing to be blamed and regretted;
quite as deploruble and blamable is the loss caused bythe gradual depreciation
which precedes
national
bankruptcy itself.--Fortunatcly
the terrible evils which
we have just mentioned
are hardly
possible in
our day.
Revolutions
arc less frightful
and wars
less protracted
in our generation,
than they were
during the exceptional
pcriod from 1798 to 1816.
Now, national
resources are, as a rule, better developed,
imtional
finances are better managed,
taxation and credit are better able to meet even
exceptional
demands.
At tim present
time public opinion has more power to prevent unwise and
ruinous outlays on tile part of states.
Barefaced
national
bankrul)tcy
is left to such countries as
Peru, Venezuela and Mexico.
Still, cases of hational bankruptcy,
sumetimcs protracted
in duralion, occasionally
occur in Europe.
With tim
present system of public debts, when the principal is not paid and the interest
alone represents
to the cal)italist the money he has]oaned,
the failure to pay accrued
interest is an act of bankruptcy.
When,
for example,
Spain refuses to
pay the interest, or pays only a ridiculously
small
interest to a part of her creditors;
or when Austria
disch'trges in depreciated
paper money the debts
contracted
on a metallic basis, they, in fact, repudiate the whole or a portionof
theprinclpal
debt.
The destruction
of the debtor's
credit is, and
"fiways will be, tile first and inevitable
conscquence of such dishonesty.
It is with the state
as with the private indivi.lual:
dishonest nnmagement is the costliest management,
lIence, open
or covert bankruptcy,
be it total or only partial,
is an abominable
piece of speculation,
and a
wicked act as well.
It is so in a higher degree in
public affairs than in priwtte transactions.
With
good laws, one might in some cases give credit
eventoadishonestman.
Thelawandthecourtsof
justice will enable him to triumph
over the bad -_
faith of the latter.
But it is not so in the cas_.• of
the state.
For the very reason
flint states have
the power to be bad creditors,
their desire to be
honest should
be above suspicion.
Otherwise
there could hardly be any national credit.
J.E.
ltpI¢_.
BANKS.
When through
the indefatigable
in
dustry of the :North American settler, a new town
springs up amid the forests of thc northwest,
a
bank is immediately
established side by side with
the church and the printing office, it may be in a
grocer's
store, who carries on the business of the
banker and hisown at the same tm_c.
The reason
of this is, thatthe wants which the bank or banker
supplies are among the most imperative
wherever
trade is active or tends to become so, even m a
small degree.
The bank is, in the clrculatmn
of
capital, what the railroad
is m the cn'culation
of
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men and things, and what the newspaper
is in the
circulation
of news and ideas.
Like the railway
and the newspaper,
the bank does not create what
it causesto
circulate;
butitnotunfrequentlyhappens that only it can render such circulation
possible.
It always accelerates
and develops tim cireulation of capital.
We might therefore define n
bank'
An office for the circulation
of capital in
the form either of accumulated
labor (money of
all kinds) or of labor yet to be done (credit).
This
definition embraces
the whole series of services
which can be reasonably
asked of banks, or which
have been asked of them
at different
times,
These services are many and varied.
They have
not beeh the same in nature and extent at all pcriods of history.
But every country whose industrial and commercial
organization
(lid not remain
rudimentary
has sought and obtained the services
of banks. The origin of the banking business is of
very remote antiquity.--Recent
research,
especially that of Mr. Koutorga,
has shown the imporrant part played by the _rapezites (tJ_ ":pa_-:_,'_-.ae)
in Athens
when
trade began to develop
and
personal
property
to assume some importance
In the fourth
century
before Christ, their sphere
of action was so large that it was thought necessary to divide and specialize
their operations,
There were money changers
who carried on the
business
of changing the different
kinds of local
and foreign money, moneylenders
engaged in the
making
of adv'mces
to borrowers,
and bankers
properly
so called whose operations
were much
more extensive,
of a higher character and approximated
more closely to banking
operations
in
modern
times.
The lrapezites took the money of
individuals
either for safe keeping only, to effect
payments,
or to turn it to account in commercial,
industrial
or m'tritime
enterprises.
They were
in constant relation
with foreign places, and offectcd transfers
of capital either in specie or by a
dearing
operation.
They came to the assistance
of the state when it was in financial want.
Their
trade did not occupy the highest place in public
esteem, but it waslucrative.
Pazion, the banker,
immortalized
in one of Demosthenes'
orations,
was able to lease hi._ banking house in consideration of an annual rent of a talent, or about $1,200.
The bank, however, was not always an individual
enterprise.
Recourse
was had to the association
of capital and to the formation
of banking companies.--The
argentarii
of the Romans cortesponded to the tmpezites of the Greeks.
With the
increasing
extension of the limits of the empire
and its relations with ahnost all of thethen known
world, the business of money changing could not
but acquire a grcaterimportance
than it possessed
among the Aflicnian
bankers.
But the trapezites
of the Greeks had predecessors
as well as imitators.
Banking
operations
can not have been unknown to the nations which preceded the Greeks
in the way of commerce
and especially to the
Phcenicians.
When exchange
proper took the
place of barter in a country,
when the exchange
of services was operated only by the intervention

of money, the want of an intermediary
to facili.
rate the indirect
exchanges
was soon felt; and
once the want was felt, institutions
were established and men came forward to satisfy it. ]_ioney
was weighed in ancient times
It was also iudispensable
that its quality
or value should
be
proven;
and what more natural and practical than
that recoume
should be had to persons who had
made a business of weighing
and testing it, and
who performed
both these operations
with accuracy and celerity,
to establish
its weight
and
value?
It is very probable
that goldsmiths
were
in ancient times, as in England
in the middle
ages, the first bankers.--Let
us now suppose that
a vender A is in need of a kind of money different
from that which
the purchaser
of his wares
has just counted
out to him on the goldsmithbanker's table; that, at the same moment, a yender B, accompanied
by his buyer, presents himself
before the same ta.ble and receives the very kind
of money which the vender A is in search of, and
that B wants the money which A is anxious to
get rid of. The exchange
of the two kinds of
money will be immediately
cffected by the remunerated intermediation
of the banker.
But such
a meeting of supply and demand can not always
bc calculated
on. The vender A will therefore
leave his money with the banker
to effect the
exchange as soon as the kind of money sought is
brought to his table.
From this, to the practice
of bankers keeping a certain quantity of different
kinds of money always on h'md to effect changes
of money for their clients, in case of need, directly
and indirectly,
there was but a step.
At another
time, perhaps the vender A or B having no iinmediate use for the money just counted out to him
at the banker's,
leaves it there for the moment,
either because he thinks it safer with the banker
than in hisown house, or because he expects, later,
to take in its stead the kind of money lie may
need, or because he wishes the banker to turn
it to account
in the meantime.
If the moucy
received by A or B is intended to pay a debt due
to C, a resident of the locality itself or of some
other place, it may still be left in the banker's
bands that he may cffcct the payment;
and if the
creditor C, in turn, be D's debtor, and D E's and
E F's, each of these creditors,
who is at the same
time a debtor, may instruct the banker to satisfy
his own individual
creditor,
and none of them
need touch the money.
Tlms, thanks
to the intervention
of the banker, the same sum of money
may, without even changing hands, settle a whole
series of debts.
The banker, seeing that all the
payments
intended
for his clients are made at his
counter, does not hesitate to advance to them, in
case of need, the amount
of a deposit
he may
receive shortly
or only after an indeterminate
period.
On the other hand, the banker, to profitably employ
the sums deposited
with him or
which he holds in reserve, advances money even
to others than his clients, on such security as he
considers
sufficient.--Thus,
the whole series of
bank operations-money
changing,
deposits, clear,
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ings, advances,
loans, etc.--springs
logically
and
naturally
from the modest beginnings
of this one
man's business, to whom buyer and seller address
themselves
to have their money
weighed
and
assayed.
The mechanism
of these operations
once known,
it was not necessary
that every
.banker should
perform
them all.
One might
have a preference
for one branch and another for
another of the banking
business.
It is conceivable, too, that at a given time or place one br,mch
might be of much more importance
than others,
Where. forinstanee,
metallic picces used as money
_'ere subject to frequent
alteration,
and, therefore, could not be accepted
by any one in any
•luantity
until after a minute
examination
of
them, the weighing
and assaying of them played
a very important
part.
On the other hand, that
part was very unimportant,
when confidence
in
the honesty of the coinage
became general and
was well founded;
for such confidence
did away
with all the obstacles
in the path of monetary
circulation.
The business
of money
changing
had a wide field in the cities in which gre.at fairs
were held, to wlfich great numbers
of strangers
flocked; but when more perfect instruments
and
modes of circulation
dinfinished
the direct era"ployment of metallic money in large transactions,
the business of money clmnging
lost much of ils
importance.
-The absence
of safety may have
been tim first motive which determined
the capitalist to deposit his money with the banker, who
had special means of watching
and guarding
it
not possesscd by others; and this making
of deposits continued,
but for different reasons,
after
the credit system was morc developed.
Circum_tances sometimes
introduced
a new branch of
the business.
Thus knights,
going to the cru.sadcs, borrowed
money by pledging
their jcwels
and silver ware for its repa)nncnt.
B.mkers soon
generalized
this mode of borrowing,
and loaning
_Jn pledges occupicd a large place in banking op,crations during
the second half of the middle
ages.--Italy
had a great share in reviving banking operations
Violent measures,
and the theo]ogical hatred of all trado in money, had almost
wiped out even the memory
of banking.
The
modification
of l'ly barbarism
and the removal of
ecclesiastical
pressure,
no less than the imperious
wants of commerce, restored the bankinglmuse
to
Italy.
It was not long before Italy supplied
the
,chief commercial
cities and nations with bankers,
The Lombards, and their competitors
and compatriots the Cahorsians,
instructed
Europe again in
banking from the thirteenth
to the fifteenth centuries. They were the money lenders
to governments in financial
hoed.
The Italian
bankers
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tined soon to bo the-preponderating
one in banking.
Whether
it be true or not that the bill of
exchange
and the bill payable to order were not
unknown
to antiquity,
or that they were invented
by the persecuted
Jews in the middle ages, certain it is that it was the Lombards
who regularized and generalized
the employment
of these
powerful
and ingenious instruments
of credit.Simultaneously,
an innovation
took place wllich
was destined
to exercise in the future
a very
great influence
on the progress of banking:
it
was(he
creation
of public banks.
This simultaneousness
was not accidental,
l_'rom the lime
that the banker ceased to be simply a dealer in
money,
taking
the word
in its most material
sense; from the timc that fiduciary capital (credit)
became the principal part of his business, the influcnce of as_. ciatioa couhl not fail to be felt as a
necessity of the situation,
and to get tile advaatage over isolated
individuals.
Public
banks
were destined inevitably
to take the lead of simple
bankers, because the former had greater materml
resources and more numerous
relations, inspil'cd
more confidence on account of the joint guarantee of men of good commercial
standing,
and
offered more secnrity because
moral persons endowed, so to speak, with immortality.
Private
bankers, however
numerous,
rich and powerful
they might
bccome,
from that time took the
second
rank ; they
were satellites
revolving
around the public banks.
Private bankers were
supported
l)y, and supported public banks.
But
public banks diffcrcd from private bankers whom
they partly
superseded,
only in the extent of
their busincss and the perfection
of their organization; the essential prmcil)le
of banking operations remained almost the same.
T',:is principlo,
as the rcader may have already
noticed, is that _t
banker can be and should be only an i_termediary.
Whether
he exchanges
for two merchants
the
money they mutually
offer "md ask; whether,
by
loaning to B a deposit made by 4, lie causes it
to yield a profit; whether,
by some strokes of the
pen (clearings), he settles for his clients a whole
series of accounts--whether
he discharges
C's
debt in a distant city, and pays to D tim claim,
or letter of credit,
he has on the same city;
whether
he adwmces
to the state the funds in
|rusted to him by private
parties:
in all these
ca_s a banker only facilitates
between
two or
more persons, transactions
the direct re'diz_Jtion
of which would have cost them trouble, time and
money.
The usefulness of tlfis intermediary
service is manifest; it sums up the whole part played
by the banker.
It was his busi_mss to facilitate
the movement of capital, no matter through what

were one day loaded with favors,
hunted
and
channels;
this was the mission of both banks and
robbed the next; and this in England as well as I bankers.--lt
soems certain that Italy, tim country
in France, in Germany, and even in Italy.
But
in which the institution
of bankers was first rethey fimnd their business a very profitable
one;
stored, was also the cradle
of pubhc
banks.
for they were a very serviceable
class of men.
Cibrario, an Italian
economist,
justly esteemed,
Not only did they restore the institution
of bankspeaks of a privilege of banks of exchange,
"with
ang to Em'ope, they assured its growth by assignthe obligation
to open eight banks," which the
IL_g aa important
place to crodit which was dcsmunicipality
of Genoa granted,
in 1150, to Wil-
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liam Veto, Oberto Torre and others; but he failed
to mention the source of this information
which
would be valuable
if it were less vague, and its
authenticity
beyond a doubt.
The honor of haylag possessed
the first public
bank is generally
conceded
to Venice.
Our information
as to the

bank of Amsterdam
deposited
in the vaults of
the bank a quantity
of specie or bullion proportioned to the extent of their business.
All their
paymcnts were made in money
of the bank (invariablc), and by means of transfers
(clearings)
in the books of the establishment.
The bank of

date of its creation is contradictory.
Some writers
place it.m tKe middle of the twelfth century, and
others fix it at the beginning
of the fifteenth.
In
any case, this last date can be only that of a reorganization
of the original
establishment.
It
seems certain
that the bank of Venice
was in
operation
as early as the first half of the fourteenth century.
Therefore,
it was anterior to the
bank which,
according
to some writers,
was
founded
in 1849, at Barcelona.
There
are no
data concerning
this Spanish
establishment,
the
origin of which, it seems, was due to the guild
of drapers.
A bank of deposits, founded
by the
commune,
was added to the former
bank, or
superseded
it, in 1401.
Much more certain
is
the foundation,
in 1407, of the bank of Genoa,
the Casa di San Giorgio.
It ceased to operate
only in 1740, when, after having been pillaged by
the Austrians,
it was forced to go into liquids
tion.
Two centuries after the foundation
of the
bank of Genoa came the bank of Amsterdam;
it
was founded
in 1609, and replaced,
after 1814,
by the Netherland
bank.
Ten yearslater
a public
bank was established
at Hamburg,
on the model
of the bank of Amsterdam.
It is still in operalion, with its modest primitive
organism,
as a
bank of clearings.
The city of Nuremberg
in
1621, and the city of Rotterdam
in 1635, followed
the example of the great Hanseatic city.
In1657
Sweden established
a bank, which, it is said, was
the first to is3re notes payable
to the bearer and
at sight.
Other writers
attribute
the introduction of such notes to the bank of Geaoa.--The
immediate
determining
cause of the creation of
these banks was not the same everywhere.
The
two following
causes have been more particularly
assigned,
a national
bank is sometimes
called
into existet,ce by a government
in the interest of
its financial
opcratmns;
somctimes
commercial
interests create it in order to paralyze the effect
of certain fiscal manipulations.
In the first cute
gory nmy be counted
the bank of Venice.
It
appears to have been organized in consequence
of
the fusmn and c()nsolidation
of three debts con
tracted by the lcigning dukes during the twelfth
and thirteenth
centuries.
The debt thus consoli
dated became the capital stock and assets of the
establishment.
The government
debtors were
thus transformed
into the creditorsordepositarics
of the bank.
The only cause for the creation also
of the bank of Genoa and the bank of Stockhohn,
was a loan made, or to be made, to the governmeat with its foundation
capital.
On the other
hand, the bank of Amsterdam
was created in the
interest of commerce
to protect
it against daily
embarrassments
and losses consequent
upon the
alteration
of money by the governments
of the
time.
The founders
and shareholders
of the

Hamburg
was based on the same principle.
Faithful
to its origin, by confining itself to operations of deposit and clearing,
and carefully
abstaining
from all dealings
with
the national
administration,
it was able to survive the most
formidable
storms.
The bank of Amsterdam,
less stable, prepared
the way for its own downfall, when it was induced to loan its funds to the
East India
compauy.--The
severest trials ever
experienccd
by the bank of England,
founded in
1694, are likewise due to its accommodations
to
thc government,
accommodations
sometimes voluntary,
sometimes
compulsory.
The bank of
England
is themost
important
financialestablishmeat in the wor!d.
It is the first institution
in
which,
from the very beginning,
the issue of
money with no intrinsic
value was a chief elemeat in the mechanism
of the bank.
Wisely
organized,
ably administered,
functioning
succcssfully, the bank of England
has become the
model, more or less faithfully
imitated,
of all the
great institutions
of credit which have since been
established,
both in the new world and the old.
It is truc that its first and grandest
imitation
on
the continent came to a disastrous
end; but this
disaster had been rendered
inevitable
by the perversion or' the organic principle of restitutions
of
credit, and the exaggeration
beyond measure of
the application
of that principle.--Public
and
private
credit had disappeared
m France when
the Scotchman,
John L';w, proposed to the regent
thc establishment
of a public bank.
Fifty years
of war, and 20 years of defeat, the incapacity
of
the Chamillards
and the Desmarcsts,
the prodigality
of the court,
and the rapacity
of the
farmers of the revenue,
had reduced the treasury
and the country
to the most terrible
straits.
The bank for loans, established
by Colbert and
restored
by his successors,
was scarcely
able to
borrow anything to meet the daily and most iraperativc
wants of the public service, at 8 or li)
per cent. of interest.
The sad pictures
which
the F:nelons,
the Vaubans and the Boisguilbt;rts,
trembling
with suppressed
emotion, drew of thcse
times, tell of the misery of the people.
Under
such circumstances,
how could the government
refuse to listen to this compatriot
of W illi_lm
Patterson,
the founder
of the bank of England,
whcn he offered to increase
public and priv,te
fortunes
by means of an institution
of crcth t'.r
The concession
lie asked was grautcd him (May
2 and May 20, 1716,) for the space of twenty
years; Law was director of the bank, the rc_cnt
consented to be its protector;
it began its operations in the month of June,
1716.
Its capital
was £6,000,000,
divided
into 1,200 shares
of
£5,000;
the bank was anthorized
to issue notes
payable at sight and to the bearer, to discount,
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commercial paper, to receive deposits, to make
payments and collections, to draw on the directors
of the mint in the rural districts, and upon
foreigm banks; it was forbidden to engage in
commercial operations, to make advances, or to
engage ill insurance or commission: it cotzld not
"under any pretext or in any manner" borrow
money on interest. All accounts were to be paid
in _;cusde banque of five livrcs," thus were tile unpleasant effects of frequent monetal T changes
avuldcxl; a rigid and constant surveilhmce, to
be exercssed by government conmfissioners, was
intended to assure the public of prudent and
honest management--The
success of the bank
was slow at first, but afterward brilliant.
The
public, from scoffing incredulity as to the seductire promises of the Scotchman, which it maulfested at first, came gradually to acknowledge
the great advantages of bank money, whose fixity
enabled them to undertake long term operalions, and enter iuto relations with foreign halions. The rate of discount was reduced to 6 per
cent., and soon to even 5 and 4 per cent. per
annum, whereas but a short time before 2._ per
cent. per month was paid.
Tile jealous care
with which the bank held itself ever in readiness
to meet its engagements: the favor of the govern
me_t, which required its tax-collectors to make
their returns in bank notes; everything contributed to strengthen the credit of the bank, and
to enable it to render signal serviceto agriculture,
industry and commerce. Puhlic credit was benefited by this generalimprovement
of tile economic
condition of thecountry: the stockholders, reeeiving large dividendsbefore theyhadpaid more than
a fourth of the subscribed capital, had every reason to congratulate themselves. But this very sueccss was destined to cause the ruin of tim bank ; it
gave John Law courage and power to put into execution the vast projects he had long been revolving
in his mind, to attempt the application of hazardous theories hitherto impatiently held in check,
The bank becamewhat Law had originally intended it to be, a mere wheel of his syst_me. We can
here neither give an exposition of, nor pass judgmeat on, this fantastic conception.
Suffice it to
say, that the Compazjnie d'Occiclent, in which the
system was personified,aimed at nothing less than
monopolizing the foreign commerce, and tile management ol' tim finances of France, and becoming
the great dispenser of labor, credit and wealth,
An immoderate issue of fidueia_T titles, that is,
having no intrinsic worth, whose nominal value
excessive aglotage endeavored to inflate, was to
supply the funds for these vast enterprises, tile
plans of which were fm'nished Io greedy speculatots by the company. The result was one wldch
naevit_,bly follows upon such a course: the struclure built upon the sand fell to pieces with a
terrible crash, burying in its ruins all the fortunes which had not been _ved in time. The
bank, which had long abandoned all limitation
and restraint, and whose presses had rivaled those
of tile company m the issue of worthless paper,
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was fatally involved in the company's ruin. Four
years of honest and intelligent management had
established and consolidated the credit of the
bank; one year of recklessness sufficed to utterly
ruinit.
It disappeared, together withits founder,
after having put into circulation more than 2,000
million of notes, which could not be invested in
any way.--Still, Law's bank merci] hastened its
ruin ill allowing itself to be drawn into tile vortex
of the Compagr_ied'Occident. In reality its;atewas
sealed from tlLeday that it became a royal bank,
(Dec. 4, 1718), by passing from the hands of its
private founders into the hands of tile governmeat: from that date it ceased to be a credit
establishment, for which the bank note is one of
the instruments of action; it became a veritable
paper-money manufactory, approving of every
means of casting its products upon the market.
This danger is inherent in the issue of money
without intrinsic value from tile moment it _s intrusted to an irresponsible powerwhich,prompted
by caprice, may dispense itself from redeeming its
bank notes on presentation; the danger was particularly great with tile theories professed by
John Law.
In tile opinion of this celebrated
Scotclnuan, the bauk note was not an instrument
of circulation, it was money, since it performed
the service of money. Inother words, confoundlag currency and real money, money and capital,
John Law, with that inflexflfility of logic which
characterizes makers of systems, reached this deceptive sophism. To manufacture bank notes_s to
manufacture money, that is, to create wealth : only
short-sighted routine can not see this. It would
impede, through timid and misplaced prudence,
operations which would serve to enrich all. Law
bowed to tile existing prejudice, so long as this
condescension was indispensable to the very cstablishment of his bank. When several years of succem had increased his presumption and strengthcued the faith of the Imblic in his ability, he cast
off this condescension, as the superfluous ballast
of tile aeronaut, and boldly undertook the flight
to which he had so long and ardently aspired.
In proportion as he rose in the air, and as tile
ground disappeared from his sight, Law lost his
head more and more; tim increasing depreciation
of the bank note was for him but the effect of
the ill-will of intriguers, seconded by tile folly of
the vulgar. He grew obstinate and angry, advised
bold and desperate measures, proscribed metallic
money, flooded the country with bills, be merely
succeeded in rendering the inevitable ruin of his
work di_tstrous to the last degree.--More than
half a century elapsed before the country, terrified
by tile dLsastrous fate of the syst_nw, dared again
think of creating an establishment of credit. 21.
decree of ]_larch 24, 1776, granted tile privilege
of doing it, to Mr.Besnard,who wished"to estabhsh in tile capital atdiscount bank, whose operations shall tend to lower the interest on money."
Its charter in fact forbade the bank to go beyond
tile rate of 4 per cent. discount per annum. Besides discounting it was authorized to deal in gold
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andsilver,
andsechargeren_ecetteetenddpensedes
deJ_ier,_, caiases el payements des particuliers.
All
borrowing
on interest, the forwarding
of merchandisc, maritime enterprises,
insurance or commerce
of any sort whatever, was forbidden
it. The capital of the company was fixed at 15 million livres,
two-thirds
of which were to be converted into an
advance to the government;
this clause was very
strongly disapproved
of by the public, and the bank
was not finally established
until a decree of Sept.22,
1776, had released it from tlds dangerous
requirement.
The government,
however,
returned
to
the ch'trgc more than once, especially during
the
war of American
independence.
The bank had
at one time to increase
its capital, at another to
ask that its notes should be endowed with compulsory
circulation.
In spite of the embarrassmentswhich
these involuntary
arrangements
with
the government
caused,
the bank succeeded
in
rendering real service to the business world, and
establishing
itself strongly
enough to withstand
the first assaults of the revolutionary
tempest;
a
decree of the convention
{Aug. 4, 1793,) finally
suppressed
it, after a slow and painful agony had
already
deprived
it of its strength.
IIowever
short and painful
its existence,
the bank had
nevertheless
restored the use of credit in France.
Scarcely was calm restored when other establishments of credit arose, whichled
to the foundation
of the bank of France.
Numerous
and important
establishments
of the same kind were also founded
in the other continental
countries,
for the epoch
between the downfall of the system and the great
revolution had been ahnost as barren throughout
the whole continent of Europe as in France itself,
--In
giving a sketch of the history
of banks
we pointed out the operations
included
within
the circle of their activity.
These still form a
great part of the operations
of banks both pilblic
and private.
:Nevertheless, the direct cxclmngeof
different kinds of money which was one of the first
and most important
operations
of the bankers of
ancient times and of the middle ages, isno longer
practiced
by public banks;
the priv,ite bankers,
too, leave this to a small number of houses of the
second rank, which make it their specialty to a
greater or lesser extent.
The reason of this is, that
the direct exchange of different kinds of metallic,
money or of money having no intrinsic value is
only required
by travelem,
and for smaU shipments of money outside of trade operations.
On
the other hand. the London mercha_t
who has to
makc a l)ayment
at ¥ienna
in Austrian
money,
or the merchant of Odessa who wishes to exchange
the money he lms just received
from Paris for
money which will pass at Berlin, whither
he is
going, will not ask the banker for Austrian
florins
or Prussian
thalers,
either in corn or paper;
it
will be infinitely more convenient
for the one to
purchase
bills of exchange
on Vienna, "rod the
other letters of credit to biscorrespondent
in Berha.
q'lle importance
of this branch of banking
oper'ltioas,
which has long been known and pracriced, is being con|inually
increased
m our times

bythe
rapid development
of international
and
interlocal commerce;
we say interlocal
as well as
international,
because these payments
by means
of letters of exchange,
and similar instruments
of credit, are made between one locality
and another in thc same country, as well as between two
different countries.--This
is, moreover,
merely a
greater extension of the system of clearings which,
as we have seen. was practiced by the trapezites of
Athens, and the Roman argentarii.
Instead of being
effectcd between the clients of the same bank, or
merchantsof
the same town, clearings arc effected
between two different
localities, or two different
nations.
The application
of this comparison
ceases, of course, when the amounts of the debts
are unequal.
When the merchants
of Paris owe
1,000,000 francsin Lomton. and the English merch'mts owe an equal sum in Paris, the exchange
of these debts is easily effected through the Paris
and Lon Ion bankers;
the two accounts
will be
settled simultaneously
without
the intervention
of any money.
Butif Paris owes 1,200,000 francs
in London,
and lms a credit of only 1,000,000
francs, the difference
must be paid in specie.
Still the bank may find in the arbitration of ex.
change the means of avoiding this primitive
and
onerous mode of payment.
Suppose
Paris has
600,000 francs due it at Brussels, and owes there
only 500,000 francs,
the difference
of 100,000
francs in favor of Paris in Brussels,
will be forwarded direct to London there to pay the French
indebtedness
of an equal sum.
The accounts
of
Paris with London
on the one hand, and with
Brussels
on the other, will thus both be paid
without
any direct payment,
simply by banking
operations.
It is plain that these transfers
or
clearings nmy be effected not only between three,
but between any number of places and countries,
and afford an opportunity
for a number of most
varied and complicated
combinations.
But the
ablest combinations
can not always obviate the
necessity of payments in specie; at one time the
total amount of tim different credits of a country
or city does not equal the amount of its debts; at
another time its debts are such as to require more
or less immediate paymcnts,(unforesecn
purchases
of wheat, etc.), while its credits are payable only
on long time; or there may be other reasons which
render the perfect
balancing
of its accounts
irapossible
Commerce
in the precious
metals, to
whichrecoursenmst
behad tosupply
the necessary
complement
in specie, will,therefore,
long preserve
an important
place in banking operations.--The
general advantages
of this intervention
of the
banker
are manifest.
It saves commerce
the
costly and hazardous
transportation
of the precious metals; it increases the facility and rapidity
of transactions;
it allows of an incalculable
sayingin the employment
of specie.
The bank finds
in this intervention,
over and above its commission, an abundant
source of profit, especially by
combinations
of exchange
and arbitrage.
But
whatever may be the extent of operations
of this
kind, they are nothing when compared to the far
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greater importance
of operations
of credit properly so called.
Discmmt
is their most faithful
expression
; hence it tends to monopolize
the
activity
of public
banks.
In a business
of
6,557 million francs, done by the bank of France
in 1861, no less than 5,329 millions
were discounts.
To discount
is to buy crt dits; the 3, are
bought either to sell them again, as is the common custom with private bankers, or to hold them
until they mature,
as public
banks should do.
We can scarcely imagine a brisk state of trade
in our day without
discount;
discount
alone
l'enders
possible
tlmt uninterrupted
activity
of
production,
circulation
and consumption
whicll
constitutes
the plosperity
of our time
We shall
now define, in a few words, the nature and end
of discount:
it is to-day the corner-stone
of banking operations.--The
cloth manufacturer
has just
sold 50,000 francs' worth of cloth to a merchant
tailor.
The making and sale of the clothes to be
made from this cloth, will require at le'lst three
months;
the draper w?ll be able to pay the cost
of this cloth after he has disposed
of his merchamlise;
this lie binds himself to do in writing,
But the manufacturer
can not wait; unless he
gets the money for his merchandise,
lie will not
be able to procure a fresh supply of raw material,
nor pay his workmen;
his manufacturing
cstabtishment must lie idle for a time.
What is he to
do?
He sells to the baa]ker, with his own guarantee in case of non-payment,
the draper's note;
the banker pays him tim amount of the note less
the interest on the money from the time of dis(:ountin_
to the maturing
of the note.
Some(imes this note will not come to be discounted
until it Ires served to pay several debts; tlm cloth
manufacturer
may make use of the drapcr's note
to pay his own indebtedness
to tlle wool-merchant, who may use it to pay the sheep raiser, at_d
so on until it comes into the hands of some indorset who needs to have it cashed.
The more a
note has been used, that is, the more numerous
the indorsements
arc, file solvency of the indorsers
being presumed,
the greater
security
it offers
to the discounter,
who gives his money, in the
belief that the maker,
and in case of need tile
indorser, of the note will be willing :rod able to
pay it when it matures.
The value of the signatures must therefore
be examined
carefully;
the
dr.,counter
would
run
the risk
of losing his
money, if he were to be too easy, and discounted
m_tcs whose maker and indorser.have
not the

ity which renders discounting
more difficult and
more costly for mediocre
and small merchants,
is made a subject of complaint
by them; but it is
hardly possible for the great central banks to act
otherwise.
The multiplicity
of small banks could
alone render the advantages
of direct discount
possihle to every solvent and honest man.--Apart
from tile personal
guarantees
of the maker and
indorser, commercial
paper is to a certain extent
its own guarantee;
it is based on something
real.
The cloth which tile draper bought will be resold
in the form of clothes, and the cost of the cloth,
advanced
bythe discounter,
can certainly bepaid
back.
But the note presented
for discounting
may also be based upon a hazardous
transaction,
thc returns from which are less certain;
it may
even rest upon no serious transaction
at all, and
lie but an accommodation
note made for the pur.
pose of procuring
on credit, by means of discounting,
a certain amount of money.
The ranking of accommodation
notes was carried'to
its
furd_est limit previous to 1857, especially
in Lon.
don aml northern
Germany,
and contributed
to
ag_'avate
the crisis of that year.
The bank,
which, either through
carelessness
or a desire to
do business
at any price, would discount
great
numbers of these accommodation
notes, or notes
a-rowing out of venturesome
transactions,
would
expose itself to great risks, without
rendering
any important
service
to the general
interest.
The more it is to be desired that facility of discount should benefit
honest and serious transactions, the more should
we regret to see the
resources of credit turned from their purpose to
favor any speculations,
or projects whose l_ck of
solidity
is not perhaps
their greatest
defect.-Does this mean, as routine rigorism
pretends,
that discounting
is the only form under which
public banks should distribute commercial
credit?
This is not our opinion.
The mechanic
or the
clerk, who wishes to start in business for himself, may need an advance,
just as well as the
manufacturer
or merchant,
who wishes to continuc his business,
after he has sold on credit a
part of his products or merchandise;
the advance
made to the mechanic
or clerk, on nothing but
his note, is for them and from the point of view
of the general
interest,
just as fruitful
as the
advance made to the manufacturer
or merchant
by way of discount.
It may also happen
that
the cloth manufacturer,
after
selling
50,000
francs'
worth
of merchandise,
needs 100,000

will or the means to pay.
Titus, public banks,
not being in a position to know the solvency and
honesty of all the commercial
signatures
which
might
be presented
at their discount
window,
require a third signature
of a house which they
know.
This obliges small
merchants
to have
recourse to a private
banker to furnish this third
signature:
he discounts the note, to rediscount
it
at the bank; in other words, he buys the credit
to sell it at a profit, disposing
of it at a smaller
deduction
for interest
than lie imposed
on the
party fi'om whom he took the bill.
This sever-

francs to enlarge
his business,
or to profit by
an excellent
opportunity
or' purchasing
raw material.
In a word,
there are.a
great
many
cases in which a credit based upon future operations, and not upon operations
already
over,
render very effectual
service to individuals
and
to the business
community.
Entire
elates
of
manufacturers
and merchants,
and certainly not
the least important,
can, by this means alone,
share in the advantages
of the credit which the
public banks are supposed
to distribute
to all.
A.nd, in fact, to the otzh credit, so largely granted
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by the Scotch banks and their numerous branches,
must be accorded
a fair share of the benefits
which tbese institutions
render
their country,
The great continental
banks do not ordinarily
grant open credits except
to those who make
la_e demands for discount.
They give asmuch
open credit as they can to those who are rich, and
aslittle
as possible to those who are not.
But
are they free to do otherwise?
Open credit,
which is entirely
personal,
can not, in fact, be
given but by local banks, which know or can
know their clients
tborougl,!y.
Such,
for instance,
are the popular
banks,
or banks-ofadvance ( lrolks, or Vor,_chuss-Banken)
which have
recently
become very numerous
in Germany.-It is also the upper classes_financiers,
and those
engaged
in large commercial
operations--who,
in the present state of things, profit almost exclusively by the other forms of credit given by the
public banks; we refer specially
to advances on
government
securities.
These advances,
which
are ordinarily
made for a short time, afford the
bank a good investment
for capital momentarily
idle; the merchant
or the manufacturer
may, in
aa unforeseen
emergency,
avoid, in this way,
the losses attendant
on hasty aml expens ve sales,
It is none the less true that, as a general thing,
thcse advances are oftener
made to aid financial
speculation
tlian legitimate
commerce.
It is perfectly clear, likewise, that, whatever
their object
may be, they do not propcrly
constitute
credit
transactions,
unless _noMs de. pi_;tJ are also to be
reckoned
among
the establi._hmcnts
of credit,
which, for our part, we would
hardly
allow,
Credit and pawning
exclude each other, for one
implies confidence,
the other the very reverse,
In making advances
on bullion,
stocks, or public and other securitics,
the bank makes of itself
a financial p'twn shop.
We do not deny that this
service may be of very great utility; but it does
not come
within
the province
of the bank.
Another
reason
which still nm,'c strongly
dissuades from these advances,
or at least counsels
their restriction
within very narrow limits, is the
supreme duty of every bank to have its assets in
such a condition
that they may be easily and
promptly
realized oa.--By
accounts
current the
bank becomes
the cashier
of its clients.
The
greater
the number
of these clients,
the more
time and money are saved by the intervention
of
the bank, especially by its diminishing
the amount
of money used in consequence
of payments made
by transfe_
on its books.
This constant
influx
and efltux of deposits
and payments
to be made
for a large number of houses, always leave considerable sums at the disposal of the bank.
With
its knowledge
of the customs of the place, of the
nature and condition
of the business of its dopesitors, the bank will know exactly
what class of
deposits
and what amount
of capital must be
kept at the immediate
disposal of their owners
at each moment
throughout
the year, and what
amount of capital it may dispose of for a longer
or shorter period of time: this latter amount it

will make use of in discounting
and making
adwmces
and loans.
Itow signal,
therefore,
is
the service wtfich the system of accounts current,
renders tile business world!
It concentrates
and
fuses together
sums- more
or less important
which,
scattered
in small
portions
through
the
country,
would
remain
for
the
time
being,
unproductive
in
the
different
bustness
houses;
the
bank,
by uniting
them,
makes of them capital, which will supply the demand of the market, and increase labor, which
will, in a word, form one of the principal means
of operation
in the creditsystem.--Thus,
the tendency of the systcm of accounts
current
is to'
keep even the smallest amount
of capital from
remaininguncmployed
for aninstant.
But banks
have also to draw into the channels of trade all
capital.
Small merchants,
farmers
or manufacturers realize every year profits to the amount of
some hundreds
of dollars,
for which they have
no usein their husiness; a property owner takes
advantage
of a good opportunity
to sell his house
and wishes to await a good chance of re-investing
the money realized.
In all these cases, and other
similar ones, banks attract these amounts to themselves aml restore them to circulation.--In
Great
Britain (in Scotland especially)
and in America,
the system of deposits has obtained a great development;
every one endeavors
to keep on hand as
little idle nmney as possible;
the smallest
sums
are deposited in bank, where tbey together
form
large sums, and se,'ve to increase business.'mtlvity.
This is the principal
reason of the facility with
which capital can bc obtained
in England,
and
the comparative
cheapness
of mo_,ey there.
Ou
the continent,
and especially
in France, the systern of depositsis
still in its infancy.
Theamount
of capital which is thus kept out of circulation,
_o the great prejudice
of its owners and of the
business community,
is almost incalculable.
Considerations
of greater safety or convenience
may
indced determine
this or that holder of money to,
deposit it in bank; but these are isolated cases.
In ordcr that the bank may act in a general, pewerful and continuous
manner, in order that it may
attract to itself all idle capital, and be able to put
it into circulation again, deposits must be rendered
as easy and attractive
as possible,
easy, by putring the bank which receives the deposits within
everybody's
reach, by a system of local banks;
attractive,
by the direct advantage
which the depositor
receives from it, which
can consist m
nothing else than the inducement
of interest.
It
must be borne in mind that the industrial
and
commercial
movement
of great cities leaves but
little capital idle; it is in the country that those
innumerable
small
sums of money
are to be
found,
which it would be well to convert
into
capitaL--We
have said that the bank is and
should
be merely the intermediary
between
the
supply and the demand
of capital.
But it fills
this office only partly, so long as it confines itself
to acting the r61e of a broker
and investor
for
others, so far as the patent supply, that is, the
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direct supply of capital is concerned,
of the capital which is offered in the general market as any
other merchandise
is offered.
The bank, in such
case, does on a largcr scale, it is true, just what
the Athenian
trapezite did.
Is this all that the
bank should
do?
Certainly
not; the modern
bank, in order to enlarge its sphere of action, and
the hetter to fulfill the r61e of intermediary,
can
and must aim at something
higher;
it should
bring face to face with demamt not only the real
and dil_et supply,
the soliciting supply, but also
the virtual or latent supply,
the possible supply,
for instance,
of the one thousand
francs which
the French
peasant
hides away until the day
when he maybe able to buy with it a small piece
of land.
Then the bank should not limit itself
to furnishing
investments
for capital
seeking
investment
(real supply),
or which might seek
investment
(virtual
supply);
its intcrmediation
should provoke the creation of the supply of capital, by giving life to dead sums of money,
by
drawing
them into circulation,
and causing
all
money to become capital
The system of deposits, when largely
developed,
is called upon to
work these wonders.
It undoubtedly
has its inconveniences.
In attracting
moneyby the inducement of a higher or lower rate of interest,
the
bank may come to have an emban'as
de richessa,,
and may have, at timcs,
more capital to supply than there is a demand
for.
This inconvenience reaches its climax
in that strange
clause
which obliges the state bank of St. Petersburg
to
reccive on interest all deposits brought to it--a
clause evidently based on an utter misconception
of the very essence of institutions
of credit.
On
the other hand, a bank exposes itself and its patrons to gre_t danger, when, in order to do busthess and to do a large business, it attracts deposits
by the bait of too high a rate of interest.
Being
obliged to make a profit by obtaining
a higher
rate than it pays, it will be tempted
to invest its
deposits in hazardous
enterprises,
in which the
borrower does not stop to consider
the price he
pays for the use of money.
What must be the
result?
On the happening
of the least perturbstion in the economic
situation,
a great many deposits will be demanded,
and the bank, unable to
call them in promptly
enough,
will find it impossible to satisfy its creditors.
This has happened
frequently
in the United States, and this imprudence of American
banks
has contributed,
far
more than the pretended
excess of their issues of
bank bills, to the embarrassment
which they have
soof, en experienced
and caused.
These mistakes
do not, however,
prove anything
against
the
principle of deposits itself.
A bankthatis
wisely
administered
will always be able, by timely varying the rate of interest which it pays and which
it receives, as well as by the choice of its investments, so to arrange it that it will not be embarrassed either by the too great supply or by the
withdrawal
of deposits.
:Besides, how can it
meet the uninterrupted
want of new capital unless
it aid m the formation
of that capital, and hasten
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its entry into circulation?--The
banks of issue
rather evade than solve this problem
by the aid
of their notes.
Discounting
isthe ordinary way
in which the bank note enters into circulation.
To discount is, as we already know, to buy credits.
The capitalist A, or the banker ]3, who has
$50,000 at his disposal,
purchases
with
this
money C's credit, because C can not await the
maturing
of the bill of exchange,
signed by hi_
debtor D. If the bank confined itself within the
same limits as A o1"B, it would not be able to discount morc than the amount of its own capital
and the sums received from accounts current and
deposits.
In order to do more than this, it does
not pay for the credit which it buys; it merely
gives its notes.
It is as if it transformed
int(>
money the title which represents
it.
Suppose
that D. instead of giving C one single draft for
$1,000, had given him five of his own notes for
$100 each, and ten for $50; or suppose that C
substitutes
his own personal notes of $50 and
$100 for D's draft, and that the good credit _hich
C or D. enjoys causes his notes to be accepted
throughout
the business community,
in this case
C will use them in making all his purchases,
and
in paying all his debts; he will have no need of
selling the credit.
What
C was not able to dc_
the bank does, by discounting
the draft for $1.000:
it becomes D's creditor in the place of C, but it
constitutes
itself the debtor, in the place of D
(and of C, who indorsed the draft), in relation to
those whom C will pay with the product
of his
sale made to D. Here, again, the bank fills the
office of an intermcdia_5:
it borrows of the public, who accept its notes, to lend to C (the bank
debtor to the public for the amouut of its notes);
it becomes
D's creditor
by putting itself in his
place, and debtor to those who will accept its
notes for D's draft.
The money of tim bank will
be more readily accepted than l)'s draft, first because its notes of small denomination
afford
greater
facility for circulation
and in every-d'Jy
trade; likewise because being bank notes payable
at sight and to the bearer, immediate
payment of
them
may be demanded,
though,
in reality,
scarcely one of these notes will be redeemed betbre the maturing
of D's draft, for which they
were substituted;
finally, and above all, bccaus(_
the solvency
of the bank seems surer to ever)"
one than that of any private
individual,
no matter who, because this solvency is based on and
guaranteed
by the collective
solvency
of all the
debtors whose discounted
paper it holds, and of
all the creditors who have indorsed this paper.-The confldcncea
bank deserves and will obtain
depends
upon its management.
When it discounts with discretion
and prudence,
when it is
assured of always being paid by the debtors for
whom it has substituted
itself in the eyes of the
public, it will be looked upon :'_ good.
Its notes
will circulate _'ithout trouble:
the discounted
paper which it holds being sure, the b'mk notes.
which are only money representing
that paper, will
appear equally sure. If, on the contrary, it be sus-
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pected that there is carelessness
in the managernent of the bank, and a willingness
to do bustness at any cost and to buy (to discount) doubtful
•credits, there will bc hesitation
to accept its notes;
they will flow back to its counters
for payment,
that is, to be exchanged
for specie.
This is all
elementary.
But if credits, which are only doubtfill, reuder
the bank a suspected
debtor, what
credit does it deserve when it places its money in
irrecoverable
c,'edits, such, for instance, as loans
made to a state which will not or can not repay?
Transactions
of this kind necessarily
make the
bank the very
worst
of debtors;
its notes,
henceforth,
deserve no credit at all. lit is maul.
fest, in like manner,
tlmt to wish to make this
credit
compulsory,
that is to say, to compel
_he acceptance
of its notes, is the most signal violcuce, based on the grosscst misconception
of the
-very nature of the bank note.
C can not satisfy
his debtors with D's draft, because
they are not
sufficientlyinforamd
or assured of D's solvency;
and can they be compelled
to accept the notes of
_ debtor (the bank) recognized
and openly pro,claimed insolvent?
A bill of exchange
can not
,circulate because the time of its maturity
is remote, and because every one can not judge of tile
value of the signature
to it; and can you substitute for it, by discounting,
paper with no date of
maturity
and signed by a bankrupt?
Better a
thousand times, both in law and logic, give compulsory circulation
to, or make legal tender of,
all bills of exchange
up to the time of maturity!
--From
what we have already said of the nature
and primary object of bank notes, it is manifest
how little foundation
there is for the theory which
would make the issue of bank notes a privilege of
_he state, a right belonging to it alone, aud which
it might delegate
at will.
Wily should not the
bank also be as free as any one else to sign
<)bligations, and give them to any who will accept
them?
As long as the confidence
of people and
the good will of those who receive them alone
determine
the acceptance
or non-acceptance
of
the bank notes, what has the state to do with
these transactions
between debtors and creditors?
It is useless to protect
the creditor
against
the
debtor, the public against the bank; suffice it for
the state that it do not protect
tlm insolvent
debtor, the debtor in bad faith, against his troditor.
As long as the bank is bound to honor its
obligations
just
as any other debtor, and re(ieems its notes in specie upon presentation,
the
public will be able to determine
its solidity, and
consequently
measure
its credit.
An excessive
issue of notes will cause these notes to flow back
into the bank and thus correct itself.
:Moreover,
1he history of the bank of England
from 1797 to
:1821, of the bank of France in 1848, and of the
bank of Austria for a series of years, proves

astrous consequences
of a shaking of public coufidence.
The better to secure the easy circulation of its notes, the bank may, in its charter or
in its practice, impose upon itself certain conditions and limitations
calculated
to strengthen
the
confidence of the public, by proving to them thst
the bank is always in a condition
to honor its
signature;
these measures of safety will relate to
the proportion
to be preserved
between the actual
capital of the bank and the demands that may be
made upon it at any time, to the proportion
between the amount of its issues and the amou,_t
of specie in its vaults, or it may relate to the
limitation
of the time of the maturity
of the
paper which
it discounts,
or to other
points
which study or experience
may suggest.
Tile
law ]ms only to watch over the execution
of the
contracts
made by the bank;
in doing this, it
will have done all it can do, to give to the circulatlou of its papcr all reasonable
facility
and
secm_ity.--It
can not, however,
bc denied that,
in practice, a multiplicity
of different
kinds of
bank notes would have more than one inconvenience.
These inconveniences
must be felt the
more, in proportion
as tlle bank note obtains a
more extended
circulation,
that is to say, as it
penetrates
into places
in which
there are no
means of judging of the solvency
of the debtor
(the bank), and the degree of confidence
its notes
deserve.
Besides, at a time when men are endeavoring
to facilitate exchange
bythe simplification and unification
of coin money, a diversity of
kinds of bank notes would perhaps be a step backward.
But it is hardly an established
fact, that
the issue of bank notes is an essential attribute,
an indispensable
wheel in the mechanism
of
banks.
In proportion
as these institutions
shall
develop
the system of accounts
CUlTent and of
deposits, and tile use of checks, the want of bank
notes nmst necessarily
diminish.
Do we not find
evident proof of this in the stability maintained
by the bank of England
for the past forty years,
despite the doubling
and trebling of the amount
of general business;
and in the operations
of the
London
C, earing House, where,
with some odd
thousands
of pounds, credit transactions
amounttug to more than a hundred
times the amount are
transacted
every day; as well as in the fact that
the _irish and Scotch banks, which were limited
as to the amount
of their issue by the laws of
1844 and 1845, still remain
within
tlmt limit?
We can to-day look forward to the time when, in
countries advanced
iu civilization and commerce,
the bank note will be merely a more convenient
mode of exchange
than coin money, and will
have ceased to be regarded
as an instrument
of
credit,
whose distribution
is intrusted
to the
banks, or, rather, in the distribution
of which the
banks are to serve as intelznediaries.
Whether

clearly enough that _. more or less absolute
toonopoly of the issue of bank notes, and a more or
less rigorous surveillance
on the part of the state,
do not offer the public more effectual guarantees
_uaa free banking
affords them against the dis-

the office of supplying
this want of circulation
be intrusted to one establishment
or man)', is but
a secondary
question.
If entire liberty
be otherwise allowed
to the spirit
of initiative
and of
association
in banking
operations,
banks will b _-
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able to render
the business
community
all tlle
benefits wlfich it has a right to expect from them.
But this is a goal fl'om which we arc yet very far
removed.--Lct
us now examine?, from a political
standpoint,
the relations of governments
tobanks,
We must state, in the first place, that close relations exist in almost all great states between
the
government
and the principal bank or the banks
of the country,
and we are rather inclined to consider as necessary a fact which steadily
repeats
it._elf.
But we can not adnfit th'lt whatever
exists is necessary.
IIistory
tells us that
the
relations betwecu states and banks wcJe entered
into,
almost
everywhere,
in consequence
of
special
events which
obligcd
governments
to
procure
money
as soon as possible,
and that
money was obtained
through
the agency of the
bank.
Unfortunately,
in such
cases, governments did not trouble themselves
concerning
the
ulterior effects of tiffs step.
_Resulting inconveniences did not failto appear.
They were inevitablc.
One of these inconveniences
was compulsory circulation
or the legal tender
character of
the notes of the bank, and, as a frequent
consequence, the issue of paper money, tim value of
which was so variable
(see P),t'ER
2_Io._EY).
When the calamity,
the cause of the loan, had
ceased, it would have been well for them if governments hacl at least striven to return to a normal
condition
of the currency,
to pay their indebtedness to the bank, and to resume specie payments.
But as a return
to such a normal condition
is
difficult, things
were generally
allowed
to take
their course.
A habit is formed, and the existence of the evil is hardly
noticed.--it,
is not
necessary
to say that the banks on the one band,
and commerce
and industry on the other, suffered
in consequence
of the relations
established
betwecn the state and the banks.
The history
of
the banks of Venice, Stockholm,
Berlin, Amsterdam, Vienna,
Lisbon,
and St. Petersburg,
and
that of England,
beat's witness to these inconveniences.--_Nor
do we know whethcr
the other relation between
the state and the bank, which
consists in charging
the latter with the collection
of the taxes, is very useful to a country.
It. is
not certain that a reduction
of the cost of collection of the taxes
is thus obtained;
competent
men have questioned
it. But if there is economy
in thus collecting
the taxes, should
it be purchased at any l)rice?
Too close relations between
the state and the bank would
result in the accumulatiou,
in one single reservoir,
of the whole
metallic stock of the country,
and the least crisis
would be felt there more severely than elsewhere,
Weshould
not bring together things which should
remain
separate.
In any case care should be
taken to avoid entangling
political and economic
questions,
the financial
interests of the state and
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of. In the consideratim)
of the functions
of banks and of bankers it will
be necessary
to assume that the money in use.
where tile bank is located, is good money and noL
bad, because
all the transactions
of banks
arc
stated in tcrms of money.
In the United States
the name by which money is designated
is dollar;
in Great Britain, socerdgn; in France, fra_zc; m
other couutrics,
other names arc used.
Each
n.tmc is the ]eg_l definition
of a coin containing
a certain
quantity
of gold or silver.
It is tl_e
metal that gives value;
the stamp ccrtifies the
_eight and purity.
Until it isadmitted
that such
coins, and such coins only, are good money, th(¢
true flmction of the bank and of the banker can
uot be fully comprehended.--The
substitution
of
what is called inconvertible
paper money, tim
"greenback,"
for instance;
that is to say, the
substitution
of the deferred
promise of a thing
for the thing itself, under a statute which forces
its acceptance as a legal tender, not only works a
fraud upon the people of tim country in which
such a statute is in force, but it also vitiates all
reasoning in regard to money and banks, and pervcrts the moral sense so as to forbid a clear conception of what is right and just.--True
money
must contain its own value in its own substance,
and that metal will constitute
the best kind of
money which retains its value under the most
uniform
conditions
through
long genc_'ations.
The two precious metals, gold and silver, have
met these conditions;
somctimcs val3qng in their
ratio to each other, but either one constituting
it
more unvarying
standard
by which to measure
the transactions
of men than any other subst'mce
that has ever been used to serve tbe purpose of
money.--The
great commerce
of the world, to
which no actor legal teudcrisorcanbcapplied,
is
conducted on a gold basis, and the final settlement
of the sum due in money on the balance of account
is made by a payment
of gold coin or its cquivalent. This practice would not have become cstablished unless it had been proved by the long experience of the great commercialnationsthat
gold
possessed greater stability in its value than silver.
--On the otherhand,
in all transactions
with somc
countries,
China for instance, in which country
there is no act of legal tender and no paper money,
silver passes by weight and best serves the purpose of money.--If
there were no acts of legal
tender in any country and if all contracts were subject to being enforced by the payment in coins of
gold or silver according
to the kind designated
in
the specific contract,
the metal which proved to
be best fitted to the conditions
and circumstances
of each country
would be adopted
by it, while
the great commerce
of the world would remain
upon a gold basis, as it now is.--This
statement
is made in order to clear the subject of banks and

the interests
of commerce.
This is perhaps one
of the strongest reasons in favor of the liberty,
and, above all, of the multiplicity
of banks.
J. E. tlOR._,

banking from the obscurity that may be caused if
the quality of true money is not first defined.Banks must exist and must perform
their work
even when the money by which their transactions
are measured
is false or bad.
For instance,
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when an inconvertible
government
note has been
made "lawful
money"
under an act that can only
find legal justification
as a measure of war, banks
must still exist and work under the disadvantage
of such a fluctuating
and false standard
of value,
--_Vhat, then, is the function
of a bank, and how
does it work?--In
general terms, it may be stated
that a bank lends and borrows titles to capital
measured in terms of money.
If the money be
good, that is, unvarying
in its value, during
the
term of the loan, the risk of the bank will bein ratio
to the solvency of itscreditors
only, and tim rate of
interestwillbeinratiototheabundaneeorsearcity
of the capital in the titles to which it deals.
If the
money be bad, that is, varying in its value according to the caprice of legislators
or the decisions
_of executive officers of the government,
another
element of risk will enter into every transaction,
and the rate of interest on loans will of necessity
be higher in order that it may cover this element
of hazard.--No
borrower wants to borrow money
except as an instrument
with which to buy the
thing he actually
needs, and no borrower
pays
interest upon money.
The transaction
is stated
in terms of money and, in very rare cases, actual
money is used, but the thing
borrowed
is the
thing bought
and the interest is paid for its setvice.--What
banks deal in are titles, measured
and stated in terms of money, to capital of all
kinds, such as gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, cotton, corn, potatoes, etc., etc.--1.
A bank lends its
own capital or a title to a part of its own capital;
such capital consisting
of the coin that has been
paid in by its stockholders.--2.
A bank receives
from its depositors capital in the form of coined
money, or a title to capital in the form of a note,
check or draft payable in coin on demand.--3.
A
bank lends such part of the capital or title to capital deposited with it, as the conditions
of bustness will permit, to the applicants
for loans whom
its directors
consider safe to trust.--In
the vast
majority
of transactions
no money passes, no
money is lent and no money is borrowed.
Only
a title passes which may be converted
into money,
but as a rule the money itself remains in the vault
of the bank, or in the place of deposit where the
bank has put it for safe keeping.--Let
us consider an example of the first class.
A bank lends
a part of its own capital.
In this case it is anational bank, and its managers
desire to issue
bank notes; such notes serving the general purpose of money more conveniently
than the coin
itself, being themselves
promises
to pay coin.
The bank subscribes
for a certain
amount
of
bonds of the United
States and pays for them
with a part of its coin, which coin constitutes
the
capital loaned, saved, subscribed and paid in by its
stockholders.
Upon this loan the government
pays
interest.
These bonds are then deposited with the
government
as security
for the payment
of bank
notes that the bank may issue if pa)-ment in coin
is demanded.--These
notes being secured by the
bonds and being payable in coin by the bank, for
which I)urpose a bank always keeps a reserve in

coin on band, are a good and convenient substitute
for money, and for that reason borrowers
dcsire
to become possessed of them.
The borrower has
sold a quantity of._nerchandJse
on credit for which
the buyer has given a note due at a certain future
date.
This note is a title to, or promise of money,
but payment
is deferred.
It will not serve thb
purpose of money as it is not divisible, itisnotdue
on demand, and few persons know whether or not
it will be paid.
Its owner desires bank notes for
use in the purchase
of other merchandise
to add
to his stock in trade,
tie takes this note, or title
to money deferred,
to the bank, and, after a discount or deduction of interest, the bank exchanges
its notes or titles to money payable on demand for
this note or title to money deferred.
The interest deducted
constitutes
the profit of the bank.
The whole transaction
has consisted
in an cxchange of titles to money, but no money has been
used.
Each has rendered
a service to the other.
The borrower
has obtained
notes that he can
spend, and the bank has been paid interest for the
use of its credit.
This transaction
constitutes
the
function of a bank organized
with a department
for the issue of circulating
notes.--The
second
class of transactions
consists in a bank receiving
deposits, either of money or of titles to money, in
the form of checks,
drafts or bills of exchange
payable in money on demand --A merchant
having sold produce for cash, has received,
in paymeat therefor,
either bank notes or checks
on
banks in settlement
for the same.
These he gathers together and deposits in his own bank.
The
sum of these deposits, named in dollars, is passed
to his credit on the books of the bank, anti the
bank is hable to have the actual coin demanded,
but no money has been used, nothing
but a title
to money.--As
the sum (if all these deposits of
many
merchants
and
manufacturers
is never
wanted
at one time, the bank is now ready to
enter upon transactions
of the third class, that is,
to lend a title to a part of the capital of its (lepositors.--Another
note, being a deferred
title to
money promised to be paid at a future date, is preseated for discount,
and the sum of the net proceeds is passed to the credit of the borrower,
to
be drawn upon by check as he may wish to use it
in his daily transactions.
In this, again, the trans.
action consists in an exchange
of titles; one is a
title to money deferred,
the other a title to money
on demand.--Merehandise
or commothties
on the
way frnm producer to consumer
require time for
conversion andconsumption.
During that period
of time trust or credit is given by one man to
another, and a deferred
title to the value of this
merchandise
takes the form of a note, draft or bill,
in which the value of the merchandise
is mess.
ured in dollars or other coin; that Is to say, in
true money.
These notes, drafts or bills are of
limited use, because the cretht of the promisors
is
known
to but few.
It is the business of bank
directors
to keep themselves
reformed
and to
exchange
bank prom_scs to pay money for these
deferred
promises of persons or firms,
llence it
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follows that banks are most potent instrumentali,
_les for enabling
merchants
or dealers to buy the
products
of farmers
and manufacturers.
They
are as necessary to the quick movement of com.
modifies as railroads, steamboats,
carts or w'lgous,
--The conduct of thc lmsiness of banksand
bank.

while to trace out this development
for it throws
a flood of light upon the nature of the bank of
issue audits relation to other credit institutions.We must distinguish
between
active and passive
accounts
in the history of b'mking.
Active accounts are those in wtfich the bank is a creditor;

-eYs demamls
probity, integrity,
foresight,
and all
other qualities
that make a true man.
All their
profits depend upon the services tbcy may render
to the community.
Hence it ensues tlmt there is
no better standard
by which to gauge tim intclligence and cl|aracter
of the people of any section,
state or nation than by their use of banks.
The
placers choose for the estabbshment
of a branch of
imh|slry or business is the one inwhich banks are
numerous and well sustained,
aud the place to be
avoided is the one where banks arc snbjcct to jealousy and suspicion.
Men who can not trust their
b_mks or bankem
are not themselves
fit to be
trusted
by bank or banker.--The
function
of a
bank is, therefore,
to borrow and lend titles to
property
measured
in money, and to keep in
reserve a sufficient
amount
of actual moncy to
meet the occasional demand
for coin thai may be
made upon it. Their use is the measure of the
trust reposed in, and deserved
by, the merchants
and tradesmen by whom they are sustained,
EDWARD ATKI_'SO1%

pa,_iee, those in wldch it is a debtor.
During
the middle ages, owing to the imperfect
coinage,
to couate|'feiting,
to clipping, and to the iuabihty
of the public to test the purity of tbe coins, it was
absolutely
necessary
that there should
be some
opportunity
to exchange the coins and test their
value.
This opportunity
the professional
moneychangers gave.
Their profits consisted
in a deduction when they took the coins and a charge
when they were taken away.
It was a fee or
commission
for changing
money.
The business
was carried on in the first place with their own
capital which for this purpose
was invested in
coins or the precious metals.
This circumstance,
and the nalural desire of making their capital as
lucrative
as possible,
led them to lend out, on
short time, whatever part of their money supply
they were not using in their business.
Thus
arose the first kind of credit transactions
as au
acNve transaction
of the old mone_ bank, L e., a
transaction
in which
the bank was creditor.
These operations,
on account of tbe necessities of
their money changing
business,
had to be conducted according
to tl,e same pri,,ciples
which
modern
banks have had to observe in all then'
active operations,
on account
of their rapidly
increasing passive transactions.
These priuciph's
were. security
of the loans and cons|ant
and
immediate
control of all advances.
These have
remained
down to the present day a controlling
administrative
priuciple
of all banks of deposit
and of issue.
The very first loans of tim money
changers had to comply with the requisiles.
The
first line of l)usiness was 1)awnbroking,
i. e.,
short loans on pledges of various sorts, such as
jewels, coins, precious metals in bars, etc., etc.,
which persons did not wish to sell.
The insccurity of law led to a second branch of business,
dealing i_, bills, which from the very first at times
took the fo1Ta of discounting.
Pawnbroking
and
bill-broking
were, then, the original forms of the
active transactions
of all banks.--The
course of
industry
favored
simultaneously
the gradu'd
decline of the mere money changing
business,
and the growth of the loan business.
For the
improvement
in coinage, and the adoption of a
proper
coinage
policy,
gradually
lessened
the
necessity
for the money changer,
while the development
of productive
credit,
the growing
security of law, the increasing division of labor,
rendered
more and more necessary
the money
lender.
In this circumstance
we find the explanation of the transition
from the old money banks
to the credit operations
of modern
banks.--This
loan business could and can he carried on with
the capital stock of the bank.
And yet, with
the low rate of interest
prevailing
in the discount business, a rate of profit equaling that in

BANl_$
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are those banks engaged
in the transfer of credit by means of the issue of
bank notes, i. e., by means of promissory
notes
or' the bank which are payable at sight to tim
bearer.
:No questions
connected
with the money
economy of modern times have been more hotly
discussed
than those in reference
to banks
of
issue.
The most extravagant
charges have been
made against
them, and equally
extravagant
claims made in their behalf.
One party sees in
them the agency which, above all others, excites
and promotes over-speculation,
causes commercial
crises and aggravates
all the ills of our modern
industrialeconomy.
Another party regards them
as the magicians
under
whose
wands
trade
and industry
are called into life, the healthy
growth of credit is favored,
palaces and warehouses are made to appear, and national prosperity
is created and sustained.
Without
taking sides
with either party, for the present, we propose to
introduce our discussion
by an investigation
into
the origin snd historical
development
of banks of
issue; for onlyin this way can we hope to arrive
at clear and distinct
views of the nature
and
function of such banks, and to put ourselves
in
a position to answer satisfactorily
the various
questions which will come up concerning
them.
--I. ]J.mTOmCA.L D_WELOI"M_m_T O_' TIr_ BA_'_:s
oF Issue.
Modern banks may be divided into
two general classes: those which are occupied
mainly with dealing in money--money
banks, and
those which are occupied
mainly with dealing in
credit--credit
banks
The money bank was the
original form of a bank, and that from which the
-credit bank was gradually developed,
It is worth
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other lines of business could hardly be expected,
As soon, therefore,
as the capital
no longer
yielded
a suitable
rate of profit in the money
changing business,
this very circumstance
paved
the way for a new development
toward
which
other influences
were also working.
Tile bank
began to take up money with the intention
of
loaning it again, i. e., to the active transactions
of the bank are now added passive transactions,
whose enormous
development
has made possible
the equally enormous
development
in modern
times of the active transactions.
The first and
simplest
passive operations,
(i. e., those in which
the bank was debtor),
arose indepemtently,
but
were soon connected
with the money changing
and money
loaning business.
In the earliest
period of tlfis development
the term passive transaction could only be applied according
to the
usage of double entry, in which, by the fiction
of a business personality
distinct from tim head
of tile house, not only the debts but also the capital stock of the bank, and, further, not only these
two but also the property deposited
for safekecping, are entered
among
tile liabilities.
The
beginning
of this passive business was, namely,
the acceptance of precious metals in coins or bars
as a real deposit, (in legal language depositam), or
in bank language
as a deposit
for safekeeping,
The bank
was merely
a depositalT
with the
ordinary
obligations,
not a creditor;
it had no
right, therefore,
to loan out the sum intrusted
to it.--In
course of time it became customary
among these brokers and banks not to allow the
deposits to lie dead at the depositories
until the

giro.bank
is the model to which many pemona
would like to see all banks reduced.--Among
the
money brokers and goldsmiths,
who took deposits
for safekeepingand
also for transferring
accounts,
the banking
business
developed
in a different
way.
Those deposits became "deposits
for use,'"
the real deposits (deposila) became loans regula]ly
for short, detinite periods, sometimes
to be repaid
on demand.
With this step tlle old money bank
became
the modern
credit
bank.
When
the
deposits had once become loans, then the modern
banks of deposit, check banks and banks of issue
were inevitably
evolved
from the old banking
system.
1'he change of the depoxit to a loan constituted an epoch il_ the histo_TI of banlcing.
With
the justification
of this step is gTanted the justification of the whole modern system of banking.
The subsequent
phases of the development
of
the latter, the various influences which have been
at work from tile earliest period until the present,
tlle ceasing to charge a fee for safekeeping,
the
payment
of the services of the bank by letting it
have capital without
interest, the ever-increasing
participation
of tile depositors
in the profits of
the bank, for example in the form of free colleclions on the 1)art of the bank for its customers,
and, later, in the form of interest
on deposits;
these and other points we need not pursue for
our present purpose.
These points explain the
history of the growth of the banking system, and
the pcculiar forms which various kinds of banks
and various branches
of banking
business have
assumed at various times, and, in this connection,
are full of interest.
But for the main question

depositors
withdrew
them, but to make the payments of the depositors in the same bank to each
other by a simple transfer
in file accounts.
In
this way the actual movement of money was saved
in many cases, and a simple, safe and convenient
mode of payment
found
in the transfer
of
accounts.
Tile profit of the bank (to which in
the case of public institutions
the term giro-bank,
or circulation-bank,
was applied,
i. e., one in
which deposits
circulated
from account
to account,)
consisted
of commissions,
which
were
charged
partly for the safekeeping
and partly
for making
payments
for transferring
accounts,
This profit corresponded
exactly to the profit in
money changing,
and was not interest, as in re.d

as to the justification
of the credit banking system,
and of tile particular
form which we have under
discu_ion,
viz., the bank of issue, they are not
iml)ortant.
The whole question here turns on the
justification
of that first decisive step, the change
of the depositaries to debtors.
Let usseewhether
there were any circumstances
which justified this
change.--The
deposits
for safekeeping
were all
expected
to be held in reserve
at the money
changer, s or at the giro-bank.
:Experience
soon
showed
that a balance
constantly
remained
although
the depositors
could draw out all their
deposits at an)" time.
/_or even if each drew out
all his money in tile course of tile year, as some
did many times over, yet all did not do it at once.

credit transactions--From
this time the subseOne drew out while another was just paying in.
quent development
was very different in the case I In the giro business man), payments
were made
of the money brokers and the giro-banks.
The
between the customers of the bank without affectreal giro-bank holds fast to the actual deposit and
ing the total deposits.
The average amount, the
the transfer of the actual deposits, loans no part
movement,
the times of drain
and influx, the
of tile money received, has consequently
the total
lowest point to which the balance sank, could al;
amount of all deposits on hand, and, in addition,
generally
a capital
stock as guarantee.
It is,
therefore,
in a condition, as long as embezzlement
or robbery does not occur, to pay out at any time
all its deposits at once.
This absolute security of
the deposits
forms in the eyes of the friends of

be easily ascertained
by experience.
:Now, the
part which was never used lay fallow, was unproductive for the individual
as well as for the whole.
It could, therefore,
be dispensed with in the real
deposit business, and was consequently
available
for other purposes.
It could, therefore, be loaned

the
over giro-bank
credit

the greatandadvantage
banks,
particularlyof such
overbanks
the

out inportion
tile same
way capital
and for stock
the same
reasons
that
of the
of tile
moneyas

modern

of deposit

changer

bank

and bank of issue.

The

which

from

time to time

was not needed
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in the broking
business.
Only, in one case as
the other, there had to be an assurance that the
sum could be easily and quickly made availablc
in case of unusual demands on the part of deposltors
The investment
of the superfluous
capital
in short loans and advances on pledges afforded
this security,
and thus the change of the deposit
to a loan was justified.
This transformation
could of course take place only under legal forms
and with the full consent of both 1)arties.
The
nmtual advantage
of both parties and the dcveh)pment of industry
produced
this understanding
in one place at an early period, in another
at
a later.
And thus
the moncy-depository
or
giro-bank
became
the modern
bank of deposit,
and this last is the type of all other modern
banks, and particularly
of the banks of issue,
Any ol)jection
against
the bank of issue on account of its essential
nature
(and many such
obje('tions
have been made even in the last few
years), is also an objection to the bankof
deposit,
--Now, of course, no one can deny the possibility
of a temporary
suspension
of payments
on the
part of such a bank,
inasmuch
as the money
which may be demanded
is not all at once in the
coffers of the bank.
But it is a sufficient security
if the probability
of such a necessity
can be reduced to a minimum
by a proper conduct
of the
bank business,
by a proper
investment
of the
superfluous
capital, and by a capital stock large
enough
to guarantee
against
ultimate
losses,
Expermnce
shows
that such a security
can be
assured.
_Iodern banks promise to pay the debt
which the)" incur
when they accept a deposit,
Experience
shows that they can do this and still
loan out a large part of their deposits;
and thus
their business
is justified
independently
of the
enormous
advantages
which accrue to trade and
industry from rendering
available alarge amouvt
of capital, which would
otherwise
lie dead and
useless.
But the justification
of the deposit busthess carries with it the justification
of the exactly
similar
business
of issuing
bank notes.
The
polemm ag'tinst tile bank note, whichis not based
dollar for dollar upon a cash reserve, applies just
as forcibly
to the deposit
not so bascd.--Thc
business of issuing
bank notes is nothing
but a
variety of the modern
deposit business,
and has
been evolved
in the same way from the old
depositum.
It makes no difference
in the nature
of thedepositum
or in the nature of thegiro-bank,
so far as the last is a place for the safekeeping
of deposits, whether
for the money deposited
a
certificate for the whole amount of everyindividual deposit or for portions of the same in round
sums be given.
Nor can it change
the character
of the old deposit banks, even if these certificates,
given to md_vi(luals,
can be further indorsed
or
furnished
with blank indorsement,
or even issued
to the bearer.
The so-called
recepisse of the
Amsterdam
giro bank were such deposit certificatcs
These certificates
were the bank not_
of
the old money
banks.
And the demand
that
bank notes shall be secured by a full cash reserve,
16
coL. I.--16
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dollar for dollar, is nothing
else than "t demand
that the umdern bank note shall bc reduced to
the oh! deposit certificate.
:For what is the differenee between these two forms of bank notcs?
:Exactly the s'nne as between thc modern deposit
and the old deposit, £e, as between a loan and a
deposit for safekeeping.
The deposit certificateq
are receipts of the bank for nmney deposited and
kept in its coffers.
The bank notes are bonds of
the bank in which the bank acknowledges
itsclf
debtor for the given sum. and promises
to pay it
on demand to the presenter
of the n(_tc. In our
present system of bank notes, as little as in the
modcl_ deposit business, does the bank ln'omise
to keep cash on hand for the amount of its notes,
but by a proper conduct of business it is able to
keep its promise to redeem on (lemand.
That is
sufficient.
Why talk ill this connection of dccep.
tion, of fictitious
money, of the creation
of
imaginary
capital,
as do the opponents
of the
banks of issue?
We might
make the same objection to the deposit system of modern
times,
indeed to every use of credit, and with just as
little rcason.--The
subsequent
development
of
the banks of issue and deposit banks upon the
new basis has led to no essential change, but to a
mere expansion
of thcu" business.
The banks
gradually
began to borrow
more and more for
the l)urpose of loaning again, until their principal
business
consisted
in the handling
of others'
capital, and the capital stock of the bank lost all
significance
except as a guarantee
for the proper
conduct of the business of the bank.
Wherever
the banking
system has been allowed
by the
govermncnt
to devclop
itself naturally,
the deposit business,
as the original and simplest, has
been the most important
branch;
the issuing of
notes has been simply
a complement
of the
former.
They arc but two forms of essentially
the same lmsiness, that of contracting
debts, and
the one or the other has been employed according
to the varying
demands
of trade and industry.
The conduct
of the passive transactions
of the
bank in both fol_ms must be regulated
by essentially the same
principles
The oft repe'lt(.d
demand for a separation
of these two branches of
business is inconsistent
with the organic develol_
mcnt of the whole credit banking
syswm, and,
where complied with, leads to the "tband,)mncnt
of the peculiar advantages
which grow out of _t
proper
combination
of both systems of operations.--II.
T_E B.,,._K NOTE A._D ITS ECO.XO._IJCAL
FUNCTION
The bank note must be clearly dis.
tinguished
from both metallic and pal)('r money.
Money is a stamhu'd of wduc and a medium of
exchange.
But the pure bank Jmte is only a
medium of exchange, not a standard of value, and
does not therefore
discharge the money function.
Paper money is inconvertible,
and a legal tender,
bank notes are convertible,
and not a legal tender.
But aside from the convertibility,
bank notes are
distinguished
from paper money in their mode of
issue, and consequently
in their mode of reflux.
Bank notes are regularly
issued as loans, paper
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money as pa)-ment;
the former,
therefore,
ternporarily,
the latter, permanently.
In place of
tile bank note there remains
a claim, by whose
conversion
the corresponding
debt of the bank
can be e'dled in or protected
by a cash reserve;
iu place of the paper money the state has merely
a receipt;
it can get rid of its money only by
sp('cial transactions.
The notes flow back to the
place of issue gr'ldually
and regumrly
in the ordin'_ry course of trade in the payment
of the
advances made by the bank, provided
the bank
capital has been properly invested in sbort loans,
The different manner in whi,'h notes and paper
money
get into the channels
of trade reveals
further
advantages
for the former and disposes
of a wlmle series of objections
which in the ease
9f the latter might seem well founded.
An issue
_)f notes is necessarily
preceded by a demand
for
loans, and even if a bank has partly created Ibis
demand
by carelessly advancing
loans upon insufficmnt
security, yet the danger
is not great,
particuhrly
under
a system
of free banking,
For the notes which exceed
the momemary
demand for such means of payment immediately
flow back to the coffers of the bank for rcdemplion, particularly
under a system
of competing
banks
The excessive
issue of bank notes is,
lherefore,
except in certain
rare cases, impossible.
The banks can not increase their issues at
pleasure.
The course of bank circulation
under
u well-developed
system
of banks of issue depends upon the changing wants of trade, and the
latter upon the variations in price of commodities,
These variations
in price, according
to Tooke's
detailed
investigations,
precede the corresponding
variations
in bank circulation,
and can not, therefore, lmve been caused by them.
It is, consequently, wrong to attribute
to banks of issue the
fault of causing over-speculation
and commercial
crises.
With this view of the subject
a whole
series of objections
is effectually
disposed
of,
which grew out of a false identilication
of paper
money and bank notes, and out of attributing
to
_he latter
the qualities
of the formcr.--Bank
notes arc not only not money, but they are essen_ially like "dl other substitutes
for money which
"fulfill the function
of money as a medium of ex,change.
The bank note is only one member in
the organism of credit institutions
together
with
,checks,
drafts,
notes,
book
credits,
clearing
houses, etc., a number whose relative importance
"with the development
of the credit
economy
grows on the whole less and less, although
at
,certain times, viz., at the turning
point in tom¢aercial crises, it acquires
again a greater impor_ance.
The consequence
of this conception
of
the bank note is a correcter
view of public legis]ation in reference to banks of issue.
The unfair
_favoritism toward these banks on the one hand,
_r the limitation
of them oa the other, the artiticial
regulation,
so often
clmracterized
as a
natural
necessity,
thus appears
erroneous
and
often
enough
injurious.
The whole
development of the credit economy suffers under it.
So
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far are bank notes from being the most important form of credit, that the -_'hole development
of the modern credit system
sllows a e_,ns_antly
increasing tendency
to shbstitute
for bank notes
some other formof
credit.
This tendency
shows
itself either in an absolute
decrease in the quantit), of bank notes in circulation,
or more often
by a relatively
more rapid increase in the quantity
of other substitutes
for money.--III.
S'¢STEr_ OF
SECU_r_-(_ TIlE !h_OTES.
:From the history
of
the origin and growth of the bank of issue, and
from a proper conception
of the function of the
bank note in industrial
economy,
may easily be
deduced
the proper
system
of securing
bank
notes.
By this last term we understand
that
regulation
of the resources
of the bank or that
investment
of the bank capital (£e., of both the
capital stock and the capital which has been collected by the issue of notes), which will insure
the constant and immediate
redeemability
of the
notes in coin.
_rhat arc the principles,
then,
which underlie
a proper
system of security?Three systems
of securing
the notes have been
proposed and defended:
1, the basing of the note
circulation,
dollar for dollar, on a ca-_h reserve;
2, the investment
of the capital in securities
not
easily convertible,
particularly
in real estate or
mortgages
on the same, and in stocks or bonds;
3, the so-called banking
security.
Practically
a
compromise
between one ormoreof
these systems
has been generally adopted
as the basis for legislatiou, proceeding
on the assumption
that one
portion
of the noles might be secured
by the
second
system, while another portion
might be
based on the third system.--As
to the first system,
wc refer the reader to what has been said above.
Such a demand simply means the rejection
of all
that is peculiar in modern
banking.
For, if the
bank note is to be nothing
but that ancient
deposit certificate,
the deposit which has become
a loan (at least the deposits payable on demand,
i.e., the great mass of the deposits), must again
become deposita, that is, real deposits
for safekeeping.
Those
who demand
a complete cash
security
confuse
possibility
and actual reality.
All the notes can, of course, flow in at once for
redemption,
but, as a matter of fact, they do not.
And under the banking system of security they
find their economically
proper
and practically
more important
redemption,
in their regular reflux, as payment
of credit given them in a cash
redemption.--Basing
the notes on real estate and
mortgage
security,
as in the second system, has
been warmly recommended,
especially from fimmcial considerations
and in the interest of agriculture.
But this proposition
must be rejected for
the same reasons as the similar one of basing the
notes on stocks and bonds, viz., that resources in
such form are not readily convertible
into cash.
We must grant, however,
that that portion of the
notes which, according toone of the compromises
mentioned
above, need not necessarily
be secured
by the banking system, might be made available
for mortgage
loans, if it were not that it is finan-
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clal necessity which_)rdiuarily
leads to such compromises, and which, therefore,
requires that the
sum mentioned
shall be secured by government
bonds.
The payment for the monopoly
of circulatiou which occurs here and there (as in Austria)
through such a loan to the government,
might be
better arranged
by allowing the state a share in
bank profits.--The
third system of securing the
holes, the banking security, we consider the only
rational, seientificand
s'_tisfactory one. It consists
of a proper
combination
(changing
according
to
circumstances)
of a cash reserve .tad of securities
which arceasilyand
readily convcrtiblc
into cash.
Such securities
are found most readily in the discount and lombard
business, particularly
in the
former.
The discount business insures, fm'ther,
the regular
reflux of the notes to the bank, and
in this way offers an opportunity
for the most
thorough
control of the issue of notes.
The
discounted
bills and the claims on pledges
form,
therefore,
the chief security
of the notes, coinpared with which the cash reserve is of secondary importance.
A great heresy in the face of
popular sentiment,
which is fond of calling all
notes "unsecured"
which arc not based on a cash

which
do undeniably
lie in note circulation.
--For these reasons, real estate, mortg.lges, direct
claims on tile state, great quantities
of public securities, on long time, form no proper security for the
notes. Foreven ii'theyaffordasafcsccurity,
which
is often enough questionable,
(particularly
in the
case of the fll'St two in critical periods), yet they
are difficult to convert
into cash, even individually, not to say in large quantities.
Mortgage
credit must be taken on long time, owing to the
nature of agriculture
and of investments
in building. In thisconsidcration,
and not in an arbitrary
monopoly
of banking for the ndwmtagc
of cornmercial credit, (as the agricultural
interests maintain), is to be fonild the reason of preferring
discounts to mortgages
(m re:d estate.
Other seenrities, such as runmng
accounts,
book credits,
ordinary
obligations,
good bonds, i. e., such as
vary but little in value ill exchange,
preference
bonds, etc., may be accepted
in limited quantities, but ought to be considered
inferior to discounts and lombard
claims.
Shares in industrial
undertakings,
and speculations
of all sorts on
'change
ought to be cxcludcd.
(Sec VI )--IV.
FUNCTION
OF' TIlE ]:_ANK _OTId
IN COMMERCIAl,

reserve--an
exceedingly
materialistic
view in'the
age of that most spiritual of all economical
elcmeals, credit.--The
cash reserve acquires its importance in ,clew of the irregular" reflux of notes
to the bank for tile purposcsof
redemption.
This
reflux can be controlled
even in exceptional
pcriods by properly
regulating
the loans of the
baHks, provided
the banks of issue have developed tinder normal conditions.
Its approximate
amount can be told beforehand
by o})servations
in the banking
business,
because
the question
turns here on periodical movements.
For critical
times the strength of the reflux may also be cstimated, with a little attention,
by observing the
trans:lctions
in the money market, in commerce,
and ill general production.
Of course, such obscrvations
must l)c made
by experts,
conscien
tiously undertaken
and thoroughly
carried out by
every banking institution.
The relative and absolute amount of the cash reserve must be determined by these observations,
and the ncccssal'y
increase or allowal)le
decrease be cffectcd by the
regulatton
of the discount and lombard business,
After what we have said, we need lose no words
over the attempt
to fix, once for all, in an arithmchcal ratio, the relation
of the cash reserve to
the note circulation.
(See VI) --The chief point
m the banking security lies in the element of the
easy convertibility
of all resources
of the bank
wlnch do not consist of cash on hand.
This is
demanded
by the nature of the notes as obligalions payable on demand.
In this waythe
objeclion of those who demal)d a full cash reserve for
notes payable at sight is met, so far as it cortesl)ouds to actual relations,
the irregular reflux can
assume unusual
dimensions,
but under these circumstances
can not be out of proportion
to the
time and place.
The easy convertibility
of the
loans forms the real assurance
against thedangers

C_mES.
The discount business is a necessary presupposition
of the modern development
of trade
and industry.
A commodity,
in the process of its
mauufilcturc,
must pass through many different
hands before it finally reaches thc consumer.
As
the commodity
is ultimately
paid for by the coilsumer, the various intermcdiate
agents find difficulty in paying for the commodity
as thcy receive
it. Under these circumstance
one of two things
is necessary.
Each of these agents must carry
on the business with a greater amount of capital,
(in other words, a portion of the capital becomes
unproductive),
or they must run tlle ri_k of letting
trade and production
come to a stand,till
at times
for want of payrncnt.
A help for this condition
of affans is found in the draft of the seller upon
the buyer for the selling price and for tile time
that will probably
elapse until payment
can be
made, and in tile acceptance
of tim draft by the
buyer.
The seller now has this discounted
and
thus receives his necessary
capital in the form of
money or of a substitute
for money, such as book
credit or bank notes.
The modcrn credit bank
has cvidently a very important
relation
to this
discount business.
Individual
merchants
couhl
not carry on this business in the regular way and
on a large scale necessary
for the demands
of
trade and industry.
Particular
institutions
appear which make it their function to collect the
surplus capital in the community
and apply it in
this discount
business.
These in._titutions
are
called banks of deposit.
The whole credit economy has hccome a highly organized
and yet, because constructed
on rational
principles,
a very
accurate
mechanism.
But at times some of the
wheels in this mechanism
give Ol.lt. In critical
periods we see that, after all, we have not a material mechnnism
but an organism, who._e vital prin.
ciple is credit, confidence,
the spiritual
element
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par excellence in the credit economy.
Let confidence disappear,
the soul departs, the organism
is dead.
At such times the bank note shows its
importance
as a "primalT"
means of credit.-The whole credit economy is based on confidence,
The confidence
of one man comtitions that of another.
Let mistrust
appear,
and it spreads rapidly in all directions,
destroys the credit of those
who deserve confdence,
and together with many
guilty
parties who have abused
credit it overthrows
many more innocent
parties
who have
only used it. In this lies the danger of all commercial
and credit crises.
The crisis generally
begins, however,
in some one branch of industry,
The mistrust extends to all the business relations,
and particularly
to all forms of credit payment
usual in that branch.
:Now, the kind of crcdit
payment
which c_Jn command most confidence at
such a period acquires an unusual
importance
in
the failure
of all othcr ordinary
means of crcdtt
payment.
The bank note commands
this confidonee because it circulates
in other quarters,
and
because tile security of the notes need not be affected even by a great industrial
crisis, if tlle bank
ha-_ been properly conducted.
We may, therefore,
dcsignate
the bank note as a suitable and important substitute
to fill up the temporary
chasm
made in the credit economyby
too great mistrust,
Where it is lacking,
or confidence is not felt in it,
the only resource
is specie.
Historically
the
crises have been most severe where the bank note
did not exist.
Of course,
great care must be
taken at such a time in issuing
notes that credit
be given only to solvent houses after the turn ill
the crisis and not for the sake of keeping up the
prices and furthering
speculation.
At such times
the advantages
of large banks appear mostdcarly,
as the notes of such banks posscss most coniidence.--The
banks must exercise unusual
vigilance in their discounts
during crises; for a propcr regulation
or' the discounts
affords
the best
aecurity for the notes.
A proper policy in referonce to discounts
is of most importance
in times
when the rate of interest is rising, and ascarcity
nf money begins to be felt; toward
the end of
speculative
periods,
when speculation
feels the
ground giving way beneath
it, and uses its short
respite for all sorts of extravagances;
when exchanges become unfavorable;
when specie ceases
to come in and begins to be exported;
in a word,
when all the signs indicate the approaching
storm.
The discount
capital of the banks forms, then, a
large part of all the funds in trade and industry
available
for short loans in mercantile
business,

able means, and never thoroughly
impartial
and
safe.
Or, it mayshorten
the maturity of all notes
and loans, which is more equal in its effects.
Or,
it may raise the rate of discount,
either on alt
loans, or somewhat
differently
for notes and lorebards, and for the shorter or longer maturity
of
the notes.
The last method
deservcs the preferonce; it best sccures the bank, affects merchants
more equally,
and furthers
in the most efficient,
way. the necessal T reaction in tile money market,
in the rate of exchange, in the prices of commodtries and the course of securities.
This method,
which is a logical necessity of the nature of the
credit
bank, is condemned
only by the shortsightedncss
of practical
business men.
For the
condition
of extensive
active transactions
on the
part of the hank is an extensive
passive business;
but the htter is diminished
by the withdrawal
of
the deposits
and the reflux of the !rotes, or, at
least, the bank has such a change in its passive
busincss
to fear, and must regulate
its active
business accordingly,
i.e.,
lessen the loans by
making them more difficult.--V.
RELATION OIe
THE STATE TO THE BANK _OTE.
In what precedes we have presented the natural development
of the system
of banks
of issue, or rather,
the tendency
of its natural
development;
for, as
a matter of fact, this teladency has never been
fully realized,
bdcause the state has interfered
with it everywhere.
It is probable,
that if there
had treetI no interference,
and no artificial
regulation, the system of banking
would
have been
changed from the old money banks to the modern
credit banks, at the same time with the general
change in indnstry
and commerce
characteristic
of modern
times, and that the deposits would
have remained
the chief branch of thc banking
business,
and that the bank note would
have
come into use as an incidental
means of assisting
the deposit
business.
But it would
have been
wonderful
if the banking
business,
in its early
history,
had escaped regulation
on the part of
the govcrmnent
at a time when all other branches
of businesswcresubjectcdtoamostminutesupervision.
And, indeed, we find that the paternal
c.lrc of the government
was extended
to banks in.
general,
and banks of issue in particular,
to an
unusual extent.
Every civilized
government
uu.
dertook
in some way the direct control of the
issue of notes; England,
France, Austria, Russia,
Prussia, all the small German states, _orway
and
Sweden, Italy and Switzerland,
committcd
themselves to a distinct policyin
reference to banks of
issue.
After the interference
was an actual fact_

The operations
with it, therefore,
are of widereachingiuflucnce
at the time when the pressure
upon the banks for discounts
is increasing.
In
tliree ways can the bank counteract
this pressure
and
thus favor the necessary
reaction
in the
money
markct,
and revolution
in the rate of
exchange,
while it secures at the same time its
own posmon.
It may refuse to make certain
loans, to accept certain notes, may hmlt thc maxlmum credtt of certain houses--not
a very desir-

the attempt
was made to justify
it on variousgromnls.
On the one hand, the right to control
the issue of notes was deduced from the coinage
prerogative.
On the other, the necessity of corn
trolling such issue was based on the essential
difference
between
bank notes and other credit
circulating
mcdia.---Letlis
examine how far theoretical considerations
can justify such interference.
As we have already said, according
to our
view, the bank note is nvt money, not even paper
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money, and is not essentially different from other
credit circulating media.
All the reasons ad_'anced. therefore, in favor of interference on the
part of the st'_te, based upon the false identificalion of bank notes and money, and upon the
_e_enti'll difference between bank notes and other
credit means of payment, are of no force. But
there are certain inferences from our views of tim
nature and function of the bank note. which justify aproper positive relation of tile state to the bank
note anti its organs of issue.--In order that the
bank note shall remain a bank note, no conjunclion of circumstances should be allowed to assim1late it to money or paper money. Everything
depends upon this one thing: the acceptance of
the l)ank note must remain completely vohmtary,
_3nly under such circumst:mces is tile bank note
like other credit mear, s of payment.
All the objections which have not been answered by the
:foregoing discussion are concentrated in this one
point.
All the 1)eculiarities of the b:mk note
which call fo,'a positive interference of the state,
turn upon this one feature.
Tim state, conse¢tueatly, must see to it that the acceptance of the
note is really voluntary, anti should limit its interference to tlle performance of this funetion.--:Now
the acceptance of the note may become to a ccr_ain degree compulsory, although the note may
not be made a legal tender or irredeemable.
Tiros
the b.mk note may have passed into such widespread circulation that it must be accepted ft)r
want of any other circulating medium. Or, it
nmy exist in small denominations which can
har(lly be refused by the poorer and more unedueared classes, particularly as payment for w_,ges,
Or, it may be that the individual can not easily
present it for redemption on account of his dislance from the place of redemption.
Now, under
,_uch circumstances tile state should hold fast to
lhree points: 1, It must not make the notes a
legal tender, or by its own action artificially
favor tile note circulation; 2, it must forbid the
issuing of notes helow a certain denomination; 3,
it nmst see to it that the convertibility of ttle note
_s a reality, and is not made illusory by certain
_mfair practices --Tried by the first principle, the
legal tender quality of the bank of England note
_n(t of similar notes is to be condemned.
Nor
will it do to answer this objection by s.'_ying that
the legal tender qualit 5, enables a b'mk note to
perform more easily tile pcculiarfunetion
in commereial crises, which we h, ve ascribed toil above;
for English experience before 1844, and contincntal experience before and after, show clearly, that
tt is not the legal tender quality that adapts a
bank note for that function. And theoretical con_idcrations lead to the same result.
Any other
po.-sible advantages are outweighed by tile inconsisteney of the policy with the general principles
of banking, or, if this be a too doctrinaire objeclion, by the very practical consideration that the
transition from the legal tender bank note to the
legal temh,r pqpcr money is easier and more atluring--lu
other cases the state favors the bank
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note as a means of payment by receiving it, for
instance, in payment of taxes.
This favor is
generallyaecorded
to the large centralized banks,
and affords what might be called a tax security
of the notes. This must also be condemned.
For the public, knowing it can pay the notes as
taxes, receives them more readily and thus give
them a wider circulation, while at the same time
neglecting to examine as closely as it otherwise
wouhl, the condition of the banks. Tile banks,
relying on the ready acceptance of their notes,
and their more irregular reflux for redemption,
are less careful of their banking security. The
government in critical periods, when it must have
the specie, can get it only by endangering the
existence of tile banks whose condition it has
made iusecure by its m_staken policy of favoritism; and the state, in case of ultimate failure of
the hanks, can hardly escape the fair charge of
heing accessory with tile banks to the distress in
trade and industry which must ensue. Giving
the holders of the notes a priority over the other
creditors of tim bank has also a tendency to unduly favor tile issue of notes. And, negatively,
the g_)vernment must not favor the note circulalion by allowing the banks to conceal their eondition, but must insist on periodical publications of
the exact state of tile banks' resources and liabilities.--It is necessary to insist upon the second
point mentioned above, because there is a difference not only of kind but of degree between bank
notes of large and small denominations.
The
latter are very similar to paper money in their
qualities. Tlmy supphmt money to a greater degree than large hank notes. They circulate in
spheres where other substitutes for money do not
come at all. They pass into tile hands of laborers
trod artisans who never have any great amount of
money on band at once. It hardly pays to present them foi" redemption, and thus they stray
away from their place of issue so fro" that they
can not be presented for redemption withont sacritlcing alarge per cent. of their value. The fundamental conditions, then. of their remaining true
bank notes tire wanting, and they become to all
intents and purposes paper money.--By the third
point we do not mean that the state is to undertake to insure that every bank shall be constantly
in a condition to redeem its notes, but simply to
see to it that a bank does not practically escape
its obligations of redemption under various pretexts. If a bank is no longer able to redeem its
notes, let it l)_s into bankruptcy at once. But
banks often manage to keep from redeeming their
notes while they are perfeetly solvent. Thc bankinghistory of the United States affords very good
examplesofsuch conduct. Tile banks often made
it so tedious to get money for the notes (as, for
instance, by appointing a certain inconvenient
hour of the day, by slowly counting out tile coins
one after another, ctc.), that the note holders were
deterred from presenting them for redemption.
In ihis connection abuses of four kinds may arise,
in reference, namely: to place, time, coins, u_a
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manner
of redemption.
In a system
of local
banks, the banks ought to be compelled
to redeem
their notes wherever
they are likely to circulate in
large quantities
at convenient
times and in proper
coins, i. e., the coin money of the realm, and in a
manner
convenient
for the note holders.
All
these points ought to be features of every general
banking law, and are not inconsistent
with a systern of free banking.--VI.
RELATION OF THE
STATE

TO

THE

CONTn.OL

OF

THE

BUSI:NESS

OF

.BAI_KS OF ISSUE. Our invesligations
so far lc_ad
us to the conclusion
that there arc no economical
reasons why the state slmuld take any different
relation toward the establishment
of the banks of
issue than that which it occupiestoward
the establishment of other credit banks.
Tim so-called free
banking system may prevail in the case of banks
of issue as in the case of other banks.
From this
point of view any regulative
interference
of the
state in the business of the banks is to bc condenmed.
But the case is very different
if the
state cltdms the monopoly
of issuing notes, or insists that every bank before issuing notes must
secure special permission
for that purpose.
For
the logical consequence
of such a claim is further
interference,
leading ultimately
to more or less
direct control of the banking business.
Thecontrast here lies between a free banking system with
a formal bank law not at all inconsistent
withsuch
a system, and governmental
control of banking
with regulative
legislation.
In the last the system of securing the notes, the amount of circulation, and the amount and mode of investment
of
the capilal stock of the banks, are allpreseribed.
As typical forms of such laws with manifold
but
unimportant
modifications
in detail, we select
the German or continental,
the English system of
Peel's law, and the 1h'orth American
system.-The first system rests upon the principle
of the
ballking security, i.e., the notes are based upon 'l
cash reserve, and loans of various sorts easily convcrtible, and a c'_pltal stock as a guarantee
fund.
Tile government
has in many cascs made further
prowsions
fixing the absolute and relative amount
of note circulalion
in relation to the capital stock,
nearly always determining
the minimum
cash reserve, and often regulating
the loan and discount
business.
Thcseall
havethedefectof
attempting
to fix nmthcnmlically
the ratio between thecapital
stock and the various active transactions
of the
bank,whichisnaturallyimpossiblcandfrequently
very injurious.
The bank itself is often lcdto depend upon the law instead of its own careful conduct of business.
Theidea
that fixing tile maximumofnotecireulationisawisestepdepcndsupon
the false view that banks can expand their cireu,
lation at pleasure.
The provisions
requiring that
the circulation
shall bear a constant
relation to
the capital stock has but little in its favor, while
the fact that it harnpcm
the healthy development
of banking constitutes
a serious objection.
Still
more arbitrary
is the provision
occurring
in most
laws that the cash reserve shall be equal to onethird the note circulation.
The onlyexcuse
to be
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made for such a provision, isthat it is intended
to
fix the minimum.
But even in this sense it may
be injurious
under some circumstances.
In any
case there ought to be a similar provision
in reference to deposits, or else the banks will make the
one-third
reserve for the notes serve as reserve for
both notes and deposits.
The capital stock of the
bank, according to most of the laws, must be invested, like the deposits andloans,
through notes,
in securities
which are easily convertible.
It is
decidedly best that the capital stock bc restricted
to this banking
investment.
The bank shouht
not invest its capital in stocks and bonds which
arc exposed to great variations
in value.
Still
more questionable
is the policy of immobilizing
.the capital, i. e., investing it in a loan to the state
on long time, (as in the case of the Austrian bank)
or in untransferable
bonds (as in the case of the
French
bank).
Of course such an investment;
nccd not endanger
the convertibility
of the notes,
as this depends immediately
upon the investment,
of the note capital, i. e., the capital received
in
return for notes.
But in such a case the capital
stock loses all significance
as a subsidial T mcans
of securing this convertibility,
and is of no more
assistance
for such a purpose than if it (lid not
exist.
It is of importance
only in the case of ultilnate insolvency
of the bank.
Of course such a
provision
grew out of the monopoly
policy and
financial
necessity.
But it would
be better, as
has been said above, to have the bank allow tlm
state a portion of its profits and invest its c'q)ilal
in the proper
banking
method.--Thc
bank of
England
is historically
a realization
of the socalled "currency
theory"
of Lord Overstone.
This CuITency theory rested upon the false views
of the nature of tile bank note which we have discus:_ed above.
It idcntifiesbank
notcsand money
and posits an essential
difference
between
bank
notes and other credit substitutes
for money, and
demands that a bank note circulation
shall vary
exactly as a specie circulation
would in its place
Pecl's act does not aim to secure the convertibihly
of the note, nor even to limit the amount of 1he
note circulation,
but to regulate the latter arlificially so that it shall increase and decrease ia exact keeping with the increase and decrease in the
cash reserve of the bank of Engl.md.
This attempt sprung from false theoretical
views, from
a completcmistaking
of the importance
of deposit
business
and its functions
in the reflux
and
cfflux of the precious
metals, as well as from a
misunderstanding
of the causes, effects and phc
nomcn't accompanying
an exl)ortation
or nnp,,ltation of specie.
Pcel's act did notsucceed
in its
attempt,
nor was the practical
object attained
uf
avoiding commercial
crisesin the future.
()Jl tim
contra_ T, the act has repeatedly
aggravated
the
crises, injured the efficiency of the bank, and has
been several
times suspended
by the English
ministry.--Its
system of securing
the notes is as
follows'
A minimum
amount
was taken, below
which, according
to experience,
the note circulation of tile country had never fallen.
Such an
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amount of notes, itwas assumed, was secure even
without
a cash reserve,
on account of which it
was chosen as the maximum
amount of unsccured

whole subject.
The abuse of credit has often
been noticed, and then in theory
and practice
some one kind of credit
institution
made tim

notes.
Every further
note had to be secured
by
:t full cash reserve, pound forpound.--Asa
matter
of fact, tile bank of England holds in general to
tile banking system of security.
The only l)oit_t
is that the provisions
as to the cash reserve arc
different in the case of the English
system from
those of the continental.
And all p_)ints of difference are, in our opinion, to the disadvantage
of the English
systcm.--The
North
American
systcln secures the notes by fixing tlmir amount
at a high percentage
of the capital stock of the
bank, immobilizing
this capital, and giving the
note holders a priority right to it.
The security
of the notes as such is left to the banks, with the
exception
of prescribing
aminimum
cash reserve,
and is ordinarilythcusual
bankingsecurity.
The
state does not ahn to secure tim instant convertibility of the note, but in case of bankruptcy
its
ultimate redemption.
In this feature,
and ill the
immobility
of the capital stock, lie two great defects of the American
system.
The fiscal tendency of the whole system is apparent in its evcry
feature.--It
will thus be seen that the continental
system, although
hampercd
by many arbitrary
restrictions,
is, on the whole, the most natural,
because
it adheres, in principle,
at least, to the
banking security.
/k vigorous
bank administration would
undoubtedly
feel itself cramped
in
many respects
by its provisions.
.And yet, it
keeps in view, on the whole, the points which
under a free banking
system ever), bank would
have to observe.
It adapts itself more easily to
the wants of trade than the English or American
systems; and experience
certainly
does.not
condemn it in comparison
with the others.
And if
we assign to the state the office of controlling
the
• banking business there is no reason why a differeat basis should be sought than that which underlies the continental
system.
As a matter of fact,
both the English and American systems approach
the continental
more nearly
in practice than in
theory, for both maintain
in practice the banking
security which
they reject in theory.
The continental system, we must conclude, is best for all
kin,is of banks of issue,
as ","ell for a great
monopoly bank like that of England,
as for a
system of local banks like that of America
or
Germany.--VII.
RELATION
OF TITE STATETOTI_E
]_STABI.ISIL_IENT OF .BANKS OF ISSUE. Although
a system of free banking
may be demanded
on
theoretical grounds
for banks of issue as well as
for otbers, yet flmre may be practical
considerslions which justify an interference
on the part of
the state, for instance, if one kind of banks of
issue possesses advantages
for trade aml industry
over other kinds and needs governmental
aid in
establishing
itself
The question
here turns on
the re.cpective advantages
of a centralized
and of

scapegoat
of all such abuses.
But experience
has by this time l)rctty well demonstrated
that
an abuse of credit is possible
everywhere
and
under every form, that no kind of banks
can
hinder it, no credit banks and no particuhtr
form
of banks of issue necessarily
favors or prevents it
more than an 3, other, and that the respective advafitages of tile varioussystems
have been greatly
over-estimated
by their supporters.
In fact, the
arguments
in favor of a centralized
system can
be nearly
all matched
l)y arguments
equally as
strong in favor of local banks, while all the defects of the latter
have their counterparts
in the
former.
The question
is pre-eminently
a 1)rattical one, and can hardly he decided upon theerctical
grounds.
Thc objection
to local banks,
that in competing
with each other they will succeed in issuing
an excessive quantity
of bank
notes, has been aaswe+red already.
'l'he position
of a great monopoly
bank is connected
with some
dangcrs because
its great resources
enable it to
persist in a f.llse policy for a longer pcriod, and
thus it may favor the feverish Sl)eculation
preceding a crisis to too great an extent.
But in
return for that, after the crisis h'Ls come, such a
bank can do nmch more toward
allcviating
its
effect than local banks could.--One
great advantttgc of local banks is, that by these ttle business
of issue is developed ill more intimate comJcctiou
with the other banking business, and can become,
as it ()ught to be, a mere complemeut
of the deposit business.
The rcflux of the notes is more
regular
and powerful,
and, in so far, the notes
are better securcd;
while, on the other hand, a.s
they must secure both deposits
and notes, the
latter are ordinarily
based on a relatively
smaller
cash reserve than those of a great central bank.The comparison
between a system of local b,mks
and a great central
bank
with many branch
banks, must end similarly.
Each has its advan.
tages
and disadvantages,
and other influences
than banking considerations
must finally give the
decision.
The local banks, besides tl,e advantage
mentioned
above, can adapt themselves
better to
local demands.
But the central
bank with
branches
can afford a grc'_ter extension
of the
remittance
business.
]f there is less self-depend.
engc in the great bank, there is a more effectual
control
through
the publicity
which all its acts
possess.
If there is gre.ttcr danger of its becom
ing involved
in the financial
difficulties
of the
government,
of its bank notes 1)teeming
paper
money, there is less danger
of the government's
going over to a pure paper money system, which
is generally far worse.
Besides that, American
history
shows clearly enough
that a system of
! local banks affords no security against abuse for
! financial
purposes.
If in the great bank
the

a local system of banks of issue.
The conte¢t i reflux of no|es is wettker, there Js a greater cash
over this point has been as warm and as onc-. reserve.
If there is occasional
partiahty
in disshied as over any other point connected
with ti_i_ i counting,
there is in general greater safety m
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tile loans, less danger
of being ruined by local
swindles,
etc., etc.
One point, however, must be
kept ill mind, which,
in general,
will give the
decision
in favor of free local banks
of issue,
Modern trade and industry
by their own natmal
development
tend to give us all the advantages
of these great centrM
banks, without any of the
disadvantages
which come frommonopoly
t)anks,
And it Is probable
that great banks would have
appeared
in London, Paris, Berliu "rod Vienna
able to confer "dl the advantagcs
afforded
by the
state banks in those places, with almost none of
their defccts.--VIll
PnINCII'LES O1_"LEGISLATION IN REFEB.ENCE TO BANKS OF ISSUE. It follows fl'om the previous
consideratiolls
that the
relation of the state to banks of issue need not
conmst iu a regulativeintcrference.
Theapplicatiou of general
legal principles
to the system of
banks
of issue, and a general
banking
law in
which there need be only a few l)articular
provisions for banks of issue, arc sufficient.
We
enumerate
here some of the principles
which
should underlie gencralbank
legislation.--1.
The
establishment
of banks
of issue may be frec as
well as that of other credit banks.--2.
Theprovisions as to the capital stock of banks of issne "rod
the amount of liability
of the stockholders
may
be the same as in other banks.--3.
A regulative
control of the business of the bank ought not to
bE attempted
by the statE, as it can never be
really carried
out.
The amount
of the capital
stock and its investment,
the amount of the cash
reserve, its yearly
increase,
the distribution
of
the profits, the establishment
of branches, the
extension of the business, the conditions
as to the
acceptance
and amount of deposits,
the kinds of
bank notesand
their totalamount,
the security of
its liabilities,
etc., Etc., ought to be left entirely
to the bank.-4.
The care of the state must extend, however,
to two, possibly three, points.
It
must insist on the strictest publicity
of tile transactions of the bank, so that the public can judge
at any time of the bank's solvency;
it must fix
the lowest
denomination
of note and provide
proper
means to force every bank either to convcrt its notes on demand
or go into bankruptcy;
and it may exercise a formal control so long as it
does not interfere
with the principles
of free
banking.--5.
The principle of publicity
demands
the preparation
and pul)lication
of regular
reports as to the condition
of the bank, and the law
ought to be framed with the utmost care so that
the banks may not be able to evade its provi.sions,
--6. The strictest
1)ersonal responsibility,
on the
part of directors,
etc., tbr the full execution
of
the law, ought to be part of all banking legislatiou.
Provision
ought to be made for a cornpulsory examination
of the books by the proper
authorities
and the l)ublication
of the results
from time to time.--In
a word, the actzon of the
state is ill general to limit itself to making 1)ossible a strict and immediate
control
of the banks
by public
opiniou.
The state guarantees
tile
publicity
of all bank affairs;
the public
nlust
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really watch the banks and hold them to their
duty.--LzwERhTtmE.
The literature
of the question is simply enormous.
All the ordinary
text
books on political economy discuss the subject in
one or more of its phases.
The various cucyclo.
pmdias contain
articles
of more or less value.
"Worthy of particular
mention
in this connection
is the article
on Zeftelbankwesen,
in Bluntschli
and BratEr's
St_ttswbrterbuch,
by Adolph
Wagucr, of which the present article
is essentially an
abridgment,
and the discussions
under various
beads in Macleod's
dictionary
of politmal econolny, and
M'Culloch's
commercial
dictionary.
The periodical
literature
of the last 80 years, in "
French,
German and English,
is full of the discussion.
Tim various reports of the English and
French governments
and banks are also full of
valuable
matter.
The writings
of Gilbert, Wilson and lord Overstone,
Wolowski
and Horn,
Sch:,tflle, Rau, Wirth,
Wagner,
Carey, Walker
(Amasa and Francis),
Gibbon, and Price, contain
many interesting
discussions
of the topic.
Of
formal works on the subject
we mention the following, in which the reader
will find references
to all that is valuable
on the question
in any
language:
Tookc
and Newmarch,
Iiisto_ T of
Prices, London,
18;_8-1857; Fullerton's
R_ula.
tion of the CurreTzcies, London,
1845; Walker's
Money, :New York, 1878; Walker's Money, Trade,
andlndustry,
:NewYork,
1879; biaclcod's
Than'y
and Practice of Ba_zking, London, 1875; Gibbons'
Banks of 27ew York, lqcw York, 1859; Wolowski's
Quit.
des Banques,
Paris, 1864; Horn's
Liberld
des BaJlques, Paris,
1867;
Geyer's
Thetn'ie and
Pmxis
d. Zettelbankweselzs,
1867;
Tellkampf's
Pri_zcip. d. Geld iznd l_ankzcesens,
Berlin,
1867;
A. Wagner's
ZettelbaTdcpolitik,
Freiburg,
1878.
The last contains a very full account of banks of
issue and an exhaustive
discussion
of all points,
theoretical
and practical,
relating to them.
E.J.
JAil,s.
BANKS,
Advantages
of Savings.
Saving
does not create capital;
it collects the small elemerits and parcels of it, which, when accunmluted, gradually
swell to values large enough to
be cmi)loyed
with f,'uit.--Savings
banks are institutions of credit,
founded
to inspire,
facilitate,
favor and encourage
savings.
The savings bank
receives the smallest savings of the poor; it preserves and gu'trantees
them ; it shclters them from
the temptations
of the hour and from disastrous
risks; it throws them into circulation;
and out of
the sterile sums, which
they were while they
remained at the bottom of a box or drawer, makes
of them sums productive
of interest which serves,
month by month and year by year, to swell the.
amount
of a little account
current.
Lastly, the
bank pays back all or part of the deposit, according to the wish of the person who deposited it,
and upon his simple demand.--Saving-s
banks are
altogether
a modern invention.
Inspired
by the
purest philanthropy,
instituted
with enthusiasm
and generosity
by men of tile most respectable
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character,
administered
with disintert, stednessand
rare ability, sustained
in their benevolent
action
by the unanimity
of public opinion, aided by tlle
indefatigable
co-operation
of a host of intelli.gent
propagators,
and the ever faithful support of the
widest publicity,
the savings banks in most parts
of Europe have grandly
accomplished
their mission, such at least as it was conceived
by the
thought
which inspired
it, a thought exclusively
•2harimble
and moral.
Surely after considering
all these benefits, the economist will not refuse to
recognize the great and noble services which the
_savinas bankshave
rendered since their first foundation.
He takes pleasure in praising them; but
he reserves to himself entire liberty in examining
and judging
in what concerns
the legislation,
organization
and progress of these establishments,
whose re_ch would perhaps have been wider and
whose results
would have been still happier, if
the charity which produced
them had been found
more intimately
united
to the science which
vcould have given them liberty ,as a basis.--Very
few raise any objections against the instituticn
of
savings banks in itself, lint there are a few who
(lo. Their objections are so weak and trivial that
they do not deserve a serious refutation,
hdependently
of the very worthy
sentiment
which
first produced
the savings banks, and which is a
good in itself; aside from the very moral habit of
saving, a habit which sayings banks have largely
extended
and developed;
they have two importaut economic
results, which seem to us henceforth beyond all discussion:
one affects the personal and direct interest
of the depositor;
the
other, which is less apparent,
is to the general
advantage
of society.--1.
The foresight
which,
according to the expression
of J. B. Say, sacririces actual satisfactions,
in order to insure security in the future,
is not only a moral quality;
necessity imperatively
demands it. Labor, which
is possible in strength
and health,
becomes irapossible in old age and sickness,
not to speak of
(:rises, times of enforced
idleness,
and the thousand accidents
which
trouble
and disturb even
the most favored
lives.
A prudent
man has
strength
enough
to practice
privation
when
he can,
and
prefers
to a passing
satisfaction the permanent
satisfaction
of assuring
l_imself Ibe means of subsistence
during the evil
d,_ys and fatal period of old age.
He moreover
i,Jcreases his productive
power by having
some
_z,q)ital to rely upon, the revenue
from which,
whatever it may be, increases his daily earnings,
Possessed
of greater
freedom, he is less anxious
to offer his labor to others, and more easily discusses the conditions
of its sale.--2.
The advantage to society is two-fold.
There are fewer unforttmatcs
left to the care of society, iu which
the proportion
of poor people exceeds that of the
rich.
Then--and
it is a great service rendered
by the _lvings
banks,
which
certainly
have
p,'ompted and favored
in many minds the desire
to save--these
banks utilize a capital, which without their continuous
action would remain abso-
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]utely unproductive.
Very small savingsare
not
invested
until they have increased
to a certain
amount,
which
varies greatly wilh individuals.
times and places.--Close
observation
and investigation
iu m:tny places,
and the very nature of
things prove to us, besides, the reality of the fact
that savings, small, very small, when we consider
the amount
saved by each individual,
assume in
the aggrcgale
prol)ortions
of enormous
iml)orlance, as is sbo_w_ by the official reports of the
savings bank.
Society is therefore
indebted
to
saying, s banks for the enjoyment
of a considerable
amount
of capital, which, without
them, would
b(,, like the stone which Horace advises avaricious men to substitute for their treasures, hidden
in an absurd barrenness.
Louis L_cL_mc.
BANKS,
History
and Management
of Sayings, institutions
established
without
capital by
l)hilanthropists,
where the economies of the poorer
classes are received and invested, so as to return
a profit and be payable on demand or at short
noticc._Thcy
are managed
by trustees without
salalT, who have no interest in the profits of the
business, which are credited or paid to the dcpositor,; at staled intcrw_ls, and when credited,
become new capital which is re-invested
and earns
interest the s,me as a fresh deposit, and this operation goes on as often as dividends
are declared
al_d are allowed to remain
uncollccted.--Savings
institutions
are essentially the banks of the poor,
where they can safely place their temporary
surplus and feel that their deposits will be returned
withwhatevcr
additions
they can be nmde to earn
consistent
with that safety.
The proceeds
of
labor converted into capital by depositors in this
way, are made to produce a revenue without
impairing the original sum, and go on increasing,
while the owner is engaged in the production
of
other surplus, which he can convert into capital
with similar results.
Such accumuhttions
earned
by individuals
tend to distribute
property among
the masses of the people, to the extinction
of
pauperism,
to produce comfort and happiness,
to
encourage
education,
and to the gcner.ll enlightenment of tim individual
and the community
where theycxist;
besides, the cares which accompanythcir
possession sharpen the_lental
facultie%
and incline to enlarge themoral
perception of the
owner.
So manifest
had this IJecome late in the
last and early in the present century, that efforts
were then made to encourage
habits of economy
andthriftamongttmsewhohadnevercnjoyedthcir
fruits and knew nothing of the benefits of saving
for themselves.--The
first publication
in England
on the subject of savings banks is attributed
to
Jcremy Bentham, in whose plans for the managemerit of paupers he included a system of "frugality banks."--Among
those who first intcrcslcd
themselves,
practically,
was _,lrs. Priscilla Wakefield, the superintend(;ntof
a "friendlysocictyfor
the benefit of women and children,"
which, in
1801, combined
with it a bank for s,lvings for
their benefit.--In
1S10 the Rev. IIenry Duncan
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established
at Ruthwell,
in Scotland,
a "parish
savings and friendly society,"
which more nearly
resembled
a modern
savings
bank than anything
which had been previously
established.
It was
brought to the public
attention
by a publication
of its system, and the details were received
with
so much favor that in 1817, when tile first act of
parliament
was passed which established
the systern under government
control, 78 private
societies, which received
and invested the savings of
the laboring poor, were in operation
in England,
Ireland and Wales.--In
1805 savings banks were
first opened in Switzerland,
at Zurich.--The
first
institution
in France was opened in Paris in 1818.
Since then they have extended
into nearly every
European
state.--The
philanlhropic
spirit
was
displayed
in the colonial history of this country,
arid found expression
in efforts to fix by law the
price of articles of necessity,
and the wages of
mechanics
and laborers;
but experience
demonstrated that such regulations
were detrimental
to
the interests of the people they designed to serve;
afterward
lotteries
with charitable
designs were
legalized, and charitable
societies for" the protection and support
of members who might
be in
need of assistance,
by reason of sickness or accident, and for the relief of destitute
widows and
orplmns of deceased membcrs.--In
1803"t petition
was presented
to the lcgislature
of the state of
_ew York, praying that sundry persons might be
incorporated
into a society, with power to build
workshops
and purchase materials for the employmerit of the poor.--The
1)resent political society
of Tammany
or Columbian
order in the city of
_cw York, was incorporated
in 1805, as a charttable institution,
for the purpose of affording
relief to the indigent and distressed members of the
association,
their wid_Jws and orphans, and others
who may be found proper objects of its charity,
--Many
benevolent
and charitable
societies were
incorporated
in the New England
and middle
states in the next decade, some of them fulfilled
the designs of their founders
to a limited extent,
but all failed to accomplish
anything
for the permanent well being of those thcyintendcd
to benefit: instead of helping the beneficiaries
so that at
some time in the future they would take care of
themselves,
they ministercd
to present wants only,
which were ever recurring
and were never fully
satisfied;
with every succeeding
dispensation
the
receivers
became
more deI)endent , finally
lost
their own self-rcspect,
and were really becoming
paupers;
the disease had been aggravated
by iraproper remedies.
Experience
demonstrated
that,
in most cases, temporary
relief resulted in entire
dependence,
and the number
of poor instead of
decreasing
was stimulated
to increase;
it was
learned, that as soon as it was known in a community that anything
could be had without
labor,
that soup, fuel, clothing
or shelter could be had
without cost, that moment the moral standard
of
the neighborhood
was lowered, and when the way
of supply was made plain by individuals,
societies
or the state, all further efforts on the part of recip-

tents to earn their own livingwere
abandoned,
not_
only for the part gratuitously
offered, but all honest work was given up, and ingenious
schemes
were resorted
to in order to obtain the greatest
ammmt
possible;
time and labor were wasted,
which if they had been directed by honest effort_
would, in most cases, have comfortably
supported
the degraded persons and their families.--Having
learned this plain lesson taught by experience,
a
class of philanthropists
resorted to the system t(r
help others to provide ,far themsdra9, by teaching
the poor to acquire habits of thrift inlaying
aside
some part of their earnings in a time of prosperity,
to provide for future wants in the days of adversity or old age --The
ideas which inspired
the.
founders
of the ill'st savings bank incorporated
in
the United States, tbe one at Boston, in 1816, are
well expressed in their announcement
of intention
to applyto the legislature
of _Iassachusctts
for an
actor incorporation.
They say: "It isnot bythe
alms of the wealthy that the good of the lower
class can be generally
promoted.
By such donations
encouragement
is far oftener
given to
idleness and hypocrisy than aid to suffering worth.
He is the most effective
benefactor
to the poor,
who encourages
them in habits of industry,
sobricty
and frugality. "--This,
the Boston provi(lent savings institution,
was incorporated
Dec.
13, 1816, thus giving to the United
States the
honor of first sanctioning
by law these most useful institutions.--The
Philadelphia
savings fund
society had gone into voluntary
operation
in the
same year, but was not incorporated
until Feb.
25, 1819.
The savings bank of Baltimore was incorporated
in December,
1818; the Salem (Mass.)
bank in the same year; the bank for savings in
:New York, )Iarch 26, 1819, and in the same year
also, the society
for savings,
Hartford,
Conn.,
savings bank of Newport,
R. I., and Providence
institution
for savings, R. I.--All of these institutions are still in existence, and the latest annual
reports
show them to be in a flourishing
and
prosperous
condition,
the results of honesty and
common
sense in their manageinent
which have
characterized
them from the beginning.-The
method
of operating
.savings banks is not tlm
same in all the states where they exist.
In some
they take the form of a society, with power to
add to their membership,
and with perpetual
succession, a certain number
of members are yearly
chosen by ballot to act as managers,
these managers elect their own officers, make rules and bylaws, and alter or rescind
them at pleasure._In
others the corporators
are a limited number,
and
are themselves
trustees with power to fill vacancies, and are responsible
for the management
tc_
state authority,
to which they report at regular
intervals,
which reports are published.
In some
they do business under special charters,
in others
under general laws to which every institution
in
the state c()nforms;
this last system is growing in
favor as supervision
is simplified,
so that superintendents
or commissioners
familiar with the one
law, can easily determine
if investments
have
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been made in prohibited
securities
or generally in
too great amounts on permissible oncs.--Thelaws
in thesix NewEngland
states in relationto
savings
banks are verysinfilar,
althoughin
some banks the
managers are more conservative
in their practice
than inothcrs.
Allinvest
to some extent in United
States bonds, in bonds and mortgages
on real estats, in national or state bank stocks, state, county,
city, town or village
bonds,
loans on personal
security, in railroad bonds, and some in railroad
stocks.--Most
of the banks are operated
under
special charters,
but in some of the states gcne#al
laws have been enacted, to which savings
banks
may conform if they so elcct.--The
general law
of Massachusetts
is similar in many of its wisest
provisions
to that of New York, but as the old
chartered institutions
of the former state are not
required to conform to it, its full benefits are not
realized.
All banks pay a tax on the average
amount of their deposits to the treasurer
of the
state inwhich they are located.
"In l_Iassachusetts
this tax is _: of 1 per cent. per annum, payable
semi.annually.--Banks
in all these states loan on
bond and mortgage on property located in nearly
every state in the Union.
They may invest in, or
loan on, one-quarter
of the capital stock of any
one bank (state or national),
provided
the sum is
not more than 10 per cent. of their deposits,
nor more than $100,000, but they may deposit
in addition
on call in such bank, 20 per cent.
of tile amount deposited
in the savings bank, so
that in case of the failure of the state or national
bank the savings bank would become liablc as a
stockholder
for its debts over and above the
amount of capital stock owned by it, and would
be obliged also to take its chances with all other
creditors in recovering
the amount on deposit in
the failed bank.
To illustrate
the effect on a
savings bank of the failure
of a national batik
in ]_lassachusetts,
let us take a savings bank haying $1,000,000
due its depositors,
which has invested and deposited
the sums permitted
by law,
viz. :

231:

principal
remains unpaid
at maturity.-In the
case of a village in Maine, which issued its bonds
in aid of a railroad,
(the usual reason for sucli
issues), when the burden
on the taxpayers
became heavy,
the selectmen
concluded
to leave
their creditors
in the lurch, and arranged
the
property in the town so that it would be valueless for even a combination
of their creditors
to
take it. They then repudiated
the interest
on
their bonds, and when the holders offered to take
50 per cent. of their dues, they still declined
to
pay, thinking to scttle for less if they kept them
waiting long enough.-The effect is, ttmt nearly
every city and town bond in the state sells at a
reduced price, most of them below par, and sayings banks are the largest sufferers
by the decline.-- The court of appeals in the state of New
York. the court of last resort there, has just
decided in the case of Cagwin vs. The Town of
Hancock, that the town was not liable on certain
bonds and coupons,
issued in aid of the New
York & Oswego Midland R. R. Co., because
the
tax.payers
of the town, representing
more than
half of the property,
had not consented
to theirissuc, and that they were null and void in whatever hands tlmy might
be found, although
the
plaintiff
insisted,
which
was not
contested,
that lie was a bo_za.fide holdcr for value, and that
the affidavit
of the assessors that a m_ljority of
taxpayers,
representing
the major part of the
property,
had consented,
which was conclusive
evidence that the requisite
consent
had been obtaincd, and that such affidavit attached
to the
consent was recorded in the county clerk's office,
and was a decision in the nature of a judgment.
The court held that the affidavit of _he assessors
was not conclusive
evidence
and might be disproved, as it was.
Under
this decision
no saying's bank can safely hold town bonds in that
state, unless it attends the town meeting at the
timc the vote is taken, knows every voter by
name and the assessed value of his property,
and
can produce evidence
that a full majority voted
in favor of bonding.
Even with this knowledge,
Say 10 per cent. of deposits invested in stock ...... $100,000 it should also know that the meeting was properly
" liability equal thereto .......................
100,000
" _0percent. ofitsdepoaitsplacedwlththebank.
'200,000 called and due notice given according
to law.Loans on personal security to the extent of oneWould make the amount involved .................
$400,000 third the amount
held by savings banks nmy be
made in the New England states with two sureties,
Or 40 per cent of its assets.
This seems a dani. e., they may discount
indorsed
notes, not,
gerous section in the law, and the risk is not diaccording
to the custom of banks of discount,
minished,
if, as is often the fact, any number
of
those having two or three months
to run, but
trustees in a savings
bank are at the same time
they may loan on notes running
one )Tear. It is
directors and stockholders
in thc national bank.-only necessary
to mention
this form of investThe amount of savings bank deposits at present
meat, comment
is needless;
the practice
is uninvested in, and loaned on bank stocks, and on sound and should be discarded.
Loans on bond
deposit in national
and state banks, is 14 per
and mortgage have always been thought the best
cent. in the 1h'ew England
statcs.--Town
and
kind of security for trustees and cxecutors.
We
village bonds are not usually desirable securities,
have inherited
this notion from our old world
for the reason that they are required
under state
ancestors,
and the idea suited the fathers in this
taws to bc issued in a prescribed
manner, and if
country
because, in earlier times, land was the
all the forms have not been complied
with, and
most abundant
thi_Jg of value to offer for the less
the burdens bear too heavily on the issuing towns
abund'mt
comlnodity
money, which was a necesor villages, the interest
usually ceases, and the
sity, though
to a less extent.
Banks were per-
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mitted to issue notes to be used as money based
on mortgages
on land.
%. land bank was organized in 1740 at Boston.
Each stockholder
made
over to lhc directors an estate in land for which
he received
its equivalent
in bank hills which
passed as money, the provisions
for the payment
of interest and a certain part of the principal
per
_mnum were very stringent,
and yet the bank
came to grief, its mortgage
securities
being insufficient to realize enough to pay its debts.
Widows
m_d children
were large sufferers,
and twentyciglH years after its orgm_ization,
and many years
after its failure, creditors
were still clamoring
for
their just dues from the few remaining
stockholders who were solvent.
With such examples
on their historical
records, New England
savings
banks have loaned large sums on bond and mortgage belonging
to other widows
and children,
not only to people in their own states, but in all
parts of the United States, with similar results,
The truth about mortgage
loans
is, that
the
value of land in this country is as elmngeable
as
that of most other security.
When it is said
that land secumty
can not run away, which is
thought to be unanswerable,
it is not to say overmuch, for the land may remain and still become
unsalablc or worthless
for the purpose of realizing the loans on it years after creditors
have
ceased from troubling;
and even when good for
the loans, foreclosures
may be delayed and auctionecrs driven away as they have been, although
thc interest money was not paid for more than
one term.--To
be good security for savings banks,
mortgage
loans should be taken on productive
property,
in the vicinity of the bank making it,
at not more t.han 40 per cent. of its cash value,
and receipted
tax bills should be produced
once
a year, as well as certificates
from proper authoriti(:s that no assessments
remain unpaid.
These
mortgages
should be made payable
within one
•year, after which the bank should have the option
of (,alling in the principal
or any part of it. :Not
more than 20 per cent. of the bank's assets should
l)c loaned in this way, and it shouhl stipulate that
both principal
and imcrcst should bc paid in coin
of the United States of the standard of weight
and fine.uc.-s fixed by law at the time the loan
was contracted.--Had
similar
conditions
been
made bv savings
banks in thi_ country,
many
would have been saved from the disaster and ruin
which camc to them between
1876 trod 1879 and
which
m_ty yet come to others ia the future,
Railroad
stocks,
which
by their nature
never
become puyablc and may never pay a dividend,
which are liens, only after five or more mortgages,
are eminently
unfit for investments
such as we
arc considering.
Raih'oad bonds secured
by a
first mortgage
to a small amount per mile, wholly
within the state in which the bank is located,
which have
paid the stock of dividends
for
at le'_st three successive
years 1)revious to their
purchase,
may be considered
proper investments
for savings banks;
but the purchase
of bonds
issued by a railroad for its equipment,
or to raise

money to build or extend a road, because trustees
know the men engaged in the enterprise and have
confidence
in their ability or integrity,
is a m_stake and should be prohibited.
The prospects of
the road may be first class, but, in this era of
railroad
building
and managing,
combinations
and consolidations
are too frequent,
by whh,ll
the small road with good prospects
may become
an insignificant
feeder to a great system of roads,
with a revenue insufficient to payits fixed charges.
In some instances
sums large in amount
are
received,
or allowed
to accumulate
on deposit.
940,000 in one bank and $34,000 in another arc
moneys of capitalists
not of savings depositors.
It slmuld not be forgotten
that these are bencvolent and not charitable
institutions,
organized
to
assist those who are unable to take proper care
of their own, who through
pow'rty
have no
secure place, or whose savings are too small to
be used singly
to advautage.
As
a rule,
owners
of sums" larger
tlmn 92,000 should be
directed elsewhere
for investment,
and ,_ot put
needless burdens
on trustees
who work without
fee or reward, because it is easier to do it, than
to look about for themselves
when pasturage
elsewhere
is scanty, and govermnent
bonds pay
but S to 3_ per cent.
They are the ones, who,
in a time of panic, when prices are depressed and
money scarce, ask eagerly fur their large deposits
to buy the very securities
which savings banks
are obligped to .sell at a loss to pay their deposits
with.
If tbe receipt of deposits from a single
person is limited to $150 or $200 in any six months,
and no interest
is paid on aggregates
above
$2,000, it would
have the effect to keep out
capitalists
and reserve the banks for their proper customers.--B_NK
BUn,DIN(}S.
Extravagant
amounts spcnt for palatial buildings
to be used
simply for banking
offices, or even if a part of
the bank is rented, has an ill effect on its depositors and the commnnity.
It is not only unwise
and unjust
to cxpcnd deposits or surplus in lhis
way, but the example taught is unqualifiedly
bad.
When depositors scc the costly buildings,
and on
entering
are startled
at the sumpluous
furnishings, no lcsson of economy or thrift is taught
them, even if the portrait of Franklin
larger than
life is posted in a conspicuous
plac,', with the
motto "Save your pennies."
They lc'Lrn rathe,"
that trustees who build such banking houses are
not the proper custodians
of their savings, and if
they are wise they will go elsewhere
than to a
bank that has cost $600,000, or even $500,000,
several of which exist in the empire state, for
altlmugh
they may be unable to cipher
it out,
they know there must be a great loss of interest,
and it could with truth be told them, that 10 per
cent. per annum is not too much to estimate for interest, taxes and repairs, and if the building cost
$500,000, 950,000 must come off their dividends
annually,
and if the deposits
are 910,000,000,
it is equal to one-half
of 1 per cent. on each depositor's credit in the bank.--SahARXES.
This is
an item well worthy of notice.
With the exception
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of the executive officer,who devotesthe principal

much above _: of 1 per cent. ; this amount, or.

part of his time to the interests of the institution
and has charge of the internal management,
no
trustee should receive
a salary or fees.
Neither
the secretary nor treasurer, who with the president
jointly, should have charge of the bank's securities, should be a trustee,
the influence
of one
salaried man in tile board is enough;
when the
question
of compensation
to under
officers or
clerks is under c_,nsideration,
it should lie settled
on its merits, and not with tile bias that one must
ahvays feel for another of tile same guild.
The
qualifictttions
of a trustee should be integrity
and
capacity;
honesty and common
sense will enable
any board to discharge
its duties in a way that
will place it above just rcl)rnach.
Trustees
should be selected from a class of men who have
"made
their
way,"
soberly
and
honestly
in
the face of competition;
these men know tile
value of money and how to use it economically,
Great bankers
are not required.
Speculators
shouht
be kept
out, for it is the principal
sum that must be guarded,
large profits tire not
to be sought.--Directors
and stockholders
in
banks of discount in which any part of a savin._s
bank's available
or uninvested
funds are kept,
should not be trustees of the savings bank, as their
interests are opposed to their trusts, and they are
interested pecuniarily
in having the sums deposited as large, and the interest
paid
for their
use as small as possible, and when the trustee is
called upon to vote, the director's
interest comes
lip, so that lie should not be required to submit to
the temptation;
his eligibility for one of the offices
should be abolished.
Directors
of a corporation
lmve been known
to vote as trustees to loan the
money of their savings bank in order to buoy up
their sinking concerns,
which resulted in the ultimate failure of the savings bank without
saving
the corporation.
Trustees
should never forget
that the funds they manage belong to others, who
ltave put them in their charge to be invested,
so
that the principal sum, at least so far as lmman
foresight can dcterminc,
will be secure: trustecs
have no moral right, even if they are within tlle
law, to take risks which as business men using
their own capital they could afford to do. If
errors are to be committed
let them be on the side
of security.--[nvestments
worth more than par
are very desirable
on account
of their salable
v,,lue in case of need, but the premium
paid
should never bc counted among the assets, but be
regarded
as a bonus paid for the guarantee
that
the bonds are good for their face at maturity,
which is all that can be received,
and that the interest will be regu:arly
paid.--Ex_E,'_sE
oF _,fAh'aC,E._E._T. This should be reduced to the minimum of safety.
Large
salaries, expensive
bank
buildings,
incidentals,
like coal, gas, janitor's
wages, cxpensive
stationery
and the extravagant
use of it, swell the expense account to 1 or more
per cent. in some banks outside of New England,
while there, notwithstanding
the payment
of
large taxes, the avdrage
in most cases is not

in large cities _- of 1 per cent.,
is the most
that needstobe
expended.--The
business of sayings banks should be confined to legitimate
functions, that is, receiving,
investing,
and paying
again,
proper
deposits,
under
suitable
regulations.
Accounts of business people, s,nalltraders
and others, who require interest oil monthly
balances, draw checks atsight
without
the production of the bank book, who dep(,,it
notes and
drafts for collccti_m, should be re/'uscd ; buying
aml selling domestic,rod
foreign e\chaugeshould
be prohibited;
all belong to banks of dtscount
which are liable to ge.ncral taxation,
from which
savings banks, as benevolent
institutions,
are in
great partrclicved.
New England savings banks
are properly
taxed by their states because
they
are permitted
so widearangeofinvestments,
and
rcceive a higher rate of intcrcst than in New York
for example, where they are more restricted
in investments and are mostly untaxcd.--The
practice
of paying apremiumoudepositsarisesfrom
a desire to get new customers and increase the aggregate amount,
Notices are posted in many institutions,
that deposits made on tile 10th day of
January
or July will commence
to draw interest
frum the 1st day of those months.
This is unfair
to those whose money is in tile bank on the first
day, as it must earn dividends both for them, and
the sharper customer who is making 10 days' interest for himself
elsewhere,
but who can, by
making a deposit on the last day, claim a dirtdend for the days already passed, and so make hi._
capital earn two dividends,
although it was eraployedin
but oneplace.
Tllecustom
also tcndsto
induce slothful
habits and laxity in business, as
there is nothing to be gained by promptness,
for
the proft is the same whether
one gets to tlle
bank 10 days earlier or later.
Large aggregates
of money are preseglted for deposit on the first
10 days of thc half year to nearly all the large institutions
in New York, although
some of the
banks refuse to credit them as deposits of the first
day.--Sv_I'LVS.
The question of surplus to meet
loss and dcprcciationin
values, is attracting
attention in all the states, although
in the banks of
some of them this important
provision is overlooked, in others, a very small percentage
ac('umulatcd
gradually
is considered
sutlicicnt.--In
_'ew York the general savings bank law forbids
the payment of more than 5 per cent.--it
may be
less--interest
per annum, until the surplus, cstimating all securities thatare worth it at liar value,
and those of less worth at the market
value,
amounts
to 15 per cent.
After this surplus
is
secured, extra dividends must be declared a_ often
as once in 3 years out of the excess.
When
this time arrives, all accounts should be classified
according
to the length of time the money has
been in the bank, so that accounts only 6 months
old should receive a less proportion
than others,
the credits of whicii have been one or more years
in possession of the bank, as it is evident that the
surplus
will have been earned with undisturbed
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balances,
and that recent accounts
will have had
no share in making
the accumulations.
If some
such plan is not adopted, the best banks will be
overloaded
withmoney
3 or 6 months before extra
-dividends are declared,
by persons determined
to
get a large interest
for their capital, and who
have not accepted
the more moderate
rate while
the surplus
was accumulating,
and who, therefore, have no moral right to participate
in extra
profits which their capital did not earn.--Some
instances of savings bank failures have occurred
in this country through the dishonesty
of officials,
.and many losses have been incurred
by the ras.calities of clerks which they were enabled to accomplish by false entries.
Nothingismore
detrimental to the welfare
of an institution
than a
slovenly or careless method of keeping accounts,
_lonthly
examinations
by trustees
should be the
inflexible rule, and the balance due depositors in
.dealers' ledgers
should agree with the total deposits as shown
by the general ledger,
which
should
be confirmed
at least twice a year when
all accounts are listed.--ln
the larger cities where
silver is refused, and the banks receive only gold
or its equivalent
on deposit, those securities should
be preferred as investments
which by their terms
are to be repaid in gold of the present standard
of weight and fineness, and iu drawing mortgage
instruments,
clauses should be inserted whereby
both principal and interest should be paid in like
coin.
As only gold or its equivalent
is received,
if the time should come when depreciated
silver
has to be returned,
depositors
will have good
cause to complain
that their trustees did not manage wisely,
and there may be a responsibility
:fastened on the latter which it will be difficult
to get freed from.--Failuresamongsavingsbanks
have
generally
occurred
in the past on ac<'ount of competition
betwecn
them to pay large
dividends;
primarily
this was the fault of legislatures in chartering
too many institutions.
Inthe
_ity of _New York, between
the years 1867 and
1870, 20 new savings
banks were chartered;
7
were located
on one avenue, 5 of them failed
before 1876. From 1819, when the first one was
Chartered
by the state, to 1867, a period of 48
.years, 22 new banks were established
in that city,
and nearly all were doing business at the last date.
In the four years first named this number
was I

which promised
large dividends
on the sums invested;
they fitted up expensive
offices with extravagant
furniture,
built costly banking houses,
paid round
salaries, advertised
largely agreeing
to pay high rates of interest,
which promise was
kept as long as sufficient deposits could be kept
available, but soon there came a chilling frost and
nipped those flowers in the bud, states defaulted
on their intercst, ]and owners ceased to pay interest
on their mortgages,
towns repudiated
and failed
to pay interest
on their bonds; deposilors
heard
of these things and asked for their money, then
the climax was reached and the receivers stepped
in and took possession.--The
percentage
of loss
by depositors,
to the total deposits,
has been
small, still many individual
eases of hardship
have occurred,
but they are not likely to be repeated from the same causes.--Deposits
in savings
banks are left there by their owners against a time
of need, in many cases they remain undisturbed
10 and even 20 years to accumulate
interest and
increase in amount:
the depositors
have no voice
in the management
of their funds nor in the election of trustees;
the state, therefore,
is bourn1 to
exercise a strict supervision
over the investments
and practices of the latter in order to correct illegalities of every sort.--Sound
laws are indispensable as guides, and proper
authority
should be
invested
in superintendents
and commissioners,
which they should not fail to exercise in case of
need: much depends on good laws, more on their
administration,
but most of all on trustees themselves.
A careless or foolish
board may wreck
an institution
beyond hope of redemption
before
th.e supervising
authority
can have knowledge
of
the damage.--The
largest
and most succe_-sful
banks now doing business,
have been managed
by prudent trustees, in a waythatexcitesadmiration and profound
respect, but they have been
conducted
in the same way for 30 to 60 years,
their present
prosperity
being attained
by early
economy and strict attention
to right princi])les.
Attempted
rivals have come to gTicf, becausethcy
disregarded
these rcquisites;
they saw results but
did not care to inquire how slowly they were ohtained, they plunged into extrava_gances
from the
start, they had no idea of savings and lost all in
speculating.--The
general
savings bank law of
1875 with its amendments,
in the state of _'ew

a_earlydoubled,
althoughit
was not
afterward
York, country;
is undoubtedly
the best in existence
that the public necessities
did
require proved
them, I this
some modifications,
which havein
as the entire assets of the 20 new banks in 1875
been suggested in the course of this article, might
fell short of the deposits in a single bank of the
still be made.
Its best fcatureshave
been adopted
better class in that city.--Savings
bank charters in
in other states, and it would bc for the interest of
the days of the "ring," were made a means of payall if this was gencral in every state.
Its promianent for political services, and places of trust and
ncnt provisions are. All savings banks must conhonor m the banks were often givenas
rewards of
form to the law, old charters
are repealed where
partisan merit.
The desire for new banks became
their provisions
conflict with it; the organization
an epidemic,
and the legislature
yielded to the
of new banks is thus restricted;
notice of latchsolicitations
of interested
parties, andgranted
spetion must be published
previous
to filing the cercial charters with little or no reference to the qualtificate, in the local papers, and all savings banks
ifications
of the incorporators
for taking
care
in the county must be served with a copy.
The
of the people's money.
They soon demonstrated
superintendent
is thcn to ascertain
whether
the
their incapacity
by buying
low-priced
securities
proposed bank is needed, whether
there is a pop-
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ulation sufficient to promise success, and whether
posited in any one does not exceed 25 per cent.
the proposed
corporators
are men who call ecruof the paid up capital and surplus of such bank
mand confidence;
if not satisfied
that the proor tru.,,t company.
In case of insolvelley in deposed institution will be a public
benefit, lie is to
positories,
saving_ banks are preferred
creditors
refuse his consent.--The
trustees' meetings arc to
for the full amount of their lawful deposits in
be held at least monthly,
at which the president
state banks, and in trust companies
after a small
or one of the vice presidents
must be present to class of accounts.
They may loan on securities
form a quorum.--k
trustee who fails to attend
they are authorized
to purchase,
tip to 90 per
.,-ix consecutive
meetings
of the board unless be cent. of their market value, and not above their
has been previously
excused, or who becomes an
par. Interest
is restricted
to 5 per cent., until
officer, clerk or employ5
in any other savings
after the surplus is 15 per cent., estimating
secubank, or upon borrowing
directly or indirectly
titles at par value, or, at their market value if it
any of the funds of the bank, or becomes a surety
is below par, when, at least once in 3 years, the
for any money borrowed
or loan made by his
accmnulation
beyond is to be divided as an extra
bank, vacates his office.
Deposits shall be repaid
dividend.
Trustees may classify their depositors,
after demand,
in such manner
and
times as according to the character,
amount and duration
trustees shall prescribe,
of which notices shall be of their dealing's with the bank, aud regulate all
posted in the banking room and printed
in the
dividends,
so that each shall receive the same
pass books. -- Trustees
may
limit
deposits
in
ratable
proportion
as all others of his cltuss.-amount, refuse to receive them, or return them
Loans upon notes, bills of exchange,
drafts or
after deposit, in their discretion.
Deposits to the
any other personal
security whatever,
are forbidcredit of any one individual
or corporation
shall
den, as well as buying
or selling exchange,
gold
never exceed $3,000 in the aggregate,
unless made
or silver, or collecting
or protesting
promissory
prior to the passage of the act, or in pursuance
notes, or time bills of exchange,
or to deal or
of an order of court.--l)eposits
made by a minor
trade in any goods, wares, merchandise
or corn.
or a female, are subject to their exclusive
control,
modities whatever,
except as authorized
by the
except creditors, and shall be paid, together with
terms of the act, and except such personal propdividends
thereon, to the person
in whose name
crty as may be necessary in the transaction
of
the deposit was made.
Deposits
made by one
the bank's business.--It
is unlawfulto
allow inperson, in trust for another, unl_s
written notice
terest on deposits
for a longer time than they
of the existence
and terms of a legal and valid
have been in bank, except 10 days of grace, at
trust shall have been given to the bank, may, in
commencement
of semi-annual
interest
periods,
the event of the death of the trustee, be paid to or 3 days at the beginning
or end of any month
the person for whom the deposit was nmde.--Inmay be allowed.--.No
dividends
or interest shall
vestments
may be made only:
in United States
be declared or paid except by a vote of tile board
bonds; three-sixty-five
District of Columbia bonds,
of trustees duly recorded,
and trustees voting fox"
stocks or bonds of the state of 1N'ew York bearing
a dividend
are made personally
liable for the
interest, and of any state which
has not fox' 10 . amount voted for unless it has been earned and
years previously defaulted
in the payment of prinappears to the credit of the bank on its bovks of
cipalorinterestonanydebtauthorizedbyanyofits
account.--Trustees
acting as otllcers, who give
legislatures.
In bonds of any city, county, town
regular and faithful attendance
at the bank, may
or _,'illage of this state, issued under state laws, or receive such compensation
,_s a majority of the
in any interest bearhl/,, obligations
of the city in
board deem just and reasonable, but such majorwhich the bank is sltuated.
In bonds and mortity shall be exclusive of the tl ustee to whom corngages on unincumbered
real estate, situated in the
pensation is voted --It is unlawful
to pay trustees
state, up to 50 per cent. of the value of improved,
ibr their attendance
at board meetings.--A
comor 40 per cent. of unimproved
or unproductive
mitteeof
trustees must examine the books, vouchproperty; but no !can shall be made except on a ers, assets and affairsgenerally
of the sztvings bank,
report of an investigating
committee,
which re- twice each yehr, i. e., in JanuaD _ and July, and
port shall certify to the wdue of the premises and
report to the bank department,
on or before the
be filed among the records of the institution;
not
fir_-t of February
and August in each year, under
more than 60 per cent. of the deposits shall be ina penalty of $100 per day, for each day's delay
vested in mortgages.
In real estate necessary for
beyond the time; this report must give a list of
the bank's business, a portion of the building
not
bonds and mortg_ges,
and location of the mortrequired may be rented.
The total cost of the
_,mged premises, and of such as have been paid,
buildings and lot must not exceed 50 per cent. of
wholly or in part, or have been foreclosed,
since
the bank's net surplus.
In real estate purchased
the previous report; the cost, par value and e_tiunder foreclosure
of mortgages,
but such real
mated value of allstocks or bonds owned, with a
estate shall be sold within 5 years, unlessthe
time
detailed statement
of each particular
kind; the
is extended
by the superintendent
of the bank
amount loaned on the pledge of securities,
with
department
on application
of the txaistees.
To
full detailsof each kind, and theamount
invested
meet contingencies,
10 per cent. of deposits may
in real estate, and cost of same; the amount
of
b_. kept on hand or deposited
in state or national
cash on h,_nd, and in banks or trust companies,
banks or trust companies,
provided
the sum dewith the namesof
depositories,
and the amonnt in
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eac
nny
ter
formation1
ent may require.
The report shall also state all
the liabilities,
the amount
due depositors,
any
debts or claims against
the corporation,
which
are or may be a charge upon its assets.
The
amount of interest or profits received
must also
be stated,
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--The superintendent
is required
to visit in person, or by agents, and thoroughly
examine each
bank once in two yea,s, and oftener, at discretion,
and whenever he is satisfied tlmt any one is violating law, or following unsafe practices, or when-
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is more than four times as much.
$22,671,000
of these assets are invested in United States bonds
at par value.--Thc
high place that the savings
banks occupy
in the states named,
can not be
over estimated;
they are important
regulators
of
the moral
health of communities,
they prevent
crime, discourage
pauperism,
and lessen the taxbm'dens of the people.
Wherever
a well managed institution
exists, the people are industrious
and thrifty;
every week, on tlle days that wages
are received,
the bank is thronged
with depositors; but their use should bc still better understood, the cunndativc
nature of interest needs to
be explained,
and impressed
upon the minds of
the young
and the poor, for many persons
go
through
life wlthout
knowing
anything
of the
fact that their sat'in.qs may be made to eur_ mo_2ey
a._ truly as theD" htb,r.
There
are many states
where s-tvings banks have no existence,
which
present wide fields for benevolent
labor, and which
are well worthy the attention
of the enlightened
and philanthrol)ic
economist
and statesman.-SAVlNOS BANKS IN T_E UNm'ED KINGDOM. Like
similar institutions
in the United States they have
hecn subjects of special legislation,
but since 1868
all are managed
under an act passed by parliament in tlntt year.
Every savings bank is certifled under its provisions,
and no other institution
can take the title of "Savings
Bank certified
under the act-of
1863."
They are managed
by
boards of local trustees,
none
of whom
are
allowed to be depositors.
At least two persons
are required
to be parties to every transaction
with depositors;
every officer must give good
security for the faithful and just execution of his
duties; one or more auditors,
independent
of the
hoard of trustees,
must be appointed
by them,
who 'shall examine
the books and report
in
writing
to the trustees
the result of such audit,
not less than twice each year; also at the close of
each year cxamincan
extracted list of the depositors' balances, and certify to the assets and liabilitics of the bank, such extracted
list to be open
to the inspection
of any depositor as regards his
own account._The
deposit_)r's pass book must be
comp.tred with the ledger on every transaction
of
repayment, and on its first production
at the bank
after the annual
ba]anec.--The
trustees
arc required to hold meetings at least twice a year, and
keep proper minutes of the proceedings;
also to
nmke weekly
returns
to government
of busihess tran_'tcted,
and renderammaliy
such general
statement of the funds, etc., as the commissioners
for the reduction
of the nationaldebt
may require,
If these regulations
are duly complied with, the
trustees are free from personal liability.--Savings
banks mayreceive
from individual
depositors any
sum up to £80 in any one year, or £150 in all,
which, with interest
credited,
may run up to
£200, when interest shall cease.
From charitable

to time or amount.--No
person is permitted
to
have more than one savings bank account.
Every
person on opening an account in a savings hank
is obliged to testify in writing
that he has no
other account, and is not entitled
to any benefit
from the funds of any savings bank; any violation of this law within
the United
Kingdom
works a forfeiture
of his wholedeposit
or 1)eneliL
to the govcrnmcnt.--These
deposits art; all to I,e
placed izl the bank of England,
or the bank _Jf
Ireland, to the credit of the commissioners
for
the reduction
of the national
debt, who invest
them in government
securities, paying the l)_mk £3
per cent. interest on the samc.--The
trustees of
e:lt'h bank allow their depositors such interest as
they think proper, not exceeding £2 15s. per cent.;
with the difference
they must pay all expense
of managing
their bank.--To
secure depositors
whose balances
amount
to £200 from lt)ss of
interest, trustees may invest for depositor'.- benefit
that, and any larger sulns in any manner
that
may be desired, with the approval
of the trustees,
but at the depositor's risk.
By an act of parliameat passed at the last session, any depositor in
a savings bank, besides having under £200 there,
drawing
£2 15s. per cent. interest,
hasthe additional privilege of depositing
any sum from £10
to £100 in a 3'ear or £300 in all, for the purchase
of government
stock.
The bankand
the national
debt commissioners
will effect purchases
and
sales for investors at the market price of the day.
charging
them a small commission
for each tr;tnsaction,viz.,
9d. for£10;
ls. 3d. for £50; 2s. 3d. for
£100, investors to take the risk of fluctuations
in
market valuc.--The
returns for l_*ovember, 1878,
show that there were 458 I)anks with _244,255,890
deposits, due to upward
of 1,500,000 depositors;
the expense of managing
averages
about _ of !
per cent.
The surplus
in commissioners'
hands
was about _- of 1 per cent.--The
banks vary in
size; nearly half the number
have under 1,000
depositors,
while several have over 50,(DO, and
one, the l'qational
Security
savin,,as bank, of
Glasgow, has 110,05t depositors,
and £3,288,448
due them.
The most successful
banks are tho_
which are open for business daily at convenient
hours, where money is paid on dc:nand without
notice;
which have hr_tnch offices and conduct
their business
with freedonl
from unnece_'_lry
routine.
In Glasgow the b'n_k named has a head
office and four branches open daily from 10 to ;-_,
and three evenings
a week from 5 or 6 to 8
o'clock.
]n Manchester
there is "t head office and
three branches;
in Liverpool,
a head office and
two branches;
in Edinburgh,
a head office and
two branches.
All these are open during
the
same hours.
In London
there are several large
banks, also at Exeter,
Leeds,
Sheffield,
etc.
PENNY BANKS are feeders to the ordinary savinws
banks; their work is elementary
and educationat,

societies or penny
banks, £100 in one )'ear anti
£300 in all, or without
limit if the government
t)flicials give consent.
From
friendly
societies,
duly registered,
deposits
without
limit either as
17
voL. I.--17

In some towns they are associated
to promote
harmony of action, the formation
of new ont_.
and for general efficiency.
In Glasgow there are
209 such hanks with 55,744 dcpositors,
_Ll,d ,n
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Liverpool
119, with 33,674 depositors;
all are con¢lueted on the same principles.
Each is an independent institution
connected
with some school
or religious
body, and under tim management
of
a small number
of trustees,
who guarantee
the
depositors
against loss and appoint
the officials,
They "_re generally
open one or two hours on one
evening a week and are conducted
ahnost entirely
by vohmtecrs.
Any sum from one penny upward
i_ received, and wherever any depositor has saved
a pound sterling, that sum is transferred
in the
depositor's
own name to the savings bank.
By
this process the trustees diminish
their responsibility, and their depositors
are taught the way to
the savings bank.
These little banks do an incalculable
amount of good in their modest
way.
In and around
Glasgow
last year £17,686 were
thus transferred,
and in Liverpool
£5,296.
Statistics show that 921 permanent
savings
bank
depositors
were trained
during
the year by the
Liverpool
penny banks. --The
attention
of educaters has been directed toward the policy of givtag some instruction
in the principles
of thrift in
the elementary
schools.
The results are shown
in the annual reports of the Glasgow and Liverpool penny banks already
cited, and it is fouml
that, not only are children easily taught, but that
parents arc induced by their children also to save
and open accounts
in the banks.--:PosToFI,'ICE
SAw_c,s B._KS were established
by act of parliament in 1861.
On Sept. 16 of that year 301 were
opened in England and Wales.
They were chartered to meet the growing wants of the people for
a place of security
for their savings, and to give
facilities
to those who lived in places remote
from any trustee
savings
bank.
Losses had
occurred,
the result of fraud and embezzlement
on the part of tbc officers of the last named institutions,
for which
trustees
could not be held
responsible;
efforts to reform
existing
abuses
resulted,
in the 3"ear slated, in the establishment
of the new system without
arbitrarily
interfering
with the old.
Certain postoffices in the United
Kingdom aredesignated,which
at present includes
nearly all the money order offices, where the deposits of one shilling or its multiples
are received,
The law relating
to the amount
that may be
received from one person and its accumulations,
is the same as that in force with regard to other
savings banks.
The depositor
receives
g passbook in which his deposit
is entered, and the
postmaster
general is notified by the official on
_he same day, and he acknowledges
it to the
depositor within 10 days.--The
money isinvested
by the national
debt commissioners
in the usual
vcay, in government
funds.
Interest at the rate
of £2 10s. per cent. per annum
is allowed on
amounts of £1 or any muhiple,
up to the maxi
mum amount
allowed
to be deposited
by one
person.
The govermnent
is responsible
for the
rep._ymcnt
of all moneys received at designated
postoflices, so _hat depositors are secured against
um distmnesty
of officials.
A depositor
may
apply lor repayment
at any postofficc
savings

bank in the kingdom, and may direct payment
to
be made to him at that, or any other postoffiee
bank.
IIis order is forwarded
to the postmaster
general in London, and after waitin_ two or three
days, he receives a warrant
on the designated
office, which he presents, together
with his passbook, and receives the money.--These
banks seem
to grow in favor )'ear by year; they arc ad_'nirably
adapted for the rural districts, small towns and
villages, but the formality
and delay inseparable
from postoffice repayments,
also the postman's
visit with letters, revealing
a postoffice
account
to the household,
and often to the neighborhood,
make them undesirable
for many of the dwellers
in large towns and cities.
They are preferred in
localities
where the old savings
banks are only
open a few hours a week, wlfile the postoffice
banks are open every day during business hours.
They pay ¼ per cent. per annum less interest;
but
the securityis
considered
better for reasons before
stated.--In
December, 1878, the number of depositors in the United
Kingdom
was 1,892,756, of
whbm 1,773,010 were in England
and Wales,
51,107 in Scotland,
and 68,639 in Ireland.
The
balance standing to their credit was £30,411,563,
the average balance to each being £16 ls. 4d., and
the total amount
of interest
paid in the year
£699,603.
The number of deposits was 8,360,636,
and the number
of wzthdrawals
1,304,616--The
average daily number of deposits was 10,982, but
one day they numbered
24,217, the amount
deposited
being £80,096.--The
success
of postoffice savings banks in the United Kingdom,
and
their introduction
in other European
countries,
have attracted
attention
in the United States, and
the late postmaster
general
recommended
their
adoption
by the United
States government
as a
means of funding
the national
debt.
If this
scheme should be resorted
to, the government
would be obliged to offer a fxed rate of interest.
United States bonds having
25 years to run, are
selling in the market at a price that pays the inrester but a fraction over 3 per cent. per annum,
and if a series should bc issued to run an indefinite number of years at the pleasure
of the buyer,
as savings bank deposits do, they could be easily
negotiated
at par or above it, if they bore 3 per
cent. per annum interest.
This is the maximum
rate that the government
needs to pay when it
wishes to borrow:
now to manage a system of
postoffice savings banks, would cost the department at least _ of 1 per cent., which deducted
from the maximum
rate, would leave but 2} per
cent. for depositors.
As the savings banks in the
United States pay about 4 per cent., the government could not hope successfully
to compete with
them at this reduced
rate.--The
conditions
not
being the same in this and European
countries,
is
another hindrance
to the establishment
of postoffice banks: there, public debts increase ; here, the
people pay off the debt, and if this is continued
at the same rate, in the future, that has ruled in
the past 15 years, the funded debtwill
be entirely
paid off in about 25years;
therefore
it is evident,
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that the d.ebt, an which it is proposed
to found
theseinstitutions.beingtemporary,
the institutions
themselves
would be short lived.--Lookin$
at the
_natter from another
standpoint,
civil service reform would have to make further progress befo,'c
it would be possible to induce the two million
savings bank depositors,
or two other millions, to
pl_ec _24 million dollars into the hands of the
postmasters
of the country,
and the government
would require a higher standard
of capacity for
these officials than mere party loyalty before it
could afford the risk of transit forso large a sum.
--_[ILITARY SAVINGSBANKS, m_d SAVINGs BANKS
FOl_ SE,U_E-_, have been established
in the United
Kingdom
for the benefit of soldiers and sailors,
and as auxiliaries
to the general
system.--The
statistics arc not important,
and do not show anything of the thrift of these classes;
thosemnonp;
them who desire to save usually prefer to go to
the ordinary banks._SAvINGSBANI_Sr._FR._CE,
The first institution
was a joint stock society
established
in Paris under the name of the "Ca£q_'e
d' Ep_trgne. el de .PrJcoyalwe de Paris"
in _Iay,
1818, modeled
after the English
savings banks,
Similar banks were established
at Bordeaux
and
)Ietz in 1819, at Rouen in "1820, and at 3Iarscilles,
Brest, :Nantes, Troyes, ctc., in 1821. The founders
were the managers,
and _.hcy constituted
a close
corporation;
this method
has survived
in some
savings banl_s, but it has been generally replaced
by an organization
in which
the administrators
are clected by the municipal
council and of which
the mayor ispresident.--The
personal liability of
a joint stock associ'ttion,
became a source of uneasiness to the trustees who were d ing a work of
pure benevolence,
and the state, by law in 18°9,
authorized
the funds to be paid into the trcasury,
which iu 1837 was amcnded byordering
them i_to
the government
deposit and consignment
office, a
bank under direct control of parliament.
On the
15th of June,
1835, the first organic
law was
passed in relation to savings banks.
2_n amendment of June 22, 1845, reduced the maximum
of
each deposit from 3,000 francs to 1,500 francs, or
2,000 francs, including
accrued interest.
In 1851
a further amendment
reduced
the maximum
to
1,000 francs.
This limitation
was owing to the
fear of difficulty in paying cash in a time of crisis,
which owing to injudicious
management
in 1848
(a time of revolution)
has forced nearly
all the
banks into liquidation.
In 1870 they had less
trouble, which in Paris was altogether
neutralizcd
by adopting a measurc which had been used with
success in this country
in 1857: tills was to pay a
percentage only of deposits on the firstapplication,
and require an interval of time for each successire payment, except in cases of extreme necessity
on the part of the depositor,
when the regulation
was modified to the circumstances
of each case.
This cla_se de sat_egarde
was embodied
in the
,_ella law for savings banks and ad,_pted by the
halian parliament
in 1875.
The trustees
of saytugs banks in the United
States are allowed
by
law to require ;30 or 60 days' notice of intention to

or_

withdraw
a deposit, which in a time of crisis they
are obliged to take advantage
of, and in a panic
it usually stops a run on the bank if the institution is in a sound condi|ion.
At such times the
_reat majority
are influenced to ask for their deposits, only from fear that the early applicants
will get all the money and leave them in the
lurch.
They know by experience,
tlmt if an unusual call is tact at first by prompt
payment in
full. it is only a question of a few days when the
bank will be compelled
to suspend
from lack of
rcady cash, if the demand comiaues.
Theh' conelusions are right although
they may not reason
from the proper premises;
but it is simply tropessible to receive deposits and invest them and return the money on demand.--By
the law of April,
1881, deposits with accrued
interest may amount
to 2,000 francs, but when an account
surpasses
this sum written notice is to bc sel,t to the depositor, and if, within three months following,
the
deposit is not reduced,
20 francs of it will be invested in rc;_tes for h s account without expense to
him.
Interest on tim surplus will cease from the
time written notice is sent.
This law also provides that in times of extreme
necessity
the
council of state may authorize
the savings banks
to m'lke paymcnts
in instalhncnts
as small as 50
francs at intervals of two weeks.--All
French sayingsbanksareundcrstatesupcrintendenecthrough
its inspector of finance, and the govermnent
deposit and consignment
office receives and manages
the funds and pays 4 per cent. interest to each
bank.
The savings banks are, in fact, simple administrative
agencies, intermediates,
between the
depositors
and the governmcnt
deposit and consigument office, where the money is received and
increased byinterest.
E'lch savings bank receives
4 per cent. interest, which it pays to each depositor, less a deduction reserved fro" expenses, which
is from 25 to 50 centimes, except in Paris where
it is 75 centmaes, i. e., :t to ½ of 1 per cent. ill the
prownces,
"rod _- of 1 per cent. in Paris.
Out of
this amount, reserved for expenses, the best managed banks are ea'tbled to create a surplus fund
to mcet (rises and pay extraordinary
expenses.
Deposits of one franc and ut)ward are received.
The account of a mutual aid society may amouLt
to 8,000 francs, or if the society is registered,
the
amount
of the account
m.ty be cqual to 1,000
francs for each member.--Sailors
on the maritime
registry
are allowed
to deposit at one time the
total amount of their pay on being shipped or discharged.--Ever)'
depositor may have the whole, or
any part of his account
converted
gratuitously
into reMcs, by his savings bank, and it may be
authorized
by tlm depositor to retain the securities
and collect the intercst.--The
funds deposiled are
payable on demand, certain delays of the treasury
exccpted.--On
making his first depnsit each depositor receives a numbered
book, in which is
entered
every transaction
with the bank, and
which is his voucher against the bank.
No depositor can have more than one book, either in
the same or different banks.
If one violates th;s
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rule his deposits will be returned without interest,
and lie will be forever excluded
from the savings
bank --By
a law of Aug. 23, 1875, the po_toffices and tax offices can he employed
as auxiliaties by the savings banks, and be authorized
by
the minister of finance jointly with the minister
of agTiculture
and commerce, who has the savings
banks in his department.
A bank which obtains
tlmse aids in its district, possesses the advantages
of having more agents spread over a larger territory, particularly
in the country,
and working
every day through
thc postofllces,
and in the
smaller
localities
through
the tax collectors,
thus taking as assistants
the receivers and payers
of deposits, who do the greater part of the work,
and arc paid the moderate
sum of 10 centimes for
eacal deposit
"or draft, which
is less than the
amount reserved for the expense of each transaction by the savings bank, and it transacts
its bustness by means of documents,
and without handling coin, or incurring
the risk of embezzlement,
since the agencies, both postmasters
and collectors,
receive the deposits for the bank and pass the
funds directly to the government
deposit office,
where the saving's bank is duly credited with the
proper amount.
In the same manner
the withdrawals are paid to the depositor,with
the money
furnished
by tlm same office, and all the transactions with tide savings bank are in writing.--The
convenience
to the depositor
is also augmented,
and his deposits lend to increase by bringing the
• savings bank nearer to him.
By the law of April,
1881, the postal savings banks received
from the
government
3¼ per cent. interest per annum, and
will pay to the depositors 3 per cent. interest,
beginning on the 1st and 16tl> of each month after
the
day of deposit.
The
majority
of sayings batiks also have bran('hcs
of their own;
there _ere, in 1880, 521 banks and 736 branches,
with about 3,838,000 depositors, and 1,281,000,000
of francs on deposit,
equal to $256,200,000.-BefOOL SAvI_'_s B._,',-KS. The first legacy
of
10,000 francs, which by his will, Dr. Guinard,
who died in 1867, directed
should be given in
perpetuity,
every 5 years, to the one, who should
have made the best treatise, or the best invcntion,
to amcliorate
the material or intellectual
position
of the working
class in general,
without distinction, was in 1872 awarded to M. F. I,aurent,
professor of civil law in the University
of Ghent,
for his treatise entitled, 6'onfdrence Sur l'Epa_y_e,
The jury of five distinguished
persons, chosen by
tlle king of Belgium,
from a list of ten, proposed
by the royal academy, sa)'s: " that the idea which
th_ treatise
develops is so just, so fruitful
for
the future, and in the places where it has been
applied,
and notably in Ghent, has given results
so remarkable,
that it has appeared
to re.unite all
the conditions
which the founder of the prize had
in view in really ameliorating
the condition
of the
working
class, as to fully merit the snffrages of
tim jury."--Thc
professor
had demonstrated
the
benefits of the timory by 6 years of work, having
commenced
in 1866 to apply this new branch of

education,
by showing the teachers in the publicschools, the hcads of families,
and the pupils, the
moral value of the idea, by means of his treatise
and by personal visitation.
The book was soon
published
in Flemish, as well as in French,
by
the government,
and 19,000 copies were distributed.
In it he shows that adults have inveterate
habitsof
expenditure,
and maintains
that the best
means of causingthe
spirit of economy to become
a habit of tile people, is to teach it to their children and require them to practice it; that nothing
is easier than to inspire in the young
a t_stc for
saving which can bc accomplished
in the public
schools, where the managers
and teachers
have
constant opportunities
of enforcing
and illustratting the advantages
of saving, and where facilities
can bc easily afforded for canting
out the lessons
of economy, by means of penny banks, conducted
in the schools.
Then he arranged
the operations
of them, and their rclatinns with the savings bank
of the city, in a way which seemed to him the
simplest,
the safest, and the most educating.
His
labors wcrc crowned
with singular
success;
out
of 15,392 pupils in the city of Ghent, in 1873,
13,032 were depositors
in savings banks, and they
had to their credit, 462,800 francs, nearly $7.20.
each.--The
managers
testify that the system has
produced
a marked effect for good on thesocial
and moral life of the working
class.--The
system
extended
to hundreds
of other towns, and has.
createdgrcatinterestthroughoutBelbdum,
Fr'mce,
Great Britain, Austria,
Hungary,
Italy and other
countries --In
France these
school
hanks h,d
been introduced,
up to 1879, into 83 department_
out of 86 in the republic.
Returns, duly certified,
to January,
1878, show that there were in 60 departments,
8,033 school banks with 177,040depositingpupils,
__43,272 of whom had books in the
large savings banks.
The total deposit of these
pupils was 2,964,352 francs.--The
plan of opcratting thesc school banks is so simple and iuexpensire, that they may be introduced
into anyschool
with little trouble.
A bhmkbookis
provided for
tide school, ruled with 12 vertical
columns
for
months,
which are subdivided
into 4 or 5 for
weeks, with inter-columns
for dollars and cents.
At the left hand tile pupil's name is written.
On
two or more large pages the accounts
of a good
sized school can be kept.
Cards to be foldedoncc,
to keep the writingclcan,
are ruled like the register and provided for each depositing
scholar, on
which his name is written.
An appointed
hour
one day in the week is set apart for instruction
and practice
in the lesson of thrift.
As each
scholar's name is called, he comes forward
with
his deposit of a pcnny or more, which is received
by the attending
teacher, tile amount
entered in
the register, then in the scholar's card book, which
is returned
to lfim as his voucher.
The total
amount received each day is footed in the register
and deposited in gross in some savings bank, in
the name of the school.
When
any scholar's
total deposit amounts to a certain sum, (inFrance
and Belgium
it is one franc, in Great Britain _,
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pound sterling,) it is transferred
to his credit in
the savings bank and charged
to the school ac,count by authority
of tile teacher,
the school
register and scholar'scard
book, each having conforming entries made in them.
The card book is
retained to enter pennies in and the account runs
_on as at first.--The
scholar
receives
no interest
_mtil he opens his account in the large bank. but
the school receives interest on the gross balance
1(>its credit, which pays for stationery,
and if anything remains over, it is distributed
in rewards, to
_.he most worthy
or the too'st regular
depositor
mnong tlle seholars.--Parents
become interested,
aml not only add extra penuies to their children's
deposits,
but are induced to try the experiment
lbr themselves,
by opening dcpositsin
the savings
bank on flmir own account.
Once the habit is
_l)egun, it tends to increase as time goes on; and
as they note the semi-annual
additions of interest
credited,
which their savings
have earned,
but
which they do not always quite understand,
it acts
a_s an +_dditional stimulus,
and induces
further
,economics which in tim beginning
they had not
thoughtpossible.--Nopeol)le,
probably.needtol)e
_aught thrift more than the poorer class in tim
United States.
On account of the case with which
_noney is obtained
in prosperous
times like the
present, no nation is more extravagant
and prodigal in expenditures.
Too many of our we_dthy
people set bad e:_amples by their luxurmus
habits,
:but there is a large class of prudent
rich ones,
who, though they may censure a serv.mt for using
two matches to light a candle when one is sufli,cicnt, still give $100 for a benevolent
object ;
they "tgrce with Franklin
who said. +' whoever
tells :,.ou that the condition
of humanity
can be
anaelior'tted
by any other means than labor and
saving, is your enemy and would corrupt
your
judgment."
Let us therefore, instead of opening
soup lmuscs in the days of adversity,
establish
savings banks in prosperous
times, and by the
systematic
d_stribution
of information
in workshops and dwellings,
instruct
the people, and by
establishing
penny banks in the schools, teach the
,children how they may become capitalists,
so that
when they become men and women they will
know how to help themselves
and their posterity,
--Savings
banks in other European countries have
increased
in number and in influence since 1875
At that date in Switzerland,
the depositors
were
about 1 in 5 of population;
in Denmark
about 1
ia 6; iu Sweden and Norway
about 1 ia 8; in
Prussia about 1 in 1_; in Austria
and Hunga_ 3"
about 1 in 14; and they are conducted
with suctess in Belgium, IIolland,
Italy, Spain qnd Portugat and Russia.--In
the civilized part of Europe,
<:omprising
in 1879 210,000,000
of inhabitants,
there were, according toA. de Malavcc, 14,000,000
depositors with a sum ou deposit
of more than
8 milliards of francs, equal to $1,600,000,000
--For
fuller details the reader is referred to the following works and essays:
A Practical
Treatise on
,.¢;aci_,g_B_tnks, their Past History ar_l P_ esen t Con.
ditio_+, by Arthur
Scratchley,
M. A., London,
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1860; article, Uai_*eD'Epargne,
par Louis Leclerc
and Ch. Coquelin..D_etion,.aire
de Z'Eco_wmie
Politique, Paris, 1873; Con/Yrence sur L'Eparcjne
par F. Laurent, Bruxelles,
1873; prdc$dde du rapport du J+tlT, qui a d_;cer_+dle prix; Guil_ard a la
CoT_fi;relwe sur l'Epargne;
L'Ecole Primaire
etla
Catsses d" Epa_yne, par Arthur LeGrand, Matte de
Mi]ly, Paris, 1874; History of Savings Banksfr,,m
their I_wzptwn in 1816 do_mz to 1874. with discussions of their Theory, Practice, W,)rkfngs,
I5.esent
Co_diffon and Prospa:ffce ])evelopment, by Emerson
W. Keys, New York, 1876; The Law _'elating to
Trustees a?2d l'osto_ce Sa_i_gs Bantam, with _wtes of
Deci.,ions ,rid A w.ards, by Urquhart
A. Forbes,
London, ;1878; Trustee or Certified Savings Banks
of the LSdted Kingdom,
by Thonms Banner Newton, Liverpool,
1878, pamphlet.
8vo; La_ 6'a_e.s
d' Epa,T/ne, Scolaires e,, Hongrie,
par Bernard
Franccois Weisz, (Traduit du Ito_gro_;_). Eudapest,
1878; La Ca_s,w d'Epa_yne,
pour la Vi/le ])':lm+
stcrdam, Amsterdam,
1878, par E. J. Everwija
Langc, Secretary;
Zes Sercices D'Eparg_,e
Populaire, Caisses d'Epa_yne,
Cai&_es d'Epargne
,5'eolaires, 13ureaux d" Epargne des __*_,ufactures et Atelieq's, par A. de Malarcc,
Paris, 1879, :l_r. in 8;
Lette, Sparkr_ssenwesen
in Faucher's
Vierteljahr_ehrift, 1, p. 54, etc.; 5Iangoldi,
Die aufgabe, step
lung _+nd Einrichtung
der Sparkassen;
Constantin
Schmid,
])as Sparkas,_enwe,_en
b_ .Deutschland;
Spyri, .Die Ersparnis_k_tssen
der Schweiz/
llorn
.Des 6'aisses d'Eparg_+e ea France, in the Jo+trnal
des 2_co_wm£_tes, vol. 41. p. 70, etc. ; and the official works, Rapports
sur les (/ai&_cs d' Epar.qne/
Casse di ri,_parmio, in the A_n2mno Stat£_tico Italiario, by Correnti
and Maestri, p. 603, etc.
(See
ACCUMULATION, SA_.'I2_G.)
Jon-_ P. TOW,_S__'-D, zNew York, 1881.
BAR, The, a term applied collectively to all
who give professional
assistance to othc_ in legal
controversies,
and are lic(,nsed by some competent authority
to do so. The termin tills sense is
variously ascribed to the fact that the space occu
pied by advocates
in a court of justice, is separated by a rail or bar from that which is ai)propriated to spectators,
and to a sel)ar'_lion in a like
mamJer of the benchers
and readers
from the
students iu inns of court on public occasions.As soon as a people emerge from barbarism,
:t
body of men who make it their business
to expound the law, and assist those who may need
assistance in legal matte_,
is always observed to
make its appe'_rance, as one of the requisites of
civilizatmn
and legal order, and tim state confers
upon its members special and peculiar privileges
by law, and at the same time place_ them under
regulations
more or less strict, for the protection
of the public and of those wire may place their
interests
in their care.
In the earliest accotmts
we have of judicial
investigations,
the litigants
are brought into court in person, and are permitted to give their own account of the controversy,
and the judges, after inquiring further, if the case
seems to require it, proceed togivc judgment
for
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the one or the other, according
as his story seems
most plausible, or bcst supported
by such evidence
asis at hand.
This places the ignorant and simple at the mercy of the cunning, crafty and dcsigning, and it is easily made the means of perverting
justice,
and clothing
wrong
with the
forms of law.
In the famous description
of the
shield wrought
by Hephmstus
for Achilles, the
picture of a judicial
tri'll is gi_;en, and we perccive, immediately,
that timmost persuasive voice
is expected to succeed, whatever may be the mcrits, unless perhaps the clamor
of partisans,
who
arc active and noisy about the court, shall sway
the action of the judges in the other direction,
That
this would
be so is by no means
unlikely in any case in which popular sympathy
is
aroused or popular prejudice
strongly excited, or
even where money or family influence was able to
produce the appearance
of strong popular feeling,
In Athens there seems to have been no distinct
class of men who made advocacy
their bnsiness,
and causes were expected to be managed
by some
one interested
therein;
but friends sometimes
appearcd to support
the cause of those who lacked
the ability or the eloquence
to speak on their own
behalf, and sometimes
a public prosecutor
was
appointed
for a particular
case, as Pericles w'ls
called upon by the people to prosecute
Cimon,
when
the latter was accused
of having
been
bribed to abandon the invasion of _Iacedon.--In
Rome, in its early days, the state of things was
quite ,as little conducive
to regular
and unimpasstoned judicial
investigations,
hut gradually
patrons assumed the defense of their defendants
or
clients, and, as _Niebuhr describes the obligations
and duties springing
from that relation,
"all elieats, however different in rank and consequence,
were entitled Io paternal protection
from the patron; he was bound
to relieve their distress, to
appear for them in court, to expound
the law to
them, civil and pontiiical.
On tile other hand,
clients were obliged
to be heartily
dutiful
and
obedient to their patron, to promote
his honor, to
pay his mulcts and fines, to aid him, jointly with
the members of his house, in bearing burdens for
the commonwealth
and defraying
the charges of
public offices, to contribute
to the portioning
of
his daughters,
and to ransom him or whoever
of his
family
might
fall
into the enemy's
hands."
The obligation
to expound
the law for
his defendanls
rendered
the patron subject to fiequent calls, aud made the study of the law a nccessity, and those patrons who acquired
reputation as specially learned and wise were frequently
consulted
by others also. a_d became
known as
juris consult/.
So extensive
was the business of
some of them, that students
attended
them to
learn the law from their exposition
of it, and Sollowed them into thc forum that thcy might study
and imitate their oratory.
Some of them, however, were not advocates,
but sat at home like
oracles
delivering
opinions
to those who called
for them, with tlleir students
gathered
about to
listen and learn.
The advocates were not corn-

pensated
for their services
unless by voluntary
gifts, nor did the patron expect payment
from hia
client otherwise than in the discharge of the reciprocal duties of the client above enumcrated;
but it was the patron's _dm and interest to make
his clientage
as large as possible, for his importance in the state, his political
influence
and
the gratification
of his ambition
for high ofllce
depended
largely upon it.
He was, therefore,
interested
in espousing
earnestly
the cause of
his client, and protecting
him to the full extent
of his ability.
Many
jurisconsults
delivered
opinions
freely upon similar
considerations,
"but
others took fees, and their services
were often
employed
by advocatcs
in their preparation
for
important
trials.
Forensic
orators
were
also
sometimes
employed by others than their clients,
and instances
arc recorded
wherc their services
were engaged by cities and provinces to iml)cach
or prosecute
at Rome, the officers who were accused of high crimes.
In such cases a gratuity
would bc expccted, and the advocacy of causes
thus, at length,
became a matter
of business,
which was sometimes
united with the giving of
opinions and sometimes not.
The advocate was
not expected
to gather the information,
or, .is it
would now be phrased, look up the evidence for
the trial, but this was done by a lower grade of
professional
agents called procurators.
A like
distinction
between
those _ho
prepare
tlle case
for trial and those who present it to the court has
prevailed
in most European
states in modcrz_
times;
and in France,
Belgium,
Geneva,
and
some of the German states, the advocates
constitute an association
or order into which admission
can be obtained only by their own conscnt.--Lawyers, as a distinct
class or profession,
made their
appearance
in England
soon after the conquest,
and as soon as the courts were permanently
]ocated at Westminster,
practitioners
gathered
ahont
tile place of sitting, and schools for the reception
of students sprung up, in which the most eminent
and approved
practitioners
gave
instruction.
These schools were not always
regarded
with fa.vor, and in 19th Henry III., that monarch
issued
a mandate for their suppression
by the nmnicipat
authorities
of London;
and this led to, or was
followed
by, the establishment
of inns beyond
the jurisdiction.
A palace before occupied
by
IIenry Lacy, carl of Lincoln, was taken for this
purpose in the early part of the fourteenth
ccntury, and has since been known as Lincoln's
inn.
The temple was also taken for the same purpose
soon after, and a little later Gray's inn was established, the name taken for it being that of the
proprietors
of thc soil.
In the temple two societies were established,
known as inner temple and
middle temple, and the four inns of court exist
as places for instruction
in the law to this d'_y,
and each has subordinate
and dependent
inns
known as inns of chancery,
where instruction
is
given preparato]T
to admission
lo the inns of
court.
Each of the inns of court is independent
of the others,
but their regulatious
for calling
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persons to the bar are substantially
the same. The
govermnent
is in the hands of the benchers,
who
are selected from the barristers
according to seniority.
Students are uot called to the bar until
they have been for 5 years members
of one of
tll('se societies,
unless they nre of the deg'ree of
master of arts or bachelor of laws of one of the
universities,
when it may be 3 )'cars; nor until
they have passed an approved examination
by the
sfwiety to which they belong.
The call makes
them barristers,
and after 16 years' service a I)arrister may be called to the degree of serge.rot.
From the sergeants
the attorney
general and solieitor general are chosen, and it is customary
also
t(lde_ignmieccrtain
membersnsking's(orqueen's)
counsel;
the designation
being one of honor
rather chan of profit.
Thesocietics
named enjoy
the exclusive privilege of calling to the bar, and
they may also expel a member
for cause, and
thereby
disbar
him.
:Barristers
and sergeants
can make no contract
for compensation,
b_xt the
custom is to deliver with the brief a fee proportioued to the importance
of the case, and the expected value of the desired
service, and ainu to
pay a like fee on any consultation.
The h)wer
order of practitioners
in England is tlmt of attorneys, who are regularly
admitted
to practice by
the respective
courts upon examination.
These
issue writs, - prepare
and serve
pleadings,
do
whatever may be necessary to prepare the case for
the advocate, and then instruct the advocate by a
brief which is to be his guide on the trial.
They
are not at liberty to appear
as advocates
in the
higher courts, but are represented
there by barristel's or sergeants.
Attorneys are paid according
to a fee bill prescribed
by law, and they may
bring suit for their fees.
In chancery
thep_actitioners are called
solicitors,
corresponding
to
attorneys
in the law courts, and counselors
who
are the Ddvocates.
In the ecclesiastical
courts the
l)ractitioners
are proctors and doctors of the civil
law, and in tile courts of adnfiralty they are procfurs and counselors.
Advocates
may practice
in
different courts, but they are expected
to choose
the branch of law to which they will give attention, and confine their practice
chiefly to the appropriate court or courts.--The
profession
in Ireland corresponds
to that of England,
a_d requires
no ,pccial notice. The barristers arc only admitted
after keeping certain terms in the inns of court of
London,
and at the king's
inn at Dublia.--In
Scotland the several grades are writers, solicitors
and 'Ldvocates,
the latter being licensed by the
faeulty
of advocates.-In the United
States
the members of the legal profession are attorneys
and counselors at law, solicitol.'s 'rod counselors in
chancery, and proctors
and counselors
iu admir, lty; but the distinction
between the two grades
has become almost nominal in the states generally,
:rod purely nominal
in some.
Attorneys
may
appear as advocates in all the courts, but in a few
('a._es counsel
are required
to sign pleadings
or
give certificates
of merits.
C_mnsel, when any
distinction ismade, arc merely attorncys who havc
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been for a certain time at the bar.
They may not
only contract for acoml)ensation
for their services,
lint in the absence of any speeivl contract, the law
implies one ou which suit will lic. It is never
thought discreditable
for counsel in Ameri(.a to
bring suit lbr fees which
will not be paid with
out, though reputable counsel seldom do so except
in extreme cases.
In France, where an advocate
may sue for his fees, it is commonly
esteemed
unprofessional
to do so, but the custom is more
general to pay in advance
than it is in America.
Attorneys are licensed
to practice
in the several
courts by the courts themselves,
sometimes under
miles prescribed
by statutes, and sometimes under
regulations
which
the courts
prescribe.
The
rules are exceedingly
dissimilar:
all th'_tisprescribed in many states is, that an applicant for
license shall be a male resident of the proper age,
and pass an approved
examination,
but in other
states he must produce
evidence of having pursued the study
of the law in the office of a
practitioner
or in a law school for a period of
time named, which period ranges from two )'ears
to live.
A. very large proportion
of students are
educated
in ti'm law schools.
In some slates
females, giving evidence
of tile proper qualification, may bc admitted to the bar, and some few
have been admitted.
Tim federal
courts admit,
on motion, those who are practicing
attorneys in
the highest state court.--In
Great Britain advocates as well as the judges nmst appear in court
in wigs and gowns, but this is not required in
America.
In the SUl)reme court of the United
States, however, the judges
wear gowns.--lt
is
important
now to understand
what are the l)rivileges of the members of the bar, and what arc
the rights and privileges of those who emph)y
them.
In general terms it may be said tlmt the
conduct
of business ill the higher courts is exelusively in the hands of the bar, though a party
has a right to conduct
his own suit in person ff
hc shall see tit to do _o, but unless he is familiar
with legal forms he wouhl scarcely
bc safe in
venturing to act in person, whatever luight be his
ability.
Judges of courts arc also expected to he
appointed from among the members of the b,r,
and in some states this is required by law Prosecuting or district attorneys
are also chosen from
the same body of men, and so arc the officers who
perform
the duties of master
in chaucer)'.
In
respect to justices
and judges of inferior courts
no such requirement
is made, and in Iho._c courls
any one m,_y appear as an advocate whom a party
sees fit to employ.--It
is rcnmrkable
that the iuii
privilege
of transferring
tile deft,use of his (.ase
to counsel was formerly
restricted in :Englanu to
civil cases aml cases of misdemeanor.
On trials
for treason and felony the accused was permittcct
to be heard by counsel on such questions
of law
as might arise; but it was considered
the (lmy oi
the judge to be vigilant that no injustice
{)e done
to an accused party, and the judge alone couia
call the attention
of the jury
to sucil facts as
might be supposed
to favor the defense.
':t'hm
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idea that the accused, if innocent, would
be protected by the counsel and assistance of the judge
was pleasant in theory, but it could seldom have
much foundation
in fact, and was sometimes
a
cruel mockery.
The prosecution
was usually
presented
by able counsel, and the kecnest
and
most fair-minded
judge would be wholly unprepared, except in the simplest
cases, to bring out
the facts which might
rebut
the case for the
crown.
To do this, outside investigations
would
be required,
and these the accused wonld seldom
have the opportunity
for making, and the judge
never.
"I have myself often,"
said a learned
counselor whose practice
in the last century was
unsurpassed
in extent,
'" seen l)ersons I thought
innocent
convicted,
and the guilty
escape,
for
warn of some acute and intelligent
counsel
to
show the bearings
of the different
cil'cumstances
on the conduct
aml situation
of the prisoner."
Learned judges gave testimony
to the same effect,
Yet, although
the privilege
of full defense by
counsel
was conceded
to persons
accused
of
treason by stat. 7, William Ill,
c. 3, it was not
extended
to those charged
with felonies
until 6
and 7 William IV., c. 114. In the United States
the privilege
is converted
into a constitutional
right.
By the constitution
of the United States
a person charged with an offense in the federal
courts is to have the assistance
of counsel
in his
defense;
and the several state constitutions
contain similar
provisions.
If an accused
party is
unable to procure
the assistance of counsel, because of his poverty,
it is custom'try
for the
courts to designate
some member
of the bar to
aid him; and though
it has been decided in one
state (Indiana) that counsel can not be compelled
to givc gratuitous
services,
it would be looked
upon as unprofessional
to refuse, and also as
discourteous
to the court.
It is customary,
however,
for the state to provide
some small
compensation
for counsel thus assigned.
In the
prosecution
or defense
of a case counsel
are at
liberty to do or say whatever
might
be done or
said by their clients, and they are protected
in
doing so to Ihe same extent that clients themselves
would be if pcrson'dly
managing their own cases,
The counsel is therefore privileged
from prosecution for any (h'famatory
matter
that may be contained iu hi_ pleadings,
and the same privilege
protects
his arguments
iu court.
If, therefore,
the counsel put forward
theories or urge conclusions not warranted
by the facts, hc is not subject
to responsibility,
either civil or criminai,
therefor,
'_hc privilege, howcvc_-, may be said to be conditlonal: it is not so far absolute as to protect him
zt he shall wander from thesubjectin
controversy
to inflict gratuitous
injury by dragging
in irrelevant matters,
or by defaming
persons who have
no connection
with the controversy.
It is expected that counsel shall argue questions
of law
to the court, and questions
of fact to the jury
when there is one. but in somecases--particularly
in casc_ of Ill)el--the
jmT,
by constitution
or
stah,te, are made judgc_ of tile law as well as of

the facts, and it is proper to address file argument on the law to them.
Some courts have also
held that the jm T were judges of the law in other
criminal cases, but the prevailing
doctrine is that
they must receive thelaw from the court.
Nevertheless, if the jury disregard
the instruction
of
thc court anti acquit an accused
party, the at:quittal
is final.--Next
to being
defended
hy
counsel themost
important
privilege of the client
is that his attorney
shall
preserve
inviolable
secrecy in respect to all facts which have been
communicated
to him for the purpose
of obtaining his professional
assistancc,
or which
have
come to his knowledge
in the course of or because of his employment.
The necessity
that
the client shouhl be perfectly
confidential
with
his counsel in order lohave the full benefit of his
assistance
is conceded,
and he is, therefole,
ellcouraged by the protection
which the law throws
over his communications,
to disclose fully all the
facts known to himself which bear upon or may
affect any question on which he needs advice or
professiomd
aid.
Tile
obligation
to ohservc
secrecy is not limited to the pendency
of the p'u'ticular case or controversy,
but is perpetual,
and
the counsel
will not be suffered
to make disclosure as a witness
in other cases, even if he
were disposed
to do so; the privilege of secrecy
being that of the client himself, and not of the
counsel.
The client
himself,
however,
may
waive it, and permit a di:closure.
The privilege
is limited strictly
to communications
made with
a view to professional
assistance:
what the party
shall say in mere social intercourse,
or communicate for any other reJson than professional
aid,
is no more privileged
than the ordinary
talk
between
man and man.
Communications
in
writing,
the exhihition
of title deeds, securities
and other papers,
are within
the protection.-Attorneys and counsel have a lienupon
all papers
and securities
their clients
may place in their
hands, and upon moneys
collected
by them, a_
security for any sum that may be owing to them
for profcssi,mal
services
and cxpenses.
They
probably have at common law no lien upon any
judgmcnt
that may be recovered by them except
to the extent
of their own fces that may be ineluded
therein,
and which
have
been taxed
against the opposite
party.
As between
themselves and their clients their own fees are not
measured
by the allowances
of the fee bill, but,
in the absence
of spcci,d contract,
rest upon a
quantum recruit; the fcc bill being the measure
only "_s between the successful
and the defeated
party to the cause.
But in England
the attorney
recovers according
to the fee bill, and amy be
required
to have his bill taxed before payment.
Sometimes
attorneys
take charge of suits on an
agreement
that if successful
they shall have for
their services a certain portion of the damages or
other thing recovered;
but the practice is thought
by many to be unprofe_ional,
and is held by
some courts
to be illegal for champerty.
An
agreement
by an attorney to warrant
success in a
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umt is contrary to public
policy, and void.--_kn
which are supposed to be ministers of justice, into
attorney when licensed to praclice takes an oath,
instrumenls
of injustice,
oppression
and outrage
which is somewhat
different
in different states,
whenever the necessities of bad c'lses shall require
but the most important
provisions
of which are
it. INo client has any right to require that any
that lie will conduct himself
with till due fidelity
,.ounscl shall in his interest pervert
the law, or
to the courts
in which
hc may practice and to
give ._ false color to the facts, or abuse witnesses
his clients.
He then becomes an officer of the
who arc apparently
fair, or inflict wanton injury
court, and is under obligation
to assist the court
on any one: being called to the bar as tin aid to
with ]its advice whenever
called upon, wed be- the court in administering
the law, the first duty
(.omes under a moral obligation
to defend
the
of counsel is to as_i,t in seeing justice (tone, and
honor and integrity
of the court if they shall lie his services to his client must keep this primary
unjustly
qssailcd.
He also becomes subject to duty in view.
That sentiment, however, whichis
the discipline
of the court if he shall bc guilty of often expressed,
that counsel have no moral right
improper'practices,
and lie may bc punished
as to render legal assistance tu those whom they may
for contempt
of court for disorderly
or unbecomknow or believe to lie guilty of crimes with which
lug c()nduct in its presence,
for refusal
to obey
thcytu'cchargcd,
hasnojustorreasonablefoundaits proper orders, for making wrongful use of its
tiou whatever.
Fur, in the first place, thecounsel
process, for abusing the COlltidcnec (if his clients,
is not made by the law the judge of his client's
or for dishonesty
ia hispr,)fessional
employment,
guilt, and if he were, he might misjudge
upon
In gross eases lie will be disbarred,
by which is some prelimilmry
statement,
and ]cave tin innomeant that his license to practice will bercvoked:
cent party to bc condemned
without a defense.
and this may be done for an 3" reason that would
But, in the second place, it is a duty which every
render him unworthy
of general confidence;
as
one connected _.ith the administrtltion
of the law
for example, if his reputation
for truth should
owes to the law, to see that all, even those most
become
so bad that the community
would
not
guilty, are only (.ondemned
according to the law;
believe him tinder oath, or if he should be confor only l)y that course can order lie preserved,
victcd
of s_,me heinous
or degrading
offense,
and the law made an effectual
protection
to the
The power
to disbar
an attorney
for assaults
innocent.
Tim sentiment
referred
to, l)ushcd to
made upoir the judge out of court because of its legitimate conclusion,
would justify summary
something
done by him judicially,
or for internexecution
without tr'al in every case where guilt
perate criticism
of his judicial
conduct
in the
appeared
certain;
for a trial without
defense-public press, has sometimes
been exercised,
but
especially if defense bc refused because of supthe right to do so has as often been questioned,
posed guilt--has
little or no significance
or value
and a prudent judge will leave such abuses to the
as a judicial
investigation,
it is, therefore,
a
same remedies
that are open to others.--Y.u repart of the obligation
the counsel assumes, not
spect to the institution
of suits the attorney
must
less to the law than to his client, to point out and
ol)ey the directions
of his client, and lie will be
insist upon all the dcfects, whether of law or of
responsible
in damages in ctlse he shall refu.',c or
fact, that may exist in the case against him, and
neglect to do so. Wheu the suit is instituted,
howto urge an acquittal
whenever
hc can show that
ew;r, the attorney must exercisehisowu
judgment,
the case is not complete.
To this extent, to quote
,'rod the client's remedy, if lie is dimatisfied,
is to
thelanguage
of Mr. Charles Phillips,
"the counsel
dismiss him and put his case into other hands.
'for the prisoner has no option.
The moment lie
The enq:loyment
obliges the attorney
to give his
accepts his brief every faculty tie possesses
beclient his best endeavors for success;
but lie never
comes his client's property.
It istin implied conby any impiication
of lttw warrants
success, az:d tract between him and the man who trusts him."
is entitled to compensation
even when the client,
But further
than this lie can not rightfully
go.
acting
upon his mistakcu
advice, has lost his
It. wouhl be improper
for lfim to endeavor to incause. But for losses occurring
through his fraud
fluenee the jury by urging upon them his own
or negligence,
the client may recover damages;
opiniou, and it would be as well unprofessional
_,_d for gross frauds or other misconduct
to the
as dishonest if lie were to do this when the opinion
prejudice of the client, tim court will sometimes
hc expressed
was not that which he hehl.
In
g_vc summary remedy by attachmcnt.--IIow
far
cas_ where only civil rights are involved, counsel
the counsel is morally bound to consider the in- has a right to take advantage
of legal rules for
terests and the feelings of others when his client's
the benefit of his client, even when in the part]cinterests are at stake, is a much mooted question,
ular case they seem to operate unjustly..Legal
Lord Brougham,
in the defense
of queen Caroruh's arc estqblislmd
from reasons
of general
line, advanced
the extraordinary
doctrine
that,
poliey, and because they produce the best results
"an advocate in the discharge
of his duly knows
in the great majority of cases, and injury in parbut onc person in ail the world, and that person
ticular eases is iusel)arable from any rules of gents hi_ client."
But e(lvocatcs
equally eminent
eral order.
All that can be properly required
of
with hlluself
hqve rejected
such a doctrine
as
counsel in such cases is, to use his best endeavors
being degrading
to tim profession,
subversive of
to bring
about w)luutary
arrangements
when
the very reasons upon which their peculiar privequity seems to require it.--The
evidence of an
ilegcs exist, and becausei_
would convert a class
attorney's
retainer
in a case, as between
himself
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on the one hand and the court and opposite party
on the other, is found in the fact of his entering
his appearance
of record.
In general the opposite
party is not at liberty to question
the fact that
the appearance
has been e,_tered on a proper employment,
anti if the appvarance
is unauthorized,
the party is nevertheless
bound, though
lie may
move to set it aside on showing
the facts,
lte
may also have an action for the recovery of any
danmges he may have suffered as a consequence
of the attorney's
unwarrantable
act.
When the
relation
has been formed
by an actual employmeat, it is supposed
to be based on a degree of
confidence
in the professional
adviser that must
subject
the client in a very great degree to his
influence.
As the attorney
is an officer of the
court
it becomes
then the duty of the court to
see tlmt this confidence
is not abused;
and any
business dealings between client and counsel will
be scrutinized
with a degree of jealousy,
and with
some presumption
against its fairness.
In some
cases the courts have set aside gifts that were
made by the client pending litigation,
and held
contracts which were made for a larger compensation than was stipulated
for at the outset to be
prim_lflLcie oppressive
and void.
They have also
held void all securities
obtained
by the counsel
for the 1)urpose of protecting
him against liability
for his own wrongful
acts or negligences.
So a
purchase
by the attorney of the claim of the adverse party would give him no iuterest as against
his client, and any contract whereby,
directly or
indiroctly,
lie wouhl obtain compensatmn
from
both parties, would not only be corrupt and void,
but might subject him to summary
punishment.
If an attorney,
by means of his emplnymcnt,
acquires knowledge
of any defects in his client's
title, the disability to take advantage
of the fact
for his own profit does not terminate
with his
employment,
but is perpetuaL--Allnotices
which
a pa,'ty to litigation
may have occasion
to serve
upon the other, must be served upon his attorney,
who is supposed
to kcep him informed of all the
proceedings,
and also of all collateral
facts that
may professionally
come to his knowledge,
so
that it is a maxim of law that noticeto theattorney
isnotice to the party himself.--The
attorney's
eraployment
iu a cause continues
until judgment
is
given, and afterward,
if his client is the successful party, so far as to authorize
him to issue process and receipt
the amount when paid.
If his
client shall dischal_e
him, thc discharge docs not
become complete so far as the opposite party is
concerned,
until it is made effectual
by rule of
court-and
the substitution
of another in his place.,
--The
following
acts are not within the general
authority
of an attorney:
To submit his client's
case to arbitration
against
his will; to sell or
assign a claim placed in his hands for collection;
to compromise
the claim; to accept in payment
anything
else but money;
to buy in for.his client
land which he sells on execution
or mortgage
foreclosure;
to file a creditor's
bill or other supplementary
proceedings
to enforce the payment
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of a judgment
wben collection
is not made by"
execution ; to employ assistance
in the case, or to
pledge the credit of his client except for the legal
expenses
and other necessary
costs in litigation.
If an attorney
should make a comt)romise of a.
case by consenting
to a particular
judgment,
the
client, by showing that it was without his consent,
might have it vacated.--A.n
attorney
may be _t
witness in a cause in which he is employed,
but
reputable attorneys
seldom consent to this where
their evidence is of much importance,
or is disputed,
but will withdraw
from the case when
they discover that their evidence is to be material
and allow another
to be substituted,
that, there
may be no suspicion
that they testify under bias.
--The business of attorneys and counselors
may
be and frequcutly
is conducted
by two or more
as partners,
and under all the rules that govern
partnerships
in general.
But as thisis not a commercial partnership,
one of the number lms prima
facie no right to give commerci'fl
paper in the
name of the firm.--There
is a bar association
of
the United States, composed of such members of
the bar as see fit to join it, which holds annual
meetings,
at which an address is delivered
by the
president and papers read by others, and discus.
sions had on important
legal subjccts.
There are
also state bar associations
in some states, and also
local associations
in some cities and counties.
These are expected, among other things, to promote good fellowship,
and to take steps to rid the
profession
of members known to lie unworthy.
T]to_._s
M. COOLEY.
BARNBURNERS
(IN
U. S. HISTORY).
(See
FREE SOIL PARTY.)
The name was given and
accepted
as indicative
of their supposed
readiness to resort to radical
measures,
and its origin
is usually
assigned
to a story, often
told by
Itunker
orators,
of a stupid
farmer
who was
persuaded
to burn his barn in order to free it
from rats.
(See :NEw YORK.)
A.J.

]BARltICADE.
In its widest sense the word
barricade means an improvised
fortification
intended to obstruct
the progress
of an enemy.-Barricades
are most frequently
mentioned
in
connection
with revolutionary
movements.
They
were used for revolutionary
purposes as early as
in the middle ages.
History tells us of those that
were erected
in Paris, in 1588 and 1648.
In the
nineteenth
century they re-appear with distressing
frequency.
We may call attention,
for instance,
to the barricades
erected in July, 1830, when the
throne of the elder branch of the house of Bourbon
was subverted,
and the crown was placed upon
the head of Louis Philippe,
the duke of Orleans;
also, to those of Sept. 17, 1881, raised on receipt
of the news of the disaster at Warsaw.
We may
likewise
recall those of June
5, 183°_, on the
occasion of the obsequies
of general
Lamarque;
and those of Feb. 11, 1848, in F,'ance.
The
revolution
of Feb
24 resulted
in the creation
of the ateliers nationaux,
the closing of which
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was followed by the mournful
days of June, 1848.
At the time of tile coup d'dtat, Dec. 2, 1851, the
barricades
erected
were very weak and feebly
defemled.
The events of the month of June had
demonstrated
the utter inadequacy
of barricades
to resist an attack by well disciplined soldiers.-During the empire no barricades
were raised in
the streets of Paris; two or three attempts
were
immediately
checked.
The empire
did not fall
through
the agency of barricades.
When will
men understand
that violence is generally
a bad
means to establish durable institutions,
that reformation
is better than revolution,
and that tile
surest road to amelioration
is the road of the law ?
--It is hardly necessary to say that Paris has had
no monopoly of barricades.
Brussels had her barricades in September,
1830. Berlin, Vienna
and
Dresden had theirsin
1848 and 1849.
But neither
in Getanany nor in France has the use of barrieades produced
aught but a result of short duration._2qo
reference
is here made to barricades
erected in open cities with a view to stop the
passage of an enemy.
It would cause great evils,
without any good to _.he country,
to fortify an
open or unfortified
city, save when it becomes
part of a strategic plan.
_IAuRICE BLOCK.
BARTER,
BASTILLE.

(See EXCH._.-_GE.)
In former

times the term

ba._tille
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enteenth century its doors closed only on men of
quality and great dignitaries,
who have left legeudary accounts of their captivity.
Those of cardinal Balue are not the least pOlmlar if not the
most interesting.
However,
Clmrles
XI.. who
struck so rude a blow at this prince of the church,
made hardly any use of the bastille,
lie had his
own private dungeons and executioner.
Among
the numerous
political conflicts during his reign,
Jacques
d'Armagnac
and Balue are nearly the
only oneswho underwent
thesevere penalty of the
bastille.
Richelieu,
who followed up the line of
policy pursued by LouisXI.,
caused m:lny a lnau
of gentle or noble birth to be imprisom.d
or executed in the bastille.
_[azarin, the successor to.
Richelieu, restored to liberty most of the prisoners
detained by order of the cardinal-duke,
and, substituting
craft for violence in the government
of
France, he used the bastille with moderation.
It
was under Louis XIV. that the memorable
period
of religious and politicalproscription
commenced;
and it was also from the beginning ot" liis reig_
that the cells of the bastille began to be overcrowded
witll prisoners.
Fouquet'md
the mysterious personage
known under the mm_e of the"Man with the Iron Mask," stand out conspieuously from the throng soon to be recruited frorr_
the ranks of the dissenters from the bull t-_[lenitus.
Jansenists,
Protcstants,
and religious enthu-

denoted
a fortification
extra muros, a temporary
construction
for the siege or the defense of cities,
In our day it is applied more particularly
to the
castle crectcd in the year 1380, under Charles VI.,
in the quarter of Paris called Saint-Antoine.--It
was at first intended that the bastille should serve

siasts of every kind, filled the dungeons of the
royal prison.
If the regency of the duke of Orleans checked somewhat
the abuse of arbitrary
warrants
of imprisomneut,
the practice of sending out lettves de azchet soon became a sort of
pastime for the mistresses of Louis XV.
These

as a stronghold
of defense
against aggressions
from without.
We need, however, say nothing
here of the part it has played in history as a milltary post.
We are now concerned
with the bastille only as a state prison.
Looked at from this
stand-point,
the grim old pile furnishes
matter
for an interesting
page in the annals of the French
monarchy._IIugues
Aubriot who superintended
the construc_on
of the bastille, was the first prisoner to enter its walls; but political
considerations had nothing
to do with his incarcc.ration,
Suspected of heresy, accused, tried and convictcd
by ecclesiastical
authority,
he merely
p_Lssed
through the prison hehad constructed,
and thence
to the perpetual
confinement
to which he h'_d
hecn condemned,
behindthe
bolts in the dungeon
of tile bishop of Paris.
The bastille became a
place of confinement
for prisoners of state, only
when the conflict between "royalty and the great
vassals of the crown commenced.
In 1477 we find
there imnnn:ed such powerful
lords as Jacques
d'Armagnae,
the duke of Nemours.
Later, when
tile circle of those who took an interest in the
political life of the nation grew to much larger
dimensions, and extended
so as to embrace many
of the great body of the people, members of the
bourgeoisie and 1)ersons belonging to the humbler
ranks of society were to be met within the walls
of tile bastille.
But up to the middle of the sev-

lettresde cachet, or royal warrants, werc frequently
issued even under
Louis
XVI.
Turgot
art4
Malesherbes
vainly attempted
to effect the release _
of the prisoners, at least those not confined for
what were called "state
reasons" (faLlout d'emt).
The weak monarch,
surrounded
by advisers and
courtiers
who would yield in nothing to the progrcssive ideas of the time, sacrificed his nfinisters
and abandoned
to the bastille, the mehlncholy
prerogative
of royal absolutism.
But this abso
lutism had seen its day.
When, on July 14, 1789,
the bastille fell under the blows of the Parisian
populace and the " French guardsmen,"
it issai(L
that the court was paralyzed
with consternation
It seemed to it as if monarchy
had received
its
death stroke.
Not" was this fear ungrouuded
The ruins of the old monarchy
were soon mil xgled with those of the dread fortress which, for
so lnany centuries,
had stood the symbol of the
omnipotence
of kings.
51AURICE BLOCK.
BAVARIA.
The kingdom of Bavaria is. after
Prussia, the most important
state iu the German
cmpire.--It
had its origin in the duchy of Bavaria.
the title to wtfich, as a fief, was conferred in 1180
by the emperor
Frederick
Barbarossa,
on Otto.
Wittelsbach.
The descendants
of this prince
gradually
extended
the limits of the territory.
In 1506 they established
the order of primogeni-
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ture in tile case of succession,
and acquired
tile
Palatinate,
which entitled them to the rank and
powers of clectors.--The
kingdom
as composed
at present
is the result of events which agitated
men's minds
at the beginning
of this century,
q'he titles to the ncw provinces
of Bavaria were
_cquircd
by the treaty of peace signed at Lunerifle in 1801: by the decision of the states of the
Oral)ire pr,_mulgated
on Feb. 25, 1803; the treaty
of Preshurg
in 1805; the act of 1806, which
created
the confederation
of the Rhine;
the
freely of Vienna,
1809, and the treaty of Paris,
1814.
Eighty-three
pieces of territory,
reckoned
within the states of th6 empire but compar'ttivcly
independent,
were, by these different
acts, anncx,_.d to the kingdom
created
on Jan. 1, 1806.
Iu e.,:changc
for thesc pos._essions the kit,galore
•ze(lc(l the l)art of the Palatinate
situated
on the
right bal_k of the Rhine--Bavaria
has 4,863,450
inhabitants
(census of 1871), against 3,707,966 in
1818. The population
is composed principally
of
Bavarians,
Fr.mconiansand
Swabians.
A majority of the inhabitants,
3,439,000 in number,
are
Roman Catholics,
while the Protestant
churches
<.omprise about
1,327,000 pcrsons.
Tlwre
are,
besides, about 50,000 Israelites.
Most of the inhabitants
are employed
in aga'iculture.
The
farmers
arc ahnost
twice as numerous
as the
mcchhnics
and artisans.
The mass of the people
are in easy circumstances,
since only 2 per cent.
of the whole population
are at the charge of public charitics.--The
area of Bavaria
is 75,863.42
square kilomP.tres.
It is divided
into two sep_trate parts.
The larger lies ia the south of Getmany, and principally
m the basin of the Danube.
Only a few districts
are crossed
by the river
5Iain, and are thus drained
by the Rhine.
The
valley of the S:mle and the Egcr slope toward the
:Elbc.
The other part of Bavaria
lies on the left
bank of the Rhine, a_ad is called the Palatinate
d3,_yerische Pfit'z).
Tim soil may be classilicd
.thus:
60.7 per cent. utilized
by agriculture,
34
l)cr cent. tbrests, and 5 per cent uncultivated
hind.
Agriculture
supports,
wc may say, 67 per
cent. of the whole population.--Oue-half
of the
forests of Bavaria belongs to private
individuals,
34 per cent. belongs
to the national
domain, 14
per cent. to the comnmnes,
and the rcsiduc, or 2
per cent., is apportioned
among endowed institutions.--(;ereals
and potatoes
are everywhere
the
principal
agricultural
products.
In sevcral districts, such as the uppcr Palatinate,
the farmers
raise an abundance
of flax.
Hemp
and tobacco
are grown in Franconia
and the Palatinate.
Lattcrly the cultivation
of hops has so gained in iraportance as to supersede
the vincyards
in many
places.
However,
large quantities
of wine are
still produced,
the best of which is grown in
lower Franconia
and the Palatiaate.--For
administrative purposes
the conntry
is dtvided
into 8
_Arclcs (Kreise), 7 of which, upper Bavaria, lower
Bavaria, thc upper Palatinate,
upper, middle and
lower Franconi'_,
tog'ether
with Swabia, lie on
ahe right bank of the Rhine.
We have already

mentioned
the eighth
circle,
the Pahttinate.
These circles are sui_divided
into administrative
districts
(Bezirlcs_zem_r)
and judicial
circuits.
In each circle there are fi'om 4 to 7 courts of first
resort, while the numher
of administrative
districts valies from 17 to 25.
Each circle, administercd by a government
(Rcgierttng), or committee
with governmental
powers,
has one court
of
appcal.--The
political
constitution
of Bavaria
be._an with the charter of _iay 26, 1818, granted
by the king, Maximilian--Joseph
I. This fundamental act has uudergone
many changes since
that time;
and it may here be remarked,
to the
honor of Bav'lria, that these changes have been
made in a constitutional
manner.
Tim governmeat has respected
the law it had imposed
on
itself.--The
principal provisions
of the Bavarian
constitution
are these:
The crown is hereditary
in the house of Wittelsbach,
in the male line
according
to the law of prinmgenilure.
If the
male line becomes
extinct, and no treaty for the
succession
has been concluded
with a German
family of the royal blood, then the crown goes to
the female line.
The king is the head of the
state.
He is investt'.l withall
governmental
pow.
ers, and exercises them in conformity
to the constitution,
with the assistance
of the chambers.
His civillist
amounts
to 2,350,580
florins.
The
king has, in addition,
the free use of the royal
castles and other domains
of the crown.--The
diet ([,a_tdtag) comprises
two chambers:
that of
the counselors
of the empire
(Reichsr_ethe) and
that of the deputies.
The former chamber
ineludes hereditary
members,
and also life membcrs appointed
by the king.
But the number of
life members
must not exceed one-third
of the
number of hereditary
members.
The following
personages
are members
of the upper chambe:',
ia virtue
of their
office or hereditary
right:
Princes
of the royal
blood, the four graml thgnitarics of the crown, thctwo archbiohops,
one of
the bishops designated
by the king, the prcsi(le:_t
of the s_lperior Protestant
consistory, the headsof
the families
of princes or counts who figured in
the states of the empire up to 1806, and who at that
period _verc v_edit_t zed, and the owners of _uzjorats,
upon whom the king has contcrred
this dig'nity as
hcrcdita_ T.-A
new election for all membc_
(ff the
chamber
of del)uties
takes place every 6 years.
Thct'c is one deputy for every 31,500 inhabitalal_.
There are two degrees
of electors.
All (:ltizetl_
who have attained
the age of majority,
and
pay direct taxes,
are primary
elcct_rs.
There
is an elector of the second degree for eveIT 500
inhabitants.
The electors of the second degree
appoint the deputy.
All citizens,
from 30 years
of age, who have not been convicted
of crime or
infamous
offense, and have not forfeited
their
political rights, are eligible without distinction
or
restriction.
The diet must be convened at least
once every
3 years.--The
constitution
grants
the diet the foil )wing
rights1 No general
measure
conccrning
the personal
liberty
or the
propet_y of a citizen can be taken or modified,
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except after the matter
has been discussed and
oughs are governed by a committee invested with
approved by the chambers.
The chambers share
magisterial
powers, which, in important matters,
with tlae government
the right to propose new
especially when contracts
are to be made in the
lairs, but to approve
them is the prerogative
of name of the commune,
must consult;
and by a
the king, who possesses
an absolute
veto.--2,
municipal
college or council,
the number
of
No new tax, no reduction
nor increase of a tax,
whose members
varies acr'oa'ding to the populacan be introduced
without
the concurrence
of the
tion in the town.
One-half of the committee and
chambers.
The collection
of direct taxes must
one-third
of the municipal
college are elected
be authorized
by the diet, which genea'ally grants
every 3 years.
The bua'gomastor
t)resldes over
the permission
for a fiscal period of 2 yo.at's,
tlaese bodies.--The
district commune,
or the dis.
The diet can not grant
the permission
for a tract itself, is rcpa'cscntcd bya council elected for
longer time without
au '_buse of p,wer.
The
3 yeas's, Cllosen from among the members of the
chambers, before p:lssing the budget of the revanua_i(:ipal corporations,
to wheal are added deleenams, have of course to examine the budget of gates from the ranks of the great landed propries,ate expenditure.--3.
The debt is gu_araaatecd lay tors.
The district council assembles only once a
the diet. and can not be increased
witla(aut its conyear, but it appoints,
fr(nn it_ own members.
sent.
Each chamber
appoints
a mcnaber of its
a standing committee,
charged
with the duty of
body to watch over the state of thed(.bt _.
The
preparing
the deliberations
of the council,
of
chambea's hav'c likewise
the right to present pelt"xtte,ding to the execution
of its deeisi(ms, and
tachs, to make
propositions,
and even remoneven taking action in all affairs conceraling the
stranccs whenever
a provision
of the constituti,m
district which have not b-_en reserved especially
has been violated.
The diet has also the power
for the action of the couneil.--Tlae
circle comte imldeaeh ministers
of the rcahn and their
muse has for its organ the general council, coalagents before a high court of justice.--The
conposed of delegates elected for 6 ycars by the dis.
stitution
guarantees
personal
liberty
to ever3"
tract councils,
the mt:nicipal
councils
of cities
citizen, as well as security
for his life 'uad propwith more than
10,000 inhabitants,
the great
erty.
Liberty of conscience is recognized.
]he
1;reded proprietors,
the parish l)riests, and, wlat, ad
protection
of the state can be refused
no one
there is one, by the uuivea'sity.
The general
on account of his religion.
All creeds are free to
council mects every year, but itself is likewise
worship in private houses, but the liberty of pubreprcsentcd
by a standing comanittee in the interlic worship depends upon the authorization
of the
vals between the sessions.--In
Baw_ria it is gcnking, except
of course
in the case of creeds
eral]y conceded
that the best sccua'ity for the
already recognized.
The latter are divided into
rights of the citizens,
and particularly
for the
two classes.
The Catholic,
Lutheran
and Reliberty of the individual,
is found in the pt'in('iformed parishes
are recognized
as corporations
ples upon which rests the administration
of pcmal
or public
establishments.
The Greeks,
Anglijustice.
Publicity
and oral proceedings
in judlcans, Mennonites,
Moravian
Brothers,
and Israelcature are powerful obstacles to arbitr'triness,
and
ales constitute
only
private
associations.
The
foster a spirit of order and equity among the
affairs of the Catholic
church
are regulated
by
people.
A. jury
passes
judgment
upon
the
the concordat of 1817, so far as its provisions
do
guilt of a person
:lccused
of crime, after a
not conflict
with the eonsl, itution
subsequently
defense
to
which
the
widest
lalitu(le
is
promulgated.
The affairs of the two Protestant
forms _re governed
by a royal edict published
with the charter
of 1818.--The
public
law of
Bavaria discriminates
bctwecn
three classes of

granted
by the laws.--Every
Bavarian
citizen
must pay taxes and render military sen'vice.
Recruiting is done by casting hats. All young meu
who have attained the age of 21 years are liable

communes:
the local communes
(Ortsgemdmlea),
the district communes,
and the circle connnunes,
According to official statistics
there arc now in
Bavaria about 225 cities or urban
communes
(17 of which contain
each more than 2,000 families), and 7,890 rural
communes.
These 8,125
municipal communes
are divided into 222 cities,
400 boroughs,
11,109 villages,
11,°00 hamlets,
and 21,500 isolated dwellings.
The communes
of
wlaich a district is composed,
taken all together,
constitute
a district
commune;
while the coinmuses of one and tide same circle, as we have
stated, form a circle commune.
We may simply
add that the more important
cities constitute
separate districts.--The
different
classes of commuses have each
their representatives,
frccly
elected.
A. syndic (Gemeindeven'steher)
or mayor,
a_sisted by a municipal
committee,
is at the head
af each rural commune.
The towns and bor-

to military duty.
Tlac length of sea'vice required
is 6 years in the standing army and 5 years in the
Ir_Tadwchr. Substitutes
are no loaager allowed.-Thcburden°ftaxati°nisn°tveryheavyinBavaa'm"
It is certainly less than that borne in many other
countries of the same size. About three-lifths of
the 60,000,000
florins to which the national expenditure
amounts,
are derived from taxation
Tide other two-fifths come from the public doanain,
parti('ularly
frond forests and royalties.
The direct taxes furnish
about one-third,
and the indirect taxes two-thirds
of the total taxation--_ay
one-fifth and two-fifths
of the whole revenue of
the State.--In
thestatcmentofcxpeases,
attcntinn
must be called, in the first place, to the interest
on the national debt, and to the sinking fund.
which, altogether,
require the sum of 16,620,300
florins; the sintdug fund is {" per cent. of the
principal.
Then follow the 6 ministerial
depart-
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ments into which the civil administration
is divided, the maintenance
of which costs 6,000,000
forins;
the schools of education
and of instruclion, 1,153,000 florins; religious
establishments,
1,600,000; public works, '2,500,000; puhlicsafety,
1,300,000, and the army, 11,450,000 florins._But
it would be an error to suppose that the 1,153,000
tlorins mentioned
above, cover the exact amount
expended
in Bavaria for public education
and instruction.
This sum is only the state contingent,
The gre.tter part of the total expenditure
is borne
by the circles, the communes,
and endowed institutions.
The elementsof
education
are taught in
the Germa_ sdwols which the communes
are required to establish
and sustain•
There are now
7,200 of these primary schools wlfich, gcnerally
speaking, are intended
exclusively
for children of
the same religion.
Attendance
at school is compulsory for children
from 6 to 13 years of age.
Children
must, besides, attend a Sunday
school,
until they have completed
their sixteenth
3"ear.-Teachersare
trained in 10 primary nornml schools,
:founded and nmintained at the expense of tim state.
A law has fixed the minimum
of their salaries at
2.{50 florins, hilt in many eomlnunes
the salary
amounts to 500 florins.--Aftiliated
with the Getmar, schools are the agricultural
and the industrial
schools, 26 in number,
whose special instruction
is continued in the schools of exact sciences (Rexdsc]_alert), and in a polytechnic
school.
The latter
is designed to take the place of the three institutions which were fornlcrly in operation under this
name in Munich, Augsburg
and Nurenberg--

BSttiger,
Gesehich_e Baye_ns,
:Erlangen,
1836,
Rudhart,
Geschiehte der Land,,taende
i1_ Bayern,
2nd ed., 2 vols., Munich, 1819; Spruner,
.Leitfaden. zurGeschich_von
B, 2nd ed., Bamberg,
1853;"
same author, l_[_r.
Atlas yon B., Ootha, 1838;
Contzen, Geschiehte B's, Miinster,
1853; Rudhart,
Aelieste (;eschichte ]Ys, Hamburg,
1841; Siegert,
Gtn2_ullage zur aelteste1_ Geschichte des bait. Volksstammes,
Munich,
1854; yon
Lerchenfeld,
GescMchteBayerns
unter Max Joseph I., Munich, 18M;
Preyer,
Lehrbuch
der baler. Gescldchte, Erlangen,
1864; Heigel und Riezler, Das llerzogthura
B. zur
Zeit Iteinr_ch's da_ Lbwen, Munich, 1867; W. ]_Itlller, Polit. Geschichteder Gegemcart, Berlin,1867-74;
same author, Bayeruseit1870,
in'UmereZeit,'1874;
Quitzmann,
.Die aelteste Geschichte der Bayern,
Braunschweig,
1873._
DI_. DE Po_zL.
As a supplement to the foregoing article we may add
the latest statistics which are comprised in the tables that
follow:
Revenue and Experuliturefor
the financialyear 1880-81.
REW_UE.
Marks.
Direct taxes .....................................
35,_25,510
Indirect .........................................
52,882,580
State railways, postal telegraphs, mines, etc ..... 100,706,574
state forests ....................................
24,586,580
Domains ........................................
Miscellaneoas
receipts ..........................

9,059,110
1,911,838

we mcana
school of arts and manufactures.-Instruction
of a secondary
class is imparted,
in
the first grade, at the Latiu schools.
There are 96
of these Latin schools, but only 72 include the 4

Total ........................................
In dollars ....................................
_xe_moxrvRs.
Public debt ......................................
Civil list and appanages .........................
Council of state .................................
Diet. .............................................
Ministry of foreign atlairs .......................
Mlnietry of justice ..............................
Ministry
of finance
intermr .............................
.............................
Ministry of

2o_,8,'2,19.2
$57,'218,045
Marks.
46,6_2,817
5,348,188
46,800
635,710
588,284
t2,T62,A_6
17,757,°_8
3,438,607

normal cht.sses, the remainder
have only 2 or 3 normal classes.--Instruction
in the higher branches
of literature
and science is reserved to the univcr-

Worship and education .........................
Pensions and allowances ........................
Reserve and guarantee fund .....................

19,63L144
7,549,987
3,92ti,074

sities of Munich, Wt'_rzburg and Erlangen.
It is
proper here to mention the academy of sciences,
founded
in 1759.--There
are also in Bavaria
10

Contribution to imperial expenditure ...........
'total .......................................
Charges of collection of revenue .............

16,"a29,370
1-_,,7-_,-.'_
90,1ti2,647

lyceums, established
principally
as seminaries for
the training of priests.
There is likewi_ a multirude of other special institutions
which, for want
of space, we can not here enumerate.--For
further

Grand total ....................................
2'24,872,19"2
In dollars .....................................
$57,218,045
The Public Debt, comprising the Ordinary and the Railway Debts.

details we would refer the reader to the following
authorities:
Ueber den Zus_eud des Koenigreichs
B_yer_, by Dr. Ig. Rudhart,
a semi-official
work
published
in three volumes, from 1825 to 1827;
and also to Bavaria,
Landes-und
Volk, k_Lnde des
Koenigreichs
Bayed'n, etc., which was published
under the patronage
of the king.
In regard to
the public and administrative
law of the kingdom,
all requisite information
may be found in the two
following
works by the author of this article:
Lehrbuch
des bayerisc]te_ Verfassungrechts,
14th
edition, Munich, 1870; and I_ehrbuch des bayerische_l. Verwaltungsrechts,
3d edition, Munich, 1871.
--Buehner,
Gesehiddevo_Bayern,
Svols.,Munich,
1820--51 ; Zschokke,
Sechs B_cher der Gesehichten
des hair. Vol'k,s, 2nd ed., 4 vols., Aarau, 1821; Mannert, Gezchl'chte JBayer;,s, 2 vols., Leipsig,
1826;
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lss._....
1859....
1862....
ls_ ....
1870....
1872....
1874....
187,6
....
1878....

' Ordinary
P._ilway
[ Debt.
Debt.
Total.
_ Florins.
Florins.
Florins.
1:_4,045,964 72,369,700 206,415,664 $86,006,52_
r2.3,,,_0,680 90,913,134 214,19.8,814 89,247,4'2t
136,298,375 104,7_5,559 241,t,2_,984 100,428,721.
209,874,601 146,15_#00 356,0_1,_1 148,_,3_
'261,9'26,754_63,4.28,800 4_,?,55,5M 177,'231,48(
181,377,285
212,_),800
_,,t_3,98_,5851_,i61,07(
Marks.
Marks.
Marks.
232,399,043 398,345,143 630.744,186 157,686,04_
a_o,162,.q:_97,,_,4_,'2"291,088,589,_
27'2,_47,3(_
!ast,252,'2_5 816,091,537 1,167,3_3,7ti2 291,83,5,94£

The pul::.ic debt results partly from the deficit of former
years an,t partly from the construction of public works,
particularly _ailroads, which latter huve cost 650 million
marks ($1_,500,000), and are the property of the state. In
1879 the expen_ of railroad management excee0e0 the
receipts by 5,785,789marks; this deficit had to be covered
by other sources during the next tLuancial year.

BELGIUbL
BELGIUM.
H/story.
Considered
as the crea;ion of the treaties
of 1815, modified
after the
successful
insurrection
of 1830, Belgium
is one
of-the youngest states of Europe.
Considered
as
a natron, it is one of the most ancient, its origin
flaring back 2,000 years.--Three
or four centuries
before, the Christian era, and six or seven before
the incursion
by the Franks,
the Belgians-a
German or Teutonic
race on the rigilt bank of the
l{hine--crossed
that river and conquered
the
northern part of Gaul.
This extensive
country,
which the Romans called Belgic Gaul, was divided
into Upper and Lower Germania,
and First and
Second Belgium.
Witlfin these historical limits,
Belgium
comprised
Strasburg,
Speyer, Worms,
blayence,
Coblentz
and
Anderuacb;
Cologne,
_Nim_gue, and Leyden;
Trcves,
Metz, Verdun,
and Toul;
Bavai,
Tournai,
Cambrai,
Tht_rouanne,
Boulogne,
A.rras,
Amiens,
Beauvais,
Soissons,
Reims,
and Ch_lons-sur-Marae.--The
coasts
of Brittany
and of other more distant
regions were settled
by Belgian colonists.
Saint
Jerome, in the fourth
century, traveling
in Asia
)linor, recognized
among the Galatians,
to whom
the apostle Paul addressed
the language
used in tile

one of his epistles,
vicinity
of Treves.

Ireland was peopled
by the )Icnapians,
the origi nal inhabitants
of Flanders.--Thc
Belgians who,
says the historian ]_'lorus, fought for liberty, were,
according
to Ceesar in his Commentaries,
the mos!
valiant
of the Gauls;
a testimony
which c'm
not be said to be exaggerated,
when we consider what little sympathy
exists between
tile
victors and the vanquished.
Propcrtius,
a writer
almost contemporaneous
with Caes'tr, says: "It
is folly for you to paint your face after the mannet of the Belgians.
Believe me, there i_ no true
beauty but that of nature, and Belgian colors can
only render homely a Roman head."
It is true
that the emperor
Claudius raised the Belgians to
the highest
dignities,
such as those of senator,
knight, consul, pretor and general.
But this was
not without opposition
on tim part of the people
of Rome.--The
warlike
disposition
of the Belglans did not belie itself during
the centuries
which followed, and up to the time of the empire
of Napoleon
I. At the battle of Raab, in Hungary, on June 14, 1809, a regiment,
tim ll2th
of the line, composed
entirely of Belgi'ms,
won
the distinction
of having tile cross'of the legion of
honor fastened to its victorious
colors.--In
other
respects the Belgians,
true to the faith of their
fathers, have been counted among the most zealous of Catholics.
Francis
Xavier, writing from
India, used to say: "Send
me Belgians."
The
first leaders of the crusades were Belgians.
An
equestrian
statue
of Godfrey
de Bouillon
has
stood, since 1848, in one of the public squaresin
Brussels.--Territo_71
and Population.
The southera provinces,
having
been violently
separated
from the northern
provinces of the Netherlands,
formed themselves
into an independent
state under the title of the kingdom
of Belgium,
and
adopted
a constitution
after free deliberation,
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This constitution
was voted for and promulgated
by representatives
of the people assembh, d in a
national
congress.
Tile first article of the constitution
enumerates,
in alphabetical
order, the
g,'eat divisions of the kingdom called province_,
in conformity
with historical
traditiou._.
Thi_
emuneratiou
we may complete by the full number
of urban and rural communes,
the are,t of the
country
according
to tim ofiici'd hind registers,
tim population
according
to the census of Dec.
13, 1869.
]'ROVINCFo_,,

Communes. Itectares.

Antwerp .............
150
Braba_,t ..........
:'H0
Flauders
FJa_ldera (Eastern)...
(Western)..
_50
2!}I
Ilatnaut ..............
485
Liege. ................
3_4
Llmburg ..............
2 J6
Luxemburg ..........
I
o,5
_amur ................
__:'lslJ
Totals ...........
2,.56t

283,178
82S,_t5
323,467
299,(.195
372,162
28%2"_8
_11._4
441,776
_366'°25
2,945,516

Inhabitants.
485_883
862.,!1_2
660,0'Z_.I
829,387
8s4,319
5S4,71_
198,727
'204,326
310,_5
5,021,:_36

--2,945,516
hectares
are equiv'flent
to 11,373
English
square
miles.
On Dec. 31, 1876, tile
population
of the kingdom,
by provinces,
was
as follows:
Antwerp ..........................................
Brabant .........................................
Flauders (West) ..................................
Flanders (East) ...................................
llaiuaut ..........................................
Liege .............................................
L,mbuzg ..........................................
Lizxemburg .......................................
Namur ............................................
Total .........................................

5.B8,_81
9_6,052
684¢168
863,4"8
956,:_3t
6:_2'2'2s
'205_7
204,_2_-I1
a15,7_._
5,336,185

Belgium
is the densest
inhabited
country
in
Europe.
In 1876 its population
averaged
469
per _quare mih:.--In
1856 the people were engaged as follows: in agriculture
and sylvicul'.urc,,
1,062,115; exploitation
of mines, oresand quarric_,
73,292;
metallurgie
industry
and working
of
metals,58,657;
glass works, pottery, etc.,6,012;
fl_x
and hemp industries,
199,779; woolen iedustrics,
22,044; cotton mills, 24,746; setiferous
industry,
4,486; leather
dressing,
skins, carriage
wori;s,
saddlery,
etc., 30,021; articles of food, 45,146;
clothing,
252,517; building,
108,4:8;
furniture
and ornaments,
16,167; chemical products,
printing and various other industries,
25,662; cornmerce, 156,803; general administration,
15,_88;
administration
of justice,
9,100; religious
communities,
22,450; public instruction,
9,005; sanitary service, 5,206; literature,
arts, and sciences.
5,862; police force, 36,106;
property
holder_,
persons living on their income, pensioners, 50,314;
domestics, 86,974.
The remaining
2.202,790 inhabitants,
or nearly tim half of tile whole popu.lation, include persons without profe_-siou or oceupation, and also old men, women and children.
--The census of 1866 shows that in Belgium the
population
is renmrkably
sedental T. On an average in every 1,000 inhabitants
of a Belgian coal-
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mune, 694 were born within its limits, 227 within
same province, and 63 in some other province;
leaving a remainder
of 16 foreigners.
The forcign element
which,
in 1856, was 21 in every
1,000, therefore
diminishcd
during the following
decade.--In
proportion
to its population
Belgium
contains a great number of large cities.
It has 4,
with a population
of more than 100,000 each.
Brussels,
the capital of the kingdom,
had, in
Decemhe_,
1876, 876,965 inhabitants;
Antwerp,
150,650: Olwnt,
127,653; and Libgc, 115,851.-Two distinct
langu'lgcs
arc spoken in the country: Flemish in the north, in the provinces
of the
two Flanders,
of Antwerp
and Limburg,
also in
the districts of Brussels and Louvain in Brabant.
French or _V:dloon is spoken in the south, iucluding Nivellcs andits district
in Brabant,
the provinees of Itainaut,
Namur, Luxembu,'g
and Liege.
This contiguity
of two races speaking different
languages,
may be explained
by the fact that the
first Belgian colonists did not succeed everywhere
in their attcml)t to supplant the native inlmbitants,
The part of the latter who remained
in the country were called _,Valloons, a corruption
of tile
word Gaul, while Flemish
is a Low-German
dillleet perfected
in the thirteenth
century.
It is
somewhat
remarkable
that the line of demarcalion of the two languagcsis
about the same which
divides
the country
into two large valleys:
the
Escaut in the north and the Meuse in the south,
_Numerically,
four-sevenths
of the Belgian population are of Flemish or of German origin, while
the remainder
are of Walloon or of Gallic extraclion.
Out of the 35,356 Germans enumerated
in
the census of 1866, 20,799 inhabited
the eastern
frontier of the province of Luxemburg,
and 10,793
the province
of Li_ge.--The
use of either language is optional
iu Belgium, according
to article 2.3 of the constitution;
but the French
prevails generally,
even among the Flemish inhabitants, notwithstanding
their ceaseless opposition
to it, which does more credit to lheir patriotism
than to thcir intelligence.
But it is certain that
the u_ of French, as it spreads into the Flemish
provinces,
will not suppress
the primitive
language.--Polit[cal
and Administratice
O_:q_nizalion. The Belgian constitution
of Feb. 7, 1831,
gives its sanction
to the most liberal
principles in matters of public right.
It may stilt:ice
here to mention the most salient of them.--Art.
6.
There existsin the .state no dis(:riminati
n between
classt.s.
All Belgians
arc equal before the law.
Only Belgians
arc eligible to civil and military
offices, save the exceptions which may be established by law t,) meet particular
cascs.--Art.
14.
Liberty of conscience,
liberty of thepublic
praclice of religion, and also liberty of speech in all
matters,
are guaranteed;
but crimes or misdemeanors committed
under the pretense of tlle exercisc of these rights are punishable.--Art.
17.
Education
is free; ever)' preventive measure is forbidden;
the repression
of misdemeanors
is to be
exercised
only by the law.--Public
education,
given at the expense of the state, is also re_,,ulated

by law.--Art.
18. The press is free; no censorship.
shall ever be established
over it; no bond of security is required
of writers, publishers
or printers.
--V_Then the author
of a writing is known, and
domiciled
in Belgium,
the publisher,
printer
or
distributer
can not l)e prosecuted.--Art.
20. All
Belgians have the right of free association,
and
this right can not be submitted
to 'my prevcntive
mcasure.--All
powers emanate from the nation.
They are exercised
in the w'ly prescribed
by the
eonstflution.--ln
the enjoyment
o.f these liberties
loyally respected
by the depositaries
of power,
Belgium has prugresscd
in ever)" direction.
The
sovereign, identified
with the Belgian character.
is beloved by the people, as was the duchess of
Parma,
governess
in the place of her brother,
king Philip
II.
According
to Strada,
in his
Histoir_ des gucrres des ]'_,ys-Bas, the duchess of
Parma
used tu say that terror is a bad means to
win the affections
of the Belgians or (onciliate
them.
A law of Dec. 23. 1865, fixed the civil
list at 3,300,000 francs, with the use of the royal
palaces.
The endowment
of the king's brother
is 200,000 francs--Art.
68 of the constitution,"
which confers upon the king the right to declare
war and to make treaties of peace, provides,
besides, that no cession, no exchange,
no addition
of terrilory
can take place except by virtue of
some law.--Threc
principal
enactments
delermine
the public law of Belgium, and the position of the
kingdom in relation to foreign powers : 1. Thelaw
of Nov. 7, 1831, which authorized
the government
to sign the treaty called the Treaty of the Twentyfour Articles, concluded on :Nov. 15, 1831, between
Belgium and the plenipotentiaries
of the five great
powers assembled in London, but the thndamentals of which the king of the Netherlands
accepted
only in 1839. 2. The law of April 4, 1839, which
authorized
the king to conclude and sign the trcaties regulating
the separation
of Belgium
and
Hollaml, upou the basis laid down in the London
congress,
on the 23rd of the preceding January.
8. The law of Feb. 8, 1843, approving
the boundaries between
Belgium
and the Igctherlands,
definitely
fixed by the treaty concluded
at th(;
Hague on the fifth of :November in the)'ear
previous.--In
consequelmeof
the eunstitutiomd
principle already mcntio.ncd,
that all power emanates
front the nation, Belgian citizens
are entitled to
direct election
lo the legislative
chambers,
the
communal
councils
and the provincial
councils.
The body of electors is composed
of all citizens
who pay direct taxes, the minimum
of which is
fixed by law.
Fm_nerly,
in 1830, the liberal professiouswere
also admitted,
without further quailficaltion, as electors to the national
congress.The electoral law relating to the formation
of the
chambers,
was passed blarch 3, 1831, and modifled by several successive amendments.
The communal law and the provinciallaw
haveeach
been
modified 17 times, and the electoral law 25 times,
since their
promulgation.
According
to the
terms of article 26 of the constitution,
the legislaturc is compo_d
of a senate and a chamber of
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representaUves.
Since the law of June 2, 1856,
the apportionment
of the memhcrs of the legislative chambers
is based upon the general census
of the kingdom
taken every 10 years.
Their
number, as determined
bythe law of May 7, 1866,
is 124 for the representatives,
which would be at
the rate of 1 representative
for each 40,000 inhabitanls; and 69 senators.
Tile latter hold office
during 4 )'ears, and every 2 yenlrs a new election
takes place for one-half the number
of representatives.--The
enactments
of June 3, 1859,
Feb. 29, 1860, fix the numl)er of provincial

and
and

communal
judges according
10 the latest retm'ns
of the number
of the popul,'ltion.--Thc
number
of provincial
and commercial
councilors
was increased
according to laws passed iu 1872.--The
offices establislled bythe organiclaw
of March 30,
and April 30, 1836, in the cotnmunal
administration, were those of burgomaster,
aldermen
((checi,,), college of burgomasters
and aldermen,
and
the communal
council.
In the provincial
.Ldministration the offices are those of governor, provincial council, standing committee of the provincial
council, and arrondissement
COluinissioner.
The
governors
and arrondissement
comnlissioncrs,
corresl)onding to prefects and sub-prefects
in France,
are appointed
by the king, as are also the burgomaster and the aldermen
or @herAns, who corrcspond to the mayors and del)uty-mayors
in France.
The provincial
councilors are elected for a term of
4 years, and the communal
councilors
for 6 years.
Tile burgomasters
and the al(]cl'm,Jn (('6hev[lh_) are
likewise appointed
for the term of 6 )'ears.
The
king's ministers, 7 in nunlber, in the departments
of foreign
affairs, 1he judiciary,
the interior,
public works, war, finance,
arc the heads of the
general
administration,
each witllin
Ills own
,¢phere.
Assenlbled
in council,
they deliberate
Ill)on the subjects
which
the king submits
to
them, or whicll.my
one of them proposes.
There
_re also ministers
"without
portfolio,
entitled
"minidres d'gtat, with or without admission
to the
council.--Finance.
Official doeunlcnts
establish
the fact that Belgium,
during the 15 years of her
union witll Holhmd,
annually
contrihuted
more
than 81 nlilliou francs to the expenditure
of the
state.
This was one of the principal
grievances
which tlrought on the revolution
of 1830. Ariel'
tile separation,
there was an Increase of expenses,
instead of the diminution which had been expected.
During the period of 27 years, between
1_61 and
1857, the average revenue was 127,2,20,100 francs
per anntlIn, while the average
expenditure
was
127,439, 900 francs, showing a deficit of 219,800
trancs a veer, for which
provision
was roads
by the emission of treasury notes.--Thcsc
deftcits greatly increased
during
the ensuing years,
the final accounts
furnishing
the following
fi_ures:
Receipts,
155,830,739
francs for 1858;
•
158,349,646 francs
for 1859;
and 169,709,218
francs for 1860.
Then 209,641,495
francs
for
1868, against 223,404,893 francs for the year 1867.
A loan of 50 millions
is included
in the amount
for 1867, and a loan of 33 millions in the amount
18
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for 1868.--Revenue
and expenditure
of Belgium,
from 1870 to 1879, (the figures for the 3'ears 1870
to 1875, both included,
are the actual figures, the
others arcestimatcd):
"YEARS
ls70 ...................
1871...................
1872..................
1873..................
1874..................
1875...................
1876..................
1877..................
1878...................
_8;:J...................
lSso..................

novenue

Expemh_uru.

$35,309,715
35,6o24,800
37,78"2._00
Bti,$44jioo
45,928,(:'00
55,742,315
54.518.800
51,758.'2_5
50,809.150
5'2,0_),770
55,742,315

$35,295,63;
3:3,872.5N)
31,A'_4,820
,'_.7_.9,6o._
47.2"::'_,4_]0
58,444,500

53,952,40,')
54..188,50!)
49,288.,500
sLg'2L350
58,444,500

Every year the chambers
decree the law of aecounts, and vote the budget estinmtes.
All laws
rehlliVe to the revenue and expenditure
of the
stale, or to the aPl)ropriations
for the arnly, nmst.
first be passed by the house of representatives.
(articles 27 and 115 of the constitution).--Summary, under proper heads, of receipts
and cxpenses, according
to the official financial
state.
ment for the year 1879:
R_cE_rrs.
l_ranc_
Laud taxc_ .....................................
2t,'YaS,000
Assessed taxes ................................
15,300,000
Trade licenses ..................................
6,0C0,0(ff_
Mines ..........................................
8_J,0(_
Customs .......................................
18,2;00t o
Succession durra8 ..............................
17.3_0,,_}
Excise on foreign wines and spirits ............
3,o55.(X_
Exe_se on native spirits ........................
15,892, 00
Excise
_'inegar ....................
10,172,'00
Excise on
on beer
sugarand
................................
8,190,000
Registration duties and fines...................
28,800,00J
Domains .......................................
2`400,000
lo. tomee ......................................
5,v0_,50_l
Railways and telegraphs .......................
9"),0_,0.000
Paeket boats between Dover and Ostend .......
1.,50, (x)
Miscellaneous receipts .........................
23.l.r_kS60
'£otal ......................................
265,141,86o
_XI_EN_ES,
Francs
Interest on pnbli¢ debt .........................
74,785,S15
Civil list and dotations .........................
4,,535303
Minislry of jut,rice .............................
16,272,349
Ministry o! foreign affairs ......................
1,903,535
Ministry of interior ............................
'20,371,4PA
Minishy
works .......................
81,354.389
Ministry of
of public
war ................................
41.01):_,00()
.Min.,try of finance ....................
: ........
15,27L_50
Miscellaneous expenditure .....................
. 4,046,000
Total ......................................
259,t_065671
Condition
of the
Jail. I, 18797

national

debt

of

Belgium

ell

_½ per cent. old debt ..........................
41.'_ "
of 1644...........................
4L_ "
of 1853...........................
4_I "
of 1857-60........................
4½
"
of _805...........................
4_I
"
of 1887-70........................
4_
"',
of
...........................
of _871
II_'3...........................

r_.¢,
_197._.59,t17L9.
1'_'._2,847,182
141.284,t'_0
65,84(i,40(I
58,581,(x.0
77,578,200
5_,_94,._00
_8_,0_,5,000

4½

4_,870,_O

"

Raih_ayannuities ................

Total consolidated debt ...................
Floating debt (Bona du ".l'r[:_or)..............
Total debt ................................

1,521,947,444
1%400,000
1,541fl47,444
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--Military Organization.
The Belgian army consists, on a peace footing, of 42,933 men, ofiSce_
included, and of 8,791 horses; the war effective
is 104,658 men, officers included, and 15,052
horses
The.qc numbers comprise the gendarme_e, with 1.562 men and 1,114 horscs.--Tlm
army is recrmted by voluntary enlistment and by
conscription.
In times of peace the service of
the volunteers and militia-men lasts 8 years, or
fr,m_ the age of 19 to 26.--B'trracks
are e._tabll_hed in 38 places, for the accommodation
of
80,000 men and 10,00O horses.-- Sleeping accommodatmns arc provided by a company, and also
by cities, which have undertaken, for a compcnsation, to furnish quarters for the troops.--Tlm
military workshops and the school of pyrotechny
are located at Antwerp.
Liege has afoundryfor
casting cannon and an establishment
for the
manufacture
of arms.--In
1872 there were li
stronghohls, forts and fortified posts in the kingdom: while the garrisoned towns, or posts not
fortified, occupied by the troops, were 20 in humbcr.--There
are militmT bakeries in 18 towns.
The ration of provisions during a campaign consists of 75 d_:e,grammes of bread, 25 de¥agrammes
vf meat, 3 ddcagramrncs of rice, 16 grammes of
salt, 5 centilitres of gin, 4 eentilitres of vinegar.
The ration of firewood is 1.375 of a st_re. Each
soldier in camp receives 5 kilocj'rammes of straw
for bedding, every fortnight.--The
r'ttion of
forage, for horses of heavy cavah'y and artillery,
i,, 4½ kilogrammes of oats, 4 kilo,qrammes of hay, 4
kilogrammes of straw. For the horses of light
cavalry, 4 kih_grammes of oats, 3½ kilogrclmmes of
hay, and 4 kilogrammes of straw. The military
pensions registered in favor of retired soldiers,
from 1830 to Jan. 1, 1872, inclusive of pensions
transferred by Ilolland, are in number 13,534,
reduced by expiration to 4,084, and amounting
to 3,815,162 francs. The pensions to widows
amounted to 4,198 francs.--The state navy, formerly reduced to 1 brig and 1 schooner, now
comprises 5 steamers.
An allowance in the
budget has been proposed to buihl a sixth steamer,
In 1878 the commercial marine consisted of 48
vessels, inclusive ,_f23 steamers.--The civic guard
is in Belgium what the national guard was in
France.
It numbers about 22,000 men.
On
.June, 1, 1879, tl{e effective force was tiros distributed: 23,983 infantry, 5,339 cavalry, 6,937
,artillery, 1,262 engineers, and 3,069 other troops.
_Besides
this active civic guard, there are yet
_68 batlalions of civic guard in reserve, representing an effective force of 200,400 men, with cornmanders anti staffs._Public )_Mucation. On Dec.
_1, 1869, there were in Belgium 1,522 primary
schools for boys, 1,854 for girls, and 2,265 for
both sexes, making, together, 5,641 public and
private schools. At the same period there were
5.178 male teachers, and 4,350 female teachers,
On Dec. 31, 1869, there were 593,379 school
children, of whom 290,510were boys, and 302,869
were girls. 866,572 boys and girls received gratuitous instruction.
The subtraction of 593,379,

the number of children in attendance at school,
from 753,200, the number of children from 7 to
14 years old, would leave a remainder of 159,821
not receiving instruction,
But of this number,
at least 20,000 children attended the middle
schools, the athenaeums anti colleges, or special
institutions such as schools in ahnshouscs, poorhouses, penitentiaries, and reformatories at Ruysselade and Beermen.
Other children attended
private classes at home or sclmols in military garrisons. In 1869 there was one school to every
890 inhabitants.
The proportiomd number of
pupils to the population, in 1869, was 11.8 to
every 100 inhabitants.
Of 44,179 militia.men inscribed for the le_" of 1869, 16,337 could read,
write and cipher; 13,811 could only read and
write; 2,626 could only read; 10,943 had no
school education whatever; and there were 462
whose degree of proficiency in education was not
known. Independently of the primary schools,
there were, on Dec. 31, 1869, in asylums and infant schools, 27,219 boys and 33,371 girls, or
60,590 altogether; of whom 37,133 were admitted
gratuitously.
In midday, evening and Sunday
schools for adults, there were 112,787 males anti
104,381 females, or 217,168 altogether; of whom
214,213 were admitted gratuitously.
Among
these 217,168 pupilswcre included 97,737 children
under 15 years of age, a large part of whom
attended also the primary or industrial schools.
In the industrial and nmnufactory schools and
charity workshops (ateliers de charite) there were
1,310 boys and 25,873 girls, or 27,183 children
altogether; of whom 18,928 were admitted gratuitously. In the schools connected with hospitals,
almshouses,
reformatories
and prisons, there
were 3,713 boys and 1,851 girls, or 6,564 children
altogcLher. Industrial and manufactory schools,
charity workshops and schools for apprentices,
etc., are found ahnost exclusively in the provinces of Hainaut and the two Flanders.
Most of
the children who attend these schools also attend
Sunday schools and their number is included in
the figures above, which represent the attendance
at the Sunday schools.
In 1869 the expenses
recurred for the ordinary maintenance of the primary schools amounted to 14,500,518 francs.
Tiffs sum consisted of the following items: Cash
balance in hand, 236,155 francs; received from
the state, 5,673,036 francs; from the provinces,
1.633,31.3 francs; from the communes, 5,258,366
francs; from public and private donations, 487,990
francs, and from tuition fees, 1,009,651 francs.
From 1867 to 1869, 12,370,910 francs were expended for the constnmtion, purchase, etc., of
schoolhouses and residences for teachers.
There
are two state normal schools, one at Lierre and
the other at :Nivelles. There are also seven Episcopal normal schools, and five normal sections
connected with the middle schools at Bruges,
Ghent, Huy, Couvin and Virton, where pupils
are trained to become teachers, Female teachers
are trained in 15 model schools connected with
establishments for the education of young ladies.
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These establishments
are situated
in different
provinces.
At the royal institute
of :Messines
there is, for the daughters
of soldiers, a normal
.-.cbool, including
a section forthe special training
of teachers
of infant schools.--The
law of June
1, 1850, rehtive
to education
in the middle
schools,
limited
the number
of athemeums
to
10, 2 for Hainaut
and 1 for each of the other
provinces.
The establishments,
50 in number,
of the next grade below, are called state nfiddle
schools
(_:coles _oye_2nes de lYb_t), 18 of which
belong to the lower class, 25 to the intermediate,
and 7 to the higher class.
There arc, besides,
many communal
colleges and communal
middle
schoo]_-, almost
all of which are subsidized
by
_.he public tre_m T. There
are also some private institutions
or boarding
schools in the diffects of studies, professors, masters and tutors conferent provinces.
heeled
with the athenaeums;
In 1869 there
506 directors,
were 312prepro.
fessors,
regents,
teachers
and assistants
in the
state middle schools;
181 directors,
professors,
etC., in the communal
colleges which
received
a
subsidy from the public treasury;
96 in the subsidized
commumd
middle
schools;
33 in the
nfiddlc schools exclusively
communal;
100 in the
colleges; and 43 in the middle schools patronized
by the state.
At the same period
there were
3,569 studeugs in the royal athemeums;
8,313 in
the 50 middle
schools of the state, 1,453 in the
subsidized communal
colleges, 1,374 in the subsidizcd communal
middle
schools;
456 in the
middle schools exclusively
communal;
1,236 in
the colleges;
and 723 in the middle
schools
patronized by the st:_te. The number of scholars
in priwtte schools is not known.
691 pupils arc
admitted
to the athenaeums
gratuitously
or on
reduced terms;
1,911 to the state middle schools;
341 to the subsidized
communal
colleges;
158 to
the subsidized
communal
middle
schools;
9 to
flm middle
schools exclusively
comm_mal;
:[95
to the colleges;
and 77 to the middle
schools
])atronized
by the state:
total, 3,382.
In 1869
the funds of the middle
schools
amounted
to
°,391,451 francs.
Of thissumthe
state furnished
1,051,773 francs;
the provinces,
6,800 francs;
the communes,
724,298 francs;
tuitionary
fees,
554,272; bequests,
19,995;
and the balance
of
cash in hand from the accounts
of the previous
year, 34,312 francs.
The normal institution
for
the training
of teachers
in the higher
middle
schools, is divided rote two sections: one for the
humanities
and the other for the sciences.
The
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the benefit of soldiers' daughters,
and a rcformatory school for boys and one for girls.--The
higher branches of education are taught in a state
university
at Ghent and another at Liege, in the
Catholic university
at Louvain, and in another
free university
at Brussels.
A school of civil
engineering
is connected
with the university of
Ghent, and a school of arts, minos aml manufitctures with the university
of Liege.
During the
acadenfic
year 1866-7, there were 2,313 students
in the four universities,
including
the special
schools connected
with the university
of Ghent
and the university
of Li_ge.--During
the 3"ear
]877-8 the number
of students
attending
the
wtrious br'mciies
of study in each of the four
universities
was ,as follows:

V2,'IV_I_S_TmS.
Gand ...............
L_gc ...............
Lotlvam ............
Brus_ls ............

_
_
=_r._'_
¢._
_" I __
_:_
_ I _
_4
81 -__8
144I 411
91
194 125
:_t_ I 101 I 7:,

_
I -_].
2_
"
[ _: [ _
--_-1 .._-_..]
115 ....
195 I 108
I 14"t_...... }

._
"_
413
738
_'11
4_9

,
--The military school in Belgium is intended fm
the training of officers for the inftmtry
service,
the cavalry,
the artillery, the corps of engineers,
and al.,o the marine.
From the found'aioa
of
this school in 1834, until Dec. 31, 1871, 1,424
youngmen
were received into the establishment
and afterward
admitted to the different branches
of the army.
The other schools organized iu the
army are the war school intended for the training
of staff officers; the target school forthe artillery;
the l)yrotcchaic
school; the cavalry s(.hool; the
special school of subordinate
officers of infantry
and cavalry,
etc ; the regimental
schools; and
the company of s(fldicrs' boys, compo.-ed at proscnt of 257 pupils.--/)ub!/c
C]_arily.
The clmritable institutions
include three principal
cla_ses:
1. The local institutions
which afford relief or an
asylum to the indigent
in sickness,
old age, m
case of desertion,
want of work, and accidents of
every kind.
:2. The state in._titutions which are
particularly
designed
to prevent
and repres.n
vagrancy and mcndicity,
to reform beggars and
vagabonds.
8. The instittitions
which are intem]ed to secure the indcl)eudence
of the working
classes by fostering among them a spirit of ioresight.
These institutions
are under the patronage
of the statc.--Besides
these public institutions

humanities
are taught
at Libge, and the sciences
at Ghent.
There
is a m)rmal
institution
at
Bruges and another at l_'ivelles for the training
of teachers in the lower middle schools.
There

there are many priwttc establisllmcnts
of charity,
organized by citizcnsandbcncvolentassociations.
These establishments
are not undt,r the control
of either state or municipal
authorities
_Public

are two schools of practical
agriculture,
an agriculturalinstitute,
and a veterinary
college.
There
are naval academies
at Antwerp
and at Ostend,
•_ higher commercial
school at Antwerp,
more
than 80 workshops
for apprentices
iu eastern and
western Flanders;
11 institutions
for deaf-mutes
and the blind, a royal institution
exclusively
for

clmrity
is dispensed
through
relief ottices and
ahnshouses.--According
to the terms of article
92 of the communal
law, every commune
must
have a bureau of charity for the distribution
of
provisiot,s
at the homes of the ncedy._Establishments managed by hospitalers are generally found
in cities.
Most of these establislunents
are old
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endowed
institutions.On an average,
from
160,000 to 170,000 indigent families,
representing
600,000 or 700,000 persons, are yearly
registered
in the offices of public charity.
In years when
great distress
prevails,
there may be registered
200,000 pauper
familics
or 800,000 individuals,
The provisions
distributed
arc valued at eight or
nine million francs.
A law of Feb. 18, 1845, laid
down the principle
that a pauper
is entitled
to
public
assistance
by his native commlmc,
providcd he has not removed
fromit.
He must have

mates.
Tile m_mber
of insane
is reckoned
at
5,000 in the public institutions,
and 2,000 cared
for at home.--Therc
are ophthalmic
institutes
at
Brussels, )Ions and l_-amur.--In
manufacturing
towns there are savings hanks, most of which arc
founded by financial
corporatious--There
are 227rwntsdepidtg.
The capital loaned on pledges
amounts
to 10 million francs.
There are only 3
poor-houses
lcft: one at Stuogstrachin,
the other
at B,'uges and the third at Rcckheim.
The poorhouses at :Mons and Cambre have been discon-

resided
during
eight consecutive
years in one
place, before he c_n become
entitled
to draw
assistance from the comnmnal
bureau
of public
charity.
:Every paupcr has a claim to assistance
by the commune
in which he happens to be.
A
commune
which furnishes
relief to an itinerant
pauper
has the right to demand re-imburselnent
of his commune.
Donations
and bequests nmde
l)y private citizens, for the hcnefit
of charitable
institutions
authorized
by the tcrms of article 910
of the civil code, have been valued, in an average
year, at more than a million
francs.--Iu
1869
there were in Belgmm
439 almshouses
and hospitllls,
with
30,000 inmates.
Their
expenses
amounted
to some 7,500,000 francs pcr annum.-In some of the provinces
poor-farms
(fermezlwspices) were established.--There
arc special
lying-in hospitals
at Brussels,
Louvain,
Ghent,
Brugcs.
:Nieuport,
Tournai
and Liege.
The
Brussels
hospital,
the most important
of all,
annually
receives from 700 to 800 women, who
receive all the necessary
assistance
during their
confinement.--In
somc of the largcr cities of the
kingdom
there a,'e societies
organized
to aid
friendless
women during
confinement,
and for
thc maintenance
of infant asylu,ns.--In
some 20
towns there are special institutions
for the bencfit
of foundlings
and abandoned
children who, under
the protection
of these institutions,
are sometimes
boarded in the country with farmers.
The tours
or receptacles
for foundlings,
introduced
by iraperial decree on Jan. 11, 1811, have been gradually discontinucd.
Since the discontinuance
of
these reccptacles,
the number of foundlings
born
of unknown
parcnts has noticeably,
even considerably, diminished.
The expense of the maintenante of thesechildrcn
formerly amounted
to more
than 150,000 francs per annum.
It has been reduced to 50,000 francs.
The last rcccptacle
for
foundliugs,
at Antwerp,
was closed in 1860.--In
Brusscls,
Ghent and ,kntwcrp
there are special
establishments
for thc trcat,ucnt
of sick and deformed childrcn.--Thcrc
arc 10 institutions
for
lhe maintenance
and instruction
of deaf-nmtes
and the blind.
Thenumbcr
of these unfo,'tunates
received at the expense of the communes,
the
province,
and the state, is about 300.
In 1869
thcre wcrc 617 blind persons and 521 deaf-mutes
in the different asylums, almslmuses,
etc, besides
3,058 blind persons and 1,468 deaf-mutes
living
at home.
There are 58 insane asylums, of which
18 arc public and 40 private, including
the colony
at Ghecl, the only one of its kind, with 1,200 in-

tinued;
lint a new a_'icultural
colon)'
for the
benefit of able-bodied
paupers
has been cstablished at _[erxplas.
The imnatcs
of the poorhouses number 1,800.
In the reformatory
schools
at Ruysseladc
and Beermcu
there are also 500.
boys and 250 girls, committed
on account of mendicancy or va_o'rancy.--In
the cantons
there are
committees
appointed
to aid liberated
prisoners
who manifest
a disposition
to engage m some
honest pursuit.
Children acquitted
by the magistrates for having
acted without discernment,
and
likewise young beggars and vagrants,
are ladenlured or placed
in apprenticeship
through
the
instrumentality
of these committees.
/3at most
of thesc committees
have gone out of existence.
At :Namur, Mons, Antwerp,
Brussels, Liege and
Ghent there arc houses of refuge for g_rls and'
women,
discharged
from custody,
who slmw a
disposition
to renounce the ways of vice.
There
are also charity workshops
for the poor and f_a'
those who can not procure
work elsewh(.rc.-Mutual
benevolent
societies,
more than 200 in
number, arc organized for the bencfit ()f workmen
when sick.
These sncicties
are regulated
by a
special law of April 3, 1851. There are savings
associations
for the purchase
and distribution
of
provisions
in winter.--Thcre
are savings
institutions for mining
laborers,
]aborcrs
of the state
railways,
fishermen
and seamen.
These institulions cxtcnd
thcir bcncfactions
to workingmen
when sick, wounded,
or othe,'wise
disabled,
and
likewise to thcir widows and childrcn.--A
law of
March 8, 1850, created
a general
caisse de retrade
for the special purpose of providing,
by the paymcnt of a certain sum during life, a sure way for
any provident
person to la'y up means against old
age.
This institution,
under the management
of
the government,
w'ls reor,_anized
by a law of
March 16, 1855, which added to the institution
a
savings
bank.
Deposits
iu this bank may b(.'
effccted through
any postotfice.--Religio_.
The
population
of Belgiumis
almost exclusively
Catholic.
There are only some 13,000 Protestants,
and "_bout 1,500 Jews.--The
country
is divided
into 6 dioceses: the archbishopric
of Mahnes.
including
the provinces
of Antwerp
and Brabant,
and the bishoprics
of Bruges,
Ghent,
L_gc,
Namur
and Tournai.
The archbishopric
has 3
_icars-general
and a chapter of 12 canons,
and
each of the bishoprics
2 vicars-general
and a
chapter of 8 canons.
In each diocese is an ecclesiastical seminar5".
There are few endowments,
and the clerg 5, derive
their maintenance
chiefly
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from fees and voluntary
gifts.
The slate pays a
salary of 21,000 francs to the archbishop;
16,000
francs to each of the bishops;
2,000 francs to
canons;
and about 700 francs to parish priests
According
to the last census there are 1,322 religious house_, 178 fo," men, and 1,144 forwomen,
with an aggregale
number
of 18,196 inmates.-There are g ministers
of the English
Episcopal
church, and also 8 chapels--3
in B,-ussels, and
one each in Antwerp,
Brugcs,
Ostcnd, Spa and
Ghent.
There is a central Jewish
syn%_ogue in
Brussels.
3 branch synagogues
at Antwerp.Ghent
and Li5gv, and 2 of au inferior" class at A,'lou :rod
_Namur.--Justlce.
The civil and criminal
laws
of Belgium "ire based upon the laws of France, to
which country Belgiu,n was h)ng united.
Many
(if these laws have been revised, parti('ularly
the
penal cod_., the laws on mortgage, and lhe legi._lation in reference
to liankruptcy
and judici'd o,'ganization--Justice
is administered
under
the
control
of the (vur &: ca.s,_ation (highest court of
appc_fl), by appellate,
military and a.,,_/ze courts,
bytribunals
of first resort, t,'ibuaals of commun(,,
council_ of war. justices' courts, 'rod councils
of
3_r_td'hom_es.
The eotlr de cassatiol_ is located in
B,'u.ssels.
There are 3 courts of appeal, one at
Brussels, another at Libge, and thethird
atGhent,
*Phere are 26 tribunals
of first resort, one in each
¢lT_'oud[sseme_ff; and 204 c'mton% each having a
justice
of the peace --The
oflicem of the courts
_nd tribunals
are the following:
30 first presidents, °_4 presidents
and vice-presidents
of chainbets, 149 counselors
and judges;
37 examining
officials; 30 attorneys general and king's counselors (proc_treursda
rot); 8 general and militaryauditors; 59 at|orneys
gef:eral and substitutes
,if inferiorcourts;
30clerksofcourts;
97 deputy clerks;
and 48 secretaries
and clerks to the prosecutors.
--The tribunals
of commerce
consist of 74 mereburs. including
ttle presidents
and 14 clerks,
']'here
'tre, 203 justices
of the peacc.--In
the
budget
estimales
for the year 1872 the sum of
3,595,850 fran(.s was appropriated
for the admini._lration _)f justice.--The
jury takes cognizance
of criminal
matters
and of political
offenses as
well as offcn.-es of the prcss.--In
1870 the costa
of the courts
amounled
to 722,608 francs.
In
the same year the fees accruing
to the treasury
aggregated
2_6,530
francs.-Agriculture.
Belglum is rich in agricultural
products,
although
its cereals do not suffice for home consumption.
]t h'ts. considering
the relative extent of its area,
as much live stock
as any other country
in
Europe.
According
to the enumeration
taken at
the same time with the census of the polmlalion
mittile close of the year 1866, there were 283,163
horse._, 1,242,445 horned
cattle,
586,097 sheep,
",nd 632,301 swine in Bclgium.--In
__$66 there
were 2,663,753 ]_ectar_, of land under cultivation,
(if which 1,359,795
lwc/ares (the hectare equals
2.4711 acres) were cultivated
by the owners of the
soil, and 1,323,958 ]_ctare,q were leased.
These
2.663,75;; l*eclezres were divided
among 744,007
e'uhivalors,
comprising
°246,302 owners of all the
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land which
they cultivated;
74,670 owners
of
more than half the land which they cultivated;
279,43;_ lessees of 'ill the land which they cultirated;
and 143,603 lessees of more than half the
land which they cultiwited.
Cereal and farinaceous products
c()vercd
967,135 hectares: vegetables, 37,909; roots, 200,204; grassesand
forage,
495,051; plants nsed in manufactures,
115,308;
woods and f(ire_s,
43:t,596;
heath, brushwood
and fallow g,'ound,
262,477 hecl¢_res.--1871 was
a good year for crops, except wheat, spring rye,
buckwheat
:rod potatoes,
of which ttle crop was
only middling.
During
the year the average
yield to the /_,ctare under cullivation
was cstimated to be ,,s follows:
Summer
wheat, 16.70
/_ectob'lrcs (the hc_'tolzlJ'eequals 2.75 bush.); bearded
,vheat, 26 heetolitr_'; spring ITe, 15.87/_cclolHres;
summer
barley,
30 hectolitre,,"
buckwheat,
22
hectolitres; pease,
19 ]_ectolitre_; potatoes,
8,838
kilogrammes
(the kilogramme
equals 2.67951 lbs.
troy); summer colza, 19 heetolitres; flax, 561 kilo.
gramme,_'; meadow grass, 3,931 kilograml_;
clover grass, 20,319 kilo qramm¢s.--OfIicial
sIatistics
of a subsequent
date show that agriculture
is
making steady progress in different parts of the
conntry.
This is especially
apparent
in actual
improvements,
new manures
employed,
new
modes of cultivation,
_qgricultural
implements,
the use of 1)laster in fertilizers,
the increase in
the market value of land and the price of farm
rents.--Between
1847 and 1869, 28,289 Itectar_s
of waste land belonging
to the communes,
were
converted
into arabh; lauds; 28,277 into forests,
3.878 into meadows,
and 260 into gardens; which
gives an average of cleared
hind amounting
to
2,640 l_cchtres a year.
There still remain 102,455
bee#items susceptible
of improvcmenl.--I_*d_tst_T.
The main branches
of industry,
generally pros.
perous,
are constantly
improving,
according
to
the official statistics
of the mines and foreign
commcrce.--In
1869 there were in exploitation
285 coal mines,
covering
an extent of 140,640
hectares.
These mines _vielded 12,944,000
tons,
valued at 136 million francs, and furnished work
at wages showing an Ul)ward tendency
to 89,900
laborers.
In 1865 there were only 82,000 men
working in lhe coal mines--ln
1869 the metallic
mines gave eml)loyment
to 8,526 workmen
who
worked in 99 mines,
and 81 communes
having
free mines.
The yield of these mines represents
:twllue of 5,708,943 fr'mcs for the iron, 2,941,065
for lhe lead, and 2,638,509 for the calamine.
In
1840 the corresponding
figures were 1,470,896,
12,147 and 804,990.--In
the same .)ear, 1869,
there _verc 322 welding furnaces
for the manufaeture of iron and cast-iron,
employing
23,024
workmen,
and yielding
products
valued
at
135,507,352 francs, against 125 milhons in 1866,
117 ia 1865, 109 in 1867, 103 in 186_, 81 in 1860,
and 30 millions
in 1850. In olher establishments, during the same )'ear, the product of zinc
amountcd
to ;_4,001,670
f_mcs;
of glass,
to
28,652,500 fr.mcs; of lead, to 5,078,798 fr_mcs; of
copl_er, to 4,576,000 francs; of steel, to 2,190,000
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francs; of alum, to 331,014 francs; and of nickel,
to 152,100 francs.
The products of the quarries,
2,361 in number, with 21,262 workmen,
amounted
to 27,289,509 francs in 1869, a figure slightly different from that of the four preceding )'ears, but
ten millions above that of 1860.--SeraJng,
near
Liege, ¥erviers,
Tirlemont,
Brussels and Ghent
are the principal places for the manufacture
of
machinery.--In
Liege and the neighboring
communes there are more than 20,000 artisans,
men,
women and children,
engaged
in the manufacture of arms.
The cannon
foundry
of Libge is
a monopoly
of the state.
It ships iron and
bronze cannon to every country on the continent,
and also to countries
beyond the sea.--Among
other metallurgical
industries
of Belgium
we
might mention
the cutlery
of :Namur, the flourishing manufacture
of nails, and especially
of
zinc in its various
forms,
at "Vicille-Montagne,
Corphalie and Nouvelle.Montagne,
the three great
establishments
in the province
of Li5ge.
The
factory of Corphalie
turns out also large quantities of lead.--Woolen
industries
have long existed, in Belgium,
in a prosperous
condition,
For many years they have proved
a source of
comfortable
livelihood
to the people in the Flemish districts.
Woolen
factories,
like all others,
had to be centralized
and subdivided
into severtd
branches, such as spinning,
weaving and bleachlag,
separately
conducted
in large
factories,
Uniformity
of management
and the magnitude
of the capital invested
have been the principal
factors of a cheap production
such as the times
demand.
In the inevit_tble crisis which ensued
Flandcrs
came
out victorions.
The spinning
mills turn out threads of a quality at least equal
to the threads manufactured
by the best mills in
other countries.
Belgian textile fabrics c(.,ml)ete
as exports with the Enghsh
in many a market,
--The manufacture
of woolens and cloths, which
formerly constituted
the wealth of Flanders,
has
had 1() undergo
the same puases of trausforma,
tion as the manufacture
of flax and linens.
At
the opening of this century
Verviers
resolutely
adoptc_l the steam woolen spinning
which was to
supersede
hand spinning.
Woolen factories are
now ranked
among the most rat)idly developing
industries
in Belgium.
Verviers
and its suburbs
continue
to be the centre for these factories.
A
considerable
number
of mills and more than
18,000 operatives
are kept
busy
turning
out
woolen fabrics,
cloths and fancy stuffs.--Carpct
factories are mostly found at Tournai.
For some
time past Ihere has been an important
carpet factory also at Ingehntlnster
in western Fhmders.-It is estimated that 28,000 persons are engaged in
cotton industries,
only one-third
of this number
being in eastern
Flanders.
Calicoes
made at
Ghent still find buyers at _Ianchester,
the centre of English
manufactures.
Cotton industry,
which was phmted in Belgium
at the beginning
of this century,
grew rapidly during the French
empire and the union of Belgium with Holland.
After having
remained
almost stationary
from

1830 to 1845, commencing
at this last date cotton
industry entered on an era of prosperity,
such as
marked the progress of other branches of manufactures in Belgium.
Itosiery, a branch of industry which is constantly
improving,
is carried on
mainly near Tournai
and the French
frontier.
Besides
the workmen
regularly
employed
m
these factories,
these
establishments
furnish
work
to a large
number
of women
and
girls, who derive
great benefit
from it.
Ribboa-making,
one of the old industries
of the
country,
is rising from the decay into which it
had fallen.
The passementerie
is also advanecing, and its contributions
to foreign markets
become more important
every year in consequence
of improvements
introduced
into this branch of
industry.--Lace-making,
one of the principal
branches
of manufacture
in Flanders
and the
provinces of Brabant and Antwerp, gives employmerit to about 125,000 women and girls, 20,000 of
whom are engaged at work in Brussels, which is
celebrated
for its lace works.
_Nets, the best of
which
formerly
came from Scotland,
are now
manufactured
at Brussels in such perfection
that
the best houses in Paris import
them from Belgium to apply on them the flowers which for some
years past are being manufactured
in France.
'l'he Mechlin, made of linen, the Gr, zmmol,t, made
of cotton and silk, the ]?russels and the l'u,lencien_e_, are the four principal
laces manufactured
in the kingdom.--The
manufacture
of silks is
not sufficient for home consumption.
There are
about 600 looms in operation,
divided
among
some 30 manufacturers,
in the provinces
of Antwerp and eastern Flanders,
a,_d also at Brussels.
Belgium
has a rich population,
who consume
perhaps more silks than any other in Europe, and
among whom silk materials
are yearly entering
more largely into the manufacture
of garments
and upholstery.--Brcwerics
and distilleries,
sugar
refineries,
cigar and tobacco factories,
manufactories of paper and articles of gold, have received
a great impetus and yield large profits ever)' year.
--Cornmerex.
From 1841 to 1_50 the import and
export business of Belgium
amounted,
in the aggregate,
to 6,500 million
francs.
From 1851 to
1860 this figure was more than doubled,
having
risen to near 14,000 millions;
and from 1861 to
1870 it was quadrupled,
or amounted
to 25,850
nfillions.
These figures need no commcnt.--In
1870 the "general
commerce"
mnounted
to 3,28_
million
francs,
of which 1,760,200,000
was for
imports and 1,521,800,000
for exports;
or 2.094,800,000 fnmcs by" land and by river tnmSl)Ormtion, and 1,187,200,000
by sea.--The
value of the
general commerce
in the year 1878 was represented
by 2,450,858,592
francs for imports,
"rod 2,084,341,792 for exports.
The "special
commerce"
was as follows in theyear
1878: imports forhome
consumption,
1,457,240,512
fr_tncs; exports of
home produce,
1,117,287,288
francs.--Mea_s
of
Tra_sportation.
The number
of highw_ys
construtted
since the independence
of
Belgium
is truly marvelous.
During
this period
more
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roads have been opened than had been constructed
for centuries
before.
In 1869 there were 1,055
leagues (of 5,000 metres) of state roads, 289.71
leagues of other roads, and 127.61 of lca,_ed roads,
making
altogether,
1,473.15 leagues.--The
first
railway in Belgium from Brussels to Malines, was
opened for traffic on May 5, 1835.--In
1869 there
were 589 kgom_tres
of railways belonging
to the
state, and more than 259 kilometres
of lines constructcd
by private
companies,
but el)eroded by
the state.
Travelers
to thenumber
of 13½ re|Ilion
were cvrried by the roads belonging
to the slate,
There are more tlmn 2,000 kilom_tre.s of roads operated by private companics.--On
Jan. 1, 1880,there
were in operation:
state railways, 2,662kilometres;
private
companies'
railways,
1,350 kilometres;
total, 4.012 kilom_tres.--The
opening
of parish
ro;tds is also encouraged
by the government.
A
law of April 10, 1841, provides for the preservation, improvement,
maintenance
and police of
these roads.
At the close of th_ year 1830 there
were 1,495 kilomJtres parish roads of all classes,
and in 1855 there were 9,866 kilometres.
From
1841 (when the state assumed
"t part of lhe cxl)cnses of roads then inaugurated)
until the. year
1866, the various
sources
of revemm
applied
to the defraying
of these expenses
amoun|ed
to
66,927,054 francs.
By means of these subsidies
about 11 million
metres of roads were paved,
ballasted and finishcd.--In
Belgium there _lre 851
kilometres of ca,ml mid 974 kilometres of river navigation.
The two longest c ,nals arc the Can|pine,
which unites the Meuse to the Escaut, _md measures with its branches, 168 kilometres
in lengfll;
and the Charlcroi
at Brussels, which is 89 kilomOtcesloug, inclu(lingits
branches.
Since 1830 only
one-half of the length
of these canals has been
open to navigation.
Several
other canals
aod
rivers have undergone
improvements
since 1830.
The principal navigable
rivers are the Escaut (233
kilometres),
the )Icuse
(186), the Lys (115), the
Sambre (94), the Dendre (75) from Ath to Ternlonde.--BIBLIOGItAPIXY.
There are many works
of reference
on Belgium.
Confining
ourselves to
political history
and statistics, we may mention
the following:
Essai historique et polibque sur
he rg_vlution belge, by J. B. Nothomb,
third edition, Brussels, 1833, 1 v.ol. 8vo; £a Belgtqtle sous
lc r_gae de Lgopold I. Etuxles d'histoire cvutemporauie, by J. J. Thonissen,
2nd ed., Louvain, 1861,
3 vols. 8vo; Izsfou_,dateurs
de la .llremarchie beh./e,
by Thonms Justc, Brussels,
12 vols. 8vo, (1872);
•b'tatistiquegd_drale
delal3elgiqtte,
Exposgdelasitnation da rogaume, p_riodedgcenl_ale de 1841 d 1850,
published
by the minister of the interior, Brussels, 1852, 1 vol. 4to.
The ensuing period, from
1851 to 1860, appeared
in 1864-5, in 3 vols. 4to,
Am_uah'e
Stati_O'que de b_ l?egique,
1)ublished
since 1870, by the department
of tim interior;
La Belgiqae; ses ress ,urces ¢_jrico!e._, iml_tstrielles et
commercialaL by H. Tarlier,
Brussels.
1879, 8vo;
La r(_vlulioa belge de 1830, d'aprds des documeMs
inddit,, Brussels,
1872. 2nd ed.
Xavtr,:It IIEusCLIL1N(_.
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]BELL, John, was born near Nashville,
Tenn.
Feb. 15, 1797, and died near Nashville,
Sept. 10.
18119. He was graduated
at the university
of
_Nashvillc m 1814, was admitted to the b,tr in 1816,
was a representative
in congress
(whig) 1829-41,
was secretary
of war under tIarrison
and Tyler
(see ADMINISTRATIONS), and was United States
senator
1847-59.
During the latter part of his
term of office he was one of the "south
" Amc,'icans (see BORDER STATES, WHIG PARTY) who
held aloof from both the democrats
and republicans, only wishing to stop all agitation
for or
against slavery; and in 1860 hc was the candidate
of the constitutional
union party for the presi.
dency.
A.J.
BELLIGERENTS,
parties actually at war.-I. Just as, in the eyes of international
law,
not every armed contest is a war, the quality of
belligerents
is not recognized
as existing in all
parties engaged in war.
Sovereign
states at war
arc always belligerents.
Doubt arises only when
one of the parties to the struggle, or both, are not
in the enjoyment
of political sovereignty.
Com.
batants
must thcrefore
be recoqnlzcd, either implicitly
or cxphcitlv,
as belligerents.
In wh'tt
case do they enjoy this quality?
This depend_ on
circumstances.
Generally
the quality
of belligerents is accorded to members of a confederation
which engage in a strugolc with each other.
The
reason of this is, on the one hand, because they arc
regularly
organized and observe tit(; rul_ of inlcrnational law; on the oflmr, because the neutral
states have neither the wish nor the right to decide which party is in the wrong, the interpretation of a constitutioval
or federal question being
a domestieaffair;
and finally, forhumanercasons,
because belligerents
are treated more mildly than
insurgents.
The quality
of helligcrents
is accorded to two partic_- evcn in thc ca_e when a federal government
presents the question as in tim
nature of aa execution, that is t,, say, as an act of
justice or coercion foreseen by the law.
This was
the case in the struggle
of the Sonderbund
in
Switzerland,
in 1847; in that of the United States
from 1861 to 1865; and in that of Prussia in 1866
against the majority
of the other states of the
German
Confederation.--In
case of civil war
what the custom of nations in the premises is, is
not so well detincd.
Usually. the quahty of bellig.
erents is refus: d to insurgents
as long as the governmcnt they have rebelled against remains m a
conditiontosubduethcm.
Wheninsurgentssecnl
ahou'_ to gain the upper hand, other states consult
their ownpolicy
and act accordingly.
_lox'e than
one state has come to the assistance
of insurgent
provinces,
and even been seen to foment the rebellion to its own profit; but these acts are not
within the domain of international
law.
Their
forum is conscience, public opinkm and history._
Governments
do not seewith pleasure the quality
of belligerents
accorded to these whom they look
upon as rebels, because this lends the latter a certain moral force: in return, however, it frees such
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governments
from all responsibility
for any damof violence,
have not been duly authorized
by
age which the insurgents
may commit.
For extheir sovereign.--Thus,
in 1866, during
the war
ample, during the war of secession in the United
between
Prussia
and other German states, and
States, if English or Frcnch subjects had suffered
notably Bawlria, a Bavarian
collected
some men
a loss by the act of one of the agents of the govtogether and made an incursion
into a It)lace in the
ermnent
of the south, it was to this government
vicinity of the p,'incipality
of Hohenzollern,
of
of the south only that Enghmd
or France
could
which lie took possession in the name r)f his govturn for redress, and with the fall of the confedernment,
without
having
been censured
for the
eraey every chance of remedy was lost.
In the
depredation.
Hc was nevertheless
brought before
case of a Turkish
subject it would
have been
aBaw_rian
tribunal for this d(,ed and punished
for
different.
Turkey not havingreeognized
the conhaving
acted
without
authorization.
For the
fedcr'_tes as belligertnts,
could have had recourse
same reason
citizens
not forming a part of the
to Washingtou
aud said- Your rebels have comarmy should abstain from taking part in war, for
mitred depredations
to my loss; 1 ask.to bc indemthe enemy will not recognize them as belligerents
nified.--IIere
is a case somewhat
ohter, cited by
and will punish them severely.
All nations are
Mr. Lawrence
(Commentary
on Whcaton):
Mr.
at one on this point.--II.
Having ex'mfined
the
Canning wrote to Lo,'d Gr'mville,
June 22, 1826,
question
as to whom the quality of l)e]ligerents
that if the English government
admitted
with )I.
belongs, we shall set forth in brief _'hat the rights
de Vill_':le that the powerlessness
of the Greek govand duties connected
with it are.--These
rights,
ernment to keep its population
in order justified
which in ancient times "rod up to the middle ages
an apl)_'al to the English gove,'nmenL and reprisals
were considered
without limit, since there was no
in case of the failure of such an appeal;
that if it
right for the conquered--r(_
vlctis--bee.tme
more
admitted
with Austria (and lie feared
then with
restricted
by degrees since modern usage did not
France) that the Grcckgovcrnnmnt
itself wasonly
permit more harm to be inflicted on the enemy
an insurrection,
without rights or nation'd duties,
tlnm was necessary
to ohtain victory.
Even this
then the Turkish
government
itself was the one
is enough to make humanity
shudder,
but once
to which
appeal
should
be made;
that if the
war is admitted,
it can not be otherwise.
ConseTurkish
govcrnmentwas
rcndcred rcsponsihle
for
quently, coml)atants
have a right to kill the solthe acts of piracy committed
by certain Greek
diers of the enemy who attack them, but they
ships, then the Greek government
being only a
must spare the wounded aml the soldiers who surgreat act of piracy, theporte was responsible for the
render.
TiLe lives of non-combat'rot
citizens and,
consequcnces.--Moreover,
recognition
of belligfor a gTeater reason, the lives of women and ehilerents is often nothing
more th'm the recognition
dren, are sacred; for them the law of war does
of a fact, and does not in any w_y weaken
the
not exist; they remain
under tile rule of peace,
legal tie which m_" exist between the combatants
provided,
be it well undcr.-tood,
that they commit
(see session of the Frcncli senate, Feb. 12, 1864,
no warlike
act.
If non-combatants
violate
the
R_zppo;'t sur la pgtitio_ des P,,lo;_ah).
In other
peace, their punishment
is all the g,'eater, as they
terIns it is recognized
that there is war, that is were not suspected.
Allcivilized
nations without
all: no decision is made as to which side is in the
exception are agreed on tlds point --,lust
as the
right.--But
how if a government
at war with in- lives of non-combatants
are safe, so should
their
surgents
recognizes
them as belligerents?
Then
propc,-ty
be.
But as the occupatiou
of the
one should distinguish
according
as the neutral
enemy's territory
brings with it the suspension
of
states have themselves
recognized
the insurgents
the autho,'ities
established
there who are rcplaced
as belligerents,
or have not recognized
them.
by those of the enemy, the latter enjoy, provision]u the first case they relieve the rightful governally or temporarily,
all the rights of sovereignty.
ment of all responsibility
for the acts of the de The hostile authority,
therefore,
can demand
of
fe_to govc,rmncnt;
in the second, it is the governthe inhabitants
of the places occupied all that the
ment de jure which is respnnsible.
It may hapnational
authority
might l,ave exacted,
notably
pen that the insurrection
is so great that a governthe maintenance
of their troops, ot ordinary or exmeut,
while proehtimi_g
the insurgents
to be traordin'trytaxes,
requisitionsinkindaccordingto
rebels, treats them in fact as bclligert:nts,
through
regular
rule., and by giving receipts,
so that if
humanity
or for other
rc'lsnns,
as took place
there is a chance the requisitions
may be paid for
during the war of seccssicm in the United States.
by the countzs'.
Requisitions,
however, can be
,ks a matter of fact an order of the day issued
levied only in so far as they are nccessary to the
at Metal)his,
announced
in April,
1865, that, ' eneiny's army.
But the single soldier never has
beginning
with May 25, confederate
soldiers who
the right to use force in his own private interest.
should not have surrendered
by th:lt date should
--IIowever,
if the cstabli.,,hcd authorities
are de
be treated as rebels and not as prisoners of war.
jure suspended,
the enemy may nevertheless
see
This kind of rccogultionha._no
intiuenceon
interfit to retain them.
He can do so in his own
national l-tw.
It. is it domestic nmtter entirely.-interest as well as through
humanity;
but if this
The character
of belligerents
has never been acstep is useful to him it is far from being harmful
corded to pirates, not" to filibusters, nor brigands,
to the country occul)ied.
Govermnentshave
seen
nor to any of those who commit violence in the.Jr
fit to command
their agents to quit their posts
own private inlcrest, or even to those who, guilt)"
under similar circumstances,
and the agents may
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,have thought
patriotism
imposed on them the
duty of departing;
but we do not know if this
way of looking at the question is correct.
Their
departure
causes less harm to the enemy than to
the people.
Oil thc other hand, if the encmy enjoys deJacto all the rights of sovereignty,
the soyereignty of the enemy does not go to the length
of prescribing
constitutional
changes.
In return
he is not limitc(l by the ordimiry
laws of the
country,
since he can legislate in virtue of his
_eml)orary but defaclo sovcrcignty.--The
powers
which the usages of war accord to bel]igerentsare
_oo extensive
not to make it their duty tu use
them moderately.
The lnodern laws of war condemn cruelty and useless dev'tstation,
the breakin,g of one's p'_role, and everything
contrary
to
honor.
They proscribe also the use ,_f barbarous
weapons, poison, explosive bullets (but not cannon
bails),
lIappily if war has remained cruel (and it
will be so always), no nation has hcre a right to
throw stones at its neighbors--still
the horrors so
frequent
in former times have become rare.
Adversaries, it is true, mutually accuse one another of
abominable
cruelty, but the_e are generally
either
exaggerations
or disputed
facts, more frequently
the latter.
Lies are ahvays
to be regretted,
bur
in this case they are criminal,
for they envenom
and perpetuatc
quarrels,
and always
cause the
shedding
of-innocent
blood.
The. evil is &n'e._t
enough of itself: it is quite unnecess'try
to add
anything
to it.
(See _¥Alt; W._R, CIWL.)
)IACRICE BLOCK.
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legislation
a bill may become a law without
the
sanction of tile president,
provided,
that after its
disaI)proval by tile executive,
upon its rc-eonsidemtion
by congress,
two-thirds
of l)oth houses
shall agree to pass the bill.
It is also provided by
the constitution
that if any bill shall not be rcturned by the president within ten days (Sundays
excepted)
after it shall have been presented
to
him, the same shall be law.
In England.
previous to the reign of IIenrv VI., the form of
proceeding
wa._ _by petition
from the house of
commons,
with lhc concurrence
of the house
of lords and prelates, assented
to by the king,
and cnrolle.d.thcreaftcr
by the judges
or others
of tlle king's council.
Frequently
by modifica.
tion or addition
to the suhjcct matter presented
by the commons, or by abridgment
in the answer
of the crown, the certain purpose of the In'oceeding was defeated.
Ascarly asthe reign of Henry
V. the house of commons
remonstrated,
and
insisted that the statutes slmuld be framed in strict
accord:race
with the petition.
The opposition to
these evils became so intense, that in the succeeding reign of Henry VI. the l)ractice was es abli_hcd of presenting
the matter for which the
sovcreign's
approval was entreated,
iu the form
of a bill, and since that period the rule ires been
engrafted
upon English
constitutional
law, that
nothing shall be enacted without
the consent of
the commons;
and while the crown, at its option,
may reject or assent to the bills of parliament,
it
c'tn not alter them.
But the rule is likewise
established,
that if the crown is sl)ecially interested in a bill, its assent must be ohtained
before

borough,
N. C., March
14, 1782, and died at
Washington
City, April
10, 1858.
He began
practicing
law in l_ashville,
Tenn.,
and was
Jackson's
aide; but a street fight with Jackson
made life in _'ashville
so unpleasant
to him that
lie removed
to 5[issouri,
and served as United
Statcs senator from that state (democrat) 1821-51.
In the sen'ire he was a voluminous
and rather
_iresomc speaker,
but his speeches were widely
read and had great influence wifll the country,
He was a southern democrat,
opposed to secession
and to agitation
for or against slavery, and so lost

its passage by the two houses;
and should the
royal p.,tronage
in anyway
be affected,
royal
assent must be had before any procee.dmgs
are
begun.
The English rule also prc_cribes that the
purport of "_bill of attainder,
or a bill granting
titles, before presentmcnt
in p:lrliamcnt,
must be
laid before the sovereign.
]n early times the
chief duty of the commons when summoned
by
the crown, was, tit its dictation,
to vote its supplies.
The custr)m is partially
preserved as the
h,use of commons
will not entertain
a supply
bill unle_-s the crown
first sul)mits it. A bill

ground in hisown
state.
He served as representalive in congress
1853-5, but was defeated
in
(,very oliver election after 1851.--See
I Parton's
]/fe of Jack*on, 392; Benton's
TMrty Ycc, r._' I%w;
Benton's.Debates
of Co_,gress," 26 Atlalztic,l[onthly.
A.J.

granting
a pardon is ahvays first signed by the
sovereign before anyprocccdings
are cntertaincd,
and is subject to but one readingin
each house of
parliament.
A bill con_-ists of a preamble
stating the need of the particular
legislation,
and the
enaetiug clauses.
Bills are of two kinds, public
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(See E_ARGO.)

and l)rivate.
A public bill relates to matters in
whicll the puhlic generally
are interested,
xk
BILL.
A bill is a draft of a law presented
to
private bill is for the particular
interest or benefit
a legislative body for enactment.
In the British
of an individual,
a private corporation,
or a town
parliament
it is a form of statute submitted
to tim
or county --The procedure
with regard to bills is
house ()t' lords or commons,
anti becomes an act
in many respects
similar in both English
and
after passing both houses and receiving
the roy'll
American h.gislation.
In fact, American parliaa.,.seut.
It is the same in the :kmcrican
congress,
' mentary law h._s been moulded after that of the
with the exception
that under its rules, a joint
Fuglish.
Any member
can introduce
a bill in
resolution
may be construed
to be a bill.
In
congress on one day's notice(unless
by unanimous
English
legislation
no bill can become a law
consent) in the senate, and in the house every
without
the sovereign's
assent.
In American
"_,Ionday, and at other times by unanimous
con-
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sent.
There are under the rules three readings
of every bill, two of which are usually by the
title only: the first on its presentment,
the
second at least one day later, and the third before
the vote on its final passage.
In cases of emergency, however, under a suspension
of the rules,
requiringavote
of two-thirds,
all the proceedings
may take place on the same day.
On the second
reading the bill is either committed
or ordered to
be engrossed
and rcad a third time.
If cornmitted, it is then referred
to committee
of the
whole house, or Io a standing
commiltee,
which
the speaker
names.
VChen ready to report,
the
chairman,
or some member
of the committee
to
whnm the bill was referred,
presents
a writtert
report to the house, with or without amendments
to the tlill, as the case may be, and the committee
is discharged
from its further
cons deration,
Upon order of the house, however, the same mattermay
be re-committed
to them;
in that event
the whole question
comes before the committee
de now, and they p,'oceed again upon its consideration as if nothing had passed.
After the bill
has been read a second
time, if no proposition
for commitment
be made, it is read by paragraphs, and if it has come from the other house
the order is, whether it shall pass to the third
reading.
If it originates
with
the,nselves
the
question is, whether it shall be engrossed and read
a thi,'d time.
After the bill is passed it can not
be altered
in any p:_rticuiar;
its title, however,
can be amended.
The bill is then sent by ruessage to the other house, requesting
its cotmurrenee.
After its pa.-sage by both houses it is
cm'olled on parchment,
certified
by the clerk or
secretary
of the house in which it o,'iginated, and
sent to the joint committee
on enrolled
bills for
examination.
Having been signed by the speaker
of the house and the president of the senate, and
entered (by title) on the journal
of each house,
it is presented
finally
to the executive
for his
approval.
(See ACT.)
JolIl_ W. Cha.,XtPITT.
BILL 01e EXCIt!kN(_E.
In commerce
this
term is generally
used to designate
that species
of mercantile
transactions
by which the debts of
individuals
residing at a distance from their ereditom are canceled
without
the transmission
of
money.--Among
cities or countries
having any
considerable
intercourse
together, the debtsmutually due by each other approach,
for the most
part, near to an equality.
There are at all times,
for example,
a considerable
number of personsin
London indebted to Hamburg;
but, speaking genemily, there are about an equal number
of persons in London to whom Hamburg
is indebted,
And hence, when A of London has a payment to
make to B of Hamburg,
he does not remit an
equivalent
sum of money to the latter,
but he
goes into the market and buys a bill upon Hamburg; that is, he buys an order from C of London addressed
to Iris debtor D of lIamburg,
requesting
him to pay the amount
to A or his
order.
A, having
indorsed
this bill or order,

scuds it to B, who receives
payment
from his
neigbbnr D. The convenience
of all parties is
consulted
by a transaction
of this sort.
The
debts duc by A to B, and by D to C, are extinguished without
the intervention
of any money.
A of London pays C of ditto, and D of IIamburg
pays B of ditto.
The debtor in one place is subs'ituted
for the debtor in another;
and a postage
or two, and the stamp for the bill, form the whole
expenses.
All risk of loss is obviated.--A
bill of
exchange
may, therefore,
be defined to be arL
order addressed to some person residing at a distam'e, directing
him to pay a certain specified
sum to the person in whose favor the bill is
drawn, or his order.
In mercantile
phraseology,
the person who draws a bill is termed the dra_$e_';
the person in whose favor it is drawn, the remitter; the person on whom it is drawn, the drawee;
and after hc has accepted,
the acceptor.
Those
persons
into whose hands
the bill may have
passed previously
to its being paid, are, from
their writing
their names on the back, termed
indorsers;
and the person in whose possession the
bill is at any given period, is termed the holder or
po*se._s'or.--The
negotiation
of inland
bills of
exchange,
or of those drawn in one part of Great
Britain and Ireland on another, is entirely
in the
hands of bankers,
andis conducled
in the man.
her already explained.
Bills drawn
hy the mcrchants
of one country
upon another are termed
fi,ceign bills of exchange,
and it is to their negotiatio,_ that the followin G re,narks
principally
apply.--IJa_ • of ]Exchange.
The p,tr of the currency of any two countries
mea,_s, among merchants, the equivalency
of a certain
amount
of
the currency
of the one in the currency
of the
other, supposing the eurre_cie.s of both to be ofthel_'ecise weightalulpurit#fixed
by their re._Teetive mints.
Thus, according
to the mint regulations
of Great
Britain and France,
£1 sterling is equal to 25 fr.
20 cent., which is said to be the par between London and Paris.
And the exchange
between
the
two countries
is said to be at par when bills are
negotiated
on this footing;
that is, for example,
when a bill for £100 drawn in London
is worth
2,520 fr. in Paris, and conversely.
When £1 in
London buys a bill on Paris for more than °5 fr.
20 cent., tim cxctmnge
is said to be in favor of
London
and against Paris;
and when,
on the
other hand, £1 in London will not buy a bill on
Paris for 25 fr. 20 cent., the exchange
is against
London
and in favor of Paris.--The
foregoing
statements
explain what is usually meant by the
par of exchange;
but its exact determination,
or
the ascertaining
of the precise equivalency
of a
certain amount of the currency of one country m
the currency
of another, is exceedingly
difficult.
If the standard
of one be gold andthat
of another
silver, the par must necessarily
vary with every
wtriation
in the relative values of these metals.
This, however, is not all: even where two countries
use the same metal for a standard,
its value may
be greater in one thanin the other, and in estimating the par of exchange
between
them this dif-
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ference must be taken into account.
In illustration of this we may take the case of France and
Mexico: they both, let us suppose, use silver for a
standard;
but silver being largely produced
in
Mexico, is always cheaper there than in France,
and is extensively
imported
into the latter;
and
taking the cost of this importation
at 2 or 3 per
cent., it is plain that the exchange
would
be
really at par when it appeared
to be 2 or 3 per
cent. against
Mexico.
But the value of the precious metals,
even in contiguous
countries,
is
always
exposed
to fluctuations
from the overissue or withdrawal
of paper, from circumst:mces
affecting the balance of payments,
etc., as shown
above.
It is obvious, therefore,
that it is all but
impossible
to say, by merely looking at the mint
regulations
of any two or more countries,
and
the prices of bullion in each, what is the par of
exchange
between
them.
And, luckily,
this is
not necessary.
The importation
and exportation
of bullion is the real test of the exchange.
If

affecting
the currency
of either of two countries trading together, are nominal only,: such as
are real grow out of circumstances
affecting their
trade.--When
two countries
trade togcthcr, and
each buys of the other commodities
of precisely
the same value, their debts and credits will be
equal, and, of course, the real exchange
will be
at par.
The hi//* drawn by the one will beexactly
equivalent
to those drawn by the other, and their
respective claims will be adjusted without requiring the transfer
of bullion or any other valuable
produce.
But it very rarely happens
that the
debts reciprocally
due by any two countries are
equal.
There is almost always a balance owing
on the one side or the other;
and this balance
must affect the exchange.
If the debts due by
London to Paris exceeded those duc by Paris to
London,
the competition
in the London markct
for bills on Pa_;is would, because of the comparatively great amount
of payments our mcrchants
had to make in Paris, be greater than the corn-

bullion be stationary,
neither flowing into nor out
of a country,
its exchanges
may bc truly said to
be at par; and, on the other hand, if there be an
effiux of bullion from a country, it is a proof that
the exchange
is against it, and conversely
if there
be an influx of bullion into a country.--Circumstances which Determine
the Course of '.Exchange.
The exelmnge
is effccted,
or made to diverge
from par, by two cla_ses of circumstances:
first,
by any discrepancy
between the actual weight or
tineness of the coins, or of the bullion for which
the substitutes
used in their place will exchange,
and
their
weight
or fineness as fixed by the
mint regulations;
and, secondly, by any sudden
increase or diminution
of the bills drawn in one
country
upon another.--1.
It is but seldom that
the coins of any country
correspond
exactly with
their mint standard;
and when they diverge from
it, au allowance
corresponding
to the difference
between the actual value of the coins and their
mint value must be made in determining
the real
par.. Thus, if, while the coins of Great Britain
correspond
with the mint standard in weight and
purity, those of France
were either 10 per cent.
worse or debased below the standard
of her mint,

petition in Paris for bills on London;
and, conscquently, the real exchange
would be in favor
of Paris and against London.--The
cost of conveying bullion from one country to another forms
the lindt within which the rise and fall of the real
exchange
between
them must be confined.
If 1
per cent. sufficed to cover the expense and risk
attending
the transmission
of money from London to Paris, it would be indifferent to a Lolld_u
merchant
whether he paid 1 per cent. premium
for a bill of exchange on Paris, or remitted
money
direct to tlmt city.
If the premium wereless than
1 per cent., it would
clearly be his interest to
make his payments
by bills in preference
to
remittances:
and that it could not exceed 1 per
cent.
is obvious;
for CVClT one would
prefer
remitting
money
to buying a bill at a greater
premium
than suIlieed to cover the expense of a
money remittance.
If, owing
to the bre._king
out of hostilities
between the two countries, or let
any other cause, the cost of remitting nmney from
London to Paris were increased, the fluctuations
of the real exchange
between them m(qht also be
increased;
for the limits within which such flucluations
may range correspond
in all cases with

the exchange, it is obvious, would be at real par
when it was nominally
10 per cent. against Paris,
or when a bilt payable
in London
for El00 was
worth in Paris 2,77 °, fr. instead of 2,520 fr.
In
estimating
the real course of exchange
between
any two or more places, it is always necessary to
attend carefully
to this circumstance;
that is, to
examine whether
their currencies
be all of the

the cost of malting remittances
in cash._Fluetuatious in the nominal exctmngc, that is, in the
value
of the currencies
of countries
trading
together, have no effect on foreign trade.
When
the currency is depreciated,
the premium
which
the exporter
of commodities
derives
from the
sale of the bill drawn
on his correspondent
abroad is only equivalent
to the increase in the

standard weight and purity, andif not. how much
they differ from it. When the coins circulating
in
a country are either so worn or rubbed as to have
sunk considerably
below their mint standard,
or
when paper money is depreciated
from excess or
want of credit, the exchange
is at real pal" only
when it is against such country
to the extent to
wlfich its coins are worn or its paper depreciated._
2. Yariatious
in the actual course of exchange,
or
in the price of bills, arising from circumstances

price of the goods exported,
occasioned
by this
depreciation.
But when a premium on a fl)reign
bill is a consequence,
not of a fall in the value of
money, but of a deficiency in the supply of bills,
there is no rise of prices;
and in these circumstances the unfavorable
exchange
ol)erates as a
stinmlus to exportation.
As soon as the _'eal exchange diverges from par, the mere inspection of
a price current is no longer sufficient to regulate
the operations of the merchant.
If it be unfavor-
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able, the premium
which the exporter will receive
on the snl'c of his bill must be included in the
estimate
of the profit tie is likely to derive from
the transaction.
The greater
tlmt premium,
ll_e
less will be the difference
of prices necessary
to
induce him to export.
And hence an unfavorable real exch'mge has an effect exactly the same
with what would
be produced
by gr'mting
a
bounty on exportation
equal to the premium
on
t,)reign bills.--But
for the s'tme reason that an
unfavorable
real exchange
incrc:_ses exportation,
it propt)rtionally
diminishes
importation.
"When
tl,e exdmnge
is really unf'tvorable,
the price of
¢onmmdities
imported
from abroad nmst be so
nmt-h lnwcr than their price at home as not
merely to afford, e.xclusive of expenses, the ordinary profit of stock on thcirsalc,
but also to cornpensate for the premium which the importer must
pay for "l foreign
bill if hc remit one to his correspondent,
or for the discount,
added to the
invoice price, if his correspondent
draw upon
]aim. A less quantity
of foreign" goods will,
thereft)re, suit ourmarket
when the ¢eal exchange
is unf._vor.lble;
and fewer payments having to be
made abroad,
the competition
for foreign
bills
will be diminished,
amt the _'eal exchange
ren(lered proportionally
favorable.
In the same way
it is e:lsy to see that a favorable
_'eal exchange
must operate
as a duty on exportation,
and as a
bouMy on importation.--It
is thus that fluctuations in the real exchange
have a nece_ary
tendency to correct themselves.
They can never, for
any considerable
period, exceed the expense
of
transmitting
bullion from the debtor to the creditor country.
But the exchange
can not confinu[ _.either permanently
favorable
or unfavorable
_o this extent.
When favorable,
it corrects itself
by restricting
exportation
and facilitating
impor-

They would, therefore,
buy up the bills drawn
by other countries
on Amsterdam.
and dispose of
them in London;
and by so doing, would prevent
any great fall in the price of bills on Amsterdam
in those countries
in which the supply exceeded
the demand, and any great rise in Great Britain
and those countries
in which
the supply happened to bcdeficient.
In the trade between Italy
and Great Britain
the bills drawn
on the latter
cmmtry
amount
almost
invariably
to a greater
sum than those drawn
on Italy.
The bill-merchants, however, by buying up the excess of the
Italian bills on London, and selling them in Holland and other countries
indebted
to England,
prevent
the _'eal exchange
from ever becoming
very much
depressed.--_TVegotiatioa
of Bills of
J_'chauge.
Bills of exchange
nmy bc made pay"tble on dcmal_d (the iuwu'iablc
t[_rm of payment
in the case of checks), at sight, at. a certain specifled time after sight or aftLr &d_;, or at usalw2,
which is the usual term allowed by the custom or
law of the place where the bill is payable.
In
most countries,
though
not in all, a few days are
allowed
for payment
beyond the term when the
bill becomes due.
These are denominated
days of
grace, and vary in different
parts.
In Great
"Britain anti Ireland, and the United States, three
days' grace are allowed on all bills except tho_
payal)le on demand, which must be paid as soon
as presented.
J.R.
M'Ct:LLOCn
and H_Gn G. REID.

ration;
and when unfavorable,
it produces
_s'tme effect by giving
an unusual
stimulus
-exportation,
and l)y throwing
obstacles
in
w'ty of importation.
The true PAR forms
-centre of these oscillations;
and although

the
to
the
the
the

tiouof rights, were enacted as essential principles
of political liberty.--The
forumtion
and adopti,)n
of the English
bill of rights constitutes
one of the
most important
epochs
in the history of British
coastitutiomfl
law.
It is the last of the three

thousand
circumstances
which
are daily and
hourly affecting
the state of debt and credit prevent the ordinary course of exchange from being
_qlmost ever precisely
at par, its fluctuations,
whether on the onesitle or the other, are confined
within
certain
limits, and have a constant
tendency to disappear --This natural tendcncy which
the exchange
has to correct
itself is powerfully
amisted by the operations
of the bill-merchants.-England,
for example,
might owe a large excess
of debt to Amsterdam;
yet, as the aggregate
amount of the debts d_le by a commercial
country
is generally
balanced
by the amount
of those
which it has to receive, the deficiency
of bills on
Amsterdam
in London would most probably be
compensated
by a proportional
redund'mcy
of
those on some other place.
Now, it is the busthess of the merchants
who deal in bills, in the

great acts hi)On which the liberty of the English
citizen has been founded,
and which, with such
a unity of principle,
so pervades and sustains his
personal
freedom,
that they may be t)roclaimed
to be a trinity
of principles,
consolidated
in a
great fundamental
truth, forming wha! h)rd Chatham called "the Bible of the English
constitution."--The
first of these acts whmh have been
so firmly engraven
upon English
constitutional
law, is that of magus charta, which in crude text
before the discernment
of legal forms had appeared, prt)claimed
in king John's oath before the
l)aronsatRunnymede,
in 1215, that "No freeman
shall be taken or imprisoned
or disseized or outlawed or banished or any ways destroyed--nor
will
we pass upon him, nor will we send upon him, unless bythe lawful judgment
of his peers, or by the
law of the land."
"We will sell to no man; we

._ame way as of those who deal in bullion or any
.other commodity,
to buy them where they are
•cheapest, and tosell them where they are dearest,

will not deny to any man either justice or right."
This has become a perpetual
law of the realm,
and each English
sovereign
swears,
in express

BILL
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A bill of rights is an
abstract
of rights and privileges
claimed
by a
people.--In
English
constitutional
law the bill
of rights is known
especially as the act of parliament 1 William
and ]_Iary, (sess. 2, c. ft.), by
which certain demands contained
m the deelara-
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form of words,
to support it, as a part of the
coronation
oath.--The
second of these acts was
the famous "Petition
of Rights,"
which was an
explicit affirmation
of the principles
of megtia
charta, applied to existin Ggrievances.
The arrest
of John Hampden
and four other citizens, for
refusing to pay certain taxes levied by the king's
order, and their subsequent
treatment,
occasioned
the excitement
which
produced
this act, trod
started the revolution
which fills so many mereorable pages of English
history.
They applied
to the court of king's bench for the _ rit of h**bert_
corpus, to know whether
their conllnitlnent
was
by the "law
of the land," and the charge upon
which it was made.--The
writ was granted;
but
the warden of the fleet re'ale return
that they
were detained by a warrant from the privy (:ouneil
informing
him of no particular
cause of imprisonmcnt, but that they were committed
by the spc('ial
command of his majesty, the king.--This
return,
made by the warden
of the fleet, was folh)wed
by fierce denunciation
on the part of the people,
resulting
in the petition of rights.
This instrument, among other things, recited that, " whereas
by the statute called the 'Great Charter of the Liberties of England,'
it is declared and elmcted that
no freeman may betakenor
imprisoned,
or be disseized of his freehold
or liberties,
or his free
('ustoms, or lie outlawed
or exiled, or in any
nmnner
destroyed,
but by the lawful judgment
of his peers, or by the law of theland."
"And
in the eighth and twentieth
year of the reign of
king Edward
III. it was declared
and enacted
by authority
of parliament,
that. no man of what
estate or condition that he be, should lie put out
of his hinds or tenements,
nor taken, nor imprisoned, nor disinherited,
nor put to death without being brought
to answer
by due process
of law."
"zNeverthelcss,
against
the tenor of
said statutes and other the good laws and statutes
of your realm, to that end provided, divers of your
subjects have of late been imprisoned
without any
c'mse showed,
and when for their deliverance
they were brought
before your justices by your
majesty's writs of habeas coitus , there to undergo
and receive as the court should order, and their
keepers commanded
to certify the causes of their
detainer,
no cause was certified,
but that they
were detained by your majesty's
special demand,
signified by the lords of your privy council, and
yet were returned
back to their several prisons
witlmut being charged
with anything
to which
they might make answer according
to law."--In
answer to this petition, to appease the excitement
(if the people, the king signed new guarantees
of
liberty.
The royal word was, howevcr,
again
broken, and odious and oppressive
acts imposed
upon the nation.
The struggle
between
the
people and the kingbegan
again and raged with
great passion until Charles I, was beheaded,
and
the tbrm of government
known as the "Pl'otectorate of Oliver Cromwell"
crone into existence,
_The third great act in British history which was
the culmination
of the principles of n_gna charta
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and the petition of_:qhts, was after the restoration,
in the year 1689, and under the reign of James II.
This revolutionary
period closed with the enactment of the "Bill of Rights,"
the exile of James
II., aml the closing forever, among British severeigns, of the line of kings from the house of
Stuarts.--James
II. ascended
the British throne
with two aims as the sunlmit of lus ambition.
One was the overthrow
of the con._titutional
system of England;
the other, the re_toration
of
the C,ttholie religion.
In thc._e endeavors
the
king re,,orted to the use of a vast number of illegal
means, chief anioug which was the creation of a
great standing army; the erection of a new court
of ecclesiastical
commission;
the violation of the
privileges
of the universities;
the SUSl)ension of
the writ of habe_zs corpus; the nullification of the
test act; and the modeling unit remodeling
of corporations in the hope that a parliamc_t
might be
packed that would give to the king's illegal acts
the color and form of law.--By
these ticts of
usurpation
arid oppression, in the attempted
overthrow of the English
constitutional
law, hc arrayed against him nearly all of his subjects.
Amt,
as it were, to complete that alienation
of feeling
between the subject and the sovereign, lie adopted
other odious mcasures.
He made the foreign
policy
of his country
suhservient
to that of
France, so as to gain the favor of Louis XIV. to
his home policy.
And to crown his acts of illegal
seizure, he ordered
the arrest of the arehbi._hol)
of Canterbury
and six bishops
of the church of
Englaml,
and their imprisomncnt
in the Toner,
for petitioningthc
king against his majesty', order
that the "declaration
of indulgences
shouhl bc
read in the churchcs.'--These
tyrannous acts so
aroused the people that upon the prete_ded birth
ofasontoqucenMarytocreateanhcivtothckingdora and tiros p:rpetuate
the king's line, the revnlution began --William,
prince of Or:rage, Plotestaut, and Mary his wife, who was the daughter
of James, were invitcd
by the earls of _brewsbur3- , Devonshire
and Derby, lord Lunfley, Henry
Sidney, Edward Russell and Itenry Compton, the
suspendcd
bishop of London, to invade England
and strike for the crown.
In response
to this
invitation from some of England's
mo._t powerful
lcadcrs, William
landed with a mihtury force of
15,000 men.
Although
meagre coml)arcd to king
James' army, and totally inadequate
to the conquest of a kingdom, yet such was the fc(,ling of
the English people, and so pronounccd
their hostility to James, that all classes in great numbers
flocked to the standard of the prince of Orange,
and James, abandoned
by all, including his daughter Anne, fled to France, where he was rcccived
and pensioned
by the Fren('h
king Louis XIV.
]n the following
year lie at.tempted to regain
his throne
by invading
Ii'cland,
and in July,
1690, fought
the battle of the Boyne,
where
lie was
signally
defeated
by William,
and
driven
forever
from British soil.--At
the time
(Feb. 13, 1689,) that the crown was tendered
to the prince and princess of Orange, an instru-
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ment
called
the "Declaration
of Rights,"
a
digest
of those fundamental
principles
of the
Enghsh
constitution,
which were to be imposed
_s a condition of their acceptance
of the crown,
was delivered.
This d_claratio;_ recited the priucipal grievances
which the nation had suffered
ureter the preceding
reign, viz., the assumption
as a royalprerogative
to grant adispensation
from
penal acts of parliament;
the establishment
of a
new tribunal to determine ecclesiastical
questions;
levying
taxes without
consent
of parliament;
maintaining
a standing
army in thne of peace;
interfering with the administration
of justice, and
the freedom of elections; exacting
excessive bail
from prisoners;
inflicting
barbarous and unusual
punishments;
exercising
to an unlawful
degree
_he dispensing
power; and treating as criminal,
petitions for redress of wrongs--all
of which acts
were declared to be illegal.
The instrument then
proceeded
to assert the right of petition to the
_dbjccts of the crown; the right of freedom of debate in parliament;
the right of electors to choose
their representatives
without
interference
by the
emiss'tries
of the king; the right of the people,
through
their representatives
in parliament,
to
,cry taxation
in support of the crown;
the right
of the subject to a speedy
and impartial
trial
under thclaws by established
courts of justice; the
right to have jurors duly empanneled,
and that
iurors in trials for high treason should be freeholders; the rigllt of impartial
proceedings
under
writs of l_cd)ec_, co_'pus; the right of the subjects
to have arms for their defense;
the right that
excessive
fines should not be Hnposed, and that
all grants and promises
of fines and forfeitures
before conviction
shall be adjudged
illegal;
and
that for redress of all grievances,
and for the
-_mendment,
strengthening
and preserving
of the
laws, parliaments
ought to be held frequently.-This declaration
of rights was presented to the
prince and princess of Orange at Whitehall,
and
by them accepted
with the crown.
The establishment
of the claims of the English
citizen to
personal
and political
freedom
under
constitutional law appeared complete.
There were those,
however,
who had aided in the re-establishment
of Englishliberty
who firmly and conscientiously
believed that the convention
known as " A Convention of the Estates of the Realm," which had
proclaimed
this declaration
of rights
and conferred the crown nn William
and Mary, was an
illegal and revolutionary
body; that it was not
a parliament
in a lawful acceptation;
that it had
not been convoked in accordance
with long estabfished usage, not having
been summoned
by a
royal writ, which was held to be indispensable
to
its legal authority;
that the instrument
it had
drawn up and presented
to the prince and princess of Orange was unknown
to the ordinary
law, not having
received the royal sanction,
and
was not therefore
binding
in any lawful degree,
--It was urged by others, equally zealous in the
interest of constitutional
law as a protection
of
personal nghts,
that the royal wri_ was a mere
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matter of form, and that to expose the substance
of laws and liberties to serious hazard for the sake
of a form would be senseless superstition.
They
further held that no royal writ had summoned
the convention'which
recalled Charles lI., and
tl_at it continued
to perform legislative
functions
after his restoration
without
a change of legal
stalutes.
Finally,
that where the sovereign,
the
peers, spiritual and temporal, and the representatives freely chosen by the constitutiDnal
bodies of
the realm, were met togelher, there was the es_en_ of a parliament.
It was finally determined
that this great contract between the "governor and
the governed,"
this "title
deed," by which the
king held his throne and the people their liberties, should be put into a strictly legal and regular form.
To effect this, it was resolved
that the declaration
of rights
should be converted by law into a bill of rights.
The first
act to be performed
was that of changing
the
"Convention
of the Estates of the Realm"
into
a parliament,
so that its legislative
acts might
acquire a legal status.
This was speedily accomplished by the king appearing in state at the house
of lords, taking his scat on the throne and summoning the commons before him, for the purpose
of delivering
hisspeech
to the two houses of parliament.
On the king retiring,
a bill declaring
the conventioT_ a parliament
was rapidly passed by
both houses, and, on the tenth day after the accession of William and Mary, received the royal
assent. _ The house
of commons
immediately
thereafter
passed an act converting
the provisions
of the declaration
of rights into a bill of rights.
It did not, however, become a law at this session.
--The declaratiol_, among other things, had settled
the crown first on William
and 3tary
jointly,
then on the survivor
of the two, then on Mary's
posterity;
then on Anne and her posterity;
and
lastly, on the posterity
of William
by any other
wife than Mary.
The bill was drawn in exact
conformity
withthe
declaration.--At
the suggestion of the king, when the bill of rights
caine
before the house of lords for passage, an amend°
ment wasadopted,
defining that the crown should,
failing
heirs of his majesty's
body, be entailed
on an undoubted
Protestant,
Sophia, duchess of
Brunswick,
Luxenburg,
granddaughter
of James
I., and daughter
of Elizabeth,
queen of Bohemia.
On the return of the bill to the house of commons
for concurrence
in this amendment,
for some
cause not clearly
discernible,
that body, by a
unanimous
vote, refused to concur.
2ks the house
of lords likewise refused to recede from its amendment, the bill of rights was dropped for that session.
On the re-assembling
of parliament
at the
following
session, the house of lords no longer
insisting uponthe amendment
entailingthe
throne
upon Sophia, the granddaughter
of James I., or
any other person designated
by name as successor, the bill became a law, and the declaration
of
rights, that changed
the dynasty, seated William
and Mary on the throne and secured to the English citizen personal and political liberty, becam_
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engrafted
upon English constitutional
law as the
"Bill of Rights."--The
bill of rights, in addition
to reiterating
the privileges
contained
in the provisions of the declaration
of rights, embraced
some others of greater stringency:
It stipulated
that every English
sovereign
should, in full par]lament
and at the coromltion,
repeat
and subscribe to the declaration
against transubstantialion.
It also enacted that no person who should
marry a Papist should be capable of reigning in
England,
and tllat if the sovereign
should marry
a Papist, the subject should be absolved from allcgiancc.--The
declaration
of rights had contained
no other provision
with regard to t]_e disl)e_si_g
po_ce_' of the king than to pronounce
that power,
as of late exercised,
as illegal.
All authorities
and precedents
sanctioned
the theory that to the
crown there belonged a certain dispensing power,
How far that power might be cxerciscd
for the
good of the reahu,
to what extent it might be
judiciously
exerted for the benefit of the subject,
and to what limits it shouh! be imperatively
confined to prevent encroachment
upon the constitulional law of the land, were questions
that occasioned
a wide divergence
of opinion.
Conscquently
every attempt to frame a definite policy
failed from want of unison, and it was finally deretrained,
as the only concurrent
sentbnent
that
could be obtained,
to abolish it entirely.
And
thus, by the bill of rights, this peculiar privilege
which for centuries
had been held a prerogative
of English kings, and which had been the cause
of many fierce contentions,
was forever swept
away.
The
constitutional
rights contained
in
this bill, with some additions,
were re-asserted
in
the act of settlement
by which
the crown was
limited tothe Hanover
family.
(12 and 13 William
III., c. it.)--Similar
provisions
to those contained
in the English bill of rights were appended
to the
constitution
of tlm United Slates as amendments,
Article I. provides, that " Congress shall makeno
law respecting
an establishment
of religion,
or
prohibiting
the free exercise thereof;
or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the
right of the people peaceably
to assemble and to
petition
the government
for a redress of grievances."
Article II. provides,
that "_4. well regulated militia being necessary
to the security
of
a free state, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed."
Article
III.
provides, that ":No soldier shall, in time of peace,
be quartered
in any house without
the consent of
the owner; nor in time of war, but in a manner
to be prescribed
by law."
Article
IV. provides,
that "The right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers and effects, against
unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not bc
invaded,
and no warrant
shall issue but upon
probable
cause, supported
by oath or affirmstion, and particularly
describing
the place to be
searched, and the person or things to be seiscd."
Article V. provides, that ":No person shall be held
to answer a capital or otherwise
infamous crime,
unless on a presentment
or indictment
of a grand
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jury, except in cases arising in the land or nawd
forces, or in the militia when in actual service ill
time of war or public d'tngcr;
nor shall an)" pcrsou be sul_ject for the same offense to be twice
put iu jeopardy
of life or limb; nor shall he be
con_pclh,d in all)" criminal
case to be a witncss
against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty _)r
property
without
due process of law; nor slmll
private property be taken for public use without
just compensation."
Article ¥I. provides,
that
"In all criminal
prosecutions
the accused shall
cnjoy tlle right to a speedy and public trial, by
an impartial
jury of the state and district where
the crime shall have bccn committed,
which district shall have been previously
ascertained
by
law, and to bc informed of the nature and cause
of tile accusation;
to be confronted
with the
witnesses against him; to have compulsory
process for obtaining
witnesscs in his favor, and to
have the assistance of counsel for his defense."-It has been held by American
statesmen that the
foregoing
amendments
to the constitution
of
the United
States arc a concentration
of all
the tenets of liberty contained
in _na.ep_a c£art_,
its continuation
in the petition
of rights, and its
extcnsion in the English
bill of rights.
And in
verification,
as it were, of the tribute paid by the
carl of Chatham,
that "the
great
acknowledgmcnt of national rights contained
thercin
is not
confined to themselves
alone, but confers a cornmon blessing upon mankind,"
their adoption
iu
the Amcrican constitution
is a broad cxcmplii]calion.
Other nations have taken them for a guide
in promulgating
their principles
of pcrsonal liberty, m/r'/bly the declaration
of rights adol)ted
during the reign of Louis XVI.,
by the French
national "lsscmbly.
It differs somewhat from the
English bill of rights in form of expression,
its
opening sentence
resembling
that of the American declaration
of indel)endence.
It declared
tlmt all mankind
are origin.flly
equal; that the
ends of the social union arc liberIy,
property,
security and resistance
to oppression;
that sovcreignty resides in the nation, and that 'ill power
emanates from it; that freedonl consists in doing
everything
that does not injure another;
that law
is the expression
of the general will; that pulflic
burdens should be borne by all the mcmbcrs of
the state in proportion
to their fortune;
that the
elective franchise should be extended
to all; and
that the exercise of natural
rights has no other
limits than their interference
with the rights of
others.
This declaration
of rights by the French
assembly becalne a law by the sanction
of the
king.--A
similar recital of rights as contained in
the amendments
to the constitution
of the United
States, usually including the writ of habeas v,_TTus,
is found in the laws or constitution
of a number
of the states of the _tmerican Union.
JNo. W. CL._tPtTT.
t InJudge
the constitution
state of the American
Union,
says
Cooley, in of
hisa "Constitutional
Limitations,"
we shall expect a declaration of rights for the protection
of individuals and minorities. This declaration usually
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BILLON.

BILLON. Economists call by this name the
instruments of exchange of a metallic nature
which take tile place of moncy, for two special
uses: for small change and siaall pa)_ments which
could not be made with gold or silver coins, because these coins are not small enough. The

word billon is applied to pieces formed of a bas_
alloy of silver, as well astothose madeof copper.
Although pieces of billon are always given in the
form of pieces of moncy, care must be taken not
to confound billon with money.
There is this
radical difference between them, that the piece of

contains
the following
clas_es of provisions:
" 1. Those
obnoxious under a free government,
and why consequent ly
declaratory
of the general principles
of republican
governIts prohibition,
uud_:r the existing cireumstance_,
of our
Lllent; sucll us, that all freedlnen_ ",)hen they form a social
country, would be a lUStier of more than ordinary
imporcompact,
are equal, and no lll_n, or _et of men_ is entitled
tahoe.
]_Vel'y
one
inllSt
concede
that
a legislative
body_
to exclusive,
separate
public emoluments
or privilcgc_
frolu its nuulbcrs and organization,
and from the _ery infront the community,
but in consideration
of public k,crtimatl: depende12ce of its members npon the people, which
viec_; that absolute, arbitrary
power over the lives, liberty
renders them liabh, to be peculiarly
susceptihle
to popular
and property of freemen
exists non, here in a repuhhe,
not
clamor, is not properly
constituted
to try with coolness,
even in the largest majority;
thut all power is Inherent
in
cautmn and impartiahty
a criminal
charge, especially
in
the people, and all free governments
are fou12dcd on their
those cases in which the popular feeling is strongly excited,
authority,
aud instituted
for their peace, salety, happiness,
--the very class of ca_es most likely to be prosecuted
by
security, and the protectiou
el prosper]y; that for the adthis mode.
And although
it uould
be conceded
that, if"
vlmcculent
of these cuds they have at all times an inalicLisuch bills wcr(. allowable,
they should properly
be preabtc and i12defeasible
right to alter, reform_ or abolish
seated only for offenses against
tile general
laws of tile
their go_ermucnt
in _.uch manner as they may tilink proper;
land, a_ld be proceeded with on the same full opportunity
that all electiuus
shall he free and equal;
that no power
for investigation
and defen,e
which is afforded In the
of saspending
the laws _hall be exercised except hy the
courts of the commou law, yet it was remembered
that in
legislature
or its anthority;
that standing
armies are not
practice they werc often resorted to because an obnoxious
to be maintained
ill time of peace; that representation
person was nat _ubjeet to puuishmcnt
under tile general
shall he in proportion
to populatmn;
that the people shall
law, or because, in proceeding
against
him by this rood%
have the right freely to ussemble to consult of tile common
some rule of the cmnluon law requiring a particular
species
good, to instruct
their representatives,
and petition for
or degree of evidence'might
be evaded, and a conviction
rediess of grievances;
and the like
2. Those dechlratory
secured on proofs that a jury would not be suffered to
of the fuudamental
rights of the citizen:
as that all nlen
accept as overcoming
the legal presumption
of innocence.
are by nature
free and independent
and have certain inWlmthcr the accused
should necessarily
be served with
alienable rights, among which are those of enjoying
and
process; what degree or species of evidence should be redefendinglife
and libtrty, acquiring,
IIOSSC_SlUg and proqulred;
u hither
the rules of law should be followed,
tenting property, and pursuiLig and obtaining
safety and
either m deterluining
what constituted
a crhnc, or in dealhappiness;
that the right to property
is belore and higher
tug with the accused after conviction,--were
all questions
than any constitutional
sanction;
timt the free exercise
x_hich would m,cessarlly address themselves
to the legis] aud enjoyment
of religious
llrofession and worship, withtive discretion
and sense of justice;
and the very qualities
out discrimination
o'prcfcreuce,
shall forever be allowed;
which are essential
in a court to protect individual.,
12u
that e_ery man may freely speak, write and publish his
tl2al before them against popular clamor_ or the hate of
scntiulents
on all subjects, being responsible
for the abuse
thusc in power, _ ere precisely those which were likely to
of that right; that every man may bear a_ms for the deprove weak or wanting
in the legislative
llody at such a
lense of himself and of the state; that the right of the
time. And what could be more obnoxious in a free governpeople to be _eel,rc in their persons, houses, papers and
men] than tile exercise of such a power by a popular body,
effect_ aga_n._t um'ea_--onable scarcheb and seizure_, shall
controlled by a mere majority,
fresh flora the contests of
not be vlolatcd,
nor shall _)ldiers
be quartered
upon
exciting elections, and quite too apt, under tile must favorcitizens in time ol peace; and the like. 3. Those dcclara,
able cimumstances,
to SUSl)cct the nn)tives of their ad_'ertory of the principles which ensure to the citizen
an tm
sarie'_, and to resort to nleasurcs of doubtful
propriety
Is
partial
trial
and protect
hinl in his lifc, liberty
and
secore party ends?-Nor
were legislative
punishments
of
pr(_perty against tile arhitrary action of those in authority :
this _-cvere character
the only ones kno_ n to parliamentary
as that no billof attainder
or e.r post facto
law shall be
hi.-tory; there wcm others of a m_ldcr fo, nl, _hich were
passed; that the right to trial by jury shall be preserved;
only less obnoxious
in that the consequences
acre less
that excessive
bail shall not be required,
nor excessive
terrible.
Those
legislative
convictions
which imposed
punishments
inflicted;
that no person ehall be subject to
punishments
less than that of death were called bills of
be twice put In jeepardy for the same offe12se, nor be compains and penalties,
as distinguished
from bills of attainpellcd in any criminal case to be a witness agai12st h'mself,
dcr; but the constitutional
provisions
we haw, referred to
nor St.' deprived
of life, liberty or property
_ithout due
were undoubtedly
aimed
at any and every species of
process of law; that private propelty sh._ll not be taken for I legiMative pumshmeut
for criminal
or supposed
criminal
public
use without
cmnpensation;
and the like "'--Our
offenses;
and the term 'bill of attainder'
is used in a
author,
writing
of bills of attainder,
says:
"Bills
of
gcnericsense,
which uould include bills of pains and penatlainder _ere plohibited
to bc passed, either by tile conallies al._o,--The thoughtful
reader will not fail to di_Cll_er,
gress or by the legislatures
of the several state_.
Attai,_der,
In tile aet_ of the American states during the revolutio, nary
in a strict sense, nlcans all extinction
of civil and political
period, sufficient reaso12 for this constitutional
provismu,
rights and capacities;
and _t the common law _t followed,
even if the still more nmnitory
history
of tim English
a,_ of (X)tlrSe, ol2 conviction
aud sentence
to death for
attainders
had nut hecn so freshly remembered.
Some of
treason;
and, in greater or less dcgme, on conviction
and
these acts provided for the forfeiture
of the estates, within
sentence
for the different
classes of felony.--A
bill of
the commonwealth,
of those British subjects who had withattainder
was a legislative
couvictiou
for alleged crime,
drawn from the jurisdiction
because
not satisfied
that
with judgment
of death.
Such convictions
have not been
grievances
exit, ted sufficiently semons to justify
the last
ilnCOHllnOn under other governmcut.%
and the power to
resort of an oppressed
people, or because of other reasons
pass these bills has been exercised
by the parliament
uf
not satisfactory
to the existing
authorities;
and the only
England
st some periods in its history, under the most
investigation
pro_ided for wa_ an inquiry into the deseroppressive and unjustifiable
circumstances,
greatly aggralion.
Others
mentioned
particular
persons
by name,
rated by an arbitrary
course of procedure, which had few
adjudged
them guilty of adhering to the enemies of the
of the incidents
of a judicial
investigation
into alleged
state, and proceeded
to inflict punishment
upon*them, so
crime.
For some time before the American
revolution,
far as the presence of property within the commonwealth
however, no one had attempted
to defend it as a leg,titanic
would enable the government
to do so. These were the
exercise of power; and if it would be unjustifiable
anyresorts of a time of extreme peril; and If possible to justify
where, them were many rcasuLis why It would be specially
thmn in a period of revolution,
when everything wasstaked
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BILLON.
money is reckoned
in exchange
as equivalent
in
value to the objects for which itis bartered.
It is
otherwise in the case of billon.
When a Frenchman pays five francs for an article, the article has
a value equal to that of 25 grammes
of silver
nine-tenths
fine, contained
in the five-franc piecc,
If he pays 20 centimes
in copper for a kilogram
of bread, the metal which
he gives is far from
equaling the value of the bread which he rcceives,
'}'he proof
of this is, that it is not worth
the
twenty-hundredths,
that is to say, one-fifth part of
the quantity
of silver in a onc-franc
piece; the
respective
value of the two metals, silver and copper, in an uncoined state, shows this clearly.
The
diffcrencebctwcen
thereal value and the nominal
value
of the copper
coins varies in different
countries.
It is generally
between
one-half and
two-thirds.
A grain of copper passesasifitwas
worth two or three.
With base alloyages of silvcr,
there is always a smaller departure
froln equality,
There
have been ca_es in which this departure
was almost
nothing.
In England,
where silver coin is considered
billon, the nominal value of
these coins differs from their real value only by
one-tenth.--The
difference
between
the nominal
and the real value of copper coins is based upon
this reason, that it would be too great an inconvenience for thepublic
to carryeven
a very small
number of-them,
if they contained
an amount of
metal equivalent
to their nominal value. Besides,
copper is a metal whose value is very variable, as
compared
with that of silver.
The tables of
prices current prove this; within a space of a iew
on success, and when the pubhc safety would not permit
too much weight 1o scruples concermug the private rights
of thobe who were not aiding the popular cause, tile power
to repeat such acts under any conceivable circumstances tn
which the country could bc placed again was felt to be too
dangerous to be left in the legislative hands. So far as
proceedings
been
completed
under
ac_, before
tile trealy ofhad
1783,
by the
actual tlam,
fer those
of property,
they
remained _al,d aud effectual after_ard; butso fara_ they
were then incomplete, they were put an end to l)y that
treaty.--The conviction of the propriety of this constitutiousl
p_ovision has
so umversal,
that o_
it el,ewhere.
has never
been questioned,
eitherbeen
in legislative
bodies
Nevertheless, cases have recently arisen, growiug out of
the attempt to break up and destroy the government of tile
United States, In which tile supreme court of the United
States has adjud&ed certain action ol congress to be m
vmlation of this provision and consequeutly void. The
action referred to was de.qgned to (xclude from practice
in the United States coutt_, all persons who had taken up
arms against the go_ernment during the recent rebellion,
or who had voluntarily given aid and encouragement
to its
enemies; and the mode adopted to effect the exclusion was
torequire of all persons, before they should be admined
to the bar or allowed to practice, an oath negativing any
such dlslo)al a':tion. This decision was not at first univcrsally accepted as _ound; and the supreme courtn of West
Vtrgimaand cf the District of Columbia declined to follow
it, resisting th u permission to practice in the courts is not
a right, but a privilege, and thtt the withholding it for
any
reabon
policy orofpersonal
could not
be regal
dudofasstate
the infliction
criminal unfitness
punishment.--The
supreme court of the United States have also, upon the
same reasoning, held a clause in the constitution of 5its_ouri, which, among other things, exehtded all priests and
clergyalen Irom practicing or teaching unless they should
first take a similar oath of loyalty, to be void, overruling
in _o doing a decision of the supreme court of that state."
19
voL. L--19
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),ears it is not unusual
to find variations of onefourth, one-third
and one-half.
In order, therefore, to give to copper
coins, as compared with
silver, a value free from great variations,
they
would have to be frequentlyrecoined.--But
when
the law rigorously
limits billon to the two uses
indicated above, to the making of change, anti to
all minor transactions,
such as thosc of the daily
purchase of bread, meat aml coal for a poor faroily, this sort of faiblage of copper coins has no inconvenience.
The restriction
of billon to these uses
also reduces
the amount
necessary even in very
large states to quite a moderate
sum.
In France
this sum is reckoned
(1853) at from 40,000,000
to 45,000,000
francs,
as against
2,500,000,000
of money; this is not 9 per cent.
In Russia,
at one time, the issue of billonhad
been exaggerated to the utmost.
From
1762 to 1811 it
amounted
to 90,000,000 rubles affainst 137,000,000
rubles in gold and silver: 65 per ce,lt
ht Enghind, if we consider
silver billon alone, it forms
quite a consider'tble
proportion.
The coinage
from Jan. l, 1816, to Jan. 1, 1848, amounted
to
£13,590,000 of silver against £92,029,000 of gold.
or nearly 1 to 7, but the legitimate circulation
of
silver coins is necessarily
much more extended
titan that of copper coins.--It
has happened more
than once that governmenks
have wished unreasonably to increase the uses of billon,by dccJ eeing
that it should constitute
a certain proportion,
onetwentieth
or one-fortieth
part, for instance,
of
payments of every kind.
This was acttmlly tie.
basing the money of the country exactly in this
proportion, leaving out of consideration
tlle real
value of the billon.
If it be decreed that merchants must accept ill pa)'ment one.fortieth
part
billon, and this billon contains only one-fourth
of its nominal
value, the debasement
is threefourths of one-fortieth,
or nearly 2 per cent.
All
prices rise in this proportion,
and this without
almost any noticeable effect athome; butaccounts
with foreign nations give warning of the evil, for
the course
of exchange
becomes unfavorable
ill
the same proportion.--The
poverty of tile treasttry
is tile motive which determines
governnlents
to
tolerate or expressly authorize these abuses.
Thus
theFrench
directory, when extremely hard pressed
undertook to coin
(nearly 20,000,000),
to private
persons
ments enabled it to

a quantity
of COllper ddcime, s
aml the right which it gave
to use them in nndlitlg
payput them intocirculation
afler

having coined theln.
Mexico was flooded in liko
manner
ill 18"35, with small pieces of a sitnihlr
origin called quartillas.--Whis
mischievous
practics is met with several tithes in French llistol'_'.
It is met with under the old rdgime in tile times
immediately
preceding
the revolution.
]N'ecker,
who had been a banker, :rod in this quality had
recognized
tile inconvenience
of the practice,
although
tolerably familiar with the principles of
public economy, did away with it. The directory,
with monstrous
effrontery,
restored it in 1796 by
a simple resolution.
Beginning
with this 3'car,
in all commercial
payments
one-fortictlt parl was
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BIRNEY.

paid in copper coin. This abuse, once established
in priuciplc, led to many other vicious practices,
So-called banks were established, which issued
notes payable in copper coins. Under lU'ctext of
correcting the most palpable inconveniences of
the abuse, this served to sanction it, and to give
it consistency; this was giving private individuals
all interest in it, who would violently defend it
when attacked. The bank of France itself, under
the directorship of Crctct, paid the proportion
allowed its own notes in copper coin. Mollicn
gives some curious details on this subject in his
Mdrnoires d'un ministre d_ 1_'(:sor,col. 3, pp. 165,
469. Finally, in 1810, this enlightened minister
obtained of the emperor Napoleon a decree which
forbade the use of copper coins in commercial paymeats, except in making change, to anamount not
exceeding five francs.
The receivers of the public revenues had, up to the time of the issuing of
this decree, taken an excessive proportion of sons;
so that nine-tenths of the receipts from the mail
service consisted of so_s, and in a total budget of
850,000,000 francs, some 40 millions in sous were
annually paid into the treasury.
All thc receivers
of the ,'cveaue were ordered, by this decree, to be
very severe on thispoint in future. Those who were
likely to receive considerable quantities of these
_ous were 1)aid a supplementary salary to induce
them to reduce to an insignificant propo,'tion the
quantity of copper they took in. Nothing more
was needed to destroy a custom which savored of
the grossness and ignorance of barbarous times.
_lIcn_EI_ CnEVXJ_IER.

BLOCKADE.
dispatches from the X.Y.Z. mission, became useful in politics, the black cockadewas mounted by
the federalists, partly as a patriotic badge, and
partly as a popular reminder of the tri-color
cockade, which the republicans had been accustomed to wear as a mark of affection for France.
The new badge provoked the anger of the more
violent republicans,
and several persons were
beaten for wearing it. In the decadence of the
federalparty,
"black cockade federalist" became
a common term of reproach.--Sec
5 Hildrcth's
United States, 207; 1 Schouler's _fnitedStates, 387.
A.J.
BLACK

CODE.

(See SnXVERY.)

BLACK REPUBLICAN.
PA_aTY.)

(See RErlYBJ,_CAN

BLAINE, ,lames Gillespie,
was born in
Washington county, Pa., Jan. 31, 1830; became a
newspaper editor in Maine; was a representative
in congress, (republican), 1863-75; was speaker of
the house, 1869-75; was United States senator,
1876-81; and became secretary of state under
Garfield.
(See AD.',III_'ISTRATIO._S.)In 1876 and
1880 hc was one of the prominent competitors for
the republican nomination for the presidency.
(See REPUBLICA,NPAI_TY).
A.J.

BLAIR, Francis P., Jr., was born at Lcxington, Ky, Feb. 19, 1821, and died at St, Louis,
July 8, 1_75. He was graduated at Princeton in
1841, began practicing law in St. Louis, and
served as a representative in congress, (free soil),
BILLS, Public,
:Private, Enrolled,
En- 1857_6o,. In the Union arm)-he reached the rank
grossed, Omnibus, etc.
(See PARLIA/aENTAItY of major general.
Until 1868 he was a republiL._,w.)
can, but then, because of his opposition to reconBI-METALLISM.
(See PARIS MONET.kRY struction by congress, was the candidate of the
CO.KFERENCE.)
democratic party for vice-president.
He was
United States senator, 1871-73.
A.J.
BIRNE¥,
James (]., was born in Danville,
Ky., Feb. 4, 1792, and died at Perth Amboy,
BLOCKADE is the shutting out of neutral
,-N.J.,iN'ov. 25, 1857. Hewas a slaveholder, and, commerce from access to an enemy's ports or
while practicing law in Huntsville, Ala., was coast. The right ot'blockadccan not be confined
general agent for the colonization society in to ports or fortified towns alone, as has been
northern Alabama.
In 1834, returning to Kensometimes urged.
It may include the entire
tucky, he freed his slaves and undertook to estab- coast line of a state, with all harbors, mouths of
lish an abolition newspaper.
He was compelled
rivers or localities of any sort where goods can he
by violence to leave Danville and go to Cincinlanded. For the object of a belligerent in laying
nati, whence he was again driven to New York blockade is to prevent trade between his enemy
city in 1886. Herchc became corresponding scc- and neutral states. Any spot along the coast
retary of the American anti-slavery society. In where this trade could take place can therefore
1840 and 1844 he was the abolition (or liberty
be blockaded.
But if a river or other waterwa)
party) candidate for president.
(See ABOLITION.) serves as the boundary between the hostile and a
In 1842 he removed to Michigan, and there neutral state, only the enemy's portion can be
became disabled for political work, by a fall closed.--Some
writers found the unquestioned
from his horse.--See Beriah Grcen's Sketch of. right of a belligerent to shut out neutral trade
.Birney.
A.J.
from his enemy's shores, upon the sovereignty
which he has acquired, by occupation, over its
BLACK COCKADE
(r_" U. S. tIIsToRY), coast sea, in the course of his blockading operaThroughout
the American revolution a black tions. But this is not a good explanation.
For,
cockade upon the side of the hat was a part of first, the sovereignty over waters near a coast is
the continental uniform.
When, therefore, the simply an incident to the possession of the coast
intense war feeling against France, roused by the itself, and not separable from it. And again,
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many of the operations
of a blockade take place
far beyond that distance
from the shore which is
the accepted limit of tciTitorial waters, and therefore outside of the jurisdiction
formerly
chdmed
b)" the hostile state.
So that a blockade
has
greater
extent tlmn a simple transfer
of soverrig_3ty c'm account
for--The
true basis of the
right of blockade
is to bc found in the general
ri,J_t, which every belligerent
possesses, of distressing his enemy and weakening
his powers of
resistance by cutting off his foreign trade.
Incidentally
this may injure
the neutral
too, but
plainly that is not the object of the act; it results
from the necessities of war; and tlm neutral who

ture for breach of blockade
valid, three things
must be proved:
1, that the blockade is effective;
2, that due notice of it has been given; 3, that
there has been an attempt to break it.--l.
Effective
Illockade.
We proceed
to examine
tllese rules
more particularly.
The first was in doubt for
many years, but is now happily settled.
There
is no general agreement,
it is true, as to the number of ships, their arrangement
or armament,
which shall make any given blockade
effective.
It lms been suggested that an arc of circumvallatiou bc drawn
about the blockaded
point, with
ships patrolling
up and down along it. But the
method
of conducting
a blockade
must differ

• nmygain
in othcrways,
in marketing
certain products or in his carrying
trade, must be content to
lose in this.
The part which blockade
may play
in warfare is readily seen in our own recent history.
So long as the ports of the southern
confederacywcreopcn,
and thesouthcouldexchange
its cotton
and rice and tobacco
for European
nmntffactures,
its power of resistance could be indefinitely prolonged.
But with its ports closed to
foreign commerce, unable to market its products or
supply its nccessities abroad, it was at an immense
disadvantage
from tlm outset.--Since
blockade
is a belligerent
right, its observance
is a ncutral
duty.
Yet llle onus of prevention
is not laid upon
the neutral, nor can a breach of blockade bc considered _, municipal
offense, which he is bound to
hike cognizance
of.--If
the .neutral ship owner
tries/onto
ablock'lde
and iscaught,
his property
suffers penalty, just as dealerstryingto
introduce
provisions
into a besieged town wouhl lose their
venture.
The principles involved
in siege and iu
blockade
are somewhat
the same, but the two
should 1,ever be confounded.
For siege implies
a trying to get in, as well as 'l shutting out, on
the part of the besieger, and is ,'t term in land
warfare;
while blockade is simply restrictive
and
preventive,
and the term applies solely to traffic
en the sea.--The
declaration
of blockade
is a

according
to the nature
of tile navigation,
the
contour
of the co,'_st or harbor, and the importance of the operation.
A hundred miles of hatborless coast might be patrolled by a sing, le ship,
while a port like Charleston
would need a number.--,Nor
is it inconsistent
with an effcctive
blockade
that it be occasionally
evaded.
Some
blockade runners nmde tl_c round trip from ,N'assau to Wilmington
amt bae.k ahnost every month
in spite of the block'ldc, yet it was not considered
invalid.
It is enough if there is so gn'eat risk of
capture, in running the blockade, as to make the
operation
a very dangerous
one.
No blockade
lms been or could he hnd an evasion of which
would
bc impossible.
This rule, however, tlmt
blockades
to be binding must be effective, was
alined at a specilic abuse of tim system, generally
called cabinet or paper blnclcades--those
which
do not exist in rcality but only on paper.
The
most striking
instances
of this, though
not the
earliest,occurred
during the wars between France
and England
at the beginning
of the present
centmy.
Prussia,
in return for Hanover.
went
over to France,
and closed her ports against
Engitmd.
It was a treacherous
act, but it' she
were resolved upon war, the closing of the ports
was a legitimate war measure.
England,
in tetaliation, after trying a milder measurc, declared

sovereign
act, open, generally speaking,
only to
the highest executive
authority
of a state.
Yet
it has bec.u delegated sometimes
to lesser authoritics--a
fleet commander,
for instance,
with instructions
to blockade
a certain
port at his discretion.
But to-day, when all parts of the world
are reached
by telegraph,
such discretionary
powers would not be neeessalT.--Sinee
a blockade is a very serious limitation
upon the rights
and interests of neutral
states, the neutral
has a
right to demand
a certain
efficiency in its operations, and a due notice of their beginning
and
end, before he is bound
to recognize
it as valid,
Thus, it must be a positive
act, and not a mere
threat without
the power
to enforce
it, and it
must be preceded by notice of the extent of its
operations,
and their date of commencement,

thecoast, from the Elbe to Brest, under blockade.
It was far beyond the power of the English navy
to blockade effectual] 3"so great a stretch of coast,
with its ports and river mouths
and intricate
estuaries.
So tlmt the declaration
of blockade
could not be supported
by the fact.
The ports
under blockade were really closed not by a bel]igercnt force, but by a stroke of the pen.
The
harm and injustice
of such a course, to the ncutr'd, is plain enough.
Such a method of closing
an enemy's ports is not blockade.
It is an order
to the neutral not to trade with one's enemy, even
in innocent,
non-contraband
property,
under penalty of capture
and confiscation,
which
is an
entirely different thing from a warning
that certain ports or a certain coast are closed to neutral
commerce
by their blockade.
And, as was ira-

For obviously a neutral
ship owner ought not to
suffer penalty for failing to respect
a restriction
of which he is necessarily
ignorant.
These principles in the course of time have been formulated
into rules, so that now, in order to make a cap-

mediately seen, tim system was capable
of indefinite extension.
For Napoleon,
by his Berlin
decree of Nov. 21, 1806, laid the whole British
coast under blockade, although he lind hardly an
available ship with which to enforce iT, and never
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_ntended to enforce it in fact, but simply to exact
was brought under the application
of the procthe penalty
for its brcach,
when neutral
ships
lamation,
only when this was supported
by the
which had traded with Great Britain
came to his
f'lct, and a squ.idron
was at its mouth.
Though
ports.
Then England,
in turn, laid the entire
within the letter of the law, this course was uacontinent
under blockade
f,'om Prussia to Italy,
just to tile neutral.
For, shut
out from all
and Napoleon
renewed
his Berlin
decrce with
southern
portsby
proclamation,
when only a few
fresh penalties.
Neither state justified its stretch
were actually
blockaded,
he was exempt
from
of the correct principles
of blockade,
save as a capture
indeed but couhl not know, at any given
measure of retaliation.
As a matter of fact this
moment,
which
were still open and where hc
retaliation
affected neutrals rather than the other
could trade.
But no special complaint
seems to
belligerents.
In their de.idly struggle
neither
have been made of this ]oosencss.
By degrees,
combatant
regarded
the rights of third parties,
"ts the blockading
force gn-ew larger, the b]ockade
so long as it injured
its foc.
When peace re- became more extensive and more stringent.
And
turned, and men's passions grew cool, they could
as this occurred,
the gcneral replaced the speciat
look at such acts more calmly, and even condemn
notice, so that after the effective
closing of any
what
they
had
themselves
before
defended,
port had become notorious, the specialnoticc
was
During
the Crimean
war a correct
system
of . no longer given, and capture took place without
blockade was observed
by the allies, and after it, ! a warning.
A state may thus employ either form
when the representatives
of the great powers met I of notice at will; it is only the French
who think
in Paris to settle the terms of peace, they took
both together
necessary--that
1here must be a
up, among various questions
of international
indiplomatic
notification
and notice at the harbor's
terest, this one of paper blockndcs;
and declared
mouth also.
The ground for this seems to bc the
as between
the signatories
that "Blockades,
in
idea that a shipper's or ship captain's
knowledge
order to be binding,
must be effective,
that is to
of a blockade,
announced
only officially, can not
say, maintained
by a force sufficient
really to
be presumed;
ia other words,
that no construeprevent access to the coast of the enemy."
This
rive notice and knowledge
of its existence
can
is the fourth
article of the important
declaration
fairly be ascribed to him.
But what, as "1matter
of Paris,
of 1856.
The United
States
unforof fztct, is better known
than that a certaiu
tunately
did not accede to this declaration,
but
country
is under blockade,
whether by hearsay,
hadlong
before, and very consistently
maintained
by public announcement,
or through
the news• the same rule, so that it may now be considered
p'_pcrs,
among
seafaring
men?
Upon such
univcrsallyadopted.--II.¥oticeofBlockade.
There
matters,
within reasonable
limits, it is thcir duty
must be an actual notification
of the commencemeat of a blockade, before valid captures
can he
made for bl'each of it. Common notoriety
is not
sufficient,
without
this ofl]cial notice, eveu when
blockade
has been raised and then renewed
again.
(The
Hoffnung,
6 Rob.
112.)
This
notice may be of two kinds: a special notice to
each ship trying to enter the blockaded
port, at
its moutl,, with the fact of the warning insc,'ibcd

to be informed.
The French
usage simply opeus
the door to fraud:
What motive
c:m a captain
have in visiting
a polt which lm knows to be
blockaded,
if it be not to cvade that blockade,
knowing
that no penalty
can attach
until after
one attempt?--With
this exccptinn,
the us_lgc of
maritime states in regard to notice ispretty
much
the same.
When a blockade
is raised for any
reason, notice of this should be given _aspublicly

upon her register;
or a general diplomatic
notice
to all neutral governments.
After sufficient time
for it to become generally
known,
this is con-|
structive
notice to every captain
or shipper
in
that state.
These two forms of notice are sometimes
made to supplement
one another;
for
example,
the blockade of the ports of the south
in 1861.
On the 19th of April president
Lincoln,
by proclamation,
put under blockade the ports of
the confederacy,
from South Carolina
to Texas
inclusive.
A week later this was extended
to

I and as widely
as of its commencement.
And
_ even the temporary
departure
of the blockading
squadron
is to be considered
a raising
of the
I blockade,
except only when caused by stress of
] weather.
Thus, if driven awa.y for two days by
the enemy's
fleet, and Jeturning
at once thereaftcr to its post, it is ._ new blockade of that port,
and fresh notice should be given.
This is the
rule, though
it is not always strictly
enfo,'ced.
Tl,us, during the blockade of the south, in several
instances there was an interval
of a number of

Virginia
But at that time therc were trot 42
"United States ships in commission,
and some of
these were on foreign
stations.
How could a
blockade
of such vast extent be laid, when
so
few ships were available
to make it eft ctivc,
without
bcing open to the charge of being apat)er
blockade?
To avoid this, with the general diplomatte
notice was coupled
for awhile a special
notice at the mouth of each port actually closed;
_o flint in spite of the general announcement,
one
warning
was allowed
every ship touching
at a
blockaded
port before capture.
Thus each port

days between
the departure
of one vessel or
squadron
and the arrival
of another
sent to relieve it. yet no new notice was thought
necessary
by :]Ir. Seward, though
his attention
was called
to the irregularity.III. ]2reach of ]ploekade.
There
must, lastly, be an attempt
to break the
blockade,
after it has been effectively
established
lind duly announced.
This may appear from a
ship's actual entrance
within
the lines of the.
block'lde,
or from such circumstances
as i,nply
an intention
to effect an entrance.
Such facts as
the avowed destination
and actual course
of the
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,ship; the owner's instructions;
the nature of the
cargo, its fm'm of consignment;
any irregularity
m the vessel's papers, their concealment
or destruction,
would bc carefully looked into by the
courts, and might fasten upon ship or cargo an
intended breach of blockade.
Thus at the very
_mtset of the voyage a ship may be liable to capturc; because
it h_-s thus taken the first step
ioward
committing
the offense.
Sir William
Scott states this authoritatively
(The Columbia,
1 Rob. 154): "i am clearly of opinion
llntt the
sailing with "m intention
of evading the blockade
of the Texe], was beginning
to execute that intention,
and is an overt
act constituting
the
offense.
From that moment
the blockade
is
fraudulently
invaded."
Tins seems to lie the
rule adopted
by English
and American
l)rizc
.courts, thoughnot
universally
accepted by foreign
jurists.
Bluntsehli,
for instance,
would attach
no penalty to a ship, although
intending
to run a
blockade,
until it was so near to the blockaded
port a_ to leave its intention
beyond doubt, on
_he t)lea that until then its original
intention
might be oh:raged.
Some recent decisions
of
United _tates (,curLs I have golle still further
in
inferring
this intention
to break blockade,
by
means of the docLrine
of continuous
voyages,
q'his was applied
to ships and cargoes
bound
nominally
to a neutral port, but which appeared
to have as their ultimate destination
a blockaded
port.
The touching
at a neutral
port e]_. ro_tte,
:Nassau,
for instance,
between
London
and
Charleston,
was not allowed
to free the voyage,
thusfier,
of its noxious
character.
It was still
held one continuous
voyage to a blockaded 1)r)rt.
--k breach of blockade
is committed
by egress
from as well as entrance
into a blockaded
district.
And in this case no notification
need be
proved.
The fitct of the blockade
i_ presumed
to be known to the place blockaded.
But not to
betoo severe toward neutrals, after the closing of
a port, a certain.delay
is usually
granted,
to
enable neutral ships loaded or in ballast
to get
away.
This w'_s 15 days in the blockade
of the
southern ports, and in special cases the time was
extcnded.--Upon
these
three conditions,
then,
that the blockade
is effective,
that notice of it
has been duly given, and that its violation
is
attempted,
a neutral ship may be arrested, tried,
and,
upon
conviction,
may
suffer
penalty.
This penalty is primarily
the confiscation
of the
ship.
The cargo follows the fate of the ship
unless its owners can remove
it from complicity
in the act of the ship by direct evidence.
The
captain is the agent of the owners of the Shill
not always for the cargo too, so that it may happen that a voyage to a blockaded
port is undertaken without any interest in such a venture, or
knowledge of the existence of a blockade,
on the
part of the owners
of the cargo,
But if both
ship and cargo are owned by the same persons,
the guilt of the latter is conclusive.
And in general the presumption
seems to lie against
the
The Bermuda, 3 Wall,514; The Springbok, 5 Wall, 1.
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innocence
of the cargo.
For if not for thecargo's
sake, why should a master imperil his ship by
attempting
a blockade?--Wc
have already seen
that the 1)enalty for attempting
to break a blockade may attach at the ve_y commencement
of a
voyage.
It also lasts during
the return voyage
or round trip, which is looked upon as one transaction.
Thus
after successful
egress from a
blockaded
port, a ship might remain
liable to
confiscation
during a year's cruise.
As soon as
the blockade
is raised,
however,
this liability
ceases.--There
are two possible exceptions
to the
rule forbidding
neutrals
to enter a blockaded
port.
:Neutral ships of war arc sometimes
admitted, out of comity, ou diplomatic
errands; lind
a ship in absolute
danger of destruction
from
accident or storm, may take refuge in it, if no
other refuge is possible.
A general license to
trade granted to the neutral
by the government
laying the blockade,
does not warrant
entrance
witlfin
the blockading
lines.--The
penalty
for
breach of block'tde is confined to tim ship and its
cargo; no punishment
can be visited upon the
crew.
When during the war of secession certain
northern officers paroled
the crews of blockade
runners not to serve again during
the war, they
were unauthorized,
and their prisoners
were discharged
without
condition.--Pacific
Blockcule.
This, in spite of its title, is not properly a branch
of our subject,
It SllOUld rather
be classed
among preliminary
war measures.
It is a contradiction
iu terms, for blockade
implies a war.
No blockade can be hdd unless excused by the
necessities
of war, since it would
violate
the
rights of neutrals.
Pacific blockade is simply an
act of force
employed
by a strong toward
a
weaker power, in order to compel it to redress
certain wrongs, or pursue a cc_'tainline of action.
The one state closes the ports of the other, yet
without considering
this a war measure, or taking any other
steps toward
war.
Thus
the
allied fleets closed eertaiu
ports in Greece, in
1827, in order to force Turkey to do her justice.
Whatever
may lie thought
of such an act, the
term pacific blockade is to be deprecated.
TILEODORE S. WOOLSEY.
BLOODY
BILL.
:["_ULLIFICATION.)

(See

FoI_cE

BILL,

BLUE
LAWS
(i,n U. S. lhsToxY),
laws of remarkable
severity
against

under

codes of
minor of-

fenses, based upon the Mosaic law, so f'lr as applicable, said to have been adopted by the original
settlers
of Connecticut
and :New I:Iaml)shire.
Their existence, in the form commonly
attributed
to them, has been
frequently
disproved.--See
_Nle of 1650, with e2"tracts from the b, ws of 2Veze
Haven, commoldy callal ]3lue Laws;
Trumbull's
2_'ue Blue Law,_; 107 Blaekwood's
Magazi_e," 30
.brew Ertglander.
A.J.
BLUE
LIGHT
(m U. S. HisToRY).
In ]813
Decatur attempted,
on several dark mghts, to get
to sea with his two frigates
from the blockaded
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port of New London.
On each occasion, as he
claimed,
he was prevented
by signals made with
bluelights
at the harbor mouth, towarn
the British fleet to be upon the alert.
The story spread,
and all opponents
of the war, in :New England
and elsewhere,
were stigmatized
as "blue
light
federalists."--Sce
6 Hildreth's
United States, 467.
A.J.
BOARD
0F
Coxt_'-E_tcE.)

TRADE.

(See

CHAXamER oF

BOLI¥IA.
Boliviais
a vast territory of South
America,
of 1,297,255 square kilombtres,
extendtag from 7° to 26 ° 40' south latitude, and from
60 ° to 75 ° west longitude.
It is bounded
on the
south by a branch of the Andes and the desert
of Chaco, which separates it (and this word should
be understood
here in its strictest sense) from the
Argentine
republic;
on the southeast,
east and
the northeast t)y the plains of Uruguay
and Brazil; and on the north,
northwest
and west by
otherspurs
of the Andes or by the principal chain
itself which separates
it from Peru, and by the
Pacific ocean which
it touches
for a distance of
about 250 miles, between
San T_dtal-Point
and
theriver
Loa.
This country,
which laterrcceivcd
the name of Bolivia, was formerly
a part of upper
Peru.
It was dependent
at filet on the viceroyalty of Buenos Ayrcs,
with whose capital the
great distance and a number
of deserts rendered
communication
almost impossible.
It was afterward united to the vice-royalty
of Peru.
It took
part but tardily in the movemcnt which, for many
years, had raised up the Spanish colonies against
the mother country.
The impulse
to this came
to it from the north.
It was only in 18°.9,4that
Sucre, a young Colombian
general, the conqueror
of Pinchincha,
where lie had assured
the independcnce
of Colombia,, for a moment the supreme
chief of Peru which hc had freed by the victory,
of Ayacueho,
tim friend and principal lieutenant
of the celel)rated Bolivar, the man who next to the
liberator, was most distinguished
in the war of independence,
conquered
that part of upper Peru.
In the mane of the revolution
lie proclaimed
the
independence
of these provinces,
on the 6th of
August
of the same year, and on the :[lth of
March, 1825, lie gave them the name of Bolivia,
in honor(if his master.
Boliviawas
at first united
to the republic
of Peru, and Bolivar exercised
over it an unlimited
power,
the rigor of which
Colombia
and Peru themselves
had not felt to
the same extent.
However it was erected into an
independent
state soon after, and when the Peruvian congress
at Lima, in 1825, renounced
its
rights 1o these provinces
and gave its consent to
the separation,
Bolivar
imposed
on them
the
constitution
known
as the Bolivian
code, and
offered the presidency
of them to general Sucre,
who till then had governed
them in his name;
but this r_gime was of short duration.
It had
lasted barely
two years, when Bolivar,
seeing
his power menaced
by insurrection
in Colombia,

left Peru in all haste.
The fragile
structure
which he had wished to raise did not survive his
departure.
Two insurrections
against
marshal
Ayacucho
(Sucre), one at La Paz, on the 25th of
December,
1827, the other at Chuquisaca,
on the
18th of April of the following
year, broke out;
they were forcibly
put down;
but the president,
disgusted
with the exercise of power thus contested, gave in his resignation,
and, after b_curring great danger, sueceeded
inrejohfingBolivar.
--The
first constitution
of Bolivia intrusted
the
executive
power to a president
for life, to a vicepresident,
and to three secretaries of state.
The
legislative power, shared by three chambers,
that
of the tribunes,
that of the senators, and that of
the censors, was the result of an election of two
degrees.
Each chamber
was composed
of 30
members,
elected for 4 years, and hehl a session
of 2 months
each year.
This first constitution
was followed
by several
others.
The most recent, voted
in 1868, intrusted
the executive
power to a president
elected
for 4 years, and
the legislative
power
to a congress.
It is true
that tlfis constitution
was abolished
in 1869, but
that which was to replace
it and those which
may have followed
this, can not but reproduce
the two fundamental
institutions
of the South
American republics,
a congress and a presidency.
Moreover,
whatever
be the mechanism
of these
governmental
forms,
often borrowed
from the
most elaborate
and
most lii)eral
theories
of
Europe, the Spaniards
and the Indians of South
America
scarcely
undcrstand
the exercise
of
power,
cxcept by means
which would pass in
Europe for simple tyranny.
We are seized with
an invincible
sadness
when
we compare
the
debasement
into which these vast and rich countries ht_ve fallen under the dominion of European
conquerors
with the prosperity
which they enjoyed under the paternal
government
of native
princes, called barbarians.
Europe brought rotscry and oppression
to a happy
people,
who,
under the mild government
of native princes,
lived in plenty.
Have the conquerors
fared better? This may
be doubted
Victims
of low
ambition
torn by factions,
incapable
of reaping
any advantage
from the wealth
of their soil,
they seem doomed to inevitable
decay.
Let us
hol)e that they will find a means of escape by
attracting
foreigners
to the country,
aml by an
infusion
of new blood.--Some
administrative
and judicial
progTess is due to Mr. J. 1_I. Linar_s, a liberal raised to the presidency
in 1858.
Although
lie maintained
an army very burdensome to the country,
and put at the head of the
troops too many
colonels and generals
of his
own style, although
it is impossible
to approve
all his financial
schemes,
we must give him the
credit of having introduced
some economy
into
the finances,
of having increased
the number of
schools, of having
had laws made in favor of
the Indians,
of having
regulated
municipal
gov*
ernment and reformed
the judiciary.
A quarrel
with Peru, in which Peru
seems to have been
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altogether
in file wrong,
came near compromising, in 1860, this favorable
movement,
but harmony was restored
between
the two republics,
and they became more closely united, some years
later, under the influence
of common
interests
ami common dangers.
The idea of a federation
of South American
republics
was obtaining
root.
It was desired to hasten, by more intimate politteal relations, the civilization
of that vast contineat, to create a counterpoise
to the influence of
the United States, and to reject all intervention
of Europe
in the politics of the new world,
But the states which it was desired to unite are
separated
by much more than their geographical
distance;
and four states alone occupying
the
Pacific
coast, in the central
region of South
America,
commenced
the realization
of this vast
phm--In
1864 Bolivia,
Chili and Ecuador
sent
deputies to a congress
convened
at Limti by the
Peruvian
govcrmnent,
which was thrcatened
by
the arms of Spain.
Spain justly claimed reparation for damages
done to her citizens, but the
plenipotentiary
sent from Europe to set forth the
grievances
of the former
mother
country
assumed the aggressive
title of commissioner
extraordinary of the queen, the title of the gow_l'nors
before the period of independem:e.
The war of
secession in the United States was at its height,
as was _lso the _Icxican war.
The republics of
South America were convinced
that France and
England
favored
the dismemberment
of the
United States, and the congress of Lima inferred
from this the existence
of a European
plan, by
which Spain would
endeavor to recover her colonies.--Pcru
secured
the alliance
of the three
republics which had sent delegates
to the congross of Lima.
Bolivia concluded
its treaty in
February,
1866, but was not able to furnish any
other assistance in the war except to prevent the
revietualing
of the Spanish
fleet in the Bolivian
harbor of Cobija.
The war was closed by the
retreat of the Spanish
fleet, which was repulsed
at Callao, but the treaty
of peace
was not
signed till 1868 --In
the interval Bolivia formed
a more intimate
alliance
with Chili.
Thc two
republics
were disputing
the ownership
of the
guano deposits on the islands of Mejillones.
A
tre_ty of the 10th of August,
1866, confided tlm
working of the deposits to a Frcnch company.-Bolivia occupies,
in the centre of the American
continent,
a very unfavorable
situation
which
condemns
it to an isolation
almost absolute, and
seems to raise up an insurmountable
obstacle to
the development
of its political
or commercial
power.
It is divided
by nature
into two vcry
distinct parks: the mountainous
country
in the
west, and the country
of the plains in the east
which forms the largest portion
of it and which
extends
from the banks
of the Pilcomayo,
an
affluent of the La Plata,
on the south,
to the
northeast
point of the territory,
where the Rio
Mamore joins the Rio Bent and forms the Rio
Madeira,
the principal
affluent of the Amazon.
The valley of Pilcomayo
occupi_
the south of
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the eastern
region.
The north is watered
by
the Desaguadero,
which empties
into lake Titicaea, the largest
lake of South
America.
It
constitutes
the boundary
between
Bolivia and
Peru.
Its immense basin is inclosed by a double
chain of mountains,
the Cordillera
of the And_
and the Cordillera
of Alama.
The mean elevation of this valley is 13,000 feet above the level
of the sea.
It communicates
with the ocean by
six passes, whose highest
points
overlook
tlle
Pacific at a height of 15,000 feet, and the valley
at 2,000 feet.
Besides l'tkcTiticaca
and the great
watercourse
just named,
the rallies
and plains
of Bolivia are irrigated
by numerous rivers which
flow southward
to the Rio de la Plata and north
to the Amazon.
Bolivia owes to the elevation of
the greater part of its territory a more temperate
climate than would seem to be indicated
by its
geographical
position.
Gold is fouud in some
parts, especially on the slope of the eastern Cordillera.
The silver mines of Potosihaveareputation of ancient
date which, according
to report,
they have ceased to deserve.
Copper is met with
in abundance,
particularly
in the district
of La
Paz, as are also deposits
of lead and tin.
The
soil of these vast countries,
ill cultivated,
badly
worked,
and lacking
inlmbitants,
yields to the
most wtricd kinds of cultivation.
The fruits of
Europe
and the products
of tropical
regions
are there gathered:
Cocoa, s_rsaparilla,
copaiba,
]India rubber,
aromatic
and medicinal
plants.
quinine,
etc.--The
population
of Bolivia,
of
which little is kaowa, is variously estimated.
In
1835 it was e_timated at mor(, than 2,300,000 inhabitants, of whom 1,650,000 were whites of foreign
origin or of mixed blood, and from 700,000 to
800,000 Indians.
Dr. Petcrmann
reduced
it, in
1848, to 1,742,000, not including
about 245,000
aborigines.
In 1867 it amounte,l to 1,987,352, the
number
of aborigines
being still estimated
at
2t5,000--Tile
organizers
of Bolivia
took tlm
French
administration
as their
model.
They
introduced
the French
prefect,
sub-prefect
and
municipality.
They have translated
the French
civil code which was unceremoniously
called the
Santa Cruz code.
The republic
is divided
into
two bishoprics, whose seats are at CochabambtL
and at Santa Cruz.
The army consists of 2,500
men, with 8,200 of a national
guard.
The rcv.
enue of the republic was estimated,
in 1850. at
1,976,000 piastres, and the expenses
at 1,730,000
piastres;
the public debt at 5,850,000
piastrcs.
Since then the debt h.ls been increased
by the
total of the unpaid interest.
In 1870 the receipts
rose to nearly2,500,000
piastresor
pcsos, of which
about 1,000,000 were in direct taxes.
Anarchy
does not allow Bolivia to use the elements
of
wealth which its soil contains.
Its agriculture
is
neglected, its industry amounts
to notlling, and
its commerce
is in a languishing
condition.
I_
manufactures
some cotton stuffs,
especially
at
Oropesa;
woolen cloths, from the wool of the
lama and alpaca, among which those of La Paz
occupy the first rank; and vigonia hats and gla_
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of good quality,
made
especially
at Oropesa.
But metals are its chief article of foreign
cornmerce.
The export
of copper
is estimated
at
400,000 quintals
per annum.
In 1869 the total
exports, from theport
of Cobija,
reached 17,403
tons,
distributed
as follows:
coined
silver,
1,000,000 piastres;
copper, 17,300tons;
tin,4,000;
guano, 6,000.
The imports
reached,
it is said,
the figure of 7,000,000
piastrcs.
They
consist
chiefly in iron or hardware,
to which
must be
added certain articles
of luxury, especially
silk
stuffs.
In June, 185 °, the navigation
of all the
rivers which flow into the Amazon
and the Rio
de ]a Plata, were declared
free to all nations.-BLBLIOGRAPHY. J_OSqU_O estadi_tico de Bolivia1, by
)I. Dalence,
8vo. Chuquisacu,
1851; Geoqraphie
uud Statistik der Republik Bolivia, by Hugo Reck,
(Petermann's
_[ittheilun.qeu),
4to, Gotha,
1865;
The Land of Bolivar', by James _ludie Spence, 8vo,
London,
1875; Descripciou geographica historica y
estadistica de Bol&ia, Paris, 1845, with map; BoschSpencer,
Stat_tique
5'ommerciale
da Chili de la
Boliv_e, etc., Brussels, 1848; Weddell,
Voyage dans
le Novd de la Bolivie; Hugh de Bonelli, Travels in
Bolivia, Lomlon, 1857; ArcMvo Bol,viano, Coleecion
de docun_ntos
relati_vs de la h£¢tolqa de JB,livia,
Paris, 1877; Mossbach,
]3olivia.-Kulturta'lder
aus
einers_damerik
Republi/c, Leipsig, 1875.
A. RxsuTAVX.
B00T¥.
Borrowed
from the Scandinavian
word bury (latinized
into butb, um), in middle
German bg2en, at present beute.
Booty is analogous to the _.nglo-Saxon
bol, and appears now
as the English word booty.
It is found in the
Italian
bottb, o. The word is found
in all langanges, and it couhl not be otherwise
since it
expresses a fact of war, almost general, in former
timcs.--To
take booty is to take posse_ion,
by
the right of the stronger,
of tlmt which belongs
to the vanquished.
At present the word bootyis
applied only to movable
objects, but formerly
it
comprised
immovalfle
property.
Most of the
great feudal fortunes had no other beginning.
In
Sicily and in England the Norman harons divided
the estates of the conquered
among them, and
what the Normans
did the Franks
had done in
Gaul, and the Visigoths
in Spain.
In a word,
wherever
there was a conquest
there w.is booty.
With the development
of civilization
thc word
booty gradually
lost its original extensive application.
The following are the provisions
relating
lo it, now considered
in accordance
widi the law
of nations:
The armies nnd the navies of states,
privateers
and even isolated
combatants,
may
take as booty from armies, war vessels and the
privatcers
of the enemy, by force, open or con.
cealed, as well as all _he _,ovable property possessed by the latter.
(Kliil)cr,
l)roit
des gens
moderne de l'Europe,
page 824, _253;
Heftier,
§ 153,)
This booty belongs,
according
to the
natural lawof nations, to the government
waging
war, but to-day it is generally
left to the soldiers
who have .taken it. (Vatel, liv. 111, chap. ix,
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§ 164.) The vict_or in our day respects
public
monuments,
products
of literature
and fine art,
the movable property
of the castles, edifices and
gardens
belonging
to sovereigns
or their
faroilies, as well as objects pertaining
to worship,
and ordinarily
abstains from destroying
or carrying them away.
(Kamptz,
Neuere
Lit., ._309.)
According
to the usage of the law of nations
e_tablished in Europe theencmyacquircs,
inwars
on land, the ownership
of booty by a possession
of it during
twenty-four
hours, (Strube's
l_echt.
liche Bedenken, Bd. II, :No. 20); so that when this
term has expired, any third l)al_y may acquire it
of him, by a true title wilhout danger of its being
reclaimed,
and to the exclusion
of the right of
postliminy.
(Vatel, liv. III, chap
xiii, §196.)
Most governments
still recognize the same principle wilh regard to captures
made in naval warfare by war vessels or privatecrs,
(]_Iartens, E_.sai
concern,tnt
les armateurs,
chap. iii, see. 11); still
therc are some who pretend that property in this
booty is not 1,)st to the original owner till it is put
in a safe place, that is to say, till it has been trans.
ported to the territory of the victor or into a neutral country.
(Vatel,
liv. III, chap. xiv, § 208)
The plunder
of a marauder
or pirate does not
enjoy these advantages.
3Iovable
property
belonging to private persons not taking part in hostilities, is not accounted
booty by the laws of war,
and can not be taken from the proprietors,
with
the exception of merchant ships and their cargoes,
which
are ]awful prizes for war vessels.
(Martens, Recueil,
II, 56, et D/claratwl_
de ]856.)-War has such a demoralizing
effect that men who
leave home with a horror of booty, become sometimes, if the war is long, familiar with the idea,
and permit themselves
to take-that
which does
not belong to them.
But the plundered
proprictor has been seen to follow his goods to the
enemy's country,
bring tim thief before a court
and win his case.
It would be well if such instances--of
which
we know but onc--should
become more frequent;
for no matter how rigorous discipline
may be, there is always in a large
army a number of people who have few scruples.
It would be well to teach them that war does not
insure impunity.
]_'L4.URICEBLOCK.
BORI)ER
RUFFIAh'S
(tx U. S. HISTOII_),
pro-slavery
Missouri men who, in 1855 and afterward, made a practice of crossing the border into
Kansas to carry elections, or to overawe free state
settlers.
The name does not seem to have been
entirely one of contempt,
as it was occasionally
accepted
and used by the border ruffians themselves--See
1 Greeley's
Ame_4van Conflict, 288;
Cairnes' Slave Power, 117; and authorities
under
KAI_'SAS.
A.J.
BORDER
STATES,
The (rs U. S. ItlSTOn"/),
the tier of slave states, Delaware,
bIaryland,
Virginia, Kentucky
and Missouri,
lying nearest the
free states.
:North Carolina,
Tennessee
and Arkansas were sometimes
included among the bor-

.,,
*
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_ler states as distinguished
from tile gulf or cotton
states,
but the mtme was usually
given to tile
states first named.
The rise of a distinct border
state interest first becomes evident about 1820-30
(sue SLA_R_'), when the development
of the cotton culture
in tile extreme
south had begun to
_reatc a demand for slaves there, which couhl be
filled only by the inter-state
slave trade, since the
Afi'icanslave
tradehad
beenaboli_hed.
(Sec AnoLITtoN, I.)
From that time until 1860 the border
stalcs, except Missouri, became a breeding ground
for slaves to be sold in the gnflf state nmrkets
when mature
Even in 1839 it was admittcd
on
all hands in the Virginia convention
of that year
that Virginia's
exportation
of slaves w.'is more
profitable than any of her domestic
industries,
Tile border states therefore suffered most from the
operations
of the underground
raih'oad (see AnoT.ITIO._, II.), and were loudest in their comphlints
,af the non-execution
of the fugitive
slave law.
In 1860 this feeling caused the introduction,
by a
3Iissouri senator, ot a pr,_,_;gsiticn to maintain
an
armed natiomd potme force along the line bctwcen
the border anti tree states, to prevent the e.scape
of slaves.--During
the political excitement of the
period, 1850-60, the I)ositiun of the border states
was one of peculiar tilltieully, owing to the acceptancc in _he nortll anti south o_ the slavery question
as an issue in Amerman
politics.
In this acceptance the boroer states never concurred;
to thcm
it meant only orescnt trouble and confusion,
and
a threat of future armed conflmt of which they
should be the pl'inclpal theatre.
They were therefore only anxious to keep the slavcry question out
of _ight.
in this sectmn the American party, or
know notiiings, tlrst took rank as a national party;
in 1856 it carried Ma_5'l_ld,
and polled a strong
vote in the other border states.
Heze again, in
1860, the constitutional
union party,
based also
vn the desire to ignore the slavery question,
found
its strongest
ancllorage:
a'i the electoral
votes
given to its candidates
were those of Kentucky,
Virginia and Tennessee.
and the pluralily
against
it in the oilier boruer states was exceedingly
small.
When Lincoln's election had brought the
rebellion into plain vicw the border states were
still anxious for compromise
and peace.
They
originated
the peace conference
of 1861 (see CoNFERE_Clg, PEACE), and the Urittenden
comprolai._e (see CO._PIIO._HSES, VI.), and labored with
httlc prospect of success to secure the adoption of
c:ther of them as a basis of settlement.--At
the
outbreak
of the rebellion
tile border sta_cs were
emphatic
in demanding
that neither the federal
govcrnmcnt
nor the seceded
states should
do
anything
'. calculated
to provoke
a co,'hsion of
:lrms between the states and the govermnent
of
the United States. _: (See STATE SOVEI_EIGN'I'Y,
SECESSmX.)
When president
Lincoln's
call for
troops in April, 1861, showed
that the federal
government
meant to fight for its existence, Virginia, -North Carolina and Arkansas seceded:
the
other horder_states
refused to do so, though some
,of their ancient politicians wished to maintain
an
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attitude of "neutrality."
Governor
Beriah Magoffin, of Kentucky, by proclamation,
even warned
"all other states, separate
or united,
especially
the united 'rod confederate
states," that he forbade
any occupation
of Kentucky
without
consent
of
its legislaturc
and governor;
but the people of
Kentucky,
and of tlle other border states, except
Tennessee,
which
was divided,
"rod the three
seceded states, generally
supported
the governmeat.
(Sce the statesin detail.)--Throughout
the
war against the rebellion
the border states continued to urge, but without success, their project
for "reconstruction,"
which, in its original sense,
meant the scttlemcnt
of all existing dilficulties
by
a convention
of all the states, including
those
that had seccded.
(Sec I_ECONSTRUCTION.) ])elegates from all tile border states, even from those
which had not scccded,
except
Delaware
and
Maryland,
held seats iu the congress of the confederate states, but these were chosen by soldiers
of regiments
in the rebel armies, or by those distriers temporarily
under rebel control, and in no
sense represented
the people of the state.
(Scc
DEMOCRATIC-]{EPUBLICAN PARTY, SECESSIO.N,
l¢1'.'nELl,lO_,
Uh'_TEr) STATES, and authorities
cited there and under articles above referred to.)
ALEXANDER JO_STO_'.
BOURGEOISIE.
The history
of the bourgeoisic is mixed up in its origin with the history
of the renaissance
of towns.
The middle ages
had founded two classes of society:
the one dotalnant and idle, warlike, and in possession of the
soil; the otller subject and laborious,
under the
protection
of the proprietors
of fiefs, and exeluded from all share in the sovereignty.
The
first protest against this order of things showed
itself in tile opposition
of the cities _gainst the
feudal systcm in the twelfth and thirteenth
cenfuries.
In Italy and ill the south of France the
political movement
was the consequence
of Roman reminiscences;
in the north of France and
in Germanic countrics the swo:'a commune
came
from German customs.
It is the nmnicipality
formed by association
and by mutual
assurance
on the faith of an oath.
These two origins led
to the same cad.
Whether
it be under Roman
or Germanic influence this restoration
of the cities
and of their civil and political liberties laid the
foundation
of modern
society.--The
history
of
the bourgeoisie,
or of what is known in France
as the third estate, is lhe history of evolution
which by degrees acquired
for the lower and opprcssed classes of society the fullness of political
rights and al)olished all unjust inequality
among
tile people.
This is not the place to write the histoJ T of communal
life in the middle ages; but it
must be at least mentioned
since it was the
cradle of the bourgeoisie.
The bourgeoisie
was
from the first opposed
to the feudal principle.
Nevertheless,
it found the means of winning, by
degrees, a regular 1)lace in the society of the middle ages.
In France the third estate was tile soul
of the states general.
By its alliance with roy-

i
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alty it modified
feudal
society up to the very
point of the dissolution
of that society, and when
the municipal
spirit of the towns commenced
to
grow weak, and the king to do away with the
privileges of the lords, the thh'd estate remained
none the less powerful.
Offices of justice
and
administration,
which demanded
long study, became the property
of thethh'd
estate.
Thcnobility rather
retired
of its own ac ord from these
offices than was removed
from them.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries
the third estate
wasevelTwhere.
It wasin vain that Sullywished
to attract
the nobility
to the council of state,
The nobility limited itself to retaining
the cornmand of the army, the government
of the preyinces and the officesof the king's household.
But
the council
of state, the inleadants
created
in
1635, and the parliaments,
were recruitcd
mainly
from the third estate, from what is called to-day
the upper
bourgeoisie.
The parliaments,
espe°
cially after the suppression
of the states general,
represented
tlm third estate.
The parliaments
thus became an inferior kind of aristocracy,
and
in the last two ccnturies
of the ancient Frcnch

serves
to express
the distinction
between
the
bourgeois and the peasant and workman.
In this
sense the bourgeoisie
has pretended
to a political
rSleindcpcndent
of the two latter classes.
Taking
the saying of Siey_s literally, it wished to assume
the entire government
of society.
It has nmnifested in this attempt
qualities and defects which
are. easily
described.
These
qualities
consist
in a reasonable
conduct
of affairs, in a taste for
_lf-g vern_'nt,
in the want it experiences
of controlling the government;
in a word, in the practice of constitutional
government
in monarchies
and of represcntative
democracyinrepublics.
Its
defects consist
in too great an attachnwnt
to its
own interests, and, generally,
in a too great timidity.
It exhibits more adroitness
in petty than
in great affai_,
more aptitude
for a temporary
than for a permanent
policy.
It may be said that
the defects and qualities of the French bourgeoisie
were manifcst duringthe
reign of Louis Philippe.
What contributed
most,
then, to put an end to
the rule of the bourgeoisie
was its neglect of the
interests of the lower classes.
It forgot
that it
should
not be a distinct
(.'lass, but simply the

royalty the development
of the third estate was
rather a soci.tl than a political
fact.
The h)wer
classes rose _ilcntly to power, and in 1789, at the
time of the convocation
of the states general,
the
third estate endeavored
to take "tdvantage of its
numerical
SUl)criority and to represent
the entire
nation.
Hcuce the saying of Sieybs: " What is
the third estate?
Nothing
Wlmt should it be?
Everything."
This sttlteme.nt defined the cuhninating point of the devcloplnent
of the bourgeoisie
at the opening of the FrEnch revolution,
and at
the same time put anend to it. From the twelfth
century the third estate had tended toward thesuppression of privileges,
cvcn when it had itself
granted
them, to guarantee
its own liberties.
Its
rSle of emancipation
terminated
the nmment that
the revolution
made liberty
and equality
before
the law its fundamental
principle,
applicable
to
all without
distinction.
The word bourgeoisie
from that time forth changed its meaning.
A man
is no longer a bourgeois
because lie belongs to
such and such a town, but because he fulfills certain social conditions.
By the bourgeoisie
is now
understood
that part of society which represents
property
acquired,
or in course of acquisition,
through
industry
or commerce,
and that which
follows the liberal professions.
In this sense the
expression
third estate is not sufficient to define it;
for :the third estate was not the bourgeoisie,
but
the nation minus
the nobility
and the clergy,
To-day, on the contrary,
the bourgeoisie
is not a
close caste.
It has a character
of universality
such that by the finest shades of difference
it is
lost in the nobility above and touches the proletafiat below.
In a state of society in which fortunes
are made and lost with a rapidity
unknown
to
our fathers, the passage from one class to another
is so frequent
that it is hard to findlines
of demurcation
between
them.
:Nevertheless,
the word
bourgeoisie
has a more special meaning
when it

medium in which all should meet.
The endearor, dmrefore,
to found
a government
on the
middle classes alonE, or even to consider them as
a class apart, isan undertaking
that has no chance
of success.
M. Guizot, iu an able article, entitled
21bs mdscomptes et zws espdra_wes, denies that the
middle
classes have good political judgmcnt,
the
political sense; and he requires, as a counterpoise
to their changeable
disposition,
the political
influence of a nobility or of great landed proprietors.
It is impossible
to find such a counterpoise
in
France in our day, for the reason
that well defined classes no hmger cx;.st there.
The nobility
is dead, socially;
largelanded
estates are not permanent.
:Neither the one nor tim other, therefore, could serve as a counterpoise
to tim alleged
inconstancy
of the bourgeoisie.
The salvation oi
the latter will depend on its solicitude
for all the
interests of the nation eveu when they are not its
own.
It should
open its ranks to all, and take
into them all who are not as yet a part of it.
There is no better way to attain this cud than to
disseminate
public instruction
and favor the creation of public wealth,
by the proper application
of sound principles of politicaleconomy.
By the
development
of public instruction
the social strata,
which have not yet taken part in the intellectual
life of the nation, and which consequently
contribute but little to the formation
of public opinion,
will do their part in the formation
of that opinion, and free it from the narrowness
inherent iu
opinions born of special interests.
By the application of sound principles
of political
economy,
which is a corollary to the diffusion of education,
the opposition
between
the interests
of classes
would be made to disappear.
The social r61e of
the bourgeoisie before the revolution was to elevate
the lower classes.
This is its rSle to-day.
It is
the only one which can guarantee
it enduring
i_fluence.
It is also the only one which
has a

BOUTWELL.
meaning.
The bourgeoisie
commenced
as a solvent of feudal society.
It prepared
the way for
democracy.
It would poorly understand
its inlercsts were it to oppose that whichit contributed
to establish.
It has bctterwork
to do. _.fter its
negative
and dissolving
labors
come
positive
work and the work of organization.
This remains
to be accomplished,
and the expression
bourgeoisie should have no meaning
but that of an
educated and intelligent
democracy,
JuLEs GItE__IxI¢.
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ing a collection
of the religious
and national
hymns of the Aryans when they arrived in India
from the northwest
by the passes of tile lIindu
Kush, the last ramification
of the Himalayas,
it
may be looked on as certain that these people had
not yet established in their midst that special form
of religion and society called Brahmanism.
We
read in the Vedasof
priests presiding at sacrifices
and solemn prayers;
but they do not form a class
apart; they are not the masters of society nor the
spiritual governors of the people.
At what epoch
did they become such?
This can not be precisely
BOUTWELL, George Sewall, wa._ born at told; but it is necessary to go back at le,_st fifteen
Brookline, Mass., Jan. 28, 1818; was admitted
to
centuries
before the Christian
era to come near
tbc bar in 1850; was governor
of )Iassachusetts
the epoch, and perhaps it may be necessary
t(_
1851-2; was a representative
in congress (republiascend to a remoter time.
In the seventh century
can) 1863-9 (see RECONSTRUCTIOI_); was secretary
before Christ Buddhism
arose among the Brahof the treasury 1869-73, and United States senator
mans to reform and destroy Brahmanism.
Brah1873-7.--See
Boutwell's
Speechez during the Rebelmanism must, therefore, have existed a long time
lion.
h.J.
in order to reach the state of corruption
in which
Buddhism
exhibits
it to us, and from which it
BRAIIMANISM.
Brahmanism
is an institustrove to rescue it. The date of Buddhism
itself
tion :tt once civil and religious,
which
by the
is incontestable
(622 to 543 B. C.), and it puts.
grandeur, originality
and unshaken
persistence
of the date of the origin of Brahmanism
very far
its results slmuld hold a considerable
place in the
back, which, without
exaggeration,
must have
history of mankind.
It has governed
ttindoo
arisen tea or twelw: centuries
earlier.--On
the
society from time immemorial
and governs it still,
other hand, the canon of the Vedic scriptures
is.
There is no possibility
of assigning a term to the
composed
of several parts which are held to b(_,
all-powerful
influence which it exerts on Hindoo
equally sacred and equally revealed.
They ale
society, an inilueucc legitimate
in certain respects,
first the,_aMras
or prayer hymns, mo._tly in vc_ ._c;
but diastrous in others.
It seems destined to enthen the brahma_z_zs, with the _panishads aml the
dure as long as the race which it has guided for the
a_:anyal,:as, mainly in prose.
The hymns which,
last 3,000 years.--Brahmanism
has _his peculiar
properly speaking, constitute
the Veda, are much
character, among all thercligions
rcstingon
sacrcd
the more ancient, unless it be those of the fourth
books, that it has no founder, and that the 1)erson
and last Veda, called the Atharvan.
.Now if the
who ill'st conceived
the system is altogether
unhymns or _nantras mention
Brahmanism
only in
known.
Brahma, from whom it takes its name,
the manner of which we have just spoken, x_e
is no other than the infinite being, tile universal
meet, on tile contrary,
_vith all its dcvclol)ments
soul.
Brahma is not the name of an individual
and with its wholepowcr
in the br(th_ia_aswhich
likethose of Buddha, _Ioscs, Jesus, or ]_Iohammcd.
are, as their name indicates, for the special use of
The m.igin of Brahmanism
is hidden by a veil thus
the brahmanie
caste, who alone l)crform the sacfar impenetrable,
and it is not to be believed that
rifices.
It is, thcrcfore, in the intcrwd between the
this obscurity
can ever be cleared
away comma_dras and tn'ahma_as that the Brahmans
acpletely.
India has not written
its own annals,
quired power.
But since there is in India noany more than the rest of Asia; and history as
chronology
for monuments
of the mind any more
written in the west, since the time of tlm Greeks,
than there is for events of history, it is impossible
is a virile work of intelligence
such as Asia never
to dcterminc
the epoch of the mantras or the
conceived, and which even seems to be beyond its liturgical
books which
accompany
them
and
power.
India, therefore,
can not tell us herself
which regulate all thedetails
of worMlil).
_cvcrwhence Brahmanism
has come, and her menutheless, by a process of reasoning,
probal)ly torments do not yield up to the questionings
of erurect, the learned have come to believe that the
dition the secrets which are contained
in them
primitive
nutntras appeared
at least 1,500 years
only in an imperfect
manner.
At present when
before the Christian era, and by the same method
we know the Vedas, the source of Brahmanic
re- they fix hypotheti('ally
the date at whicli Buddligion, it can be affirmed that they do not contain
hism originated
in the bosom of the brahmanical
Brahmanism
as afterward organized,
and the only
society already grown aged and corrupt.--One
hymn of the Rig-¥eda
in which there is mention
may well believe that not without a struggle did
of the four castes, passes justly either as apocrythe Brahmans
attain that dominion
which they
phal or of much later origin than mostof
the
afterward
held in such an impt.rturbable
manner.
others.
It isthc famoushymn
to Purusha,
which
The earliest
traditions
of the Aryans show tlmt
we read in the tenth and last _Iandala,
in which
when these people came to India to conquer and
arc brought together in a confused mass fraganents
civilize the country, they were under the lead of
more or less authentic
and more or less orthodox,
military
chiefs, and no matter how pious they
:Now the Yedas, and above all the Rig-Veda,
be- might have been from the beginning,
it was their
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kings and not their priests whom they obeyed,
This was a necessity of their situation, and in that
splendid
epic poem, the Ib_mayana,
the legend of
a hero who conquered
the south of Italia and
(,yen tile island of Ceylon (Langk_),
it was tile
kings who led the people and the Brahmans
occupied only a subordinate
place.
But when the
time of combat had passed away and the Aryans
were able to enjoy their conquests
quielly in the
immense
space tlmt extends
from the headwaters
of the Indus and the Ganges to the Vindhya
_nountains,
the priestly class could become dotalnant without
danger, and as the nation had no
hmger anytlfing
to conquer or even to defend, it
5"iehled itself u l) entirely to its religious
instincts,
•rod, once upon tlmt incline, soon intrusted
to the
t)riestly
caste tim power which bad at first belonged to the warriors
or k,_hat_qyas.
The latter
resisted energetically,
and if dissensions
had not
then sprung up among them, it is likely that they
never would have lost the supremacy,
and the
Brahmans
wouhl never have acquired
it. But
Parasu-Rama,
a kshatriya famous for his cgurage
and his ferocity, took sides against his own class
to avenge certain outrages inflicted on his family,
_lnd, through
bloody victories, he assured to the
Brahmans
a power
wlfich
without
him they
would
ln'obably have never usurped.--It
is frmn
,thi_; time, of which a vague souvenir is preserved
by tradition
and by some important
works, among
them the laws of Manu, that Brahmanism
really
(lates, and that it hegan to give to Hindoo society
its final and immutable
form.
At the head of
this new society, as a permanent
divine incarna
lion, stood the Brahman,
issued from the mouth
itself of Brahma.
Below him, but at an impassablc distance,
was the "kslmlriya, or warrior,
who
had come from the arms of the god.
Below the
warrior
was the Vaisya,
or laborer,
who had
sprung
from his thighs.
Last of all, and very
t'ar fl'om the other three, was the Sudras, made
_o serve and support the others because his origin
was in the feet of the divinity.
These are the
gemfine
castes, four in number,
and no one of
their members could marry legitimately
except in
his own circle.
By force of circumstances
some
:marriage unions were necessarily
contracted
outside these narrow
limits.
But these exceptional
_dliances were contrary to law, and religion, so far
as it was able, proscribed
them l)y menace of eternal punishment
and by social reprobation
in this
w.orld, while the punishment
of the next was
being deferred.
This creation ,of castes is both
the masterpiece
and the strength of Brahmanism,
thanks
to which it has endured
for upward
of
80 centuries and may perhaps endure still longer,
--The
religious
faith of the ltindoo people must
have been blind indeed and quite irresistilfie,
to
accept this dogma and yield to it so completely,
Birth
fixed forever
the rank of each man in
society, _tnd ifistances
of esctq)e from the social
limits it imposed have never been nmnerous
or
lasting.
Caste is maintained
wifil its es_ntial
characteristics,
and it could be seen by the insur-

rection of 1857, that the popular conviction
is far
from being weakened,
and that superstition
has
retained
all its inextinguishable
ardor.
How
h.tve the Brahmans
been able to impress such a
belief on men's minds traced in ineffaceable
lines?
This can not be explained
by their adroitness
alone.
The Hindoos,
independent
of the priests
who have gained their confidence,
have beliefs
which may be called endemic
and which lmve
singularly
favored
usm'l)ation.
Every
one in
Br'fl_manic
as well as Buddhistic
India believes
in the tr,lnsmi_'_ration
of souls, and as the present
life in all its conditions
results inevitah]y
for each
man and each creature
from the lives and existences which
they led previously,
they submit
without murmur or desptdr to the destiny given
them 'rod from which nothing
can escape.
It is
true that in Asia there arc many other peoples
besides the Hindoowho
believein
transmi.t,n'ation,
and that none of them have been subjected
to
caste to the same degree;
but if belief in transmi_n'ation is not the only cause of Brahmanism,
it is certainly
the chief one, and without
it tile
others
wouhl to all appearance
have remained
powerless.
The Hindoo
people have found
in
caste the irrevocable
decree of God, or raffler, the
indestructible
chain put upon them by another
more mysterious
and terrible power than that of
God, such as it is umterstood
by religions nmre
humane and enlightened.
The llindoo has bowed
down his head with all docility,
and one may
predict
almost certainly that he will never raise
it again.
Once in possession of power Brahmanism left nothing undone to retain it, and one of
the most curious spectacles
that'can
engage our
attention
is the minute and astonishingly
effectual
precautions
taken to maintain
forever the superior caste in the high position assigned to it. The
education
of the Brahman
is a marvel,
and it
would have been surprising
if with care so intelligent and continuous
there had been a failure in
fornfing persons worthy to succeed their instructors.
Nothing
can be looked for on this most
interesting
and weighty
subject
either
in tim
sacred or liturgical
books, or at most very little
can be found in them.
It is to the codes wc
must turn and particularly
to that one known as
the laws of Manu, a work less ancient than it w'_s
thought to be at first, but which without
the ]east
doubt antedates our era by three or four cent uries,
and wlfich still enjoys unquestioned
anthorify
in
the tribunals of Inditt--To
begin with. the legislator has the most c×altcd idea of the Brahman.
By the very order of Brahm% the first of his sons,
the Brahman
charged with the study and teaching
of the Vedas, the perfm'mance
of sacrifice and the
duties of worship,
is of right the lord of all creation and of all beings,
blaster of everything,
it
is only through
his generosity
that other men
enjoy the goods of this world (Laws of )Iaau,
book I., vcmcs 88, 93, 100 and 101). He alone is
rightful proprietor
of these goods which he yields
to others, and this is why the other castes, to
whom
he shows
himself
so kiml, owe him in
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return respect and a large part of all the benefits
which he leaves them. Even before the Brahman
is born the law concerns itself with him. He is
barely conceived in the womb of his motller when
it is necessary to offer a sacrifice in his favor for
tile purification of the foetus (book II., verse 27).
After his birth and before cutting the umbilical
cord he must bc made to taste of honey and
clarified butter.
There are certain conditions
connected with the name given him, as there arc
to tile taking hint for the first time into the open
air, and for his weaning.
He must receive the
tonsure at an age of from one to three years (book
lI., verse 35). He may be invested wilh the
sacred cordon beginning with his eighth or even
fifth year; but he must not be invested with it
after his sixteenth year under pain of exc,ommunieation. The law reg-ulates the composition of
the sacred cordon put about the novice, and of
the belt and baton which he carries, made of a
certain kind of wood and of a certain length
The novice, once initiated through the ceremony
of Kesanta, must nolonger receive his food otherwise than in alms, and. he must beg his bread,
He may not take more than two meals a day, one
in the morning, the other in the evening. He
must sit while eating, and observe the prescribed
rules, and perform his ablutions.
At the age of
16 he begins-his studies with a spiritual preceptor
calleda _¢l}'tl, who becomes his second father,
even more venerated than the father whom nature
gave him. The Guru never gives any but free lessons, and it is with difficulty that the disciple
when leaving his master after 15 or 20 years of
study is able to offer him a slight souvenir of his
gratitude.
The _tlrtt makes the novice study the
Vedas constantly, and the young man must pray
night and mtlrning ever)- day, and read tile sacred
books with the explanations which complement
anti interpret them. The brahmatcharior novice
must also daily, without exception, witness the
risi_lg and tim setting of the sun, and while he
imbibes respect for the sacred writing and for his
Wacher, he learns to bridle his senses and his
youthful passions (book II., verses 220, 245). All
his acts are determined in the minutest details,
fi'om which he can not depart without sin.--The
noviliate, no matter how painful it may be, is at
least of 9 years duration, and m'ay extend to 18
or even 36; in a word, as long as necessary,
depending on the student's intelligence for the
un(ler._t:mding of the Vedas and everything conneeted with them (book III., verse 1). When the
novitiate is finished, the brahmatd_ari may become
f'dber of a family and head of a house, Grihe_tha,
anti this is the secnud period in the life of the
Brahman. He is obliged to marry and choose a
woman of his own caste for his fll.'stmarriage,
For subsequent unions, in case such should take
place, the Jawisless exacting and the wife may be
chosen from the other castes, although thisis ttdegradation more or le_ censurable (book IIi., verse
1_). Thelaw prescribescarefullythe
means which
the Griha_tha should use for his own support
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and that of his family.
IIe can never descend to
degrading labor; even the cultivation of the earth
is forbidden him. It is from ahns especially that
he is obliged to live, and this is how tile law proposes the holy practice of ahnsgiving to the rich,
(book IV., verse 926), by which they only return
to the Brahmans the property belonging to the
latter. The G_fha_tha should always devote the
best part of his time to reading the Veda. to the
numberless cerenmnies of worship, to tim saerifit.es which they require, and all the prescriptions
of the liturgy,
fle must abstain from meat (book
V., verse 4), and all impurity which might defile
him must beremoved according tothe rites. The
second period in tim life of a Brahman finishes
when he is the father of a f_tmily and h.ls brought
it up. He may then, especially if he has a grandson, retire from the world and think only of himself, that is, of his eternal salvation. This is a
new career begun, and which is divided Jut,) two
parts. The Griha_tha, withdrawn from society,
and living in the forest (Va_aprastha), has nol,
yet broken all his ties with the worl,l. First of
all, he may take with him his old wife, and preserve certain bonds of relationship with hi._neighbors, However, all his existence is ordered as is
that of the novice, lie has taken with him the
consecrated fire, and all the utensils needful for
religious oblation. Wearing the skin of a gazelle
or a garment of bark, he must bathe night anti
morning (book VI., couplet 6); lie nmst leave his
hair long, gathered up on the top of his bead,and
let his beard grow, also the hair of his body and
his nails. Occupied continually in reading the
Veda, he is to live ordinarily on roots alone or
wild fruits gathered by llimselt: And it is only
in rare cases that he is still permitted to receive
ahns. He nmst remain as inflexibly chaste as tim
novice, endure without complaint the burning
heat of summer and the driving rains of winter.
The earth is his only couch, and if an incurable
disease should attack him, "let him walk without
stopping in the direction of tile northeast till his
body is dissolved, living only on air and w'tter,"
(book VI., couplet 31).--To thi_ third period, hard
enough, succeeds a last, more rigorous still, if
possible, lie definitively takes up the' ascetic life
and renounces every species of affeetiol_, lie
becomes Sanny_.si (or yet a Yati, Parivriidjaka);
he has need no longer to read even the Veda, hc
must remain absolutely alone and without eompanions, (book VI., couplet 42); he has no h)nger
a hearth or a home; when hunger torments him
he goes to seek for food in the neighboring village; lie purifies his steps by seeing to it that lie
.does not tread on any impm'e object; he cleanses
the water he drinks by filtering it lest he should
kill any animalcul',e it might contain; he purifies
his words by truth; inaccessible to his every surrounding, raised above evelT sensual desire,
without any society but that of his soul, he has
but one perpetual thought, that of the Supreme
Soul (Param'Stma), the divine spirit with which
heis to be united in eternal beatitude.--" Just
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_s the trunk of a tree leaves the river bank when
the current
bears it away, just as the bird at its
caprice leaves the branch where it has perched,
so the Sanny_si,
freed by degrees
from every
eartl]ly affection
and become
insensible
to all
tribulation,
leaves his body and is forever
absorbed in Brahnm,"
(book VI., couplets
78 and

only to the genius of Greece.
The Semitic race
to which we owe in part our religion,
is very
great indeed.
That must be admitted,
but it
must be acknowledged,
also, that it is somewhat
inferior
to the Aryan;
and on the banks of the
Ganges intelligence
was more amply developed
than in the deserts of Palestine
or Arabia.
At

81.)-7Such
arc the four periods of a Brahman's
li*c [ We can understand
how, with such a rigid
cbi_ipline, an intelligent
and superstitious
race
]'fas been able to produce all that Indian genius
has produced.
Almost numberless
generations
of inastcrs and disciples, of fathers
of families,
and hermits,
have accumulated
by degrees all
lhose Brahmanic
works
which
we know,
and
they have ended by building
an indestructible
edifice which may be indeed criticised in some of
its parts, but which must in justice be admired in
many others.--This
is not the place to linger over
Sanskrit
literature,
but it is nevertheless
well to
cast a rapid
glance at the chief monuments
of
which it is composed
and which
are cxclusively
Brahmanic
work.
First of all, by right of religion and age, are the ¥edas, four in number:
the
Rig-Veda;
the Sama-¥eda;
the Yadjur-Veda,
in
two texts known as the white and the black; and
the Atharva-Veda,
more recent than the other
three.
Although
in the Vedas there is not anything but a system of naturalism,
about the same
as the paganism of Greece arid Rome, the hynms
are so beautiful
and the religious
sentiment
in
them so profound,
that they may bc ranked
inferior only to the Bible.
Around
the Vedas is
grouped a whole liturgical
literature,
presenting
at times, moreover,
admirable
morsels of inspired
semi-poetical
metaphysics.
The study of the
Vedas has besides given birth to an immense
exegetical
litcrature,
leading,
on one hand, to
gramm'ttical
studies in which the Hindoos,
while
learning
no language
but their own, have outstripped
in philology
all other
people, and in
which they will be without
rivals for all time;
leading,
on the other, to systems of philosophy
(Darsaltas),
six in number,
some orthodox,
the
others independent
and heretical.
So much for
sacred and serious
literature.
Next
come the
epic poems,
of which
the two principal,
the
Mahabh_rata,
the receptacle
of all the national
traditions,
is in more than 200,000 verses, and the
R_mfiyana in 70,000.
Then they have a dramatic
literature
entirely
indigenous
which dates from
the first century
of the Christian
era.
Lastly,
there arc their codes, written in verse, it is true,
but put in this form so that all the laws of these
people should
be engraved
on their memory,
The Hindoo
genius has had less success in the
sciences, except that of grammar.
Herein liesits
weakness.
It has not been able to write history,
just as it has not been able to observe accuratc]y
a single fact in nature.--But
in spitc of these
deficiencies,
the Hindoo,
or more correctly
the
Brahmanic
genius, must take a very high rank in
the annals of the human mind; and in many regards we may say with justice that it is second

present, when a great number of Hindoo productions are being printed aud translated
and commentated,
we must without doubt withdraw
from
them some of the excessive admiration
which was
felt for them when unknown,
whether
in antiquity,
or in the eighteenth
century:
but while
making a correct
estimate
of them, our esteem
for them has hardly diminished.
The object and
the nature of our esteem is changed,
but it has
become at once more enlightcned
and more impartial.--The
most undoubted
discoveries
of the
learned of our time should also increase our curiosity and our sympathy
for the Brahmans.
It
has been shown that they-arc of the same race as
ourselves,
not only from an ethnological
point of
view, which Would bc of no great account, but
from a point of view the most intimate
and
direct.
This Aryan
people,
who turned
their
steps from the high plains of Asia toward
the
northwest
of India, between
the sources of the
Indus and the Ganges, had for a long time inhabited the same region as the ancestors of almost all
the European
peoples, and as our own, Greeks,
Latins,
Celts, Germaus,
Goths, Slavs, etc.
The
common
birthplace
of all these peoples is shown
by the evident affinity of their languages.
The
Sanskrit is not the mother of all these idioms, as
was once said, but it is their sister, and the Aryans,
who went eastward
to the Indian
peninsula,
bclong to the same current
of civilization
which
went westward
through
Persia, Asia Minor, and
the centre and north of Europe.
Thus the Brallmansare reallyour
brothers:
theyare one with us,
and yet as distinct as we from the other two currents of civilization
which formed
the Semitic
world, and the world called Turanian
which is
nmdc up of China, Tartary,
Thibct,
Turkey and
some countries of Europe.
Wc can say with just
pride
that the civilization
to which
we belong
is the true one, and without
belittling
others,
we may believe ourselves
their superiors.
The
Aryans
share our glory, and they are certainly
one of the most disting-uished
branches
of the
great family.
They arc represented
especially by
the Brahmans,
who are at once the religious and
intellectual
chiefs of the people whom they enlighten and govern.
The military clement found
among them in the be_nning,
disappcared
to
make room for the spiritual.
The lcsha*riyas
subordinated
themselves
to the Brahmans;
and
these two orders
which
came from the north
imposed
themselves
on the natives who were
incapable
of resistance and who have formed the
two other castes, the Vah_jas for the higher, and
the Sudras
for the lower classes, who already
occupied the country.
Little by little Brahmanie
rule, starting
from the hiKher Indus
and the
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sources of the Ganges, gradually
spread through
the peninsula
and finally became prevalent,
but
in proportion
as it penetrated
southward,
its
influence became
less marked, and there are in
certain
parts of southera
ttimlostan
peoples
which have escaped
its yoke.
These are the
remnants
of the most ancient
inhabitants
who

ever met, was the Buddhistic
reformation,
because it was so like the faith it sought to replace.
Where Buddhism
has failed, it is not likely that
Christianity,
with all its worth,
will succeed.
The English individually
have an enormous pros.
elytingzeal;
but as to the government
it is very
reserved
on these delicate questions;
and save

may be called autochth_,nes,
while the Aryans
were only strangers
and conquerors.--However
the casemay
have been, Brahmanism
has reigned
over these vast countries,
not only by the rightof
the stronger, but by right of intellectual
superiority.
And the organization
which it founded
answered
so well to the genius of these peoples
that they have lived under it for 40 centuries,
and
nothing indicates their desire to reject it. India
has been frequently
conquercd,
buL without
changing at allsince
the Brahmans
appropriated
it.
The invasion
of Alexander
only touched
some western parts and touched
them without
leaving any traces
beyond the establishment
of
kingdoms,
half Greek, half IIindoo,
which have
lived down to our era.
Later, the Mnssuhnan
conquest went much farther.
It invaded whole
provinces, and Islamism spread over a great part
of the peninsula
without
making
many pros,.lyres there.
After
Islamism,
the ineursions
.of Tartar hordes
created
frightful
disorder
in
ttiadostan.
-The torrent only swept over it. It
_lid not extend very far, and left nothing
permanent inits track.
Even thepowcr
of the Mongols
"a,ho ruled ahnost the entire peninsula
for a considcrable length of time, and who had taken firm
hold in the ancient home of the Aryans, brought
little change, and Brahmanism
was neither
destroyed nor even greatly modified by them.
After
the sixteenth
century new adversaries
appearcd,
Europeans came into contact with the ltindoos.
The conflicts of the French
and English
with
them during
the last century
are well known,
The English
came out victors
and masters
of
India, and to-day their government
is at once more
firmly seated, and more beneficial than it has ever

certain barbarous
customs, which to its hoi_i- it
has e_tdicated,
as the sacrifice
of widows
biz_._
ing themselves
on the dead bodies of their _
bands, it wisely abstains from all interference
ilr._
the national
worship,
leaving to each one full
liberty of faith and religious observance.
This
is perhal_s the surest method
of propagandism.
The use of force, besides being odious on the part
of a Christian
people,
would
be fruitless
It
would revive instead of destroying
the nation'fl
faith.
It was religious scruples
that served as
pretexts to the military insurrection
which desolated the north of Hindostan
in 1857 and 1858.If it be permitted
us to cast a glance into tlm dim
future, it must be supposed that Brahnmnism,
I_o
matter how degraded, it bc to-day, has not much
to fear from Christianity.
The two
religions
will live in peace without
the better :lbsorbing
theother.
Thiswill
he anewphaseia
the history
of Brahmanism,
and that is all.
It will not be
its ruin.
In the meanwhile
there is much work
to be done, to learn it thoroughly,
and Europc_,n
philology,
which, since the opening
of the him..
teenth
century,
has made so many discoveries
rezarding
India and its religions,
has before it
still a vast field which is far from having
bec.n
cxhausted.--BIBLmC,
R._vIIY: Co]cbrooke,
A_.,,,a//_
o_2 the l_eli.qivl_ and Philosop/,y of tile ItiJ_doos, 2nd
ed., London,
1858; Moore, ItiJ_dtl D_,,,thcol_, Lot_don, 1810, new edition by Simpson, 3Iadras, 1864;
Coleman, .][gtlwlogy ofU, e tlit_dus, London. 1_:12;
Muir, 07igi_,al SaJ_slzri_ 1"e_vts, elc., London,
2nd
ed., 1873; and the works ofLasscn,
Bcnfcy, Hoth.
Max _ItXler, Weber,
Kuhn,
Spiegel,
dc Gubcrnatis, etc.-- (See BL'DDIIIS._t, LA._t.,,IS_t.)
BAI_TLL_Im_Y S_.IBT-HILAIB.E.

been.
The authority
of the crown
of England
has replaced that of the Eas_ India company,
an
inestimable
advantage
to colonization.
During
the last centuLv , the English
have done wonders
in IIindostan,
but their task is an immense
one,
and itisan enterprise worthy of agreat
Christian
people to civilize 200,000,000
of subjects.
Will
England, energetic
and powerful
as she is, succeed9 Only the futurecan
answer this question.-As to Brahmanism,
it is sure that it never has had

BRAZIL,
This South American
empire is of
yestcrd%v.
Formerly a Portuguese
cohmy Brazil
lms had au independent
existence
only since
Sept. 7, 1821. Its constitution
dates from _larch
25, 1824.--Brazil,
discovered
in 1500 by Pedro
Alvares
Cabral,
belonged
continuously
to the
crown of Portugal
until the Brazilians,
with the
_pontaneous
concurrence
of the regent
Do)n
Pedro,
the immediate
heir of the house of Bra-

Vofear a graver crisis than that which Christianity is preparing for it, both under the form of a
religions faith and a better civilization.
Brahmanism is perhaps
able to stand this trial.
On
its side are tradition,
and an immemorial
antiquity.
It has also popular
superstition;
and as
Christianity
is at heart very tolerant,
especially
in the Anglo-Saxon
race, there is little probability
that simple preaching can ever make great progtess and effect a general conversion
of the Hin(loos. The most serious danger thatBrahmanism

ganza, proclaimed
and won their independence,
which was subsequently
ratified by a treaty coneluded with Portugal.
Since that treaty, dated
Aug. 29, 1825, a separation
has been effected
defitcto and defl*re, and the new American
monarchyhas
been recognized
by "ill the powers, with
its chief Dora Pedro I. as constit_tio_al
emptor
and pe_Teiztal protector of Brazil.--The
entire surface of Brazil is estimated
tit 3,275,326 English
square
miles.
Brazil
is watered
by numerous
rivers.
:Nearly all of these arc navigable or capa.
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ble of being made so. The principal
oneis the
Amazon.
Owing to these rivers which fertilize
the soil and bear its products
to the sea, to the
vast extent of its coasts and to its splendid harbors, Brazil's
relations
with the civilized
world
are destined to increase
and grow in importance
from day to day.--The
resources
of the country
are as rich and abundant
as they are varied.
It
has magnificent
forests which will furnish
for
centuries
the rarest and most exquisite wood for
dyeing purposes, for cabinet makers' work, building. and for all the uses of industl T, and of the
arts and sciences.
It is also extremely
rich in
agricultural
products.
Coffee, sugar, cocoa, cotton, and tobacco, are produced
in abundance
in
this favored
laud, the population
of which, still
unfortunately
too sparse, receives with eagerness
the fruits of the genius of Europe as well as the
agricultural
products
of it_ temperate zone.--All
that Brazil wants is a population
more nearly in
proportion
to its extent, and that wouht furnish
to agriculture
the hands it needs, and to foreign
commerce
buyers to increase its exports; that is
to say, it needs producers and consumers.
This
immense
territory,
which could easily maintain
200,000,000
people,
has a population
of only
9,448,233 (1872).--This
population
concentrated
in the large cities of the coast, is divided
among
20 provinces,
only 4 of which
do not border
directly upon the Atlantic ocean.--These
4 provinces of the interior are: Amazon, )Iatto-Grosso,
Goyas, and Minas-Gerai_s.
This last province
is
the most populous
of the empire.
It contains
1,500,000 inhabitants.
Goldand
diamond mining
has attracted
thither
and kept there for a long
time a considerable
number
of workmen.
The
other 3 central provinces,
ahnost entirely covered
with virgin forests, contain altogether,
according
to the census of 1872, 280,000 inhabitauts.--The
maritime
provinces,
in their order from north to
south on the map, arc: Para, 5Iaranham,
Pianhi,
Rio Grande do Norte, Ceara, Parahyba,
Pernambuco,
Bahia,
Scrgipe,
Alagoas,
Espiritu-Santo,
Rio Janeiro,
SaS-Paolo,
Parana, Santa-Catharina,
Rio Grande
do Sul.--Four
of these provinces
alone contain
nearly one-half
the population
of
Brazil.
Theyare:
RioJanciro,
1,,050,009; Bahia,
1,450,000;
Pernambllco,
841,000;
Sa6
Paolo,
837,354.
The capitals
of the first 3 principal
provinces are the 3 great seaports of Brazil, where
the population
is very dcnsc.
Rio Janeiro,
the
capital, had a population
of 274,972 in 1872. The
province
of Sa6 Paolo also has its port, Santos,
which has a rapid growth;
but the population
increases
faster in this province,
principally
on
account
of its magnificent
coffee
plantations,
where experiments
of free labor have been tried
with
doubtful
success
at first, but which
it
appears nmst result favorably.--Three
races contribute
to the population
of Brazil, in unequal
proportions.
The white race, mainly
made up
of natives of Portuguese
origin, constitute
amajority
of the inhabitants.
The black race, of
African
origin, was composed
in 1872 of free-

men and slaves.
The number
of the latter was
not given by any official returns.
It was lflaced
at one-fourth
of the population.
A law of 1871
has opened
the way for emancipation
of the
slaves, and after a time _dl the blacks will be
frce.--Thc
red race, indigenous
to the soil, has a
very small place in the total of the population.
The Indians
are either domesticated
or savage
The first, converted
with great difficulty
by the
missionaries,
inhabit small villages (alddas) where
the)" perfolun rude labor very unwillingly,
ready
as they are at the slightest
pretext to go back to
forest lifc.
Others,
in greater
numbers,
lead a
savage life.
Save with rare exceptions,
there is
no progress observablc among these tribes.
Thus,
in South as well as in North America,
the red
race is on the road to extinction.--The
mixture
of these three races has produced
in Brazil an
infinite variety
of colors and all the shades of
complexion
which
arise from the mingling
of
blood in ever), degree.
Even the yellow race is
not wanting
there,
since
certain
attempts
at
Chinesecolonizationhave
beenmade.
But another
element, which has also come from abroad, is of
more value to the physical and mental improvement of the population:
we mean lhe European
clement,
i%_otall Europeans
who settle in Brazil
intend
to become
Brazilians.
Many desire to
return, and preserve
their nationality
_.ith care.
These last live in the cities, are occupied in wholerole and retail
trade,
and in manufacturing.
They contribute
to the prosperity
of the empire
hy their capital, their spirit of enterprise or their
industrial
power.
The beauty'of the climate, the
cheapness
of living, the connections
and relations
which a long residence
creates, often cause them
to forget their native country which is replaced in
their affections by their adopted one.--But
without
taking these numerous
exceptions
into account,
there is in Brazil at present, a considerable
hUmber of Europeans
who have come to seek in
the new world,
in return
for their labor, the
prosperity
which theold world did notgive them.
These immigrations,
made without
thought
of
leaving the country again, have assumed considerable proportions.
The principal
current
betweeu Brazil and Europe
is that which
starts
from Portugal.
This ancient
country,
while
losing its dominion
over Brazil, has preserved
its
relations and affinities with it. Thus the Portuguese in Brazil are numerous;
in the cities of the
coast they are artisans,
and the retail business is
partly in their hands--a
fact which rouses somewhat violent
jealousies
in the Brazilian
people,
which from time to time give rise to disturbances,
quelled only with some difficulty
by the police.
In these times of crisis, it is the recollection
of the
old tyranny
of the mother country
which causes
the populace
to assail these unfortunate
people,
whose only fault is that they bring more activity
and intelligence
than the natives do to the lower
walks of commercial
life and industry.--It
is not
in thecities
alone that the Portuguese
settle; and
Brazil is indebted to them for an exceptional
class
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of colonists.
The north of the empire, that is to
say, the portion nearest the equator,
is uninhabitable for nearly
all ]'_uropeans,
on account of the
prewtiling
heat.
The Portuguese
alone, espccia]ly the Portuguese
of the Azores, are able to
endure thistorrid
climate, and the few attempts
at colonizatiDn which have succeeded in the equatorial provinces have lind the Portuguese
element
as a basis.
Where enterprises
of this kb_d have
failed, notably on the banks of the Amazon,
the
failure has come, not from the heat of the sun,
which the native of the Azores endures to a marvel, but from the insalubrity
of the climate and
the pestiferous
cvapor-_tions
of the soil covered
with slime and marshes.--The
colonists of German and Swiss origin form, 'fftcr the Portu_uese,
the most considerable
element
of European
iramigration.
It is in the south of the empire, in
comparatively
temperate
latitudes,
from
the
south tropical
border
to 33 ° of south latitude,
that German
colonization
has met with
the
greatest success.
In the province
of Rio Grande
do Sul there is a whole
city, of 10,000 souls,
peopled
almost entirely
by Germans,
who arc
very prosperous.
Its success is so complete that
at the present
time, without
any effort on the
part of the govermnent,
but by the sole instigation of the colonists, who have maintained
their
relations with the mother
country,
a stream of
emigration
is kept up between this province
and
Germauy, so that land is becoming scarce in Rio
Grande for new colonists who come of their own
accord to acquire it.
The province
of Saint
Catherine,
until recently
almost covered
with
forests, is beginning
to be inhabited
by Germans,
thanks to the initiative
of the prince de Joinville,
who has prepared
and opened to colonization
the
immense domains given as dowry to his wife, the
sister of the emperor Dora PedroI].
This enterprise seems on the road to sncccss.
Other colonies are springing
up by the side of Dona
Franeisca.
The government
is constructing
ways of communication
which
will afford
an
outlet to the products
of these virgin lands.--In
the neighboring
province
of Sa6 Paolo,
the
Swiss element predominates
in the nvork of colonization.
At all times
the intelligent
and
industrious
population
of this province
has cultivated coffee on a large scale.
Certain very rich
and enlightened
landholders
have had the idea of
introducing
free labor in the cultivation
of |heir
ldantations.
They have brought
in Swiss colonists by making arrangements
with them, based
on the system of shares, in use in the south of
Europe.
The attempts
did not succeed
cornpletely at first; it is evident that the system of
working on slmres is not the final form of colonization
in Brazil, _md that in order to attract
European immigration
it is necessary
to offer it
the inducement
of ownership.--To
these three
classes of emigrants
must be added a small number of Belgians and Italians.
The French
arc
barely numerous
enough to be mentioned
among
the colonists.
:Except in a few cantons
of the
20
voL. L--20
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Pyrenees,
where
the stream
of emigration
is
turned toward
the I,a Plata, the French
people
do not abandon their homes, and if they do emigrate it is to cities and with the intent of retnrning. -- C_Tz,_tit_t[o_. The fundamental
law of
Brazil
did not originate
with
_t constituent
assembly.
In proclaiming
its independence,
the
Brazilian nation proclaimed
monarchy 'is its form
of govcrmnent,
and as its monarch Dora Pedrol.,
cldcst son and legitimate
heir of the head of the
house
of Braganza,
Dora Jo_o VI., king
of
Portugal.
:It was now necessary
to draw up a
constitution,--This
w'_s the time when the old
and new world were in a ferment;
when tim first
attempts of It'dian liberty had failed; when Spain
and Portugal
given up to adventure
were still
debating
in sovereign
assemblies
over the most
arduous problem_ of the government
of empire.
Common sense was rarely present at these deliberations.--In
Brazil the difficulties
peculiar
to
the country
still increased
the dangers
arising
from the general situation.
On a single point
the immense majority of the nation had taken au
irrevocable
decision.
They had determined
to
crush the monopoly
of the mother
country,
to
separate themselves
for ever from Portugal,
and
to govern
themselves
by the chief whom
they
had clmscn.
But the mother country
did not
consent to yield its rich colonial prey without
a
struggle.
War broke out on land and sea betwecn Brazil and Portugal.
Besides,
an entire
army of officials lived in the empire, regretting
the past which had honored
and enriched 1hem,
and little disposed to open the way to new ide_s
which for them meant new men in their stead.
These champions
of a fallen r_gimc, through
the
position which they occupied
and their personal
weight, were not without
iufluencc.--It
is under
these circumstances,
and with these elements to
deal with, that the emperor
Dora Pedro I. was
called to give a constitution
to Brazil.
He set
"Lbout the task without delay
A short time after
the proclamation
of independence
a constituent
assembly was convoked
at Rio J_meiro.--It
soon
became evident tlmt this attempt, honestly undertaken, could have no useful result.
To begin
wlth, the assembly
ado,)ted all |he methods of
demagogue_;
the whole country
w_ls zivcn over
to a feverish agitation,
and the emperor
lmving
tried in vain to restore quiet by clmnging
his
ministry,
decided on a c_)up d'gtat.
He had the
house of representatives
surrounded
by troops,
the doors closed, and 'renounced
by a proclama.
tion to tile Brazilian
people, that the aseemb]y
was dissolved
and that another
chamber, to be
called later, would deliberate
on the pt,m of a
constitution
which the emperor would lay betore
them, and which would give the surest guarantees for the liberties of the nation.--This
engagement was only half carried out.
There was not
a new constituent
assembly,
but the emperor
granted a constitution
which was submitted
for
approval
to the nation,
which
was accepted
unanimously
by the municipalities,
and which,
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on the demand
of the elective bodies, was promulgated
hlarch 24, 1824, as the supreme law of
the empire.
The method, indeed, was not regular; but Brazil was so*steeped
in anarchy
that
the act was accepted
with thankful
enthusiasm,
and no protest came after the event, not even
_vhen the chiefs of the dissolved
assembly
came
later into power.--It
must not be forgotten
here
that the works of Benjamin
Constant
were consuited by Dora P_dro
I. in drawing
up the
constitution,
and that the machinery
put in movernent by that constitution,
and the original points
which it contains,
were thought
out by the feriile
nnd ingenious
brain of that man, who, by reason
_)f his habits of opposition,
one could not have
believed emtowed
with common sense to such a
degree.
Better
inspired
than Rousseau,
who,
ruled by socialistic
instinct,
offered
the people
only impossible constitutions,
Benjamin
Constant,
enlightened
by experience
and by his fertile iutelligeucc, applied himself
to the solution of problems raised up by practice,
and there he succeedcd.
By adopting thcideas
of the oldFrench

thegeneralasscmbly;
sanctionofthedecreesofthe
sameassemhly;
approval or suspension
of the resolutions of the provincial
chambers;
prorogation
or
adjournment
of the generalassembly;
dissolution
of the chamber of deputies;
nomination
or dismiss'd of ministers;
suspension of magistratcs
in cases
provided for by the constitution;
excrcise of the
right of pardon or mitigation
of punishment:
exercisc of tlm right of amnesty.--Thc.,,e
attributes
of the moderating
power, if ex'tmined
closely,
are connected
with the exercise of the very prerogatives
of the monarch
_'hom they free from
all ministerial
pressure.
When, for example,
the
chief of the state wishes to change his ministry
he should be free to do it without
obtaining
the
signature
of the members
whom he dismisses.
All these acts, by which he exercises the moderating powcr, have the same character,
and the innovation noted in the constitution
of Broil
seems
intended to put in practice the celcbr'_ted maxim"
T/_ king re_]q_ but does notg_ver_.--Butthc
modcrating
power,
although
outside
of ministerial
action, is not exercised
without
control.
The

parliamentarian,
by ad'lpting
:uius of the Brazilian
nation,

council of state, established
by the fundamental
pact, is called upon to give its advice in every

his plan to the geDora Pedro I. per-

formed an act of sovereign good sense,, and ira-

case in which the emperor undertakes to exercise

mortalizcd
his reign.--We
lmvc not to speak here
of the numerous
points in which the Brazilian
constitution
resembles all other constitutions
past
and present.
The important
thing is to note the
points in which it diffcrs from them, and what
jlre the original points which it presents.
Brazil
is a monarchical
state.
To the title of constitutional emperor, the head of the state adds that of
_e;Tetual proh, ct_r of Br_zil, an appellation
connccted
with the historical
position
of the thnc
when the struggle with Portugal
was still unfinishcd and which imposed
upon the emperor,
the
heir of the house of Br'tganza, the irrevocable
duty
of maintaining
the separation
betwccn
the two
countries.
Essentially
a Catholic m_tion, Brazil
has a state religion, and, as in certain :European
monarchies,
the rules of the council of Trent rcg_tflate the civil status of the citizens.
But the
necessities
of colonization
have in this respect
brought about a reform, in so far as civil marriage
is concerned,
which must in time be completed,
Constitutions
generally
admit lint three powcrs:
Lhe legislative,
the executive
and the judicial,
The constitution
of Brazil recognizes
a fourth:
the moderating
power, which
is assigned
exclusivcly to the chief of the state.
It defines in these
terms (article 98) the function
of this power:
"The
moderating
power is the keystone
of the
whole political edifice; it is delegated exclusively
,to the emperor,
as supreme chic[ of the nation
_nd its first representative,
in order that he should
xvatch incessantly
over the upholding
of its independence,
and the equilibrium
and harmony of
the other powcrs."--This
powcr is exercised without the _dd of ministers
and under the following
circumstances,
enumerated
in article 101: nomination
of senators according
to form prescribed
by the constitution;
convocation
extraordinary
of

any of the prerogatives
peculiar
to the moderating power,
and the constitution
declares
the
members
of the council of state responsible
for
the advice which they give.
:Parallel with this
responsibility
is the guarantee
of permanence
in
office, or irrcmowibility
granted
to these high
functionaries.--This
institution
is held to be the
highest in Brazil.
In the Imperial
._lmanac,
the
council of st'tte t'lkcs rank before the senate and
the chamber
of deputies.
This pre-eminence,
accorded it by public opin!on, is based upon the
inlportance
of the services _vhich the council is
called upon to render, amt upon the personal signifieauce of the members who compose it.--The
legislative power is exercised in Brazil by the erapcror and the general assembly;
what is called
the geT_ral assrmbly is composed
of the senate
and the chamber
of deputies, which contribute
almost always
separately,
but in rare c_es
in
common, to the passing of laws.
Both chambers
are chosen by a popular
election.
The deputies
are chosen directly by the country,
according
to
a system of election
of two degrees.
The same
method is applied in the election of senatol_,
but
popular action is restricted
to designating
to the
emperor
for each vacant senatorial
place three
candidates
from amongwhomthe
emperor makes
a choice.
Senators
are appointed
for life, but
the chamber of deputies is removed every 4 years.
To be senato," a person must be 40 years of age
and have an income of 2,400 francs.
To be elected deputy a person must be 25 years of age and
have a revenue
of 1,200 francs.
The ordinary
session begins,
according
to the constitutional
provisions,
on the 3rd of May of each year, and
lasts 4 months.
Unfinished
work is carried over
from one session to another
during the 4 years'
interval between the meetings
of the legislature.
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--Deputies
and senators receive _salary.
In case
of the deputies this salary is fixed during the last
ye,lr of each legislature
for the following
legislatire term.
The salary of the senators is one and
a half as gre'lt as that of the deputies.--Theright
_,,¢initiative belongs to the emperor
and the two
chambers.
The chamber
of deputies has the ex(.lu<ive i,._itiarive in questions
of taxation and recruitixlg for the army.
It also must pass upon
the choice of a new dynasty in case of the extinclion of the reig'ning one, as well as upon propo._als by the executive
power.--As
in all constitu_ious implying a responsibility
of political agents,
it is the chamber
of deputies
in Brazil
which
decides whether ministers and counscloz's of state
are to be impeached
or not; and it is the senate
which, pcrformi,_g
the functions
of a high court
of justice, passes upon these accusations
and cerrain others of an exceptional
character.--Such,
in short, are the attributes
of tlie Brazilian chainhers.
As to the forms of procedure, we maymention, iu passing,
the application
of the English
system which is very happily made in Brazil, and
which consists in obliging the orator to address
his Cpcech to the president of the assembl3'.
This
rule. whmh lightens the effects of attacks and persomfi recriminations
by turning them aside, mainrains habits of (,ahn and decorum during debates
which are-sometimes
violent.
Besides this parli.mlentary
detail there are two points to be noted
as givingau
imprint of origin'llity to the Brazili'ul
constitution:
iu case of conflict between
the two
('hambers, if one adopts and the other rejects a
proposed law, the constitution
has created a very
_imple procedure
to terminate
the difference.
It
authorizes
the two chambers
to form themselves
into one, and to decide the question according
to
the majority of votes.
The other point is: Who
shall have the last word in case of disagreement,
the mon:u-(,h or the chambers?
The publicists of
Europe have long d(,bated the question.
The constitution of Brazi] has solved it in favor of parliament.
The refusal to sanction
a law is only a
retarding
l)owcr; but in order that a proposition
cman.iting from the chamber should have the full
forceoflaw,
itisneccssarythatitshouldhavebecn
adopted by three successive legislatures,
that is to
say, by three votes of three different assemblies, at
an interval of four years between two of lhese votes
at least.--The
organization
and working
of the
elective body has just been mentioned.
It now
remains to indicate, in a few words, what the institutions
are which protect
the provincial
and
municipal
interests of the empire.
Since 1834
there are provincial
assemblie,, in Brazil, which
have legislative
authority
in all matters concerning finance and administration
in the provinces,
DecentraliTation
exists in Brazil in the broadest
sense of the term.
Each province
uses its re_-ources as it likes.
The central government,
represented by the chief of the administration,
who
bt,ars the title of president
of the province,
has
_mly a verylimited
power in matters of provincial
interest, and "although there is amethod
of reform-
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ing the decrees of provinci:d
assemblies,
recourse
is scarcely ever had to it.--It
is needless to say
that in a country
where provincial
institutions
enjoy a liberty so compl_4e, under the shadow of
the elective principle,
municipal
liberty,
which
comes nearest to individual
liberty,
is fully respected.
The cities govern themselves
through
administrators
of their own choice under the control of elected assemblies.--Thereare
twodcgrees
of electors in Brazil, parish voters and provincial
voters.--Evcry
Brazilian
citizen, native or natur'dized, is _ voter, provided
lie is 25 years old.
The only exceptions
to this rule arc paid laborers,
cloistered
monks, and l)et'sons who have not an
income of 300 francs, no matter from what source,
even the product of daily manual labor.--The
first
degree of electoralright
is thus constituted.
Voters of the first degree, o," of the parish, have but
one thing to do: they name the provincial
voters
who form the second elcetor'd degree; the latter
choose incumbents
for all elective offices.
Every
Brazilian citizen may be chosen provincial
elector
provided
he has a revcmm of 600 fra,ics.--Oa
periodical
occasions,
determined
by law, the
whole electoral machinery is put iu motion in the
empire.
Parish voters choose the provincial voters,
these in their turn choose men to every elective
office, from justice of the peace, who is clected,
to the deputy
in the general
assembly.--The
election of deputies to the assembly was umde, up
to 1836, by voting for the representatives
of a
whole province on a single ticket--At
this date
the system of electing deputies was modified
by
law.
Election by districts and individually
was
sul)stituted
for collective
ch;ctions "rod by provinees.
Another law, passed in 1860, has ill a ccrtain way established
a middle system l)ctwcen the
old and the new, by suppressing
a certain nmnber
of clcctor'd
districts having but a small number
of provincial
_-oters, and establishing,
in such
cases, collective eleetion.--To
complete this general description
of the constitution
of Brazil, it
remains to mention the declaratio_ of rigMs, conrained therein.
The last article of this constitution (179) cnumerates
in 35 paragraphs,
all the
gu'mmtecs
which in Brazil protect
the man and
the citizcn.--FiT,a_wzs.
The increase
of public
receipts
is the surest sigqt of the prosperity
of
states, provided this increase does not result from
an increase of old taxes or the creation
of new
ones.
.-N_owthe government
of Brazil for the past
30 years has been decreasing
the public burdens.
Its budget of receipts has increased caeh year in
considerable
proportions.
We have the table of
these receipts from July 1, 1844, to June 80, 1861,
and, in the space of these 17 years, the receipts
increased
by an almost continuous
movement
upward
from 74,000,000,
in round numbers,
to
1_;7,000,000.
In 17 years the public revenue has
more than doubled,
and the mean annual increase has been aboutS,0OO, OOOfrancs.--Expcnses
have naturally
increased
in proportion
to the
growth of the receipts;
but the years 1867, 1868,
1869 were exceptional
on account of the war with
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Paraguay.
Then the expenses were 306, 426 and
892 millions.
The year 1870 brought a normal
budget,
and the amount
of expenses
scarcely
reached
177,000,000
francs.--A
rapid glance at
the budget of expenses
for 1870 gives an idea of
the burdens
which the govcr,lmeat
is called to
bear.
The ministry
of the empire (itltcrior)
expends about 14,000,000
francs.
In this sum is
included
the allowance
to the emperor, 2,400,000
francs;
the allowance
to the empress,
288,000
francs;
the salaries of the counselors of state, senators,
deputies
and presidents
of provinces;
expenses of schools of law and medicine,
of the
school of fine arts, of the sanital T estal)lishmcnts,
etc.
:Expenses of religion at the charge of the
state, belong to the budget
of the interior,
and
amount
to about 2,500,000 francs.--Thc
budget of

113,600,000 milreis, or 283,000,000 francs, were ti
foreign debt, and 240,000,000 milreis, or 600,000,000 francs, home debt, at 4, 5 and 6 per cent.;
150,000,000 milreis, or 375,000,000
francs, in pcper money; and 54,000,000
milreis,
135,000,000
francs, in treasury bonds.
The interest
on the
public debt amounted,
in 1872, to 15,900,000 milrcis, that is, 38,750,000 francs.
In 1860 the foreign debt was 125,000,000 francs, anti the cousolidated debt 145, 000, O00.--Defensive
.power.
The
army of Brazil is composed
of 25,000 men, and
the navy has 76 vessels of all sizes, carrying,
altogether, 290 cannons.
.Products.
We can understand that it has not yet been possible to draw up
the industrial
and agricultural
statistics
of sc_
large a country;
only the figures of its commerce
are known which in 1868 amounted to 460,000,00(_

the minister of justice amounts to a little less than
10,000,000 francs.
Justice is dispensed
in Brazil
by a supreme court; four courts of appeal, sitting
at Rio Janeiro,
Bahia, ]_Iaranhao and at Pernam-

francs exports, and 350,000,000 imports;
in 1869,
to 500,000,000
and 410,000,000
francs,
respectively.
The export of coffee amounts to 150,000,000 francs;
of cotton,
to nearly 75,000,000;
of

buco; and by judges of courts of first resort, distributed throughout
the cxtent of the empire.
The
police
and the national
guard are connected
with the ministry
of justice.
The allowance
of
the ministry of foreigu
affairs does not exceed
2,500,000 francs.
It is almost entirely devoted to
the salaries of diplomatic
and cor, sular agents.-The ministry of marine
takes from the general
budget a sum of about 21,000,000
francs.
The
Brazilian navyhas
developed considerably
during
the last decade.
The budget of the ministry of war
is about 33,000,000
francs.
The chief expenses
of this department
are for the army 17,000,000
and for arsenals more than 5,000,000 francs.
The
ministry
of finance
expends
annually
more tlmn
70,000,000 francs.
This dc.l)artment Ires charge
of the public debt, both homeand
foreign, which
alone consumes a good part of the sum.--The
ministry
of agriculture,
commerce,
and of public
works uses about 30,000,000 francs.
It is with
this department
that the expenses
made in view
of progress are connected,
those which have the
future in view and which should bc considcred
as
reproductive.
In this class of expenses, the first
place should be given to the interest
guaranteed
to railroads,
the gn'ant made for the development
of colonization
amounling
to 2,000,000 francs,
and the subsidy of nearly 7,000,000 f,'ancs_ven
to
various companies
which serve the vast coast of
the empire and the immense
river .__mazon with
steam navigation.
Postal communication
forms
a comparatively
recent part of this ministry.--To
meet these expenses the budgetfor1870
placed the
receipts at about 194,000,000 francs.
The principal receipts are the import duties, about 100,000,{)00 francs;
the cxport duties
nearly 35,000,000

sugar, to 50,000,000;
of skins, to 18,000,000;
of
tobacco, to 8,000,000; of diamonds,
to 7,000,000;
of india rubber, to 5,000,003;
of cocoa, to 3,000,000.--Let
us add, in conclusion,
that the length
of railroads was 651 kilometres
in 1870, and that
of telegraphs
was estimated
at 1,500 kilom_-tres. _
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francs; receipls for railroads 7,000,000 f,'ancs; postoffice, 1,200,000 francs;
stamp duties,
13,500,000
francs;
patents, 3,000,000 francs;
land tax, 3,500,_0 francs;
lottery, nearly 4,000,000 francs;
court
fees, 1,500,000 fr'mes; besidercceiptsextraordinary to a con._idcrab]e amount.--Whe
amount of the
debt was 1,453,000,000
milreis, in 1870, of which

uany under arms, according to official reports, at the end of
the year 1878,16,000 troops. But the nominal strength of
the standing army is fixed at 20,000 on the peace footing.
At the area
end of
of June,
1879,the
navy consisted
of 57geographsteamers.
--The
the empire
is estimated
at8,515,848
lcal square kiloton.tree, or 3,275,",_26English square miles,
with a population, in 187'2,of 9,448,233, besides 1,000,00_
aborigines.

BRECKENRIDGE,
John Cabell,
vice-president of the United States 1857-61, was born d an.
21, 1825, at Lexington,
Ky., where he died May
17, 1875. In 1860 hewas nominated
for the pre._idency by the slavery-extension
wing of the democratic
party
(see
DEMOCRATIC-I:_EPUBLIC-A-N
PAR'rY), and was defeated;
but in the same year
was electcd United States senator, his term expiring in 1866.
tie took considerable
part in the
extra session of 1861 (see :REBELI,IOI_),
then went
south and became a major general in the confedcrate army.
He was expelled from the senate by
vote in December,
1861. As his state had shown
no intention
to secede, his actionin
taking service
: The following figures are taken from the Statesman's
Year
1881: Inof the
budget
for down
the financial
year
1879-80, Book,
the revenue
Brazil
was set
at 117.273,800
milreis, and the expenditure at 116,675,690 milreis.-ln
April, 1879,the total national debt, home and foreign,
amountedto
786,116.837milreis.
same yeartheiuternal debt amounted
to 565,000,000Inthe
mllrets.--There
were ac_-

BROAD

SEAL

WAR.

_mder a foreign and hostile government
was remarkable from any point of view of the relations
between
state and federal
governments,
After
the rebellion he practiced law in his native place
until his death.
A.J.

BROKERS.
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uRY) more acceptable
to the democrats,
March
10, 1840, by a vote of 111 to 81, the democratic
contestants
were seated, and July 16, the majority
report of the committee
on their case, declaring
them duly elected, was adopted by a vote of 102
to 22. Owing to the length of tile report
and
testimony,
and lack of time to examine them,
most of the whigs refused to vote --The controversy is mainly interesting
because of the reversed
of llarties upon it.
The loose constructionist
whigs, in this case, held the action of a state
government
binding,
even in a congressional
election, until reversed
by the house; the strict
constructionist
democrats,
on the other hand,
treated the action of a btate government,
in this
' case, as a nullity.
In this respect the broad seal
war is illustrative
of the disputed
election
of
1876. (SeeDIsPUTED ELI'CTIOXS, IV. ; CONSTRUewIo._, III.)--See
2 son Holst's LSffted Stat6_, 337;
10 Adams'
Me,_wir of John Q_lincy Adalns, 176,
236; 2 Benton's
1"hlrty ]_ears' View, 159; DenTcratic 2_ct,iew, June, 1839. 16 Benton's Debate_ c,f
CoJ_gress practically
ignores the whole affair.
ALEXANDER JOIINSTO.N'.

BROAD
SEAL
WAR,
The (rrI U. S. IIIs'_'oRY). I. Until 1846 all the six members of the
house of representatives
were chosen
in New
Jersey, by general
ticket, by the l)eople of the
whole state.
At the election in 1838, (Oct. 9-1(l),
lhe democratic
candidatc_
received
an average
majority,
on the face of the returns,
of about 100
votes in a po]l c)f nearly 57,000.
In one township
(South Amboy)
of Middlesex county, giving 252
democratic
majority,
the return had no certilicate
of the election of one of the inspectors,
and was
not signed by the election clerk; the county clerk
therefore struck the whole return out, thus giving
the whig candidates
a majoriJy
in the state. The
<lemocrats claimed
that exaclly
similar
defects
had bccn passed without
question
in whig countics, 'rod that in any such c;_se the laws required
the state canvassing
board,
the governor
and
council,
to send by express
for the missing
returns and decide Ul)On their validity;
this the
BROKERS,
persons employed
as middlemen
board refused
to do, decided
that they were
totransact
business or negotiate bargains between
bound
by the clerk's
decision,
and gave the
different
merchants
or individuals.
They
are
whig candidates cel'lificatcs of election, under the , sometimes
license.d
by l)ublic
authority,
and
broad seal of the state.
A case similar in most
._ometimes not.--Brokers
are divided into differrespects occurred
in Millville township,
Cumberland county; and the whigs claimed to lmve discovered a number
of illegal votes cast in dcmocratic townsllips.
But the )Iillville
democratic
majority
was under 100, and so was not vital,
_and the alleged fraudulent
voteswcre
not brought
before the board, and did not influence
its detiglon.
The South Amboy case, and the count 3"
clerk's power to finally decide it, were therefore
the pivotal points of the cotJtroversy.--II.
When
congress met, Dec. 2, 1839, the house contained
119 dcmocr.tts
and 118 whigs outside of :New
Jersey, whose scats were claimed by both parties,
'The clerk of the house, H. A. Garland,
of Vii'gini% offset the action of the Middlesex
county
clerk, by refusing, when theroll call reached _ew
Jersey, to call the names of five of the whig
delegation,
on the ground
that their scats were
disputed, a fact of which he could have had no
.official knowledge.
Itis decision made the house
for the next three days 't bedlam, each party
struggling
to force in its New Jersey delegation,
in order to control the house and the election of
speaker.
Dec. 5, the house spasmodicalJy
chose
John Quincy Adams, a neutral (see ADAMS, J.Q.)
speaker pro tempore.
An angry, confused
and
disorderly
debate, and unsuccessful
attempts
to
choose, a 1)ermanent speaker, followed, both :New
.Jer._cy delegations
voting
on many questions.
Dec. 11, the right of either delegation
to vote was
denied by a small majority,
and Dec. 17, the
house at la._t chose as speaker
R. M. T. Hunter,
of Virginia,
a whig, but in favor of the subtreasury, ,ad therefore (see I-_DEPE=N-D.b.LNT
TRK,_-S-

cut classes; as bill or exchange
brokers,
stockbrokers,
ship and insurance
brokers,
pawnbrokers, and brokers simply so called, or those who
sell or appraise household furniture
distrained for
rent.
Exclusive,
too, of the classes now mentioaed, the brokers who negotiate
sales of produce between different merchants
usually confine
themselves
to some one department
or line of
business;
and by attending
to it exclusively
they
acquire a more intimate knowledge
of ils various
details, aml of the credit of those engaged in it,
than could be looked for on the part of a general
merchant,
and are consequently
able, for the
most part, to huy on cheaper and to sell on dearer
terms than those less fanliliar
with the business.
It is to the_e circumstances--t(_
a sense of the
advantages
to be derived
from using their interventiou in the transaction
of business--that
tim
extensive emt)loymcnt
of brokers in London and
all other large commercial
cities is wholly to be
ascribed.--In
France
the hrokers
who deal in
mo_cy, exchange,
merchandise,
insurance,
and
stock, are called agents de cha_zge, and their humber at Paris is limited
to 60. The company of
aqc_t8 de clia_ge is directed by a chamher of syndies chosen annually by the coral)any.
They are
severally
obliged to give bonds to the amount
of 125,000 francs for the prevention
of abuses.
They are also obliged to kccpbooks;
are restricted
to a charge of from { to _: per cent. ; and are interdicted
from carryiu._on,
or having any interest
in, any conuncrcial
or banking
operations.
In
the United
States brokers
are not licensed nor
do they give bonds.
J.R. M'C.
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BROOKS, Preston, a representative
from
South
Carolina
ill the 34th
congress,
and a
nephew of senator Butler,
of the same state.
In
a speech on the Kansas
troubles senator Charles
Sumner, of Massachusetts,
had criticised seuator
Butler, and May 22, 1856, after the senate's adjournment,
Brooks,
backed by two other southern representatives,
Keitt, of South Carolina, and
:Edmundson,
of Virginia,
entered
the senate
chamber,
struck
Sumner
senseless
to the floor
with a heavy cane, and then beat him so cruelly
that an abscnce
of several years in Europe was
necessary for his rccovcry.
The house censured
Brooks, who resigned,
and was unanimously
reelected by his district.
]_Iassachusetts
refused to
choose
another
senator,
and
Sumuer's
empty
chair
was for several
years
her
silent
protest against Brooks'
unpunished
violence.
(See
authorities
under SCM__"EIt,Crr____tLES.) A.J.
BROWN,
John,
was born
in Torrington,
Conn., May 9, 1800, and was hanged
at Charlestown, Va., Dec. 2, 1859.
He had lived in Essex
county,
N. Y., in "John
Brown's
tract,"
until
1851, when he removed
to Akron, Ohio, and in
1855, without
his younger
children
but with his
four older sons, settled in Kansas, where he soon
became known as "John Brown, of Osawatomie,"
one of the foremost
leaders in resisting
Missouri
bordcr ruffian violence by force.
IIe at last began
the forcihle liberation
of Missouri slaves, and rewards were offered for his arrest by state and
federal
authorities.
In January,
1859, hc left
Kansas for the east, to fulfill his life-long ambition
of beginning
a forcible, not a political, opposition
to slavery by renewing
the lihcratioa
of slaves on
a far larger scale.
In July, 1859, he settled near
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Cook, Coppoc,
Copeland,
and Green (a ne_,ro),
were hanged at Charlestown
Dec. 16, and two
others, Stevensand
Hazlitt, on the 16th of the following
March.
I]_is sons, Watson
and Oliver,
had been mortally wounded,
and died during the
conflicts at the armor)"
Owen Brown, Barclay
Coppoc, Tidd, ]_Ierriam, and Anderson
(a negro),
escaped.--The
politicalimportance
of the Harper's
Ferry insurrection
was twofold.
In the north it
forced the slavery question uponpublic
attention,
and put the abolitionists
(as distinguished
from
the republicans)
in an entirely new light.
Opinions, in ademocracy,
are always more respectfully
considered
when their holders are ready to die in
their assertiop.,
and, though
the north
almost
unanimously
condemned
the whole insurrection,
John Brown's
steadfast
life and death, fo,'most
northern men, laid the foundation
of a kindly reception of the emancipation
proclamation
only
three years afterward,
lu the south the officeholders and slaveholders,
whohad
hitherto
found
it "t work of much difficulty
to convince
other
southerners
of thegeneral
wickedness
of the north,
had now a clear opening for the lever.
An abolitionist
rising had taken place, and the north,
while condcmningit,
had failed to do so with the
heat which was natural
to southern
men, whose
homes, wives and b:Lbes were at stake in such a
struggle.
The charge
of complicity
in John
Brown's undertaking
was urged angrily and persistcntly against ninny persons and associations
in
the north who were identified with the aholition
movement,
and thedesire
for a separate commonwealth, separated
by national lines from the aholitionists
of the north, grew steadily
stronger
in
the south until the election of 1860 offered a prctext for secession.--Sec
I Greeley's American
Col_+

Harper's
FcrlT, Va., with some of his Kansas
flier, 280; Redpath'sZifeofJ,.hn
Browl_; Wel)b's
as._o(.iates, "rod began preparations.
Late on SunLife of Johl_ Brown," Report of Col_gres._ional Com.
d_y evening. Oct. 17, with 17 white and 5 colored t m_ttee on llarper's
Ferry fnsurrectio_;
and later
mc_. he seized the United States arsenal at llar- i authorities
under SECESSION.
pet's Ferry " by the authority
of God Almighty,"
AL_XA_D_I_ JOH_STO._.
and spent the _Jext 18 horn's in freeing slaves, cutring tclegral)h
wires,
preparing
defenses,
and
B[_CHAN/tN,
James,
president
of the United
nmking
white prisoners,
of whom
he secured
States 1857-61, was born in Stony BatYer, Franknearly 50.
His intention
was to retreat at once,
lin count)',
Pa.,
April 23, 1791, and died at
with his negro recruits, to the strongholds
of the
Wheatland,
Pa., June 1, 1868. He was graduated
mountains,
and keep up a guerrilla warfare, with
at Dickinson
college in 1809,-and
was admitted
the Alleghanies
from Alabama
to Maryland
as to the bar in 181'2. He began political
life as a
his base, but he delayed
until he was too late.
moderate
federalist,
joining the democratic
party
By noon of ]_Ionday militia began to pour in, and
in 1826-7.
He was in the house
of representabefore evening
1,500 soldiers,
of all arms, had
tires 1820-80, in the senate 1_33-45, secretary of
surrounded
the armory engine house, which was
state 1845-9, and minister to Great Britain 1852-6,
Brown's last refuge.
Early on Tuesday morning
(See OSTENDMANIFESTO.)
Through all thisperiod
the United States marines,
using a ladder
as a of public service he had maintained
the character
battering
ram, burst in the engine house door, and
of a cautious and safe politician,
who had m'tde
the Harper's Ferry insurrection
was over.
Eight
of the insurgents
lind been killed, one was dying,
and three had already been captured,
two of them
mortally
wounded.
The prisoners in Ihe engine
house were Brown, three other whites, and half a
dozen negroes.
John Brown's trial was fair, but
his conviction
was inevitable,
and he was exe_uted as above stated.
Four of his associates,

no slips or mistakes,
and who was devoted to the
favorite northern policy of ignoring
the slavery
question and stifling discussion
about it. tie w_Ls
therefore
chosen president in 1856.
(The leading
events
of his administration
are given utJder
DI_.ED SCOTT
CASE;
KA:NSAS; BI_OWN, JomN;
SECESSION; DE._OCRATIc-REP_'BLmA.'+
PAn'rY.)
.At..the close of his term, having
succceded
in
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BUCKSHOT
kceq)in G the peace until March 3, 1861, he retired
to priv'ttc life with the contempt
of both sections,
a_d devoted his leisure to the preparation
of a
defense of his administration.
This book deserves the careful reading of any one who wishes
to understand
the history
of the times, though
public opinion in the north has become so fixed
in attributing
to Buchanan's
cowardice
and hesitation the disasters of 1860-61 that no defense of
his administration
will find any general attention
for many years to come.
His defense is, in brief,
that both sectional
parties, the repul)licans
and
the Breckenridge
democracy,
were determined
on
war, and were not to be baulked
either by the
president
or by the Douglas
democracy;
that,
while congress
was in session, the inception
of
measures to suppress
rebellion
belonged to congre._ and their execution
to tlm president;
that
eongTess, through the whole session of 1860-61,
persistently
and willfully
refused
to strengthen
the army or navy, to fill the treasury,
or to pro_
vide in any way for the common
defense;
and
that all the blame for the first successes of secession and tbe development
of a southern
confederacy should fall upon congress
and not lq)OZl the
president.
In the latter part of this there is undoubtedly
more force than is commonly
conceded; had Buchanan
attcmpted touse.inDecembcr, 1860, the war powers which Lincoln used in
April, 1861, lie would
perlmps have been impeached by a coalition
of the anti-republican
elements of the house and removed
by the senate,
and BreckenridGe
would have become president,
But the cffo;'t was worth
the risk.
In 183°2-3,
congress being thenalsoin
session, Jackson
"took
the responsibility;"
in 1860-61, Buchanan
made
no sign, and his memory must take the responsibility.--Sce
.Bac]lnna_Fs Administration
ol_ the J_:e
¢_f the RebellioT_; Horton's
Z_e o.1"13uchanan;
1
Atlanffc_l[ont]dy,
74_5. ALEXANDER JOI-IXSTOI_'.
BUCKSHOT
WAR, Tile (I_" U. S. IImToRY).
In 1838 the control of the Pennsylvania
house of
representatives,
on which depended the choice of
a United State_ senator, turned upon the election
in Philadelphia,
Oct 9. Here the democratic
candidates for senators
and representatives
were
elected by average majorities
of about 350; but
the democratic
candidate
for congress
was defeaed.
Ascrihing
his defeat to whig fi'auds in
the Northern
Liberties
district,
he induced
the
ten democratic
return
judges
to cast out the
entire 5,000 votes of that polling place, and thus
obtained a certificate
of election.
Hereupon
the
seven whig judges
met separately
and g._ve certiflcates not only to their party candid_te
for congress, but also to the whig candidates for the
state legislature,
though
these had no claim to a
majority with or without
the :Northern
Liberties
vote.
The wlJig certificates,
sent by rail, came
first to the secretary
of state, who was also chairman of the whig state committee.
He at once
accepted
them as the true ones and issued an
address to his part),, calling on them, until inves-
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tigation
could be made, "to treat the election as
if they had not been defeated,
and abide the
result."
This was a signal for both parties to
muster strong bodies of armed p.trtisans
at Har_
risburg
before the meeting
of tl_e legislature,
"to see fair play."--The
legislatm'c
met Dec. 4,
1838, in the presence of riotous crowds.
In botll
houses the secreta .ry of state handed in the whig
returns from Philadelphia,
ignoring those of their
opponents.
The whigsenate
was organized
witbout grcat difficulty,
but adjourned
because
of
the mob.
In the house two organizations
were
formed in the same room, one (whig) recognizing
the secretary's
returns,
the other (democratic)
recognizing
the election
judges'
returns.
As
speaker
the former chose Thomas
S. Cunningham, and the latter
_Villiam Hopkins.
The
IIopkins
house remained
in session after the
adjournment
of the Cunningham
house,
and,
having thus got possession of the hall, guarded it,
securely and compelled
their opponents
to meet,
elsewhere--The
whig governor,
Ritner, issued a
proclamation
during the day, declarin G the capita] to be in the hands of a lawles_ mob. and
calling
on the militia throughout
the state to
prepare
for action.
Dec. 5, he called on the
comnmndant
at CarlMe barracks.
Capt Sumner,
for United
St'ltes dragoons,
but was refused.
He then, Dec. 7, called on president
Van Burcu
for troops
to protect
the state from domestic
violence.
(See L_SL'm_ECTmX, II.)
This request
was also refused, Dec. 11, on the ground that the
trouble arose from no opposition
to the laws. trot
from a political
contest for the organization
of
the house;
and that it was indelicate
and iraproper for the federal govermneut
to interfere for
the support of either party.
(See KAxsAs)
In tim
meantime about 1,000 militia had been brought
to ltarrisburg,
but, after a two weeks' stay, departed, as the mob violence had ceased, and the
senate and tim dual house were holding
regular
and quiet sessions.--The
senate stood °2 wbig._
to 11 democrats;
but, when the excitemcnt
fell,
it was found that many whigs disapproved
th_
secretary's
assumption
of power to decide disputed returns.
The feeling spread, and Dec. 17
three Cunningham
members
took seats in the
Hopkins house, thus giving tlmt bo,ly a majority
of all the representatives.
On motion of a whig"
senator, Dec. 25, the senate recognized
the Hopkins house, and this ended the "Buckshot
War."
The other
Cunninglmm
members,
during
the
next three weeks,
took scats in the llol)kins
house, with the single exception of their leader,
Tlmddeus
Stevens, who absented
himself (luring
the rest of the session,
)Iay 7, 1839, at an extra
session, he presented
himself to take the oath,
but the democratic
majority,
to punish him for
his part in the struggle
and for his strong and
repeated
expressions
of contempt
for the Hopkins house,, declared
his seat vacant.
At the
consequent
special election he was again chosen,
and took his seat in June.
The popular
name
for the whole conflict was given from a reported
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BUDDHISBL

threat of a whig member
that the mob "should
feel ball and buckshot
bctbre the day was over."
The "Buckshot
"W'lr" is interesting
as throwing
light upon the meaning
of the term "domestic
violence,"
and upon the power
of the United
States to protect
the state governments
therefrom.
(See DORR I_EBELLION;
INSURRECTION,
II.)----Sce Armor's Lives _f the Governors of Penn,_ylvaMa (under Ritner); Harris'
I-Ii_to*T of Laneaster County, and Political
Col_flict in America;
and authorities
under PENNSYLV:t.NIA.
ALlgXA.NDER Jom_s_:o._.

tion only in annihilation,
an unshaken
belief in
metempsychosis
or the transmigration
of souls,
and a complete system of nihilism as its sole philosopby.
Considered
under these aspects, Buddhism is one of the most curious
and afflicting
phenomena
which can be examined.
It is only
within tile last half century
that Buddhism
has
become known
in an authentic
manner, and it
was only after the discovery
of its sacred books
that it was possible to find out anything
definite
about it.
Up to that time, the only sources
of information
regarding
it was faLth in the most
obscure and least certain traditions.
It was Mr.

BUCKTAILS
(Lx U. S. HISTORY).
A part of
the insignia
of the Tammany
society
in New
York city was a buck's t'dl worn in the hat instead of a feather;
hence "Bucktails"
became a
common
name for the members
of the society,
The bill which committed
the btate of-New York
to Clinton's
canal building
policy
was passed
April 15, 1817, and the members
most furiously
opposed to it were the bucktail members from New
York cily.
The name "Bucktail
" then became
for some )'cars a common
name for the opponents of the cared system throughout
the state,
Under Martiu
Van Buren the bucktails
gained
control
of the state, and in 1824 Clinton
was
summarily
ejected from his office of canal cornmissioner.
At the election of 1824 Clinton was

Brian IIoughton
Hodgson,
anEnglish
resident at
Kathmandu,
thecapilal
ol Nepaul, who first made
this splendid
discovery
and revealed
it to the
learned world.
Intimate
with Buddhist
priests,
he gained their confidence
and soon learned that
in the convents
of the country
Sanskrit
books
were preserved
which were the foundation
of the
wholeBuddhist
religion.
Thescbookscontaincd
the discourses and biography
of Buddha, the rules
of discipline
which he had ilnposcd on his monks,
and the metaphysics
of the whole
Buddhistic

chosen governor
by a popular
majority
of over
16,000, aml again in 1826. After Clinton's death,
in 1828, the bucktails
became
the democratic
party of _New York under the lead of the Albany
Regency.
(See I'_E_,VYoRK.)--See
1 Hammond's
Political Hi_tory of Ne_c York, from page 450.
A.J.

ous gifts at various times, and the learned world
was put in possession
of 88 of thcprincipal
works
which form the canon of the Buddhist scriptures.
This took place in the interval
between 1824 and
1834. Almost contemporvry
with _lr. Hodgsou,
a young Hungarian
doctor, Cosma de K(irSs, entered Thibet and learned tim language
which no
European
before him knew, and was able to analyze two great collections
of moJe than three
hundred Thlbetan
volumes,
fvithful
translations
of the Sanskrit originals discovered
by Mr. Ilodgson.
5h'. J. L. Sehmldt, of St. Peterslmrg,
establishcd lhe fact, lh'tt the Thil)ctan translations
of
Buddhist
Sanskrit books had in turn been translatcd into Mongolian,
and that just as the Buddhistic faith had passed with the books containing
it from India to _Nepaul and from _Nepaul to Thibet, it passed from Thibet
to Mongolia.
At the
other extremity
of India, in the island of Ceylon,
treasures
no less precious
were discovered.
Mr.
George Turnout,
a civil employ(.' like ])Ir. Hodgson, discovered
a second rendering
of the Buddhist scr,ptures
in a dialect derived from, and very
nearly allied to the Sanskrit,
the Pall, which has
become the sacred language of the Singhalese ; and
hc lmbl,shed
a Pall work, the Mahavamsa,
containing the annals of Ceylon after it was converted
to Buddhism.
About 1868, M. Grimblot,
consul
of France at Colombo, brought home with him a
complete
collection
of tile Buddhist
canon,
m
Pall, according
to the southern
text, and this collection deposited
in the national library invites
the labor and knowledge
of our Hindoo scholars,
who will find in it unexpected
treasures.
Sinologues added the testimony
of China to that al

BI._I)DIIIS)I
is a religion which
to-day
has
more adherents
than any other on the face of the
earth.
Professed
in China and Japan, in the islauds of Ceylon and Java, in Cochin China and
Laos, in Burmah
and Pegu, in :Ncpaul and Thibet, in Kashmire,
in 51ongolia and Tartary,
it has
at least th,'ee hundred
millions of adherents;
and
although
in these countries,
so remote from each
other, it has assumed different forms, it has still
preserved
its individuality
which
neither
time
nor place has been able to modify in any essential
degree.
For this reason alone, B.uddhism merits
the greatest attention,
since it holds so prominent
a place in the religious
history
of m'mkiud,
What render_ it besides no less worthy of interest
is the fact that in reality it is a doctrine
which
seems to contradict
in many regards the n. ost natural instincts of tile heart and mind.
But it possesses the glory of h,tviug never been propagated
by force and persecution,
'rod of never having
employed'other
than the mihlest methods of persuasion to extend il.self over so many peoph,s and
lands.
If we try to souml its specivl dogmas,
an absolute
ignorance
of God is discovered,
of
whom Buddhism
has never had the slightest notion, and a negation
not less absolute of the iramortality
of the soul, which seeks eternal salva-

doctrine.
]_h'. Hodgson
procured
copies of these
books, which hc gave to such learned societies as
could make best use of them--the
Asiatic societies at London and Paris, and the Asiatic society
of Bengal at Calcutta.
Hc repeated these gener-
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ready collected from so many sides.
China. like
convinced
himself
of the insufficiency
of their
Thibet and :l_Iongoli'_, had translated
the Budd
systems, and to strengthen
himself better in his
hist scriptures
in the early centuries of the Chrisown, he shut himself up, for six years, in the
tian era, and M. Abel Remusat published,
in 1836,
most austere retreat near the village of Onrouvilva
the travels of Fa-hein,
erie of those courageous
on the b'mks of the Nairandjanfi,
the Phalgou
of
missionaries
who went from the celesti_d empire
modern
geography,
not far from mount
Gaya.
into India, to search for the sacred books and
Subjecting
himself to mortifications
which frightbring them home.
Later it was reserved for M.
cned the gods themselves,
struggling
inflexibly
.Stanislas Julien to complete
information
of tlds
against his youth and his senses, the Bodhisattva
kind by a translation
of the Biography
an(1 hleremained
five years in this rude hermitage,
and
moils of IIiouen-Thsang,
the most instructive
and
after having
many ecstacies, lie had one at last
illustrious
of the Chinese pilgrims.
In the sevin which lie tlmught he had found, in all its fullenth century of our era hc traveled,
for 16 ye'_rs,
ness, the law which could lead men to saNation
through all the Buddhistic
kingdoms of India and
and eternal deliverance.
Thanks
to this bencfinorthern Asia.
All these data on Buddhism wcrc
cent law, man couhl save himself from tim odious
confirmed, 20 )'ears ago, by the discovery
of nu- . necessity of being perpetually
born over again ; lie
•nerous inscriptions
iu every part of India, conmight issue out of the circle of successive exist.taining decrees of a Buddhist
king Piyadasi
or
cnces; in a word, save himself from transmigraAsoka, who reigned
in the third century
before
tion.
Once in possession
of this marvelous
doeChrist (from 263 to 226).--Thus
Indian
inscriptrine, Buddha,
"perfectly
accomplished,"
left his
tions, Chinese translations
and narratives of Chilong retreat and went to Benares to preach his
nese pilgrims, Pall texts, annals of Ceylon, Menreligion, or, as the Buddhists
phrase it, "to make
gel and Thibetan
translations,
and especially the
the wheel of the law turn round."
During the
_riginal
Sanskrit,
are the basis on which rests
remainder
of his life, that is to say, during 45
our knowledge
of Buddhism
to-day, to say nothyears, lie did nothing but teach, by word and perlag of a few less direct ideas which the Greeks
suasion, peoples and kings who were willing to
have transmitted
to us from the expedition
of
believein
him.
He resided chiefly at R_djagriha,
Alexander
to the tinm of Clement of Alexandria.
in Magadha,
at Sravasti.
in Kos'da (Fizabad
in
It is well to collect here all these details concerning
Oude), and died near Kusinagara
in the kingdom
the authenticity
of Buddhism,
so tlmt there nmy be of that name, in the shade of a grove composed
no doubt on such a subject;
and as the doctrines
of trees called salas (shorea robttsta). IIis disciples
of Buddhism
are calculated
to cause the mo.ct gave him a maguificcnt
funeral
and divided his
painful surprises, it is necessary
that we should
sacred relics among themselves,
some of which,
well understand
that if they contain many errors,
if popular
superstition
is to be believed, exist to
they no longer present
any points of obscurity,
the present time.
This life of Buddha, so simple
They may be deplored,
but it is clearly known
and so probable,
was disfigured
later by the most
what they are.
The two most important
Buddextravagantlegends,
from under which, however,
histic works have been translated
into French.
it may be rescued and written.--Buddha
dead,
The
one is the Lalila_'Atdra,
translated
from
the devotees
or bhikshus assembled
in council
Thibct.m
and compared
with the original
Sansunder the protcction
of king Adjfitasalrou,
and
krit by hi. Ph. Ed. Foucaux,
containing
the
the most influential amongthem,
Kfisyapa, Ananbiography
of Buddha.
The other is the Iotas
da and Up/ill, drew up the works which were
of the Good I.aw, translated
from the Sanskrit
henceforth
to form the orthodox
canon.
K_sby the milch to be regretted
:Eugene
Buryapa, who as prcsidcnt of the council had directed
nouf,
and containing
one of the sutras
or
all the deliberations,
took charge of the rectasermons of Buddha.--We
can now see thc prinphysics or Ab]ddharma ; Ananda,
first cousin of
cipal points in the history
of Buddha
and his
Buddha, revised his scrmons or sutras; and Up_li
doctrine.
Buddha, that is to say, the Intelligent,
compiled
everything
relating
to discipline
or
the Wise, died 543 years before our era, at the
Vinaya.
The Abhhll_arma,
the s_tras and the
a_e of 80. This is the most probable date despite
Vi_aya
comprise
what the Buddlfists
call the
_,l'iking divergences,
and it is taken from the
Triple Basket or Tripi_aka,
just as the Buddha,
Singhalese
anna'ls.
Buddha,
son of a king of
the Law and the Council, form the Th,ee Pearls
Kapilavastu,
in the north of India, on the left
or the Three Preeio_ts Things, the Triratna.
This
bauk of the Ganges, was called SiddhSrtha,
from
first council, held under the patronage
of Adj,his title of prince, and lie took that of Buddha
tasatrou,
who was converted
by Buddha himself,
only when he had decided, after long meditation,
on the basis of the new doctrines
which lm prescntcd to mankind
to save and instruct
them.
Married, at an early age, by his father who ob.
served in him an uuconquerable
melancholy,
he
left the court and the world to adopt the life of
a laendicant at the age of 29. Going first to the
Brahman schools at Vaisali and R_djagriha,
the
capital of Magadha,
(the present Bihar), he soon

w,_s followed
by two others, of uncertain
date,
one of which was held under king Asoka wl_o
extended his rule over the entire Indian peninsula, during the third century before our era.
It
was these three councils
that settled the text of
the J_uddhist works such as they have come
down to us and such as they were accepted by
all the peoples
who submitted
to Buddhism.-The following
is the doctrine contained
therein.
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Buddha sets out with the axiom accepted by all in
India, and in a great part of Asia: Man has been
condemned
from all eternity to perpetual
renewals
of existence
which succccd
each other without
end, and the present life, exposed to sickness, old
age and death, is a terrible chain from which he
should seek to free himself
at any cost, and in
such a manner
as never to fall into the same
abyss again.
Brahmanism,
with its complicated
worship
drawn from the Vedas, gave to men the
meansof
salvation;
but Buddha proclaimed
these
means to be incffcctual,
and he wished to substitute better or rather
infallible
means for them.
The first theory which he taught to lead man to
the desire for deliverance,
was that of the four
sublime truths.
These truths are the following:
1, pain is the inevitable
heritage of man in life;
2, the cause of pain arises from acts, activity,
desires, passions and faults; 3, pain for man may
cease forever
through
Nirviina;
4, the way to
reach this final eml of pain is that taught
by
Buddha.
These
four sublime
truths were resumed
in the sacramental
verses adopted by all
the Buddhists
and repeated by them continually
as a creed or act of faith.--The
four sublime
truths
are followed
by ten prohibitions
which
form the Buddhist
decalogue:
Not to kill, not to
steal, not to counnit
adultery,
not to lie, not to
get drunk, not to eat outside the appoinled
hours,
not to attend d'mces or theatrical
representations,
not to use perfumes
or dress with luxury, not
to have rich beds, and not to "lcccpt either
gold or silver.
Of these comm'mds
some are
addressed
to all the faithful,
others more particularly to the monks for whom moral discipline
is more severe.
Buddhist
monks have special
observances
of extreme rigor.
They are 'dlowed
to clothe themselves
duly in rags collected
on
the streets,
in the dirt heaps or in cemeteries,
as Buddha
did; they can not have more
than
three
of these
wretched
dresses,
sewed
with
their own hands,
and always
covered
with
a
yellow mantle obtained
through the same means,
Tlmir food is more simple still than their dress,
The monks can live only on alms, receiving food
given them in the wooden vase which they hold
out without
saying
the lcast word to ask for it,
and without
any sign of impatience.
They cat
but one meal a day and before noon.
The woods
are their only habitation.
In sleeping
they sit
with the back against the trunk of a tree, and the
rest of the body on a mat.
Once a month, at
least, they pass the night in a cemetery to medirate on the instability
of human things.
)Ioreover, the monk must remain in celibacy and the
most complete chastity.
The only mild provision
in this fierce code is that in the rainy season, the
winter
of these climate,% it is permitted
to the
bhfkslwus or mendicants
to sheltcr themselves
in
viharas or convents,
which the sympathy
of the
people or the munificence
of kings had erected
for their use in all the Buddhist
countries.--As
to ordinary
believers,
Buddha
recommended
to
them the practice
of the six transcendent
virtues:

almsgiving,
purity,
patience,
courage, contempla
tion, and knowledge.
He added reserve in speech
in order to avoid all grossness and all calumny,
and humility
which guarantees
man against the
cvils of pride.
He prescribed
also to the monks
and even to laymen, the public confession of their
sins, and this institution
has existed for a long
time and under various forms, as may be seen
from the moral
edicts of Piyadasi.
and the memoirs of Hiouen-Thsang.--Such
is tile code of
Buddhist
morals,
exaggerated
in some parts,
excellent
in nearly all, and in general worthy of
Christianity
itself.
This code has exercised
a
salutary
influence
upon simple men, on kings,
and even nations,
as is shown
by an array of
facts to be found in the sutras, in the legends,
and even in civil and political history of Buddhist
nations.
It is founded upon a metaphysical
systern of which only a few words can be said here,
but which should not bc passed over in silence.
Transmigration
of souls, accepted
as a dogma
not to bc discussed,
meant for Buddha
that man
before coming into this world and after leaving
it, m'_y have already appeared under millions and
millions of different forms, from inert matter and
stone, for example,
up to living matter
in the
bodies
of the most perfect
anim'fls,
including
man.
The only cause for these transformations
is the conduct
of men in a previous
existence.
In the present the fate of the future life is determincd.
But what was the cause of mau's first
existence,
and how did thc series commence?
Buddha
neglected
this impenetrable
problem
of
the origin, "rod seemed to believe in the eternity
of bcings, or rather, in their eternal mutability.
Accordingly
he declarcd
that everything
in the
world is void, that there are only appearances
without
reality, and that the only faith possible
is to believe in nothing,
or rathcr, to believe in
nothing but :Nirvilna.--Thcre
has been much discussion among scholars as to the meaning
to be
attached
to _Nirviina.
Some have pretended
that
it is the al)sorption
of the humansoul
in God, but
it has been answered
that Buddhism
believes
neither
in God nor in the human soul; and it
may be seen by the preceding
that neither tim
one nor the other has a place in the Buddhist'
system.
:Nirvfina, therefore,
had for Buddha
no
other meaning than nothingness
from which man
never returns
because he no longer exists.
This
faith is an abominable
one, but it forms unquestionably the basis itself of Buddhism.
First of
all, the sacred books attest it, and although
doctrine of this kind is necessarily
very obscure,
it is what the sutras set forth.
Moreover
this
doctrine
is perfectly
in accord with the atheism
of Buddhism;
it is the same which the Brahmans
who have a horror of it, attribute
to their adversaries; it springs from the whole system of Buddhist metaphysics,
and it is still in our day the
faith of all the Buddhist
pricsts, who have been
consulted
by Christian
missionaries,
as can be
seen by reference to the works of Spence Hardy,
Bigandet, Wassilief, )ltillens,
Grimblot, and many
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others'. This interpretation
of Nirvana
is adoptto-day, if we wish to know what it has become
ed by Eugene Burnouf,
tile most competent
and on what it subsists.
Ceylon is one of its
judge in these questions,
and his arguments
may
principal centres, though in this island itself tile
be found in his admirable
work: Intraduvtion
_'t progressof
Christianity,
especially under theform
l'M_toire du Boudh_;1_ l;ulien.--If
it be a matter
of Catholicism,
becomes
more considerable
and
of surprise that nothingness
should be the object
more menacing
to Buddhism
from dny to day.of religious
worship for so large a portion
of
It is not to be hoped that Christianity
will ever
humanity, we may answer, first of all, that these
replace Buddlfism
among the populations
who
people are in this as in many other regards, very
have accepted
that faith, and who find it on a
different fromus,
and that they seem to despise
level with their light and their needs.
Christian
life at least as much as we love it. It may be
missionaries
undertake
a most laudable work, but
added that nations generally
understand
little of it is to be feared that tiffs work will be as fruitthe ultimate
principles of the religions
they proless as it is beautiful,
which does not. of course.
fess, and it is not probable that among Christians
prevent attempting
it with persistence.
There
there are many more who understand
the admiare hidden and all powerful
reasons, no doubt,
table depths of the Christian faith than there are
why these peoples slmuld have accepted
Buddamong Buddhists
who can give an account of the
hism and clung to it with so blind and sincere a
true sense of Nirvfina.
Theyadore
Buddha,
they
devotion.
Their
turn of mind,
their manners
pay a mild and simple worship to his virtues, they
and habits, demand no more reasonable
or cornturn to him in their prayers without
ever having
plicated worship.
Buddha,
the man, is a sufi'ithought of making
him a god; they try to imicieut ideal fur them, and it is certain that this
late his virtues and free themselves
from transworship,
deplorable
though it appear to us, has
migration
by following
his precepts.
But for
formed some noble souls, such as IIiouen-Thsang,
them, as well as for Christians,
metaphysics
are
for example,
who may be ranked among saints
of little account, and it is only the ablest adepts
and sages•
But as far as one may judge, the
who read tim Pradjndpdramitd,
or the book of
Buddhist
faith has not greatly favored
the adtranseendentai
wisdom, a vast collection
which
vance of civilization
among thepeoples
converted
we possess iu three or four orthodox
versions,
to it; they have never been able to organize in
•rod wlfich-contain
nothing
but a system of ahsotheir midst regular and firm govermncnts;
and it
lute nihilism, as decided as it is absurd.
In one
is undoubted
that when, ia the concerns
of life,
word, it is no longer permitted to doubt the signifisuch renunciation
is practiced as Buddha
reeomcancc given by Buddha
and his most intelligent
mends, and which those nations are instinctiw_ly
disciples to h_irv_na. For them Nirv_inais nothingready for, men are ill prepared for all tile labors
ness; that is the most definite and deplorable
asand struggles
denmnded
by civilization.
Tile
surance
that man can give himself against every
personality
of man, destroyed
by the idea of
return to life under whatever
form it may be.-universal transmigration,
has never cared for tile
Although there are voluminous
works on Buddliberty which it does not recognize in itself and
hism it is impossible to write its history at present,
which it seeks not to establish and cause to be
and perhal)s
it will never be written.
We can
respected by others.
All Asia seems at all times
easily see that even with all the necessary material
devoted to despotism,
but the Buddhistic
peoples
it would be very difficult to write, on account of
are particularly
adapted
thereto,
and it would
its enormous
extent and long duration,
since it
have been amarvelif
Buddhism,
whichhasnever
comprises
15 or 20 nations, at least, from Kashsuspected
that man is a free being, should have
mire to China and Japan, and covers a period of
sought to maintain
his freedom
and dignity in
2,500years.
All that may be stated here is, that
the society
in which he lived.
But since the
Buddhism had its birth in India, on the banks of
needs of society necessitate
a governing
power,
"the Ganges, and was able to grow and flourish
whatever power has been established
in Asia has
there for about 1,200 years, since it was still very
been allowed to have its own way.
It has never
prosperous
when the Chinese pilgrim,
ltiouensought to comro], limit or improve it in any way.
Thsang, visited the country
tfrom 629 to 645 of The only atte_Aion paid to government
there is t_>
our era).
Brahmanism,
long tolerant, apparently
overthrow it with violence when it can no hmger
stopped being so at this epoch; and Buddhism,
beendured._l_
is quite remarkable
that the Buddexiled forever from India, its birthplace,
existed
hist monks, while distinct from the crowd, and
only in the neighboring
countries.
It had penehaving a species of hierarchy
in their different
trated into Ceylon about two centuries
after the
schools, have never thought of forming a corporadeath of Buddha.
It entered
China about the
tion properly speaking,
and founding
a spiritual
Christian era, and the zeal of the Chinese was so
power side by side with the tempoI,_l.
It is only
intense that they produced
thousands
of works
in Thibet that this has been attempted
by Lamaof every kind on this pious subject.
Buddhism
ism, and there it has not produced
any of the
was not introduced
until somewhat
later into
results witnessed in Christiau lands.
The Buddl_'epaul, Ka'shmire, Thibet and Mongolia,
and the
countries forming the so-called India beyond the
Ganges.
But in all these countries
it has struck
firm _'0ot% and it is there that it must b_ sttldicd

hist priests make a vow of poverty and keep this
vow strictly;
those of Ceylon, for example,
do
not possess
any property
imhvidu'dly.
Still,
among the greater part of the Buddhist
peoples,.
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the piety of the faithful and of kings has erected
for the use of devotees
during
the rainy season
splendid
convents, capable sometimes of receiving
_housands
of guests.
To these convents temples
have been joined, and to the temples estates have
been added for the maintenance
of worship.
The
Buddhist
clergy do not appear generally
to have
3bused this consideration,
and conflicts have been
rare between them and the civil power, which has
always remained the master.
In Brahmanism,
on
the contrary,
the religious
body, upheld by caste,
became the veritable
master of society, and the
political
power submitted
as a matter of fact to
the spiritual authority.
The _hatriya
had nothing except under the hand and with the tacit permission of the Brahman.
After long and bloody
struggles
the kings were obliged to yield and renmiu forever
obedient.--Buddhism,
born in the
midst of Brahmanism,
and perhaps 12 or 15 centuries later, tried to reform the latter, but failed
in the uaderud_ing,
and India has not accepted
it
because she did not find it better than the ancient

BUDGET.
The word budget is immediately
derived from the French bougetle, a bag or purse,
and is apphed in modern
times to the statement
of receipts and expenditures
of governments
for
the year.
This use of the word had its origin in
Englana,
in applying the name of the bag contaimng the papers and documents
laid before the
house of commons
by the chancellor
of the exchequer, to the financial
exhibit which the bag
cont'dned.
Frauce
and other countries,
which
have borrowed
co much of their parliamentary
us'lgcs
and terms
from
Great
Britain,
have
adopted theword
budget, which has a fixed meaning m the financial w)cabulary.--While
the fiscal
year varies widely in different
countries,
beginning and crating in France with the calendar year,
or the 1st of January,
in Great Britain with the
1st of April, and in the United
States with the
1st of July, there is a uniform usage in all nations
for the government
to present a budget to the
legislative
body at the beginning
of its cessions.
The consideration
and examination
of these csti-

faith to which she has remained
invincibly
atInched.
For us, who are impartial
in these debates, Buddhism
must also seem very inferior to
its rival, and although
Vedic worship
has not
borne very good fruits, it was of muchmore
value
.than that which sought to replace it.
It has allowed the Indian genius tounfold
withluxuriance
in nearly every direction,
while Buddhism,
both
puerile and sombre, has inclosed in "_narrow and
.cheerless circle the people who embraced
it. The
Buddhist
nations lmve absolutely
no literature
outside their sacred books;
and as the human
_mind never loses its rights, rein has been given to
,'the imagination
in the orthodox books themselves
with a license to reason that is truly womlerful,
We may easily be convinced
of this by reading
,the I_tu,_ of fix Good .Law, or Lalitavist_ra.
If
the Buddhist
religion
is the most widely spread
_mong men, it is also the most singular
and deplorable
they have ever professed, though it has
_mre than one apparent
resemblance
to Christianity;
and among the founders
of religions the
figure of Buddha
is the most pure aml noble
after that of Christ himself.
)Ioreover
theresemblances which men have sometimes
tried to find

mates are devolved upon committees,
though
the
system of permanent
committeesupou
the budget
prevails only in Belgium, iu Itolland
and i, the
United States.
In other countries
the legislature
appoints
commissioners
or special
committe_
upon financial matters.
The finance mimsters in
different
nations,
sometimes
orally,
and sometimes by written reports, advance their views and
estimates,
and defend them before the standing
or special committees
or before the committee of
the whole house, according to the established
custom of each country,
the legislative
body reserving to itsclf (everywhere
except in Russia and
Turkey,
where no representative
government
exists) the filial power of voting Ul)On all estimates
submitted.--Notwithstanding
this general control
by the representatives
of the people of tim expcnse of government,
there is a constant tendency
towardincrcascdexpenditureof
thcpublicmoney,
in the multiplication
of olIiccs, in the advance of
salaries, in the expense of administration,
and in
the crcction of costly buildings
and extensive
systerns of public works.
That this increased
costliness of government
advances in a nmch greater
ratio than population
or public wealth, is mani-

;between Christianity
and Buddhism
are altogether
mistaken.
Tile systems originated and were developcd independently
of each other, and Chr,stianit), would have to blush at being the chdd or the
lather of Buddhism
as has sometimes
been pre-

fest; aml the rapid strides made in this direction
during the last 25 years in three countries may be
seen in the following:
EXl'ENDmJReS or _OWnXMS_T.

tended through motives that
able nor well founded.--To
with

Buddlfism,

were neither honorbecome acquainted

it is necessary

to read

the books

citedabove,
andalso workon"Buddha
a.d
has Religion,"
his
collected allin
up to the present
Moder_ .BaddM_t,
.B_Lddhism .D'om
_Eitel, B_zddhhm,
Popular Aspecis,
_:_, .L._AIS._).

COWNTnIES.
France ......................

...........:.:....

a_5.

asso.

$297,012,665

$687,0_,000

the
which
results
the obtained
author ofbythis
erudition
article
Utdted <tares .................
58,630,663
.... ,,-.~,_,
day.
Compare Alabaster,
The
--In the United States, a statement
of tim annual
London,
1870; Beal, Otltiine of
receipts aml expenditures
of the government
has
Chinese _arces,
London,
1870;
been laid before congress
by the secretary of the
its llistorical,
Tl_oretical
and
tre_ury
ever since 1790, and published
as reLondon, 1873.
(See BI_An._A__- quired
by the constitution
A committee
of
B.XI_Tm_LE_Y S,tu_'r-H_n,ua_..
I ways and means,
to consider
and report upon

BUDGET.
estimates for supplies
needed
in the administration of the government,
was first constituted
in
congress in 1789, at its earliest session, consisting
of one member
from each state.
In 1795 this
committee
was made a standing
or permanent
committee of the house.
Reduced
to 7 members
in 180'2, it was increased
to 9 in 1833, to 11 in
1873, and to 13 members in 1879.
The functions
of the ways and means committee,
which once
included all matters
relating
to the revenue, the
public debt, and the expenditures
of the govcrnment, were divided
in 1865, on account of the
very great amount and variety of public business
pressing upon this one committee,
and a distinct
committee on appropriations
was created.
This
has direct charge of all mcasurcs appropriating
money for the support
of the government,
while
to the committee on ways and means are referred
all matters relating to the revenue and the bonded
debt of the United States.
Bills proposed by the
committee on appropriations
take precedence
of
other business in committee of the whole house,
and the yeas and nays on the passage of such
bills are required
to be entered
in detail on the
journal of the house.
But the house has repeatcdly suspended
this rule, and passed river and
harbor
appropriations
without
debate. -- The
constitution
provides that no money shall ever be
drawn from the trea,_ury but in consequence
of
appropriations
made
by law, and the checks
upon unnecessary
or extravagant
expenditure
are
all in the hands of congress.
That body has provided apparent
safeguards
to the treasury
by
adopting
rules that no appropriation
shall be
reported
in any bill or admitted
as an amendmeat, unless previously
authorized
by law, or in
continuation
of such public works and objects as
are alrcadyin
progress,
also prohibiting
any provision in such bills or amendments
to change
existing
Jaws, except
such
as shall retrench
expenditures.--The
senate,
like
the house
of
rep,'esentatives,
has a conmlittce
on appropriations,
but its committee
to consider
revenue
measures is styled the committee
on financ_e.-The treasm3_estimates
for appropriations
are prepared hy the various departments
and bureaus of
the public service in the autumn, and are required
to be sent by the secretary
of the treasury to the
speaker of the house on its annual
meeting in
December.
They set forth:
1, the authority
in
previouslcgislation
for the expenditure
estimated
for; 2, the estimated amount required
under each
item of expenditure
for the service of the fiscal
ye'_r ensuing;
3, the same estimate for the fiscal
ye_r then current;
"rod 4, the amount
actually
approl_riatcd for the fiscal year preceding.
These
estimates, with the annual report of receipts and
expenditures
of the United
States for the fiscal
year ended on the 30th of June prior to the
assembling
of congress
in December,
form the
basis upon which
the secretary
of tim treasury
makes up his annual report to congress, which
embraces a careful review of the working
of the
revenue system, and an estimate
of the probable
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receipts of the government
from all sources for
the remainder
of the current
fiscal year, as well
as for the ensuing
one, for which congress is
asked 1o appropriate.
At the same time, or by
special communications
at a later period of the
session, estimates for deficiencies
in the appropriations of the current
year to meet expenditures,
are laid before congress,
which is _sked to grant
the amount
necessary
to defray
them.
These
deficiency
bills are occasioncd
sometimes
hy nnforeseen
sources of expenditure,
sometimes
by
careless accounting
or extravagance,
but more
frequently
by the failure of congress
to incc)rporate in the regular
advance appropriation
bills a
sufficient
sum to defray
the whole expenditure
for a year of certain
branches
of the public service.--The
original
estimates
submitted
by the
departments
usually undergo considerable
reductions by the house of representatives
(as reported
by its committee
on appropriations)
and while
the tendency
to restore
the full amount
in the
senate, which is the less popular
body, is very
strong and prevails
to a considerable
extent, the
net result is a compromise
between
the two
houses,
in which the aggregate
appropriations
are made less than the senate passes them, but
larger than limited by the house, while still much
below the estimates
as submitted
by the several
departments.
It is usual for the committees
on
appropriations
of both lmuses to receive, orally
or in writing,
statements
from tim officials seeking appropriations,
pertaining
to the amount and
the necessity for the public scrvicc of thc sums
asked for.
As none of the beads of departments
have seats in either branch of congress,
where
they could make public statements
or answer
inquiries
relating
to appropriations
under consideration,
letters
from these officers are fiequently read in open house, although addressed
only to the chairman
of the appropriations
committee.--Bcsid_
the sums specifically
asked for
in the annual lmdget,
and appropriated
by congress _vith or without amendment,
there are what
are known
as "permanent
annual
appropriations," which are expended
by the treasury
in
pursuance
of acts continuously
operating,
without ammal re-enactment.
These permanent
uppropriations
are of two kinds:
I. Specific, including only three items of expenditure--I,
the cost
of collection
of the customs revenues,
$5,500,000
per annum;
2, the arming and equipment
of the
militia of the United States, $200,000 per annum;
3, the payment
of 6 per cent. interest
on the
bequest to the Smithsonian
institution,
held by
the government
of the United States, $39,000 per
an._n.
I1. Indefinite
annual
appropriations,
which include
the interest
on the public debt,
the amount annually
paid into the sinking ]und,
the interest on bonds issued to the Pacific railways, and a great variety
of refundings,
indemnities, etc., liable to be paid out under obligation
of existing laws, but the amount of which is indeterminate,
or varying
from year to year.
The
aggregate
of all these permanent
specific and
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_ndefinite
appropriations
for the year 1880 was
$145,939,438.
Of this
sum,
no less
than
$134.000,000
was on account of the sinking fund,
and interest on the public
debt.
The aggregate
of the annual appropriations
specifically
made by
congress
for 1880 was $162,404,647,
while the
•tctual expenditure,
as rendered
by the treasury
report for the same year, was $171,885,383.
The
appropriations
" to supply
deficiencies"
have
ranged in tile past 10 years from $1,000,000 to
$15,'218,259
per annum.
The following
shows
the various heads of expenditure
under which
the appropriations
were made
for the fiscal
.year 1881 :
Legislati_-e, executive and judicial expenses...
Sundry civil expenses ..........................
'Support of the army ............................
Naval servi_e .................................
.Indmn
service
..................................
Ri_er._ aud
harbors
.............................
Forts and fortifications ........................
.-Military academy ..............................
Post officedepartment ..........................
•Invalid
and
other
pensionsservice
.....................
Consular
and
diplomatic
...............
Miscelia,,eous ..................................
'To supply deficiencies ..........................
Total .......................................

$16,785.309
24,216,137
26,425,800
14,405,797
4,657,263
8,971%500
550,000
316fl_t
8,883,42O
41,644,000
1,18 _,335
- a,959,S3_
6,118,085

advance, as in many countries, is adopted usually
about the time when the expenditure
of tlle _scul
year it provides for begins.
Thus the wants and
the resources of tile treasury can be estimated with
greater
prccision,
while the ministry
can avail
itself of the fluctuations
in receipts and expenditures to a late period of the session of parliament,
thus avoiding
the miscalculations
that lead to
deficits.--There
is in the British budget what is
termed the consolidated
fund, made up of the receipts from customs and internal
revenue.
This
fund is specially set apart to the expenses
of the
public debt, the civil list, pensions and allowances,
(including
the royal family), and salaries of government
officers.
These expenses
are not submitred to an annual vote in parliament,
but the
surplus 0_ tlle consolidated
fund over and above
these necessary charges c.m not be expended without appropriations
voted in the usual form of a
supply
bill.
A. similar feature
is found in the
expenditure
under what are known as "permanent appropriations"
in the United States.
In
both cases, the provisions
of law on tile faith of
which the various public loans have been contracted constitute
a special and inalienable,
guar-

$154,118fi12 anlee of their payment, so that neither parliament
nor congress can disturb tim public faith by refusL'nder a general law, all unexpended
balances of ing to appropriate
money to pay the interest as it
appropriations
are covered into the treasury after
falls due.
In France,
on the other hand,
no
two years.--In
Great Britain the budget is annupledge of a special revenue is attached
to ttle pub.
.ally prepared
and printed
by the officers of the
lic debt, the interest bcingpaid
out of the treasury
treasury.
It is carefully and minutely
classified,
fundswithout
distinction
of source.--All
the other
each head of expenditure
under the different
de- expenditures
of the British government
have to be
partments
of government
being subdivided
in de- provided for by annual vote.
.No expenditure
is
tail.
It makes three folio volumes,
one devoted
permitted
in the course of any financial
year beto estimates for thecivil
service, one to the arm),,
yond the sums voted, and if the whole amount
-rod one to the navy-.
Indefinite
expenditure
or appropriated
has not been expended,
the surplus
extravag'_nce
is ahnost impossible
under the strict
has to be turned
into the treasury.--In
time of
system of the British budget.
The speech of the
war, to provide
for unforeseen
expenses
during
_sovereign at the beginning
of each session asks
the recess of parliament,
avote of confidence for
the commons
for supplies
of revenue,
and that
so many million pounds sterling has been custom'
body appoints
a day when it will resolve itself
ary.
These funds can be employed for no other
into a committee
of the whole house to consider
than military objects, and if they are exhausted,
the supply bill.
The member of the government
the government
must summon parliament
and lay
representing
each department
explains
to the
before it its demands
for additional
credits.--ln
.committee
the estimates, answers questions,
and
France, where order and method were introduced
proceeds
to propose
each grant
in succession,
into the management
of finances earlyin
tllemidThis comes after tlle set speech on the budget dedle ages, we find a classification
of ordinary and
iivered
by the chancellor
of the exchequer,
who
extraordinary
expenses
as early as 1314. There
Jaas the duty of proposing
to the house of comwere then general administrators
of the finances,
mons any increase of taxation rendered
necessary
with
a receiver-general,
who administered
the
,by deficient
revenues, or any abolition
or reductreasury,
and apportioned
the revenue and expention of the customs or excise taxes which a surplus
diture
to the wants
of each succeeding
year.
,of revenue
may justify.
Very rarely does the
:Each deficit was provided
for by a general tax,
British budget entail the necessity of an increase
which in case of war frequently
amounted
to very
of taxes; it is much more common for the chanlarge sums.
In the reign of Francis I. the finanteller of the exchequer
to have the pleasing duty
cial operations
of the government
were further
of proposing
a reduction.
This is in part owing
concentrated
in the hands of a treasurer
general,
to the careful
accounting
which prevails
in all
charged with the disbursements
and collections
of
<]epartments,
as well as to the great resources
of
the state, while the management
of the public
people occupying
a front rank among commer.debt was placed in the hands of a special agent.
¢ial and manufacturing
nations.
The rarity of a The treasurer
presented
the budget to the king at
deficit is also owing in part to the fact that the
the beginning
of each year, but no publication
of
budget, in place of being voted a whole year in
it was made.
Not until 1789 was any rcquire-
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mentmadeforannual
publication
of the statement
of receipts and expenditures.
The constitution
of
the republic of 1795 re.affirmed this provision, and
gave the sole power of levying taxes to the corps
"l/gi,_latif, limitingthe
operation of e.mh tax law to
one year.
By the same constitution
the government was for the first time required
to submit a
statement of expenses to the corps ldgislatif,
From
this time dates the use of the term " budget"
in
French
finance.
During
the whole period of
the French revolution
there was great looseness
of control as to the expenses
of the government,
aud, under the first empire, the annual accounts
of revenue and expenditure
were published
in a
very inexact
and imperfect
form.
Sometimes,
even, the government
forgot
to have the budget
voted by the corps ldgialat/f.
A simple imperial
decree sufficed for the most enormous
taxation,
and no thought
was given to the legitimacy
of
any expenditure
ordered
by the same authority,
--On
the establishment
of the constitutional
government
in 1814 great changes
were made.
The budget became the faithful
balance-sheet
of
the debits and credits of the state.
Every item
of expenditure
and of revenue had to be reported
to the two chambers.
In 1818 parliament
retin'ned to the rule of fixing the expenditure
of
the government,
which had been for years determined by the administration.
The functions
of
the receiver charged
with the revenues, and the
treasurer
charged
with the expenditures,
were
consolidated
in a single minister.
By degrees
the budgets were systematized,
and in 1831 all
their statements were required to be specific, and
divided into separate
heads.
This secured
the
immense advantage
of concentrating
any reduelion or increase
of expenditure
upon a definite
object or of throwing
out any item by refusing
to appropriate
at all. In 1833 the control of the
chambers was extended
by ordering the distribution of printed
reports
of the cour des comptes
among the members,
and requiring
a special act
for every expenditure
on public
works or buildtugs.
In 1850 the payment
of any cxpenditure
not directly
authorized
by law was prohibited,
but this restriction
was repealed
in 1852, and the
budget was required to be voted in mass, the law
of special divisions
being abolislmd.
_Iuch extravagance and increased expenditure
resulted.-In 186'2 a reform in the budget, proposed
by 5I.
Fould, was legalized, dividing
the public expenditures into three categories:
1, the ordinary
budget, providing
for the necessary
and permanent expenses,
the execution
of the laws, the
collection
of the revenue,
etc.;
2, the departmental budget,
or expenditures
discharged
by
taxes imposed bylocalities;
3, the extraordinary
expenses which, without being of absolute necessity, are of public utility.
To these has been
added by a later act the budget
of redemption
(sinking fund).--The
court
of accounts,
under
the present French system,
is a branch
of the
civil service charged with reducing
to order and
system the whole of the public
accounts,
and
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submitting
them to the legislative
chambers with
an elaborate
report.
The minute
completeness
with which everything
is stated in the budget
prevents misal)propri'ltion
of the public moneys,
supplies
exact information
for checking
any
needless expenditure,
and brings the revenue "rod
expenses
of successive years into parallel view.
showing
how far the "mtieipated
income and
outgo have been realized.
But the Fren(.h republic has inherited
a most expensive
system
from the second
empire;
government
without
control and constant
extravagance
have entailed
the costliest
government
in Europe,
which the
enormous
debt, the indemnity
of a thous:md
million
dollars
to Germany,
and the military
disease which is caring out the substance
or' so
many
European
peoples,
have
contributed
to
maintain.--The
German empire exhibited
;_1)udget of 539,25°,640 marks for 1880-81 of ordimlD_
expenses, and 72.962,921 marks extraordinary,
or
a total of only $135,000,000,
in which, however.
the military expenditure
figures for over 90 raillions of dolhu's.
Each member
of the Gcrm;m
confedcrt_tion
has its own scparate
budget a'._o.
The revenue
for federal administration
is voted
by the _'eichstag under similar general reguh_tions
as those which prevail
ni Prussia.
A finance
commission
is selected fi'om among the members
of the _'eichstag, having charge of the budgct in
its details.--Thc
Prussian
budgct is voted lor .L
calendar
year
beginning
the 1st of Janus1T.
Amendineuts
to it can be proposed
only by the
representative
body of the diet, where its items at( _
first discussed,
before being sent to the house of
lords, which can only accept or reject it in m;l._.
Ill case of disagreement
on the budget, lh(, two
chambers
propose
to each other tinanciaI
bills
until they come into accord.
This direct agez_cy
of the people's
representatives
in voting
on
revenue
and expenditure
dates only from 184t¢,
before which the lower chamber
had no control
over the finances.
But it hassometimeshappcncd
that when the diet would
not pass the financial
bills of the government
as offered by the ministry,
no account has been made of their refusal.
The
budgets which were rejceted have been published
as ordinances,
and the people have acquiesced.
--In Austria thesecond
chamber of thereichsrath
has the power of fixing the receipts and expenditures.
The public
debt has crown
lmavily,
especially
since the war of 1866, the result of
which
obliged Austria
to cede her rich Italian
provinces.
A. commission
of finance, embracing
36 members
of the lower house (or one-tenth of
the entire chamber),
examines the estimates of the
budget, and ires charge of the bills of supply -The budget
of the Russian
empire was, up to
1863, an unknown
quantity.
In that year a
balance sheet of receipts and expenditures
was
published,
showing a deficit of about 15,000,000
roubles.
The financial
statements
since
published
have
been neither
regular
nor exact.
There being no legislative
control whatever (for
Russia has no parliament),
the enormous expend-
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iture goes on at a rate which strains
even the
prodigious
resources
of an empire of 90,000,000 of
inhabitants.
The Russian budget
is prepared
by
the minister
of finance,
then subjected
to the
scrutiny of the committee of council of the empire,
and finally it is submitted
to the emperor's
approval--The
unification
of Italy as a kingdom,
while greatly increasing
its power and resources,
has obliged the new government
to expend vast
sums in maintaining
a great military force.
At
the same time the development
of public works
has bccn entered
upon on a grand scale.
:Notwithstanding
numerous
and heavy loans, the demands of the treasury
have been such that it has
been impossible
to balance the receipts and expenditures.
The annual budget of the ministry
is referred
in parliament
to a commission
cornposed of 30 members of the chamber of deputies
and 15 from the senate.--The
Spanish
budget
must, by the constitution,
be voted by the cortes,
The ordinary
budget
represents
the produce
of
the taxes;
the extraordinary
budget
is derived
largely from the alienation
of the ecclesiastical
beLefices.
The total expenditure
for 1880 was
$181,647,000.--The
budget of Portugal
sets forth
continual
deficits, the state maintaining
its regular expenses only by means of loans and financial
expedients.--In
Switzerland
there is a federal
budget for the whole republic, and as many local
budgcts
as there are cantons.
The federal
treasury has in its hands the customs, postoffice, the
telegraphs,
and special imposts.
These yield an
anmml revenue of about $8,000,000.
The heaviest charge of the federal
budget
is that of the
military,
which amounts
to $2,600,000.
The
general expenses
of the govermnent
amount to
only about $8,000,000
annually,
showing
Switzerland to be, perhaps, the most economical
goverument in the world.
The salaries of the principal officers vary from $800 to $1,200, and every
officer is required
to he faithful and intelligent,
In the cantons
of Switzerland
the larger
part
of the budget goes toeducatiou
and public works,
the roads absorbing
about 40 per cent. of the
taxes raised.--The
Turkish
hudget has only been
made public since 1864, and then only through
the persistent
demand of the English and French
governments.
The necessity of continual
loans
to keep the Ottoman
porte going as a government,
has also precipitated
this
publication•
The budgets, however, have been denounced
as
deceitful,
all of them exhibiting
an excess of
receipts over expenditures,
while the actual condition of the treasury was a continual
deficit.-In Belgium the budget is voted in the )'ear preceding the expenditure
provided
for.
Deficicnties are met by supplementary
credits.
Expenses
have risen front 87 million francs in 1835, to 386
million francs
in 1880.
Public
works
are not
provided for in the regular budget, but by special
taxes, or more frequently
byloans.
The budget,
when submitted
to the chamber of deputies,
is distributed among six sections of the members, each
corresponding
to one of the six ministerial
depart-
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ments, viz.,ofjustice,
of forei_cm affairs, of theinterior, of finance, of war and of public works.--The
system of the Netherlands
is similar, the upper
and lower chambers of the legislature
bcing each
divided into five permanent
committees,
each of
which
has charge of a specific portion
of the
budget.--In
Denmark
the budget
is voted for
two years in advance by the diet.
Indirect taxes
bring in the greater
part of the revenue.
The
very democratic
constitution
throws
the power
of appropriations
into the hands of the peasants,
who form the majority
of the lower house.
The
expenses
of education,
public communication,
etc., are readily voted, but the folksthing
keeps a
firm hand on the salaries of public functionaries,
and rejects many proposed expenditures
forfortifications and the incrcascof
the army.--InSweden
the right of the nation to tax itself is exercised
exclusively
by the diet.
The king is required
to
submit annually a detailed
report on the conditionof the finances.
The dietappoints
threecommissioners of finance : the first reports on the flushcial administration
and the public
debt;
the
second brings in the necessary bills for raising
revenue,
and the thi,'d is charged
with the regnlation of the national
bank.
Besides the regular
appropriations,
the diet places at the disposal
of
the king an extraordinary
credit,
to be used
in the interval of its sessions, only for great cmergencies like the national defense, under advice of
thc council of state.--Sweden
and _Norwa.v have
each their separate
budget,
that of the former
amounting
to about $25,000,000,
and that of
Norway to about $18,000,000.
A.R.
SPOFFOI_D.
]BULL, ]Papal,
authentic
acts issued by the
court of Rome.
A bull--the
name of which
comes from the Latin
word bzd_are, to seal--is
written
on parchment
in gothic
letters,
scaled
with lead and signed
by the pope; it always relates to very important
matters;
it is drawn up in
Latin, and generally
named after the first words
of the introduction.
A brief is concerned with less
important
subjects.
It is sealed with red wax, and
signed by the secretary
of briefs--The
collection
of bulls is called the bullarium.
Several have appeared since 1727. and their importance,
from a
political point of view as well as from that of the
Catholic religion can not be doubted.
Thechanges
in the influence of the holy see can be traced in
them.
Couflning themselves
at firstto thcregulation of religious matters,
the bulls after Gregory
VII. had scarcely any other object than the exercise of political supremacy,
religious decisions beinggiven
under the form of decrees, constitutions,
rescripts, etc. After the reformation
the bullswere
brought back gradually
to their ancient province,
and at present the political manifestations
of the
pope take another form.--On
account of the pcculiar constitution
of the Catholic
church which
gives so great au influence
to its chiefs, making
it almost a state within "a state, the reception
of
bulls is in most countries
subjected
to a special

.
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authorization
by the government.
In :France no
bull or any act of general interest can be published without having been examined by the councfl of state.
]_qllcE
BLOCK.
BUNDESRATII.
The bundesrath
is, we may
say, the highest
executive
anti administrative
power in the German empire.
Its principal
featurcs had been defined by tile constitution
of the
_Nord-Deutsche
Bund (the North German Fcdcration) of 1867, whose provisions
on this head were,
in the main, incorporated
into the constitution
of
1871. As forming an essentia! l)art in the governmeat of theempire,
the bundesrath
is, as far as its
powers and its relation to the other branchesof
the
governmentare
concerned, a peculiar body. Itcan
neither be likened to our senate
nor to lhe nl)l)er
house of a bi-cameral
legislative
assembly;
nor is
it a purely executive body, although
it is not altogethcr unlike the latter, and may, in some respects,
bclikened to a state council.
A better idea of the
bundesrath
than any definition
can give• is furnished by simply describing
its organization
and
enumerating
its several p wers.--1.
The bundesrath is now composed of 59 members, the delegates
of the several states which under tht, he_ldship of
Prussia compose the German empire.
Prussia is
represented
by 17 delegates or votes, Bavaria by 6,
Wirteml)crg by 4, Saxony by 4, Baden by 3, Hesse
by 3, Mecklcnburg-Schwerin
and Braunschweig
by 2each, and the rest by 1 delegate or vote.--Each
state may send as many delegates as it has votes, or
it may send fewer, but in all proceedings
the entire
vote of each state is counted, and, when ca__t, must
be a unit vote. The principal feature which marks
the distinction
between
the bundesr'tth
of the
North German federation
and of the Gernmn erapire is, that none of its membel_
or delegation
(:an hamper or del'ty its proceedings,
or force an
adjournment
for want of special
instructions,
touching the matters at issue, from the state they
may represent.
The bundesrath
may, however,
pass on a question by common consent, or by permission of its presiding
officer.
The presidency
of the bundesrath
is vested in the emperor,
who
has the power of appointing
the chancellor
of the
empire the acting chairman
of thebundesrath
and
(:ontroller of its business.--2.
The bundcsrath
has
power to decide on the legislative
measures to be
proposed to the impcrial
diet, on the rules, regu]ations, and means to bc adopted
in the adminisIration and execution
of the laws of the empire,
(const. of 1871, art. 7). 1ks far as the proposing
of legislative measures
is concerned,
the bundcsruth resembles a council of state, while in other
respects it has more of the powers of an executive,
It has, also, the power of deciding
on the ways
and means of removing
defects apparent
in the
execution
of the laws of the empire, or in the
rules and regulations
which govern,
and the
institutions
which aid in the administratiou
and
execution of those laws.
It is thus invested with
:l species of supervisory
power.--3.
The several
members of the bundesrath
have the privilege of
21
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being present at the proceedings
of the imperial
diet, of expressing
their opinions on the questions
pending,
and of otherwise
taking part in the
deliberations
of this body.
They may take the
floor at any time.
In case the deh:gates
of a certain state arc unabh: to carry a measure, in the
interest of their govcrmnent,
in the bundesrath,
they may still submit the question to tile imperial
diet, and claim the right to be heard before that
body.
The bundesrath
adviscs on the adoption
or rcjectiou of the legislation
resolved
upon by"
the imperial
diet.
AGain, each of the governments forming
part of the empire has the right,
through
its delegates,
to propose
and advocate
any measure in the bundcsrath
which may come
within the province
of the latter.
In deciding a.
question
of legislation
an absolute
majority
is
hehI sufficient, while on questions
touching constitutional
amendments,
or any change
in the
organic law of the eml)ire, a two-thirds'
majority
is required.
It is in the president of the bundesruth (the emperor)that
tlle authority
is vested to
convene it, to adjourn
it frmn time to time, or
without
day.
It is also he who represents
the
eml)irc in its relation to foreign governments,
de,tcrmines
its diplomatic
relations,
appoints
consular and other officers, etc., and enforces the
execution
of its laws in the several states coming
within its jurisdiction.
)IAx. EBERHARDT.
BUREAUCRACY,
The word bureaucracy
indicates a deep-seated
infirmity which very generally characterizes
the political administration
of
modern times in Europe.
The more the principle
l)revailcd ttpat the state should look after all put)lic interests which could be cared for ouly by its
concentrated
strength,
the greater and mare difficult became the t_tsk of administration,
and the
more dangerous,
at tile same time, the erroneous
conception
of that principle.
If, formerly,
care
for certain
interests
was left too exclusively
to
persons and corporations,
the tendency
now was
to undcrvahm
these individual
powers and c.lrry
the interference
of the state too far.
Conscious
design was here added to error, since it seemed to
those in power that the rule of the whole was best
assured
when cvclT movement
was regulated
from above.
This was the startb_g point of a
system of over-govcrmnent
from which, among
all civilized states of thc old worhl, o,_ly Switzerland and Englaml
have kept themselves
ezltirely
frec.--Besides
this, the problem
rightly
understood had become greater and more difficult.
If
governments
are to satisfy the demands increased
tenfold that are made on the modern state, then
their conduct
demands a greater amount of abil
ity, insight and patriotic
devotion.
Where this
ability, insight and devotion were not found, administration
l_ecamesuperficial
in proportmn as it
extended
its action.
It failed to control the taftnite amount
of material which it sought to rule,
and droppedjnto
a senseless and selfish formalism.
Finally the bureaucratic
body ifi the modern state
takes another position, through its centraiizalmn,
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its multiplied numbers
and its consciousness
of increased power.
It feels itself, under this systcm of
over-government,
absolutelythc
nflingcentrein
all
public life, and forms a class outside of and above
the people.--Under
the pressure
of an over-toYerning and formally-governingburcaucratic
body
imbued with this spirit, the gov(rned
have to suffer in three ways: 1, those affairs in which they
need the intervention
of pulflic authority
are more
frequently
ill managed
than well managed;
2,
riley have to put lip with this intervention
and its
harmful
results in a thousand
cases in which they
might have done without it; 3, they seldom come
• into personal contact with the agents of authority
without
going away with a feeling
of personal
humiliation.--These
three closely connected
evils,
in their combination,
arc designated
by the expression
bureaucracy.
An ignorant,
indolcnt or
corruptible
administration
with
hunmne forms,
or an administration
under rude forms but which
does its duty with intelligence
and real zeal, or a
government
which
leaves things
to take their
course and interferes
only at intervals with strong
measures,
is not bureaucracy
in the sense which
a precise and proper
use of bmguage
connects
with the word.--Bureaucracy
wherever
establishcd has its seat in the organs of the government,
but first of all in the police power;
from this
point it easily extends
to tim whole body of officials and still furlher
to kindred
circles.
It is

is necessary to examine its characteristic
qualities,
formalism
and spirit of caste more ctosely.--The
observance
of certain
forms is indispensable
in
all complicated
private
business;
and so it is in
public administration.
These forms must increase
with the extent of the work, and the endless
"red-tapeism
" of modern
administration
is so
far an unavoidable
attendant
of a more highly
developed
political
life.
But the bureaucratic
condition
differs from a healthy condition in this,
that in the latter form is observed for the sake of
the substance, and in case of necessity is sacrificed
to it, while a bureaucracy
cultivates
form for its
own sake and sacrifices substance to it. Bureaucracy, in the lowest
rank, performs
its official
work not to be useful in its appointed
sphere, but
to carry out the orders received from above; that
is, it observes
a series of prescribed
formalities
for the satisfaction
of superiors.
Those stand
higher who seek to satisfy their sense of duty, by
the same formal service, not without a certain devotion to their calling, but without any intelligent
understanding
of the task to be accomplished
and
the mcans to be usedin accofiaplishing
it. Under
a bureaucratic
rdgime, the fault of the careless
official consists in his want of familiarity
with,
and skill in forms, and, conversely,
it is the merit
of the zealous official that he knows how to dispatch business
quickly
and in a manner
with
which no fault can be found.--When
a bureau-

then found at the counters of tlle postofficc, in the
departments
of conmmnal
administration,
and in
the courts of law.
In constitutional
states, in
which public
officials, municipal
employ_-s and
lawyers
haw; a preponderant
part in legislation,
a.s well as in the absolutist
state, where the work
oflegMation
proceeds entirely from state officials,
legislation
itself bears the stamp of the bureaucratic spirit, in proportion
as the administration
is ruled by it.--The
error that bureaucracy
and
absolutism
are inseparable
was corrected to some
extent
by the experience
of 1848. It was then
shown that radicalism,
too, when it comes to the
hehn,finds
bureaucracy
essentially consonant
with
its nature.
It was also shown that radicalism
had

cratic govermnent
feels the resistance which its
over-government
awakens,
it seeks to break that
resistance
by governing
still more.
When it
strives to improve itsmachinery
the improvement
consists in an increase of formalism
in the public
service.
When its officials break down under
these increased
demands
made upon them, it
makes still higher demands
to secure the cxecution of its will.
Formerly the substance was sacrificed to the form; now, the form loses even its
relative value.
Pressed bythe excess of demands
which can not be met, the most conscientious
public servants have recourse to the falsifying
of
forms, as their make-shift.
When, for example,
more value is placed on the formal correctness
of

had a great npmber of silent adherents
among
the mostzealousservantsofabsolutegovernment;
and they now followed
its victorious
banners,
Since this inability to sacrifice his means of livlihood and official position
to an idea, always
makes
the bureaucrat
a willing servant
of the
power which furnishes him with both, it is always
seen in reactionary
times to be a mistake
that
the ruling power has in him the most reliable
tool.--Bureaueracy
is not exclusively
connected
with
any particular
constitutional
form;
it appears in republican
as well as monarchic
states,
in constitutional
as well asia absolute monarchies,
:But in absolute
monarchies
or in democratic
re-

tables and reports
of the condition
of a district
than
on that condition
itself, a bureaucratic
r6gime must renounce the intrinsic value of such
representations;
it must satisfy itself with reports
and tables determined
by the power of invention
and combination
possessed by their author, and
which correspond
to the actual
condition
only
when the truth is as easily discovered
as untruth.
--The second mark of bureaucracy
is its castelikc separation
from civil society.
The state selects its officials from all classcs,
lt brings together
the sons of noble families,
citizens
and peasants
in the .same departments.
Under
healthy conditions this facilitates
for officials tim understand-

publics,
where the official depends either upon
ttle monarch
or on repeated
elections, rim spirit
of caste from which bureaucracy
receives its oppressive
force can not develop
itself._In
order
to estimate the action of a bureaucracy
rightly it

ing of their calling.
They have been collected
from all classes in order to serve the interests of
all classes with equal devotion.
In states goveraed by a bureaucracy,
the official rather feels
himself placed outside of all classes, and this po-
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sition is not capriciously
chosen.
For while, on
the one hand. he shares his life calling with none
,of these classes,
he, on the other hand, is not
filled with theimpulse
to serve and the conscioushess of serving their common
interests.
Thus
lhere exists between
them and him no mttural
bond.
As a participant
in the positive
power
which is exercised
by the state over all, he con_istent]y claims his isolated place above all other
¢lasses.--Since
this claim, iu a bureaucratic
state
more than in any other, is not supported
by superiorcducation,
political
intelligence
and services
_'cndercd the whole communit_y, it does not uppear in the worthy forms in which real moral and
intellectual
superiority
assert
themselves.
In
,official intercom_e
the middle
classes are treated
harshly, thclowerclassesrudely;
and the nobility
and clergy are made to feel that their former
power has passed over to the bureaucrats.
In social intercourse
we find either complete exclusion
on the part of the bureaucrats,
or a condescension
to other classes of citizens
humiliating
to the
latter.--This
expression of the bureaucratic
spirit
of caste which only the sturdiest natures are able
to avoid, acts deeply and destructively
on the relations of the masses to the state.
When
the
masses see, as the visible representatives
of the
state, officials who rise above them in such isolation. and.when
the necessity
of meeting them is
considered
an impending
misfortune,
the state
itself becomes a foreign and hostile being in the
eyes of the people.
Men submit
to its superior
ibrce when it takes from them, and overlook its
good deeds when it bestows _nything
upon them.
The consciousness
of belonging
to the state, of
forming a living part of the great organism,
the
political sense, the power anti desire of sacrifice
are lost.
But it is this political
sense which
strengthens
the state in time of peace and mainrains it in time of danger.--Bureaucratic
officials
excite a prince who puts himself
in their hands
to an abuse of his power.
On the other hand,
the)' cripple the power of a prince who is not
inclined to rule to their liking, and still does not
dare to break their power.
In reality
such a
prince
is more limited
in the exercise
of the
rights of sovereignty,
by the hampering
influence
of a bureaucracy,
than he could be by constitutional provisions.
For
government
originating

every
with

useful mcasure
of
him is deformed

and rendered
worthless by the bureaucratic
carrying out of it, or it will be set aside and not
carried out at all by tacit agreement
of the bureaucratic body who oppose it.
His rule is only an
apparent
one because effect can not be given to
his will.
The greatest posthumous
fame he can
hope for finds expression
in the familiar saying:
his intentions
were good, but his officials were
IO blame.-Bm'eaueraey
can reach complete
power only when at the head of _lffflil's there are
personages
who belong to it, or at least officials
with no statesmanlike
endowments
and who
endure it.
In like manner
the rule of bureaucracy can only be broken
when statesmen
are
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at the head of the government,
j It would be vain
to expect that any impulse
from below should
have power enough to compel the internal reform
of bureaucracy.
This impulse
would have to
reach to the highest
point,
that is. produce a
revolution;
and if the revolution
succeeded
in
changing all the institutions
of the st/tic but not
in placing statesmen at the he,ad of affaLrs, a new
bureaucracy
would simply take the pla(.e of the
old.--It
is possible to free the state frmn bureaucracy enth'ely--and
in this case it is possible in
every form of government
to the same degree-only through
the intervention
of leading personages filled with the spirit of statesmanship,
the
very opposite
of the spirit
of bureaucracy.'
"Undcr
the rule of statesmen,
bureaucracy
is
annihilated
anti the official body elevated.
The
official now receives
what
bureaucracy
could
l;cver give him. the guarantee
that ability of any
kind will be put in the place belonging
to it,
and the certainty
that he can lay the truth before
the powers above lain without
fear, anti that he
may reckon on its being understood.
The official
knows then that he is of real use; he knows that
his work is no longer condemned
like that of the
Danaids, and that his labor is no longer forced.
to pour cndle:_ floods of ink through the sieve of
desperate circmnstances,
but that it as a means in
a higher hand accomplishes
the sacred life object
toward which it strives."--The
c'_se of Stein at
the head
of the Pru._sian
adminL_tration
has
shown how the most elaborate bureaucracy
may
be metamorphosed
at a blow by the power of _t
single statesman.
But from the course of affairs
under his successors
the further
lesson may be
drawn that the evil develops
iresh germs from
below as soon as the statesman
clement
has disappeared
from above.--See
v. Mohl, StcuttsrecM,
Vblkerrecht und _Politik, v. it., p. 138, etc., 1862. _
K. BRATER.
BURGESSES
(m U. S. H[sTo]¢Y).
I. In
New England
the supreme
legislative
body in
each colony was The Great and Gel_eral 6bus't,
so called because it exercised
judicial functions
also.
As settlers spread further from the radiant
i Compare
Fr. Rohmer's
work,
"Deutschlauds
alteabove
nod
neuc
Bflreaukratie,"
(Munich,
1848),
from which the
isi_ part literally taken.
Bureaucracy was the creature of that so-called enllgbtened absolutism which enunciated the principle: _' ]_verything for the people, nothing through the people," and
which supposed that it could best ser_c the interest of the
state and of citizens by legulating and controlling not
only the affalrs of ststc, but those of municipahties and
even of private person_, leaving nothing for tim individual
himself to do. Bureaucracy pla(.ed all interest.- nnder the
supervision and guardianship of the state. Officials cam_
to form a class or caste, diutinct from the rest of the comnmnity, and standing above it. This bureaucratic rule
was opposed by the nobility and by the liberals. Its influence is not yet evelywhcre entirely at an end, but it can
not long survive the o_.position of a free press, of the
general partlclpatma of the citizens In public affaws, and
tim general extension of constitlltlonal government. See
the article "BIlreaukratic" in Brockhau's "Conversations
lexikon."
Ex).
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_entre of population,
riley were expected to form
township
governments,
whose deputies
were admitted to the general court by vote.
At a later
period new townships
were formally incorporated.
Townships
were therefore
the basis of the
New England
states;
counties
were afterward
formed, but were always formal divisions
of territory,
mainly
for choice
of members
to the
upper
house of the legislature,
or for judmial
convenience.
The active exercise of local government was, and is, altogether
in the hands of the

the anti-federalists
of New York city.
He himself was commander-in-chief;
a knot of young
disciples, Van Ness, the Swartwouts,
and others
(called by the federalists
the "Little
Band") were
the aides; and at thc word of command,
given
through the aides, the popular rank and tile were
to move forward
with the rigid discipline
of au
army and the pitiless
precision
of a machine.
Under
this species of C_esarism the masses, by
yielding a temporary
hcadship
to Burr, the crealure of their will, were to free themselves
from

town meetings.
InMaine the name "plantation"
is still retained.--If
in any part of a township the
population
grows denser, so as to create special
interests,
such as tim lighting or paving of streets,

the domination
of the great families.
_ANY SOCrFTY; V,*N BUI_EN, _IARTL_;
lX_ CON_._TmXS.)
In the spring of
lhus secured the electoral vote of :Kew

to the care of which the general
town meeting,
controlled
by the agricultural
vote. would
be
incompetent,
the legislature
of the state will, on
application,
erect such territory into a borough,
The borough
is governed,
as to the objects aml
privileges specifically
named in the charter,
by a
warden
and a board of burgesses;
in all other
respects it is still a part of the township.
The
warden is the executive
officer, answering
to the
nmyor of a city, as the burgesses
do to the cornmon council.
Boroughs
are also chartered
in
Pennsylvania.--II.
In Virginia
the lower house
of the legislature
was known
as the house of
burgesses
until 1776, when it became the hoase
of delegates.
(See ASSEMBLY.)
A_LEX_2NDER JOIt_BTO]_.

vice-president
of the United
born at Newark,
:N. J., :Feb.

the national success of his party.
In the followingwinter
llewas chosen vice-president.
(See DisPI_'TED ELECTIONS, I.) tIere
his adwmcement
stopped, for in national
politics he had become
dangerous
to tlle Virginia
interest,
and in the
state the great families united actively
against
him.
In the spring of 1804 many :New England
federalists,
despairing
of success
in the south,
were disposed to unite with the Burrites
in the.
middle states.
As a preliminary
Burr was nominated against Morgan Lewis, the Livingston
and
Clinton
candidate
for governor
of :New York,
but through
Hamilton's
active personal
exertions
against Burr, the :New York federalists
did not
support him heartily,
and he was defeated,
tie
therefore
forced a duel upon Hamilton,
and shot
him fatally,
July
11, 1804.
In the resulting
excitement
Burrdisappearedfrompolitics.
After
engaging
in a mysterious
expedition
dowu the
Mississippi,
lie spent severalyears
in Eurol)_', and
then, returning,
practiced law in :New York city
until his death. -- Bumt
CONSPIRACY.
In the
spring
of 1805, Burr,
indicted
for murder
in
:New York aml New Jersey, a homelessand
bankrupt man, made an extensive
tour in the west,
ostensibly
for the purpose
of securing a nomination as congressman
from Tcnnessee.
The Mississippi valley, separated by distanccand
diflicu]ty
of communication
from tlm states cast of the

6, 1756, and died "it :New York, Sept. 14, 1836.
]tie was ,graduated
at the college of :New Jersey
in 1772, and began the study of law, but gave it
up to enter the continental
army,
in which he
reached the rank of cohmel.
He was admitted
to the bar in Albanyin
1782, and in 1783 removed
to New York city.
In 1791 hewas chosen United
JStates senator, anti ahnost immediately
began to
bepromincnt
asan anti-federalist.
Until his time
the politics
of New York, 1776-91, had really
been a triangtdar
contest between
the three great
families
of the state,
the Livingstons,
Climons
and Schuylel_.
(See NEw Yore;).
To an unsur-

Alleghanies,
was apparently
veryloosely
attached
to the Union, and many of its l)rominent
citizens,
including
the commander
of the federal
arm), at
.New Orleans.
had been for years pensioned
by
the Spanish government.
Whether Burr's desi_
was to found a new Union, or perhaps a republican empire like that of _apoleon,
in the Mississil)pi valley, or to press on and invade _lexieo, is
an impenetrablemystery.
The people of the ca._tern states, dreading
that cast and west division,if
the Union which was only eliminated
from political calculation
at last l)y the introduction
of lira
railroad
(see AS_EXATmNS, I. ; UmT_.D STATES),

]BIJRLIN(_AME,
Anson,
was born at :New
Berlin, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1822, and died at St.
Petersburg,
Russia, Feb. 23, 1873.
He was graduated at ttarvard
in 1846. was admitted
to the
bar in 1849, was a representative
in congress
(at
first American,
and afterward
republican)
1855-61, and minister to China 1861-7.
He then
became the Chinese government's
embassador
to
negotiate
treaties with foreign powers.
A.J.
]BURR, Aaron,
_tates
1801-5, was

passed genius for political
intrigue, Burr joined
very considerable
ability as a soldier, and abundance of that pseudo-democraticspiHt
which consists in a willitlgness
to use popular
force for
persoual advancement.
To fight the three great
clans he contrived
a union of the popular
intere_t by introducing
semi-military
discipline
among

. charged
certain
sought
shrunk
to head
pleted
surface

(See TA._i:NO._L'_AT1800 Burr
York and

Burr with the former design,
and it is
that some of the reckless
spirits
who
him during
his tour, would
not have
from any enterprise
in which he offered
thcm.
During the next year Burr cornhis preparations
for that which,
on the
was a colonizing
e_pedition
to the river
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_Tashita,in Texas. He had interestedmany of
his former party associatesin this expedition,
as well as ex-senatorJonathan Dayton, of New
Jersey,
and general Wilkinson,
commanding
at
New Orleans;
and had good grounds
to expect
aid from Great Britain
aud from Mexicans
disaffected to Spain; but from his first entrance into
Kentucky
he found that any attempt
upon the
unity of the nation would be resisted by the great
mass of the western
people.
He succeeded
in
breaking
away from legal proceedings,
which
were at once begun against him in Kentucky,
by
p,'olesting
that his real design was land speculation, by hinting at his aim against the Spaniards
in Mexico, and by private assurances
that he was
acting under the direct sanction of theadministration.
While on his way down the )iississippi
he
found that Wilkinson
had abandoned
the unde,-.taking, and made a me,-it of betraying
it; that
president
Jefferson,
on Wilkinson's
information,
hadissued
a proclamation,
:Nov. 27, 1806, caution.tag all good citizens against joining
the expedition; and that the whole design was a failure.
He therefore left his boats at Natchez, in January,
1807, was arrested
by the president's
order, at
Fort Stoddart,
and conveyed in March
to Richmond for trial, his expedition
having been begun
in Virginia.
lu May his examination
began
before chief juslice
Marshall
and justice
Cyrus
_riflin.
.June 24, the United States grand jury
brought in two indictments
against him, one for
treason and one for misdemeano,',
both based on
his _mtion in levying war within the United States
_$ainst
a friendly
nation,
but with the further
intention,
if possible,
of proving him guilty of
.an attempt to divide the Union.
He was defended
by able counsel
and supported
by the federal
party, who considered his arrest, by the president's
•order and without a warrant, an act of usurputioD,
while tile president, anxious that the result should

the demand for personal attendance was not
pressed,and allowed thetrialto take theform of
a pitched battlebetween the federalparty and
the president,
the head of the republican
party.
Consequently,
his acquittal
of the charge of treason, Sept. 1, for want of jurisdiction,
made him
tile enemy of every supporter
of president Jefferson, and ended his political career forever.
Tho
acquittal
was given only because no overt act of
war had been proved
by two witnesses, and for
this reason the jury at first endeavored
to give a
Scotch verdict
of "not proven,"
but the court
directed it to be entered "not guilty."
Burr was
then tried and acquitted
for misdemeanor,
and
bound over to appear for trial in Ohio, but the
further
prosecution
was dropped.
A few of
Burr's confederates
came to public view, but the
secretiveness
and caution
of the leader has made
the full extent of the conspiracy
a matter of conjecture
only.
(See HAlaEAS COI_P_S.)_
See 1
Hammond'sPoli_icallfi_tory<f2Vew
}_ork;4Randolph's Works _IJefferso_,
70-103; Davis' Life of
])urr," Patron's
L_'e <_ _urT; Monette's
tlist_ry
of the Miss_sippi
Valley;
Robertson's
Trial of
Aaron .Burr; Carpenter's
Trial of Aaron J_ur_';
Van _ess'
Exam52ation
of tl_ Charg'_ against
/_u_'r," Memoirs by General ll¥1kinson.
A_.EX_,_'I)ER Jo_._sTo_.

justify his action, took ahnost a personal
over_sight of the management
of the case.
His cortespondencc contains nine long letters to the dist,'ict
attorney, June-September,
1807, filled with legal
hints and directious,
criticisms
on chief justice
Marshall's
action,
and denunciation
of Lutller
)Iartin, Burr's leading
lawyer, as an "unprincipled and impudent
federal bull-dog."
Nor did
Burr shun the appearance
of a contest.
He even
.subp(_naed
the president
as a witness,
though

BUTLER,
William
Orlando,
was born in
Jessamine
county, Ky., in 1793; was admitted to
the bat' ot Kentucky;
entcrcd
the army and
reached thc grade of lieutenant
colonel in 1812
and that of major gcneral in the Mexican
war;
was a rcpresentative
in congress
1839-43;
and
was nominated
for the vice-presidency
in 1848
as a de,nocrat.
(See DEMOCltATIC-R_PuI_LICAN
PARTY)._Sce Blair's Zife and Writings of ]Vm. O.
Butler.
A.J.

BUTLER,
Benj.
P., was born at Deerfield,
N.H.,
_ov. 5, 1818, was graduated
at Waterville
college
in ]&_8, and practiced
law in Lowell,
Mass.
Until 1860 hewas a democrat.
He served
through the rebellion as major general,
and was
a representative
in congress (republican)
1867-75
and 1877-9.
In 1878 and 1879 he was the candidate of the greenback
party for governor,
and in
both years was supported
by the mass of the
democrats.--See
I_arton's .Butler _n :Yew Orient,s.
A.. J.

C
CACHET, Lettres de,

were letters proceeding
from and signed by the kings of France, and
countersigned
by asecretaryof
state.
They were
called also /ettres closes, or "sealed
letters,"
to distinguish
them from the lettres patentes,
which were in the nature
of public
documents
and sealed with the gre_it seal.
Lettres de cachet
were rarely employed to deprive men oi' th.eir per-

sonal liberty oefore the seventeenth century.
It is
said that they were devised by PSre Joseph under
the administration
of Richelieu.
Thcy were at
first made use of occasionally
as a means of delaying the courseof
justice;
hut during the reign
of Louis XIV. they were obtained by any person
who had sufficient influence with the king or his
ministers,
and persons were thus imprisoned
for
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life, or for a long period, on the most frivolous
pretexts,
for the gratification
of private
pique
or revenge, and without any reason being assigned
for such punishment.
The terms of a lettre de
cachet were as follows:
M. le Marquis de Launay,
je vous fais cette lcttre pour vous dlrederecevoir
dana rnon chdteau de la Bastille le Sieur
, et de
l'y retenirjusqu'd
_wuvel ordre de ma part.
Sur
ce, je p_e Dieu qu'il vous air, M. le Marquis
de
Launay,
en sa saintegarde.
These letters, which
gave power
over personal
liberty,
were openly
sold in the reign of Louis XV. by the mistress of
one of the ministers.
"They
were oftengiven
to
the ministers,
the mistresscsand
favorites as cartes
blanzh_s, or onlywith
the king's signature,
so that
the persons to whom ttleywere
given could insert
such namesandtermsastheypleased."
(Welcker.)
The lettres de cachet were also granted by the king
for the purpose of shielding his favorites
or their
fricndsfrom
theconsequencesoftheircrimes;
and
thus were as pernicious
in their operations
as the
protection
afforded by the clmrch to criminals inn
former age.
Their necessity was strongly main.
mined by thegreat
families,
as they were thusenabled to remove such of their connexions
as had
acted in a derogatory
manner.
During the contentions of the ]_Iirabeau family 59 lettres de cachet
were issued on the demand
of one or other of its
members.
The independent
mentbers of thepal'liaments
and of the magistracy
were proscribed
and punished by means of these warrants.
This
monstrous
evil was swept away at the revolution,
afterLouis
XV-I. hadin vain cndeavoredto
remedy
it.--SIirabcau,
Des Lettres de 6'acl_et, etc., 1782;
Translation,
published
at London, in two volumes,
in 1787; Rotteck and Welcker, Sta_t_.I, ez'_con, art.
" Cachet, Lettres de," by Welcker.
H. G. Bon._.
C,ESARISN.
A sketch of C_sar's
life and
character is a propel" introduction
to the subject
of C_csarism.
Alexander
and Caesar, the two
greatest
stalesmen
of the classical period of ]_uropean
history,
appeared
when the nations
to
which
they respectively
belonged
had already
passed the period of their highest
internal developmcnt.
Alexander
did not even dream of the
future greatness of Rome.
He knew not that the
eourseofempire
was takingitswaywestward,
ttls
eyes rested, by way of preference,
on the east. He
loved Asia and he cm_quered
Asia as a lover,
with the consciousness
and the affection of a man
who feels within himself the power to attract and
make happy the half-resisting,
half-yielding
object
of his love.
C_sar was more fortunate
than
Alexander,
in this, that his victorious
campaigns
were mainly fought to subjugate
the west of still
barbarous
Europe.
:He thus moved
with the
course of the world's
history
and his memory
was borne onward
by its current.
He had no

toward
the Romans,
practiced
all the terrible
harshness
of the military
usages of Rome.
He
conquered
the west exclusively
from motives of
Roman
policy.
Caesar loved Rome as he did
himself.
Rome was called by destiny to unite in
onehumanelyorderedempireallthenationswhich
had prepared
the way for, or produced, European
civilization,
and to make this civilization
accessible to the still backward
nations
of Europe.
But no Roman
understood
this vocation
of his
country so well as Caesar, and no one did more to
fulfill it than he did.
If Rome ever became mistress of the world C_esar deserved
to become the
head of Rome.
When he recognized
this and
strove for this mastery,
he acted not from mstires of morbid
ambition,
as his enemies
and
enviers supposed.
He desired
to be the first,
because
he was the first.
The character
and
spirit of Rome were personified
in him.--Caiua
Julius Caesar, both by his birth and family relations, was connected
with the two principal par
ties which in his time strove for politicalinfiucnce in the capital.
By origin he belonged to one
of the highest
old noble families.
He moved,
especially
in his younger
years, in the highest
circles of the aristocracy
of his time, but on his
mother's side and by his marriage
with Cornelia,
the daughter
of Cimm, he was also related to the
great plebeian
a_Iarius, and connected
with the
democratic
party.
Politically
he had joined this
party at an early day.
In reality
C_esar was
neither
a democrat
nor an aristocrat.
He felt
himself a monarch
to whom all parties should
be subordinate.--But
Caesar was also a thorough
stranger
to the thought
of merely
playing
the
rSle of the friend
of the people and to erect a
tyranny
by the aid of the lower masses.
He had
a heart for the weal and woe of the people.
The
weaknesses and failings of the multitude
could of
course
not escape his clear vision.
He knew
tlmt the multitude
needed direction all(] in certain circumstances
a firm ha.nd, but he cheerfully
fulfilled the first duty of a monarch--to
do good
to the people.
IIe clearly
saw that the aristocratic party
would yield to monarchic
power
only if forced to, and he well knew
that the
democratic
party would far more readily conquer
power for its chief leader,
and leave it to him.
He held to his party even when the following
of
its colors brought him the very reverse of promsfish; but he looked after the interests of the great
masses of the people more carefully and fliligently
after he had come to full power and needed their
approbation
no longer, than at the time of his
rise.
With increasing
self-consciousness
C_sar
became purer, more humane,
greater
Power,
which ruins so many weaker
men, was to him a
condition
of his own ennoblement.
Without
it
his unsatisfied spirit was unrestrained,
passio,mte,
excitable.
Iu power he reco_o-nized his h)fty des

love for the people he conquered
and to whom he
brought
Roman
civilization.
In the long strugglc of the Oauls for freedom
from foreign rule
Caesar, who always
showed
himself
generous

tiny and by it his intellect received a harmonious
development.
There is no greater
proof of his
inborn greatness
than this.
In his youth he was
deeply involved
in the intrigues
of parties, an4
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was fat" from being unstained
scandalous
means employed
these struggles.
He employed,
the leaders of bands who were

by the filth of the
on every side in
too, on occasions,
ready for the per-

petration of any crime.
But even in his youth,
whenever
he took a personal
stand, lie showed
himself as noble as he was brave.
He defended
with energy the cause of his marriage against the
powerful
Sulla, who tried to dissolve
it. He
defended the cause of history
against tim ruling
aristocracy
when
he restored
in splendor
the
statue of the proscribed
Marius, and lauded in
puillic funeral orations the services of the fallen
leaders
of democracy.
He defended
the same
cause of history against
the narrow
party rage
of Iris own adhe,'ents
by showing
due honor to
Pompey and Sulla, hispolitical
opponents.
Wherever it seemed possible to attain a political pur-
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the warnings nor threats drawn from the flight of
birds and the omens of sacrifices.
He even gave
open expression
to his contempt
for these things.
to the horror of the faithful and the vexation
of
hypocrites.
But his firm belief in a divine destiny
in which he confided, speaks for the instinctive
religious trait in his character
far more than the
temples which he built in honor of the gods.-The cheerful
amiability
of his nature
was especially manifest in his liberality,
his social connections, and his relations
with women.
He was
generous
to such a degree that he might have
been considered
a spendthrift
had hc not been
C_esar.
On this account
he became invoh,ed
in
his youth in debt to such an extent that he was
able to pay it only in his riper years.
But when
he controlled
the power of the state, and with it
corresponding
wealth,
his coffers
were never

pose through
an understanding
with men the
most prominent
and powerful,
he took all pains
to UdCethat peacefulcourse.
Through
thedifferent alliances which he brought about, hewon more
than one great bloodless
victory.
He was e._pecially averse to brute
force and preferred
the
peaceful measures of political effort and demonstration,
to military
action.
He did not love
war, though
he knew he was the greatest soldier
of his time, and was sure in advance
of the
greatest triumphs.
He was first a statesman and
tile,, a warrior.
The great truth that war is
merely the violent
form of politics,
and must
therefore be conditioned,
directed and limited by

empty,
no matter how liberal
were his gifts.
The youth might have been considered
a spendthrift, because
he did not limit
his expenses
by his income.
The man of mature years was
evidently an excellent
manager, for he achieved
great things without
disturbing
the balance between his income and expenses.
Different
traits
of his are handed
down which show his tender
relations to women.
The respect for his mother,
the love he bore his first and his last wife, the
fatherly affection
he heslowed
on his daughter
Julia,
and even the tender
regard
shown
his
seco,,d
wife after divorce, have been sigimhzed
by history.
That such a man found much favor

the political mind,
so clear in lnstory,

has perhaps never been made
as by tile life and career of

with women and enjoyed
this favor in a high
degree, can astonish no one.
But no matter how

Julius
Cmsar.--The
magnanimity
with
which
C0esar spared his enemies is proverbial.
Even
during the civil war he respected
the Roman and
the man in his enemies.
His humane conduct
was tile more praiseworthy
when compared
with
the
bloody
persecutions
which
"dl victorious
leaders of parties inflicted on their political oppoheats, both before and after him.
C_esar wished
to combine all the forces of the nation and direct
them to the common
service of the fatherland,
He was raised high above the narrowness
and
shortsightedness
of party hatred.
In this, too, he
was a real emperor, that his guidance
of the state
did not favor tile oppression of one party by anoth.'
er, hut the free rivalry of all parties, for the cornmon weal.
He erred rather
iu forgiving
his
enemies too readily than in punishing
them too
severely.
Conscious of his own magnanimity
he
was too much inclined to attribute
to others better
intentions than they had; and because he himself
saw clearly how necessary he was to the state, he
hastily, but too hastily concluded
that the aristocracy saw it likewise.--C_esar
w_m not religious_fterthetraditioaalmannerofthe
Romans.
Hewas
initiated into the arts of the priesthood ,tt an early
age, and knew how greatly
the ancient religion
was misused for politicalpurposes.
He ridiculed
the signs and wonders which the priests held in
readiness to cheek obnoxious
measures,
and allowed himself to be guided in his acts neither
by

many love affairs he may have had in later years,
he was too much of a statesman
to let his loves
interfere with tim interests of the state.
He made
good use of marriages to strengthen
politicn] slitances, but he drew a very sharp distinction
hetween his private loves and polities,
l-tecould n. t
endure that tile institution
of marriage
should in
an)" way be despised or attacked
by the people.-Itc was like all men of monarchical
nature, a lover
of order and too great an organizer to undervalue
the significance
of fixed forms of law.
At the
same time his genius was so marked
and his hature so imperial
tlmt often in his life he overstepped
the barriers high and low of recognized
law, and demanded
without hesitation
exceptions
from the rule wherever
it seemed ncedf,,l to him
from high political
considerations.
He carried
tile law of his own mode of action in himself;
when in conflict
with tile laws of the land he
broke through them iu order to fulfill his mission;
he was clearly conscious
that he was called to
found a new order of things.--He
was not a llero
of religion, but of science; not a churchman,
but
a statesman.
Ite, like all distinguished
Romans,
lind to thank Grecian
masters for his early scientific training.
He was as familiar with Greek as
with Latin literature
and was even a master of
language.
He was in his studies a sober but a
penetrating
investigator,
and gave himselfupwith
pleasure
to natural
sciences and grammar.
His
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correction
of the calendar is one of the examples
of the application
of science to public uses most
worthy of imitation.
He hada great reputation
as an orator even in those days of most brilliant
formal eloquence,
although
he despised the framlug of ornate
phrases, and sought
effect only
through
the clearness
of his thoughts
and the
power of his personality.
From his "Commentaries on the Gallic War," we learn to value his
smooth and natural
style.winch
describes
situations and events so clearly, without
pretension
or
idle ornament,
tie also engaged
in written political
controversies,
being no less skillful
in
encounters
with the pen than ia battles
with
the sword.
Pre-eminently
in favor of publicity,
he was thc first to have the procccdings
of the sem
ate and the people made public, in writing.
The
political press may lmnor him as its intellectual
father,
lie aided and protnotcd
higher culture in
every direction.--IIis
chief study, however,
was
the state.
Single men of antiquity
may be named
who surpassed
him in ait other branches of iatellectual activity,
but as a statesman
he holds um
questionably
the lirst rank in the ancient world,
"Histalentfororganizationwaswondcrful;
never
did a statcsnmn so cement his alli:m(:es, never did
a commander
so weld and hold togethcr an army
of disconnected
and opposing elements, as C_esar
(lid his coalitions
and his legions.
Never did a
ruler judge his instruments
with so penetrating
a
glance.
No man ever knew better how to put
the right man in the right place.
He was a menarch, but never played at being king.
Perfectly
pliant and flexible, agreeable and graceful in conversation,
obliging to evei T man, he appeared
to
desire nothing but to be the first amonghis
equals.
No matter
how much cause troubled
relations
with the senate gave him, he never had recourse
to brutality
like that of the 18th Brumaire.
Coesar was a monarch,
but tie was never affected
by the giddiness
of tyranny,
lie accomplished
the pos.sible, and never neglected
the good for
the sake of the impo_ible
better.
]de never disdaincd to mitigate
incurable
evils by, at least,
palliative
measures.
But wherever he recognized
that fate had spoken he ahvays submitted.
Alexander
on the llyphasis,
_Napoleon at )Ioscow,
turned
back because they could not help it, and
were angry at fate l)reau_e it grants
only limited
success to its f.tvorites;
Cm_ar turned b.'_ek willingly from the. Tlmmes and the Rhine, and kept
in mind on the Danube and the Euphrates
that it
was not for him to entertain
an)" exaggerated
plan of world-eoaquest.--Like
every true statesman hc served the people not for the sake of reward, not even for the reward
of their love, but
sacrificed the favor of his contemporaries
for the
blessing of the future, and above all for the glory
of savilJg and rejuvenating
his n;ttiou."
(Mommsen.y--He
restored long-absent
peace to the state,
and re-established
law and order in it; he limited
the power of the senate, and the influence of the
comitia;
but at the same time he saw to it that
under his own personal direction and control only

proper
men should
be elected to public offices
and should make a moderate use of their official
power.
IIe did not allow the provinces
to be
fleeced by their governors.
He restored order to
the finances;
restrained
the army
within
the
bounds of duty, and purified thc-administration
of
justice of many abuses.
He pronloted
the cause
of civilization
in every way on the basis of GrecoRonmn science and culture.
He sought toinfuse
new life into the old Roman aristocracy
by t,lking
into their body new persons of distinction"
to elerate the condition
of the oppressed
classes of the
people by colonization
on a large scale, by modilying
the laws relating
to debt and the opening
up of new industries;
to give support to the poor
by the systematic
distribution
of corn among
them.
I:Ic extended
the right of citizenship
farther over the nearest provinccs
and thus broadcued the real foundation
of the Roman commonwealth.
Through
numerous
colonies
in the remote provinces
he opened a new field to the progtess of Roman civilization,
and thus promoted
the civilization
of these provincesthemselves.
His
grc'_t edifices employed the laboring power of the
nation
and increased
the common weal, for in
them the useful and the beautiful were combined.
lie was hindered
in the execution
of many great
plans by the passions,
as foolish
as they were
wicked, of the so-called patriots, who, by the tourder of the greatest of Roman statcsnmn,
inflicted
the deepest wound
on their fatherland
which
they thought to save in this manner.--Cmsar
cherished the design of giving to the wor:d a comt)rchensive code of law.
If ever there was a Roman
fitted to leave the world l¢oman-hun,an
laws, that
Roman
was C_sar.
But fate decided
against
him here, and 500 years hter gave a f_rr inferior
ruler the glo_ T of framing,
from the memories of
a greater past, a code which the most libcnfl Roman with creative
mind had wished in vain to
produec.--Cmsar,
dying, bequeathed
to the world
the idea of empire.
History
was juster
than
Romc, inasmuch
as it connected
his n,,mc indissolubly v_'ith the grandestinstitution
which antiqul'ty introduced
into the world, but the full perfcction of which only the future was destined
to
sec. The Romans themselves preferred
the name
of Augustus
for their cmperors.--The
name of
Cmsar designates
also the degenerate
variety of
the empire known as Cmsarism which in our lime
has bceu renewed
by the Napoleons,
and which
would therefore
be more correctly
termed Napeleonism.
]t has, it is true, certain characteristic
traits which recall C_csar, but still more his suctossers-, the old Roman emperors, and which recall
especially
the connection
with democratic
institutions of a political
one-man
power
inclined to
dictatorship,
an absolute
autocracy
on the basis
of the fourth
estatc, upon which the ruler leans
and whose interests
he cares for.
Coesarism
wishes well to tim multitude
which
does homage
to it, and is tyrannical
toward all opposition which
stands in its way.
It has a political ideal which
it wishes to realize, but in this ideal freedom has
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no dignity andno power.
Everything
{s directed
from above, as if by a god, with the approval
of
an accommodating
senate and subservient
representatives of the masses.
The financial, the milltary, the intellectual
powers of the nation are all
subservient
to the state and to Cmsar who is the
highest expression of the state and represents
its
unity, its l)ower and its dignity.
The adminis_ration introduced
by Cmsarism is distinguished
by a well-considered
system
of olIices which are
easily controlled
from accntre by skillful machin_ery, and therefore
such an administration
has
rather
a mechanical
than an organic
character,
Its character is such that it does not allow of any
self-determination
of its membcrs.
It prevents
the danger of party rule, but it suppresses allliar .
ties.
It acknowledges
the duty of caring for the
nation and advancing
its interests;
it is a powerful stimulant
to enterprises
which promote
the
common good, but still it hinders the free devclopment of the best powers of the nation, for this
is possible only in the atmosphere
of a more gcneral freedmn.
It seizes power quickly'md
wields
it unsparingly.
At home it wields
to() much
power; abroad it is bold and cnterprising.
In
order to find recognition
and safety, it needs dazzling results at home and glorious victories abroad,
Disaster
aml defeat endanger
its cxistence.--A
cultured-nation
endm'cs C,'esarism only when moradlydebasedanditapprehcndsthclossofitspropcrty and its t)leasurcs.
People who love freedom
_combat it as the enemy of their liberties.
It can
lie approved
only when the Cmsar fat" surpasses
the nation which tie rules, in mind and character,
"An undeceivable,
infallible
and imlefatigable
head, and an incapable
or unworthy
nation,"
such are, according
to Ollivier's
happy expression, "the fundamental
conditions
of a Csesarian
democracy."
Such a head is not to be found.
The powers
of a C_esar even arc limited
from
the first.
Even for a gifted
Cmsar it is not possible to acquire the wisdom
of age in youth, not'
to preserve youthful
freshness in advanced years.
C_es:lrism is not reconcilable
with hereditary
monarchy,
and an elective
monarchy
is no safeguard against the C_esar-madness
which seizes
those who wickedly pretcnd to be the possessors of
preterhuman
power.
J.C. BLUNTSCtILI.
CALENDAR.

(See PARLIAMENT.4.RY LAW.)

CALHOUN,
John
Caldwell,
was born
in
.kbbeville district, S. C., March 18, 1782, and died
in Washington
city, March 31, 1850. lie was
graduated
at Yale in 1804, was admitted
to the
bar in 1807, and served as representative
in (:ongress 1811-17 (see BA__K CONTROVERSIES, ILL),
when he became secretary
of war.
lie was vicepresident from 1825 until 1831, when he resigned
,(see NULLIFICATION) to become
senator
fl'om
_South Carolina.
lle
was
secretary
of state
1843-5 (see Ah_,'EX.*.TIONS, III.), when he again
became senator, dyingin
office,
lie was theparticularist
of particularists,
the leader of that ele-
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ment of the democratic
party which
made no
allowance
for tile counUT's developmcnt
or growing necessities,
but insisted
on construing
the
constitution
according
to the needs of 1777-89.
lie held that thest.ites weresovereign,
(sec STATE
SOVEREIGNTY); that the constitution
was merely
a compact or treaty between
separate,
sovereign
nations, to be construed
entirely
by the rules of
internatiomd
law; that such a treat)-,
when
broken by one state, was no longer binding upon
any; and that, consequently,
the declaration
of a
state that the constitution
lind been violated,
absolvc[l the people of that statefrom
any further
allegiance
or obedience to the United States until
the wrong had been nmde good.
(See ALLEOIANCE, SECESSION.)
It must be remcmbcred
that, to Calhoun's mind, this theory did not milltate against the existence
of the Union; it only
operated
as a check
upon
the tyranny
of a
national majority,
lie was a master of logic; let
his premises, that the states werc originally
sovereign, and that they separately,
not unitedly,
revolted from Great Britain
(see DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE), lie granted, and it would be
difficult to make any head against his argumcnts.
tlc was ahvays
in advance
of the other politiclans of his section, and the south only came up,
in 1860, abreast with the doctrine whicb he had
taught in 1850. He died in the unhappy bclief
that the south had been entrapped,
under the
supposition
that she was merely forming
an alliancc with a more powerful
neighbor, into a corporate
union in which
shc was to be helpless
under her neighbor's
superiority
in number
of
voters and other advantages.
(See DE._IOCRATIC
P._RTY, III.,
IV.; BANK CONTROVERSIES,
III.;
_UI,LIFIC;tTION;
ANNEXATIONS,
IIL; COMPRO._tlSEs, V. ; SLAVEIC.Y;
STATE
SOVEREIG.N'TY;
WERRITOI{.IES; SECESSION; ADMINISTIiATIONS, VII1.,
IX., XIV.)--Sec
Jenkins'
Life of Callwan;
Parton's Famous American,v
Crall_'s
Works of Cal]wuT_; A. H. Stephcns'
War J_etween. the States;
Appleton's American Cyclapcedia, art. "Calhoun";
Thomas' Carolina Tribute to Calhoun; 24 2_'ational
Quarterly Rco/'ew.
ALEXANDER JOH,NSTON.
CALIFORNIA,
a state of the American Union,
formed from territory acquired from 3Iexico.
(See
AN._EXATIONS, IV.)
One of the earlicst events
of the Mexican war was the formation
of a provisional government
in 1846 in the Mexican province of Vpper, or Alia California,
by commodore
Stockton
and colonel J. C. Fremont.
When the
treaty of GuadalupcIIidalgo,
in 1848, transferred
to the United States the title to the soil, the provisional military govermnent
was continued,
owmg to the in'tbility of congress to settle the status
of shivery in theacquired
territory.
(See WII.MOT
Pnovlso.)
Thc discover T of gold, in 1848, increased the population
so rapidly that in 1849 a
convention,
called by the military
governor,
framed a state
constitution,
Sept.
1-Oct.
13,
which was ratified by popular vote, :Nov. 13. It
fixed the state limits as follows:
"Beginning
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where longitude
120 ° west from Greenwich
intersects latitude 42 ° north; thence south to latitude
39 ° north;
thence southeast to theriver
Colorado;
thence
down
the Colorado
to the Mexican
1)oundary,
and west oil the Mexican
boundary
line to the Pacific ocean; tbcnce
in a northwesterly dircction
along the Pacific coast to latitude
42 _ north, and thence east to the beginning;
ineluding all tile islands, harbors
and bays on the
P'tcific coast."
Tim capital was to be San Jose,
since changed
to Sacramento
by the legislature,
and the governor was to hold office for a term of
two)'ears,
changed in 1862 to four )'cars.
Article
I, ,_ 18, provided that slavery should never be tolecrated in the state.
From this provision
arose the
opposition
in congress
to California's
admission,
which was not accomplished
until Sept. 9, 1850.
(Sce CoMPItO._lISEb, V.)--In
national
politics California was at first steadily democratic.
In 1852
the democrats
obtained cutire control of the state
government,
and rctaincd it until 1860. A strong
whig opposition,
aver'_ging
about 42 per cent. of
the total vote, was kcpt up until 1855, and the
opposition
vote was then for several years very
evenly divided betwccn the republican
and Amerlean, or know nothing,
parties.
After 1855 an
opposition
was developed
among the democrats,
beaded by U. S. senator
Brodcrick,
1)ut it never
succeeded
in oustiug
the regular wing from the
control of the party.
In 1860 democratic
dirtsion gave the electoral vote of the state to Lincoln,
the popular vote lJeing 39,173 rep., 38,516 Douglas dcm., 34,334 Brcckenridge
dem., and 6,817
const, union; but the Douglas
democracy
had a
strong nmjority in the legislature.
In national
politics, 1860-76, the state was steadily rcpublican, though
usually
by a close votc; in 1868
Grant had but 506 majority
in a total vote of
108,660.
]n 1880 the state east its electoral vote
for Hancock
by a very slender majority,
one of
the democratic
clectors being defcated.--Iu
state
politics, 1860-76,
California has been alternately
democratic
and republican.
Since 1876 itspolitics havebecu
achaos.
The national parties have
been supplemented
byvarious
state organizations
based on opposition
to Chinese immigration,
to
the influence of great corporations
in politics, or
to the growth of monopoly
in land, or on a general support of the interests of workingmen.
The
result
of the continuous
agitation
kept up by
these was the formation
of a new constitWion
which was adopted by a state convention,
_Iarch
3, 1879, and ratificd by popular vote May 7, 1879.
Among
other
changes
this instrument
prohibited the admission
of any native
of China to
the privileges
of an elector;
the grant
of money
or special privileges to corporations
by the legislalure; the passage of special or local laws by the
legislature
in thirty-three
specified cases; the buying and selling of shares of stock in boards under
the control
of any association
; the making
of
contracts for future delivery of stock, or of sales of
stock on margins;
the grant of aid or the pledge
of credit, by the legislature,
or by any county,
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city, or mffnicipal
corporation,
to any institution
controled
by any sect,
or to any individual
or
corporation
whatever;
and the grant
by ,'my of
these bodies of extra compensation
to any public
servant.
It authorized
the legislature
tolimit the
charges
of telegraph
or gas companies;
retired
two of the six supreme
court justices at the end
of each four years; withheld the salary of judges
of the higher grades so long as their court dccis.
lens were more than ninety days in arrears;
forfeited all existing charters
under which
boT_afide
organization
had not taken place;
forbade
the
"watering"
of stock;
provided
for minority
stockholders'
representation
in boards of directors; orderedall
corporations
to submit their books
to the inspection
of stockholders;
made all railroad, canal and transportation
companies
subject
to legislative
control;
estal_lished
an elective
board of railroad
commissioners
to fix rates of
chargcs by railroad and transportation
companies,
which rates were to be observed
by the companies under penalty of not more than $20,000 fine
for each offense, and, in the discretion
of the legislature, the forfeiture
of the charterl
condemned
the hohling of large tracts of land by individuals
orcorporatlons
asagainst
the public interest;
and
forb'ute the employment
of Cllinese by private or
municipal
corporations.
Itsprovisionshave
been
thus fully giveu because thcy were, at the time of
the adoption of the constitution,
generally
attributed to tile influcnoe
of local California
demagogues,
and excited wide-spread
alarm among
capitalists
and corporations,
many of whom made
preparations
to lcave the state.
Tile success or
failureof
the constitution
is not yet well assured.
(See CONSTITUTIONS,
STATE.)--The
derivation
of
the name California
is veryuncertain;
it was first
applied by Bcrnal
Diaz to a single bay on the
coast, and thence transferred
to the entire country.
The popular
name is The Golden ,State.GOVEIt.'CORS: Peter
H. Burnett (1850-52), John
Bigler (1852-6), J. Neely Johnson (1856-8), John
B. Wcller(1858-60),
Milton S. Latham (1860-62),
Leland
Stanford
(1862-4), F. F. Low (1864--8),
Itenry
II. Haight
(1868-72),
Newton
Booth
(1872-6), William
Irwin
(1876-80),
George
C.
Perkins (1880-84).--See
Poorc's Federal al_d State
Constitutions;
Cutts' Colul_test of California;
Tuthill's History of Califor_zia," Capron's
tIist¢n'y of
California;
Norman's
Youth's History (_ California; Sould's Annals of San tS'ancisco; McClellan's
The Golden State/ Appleton's
Annual
Cyclop_lza,
1861-80.
ALEXANDER JOI_NSTON.
CANADA.

(See DoMr_ioN

OF CANADA.)

CANALS.
A canal is an artificial
channel,
filled with water kept at the desired
level by
means of locks or sluices, forming a communication between
two or more places--1.
H/stor_g
Sketch of Can(ds.
Ancient Canals.
The comparalive cheapness and facility with which goods may
be conveyed
by sea or by means of navigable
rivvrs seem to have suggested,
at a very earl)'
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period, the formation of canals.
The best authencompleted in the remotest period of their history.
ticated accounts
of ancient Egypt represent that
.(Bavrow's
China, p. 335, etc. ; La Lande, Cana_x
country
as intersected
by canals conveying
the
de, Navigation,
p. 529, etc.)----3. Italian
Canal._.
waters_)f
the Nile to the more distant parts of the
The Italians were the first people in modern Eucountry,
partly for tile purpose
of irrigation
and
rope that attempted
to plan and execute
canals.
partly for that of internal navigation.
The efforts
They were principally,
however, undertaken
for
made by the old Egyptian
monarchs,
and by the
the purpose of irrigation;
and the works of this
Ptolemies,
to construct a canal between
the Red
sort executed in the Milanese and other parts of
sea and the :Nile, are well known, and evince the
Lombardy,
in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth
high sense which they entertained
of the imporcenturies, are still regarded
as models, and excite
tance of this speci.es of communication.
(Ameilthe warm admiration
of every one capable of aphon, Commerce de_ E_yptiens,
p. 76.)--Greece
was
preciating
them.
In 1271 the Navilio Grande, or
too small a territory,
too much intersectcd
by
canal leading from Milan to Abbiate Grasso and
arms of'the
sea, and subdivided
into too many
the Tesino, was rendered
navigable.
(Young's
independent
states, to afford much scope for inTravels in i_'_.a_we, etc., vol. it., p. 170.)---4. Dutch
land navigation.
Attempts
were, however, made
Canals.
:No country in Europe
contains,
in proto cut a canal across the isthmus of Corinth;
but
portion to its size, so many navigable
canals as
they did not succeed.--The
Romans did not disthe kingdom
of the Netherlands,
and particularly
ting'uisli themselves
in canal navigation.
Their
the province of Holland.
The construction
of"
aqueducts,
the stupendous
ruins of which attest
these canals commenced
as early as the twelfth
the wealth and power of their founders,
were incentury, when, owing to its central and convenient
tended to furnish supplies of water to some adjoinsituation, Flandcrs began to be the entrep6t of the
lag city, and not for the conveyance
of vessels or
commerce between the north and south of Europe.
produce.--2.
C]dTzese Canals.
In China, canals,
Their number
has since been astonishingly
inpartly for irrigation
and partly
for navigation,
creased.
"Holland,"
says :blr. Phillips,
in his
have existed from a very early period.
The most
"History
of Inland Navigation,"
is "intersected
celebrated
among them is the Imperial
or Grand
with innumerable
canals.
They may be corncanal, commencing
at Hang-tchou,
near the mouth
pared in number and size to our public roads and
of the Tching-tang-chiang
river, in about latitude
higbways;
and as the latter with us are contin30 ° 22' north, longitude
119 ° 45' east; it then
ually full of coaches, clmises, wagons, carts and
stretches
north,
and crossing
the great rivers
horsemen
going fl'om and to the different
citie._,
Yang-tse-Kiang,
and lIoang-ho,
terminates
at Lintowns and villages,
so, on the former, the Holring, on the Eu-ho rive)', in about latitude
37 ° landers in their boats and pleasure
barges, their
north, longitude
116 ° east.
The direct distance
treckschuyts,
and vessels of burden, are confinubetween the extreme limits of the canal is about
ually journeying
and conveying
connnodities
for
512 miles, but, including
its bends, it is above 650
consumption
or exportation
from the interior of
miles in length; and as the Eu-ho, which is a navthe country to the great cities and rivers.
An inigable river, unites with the Pei-ho, also navigable,
habitant
of Rotterdam,
may, by means of tliese
an internal
water communication
is thus estabcanals, breakfast
at Delft or the Hagne, dine at
lished between
Hang-tchou
and Pekin across 10 ° Leyden, and sup at Amsterdam,
or return home
of latitude.
But apart from its magnitude
and
again before night.
Bythem,
also, amost prodigutility, the Grand canal does not rank high as a ious inland trade is carried
on between
Holland
work of art.
A vast amount
of labor has, howand every part of Fra,_ce, Flamlers
and Germany.
ever, been expended upon it; for though it mostly
When the canals are frozen over, they travel on
passes through a flat country, and winds about to
them with skates, and perform long journeys
in a
preserve its level, its bed is in parts cut down toa
very short time; while heavy burdens
are congreat depth, whilein other parts it is carried over
veyed in carts and sledges,
wlfich are then as
extensive
hollows, and even lakes and morasses,
much used on tlm canals as on our streets.--The
on vast mounds of earth and stone.
The sluices,
yearly profits produced
by these canals are almost
which preserve its waters at the necessary level,
beyond belief;
but it is certain,
and has been
are all of very simple construction,
being merely
proved, that they amount to more than £950,000
intended to elevate or depress the height
of the
for about 400 miles of inland navigation,
whiel_
water by a few inches; as, excepting
these, there
is £625 per mile, the square surface of which mih_
is not a single lock or interruption
to the navigadoes not exceed two acres of ground;
a profit sc_
tioa throughout
the whole length of the canal,
amazing that it is no wonder other nations should
It isseldom more than 5 or 6 feet in depth, and in
imitate what has been found so advantageous.-dry seasons is sometimes
considerably
less.
The
The canals of Holland are generally 60 feet wide.
vessels by which
it is navigated
are sometimes
and 6deep, and are carefully kept clean; the mud,
rowed, and sometimes draggedbymen,
so thatthe
as manure,
is very profitable.
The canals ar_
navigation is for themost
part slow.
The canal is generally levels; of course locks are not wanted.
frequently faced with stone.
The construction
of From Rotterdam
to Delft, the Hague, and Leyden.
this great work is usually ascribed to the Tartars,
the canal is quite level, but is sometimes
affected
but the Chinese allege that it was merely repaired
by strong winds..
For the most part the canals
and renovated
by the latter, and that it had been
are elevated
above the fields or the countr)',
tc_
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•enahle them to carry off the water which in _'inter inundates
the land.
To drain the water from
Delftland,
a province
not more than 60 miles
long, they employ 200 windmills
in springtime
to
raise it into the canals.
All the canals of tIolland
axre bordered
with dams or banks of immense
thickness,
and on these depends
the security of
tile country
from inundation;
of course it is of
great moment to keep them in the best repair; to
effect which there is a kind of militia, and ever),

formed within
the last 50 years.
At the latter
place there is a powerful
steam engine for supplying the canal with water during
neap tides,
and for other purposes.
The time spent in towing
vessels from Nicudiep to Amsterdam
is 18 hours.
The Helder is the only spot on the shores of Holland that lms deep water; and it owes this advantage to its being opposite to the Texel. which, by
contracting
the communication
between the German ocean and the Zuyder
Zee to a breadth
of

village has a magazine of proper stores and men,
whose business it is to convey stones and rubbish
_iu carts to any damaged
place.
When a certain
bell rings, or the waters are at a fixed beight,
•every man repairs to hispost.
To every ]louse or
family there is assigned a certain ])art of the bank,
in tim repair of which they are to assist.
When
a breach is apprehended,
they cover the banks all
over with cloth and stones."--5.
(/_7_,lfroJn Am,_ter_hlm t_ _Nieud#p, near the IIehler.
The object
of this canal, which is the greatest work of its
kind in Holland,
and probably in the world, is to
_fford
a safe and easy passage for large vessels
from Amsterdam
to the German ocean.
This city
.has 40 feet of water in the road in front of its
port, but the pampus or bar at the junction
of tbe
Y _ ith the Zuyder Zee, 7 miles below, has only a
depth of 10 feet; and hence all ships of any considcrable
burden
entering
or leaving
the port
must unload and load part of their cargoes with.out the bar.
As the Zuyder
Zee is everywhere
_ull of shallows,
all ordinary means of improving
_the access to Amsterdam
were necessarilyineffectual: and the resolution
w'_s, therefore,
at length
adopted,
of cutting
a canal from tbe city to the
Heldcr, the most northern
point of the province
of Holland.
The distance between these extreme

about a mile, produces
a current
which
scours
and deepens the channel.
Immt_diatcly
opposite
the Helder there are 100 feet water at high tides,
and at the shallowest
part of the bar to the westward there are 27 feet.
In the same way, the
artificial mound
which runs into the Y opposite
Amsterdam,
by contmctitlgthe
waterway to about
1,000 feet, keeps a depth of 40 feet in tile port (at
high water), while above and below there is only
10 or 12.--The
canal was begun in 1819, and
finished in 1825. The cost w_,s estzmated at the
sum of 10,000,000
or 12.000,000
florins, or about
£1,000,000.
If we computethe
magnitude
of this
canal by the cubic contents
of its bed, it is the
greatest, we believe, in the world, unless some of
the Chinese canals be exceptions.
The volume of
water which it contains,
or the plume de _'emplissage, is twice as great as that of the New York
canal, or the canal of Languedoc,
and two and a
half times as great as that of the artificial part of
the Caledonian
canal.
In consequence,
however,
of the facility with which the Dutch
canal was
dug, and of the evenness
of the ground through
which it passes, the difficulties
the engineer
had
to meet in making
it were trifling
compared
to
those which had to bc overcome
in constructing
the canals now mentioned.
We have not learned

points is41 English
miles, but tim length of tbe
canal is about 50½. Tl_e breadth at the surface of
tim water is 124½ English feet (120 Rhinland feet);
the breadth
at bottom 36; the depth 20 feet 9
inches.
Like the Dutch canals generally,
its level
is that of the highest tides, and it receivesits
sup:ply of water from the sea.
The only locks it
xequires
are, of course, two tide locks at the ex,-tremities; but there are, besides, two sluices, with
a'foodgatcs in the intermediate
space.
It is crossed
.by 18 drawbridges.
The locks and sluices arc
double, i. e., there are two in the breadth of the
.canal; and their constrtiction
and workmansldp
.are said to be excellent.
They are built of brick,
:for econom3k; but bands of limcstozie
are interposed at intervals,
andthese
project about an inch
.:beyond the brick, to protect it from abrasion
by
thesides of vessels.
There is a broad towing-path
,on each side, and the canal is wide enough to admit of two frigates
passing.--The
line which the
canal follows may be easily traced on a map of
tlolland.
From the Y at Amsterdam
it proceeds
northtoPurmerend;thencewesttoAlkmaarlake;

what returns
this canal yields; most probably
it
is not, at least in a direct point of view, a profitable concern.
Even in Holhnd,
notwithstanding
the lowness of interest, it would
require tolls to
the amount of £40,000 a year to cover imcrest and
_,xpenses;
and so large a sum can hardly,
we
should think, be raised by the verymoderale
tolls
laid on the ships passing
through it. This, however, is not the only consideration
to bc attended
to in estimating
the value of a work of this sort.
Its influence in promoting
the trade of Amsterdam, and, indet,d, of Holland, may far more than
compensate
for its cost.
It is evident,
too, that
the imposition
of oppressive
tolls would
have
effectually
counteracted
this adwmtage;
that is,
they would
have defeated
the very object for
which the canal was constructed--A
new canal
has been built in Holland from the Zuyder Zee at
Vuurtoren
to Amsterdam,
through the Het-ij,WijKer-meer
to the :North sea near Brcesaap.
The
entranceintotlmNorthseaisbytwojettics,
thaton
the north 2,000 m_tres in length, that on the south
1,500.
The canal drains
6,000 hectares(15,000

ag'_in north by Alkmaar
to a point within 2 milcs
of the coast, near Petten;
whence it runs nearly
par'l]lcl to the coast till it joins the sea a little to the
cast of the Heldcr, at the fine harbor of _Nieudiep,

acres) of land, and shortens the journey from Amsterdam to the sea by 56 kilom_tres.--It
is almost
unnecessary
to say that railways have superseded
the use of canals for passenger traffic, and that the
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service of the latter is confined almost entirely to means of the river Gotha, and the lakes Wener,
the carriage of goods.--6, .Danish Ca_al,s. The Wetter, etc., from Gottenburg to Soderkccpiug on
Holstein canal, folTaerly belonging to Denmark,
the Baltic. The first and most difficult part of
is of very considerable importance.
It joins the this enterprise was the perfecting of the comm_river _Eyder with Kiel bay on the northeast coast nication from Gottenburg to the lake Wcner. The
of Holstein, forming a navigable communication
Gotha, which flows frmn the latter to the former,
between the /_orth sea, a little to the north of is navigable, through by far the greater part of its
ZIetigoland, and the Baltic, enabling ve_els to course, for vessels of considerable burden; but,
pass from the one to the other by a short cut of besides others less difficult to overcome, the naviabout 100 miles, instead of the lengthened and gation at the point called TrSllh_etta isinterruptcd
difficult voyage round Jutland, and through
by a series of cataracts about 112 feet in height.
the Cattegat and the sound.
The Eyder is Owing to the rapidity of the river, and the stubnavigable for vessels not drawing more than 9 born red _q'anite rocks over which itflows, and by
feet water from Tonningen, near its mouth, to perpendicular batiks of which it is bounded, the
Rcndsburg, where it is joined by the caned, which attempt to cut a lateral c'mal, and still more to
communicate_ with the Baltic at Holtenau, about render it directly navigabh.', presented the nmst
3 miles north of Kiel. The canal is ab,ut 26 formidable obstacles. But, undismayed by these
English miles in length, including about 6 miles impediments, on which it is, indeed, most probable
of wh'tt is principally river navigation.
The cx- he had not sufficiently reflected, Polhem, a native
cavated porlion is 95 feet wide at the top, 51 feet 6 engineer, undertook, about the middle ot last ceuinches at bottom, and 9 feet 6 inches deep (Eng.
tury, the Herculean task of constructing lucks in
measure). Its highest elevation above the level of the channel of the river, and rendering it hartthe sea is 24 feet 4 inches; to which height vesse'.s gable! Whether, however, it was owing to the all
are raised and let down by 6 locks or sluices. It is but insuperable obstacles opposed to such a plan,
navigable by vessels of 120 tons burden, or more, to the defective execution,or deficient strength of
provided the)' are constructed in that view. The the works, they were wholly swept away, after"
total cost of the canal was about £500,000. It was being considerably advanced, and after vast sums
opened in 1785, and has so far realized the views had been expended upon them. From this period
of its projectors as to enable coasting vessels from down to 1793 the undertaking was abandoned;
the Danish islands in theBaltic and the east coast but in that year the phm was proposed, which
of Holstein, Jutland, etc., to proceed to Hamburg,
should have been adopted at first, nf culting a
Holland,Enghmd, etc., in le_ time, and with much lateral canal through the solid rock, about 1_ miles
less risk, than, in the ordinary course of navigafrom the river. This new enterprise was I)egun
lion, they could have cleared the point of the under the auspices of a company incorporated for
Skaw, and conversely with ships from the west.
the purpose in 1794, and was successfully cornThe smaller class of foreign vessels, particularly
pleted in 1800. The canal is about 3 miles in
those under the Dutch and Hanseatic flags, navi- length, and has about 6_ feet water. Tiffs is the
gating tire Baltic and North seas, have largely statement of Catteau, lhblea_t de la JTer Baltfqtlc,
availed themselves of the facilities afforded by tome it., p. 77; Oddy, in his Ezt_'o])ea_z C(me_erce,
this c_tnal. About 3,000 vessels pass annually
p. 306, and Balbi, Abrdgddela G_oc/raphie.,p. "_85,
through the canal.
This is a sufficient evidence say that Ihe depth of water is 10 feet. It has 8
of its utility.
It would, however, be much more sluices, and admits vessels of above 100 tons. In
frequented, were it not for tlre difficult navigation
one part it is cut through the solid rock to the
of the Eyder from the sea to Rendsburg.
The depth of 72 feet. Tlre expense was a good deal
dues are moderate.
(Coxe's Tra_:eAqin the 2V_n.th less than might have been expected, being only.
ofF_urope, 5th ed., vol. v., p. 239, where there is a about £80,000. The lake Wener, the navigation
plan of the eared; Catteau, Tableau des Etats of which was thus opened with Gottenburg. is
Danois, tom. it., pp. 300-304; and private infor- very large, deep, and cncirch.'d 1)y some of the
matbm.)--7. S_oezlishCantds. The formation of an richest of the Swedish provinces, which imw posinternal navigation connecting the Cattegat and sess the inestimable advantage of a convenient
the Baltic has long engaged the attention, and and ready outlet for their produets.--As soon as
occupied the efforts, of the peopleand government
the TrSllh_etta canal had been completed, there
of Sweden. Various motives conspired to make could be no room for doubt as to the pra(.t_cathem embark in this arduous undertaking.
The bility of extending the navigation to Sodcrkoet)sound and other channels to the Baltic were corn- lag. In furtherance of this object the lake Wener
manded by the Danes, who were able, when at was joined to the lake Wetter bytheGotha caual,
war with the Swedes, gTeatly to annoy the latter
which admits vessels of the same size as that of
by cutting off all communication by sea between
TrSllhEetta; and the prolongation of the navigation
the eastern and western provinces of the king- to the Baltic from the Wetter, partly by two canals
dom. Hence, in the view, partly of obviating this of equal magnitude with the above, and partly by
annoyance add partly of facilitating the convey- lakes, has since been completed.
The entire unance of iron, timber, and other bulky products
dertaking is called the Gotha navigation, and defrom the interior to the coast, it was determined
scrvedly ranks among _he very first of the kind in
lo attempt forming an internal navigation, by Europe.
Besides the above, the canal of Arboga
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unites the lake tIielmar
to the lake _Iaelar;
and
:since 1819 a canal has beeu constructed
from the
.latter to the Baltic at SSdertelje.
The canal of
StrSmsholm,
so called from its passing near the
_castle of that name, has effected a navigable
cornmunication
between the province of Daleearlia and
the lake Maelar, etc.
The total revenue of the 6
Swedish canals in 1864 was £36,486.
(Report of
Mr. Hamilton,
Secretary
of Legation,
or Feb. 9,
1867; Coxe's _5'ave_ in the North of Europe, 5th ed.
vol. iv., pp. 253-266, andvol, v., pp. 58-66; Thorn_on's
lYavels in Sweden,
p. 85, etc.)--8.
French
Canals.
The first canal cxecuted in France was
ahat of Briare, 84_ English
miles in length,
intended to form a communication
between
the
.Seine and Loire.
It was commenced
m 1605, in
the reign of Henry IV., and was completed
in
1642, under his successor,
LouisXIII.
The canal
.of Orleans,wlfich
joins theabove,
was commenced
in 1675. But the most stupendous
undertaking
.of 1his sort, that has been executed in France,
or
indeed on the continent,
is the canal of Langue,doc.
It was projected
under Francis I., but was
begun and completed
in the reign of Louis XIV.
It reaches from _N'arbonne to Toulouse,
and was
intended
to form asafe and speedy means of cornmunication
betwecn
the Atlantic
ocean and the
5IeditelTancan.
It is 64 French leaguesiu
length,
and 6 feet deep; and has, in all, 114locks
and
sluices.
In its highest
part _t is 600 feet above
the level of the sea.
In some places it is conveyed, by bridges of great len_h
and strength,
over large rivers.
It cost upward of E1,300,000;
and reflects infinite credit on the engineer, Riquet,
by whom it was planned and executed.--Besides
this great work, France possesses several magniflcent canals, such as tlmt of tim Centre, connecting the Loire with the SaSne;
of St. Quentin,
joining the Scheldt and the Somme;
of Besan_on,
joining the Sa6ne, and consequently
the Rhone,
to the Rhine; of Burgundy,
joining the Rhone to
the Seine, etc.
Some of these are of very con-siderable magnitude.
The canatof
the Centre is
about 72 Englisll
miles in length.
It was com, ])leted in 1791, at an expense crf about 11,000,000
_rancs.
Its summit level is about 240 feet above
the level of the Loire at Digoin;
the breadth at
the water's edge is about 48 feet, and at bottom
30 feet; depth of water, 5_-feet; number of locks,
81. The canal of St. Quentin,
28 English
miles
in length, was completed
in 1810.
The canal
joining the Rhone to the Rhine is the most exten,
sive of any.
It stretches
from the SaSne, a little
above St. Jean de Losne, by Dol, Besan$on,
and
Mulhouse,
to Strasburg,
where it joins the Rhine
--a distance of about 200 English
miles.
From
Dol to Vogeaucourt,
near )[ontb61iard,
the canal
_s principally
excavated
in the bed of the Doubs.
It is not quite finished.
The canal of Burgundy
will,when
completed,
be about 242 kilometres,
or
150 English
miles in length;
but at present it is
olfly navigable
to the distance
of about 95 kilombtres.
In addition to these, a great many other
canals have been finished,
.while several are in

progrca% and others projected.
cellent account of the French

There is an excanals in the Ilis-

toire de la _hravigatio_ Int_rieure
de la France, by
M. Dutens,
in 2 vols. 4to, and to it we beg to
refer the reader for further details.
He will find
at the end of the second volume a very beautiful
map of the rivers and canals of France._The
railroads now constructed
in France, have, however, checked
the progress of canals.
We may
observe, too, that the state of the law in France
is very unfavorable
to the undertaking
and successof all great public works ; and we are inclined
to attribute
the comparative
fewness of canals in
France, and the recent period at which most of
them have been constructed,
to its influence.
In
that country, canals, docks, and such like works,
are mostly carried
on at the expense
and for
behoof of government,
under
the control of its
agents.
No scope hasbeen given to the enterprise
of individu.ls
or associations.
Before either a
road or a canal can be constructed,
plans and
estimates must be made out and laid before the
minister
of the interior,
by whom they are refelTed to the prefect of the department,
and then
to the Bureau des _onts et des Chau_sdes; and supposing the project
to be approved
by these, and
the other functionaries
consulted
with respect to
it, the work must after all be carried
on under
the superintendence
of some public officer.
In
consequence
of this preposterous
system,
very
few works of this description
have been undertaken as private
speculations;
and while not a
few of those begun by government
remain
unfinished and comparatively
useless, those that are
completed
have, as was to be expected,
rarely
proved profitable.
There are some good remarks
on this subject in the useful work of )I. Dupin
on the Forces Commerciales of Great Britain.-9. Prussian
CaJ_als.
The Prussian
states are
traversed by the great navigable
rivers the Elbe,
the Oder, and the Vistula;
the first having
its
embouchure
in the North sea, and the others in
the Baltic.
The formation
of an internal navigatioa to join these
great waterways
excited the
attention
of government
at a distant period; and
this object has been successfully
accomplished
partly by the aid of the secondary
rivers falling
into the above, and partly by canals.
In 166_
the canal of _,Iuhlrose was undertaken,
uniting
the Oder and the Spree; the latter being a navigable river falling
into the Havel, also a navigable river joining
the Elbe near Havelburg.
But the navigation
from the Odcr to the Elbe by
this channel was difficult and liable to frequent
interruption;
and to obviate these defects, Frederick the Great constructed,
toward the middle of
last century, the Finnow canal, stretching from the
Oder at Oderburg to the Havel near Liebenwalde;
the communication
is thence
continued
by.the
latter and a chain of lakes to Plauen, from which
point a canal has been opened joining
the Elbe
near Magdeburg.--The
Elbe being in this way
connected
with the Odor by a comparatively
easy
navigation, the latter has been united to the Vis-
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tula, partly by the river Netze,
and partly by a
canal joining that river to the Brahe, which falls
into the Vistula
near Bromberg.
A vast inland
n'tvigation
has thus been completed,
barks pa._sing freely through
the whole extent of country
from Hamburg
to Dantzic;
affording
the m('ans
of shipping
the products
of the interior,
and of
importing
those of foreign countrics,
either by
th_ North sea or the Baltic, as may be found most
advantageous.
(Compare the above with Catteau,
Tableau de la Met Baltique, tome ii., pp. 11-18,)
--10. Russian
Canals.
The inland navigation
of
Russia is of vast extent, and very considerable
importance.--11.
Ba_a_'ian Canals.
A grand canal which was for a lengthened
period inprogress
in Bavaria was completed
in 1846, and promises
to become of great public
utility.
It extends
from Dietfurth
on the Altmtlhl, a navigable
afllucat of the Danube,
to Bamberg
on the Mayn, a
distance
of 23½ German,
or about 112 English
miles.
It is on a large scale, and has cost above
£1,000,000.
This magnificent
undertaking,
which
carries an inland navigation
through
the centre
of Europe,
and realizes the project
of Charlemagne for uniting the Blacksea
with the German
ocean, is conducted
by a joint-stock
company,
with the assistance
of the Bavarian
government.
But the navigation
of the Mayn and the Danube
must be considerably
improved before this grand
channel
of communication
can acquire
all the
importance
which, most probably,
it is destined
to obtain.--12.
Austrial_
Cal_a_*. The Austrian
empire
is traversed
in its whole extent by the
Danube;
but the advantages
that might result to
the foreign trade of the empire
from so great a
command of rivernavigation
have been materially
abridged
by the jealousy
of the Turks, who command the embouchure
of the river, and by the
difficulties
in some places incident to its navigation.
Two pretty
extensive
canals
have been
constructed
in Hungary.
That called the Bcga
canal is 73 English
miles in length:
it stretches
from Fascet through the Bannat by Temeswar
to
Becskerek,
whence
vessels pass by the Bega into
the Theiss a little above its junction
with the
Danube.
The other Hungarian
canal is called
after the emperor
Francis.
It stretches
from the
Danube by Zambor to the Theiss, which it joins
near Foldvar,
being 62 English
miles in length;
its elevation
where highest
does not exceed 27
feet.
Besides _he above, the canal of Vienna
establishes
a communication
between
that city
and Neustadt.
It is said to be the intention
to
continue
this canal to Trieste;
but however desirable, we doubt much whether
this be practicable.
A. railroad has been made from blunchausen on the Danube to Budweiss
on the Moldau, a
navigable
river that falls into the Elbe, which
promises
to be a highly
useful communication,
(Bright's
_5'ac,els iu ltungary,
p. 246;
Balbi,
Abrdgd de la Gdographie, p. 216.)--13.
Spanish
C'ana/s. Nowhere
are canals more necessary,
both for the purposes
of navigation
and irriga" tion, than in Spain;
but the nature
of the soil,
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and the poverW and ignorance of the government
as well as of the people, oppose formidable
obstacles to their construction.
During
tile reign of
Charles
II. a company
of Dutch
contractors
offered to render the ]_lan(;anares navigable
from
Madrid
to where it falls into the Tagus, and lhe
latter from that point to Lisbon, provided
they
were allowed to levy a duty for a certain number
of years on the goods conveyed
by this channel.
The council
of Castile
took this proposal
i*lto
their serious consideration,
and after maturely
weighing
it pronounced
the singular
dcci.,ion,
"That if it had pleased God that these two rivers
should have been navigable,
IIe would not have
wanted human
assistance
to have made them
such; but that, as Ile has not done it, it is plain
He did not think it proper that it shouhl be doue.
To attempt
it, therefore,
would be to violate the
decrees of His providence,
and to mend the imperfections
which
he designedly
left
in His
works."
(Clarke's JLetlers o1_the 8paT*i_h _)_tiol_,
p. 284.) But such undertakings
are no longer
looked
upon as sinful;
and many have been
projected
since the accession
of the Bourbon
dynasty, though few have been perfected.
The
canal of the Ebrc,
be&ran under
the emperor
Charles V., is the most important
of the Spanish
canals;
but it is only partially
completed,
and
during dry seasons it suffers from want of wate_'.
It runs parallel
to the right bank of the Ebro,
from Tudela in Navarre
to below Saragossa;
the
intention
being to carry it to Sastago, where it is
to unite with the Ebro.
The canal of Castitc is
intended
to lay open the ccuntl T between
the
Douro and Reynosa, and to facilitate the conveyance of grain from the interior to Santandcr
a_,d
Bilbao.
It passes by Valladolid,
Palcncia,
and
Aguilar
del Campos;
a small part has bccn cxecuted, and is now in operation.
_. company has
also undertaken,
what tbe Dutch
contractors
formerly
offered--to
render the Tagus navigable
from Aranjuez to Lisbon;
the free navigation
of
the river having
been stipulated
at the congrcss
of Vienna.
h. project for deepening
the Guadalquivir, and some others, arc also on foot.
(Geo.
.qrapMcal _Dictionamj, ii. 710.) It would appear
from Mr. Sackville West's Report to the Foreign
Office, of Jan. 1, 1867, that on Dec. 31, 1865, the
total amount of canal shares and subventions
was
211,040,251 reals vellon,or £2,110,402,and
that the
sum estimated
as necessary
for their completion
was 11,816,190reals
vellon, or£118,561.
(Pwp_rls
of Secretal_es of Zegation, No. 5 of 1867.)--14.
British Canals.
Owing partly to the late rise of
extensive
manufactures
and commerce
in Great
Britain, but more, perhaps, to the insular situation of the country, no part of which is very disrant front the sea or from a navigable
river, no
attempt
was made, in England,
to construct
canals till a comparatively
recent'period.
The
efforts of those who first began to improve the
means of internal
navigation
were limited
to
attempts
to deepen the beds of rivers, and ta
render them better fitted for the conveyance
of

.
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vessels.
So early as 1635, 5I_r. Sandys, of Flatbury, Worcestershire,
formed
a project
for rendering the Avon navigable
from the Severn, near
Tewkcsbury,
through
the counties of Warwick,
Worcester
and Gloucester,
"that
the towns
and country might be better supplied with _vood,
iron, pit-coal,
and other
commodities."
This
scheme was approved
by the principal
nobility
and landowners
in the adjoining
counties;
but
the civil war having
broken
out soon after, the
project
was ahandoned,
and does not seem to
have been revived.
After the restoration
and
during the earlier
part of last century
various
acts were at different times obtained
for cheapening and improving
river navigation.
For the
nmst part, however,
these "_ttemptswere
not very
succcsslul.
The current of the rivers gradually
changed
the form of their channels;
the dikes
and other artificial constructions
were apt to be
destroyed
by inundations;
alluvial
sand banks
were formed
below the weirs;
in summer the
channels
were frequently
too dry to admit of
being navigated,
while at other periods the current was so strong as to render it quite impossible
to ascend the river, which
at all limes, indeed,
was a laborious
and expensive
undertaking,
These difficulties
in the way of river navigation
seem to have suggested
the expediency
of abandoning the channels of most rivers, and of digging
parallel to them artificial
channels,
in which the
water might bc kept at the proper level bymeans
of locks.
The act passed by the legislature
in
1755 for improvb_g
the navigation
of Sankey
Brook on the Mersey gave rise to a lateral canal
of this description,
about
11_- miles in length,
which deservcs
to be mentioned
as the earliest
effort of the sort in England.--But
before this
canal had been completed,
the celebrated
duke
of Bridgewater,
and his equally
celebrated
cngincer,
the self-instructed
James
Brindlcy,
had
conceived a plan of inland
navigation
indcpcmlcnt altogether
of natural
channels,
and intended
to afford the greatest
facilities
to commerce,
hy
carrying
canals across rivcrs and through mountalus, wherever
it was practicable
to construct
them.--The
duke was proprietor
of a large estate
at Worsley,
7 miles from ]_lanchcstcr,
in which
were some very rich coal mines,
which
had
hitherto been in great measure
useless, owing to
the cost of carrying
coal to market.
Being desirous of turning
his mines to some account, it
occurred
to him that his purpose
would be bcst
accomplished
by cutting a canal from Worsley to
Manchester.
Sir. Brmdley,
haviug
been consulted, declared that the scheme was practicable;
and an act having
been obtaincd, the work was
immediately
commenced.
"The principh:,"says
Mr. Phillips,
" laid down "it the commencement
of this business
reflects as much honor on the
noble undcrtaker
as it does upon his engineer,
It was resolved that the canal shouht be perfect
in its kind; and that, in order to preserve
the
level of the water,
it should
be free from the
usual obstruction
of locks.
But in accomplish-

ing this end many
difficulties
were deemed insurmountable.
It was necessary
that thc canal
should be carried over rivers, and many lea'ge and
deep valleys,
where
it was evident
that such
stupendous
mounds
of earth must be raised as
would
scarcely, it was thought
by numbers, be
completed
by the labor of ages; and, above all,
it was not known
from what source so large a
supply
of water could be drawn, even on this
improved plan, as would
supply the navigation..
But Mr. Brindley,
with a strength of mind peculiar to himself, and being possessed
of the confidence of his great patron, cootrived
such admirable
nmchines,
and took such melhods
to
facilitate
the progn'ess of the work, that the world
soon began to wonder
how it could be thought
so difficult.
When the canal was completed
as
far as B;trton, where the Irwell is navigable
for
large vessels, Mr. Brindley
proposed to carry it
over that river by an aqueduct
39 feet above the
surface of the water in the river.
This, however,
being
considered
as a wild
and extravagant
project,
he desired, in order to justify
his conduct toward his noble employer,
that the opinion
of another
engineer
might
be taken,
believing
that he could easily convincean
intelligent
person
of the practicability
of the design.
A gentleman
of eminence was accordingly
called, who, being
conducted
to the place where
it was intended
.that the aqueduct
should be made, ridiculed
the
attempt;
and, when the height and dimensions
were communicated
to him, he exclaimed,
"I
have often heard of castles in the air, but never
was shown before where any of them were to be
erected."
This unfavorable
verdict did not deter
the(luke
from following
the opinion
of his own
engineer.
The aqucduct was immediately
begun;
and it was (.arried on with such rapidity and success as astonished
those who, but a little before,
thought it impossible. "-- Before the canal from
Worsley to Manchester
had been complcted,
it
occurred
to the duke and his engineer
that it
might be practicable
to extend it by a branch,
which, running
through
Chester
parallel
to the
river Mersey, should at length terminate
in that
river below thc limits of its artificial
navigation,
and thus afford a new, safer and cheaper
means
of communication
between
)'Ianchester
and its
vicinity
and Liverpool.
The execution
of this
plan was authorized
by an act passed in 1761.
This canal, which
is above 29 miles in length,
wasfinishediu
about 5 years.
It was constructed
in the best manner, and has proved equally advantageous
to itsnoble
proprietor
and the public.
--" When the duke of Bridgewater,"
says Dr.
Aikin, "undertook
this great design, the price of
carriage on the river navigation
was 12s. the ton
from Manchester
to Liverpool,
while that of land
carriage was 40s. the ton.
The duke's charge on
his canal- was limited
by statute
to 6s.; and
together with this vast superiority
in cheapness,
it had all the speed
and regularity
of land
carriage.
The articles conveyed
by it were, likewise, much more numerous
than those by the

.__,
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river navigation;
besides
manufactured
goods
and their raw materials,
coals from the duke's
own pits were deposited in yards at various parts
of the canal, for the supply
of Cheshire;
lime,
manure and building materials were carried from
place to place;
and the m:,rkcts
of Manchester
obtained a supply of provisions
from districts too
remote
for the ordinary
land conveyances.
A
branch of useful and profitable
carriage,
hitherto
scarcely known inEngland,
was atsoundertaken,
which
was that of passengers.
Boats,
on the
model of the Dutch trcckschuyts,
but more agreeable and capacious,
were set up, which, at very
reasonable rates and with great convenience,
cartied numbers of pcrsons daily to and from Manchester
along the line of the canal."
(Aikin's
Description of the Count_T _'ound _][a;mhester, p.
ll6.)--The
success attending
the duk.c of Bridgewater's canals stimulated
public-spirited
individuals in other districts to undertake
similar works,
Mr. Brindlcy
had early formed the magnificent
scheme of joining
the great ports of London,
Liverpool,
Bristol and IIull by a system of interhal navigation;
and though
he died in 1772, at
the early age of 56, hc had the satisfaction
to see
his grand project
in a fair way or'being realized.
The Trent and Mersey, or as it has heca more
commonly
termed,
the Grand
Trunk
canal, 96
miles inJen_h,
was begun in 1766and comt)letcd
in 1777. It stretches
from near Runcorn
on the
Mersey, where it communicates
with the duke of
Bridgcwater's
canal, to Newcastle-under-Line;
thence southward
to near Titchfiehi;
and then
northwesterly,
till it joins the Trent at Wi]den
ferry, at the northwestern
extremity
of Leicestershire.
A water communication
hetween
Hull

try; so that a command
of internal
navigation
has been obtained,
unparalleled
in any European
country,
with the exception
of IIol}and.--In
Scotland,
the great canal to join the Forth and
Clyde was begun in 1768, but it was suspended
in 1777, anti _as not resumed
till after the clo._e
of the American
war.
It was final'y complelcd
in 1790.
Its total length, including
the collateral
cuts to Glasgow and the Monkland
canal is 38_
miles.
Where highest it is 150 feet above the
level of the sea. It is on a larger scale th'm any
of the English
canals.
Its medium width at the
surface is 56, aml at the bottom 27 feet.
Originally it was about 8 feet 6 inches deep; hut its
banks lmve been raised,
so that the depth of
water is now about 10 feet.
It has, in all, 39
locks.
In completing
this canal many serious
difficulties had to be encountered.
These, tmwever, were all successfully
overcome; and though
unprofitable
for a while,
it has for many years
I)ast yielded a better return
to its p,'oprietors.
S_ift boats on the plan of those subsequently
described were established
on this canal in 1833.
(Cleland's Statistics of (l!a,_go_c, p. 170, etc.)--The
Union ctmal joins the Forth and Clyde canal near
Falkirk.
_nd stretches
thence
to Edinburgh,
heing31½ miles iu lcn_h.
It is 40 feet wide at
the top, 20 at bottom,
and 5 deep.
It was cornpletcd in 1822. But it appears
to have been an
cxt,'emcly
ill-advised
undertaking;
so much _)
that its proprietors
have sold it at a heavy loss to
the Edinburgh
and Glasgow
railway
company,
wlm employ it in the conveyance
of coal and
other heavy goods.--A
canal intended to tbrm a
communication
between
Glasgow,
Paisley
and
Ardrossan
was commenced
in 1807; but only that

and Liverpool wasthus completed
; and by means
of the Staffordshh'c
aml Wm'ccstershire
canal,
which joins the Grand Trunk near Hay_vood in
the former, and the Severn near Stourport
in the
latter, the same means
of communication
w'_s
extended
to Bristol.
During
the time that the
Grand Trunk canal was being made, "Lcanal was
undertaken
from Liverpool
to Leeds, 130 miles
in length;
another
from
Birmingham
to the
Staffordshire
and Worcestershire
canal, joining
it near Wolverhampton;
and one from Birmingham to Fazeley
and thence
to Coventry.
]_y
canals _ubscquentIy
undertaken,
a communication was formed between the Grand Trunk canal

pnrtion connecting
Glasgow with Paisley and the
village of Johnstouu
h:_s hith(,rto been finished.
This part is about 12 miles long; the canal being
30 feet b,'oad at top, 18 at bottom, and 4_ deep.
It was here that the expc,'iments
were origi,mlly
made on quick travelling
by canals, which are
said to have demonstrated
that it was practicable
to impel a propc,'ly
constructed
boat. carrying
passengers and goods, along a canal at the rate of
9 or 10 miles an hour, without
injury to the
banks!--Thc
Crinan canal across the peninsula of
Kmtyre,
admitl;ng
v(.ssels of 160 tons burden, is
9 miles in length,
and 19 feet ia depth.--The
Caledonian
canal is the greatest unde,'taking
of

and Oxford, "rod consequently
with London, completing B1_indley's magnificent
scheme.
In 1792
the Grand
Junction
canal was begun,
which
runs in a pretty straig'ht line from Brentford,
on
the Thames,
a little above the metropolis,
to
Braunston,
in Northamptonshire.
where it unites
with the Oxford and other central canals.
It is
about 90 miles in length,
There is also a direct
water communication,
by means of the river Lea
navigation,
the Cambridge
Junction
canal, etc.,
between London
and tim Wash.
In addition
to

the sort attempted
in the empire.
It stretches
southwest and northeast
across the ishmd fr,,m a
point near Inverness
to another
near Fort William.
It is chiefly formed
by Loch N,-_:, Loeb
Oich, and Loch Lochy.
The tolal length of the
canal, including
the lakes, is 60._ miles; but tlm
excawtted
part is only about 23 miles.
At the
summit it is 96½ feet above the lcvcl of tim Western ocean.
It is mostly constructed
upon a very
grand scale, being intended
to be 20 feet deep,
50 feet wide at bottom, and 122 at top; the locks

these, an immense number
of other canals, some
of them of great magnitude
and importance,
have
been constructed
in different
parts of the coun29
voL. L--29

are 20 feel deep, 172 long, and 40 broad; and had
it been wholly
executed
as was originally
intended, frigates of 32 guns and merchant
ships of
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1,000 tons burden
might have passed tln'ough it.
It was opened in 1822. being executed entirely at
the expense of government,
from the designs and
under the superintendence
of Thomas
Telford,
Esq.
The entire cost amounted,
exclusive
of
interest, on the 1st of _Iay, 1853, to £1,347,780.
It would
appear,
however,
to havc bt_en pro
jeered without due consideration,
and has been a
most unprofitable
speculation.
The revenue of
the canal amounted
in 1852-3 to only £5,889,
whereas the expenditure
during
the same )'ear,
excluding allowance
for wear and tear, andincluding £900 for repairs, amounted
to £7,429!
But
tlusis
not all.
Owing
to a wish to lessen the
expense and to hasten the opening
of the canal,
parts of it were not excavated
to their proper
depth,
while others were executed
in a hurried
and in,uitlcient
manner.
Hence the canal does
not really admit vessels of above 250 or 300 tons
burden, and previously
to steam tugs being provided on the lakes, they were frequently
delayed
in making their passage
across for a lengthcucd
period.
During
1837 and 1838 the works sustaincd considerable
damage;
and the reader need
not be surprised
to hear that it was gravely
debated whether
it wouhl not be better entirely
to break up and abandon
the canalT--Therc
was
naturally,
however,
an extreme disinclination
to
destroy a work which,
how inexpedient
soever
originally,
has been executed
at an enormous
expense,
and various
schemes
have been suggested for relieving
the public
from the expense
of keeping
it up without
involving
its dcstruction.
Among
others
it has been proposed
to
assign it to a joint-stock
compafiy,
on their agreeing to complete
the works
and keep them in
repair;
and an act authorizing
such transfer was
passed in 1840.
But hitherto
it has not been
found possible to dispose of the canal in this way,
and parliament
has since voted large sums for
the partial repair of the works, which, though a
good deal improved,
will every now and then
require
fresh outlays.--Some
other canals have
been projected
and completed
in different parts
_)f Scotland.
Of these the ]_lonkland
canal, for
the supply of Glasgow
with coal, has been the
most successful.--15.
Irish Canals.
"Various canals have been undertaken
in Ireland,
of which
;the Grand canal and the Royal canal are the prineipal.
The Graml canal was begun in 1765, by a
body of subscribers;
but they could not have
completed
the work without very large advances
from
government.
The
canal commcnces
at
Dublin, and stretches
in a westerly dir, ction, inclining a little to the south, to the Shannon,
with
which it unites near Banagher,
a distance of 85
statute miles, and thence on the west side of the
river to Ballinasloe,
14 miles.
But exclusive of
the main trunk, there is a branch to Athy, where
it joins the I:larrow, a distance of about 27 miles;
and there are br'mehes
to Portarlington,
)Iount
,5lellick, andsome
other places.
The totallength
of the canal, with its various branches,
is about
164 English
miles,
Its summit
elevation
is 200

t

feet above the level of the sea at Dublin.
It is
40 feet wide at the surface,
from °.24to 20 feet at
bottom, has 6 feet water,
and cost, in _/ll, above
£2,000,000.--Two
capital
errors seem to have
been committed
in the formation
of this canal-]t was framed on too large a scale, and was carried too far north.
Had it been 4 or 4_ instead
of 6 feet deep, it_ utility
would have been but
little impaired,
while its expense
would
have
been very materially
diminished.
But the great
error was in its direction.
Instead of joining the
Shannon
about 15 miles above Lough Dcrg, it
should have joined it below Limerick.
By this
means barges
and
other vessels passing
from
Dublin to Limerick,
and conversely,
would have
avoided the difficult and dangerous
navigation
of
the upper
Shannon;
and the canal would have
passed through
a comparatively
fertile country;
and it would not have been necessary to carry it
across the bog of Allen, in whmh, says ]IIr. Wakefield, "the
company
have buried
more money
than would have cut a spacious canal from Dublin to Limerick."
(Account of Ireland, vol. i., p.
642.)--The
Royal canal was undertaken
in 1789.
It stretches
westward
from Dublin
to the Shannon, which it joins near Tormanbury.
Itsentire
length is about 92 miles, exclusive
of a branch of
5 miles from Kilashee
to Longford;
its highest
elevation is 322 feet above the level of the sea.
At bottom it is 24 feet wide, having 6 feet depth
of water.
It had cost, exclusive
of interest on
stock, loans, etc., advanced
by government,
in
February,
1823, £1,421,954.--This
canal seems to
have been planned
in the most injudicious
manner.
It has thc same defect as the Grand canal,
of being extravagantly
large; and throughout
its
whole course it,is nearly parallel to, and not very
distant from, the latter.
There are consequently
two immense canals where there ought, perhaps,
to be none.
At all events,
it is abundantly
certain that one canal of comparatively
moderate
dimensions
would have been quite enough for
all the business
of the district,
even if it were
much greater than it is at this moment, or than
it is ever likely to become.--It
appears
from
"Thorn's
Almanac"
for 1868, that in 1866 the
gross revenue
of the Royal canal was £10,504,
while the net revenue of the Grand canal for tim
first half of 1866 was £7,535; and deducting
from
these sums the expense
attending
the working of
the canals, and allowing
for their ordinal3 " wear
and tear, it is cxtrcme]y
doubtful
whether these
g-rear public works,
which
have cost between
£5,000,000
and £6,000,000,
produce a sixpence of
clear revenue.--Besides
the above there are some
other canals, as well as various river excavations,
in Ireland,
the chief of which is the Ulster, 48
miles long; but hardly one of them yields a reasortable return for the capital expended
upon it.
They have almost all been liberally
assisted by
grants of public
money; and their history,
,'rod
that of the two great canals now adverted
to,
strikingly
corroborates
the caustic
remark
of
Arthur Young,
that "a history
of public works

._n "Ireland would be a history of jobs."
(Tour in
Ireland, part ii., p. 66, 4to ed.) Those who wish
_o make themselves
fully acquainted
with the
history and state of the canals of Ireland may
,:onsult the Report by Messrs. IIcnry _Iullinsand
M'Mahon,
in the Appendix
to the "Report
of the
Select Committee
of ][830 on the State of Ireland," and the vahmble
"Report
on Railways."
--16. Americal_
Callals.
The United
States are
ore-eminently
distinguished
hy the spirit with
"which they lmve undertaken,
and the persever_mce they have displayed
in executing,
the most
magnificent
plans for improving
and extending
internal
navigation.
Besides
many
others
of
great, though
inferior,
magnitude,
a canal has
been formed connecting
the Hudson
with lake
Eric.
This immense work is 363 miles in length,
the rise and fall along the entire line being 692
feet. It was originally
40 feet wide at the surface, 28 feet at bottom,
and 4 feet deep.
But
these dimensions
being found,
from the rapidly
increasing traffic and importance
of the canal, to
be far too limited, an act was passed in 1835, proriding for its enlargement.
Under this act the
can:d has been increase(t,
so as to be 70 feet wide
on the surface,
42 feet at the bottom, and 7 feet
in depth, thelocks
being ,_f correspondingdimensioas.
The original
cost of the canal
was
$9,027,456-, and the cost of the enlargement
has
been about $°5,000,000,
or nearly three times its
first cost.
The Erie canal is the property of the
state of New York, and is one of the greatest and
most important
works of its kind in the world,
Notwithstanding
tile contra(-ted
scale on which
it was originally
constructed,
it has completely
verified the predictions
of its projector,
Dc Witt
Clinton, having been at once extremely
profitable
as a mercantile
speculation,
and of singular advant'lge in a public point of view to the state of
New York and the Union generally.--The
Chcsapeake and Ohio canal would,
had it been compieted, have been a great and useful work.
It
begins at the tide water of (lie Potomac
river
above Georgetown
in the District of Columbia,
and is intended
to terminate
at Pittsburgh,
in
Pennsylvania,
a distance
of 341½ miles.
Its
dimensions
are nearly
identical with those of the
new Erie canal; its breadth
at the surface being
from 60 to 80 feet, and at bottom 50 feet,, with a
depth of water varying from 6 to 7 feet.
Several
tunnels occur in the line which crosses the Alleghany ridge.
Tim cost of this work was estimated at $22,275,000,
which
were to be subscribed partly by individuals,
and partly by the
United States and the states of :Maryland
and
Pennsylvania.
Owing, however,
to theinabiliW,
or rather disinclination,
of the two Just-mentioned
states to make good their engagements,
the works
on the canal have been suspended,
after about
10 millions of dollars have been expended
upon
them.
But the probability
is that they will bc
resumed and completed
at some future period;
their completion
being the only means by which
the capital already expended
upon them can be

made to yield anything.--A
gi-eat many other
canals have been completed
and arc m progress
in different parts of the Union,
Of the former.
the OhiQ canal, uniting
the Ohio with lake Er,c,
is by far the most important,
and is, if at all,
only less advantageous
than
the Erie canal
Cleveland,
where the canal unites with lake Erie,
has become one of the greatest emporiums
on the
lakes--17.
Utility
of 6',lT_als. The
utihty of
camds, when judiciously
contrived,
and opening
an easy communication
between
places capable
of maintaining
an extensive intercourse
w2th each
other, has never been better set forth than in a
work published
in 1765, entitled ".4. View of the
Advant'lges
of Inland :Navigation."
etc.
But the
following
extract
from Macpherson's
Annals
of
Commerce (1760) contains a brief, and at thc same
time eloquent,
summary
of the principal advan
tages resulting
fi'om their construction.
"They
give fresh life to established
manufactm'es,
and
they encourage the cstabhshment
of new ones by
the case of tr.msl)orting
the materials
of maaufacture and provisions;
and thence we see new
villages start up upon the borders of canals in
places formerly
condcmue(1
to sterility and soh
rude.
They invigorate,
and in many places ereate, internal
trade,
which,
for its extent
and
value, is nn object of still marc importance
than
foreign
commerce,
and is exempted
from the
many hardships and dangers of a maritime life and
clnmgcs of climate.
To this m,_y be added that
they greatly
promote
foreign
trade, and cause
quently enrich the merchants
of the ports whct-e
they, or the navigable
rivers they are connected
with, terminate, by facilitating
the exportation
of
produce from, and the introduction
of foreign
merchandise
into. the interior parts of the country, which are thus placed nearly on a Icvel with
the maritime parts; or, in other words, the interior
parts become coasts and enjoy the accommoda(ions of shipping.
The price of provisions
is
nearly equalized through the whole country;
the
blessings of Providence
are marc uniformly
distributed;
and the monopolist
is dis'lppointcd
in
his schemes of iniquity
and oppression
by the
ease wherewith
provisions
are transported
from a
considerable
distance.
The advantages
to agri
culture, which provides
a great part of the materials, and almost the whole of the subsistence,
required
in carrying
on manufactures
and cam
mcrce, are pre-eminently
great.
]_Ianure, marl,
lime and all other bulky articles, which could not
possibly bear the great expense of cartage, and
also corn and other produce,
can lie carrmd at a
very light expense on canals; whereby poor lands
are enriched,
and barren lands are brought into
cultivation,
to the great emolument
of the farmer
and landholder,
and the general advantage
of the
community,
in an augmented
supply of the neces
saries of life and materials of manuihctures;
coals
(the iml)ortance
of which
to a manufacturing
country
few people not actually
concerned
in
manufactures
arc capable of duly appreciating),
stone, lime, iron ore, and minerals
iu general_ as
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well as many other articles of great bulk in proportion
to theie value, which had hitherto
lain
useless
to their proprietors
by reason
of the
expense,
aud, in many cases, impossibility
of
carriage,
are called into life, and rendered a fund
of wealth, by the vicinity of a cared; which thus
gives birth to a trade, whereby,
in return it is
maintained."--18.
Incre_,sed Speed of 1_'aveling by
Canal,.
Great as have been the advantages
derived from the formation
of canals, their progress
has been to a considerable
degree checked by the
formation
of railroads.
We bclieve, however,
that canals will always be preferred for the conveyance of coal and other bulky and heavy products;
and even passengers
could be conveyed
along them with a rapidity that would previously
have been supposed
impossible.
This new systern was introduced
on the Paisley
and Glas.
gow canal, by Mr. Houston,
in June, 1831. The
results are described in the following
statements,
to which it is unnecessary
to call the reader's
attention.--l_Ir.
Thomas
Graham, civil engineer,
in his "Letter
to Canal Proprietors
and Traders,"
says, "The
experiments
of great velocity have
been tried and proved on the nam'owest, shallowest,
andmost curced canal in Scotland, viz., the Ardrossan or Paisley canal, connecting
the city of Glasgow with the town of Paisley
and village of
Jolmstoun--a
distance of 12 miles.
The result
has disproved
every previous
theory as to diflieulty and expense of attaining
gn'eat velocity on
canals, and as to the danger or damage to their
banks by great velocity in moving
ve_els
along
them.--The
ordinary speed for the conveyance
of
passengers
on the Ardrossan
canal has, for nearly
2 years been from 9 to 10 mile,_ an ]wur; and,
all']wugh t/wre are 14 joum_eys ahntg the canal per
day, at tht) rapid ,_peed, it_ banks hare susta_n_l no
injury.
The boats ale 70 feet in length, about 5
feet 6 inches broad,
and, but for the extreme
narrowness
of the canal, might be made bro'tdcr,
They carry easily from 70 to 80 passengers;
and,
when required,
can and have carried
upward of
110 passengers.
The entire cost of a boat and
fittings up is about £125.
The bulls are formed
of light iron plates and ribs, and the covering is of
wood and light oiled cloth.
They are more airy,
light and conffortable
than any coach.
They
permit
the passengers
to move about from the
outer to the inner cabin, and the fares per mile
arc one penny in the tirol, and three,fartldnffs
in
the second c¢lbin.
The passengers
are all carried
under
cover;
having
the privilege
also of an
uncovered
space.
These boats are drawn
by 2
horses (the 1)rice of which nmy be from £50 to
4'60 per pair), in stages of 4 miles in lengtl|, which
are done in from 22 to 25 minutes, including
stoppages to let out and take in passenger_,
each set
of horses doing 3 or 4 st'lgesaltcrnatclyeach
day.
In fact. the boats sre drawn through
tiffs narrow
aml shallow canal at a velocity which many celebrated engineers
had de_wnstrated,
and which the
public belivred, to be _mpos_ible.--The
entire amount
of

the whole

expenses

of attendants

and horses,

and of running one of these boats 4 trips of 1_
miles each (the length of the canal) or 48 miles
daily, including
interest on the capital, and20per
cent. laid aside annually
for replacement
of the
boats, or loss on the capital therein invested, and a
I considerable
sum laid aside for accidents
and
i replacement
of the horses, is £700 some odd shil,! lings; or, taking the number of working
days to
be 312 annually,
something
under £2 2s. 4d. per
day, or about lld. per mile.
The actual cost of
c_u'rying from 80 to 100 persons a distance of 3{)
miles (the length of the Liverpool
railway), at a
velocity of nearly 10 miles an hour, on the Paisley canal, one of the most curved, narrow
and
shallow in Britain,
is therefore
just £1 7s. 6d.
Such, in brief, are tlm facts, and, incredible
as
they may appear,
they are facts which no one
who inquires can possibly doubt."--Boats
on this
principle
were for a time established
on a great
many British
canals,
and on the Grand and
Royal canals in h'eland.
J.R.
M'C.
CA,NON
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(See L._w.)

CAPITAL,
a politico-economical
term.
It
i may be said, in a general way, that capital is the
result of accumulation.
It is the sum total of
wfiues withdrawn
from unproductive
consumption, and bequeathed
to the presentby
the past.-This definition
is exact enough,
and is, strictly
speaking,
sufficient.
It agTees with tlmt of J.
B. Say, which is as follows:
"Capital,
in tlm
broadest sense, is an accumulation
of values withdrawn
from unproductive
consumption."
It
differs,
however,
in some respects--if
not in
substance,
at least as to the numberaDd
variety of
the objects it embraces--from
that given by some
other economists,
and, in certain cases, from that
given by J. B. Say himself.--_Vith
the exception
of certain
writers who are not authority
in the
science, all economists
are agreed in not comprising under the term capital,
either
land or tlm
instruments
of production
furnished
by nature,
but only such values as are crcated
by man and
wldch are the result of previous
accumulation.
Thus, in treating of the great agents of production, economists
always enumerate
three: land,
labor and capital;
drawing
a clear (listiucfion
between land, the primitive
basis of production
given by nature,
and the total of tbe values or
products whicll man has successively
added to it
by his labor, and which
is called capital.--But
does capital comprise
all the values
previously
produced
by man, or only those which are used
for purposes
of reproduction?
Here economists
are not all agreed ; for some consider all accumulatcd products
as capital, whatever
their natme
or use, even articles
reserved
for the immediate
consumption
of man; while others
consider
as
capital only such objects as are directly devotedto
reproduction,
such as rawmaterials,
tools, machincry, buildings, etc.--%Vhat
is most remarkable
is,
1hat in the minds of all economists,
without
distinctiou,

the idea

of reproduction,

is inseparably
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parts:

one of them hc cats, one

he lays by"

great their disagreement
may seem, all conceive
capital to be not only wealth acquired
to society
by its previous labor and saving, but also a lever
to increase the energy, the power and the fruitfulness of its future labor.
But some accord the
reproductive
faculty
to a greater
number
of
objects
than others.
Some grant
it to all acquircd wealth,
even to things reserved for "the
immediatesatisfaetion
of human wants, now considcring them as a necessary reserve to facilitate
future labor, sometimes
as productive
of utility
or pleasure.
Others
recognize
this productivc
faculty only in instruments
of labor, properly
speaking,
to the exclusion
of articles intended
for immediate
consumption--This
disagreement
is more apparent
tlmn real, in this sense, at least,
that it is more about words than things, and does
not modify substantially
the final conclusions
of
economists.
As it tends nevertheless
to introduce an element
of uncertainty
into economic
reasoning,
we shall endeavor to put an cnd to it,
_o far asin us lies; or at least to show the real
,cause of the disagrccment,
which is the insufficiency of the language
economists
are forced to
nse.--To
understand
the exact nature of capital,
._,ays l_ossi, is one of the most difficult things in
political
economy.
However
this may be, we
shall endekvor, first, todefine precisely the nature
of capital.
We shall then show what are the
functions of capital in human society, the nature
_ud the extent of the services which it renders, the
manner in which it is distributed
and employed,
the necessity of its alli_mee with labor, and the
manner in which it divides with labor the new
wealth produced.
This is one of the most iraportant
parts of economic
science.-I. TV]_at _
_.apita.l? Of what doc_ i_ coT_sist? We have just
seen that there are two vcry different
definitions
_f capital.
In the one, all aceumulatcd
values
are comprehended
under the term; in the other,
it applies exclusively
to those which are directly
devoted to purposes of reproduction,
suchas_:aw
materials, tools, machinery,
etc.
Between
these
extreme opinions there are intermediate
ones; but
we take them in their absolute
formularization,
better to estimate their respective
valuc.--Among
French economists
this dkfference is most marked

for the next day, and one he uses in hunting--the
horus of the animal
for instance,
which
thus
become an instrument
of labor or of production,
in other words, capital.
Rossi does not consider
as cnpital what is laid by to be consumed
on the
following
day.
If it were capital, then it might
be said that even the ant accumulated
capital."-Such is the difference
of opinion
found in the
writings
of these two men.
The difference
is
even more marked thanit seems here; for although
he does not always say so, and attaches the idea
of capital
inseparably
to the idea of rcproduction, J. B. Say certainly
includes
in the term
all objccts of consumption
which ]_ossi just as
certainly
excludes
from it --The
English economists we have mentioned
differ in about the same
way.
M'Culloch
"_grees with J. B. Suy, whose
views he sometimes carries to an extreme;
while
Adam Smith andMalthus
seem to have suggested
Rossi's views to him.--Whichever
one of these
views we adopt it is proper'to
remark
that the
principles of political economy are not seriously
involved here.
It is a question
of nomenclature
and nothing
morc.
But nomenclature
has its
importance,
for, if it is not science, it serves at
le_t to make science accessible to those who do
not know it. There is nothing
more annoying
than the endlcss discussion of the use of words.
it useh,ssly taxes the minds of men who might
make better use of their faculties.
It tends even
to discredit science in thc eyes of thf_se who only
follow it at a distance.--In
political economy it is
useful, nay almost necessary, for the explanation
and demonstration
of certain
great
truths
of
science, to possess a word to designateand
include
generally the sum total of the values which the
past has bequeathed
to the present, whi¢:h are the
fruit of previcnls labor, of saving, of ac.cumulation, and which add so much to the power of
mankind
In the beginning
man found himself
alone, with only his natural faculties, face to face
with brute nature.
In this condition,
his existence was very precarious,
his influence
over
nature
small, and his power of production
extremely limited.
:But owing to the peculiar foresight with which he was giftcd, be, by degrees,
invented for himself instruments
fitted to second

between
J.B.
Say and Rossi.
Among English
economists
we find the difference
at least as great
between Adam Smith and _Ialthus
on the one
hand, and M'Culloch
on the other.
Garnier, in
his Eh_ent,
de l'EcoTwmie 1Jolitique, thus sums up
the divergent
opinions
of Say _nd Rossi: "According to the same economist,"
says he, speaking
of Rossi, "we must define capital, aprod_et
saved
_tT_d ilete_led for reproduction.
This definition

the labor of his hands.
He built dwellings
to
shelter him from the inclemency
of the weather.
I=le stored up provisions,
reserve slores, which
enabled him to devote himself tomore continued
labor by assuring him sustenance
fur the mon'ow.
In a word, he adapted the earth to his own use,
while he continually
increased his means of turnlag it to account.
The wflues with which he
surrounded
himself
in ordcr to better his condi-

inchldes three notions, the notion of pT'odact, of
,avi_g, and of reproductioJ_.
J. :B. Say lms frequently
introduced
into his definition
only the
first two.
He understands
by capital,
the ,_irnple
_,ccumulativ_
of l_roduets.
Rossi,
to explain his
thought clearly, analyzes the labor of the savage
who, having killed a beast, divides its carcass into

tion, assumed
a thousand
different
forms, and
ministered ton thousand wants.
Theseareinstmments, tools, dwellings,
domestic
aninmls, seeds,
clothing,
provisions
of every kind ; but they all
have this in common, that they elevate the condition of man and increase his powerover nature.
It is desirable that we should be able to designate
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by a single word this immense
stock of values
which has been added in a thousand
forms to
man's original domain, and to distinguish
it from
the primitive
basis of production
furnished
by
nature,
to which
it is only an addition
The
word capital has been used by political
economists to perform this service.--The
broad mcaning given to the word capital by J. B. Say, is re
jected by Rossi, who considers as capital only that
part of accumulated
values which is so employed
ns to produce a revenue.
He thinks that he is thus
more faithful to the definition
and classification
adoptedby
the :English economists,
Adam Smith,
Malthus and others.
We shall see directly if he
is right on this point.
But when he refuses to
apply the term capital to the total of accumulated values, has Rossi found any other word to
take its place?
Hehasnot.
In his vocabulary
all
this mass of wealth previously
acquired,
has no
special appellation,
and can only be designated
by mcans of a circumlocution.
This seems to us
decisive.
J.B. Say's vocabulary
appears
to us
decidedly
preferable,
in this, that it is not irreparably dcfcctive.--Shall
we therefore
say with
_l'Culloch,
that
accumulated
values
should
always be considered
as a whole;
that there is
no distinction
to be drawn
between
tho_
re.
served
for the immediate
satisfaction
of the
wants, or even the fancies,
or the caprices
of
men, and those which arc specially intended
for
production?
A_uredly
not.
To pretend that
all these values arc equally productive,
and productive
m the same sense, is to go counter
to
reason which bears witness to the contrary.
J.
B. Sayhas
perhaps
fallen into this error sometimes, hut it is especially peculiar to bI'Culloch,
who. in his extreme desire to place all accumulated values on the same level, goes so far as to
pretend
tlmt articles
of luxury
which
merely
satisfy the desirc of ostentation
of the rich, contribute as much as anything
else to production,

other distinctions.
In this way there need be no
defect in the vocabulary
of political
economy,
and all the demands
of science may be met.Rossi, in restricting
the sense of the word capital:
as he has, believed he was following
the thought
or the method of Adam Smith and Malthus.
He.
was mistaken.
It is very true that these two,
economists
understand
by capital
only values.
used for purposes of reproduction,
but they have
another and broader
word by which they desighate the total of values produced
and accumulated
by man: stock is the word.--The
nomenclature
of these _vriters
is satisfactory
and complete.
They use the word stock to designate
the total of
accumulated
values, and the word captta_ to express that portion
of the values accumulated
which is specially
devoted
to reproduction._
This is capital as Rossi understands
it. Thus,
stock is the tot'fl of accumulated
values, of whatsoever nature
they may be, and to whatsoever
use they are apphed, whether
they serve solely
to support
men or are used in reproduction.
Capital
is a part of stock, that part which is
specially
employed
in reproduction,
that is to
say, in the creation
of revenue.
Owing to the
use of these two "_'ords, the nomenclature
is cornplete; the whole and the part being designated
by special tcrms.--Lct
no one suppose that these
definitions
are peculiar
to Malthus.
.They ar(_
literally conformable
to those followed
by Adam
Smith.
In book II. of his work, where hc treat_
._pecially of accumulated
wealth and the employment of capital, lie establishes
very precisc.ly the
distinction just made, first in the iutroduction
t¢>
his work ; then in the commencement
of chapter1,
he writes as follows:
"When
the stock which tL
man possesses is no more than sufficient to mainlain him for a few days or a few weeks, he
seldom thinks of putting
it out to interest,
lie
consumes it as sparingly.as
he can, and eudeavor._
by his labor to acquire something
which
m:_y

as much as agricultural
implemcnts,
for instance,
--But it does not follow necessarily
that, because
these values should not be confounded
with one
another, they may not receive the same designalion, especially
since there are not two names
equally fitted to apply to them separately.
All
that follows is, that there is a good reason to
divide and to classify different
kinds of capital,
and to distinguish
them from one another by
adding to the general and common
appellation
qualifying
tcrms to indicate
the difference
between them.
Ro_i believes that values intended
for purposes
of reproduction
are distinct from
othel_.
We believe so, too, though the distincLion does not appear to us always easy to make.
Let them, therefore,
be called productive
capital,
to distinguish
them from other
values called
simply,
capital.
Thus,
whatever
meaning
be
attached to the word, we must admit that there
are several kinds of capital, and classify them.
This merely necessitates
our drawing
a distinclion the more, a first and general
distinction
which will serve as a point of departure
for all

su],_ply its place before it he consumed altogether.
tits revenue
is, in this case, derived from hi_
labor only.
This is the state of the greater part
of the lahoring poor in all countries.--But
when
he possesses stock sufficient to maintain
him for
months or years, he naturally
endeavors
to derive
a revenue from the greater
part of it; reservinff
only so much for his immediate
consumption
a_
may maintain
him till this revenue
begins to
come in
tIis whole stock, therefore,
is distinguished
into two parts.
That part which he
expects is to "afford him this revenue, is called the
capital.
The other is that which supplies
hi_
immediate
consumption,
and
which
consists
either, first, in that portion of his whole stock
which w_ originally
reserved
for this purp¢_sc;
or, secondly,
in his revenue,
from
whatever
source
derived,
as it gradually
comes in, or,
thirdly, in such things as had been purchased
by
either of the_ in former years and which are
not yet entirely
consumed;
such as a stock of
clothes, houselmld
furniture,
and the like.
Itr
one, or other, or all of these three articles, con.
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sists the stock which men commonly
reserve for
their own immediate
consumption."--Since
in
the English language,
there are two words well
fitted to dcsignate,
the one the genus stock, the
oilier the species capital, why should writers
(.onfound the two under a common designation?
The English
nomenclature
is a go¢_d _ne.
Besides, it is sanctioned
l)y the authority
,)f the
first masters of the science.
We al'e, |hcr(.forc,
very far from approving
the attempt
made by
)I'Culloch
to change the old vocabulary,
by giving to the word capital a meaning
broader
than
that given by J. B. Say.
2_Ialthus is right in
accusing him on this account of introducing
ohscurity into the science, breaking
with traditions
without
any valid cause.
The arguments
by
which he undertakes
lo justify his new theory
are of still less value than the theory itself.
English economists
will do well to preserve their
nomenclature
as it is fixed by Adam Smith and
his immediate
successors.--II.
Divi.*ios_ or 6'l(lssi.

ceases from that moment to serve in the function
of a capital, or toafford any revenue toits owner.
A dwelling house, as such, contributes
nothing to
tile revenue of its inhabitants;
and though it is,
no doubt, extrcmelv
useful to him, it is as his
clothes and household furniture are useful to him,
which, however, make a part of his expense, and
not of his revenue."--P_issing
then to the specifically productive
part of capital which he calls
fixed capital,
he describes
it in the following
manner, with Iris subdivisions,
in which lie does
not fail to include that which afterward
has been
called immaterial
capital,
that is to say, useful
talents and varieties of knowledge
acquirt_.d by
man.--"
The second of the three portions
into
which the general stock of the society divides
itself, is the fixed capital; of -_'hich the characteristic is, that it affords a revenue or profit without circulating
or changing
masters.
It consists
chiefly of tile four following
articles:
1. Of all
useful machines
and instruments
of trade which

ficath_n _ L'¢tpi_al. Capital
Inay be divided
or
classed in different ways.
There is no absolute
or unvarying
rule in this matter.
This alone is
important,
that no kind of value produced should
be omitted, and that the classification
should be
from generals
to particu]ars.--Adam
Smith has
given a classification
of c_,pital which scems to
us satisfactory
enough,
and which
has been
adopted as he gave it, or only slightly modified,
by a great number of his successors.
It is true
that lie uses the word capital to designate only
such values as are directly intcnded
for purposes
of production,
but his classification
embraces,
none the less, wxlues put aside for purposes of
eonsuml)tion.
1-Ie was far from ignoring the ira*
pormnce of the lattcr.--It
is not capit'd only as
lie conceived it, but the general stock of accumulated values which lie divided and classified.
We
may advantagcously
adopt his classification
of
capital.--Adam
Smith divides the general
stock
of accumulated
values into three parts: the first
comprising
all the objects which serve only for
the maintenance
of man; the second, that part of
productive capital which is stationary
and which
he tenns fixed capital; the third, that part of productive capital which is not fixed, and which he
calls circulating
capital.
He thus illustrates
his
division of capital:
"The
general stock of any
country or society,"
he says, "isthe
samcwith
that of all its inhabitants
or members,
and thcrefore, natunllly
divides itself into the same three
portions, each of which has a distinct funeti'm
or oflice.--The
first is that portion whi(.h is reserved for imumdiate consumption,
and of which
the characteristic
is that it affords no revenue or
pr_fit.
It consists in the stock of food, clothes,
household
furniture,
etc., which have been parchased by their proper consumers,
but which arc
not yet entirely consumed.
The wholc stock of
mere dwelling houses, to(), subsisting
at any one
time in the country,
make a part of this first portion.
The stock that is laid out in a house, if it
is to be the dwelling
house of the proprietor,

facilitate and abridge labor.
2. Of all those pl'ofitablebuildings
which are the me.ins of procuring
a revenue, not only to their proprietor who lets
them for a rent, but to the person who possesses
them and pays that rent for them; such as shops,
warehouses,
workhouses,
farm houses, with all
their necessary
buildings;
stables, granaries,
etc.
These are vel'v different
from mere dwelling
houses.
Thcy'are
a sort of instruments
of trade,
and may be considered
in the same light.
3. Of
theimprovcme_ttsof
land, of what has been profitably laid out in clearing, draining,
inclosing, nninuring, and reducing it into the condition
most
proper
f(r tillage and culture.
An improved
farm may very justly be regarded
in the same
light as those useful m'lchines
_hich
facilitate
and abridge labor, and by means of which, an
equal circulatingcapital
can afford a much greater
revenue to its cmployer.
An improved
i't_rn! is
equally advantageous
and more durable than any
of those machines, frequently
requiring
no otln,r
repairs than the most profitable application
of llm
fanncr'scapital
employed in cultivating
it. 4. Of
the acquired and useful abilities of all the inhabitants or membel"s of society.
Theacquisition
of
such talents, by the maintenance
(if the acquirer
during his education,
study, or al)prcnticeship,
always casts a real expense, which is a capit'd
fixed and i'ealized,
as it were. in his person.
Those talents, as they make a part of his fortune,
so do they likewise of that of the society to
which he belongs.
Tile improved dextel'ity of a
workman
may be considered
in the same light as
a nmchine
or instrument
of tr'lde which facilitates and abridges
labor, and which, though it
costs a certain expense, repays that expense with
a profit."--We
have next, the other part of productive capital, circulating
capital, with its three
principal
subdivisions.--"
The third and last of
the three portions into which the general stock
of the society naturally divides itself, is the circulating capital;
of which the characteristic
is,
that it ',).fiords a revenue
only by circulating,
or
/
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changing masters. It is composed likewise of of capitalinproduction man can do nothing and
four parts:I. Of the money by means of which hislaboriseven fruitless.--Howcould so simph,
allthe otherthreeare circulatedand distributed a truthbe ignored? The cultivatorof the soil
tothe proper consumers. 2. Of the stock of pro- can not tillhis land without the plow or spade.
visionswhich arcinthepossessionofthebutcher, He can not utilize
the fruitsof tileharveslwiththe grazier,the farmer,tilecorn merchant, the out wagons, beastsof burden, granaries,threshbrewer,etc.,and from the saleof which they ex- ing machines and otherimplements. The blackpect to derive a profit.3. Of the materials, smilh can not work without hishammer aud his
whether altogetherrude,or more or lessmanu- anvil. He needs, besides these instruments,a
faclured,of clothes,furniture,and buildings, bellows,'Ifurnace,fueland iron,not tospeak of
which are not yet made up into any of those hisshop which isalsocapltal. Aweaver can not
threeshapes,but which remain in the hands of weave his cloth without a loom. He alsoneeds
the growers,the manufacturers,the mercersand thread. He must buy itor itmust be furnished
drapers,the timber merchant, the carpentersand him; not tomention many othernecessarythings.
joiners,the brickmakers, etc.4. And lastly,
of There is no industry,no trade,inwhich certain
the work which is made up and completed,but instrumentsare not needed, although the imporwhich is stillin the hands of the merchant or tanee of theseinstruments variesmuch with the
manufacturer,and not yetdisposedof ordistribut-kiml of labor.--"This part, however," writes
ed tothe proper consumers; such as thefinished Adam Smith, "is very small in some, and very
work which we frequentlyfindready-made inthe greatin others. A master tailor
requiresno other
shops of the smith, tilecabinetmaker, thegold- instrument of trade but a parcelof needles,to
smith,the jeweler,thechina merchant,etc. The
which shouhl be added, however, scissorsand a
circulating
capital consists in this manner, of the
board.
Those of the master shoemaker
are very
provisions,
materials,
and finished
work of all
little more expensive.
Those of the weaver rise
kinds that are in the hands of their respective
a good deal above those of the shoemaker."
(lealers, and of the money that is necessary for
But, considerable
or not, instruments
are always
circulating
and distributing
them to those wlto
necessary, and the difference
relates only to their
are finally to use or to consume
them."--This
number.
And tiffs is only a small part of tile
classification
leaves little to be desired.
It corncapital required
in every trade,
It is necessary,
prises capital in the broadest
acceptation
of the
moreover, to have raw material, which is someterm.
Besides, it enumerates
all the species of
times more costly than the tools.
If a tailor's
capital, while putting each one in its own place,
tools are of little account, the cloth, on the other
]t is to be wished, perhaps, that Adam Smith had
hand, which he makes into clothes, and which he
drawn a distinction in tile case of values reserved
generally pays for in advance, is higher in price.
for tile immediate consumption
of man, similar to
The case is the same with the leather which tile
that which he drew in the case of capital
speshoemaker
uses, and both one and the other must
cially devoted to reproduction.
The latter is dihave a certain supply of material
to enable them
vide(l, as we have seen, into fixed and circulating
to live while waiting for the price of their labor.
capital; into fixed capital which renders continual
Tools, raw matc,-ial, supplies of every kind, are
service in tile hands of its possessors,
and circuindispensable
in different
degrees, whatever
the
lating capital which renders no service except in
trade may be; and all these are capitaL--It
is
so far as it is exchanged
or transformed.
In like
certain then that in "dl production,
capital is
manner, of objects destined
for immediate
conthe companion,
the indispensable
auxiliary
of
sumption
there are some which are consumed allabor, so that it may be truly said that withm, t
together,
and are of use only because they are
capital there is no lahor.
This is true, even in
thus consumed:
such
are eatables
generally,
the savage state, such as it has always been known,
There are others, on the contrary,
which last, at
where man does not go to hunt without a bow and
least for a time, and only their use isconsumed:
an'ows, or some other instrument
to take their
such are furniture
and especially dwelling houses.
1)lace
This for a more cogent reason is strictly
But we do not insist on this distinction
which is true in civilized life, where labor is always more
much less important
than the othcr.--III.
Forcomplicated
and never gives such speedy results.
matw_ aTul 11_crec_seof Capital.
There is scarcely
--This
truth, we say, is so simple that it almost
an economist who has not devoted-i special chapflows from the simple definition
of tile words.
ter of his work to explain
the manner
in which
It does not seem to need any demonstration.
capital is acquired and increased.
The different
However it is denied daily, not by economists,
kinds of capital are the fruits of saving and aceuit is true, but by eccentric
writers, whose pens,
mutation.
(See SAWr,'G, ACC_._VLATmN.)--IV.
unfortunately,
do not fail to exercise great influNecessity of 6'apital a,_ au Auxiliary
_o Labor.
ence on a considerable
part of the public.
They
Whatever
difference of opinion may exist among
declaim
against capital which is supposed to be,
economists,
on the definition
of capita], there is not the servant, but the lord of labor; they wish
.none on the necessity
of capital as auxiliary
to
to free labor and workmen
from the yoke which
labor.
Here all disagTeement
disappears.
From
this alleged tyrant
imposes on them.
They go
Adam Smith's time all adepts in the science are
fm'ther:
they pretend
that capitol is really unat one on this point, that without
the assistance
ni_cessal T and that the), can do without its assist\
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auee.
It seems almost useless, at first sight, to
give credit to each other, it is clear that the rise
refute
propositions
of this kind which
refute
or the fall, the artificial increase or the arbitrary
themselves.
But it is necessary to pause when it decrease which speculation
forces upon labor and
is seen that they find a great number of adherents
production,
would no longer have a cause --It
among
a misled public.
It is well, moreover,
is searcely necessary to say, as we shall see presto go to the source of these errors which generally
ently, that the nmxim, zYo capital, 7w labor, does
vriginate
from the false idea formed of capital,
not in "my manner condemn to endless servitude
I_t us first look '_t an example of this kind of and wretchedness,
that numerous
class of workeccentricity.--We
find it in an extract from _t men who have no capital.
Capital may indeed
so-called democratic
journal, one reproduced
with
come to the assistance, in different ways, of those
approval
in Proudhon's
last work. _ Although
who have none; and this necessarily
happens
he had only imperfect
ideas of economic matters,
ever)" day.
But to the principal question : How
frequently
disfigured
by the eccentricities
with
have the workmen above referred to, refuted
the
which heassociatedthem,
Proudhon
kncwenough
truth of the axiom, No capital, no labor?
llavc
when it suited him not to be mistaken
on the
they, perchance,
discovered
how to sew without
nature of capital, which he defined sometimes in
needles,
to cut cloth without
scissors?
They
rather exact terms.
But it often suited him to
probably have not been able to do without a shop
depart from the definitions which he himself had
and "_ press.board,
know the needles, scissors,
given, or {o accept the grossest errors of his disshop and press-board
used by the tailors are capciples, when these erroL_ seemed to prop up his
ital.
Further,
these workmen
could not have
system.
Thus he approved the vagaries of which
made the clothing without tile use of cloth, which
we here make mcntion.--A
certain
munber
of is also capital.
In lhct, they have been satisfied
journeymen
tailors come together
and associ.lte
to work on cloth, that is to say on capital, which
for the purpose of making clothing, and profess
did not belong to them but was furnished
by
to be without capital;
tlmt is to say, they work
others.
But finis capital was nolle the less an
_n their own account, without
the intervention
indispensable
auxiliary
to their labor, and if it
of any employer.
These workmen,
as it appears,
be true that it was pu_ at their disposition
by
succeed in their endeavor,
which is nothing very
third parties, it is only a proof of the truth of
surprising.
The writer cited by Proudhoa
conwhat we have just said, that it is not always
eludes from this that they have refuted an axiom
necessary to be the owncr of capital in order to
of political economy and dethroned
capital,
lie
make useof it. Moreover,
these workmen, whatthus sets forth and justifies this singular propoever be the manuer iu which they did it, were
sition.
"Herearc
workmen who deny altogelher
obliged to provide
for their own maintenance,
this saying of the old economists,
No ex_pital, no until they had received the price of their labor;
_tbor, a saying, which, if it were true in principle,
and they could thus provide for their maintenance
would condemn
to slavery and misery without
only by means of capital possessed by themselves
hope and without
end, a numberless
class of
or borrowed from others.
The)', therefore,
have
laborers who live from hand to mouth, and have
had recourse to capital.
But they did not, we are
no capital whatever.
These journeymen
tailors
told, submit
to conditions
imposed by an eracould not admit the truth of this terrible concluployer.
Furthermore,
they found means of diss,ouof official science.
Seeking for the rational
pensing with the agency ot merchants
in dealing
laws for tlle production
and consumption
of
with consumers.
This is apparently
what the
wealth, they discovered
tllat capital which was
unknown author of the strange dissertation
just
supposed to be a generative
element in labor, has
quoted, wished to say, and this is what he calls
only a conventional
utility;
that the only agents
destroying
the tyranny of capital.
If the workof production
are nmn's intellect and muscles;
men found a way of doing without an employer,
that hence it is possible to produce and to guaror took his place
themselves,
they did well,
antcethe
normal circulation
and consumption
of
especially
if ally real advantage
resulted
to
¢_)mmodities, by the sole fact of the direct cornthem therefrom.
They did well also to dismunicationof
produccrsand
consumers
with one
pease with the aid of merchants,
it' they were
al,,other.
That by the doing away of h burden,
able to do so without
prejudice
to the sale or
scram intelTaediary,
and the establishment
of new
circulation
of their products.
But what has
relations,
producers
and consumers
would reap
all this to do with the truth of the economic
_.he profits now given to capital,
that sovereign
propositio_l?
The workmen
in question,
no
lord of the labor, life and wants of all. "--Accordmore than other men, discovered
the means of disJag to this theory the emancipation
of workmen
pcnsing with capital.
They simply worked with
is possible by" tile nnion, in groups, of individual
their own capital instead of working
with the
powers and wants; in other words, by the assoeizt- capital of otheL's, a thing done every day, for the
tioJ_ of producers a_ul consumers, who, ceasing to
nmjority of employers
who have come from the
have opposing intcre.sts, escape forever the dotalworking class have acted in this manner.
After
nation of capital.--Thc
wants of consumption
accumulating
their savings as workmen,
they
being permanent,
]f producers
and consumers
used them to begin business with on their own
enter into direct relation, associate
together, and
account, and to become employers of labor.
The
1die g_rdrale _ ta r_otution au etiz-neu_ne stkcte, workmen whose cxample is cited here did the same,
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with this difference, that as the savings of each
man were probably not large enough alone, they
united them in a common stock.
The), called to
their aia the power of association, which is not to
be despised when a good use is made of it; thus
forming, by the union of several small savings, a
capital sufficient
to found
an establishment
of
their own.
From workmen,
which they were.
they become employers.
Thereis nothing in this
which strikes at the dignity
of capital.
On the
contrary, it is in many respects a new proof of its
productiveness,
since by its aid the workmen
in
question succeeded
in changing,
if not in bettering their condition.--We
have noted the preceding passage, which is really unworthy
to appear
here, for the sole purpose of showing
by an cxample, the kimt of ideas that are current in cerrain circles, and how the simplest h'uthsof science
are interpreted
in them.
Surely if those who
wrote these strange
lines had given themselves
the trouble
of opening
any work on political
economy,
they would have easily found in it a
correction
of their error.
But what is their idea
of capital?--At
first one would
be tempted
to
believe they have simply
confounded
capital
with moucy_a
very common error.
Money, as
we know, is only a fraction, and rather a small
fracti(m, of c'lpilal,
l_,ut even ff this were their
point of departure,
would they be justified in
saying, in the case they mention, that capital has
been dethroned?
The workmen
of whom they
speak have not succeeded
in dispensing
with
money, more than with any other article.
They
have been obliged to make use of it, "_tleast to
buy provisions
while awaiting
the completion
of
their work.
All they can mean to cl.fim is tlmt
the workmen,
through
association,
succeeded
in
freeing themselves
from the rule of a master,
from that
inconvenient
and annoying
person
whom they looked upon as a tyrant, and who in
their eyes is the personification
of capital.--J.
B.
Say has shown the necessity
of capital in these
terms:
"We shall soon see, by observing its pro.
cesses, that industry
alone and unaided
is not
able to give value to things.
It is necessary that
the person engaged
in industry
should possess
products
already existing, without
which his labor, however
skilled,
would
remain
inactive,
These things are: 1. Tools, implements
of the
various arts.
The cultivator
of the soil can do
nothing without
his pick and spade, the weaver
without his loom, nor the sailor without his ship.
2. The products
which are to support the workman engaged in industry,
until he has completed
his part in the work of production.
The product
on which he is busied, or the price which it will
bring, ought in reality to bring back the e×pense
of keeping
him; but he is obliged continually
to
advance
what is necessary
for his support.
3.
The raw
material
which
his industry
has to
change into finished products.
It i_ true that
these materials
are often furnished
him gratuitously by nature;
but more frequently
they are
industrial
products already existing, such as seeds

furnished by agriculture, metals furnished by the
miner and founder, etc.
The manufacturer
who
uses them in his industry
is obliged to advance
their value.
The value of all these articles con-,
stitutes
what is called productive
capital."
All
economists are agreed on this subject.
Here, for
example,
is another
quotation
taken from the
"Theory
of Social Wealth,"
by Fredrick
Skarbck, professor
of political
economy at Warsaw:
" When we observe man occupied in collecting
primitive values, or in producing
new ones, we
see that, in 1)oth cases, he can not act without
having in his possession
a certain
stock which
furnishes
him the means of subsistence,
or the
objects necessary to fit him to work.
A hunter
needs some kind of weapon to strike down the
wild beast that is to furnish
him with food or
clothing.
Uncertain
of the result of the chase,
he must be supplied
with a certain amount
of
provisions
to enable him to endure one day's or
several days' fatigue.
If, later, with more developed means, he wishes to construct
a dwelling he
can not do so without
first having the necessary
tools for the purpose, without
having felled the
trees to bc used in its construction,
without
haying such a supply of provisions
as will free him
from the care of procuring
a subsistence
while he
is building his house; in oueword,
he can neither .
collect the values which he finds read), in nature,
nor produce new ones, without possessing a slock
which will enable him to work by giving him the
means of existence
and the objects of labor."-These are exactly the same ideas which we found
in the works of J. B. Say.
Both are agreed in
considering
as necessary for the execution of an),
labor wlmtever,
not only the preliminary
possessiou of tools aml raw materials,
but also a certain
supply of food which enables the labm'cr to live
till his work is finished and its product sold; thus
considering
such supply as an essential
part of
the capital.
Although
Rossi and some other economists deny this last, they have really the same
views; since they consider the stock of provisions
necessary to the laborer, as well as the raw materials and tools.--Earlier
than any of these economists, Adam Smith had established
the sameprinciples.
He first supposes, it is true, that capital
is not necessary in a barbarous
or savage state.
This we must not take too literally, for it is sure,
and Adam Smith is not mistaken here, that the
savage himself has need of tools.
But he shows
later, which is strictly true, that the necessity of
capital increases in proportion
as civilization
advances and the division of labor extends.--"
In
that rude state of society in which there is n(,
division of labor, in which exchanges are seldouz
made, and in which every ma_l provides
everything for himself,
it is not necessary that any
stock should be accumulated
or stored up beforehand in order to carry on the business of the society.
:Every man endeavors
to supply by his
own industry
his own occasional
wants as they
occur.
When he is hungry
he goes to the forest
to hunt; when his coat is worn out, he clothes
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himself with the skin of the first large ammal he
kills; and when his hut begins to go to ruin he
repairs it, as well as he can, with the trees and
the turf that are nearest.
But when the division

over, that th_ _pher_ o_ possibl¢'lbbor
widens iu"
proport2_
_ _tplta!
i_eases,
beceuse if there
are man_ _'as
_)f labor _l_e those of the tailor
and shoe_tt_ker,
which can be carried on success-

of labor has once been thoroughly
introduced,
the produce of a man's own labor can supply but
a very small part of his occasional wants.
The
far greater part of them are supplied by the produce of other men's labor, which be purchases
with the produce, or, what is the same thing, with
the price of the produce of his own.
But this
purchase
can not be made till such time as the
produce of his own labor has not only been completed, but sold.
A stock of goods of different
kinds, therefore,
must be stored up somewhere
sufficient
to maintain
him, and to supply him
with the matv_'ials and tools of his work till such
time, at least, as both these events can be brought
about.
A weaver can not apply himself entirely
to his peculiar
business,
unless there is beforehand stored up somewhere,
either in his own possession or in that of some other person, a stock
sufficient
to maintain
him, and to supply him
with the materials and tools of his work, till he
has not only completed,
but sold his web.
This
accumulation
must, evidently,
be previous to his
applying his industry for so long a time to such _
peculiar business."--We
have underlined
in the
text the words maintain,
_nateJials and tools, in
order to call attention
to the fact that Adam

fully on small capital,
there are many others.
which can not be completed
or even undertaken,
except by the aid of enormous advances.--If
we.
wish to appreciate
this truth in its broadest bearlags, we have but to follow humanity
in its principal stages, from the savage or barbarous state to.
the condition
of civilization
to which It has advanccd --In the savage state there is scarcely anything but the chase, the most elemental 5" and,
fruitless of all kinds of work.
The soil can not
yet be cultivated.
Even if the savaBe had the
idea, which he has not, of cultivating
the soil,
which he occupies, to increase its natural fertility,
he would be unable to carry out this idea in practice from want of capital.
IIaving nei:l_er plow
nor spade to break the earth, he would be reducedto stirring it up with the branch of a tree.
And
even if be should succeed in this. which would be
very difficult, he would be stopped in the course
of his work for want of seed.
Let us add, besides, that the cultivation
of the soil which hardly
repays the laborer after a year's waiting, is not
suitable to a man whose stock of provisions c'm last
only a few days.
The vast circle of agri('ultur_fl
labor is closed to him by this fact.
All 1lint h_
can do in tiffs direction is to collect hereand there,

Smith, although
he does not include the stock for
maintenance
in his definition
of capital, does not
fail to consider
it as an indispensable
condition
precedent
of production.--Capital
being necessary, in different degrees, in all the employments
of labor, we may conclude,
first, that thenumber
of these employments
naturally increascs in proportion as capital increases;
then, that labor becomes more productive
in the same proportion
in
the sense that it gives more abundant
results for
thesame amount of labor and cffort, consequences
equally favorable
to the progress of society and
the well being of the masses.--We
say that the
increase of capital increases
the employment
of
labor.
Just as lnan canproduce
nothing without
capital, capital can not act without the assistance
of man.
If the agricultural
laborer can do noflling without his plow and his spade, theplow and
the spade can do nothing
unless the arm of the
laborer puts them in operation.
Dependence
is
reciprocal;
it is even greater
in the case of the
instrument
than of the hand and the intelligence
which urges it on. It is easyto understand
from
this, that every increase of capital, every creation
of a new capital, affords man new opportunities
to
utilize his power or his intelligence.
As soon as
there is formed anywhere,
by savingand
accumulation, by an excess of production
over consumption, any amount whatever
of capital--unless
the
owner hides it away, which happily is becoming
rarer every day--that
capital seeks employment
in production,
and it can not find that employmeat unless an ampler field for the employment
of human labor be found.
It is very true, more-

in a very small number, such fl'uits as the earth
produces
spontaneously
--When,
thanks
to the
accumulation
of capital,
the cultivation
of the
earth becomes possible, the circle of agricultural
labor enlarges, but it does not reach at once its
greatest extent.
With a few tools, such as the
spade and the plow, the harrow and a small hUmber of draught
animals, and with seeds and pro.
vislons for a year, a man ca,_ doubtless set about
the cultivation
of some lauds, but not of all kinds
of land, at first.
Tools being imperfect,
as always happens when capital is not abundant,
only
the lighter soils are cultivated,
those which offer
the least resistance and yield the least.
Even on
them, all the labor necessary
to make them a._
productive
as they might be, is not expended.
Men abstain from the working of the heavier soils
which are the most fertile but which require
more powerfulimplemcnts.
Especiallylands
arc
avoided which present obstacles that must be removed before they can be cultivated
at all, and,
which are not susceptible
of giving immediate results.
Such are lands covered with foresls or
swamps.
In a state which wc shall not call savage but only barbarous,
man is merci)" able t_)
cultivate
bare or prairie land which responds t_>
the touch of the feeblest instrument
in his possession, and which at most presents no other obstacles
but the long weeds that fire can destroy.
As soon
as he meets greater
obstacles, such as forests or
marshes, he halts.
It would be necessary previous
to the cultivation
of such lands, to fell the forests
and drain the swamps.
But these operations require time, tools, etc., and 'can be performed
only
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-with the assistance of a large amount of capital,
In this state of things the sphere of the agricultua'al laborer isstill quite restricted.
It widens only
in proportiou
as the amount of capital increases,
--lt is the same in almost all the l)aths of production.
A nascent
people,
or one wlfich is not
-sufficiently provided with capital, can not begin
the working of minesand
quarries.
A.llthat such
a people ask of the mines and quarries is what can
be got from them with little effort and labor,
Later. when the amount of their capital becomes
greater, they explore its depth to wrest from the
.earth the riches hidden in its bosom.
IIere is a
vast career
closed almost entirely
during
the
• arlier ages to the labors of man, which is opened
.and develol_ed only by degrees, through
the in_crcase of capital.
No monuments
or edifices arc
constructed
in a barbarous
state; men scarcely
build houses.
They are content with the most
m_odrst dwellings,
built at the smallest cost possibit.
The _rcat b_Hldi,g il_d_stries, which play so
great a part in civilized countries,
in which they
give emph)ynmnt
to so much intelligence
and so
mal_y hands, are here reduced to their simplest ex.1)res_ion.
What shall we say of navigation,
shipbuilding,
preparing,
transporting,
collecting
matcrials, lading and unlading,
the pilotingof
ships,
building and management
of harbors, etc.? Much
:more might be said on manufacturing
industry,
which scarcely exists in barbarous stales.
It is almost always the last to folb,w ia the path of civili7.ation, for, more than any other, it requires a large
mppliance of acquired
knowledge
and a considerable development
of capital.
Still what a vast
-career this industry opens to the activity of man,
when we consider it in its various branches.
And
what a lively impulse it gives through its cont'_ct
with them 1o all the others!
It is true, therefore,
that in a barbarous stat(_lmman labor is restricted
•on cvel T side, and that it mulliplies
and extends
at once in all directions
in proportion
as tlm increase of capital furnishes men with the means of
action which they nced.--It
is proper to remark
that if capital, generally
speaking,
increases the
employment
of labor by the opening up of new
•careers to the activity
of men, it sometimes
dimi_ishes
also their number
in certain
special
branches of industry,
since by the introduction
of
machinery
it dispenses
with the l'tbor of many
hands.
This is a reproach
directed
especially
against machines, which have, it is said, the great
<lrawback of depriving
workmen
of work by do.
ing a great part of that which w_m theirs.
It is
true that a steam engine, under the care of a single man, is :lble to replace the muscular
power of
a great number
of men.
It is none the less true
that a spinning
machine,
for exanq)lc, managed
by one or two persons at most, can (lo the work of
:many women, and it may be said that in this sense
it takes a part of their work from the women,

however, some brief reflections
on this subject.
which are very naturally
related to the subject of
capital.--Thc
object of industry
is not to furnish
occupation
to man, but to provide for his wants.
Labor is but a means; the satisfaction
of hiswants
is the end.
When, thanks to the increase of capital, industry
enters new paths, it is to satisfy
these wants that it enters them.
In this way it
offers, it is true, more numerous
employments
to
the activity of man, l)ut this is only acccssorily.
Its final aim is the extension
of production
and
the _ncrc.lse of the number
of products.
Even
when by simplifying
its methods,
by increasing"
the power of its means, by subjecting
a greater
number of natural
agents to its empire, industry
increases production
with a less expenditure
of
force, or assists the labor of man by natural forces
which it yokes to labor, it merely remains faithful
to its chief mission.
In this way it coatinually
increases the mass of our wealth.
Does it result
from this that the amount
of labor which mau
performs
is really decreased?
By no means.
Capital, by increasing,
always creates more labor
than it (le._troys.
If, thanks to the power of the
agents set '_t work, it does away with part of the
labor of man in special branches, it comnmnicates
a great activity to all the other branches;
it opens
in other directions so many new paths to industry,
that for one employment
it destroys
it creates
tcn.--If
men were well convinced
of this truth,
they would have given the great question of machiuery a solution different
from what they have
sometimes given it. Does the invention
of new
machines increase or diminish tim employment
of
labor?
It diminishes
it, say some economisls,
at,
least in certain
cases, by satis_'ing
the demand
for commodities
by a much smaller amount of
labor.
Others say it does not di,ninish
it, except
temporarily,
for the simplifica!ion
of the pro(.ess
of production
by lowering
the price of products.
increasesthedemand
forthem, audindustrygrows
in the same proportion.
Taken in this sense, the
question does not appear to us susceptiblc
of u
general decision.
Thcrc are facts in support of
both sides of it. There are to-day more printers
than there were formerly copyists:
this is an undoubted fact.
Cotton spinning.flsoemploys
more
persons now that it is done by maclfinery,
than it
employed when it was done by hand.
But agaiz_.
_,rc there more printers of music than thcre were
formerly copyists of music?
Does paper making
by machinery
cmploy as many workmen,
notwithstanding
the real increase of the demand, than
paper making by hand employed some years ago?
Does linen spiraling
by machinery
employ,
in
France,
as ninny men, and especially
women,
as hand spinning
employed
some time ago?
IIere we can boldly answer, no.
But this is not
the real question at issue.
What should be asked
is this: Is itnot
true that the introduction
of

These are facts.
The error consists solely in the
general consequences
drawn from them.--We
do
not intend to anticipate
here what will be said in
Ihe article _L_cHINES.
We may be permitted,

machines--which
in certain directions
supplant
the labor of man--is
the result of the increase of
capital and would not have taken place without
such increase?
Is it not true, on the other hand,
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that this increase of capital has given to all the
othcr branches of industryagreaterimpetus,
tosay
nothing of the new industries
which it has called
forth; and that, in consequence,
the small number
of employments
which have been done away with
on one side ]lave been amply replaced
by new
ones?
Thus put, the question will not appear to
us subject to the least doubt.
It will always be
objected,
it is true, that if labor has not been
decreased,
it has been at least displaced.
But
displacements
of this "kind which are less annoying than is generally supposed, would be almost
imperceptible
were they not too frequently
sudden, produced _ they are by artificial means, and
if the distribution
and handling
of capital were
less subject to restriction_.--It
is true that capital,
by increasing,
tends unceasingly
to produce
a
wider development
of human lal)or.
This truth
is strikingly
evident when we compare two nations placed at a great distance
from each other
with respect to the accumulation
of wealth.
A
sparse population
may be seen to languish
in
inaction for want of emplo3maent, while another
and a dense population
works and is active.
But
even when the contrast is not so strongly marked,
this truth is none the less apparent.--As
to the
advantages
which the increase of wealth yields
to society in other regards,
by augmenting,
in
ever-increasing
proportions,
the sum of the product.s which it can dispose of, they are so evident
that it is scarcely necessary to dwell on them.--¥,
By what MetlvJds is the Co-opeq'ation of Capital a_ut
I._bo_, effected i_ a 2¥atio_,?
Sitice capital and
labor can do nothing alone, theyalways
seek each
other.
Theyhave
been represented
as necessarily
iu conflict.
Nothing falsercaa
be imagined.
The
fact is, that placed by the law of their nature in
reciprocal
dependence,
they ten(l constantly
to
a_ociation,
it is true that the conditions
of this
alliance vary, as we shall soon see, according
to
circumstances,
and these are not always cqually
favorable to labor.
But association
is none the
less necessary to them in all cases. We have here
to explain the different
methods
by which tiffs
association
is effected.--When
capital is in the
hands of a man who can use it, there is nothing
simpler
than tills association.
The man who
possesses tin amount of capita] sufficient to engage
in some indtlstry, and strength enough to employ
thisentire
capital, has no need of inquiring
further as to the manner
in which he shall utilize
the one and the other, nor to have recourse
to
outside aid iu this matter.
IIc works and calls
hisown capital to his assistance.
A water-carrier
whose capital consists in a barrel and a few pails,
goes for water to the public well every day, and
distributes
the water to his customers
himself,
In this work lie needs no outside aid: capital and
labor are naturally
allied in his hands.
It is the
same with most itinerant vendors who travel the
_treets of great cities, and even of some small
hawkers.
In general they own an amount
of
capital sufficient to buy m the morning the wares
which they dispose of during the day.
Some-
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times, it is true, the capital which they use does
not belong to them; they are forced to borrow it
from others.
In this case the alliance between
capital and labor is not so simple; but if we Sill)pose that they are really owners of the merchandisc which they sell, capital and labor arc cornblued, so to speak, in their persons, and work
without difficulty
side by side.
It is the same
with certain
small artisans who c.irry on a trade
on their own account, without employing
workmen, their personal
labor being sufficient to accompli_h
the work they lmve to do.--But
these
simple combinations
of capital and labor tire rare.
They are moreover only applicable
to very small
industries,
which require
only the strength of a
single man.
The moment
an owner of capital
possesses a greater amount than he can utilize in
his own work, lie is forced to call in, in some
way, the labor of another person.
He must then
either undertake
an industry,
1)y associating
with
his labor assistance, under the name of workmen,
with whom lie wilt mtturally sliare tit(; fruits of
their common toil, by paying them a remuneration freely agreed upon between
them, or turn
over a portion of his capital as It loan, as stc)ck or
in some other form at a stipulated
price to a
master of an industry who will make it effective
in his stead.
On the other hand, when a man
does not possess the amount
of capital necessary
to emph)y his mind and his hands usefully, hc is
forced to associate
his labor in some way with
the capital of another.
This is the condition
of
the greater number of those who belmJg to what
is called the working class
We have here wlrious
situations,
in which capital and labor, not being
at first united in proper proportions
in the same
hands, men are obliged to bring them together.
}Iowisthis
done?
The preceding sufficesto give
an idea of the operations,
it only remains to enumerate and define the several ways.--An
owner
of an amount of capital which he can not utilize
himself, or of an amount of capital so great that
lie is unable to utilize it at all, has three principal
means of calling to his assistance
the labor or"
others: 1. lie can engage in some industry
by
setting up an establishment
answering
to the
amount
of the capital wilich lie possesses, rind
c_dling to his assistance men who, under the n.mm
of workmen,
and for fixed wages, will give him
the co-ol)eration
of their labor.
9, He can lend
his capital to a man of enterprise who engages in
some branch of industry,
and who will use tile
capital at his own risk and peril, on col]dilmn of "
returning
it later, and in consideration
of the
payment of a yearly l)crcentage,
under the name
of interest, during the time lie keeps it. 3. tie
can become interested in an industrial
enterprise,
l)y investing
his capital in it as a shareholder,
that is to say, by associating
his capit_d with all
the chances of the enterprise in order to share its
profits or losses.
In each of these cases, which
comprise,
in their general expression,
nearly all
the possible combinations,
the owner of capital,
in reality, but associates
his capital
with the
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hbor of another.
Whether
he makes it of avail
directly,
through
the co-operatiou
of his workmen, or gives it, in consideration
of a yearly
interest,
to another
proprietor
who will make it
available
at his own risk and peril, or invests it
_ill an outside enterprise
by exposing
it to all the
_'isks of that enterprise,
it is always true, that this
.capital is put at work, in whole or in part, by the
_hands of other men.
There is here, therefore,
a
real alliance of the capital of the one with the
labor of the other.
These two necessary iustruments of production,
capital and labor, placed in
,different hands, are brought
together,
combined,
t, uited, and owing to this alliance they work from
that time forward
togcther.--The
man who possesses only his labor has also three methods of
•obtaining
what he wants by joining this labor
to the capital
of another;
and these methods
correspond
exactly to those which we have just
examined.
He can cithcr offer his services to the
proprietor
of an industry,
or try to obtain by a
loan and for a given interest the capital which hc
lacks, or hecan call upon money-lenders
who will
consent to risk their capital iu his enterprise.
Of
_he three methods,
the first is undoubtedly
the
least favorable to workmen,
in this sense at least,
_hat if they run no risk of loss, neither
can they
Jmpe fe)r very great advantages.
The returns
which they get vary doubtless
according to places
and times.
They also vary frequently
with individuals, on account of their activity or respective
capacity;
but in general they are very much infcrior to those which men may hope for who
succeed, either by means of a loan, orin any other
way, in putting
the capital of othcrs at work for
their own profit, and at their own risk.
But the
reasons for this are so easily understood
that it is
scarcely worth while to set them forth.
The man
who obtains the capital of others in the form of
a loan, to make it available on his own account,
is in an altogether
special position.
The very
fact of the loan which he has contracted,
provcs
that speci'll confidence is placed in his morality
or capacity,
which all workmen do not inspire in
the same degree,
lie is besides weighted with a
heavier responsibility
than comes upon
others,
and is exposed to greater
risks.
It is therefore
quite natural
that
he should
aspire to make
greater profits.
It is the s_me with him who has
been able to induce capitalists
to interest themselves
in his undertaking,
by investing
their
money in his cnterprise.--VI.
Effects of tl_e
Scarcity or Ab_zndance of CapitaZ--Absolute
and
Relative Ab_lndanve--Active
Capital and I)¢,rmant
Capital.
We have seen how, in proportion
as
capital develops in a country, industry opens up
newpaths
for itself, daily cxtending the dominion
of man and daily satisfying new wants.
But this
is not all. Even in the branches
already cultirated, industry operates more profitably and on a
larger scale in countries where capital abounds
than in countries where It is rare.--"
lh_atious with
small capital," says J. B. Say, "are at a disadvanrage m selling their products;
they are unable to

grant their customers
at home or abroad !ong
terms of credit, or easy payments.
Those with
still less capital are not always in a condition
to
make even the advances
of their raw materials
and labor.
This is why men arc obliged, in India
and Russia, to se_d the price of what is l)ought
six months and even a year before their commissions can be executed.
These nations must be
greatly favored in other regards in order to make
such considerable
sales in spite of this disadvantage."--The
total of their sales is considerable,
it
is true, lint not proportionate
to the territoD" they
occupy, nor nearly such as they might make if
they possessed a greater amount of capital. Besides
they always
oper'lte at a relative disadvantage,
in this, that they scarcely ever realize the amount
of profit to which
they might
lay cl_im;
the
greater part of it always comes to those nations
who traffic with them, and who, so to speak, lay
down the law to them.--This
disadwmtage,
however great, is not the only, nor even the greatest
which they have to bear.
A nation poor in capital knows little of the spirit of enterprise.
It
reaps small adwmtage
of favorable
occasions
whmh
prc.,ent
themselves
and which
another
better pruvidcd
nation always
seizes.
It also
derives lint a medium advantage
from new inventions, through l:tck of power or boldness to put
them to use. It drags along painfully
in the old
ruts, hesitating
always to depart
from the beaten
track.
If by chance it takes a risk in some new
erterprisc,
it do,.s so almost always with insuffici¢ut capital, and reaps dis_qppointment.
It may
be that in such a nation the greater part of its
land is cultivated;
but the cultivation
is ill managed, for want of capital sufficient
to second th(.'
efforts of man, and the results are not propor.
tionate to the energy of the laborers' work.
It
maybealsothatinsuchanationthechicfbranches
of manufacturing
industry are carried on, but as
they arc only carried on with defective
machincry, because proprietors
either dare not or can
not renew them in time, industry
vegetates
instead of flourishing.
Their products
are almost
always imperfect,
except when they depend more
particularly
on the labor of man.
_loreover,
these products
are naturally
dearer, at least they
would be were it not for analmost
fatal necessity
which in this case throws the loss, resulting from
lack or imperfection
of tools, on the workmen,
by reducing
their wages.--These
truths
appear
in all their prominence
when we compare
the
people of England
and the United States, so rich
in capital, with the majority of the nations on the
European
continent,
which are so generally
devoid of it. The spirit of enterprise
is active in
England;
it is still more active in the United
States.
Every favorable
chance to realize a profit
is seized upon there with eagerness.
Besides, an
enterprise generally
obtains all the capital nccessary to its success.
The a_'icultural
and manufacturing
industri_
arc commonly
provided with
the best instruments,
the best tools known, so
that they are carried on under the most favorable
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conditions
possible;
and the sweat of man, his
talents and his acquired
knowh.dge
are never
spent invain.--The
most serious matter, perhaps,
is that the decrease
of wages is the inevitable
consequence
of scarcity of capital.
There are
two decisive reasons for this.
The first is, that
where the spirit of enterp_;ise is not much encour_lged, there are fewer careers open to the activity
of man; consequently
there are a greater number
of idle men, either voluntary
or constrained.
The
second is, that fewer products
are obtained with
the same amount
of labor.
Where there is less
labor, where, besides, fewer results arc obtained
with thesameamount
of labor, is it not inevitable
that each man's share sh'dl be smaller?
We say
that in this case wages fall, and it must indecd be
so: but this is not all.
The general
level of
wealth falls;
the sum total o'f consumption
is
reduced, together with the sum total of production.
And this is true not only with reference to
the laboring
classes,
but with reference
to all
classes of society, with a few rare exceptions,
The poor become poorer in consequence
and the
rich less rich, in this sense, at least, that all are
()bliged to be satisfied with a smaller mlmber of
produets.--P,'otests
are often raised against these
results, in so far as the working
classes are particularly
concerned.
Why is it not seen that
they are inevitable under certain circumstances?
When the sum total of production
is smJdl, 1s it
possible to distribute
to each one a large part?
Doubtless that of the workmen
is relatively very
small.
There
arc here and there certain
men
who obtain much more and whose situation prescats a striking contrast
to th'_t of their fcllows:
but if we reduce tl,epart belonging to these latter
would that of the woH¢me)] be much increased?
But the strangest
thing is, that men on this account declaim
against
capital,
to which
they
impute thedistress
of the working classes.
There
can be no greater
folly.
The truth is, that the
cause of this evil lies in the absence or in the
scarcity of capital.
But the abundance of capital
is absolute or relative;
and thisis a truth ignored,
upon which we should insist more were it not
sufficiently dwelt on clsewhere.--lt
is not always
the relative importance
of the wtlucs which it has
accumulated
that constitutes
the superiority
of
one people over another;
it is so,netimcs,
and

indefinitely greater profusion tothe requirements
of labor.
Whence
comes this?
From
several
causes, which are summed up in one, to wit, th:Lt
in the United Sttttes capital .dw'lys goes to its
real destination
and there is never inactive.
One
would bc alarmed
if it were possible to give an
account,
in France,
of the amount
of c_,pit:d
daily turned "tway from fruitful employment
to
he dragged into sterile uses.
One would perlml)S
be still more astonished
could an cx.lct cal('ulation be nmde of the amount of capital lying idle,
not onlyin the form of money, i)ut in the form of
merchandise
and values of every kind.
"lhis
evil, though not altogether
unknown,
is far less
in the United States than in France, and this is
the reason that with perhaps a smaller amount of
actual capital there is relatively
a much greater
abundance.
There is perhaps more c'lpita] in
France, but in the United
States there is much
more active capital.--And
if it is asked whence
comes the inferiority
of France in this regard, we
shall answer th'lt it. comes, first, from the abnost
total absence of those iastitntions
of credit whose
chief object is to distribute
and dispose of Cal)it'l];
that it depends,
also, ozl the vices o g French
legislation on commercial
associations, and ou the
presence of certain ill-pl:lnncd iustit utions, which
have no other effect than to strike the greater
part of social wealth with sterility.

more frequently,
its superiority
in maki.ng use of
these values.
As to England
it amy be admitted
as very sure that the sum of its actual capital is
greater than that of any other nation in Europe.
But is the same true of the United
St._tes of
America?
It is more than permitted
to doubt it.
_'orth America, a new country,
which in great
part is still ahnost unexplored,
can not possess an
amount
of capital
equal
to that
which
some
European
countries,
France, for example, owe to
the labors of past generations
and the slow accumulations of many centuries.
_*evertheless
it is
true, in fact, that capital is much more abundant
in the United States than in France, in the sense
at least that it lends itself more easily and with

ence to sectional
jealousy,
by requiring
the
erection of a suitable building
near the falls of
the Potomac, that the meetings of congress might
alternate
between the two places.
Afterlong
and
warm debate, congress returned to its first resolution, and decided
that there should be but one
capital, and commissioners
were appointed
to lay
out a federal town near the falls of the Delaw'lrc.
Dec. 23, 1784, it was resolved
to meet regularly
in New York city until the hew town was cornplcted.
But, while money was wanting for more
pressing demands, congress was unable to go any
further than the plan.
Tlle commissioners
made
their report, but no action was taken upon it.The successful establishment
of the constitution,
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CAPITAL,
The National
(IN U. S. II_sT01_Y).
The congress
of the revolution
and the confcdcr_cy was l)eript_tetic, and at various times m its
history hehl meetings at Phila(h'lphia,
B.'tltimore,
Lancaster,
York, Princeton,
Aunal)olis,
Tr(,nton
and _New York.
(See CONTINENTAL CONGRh:SS )
June 21, 1783, a handful of insubordinalc
and unpaid militia marched into Philadell)hia,
wheaecongrcss was sitting, and, unchecked
by any efforts
of the state or city authorities
to kccp the peace,
broke up the session of congress
by jeering
the
members and pointing
muskets at the wiudows.
This, among othcr incidents, gave an impulse to
tlle desire to obtain a permanent
home for the
national
legislature,
and Oct. 7, 1783, congress
resolved
that a building
for its use should be
erected at some place near the falls of the Delaware.
This was soon after modified, in defer-
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with the prospcct of a federal government whose
wealth and resouree_ would surpass any previous
experience in America, revived the notion of a
federal town. Objection was made to :New York
city as a l)ermancnt capital by many of the delegates from agricultural districts, who considered
a commercial metropolis very ineligible, be;cause
of the direct influence which tim moneyed interest might exert on congress; and objections were
alsomade to Philadelphia by many of tim southern members, who were affronted by the assiduity
of the Quakers in preparing and presenting to
congress propositions for the abolition of slavery.
When tim new congress also came to the conclusion to fix the location of the federal town in the
north, placing it this time on the banks of the
Susquehanna, the decision roused intense anger
among the southern delegates, and Madison
declared that if this action had been foreseen, his
state might never have entered the Union. As a
compromise, it seemed probable that congress
would drift back again to tile plan of two capitals, and of alternate meetings north and south,
an arrangement excellently adapted for preserving the two sections in their separate integrity,
and for facilitating their ultimate separation.-The inevitable compromise finally took another
form. The anti-federalists, whose strength was
mainly southern, succeeded by a majority of two
in thehouse in voting down IIamilton's plan for
tile assumption of state debtsby the federal goveminent.
(See FEDERAL PARTY, l.) By Jefferson's mediation (though he afterward claimed
that he was "entrapped"
into it), two anti-federalists from the Potomac agreed to vote for Hamilton'splan,wldchwastherebyadopted,thefederalists tn return agreeing to vote that tile national
capital slmuhl be fixed upon the Potomac, after remaining ten years at Philadelphia.
The result was
an act passed 3une 28, 1790, with the following
clause "That a district of territory on tim river
Potomac, at some place between the mouths of the
Eastern Branch and the Connogoeheague, be and
the same is hereby accepted for the permanent
seat of the government of the United States." By
tile same act congress was to meet at Philadelphia
until the first Monday in November, 1800, and
then remove to the Potomac.--By
separate cessions of Mkryland in 1788 and Virginia in 1789,
a federal district ten miles square was acquired,
which was laid out by Washington in person, by
act of March 80, 1791. The place was officially
known as Tlve Federal City until Sept. 9, 1791,
when, by order of threc commissioners appointed
by the president, the district w'ts named The
Territory _f Columbia, and the city 7'l_e City of
Washingto,t.--Congress made no adequate appropriations for the work on public lmildings, and
in December, 1796, Washington was compelled
to make a personal appeal to the legislature of
blaryland, which advanced $100,000 on the pledge
of the private credit of the commissioners,
l'qov.
17, 1800, the federal government removed to "the
Indian place, with the long name, in the woods,

on the Potomac."
Its discomforts are feelingly
described in letters of tim time, and more particularly in those of Mrs. John Adams. There were
few public buildings, except, the capitol, of which
only the two wings were finished, connected by
a wooden passage.--Aug. 24-25, 1814, the British
army burn(_d the pubhc buildings, and whert
congress re-assembled the two houses met in a
small brick building known as l:llodget', hotel.
Tim project of establishing the capital in the
north was at ,race revived, and liberal offers for
the location were made by Philadelplda, and by
Lancaster, Penn., formerly the capital of Pennsylvania.. Oct. 8, 181,t, a resolution for removal
w'ls carried irathe house by the casting vote of tlm
spe'lker, nearly tim wlmle southern vote being in
the negative. A bill for tim removal wasordered
to be prepared.but was smothered in committee.
The citizens, who were naturally anxious to prevent any removal, furnished a building which
was used by congzess until a portion of the present capitol was finished, Dee. 6, 1819. The
buildingwascompleted
in 1827, being sm'mounted
by a wooden dome. In 1851 an extension was
begun, and in 1863 tile whole structure was
finished in its present form by tile completion of
tim iron dome (begun in 1855), crowned by Crawford's bronze statue of freedom --The position of
tile national capital proved exceptionally fortuhate during the rebellion.
The necessity for
securing communication
with the loyal states
forced the federal government into a policy far
more aggressive than would have been the case
if the capital had been further north. The loea.
tion of Washington upon the Potomac, which
the south had so eagerly desired, was one of tim
causes which made peaceable secession, and northern acquiescence in a division of 1he country,
equally impossibilities.--ln
1846 Virginia's eession was retroceded, leaving only fi4 square miles
in the District of Columbia.
This tract has
always been governed directly by congress, exeepting during the ye'_rs 1871-74, when the
experiment was tried of erecting a te_Titorial
government, with the power to raise money by
tax and loan. This body rushed .rt once into "r
very extensive system of public improvements,
which resulted in the creation of a debt of over
$20,000,000 on an assessed valuation of less than
$80,000,000. The District of Columbia i._ no.w
under tim supervisiou of commissioners, al>
pointed by the president, but controlled by congressional legislation.
Like other territo,'ies it
has no voice in national elections, and the city of
Washington thus presents tile anomaly of a city
of 147,'_07 inhabitants (in 1880) whose own kitizens, except in local elections, are disfranchised.
(See CONTINENTALfJOlqGItESS, DISTIl.lOTOF CoLV._imA)--See Poore's Polit_-----l'_.,qt_ter,1; 1 Curtis' History ¢_fthe Con._titution, 220, 227, and 2:
268, and authorities there cited; 6 Hildreth's
United 8tatar, 528; Varnum's 8eat of Governvwnt ; J. Elliot's Historical 8ketch of tl_ ff'e_
Miles Square; Howe's Virginia Itistorical Colleo
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ALEXANDER JOITNSTO.N'.
CAPITULATION,
When an army corps or
a fortress feels no longer able to resist the enemy,
and the belligerents,
are not induced by passion
to rcfnse all quarter,
there remains onl 5" to surrender at d:scretmn
or oa condition.
The latter
term of submission,
especially
when a fortress is
in question, is ca]Lled more particularly
a capitulation.
Nevertheless,
it would
seem
that in
ordinary laz)gnage a distinction
is no longer made
Y,,etween a surrenuer
pure and simple and a capitulation.--The
r_des regarding
capitulations
are
vel T simple.
They lice treaties
whose clauses
have been discussed beforehand,
and which, once
signed, become binding
on the contracting
parties, except, say some writers,
when one or both
of them have exceeded their powers.
Now, the
oltlcer in comrnand
of the fortress, on the one
hand, and the commander
of tile besiegingarm3",
on the other, arc authorized
by u,sage .rnd necessit)" to negotiate and conclude tlds kind of treaty;
and the supposition
of the treaty containing
other
provisions than those relative
to the capitulation
]s a case which it does not seem worth while to
consider here.
Neither
do we wish to consider
the case of non-fulfillment
of the capitulation
on
tlte part of the victor.
:_. general who did not
keep his engagements
with
the vanquished,
wouhl di._honor himself,
and would expose himself or his side to reprisals.--The
stipulations
which may be contained
in capitulations
depend
on circumstances.
According
as the chances of
relief are greater or less, according as the defense
has been more or less prolonged,
accordin_ to the
extent of the means of resistance still left lhc garrison, the terms granted will l)e more or less lenient or severe.
It rarely occurs that a garrison is
allowed to leave a fortress with " the honors of
war," that is to say, with arms and baggage, colors flying, and bands playing
martial airs; but
neither, onthe other hand, is it necessm T tostipubite that the lives of the garrison shall be sp'lre(],
That is understood,
for prisoners
of war are _lO
longer put to death.
The soldiers,
also, are
'dlowed their personal effects, and somctirnes
the
ofiieers, too, are permitted
to retain their swords.
The victor must not scize on anything
but tile
prol)erty of the state, and he ought not to forget
that peaceful inhabitants
are not to be considered
as enernies.--Prior
to the capitulation
the cornmauder of a fortress
is master
there, and is
aceounu/ble only to his .,,upcriors.
But the eapitulation
once signed,
the United States Ir_tru('tion._fin. Armies in the Fivld, § 144, says that, the
capitulator
has no right, during
the time that
elapses between the signing and thc execution of
the capitulation,
to destroy or injure the defensire works, the arms, provisions
and munitions
m his possession,
unless it has been otherwise
agreed._Thus
far we have considered
capitulations from the standpoint
of international
law;
23
vol,. I.-- 23
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there remains still the standpoint
of the military
code.
Tile government
which has intrusted
a
sol.dier with the charge of a fortress has a right
to demand an account of his acts, and this account
is often required.
In France,
the decree of
May 1, 1812, provides
as follows:
"Art. 1. All
generals
and all eonmnmders
of armed forces,
whatever their rank, are forbidden
to enter into
any capitulation,
written or verbal,
in the open
field.--Art.
2. Every
capitul'_tiou
of this sort,
that results in a laying down of arms, is declared
dishonorable
'rod criminal,
and shall be punished
with death.
[But what if there are absolutely no
means of defense?]
The same shall hold true of
all other capitulations
where the general or com.
rnander has not done all that honor and duly
prescribed.--Art.
3. In a fortilied place, he,legal
,'lad invested,
a capitulation
is allowed
in the
c'tses provided
in tile next article--Art
4. A
capitulation
of a fortified
place besieged and invested may be made if the provisions and rnunitions are exhausted
after due economy,
if tile
garrison has sustained
an assault on its e,ce/nte.
and is unable to withstand
a second, aml if the
governor
or commandant
has fulfilled till the
obligations
imposed upon him by the decree of
tile 24th of Decernbel',
1811.--The
governor
or
commander,
as well as the officers, shall in no
case separate their own lot from that of their soldmrs but shall ahvays share the fortunes of tile
latter.--When
the conditions
prcscribed
in the
preceding
article
shall not have been fulfilled,
any capitulation
or lo_s of the pl'me tirol sh'dl
ensue is declared
dishonor:tb]e
and criminal, and
shall be punished
with
de'_th _ _ a a
"
--Other
countries
have analogous
provisions.
(See z'kRMISTICE,
SLEGE,
etc.)
)IAuRICE BLOCK.
CARICATUltE.
Political caricature,
and thi._
is the only kind we refer to, is only one form of
the liberty of the press.
]t is the weapon of the
weak, the book of people who have
not yet.
learned
to read.
It was the newspaper
of the
rustic, before newspapers
proper came iat_) (,xis_ence.
An event occurs.
The carieatnri,t
s(,izes
it, and with the poiuL of lus pencil nails it to Ihe
pillol3'.
Theirnl)ression
produced
is immediate,.
Tile people see the point.
Indifference
here i, out
of the question.
Tile idea is caught at a o'l:u)c_,,
and at the same time people declare for or affaiz_t
the ttrtist.
Better than the new_paper
article or
the l)ook, c:tricalure
gives body to ideau and sets
up a target for tile shots of ranc.or.
Tim history
of political
carie,_ture
is intimately
(.onnccted
with that of nations.
While tile aristocracy
and
the middle class write books or edit newspapers,
the engraver's art tells the story of popular joy
and sorrow, hol)e amt wrath.
The. peopl_, paint
themselves as they are, and repre._ent their ('hemics as they appear to them.
They call things
by thcir right
names.
In 1496, lozlg b,.fore
Luther, they held up papal Rome to cxe('ration.
Before the league they drew
ttcnry
II1., file
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hermaphrodite,
on the hurdle.
Richelieu
made
every one tremble before hbn; yet he feared the
shafts of caricature,
which did not respect even
the terrible
majcsty of Louis XIV.
Caricature
helped
the French
revolution
1)y familiarizing
tim people with the idea of revolt.
It showed
foresight
on the eve of the 18th Brumaire,
by
representing
the first consul thimblerigging
1he
republic
under the pyramids
as goblets.
Vanqui.-hcd
in 1815, it avenged
itself by ridiculing'
the victors.--We
do not, however, pretend to say
that caricature
ha_ b_:ea alwa 3s in the right.
In
the first place it has been frequently
malicious,
and consequently
given to cxaggcration.
And
then the desire to provoke laughter
and be witty
has more than once blinded the artist.
But in
these cases the public was not with it ; or, if they
applauded
its wit for a thne, they did not approve
its malice.
Soei.fl and political
caricature
was,
for a long time, only a representation
of the personages whom it wished to expose to public ridicule.
Words surrounded
by a pencil line, and
issuing from the mouth of onc of the aclors in
the scene, expressed in a comic w,_y the thought
of the artist.
It was schtom that c'_ricature,
faithful
to its ctymological
significations,
exaggeratcd
personal defccts
or attitudes,
or facial
expression.
The point was altogethcr
in the
_vritten words,
the apparel,
or the peculiarities
of the person reprcscnted;
but with William
Hogarth,
Goya and C_llot, caricature
attained its
highest degree of development.
It bee,ran _, less
ingenuous,
but wittier.
To allegory, the general
form of caric'tture,
succeeded
the observation,
and bringing out into relief of certain
contours
or lines.
This was the artistic period of caricalure.--Caricature
attained great importance
under
Louis XVI. and during
the French
revolution,
It fell into disuse in France
before pubhc
spirit
disappeared.
The hero of a hundred
battles
could not allow his acts to be commented
on by
the pencil.
What he ex'leted from the press was
disciplined
admiration.
During his reign caricature took refuge in England,
and contributed,
not a litth;, by the daily irritaticm
it kept up, to
the maintenance
of ttmt hatred
which was one
day to be his ruin.--The
restoration
was not
much ,nore liberal in this respect, and it took the
revolution
of 1830 to restore caricature
to its
rights.
The establishment
of daily papers
devoted to caricature dates from this period.
Struck
down in France at the same time as the press by
the laws of September,
1835, it rose again in
1848, only to fall once more under the decree of
Feb. 17, 1852.
Caricature in that country to-day,
subject to a preliminary
authorization,
attacks
the foihles or the vices of citizens.
In France it
was for a longtimc forbidden
to touch on political
subjects, unless tim country was at war, iu which
case the artist was allowed to discover and bring
into relief tlm mot_ in the eye of the enemy, on
coudition,
however,
of not perceiving
the beam
in the eye of the nation.--The
caricaturist's
art,
in our own time, is so frequently
employed,
that
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no iarge city is without one or more satirical illustratcd papers.
We need only mention the "Uome di Pictra" of Milan, the Paris " Charivari,"
"I1Fischietto"
of Turin, the Berlin "Kladderadatsch,"
and the London " Puuch."--Caricature
plays in England
a part similar
to that played
by the ch_n,_o_s in France
and the pasquino
at
Rome; but with this difference
in England's
favor, that the p_quim_dcs
were purposely obscure,
the chansons" or popular
songs were liable to the
severest penalties,
while in:England
the only limit
to the right of saying anything
is the right t(_
contradict
it. D_as the government
reason to regret the liberty it allows its citizens?
We may
form au opinion from one fact.
In England caricature is pitiless to the most important
personages
in the state, but the moment it represents
governmeat personified,
that is, the king, it reproduces
his features faithfully;
and the correctness
of the
picture of the king, showing the artist's respect for
the principle of authority
itself, renders only more
scathing
the epi_'am
intended
for the public
functionary.--In
proportion
as ideas of liberty
generate ideas of dignity, caricature will certainly
diminish
in importance,
The power of freely
cxpressing
one's thoughts
will take away all desire to express
them with m_liee.
When a man
has the right
to expound
great and immortal
truths, hedoesnotwastehistimeinfightingtrifles.
For example,
in 1858 a mass offiscMetti
appeared
all over Italy who with pencil and pen ridiculed
and caricatured
the Austrians
and the principal
feudatories
of Vienna.
Since then the fisch_tti
have become almost mute and are content with
preaching
liberty and defending
n'tlional unity.
--Caricature
when it strikes home, is as good as
the best newspaper
article, and whether
the precursor
or interpreter
of popnlar
dissatisfaction,
it sometimes
gives salutal3_ warning.
The following was the design of a satirical
drawing
called " The Assembly
of Notables,"
which uppeared in 1787.
Calonne, the minister, dressed
as a court cook, and armed with a large knife,
harangues
a whole army of poultry,
representing
the notables.
The legend runs thus. Calonne:
"Dear people,, whom IgoverT_, Ihe_ve gathe_'ed yo_
together to kno_ with what sauce you would like to
be eaten."
The :Notables:
"Btlt we do not w_h to
be eatel_ at all."
Calo,me, severely,
" That is no
a_,_wer to _ny qt_e_tior_."--This
caricature is the sad
and faiflfful representation
of human histol T. It
is only the saucc that changes.
When the nora.
bles persist and will not keep to the point, we
have what is called revolution.
ItEC_OR P]_SSARD.

CARPET BAGGERS, the name given by the
southern
whites after 1865 to northern
republicans who settled
in the south.
Originally
it
was given only to those politicians
who, retaining
their homes bud connections
in the north, went
(with no more baggage than a carpct-bag)
to the
south for a time long enough to qualify them for
admission to congress or for state offices.
Grad-
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Rally the name was extended
to all whites who
endeavored
to organize or lead the colored vote.
(See
I{ECO_VSTI4UCTION.)
A.J.

Bluntschli
expresses
himself as follows,
in his
Codified International
Law, ell this point.
" We
must acknowledge
and admit tile necessity
for
every state and people to modify itself according"
CARTEL.
(See ExcIr._..'CaE OF PnlSO.','_RS.)
to the political needs of the period, on the same
ground that historical rights should be l)rotccted
CAS$, Lewis,
was Lorn at Exeter,
N. H.,
when they are not in conflict with principles
a(tOct. 9, 1782, and died tit 1)etroit, June 17, 1866.
mitted by its contempora,'ies.
By opposing the
IIe was admitted
to the bar in Ohio in 1802;
formation of a new law, the living b,'eath which
reached the rank of brigadie,'
general in 1813;
animates the lawis lost sight of, and the law itself
was governor
of ]Iichigan
territory
1813-31;
is kel)t from progressing,
togethcrwith
the nation.
secretary
of war under
Jackson,
secretary
of We do llOt suewhy a peoplcshould
havethe right
state unde,' Buchanan,
(see AD.',IINISTRATIO.NS), to go to war tu dcfcnd the crown of their prince,
and United States senator from 5Iichigan
(domeand not have the right to resort to titres to estaboral) 1845-57.
In 1848 he was the democratic
lish nation'll unity.
Is it, perchance,
because an
(.,mdidate
for president.
(See
DE.'_IOCRATIC old piece of parchment
determined
during
the
1)ARTY, IV.l--See
Smith's L_fe el" Cass; Toung's
middle ages the right of siR:cession of th(' prince,
Life of Ca,s.
k.J.
while a series of disastrous eve,its hindered during
several centuries
the consolidation
of national
CASUS BELLI.
A nation
is accountable
to
itsclf alone.
It is always the nation itself that,
in the end, judges its relations to other powers,
It can, at its pleasure, change the nature of those
relations, ,'rod pass from astate of peace to a state
of war.
But wars always have a pretext or a
reason.
When the pretext or reason can be shown
beforehand,
it is said to be a casus bdli, a case of
w,r.
]t would
be impossible
to enumerate
the
w_rious causes of war.
The causc of a war may
dependon fortuitous
circumstances;
on thechoice
of a prince to succeed to a neighboring
throne;
on the change
of a form of government;
on
wounded vanity.
We shall confine ourselves to
a general summary
of the principal
causes that
lead to war.
They arise either f,'om a violation
of rights or from the violation
of the interests of
oile mitten by another;
or else from offenses
against the dignity of the nation.--"
The rights
of states," says Kltiber, (Droits des gens me_lem, e.,.,
._cc. 2, chap. i., p. 208l, "are violated in the same
manner as the rights of individuals.
They are vielated directly or indirectly;
directly, if the injury
has been done to the body of the state itself; indirectly, if it has been done only to individual
_,ubjcets of the state; it may be by some of its
members, provided
their government
has been
affected in any way by the violation."
The
state, like a maa living isolated and in a state of
nature, Klilber further
says, according
to the
most eminent jurisconsults,
has the right to defend itself by acts of violence,
in the measure
that may be necessalT,
against injuries
actual or
to be apprehended.
Thus a state may be injured by the mere fact that a neighboring
state
has acquired an excess of territory.
It may declare such acquisition
a casus belli.--There
have
been cases in which warhas
becn waged under
the pretext that a moral invasion,
an intellectual
contagion,
a political
epidemic,
was feared, or
because there was a pretense
of fearing
them.
llowever,
a revolution,
or even a rebellion, when
it is purelynational,
and unaccompanied
by direct
danger to oilier states, does not justify the intervention of tbese states
in affairs
not theirs,

unity?
Itscemstomethattherightofapeoplcto
resort to arms when necesstlry to give themselves
the constitution
they claim to develop their natural qualities,
to fulfill theirmission,
to provide for
their safety, defend their honor, is much more
natural,
more iml)ort;mt
an(t lnore sacred than
musty manuscripts,
the evidence of the rights of
a dynasty."
5IAu_ICE BLOC_r.
@AU(JUS,
The Congressional,
(r._- U. S.
IhsTonY).
The convention
of 1787, in framing
tile system of choosing a president and viec-president, carefully
provided
that "no senator or
representative,
or person hohliilg
an otlice of
trust or profit under the United States, shall be
_q)pointed
an elector."
(See CONSTITUTION,
ArCTICLE II.)
The convention's
suspicions
of
(.ongreasional
influencc have been signally justitied by the extreme difficulty of keeping the elcctoral system free from it. (See ELECTOIIS.) At
the first two presidential
elections
the electors
were real officers with discretionary
powers, and
even in the third election, though some nf them
were pledged
in advance
I_y their constituents,
most of them retained
their original fnnctions.
In 1796 the republi(.an
nienlbers
of congress
iuformally agreed to support
Jefferson
and Burr
equally, while the selection_ of Adamsand
Pinckney were due mainly
to federalists
out of congress.
But the next election developed
a system
of congressional
caucuses
which rcduced
the
clecto,'s to the position of mere ciphers, and gave
all their powers
to the members
of congTess.
These caucuses were seven in number, extending
ov(r the years 1800-24.--1.
In the wiz_ter of
1800 the federal party controlled
both houses of
congress, and, as was asserted by the Philadelphia Aurora
(for which
asscrtion
its editor,
Duane, was arrested for contemt)t of the senate),
a compact
clique of senators controlled
the decisions of tile majority
in the senate.
President
&dams, the nominal head of the federal party,
was heartily disliked by the leaders of his party
(see ELECTORS), and, although prudence
forba(te
an open quar,'el with him, thc fedcralist
meuibc:'s
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of congress,
iff February,
1800, met in caucus
and decided that their party electors should support Adams and Pinckney
equally, in hopes that
their decision
would
be respected
in :New England, whilc in the south Pinckney
would gain
enough
scattering
votes to head Adams,
and,
under
the then provisions
of the constitution,
become president.
Without
an)" simil:_r design
against
the precedence
of Jcfferson,
the rcpublican members soon after met and resolved that
Burr, whose feeble support, in the south at the
preceding
election had been a ground
of complaint in l_'ew York, shouhl have an equal support with Jefferson.
The result was the downfall
of the electoral
system.
The electors of both
parties,
in passive obedience
to the dictates
of
the caucuses, voted the tickets prepared for them,
except that in Rhode Island one elector withheld
his second vote from Pinckney,
so that South
Carolina's
vote would h'_vc quietly scaled both
Adams
and Pinckney.
(See DISPUTED ELECT[o._s, I.)--II
Feb. 29, 1804, the first open
caucus of republican
congressmen
met.
Jefferson was renominated
for the presidency
without
hesitation,
but a selection for the vice-prcsidcncy
was a different
matter.
The incumbent,
Burr,
distinguished
cqually for brilliancy
and lack of
principle, had always been an object of mingled
terror and suspicion
to the Virginia
interest (see
Vn_oI._IA), had come to() ne'tr the presidency
in
1800 to become prominent
again with Jefferson's
good will, and was at wttr with his own party in
his own state.
(SeeBuRR. AXRO_-.) His chances
in a congressional
caucus were, therefore not wo,'th
considering.
Butit was essential that :New York
should not be alienated,
and in Bm',"s place the
Virginia
interest
preferred
George Clinton,
the
leader of the Clintonian
faction
of New York
democr'tts,
against whose domination
Burr's following was arrayed
then and after.
The votes
in caucus were, for Clinton,
67; for IIugh H.
Breckenridge,
of Pennsylvania,
20; for Levi Lineoln, of Massachusets,
9; for John Langdon,
of
lgew Haml)shirc,
7; for Gideon Granger, of Co,lnecticut,
4; and for William
Maclay,
of Pc,m,sylvania, 1. The caucus
action was indirectly
the cause of Alexander
Hamilton's
melancholy
death.
(See BURR, AARO._.) :NO record of an 3"
federalist
caucus
of this year can be found,
Their
action WILSgoverned
by a knot of leaders
who lind determined
to effect a coalition between
the New England
federalists and the middle state
democr:_ts,
wilo wcre ti_cd of Virginia
dominalion.
Of this scheme Burr's candidacy
for gove,-nor of _N'ewYork was apart.
Had hcsucceeded
he would p,'ol)alfly have been sprung Ul)On the
country as a coalition candidate for the prcsidcncy
in 1804.-- III. Jefferson,
in answcr to rcquests
from democratic
state legislatures
to accept a third
term, had decisively
refu_ed.
J'm.
19, 1808,
Stephen
R. Bradley. senator from Vermont,
and
chairman
of the last previous caucus, "in pursunnce of the powers vested in him," c'dlcda caucus
for Jan. 23. This strong symptom of the organi-

zation of a machine was displeasing to many of
his party, who knew that they were only summoncd to register the selection previously
made
by the Virginia
interest, and to transfer the I)residency from Jefferson to Madison.
Of the 130
democratic
congressmen
only 89 attended on the
appointed
day, the votes for thc presidential
candidatc being 83 for Madison, 3 forGeorge. Clinton,
and 3 for Monroe.
For vice-president,
Clinton
received all the votes cast, 79. Monroe was an
aspirant for the presidency,
and both his friends
and those of Madison chdmed to be the Veritable
"Virginia
intercst."
Jan. 21 the Virginia
legislature had split into two caucuses, one of which
gave Madison a unanimous
vote, 134, and the
other 50 for Monroe and 10 for Madison.
Each
caucus nominated
a set of electors, and began an
active canwtss
Mouroe's fricndsin
congress published, March 7, a protest which objected to ]_Iadison as unfit for the presidency
in troublous times,
anti denounced
the presumption
of congressmen
in arrogating
to themselves
"the right (which
belongs only to the people) of selecting presidential candidates."
Against this charge the caucus
lind sheltered
itself under the as._ertion tlmt its
members acted " onlyin theirindividual
character
as citizens."
_'o rcco,'d remains of any federalist
caucus.
That party could not well make nominations while coquetting
with Clinton and Monro_
(see FEDERAL P:_.RTY),
and, when their candidacy
proved a failure, the federalists
by common consent fell h'lck on their old candidates,
Pinckney
and King.--IV.
In 1812 the democratic-republican party had l)ecomc a war party, and its new
lcadcrs were determined
that the peace-loving
president
should,
at least iu appearance,
head
them.
A committee,
headed by IIcnry Clay, informcd _[adison that awar message was the price
of his renominatnm,
and to this condition
Madison unwillingly
submitted.
The caucus was a(:eordmgly held May 18, 1812, 82 of the 133 democratic congq'essmen
being present.
Madison was
renominat(.d
unanimously,
and Jotm Langdon, of
New Hampshire,
received a majority of votes for
vicc-president.
On Langdon declining,
Elbridge
Gerry was substituted.
The caucus
again announced its nction to bc tlmt of " individual
citizeus," but it took a stepin advance by appoinling
a national
committee to sec that its nominati(,ns
were observed.
In :New York. where the Clintonian faction at present controlled
the state, 95 ()f
the 99 republican
mcmbers of the legislature
met
in caucus, M'_y 29, and by 87 to 8 voted to nomihate Clinton as the anti-administration
can(lid'tw,
in opl)ositi,,n
to congres:_ional
caucus
action,
which
"alw_lys
resulted
in the selection
of "_
Virginia candidate."
In Scptember
n secret convention of federalists from all of the states nortil
of the Potomac, and from South Carolina, met i_J
:New York city, and after three days' debate
agreed to support Clinton for president and Jared
Ingersoll
for vice-president.--V.
Monroe,
who
had always
been regarded
as the foreordained
successor
of Madison,
had not by any means
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shown
great brilliancy
in his conduct
of the
w,lr, and only through the lack of any available
onvonent
was his nomination
possible.
Even
when the caucus met, March 16, 1816, 118 of tile
141 democratic
congressmen
being present,
the
result was by no ineans certain.
Two resolutions
were offered, one by IIenry
Clay and the other
by John W. Taylor,
of :New York, that caucus
nominations
ought
to be abolished,
but these
were voted down, and Monroe received the nomimttion by 65 votes to 54 for William II. CrawIord, of.Georgia.
Had Crawford chose,l to make
any strenuous
effort, against _Ionroe
lie could
probably
have secured
the nomination,
which
was equivalent to an election.
_For vice-president
Daniel D. Tompkins,
of Sew York, received 85
votes to 30 for Siumn Snyder, of I'enasylvania.
The federalists, _vhose continued
existence
was
only a matter
of form, made no nominations,
but their New Engl'md
electors voted by cornmon consent
for Rufus King, and for various
vice-presidential
candidales.--VI.
In 1820 Samuel Smith, of Maryland,
chairman
of the last
previous
caucus,
called a new one, but only
about 50 members assembled,
and these yielded
to the general impatience
of the further exislence
of this irresponsilfle
nominati_g
body and separated without action.
The incumbents,
]_Ionroe
and Tompkins,
were voted for by common c,,n,.ent and without
opposition.--VII.
In 1824
party
lines had disappeared
through
the extinetiou of the professed
federal
party.
There
was but one party
fl'om which to select candidates, and it was now generally felt tlmt a seleetion made by a congressional
chucus indirectly
gave to congress
that power
of electing a president and wee-president
which had been carefully
denied by tim constitution.
1,_urthermore, various state legislatures
had willingly
assumed the
functions
of nominating
bodies, and, being anwilling to see their action overslaughed
by congressmen,
had
instructed
their
senators
and
representatives
not to attend
a caucus,
if one
should be called.
But the friends of Crawford,
who felI that his self-abnegation
in the caucus of
1816 had cost him the nomination
then, were
determined
to secure for him the usual stump of
"regularity,"
and called a caucus for Feb. 14,
1824. Only 68 of the 258 members were present,
and of these 64 voted for Crawford,
2 for John
Quin(,y Adams, I for Andrew Jackson,
and I for
_Nathanit,1 )Iacon, of _'orth Carolina.
A motion
to adjourn
the meeting
until ]ilarch had been
voted down.
For vice-president
Albert Gallatin
(see
_-SIEB.ICAN
PATtTY,
I.) received
57 votes and
was nominated.
The manner
of nomination
brought more injury than benefit to Crawford,
and )he reign of "King Caucus"
was ended.
In
1828 the nondnations
were made by state lcgislalures, and in 1832 the still existing
system
of
nominating
conventions
was introduced,
under
which the official nullity
of the electors
has
become fixed.
(See DE._mCltAT_c-Rm'vBLICA_,"
I_xltTY, I"gDEm_.L PA.ItTY, ELECTOItS, /N_O_tN_,T-
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CON'V'ENTIONS.)See 25 Niles'
Register,
244-258, 4 Hildreth's
United States, 687; 5: 357,
516; 6: 63. 298, 376, 595, 620, 701; 1 Hammond's
P, litie.al ]IiMo_ T of N_w York, 315, 411, and 2:
128; 3 Parton's
Life of Jac'kzon, 24; Mackenzie's
L_fe and Times of Van Buren, 44, 55.
ALEXA..NDEI_JOIINSTOIg.
rico

CAUCUS
SYSTEM.
Acaucus,
in the political
vocabulary
of the United States, is prinmrlly a prirate meeting of voters holding similar views, held
p,'ior to an election for the purpose of furthering
such vi,,ws at the election.
With the development of parties, and the rule of majorities,
the
caucus or sonic equiva!ent
han become an indispeusable
adjunct
of party government,
and it
may now be dcfilmd as a meeting of tim majority
of the electors belonging
to the same party in
any polilical or legislatiw; body held preliminary
to a meeting thereof, for the purpose of selecting
candidates
to be voted for, or for the purpose of
determining
the course of the parly at the meeting of the whole body.
The candidates
of each
party are universally
selected by caucus, either
directly, or indirectly through
delegates
to con.
ventions chosen iu caucuses.
In legislative bodie_
the cour_-c of each party is often predetermined
with certainty
in caucus,
and open discussion
between
parties
has been, in consequence,
in
some degree superseded.
The caucus system is,
in short, the basis of a complete electoral system
which has grown up within each party, side by
side with that which is ahme contemplated
by
the laws.
This condition
has in recent years
attracted
much attention,
and has been bitterly
denounced
as an evil.
It was, however,
early
foreseen.
John Adams,
in 1814, wrote in the
" Tenth Letter
on Government":
"They
have
invented a bahmee to all balance in their caucuses.
We have congressional
caucuses, state caucuses,
county caucuses, city caucuses, district caueus_.
town caucuses,
parish
caucuses,
and Sunday
caucuses at church doors; and in these aristocratical caucuses
elccliolts lua'e been d_;cided."--The
caucus is a necessary
consequence
of majority
rule.
Jf the nmjority is to delinc the policy of a
par/y, there nlnst be some method _ithin
each
party of ascertaining
the mind of the m.tjority,
and settling the party programme,
before it meets
the opposing
party at the polls.
The Carlton
"rod Iicform clubs discharge
for the tortes and
liberals re'my of the functions of a congressional
caucus. Meetings of the members of the partiesin
the .reicll._ta(J,the corps leglsl¢Lt/fand the chamber
ofd(:l)uties are not unusual, though they havegencrally merely b_cn for consultation,
and neither
in Enghmd,
France,
Germany
or It,'rly has any
such authority
been conceded
to the wish of the
majorily
of a party as we have vested in the
decision
of a caucus.
What has been called _L
caucus ]ms been establishe(1
by the lil)er_ds of
Birmingham,
England,
as to which see a paper
by W. Fraser Roe, in the "International
Review"
for August, 1880.--The
origin of the term cauctm
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is obscure.
It has been derived from the Algonquin word kaw.kaw-wus--to
consult, to speak-but the more probable
derivation
makes it a
corruption
of caulkers.
In the early politics of
Boston, and particularly
during the early difficulties between the townsincn
and the British troops,
the seafaring
men and those emt)loyed about the
ship yards were prominent
among
the townspeople,
and there
were numerous
gatherings
which may have very easily come to be called by
way of reproach
a meeting of caulkers
after the
least
influential
class who attended
them,
or
from the caulking house or caulk housein which
they were held.
Wlmt
was at first a derisive
description,
came to be an appellation,
and the
gatherings
of so-called caull_ersbecamea
caucus,
John
Pickering,
in a voc'_bulary
of words _md
phrases
peculiar
to the United
States (Boston,

the remedies which have been proposed.
These
will accordingly be mentioned
in the ordergiven
--I. TI_e Con.qre_ion(d Cc_ucus marks the departure from the electoral scheme provided for by tile
constitution,
and is the first appearance
of the
caucus, as we now understand
it, ]n our history.
In the continental
and confederate
congressesthe
pre-arrangement
of business
attributed
to the
caucus system, was insomemeasureaccoml)lislmd
by committees,
but the first appearance
of the
existing institution
is in the congressional
norainating c.mcus.
Members of congress held meetings quickly called caucuses, bywhich candidates
were nominated,
between
whom it was understood the electors provided
for by the constitution should choose, tlms depriving
the elector_.
themselves
of the frec choice it was intended they
shouhl exercise, and thence it followed
that the

1816), gives this derivation
of the word, arid says
several gentlemen
mentioncd tohim that they had
heard this was the derivation.--Gordon,
writing
in 1774, says: "More
than fifty years ago Mr.
Samuel Adams' father and twenty others, one or
two from the north cad of the town where all the
ship business is carried on, used to meet, make a
caucus and lay their plan for introducing
certain
persons into places of trust and power.
When
they had settled it they separated,
and each used
their particular
iniluenee within his own circle,
He and his friends
would
furnish
themselves
with ballots, including
the names of the parties
fixed upon, which they distrihuted
on the daysof
election.
By acting in concert, together with a
careful and extensive distribution
of ballots, they
generally
carried
their elections
to their
own
mind.
In like manner
it was that Mr. Samuel
Adams first became a representative
for Boston."
(tIistory
of th,_" American Revolution,
vol. i., p.
365 ) February,
1763, Adams writesin his diary:
"This day I learned that the caucus club meets
at certain times in the garret of Tom Dawes, the
adjut'mt of the Boston regiment.
Hehas a large
house and lie has a movable partition in hisgarret
which lie takesdown
and the whole club meets in
one room.
Tlmre they smoke tobacco tillyou can
not see from one end of tim room to the other.
There they drink flip, I suppose, and there the 3,
choose a moderator who putts questions to the vote

support of particular
candidates
soon bec-une the,/
sole issue in the choice of electors.---In
1796 a ",
general understanding
among the members of congress of the republican
and federal
parties was
had, that Jefferson and Adams should receive the
vows of the republican
and feder_fl electors respectively, but this result does not seem to have
been arrived at through formal meetings of those
members.
In 1800 such formal meetings
were
held by tim members of both parties in congress,
for the purpose
of consulting about presidential
candidates,
great pains being t'_ken at the time
to preserve the fact of these meetings secret., on
account of the polmlar
jealousy of any attempt
at general direction
by those connected
with the
general government.
Adams and Pinckney
were
selected bythe ft'deralists, with the understanding
that each should be voted for equally, and Jefferson and Burr by the republicans,
with, however,
the distinct understanding
thal; Jefferson was the
candidate
for the presidency.--In
1804 the first
caucus, not secret, was held by the repubhcans,
Jefferson was unanimously
nominated
for re-election, and George Clinton, governorof
New York,
substituted
for Burr as the vice-presidential
c,'mdidate, by a vote of 67 out of 107. The prohability of a vacancy in the governorship
of New
York through
tim election of Clinton was tiros
created,
and Burr was brought
forward
as an
independent
candidate.
At a caucus of the fed-

re,4ularly;
and selectmen,
assessors,
collectors,
wardens,
five w-u'ds and representatives
are regu]arly chosen before they are chosen in the town.
Um:le Fairfield,
Story, Ruddoek,
Adams, Cooper,
and a rudi.* end(qestaque ¢nole.sof others, arc merebets.
They send committees to wait on the merchnnts' club, and to propose in the choice of men
and measures.
Captain Guunin_ham
says, they
have often solicited him to go to these caucuses,
they have assured him benefit in his bl.lsiness,
etc."
(Adams' Works,
vol. it., p. 144.)--Under
the title Caucus should be considered
the congrcssional
nominating
caucus;
the caucuses
of
legislative
assemblies;
primary
elections,
still
knowu
outside the larger cities as caucuses;
the
evils which have been attributed
to the latter, and

eral membersof
the legislature at Albany his support was favored
by a large majority,
and the
bitter opposition of Hamilton was the foundation
of the feeling which culminated
in the fatal duel.
The proceedings
of this federal caucus were said
to have become
known
through
Burrites
who
were concealed in ,'in adjoining
bedroom.
C.C.
Pinckney
and Rufus
King were selected
by a.
federal caucus in this same year, as the fedcr:d
candidates.
The repubJicau
congressional
eaueus in this year was much criticised
Ix,cause
republican
voters in congressional
districts rvpresented 1)3, federalists
complained
that they were
unrepresented
in it, and that they were therefore being dictated to by districts
in which th_
republicans
had the majority.--In
1808 Stephen
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R. Bradley,
senator
from Yermont,
who had
been chairman
of the caucus in 1804, assumed
1he responsibility
of sending out written notices
to the re;,ublican
members
in both houses, to
meet at a time speciiicd in the notice, in the
senate chamber.
The purpose
of the meeting
was not mentioned in the call, but it w;_s understood to be the selection
of republican
candidates to be voted for at the ensuing
eh,ction,
The result of this caucus had already been determined by private consultation,
and out of 138
members,
89 were present,
by whom _ladison
and George Clinton were nominated
by 83 and
79 votes respectively.
This caucus was open,
and procceded
as if the selection of candidates
was its unquestioned
business.
In consequence,
there appeared
very soon, a protest of 17 represcnt,rtives, denying
the autlmrity
of Bradley,
the
regularity
of the caucus, and fiu'dly the necessity of any caucus
whatever,
which was stated
only to have been necessary for thc coneentr.'llion
of the party when the federal party was powerfu]. This protest the caucus had in a mea._ure
anticipated,
by dcclaring flint its members ":_cted
only in tl:eir individual
char_lctcr as citizens."
Separate caucuseswcre
also held during this year
by the member's of file Virginia iegislaturewho
favorcd M'ldison and 5lonroe respectively,
for the
pui'pose of furthering
the candidacy
of cach.--In
1812 the republic_ln
caucus was attended
by 82
meml)ers.
It was held Ol)enly like the previous
caucus, and the mcmbers
resolved as bcfore flint
they made tim nomination
in their individual
characlers
only.
It took, however, one step forward, by the appointment
of a connnittee
of
correspondence,
of one member from each state,
to see that the nominations
it made were duly respccted,
l_ladison wa-¢ unanimously
renominated,
with Gerry as vice.president,
but it is noteworthy
that a committee
headed by Clay had formally
demanded of )Iadison
a war policy as the price
of their support in the caucus.
This caucus, like
the last, was bitterly criticised,
and on :M'ly 29 a
c_ueus of 91 republican
members
of the New
York legislaturewas
held which refused to recognizethe decision of the congressional
caucus, and
nominat[,d De Witt Clinton by a vote of 87. In
consequence of this, the federalists
held in :New
York, in September,
1812, a national
caucus or
convention,
composed of 70delegates
from eleven
states, for furlhcr
consultation
and by which it
was resolved to give the federal
support
to Clinton.--In
1816 the attempt was made in the republiean caucus by the friends of Crawford to declare
lhc selection
of c_ndidates
by the mcmbers of
congress inexpedient,
as the caucus was likely to
be controlled
by the friends of ,Monroe, but the
attempt riffled, and Monroe was nominated
by a
vote of 65 to 54. Bm'r, who had done so much
for the perfection
of the caucus, had foreseen
th_s result in 1815, and in order to defeat it had
advised some POl)ular nomination
of Andrew
Jackson, declaring fliat '" if it could be made respectable iris success would be inevitable. "--In
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1820 a call fox' a republican
caucus was issued by
Smiih of Maryland,
who had been chaH'nmn of
the last caucus, but only about 50 members of
congress attended,
and the renomination
of the
incumbents
wits acquiesced
in.--In
1824 a great
question was raiscd as to whether
there should
bc any attempt to nominate a candidate l)y me.ins
of a caucus, and there was a combination
of the
friends of other candidates
than Crawford to prevent such a caucus.
It was, however, strcnuously
advocatcd by the Albany regency under the lead
of Van Buren, which took the position that those
who ol)posed the congressional
caucus, which it
called the "regular
nomination,"
were to be
treated as enemies of the democratic party, which
was the first pronunciation
of the more modern
notions of the sanctity of party majorities
and of
all the proceedings
of the party organization.
During this discussion a caucus of the republic'm
members of tim h'ew York legislature
was held,
which decided that a congressional
c,ulcus oug, ht
to be held, and an account of the proceedings
of
this _ew York caucus wan forwarded
to Washington, without, however,
much influencing
the
result.
Comparatively
few members of congress
attended
the congressional
caucus
wbici_ was
finally called,
and its nomination
of (:l_wford
was of questionable
assistance to him.
This was
the last congressional
nominating
caucus.
In'
1835 the democrats
nominated
candidates
in a
national convention,
and in 1839 the whio'_ :_(h)pted the same method.
While the col_grcssioml]
caucus lasted it is to be menlioncd
that the nomi.
nee and most of the ca_did_tcs before the caucus
had been, in every case after Jefferson's
secol_d
term, previously
nominated
by the legislature
of
some state, or by a caucus of the members ot one
party in a state ]egislature.--II.
I_,gislative (7_r_tcases. It has been the pr;Jctice for the members
in each p'_rty in congress and thesmtelegislatures
to meet in a caucus arid decide their course in the
assembly by a vote of thc majority.
The o_ficers
to be elected by each legislative
body are invariabl), so selected.
The first mention
of such c_uousts is in the Statesman's
Manual, vol. i., p. 338,
where, spe_lking of the second
session of the
eighth congress, it is said: "During
the seesion
of congress there was far less of free and independent diseu_ion
on the measures proposed by
the friends of the administration
than had been
previously
practiced
in both branclms
of the
national
legislature.
It appeared
Ihat on the
most impol-tant subject the course adopted by the
majority was the effect of caucus arraugenlenl,
or, in other worde, had been previously
agreed
upon at meetings
of the democratic
members
held in private.
Thus tire legislation
was constantly swayed
by party feelings
and pledges
rather than according to sound reason or personal
conviction."
Since that time the practice
described has steadily increased,
and at present the
course of each pa_ly in the house of represcntatires with reference
to any measure
which has
been made a parly
measure
is determined
in
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In particular
the election of the officers
of the house is predetermined
in the caucuses
of
the party in the majority.
Long and active canvasses are undertaken
by candidates
for the
speakership,
for the caucus nomination
to that
position.
In the senate
party
lines are less
strictly
drawn,
but when they are drawu,
a
caucus decision exercises the same authority
over
the majority
there as elsewhere.
In 1881 the
caucus nominees
of one party for the officers of
the senate were generally alleged to bc of worthless character.
The opposite party, as a result of
caucus
deliberation,
declined
to permit
these
caucus nominations
to be ratified by the election
of the nominees.
There
cusucd, in consequence
of the unyielding
adherence
(.,f senators
to these
caucus
decisions,
one of the most persistent
"deadlocks"
on record, in the course of which,
members
of each party produced
the most gory
speeches about the " revolutionary"
tendencies
of their oplJonents;
and the members
of the
senate, by what was f¢,lt to be their obdurate
fidelity to their respective
caucuses, in a petty
matter, brought their body for a time into public
contempt.--In
the state legislatures
the caucus
system also prevails, but in _ less degree than in
congress.
The authority
of the caucus is there
mainly invoked in tlm selection of candidates
for
lira positions
filled by the legislature
itself.
]t
is especially used in selecting
the candidates
for
the spcakersldp
and for the United States senate.
Aspirants
for these positions
not ",infrequently
attend at the place of meeting of the legislature
in time to receive the mcmb:rs
as they arrive,
and to make person'd supplication
for their votes
in caucus.
]_vcry sort of influence is brought to
beal to obtain such votes, candidates
often opentag " headquarters."
a sort of a club room with
free enterlainment
for all comers, and in one
flagrant case a candidate for the senate was accom1)anted to the state capital by his wife, and his
nominatiou
aml election were alleged to have been
entirely duc to the success of her person'tl appeals
to men,hers
of the legi._laturc
for their votes
in the p:_rty caucus.
The whole of these infiuences are brought to l)ear to secure, not the votes
of members in the legislature,
but only the eaucus
nomination.
:No matter
how that is secured, it
stands as definitive.
It determines
the course of
the legislature,
and the decision ()f a legislative
caucus about candidates
has come consequently
to lie invested wilh all the attributes
of a fetich,
Politicians
talk 'lbout it as if it possessed some pccuhar and intrin_m virtue or efficacy, and members
of the legislature
are no more free to disregard
such a nomination,
no m'_tter how ridiculous
or
scandalous
it may be, and no m'ttter
by what
agenci(:s it was secured, than they arc free to violate their oaths.
The notion that the legislative
caucus was an opportunity
for consultation
has
been eliminated,
and it has become merely an instrnmentality
for conferring
absolute po_ er upon
a nn_jority.--IIl,
l)l_ma_T Elections.
This expression is ral)idly supplanting
the use of the word
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caucus to designate
the meetings of voters, for the
dlrcct nomination
of candidates,
or for the election
of delegates
to nominating
conventions.
In the
country
districts
generally,
and particularly
in
New England, the word caucus is still used. In the
cities the increase of the safeguards
which lmve
been found necessary for the ascertaimnent
of the
results of a caucus, have surrounded
it with so
many formalities
that it is properly
becoming
known as a primary, or prelbninary,
electio_;.
Its
primilive
folnn is as follows: A few days before
an election is to be held or a convention
to meet,
a call is issued addressed
to the members of one
pol_tic.ll party residing in the same election
district, usually a 1ownship,
calling upon them to
meet at a specified time nnd place, for the purpose of holdiug a caucus to clmose candidates
or
delegates.
This call is posted in prominent
places
in the town, such as the postoffice, but it is now
also generally
published
in the local pape,,
if
there be one.
It was in the first instance usually
issued by individuals
acting on their own responsibility, and over their own names.
At the 'Lppoi,_ted time, those assembled
in response
to it
are calh'd to order by one of the signers of the
call, and a presiding officer and secretary arc norainatcd and selected.
The meeting is thcn declared
to bc organized and ready to proceed to the transaction cf business, the nature
of which is stated
eithel by the presiding officer or by the person by
_'hoLl the meeting
was called to order.
Any
member of the caucus may nominate
persons to
be the candidate
or delegates to be chosen, and
several persons
are usually nominated
for each
position.
These nominations,
if seconded,
are
acted upon in the order in which they are made.
There is more or less fnruml debate, and the vote
upon each nomination
is taken viv_z veJce, and the
rcsul; announ(:ed by the chair.
If the announcemeut is questioned,
upon the demand of any mem.
bet the vote is taken by a show of bands, or, more
rarely, by actual count by the secretary and tellers.
)Iembers
of the ol)posing party are not excluded
from tim meeting,
but if detected
in voting,
any person may call the attention of the meeting
thereto, and if the result has been affected in consequence,
the intruder
is turned out, and another
vote taken, but the test of tim right of any person
to participate
in the caucus is whether or not he
voted with the party at the last general election,
and of that fact his own assertion is almost invariably received as evidcnce.
The caucus having
made its nominations
or selected
its delegates,
usually appoints a committee to prepare ballots and
(tistribute them at the polls--though
this is sometimes left to the enthusi_sm
of individuals--and
adjourns sil_edie.
The secretary, if dclegates lmvc
been chosen, gives them a letter stating the fact
o,f their election, which serves as their credentials
in the convention
to which they have been sent.
Up to this point the caucus pl_sents very nearly
the pure dcmo(:r'ttic ideal, a return to which is _)
frequently
held up asthesole
remedy for nmchinc
politics, and the exactness of this description
may
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be verified every year, in parts of New England
andtlm west --It is, however, the fact, constantly
overlooked,
that such a caucus system does not
rest ut)on political equality,
but upon an amount
of ,i.ctual and therefore
social equality, and of
personal acquaintance
among voters, which the
great incre_t_e in the density of popul,ltion
and
iu the um.qual distribution
of wealth has tended
to destroy, and which that increase has nmde impossible outside of small and comparatively
thinly
populated
constituencies.
The development
of
the caucus itself indicates
this.
As population
thickens, especially in manufacturing
districts in
which thereis a l'lrge comparatively
transient cla_s
of voter.-, the personal
acquaint.race
of voters
with each other is no longer sufl]eicnt
to detect
whether all those who participate
in the caucus
are members of the flirty, or even whether they
are all w_ters within the district.
Strange
faces
appear, and the caucus is found to be controlled
by workers in a p.lrtieular
interest, who may not
be re._idents of the district, or even members of
the same political party.
Consequently
the use of
a cheek list is necessitated
as tile remedy.
That
is, no person is allowed a vote whose name is not
registered as a voter within the distt'ict tit the last
election, and if, trs in some states, there are no
registr'ttion
laws, the only means of preventing
fraud seems to be violence.
So long also as the
regular party caucus may be called by individuals
acting on their own responsibility,
there is found
to be danger that two or more caucuses will be
held, each claiming to be tile regular caucus; the
;mthority to call the caucus lnllst therefore be locared, and committees,
for that purpose,
"rod
later, for the purpose of providing
the proper
check lists, and of taking charge of the organizatiou of the caucus, have to be provided
tbr.
Such ('ommittees are the basis of the whole strue-

are permanent
clubs, sending
delegates
to the
republican
central
committee
composed
of 159
members, which has the general direction of the
affairs of the r(,publican party in tile city, and is,
in its turn, practically
controlled by a snndl executive committee.
The district
associations
all
have the same constitution,
which is published
togclher with that of the central committee,
and
this constitution
can only be amended by a vote
of two-thirds of "ill of the associations
after the
amendment
has been proposed
by the central
committee
"it the request of five of the "l_ociations.
A meeti_g of a district association
is theoretically
a e'mcus of the republicans
of the assembly district in which it islocated,
Tbc fact is,
however, widely different.
1_o l)erson is admitted to the meeting of the association,
i. e, to the
primary meeting t,r caucus, who is not a member
of the association.
But in order to become a
member of the association
it is necessary to be
proposed by one who is already a member.
The
applicant's
name must then be posted upon a bulletin board; after which, a report upon the applicants nmy he presented to "l meeting
of the assoelation, and all those whose names are favorably
reported m'ly become membcrsof
the assoeiatmn,
provided
a majority
of the members present at
such meeting vote in their favor, and provided
that the apt)licant
shall thereafter
sign the roll
within a spe.cified period, but not othcrwise.
It
is, however, a prerequisite
to signingthe
roll that
applic:mts
should take a pledge, observance
of
which is a condition
of admission to, or continuante in, the membership
of any primary associalion.
This pledge requires
that the applicant
shall: 1. " Support
the republican
party organization of which the association
is a recognized
i)ortioI_."
2. "Submit
to the legally expressed
action of the association
and of the central corn-

lure of American party government.
The merebers of lhe committees
thus
appointcd
hold
fio:u year to year, aud as they arc frequently
re-appointed,
they come thereby
naturally
into
that greater
knowledge of the politics and pollticians of thcir districts which is the source of
their undue political influence
and of the powcr
of political mc(:hanism, which has lately attracted
so much attention,
and as the remcdy for which,
_ return to that very system is urgcd, from which
•-ueh committees
have necessarily bcen evolved,
With the increase of the necessity of these two
_gencies--committees
and check lists--the
caucus
system has assumed, in various places, all of the
forms which make up the whole chain of deveh)praent between theprimitivec.mcusahove
described
all(l the elaborate primary
organizations
in New
York cily which will alone be further mentioned,
as the ultimate
form toward
which the whole
caucus
system is tending.
There are iu Ncw
York three primary election systems, the rcpubli:
(.'an, Tammany
hall and democratic.
The basis
of the republican
system
is the republican
district,associations,
of which there is one in each
of the 24 assembly
districts.
These associations

mittce."
3. " Honorably sustain all nominations
made by the republican
party through its legally
constituted conveutionscalledorrecognizedbythe
central committee."
4. ":Not become a member
of an)" committee or body which does not recognize the authority
of the assoeiatiou."--lu
order
to secure the better observance
of thcse pledges,
there is in each association
a standing
committee
for the investigation
of breaches of them, known
as the committee on discipline, and it is provided
that for a willful failure
" to keep the pledge of
mcmbcrship,
any gull D" member may be expelled
by the vote of a majority at any meeting"
of the
association.
This authority
has been frequently
exercis:,'l, and it Ires bccn stretched
so far that in
one case a member was expelled because hc had
Ol)poscd the nomination
by the president to a fedcral ollice, of one of the officers of the association.
The tendency
is obviously
to control the
whole political action of members of the association, and l(1 cxclude from mcmbci_hip
such republic.ms as decline to allow such control, or to
take the required pledges.
As a nmtler of factthe
very great majority of republicans
are thus excluded.
_klthough there are no means of aster-
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taining exactly how many republicans
belong to
these associations,
their number probably does not
exceed one-tenth
of the wholc.
The remaining
nine-tenths
are for all party pro'poses disfranchised.
They have no share whatevcrin
making
nominations,
they can have no standing in conventions,
and they are not recognized
by the
party organization
as members of the party.
At
the election of 1880, the republican
vole in _-N'cw
York city was about 80,000, while the rolls of
the republican
associations
contained
less than
IS.000 names, and a large number of thesenames
were of persons who had died, or removed.
In
1879, Mr. George Bliss, than whom no person can
be better qualitied to speak on this subject, in a
letter to Mr. Arthur,
says: "The rolls are deceplive; in one district half the names of thoseon
the rolls arc not known
in ihc district.
These
bogus names afford a convenient
means for fraudulent voting," and tlm rollsof other districts
"arc
full of the names of men not rel)ublicaus."
It
may, therefore,
be fairly said that 8,000 is a liberal
estimate of the numl)er of republicans
who arc
members
of these associations,
and who are,
therefore,
eligible to particil)ate
in the primaries,
--Such
is the constitution
and membership
of the
republican
primaries.
They are not reprcseatative but exclusive,
and b(.cause of the conditions
of membership
Ihey are composed
of the least
worthy portion of the party.
In case an association expels or refuses Is admit a mcmber, a norainal remedy
is provided,
by an _lpl)eal to the
central
committee,
but that
body
frequently
refuses lo act on such appeals, and if the district
association
simply refuses to act upon the name
of any applicant,
thereare nomeansof
compelli,ng
them to do so --The procedure
of these assoeiations is quite as far removed from that of the primitive caucusas their constitution.
The officers are

one of the most complete and corrupt instrumentalities for the centralization
of power which has
yet been devised.
(See article
on TAM_A,'CY
H.,,LL)--Thc
democratic
system is the result of
the reorganization
of the various
anti-Tammany
democratic
factions, brought about, in 1881, by a
practically
self-appointed
committee of 100. Under this system
primary elections are to be held
annually in each of 678 election districts, at which
all democratic
electors resident
in the respective
districts may participate,
provided they were registercd at the last general election.
The persons.
voting at any primary shall be members
of the
election district association
for the ensuing year,
which is to be organized
in January
of each
year.
The associations
may admit
democratic
residents in their respective districts,
who are not
members,
to membership,
and they have general
supervision
of the interests
of the party within
their districls.
Primaries
arc held on not less
than four days' public notice, through
the news•p:_pers, of the time and place, and at the appointed time the meeting
is callcd to m'der by tbe
chairmuix
of the election
district
association,
i)rovidcd 20 persons be present;
If that number
shall not be present, the meeting
may be called
to order with a less number,
at the end of 15
minutes.
The first lmsiness of the lneeting is to
select a chairman,
and all elections
of delegates
or committeemen
shall take place in open mect.
rag.
Each person, as lie offers to vote, states his
name and residence,
which
may be compared
with the registration
list at the last election, and
each person shall stale for whom hc votes, or he
may hand to the judges
an open ballol having
designated
thereon
the persons
for whom
he
votes and for what positions.
:Nominations
are
all made by conventions
of delegates
from the
districts within which the candidate
to be cbosen

permanent
and elected ammally,
the w)ting is by
secret ballot, and a meeting together
of any considerable number of the members of any assoeiation is extremely rare.
Practically,
all the bustness of the association
is transacted
by sm'fil
committees.
If, for instance, a candidate
is to be
nominated,
or delegates to a nominating
convcntion are to be chosen, a ticket prepared by theexecutive committee is printed, and the functionof
the
association
is discharged
by voting for or against
this ticket, for whichpurpose
thepolls
are opened
for two or three hours in an evening, and probably not more tlian half a dozen members of the
association will meet together during that time.-The Tammany
system is theoretically
completely
popular;
prinmry elections are nominally
held in
each of the election districts of the assembly districts, or altogether
in 678 election
districts,
to
which all democrats,
resident
in the respective
districts, are invited.
After the polls are closed,
the ballots are, however,
subjected
to a process
called "inspection"
by the central committee of
Tammany
hall or its appointees,
and in its practical workings
the whole Tammany
system is a
farce.
Under the cloak of popular
forms, it is

is to lie voted for.
There is an assembly
district
committee
in each assembly
district,
composed
of one delegate
for each 100 votes or fraction
thereof,
from each election
district within
the
assembly district.
Tlmre is also a counly cornmittee, composed of delegates
from each of theassembly
district
committees.
The function
of
these committees
is generally
to look after tile
interests
of the parties within
their respective
spheres.
This system is too new for its workings
to be as yet fairly criticised.
It nmy prove a
really popular
system, or it may prove only an
inchoate form of the other systems; at present it
can only be said that the first primaries under it
were participated
in by 27,000 electors.---I¥.
The
evils of the caucus and primary
election system
lie in the stringent
obligation
which is attached
to the will of a formal majority;
in the fact that
the process of ascertaining
what the will of the
majority
is, has been surrounded
with so many
restrictions
that the actual majority of voters arc
disfranchised,
and take no part in that process,
so that the fornml majority is in consequence
no
longer tlm majority in fact, although it continues
to demand
rccogmition
of its decisions
as such;
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and in the further fact, that under a debauched
system of civil service the machinery
for making
nominations,
or of finding out what the will of
the majority is, has fallen largely under the control of those who hold or seek public office, as a
consequence
of the prevailing
theory that such
offices are the proper reward of political services
and the spoil of the victors in a political contest,
Tlds conception
of public offices as spoils, furnishes officeholders
with an illegitimate
inccntire to political
activity, the effect of which is
seen in the fact of theircontrol
of the organization.
In the democratic
organization
izl :New ]'ol'k, a
very large number
of those who serve on committees and direct primary
elections
are officeholders, and in tlle republican
organization,
under
the Arthur
and Cornell rSgime, in 19 out of the
24 assembly districts
the chairman
of tile district
associations,
in whom is vested an almost controlling power,
was a federal
officeholder,
the
secretaries
of these associations
were likewise
federal officeholders,
and in the central committee, out of 159 members, 93 were salaried servants
of the federal
govermnent.
It is obviously propostcrous to assume that a primary system thus
officered, and including
only one.tenth
of the
voters of a party, represents
that party, yet this is
precisely the assumption
which is acted upon by
th6 republicans
of :New York.
The organization
described is the regular
organization,
and none
other is recognized.
It exercises all the authority
of a majority.
It chooses all delegates
to conveutions, makes all nominations,
and its nominoes are supported
upon no o_hcr possible theory
than that they are the choice of the majority,
Very distinguished
mcll haw _,taken pains to make
it known that they always support the "regular"
ticket, and as they and the large class they ]cad,
have actively supported
the men most obnoxious
to them, whose nominations
were stated to be for
the p/lrpose of "disciplining
the party," nominations have come to be made without
regard to
this class, and to suit the ple.asure of the nominat
lag machine.
In consequence,
elective officers
have come to look upon those who thus control
tile nominating
machineD, , and not the mass of
voters, as their true constituents,
and to act
accordingly.
The separation between the organization and tile party, between
those who nmnihate and those who elect, is tlle sum of the evils
of the highly organized
caucus system.
It has
its roots in the notion that the majority is right,
bec_usc it is the majority,
which is the popular
view, thus expressed by Hammond"] think that
whe_l political
friends consent
to go into caucus
for the nomination
of officers, every member
of
such caucus is bound in honor to support
and
carry into effect its determination.
If you suspect that determination
will be so preposterous
that you can not in conscience
support
it, then
you ougllt on no account
to become one of its
members.
To try your chance in a caucus and
then because your wishes are not gratified,
to attempt to defeat tile result of the deliberation
of
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your friends, strikes me as a palpable
violatioT)
of honor and good faith.
You caucus
for no
other possible purpose
than under the implied
agreement
that the opinion and wishes of the
minority shall be yielded to the opinions of the
majority,
and the sole object of caucusing
is to>
ascertain
what is the will of the majority.
I repeat that unless you intend to carry into effect
the wishes of tile majority,
however
contral T to
your own, you have no business at a caucus."
(Political History of _New York, vol. i., p. 192.)--In accordance
with tllis theory the will of the
m:Jjority becomes obligatory as soon a_ it i¢ mad[e
known,
and one can not assist '_t a caucu_ in
order to ascertain tlle will of tile majori W, without thereby
being bound to follow it; "rod the
theory is so deeply rooted that, under the caucus
and primary election system, it has been extended
to cases in which the majorities
are such only in
form.--V.
Tile remedies as well as the evils of the
caucus and nomimlting
system have been m_ld(;
tile subject of general discussion
in connection
with civil service reform.
It is claimed that that
reform, by giring to public officers the same.
tenure of their positions which is enjoyed by the
cmploHs
of a corpomtiou
of a private busil,ess
house, or during
the continuance
of efficiency
and good behavior,
would
abolish
m" gr(,ally
diminish the evils of the caucus system, b) depriving public officers of the illcgitimatci_ccl_livc
to maintain it under which they now act.
Other
more speculative
remedies
have been suggested.
It is proposed, on the one hand, to very greatly
diminish the number
of elective offices, and, in
order to do away with the pre-dctermm'ltion
of
elections,
to restrict
the politic_Ll action of the
people in their own persons
to districts
so smldl
that they can meet together and act as one body,
and that in all other affairs than those of the_e
small districts tim people should trot by delegates.
The theory here seems to be, by doing away with
elections, so far as may be, to get rid of the ncc('_sity for electiou and nomin'lting
machinery.
(Sec
" A True Republic,"
by Albert Strickney.
New
York, 1879, and a series of articles in Scribner'_
Monthly for 1881, by the same writer.)
On the
other hand, it is proposed to greatly
increase the
number of elections, by taking the whole primary"
system under
the protection
of the law.
Thi_
plan proposes:
1. The direct nomination
of candidatcs by the members of tile respective political
parties in place of nominations
by delegates
in
conventions.
2. To apply the election
laws to
primary elections.
3. To provide that both political parties shall participate
in the same l)rimary
election instead of h'_viug a different
caucus fur
each part),.
4, To provide for a fin'_l election t(_
be held between two candidates,
each the reprosentative of a part)', who have been selected by
means of the primal T election.--This
plan wouhl
undoubtedly
do awaywith
theevilsof
the present
caucus system, but it contains
no guarantee
th,'lt
a new caucus system would not be erected for the
purpose of influencing
"the primary election"
in
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the same manner
in which the present
primary
system
now influences
the final election.
(See,
however,
"The Elective Franchise
in the Umted
States," New York, 1880, hy D. C. McMillan.)----The effective remedy for the evils of the caucus
system will probalfly be found in the sanction of
prinmry
elections
I)y law, iu accordance
with
some such form as is known
in Pennsylvania
as
the " ('rawford
Comity System,"
so called after
the us;_gc of that county, which provides
for a
direcl vote it)- the electors within a district
for
the person t(, be nominated,
and that the person
rr(:eivinK the gre:_test numher of votes shall be
the candidate.
But no satisfactory
method
of
-thus legalizinK prinmrics
has yet b(,en devised,
Bills fo,' this purpose were introduced
by the
lion. Erastus Brooks into the New York legislatu,e in 1881, whi(.l_ l)rovided substantially
for the
_yst(:m proposed by MI'. MeMillan, but they were
left unacted upon, and no Iegi.,lative
attempt
to
r(,_ulate prmmrie_,
except hy providing
for their
b_,iug called _n_d for their procedure,
has been
made el-ewhere.
In Ohio wlmt is knowu as the
P, aber law l)rovides that where any voluntary
po]itic_d _._oci'ltinn
orders "lprim'l,T,
it must be by
n majo,'ity vote of the central or controlling
committee of such l)'ll'ty or association;
that the call
must be published
for at least five days in the
newsl)al)ers, and state the time and place of the
meeting, the authority
by which it was called, and
the name of the person who is to represent
that
authority
at each poll.
The law also provides
for challenging
voters, for the l)unishnmut of illegal voting, and for the bribery or intervention
of
,electors or judges,
trey. Slat. Ohio, sccs. 29162921.)
A similar law in Missouri is madeapplicab]e to counties
only of over 100,000 inhabitant%
but by this law it is made optional with the voluntary political ass()ciation whether it will or not
hold its prinmries
under the law, and if it does,
it is provided
tlmt the county shall incur no expense in the conduct of such elections.
(Laws of
Missouri, 1875, p. 54.) ..k similar law also exists
in California.
(Laws of Californm,
18_5-6, p.
43_.)
These laws comprise all the existing legislation on the subject.--Until
an effective legal
control of the caucus system shall be devised, and
the civil service shall be reformed,
the only re,uedy at hand for the evils of the caucus system is a
gTeater amount
of what has been desc,'ibed as
"individuality
in politics."
Public opinion may
in this count,b" never permit self-nominations
to

IN POLITICS.

rests in the fact of its being right, and not merely
in the fact of its real or pretended
existence.
Votes should not be yielded unconditionally
at
the mention of the party name, and until the legal
remedy for the existing
caucus shall be found,
the true attitude
of the individual
toward
it
is perhaps
best expressed
l)3- John Jay ia the
following
language
used by him in a letter replying to criticisms of himself for bolting a caucus nomination
in 1812. He says: "We approve
of the customary mode of nominating
candidates,
and have uniformly
concurred
in it; that concurrcnce certainly
invoh, ed our tacit co,lsent to be
bound by the nomination
which should
be so
made.
But it is equally certain tlmt such consent
did, does and eve," will rest on the condition,
trust and conlidence
tlmt such nomhmtions
only
lie made "_s we could o,' (,a,_ support
without
transgressing
the oblig'_tio,l we ,'ire under to prese,'ve our characters
and our mi_ds frec from humiliatiou and reproach."
(Life aud W,'itings of
John Jay, vol. i., p. 448 )
FREDEI_.ICK

W.

WIIITRIDGE.

CAUSE AND EFFECT IN POLITICS.
Nothing seems more natural and, tit firat sight, easier,
than to refer facts, if not alwa3s to their true,
at least to their probable
and apparc,_t c'mse.
A:ld still we see men, at evel 3' instant, hringing
two circumstances,
two facts, into eo,mection,
and making one follow f, om the other without
inqui,'ing
whether it is materially
or morally possible that the one shouhl issue or result f,'om the
other.
This error often goes so far as to confound cause and effect.
IIavc laws their origin
in customs, or customs their origin in laws?
Is
it the government
that corral)tS the nation; or is
the government
itself an emanation of the nation,
made iu its image?
]lere are questions,
and they
might be multil)lied,
which will beanswered
well
or ill according as men are able or not to distingmsh cause from effect.--lt
is evident that the
answer to such questions
is no mere trifle; but
that attention
should be directed to the effects of
our own actions, individual
or national,
is (if still
greater iml)ortance.
A well known precept tells
us to foresee the consequences
of our own acts.
All admit the necessity of this. and still it i¢ Heglected in many cases.--llow
often a,'c men s, tis
fled with saying,
" 1 shall do this," o," " we slm]l
do that," without carrying their thought
beyond.
" I shall do this," or "1 shall do that," i_ very

elective officers, but in snmller districts, at least, , quickly said; trot _hc purpose
can not generally
very much may lie acconlplishcd
by spontaneous
. be carried
out except when man is face to face
or independent
nominations,
made by a few well
simply with (lead ,mture, with (.'lay and stone.
known men of high character,
which shall claim
In such case the resistance
may be easily calcupopular
support
not because they pretend to lie fated, andanmnmaysay:
"Ishalldothis;"
forhe
nmde by a majority of a party, but because they ' can overcome stone and clay and iron.
But when
are intrinsically
excellent,
and are certified so to
1)e by the men of recognized reputation
who make
them.
If, however, character
can not be thus in
_ome degree substituted
for the majority as the
basis of the political
action, individuals
must
make it plain that the authority
of the majority

, opposed
to men we are not so sure of success.
Other men arc ahnost always our equals, and us
I oftcn our superiors
as our inferio,'s.
And we
[ should ask: What would others do if we should
i act against them in this or that manner ? What
I would be the effect of our action?
We should

CELIBACY.
never for a single moment
b)se sight of tile fact,
tlmt each one of our acts is a causc.--We
are
greatly afraid
of preaching
in the wilderness,
Nations will continue
to close their ports to foreign goods, and yet will he astonished
(just as if
it were not a natural
effect of the cause) that
other countries should do the same to theirs.
The
French will _hout, death, to the E_glish.P and then
find it wicked
that the English should cry, dozon
with the French. t Men try to weaken their neighbors and then grow angry hecause these neighbors in turn try to weaken
them.
We denmnd
liberty for ourselves and tire still unable to understand that our fellow citizens should have it also;
we find it natural to enjoy liberty ourselves, and
take it away from those who think differently
from us.
We might
multiply
examples
if we
wished to depart from generalities
applical)lc to
all countries for the purpose of citing special doterminate facts.
But why do this?
Would men
thereby become more accustomed
to put themselves mentally
in the place of others?
Would
they see the beam in their own eye more clearly,
or give a stricter application
to the golden rule of
doing unto others only that which they would
thatothcrsshould
do to them?
In a word, would
men look at causes more seriously and better foresec effects?
M.B.
CELIBACY,
Clerical,
an institution
of the
Roman Catholic church which prohibits the marriage of her clergy.
Even outside
the Roman
ehureh, and in times anterior to Christianity,
we
find traces of a like atteml)t
to subdue liuman
natm'e by its own power.
But we must here
limit our considerations
to that form of celibacy
which iris attained
a reid historical importance,
the celibacy of the Roman Catholic clergy.--The
()ld Testanmnt
knows nothingofa
command l)rescribing the celibacy
of tile priesthood;
neither
does the :New Testament,
although
we there find
it intimated,
in a general way. that under certain
circumst,nces
it may be more advisable
not to
take a wife (1 Cor. 7: 38); and this intimation
was
not without influence
during the earl 3"period of
Christianity
and the church.
During
the first
three centuries we find some of tim clergy pracricing celibacy,
but always
voluntarily,
riot becan_e it was a law.
It was far from being the
ride.
The fourth
century,
however,
made a
deeided movein the direction of celibacy.
Rcgult_tmns favoring it were drawn up, as, for instance,
at the council of Ancyra in 314
It wasdistinet]y
declared that the uumarrie.d
pricst deserved the
l!iefercnce over the married priest, although marriage was not yet 1)rohiliited.
Toward the end
of the fourth century
(375) Silicius,
bisln)p of
Rome, declared
that marriage
impaired
the ctliciency of the priesthood
and their calling, and
his opinion was followed by his successors in thc
fiftli century.
At first the prohibition
of marriage was intended
for the higher grades of the
clergy only, for bishops, priests and deacons; but,
before long it was extended to subdeacons
after
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ordination
ldso.
The temporal
power did n(,t
oppose the attcmpts
made to elewlte the prohibitiou of marriage into a law for the priesthood;
on
the contrary,
it favo,'ed the endc:tvor as nmch as
it could, and gave it the support of its authority.
--We must not forget th'_t there was in the devclopment of the Catholic church something
which
strove 1o establish the supremaey
and lu'omote
the universal
estatflishmcnt
of celib'tcy.
Opposition to celibacy was not slow iu mauife,tiug
itself, an opposition which came from the r:,nk_ of
the clergy themselves.
It was not without founds,tion, therefore,
that the observance
of celibacy
was repeatedly enjoinetl.
Yet it was reserved for
the eleventh century to decide in faw)r not only
of this law, but to assert the triumph
of the
church
generally.
Pope
Gregory
VII.,
with
whose name this triumph
is connected,
in this
case, invented nothing, nor introduced
anything
new, any more than into his whole system; but
he understood
how to give the celibacy of the
clergy enduring
power and to overcome the resist°
auee of tim nations on whom the church had
chiefly to lean, notably of the Germans.
Thcrt:
can be no doubt that in considering
the question
of celibacy
pope Gregol'y VII. gave nluch less
thought to considerations
of abstract morality than
to expediency;
and that his only object was to
establish the supremacy
and unity of the church
through a clergy independent
of tim state
tie
declared this himself in all unmistakable
n|anner
when lie said: .;)-on liberari palest ecclesia a ,erdt_tte laicorum, ni,_i liberentur
clerici ab u.roribr,,.
Gregory's
successors
remained
faithful
to his
doctrine,
and propagated
it, without,
howe'¢er,
being able everywhere
to enforce it l)ractieally,
as for instance
in the case of the Slavoniau
Catholics.-Yet however
necessary
the regulation may have been or have seemcd if)be tit
the time of its introduction,
it was sotm followed
by crying evils, espeei'dly ill the fourteenth
aml
fifteenth centuries.
The complaints
of the immorality
of the clergy became so gener,]
that
doubts as to the propriety of celibacy were soon
everywhere
expressed,
and it was asked wlwther
morality
did not lo_e by the system at least a,,
much ,as the power of the church gained by Jr.--At
the time of the reformation
tlmre were voices
enough heard in the Catholic church (lem'mding
the abolition
of the rule of celibacy.
Several
princes, evcn king Charles V. it_ i_derim en_ieavored to bring it about, in the hope of thus paving
the way to a reconciliation
between
tlm Prote_tants and the Catholic church.
Opposition
was
not wanting
even later, noticeably
in the eighteenth century, but to no purpose.
LITI_;lin'rultl.:"
F.A. arid August
Theiuer,
Die LYnf'hhrH_g der
erztr_utg(t_en Ehelosiglwit bet d,7, chriMtlicl_en Getstlichen undihre
l_blgen, Altcuburg,
182_, 2 cd. 1St5.
2 vols ; Carov(!, i&er das Cblibatsge._etz des r&n_iwhkatholisclwn
Klerus, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
183°,
1853, and da, _9mische Chlibatsgesetz in Frankreich
und Deut*chta_ut, Offenbach,
1834; Der (._libai,
Regensburg,
1841.
WI_(;_=LE.
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CELIBACY,
Political
Aspects
of. In the
guishedmore
clearly between
morality and law,
same country, at different times, religion has been
and could not allow the magistrate
who presided
seen exalting
celibacy,
malting it a virtue, and
in a law suit, nor the judge who decided on the
the civil law condemning,
stigmatizing
and subright and the wrong, to watch over morals and
jecting it to taxation,
excinding
it from certain
punish immorality,
without surrendcring
thelegal
honors or dignities.
It is not our task here to desecurity they had won.
So far, therefore,
as the
.cide what a church should prescribe
to its be- ]{oman state used its authority
for the preserva]levers.
That is an affair of internal
discipline,
tion of good morals and to take decisive steps
_nd we do not recognize in ourselves any right of against immorahty,
a special magistracy
seemed
interference.
But in politics or in administration
to be needed; and the censorship
was created for
_md taxation, every distinction
between
married
that purpose. -- During
the middle
"_ges the
and single men is unjust and rests on false views.
Christian
church showed a decided
tendency to
The legislator hoped sometimes to be able to comassume the entire moral direction
and education
pc] marriage, forgetting
that the man who does
of nations.
Ecclesiastical
now took the place of
not yield to the powerful
law of nature which
civil censure.
The state itself needed the moral
makes marriage
desirable
to every adult,
and
(:are of the church.
The ancient Roman-Byzaneven to minors, has sufficiently strong reasons not
tine empire was, in a moral sense, weak: it was
to be forced
to contract
marriage
by financial
in decay.
It needed a physician,
and the still
or other like penalties imposed by the state.
We
uncivilized
Germanic
peoples,
although
morally
say it is unjust
to make celibacy an offense, for
healthier
and stronger, suhmitted
willingly to the
more than one avoids marriage
for reasons of divine authority
and felt the ideal elevation of
health;
others because they are burdened with a the Christian religion, which in the Roman priestfamily which they are obliged to support, forexhood found its first devoted
advocates and repre_mple, aged parents, etc.; and still others from
sentatives
This continued
even after the refermotives quite "is l'md_lble.
These celibates far
mation,
though
under changed
conditions,
and
from being punished should rather behonored
for
the reformers
of the sixteenth
and seventeenth
_being able to overcome
an inclination
to which
centuries
were especially
distinguished
for their
_ature has given such power.
Moreover,
we unchurch discipline.
When the temporalpower
asderstand (without justifying
them, be it well unsisted here with its external repressive
measures,
derstood) the measures favoring
marriage in new
it did so with the moral authority of ecclesiastical
countries,
as though the facility of rearing a faro- I censure,
not as an independent
temporal-moral
_ly were not a sufficient
encouragement
needing
power.
Church and state divided
the work of
_o other incitement ; but in very populous counruling nations.
The one took the moral, the other
tries it would be difficult to modify these laws in
the legal province.
It is evident that at this time
a suitable manner.
Who knows but a time will
the idea of a political
censure
of morals could
come when people will think rather
of eucournot easily arise.--Still
in the modern
state the
aging celibacy in order to arrest, if possible, the
want of filling up the void thus left is felt, and
rising wave of population?
]_I. ]3,
not simply because ecclesiastical
censure
has lost
its principal power, and a restoration
of it, in the
CELTS.
(See RACES.)
spirit of the middle
ages, is an impossibility.
CENSURE.

(See PARLIAME.NTAItY LAW.)

CENSURE
OF _0RALS.
Beginning
with
the sixteenth
century, the noble name of censure
was given to that ill-starred
guardianship
of the
press, which for a length of time interfered
with
the progress
ot" political
education,
but did not
keep back the dreaded revolution
in Europe, and
was at length abolished
by general consent.
The
word censure was borrowed
from the Romans,
who had thus modestly named one of the grandest and worthiest
institutions
of their state.-We find kindred institutionsamongother
ancient
nations.
Thus the Areopagus
and the Archons
among the Athenians,
and the Ephors among the
Spartans, exercised thcfunctions
of moral judges,
The remarkable
Chinese institution
of Tu-tscheaYuen, is also essentially
a court of moral censure,
Its members
arc considered
commi_ioners
of
heaven, as the "visible
conscience of the state,"
and give expre_ion
to praise or blame, even concerning the highest officials.
The emperor
himself is not spared by them when he deviates from
the sacred
customs.
But the Romans
distin-

Even if we recognize
that the life task of the
church lies essentially in the province of morality,
and that that of the state, on the other hand, is
the control of legal relations, it onlyresults
therefrom,
that, as a rule, the state should leave
purely moral questions
either to the church or to
private
perso.ns, and should guard against
untimely and officious interference
in this sphere.
Since the state itself is a moral being and must
in its own interest take morality into consideration, it must, when and in so far as its very life
is concerned, issue general moralregulations,
and
also, if exceptionally,
take a position
against
peculiar
moral dangers.--As
a rule, the state
should not be allowed to interfere at all in private
morals.
This is the affair of individuals,
not of
the state.
If the state exercises authority
here,
the distinction
between morals and law is confounded,
and the moral powers of the citizen,
which become manifest
and are developed
by
free self-determination,
are fatally
injured,
not
strengthened.
But the power of the state may
here be called forth exceptionally,
when the open
immorality
of individuals
threatens
the moral
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gnundations,
both of the social life of men and
the public welfare;
that is when their harmful
action on public morsls is evident.
Thus, for
example, asa rule the state concerns
itself with
the relations of the sexes only in so far as the law
i_ violated or scandal calls upon it to defend good
morals.
In like manner, money matters
are left
to private persons and free contract.
But when
a _ich man misuses his property
mercilessly
and
openly to oppress and exhaust
the poor, even in
a form which can not be reached
by the law, or
when a sensual profligate
outrages
the feelings
of decency and good mo_a]s among the people
through his display of senseless luxury, the state
has good ground
to practice
censure
after tln,
manner of the Romans.--lf
tile intervention
of
the state in cases of private immorality
is justifiable only in rare cases and under exceptional
circumstances,
it may
interfere
more
readily
where public (politiea 0 morality appears immediate]y concerned;
but in such a case only to sill)t)lement the law, and only when the political
immorality
is undoubted,
and the moral health of
the state appears seriously affected.
Tile Roman
censors denounced
the breach of a political oath;
immoral
projects
of laws;
breach of political
decorum;
and cowardly
conduct in time of ,]angel which is the more blameworthy
in propertmn to the greatness of the confidence demanded
by the public character of the position,
An exccss of haughty harshness
toward subordinates,
,and indecent
stockjobbing
on the part of high
'rod influential oflici,ds and similar persons, may
be considered
as further
reasons which, in clear
cases of public scandal, may rouse political consure to activity.--The
police regulations
of the
present are utterly insufficient
in all these cases.
The Romans had the fine tact not to intrust
the
exercise of high political censure to subordinate
st'rvants of authority.
Only the most honorable
and most distinguished
statesmen
were clmsen
censors.
There was no dignity in the Roman
republic more highly respected
than that of consor.
")[ajesty"
was ascribed to the office.
In
this lies the surest and greatest
guarantee
of the
whole institution.
_othing
would be more destructive than to give it to ordinary officials, or,
through court favor allow it to be exercised in
bureaucratic
fashion
The opponents of all political censure are perfectly right so long as there is
any danger of its being administered
in this mannor.
Better no censure than a bureaucratic
one.
Only he whose person has moral authority
should
exercise such a power in the state.
Political
o.t_ce*_" honzr welt organized in this spirit m(qht
l'urnish the'state
with the same guarantees,
and
render it services similar to, and even better than
the Roman magistracy
rendered
the Roman republic.--With
regard also to the cour_
of pro('cdure and means of correction
the censure
of
the Romans is worth considering.
The censors
l_dged official accusation,
but they gave the accuscd whom they summoned
before them full
oppertuui W to defend
themselves.
They
pro-
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nounced their sentences
in public, and assigned
reasons for them.
A cheek was imposed on the
partiality
or passion of a single censor by the interrention
of other censors; and if the censo,'s of
one lustrum
acted too severely, their successors
in office it1 the following
lustrum
might remedy
the cvil.--The
corrective measures of the censors
answered
to the fun,:lamental
character
of the
censorship
as a moral institution.
The)- did not
affect, as does punishment
proper which belongs
to the law, the person, the properly,
or the free.
dora of the accused, parlicularly
not his private
rights,
but exclusively
his politic'fl honor m2d
p_)iitical rights.
Their action was, thercibre, liraited to the field of m,)ral appreciation
and political life.
The unworthy
senator
might be struck
from the list of senators.
The immoral knight
might be deprived of his horse; other citizens less
highly placed might be excluded from their class
and reduced to a lower voting (:lass, or deprived
of suffrage altogether.
Exclusion
from honors
and office was a regular effect of censorial blame,
and the dishonor inseparable
from the same was
se_)sibly felt in social intcreourse.--3Iodcrn
tensure would have nothing
new to discover in all
thc_
respects,
but merely
to transfer
Roman
thought
to modern
life.
Exclusion
fl'om rights
of association
and from those of honor, from
suffrage and eligibility
lo places of public trust,
would be in our day fl very effective
and at the
same time a thoroughly
justifiable
me;_ns of
seriously punishing
open immorality
and euforclug political morals.
J.C. ]-_LUNTSCFILr
CENSURES
(kx7 U. S. _'IISTORY).
In ease of
violation
of law by the prcsidcnl,
the c()n._titu
(tonal process of punishment
i._ iml)('achmc_t
by
the house, conviction
by the senate, and rcH1or'l]
from oil[ice. (See I._[/'l_._cm_tE._TS, 1.) In two
cases, where a legal majority
ibr impeachn_ent
was impossible,
a single branch of congrc_ ha_
endeavored,
byseparate
action, toinflict'm
extra
judicial
coudenmation
upon the pr(,.-ideut.--I.
)larch 28. 1834, (sue B._'li CONTnOVEnStES, Ill.;
DEI'OSITS, ltE._IOV._,I, OF), after a three months'
debate, in whie.h the resolutions
had neon variously modified, the senate resolved, by a vote of
26 to 20, "That the president,
in (be late cxccu
tire proceedings
in relation to the public rcvemlc,
has assumed
upon himself authority
and power
not conferred
by the constitution
and laws, but
in derogation
of both."
2__pril 15, in a special
mes_ge,
president Jackson
protested against (he
resolution on the ground
that it accused ilim of
perjury in violating his oath of oflice, and was
thus an indirect
and illegal method of impeachment, a coudeumation
against which he had no
opportunity
to defend
himself.
The senate refused to receive the protest or place it (,n record
Ul)On the journal.
Senator
T. H. Benton,
of
)Iissouri,
at once gave notice that he would offer
a resolution
each 3'ear to expunge the resolution
of censure.
After an intermittent
struggle
of
three years. Jockson's
supporters
carried the ex-
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punging resolution,
and the resolution of censure
was marked
around
by hroad black lines with
the memorandum
"Expunged
by order of the
senate this 16th day of January,
1837."
The
argument
against
this was, that it violated the
constitutional
direction
to the semite, to "keep a
journal"
of its proceedings;
and in favor of it,
that the original resolution
was extra legislative,
had no more place on the journal than therecord
of a horbe race, and ought to be stricken
out.
As the former argument
involves a plain dircction of law, it must have nmrc weight than the
latter, which is wholly a matter of opinion.--ll,
During the session of 1841-2 (see -WHm [)ARTY;
TYLEI_, JOHN; TARIFI,'), a tariff bill was passed
containing
a provision
for the distribution
of surI)]usrcvenue
among the states.
To this president
Tyler objected as an innovation
dircct]y designed
to encourage
extravagantly
high tariffs beyond
the needs of the country,
and he therefore vetoed
the bill Aug. 9, 1842.
Tile conflict
between
Tyler and the whigs had become extremely
cmbittered.
The whigs,
though
in a majority
in
both houses, could not command a sufficient vote
either to impeach
or to pass bills over the veto.
They therefore
took the unusual
step, in the
house, of referring
the veto message to a committee whose majority
report censured the president for improper
use of the veto.
Against this
report Tyler
protested,
but, as he had voted
against the reception
of Jackson's
protest in the
senate in 1834. the house sent him a copy of the
senate resolution
on that occasion.--See
(I.) 12,
13 Benton's
Debates of" Col_gre_,s; 2 von Holst's
(JSiited States, 68; 4 Webster's
Works, 103-147;
1 Benton's
Thirty Years' V_w, 423, 717-730; and
authorities
under D_:I'OSITS, RE._OVALS OF; (II.)
14 Benton's
Debates of Co;_grc._v, 505-529; 2 yon
tIolst's
United States,
45_; 2 Benton's
Thirty
Years" View, 413-417; and authorities
under B_'_K
CONTROVERSIES, IV.
ALEXAbZDER JOIISSTO.N'.
EENSI.TS.
Census taking, or the counting of
the population
of a country,
has been practiced
from time immemorial.
The Bible makes mention of it, but not always approvingly.
The oriental nations still retain their prejudices
against
the taking of a census, which is so necessary
in
every state.
It is fortunate
that Christian
countries do not share these prejudices;
for there arc
many cases in which it is indispensable
to know
the numl)er of the population.--The
operation
is
not, however, so easy as one might beliew. _. Various systems
have been tried, and agreement
among specialists in the matter is of only recent
date.
Formerly
the custom was to count the legal
]9opMation, that is, ilflmbitants
with a domicile,
and who were present, or only temporarily absent,
when the census was taken.
Now the census
gives the actual population.--The
actual population is that which is found
in each locality, at a
_iven time, whether it be "resident"
or " floatrag."
An inhabitant
of Bordeaux
or Lille, so-
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journing in Paris at the time of the census, would_
under
the old system
in France, bc numbered
among the inhabitants
of Bordeaux
or Lille, and
under the new system, among the floating population of Paris (as a travelcr).--In
order to aseerrain the actual population
the census must he
taken throughout
the entire extent of a country
on the same da b, (or same night).
For this reason,
before the day indicated
for the taking of the
census, the government
scuds to all the householders blanks which they are required
to till.
This is the method adopted
in Enghmd, and we
think it may be recommended.
We would not
even hesitate to establish by law, as that country
docq. a penalty against such as refuse to furnish
the desired inform,_tion,
or who give it in an incorrect maturer.
In Germany they have tried to
substitute
individual
blanks for family ones, but
we do not know whether the experiment
has been
successful.--In
some countries,
in France for example, the taking of the census lasts scverat
weeks, because the census-takers
go frmn house
to house.
This method
admits of more errors,
and especially of more repetitions
than the other,
The traveler may be counted in two places iu the
same census.--In
many countries the census ineludes, beside the inhabitants,
an enumeration
of
the cattle, houses, and factories, and the government also avails itself of this circumstance
to
collect other information.
_IAURICE BLOCK.
CENTRALIZATION
and
DECENTRALIZATION,
The contrast between
centralization
and decentralization
is to be found everywhere:
in social and political
life, in the state and the
church, inthemunicipalityandeveninthefamily;
in public
concerns and in the private affairs of
large and small benevolent and educational
instL
tutions
as well as of industrial
establishments.
Everywhere
we find the relation
of head and
nmmbers,
of centre
and circumference,
either
stamped
upon the _riginal
organism or formed
by man ; everywhere
we find tile task of properly
understanding
and regulating
this relation,
of
distributing
in proper
measure
the power of tile
centre and the independence
of the circumference
--the question of centralization
and dccentralizatir_n.--When
political centralization
is spoken of,
it nmst not be forgotten
that the expression
is
only approximately
correct;
that it implies an
imperfect comparison,
which may lead to erroneous conclusions.
It reminds us too strongly of the
construction
of a machine
the different
parts of
which mechanically
obey tile central power without any capacity
for self-determination.
To the
diffel'ent members of the state organism
there belongs, however, by virtue of natural
neccssity-although
in intimate
connection
with the life of
the ceatre--a
sphere of free and independent
action.--The
idea of political centralization
admits
of a strict or broad interpretation.
Whenwe compare the state of the middle ages with the modern
state, the characteristic
difference
between them
becomes
apparent
at once, the latter giving a
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wider scope to its action and consequently
bringtag a larger part of public life under its control than
the former brought.
While the care for instruction ,and for the support of the poor devolved formerly chiefly upon the _.hurch, the care forsecurityand means of communication
upon the municipality, and that for the administration
of justice
in a great measure upon the patr/monh_l tribunals
in every part of Europe,
the modern state has
drawn these and other matters either entirely or
partially into the sphere of its activity.
Even at
the present day tlds process is not finished,
and
the l)roblem is not yet solw_(l, how far the centralization
of public life in the state should be extended.
The problenl embraces, at thesame time,
the question of separatic)n of those lhings which
should be subjected
only to state supervision,
from those which come within
the immediate
sphere of action of the state power.
_Vtthin thc
wider or narrower
limit which the state puts to its
sphere of action,
the question
of centralization
again arisen.
Should legislation
be reserved
entirely to the central state power, or be partly transferred toprovincialand
districtlcgislativeorgaas?
Should it be placcd entirely in thc bands of the
head of the state, or be made dcpendent upon the
co-operation
of the representativcs
of the pcoplc?
Should the law give expression
to the variety of
interests
in the state, as well as to the unity of
the state?
Should the administrative
offices of
secondary or subordinate
rank be simplythe
tools
of the centre, or be invested
with relative indepcndence?
Should the people t'lke a part. in the
business of govermnent,
or is all the business of
administration
of affairs of state to be coucentrated in government
ollices?
Afterthe
contrailzatmn of public life in thcstate, therefore, the tentralization of the life of the state in the head of
tim state and in o,_/ce_is a subject for reflection,
--The
contrast
between
political centralization
and decentralization
isnot confined to thc constitution of the state which is a unit; it is also apparent in the laws regulating
the union of a number
of federated states
Ou the other hand, it is met
with within the unit-slate
in the wider and narrower circles of distract and municipal
constitutrans. There doesnot exist, for the prol)er measure
of centralization,
any gcncral rule equally well
adapted to all states and to all times.--The
merebers of the political organism
do not _how the
same aptitude
and the same desire for an independent expression
of their life, in different
hations and at ditferent
times.
The French
surremler themselves,
more than do tim Germans,
to
the whole.
Their nature, more than the German,
seems to be able to bear strict centralization
and
to require it. In slates where the people belong
to o_te race or have become melted into one in
course of time, there is less necessity to individualize the legislation
and the administration
than
in states that have either been recently formed or
winch are composed
of essentially different elcment._, in Spain the independence
of municipal
con-stitutions
is of greatcr
importance
than in
• 24
voT,. z.--_
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France;
Joseph II. utterly failed in the attempt to
adapt the samc political system to Germans, Italinns, Belgians, Bohemians and Itungarians.
It is
true that the peculiar nature of the state in his
case imperatively
demanded
that evcts" existing
element
of unit s' shouhl be carefully
nm'tured
from a strong centre; the holding t,Jgethcr of hationalitie.,, strivit_g for political disruption
consists
in the art of taking into considerati(_n the peculiarity of their naturc and of h, tting them fully ex.
pcrience the economical and political tl(iv:mtag_
arising
from union with a large and 1)owcrful
state.
During any serious crisis, particul'lrty
in
thc event of a war for external indepepdent.e,
tim
nece_sily of centralization
is much stronger tban
in times of peace.
It here becomes imperative
to
increase the concentratioo,
of all available
forces,
thereby securing the power of the state against
any impedimcnt
that might be created by the ohstinacy of external
force.
In moments
of the
greatest
danger centralization
goes so far as to
reach (tictatorshil).--I.
Centralization
of Legi,_h_.
t_ol_.. Under this head we have to consider, in the
first place, the organization
of legislative
bodies;
and next, the extent and the nature of their action.
Correctly to represent the political and legal ideas
prevalent
anmng the people, their idcas of the
state and of righL must either be framed with the
co-operation
of the people themselves,
or cnmnate
from a personage
of towering ability in whom
their consciousness
of law and right is concen.
trated.
As the appearance
of such individuals
can not be counted on, the constitutional
system
in monarchical
states has provided that laws slmll
be framed with the co-operation
of the people.
The representation
of the peol)le in the work of
legislation can not keep the defects of the national
character and the errors of the times from finding
expression in the laws, but it can keep the errors
and whims of single individuals
from leaving their
imprint on them.
When properly regulated,
the
particil)ation
of the people in legislation not only
guarantees
the harmony of the law with the ,,,pirlt
of the people, at least in that which is fundamental, but also that the resources
of the country
Mmll not be emI)ioyed to excess tbr slaw objccls
anti that the wants of the different part._ ¢ff the
country and of the different
classes of the entire
pe()ple .-hall be recognized
more certainly,
duly
appreciate(l,
and properly attended to. There is
no comi)ensation
ior such ffuarantees when the
central power has recourse to the advice of oflicials or boards (Behin'den) which only too ottea
arc the mere reflt,ction of the thought of the tentral powers, and of both its good qualities and its
defects.
The greatest although
not insuperable
difficulty in co_tstitutional
legislation
lies in 1lie
danger, that in the multiplicity
of elements at
work the unit thought may be lust.
This danger,
it is tnle, is present to a h'ss deg'rce when legisla.
tion is in the hands of the head of the stale, but
even there it may be produced by rival influences,
--If thc centralization
of the legislative power is
properly modified, the sphere of action
of that
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power
should
not be extended
further
than is
required
by a centralized
legislation.
Both in
lc_slation
and administration
tile principle holds
good, to assign to each its centre il_ the circle of
those who are immediately
concerned
in its result, but to secure also to the more distant circles
interested
in it the possibility
of affecting
its aetion; the state does not meddle with legislation
on subjects
that are not of a state or political
nature,
and confines itself to the most general
direction and supervision
of those concerns which
interest it only in a secondary degree.
Thedefect
in mediaeval decentralization
did" not lie in the
fact that the state left to each interest the care for
its own concerns, but that it drew too narrow a
limit to its own action, excluding
much that concerned it very particularly
or was intimately
connected
with its own interests.--On
the other
hand, it is acknowledged,
in principle
.it least,
that civil legislation
should not interfere with the
free action of those who share in it; also that
criminal
legislation
(although central in quite another sense), should leave room for the judge's
estimate of the individual
case, and that so-called
administrative
legislation cannot commit a greater
1)lunder than when, by disregarding
the variety
of economical
conditions,
intellectual
culture
and civilization,
it takes as its starting
point the
fiction of an average state which exists nowhere,
or which imposes the conditions
of onc part of
the country
upon all others.--Nevertheless,
this
latter kind of faulty centralization
is often found
in modern laws, sometimes as tile result of a false
principle
and again as a consequence
of overhaste or superficiality.
A sufficient
protection
against
such errors
is not affordcd
even by a
representative
constitution;
it can only be secured through
the preliminary
discussion of the
law at provincial
and district mectings,
by chainbers of commerce,
by conventions
of business
men, etc., in fact, particularly
by the proper
organs of the classes most interested
in and most
familiar
with the subject.
In other cases, in
connection with these measures,
the examination
of experts or other competent
persons by a committee of the legislative
body may prove beneficial.--We
have hecn considering
the decentralization of legislation
from two essentially
different points; in tile first place, as the recognition
of
an autonomy
which the state can not refuse without exceeding
the limits of its powers
and its
rights;
then as a matter of expediency,
which
may indeed be overlooked
without
violation
of
_e law, but not without injury to the state.
In
the first place, the state power is called upon not
to extend its sphere of action to matters foreign to
it, and in the second, not to pass laws regulating
any subject in its own sphere of action without
the concurrence
of those possessed of the most
perfect knowledge of it and directly interested
in
the result--The
recognition
of autonomy
above
spoken
of should find a place in the affairs relating to the church, to communities,
institutions,
_-ssociations, but not in the sense that state legis-
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:l_ven With
regard to the church, which is allowed full independcnce
within
its own province,
it behooves
the power of the state to. protect
its own sphere
from encroachment,
and to regulate
the extent
and the conditions of its grants to the church and
which the church expects from it.--The
state has
more to do with the organization
of other associations and corpor'_tions,
especially of municipalities; but here, also, a state legislation,
properly
limited, acknowledges
the principle of auto_wrny,
and all legislative provisions are preceded
by the
question, not ]ww the subject is to be regulated.
but whether it can be regulated
by the state at all.
--II.
Ce_tralization
of the Admi_Hstration.
The
contrast betwccn state legislation
and autonomy
correst)onds
with the contrast
between adminis.
tration by officials and self-government.
In both
cases a line must be drawn betwecn the right of
independeut
action in matters which lie outside
the jurisdiction
of the state and the institutions
called upon to co-operate
in state affairs.--The
right of independent
action belongs to churches,
municipalities,
and to all corporations
which have
neither been created by the state nor for it, not
only in administration
but also in legislation.
These independent
bodies possess the prerogative
to be ruled according
to their own conception
of
their mission, by authorities
they themselves
appoint and who are responsible
to them.
Only
their independence
is not absolute, and in so far
as it behooves the state to interfere in their autonomy with its legislalion,
it h_ls to superintend
and
define their sdministration
through its authorities.
--The participation
of citizens in the affairs of
the state is called self_tdmiuistraffon
in a wider
sense, and appears chiefly under two forms: first,
when public offices are held as ho;wrary'posithJn._
by citizens who do not devote themselves
to a
public career with the view of earning a livelihood; secondly, when a committee
of citizens is
placed side by side with the administrative
state
power, with the right to make proposals, express
opinions
and interpose
a vcto.--A
state which
excludes
autonomy
and self-administration,
or
limits them to a fictitious
e:_istence, deprives itself of a great power.
It extends its task beyond
its natural
limits, while it, at the same time,
diminishes
its capacity to perform that task even
within
its natural
limits.
The state, like any
other society, reaches its ends all the more com.
pletely, the better its members understand
them,
and possess the strength
and inclination
to fulfill
them.
This political
education
of the people,
which made Rome great in antiquity and Englvnd
in modern timcs, and the want of which has made
Germany small, can only be attained through the
participation
of the many in public life.
This
political education
alone overcomes
the spirit of
egoism, which
knows no interest but personal
advantagei
makes no sacrifice for the _neraI
weal unless compelled;
andwhich,where
the state
is concerned,
does not shrink from acting in a
manner considered
immoral
in private
hfe, and
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remain_ a passive spectator
during
the perturbsdon ol ,he order of the state until the danger has
•eL_t,_:tdin_othenarrowercirclcofprivateintcrests,
As the feeling for the common weal, st) is also
the cap'_ci?y 1o serve it, a natural consequence
of
that political
education
which
is acquired
and
practiced in the nmnagement
of the affairs of the
_nuniclpality,
of corporations,
associations
and in
the honors1 T offices in sta!e administration.
The
constitutional
state can least of all dispense with
It, "m institution
requiring
the people, through
its representatives,
to take a part in the highest
work of legislation,
will prove a failure rather
than a success if these representatives
are not returned by politically
educat,:d electors.
Autonomy and self-administration
in the electors are
necessary conditions
to the sha,'ing of the people
in the functions
of the central pt, wcr; and for the
prosperity
of the constitutional
system.
On the
other hand, the constitutional
system itself serves
as a means of political
education,
exercising
a
bcncfici'fl influence
upon tile narrow circles of
public life, and so they mutually condithm
each
_)ther --The objection has been raised against the
principle
of self-administration,
that this liberty
(urn not bc granted to apeople deprived
of public
spirit and sunk in individual
interest,
without
endangering
the treasure
intrustcd
to them.
Th.lt thus consciously
or unconsciously
the con--lltutioual
system
is rejected,
is evident from
what has preceded.
This objection
would
be
"well founded if the officers of govermnent
were
('hosen from a race endowed with higher political
,capacity, and not from the same nation as the
governed.
But the state takes its serv.lnts from
the same people s_lbject to the same imperfeclions.
What they acquire in training for service
and in the admimstration
of their office, is scientlfic knowledge
and refinement
of manner,
not
pubhc spirit.
This highest qualification
will be
wanting in the civil service class, unless it has
come to them as _in inheritance,
and unless kept
alive in thcm l)y the puhlic spirit of the whole
people.
The office accepted
by the citizen as a
duty of honor, wSthout remuneration,
is a school
for political virtue and constant self-denial ; but to
the paid servant of tile state the same office is merely a livelihood.
A higher conception ofhiscalling
he acquires not by the possession of the office,
but from the spirit of the community
at large and
from a supreme state direction in h.lrmony with it.
Historyconfirmsthis;
thelowcrapeoplehadsunk,
themoredidofficialcallingdegenerateintobureaucracy.--The
administration
of foreign affairs in
which the state as a unit has to do with another
state, should
be concentrated
entirely
in the
hands of the supreme power, but without prejudice to the granting
of extraordinary
powers in
critical moments, On the ot}e hand, and to regular
intercourse
with neighboring
states on the other,
--Military
affairs require
a complete
unity
of
admillistration
reaching
even to the
' frequently
smallest details.
In war, when military operalions are conducted
far away from the centre of
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the state, the conunander-in-chief
should be invested with extensive
powers so as to act any
moment as the moment demands.
The ceil consequences
of a disregard
of this principle
are
abundantly
shown m the Gcrmau and more particularly in the Austrian
annals of war.
Of the
affairs concerning
the internal
admiuistration
of
the state, those referring
lo the stale budget are
the most adapted to a centralized
treatment;
they
are managed
by paid officials according
lo prescriptions
frequently
reaching down to the smallest details given by the supreme authority.
This
refers particularly
to taxes and customs
dues.Centralized
administration
is required also in the
case of the police.
The object of the I slice institution can often be attained only when the messures taken by the central or provincial authorities
are specdilyand
uniformly
carried out in all parts
of the country.
On the other hand, under pressing emergencies,
even subordin.lte
officials may
find them_lves
compelled
to act without
delay
according
to their
own view of the case.-The administration
of justice comes within the
i)rinciplc of centralization
to some cxtent.--Proper
centralization
h'ls nothing
in common with the
ideas of absolutism,
of stale omnipotence
and
bureaucracy.
" In unity, in thc irresistiblepower
of the whole, lies all tlmt is great in thc moral
world.
Centralization
is in no way opl)osed to
liberty;
only the man is free who lives in the
whole and in whom the whole lives.
Nothing
makes man more impotent, less free and we:deer
than isolation,
extreme
division and anarchy."
(C. R(isslcr, Allgcmei_e Staatslchre, v. i.. p. 847.)-But 1)roper decentralization
has just as little iu
commou with the ide'lsof radicalism,
state impotcncc and anarchy.
It keeps the power of the
state together by preventhlg
it from forcing itself
into circles foreign to its calling.
It secures to it
the good will of c_lpablc men wlmwish to devote
themselves to the state, but not to be al)sorbcd by
it. It grants every partits individual
v-flue, each
office a competent
sphere of action, and each cxisting force its freedom
of movement--Proper
decentralization
grants every p'_rt the ]iherty to
really live within the whole; and to the whole the
power which is secured by a healthy development
of all parts.--BIBLIOGIt.tPHY.
Some of the above
questions have been treated in you Biilau's .Die
.t3ehbrdenin Staatund Gemeinde, Leipsig, 1886. For
France, see de Tocqueville,
L'ancieu ,_,t'(/irlu3et 1.(i.
rt;volution, Paris, 1856; yon 5Iohl, GescMchte _nd
Literatur
der StaatswissensJ;aften
v. iii., p. 193,
etc.
For England, see Gneist, Enql_qche, Verwalt_tngsrecht, 2 vols., ,°nd ed., 1867; Engli._che Kom.
muT, alr*';fassttT;g, 2nded.,
1863.1
K. BIt?,TEIt.
_ _'e herein add
extract from
Coquelfnl)ol_t_que:
on Cert.
tralization
the an
])_cl_,n,ail
e tie l"hi.e_onom_e
"we th_nk A. de Tocqueville entirely correct wl_en in his
work ' Democracy in America,' he expre_,scshimself a.'.follows: 'centralization is a word very ofwn repeated m our
days,itsalthough,
no common
one excr to
trie_
define
meaning.generally
Certainspeaking,
interests are
all|ocornponent part_ of the nation, such as the framing of general
laws and the )elation of the nation to f,_relgn nations.
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CEREMONIAL,
International.
By ccremony we here understand the aggregatcof pre$cnpiions of form which regulate intercourse in
select circlesof socmty. Internationalceremonial
is therefore the collection of formal rules to be
used m intercourse between the representatives
There are interests,
on the other hand, _hich belong especially to certain parts of the nation, as for instance, nuttile[pal enterprises.
The concentration
in a place and in
one and tile same hand of the po_er to direct the former
interests, constltute_
what we nlay call governmental
ceutralizatton.
And by concentrating
in the. sanlc manner tile
power to manage the latter we have adnlinistrati*e
centraltzatlon.
But there are case_ in which these t:to kinds of
centralization
are confounded
will)` ()Be another.
Still by
taking, in the aggregate,
the objects _ hlch belong more
especmny
in the donntm of each of them, we are able to
(h_.tlngmsh then)` e_lly.
It is evident that govcrnntental
centrahzatiou
acquires lllllnense power when it is combined
with admims[rativc
ceutralization.
ThiIs people are accustonlcd to completely anti continuously
leave their will out
of eonsideratmn:
they are made to obey not only once and
upon a given i)onlt, but in everything
sad every day. Not
only does sucil centralization
subdue them by force; it
isolates them and then takes hold of them one by one in the
great mass.
These two kiud,_of centralization
mutually aid
each other; tbe one draws tile other after _t; but we do not.
think that they are inseparable.
Under Louis XIV. France
witnessed
the greatest governmental
centralization
imaginable, for the one man who framed general la_s and had
the power to [nterllret them, rep-eseuted France abroad and
acted hi her name.
_ I am the state,' he need to say, anti be
was right
And yet, tinder Louis :XIV. thele was nluch less
adtnlnlstrati_e
centralization
thai), in our days in France.
We have lU oar [lille a eountly, England,
where govern
mental ccntrahzatlon
has attained a very high degree; the
_tatc there seem.', to Inove like one mas; it raises immense
nlasscs at its will, anti the effects of its power are everywhere felt
England, _hich has accomplished
great [lungs
durlngthelast503ears,
ha_,noadministratlw:ecntralizat'on,
For our part we can not conceive tlow a nation couhl exist,
nluch less prosper, without a strong governmental
centr.digallon.
Bnt _t" think that adnllnistratl_e
centlaltzation
nuly enervate,
the people who submit to It, because it ever
tends to dlulmish their pubhc spirit.
Adulinietrati_ e Celllraltzatlon
succeeds, it l'_ true, in bringing together all the
force.', the natron can dispose nf, at a given [line and in
n gl,,en place; but it l_ prejudicial
to tile reproduction
of
these forces; it makes tile nation triumph on tile day of
hatlh., but it dimlmshes
her power in the long run
Adnlinistratlvecentrahzation
can, therefore, very well contribnlc to the greatness of one man, but nc_er to tim durable
prosperity of II nation.
It mu_t not he ovelh)okcd
that m
_aytag that a _.tate can not act hecau,_e wanting in ten[rail•zation, we ahuost always OnCOOSCiOllsly ha_e in view geeernmental
centralization.
Tile German empire, it nlay he
ttrgued, has never been ahh, to draw all the advantagellossi
hie from its fores*; and why not? Because the national
power has never been centralized ; because [be state could
_aever enforce obedience
to lt._ gcnerld laws; hecause the
t_everal coUlllunent part.-, of this great body always had the
right or the po_-sibihty to refuse their co-olleration to the
depositaries
of the genersl
nuthority
even in tlUestion,_
which interested all sit zeus slikc; ill other v,ord% !)ceau.,-c
there ,,_ll_ no go_,erUnlental
centralization.
Thcqe _amt,
reulark_ llpply to the luiddle age_ al.,-o. .'_ll tile nli.--cr3' of
feudal society was Slough[ Ill)oil[ becau._e the l)O_ er not
only of administering
but al:o of governing was divided
among a [haul.and hauds and t-plit np in a tttousand _ays.

of states.--Since certain forms arc indispensable
in all intercourse of an3, importance;
since,
further, )dl intercour_ in its inception •finds difficulty in overcoming the vanity and self-exultslion of those who arc concerned in it, it is natural
that we should find ceremonial precepts and
and the power of the state--an
argument
_hicll ha_- such
ascendency
over unthinking
minds.
The unity and the
power of the state bare nolhing to do with the question.
As hmg as the state is invested _ith the general attributes
of public aathorlty ; as long as it makes taws and appoints
judge.',; as long as it holds in its hands the entire pablic
force and directs its movements;
as long as it can levy
the taxes necessary
for its SUPl)Ort and eolh!ct them by
its own tlgcnts; aq long as the central government
enjoys
these e-sential prerogatives
and some others besides which
are attactled
to them,
the unity of tile state _i]t be
guarded and its power of concentration
will he as great aa
it tan be. But it does not follow, therefrom, that this gaycrnnlent
should interfere
incessantly
in the particular
affairs of provinces,
i ounties
and cities; and still leas
should the state usurp the natural
right of citizens whom
it should confine itself to prolectmg.
All the argunrentt_
advanced on the subject are therefore good to defend political centralization
which nobody attacks;
but they have no
value whatever
when advanced in defense
of administratire central zation which ahme is in question.--And
saysCh. Dune) or, in his De la liber&, ebl tra_,ail:
' The apologists of the system _e reject, hold the following language"
It hes in the nature of ceutralization,
they sa), to producea
t-trouser government,
a stronger
lmt:,on, a niece
highly developed
eivihzation,
and, above all, a more genelal and a more equal development,
a more clnoplete and
better organized
system of roads, canals
and all other
means of communication;
a greater nnity in all the. insane
of exchange, in language,
in nloney, in weights and nleasurea; more uniformity in the ways of manufacturing,
of
clothing, lodging, and of doing a nlultitude of things; more
equality of feeling and thinking.
* ,_ * * In one word,
the system haq the pretension
to render the government
better or_gan_zed for tile mission of order and peace it has
to accomplish,
to make it better fit to develop social forces
and nlore apt to give lapidity anti tinily to tlns dcvt lopmeat.
i tit) not think ninth penetration
i_. needed to perceive that the systcnl mlccceds but poorly in bringiug forth
such results and that nl ninny respects the resnlLq are negative.'--Moro
nniformity
iu the way of feeling and thinklngl
But what if everybody complains-unfortunately
not with(lilt reason -of the anarchy
of idea._ nox_ada)'s reigning
in
France.
More equality
or uniformity
ill the inanner
of
manufacturing,
of dresslug,
of lodging'
But [hi- unifornmy whicll i_, de_-i able only in a certain sense and In a
certain nleasure, exi_t_ to a greater c.'_tcnt in ]'ngland,
the
collntry of nulnicipal
inhtitutions,
than in eentralistie
France.
As to tile unity of the monetary systcln_ of weight _
and nleasure_,
_hich )`s a good thing in many respects,
there is no necessity,
in order to establish
it, to deprive
local authorities
or individuals
of tile right of managing
their special intcrest._ as the_, deem heat.
With re_.pect to
I the nnllbrmity of language, it i_ earthy of note that all the
_ efforts of au exaggerated
centralization
have not _,uececded
in blicglng it abe:it iu France, _ hlle it exists, although it
may seem incredible,
in the United States, tim most deer.tl alized collntr 3 of tile world, ai_d among the heterogeneous
population
which ha.,, only recently come to the country
from the extremities
of tile globe.
If it becomes a question
of the lU)wcr of concentration
to be given to Francs', and
with right, for the nlalntenauce
of her political power, n e
i may say that this political power does r,ot revolt from ad-

The
absence
centlalizatiou
but from
political
_entedentire
at that
tlale of
the governmental
nation_ of Europe
from t-tri_premg i minlstrstlve
lion, which, incentralization,
our opinion, shoald
he kept
intact.eentrali/aAll the
with energy tankard any goal.'--Consequentlyit
is true that
rights, .,ill tile attributes,
all the prerogatives
relating not
there exi_t._ a pohtical and an adnliniutrative
centralization,
only to the defense of the country but al_o to the general
The former--the
only one which really affects the unity and
affairs of the state_ must be reserved for the central governpower of tile state-has,
to onr knowledge,
never been
men[.
We thus understand
the question.
8o lnnch is
seriously attacked.
It is, therefore, an error, when, in denecessa'y, but it is sufficient
But to these natural, le_tifen(hng the cause of French centralization,
people ineesmate and necessary prero_ativea, governments
an" wont to
_santly invoke thegrcat, the suprenle argument of the unity
add others which make them intervene
at all _tinle* and at

.
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disputes heginning
at the period when :European
states came into more frequent
contact with one
"mother.
At that period (the sixteenth
century),
Spain stood at the smmnit
of her power.
This
explains why the Spanish ceremonial was enabled
to make its way fir._t to France
and thence over
lhe whole contincnt
of Europe.
The infinitcly
rigid forms of this ceremonial
(see icti 6_eremo_iale-hi_toric(_-politlc_tm,
Amsterdam,
1685,) was
in keeping wifll the exclusive
rule of dynastic
interests
and the low degree of culture
in that
age--_Ve
remark
in the elghteenth
century
a
decrease in the stiffness of ceremonial
forms and
in the number of ceremonial
disputes.
An abrupt
change was brought about iu this direction bythe
French
revolution,
whose diplomatcs
and genorals purposely
showed
their contempt
for the
ancicnt
court ceremonial.
After the imperial
throne of Napoleon
was estal) ishcd all this was
changed.
The coi_gress of Vienna
cffectcd
a
rester'Ilion
of ceremonial.
In this c,_e, of course,
the restoration
was in accordance
with the spirit
of modern times.
It _as felt to be the task of
ceremonial
not to render
intercourse
between
politic'fl
representatives
more difficult,
but to
facihtate
it. Efforts
were made to siml)lify it;
and this tendency has happily continued
to grow.
--Thcre
are different kinds of ceremonial
accenting to the manner in which, and the differenc_._of
place at which,
the representatives
of sever:d
states meet.
If the intercourse
is personal
and
oral _t is carried
on according
to thc rules of
court or diplomatic
ceremonial,
whether
dipIomates or dtplomatcs
and sovereigns
are present,
Court and diplomatic
ccremonial
are designated
l)y the common
name
etiquette.--Chanecllery
¢eremo,fial
gives the necessary rules for written
communications
between
the representatives
of
state_.--Lastly,
shipshavelong
bccn considered as
floating portions of territory, and both their meettag's on the high sea, and their entering or leaving
foreign maritime districts havebeen
considered
as
the meeting between different
state powers, aml
rules for salutation
have been established,
Thc
collection of these rules is called sea¢eremonial.-Space forl)lds us to enter into detail concerning
these different
ccremonials.
We content
ourselves with citing a'few chief points.
It is first
to I)e remarked
with regard to court ceremonial
that sovereigns
to whom kingly honors are due
treat one another on a complete footing of equality.
,&ccording
to gencral usage the host yields
precedence
to his guest; grand dukes do the same
when they meet emperors or kings.
,,ks to states
to which royal honors are not due, at least evcl Tthing is to be avoided which might be interpreted
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as want of respect for their sovereignty.
That
their reprcsentative,
however, must give precedence to those of first class states, is self-evident.Those questions of diplomatic
ceremomal
which
had previously
given occasion
to most disputes
were settled by the i_,roloeol of the congress of
¥icnna
signed _larch
19, 1819. This protocol
established
a classification
of representatives
and
the order of their rank.
Precedence
in ea(.h class
was to be regulated
according
to priority of crcdenlials.
In signing treatics the nameswcre
to be
alternateorthecountrywastodecide.
(SePAGENT,
DIPLO._IATIC.) At present the alphabetical
older
is usually
resorted
to, hy taking the initial lettcr of the names which the countries
bear in
the French
language.
In personal
intercourse
diplonmtcs
often free themselves
from the forrealities
of ceremony
by the so-called 1Jglcm¢le.
--Chttnecllery
ceremonial
has become rcm'trk,
ably simple.
Official letters to a sovereign with
the so-c'dled great or mhtdle title, are scarccly
seen.
The small title, ]imite(l to a descrit)tion
of
the chief dignity of the sovereign,
is considered
sufficient.--The
diplomatic
iniercom'se
of states
is carried
on mostly by d@gcl_es cammuniqudes,
that is, through
dispatches
which the minister of
foreign affairs sends to his ambassadors
who read
them to th(; minister
of foreign
affairs of the
state to which they are accredited.--In
autograph
letters between sovereigns of royal rank, the title
brother is so usual that Napoleon
III. considered
the refusal
of it on the part of the emperor
Nicholas
as an offense.-- In sea-ceremonial,
the
principle
lms been long in force that the ship
which enters foreign
waters
must salute first.
Formerly
the great truth was not understood
that
the high sea could not be subjected
to the rule of
any state,
]_._nglaud claimed
dominion
over ccrlain parts of the high
sea, and demanded
in
them
the first and a humiliating
salute from
forcign flags, which g'/vc occasion to the bitterest
disputes and even to war.
This pretension
is at
present extinguished.
The obligation
to give the
first salute aftcr entering foreign waters is asgencrally rccognized
as that on the high sea ships of
v,lriousnationa]itiescannotrequires'th_tesofeach
other.
]?lag salutes on the part of war vessels
are no longer customary.
Calmon only arc used
in salutes.--Though
on the high sea asalute
can
no longer be demanded,
it is generally
given on
both sides from re'tsons of politeness.
It is the
general rule that the first salute is given in the
following cases: by merchantmen
to ships of war;
by a w'tr ship having on board an officer of inferior rank to one with an officer of higher rank;
by single war ships to squadrons,
etc.
Compare
on this question,
the queen's (of :England) reguthe wrong time in the private affairs of provinces, of com- lations,
and the admiralty
instructions
for the
munalmcs and of Individuals. l_'ar from .adding to their
_r.giual poucr, governments thus embarrass, enervate and government
of her majesty's
lineal
scrvices,
_'afcehic lhemselve_."--What is here said of administrative
(1861); further,
the United
States navy regula¢('ntrahzatmn may with great force be applied to the govern- lions, etc.--In
reviewing
the precepls
of the ex.
ment
of
the
_ew,Tal
states
of
the
Union,
but
with
g_cater
isling
international
ceremonial,
we
call
special
lorcc what is said of political administration to the power
which should b_. lodged m the federal government of the attcntion
to two points:
The ceremonial
of the
UnitedStatet,.-E_.
present
loses its personal
character
more and
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CHAMBER

OF

COMMERCE.

more, that is, its rules are considered
less with
reference
to the single sovereign,
diplomate
or
naval officer, than tothe nation which is represented by either of them.
Besides, the correct view
is becoming more widely accepted,
that the rules
of ceremony and the claims arising from them,
are rules and claims not of right but of manners,
This sentence
expresses our view of the future
significance
of ceremonial
in the intercourse
of
nations
Ceremonial
will retain
in the future,
also, its significance
for the representatives
of
states, just as the rules of politeness
are of high
value in the intercourse
between
cultured
men,
but its precepts
will disappear
more and more
from international
law.--B_BLmGRAPn_.
Bluntschli, .Moderne,_ VSlkeprecht, ,_ 171, note, _ 188,
189: Yleffter, VSlkerrecht, ,_198 ft., 218 ft.; Martens" Guide diplomatique, 5th ed. byGeffcken,
I.,
pp. 122ff.,
196 ft., 207 ft.; II., pp. 10ft., 113ff.
320 ft.
S_tAVc_.
ClIANBER
OF COMNERCE.
Mr. M'Culloch, the English economist,
thus defines a chainber of commerce:
"An assembly
of merchants
and traders
where affairs relating
to trade arc
treated
of," and Bouvier
in his "Law
Dictionary" as follows:
"A
society of the principal
merchants
and traders
who meet to promote
the general commerce
of the place."
There arc
several
establishments
of this kind in France.
In the United
States, the term, "Chamber
of
Commelee,"
or "Board
of Trade," is frequently
applied to an institution
which would be more
appropriately
called "Exchange
" or " 'Change."
The e,'onomic
utility
of these institutions
will
be treated
of in the article
EXC_A-V;GE, which
see.
E.D.
CIIAR(_]_
LO._I._TIC.)

D'AFFAIRES.

(See AOEI_T, DIP-

CHARITY,
Private.
Economists
rejectpublic or state charity
as producing
incomparably
more evil titan good.
This has sufficed to bring
hi)on their doctrines
the accusation
of extolling
egoism, of stifling feelings
of. charity, of undervahnng gencrosity and devotion.
Happily these
accusations
arc as stupid as they are odious,
a
fact which may be shown without difficulty.-We shall first examine
the arguments
put forward by the Iwo'most
eminent defenders
of pubhc charity, Lamartine
and Thicrs.
Says Lamarline, in lns /,e Cot_¢eiller du .Pe_tple:
"Axe fraternity
and charity
virtues?
They are.
Then
soe_iety itself ought to exercise these two virtues;
society should not, as is pretended by economists,
_ho have _o rel_gwr_ but arithmetic,
free itself from
these great duties and let misery and death take
then' course."
Thiers, in his report to the French
legislative
assembly
on public assistance,
brings
up the v,ame considerations:
"lf the individual
has virtues, can not society have them too?
To
om thinking,
the answer is not doubtful.
We
must not look upon the state as a cold, senseless,

CHARITY.
heartless being.
The collection of members composing the nation,
as they may be intclligcnt,
courageous,
polished,
may bc humane,
charttable, as well as individuals
themselves."--What
is society?
If it be the collection
of membel_
composing
the nation,
it is clear that this collection will unite in themselves
the total of all tim
virtues possessed by each one of the individuals
composing
it. If it is wished to personify
the
collection,
and to make of it that creature of the
mind called society or the state, it is absurd to
attribute
to this being which has no existence, an
action independent
of that of all the members
composing
the nation.
If, however,
we understand by society or the state the government,
the
question is changed
altogether;
and we must no
longer ask whether
charity
being a virtue in the
individual,
is not equally a virtue in society, but
whctherit
is proper, moral and advantageous
tc,
have charity
practiced
by tim government,
or
whether it is even possible for the govermnent
to
practice charity at all
We say not.
It is very
evident that charity
and fraternity
are virtues
only when they arc free,and spontaneous.
State
and, therefore,
forced, charity
is not a virtue, it
is a tax.
:Now, the sacrifice imposed
on some in
favor of othcrs clearly
loses the character
of
charity.
The legislator
has no merit in the case,
for all he has to do is to east his vote in its favor.
The executive power or the lax colleclor has still
less, for, instead of giving,
he retains a part of
the gift as pay for his services.
_Neither has the
tax payer, since he contributes
only in spite of
himself.
Where can we find here the conditions
of charity:
a benevolent iT_spiralion followed b!/ a
volunta_7/ sacrifice on the part of him _choferls it?
ls not that a strange
kind of charity wlmse acts
are performed
by the tax gatherer
and policeman?--Economists
who, according to Lamartine,
have _w religion but arithmetic, have always shown
themselves
filled with pity for the sufferings
of
their neighbors,
as profound
as that which he
himself felt; and if we look into thc lives of tim_
most illustrious
among
them, Quesnay,
Turgot,
)Ialthus,
Smith, J.B.
Say, Charles Comte, etc.,
we shall find a series of acts of noble disintercstcdness, of devotion
to truth,
to justice and the
unfortunate
classes, worthy
to be held up to all
men animated by realphilanthropy.--Economists
are specially occupied with the means of dispensing exact justice to every man, and with diminishing misery by acting on the causes which produce it; but they know that preventive
measures
will never be enough to eradicate
it: that there
will always exist in society a great number
of
individuals
absolutcly
incapable
of obtaining
for
themselves enough to escape from the sufferings
brought on by indigcnce,
and whose support can
never be assured
except through
the wealth ereated by others;
tlmt, consequently,
feelings of
pity, benevolence
and charity
will always be
indispensable;
and that _oo much
force and
activity can not be given them when there is _L
question of solacing
unmerited
misforlune.--Bui,
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ccononusts
deny that public charity is a means
of supporting
and developing
these sentiments,
On the coutrdry,
they are convinced
that it tends
to weaken them contzaually,
to blot them out, by
apparently
dimmzshingthe
necessity for them, by
adding
to the suggestions
of egoism
plausible
pretexts against generous impulse.
They aveconvinced that charity
practiced
by individuals
or
free associations
would
be more extensive
and

abundant,
tends inevitably
toexhaust
them..
Political economy
does not approve
of state rule,
either in the practice of charity or in the church.
or ill industry.
It maintains
and demonstrates
that but for the unfortunate
claim of governmerits to direct these different
bra_mhes of social
activity, we should be more charitable,
more religious and more industrious.
.t_-.MI]ROISECLE.'*,[ENT.

powerful
in proportioff
to the decrease of state
interference
in the c,)llection and distribution
of
relief; that this interference
tends lo suppress the
principal stimulant
to ch_Lrity and the condition
which can best assure its efficacy, by destroying
direct relations
between
the benefactor
and the
benefited;
that by this state interference
the individuals assisted aJ'e bound to feel grateful only to
tllC law, that is to say, to no one, and that, by
making assistance obligatory to those who render
it, they naturally dispose those who receive it to
look upon it as a right; that thenceforth,
relief
loses all character of uncertainty
or contingency
and that the poor classes accustom
themselves
to
count on it, and yield moreand
more to imtn'ovidence, idleness and other vices, productive
of
miser3-; that, in this way, public charity engenders more evils than it can cure.--Charitycon_ists
in interesting
one's self in the misfortunes
of others, and in the making of sacrifices
to diminish
them.
When it is freely practiced
it can present
no danger;
the sacrifices
are generally
proportinned to the resources of those who make them,
and no one can count on them positively;
they
have not the inc(mvenicnce
of lessening
the
preve_tive effects of penalties attached to misconduct and habits generating
misery.
But if charity is imptJsed by the law, what shallbe its limit?
What putt of 1he 1)cnalties on improvidence,
etc.,
will be left in force?
That will depend
on the
opinions, the disposition,
the caprice of the legis,
lator.
Lamartine,
for example,
wished to bind
the state to begin 500 million francs worth of
public works.
Lonis Blanc understood
popular
fraternity
in a wider sense.
He wanted all the
shops to be taken by the state and put at the disposition of associated workmen.
On another occasion, BarbP.s and Sobrier,
"considering
that
fraternity is not all empty word, and that it ought
to manifest itself in acts," wanted a tax of a railliaa'd of francs on capitalists
for the benefit of
workmen.
It is evident that if this principle of
fraternity
or public assistance
be once admitted,
its consequences
have no assignable
limi|s, and
might extend until one-half
of the population
was despoiled izl favor of the other h'flf.--Such
are the motives which have caused economists
to
reject public chm'ity and oppose all measures
tending to give it a greater extension
than it already has; but far from wishing
to weaken the
feeling of charity by this action, or restrain charzty freely practiced,
they claim, on the contrary,
that they give it more intensity
and breadth, tbr
they contend that the interference
of the law, in
place of rendering
the sources
of charity
more

CHAlUTY,
Public.
1. Principles a_ut E!rez.t*
of Public As_.ista_ce.
Mutual aid is a precept dictated by the best sentiments of human nature and
which the very constitution
of society renders
necessary.--Misfortune
excites our pity.
Natural
law prescribes
to us the duty of reheving
it, and
religionmost
imperatively
rccommendsit.
Christianity is instruct with a tender affection for those
whom it calls " the suffering members cf Christ."
"Help one another!"
Does not this command.
without
which society is impossiblc_ flow from
the divine precept:
"Love one another?"
Moreover, in a political
society founded,
on the one
hand, on the principle
of responsibility
which
leaves each man to the consequences
of his faults
and makes misery
the punishment
of improvidence and vice, and on the other, on the principle of inequality
which is indispensable
to order
and progress, bnt the effect of which is to permit.
involuntary
wretchedness--a
wretchedness
which
falls, as a burden, inevitably
on those possessed
of assured and ample means of subsislence--the
whole question is, how and in wlmt form that assistance shall be given.
Slmll it remain purely
individual,
that is to say, in the hands of imlividuals acting
with their _,wn resources
'_lone, and
coming
into direct
c,,ntact
with the povertystricken?
Shall it be the work of w_luntaz T associations,
which afford more abundant and nmre
regularaid?
Shall it be made a matter of public
concern bythe count)" (,r city, or shall it have for
organ that colhctive
being known "_s 1he stale?
It is evident that the science of politics is n..t lcsa
interested
in thesolulion
of these questions
than
political
economy
and morals.
They are que-_
lions which involve the power, the wealth and
the safety almost of the nati,,n.
A faulty distribution of assi.-tance by exhausting
the sources of
public wealth, and by destroying
mucb productive power,
strikes a blow, not seldom serious,
at the hcalthand
vitality of the entire social body.
Too many examples,
from the days when assistance was dealt out in Rome to the time of the po(_r
laws o{' England,
bear witness to the truth ,_t this
statement.
It is therefore of thehighest
political
importance
to know what rule is to be followed
here in a matter thus delicate and dangerous,
in
which the least error may lead to cruel suffering.
Not to relieve miser)', and to relieve it by unwise
means, are two lines of conduct equally exposed
to engender
the hatred
which divides classes of
men, ._nd givesrise to dark discontent and revolution. We shall therefore endeavor to establish, firsL
of all, as clearly and precisely as we can, the prin-
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ciple which governsin
this matter of public assist,
ance, a matter so important
in itself and so much
involved in controversy.--All
charity,
no matter
how sacred its principle,
how indispensable
its
practice, how useful its cttbcts, tins its drawbacks,
It runs the risk of perpetuating
poverty.
]_Ien
accustom
thcmselves
tr) del)cnd on aid. tbcy cease
to labor and be providcnt.
The will grows weak;
the mind loses that generous pridc wlfich is the
very mainspring
of moral life and of the industry
which
is nobly
anxious
to provide
for itself,
Here is the d'lngcr.
Tlmre is not an economist
who lms not called attention
to it. )Iust we conclude, thercfore, that clmrityshould
bcsupprcssed?
Th.'lt would be a conclusion
as barbarous
as it is
visionary,
but a conclusion
wJSch we might perhaps bc justified
in drawing
if, by means anknown
to the most advance(l
civilization,
the
great nmjority
of men were insured against evil
chance or an error of calculation.
But cven on
this chimerical
hypothesis,
charity would be unable to abstain
from action.
Misfortune
even
when deserved
would
not find it indifferent,
Charily which t_Jkes pity even on crime and vice,
would notremaininsensible
to suffering resuhing
from a simple want of foresight
or some degrce
of carelessness.
The privations
of :_ man who
has fallen by his own fault acquire at times such
a degree of intensity th'lt society itself could not
look on them unmoved
and refuse him all help.
Policy which is calculating,
just as charity
is
guided by feeling and duty, will always be loath
to reduce a human being to desl)air by leavinghim
no alternative
but theft or suicide.
If the lmlp
thus given saves from the abyss the person who
receives it, both policy and charity will congratu,
late themselves
on tile fact.
If he does not iraprove Ills condition,
lhey tI5_ nevertheless
to prevent the unfortunate
from dying
of hunger,
But It is imperative
to regulate rclicf in such a
way that the culpable
improvidence,
which
it
frequcntly
generates, shall be reduced
to a rainimum.
In this lies the difficulty
in the way of
assistance,
and this difficulty becomes manifest to
a greater
or less -extent according
to the form it
takes.
Who would not understand,
even if cxperiencc
had uot ._hown it in so striking
a manner, that indlwdual
charity could not lmve precisely the same moral "rod ccouomic
effects as
charity
orgamzed
m vast associations,
and that
this m turn would bc different
from the public
assistance which takcs the name of stat_; c]_arity?
A policy jealous of the interests
of the people,
and the future of the state, should therefore
examine "rod compare with the grc'_tcst care lhcsc
three kinds of assistance,
as to their principles
ami their results upon _he minds and condition of
those who receive them.--The
nmst blanlch,ss,
the most sacred, the most l)eautiful
of "_]l forms
ot assistance is the individual
charity bm-n oi tile
impu]seof
the heart and the heroismof
dc_'otion,
which, looking on the human race as one family,
inquires into the sufferings
endured
by this one
or that of its members;
and which, not satisfied

with throwing
down a few pennies
under the
momenta_T
empire of pity or importunity,
goes
out to meet the unfortunate,
visits him in his
abode, and, with delicate discermnent
adjusts the
aid giren to the extent of tlm need, and dresses
the wounds of misery with tact and even with
tenderncss.
Charity
is admirable
where
it is
voluntary
and spontaneous,
and where it establishes the mild and po_.erful
bond of attachment
at_d gratitude
betwcen
him who gives and him
who receives.
How could hatred
aud envy find
a place in minds brought
into close relation
by
the strongest
and deepest feelings of the lmman
tleart?
The merit of this charity
in tim eyes of
the statesman
and phihmthropist,
is that it is exposed to fewer errors, that it reaches real suffering, that it infuses a kind of modesty
into the
recipient and placcs a certain limit to the acceptancc and asking
of aid.
In the case of such
charity,
there is less risk that the beneficiaries
will carry on a shameless
traffic in assistance and
lose the salutary check of shame--But
whatever
economists
may say on the matter,
isolated
charity is not sufficient,
too many cases of misery
escape its notice.
By a tendency
common to
cvcry powerful
and permanent
feeling, charity is
obliged to have rccourse
to the 1)owcr of association.
It must be organized in such manner as to
increase its resources
on the one lmnd, and on
the other to supply aid with a regularity
of whic!l
individual
action, always limited and somewhat
capricious,
is not c'_pable.
Sucl_ is the object of
charitable
associations.
They reach misfortune.
and adapt themselves
to _ts manifold
forms with
an efficacy which l)rivate assistance
couht never
attain.
Charitable
associations
are the means of
doing much good.
Only it is to be feared that,
in assuming
an administrative
form, thcsc assocmtions
may destroy
the affectionate
relations
between
the benefactor
and the recipient,
and
that ctmrity may llcgiu to have its pensioners who
count upon its aid as upon an assumed income.-The third _pecies of assistance is that represented
by the county,
municipality
or state.
It, also,
does a good wlfich associations
could not always
do. It has more wealth at its disposal
and is
better organized.
Such state or municipal
charity
has an extent and sometimes a grandeur
to which
that of priv._te "tssociations
can rarely
aspire.
While
noting
these
circumstances,
pohtical
science should not forget that some of the drawbacks which att,'mh to priwlte charitable
associations are much more al)pare_t
here and in an
ahnost fatal form,
It is no longer with charitable
men that tile befriended
individual
has to deal,
but with officials.
Hence
a certain
curtness
which takes from charity its amiable
and tender
clmractcr,
and puts the coldness
of official relations in its place.
Hence fewer scruples
on the
part of him who asks relief, and less affection (in
the part of those who are nothing
more than
salaried distributors
of assistance.
Theald
funds
then become a kind of plunder,
the better part of
which the most adroit and most audacious
strive
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1o bear away.
These
are the considerations
for nothing.--We
do not intend torelate in detail
which hax'e caused economists
generally
to pass
E_lgland's
experience
with
the poor tax.
It is
so severe a judgment
upon assistance
given by
but too well kuown that the obligation
m_l)osed
the state, a judgment
which has caused their
on the. l)arishes, of finding work for able bodied
science Io be accused of pitiless harshness.
Such
paupers, of caring for the infirm, for foundlings,
certainly was not their intention
when they reand in general for all persons unable to earn their
i)roaehed legal charity with inc,'easing
the numliving by labor, acted as a premium
paid to ira.
her of the poor, and creating n_ore mise.ry than
providence,
as an encouragement
to laziness, to
it removed.
Let us recognize the fact, however,
p_'emature marriages
and to the increase of poor
that they have at times condemned
state assistfamilies.
The reform bill of 18:3t, called forth
ante 1oo absolutely.
Its legitimateness
lies in its
partly by the writings
of 5Iallhus,
while main_eeessity.
There is sutferi((g
of a kind tlmt detaining the principle (if leg-al charity, introduced
mands a proml)t remedy and immense
sacrifice_
into the organization
intended
to l'ealizc it, two
of money or the employment
of means which the . iml)ortant
modifications,
to wit:
1, the obligastate alone can command
in sufficient
quantity,
tion of l)arishcs to grol:;)themselves
iuto unions,
The assistance rendered
by the state to the needy
for the lcv)'ing of the tax, and the distribution
of
is sometimes
recommended
as an act of justice
aid, wl_ere the higher authorities
think proper to
even or at le'tst of equity.
Does the state owe no
so order it; 2, the establishment
of workhouses,
aid to its servants grown infirm in its service,
where _dl able bodied puul)ers were obliged to go,
and who have not attained
the age _'hen a penunder pain of being deprived
of all share in the
sionis their right, or to their widows, or orphans
poor tax, and where they are submitted
to a
()f a tender age?
Is it not sometimes
cquitablc,
rSgime of restraint
and privation xvith separation
even when the law does not make it an obligaof thc scxcs and of ages. This reform, introduced
tion, to aecord some indemnity
to those whom
in:o English
legislation, produced
hal)py results.
certain measures
of general utility have crippled
A s'lving
of $8,000,009
was realized
immediin their resources?
Why should prudcnce
not
ately,
and $15,1J00,000 in 1837. Still the poor
make it obligatory
on the state, no matter what
tax in England
recently
amounted
to nearly
the l)urely economical
ob.]cctions may be, to help
$20,000,000.
A single house of charity which in
those whose sudden povcrty has become a menace
1849 had admitted
only 767 homeless
poor, re_tnd a peril to society?
Are there not cases in
ceived 6,300 in 1846, and 11,674 in 1847. But in
which humanity
itself cries out?
Wlmt is to bc spite of the t:lx the numbei of bcgwars increased;
(lone with the poor in times of commercial
dein 1847 there were 265,000 depending
on other
pression,
whom private
charity
is powerless
to
than legal charity--The
situation has improved
feed and who fall exhausted
by the wayside?
since then; but is it to the poor tax that we are
Let us suppose that fire has destroyed
a x,illage,
to attribute
the improvement?
It must be attribol' that an inundation
has extended
its ravages
uted to causes of well being with which political
over a whole country.
Wh_tt can fit the remedy
economy is well acquainted,
to the development
to tlm evil unless it he public assistance?
It is of industry,
the abundance
of capital, the inthe same with certain diseases, the care of which
crease of wages, and the freedom of trade.--How
demands
a more regular
attendance
than that
can we doubt the truth that state assistance when
"_'hich priv'tte
charity
can afford,
and more
regular, perpetuates
pauperism,
when it is known
means lhan are at the disposal of voluntary
assothat in the 15 years preceding
1856, the hUmelations.
Unfortunately
aid must also be ex- her of names inscribed
in the charity bureaus of
tended to healthy
men.
IIere, above all, roodBelgium rose from 400,000 to 1 000,0007
_[ust
eratiou is difficult.
:It is a matter of experience,
we sec in this increase only the proof or' the fact
which c_n not be to() often recalled,
slightest regular aid nourishes
idleness
crates
paupcrism.
There
are brutal

that the
and gennatures

that ninny paupers
were not inscribed
in them
,before?
_,Ve do not think so. There arc cornmunes in western Flanders
where the number of

_x'ho would
l"ather content themse.lves
with the ] paupers is inval'iable,
whatever
bc the state of
most miserable
pittance,
upon which they might I labor aud the price of provisions.
Iu sl)eaking
__'_,unt with certainty,
th'tn yield themselves
to
of the charity bureaus of France, 5I. Wattcville
the le,_nt continuons
labor.
:It is to them and to
remarks:
Wc see to-day enrolled ou the registers
the excess of _msistance unmeasured
.uld unenthe names of the grandsons
of paupers admitted
hghtcned that the sadly significant
words of WilIo public assistance
in 1802, while the sons of
liam Stone, an English
author, are applicable,
these had in 1830 in like manner been put on the
The words were spoken of a weaver, a tyl)e of list.
:It is thus lhat the coudition
of paul)er
bethis whole class of beneficiaries
without
heart
comes
almost a hereditary
profession
_Iany
,u(d _vi',hout dignity.
IIe u'as, says Stone, born
parishes
in England
presented
this same scanfor 1 othing, nursed for nothing, reared, taught,
dalous
spec!acle.
What do you do? asked a
clothed for nothing;
he learned a tr'lde for nothtraveler
of a tolerably
well dressed
man who
ing, was ill and cured for nothing, m_rried
and
was walking
with a cane.
"I am a pauper,"
had children for nothing,
who came to the world
answered
thc latter, just as a man would have
and lived like their father, for nothing,
till their
s,qid he was a sailor, a miner, or a weaver.-death, then received ashroud,
a grave and prayers
One of the consequences
most detrimental
to
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justice and to the wealth of a country which
public assistance entails, whether
the assistance
is Given in the form of aid by work or of alms, is
that this assistance
is levied in part on the fund
destined
to feed what has been known
as file

right to perform acts of benevolence,
for the
reason that it could do so only by taking from
some of its members to give to others.
Taxes, it
is added, are paid back to those who contribute
them in the form of moral and material
advan-

wage fund.
Assistance
thus becomes a tax ira- tages bythe state.
The tax payer's sacrifice has
posed on workmen
who receive
no assistance,
its compensation.
In case of assistance this sacIt is to them a source of fresh embarrassment,
rifice is a pure loss.
It is a species of spoliation.
_Tow add to this the competiti,,n
of subsidized
On the other hand, it was maintained
that assistlabor, and the result is that the assistance
given
tance is not a charitable
duty on the part of the
to their prcjudice
tends to force them to have
state, but the strict right of the assisted party.
recourse to assistance
themselves.
There is only
We know under what circumstances
the famous
a certain
amount
of work to be disposcd of.-thesis of the right to as,istalwe
in France
was
Wbat
should
political
science conclude
from
produced,
which had for corollary
the ligl_t to.
these views borrowed
from observation?
That
labor---a thesis developed
in books and journals
we should endeavor
rather to limit than extend
at a period when everythin G was called in queslegal assistance;
that its practice
should be such
tion, from the bases of society to the facts of the
as to detract as little as possible from the moral
day--To
question
the right of the state to assist
force of those whom it bencfits, and that if pos.
ill a certain measure
the classes suffering
from
sible it should even aid this moral force, which it poverty
is, in our eyes, only an exaggeration
of
does when it saves an individual
from discouragethe logic of la£_ser faire and /a_ser passer,
a
ment, or when it takes the form of instruction
maxim good in itself, but the abuses of which
given Gratuitously
to thosc who are unable to bear
should be avoided.
Side by side with the indiits expense.
Except
in this case it is only a vidual and his action, there is a principle
with
palliative.
Ilow can we 'lvoid being struck by
which wc must.reckon,
the principle of solidarity.
the fact that in a time of famine it has not been
Society is not a simple juxtaposition
of in(lividgiven to charity
to create a single bushel
of uals; it is a living organism:
and tile state which
wheat, to make up the deficit in the harvest?
It
represents
it is also to a certain
point a moral
is to be rcmal'ked
also, shocking
as the proposiperson, a sort of collective
individuality,
which
tion nmy appear at first, that as the wealthy who
society itself intrusts
with doin G tlmt which it
buy bread for the poor, do not cat a morsel of could not do through cach of its members standbread the less on that accomlt
themselves,
it
ing alone
The state does not exceed
its rights
follows that such bread is taken from the share
in performing
acts of charity.
How could it if,
of the non-assisted
poor.
We have no idea of in doing so, it filled not only the r61e of benefacdenying
the benefits of charity because of this.
tor to those it assisted, but performed
also a duty
In reality tile aided poor being considered
the
of social prudence,
and of preservation
in certairt
most unfortunate
ran the risk of dying of hunger,
cases?--As
to the right of the individual
to ask
but welt-to-do people took what they gave from
public or lcgal assistance,
as a thing rigorously
their own savings.
What does this example and
due him, how can we avoid looking on its asserso many others show but that assistance
does not
tion as one of the grossest errors of the socialist
increase the resources upon which workmen
live?
school?
What is a right and what does it mlply?
These severe lessons of political economy do not
Every real right brings with it this consequence,
go so far as to do away with assistance,
a point
that it can not be denied an individual
without
which can not be dwelt upon too much.
It is real oppression.
The vindication
of this right ,
proper that this should be kept in mind that there
when a'll other means of obtaining
the exercise of
may be no illusion on the subject.
The poor
it have failed, may go so far evcn as to justify
man reduced
to sad extremity
must be assisted,
the use of force.
Are not the most decided adand his life must not be embittered
by the sad' versaries of revolution
constrained
to admit that
feeling of his being forsaken.
This has been
there have been rightful
revolutions?
Is the prerecognized
by the economist
who passes for the
tended right to assistance
of such a character?
most systematic
adver_ry
of public assistance.
By no means.
Can I in truth call myself opLet us not forget, says )Ialthus, speaking of disaspressed, because the government
does not take
trous periods, that humanity
and true policy demoney from tax payers'
pockets
to meet my
mand imperatively
the giving to the poor of all the
wants?
Should not all aid be received with gratassistance which the nature
of things allows to
itude, as something
not due?
The right _o live
be given them.
It is important
to know well
has been invoked as the basis of the r_ght _o ass/stwhat this nature of things is.
The state in matanve.
What is meant by this?
Is the right to
ters of assistance is bound
to conform to certain
live one which the state should and can enforce?
rules.
There is, so to speak, a policy of assistance.
What this policy is we shall now point
out.--II.
Rights and. D_etics of the Sta2e ir_ tlw
MatZer of Assistance.
Two exta'eme opinions have
been upheld relative to public assistance.
On the
one hand, it was denied that the state had the

I have the right to support myself, to breathe, to
go "rod .to come;
that is to say, no one lms the
right to take measures
or commit acts to binder
me from doing these things;
but'it
is not tbe
duty of the state to procure them forme.
Otherwise we should
look on the state as a producei-
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and distributer
of wealth,
and hence as communistic.
I have the right to live, and to live
even a hundred
years, if I can, was the just answer given the Frencb
socialist orators
in 1848,
but not that others should be charged with my
support.
The state has fulfilled its task when it
insures me the right to live by sheltering my person from violence, when it insures the free exercise of my labor by a good police system, and
guarantees
me the possession
of its fruits.
The
right to live can not give me any power over tile
results of other men's labor.
To take up arms to
obtain assistance,
is not the exercise of a right
but an act of violence.
The man most pressed
by hunger who steals a loaf of bread, may have
done a deed deserving
the judge's pity, no doubt,
but he has none the less committed
a theft.--The
right and the duty of the state in the matter of
assistance
would
seem to be sufficiently
well
stated in these
observations
which
we have
thought it our duty to insist upon in this work,
intended to s_t forth the fundament,fl
principles
of all social and political
questions.
State like
individual
aid should be free.
To force it, is to
change the principle
of all governments
which
have liberty, responsibility
and property as their
foundation.
It is to become a spoliator,
and a
traitor to justice, under pretense
of completely
realizing
the dogma of fraternity.--The
state's"
policy of assistance
reduces
itself to this rule: to
intervene
only in cases of real necessity,
and
when individuals
or associations
are unable to act
as effectually.
In this latter case thestate
should
endeavor to lend to assistance
the forms which
best accord-with
the principles
of pcl_onal
re.
sponsibility,
which alone constitute
personal dignity and secure the permanent
well-being
of individuals.
It should avoid as much as possible
everything
which weakens the family spirit.
It
is not for those who arc united
by the ties of
blood to call on a social providence
to discharge
their duties for them.
If there were some form
of assistance which
could help the unfortunate
individual
to recover, and give him strength for
the future, the state should adopt it by way of
preference.
Itshould
also examine whether there
are not cases in which wisdom
prescribes
that it
should not act itself, but aid charitable
associations in the work of assistance.--III.
Forms of
Assistance.
:Every age has its share of infirmity
and evil, difficult,
if not impossible,
to avoid,
The best division of the means of assistance
is
that which keeps in view the three ages of man:
infancy,
maturity
and old age.
It is the one
adopted by M. Thiers, in his general report inthe
name of the commission of assistance
and public
provision presented tothe French national assembly during
the sitting of Jan. 26, 1850.--That
infancy recommends
itself in too many cases to
public assistance, we can not deny.
Here there
can be no responsibility
nor the possibility
of
self-support.
It is true that the family has been
created by Providelme
to come to the assistance
of the mental and physical weakness of the child,
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The whole difficult), here lies in reconciliation
of
these two principles:
the sacred interest of the
infant which can not be ignored,
neglected
nor
abandoned,
and the family spirit, which we must
avoid weakening.
There are circumstances
in
which the family, no matter how well intcntioned
it may be, is powerless to give the child the help.
which it needs.
Such is, for example, tim case of
an infant born lacking one of its senses.
What
can be more admirable
than the institutions
for
deaf-mutes and blind children?
Is it in the bosom
of the family that the child could learn to supplement the organs which it lacks, by a further
ticvelopment
of those which remain
to it'.' The
institutions
intended for the reception
of infancy
from the most tender age until the school years,
creches, and asylums, are much praised.
Their
object is to take the place of the mother who can
not nurse her new born infant, or is obliged to,
labor far from her child.
It is difficult, however,
not to recognize that these pllilanthropic
institutionswhich
have multiplied
sa rapidly in France,.
have put some mothers
too much at ease with,
their duties, and the good which the)- do is not aa
unmixed
one.--The
assistancc of the state in the
case of the child extends to all the conditions
of
its physical
and moral life.
Ahnost all publicists
are at one in acknowlcd&dng
that it should above
all afford the child the means of instruction.
Assistance given in the form of instruction
i_ ll_c
best of all.
It has this vcrycommendable
character, that it places him who receives it in a condition to dispense with all other assistance.
There
are othcr forms of assistance
for childhood.
Is
not the contract
of al)prenticcship
a lc_timate
object of the care of the legislator?
It has been
contended
that the same is true of the fixing of
the hour_ of labor in factories.
Such a regulation,
however,
does not encroach
in the least on the
legitimate
power either of the f'ltht,r of a family
or the manufacturer:
ncither of whom should be
allowed to violate lhe laws of mo,'ality, or to exhaust the strength
of the young creature whose
guardian
tile state becomes
when
its natural
guardians
fail to do their duty--It
is when wc
come to people of mature age that the most dellca_te questions
arise.
This is the time when man
is usually in the full enjoyment
of his intellectual
faculties
and his physical
power.
If in exceptional circumstances
public assistance must come
to his aid, it should not be allowed
to lake the
place of his own endeavors
and forethought.
This is the rock on which so many philanthropic
efforts, and more thanone
administrative
measure
have been wrecked.
Rules estal)lished
to raise
wages in an artificial manner, the forced limitation of working hours, the organization
of labor
in the atelierslaffioT_a_tx, aid distributcd
tohea]thy
men without
motive or sufficient
discrimination.
arc open to tile serious ohjection
of rendering
the
individual
indifferent
to his fate, of weakening
his energy, and of disturbing
labor.
Such, for
instance was the outcome of an institutiou
really
praiseworthy
in its charitable intent, that of work-
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_hops for poor women.
These are admitted
in a
warm building
and assured wagesin exchange for
flmir labor.
What is the result?
In one of these
workshops
ill Paris the making of a slfirt is as
low as twenty-five
centimes.
At the Salp_triere it
is not more than ten centimes,
and the making
.of twenty pieces of babylinen
does not amount |o
more fl,an one f,'anc and ten centimes.
How can
free operatives
meet such competition?
llow can
the mother who works at home earn enough to
feed and bring up her children ?--Does this mean
tlmt assistance
can not be given to nmture age
wiflmut radical drawbacks
which cause the evil
1() outweigh
the good?
We do not think so.
Are not savings banks a striking
proof of this
"nseful interference,
at least at the inception of aid
institutions,
if one may give this designation
to
-an institution
of credit, which more than any
other brings the power of responsibility
into play?
Societies
of mutual
assistance
give rise to the
same reflections.
They present the characteristic
-well worthy of our sympathy,
of uniting in the
body of the same institution
the principle
of re-sponsibility
which urges to labor, to save, with
the solidarity
or charity which is the happy correcti_'e_f\_,b, Ltte_'ertimrci._narro_,andcgotistical
in personal motives.
As to assmtance
under the
fornl of work in times of crises or lack of employmcnt, it does not present, perhaps, insoluble diffieul|ies.
!_I,Thiers, in France, undertook
to show
this in his report.
Although
political
economy
has in general reproached
this remarkabl_
paper
wilh yielding too large a field to assistance, even
"in theory, it can not, to our thinking, but approve
the idea of reserving
certain
public works for
periods of distress am/revolu!ion,
instead of being
too prodigal of them in time of prosperity.
Thus,
inslead
of improvising
fl'uitless occupations
on
the spur of the moment, the state would hold itself
re_ldy iff such manner as not to be forced to wait
in a moment of urgency for plans, estimates
and
-voles in the lnalter of public works.
It would be
well to reserve for these general crises which are
more or less periodical,
the work of building fortifled places, digging ditches, putting up walls, laying out certain roads, etc.--There
is need also of
.earing for natural diseases, as well as those of adranted
age.
This is done in the hospitals
and
almshouses.
These have been often condemned
as restitutions
antagonistic
to labor anti the faroily.
T:[trc again moderation
is necessary.
-Not
all have a family capable of receiving
and nursing them.
There are diseases of such a nature

members
in difficult
cases, or the detestable
hygienic
conditions
in which
tbey live?
Can
doctors go to a hundred
places the same day gratuitousty?
Is there not here something
touching
and fitted to reconcile the heart of the poor man
with
society--which
he sometimes
accuses
of
harshness--since
he receives the care of the best
trained
and distinguished
experts?
lIow can
"almshouses for the infirm and incurables
be condemned?
Still it is the almshouses,
even those
for the aged, wlfieh lmve given rise to the grcate.st
number of well-founded
objections.
The admission of aged persons in good health seems to prosent the greatest
difficulties.
This prospect
of
the almshou.ces for the poor classes rcmlers some
improvident,
and creates culpable
callousness
in
those who slmuld support the he'ld of the family,
who has become incapable
of hard labor.
II_E_I_I BAt'I)ItILL,_nT.

that the sufferer must be removed
for the sake of
public health, or which require more continuous
,or costly care than a poor family can give them.
In this case private
individual
charity could not
alone suffice.
Itissaidlrulythatitisdangcrousto
suggest to families the idea of getting rid of their
members by leaving to others the c.tre which duty
.exacts of them.
]?rom tiffs it has been concluded
th._t home remedies are preferable.
But are they
always possible?
Must we look unmoved on the
•wl_tehed
care given by poor families to their sick

tined for purposes of public charity are obtained
by me'ms of taxes levied expressly for that object,
such taxes are called the poor tax.--The
word
l_overt# expresses
but a relative
idea.
The poor
are, in all countries,
the class subject
to the
greatest
privation.
On the other
hand,
the
words indigence
and indigent express an absolute.
idea, viz., that degree of poverty which implies
the deprivation
of things necessary
to existence,
and implies consequently
the need of charitabl.e
assistauce.--By
misery
we mean
the poverty
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State.
I. State charity,
public
chalet!l, official charity, these are expt'essions often
used the one for the other, although each of them
lms a very distinct meaning.
And so it is with
the words poverty, indigence,
misery, pauperism,
which
designate
the objects
of charity.
The
language of science has suffered from the confusion prevailing
in tlfis respect in everyday
]anguage.
]Let us endeavor
to define carefully the
sense in which we shall employ
these words, so
that we may not add to the difficulties already
existing those of an ambiguous
or variable ter.
minology.
Of the first three expressions
the
widest in meaning
is undoubtedly
state charity,
comprising,
as it does, every kind ofcharity
administered
by a public authority
in the name of
the state, of the municipality
or any bther territorial division,
whether
by furnishing
funds or
by organizing
or distributing
rclbff.--When
the
authorities
intervene
by virtue of laws imposing
upon them, more or less explicitly,
the duty of
helping the poor in general, or certain c]asses of
Ille poor in particular,
tiffs charity we may define
as legal charity.
Tim intervention
of the authorities in so far as the distribution
and application
of relief is concerned,
may be called o_cial charity.
Legal charity
and official charity,
where
they exist, are comprised
under the term public
charity;
but this latler can exist without eilher
legal or official
charity.
Thc state may aid,
without
being obliged
by law to do so, pm'c]y
private
charitable
institutions,
as for instance,
mutual aid societies,
etc.
When the funds des-
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which, grown permanent
through the permanent
normal facts, of organic and henceforth
incurable
causes that engender it, generally produces
absoaffections of the social body.--Although
the poly:
lute indigence
and manifests itself in the poor by
theism of the Greeks and the Romans
did not
a characteristic
number
of physical
and moral
make almsgiving
a religious duty, private charhabits.
We rcserve the word pauperism
for that
fly, with its abuses, soon introduced
itself among
kind of misery which, being produced
by general
them.
Plautus,
who wrote dhring the third cencauses, constitutes
the normal condition
of whole
fury before the Christian
era, and who only
classes of individnals.--II.
In all nations whose
copied the Greek comedians,
places in the mouth
history
is known
to us, wealth
has been uneof one of his pcrsonagcs (Fri_umm_ts)this
entirely
qually distributed,
and consequently
there have
]_lalthusian
sentence:
3)e mendic_ .male _eretu_"
been rich and poor.
Poverty is, thercforc, auniq_ti el dat quod ede't a_tt quod bibe_t; _tam et _.l¢td
versal fact.
This is not the case with indigence,
quod dat pecdidlt, et illi prod_tcit ad vitam miserri.
nor misery, and especially
not with pauperism,
mam._--In
the cast, on the contrary,
religion
Both historically
and in theory, indigence
is a made charity a positive duty.
The sacred books
prodnct of charity.
That a number of f_tmilies
of the Hindoos,
the Persians
and thc Jews went
incapable of procuring
the means of sub.-.istcncc
so far as to prescribe
the amount
of ahns the
strictly
necessary
to life by their own efforts
Wealthy should give the poor.
The Koran, withmight exist, it was imperative
that a porliou of out prescribing
a minimum,
lays down in several
the revenue
of the rich should first have beeu
pl'mcs the religious
precepts concerniug
charity.
distributed
to poor people bypublic
or private
Thus indigence
and mcndicity
attained
in the
charity.--Let
us imagine a primitive
nation, in
eastern nations a development
against which only
which no religious, moral
or political motive has
the unchangeable
organization
of theocratic
mLaw_kened
the liberality
of the rich toward the
tions was capable
of resisting.--Chrislianity-poor, and in which,
consequently,
the poor do
which is superior
to other religions in this, that
not rely upon any generosity
on the part of the
it makes a religious
duty of everything
which
rich or on the part of the ruler who governs them.
can inspire love for one's neighbor,
but which
Indigence in such a country would be dreaded as none the less recommends
ahnsgiving
as '1 cluef
much as pestilence
or any other affliction, since
manifestation
of such love, as an essenti_d form
it wouht be a no less cm'tain cause of suffering
and fruit of charity--caused
numerous
institua_d death.
Hence all the powers
of the poor
lions to be established
in the Roman empire, desman would tend to the one end: the preservation
tined for the relief of rations
classes of poor,
of the means of subsistence
which he possessed,
while the abundant
ahns distributed
by monasIf his labor no longer
suffices to support him,
teries and the clergy gave to the increase of meninevitable and speedy destruction
threatens
him.
dicity an impulse
the effects of which arc still
Feeble or timid, he dies of misery; strong and
visible in several countries
of modern Europe.-courageous,
he has recourse to theft, to brigandNevertheless,
neither ancient nations nor those of
age, and soon meets with a violent death.
In
the middle ages were aequ'tinted
with paup('rism,
a,_y case, his terrible
fate is an exceptional
fact
that formof misery which extends to entire c].usse._
which strikes with fear all who might possibly
of the population
and becomes
their normal
meet with a similar one, and which prcvcnts the
condition,
by reason of the c_tuses which favor
propagation
of the scourge.
Umlcr such circumthe increase of wealth and the gl'owth of general
slances indigence can not exist as a social disease
prosperity.
In former
times
the poor were
and as _uch attract the attention
of the legislator,
grouped
around
the rich, the working
(:la._es
The western
political
communities
of ancient
aronnd property,
in such a nmnner as to prevent
times were organized
in a manner that excluded
the form._tion of a proletariat,
lhat m to say. of
indigence and misery;
the poor in such commuan independent
working
class, subject by tl,clr
nities were not isolated
and abandoned
to themvery independence
to the immcdi_te and eoustant
selves; the 3, were grouped
around
the rich in
action of the laws which rcgulatc thc distribution
large numbers,
in the family
1)y the bonds of
of wealth.--Undcr
the successors of Const'mtm(,,
slavel T, in the city by those of patron and client,
at 't time when indigence
was alrc'tdy vel'y wideThe master had an interest in the preserv'ttiou
of
spread, "rod had, on more than one occasion, called
his slaves who constituted
his weallh; and the
for the in[erfcrencc
of the legislator, we find that
patron had aninterest
in ensuring the well being
the laws destined
to remedy the evil contained
of his clients whose numbers and good will were
striking
proof_ of the influence which was still
his power in the city.
It was only after the
exercised by slavery still present in Roman socmty
bonds which grouped" the poor around
the rich
at the time of the downhdl
of the empire, and by
had been slackened, and an independent
plebeian
the serfdom which tended little by little to replace
class devoted to trade or to the mechanic arts had
it. In a constitution,
of which Justinian
has proby degrees sprung up in the cities, that misery,
served a h'agment,
the emperors
Grahan,
Valcnthat is, extreme
and permanent
poverty,
manitiuiau and Thcodosms
proposed to put an end to
festcd itself; then they obtained
from the wealthe abuse of mendtclty.
Did they intend, m orthy, either by selling them their votes or exciting
_ He deserves ill of the mendicant who gives him to cat
their pity, regular bounties,
and this soon raised
and to drink; because what is given is thus lost, and i!
indigence,
followed by mendicity,
to the rank of perpetuates his misery.
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_Icr to attain this object, to establish workhouses,
;tsylums,
home assistance;
in one word, to pracrice public charity?
They simply decreed that
_ablebodied
mendicants
should be arrested;
that
if slaves, they should be returned
to their mas_ers; and that those who were free should be re_luced to slaver),.
Later, slavery
was replaced
by servitude
in the case of the agricultural
poor
_nd by trades corporations
and political
and
religious
confraternities
in the case of city poor.
The poor man who did not find admission into
imy of these groups, ceased to belong to any class
of workmen
whatever, and in some sense to society
itself.
Mendicity or brigandage
then became his
Jonly resources;
and mendieity,
practiced
on a
large scale, as an industry,
so to speak, as the
.only expedient
of large numbers
of the poor,
.often assumed the character of brigandage.
We
have all heard of those organized bands of men,dicants, who under different
names, appeared
in
former times, in the large cities in :Europe, and
went from country to country, carrying with them
their vulgar
cunning
and disgusting
manners,
But this wretched condition
of whole multitudes
whom
industry
had cast away from it, differs
essentially
from pauperism,
which
attacks
the
working
classes even in the centres of industry,
of the very industry
which had attracted
them
thither.--The
dissolution
of ancient social groups,
the emancipation
of agricultural
and industrial
laborers, alone could give birth to the proletariat
and with it to pauperism;
but it is only since the
commencement
of the present century that this
scourge has, in some countries,
assumed alarming
prot)ortions,
k system which, by giving every
workman
the liberty to choose his trade, to change
it at will, to offer his labor to whomsoever
he
pleases
and at what price he will, and which
leavcs him, at the same time, exposed to all tim
effects of competition
and to all the chances of
life, good and bad, could not help sooner or later,
under the force oi certain circumstances,
but ereate, in the general condition of the poorest among
_the working
class of a country or some certain industry, a lamentable
crisis, marked
by a temporaryinterruption
of the demand for labor or by an
".exceptional
lowering of wages.
The advantages
of this system to society in general,
and also to
the laboring
classes taken as a body, are immense
and incontestable.
Often even the immediate
.cause of partial or temporary
crises which produce
pauperism
are conquests made by industry,
absolute progress,
the proximate
and definitive result
of which proves beneficial
to the poor working
classes and ameliorates
their condition. _ But the
suffering inseparable
from distress which extends
to hundreds,
perhaps
to thousands,
of families,
were this distress to last but a few days, is none
the less cruel and felt none the less by those who
experience
it.--Legislators,
statesmen and writers
have not waited for this last phase of the developmerit of poverty
in order to busy themselves,
,some actively, others theoretically,
with the lot of
,the poorer classes, and to devise means by which

to render it more tolerable.
]_lisery and mendicity, these two old and open wounds
of the
social body, produced
by the imprudent,
thoughtless or abusive liberality
of private charity, have
raised grave questions
in the solution of which,
religion,
public peace, humanity
and morality
are equally interested.--The
necessity Of a solution of these questions was felt more than ever at
the timeof the reformation,
when the suppression
of a great number of monasteries
and the secularization of a considerable
part of the property of
the church had, if not exhausted,
at least turned
into other channels,
the former abundant
gifts of
priwtte charity, and when a disastrous
and prolonged war, in wJlich all the nations
of :Europe
were more or less involved,
had destroyed
or
consumed
unproductivcly
the capital
accumufated by preceding generations.
Hence the most
important
law that was ever passed for the relie_
of tim poor, dates from the end of the sixteenth
century.
We refer to the famous
statute
of
queen Elizabeth,
which introduced
si,nultaneously into England
legal charity, and the poor tax,
by imposing
on each parish
the obligation
of
relieving
its disabled
poor and of furnishing
its
ablebodied poor with work.--After
this period no
book treating of natural law, public law or political cconomyhas
been published in which the question of poverty has not been discussed more or
less completely,
and there is scarcely one of the
numerous solutions proposed
which has not been
tried by some nation or other.
Public charity like
poverty hasbecome
auniversal
fact, a social necessity which is no longer a matter of discussion,
although many of those who admit it consider it an
evil, and do not think themselves
bound to tolerate
it except within certain limits and under certain
forms.--IH.
A question
properly
put, is half
solved.
It is because
the questions
relating
to
charity have nearly always been incorrectly
put,
that they have received
so many different
or
contradictory
answers,
and that the}' have appeared insoluble to so many otherwise enlightened
minds.--It
is not the business of the economist to
investigate
what should be done by a humane
and Christian nation, in which indigence,
misery
and pauperism
are found in any degree, nor to
lay down a rule of conduct
for the legislators
who govern such a nation.
Such a question far
exceeds the limits of political economy.
Many
and grave motives perfectly foreign to this science
may counterbalancc
those borrowed
from it, and
justify
laws or measures
which are contrary
to
the principles of political
economy.
We do not
affirm that it is generally or always so; we simply
maintain that it does not come within the province
of political
economy to weigh and judge of motires which are foreign to it, and to decide in
what case these motives should prevail.--Poverty
in all its forms is an economic
phenomenon;
a
phenomenon
of the distribution
of social wealth.
What are the laws or the general causes governing this phenomenon?
These laws once know_,
what is the effect, on the distribution
of social
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wealth, of a proposed
institution,
of a proposed
system of assistance or charitable act?
Such are
the terms in which the questions
relative to pov_rty are formulated
ill political
economy.
Political economy can and must be able to say whether
such or such alaw, such or such a measure, havi,_g
for its object to remedy indigence, misery or pau-perism, under cert'lin
given circumstances,
will
attain
its object fully or in part.
Its domain
:reaches thus far and no further.--It
is theu
without
any kind of found:ttion,
and because of
'the strangest
confusion
of ideas, that political
(,conomy has so often been accused of being inhuman, cruel and unmerciful,
as if it were responsible fur the evils it expl.dns or foresees, for the
evils the effects of which it investigates
and the
causes of which it lays bare.
We might with as
much rcason reproach medical science with seeking "rod enumerating
the disastrous
results
of
,certain diseases, certain organic
defects, certain
.:wcidents
to which the poor are particularly
ex.posed.
If it should happen thtlt the application
,of an economic principle became really inhuman
and barbarous,
the fault would not be with the
-science.but with those who had applied it without
.discretion,
and without
having weighed
beforehand the considerations
or the facts by which the
principle should have been modified.
And then,
where are the principles of our science, at least
among those we recognize as true. which do not
tend towaxd the improvement
of the condition
of
men, poor or rich, and notably of the working
class_
P¢flitical economy, our readers will soon
be convinced,
teaches nothing
that can alarm an
intelligentphilanthropist.
Let us begin.bysearching for the law of the phenomenou.--Indigcnce,
misery, pauperism,
the only forms of poverty
that can be considered
as absolute evils, manifest
themselves only in one class of society, in that of
the working
class, who depend upon their work
.for a livelihood,
because they possess no other
source of revenue, or because
they possess it in
an insufficient measure.
Now, in the case of the
individuals
of this class indigence
may result
either from their not having worked in proportion
to their real or artificial wants, or from the fact
that the price of their labor is not sufficient to
insure them the necessaries
of life.
Insufficiency
.of labor,
insufficiency
of wages:
these are the
two causes of indigence,
misery and pauperism,
_Insufficiency
of labor may result from the poor
having left their work to satisfy artificial wants,
from their misbehavior
or from accidents
Judependent
of their will.
]n all of these cases the
poor have been wantingin
foresight.
Knowing
what his labor could bring him, and what would
be required for the satisfaction
of his most indispensable wants, knowing
also that human weakhess exposed him to infirmitiesof
different kinds,
that is to say, to forced interruptions
of work,
he has not fixed beforehand
the quantity of his
work and the quantity of his outlay, in accordante with these data, which, in a great part, can
•be easily and certainly
determined.--As
to the
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insufficiency
of wages, it results invariably
from
the competition
of the workingmen
themselves;
in other words, from 1he too large supply of labor
compared with the demand, or with the quantity
of disposable productive
capital.
This excess in
the supply of labor may result from the fact that
the number
has increased
more
rapidly
than
productive
c'lpitnl; and then it evidently has a_
its first cause, the improvidence
of the class who
depend on their labor for a livelihood,
and who
ought to have foreseen that by increasing
their
numbers
they would
destroy
the equilibrium
between
their income and their wants.
The
excess may also result, it is true, in a given place
or ill a given industry, from the fact that a portion of the capital employed has become unpro.
ductivc, or that it has changed
form or destination.
For instance, a commercial
outlet has been
closed; a rival industry
has received
an unexpectcd development;
the capital,
formerly
employed in the renmneration
of human
labor, has
been invested
in costly machinery.
The very
increase
of wages has a manifest
teudency
to
provoke these different
changes in the employmcnt, and consequently
in the distribution
of
capital.
But as these changers are nearly always
local and temporaLv , as they do not necessarily
involve an _tbsolute diminution
in the amount of
productive
capital employ_,d in the country,
aml
as they frequently
have for effect a more rapid
accumulation
of this same
capital,
they can
plunge
only
improvident
workmen
into indigencc, workmen who, in their economic life, had
not taken any account
of future cqntingeneies.
Improvidence
is, therefore,
the first and radical
cause of misery
attd p.mperism.
Destroy
this
root--do
away with this aggregate
of vicious
habits,
of wrong
calculations
and thou.ghtless
actions which may be expressed
by the word
improridence--and
you at once do aw,'_y with all
three evils.
The dutyof
foresight, like_,ll duties,
needs a sanction,
and, in the natural
order of
things, this sanction
is not wanting
to it. It is
the responsibility
weighing
upon evel T family,
the concatenation
of causes and effects which condemn the improvident
workman
to suffering
in
his own person or in the persons of the mcn-bers
of his family;
it is misery,,the
menaces of which
arc ever sounding
in the ears of the needy, and
which
is always
at his heels, ready to make
him atone by privation,
by physical
and moral
suffering,
for the least idleness, the least vicious
habit.--What
ate the means of weakening
this
responsibility
amt (ff neutralizing
the sanction
resulting
therefrom?
They
would
consist
iu
breaking
the chain which connects
effects with
their causes; in so arranging
it that destitution,
privation
and disease should
no longer
be to
the poor the natmal
consequenc(,s
of an insuffi.
cicncy of work or of an insufficiency
of wages.
Such, in fact, is the part played by charity, both
private and public, when it takes upon itself the
task of assisting the indigent and alleviating
miscry.
This is the end toward which all its works
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tend, whether it relieves the poor from the care
of pL'oviding
for and educating
their children;
whether it provides for the wants
of those who,
either by sickness or old age, have been rendered
incapable
of working;
whether
it distributes
assistance,
under one f()rm or another, to those
whose labor can find no market or is insufficiently
remunerated.
Ttle practice
of charity is incompatiblc with complete
responsibility
on the part
of the poor, that is to say, with the complete
sanction of the duty of foresight,
and this sanetion must exist ill direct proportmn
to tile degree
of activity displayed by chal'ity and to the extent
of its labors.
This truth
is too evident to be
dwelt on longer.
Assistance
and responsibility
are two ideas which mutuallyexclude
c'lch other,
thc one bcing implicitly
the negation of lhc other,
Can charity replace responsibility
in such a manner as to render it superfluous?
In other words,
can charity by providing
for the wants of all the
indigent
and
rclieving
all misery,
relieve
the
poor of tile du_y of foresight?
It might if indigence were su._ccptible of assignable
limits; if it
had a determinable
maximum
which
it could
never exceed, and which itself could not exceed
the means at the disposal
of charity.
But it is
not so, at least not as a rule.
Let 100 represcnt
the actual wants of indigence
at a given period
and in a given place.
If charity
provides
entircly for the wants of the indigent,
the cncouragcment it gives to improvidence
will be felt by
the entire cla_s of the non-assisted
poor, the
unknown
number of whom is perhaps a hundred
times that of the actually indigent;
and thercforc
improvidence
will unceasingly
tend to increase as
a consequence
of the very gq_arantecs
given it
against the fatal rcsu]ts of its growth.
Thus, an
amount of assistan(.e equal to 100 will have as its
result, beginning
with the next year, to increase
the amount of wants perhaps to 200, perhaps
to
500 or even 1,000, while the ulterior increase will
have no assignable limit, so long as the amount of
charity iscapableof
augmenting
in proportion.-Still another
cause accclerat_
the increase
of
indigence.
Whatever
may be the immediate
source of the assistance
distributed
by charity, it
is always levied upon the revenues of the countzs,
"Whether
the chari_y
takes the form of contributtons, or some other form, the assistance
given
is subtractt;d
from the savings which have been
made, and the power of saviz_g and capitalizing has been diminishcd
by so much.
(;onsequently, in proportion
as theamount
of assistance
given increases,
it will absorb a greater
part of
the funds which were destined
to replace or to
incrcase
the capital consumed
in production,
of
the funds which represent the present and future
demand for labor, the support
of workmcu
antl

not be changed.
Whether
a portion
of our
revenue be devoted to the satisfaction
of wants
of luxm'y, or used to proctire
the bare necessaries
of life for the poor, it must
ill any
case be exchanged
for the products
of labor.
But it i_ impossible
that charity,
gradually
extending its work, should not end by reaching the
funds
destined
for reproductive
consumption;
and then it can not concern itself for the "lssisted
poor, except at the expense of the unassisted;
the work or help it provides
for some is taken
from others; it then 1"educes to indigence
a humber equal to that which it relievcs.--Such
are the
laws of political
economy g'ovcrning the subject
under
discussion.
It is easy to deduce from
them the solution of the questions connected with
this subject.,b-The
gcneral effect of charity is to
increase the improvidence
of the poor, and conscquently to produce
indigence,
misery 'rod panperism; to insure the increase in the future of
present evils; iu fine, to render more and more
pernicious,
and mole incurable
the disease of
wl_ich it partially attenuates
the ravages --Ilow
does charity produce
this effect?
By lessening
the individual
responsibility
of the poor and the
sanction
resulting
therefrom;
by cngendering
in
them an expectation
contrary
to this sanction,
contrary
to the natural concatenation
of causes
and effects, that is to say, to the natural course of
things.--Thus,
the more general and well founded
this expectation,
the greater will these effects be,
sincetheintensityofacauseisthcexactmcasnreof
the action of that cause.
This principlefurnishes
us with a criterion
for judging,
from thc strictly
economical
point of view, the different modes of
the practi'ce of charity._Thc
expectation
in quea
tion rests either upon declarations
or upon l)re sumptions;
it is l)etter founded the more explicit
the declarations
and the strongcr
the presumptions; and it is all !he more gencral the mol'e such
decl'_rations and presumptions
are notori;_us and
of a _ide "tpplication.--No
declaration
could be
more explicit,
more notorious,
nor wider in its
application,
than the law imposing upon the state
or upon the provinccs
the formal obligation
to
assist all the indigent
withi_ their limits, thus
creating for the poor a positive right to assistance.
Legal charity is, therefore, the most vicious of all
the modes of assistance,
for it is the system which
produces the best founded
anti most general expeetation of assistancc,
especially when it is combincd, as in England,
with the poor tax, when to
the "lbsolute right of the indigent corresponds
an
unlimited
harden to the nation.--At
the other cxtrcme we lind prh'ate clmrity, less mischievous
in
so fat" as it is practiced
individually
and with the
discretion
anti prudence
characteristic
of true
charity.
The expectation
of assistance
it gives

of those who will succeed
them_ ],xOf course we
must suppose tbat charity will first'be practiced
at theexpense
of unproductive
consumption;
and
as charity can only substitute
for such consumption other unproductive
consumption,
the condition, on the whole, of non-assisted
workmen
will

rise to rests merely on a presumption,
and this
prosumption
is, of all its kind, the weakest,
the
least notorious,
the least susceptible
of extended
application:
the least strong, since, from the fact
that an individual
has done an act of charity today, it can not be inferred
that he will always
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perform charitableacts,nor even thathe willdo may be easilyappliedtoallother forms of public
so again,nor thatany olher person will feel dis- or private charity.--IV.It may happen--and
posed to imitatehisexample; theleastnotorious, some such instances
areknown to us--thatallthe
becauseprivateindividual
charityavoidspublicity indigentof a locality
may be assisted,
and amply
from interestif not front duty; lastly,
the least too,and yet theirnumber not increasefrom year
susceptibleof an extended application,
because to year. V,re once visiteda commune in Switzerthischarityreaches only chosen poor and those land in which there was neithermendicity nor
belongingto onclimited locality.--Betweenthese misery. Upon asking whether indigence was
two oppositeextremesmay be placedand grouped wholly unknown in the canton we were shown a
allthe otherforms of charity,forms more or less largehouse in which about a hundred personsof
pernicious,
accordingas they approach nearer to both sexes,young and old,were supported ina
legal charity or private charity; they all par- conditionof comfort thatwould excitethe envy
ticipateto some extent in the inconveniences of the poor of other countries. Here isthe exwhich attach to the very principleof charity, planation of the phenomenon.---In the comltry
We shalllimitourselvesto a briefenumeration of just mentioned each commune being obligedto
the most characteristic
of theseforms.--3_lmsgiv- assistitsown poor, mendicants not belosging to
.ing begets mcndicity,and mendicityin turn be- itarepitilessly
orderedtoleaveit. Thecommune
gcts almsgiving. Almsgiving and mendicity, in questionisone of the richestin the land,and
once they have become a Imbit,tend to become
isbesidesan agriculturalone in whicil property
more and more frequent;the two habitssupport ts very widely distributed,so that the middle
one another. To preventalmsgiving isan tropes- cla_ comprised allthe inhabitants
with thecxccpsibility;
torepressmendicityisa little
lessdifficult;tionof some hundred poor,who, thanks to the inbut thisrepressionisalways costlyanditcan never fluenceof le_llauthority,had allfalleninto inbecome efficacious
except with the aid of institu- digence. The plague ]tad stopped there for the
tionswhich approach very near to legal charity, lasttwo generations,and although the assisted
Hospitalsand houses of refuge must be estab- familieshad somewhat increased,the fund desfished for the sick or infirm poor; work and tinedfortheirmaintenance hadamply sufficed
till
sheltermust be provided for theablebodiedpoor, then tokeep them. '_Vemust not be surprisedat
were itonly in a house of correctionor a prison, the factthatthe middle classescaped the dcmorHospitalsare cmnmoniy considered altogether alizinginfluenceof legalclmrity;thisisa general
inoffensive,
because they serve as a refuge fora fact, although it would naturally occur on a
kind of indigencethe causesof which do not nat- largerscaleamong the inhabitantsunder the cirurally tend to increase. This is an error. It cumstances we have described. In all nations
must not be forgotten that these causes are advanced in civilization
the help of charityiraamong the contingencies
which stimulatethepoor pliesforthe man of themiddle classwho isitsreto foresight,and that from the moment these cipientan absoluteforfeiture
of socialpositionto
stimulantsare neutralized,the number of poor which death isnot seldom preferred. Hence the
families
whlch fallintoindigencethrough any of horror inspiredby indigenceisnot lessenedand
the causes connected with insufficiency
of labor the stimulant resultingtherefromisnot neutralor insu_ciency of wages necessarilyincreases, ized,in the case of thisclass,by any charitable
The poor man will not become sick voluntarily institution
nor by anyhope of assistance
however
so as toavailhimself of the assistance
a hospital well founded and general we may suppose it.
affords,
but he will make fewer effortsto avert This factexplainshowtheprincipleoflegal
charity
from himselfand frontthe other members of his could be adopted and practicedin _Englanddurfamily theseever imminent calamities,
and, as a lag more than two centurieswithout completely
general rule,he will occupy himself lesswith ruining the country; it is thisfact,to,),
which
providing for contingent future wants.--_Vifll establishesthat there is an essentialdifference
respectto the institutions
destinedto affordlabor hetween the principleof legalcharityand thatof
and shelterto the ablebodied poor, the expccta- the _'_q]d
tolabor. The most rugged nationwouhl
tionsthey engender are allthe gu'eater
the more
not long resistthe applicationof thislastprincomp]etelytheyprovidcfor the wants of the indi- ciple;and yet the law which would apply it
gent and the easierthc terms are which they ira- might be framed in about the same ter,nsas the
pose. These institutions
can not,therefore,neu- statuteof queen Elizabeth.--Legalch'u'ity
none
tralizethis
expectationunlesstheyassume a penal the less contains a germ whose development
character;and the less they have of the penal sooner or laterbrings grave dangers to the social
characterthelesswill
theexpectationof assistance body. Under the influenceof thisprinciplethe
be neutralized,and consequently the lesswill number of the indigcntsconstantlyincreasedin
lhc scourge of indigence
and misery meet with
England
and the 1)oor ta.r had reached the exoropposition.--Official
charity hasalways
theinconbitant sum of $33,957,995
for a population
of
venience of causing a very strong presumption
of
13,894,574 inhabitants,
which is more than $2.50
assistance,
thus c,'caling
a general
expectation
a head.
There were districts
in which misery
of relief.
We may say the same of collective
had reached such proportions
that farmers unable
private charity practiced hy permanent
organized
to bear the burden
of the poor tax gave up fl_eir
assoeiations.--The
principles
we have exposed
leases; the land did not pay the cost of cultiva25
VOL. I.--25
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tion, and the ablebodied population
was left with_)ut work
or wages.
The obligation
imposed
upon parishesto
find work for the ahlel)odied poor
and to take care of the infirm, of abandoned
children, in fact, of all those who wcre not in a position
to gain a livelihood
by their labor, had the effect
of a bounty
paid to improvidence,
and acted
ns an encouragement
to idleness, to early marriage, to the increase
of poor families.
Such is
the substance of the investigation
made by order
of the British parliament
in 1833.--Thc
system of
legal charity does not exist in Enghmd only.
It
is fotmd in Sweden, Nnrway, Demnark,
Holland,
Belgium, in all the states of Germany,
in a great
part of Scotland,
Switzerland,
and the United
States.
France had kept free from this economic
error until 1789; she again abandoned
the system
in 1814 only to fallinto
the error again in 1848,
the constitution
of that year (preamble _ vii. and
article xiii.) making it a duty of the state to furnish labor to ablcbodicd
indigent
people and to
assist the indigent
sick.--$ioreover,
the countries
where legal charity was not adopted, nonetheless
practiced
public
charity, and in some of them,
notably in Frauce, this was done on a very large
scale.
What has been the result of public charity
in all these cases?
Hasit put an end to indigence,
done away with misery, or remedied
pauperism?
It has not.
On the contrary,
everywhere
the increase in the mnnber
of the indigent
has been
more rapid, in proportion
as charity, private
or
pulflic, showed
itself more generous
and active,
---Public
charity
moves in a vicious
circle from
which it can not po._sibly escape; it creates an
expectation
of assist.race which it can not satisfy;
finally, it tries to reader this exl)ectation
illusol 5,
zoo as to diminish
the burden
with which it has
rashly loaded itself.--Can
it be said that these
results are owing to the mode of administration
of public
charity
rather
than to the system?
These modes of administration
have all been tried
and they have all had the same result.
We refer
to the innumerable
facts which have been colleered in many modern
works,
especially
to a
mguwire crowned in 1835 by the French academy
of moral and political
sciences, and which has
been since published
by its author, M. :Naville of
Geneva,
under the title of De l_t charitd ldgale,
:M. :Naviile proves by facts and figures which can
not be disputed,
that all the modes of practicing
public
charity,
and especi'dly
workhouses
and
agricultural
colonies
from
which such happy
results
had been anticipated,
have heen inadequate to remove
the pla_cmcs of misery and of
pauperism.
After having partially
attained their
object,
after having
bccn prosperous
for some
years, the best organized
establishments
break
down, because not able to meet the verydcmands
to which they give rise.
Hospitals,
poorhouses,
workhouses
and generally all charitable
institutions intended
for a special class of indigents
.'only, or which hate not been established
to help
the poor indiscriminately,
may exist and in fact
do exist, much longer; we know of some ccn-

turies old ; but their duration is owing to the fact
that the assistance
they afforded was limited and
consequently
incomplete
and insufficient.
With
them, and even side by side with them, are found
deep-rooted
misery and indigence,
a misery and
an indigence
more widespread
probably
than
they would have been had these charitable
institutions
not been established.
Besides, if by
availing themselves
of public charity, the poor do
not altogether
forfeit all right to social consideration, their feeling of honor is lost, because public
clmxity has a humiliating
effect.
:Now what is
the difference between
refusing relief altogether
and giving it in a manner
that renders it unacccptable?--Thus
the facts which
at first sight
seem to contradict
our theory are explained
by it
and confirm it. :Not a single case has come under
our observation
which does not corroborate
our
statements.
From the moment that public charity
becomes
regular
and notorious
it becomes
injurious, not only to society as a whole but to the
poor in particular;
injurious
to those it assists
and to those it does not assist;
injurious
both
morally and physically;
injurious
even in proportion to the liberality
of its intentions
and to
the means it employs.
If public charity
were
not condemned
by political
economy,
it should
be condemned
by philanthropy.--V.
The ideas
we have here developed
are the same as those of
the m.tjority of English and Scotch economists
of
any reputation
who have either written general
treatises on political economyor
who have devoted
special attention to the subject under discussion.
Adam Smith, Ricardn,
Malthus, Ch'flmcrs,
_Iac
Farland,
Townsend,
and several other
authors
not so well known, have demonstrated
(or have
expressly laid it down as already demonstrated)
that the tendency
of state charity
is to increase
indigence,
misery and pauperism
because of its
influence on file moral character
of the poor.-On the continent
of Europe the subject has never
been looked at from a proper standpoint.
It has
been made a question of morals or of politics, we
might almost say of theology;
the duty of society
to the poor has been the sole thought
of writers,
as if before discovering
what society slwulddo it
were not necessary to see what it can do/--Germau and Italian economists do not concern themselves with legal charity except to point out the
best means to promote the practice of such charity
by the state, as an end; theydo not even think of
denying thepropricty
and absolute lcgitimatencss
of public charity;
whereas
it is precisely
in its
end that charity sins, and because of its end that
it must be condemncd.--Have
French economists
better understood
and better treated the question?
J.B. Say, in his Cours complet, scarcely devotes
ten pages to it. And this lucid writer does not
see in the result of English
legislation
on the
subject of the poor, anything
but a local experiencc, containing
no fruitful
principle
and no
general lesson.
According
to Say everything
depends upon the nature of the means employed,"
and upon the political character of the institutions
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of the country
in which the relief
Duch_tel,
in his _,ork on charity,

is afforded.-gives a very
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state practice
charity in order to win universal
esteem.
We shall not allow our cities to be the

clear exposition
of the causes of miscry and of
Ihe fatal tendencies
of legal charity;
but after
thus catering upon the right l)'_th, he stops midway and admits that governments
can do charity
,_ ithout danger, in the c_se of indigence resulting
fr,)m causes which man can neither
prevent nor
ft_rc_ee; he even makes it the duty of the state to
a._sist the poor whe_e_erprudence
or charity dv not
._2_ce to prevent or to _'elieve i,digence._
"These
words,"
Navillc
justly
remarks,
" might
be
wt'itten upon tlm banner
of legal charity;
the
most declared
partisans
of the system
hold no
()ther language."_What
shall we say of writers
not economists,
such as de Morogucs,
de ¥illeneuve, de G_'rando, Thicrs, Dufau, etc.,who have
especially busied themselves
with the question?
From the moment that it is tacitly
or expressly
admitted
as a dogma
that the state must do
charity, and that it can do so without
producing
more evil than good, we do not deny that there
_re a thousand means of relieving
actual misery,
at least partially.--Baron
dc Gdrando, in his work
_o replete with science and warm philanthropy,
while he admits that public charity is a duty, does
not'ldmit
the correlative
right of the indigent;
_md he is of opinion
that if public
charity has
sometimes
a dnngerous
tendency,
it can have
._uch a tendency
only in a country in which such
a right is Imblicly proc_aimcd
or expressly recogniz(_d. This is evidently
an error; the danger of
public charity consists in that it creates a.n expec_.Ltion of relief.
Undoubtedly
the expectation
is
greater where the right to public charity is rccogsized, but it exists independently
of such right
_md of any explicit
declaration;
to create this
(:xpectation
it suffices for the state to perform
_cts of charity
at its own cost.
Even
private
charity, as we have shown, is not free from this
inconvenience
when it is practiced
collectively
or
in the form of ahns.--M.
Thiers
sums up his
opinion in the following
terms: "The state, like
the individual,
should bc charitable;
but like the
individual,
it must be so of its own free will, and,
moreover,
it must be so in a prudent
manner;
and it is not to assure it the means of giving less
or giving little that _'e assign these limits to it;
it is with the object of saving the nation's wealth
which belongs to the poor more than to the rich;
it is to keep up the duty of labor for every one,
and to prevent the vices of idleness, which, with
the multitude,
easily become dangerous
and even
atrocious.
But the state, free and prudent
in
its liberty, must not be parsimonious
in doing
charity.
Just as the state tends _oward everything great and beautiful
byits taste for the great
and beautiful;
just as il_ erects magnificent
monumcnts to excite the admiration
of men, as it
sacrifices the blood of its soldiers to preserve to
the nation its reputation
for heroism;
so will the

haunts
of misery or vice; the state should tl T to
diminish
the amount
of suffering
by the lovc of
the good which should equal its love for the great
and the beautiful.
The state shouhl be as proud
to spare strangers
the sight of beggars dying of
hunger, as to exhibit to them the monuments
of
art and of glory, the column of VendSme or the
Hotel des Invalides.
The state, in a word, will
be a good man when led by the same impulses as
a good man, namelyby
the love for the good and
the beautiful;
and being good it will be just and
wise.
Such are the only true principles
in the
matter of charity. "--We have transcribed
in full
this strange passage because it vel'y well explains
why hi. Thiers always professed
to ignore and
to deny political
economy.
M. Theirs, in order
to be consistent
with himself
must deny a great
many things
besides.
Still arithmetic
because
denied
and ignored
by sl)endthrifts
is none the
less positive.
The state must be p_'udent and
largely charitable at the same time.
But if prudencc excludes
public charity
altogether,
what
then?
The state must be charitable for tl_e love of
tl_e good. :But what if charity necessarily
ends in
producing
more evil than good?--VI.
Political
economy is not the only science which must find
application
in the cnnductof
states; it furnishes
some directing principles
but not al)solute principles.
It therefore does not come within the provincc of economists to draw up a plan of legislation on the poor.
What it teaches in this rcsl)ect
may be modiiied by many considerations
drawn
either from other moral and political
sciences or
fromlocaland
temporary
circumstances.
All that
can be asked of us is to give a solution of the
problem
of misery in accordance
with political
economy, to point out what are the means economically
1)roper to relieve indigence.
This is
what we purpose
to do in a few words.--The
state should neither
practice
pul)lic charity nor
interfere
with
the exercise
of private
charity.
The want in question
is one of those which society can not satisfy except by itself, by the free
development
of its productive
powers and of its
moral faculties.
Left to its own inspiration,
society wouhl not be slow to perceive that if charity
is to be efficacious;
if it is not to become an cacouragement
to idleness, vice and fraud; if it is
not to provoke an iml)rudcnt
increase of the poor
class, it must adopt certain
principles
and irapose upon itself certain duties, which may be set
forth thus:
1. Charity must combat the eause_
of indigence, namely pre_e_zt them, at the same
time that it endeavors
to relieve indigence
itself.
It should strive to destroy, not to relieve it. It
must be at once precezltir.e and subventive, but it
should above all and always
be preve_,tive, since
subvention
has limits while prevention
has none.
2. Purely
preventive
charity
may be practiced

1 Co_sid_ration8 d'$conomie poltttque surta
aace, ou clela chavltf, par F. Duchatel, ministre
_rc_.

collectively by establishing,
for instance,
savings
banks, mutual aid societies, and other similar institutions.
3. Charity
both preventive
and sub-

bien.fa_sdu corn-
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ventlve should be practiced individually
at least in
so far as the application
of relief itself is concerned; its action should have as its permanent
and principal
aim the improvement
of the moral
character
of the indigent,
and, as far as possible,
consider their position
rather than the satisfaction of their material wants and the saving them
from present
privation.
4. Charity
can not be
efficacious and its works will not really abolish
misery and prevent indigence
unless it is ever and
before all, charitable,
that is to say, the result of
benevolence
and love and not of ostentation
or of
contemptuous
pity; unless it is affectionate
in its
forms, patient and active as well as firm and vigilant; unless, in fine, it employs in the attainment
of its object
that personal
action, that natural
patronage
practiced by every man, when he will,
on those who stand in need of him.
Such would
be charity according
to political
economy,
A. E. CHERBULI_Z.
CHASE,
Salmon
Portland,
was born
at
Cornish, lq. H., Jan. 13, 1808, and died at New
York, )Iay 7, 1873. He was graduated
at Dartmouth in 1826, and admitted
to the bar in Ohio,
in 1830. In politics he was a democrat,
hut took
part with the liberty party (see ABOLITION, II.)
until 1848, when he joined the free soil party,
He served as United States senator, having been
elected by a coalition of democrats and free soilers, 1849-55, was governor
of Ohio 1856-60 (republican),
was secretary
of the treasury
under
Lincoln
1861-4 (see ADMINISTRATIONS, SIX. ),
and chie_ justice
of the U. S. snprcme
court
1864-73./(See
IMPEACIIMENTS, VI.)
In 1868 his
name was before the democratic
national convention for the presidency,
but he refused
to so
modify the expression
of his political principles
as to conciliate
the majority of the convention,
He prepared,
and allowed to be published,
astatement of his own views of democratic
principles,
all points of which
would have been acceptable
to all tile convention,
excepting the first half of
the first paragraph,
which was as follows:
"Universal suffrage
is a democratic
principle,
the
application
of which is to be left, under the constitution
of the United
States,
to the states
themselves
_
_
a _ a "
This so-called
"Chase
platform."
therefore,
would
have committed
the democratic
party to tim acceptance
and maintenance
of negro suffrage in the south,
coupled with general amnesty and restoration
of
all the political and police rights of tim southern
states.
(See DEMOC_t^TIC P,_I'Y, VI.)--Sce
Warden's Life of Chase; Bartlett's
Preside,7_tial CaT_didates of 1860, 95-117;
Schuckers'
Life of Chase,
(the " Clmsc platform"
is at p 567).
A. ft.
CHECKS
AND
BALANCES.
This term of
modern
political
language
finds a place only in
the vocabulary
of mixed governments,
and even,
more properly speaking, only of free governments,
It is applied to the equilibrium
which, for the
proper conduct
of public affairs and the liberty
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of the citizen, should be established
between the
different
powers
by means of the constitutional
definition
of their rights and the limitation
of
their functions.--A
distribution
of powers is to be
met with, to a greater or less degree, in all governments which arc not based upon the autocratic
principle.
For if certain
classes of the citizens
are oppressed by discriminating
laws and exposed
to penalties
not pronounced
by judicial magistrates; if the peers, instead of being placed under
the rdgime of law, can be attacked
by administrative decrees; if the nation does not enjoy full,
liberty of representation,
all powers are confused
and the country is deprived of the most essential
guarantees
of its liberty.--We
must, therefore,
regard
tile proper separation
of powers
as the
ltt_t condition
of liberty, and the just equilibrium
of power as the only means of preventing
liberty
from degenerating
into license and anarchy,
or
from being destroyed
by despotism.--There
are
in every state three classes of powers:
the le_slativepower,
the executivepower,
and the judicial power.
The first two, the political powers,
are those whose functions
are the most difficult to
separate;
their relations are the most delicate, and
their action, now independent
and now of necessityconcurrent,
is variously regulated and limited
according
as the constitution
tends to extend or
confine the prerogatives
of the executive,
and
according
as in the formation
of the legislative
power the aristocratic
or the democratic
clement
predominates,
or a just balance between the two
obtains.
The judicial
power, charged
with the
application
of the laws, the settlement
of differcnces between
individuals,
and the punishment
of offenses and crimes against
persons or the
state, ought to be made completely
independent
of the legislative
power, which is easily done. and
asindepcndent
as possible of the executive power,
a result of more difficult
attainment.
At all
events, the principle of the necessity of a separation between the judicial power and that of making and administering
the laws, is generally acccpted and generally
respected,
except
where
mere arbitrary
power prevails;
were this princi.
pie not recognized,
all notion,
all possibility,
of a just balance betweeu the powersconfounded,
or separated
by fictitious
lines of demarcation,
wolfld be virtually
done away with.
We need,
therefore,
consider
here only the conditions neeessary
for the maintenance
of an equilibrium
between
the legislative
power and the executive
power.
These conditions
can not be the same
in a monarchy
and in a republic;
and representa
tive government
admits equally
of both forms.
)Iontcsquieu
thinks that England
drew from the
Gcrmania
of Tacitus
the idea of the institutions
to which she owes her stability,
her wealth and
her greatness. 1 Whatever
may have been the
origin and the suecessive transformations
of mixed
government,
to England
belongs the honor, an
honor which can not be disputed her, of having
been the first to establish representative
govern_ ._/;ri_ des lo_, book xi. chap. vi.
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ment on its true foundations;
all the countries
the judges and where would be the sanction?
of the world which desired to become free have
There is something in this that fails to present any
imitated
her more or less.
But every country
clear idea to the mind, something
that never has
has been able and has been obliged to preserve or
been explained
and probably
never will be exintroduce
in its own constitution
differences
plained.
Such a clause, whatever
meaning
we
which its customs
or genius made advisable
or
may choose to attach to it ass declaration
of prinnecessary.--Thus
the United
States organized
ciples, is, therefore,
destined
wherever
it occurs
themselves as a republic,
and modern Francehas
to remain,
in reality, a dead letter.
It is very
not heen able, and never will be able, without
] fortunate that this is so, for can we conceive of
danger, to abandon the great principles
of 1789.-the state of a countl T where the sovereign could
It does not fall within the limits of our subject
be, we will not say brought to trial, but publicly
to examine and compare, still less to judge, the
discussed in person and conduct?
We need not
va,'ious forms of representative
government.
We
hesitate, therefore,
to declare that, since the soyshall not undertake
to set forth and discuss the
ereign can not be responsible, it follows that when
means of equilibrium
best adapted
to secure a
the ministry
is not responsible,
no responsibility
just distribution
of powers under each of these
exists anywhere.--The
first condition
of a balformsof
government.
We will suppose, then, a
ance of powers
in a representative
government
representative
go_ce,'nment
existing in the form
being to place the sovereign above all attack and
and under the conditions
that most frequently
outside of _dl discussion,
it has been found that
occur, that is, an executive power in the hands of
the best way to accomplish
this object is to suban hereditary sovereign,
and two chambers (whatject all intervention
in thc "_ffail_ of government
ever be the method of their election
or nominaon his part to the counter-seal
of a minister whose
tion) sharing the legislative power with the head
responsibility
covers hi,n.--Every
act exceeding
of the state.
Pcaec,
war, treaties and internathe powers of a ministerial
department
ought to
tional relations belong to the powers of the sovbe discussed and approved
in a council of minisereign.
The courts rcnder their decrees in his
ters, so as to unite the entire cabinet in strict cornname, and lie sees to their execution:
he has the
munity of interests.
This is the very foundation
appointment
to military and civil offices, but he
of representative
governments,
and, this form of
governs by the delegation
of his powers to regovernment
once accepted,
the principle
of minsponsible
ministers;
he has no power to dispose
istcrial
responsibility
has never been called in
by treaty of any part of the public
territory
or question.
Where
this responsibility
does not
treasure,
nor can lie make war without
having
cxist, the form of govermnent,
whatever its name
thc necessary grants from the representatives
of and whatever
our opinion of it, is not the truc
the country.
If the policy pursued by the execuand free representative
form.
Such is not the
tire ceases to have the support
of the chambers,
case with the prerogatives
of parliament,
which
if the representatives
of the country
manifest
have been more or less enlarged
or restrained
their distrust
and refuse their concurrence,
the
according
to the age, the country
and the cussovereign appeals to the electoral body by dissolvtoms.
In treating of these prerogatives
we shall
ing the elective chamber, or lie changes his minonly touch on the principal
points: the right to
ist_rs, who may be brought to trial, in cases and
vote taxes to regulate the expenditure,
the right
by forms regulated
by law; he himself rem'lins
of discussion
of the laws, the right of amendirresponsible
and inviolable.
The opponents
of
merit, of initiative, and the right to interrogate
the
representative
government
attack
it particularly
ministers.
On each of these points
we shall
by arguments
of fact drawn
from revolutions
dwell only on that which is essential
to the balwhich overthrew
thrones in vain protected
by a ance of powers.--The
right to vote taxes, granted
vicarious
responsibility
wllich was not even into deliberative
assemblies
without
the right to
yoked, and by an inviolabilit):
which
was not
regulate and control expenses, is only an illusory
respected.
Ministerial responsibility
having failed
guarantee.
The only effective
safeguard
of this
to _ve the monarchy,
it has been attempted
to double right lies in the power of the representainfer, not only that it is a useless fiction, but that
rives of the people to modify the propositions
of
it is even dangerous,
thc sovereign
being too
the budget,
and in making
it the duty of the
_lependent on the chambers when the latter have
executive
to conform
to the specification
of
the power, so to speak, to dictate to him the
expenditures
voted, and never to undertake
anew
choice
of his advisem.--An
attempt
has been
expenditure
without
a special appropriation
by
made to go even further than the suppression
of
the legislative
power.
In speaking
of the right
ministerial
responsibility,
andto conceive of the
to introduce
amendments
in the laws and repersonal responsibility
of the sovereign
before the
trenchments
in the budget, a distinguished
statesnation.
Now though
it is easy to comprehend
man has said: "The discussion
of laws without
the meaning of the responsibility
of the elective
the power to alter them, is only a sterile agitahead of a republic, the question
becomes singution.
To placc before the chambers
the alternalarly complicated
when we have to consider
the
tire of absolute rejection
or adoption, is to reduce
hereditary
sovereign
of a monarchical
state,
them to extreme resolutions
anti to destroy the
When, how, in whose name, and by whom could
spirit of compromise,
which ought to be the true
this responsibility
be invoked?
Who would be spirit of free countries."
(History of the Consu-
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late and of the Empire,
vol. xviii., p. ]77.)i--The
right of amendment,
balanced by the reservation
in the hands of the head of the state of the right
of initiative,
and of approval
of laws, can not
be denied the representatives
of the people, (or
submitted
to a body composed,
like a council of
state, of functionaries
appointable
and removable
by the executive power, of which power the body
is, as amattcr
of fact, a mere delegation,)
without
seri,)usly diminishing
the part of the assemblies.
Chambers
deprived
of the right of amendment
are reduced to obstructing
tile course of the government by their resistance,
ortofollowingitwith
absolute
docility;
they are no longer, properly
speaking,
deliberative
bodies, but advisory contmissions.--We
must not, in spite of certain resemblances
between
the two, confound
the right
of amendment
with the right of initiative,
and
employ against the former objections
in reality
applicable
only to the latter.
The initiative in all
matters,
even in matters of le_slation,
may be
safely left to the executive power
to which it belongs to act.l--When
the majority
seriously desires and resolutely demands
changes
in legislalion, the power which possesses the initiative
will
not wish, nor indeed have the power, to resist
long.
A responsible
ministry could not keep the
support
of a chamber
to which it refused
the
presentation
of a law decidedly
required
by the
representatives
of the country.
The recollection
of the embarrassments
causedin
legislative assemblies by the exercise of the right of initiative
is
still fresh in the memory
of every one.
When
this right exists it is impossible
not to grant by
the rules regulating
it, or at least to allowin
praclice, an important
part to the minority.
The result is that assemblies lose valuable time in examining in committee
or discussing
in public sossions, propositions
which have not the least chance
of being adopted,
propositions
whose object may
be, whose result frequently
is, a useless agitation
of the public mind.
But quite another
thing
is the right to interrogate
the government
or
to communicate
information
to it on affairs
and on p _ssing events which will soon become
accomplishcd
events.
:In su(.h cases the representatives
of the country ought not to find in the
regulations
of the assembly insurmountable
obstacles to the putting
of their questions
at the
proper time to the depositaries
of the executive
power.
The majority should be free to authorize
the interrogation,
the answer to which, usage, in
conformity
with reason, allows the ministers on
their own responsibility
to refuse or dcfer.
On
all the points which
we have thus summarily
passed in review
the prerogatives
of the t_vo
chambem
are equal in all governments
where the
powers are well balanced;
but the rule is almost
general
that the priority
in voting
on money
grants
and financial
measures
belongs
to the
L Wedeem
it preferable,
nevertheless,
thatwith
the the
chambers
should
share the
right to take
the initiative
executive power, but we think the representative oughtto make
only an occasional use of the right,
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chamber of deputies, or to that body, wlmtever
its name, which is most directly and most frequcntly renewed by election.--Tomake
a law the
concurrence
of the two chambers
and of the executive
power is indispensable.
Each of the
chambers may rejcct laws presented
to it. and the
sovereign may refuse to approve
laws which the
chambers have amended.
Thanks
to these salutary precautions
none of the three wills which
"must concur to change a proposed bill into a law
of the state, is exposed
to the danger of finding
itself alone in opposition to another will.
There
arc always
two on the same side, and tile third
ordinarily in theend
submits.--When
the consti.
tution has established
between
the sovereign represented by his ministers and the chambers repreresenting
the country,
relations
admitting
of a
reciprocal
action
of one on the other,
uniting
them both in a community
of moral interests and
responsibilities,
and obliging
the sovereign,
not
to be dependent
on the legislative
power, but to
associate with himself in the exercise of the executive power men to whom the chambers accord
their confidence and support, it becomes inevitable tlmt the necessary moderation
can not he iraposedupon
all parties.
Concessions
are made on
either side.
Neither of the powers probably obrains, but neither is forced to give up all that it
desires.
The sovereign may sometimes be embarrassed in his projects,
hampered even in the good
which he would
like to do; but by a just cornpcnsation he is protected
against more than one
mistake, more than one rash impulse.
Do we
mean to say by this that a country is thus secured
forever against revolutions?
:No, for all things
human have their cnd.
It is not m_.rely dynasties and governments
that pass away, societies
themselves
perish
and peoples
disappear.
Ituman wisdom can not make anything eternal, and
should confine itself to seeking
the conditions
most favorable
to stability.
Historycan
show us
no government
that fell for having made timely
concessions,
but more than one has been overthrown for having resisted too hmg.
The great
advantage
of representative
government,
honestly
administered,
is, that it allows public opinion to
manifest itself and renders the concessions
of the
sovereign easy and in no wise harmful.
It is,
furthermore,
the only government
where the soparation
of powers can be legally and actually
complete--the
only one where,
as proved by the
example of England,
the just distribution
of powers, maintained
quite as much if not more by political customs as by the fundamental
law of the
state, softens, regulates
and protects
the play of
the institutions,
and thus secures their durability.
CASI_ER P_RIEm
CHEROKEE
CASE (tN U. S. HISTORY). In
1783 the territory
includcd
in the present states
of Mississippi and Alabama,
and the western and
northern
parts of Georgia,
had been from time
immemorial
in the possession
of a nuraber of
powerful
Indian tribes, the most important
being
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the Cher,_kees, Creeks, Choctaws and Chicasaws.
The Creeks, o.r Muscogees,
were the fiercest and
most savage,, and their still more savage refugees
or "wild men," were afterward
better known
as
Seminoles.
In 1802 the newly erected territory
of Mississippi (which then included Alabama) was
entirely owned by the Indians,
excepting
small
strips of land about :Natchez 'rod on the Tombigbee. By cessions from the Choctaws,
:Nov. 16j
1805, from the Creeks, Aug. 9, 1814, (as the result
of Jackson's
victories
over them), and from the
Chicasaws,
Sept. 20, 1816, a great part of ]_lississippi and Alabama
was ceded to the United
States; and in the end the Choctaws,
by treaty of
Sept 27, 1830, and the Creeks,
by treaty
of
March 24, 1832, ceded all their lands east of the
Mississippi
in return for an equivalent
area on
the other side of that river.--The
boundaries
of
the Cherokee country had been _/irst fixed by the
IIopewell treaty of Nov. 28, 1785, and modified
by the IIolston
treaty
of July 2, 1791, and by
other treaties
until that of Feb. 27, 1819. By
the Hopewell
treaty,
to which
the others were
supplementalT,
the United
States recognizcd
the
Cherokees as a nation,
capable
of malting peace
and war, of owning
the lands within its boundaries, and of governing
and punishing
its own
citizens by its ownlaws.
By these treaties, which
were part of the "supreme
law of the land," the
United States "solemnly
guaranteed"
(Art. 7 of
the Holsto_ treaty) to the Cherokees
the lands
not ceded by them;
and by act of con_'ess of
3Iarch 30, 180 o, the president
was authorized
to
employ military force for the removal of all trespassers, and particularly
of surveyors.--Thus
given and guaranteed
the right of self-government, the Cherokees
had certainly
made very
• considerable
advances
itx civilization
before the
year 1824. They
had formed
a government
closely modeled after that of the United States;
had established
churches,
a school system, a judiciary system
and national
courts of law; had
developed
a written
language
and introduced
printing;
and were quite successful
in working
the gold mines in the northern
part of their
domain,
which lay mainly
within
the present
limits of Georgia --The
cession of western lands
by Georgia, April 24, 1802, was accompaflied
by
a stipulation
that the United
States should extin,
guish for the use of Georgia the Creek and Cherokee title to lands within
the state, "as soon as it
could be done peaceably
and on reasonable
terms;" and the federal
government
fulfilled izs
agreement.
In 1808 deputations
from the upper
and lower Cherokees
visited Washington
to state
thewishes
of the fo_mer, who were husbandmen,
to retain their location,
and of the latter, who
were hunters, to remove
beyond the _Iississippi.
Accordingly,
by the treaty
of July 8, 1817, a
tract of land of equivalent
size beb end the Mississippi was granted
to the lower Cherokees in
exchange for their lands in Georgia.
By this
treaty and eight other treaties concluded
with the
Cherokees, and by four treaties with the Creeks,
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all concluded
between 1802 and 1819, the United
States had acquired
about
15,000,000
acres of
Georgia, leaving about 5,000,000 acres in possession of the Cherokc'cs and about 4,000,000 acres
in possession of the Creeks.--In
1819 the Georgia
legislature,
impatient
of the probably permanent
continuance
of the upper Cherokees in the state,
memorialized
the president
for the complete fnlfillment
of the agreement
of 1802.
But the
remaining
Cherokees,
who were now homogeneous in their tastes and tribal character,
utterly
refused to consider the matter of further cessions,
and declared their intention to remain where they
now ,vere; and the more savage Creeks, at the
Tuckebacheecouncil,
_Iay°5, 1824, after emphatically announcing
their resolution
not to sell one
foot of their land in future, denounced
the punishment of death by shooting or hanging against,
any chief who should disobey the national
will.
It was therefore
impossible
to obtain any further
cessions of land by treaties with the Indians in
their national
capacity.
It was equally impossible by the natural operations
of bargain and sale
of land to white immigrants;
for, by Creek and
Cherokee law, recognized
by section 12 of the act
of _lareh 30, 1802, tile land of the whole district
was the property of the whole nation, and no individual
held in severalty
or had the power of
alienation.
By tile pre._ence within her borders
of two exceptionally
able and intelligent
Indian
nations, the state of Georgia was thus threatened
with the permanent
establishment
of an impe_um
in imperio over which state laws did not operate,
a district of refuge within wlfich any criminal,
if
agn'eeable to the Indians, might set state officers
and writs at defiance.
Iu Alabama
and _lississippi, which
Georgia had ceded to the United
States, the Indian title had been successfully
extinguished,
with the exception
of that to the few
remaining
Creek landsin Alabanm;
only in Georgia itself did the federal govelzament seem unable
and unwilling
to relieve tile state from this exerescence
upon its dominion.
With this grievante as a vehicle, it was natural that the greed for
tim rich Creek and Cherokee
lands should urge
not only private
speculators,
but the state government also, to active efforts to oust the rightful
owners, despite the supreme law of the land, and
the solemn guarantee
given by the United States.
--The first attempt
was made upon the Creeks.
Three Creek chiefs, 1_IIntosh,
Tustenugge
and
Hawkins,
were induced to sign a treaty at Indian
Springs, :Feb. 12, 1825, conveying the Creeklands
to the United States for the use of Georgia.
The
Creek nation repudiated
the treaty, and executed
the chiefs, but the president
and senate
of the
United States, willing thus to settle a very troublesome question,
ratified the treaty and accepted
it as binding.
Governor
Troup, of Georgia, at
once gave orders for a survey of the Creek country, regardless
of article 8 of the treaty, which
gave the Creeks undisturbed
possession
of the
country until Sept• 1, 1826, and regardless
of the
prohibition
of such surveys by the act of _,lareh.
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80, 1802. President Adams, at first mildly,
and
finally emphatically,
forbade the survey, which
was abandoned
after considerable
opposition by
the governor
and legislature.
Jan. 24, 1826, a
new treaty was made with the Creeks at Washington city, by which they ceded, under defined
boundaries,
most of their lands, but not, as in the
Indian
Springs
treaty,
their "whole
territory
lying within the state of Georgia."
In the meantime Troup,
by a very small majority,
had been
re-elected governor, and, being thus supported by
the people as well as by the legislature
of his
state, he renewed the order for the survey, basing
his orders upon the Indian Springs
treaty, and
refusing
to recognize
its substitute
as valid or
binding.
President
Adams again forbade
it, ordercd the arrest of the state surveyors,
and sent a
detachment
of federal troops to enforce his orders,
In reply, governor Troup notified the fcderal government
of his "defiance,"
and ordered
out the
sixth and seventh
divisions
of the Georgia milltia to resist the forces of the United States.
He
further
announced
to the Georgia congressmen
that in his action he should be governed
by the
principle
(see STATE SO_2aXEmI_TY) that Georgia
and the federal government
were equally sovereign and independent
powers, and that disputes
between them could not be decided
by the supreme court, but by negotiation,
until some competent tribunal should be established
for that purpose as a part of the constitution.
Unwilling
to
press the matter to the arbitrament
of arms, president Adams referred
the question to congress for
action.
No action was taken, and the Crecks were
left to their fate.
As before stated, they were
finally forced to leave their lands in 1832.--The
case
•
of the Cherokees presented more obstacles to
state action than that of the Creeks.
They were
fewer in number (about 10,000), perfectly united,
and intelligent
enough to be more than a match
for Georgian diplomacy.
Club-law was the only
resort, and to this the state was encouraged
by the
vacillation
and timidity
of the federal authorities
in the Creek case.
Very little attempt was made
by the state authorities
to justify their action on
legal and constitutional
grounds.
But the basis
seems to have been that the state had a sovereign
right to extend the operation of its laws over all
its territory;
that the federal government
had no
right, by treaty or otherwise, to erect another sovereignty
within the state limits; and that, when
file federal
government
assumed
to do so, the
state executive was bound to obey tile laws of the
state even to the extent of armed resistance to the
national
authority.
To this the natural answer
was that treaties were a part of the supreme law
of the land, which
the governor
himself was
sworn to execute;
that by such a treaty the quiet
possession
of their lauds was guaranteed
to the
Cherokees;
and that Georgia, as one of the United States, was a party to that treaty,
and was
estopped to deny what she had thus solemnly admitted.
Thus, even supposing
Georgia
still a
sovereign state in all respects, she could have had
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no standing in a court of law or equity.
_ever
theless the Georgia legislature took the initiatlve,
expecting
the governor
to fulfill its laws, and
careless of any interference
by the federal
authority.
Indeed, as the result showed, the new
federal executive
was unexpectedly
found determined to staml neutraL--By
act of Dec. 20, 18o8,
the legislature
divided the Cherokee country into
five parts, added them r_spectively
to the counties of Carroll,
De Kalb, Gwiunett,
Hall and
Habersham,
and extended
the laws of tile state
over them.
By the same act all Cherokee laws,
usages and customs were declared
null and void,
and provision
was made that Cherokees
should
not be competent
witnesses for or ag_ainst a white
citizen; but the laws of the state were as yet to
affect only white men living in the Cherokee
country.
The act of Dec. 19, 1829, extended
state laws over all persons, white or Italian, in
the Cherokee
country, provided
for punishment
of any Indian
resisting
state writs, and made
executions,
under the Indian law against the sale
of lands by individuals,
murder in the first degree.
By the act of Dec. 21, ]880, the lands of the
Cherokees were authorized
to be surveyed
and
laid off into small tracts which were to be distributed by lottery
or raffle among the peop!e of
Georgia.
By act of Dec. 23, 1830, the Cherokees
were declared
incapable
of making
contracts
with white citizens.
By act of Dec_ 22, 1830,
the improvements
of tlle Cherokee
landholders
wcrc seized by the state, as were also their gold
mines by the act of Dec. 2, 1830, and white persons were forbidden
to enter
the Cherokee
country except on conditions.
Byact of Dec. 22,
1830, the Cherokees were forbidden,
under heavy
penalties, to hold legislative
assemblics
or courts,
or to execute the writs issued by their national
courts.
By these successive
acts the slate, so far
as its legislative
authority
availed,
completely
ousted
the Cherokees
from the country
whose
possession
the United States had solemnly guarantced.
The only question
was, whether
the
state executive
would
be hindered
in carrying
out the laws by the national executive
or by the
supreme court.
From congress
no impediment
was expected, for congress
had refused
or neglected to interfere
when President
Adams had
laid the Creek case before it.--It must not be supposed that the Cherokees
had remained passive
or quiescent
during these aggressive
proceedings
of the legislature.
Their printing
presses at New
Echota, their capital,
mid elsewhere,
were burdened with the printing
of appeals to the justice
of the people of the United States.
Early in 1829
their "beloved
men," or head chiefs, had appealed
to President
Adams
for the protection
whmh the
act of 3iarch 30, 1802, authorized
him to afford,
but he felt compelled
to leave the case to the incoming
administration
of Jackson.
April 18,
1829, through
the secretary
of war, president
Jackson,
on substantially
the grounds
enumerated above as the only authorized
defense
of
Georgia's
action,
refused
to interfere,
and era-
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phatically advised the Cherokees either to submit
to the laws of Georgia, or to remove beyond the
Mississippi
and rejoin the lower Cherokees.
It
is difficult to defend president
Jackson's
refusal
to uphold the treaties
made with the Cherokees,
or to execute, as he was sworn to do, the law of
March 30, 1802.
His refusal was in fiat opposilion to the practice
of every, president
from
Washington
to Adams.
Jefferson,
who always
and firmly upheld the rights of the Indian trihes,
in his instructions
to general Knox,
Aug. 10,
1791, had laid down the principle
that " the
Indiaus have a right to the occupation
of their
lands, independent
of the states within
whose
chartered
lines they hal)pea to be; that until they
cede them by treaty or some other transaction
no
act of a state can give a right to such lands;
_ a
a that the govermnent
is determined
to exert
all its energy for the patronage
and protection
of
the rights of the Indians,
_ _ * and will think
itself bound, not only to declare to the Indians
that such settlements
are without
the authority
or
protection
of the United
States. hut to remove
them also by the public force."
On the contrary,,
Jackson's
decision
held the federal
govErnmcnt
bound to stand neutral
unless it could persuade
the state to listen to reason and cease to nullify
the treaties made by the United States.
When
South
Carolina
followed
Gcorgia's
precedents,
president Jackson
prcached
a very different
doctrine. (See :NVL:,IFICATm_'.) In the Cherokee case
his mind may have been biased by his long continuEd frontier
warfare
against the southern
Indians.--lIavifig
found the president
deaf to their
appeal, the CherokeEs at once tried the supreme
court.
The time fixed for extending the laws of
Georgia over the Cherokee
country was June 1,
1830.
George TassEls, a Cherokee.
was found
guilty of homicide in resisting the execution
of a
state writ, and was sentenced
to be hanged.
By
writ of error from the supreme court, dated Dec.
12, 1830, the state was cited to appear in January
following,
and show cause why the judgment
against Tassels should not be corrected.
The legialature, to which notice of thewrit
had been seut
by the governor,
at once passcd resolutions
instructing
the governor
and other state officers to
pay no attention
to the writs of the supreme court
in the case, except to resist their execution
by
force if necessary,
and Tassels was executed.-WilliamWirt,
atlorney general from1817 to1825,
and John Sergeant, had heen engaged as counsel
for the Cherokees, and they caused notices to be
served, Dec. 27, 1830, and Jan. 1, 1831, upon the
governor and attorney general of Georgia that an
apphcation
would be made to the supreme
court
for an injunction
restraining
the state of Georgia
from executing
her laws within
the Cherokee
country,.
The state refused to appear.
The case
turned upon the right of the Cherokees
to sue
Georgia under the constitutional
provision
that
the national judicml power should extend to cases
between a stale "and
foreign states, citizens or
subjects."
Wirt and Sergeant
united
in an ex-
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tremely able argument
going to show that the
Cherokees were a sovereign
and independent
hation with all the national powers of making peace,
war, and treaties, and of self-govcrnn_Ent;
that in
these respects they weremore
sovereign and independent than the state of Georgia;
that their hational sovereignty
and independence
had been
recognized
by the United States in a long series of
treaties which it was the sworn duty of the court
and thc president
to maintain
and enforcE; and
that the word "foreign"
in the constitution
was
a political, not a local or geographical,
term, so
that it was perfectly possible for a "foreign
" hation to exist within the limits of theUnitEd
States.
Their argument
was re-enforced
by the opinion of
chancellor
Kent, of :New York, but was rejected
by the court, which held that, while the Cherokees were a state, they were not a foreign
state,
but a domestic,
dependent
nation in a state of
pupilage,
holding
their soil only by occupancy,
and bearing the relation to the United States of a
ward to his guardian.
The injunction
was therefore refused, and the Cherokees were relegated to
the mercy of the stale of Georgia, since the president, their constitutional
protector,
refused
to
intervene
in thcir behalf.--Anothcr
opportunity
soon offered for the adjudication
of the state laws
in the supreme court.
By the state law of Dec.
22, 1830, white persons were forbidden
to enter
the limits of the Cherokee
count_ 5" without
obraining a license from the governor
and without
the taking of the oath of allegiance
to the state
of Georgia.
For violating
this act, ten persons,
mostly Presbyterian
and l_Iethodist
missionaries,
were arrested,
cruelly handled,
indicted,
and, in
September,
1831, sentenced to four years' imprisonment.
Eight of the number,
having
given
assurance
that they would conform
to the state
laws, were pardoned,
but two, Dr. Butler and
Rev. _[r. Worcester,
refusing
to submit,
were
imprisoned,
and Worcester
brought
suit in the
supreme
court for relief.
The decision of the
court was given in March, 1832. It reviewed the
entire proceedings
of the state in the case of the
Cherokees,
declared them to be violations of the
constitution,
treaties
and laws of
the United
States, and ordered WorcEster
to be discharged,
since the act was void and the judgment
a nullity.
In contempt
of themandatc
of thesuprcme
court the state court refused to grant a writ of
habeas corpus, and Worcester
and Butler continued
to serve their term
of imprisonment.
There was no prospect
of relief for them until
Jammry,
1833, at the next sitting of the supreme
court, when it would have bccn competent
for
the court to enjoin the marshal of the dist:ict of
Georgia to sunnnon
the posse comitatus, and the
president
to assist in enforcing
the decree with
the land and naval forces.
The question of the
national
authority
would then have been impEratively put at issue.
Unfortunately
the missionaries wearied of their experience
as martyrs, and
on their submission
to the state autborities,
were
pardoned
by the governor,
Jan. 14, 183'3.
The
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state officials persisted successfully in executing
the state laws, and they and the national administration at last succeeded m extorting from tile
Cherokees the treaty of Dec. 29, 1835, by which
the United States pa_d $5.700,000 for tile territory
in dispute, and removed the Indians beyond the
Mississippi.
Tile political importance of the
Cherokee ease lay in tim fact that its result was
the first successful nullification, in its modern
sense, of the laws of the United States. (See NULLIFICAT1ON,STATE SO_,rEREIGNTY,
SECESSIOI_.)
--See 1 yon Itolst's United _gtaZes,433; 8, 10, 11,
Benton's Debates of Congress; 3 Jefferson's Works
(ed. 1829), 280; 2 Ch,y's Speeches, 249; 1 Greeley's
American Conflict, 102. The Cherokee Ca_e is in
5 Pet., 1, (9 C_,rtis, 178), and that of Worcester
vs. Georgia in 6 Pet., 515, (10 Curt/s, 214). The
arguments of Wirt and Sergeant, together with
the opinions of clnmeellor Kent, the treaties, and
the a_ts of the Georgia legislature, arc in Richard
Peters' The Che_vkee .h ation vs. The St_lte of
Georgia. The treaties referred to are in 7 Slat. at
Large, those of 1-Iopewell and Holston at pp. 18,
39. The law of _Iarch 30, 1802, is in 2 Slat. a_
.Large, 139.
./kLEX.A..NDER
Jom_swo,_.

from within. It happily surmounted them.
1821 San Martin had gone northward from Chili
to free Peru, of which he had been proclaimed
protector, from the Spanish yoke.
Generals
O'Higgins and Freyre had succeeded him in turn
as president.
To them succeeded general Pinto,
whose elevated mind and travels in Europe had
given him a higher reputation in the country, tie
governed with an ability that assured Chili some
years of tranquillity.
The country showed its ap.
preciation byrc-electing him, but an irregularity
in the election furnished the malcontents a pretext for agitation.
He allowed himself to be influenced by the counsels of the extreme liberals,
and gave to Chili an ultra-democratic constitution.
This imprudent course excited violent opposition.
The reactionary party, that is what is there called
the "moderate" party, had, at its head general
Prieto, and among its members the unfortunate
Portales. A civil war excited against them, ended
in their victory and in the abolition of the constitution.--In 1838 Chili finally adopted its present
constitution,
"one of the wisest in America,"
says a traveler, "which gives to the government
the legal means of enforcing obedience to its
commands, and to the country satisfactory guarC IIESAPE&KE CASE. (SecUNITV.DST._TES.) antces of liberty."
The president is elected for 5
years. Besides the ministry which governs with
CHIL|.
This country, under Spanish rule, him, he is assisted by a council of state cornformed, with the vice-royalties of Granada, Peru,
posed of the ministers, 2 judges, an ecclesiastical
and La Plata, a captaincy general under the au- dignitary, 2 generals,_and a like number of exthority Qf an officer having the rank of lieutenant
ministers. The legisla'ive power is vested in a
general, president, governor, and captain general
senate of 20 members, elected for 9 years, and a
of the kingdom of Chili.--The
unhappy events triennial house of representatives, consisting of
which convulsed Spain during the second half of one member for every 20,000 inhabitants.
Under
the reign of the first :Napoleon, had already
the firm rule of general Prieto and of Portates
reacted on the American continent when the new peace was frmly established; habits of order and
spirit crossed the Andes and disturbed Chili. political wisdom prevailed in the country.
Chih
The republic of Chili began its revolution under began a career of progress which has since been
sad auspices. The first struggle for emancipation
only occasionally interrupted and then for but
was in 1810. On the 18th of September of that short periods. The question has been asked,
year, she declared her independence.
Dissatis"How did Chili come to have this exceptional
faction provoked by electoral questions afforded history, and what favorable circumstancesgave it
the three Carrera brothers, young and ambitious
a destiny so different from that of the other democdebauchees, a pretext for taking an active part ie racies of South America?': Several causes have
the movement.
On the 11th of December, 1811, been assigned for this: Fimt the non-interference
they dispersed the congress, seized the reins of of the resident Spanish population, of whom very
government, were driven from power, returned
few took part iu the revolutionary struggles, thus
'o it, and as a result of theirrule Chili was almost guaranteeing their own security and not adding
reduced by the arms of Spain.--The cause of in. a third party to the two already opposed to each
dependence seemed lostwhen help from an unex- other; the purity of the Creole race, which has
pected quarter was obtained, giving it new life very little admixture of Indian blood and preand finally insuring its triumph.
General San served its vigor and moral preponderance; the dcMartin, the real founder of the Chilian republic,
structive character of that active and serious race
hurried from Buenos Ayres with 3,000 men, who are fond of comparing themselves to the
crossed into Chili in 1817, and restored courage
English, and whom a traveler has likened to the
and confidence to all. He reorganized the ha- Dutch; the depth of Chilian national sentiment,
tional army, and defeated the royalists at Chaca- their taste for commerce, and the isolation of the
buco; was defeated in turn at Canchaarayada, a country, which, defended on the east by tim
disaster he soon repaired by the famous battle of chain of the Andes and on the west by the sea, is
Maypo, which he won April 5, 1818. It decided
protected both from the ambition of its neighbors
the success of the revolution and assured Chilian and fromits own; and lastly, by the geographical
independence.--The
new state had to defend
features of the country which does not admi_ of
itself against the dangers which threatened it long wars, and in which every quarrel must be
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quickly decided.--After
the republic
had passed
through
its period of crises and had nothing
to
do but to devote itself to the development
of
its institutions,
an unfortunate
incident,
brought
about by the ambition
of general Santa Cruz,
president
of Bolivia,
checked its progress
for a
time.
Santa Cruz had united Bolivia and Peru
into a confederation
of which he was the head.
He wished to include
Chili, and to further
his
plan, began by exciting
civil war in the country over which he desired
to extend his rule.
The attempt
at insurrection
was soon crushed,
but Portales was its first victim.
Order was reestablished
but Chili had lost one of its most distinguished
men, the one on whom it based the
most legitimate hopes, and who had already done
so much for the reformation
of its laws and the
perfecting
of its organization.
At the beginning
of 1859, however,
new storms arose.
A party of
liberalopposition
had becnformed.
It dcmanded
constitutional
reforms
and allied itself with its
most decided
opponents,
the reactionary
and
clcrical parties.
Although
this coalition
of extreme parties inspired no confidence in the courttry, and although,
moreover, it was wanting
in
leaders, it was none the less dangerous.
It
brought on an armed insurrection.
The president took energetic
measures.
Extraordinary
powers were voted him by congress.
He usurped
the dictatorship
which he had the courage and
the honor not to abuse.
The insurrection
was
suppressed on the 29th of April at Pemelas,
and
peace assurcd.--The
Chilians
dreaded
the approach of 1861. During the course of the year
cvery branch of the government
of the state was
to be re-elected.
They had to meet at the polls
several times during
the 3"ear; on the 28th of
February,
to elect members of the house; on the
15th of )Iay, to vote for senators;
on the 25th of
June, to choose presidential
electors, and on the
81st of September the president
himself.
But all
these elections pas,_ed off in an orderly and lawful manner.--While
these contests,
attended with
much excitement'but
no bloodshed,
were going
on in the interior, Chili did not neglcct its foreign
relations.
In 1859 a treaty concerning
the payment of a certain indemnity
which Chili acknowledged that it owed the United States, was signed
with that power.
At the same time it signed a
treaty of navigation and commerce with Belgium,
while a similar treaty with Austria was in course
of preparation.
On the 11th of April
it concluded an extradition
treaty with France.--But
the good understanding
between
Chili and the
European
powers did not last long.
In 1864 it
espoused the cause of Peru against Spain.--In
the
article BOLlS'Ix the reader will find an account of
the manner in which the war between Peru and
Spain broke out, and how the republic
of Ecuadot, Bolivia and Chili came to sign a treaty of
alliance,
offensive
and defensive,
with
Peru.
This alliance
was preceded
in Cllili by active
hostilities with Spain, which was irritated
at the
indirect assistance
given to Peru by Chili.
Ad-
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miral Par_ja, commanding
the Spanish squadron,
declared the coast of Chili blockaded in September, 1865.
The Chiliangovernment
declared war
against
Spain and entered
into the Peruvian
alliance in December.--The
bombardment
of Valparaiso has made this war celebrated in Europe.
The Chilian squadron had had some success in its
engagements
with the Spanish
vessels, and the
United
States offered its mediation,
which Chili
refused.
The Spanish
admiral
_Iendez-Nunez
gave the Chilian govermncnt
four days to accept
the proposition of tlm United States, failing which,
he threatened
to open fire on Valparaiso,
an nnfortified place, its only battery
having been recently dismantled.
It was the great entrep0t
of
all foreign commerce.
In w_in did the ministers of
England,
France
and the United States represent
to the Chilian president
the folly of resistance.
He was controlled
by the press and by public
opinion.
Both had become excited
to such a
degree that they would not listen to reason.
He
was imprudent
enough to defy the threat of the
Spanish commander,
who had the inhumanity
to
carry it out.
)Iarch 31, 1866, the bombardment
set fire to the custom house buildings
which contained $30,000,000 worth of goods.
French
merchants lost $3,400,000, the English and .,kmcricau
$500,000 each, the Chilians $400,000.
A portion
of the city, valued at $15,000,000, was reduced to
ashes.--The
news of the bombardment
caused in
Europe
an indignation
that found vent in the
English parliament
and in the French co_Ts Idqislatif.
But theFrenchand
English governments
considered
the act justified
by the necessities of
war, and not contrary
to the law of nations, so
Spain was not asked to make good the loss.
Besides, the war with Chili had virtuallytcrminated
with the retreat of the Sl)anish squadron,
which
had laid siege to Callao
unsuccessfully.
(See
PERU.)
Both sides saw fit to postpone
the coneluding
of a treat)" of peace, which was not
signed until 186S.--The
territory
of Chili consists of a narrow strip of land running from north
to south along the Pacific coast, between 25' and
44 ° south latitude;
and its area is 132,606 English
square miles.
It possesses, at some distance from
its southern coast, the archipelago
of Chiloi_, and
it claims authority
over a much vaster extent of
territory which belongs to Patagonia,
and which,
added to Chili, would double
its area.
But its
authority
over the territory
situamd
between 87'
and 42 ° south latitude, bcyond the rivcr Biobio,
seems to be nominal.
The inhabitants
of this
region, the Araucanian
Indians,
are independent
in the strict sense of the word.
Chili is bounded
on the north by the desert of Atacama, belonging
to Bolivia;
on the cast by the Argentine
republic
and Patagonia,
separated from them by th_ chain
of the Andes;
on the south also by Patagonia;
and on the west by the Pacific ocean.
Its rivers,
the Rio Maypo, the :blaule and the Rio Biobio
are of little importance.
The climate,
as a
general
thing, is mild and healthy;
but this advantage is offset in a terrible manner by the earth.
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quakes
to which Chili is subject, perhaps more
than any other country,
especially on the coast,
The country
is divided
into 16 provinces.
The
provinces are, Atacama,
Angel, Arauco, Coquhnbo, Aconcagua,
Santiago,
Colchagua,
Valparaiso,
Talca,
)iaule,
l_uble,
Concepcion,
Valdivia,
Chilo(:, Llanquihue,
Linares,
Curico.
Santiago
is tim capital of the whole republic,
with a populatiou of 129,807(1875).
Valparaiso,
thecommercial and business
centre, is the most important
`city.
Its POt)ulation
in 1875, was 97,775.--The
population
of Chili, estimated at 240,000 in 1764,
and placed at 600,000 in 1825 by an :English tray_cler. reached
1,080,000 in 1843.
In 1857 it was
1,465.492;
in 1868, 1,908,340;
and in 1875,
2,283,568.
We here speak almost exclusively
of
the population
north of the Biobio, where there
is very little admixture
of negroes and Indians.
_outh of that river there are hardly any other inhabitants
than members of the Araucanian
tribe.
Their number in 1790 was estimated
to be 70,000.
--Education
is with the Chilian government
an
.object of great and legitimate
solicitude.
Santi,ago has a university
which has founded five colloges; among them the natb_nal institute,
and the
institute of Coquimbo.
Santiago has also private
.educational
institutions.
More than two thousand young
men attended
the state colleges in
1860.
The private colleges are 50 in number,
26
for boys and 24 for girls.
The former was attended by about 6,000scholars,
thelatter
by about
2.000 pupils.
There
were 477 primary schools;
_29 for boys, 23 for adults,
and 125 for girls;
22,000 pupils of both sexes attended them, while
the 84 municipal
schools had 4,500 pupils.
In
1867 there were 993 primary schools, with 50,877
pupils.--The
Chilian government
seems to neg]ect no opportunity
to develop the elements of
prosperity
in the country.
Important
reforms
have been introduced
in the civil and criminal
,codes, also in the administration
of justice,
for
which
tribunals
of first resort, three courts of
appeal
and one supreme
court,
are provided.
Railways
are being built, and in 1860 80 kilombties of railway were already in operation and had
carried
nearly
300,000 passengers.
In 1871 the
totallength
of railway
lines was about 761 kilomP.tres.
There are telegraph
lines from Valparaiso to Santiago,
and from the latter place to
Talca, over 750 kilom_tres in length.
2,650miles
of telegraph
were in operation
in 1878. The use
of the decimal system, decreed in 1848, for measures of length and vohnne, was to be enforced
during the course of the year 1860. The military
spirit
is not very prevalent
in Chili, and has not
had the pernicious
influence
there that it exerted
in the other South American republics.
The regular army, consisting
of a few battalions of infantry and some squadrons
of cavalry, does not reach
the number of 5,200 men.
The national guard,
however,
is well" organized.
It numbers 50,000
men.
The navy con-ists of 6 steamers, with 40
guns and 400 men.--From
1825 until 1832 the
average
revenue of the republic
did not exceed

$1,700,000
per annum, and the expenditure
was
in excess of the receipts.
In 1851 the expenses
amounted
to more than $4,700,000,
while the receipts in 1852 were only about $4,430,000.
The
budget of 1853 nearly restored the balance of the
two parts wllich composed it. The receipts appe_lred in it as 6,419,000 piasters, and the expertditures as.6,336,00 ) piasters.
In 1871 thereceipts
were 11,550,000
piasters,
and the expcnditures
12,542,000 piasters.
The principal
source of revcnue was the customs duties, which amounted
to
more than 4,000,000 piasters.
In 1878 the rev.
enue of Chili amounted
to 20,443,977 pesos, and
its expenditure
to 21,375,728.
At the end of the
same year the total debt, internal and foreign, was
63,397,022
pesos.--In
1879, on the outbreak
of
war with Peru and Bolivia, Chili had 22,000 men
under arms.
The navy consisted of 10 steamers,
of 120 to 300 horse power, and $ ironclads.-Metals form an important
part of the mineral
wealth of Peru.
Spangles of gold are found at
the bottom
of some of its rivers.
It contains
silver mines, and especially
copper
mines.
In
1856 the yield of fine gold and silver amounted to
529,000 piasters, in 1857 to about 1,100,000 piasters, and in 1858 to 1,000,000 piasters.
But Chili
is, above all, an agricultural
country.
Besides
the precious metals it exports grain and lumber.
The most fruitful source of its industrial
wealth
is the vast extent of its pasture lands, in the midst
of which may sometimes
be seen a herd of 10 or
20,000 ]mad of stock belonging
to one man.
In
1856 the imports amounted
to 99,000,000 francs,
andthecxportstog0,800,000francs,
or189,800,000
altogether.
The principal
countries
which fed
this commerce
figured
in the following
order:
Imports--England,
34,500,000
francs;
France,
21,300,000;
the United
States,
12,100.000;
Germany, 9,600,000.
Exports--:England,
41,500,000
francs;
the United
States,
15,500,000;
Peru,
11,900,000;
France,
7,000,000.
The whole foreign commerce
of Chili in 1869 amounted
to
291,235,000
francs, of which,
144,319,000
were
for imports
and 146,916,000 for exports.
Adding the coasting
trade the grand
total
loots
up 524,806,000
francs.
During
the ),ear 1856
2.602 vessels, Chilian or foreign,
entered
Chilian
ports, and 2,568 cleared
for other ports:
total, 5,170.
England
ranks
first, with
1,156
ships;
the United
States
follow,
with
475;
France
only holds the fifth rank, with 122.
Ia_
1867 arrivals and departures
were as follows: arrivals,
3,553 vessels, registering
1.723,617 tons;
departures,
3,334 vessels representing
1,680,868;
total, 6,877 vessels, and 3,374,485 tons.
England
retained
her first rank, with 1,073 vessels; the
United States came next, with 665; France had
fallen back to the sixth rank, with 148 ships.
The intermediate
ranks were held by the Hanseatic cities, San Salvador
and Italy.--BxBLIOOm*.
Pn-Y. Tl_e .Prog_'ess a_d Actual Cond_'tion of Chile,
by G. Rose Innes, London, 1875; Itistoria Geweral
de el IteyTw de Chile, by R. P. Diego de Resales,
Valparaiso,
1877-8.
A. RA.BUTAUX.
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This patriarchal
empire, having the
oldest existing
government
in the world, consists
of China proper,
Manchuria,
Mongolia,
Tibet,
and Ill, or Eastern
Turkestan,
with the large
islands of Formosa
and Hainan.
The various
countries of Indo-China,
Burmah,
Siam, and Anham, the tribes of Amuria,
the Riu Kiu (Loo
Choo) islands, Corea, and Japan (undei" the Ashikaga line of sh6guns, from 1401 to 1573) were
formerly
tributary
vassals, but their relations are
now those of ceremony only, or of complete independence.--The
official title of China, under
the present dynasty,
from which it is named, is
Tsin, (" pure ") Tai-tsir_, ("Great
Pure ") or _tsin.kwo, (Empire of Great Tsin).
Popular names
are Chung-hwa
("Central
Flower")
or Chunghwa-kwo ("Central
FloweryLand"),
a name formerlyapplied
toHo-nan
province;
and Chung-kwo
("Tile
Middle Kingdom")
also an old name of
lIo-nan.
This central province formerly situated
between
the "foreigners
of the cast"
or seaborder, and the hill tribes of the west, under the
Han dynasty,
finally gave its name to "all the
Chinas "--the
favorite
conception
being that of
one central empire, while all other countries lay
outside.
Chu-Hia, ("All the Chinas") SM-pa.san,
("The Eighteen
Provinces")
referring
to China
proper, and various
appellatives
derived chiefly
from dynastic
titles, are in popular
or literary
use. The terms China and Chinese (Ft. Chine,
Chinois), are Anglicized
forms
of the ancient
native
"Tsin,"
"Chin,"
or "Sin,"
used long
before the Tsin dynasty (255--209 B.C.) and found
in Sanskrit, Persian and tIcbrew, meaning a silkworm.
China is the home of lhe silk-worm,
and
the first land of silk.
The Russians
and north

Manchuria
is, in the main, a grassy fertile basin,
lying between
the Amur
river and the Great
Wall, and Corea and the Usuri river, and the
Kin Ghan mountains.
Mongolia is largely desert,
poorly watered,
alternately
very hot and cold,
and hemmed
in by lofty mountain
ranges, the
Altai and the Kin Ghan.
Tibet is a plateau, the
highest in the world, walled in by the tlimalaya
and Huen Lun mountains.
Ill, or Eastern Turkestan, another
desert plateau,
was completely
reconquered
by the Chinese in 1877, after it had
lapsed into rebellion
and set up an independent
governmcnt.
China proper, the only division of
the empire having maritime
boundaries,
is a vast
plain or series of fertile river basins lying on the
slope toward the sea, and threaded
by those great
rivers which
have thcir source
in the central
Asian plateau.
Four of the five great divisio[]s
of the empire are inhabited
by mixed races of
people, with divers religions,
and are governed
rather
as conquered
territory.
China proper
alone has a homogeneous
population
and political
system.
The area of the whole empire is about
5,000,000 square miles, or one-third
of Asia, or
one-tenth of the land surface of the globe.
China
ranks third among the great ]andcd governments
of the earth, the British and Russian exceeding,
the United States and Brazil falling short of the
Chinese area; the five together occupying
more
than one-half
of the known hind of the world.
China proper has aland
frontier
of 4,500 miles,
an area of over 2,000,000 square miles, or half as
large as Europe,
and a population
of 360,000.000,
according
to Dr. S. "Wells Williams--the
entire
empire containing
probably
450,000,000 souls, or
one-third
of mankind.
Dr. Williams,
who has

Asiatics use the old Mongol names Kited or .Kilan
(whence Marco Polo's "Cathay");
the Annamese,
Sina, the Tibetans,
Y'ulbu; the Japanese,
ShiTs,
ShiT_a-koku, Kara,
_tTorokoshi, or Kanto.
The
name used by most Chinese emigrants,
and in
Java, the Straits and the Sandwich
islands,
is
Tang-shau, from a famous
mountain
in Chi-li
province;
the emigrants
being termed
Tang.jin-the first Chinese settlers in Jawt having left their
homes during the Tang dynasty,
(618-905 A.D.)
Tim vulgar term "Celestial"
is not of Chinese
origin,
unless it bc borrowed
from Tie_chau,
(" Heaven-rule
or Theocracy")
applied
to the
great government,
irrespective
of dynasty.--The
chief boundary lines of China are rivers, mountains and the sea.
Her whole northern
frontier
borders on Russia in Asia, the supplementary
treaty of 1860 negotiated
by general
Ignatieff
having deprived her of Amuria,
and all the coast
north of Corea, leaving her without
a seaport
beyond China proper.
South of Corea and the
Usuri river, her eastern boundary
is a seacoast
line, 2,000 miles long.
Her neighbors,
on the
south, are Annam, Burmah and India; and on the
west, Turkestan
and India.
In brief, with the
exception
of the sea line, and part of Burmah,
China is now sun'ounded
by three great European
nations, Russia, :England, and France, in Asia.--

spent nearly 40 years in China, and who dcvote(l
more time to the preparation
of his chapter
on
population
in his master
book,
"The
Middle
Kingdom,"
than to any other, bases his calcula.
tion on the government
census of 1812, which
was made for purely official purposes,
and not
for the use or eye of foreigners.
It is certain
that the empire
is very far from being overpopulated,
there being immense
fe,'tile districts
in Manchuria
and ]_Iongolia very scantily inhabited; while Ill, Tibet, and the abandoned
fiats of
the Hoang ho (or Whang ho), or Yellow river, at
present sustain a mere fraction of the popul'_tion
that under the pressure of necessity, or the blessing of a better government,
they could sustain.
Agriculture
is in but a few places carried to its extreme possibilities,
and the real cause of famine, as
in most old countries,
isthelackofmeansoftransportatiou.
The division of China proper into 18
provinces
dates from the fourteenth
centreS', the
nineteenth
province having been added by theprcsent dynasty.
They arc subdivided
into 182 prefectures, and 1,°79districts.
Those best known to
foreigners
are the maritime provinces,
containing
the treaty ports with a population
estimated
at
4,990,000,
open to the trade and residence
of
aliens, of whom there were, in 1878, 3,814.
The
coast provinces are, Shin-king,
Chi-li, Shah-tung,
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Kiang-su,
Che kiang, Fo-kien, Kwang-tung.
The
:frontier provinces
are Kwang-si and Yun-nan, adjoining Annam and Burmah;
Se-chuen and Kansu, adjoining
Tibet; Shen-se and Shan-se, adjoinJug Mongolia;
Ho-nan,
_Tgan-wi, Kiang-si,
Hunan, Kwei-chow
and Hu-pe, are the interior provinces.
Shin-king,
or the imperial province,
was
formerly
a part of Manchuria,
but has been incorporated
with China proper during the present
dynasty, making the actual number
19. The metropolitan
province
is Chi-li, in the extreme north,
in which,
very inconveniently
situated,
is the
King or capital, Peking;
the ancient capital hayingbeenNanking.--The
politicalsystem
of China
is the most perfect example in history of the idea of
the family expanded into that of the nation.
Its
vast imperialism
is but the perfected
evolution
of
'the parental
and filial relations.
The popular
term for the nation or commonwealth
is the hun•dred families.
Before the dawn of history, the
Chinese ideal and fact of government
was thatof
a father rulinghis
children,
and in this, perhaps,
the forty-sixth
century
of their existence,
the
primal idea, scarcely modified in itsessencc,
binds
together the administrative
system
under which
,one-fourth
of the human race dwell.
This is not
the production
of conquest,
but is due to the unfolding
of the original
genius
of the people,
Neither
foreign
wars, nor internal
commotions
often vast in form and long abiding
in time, nor
their repeated
sul)jugation
by conquerors
from
the north, alien in blood, language
and religion,
nor the immense local diversity of the tribes and
regions comprised
in this colossal country,
have
more than temporarily
affected
this nationality,
Filial piety--the
obedience
of the child to the
parent, and the revcrcnce
of the young
to the
aged--is
the corner-stone
of China's unique
civilization.
After forty-five centuries of existence,
the Chinese people are to-day the living witness
to the truth wrapped
up in the fifth commandmeat given by Jehovah
(Chinese
Shaug-ti)
on
Mount Sinai, to the Hebrews:
"Honor
thy father
and thy mother, that thy days may be long upon
the laud which the Lord thy God giveth
thee."
While all the other political systems of antiquity
have crumbled and passed awayleaving
only their
ruins, the land of filial piety is inherited
to-day
by a nation whose social structure
is more firmly_
settled than that of any other on earth.
If Egypt
gave us architecture
and agriculture,
the Phoenicians letters, the Hebrews
religion,
the Greeks
beauty, the Romans jurisprudence,
the Germanic
nations personal liberty, China brings to the sum
of truth possessed by the race, the demonstrated
power of filial reverence
to preserve
the life of
nations.
If political
science
be based on fact,
and not merely on theory, and if longevity
be the
quest of nations as of individuals,
then China has
this supreme
lesson, in addition
to many others,
to teach the younger nationsof
the west.
"The
peculiar character
of the Chinese--for
they have
a character
which
is one and distinct--is
not
'to be accounted
for by their residence
in great

plains,
for half
their empire
is mountainous.
Neither is it to be ascribed
to their rice diet, as
rice is a lux-ury in which few of the northern
population
are able to indulge.
Still less is it to
be referred
to the influe, nce of climate, for they
spread over a broad belt in their own country,
emigrate
in all directiJns
and flourish in every
zone.
It is not even explained
by the unit)" and
persistency
of anoriginal
type, for, in their earlier
career,
they absorbed
and assimilated
several
other races, while history shows that at different
epochs their own character has undergone remarkable changes.
The true secret of this phenomenon is the presence
of an agency which, under
our own eyes, has shown itself sufficiently powerful to transform
the turbulent
nomadic
Manchu
into the most Chinese of the inhabitants
of the
Middle Kingdom.
The general name for that
agency, which includes
a thousand
elements,
is
education.
It is education
that has imparted a
uniform stamp to the Chinese, under every variety of physical condition."
(W. A. P. Martin,
"The
Chinese.")
Yet this term "education
"
does not suggest in China what it does in Christendom of this century.
With us it means the
training
of all the faculties
of mind and body,
the discipline
of every one of man's powers, to
the end that all nature
may be subordinate
to
man's needs, and new truths
be continually
won
as man progresses.
In China, education
looks
entirely to the past.
It is'a combination
of the
purely literary and scholastic training like that of
mediaeval Europe, with the pupilage
of the child
still under p'lrental rule.
The family idea rules
even in the schools, and subordination
and filial
obedience
are the principles
which form the core
of Chinese education.
Becauseof
this very idea
of the family dominating
that of state and empire, there is seen in China a vast interplay of
despotism
and liberty--the
absolute
rule of the
father or emperor,
and the easy freedom
within
limits of his children
the people.
What
the
Americans
are in Christendom,
the Chinese
are
in extra-Caucasian
humanity--the
freest people in
Asia.
Since the political
genius
and concrete
system of China are unique, original, the oldest
in the world, absolutely
independent
of lore_gn
influence,
we shall best expose them by a brief
outline of the history of the Chinese people.--The
purely mythical
period of their history,
which
even the native critics reject, comprises a period
of 2,267,000 years before the birth of Confucius
in B. C. 551. The legendary
portion, which can
not, except in its outlines, bear the rigid requiremeuts of modern
historical
criticism,
begins
about 2852 B.C.
Passing
over this, we reach
the semi-historical
period in the reign of Wu
(B. C. 1122), of the Chow dynasty (1122-255 B.C.).
The opinions
of most modern
critics are now
gravitating
toward the year 781 B. C. as the beginning
of trustworthy
Chinese history.--The
early legends of the Chinese are perhaps no more
vitiated by fable than are those of most ancient
peoples.
In the gray dawn of their history we
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find a people settled within the loop of the Hoang
Ho, in what is now the modern
province
of
_hen-se, dwelling as one family ruled hy a father
or l)atriarch.
Within
a few generations,
tlle in.. ¢reasing number of immigrants
was divided into
_ribes and classes, to each of which a name was
given, the wang or king being still the father of
all the people.
Agriculture
was the chief occupation, but arts and trades began to be developed
among
them--the
rudiments
of that vast sub.division of labor seen in tile China of to-day,
with its guilds and trades-unions
of hoary age.
It is now nearly certain, however,
that many of
tile inventions
ascribed
to them or their leaders
originated
farther
west, and before their departure from theland
whence they came.
Linguistic
science, aided by researches
in other domains of
thought,
is gradually
bridging
tile gulf between
lhe Chinese and Euphratean
nations, one of the
most brilliant
recent discoveries
being the idcntification of the primitive
forms of the Chinese
elmractcrs
with the Aceadian
hieroglyphs
from
which
the cuneiform
writing
of Assyria
was
derived, and the agreement
in tile ancient
pronunciation
of them.
]_L de Lacoupcrie,
who
makesthis
claim, also asserts that the enigmatical
Yh.king,
a system of mystic
chm'acters
whose
real meaning had been forgotten
before the age
of Confucius, is really a collection
of syllabaries
and lists of words similar
to those with which
the clay tablets
of the library
at _Nincvah have
made us familiar.
(See t'_'arly lI, story of Chiue¢'e
6%ilizatioT_, and Le Yh-King
et le_ Or_.b_es asbdiques occide_tale., de la Ci_ilizatior_ Chb, o£_v; by
M. Terrier de Lacouperie.)
From their first origins, the Chinese type of intellect
is easily perceived.
Unlike the dreamy, met'lphysicalHindus
"who think away matter
and hate the physical
toil which
develops
its uses," we find at once
"a swarm of plodding
utilitarians,
sternly adherent to things actual and positive;
who insist
that the world is tile plainest of facts and needs
no explanation;
that it is purely aworking
world,
wherein a seventh
day rest would be all impcrtinence,--a
world where every atom is intensely
real and valuable;
where domestic
and social
uses stand for poetry, metaphysics
and religion."
(Johnson's
Oriental Iteligio.ns--Ohina.)
In India
--the other great reservoir of mankind--we
find
brain, pure thought;
in China,
muscle,
pure
labor.
The type of the Hindu
intellect
is cerebral, that of the Chinese
is muscular;
in the
cosmogeny
of the former, the world issues from
mystic thought,
in that of the latter, the earth is
already existent
and self-shaping,
the first man
having hammer and chisel in his hand, himself
and tools being a part of it. In India the type
of architecture
is the bubble, symbol of unreality
ia China, it is the pagoda, pile on pile of tents or
dwellings.
Contrasting
the Chinese
physical
mould_the
flattened
profile, the uninspired
air,
the plump,
muscular
and enduring
physique,
with the clear bright eye and rapid graceful tootion of the Arab; with the dreamy
languor
yet
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exquisite
nervous
susceptibility
of the Aryan
Hindu;
with the prominent
features, the collected
self-conscious
and expectant bearing of the Teutnn
or the Greek; 'rod we easily discover the persistent mental type corresponding
to it, so lymphatic,
so incurious,
so fast-bound
in things as they arc,
and have been.
The Chinese creative
faculty
remains
within
the plane
of certain
organic
habits, failing to rise from the formalism
of rules
to the freedom
of the ideas.
Tile Chinese mind
buries itself in its materials,
but does not go beyond them.
Hence the stability of the structure,
without
growth
or development
in the idea.
(Johnson's
Chi_ta, passim.)
We may add that
the above philosophical
analysis of the Chinese
mental qualities,
by a distin_lished
American
scholar, is valid as well for the pre-Confucian
era
as for this sixth year of Kwang-si
(A. D. 1881).-A change
from simple
patriarchalism
in the
direction
of feudalism
was made by Wu Wang
(1122 B.C.)who
allotted portions of land for the
support of the now numerous
sons and brothers
of the sovereigns,
who had gradually
formed
a
kind of nobility of the state.
Seventy-two
principalities
were allotted to the royal relatives,
all
of whom were tributary
to the sovereign.
Yet
even in this rudimentary
feudalism,
there were
few or no restriclions
of the privileges
of tlle
people, such as wcrc seen in medkeval Europe.
The inherent viciousness
of the system soon, however, developed
itself; jealousies,
tribal fights,
internecine
wars, and the mutual
weakt,nmg
of
loyalty to the tribe-father
or suzeraiu
and his autnority over the wLssals, resulted.
Worse tha_
all, tile tributary
nations
on the nortll called
Tatars (vassals), cmboldened
by the internal weakhess of their conquerors,
began, about 950 B. C.,
the inroads which continued
for many centuries,
necessitating
the constant
arming of tile people,
and, before the Christian era, lhe building
of the
Great Wall.
Into the details of Chinese feudalism
we need not enter.
It lasted from llg2 to 221
]3. C., a period of 900 years.
The best picture of
feudal China is seen in the She Ki_g or Book of
Ancient
Poetry, translated
into English
verse by
Dr. James Lcgge, London,
1876. Thc sageKung,
the one being on earth whom the Chinese regard
as endowed
with unalloyed
wisdom, and who is
known
to Eurol)eans
as Confucius,
was born at
the time of grc_ltest feudal misrule,
551 ]3. C.,
in the petty kingdom
of Lu.
By this time the
sovereignty
of the rule1_ or kings of the Chow
dynasty
had become reduced
to little more than
an empty pageant.
The actual functions
of goveminent
had passed into the hands of a varying
number of vassal dukes who ruled their respective
territories
with the atlriblJtes
of sovereign power.
Confucius
was not, in any sense of the word, an
original
thinker, a revealer, or an inventor,
but
only a reverent
student
of antiquity,
a teacher
who re-presented
the old traditions,
and enforced
them by his example.
Like our own gre'lt theologian
of Princeton,
he doubtles_
boasted
that
"he had never invented
a new idea."
He was
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compiler, editor and annalist, but composed no
doctrinal work. To his disciples we owe what is
known of his life and works.
"He held up for
the admiration of his pupils and countr3maen at
large the virtuous endeavors of these wise rulel_
[of antiquity] and the principles upon which,
under their government, the empire was ordered,
The lessons which he drew from these sources
and inculcated in his conversations or by his example (translated by Dr. Legge under the title of
Confucian Analects), constitute the most sacred
portion of the Chinese canon of philosophy and
instruction."
(Mayer.) Late in life hc collected
and arranged the substancc of the ancient books
and traditions, in prose and poctry, under the
title of King, which form the second portion of
thecanon.
These works, together with a meagre
chronicle of the events of hisnative state (72°,%481
B. C.) constitute a body of writings which, to the
Chinese, have been for a period of 2,000 years
thc basis of the national education, religion and
government.
In them, one finds the keys to the
entire Chinese political and social system, in ideal
and in fact; yet it must never be forgotten that
Confucius added nothing new, hc simply reproduced the archaic norm and ancient genius of the
nation.
On the other hand, it is very probable
that he purposely failed to properly express what
the ancientshad taught concerning religion.
(See
Dr. Legge's Religiol_s of 6"hina, 1880.) Though
reverenced in his life, the sage was not practically successful as a reformer.
Meng Tsze
(372,--289 B. C.), a native of the same slate in
which Confucius was horn, is honored as "Sage
Second" of China. His work was to popularize
the doctrines of his predecessor.
The record of
his teachings and convers'_tions with princes who
sought his counsel, or with disciples who gathered
round him for instruction, forms the fourth of the
canonical books--the standard of the national
ethics and social order. The Jcsuit scholars at
Peking who first Latinized the names of these two
sages might have rendered familiar to western
ears and minds other famous Chinese names, had
they given them the same familiar tcrminology,
--Thirty years after the death of _Iencius, was
born the man, by whose genius and labors the
feudal system was swept away, and a homogene,
ous empire, nearly conterminous
with modern
China, erected on its ruins,
lie broke with the
traditions of the past, and attempted to forever
destroy the power of the literati, the idolaters of
letters and the opponents of progress, by ordering the destruction of all the ancient records,
He built the Great Wall--the most stupendous
monument of human industry on earth, by
uniting in one the several walls of the various
states, with great additions.
He divided the vast
empire into 36 provinces ruled by governors sent
out from the capital, and thus created centralized
monarchy.
In thus securing the extinction of
feudalism, China anticipated Japan by the space
of 2,000 years. He combined the ancient title,
Wm_g, (sovereign), with Ti (Divine ruler, or

deity), and took the title of She Wang Ti (First
Universal Emperor; or First Autocrat ruling by
Divine Right.) This is the initial appearance of
that shibboleth of Chinese imperialism:
for to
Clfina's emperor alone can this august title be
granted.
All other sovereigns and rulers on
earth whosoever are only Wang (king or sorer.
eign). None can be Wang Ti, either by law, ctlstom or fact; nor will Chinese diplomatists ever
in document, official address or conversation apply this title to any king, emperor, czar, shah,
mikado or president.
All tributary nations receive investitu,'e of their rulers under the title of
WaT_j (king), or llral_g kwo, Japanese, Koku 0
(king of a country).
The ineradicable conception in the Chinese mind is, that as there is one
father to a family, so there is but one ruler for
the world. His ideal for the whole race of mankind is the family, hence the emperor must be
theworld-father.
To the average Chinaman, who
saw that European sovereigns were not addressed
in equal terms with the Chinese emperor, the
idea of the inferiority or vassalage of the latter to
their Wang Ti instinctively arose. Of late years
the foreign legations in Peking have insisted
upon and compelled the Chinese officials to use
specially-coined terms to express the titles of Europcan sovereigns in such a manner that absolute,
or at least apparent equality may be secured, and
the suggestion of inferiority be eliminated.
The
obnoxious, vulgar word, "barbarian,"
has also
been stricken out of official correspondence, anti
" foreigner" or "foreign countryman"
substi
tuted. The incurable jealousy, mutual conteml)l
and chronic unfriendliness between the Japanese
and Chinese have their roots in the fact that the
former persist in applying the title Wa_g I'i (Japanese Kote.i) to their mikado; and the term Tei
Kok-u (land ruled by a theocratic dynasty) to their
country.
The proposition of the dissatisfied
ministers of China to bestow the simple term
War_j-kwo (Japanese Koku 0, Nation-king), upon
even the Japanese ShOgun (or "Tycoon,")has
been deemed a sufficient casus belli in several historte lust.races.
In the case of the ministers of
the Ming dynasty, and Hid_yoshi of Japan in
1593-7, it was the cause of the renewals of hostilities in Corea after a truce. All tributary sovereigns
or their envoys on entcring the imperial hall of
audience, must performthe kow-tow(nine prostrations). The refusal of foreign ambassadors to
submit to this humili'_tion, has been the cause of
their non-admission to the presence of thc emperor.
In these audiences the tribute-bearer.and mandarins of the emph'e who are privileged
to cuter the imperial presence, face the "Son of
Heaven," whose throne fronts toward the south
The folio.wing extract from a letter of the king
of Corea, addressed to the Chinese emperor,
through the board of rites, :Nov. 20, 1801, is a
characteristic specimen of the language used on
such occasions: "Turned
toward the north, I
keep my eyes fixed upon the cloud-enveloped
heaven, which I hope will be favorable to him
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who is below."
In this phrase
we have suggestedthe
throne facing the south, the prostrate
suppliant and the "heavens
covered with clouds,"
which signifies his majesty's
severity
or wrath,
his pleasure
being expressed
as "a gentle rain."
The symbol of all that pertains
to the emperor is
the dragon, or chief of the divinely constituted
beings,
possessed
of all powers
of destruction
and blessing.
Hence the representations
of this
creature are embroidered
on the imperial dresses,
banners and insignia, and are found on all that
pertains
to the emperor.
His throne is called
"the dragon throne,"
his face "tile dragon countenance,"
and " the ruffling
of the dragon's
scales" thc disturbance
of his feelings.
The iraperial color is yellow,
from the legend of the
yellow dragon that rose out of the river Lot: and
presented the elements of writing
to Fuh-hi, the
mythical founder of the Chinese polity.
Further
details concerning
lhe Son of ]teavcn
will be
given below.
We have but shown the substance
of those popular
ideas which underlie
and support the throne..
Enlightened
Chinese probably
do not now mean by Wang-t-/ more than "autocrat," or "sovereign;"
foreign
successes
with
lrnproved cannon having greatly modified theold
superstition.--The
ancient records edited by (:onfucius
and destroyed
by She Wang Ti, were
recovered
from memory and written
fragments,
after the death of the tyrant, and the doctrines
of the sage being always acceptable
to the possessors of tile throne,
the sovereigns
of the I]an
dynasty began to enforce the Confucian
political
ethics.
Henceforth,
though the history of China
was varied by internal
convulsions,
and inroads
of barbarians
and pcriods of anarchy,
though a
new dynasty occupied the throne eve1T second or
third century,
though
T_tar, Mongol and Manchiu hordes rolled
out of tile north upon the
fertile plains of China, to conquer and then to
be quietly absorbed,
the Chinese nevcr changed
but rather
consolidated
their political
system,
steadily developing
tile idea of the family into
that of uniw;rsal empire.
Under the overmasterlug genius of Confucius,
Wllose principles
arc
now practiced
by 500,000,000
people in China,
Corea, Japan and Indo-China,
tile Middle Kingdora was carried
to a grade of civilization
far
beyond that of other nations of eastern Asia, and
during mediaeval Europe, it was the most highly
civilized country
on earth.
While the nations of
Europe awoke to renascenceand
second morning,
and have gone on progressing,
China has remained
station'uJ'; forthere
is no germ of progress in the
(3onfucian ethics.
In eliminating
tile principle of
popular religion, and relegating divine worship to
tl_e emperor alone, Confucius
cut the tap-root of
national progress.
The poverty of their spoken
language and its difficulty of acquisition
by foreigaers
tile multiplicity
of their ideographic
writlag in which the monosyllables
of their national
infancy have been petrified;
their geographicalisohtion, added to the fact that for fifteen centuries
their chief intercourse
was with rude barbarians
26
voI,. 1.--o6
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and pupil nations
from whom
no improvement
could bc gained,
nor even comparison
made
except to show their vast superiority
and flatter
their vanity, have kept the Chinese satisfied with
their excellence in civil polity, arts and literature.
it is not possible at once for the nation, so long
a teacher, to become the pupil.
Whether
in the
presence
of modern
civilization,
and its forces
of war, science and religion,
or the genial
influences
of mutual
comity,
the ancient system
can stand, rem'lins
to be seen.--Thc
Confuciat_
ethics, the basis and norm of all government
in
the family
and nation,
are summed
up in the
doctrine
of the Five l{elations.
The relation
being stated, the correlative
duty arises at once.
These are: 1, between sovereign and subject;
2,
between
father
and son; 3, between
elder and
younger
brother;
4, between husband
and wife;
5, between friend and friend.
Confucius
might
have made his system of ethics a religion, by
adding
a sixth,
or supreme
relation--between
God and man.
He declined to do so, thus learlag his people without
any aspiration
toward the
Infinite.
By setting before them a finite goal,
he sapped the principle of progress.
With obedience to the emperor,
the supreme
duty of the
indlvidual
is fulfilled.
IIence,
ff the emperor
fails to do his duty, if the public works arc negleered, if decay and ruin overtake
the national
edifices and enterprises,
if stagnation
and paralysis
seize upon the national policy and governnient,
the individual
cares not, the subject
takes no
concern, since his duty is fulfilled in obedience
to the emperor who is the representative
of God
'rod destiny.
"Of all crimes the greatest
is rebellion, but if the rebellion succeeds, it is evident
that heaven has willed it so."
Success is the
manifest will of God.
"Thus
the first duty of a
citizen is absolute fidelity to his sovereign,
and at
the same time an immedlate and absolute acknowledgment
of whatever
may be an accomplished
fact."
(tltibner.)
The people are the children of
the emperor, and he is the Son of Heaven.
He
alone mediates
between his subjects or children,
and his Father, Heaven.
In the temple of Heaven
in Peking, the emperor offers an annual sacrifice
with t)rayers on tile lofty stone altar, on behalf
of the nation;
tile master of all the earth thus
worshiping
the Master of Heaven,
vi('ariou,,_ly,
for all his people.
Like the pag'm father, he holds
tim power of life and death over his household.
His word is absolute.
From this point of view
China is a despotism.
But the duties of the eml)efor and his subjects are reciprocal.
Peace in tile
empire is the result of his fatherly
rule.
Rebellion, as he himself acknowledges,
arises from his
lack of .dfihty or wisdom.
Mencius, the pot)ularizer of Confucius,
taught the inherent
right of
rebellion
against an unjust prince.
This right
has been often exercised by tile people; yet, with
rare exceptions
does rebellion
pass beyond
a
demand for justice.
As in a family children are
punished
for wrong
doing,
but rewarded
for
being good, so exemplary
filial piety, loyalty,
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'valor, and minute, even trivial, domestic virtues
general to assist in deposing
tl alsurper,
they
•are rewarded
by the government.
Official cogentered China proper in :1636 and defeated
the
aizance is oftentaken
of incidents
thatin wester,l
rebels,
but declined
to go out again.
Easily
.countries
belong to the privacy of tile family,
finding a pretext, they deposed the Ming dynasty
To old people on their birthday,
to children
for
and set their own ruler Shun Chi on the dragon
,their filial picty, to widows for not re-marrying,
throne in 1644.
The ]_Ianchius then began the
_etc., etc., presents
of rolls of silk, money and
conquest
of China in earnest,
but only after
`other desirable
arLicles are made by thc authormuch bloodshed
succeeded.
The badge of loyities.
In the case of illustrious
services rendered
alty to the new r_gime was a shaven scalp, with
to the nation, or of public individuals
deserving
the hair braided into a queue--the
"pigtail,"
to
of honor, there are eight grounds of distinction
which the Chinaman
now after three centuries of
,or privilege, as follows:
1, hnperial
connection;
custom clings as a symbol of nationality.
Grad2, Long service; 8, Meritorious
servicc; 4, Wisually the native opposition
to the '_Ianchiu fordora and virtue; 5, Ability;
6, Zeal on behalf of cigners became weaker,
and the Chinese quietly
the state; 7, Exalted official rank; 8, Desccntfrom
adoptcd
the "pigtail"
and absorbed
their con.privileged
ancestors.
It will be seen from the
querors.
The fierce Manchiu
became a pupil of
above order, which is part of thestatute
lawof the
Chinese
civilization.
The sciences
of Europe
.existing dynasty, that mere rank or descent counts
were patronized
at Peking;
Tibet was added to
for very littlc, while long, faithful or brilliant serthe empire; :Nipal was invaded,
and western For"vices are the criteria of distinction.
There is no
mesa conquered;
while foreign commerce,
diplopermanent
feudal or hereditary
rank in China, no
matic relations
and Christian
missions
entered
primogeniture,
and fewif anyof those restrictions
upon their ever-increasing
career of influence in
.of birth or class which hinder the rise ef cornChina.
On the l_°th of January,
1875, Tung
moners to lofty rank, office and station.
The
Chi, the eighth ]_'Ianchiu occupant
of the dragon
only hereditary
nobility is that enjoyed
by the
throne and the last of the dircct line, died of
,descendants
of Confucius.
By a gradualprocess
small pox, and "became
a guest in heaven."
_even the blood relatives of the emperor
take their
Kwang Si (" Succession
of Glory"),
the present
places among the people; for with every gcneraruler, now in his eleventh
year, and a cousin of
lion they descend onc degree.
The descendants
Tung Chi, became emperor, having been so nomiof a prince of the blood will in the sixth generahated in the deceased
emperor's
will.
During
lion be common
people.
The five degrees
of his minority,
the government
is carried on by the
feudal
rank, instituted
in the dawn of Chinese
empress-dowager,
the empress-mother,
andprince
history,
once the s)anbols
of actual land and
Kung, uncle of the late emperor,
and the ablest
power, but existing only in name in modern times,
of all thc imperial
officers.
Thus the succession
may be translated
"Duke,"
"Marquis,"
"Earl,"
to the throne has passcd out of the direct line--a
"Viscount"
and "Baron."
A.fter their reduction
fact which may yet be made the pretext for revo_o the ranks of the common people, the emperor's
lution or intribme in the future.
One of the dewrelatives form one of the numerous
clans of the
agers regent,
mother of the late emperor Tung
nation, called the imperial clan, and arc governed
Chi, died at Peking,
April 11, 1881, an event
by a special
board.
In the succession
to the
which most probably
throws
more power and
throne, the emperor chooses an heir from among
influence into the hands of the progressive
princc
the offspring of his three wives.
Of these wives
Kung.
She was the ruling spirit of the court of
,one is thc _eang-hoi, or empress, and two rank as
Peking,
and serious
intrigues
may follow her
queens.
The large number of concubines,
female
demisc.--In
its external form, the government
is
servants,
and ladies in waiting form an establisha bureaucracy.
The emperor
is assisted by tbc
ment in which many eunuchs are required,
and a 2Ya/-.Ko, or supreme or privy council, consisting
soil in which palace intrigues
are ever ready to
of nine ]_Ianchiu and seven Chinese officers, who
spring, and fromwhich
a counteracting
influence
prepare
opinions
for the cmperor's
judgment.
to reformatory
ideas continually
proceeds.
The
The general council,
or Kiun-Chi
Chu, is corneunuch
system is an exotic from Pcmia.
The
posed of the heads of the six boards, and tribu"solitary
" or "peerle_
" man, as the cmpcror is
nals, with various high pcrsonagcs,
princes and
_styled, lives with his harem in the Forbidden
commissioners.
It has less powcr and influence
City, or g,Toup of yellow-tih:d buihlings surroundthan the privy council, its functions being mainly
,ed by a wall, in the very heart of Peking.
He
distributive.
It issues the imperial
edicts, pre,rarely appears
in public, and then tie is guarded
sides over the civil service examinations,
directs
by a large military
force.
The now ruling Tsing
various
national
procedures,
decides upon and
dynasty trace their ancestry to the_Ianchiu
chiefprepares
the matter
for the PekiT_ Gazette, or
rain Chao Tsu Yuan, the scat of the original tribe
"government
journal,"
and takes cognizance
of
being in the valley of the tIurka,
a tributary
of
affairs in the empire
outside
of China proper.
the _ungari
river.
Gradually
increasing
in land,
There are five imperial
courts,
presided over by
in men and in horses, during the sixteenth
cenhigh functionaries
who are usually
at the same
tury they mustered
mighty
hordes of cavalry,
time connected
with one or other
of thc six
and began to raid the Chinese province of Lia ! boards.
These courts
are of judicature,
relig• Tong (now Shing King).
Invited
by a Chinese J ious ceremonial, imperial
stables' banqueting,
and
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entertainment.
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hut each

one issues

its own

work of administration
is carried on by the six
cover.
The date and table of contents
occupy
boards.
These are, of civil office, revenue, cerethe first page, then follow the names of persons
_nonies, war, punishment,
and public works.
At
admitted
to an audience, listsof officers reporting
the head of each board are two presidents,
four
for duty or on leave of absence, records of men'ice-prcsidents,
and three lower grades of offi- mortals,
reports,
sentences
of criminals
in the
.ccrs, supplemented
by a large staff of clerks,
capital,
lists of official changes,
the movements
N_,arly all the higher grades of office are filled by
of imperial princes, and of the emperor, the fall
.tin equal number of Manchius and native Chinese
of r.fin and snow in Peking, and various other
_Not only is a check upon arbitrary
power sought
matters.
'rhc.Pekl_g
Gazeltehas, properly speak_to bc secured
by having
two heads to each deing, no editor,
no contrihutors,
contains no re:partment, but no one board is entirely indepenmarks on public acts, and inserts no advertise.dent of the others.
A. real and Detent element of
ments or news articles of any kind.
It is not in
popular representation
is found-in
the college of
any sense a review, magazine or journal,
accord.censors, which exercises
a supervisory
and judi_
ing to the western use of these words.
It is sim,cialco:ltrol
over all the boards and officials.
The
ply a transcript,
by government
permission,
of
_ensors scrutinize
all acts of the courts, boards
such public documents
as the supreme
council
and councils, form themselves
into investigating
allows to be placarded
for public use.
Couriers
committees,
inquire into and object to measures
carry copies of these public documents
to all the
which they deem
unl'lwful
or i_ jurious,
and
provincial
capitals, but it is by means of the Pc.
freely accord audience
to complainants
of every
king Gazette that allclasses
of people arc enabled,
class.
The college also directs the metropolitan
by clubbing together, subscribing
or borrowing,
police, at Peking,
and is a supreme
court of
to read the government
news.
The supervision
of
appeals, in ttmt it reviews criminal cases referred
the G_tzette rests with a sub-committee
of officials
.from the provinces.
Even
the emperor
is not
connected
with the supreme council.
Occasion:t'rced from the censorate,
but is occasionally
ally documents
intended
to be kept secret aresur.rchuked in firm but respectful
language,
when
reptitiously
published.
Sonic of the memorials
lie has violated the spirit of China's constitution,
and remonstrances
which are allowed to be pub.h're._pousible govermncnt
is not found in China.
lishcd show a surprising
bluntness
of criticism
From the most ancient times, the drum of justice
and boldness
of reform.
On the other
hand,
has hung at the palace gate opposite the throne,
nothing concerning
any of the details of the opi_md al}y subject has the right to memorialize
the
um war of 1839-42, was mentioned.
The first
,overeign
or prefer requests.
Such appeals are
instance in recent times in which
the na,ue and
a'_'eeived and forwarded
by the court of request,
title of a foreign functionary
were properly men.
The eight causes for removal from public employ
tioned was in July,
1859, when the _kmerican
are. 1. a grasping
disposition;
2, cruelty;
3, inminister
Hwa-joh-han
(Ward John, or John E.
dolence and inactivity;
4, inattention
to duty; 5,
"Ward) was reported
as having
conic to Peking.
age, 6, sickness;
7, indecorous
behavior;
8, inc'_- The Gazette was established
probably at the beginpacity.
The members
of the Hun Lin Ymn:
ningof
the present dynasty.
It is now translated
(Forest of Pencils),
or imperial
academy,
are a into English,
and reprinted
by the .5-o_.th CIdna
body of civil functionaries
forming
au integral
dlerald at Shanghai.
Many thousands
of copies
part of the machinery
of state, exercising
considare read all over China, furnishing
inform._tion
erable influence
upon the govermnent,
and xesuch "is no other Asiatic govcrmnent
allows to its
cruiting from their number
many of the higher
subjects.--Each
of the 19 provinces
of China
.offices. The memorial
of an imperial
academiclan laid before the throne will often outweigh in
influence that of a provincial
officer higher in
rank.
The Peking Gazette, before alluded to, is,
in one sense, the organ of the government
for
disscmiaatingofficialintelligcnce
throughout
the
empire, and is aa expression
of the democratic
element in the Chinese
political
system.
It is
named KiTty Pao (3letropolitau
Reporter).
When
reprinted
in the distant
provinces,
it is often
called King Uhao (Transcripts
h'om the Capital).

proper is divided
into fz_ (prefecture
or department) embracing
a population
of about 2,000,000
souls.
Thefu
is subdivided
into chu (districts),
and further into h/c_ (sub.district).
The larger
provinces
are ruled bya viceroy.
Of thesmaller
provinces
a viceroy may rule over two.
Each
province has a governor, (Tcw-tai, chief, orintendant of circuit)
prefects,
treasurers,
judges,
taxcollectors,
and a large number of officials, whose
duties are multiform.
The salary of the viceroys
or governors
general varies, but is not less than

It is issued at an early hour daily in Peking at
several establishments.
This
"newspaper"
is
stitched with paper cord and covered with the impcrial yellow.
The price of the fulledition
is about
six dollars a year.
It is printed with nmvable
wooden_ypcs
on bamboo paper, on one sidc of the
sheet; itslength
is 9 inches by 3½ inches wide, and
it contains from 6 to 20 or more leaves, according
.to the documents
issued.
The offices of publica-

$40,000; that of a, Tao-tai or governor is $5,175;
that of a prefect, $3,425; that of a district magistrate, $1,375 per annum.
To the salaries there are
no legal perquisites,
but large additions
are often
made to them by bribery and exactions of various
kinds.
The three-year
limit to office, while acting beneficially
to popular
liberty, tends to make
the mand.u'iu
improve
all his opportunities
of
levying " squeezes"
upon the people.
The chief
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sources of revenue
are from taxes on land, customs and transit duties, government
monopolies,
licenses, stamp duties, and various forms of tax.
ation on salt, mining, fisheries and manufactures,
There is no "national
debt."
In grave emergencies, extraordinary
levies are made on rich merchants throughout
the empire
to provide
funds.
Each province
collects its own taxes and pays its
own expenses.
A certain proportion
of the provincial revenues go to Peking to support the central government,
which
receives its quota partly
in grain and partly in money.
Thetolal
revenue
of the empire from taxation is over $200,000,000,
of which
$55,000,000
go to Peking,
and $145,000,000 are kept in the provinces.
Exact fi_-mres
can not as yet beobtained
by foreigners.
In addition to the numerous
local officials, imperial
commissioner_,
who arc usually selected from the
Han Lin academy, are sent out from Peking
to
act as censors and spies.
The chief executive
officers of each province,
the governor,
chief military mandarin,
chief treasurer
and judge form a
local council who advise with and limit the power
of the viceroy.
Each province
has its own army
and na_',
and must defend
its own borders, and
keep the peace within its own area.
By official
espionage from above, and below, and on either
side, l)y registration
of allimportant
facts, bythe
transmission
of every detail to the central
burcaus, by reports
expected
from all respecting
their doings and misdoings,
theentire
administration of affairs in the provinces
and capital
becomes known, in theory, to the supreme
head of
the nation.
In actuality,
no emperor,
however
able, can control so colossala bureaucracy,
which
at times is corrupt to the cert.--The
term applied
by foreigners
to Chinese kua_,
or officials, is
" mandarin
"--a word unknown
to most Chinese.
It is derived, probably,
from the Sanskrit
mal_trin, counselor;
and more directly from the Pertuguese
_at_dar, to command.
The badge of
official rank, in distinction
from the nobility
of
birth, is apcacockfeather
in thchat, which varies
according
to services rendered.
Both classes of
military
and civil mandarins
arcdividedintonine
grades, each grade having two classes.
This division dates from 220 A.D.
Each of the nine
grades is marked by a "button"
toggle, tassel, or
knob, worn on the crown of the cap, and in vogue
since 1730 A.D.
These simple but suffÉcient
substitutcsfor
shoulder-straps,
stars, garters, robes
or breast decorations
are in their order, in color,
or material, rulLy, red coral, sapphire,
turquoise,
crystal,
waite coral, plain gold, wrought
gold,
chased silver.
The official robes arelikewise
erabroidercd
with
symbolic
designs,
those of the
military differing from those of the civil mandarins.
Tiffs personal
dignity of rank adheres
to
the possessor, whether
in or out of office.
The
number
of officials within
the nine grades
is
stated
at 40,000,
the m_jority
being
military,
About one-fourth
are )Ianchiu.
The number
of

outside of China proper is intrusted to a separate
department
called the Li-fan-yueu,
and by foreigners, the "Colonial
Office."
The foreign relations
of China were formerly
considered
of so little
importance
that they were put in charge of a
sub-bureau
of a department.
Since 1858 the
Tsung-li Yamen (Board of Control, or Office for
:Foreign Affairs) has been established,
and foreign
envoys now communicate
directly with theTsungli Yamen.--ln
the local forms of administration
there is more or less imitation
of the imperial
rule, with accountability
in both directions,
tc_
the higher magistracy
and to the people.
In the
court the mandarin
is judge, jury and bar, but
the ordinary procedure
is without fee, open alike
to rich and poor, with the right of protest olappeal to the higher judicatory.
The ten heinous
offenses known to Chinese law, are in their order,
as follows:
1, Rebellion;
2, Conspiracy
against
tile sovereign's
person;
3, Treason,
or Revolt; 4,
Parricide,
and similar
crimes;
5, Inhumanity,
comprising
willful murder,
mutilation
for nefarious purposes,
etc ; 6, Sacrilege;
7, Unfilial conduct; 8, Discord;
9, Insubordination;
10, Incest.
Though
cruelty,
briber)' and official corruption
of all kinds
do undoubtedly
prevail
all over
China, yet the actual freedom
of the people is
superior to that of the masses in ancient Rome,
or in India or Russia.
The imperial
officers arc
in a measure
detached
from local influences
by
the rule that no man shall hold office in tile province of which he is a native, and by the additional rule--as
old as the fifth century
of our
era--that
their term of holding office is limited to
three years.
The influence
of the censors
at
Peking, who do not spare even the emperor,
acts
also as a powerful
factor
of popular
freedom.
:Furthcrmore,
the continuous
and rapid republication
in tile provinces
of the 1)tkt:ug Gazette.
containing
the criticisms
and memorials
of the
censors at the capital and complainants
in the
provinces,
keeps public affairs before tile eye of
an intelligent
and thinking
people.
The pe,-petually exercised
right
of pasting
up placards,
tracts
and pasquiu:ldes
on walls and public
places exerts a powerful
restraining
influence on
the local mandarins.
If justice
is often bought
and sold at she yamen, the right of influencing
the public by the written appeal flourishes.
Distinct elcmcnts of popular freedom are also found
in the organization
of the clans, in the town and
district councils, in the trade guilds, the spectral
clubs, and, in an extreme
form, in the secrt't
societies.
These last arc always
large and numcrous, and are usually organized
with designs
inimical
to the reigning
dynasty, but not to the
nation.
One of the most powerful
of these w_s
the "queue-cutting"
band, who secretly ct_t off
the "pigtails"
of people and officials, with the
object in view of insulting
the )Ianchiu
dynasty,
by mutilating
their distinctive
badge of loyalty._
The foundation
of the entire commonwealth
i_

c_vil mandarins
paid by the government
is stated
at 10,000.
'/'he a(hmnistr,ltion
of the provinces

found in the clans, of which there are about 450
m the empire.
The designs of their organization
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are, defense against the centralized
bureaucracy
era lands are tile sword, and the scales held by
in Peking, mutual aid and protection
in business,
the blindfolded
goddess.
The more prosaic and
and the common transactions
of life, and for fescorrect emblem for China might be found in the
tive enjoyment
and the worship of the spirits of
tembingao or carrying-pole
of the native laborer,
their ancestors.
The clan organization
is so cornwhereon all burdens are distributed
and balanced
plete that while it may secure justice
to the
by being divided
into two equal parts, though
_nnocent,
it may also thwart
tlle design of the
the double weight falls on one shoulder.
The
j_m__istrate, and even of justice.
In some parts
real reason why western students
of the Ciiinese
,ff ihe country
bitter and often bloody quarrels,
[ political system are often puzzled
to understand
inherited
from many gcnerations
past, are kept i it, seems to arise from a false a,mlysis of Chinese
by Iheir power
to prevent
the punishment
of th'_t mutuality
of rights and interests
between
murde," and violence committed
by members
of prince and people, as thc two terms of one divine
it
Theclan
feuds
of these are
hostile
which canof fail
its part, state
with-is
tip.m the
The p,'ovinces.
chiefs of the
at Peking
able ] order,
society. neither
"The of root-idea
the ofChinese
clans often render property and travel in certain
out defeatingthc
whole.
The primitive simplicity
sections of the count_ T insecure
for months at a of this recognition
of justice
has not unfolded
time.
Marriage with another
of the same clan
into those practical mediations
which political exis forbidden.
The proper
de_'ee
of consanperience has elsewhere devised for correcting
the
guinity is thus preserved
among the people, and
relations
between
ruler and ruled, and
which
very tew towns are inhabitcd
entirely by men of have ultimately
identified
the two in pure selfone clan.
These clan divisions, however, are not
government
by the peoplc."
(,)ohnson's
Cilicia.)
kept up by emigrants
abroad.
Another
element
In China we miss the middle term of il_dividu_dof popah_r f,'cedom, against which the power of
itl/, which in western forms of government
is so
the local mandarin
is vain, is trades-unionism,
powerful a factor.
"Unity
in the ruling force,
Often beneficent in their operations,
these leagues
multiplicity
in the ruled," is the simple antithesis
are equally oppressive and tyrannical.
Useful as
of the Chinese political
system.
The unit of
a check to over-government,
they are an injury
society is not. _he individual
but the family. "the
to frec industry,
and offer a ferlile field to inhundred
families"
being the collective term for
trigue, revenge and depravity.--Morc
truly benethe whole nation.
The emperor
can not with
ficial are the town and district councils of elders,
safety violate ancient
custom, or substitute
his
which contain
real elements
of representative
selfish interest for the public good.
On the other
gov_,rnmcnt;
they excrcise
local powers
with
hand, among the people, there is anutter
absence
which the imperial
nmgistratcs
rarely
dare to
of caste, of heredity,
and of slavery.
The forinterfere.
The administration
of villages
and
eign term, "coolie,"
(lIindoo kuli), is a misnomer
city w.lrds, police arrangements,
and taxation,
imported
by the :East India company's
people to
are within their control.
The ciders or officers
China.
and thence
adopted
into the :English
arc salaricd, and usu-llly hold their office during
language.
Thcre
arc millions
of laborers
in
good behavior.
The council consists,
as a rule,
China, but not one native of the "coolie"
caste
vf the elders of 50 or 100 villages or city wards,
in the whole empire.
No hereditary
rank, honors
having a central hall and assistants
for clerical
or titles are known in the empire except
in the
labor.
In the cities the wards or gates are closed
family of Confucius.
Itereditary
bondage is unat night, and guarded by a watchman,
who also
known, and "involuntary
servitude"
is confined
strikes the hours.
By this minute subdivision
to prisoners
of war, criminals,
and persons sold
of autlmrity,
disturbances
arc easilylocalized
and
by their parents or fo,' debt.
The worst features
vffcnders
found
out.
Not only have
foreign
of "family
slavery"
are fotmd only in southern
residcnts repeatedly
experienced
the potency of
China.
While
thus "liberty"
in thc radical
these popular
forms of power a,ld opinion, but
sense of license to do as one plcascs is absent
the apparent
apathy and unwillingness
of the
from the Chinese people;
while the individual
Peking
government
to carry
out a promised
possesses only a portion
of the idea and fact of
policy becomes
intelligible.
In most cascs the
liberty in its Anglo-Saxon
sense; it must be adventral authority
is utterly unable to override the
mitred that the Chinese commonwealth
is a cornlocal sentiment
of the democracy.
Hence tim
monwealth
of freedom,
such as no nation in
vacillations
and radical
difference
of opinions
Asia or ancient :Europe has ever shown.--Proofs
anmng foreign writers and even long residents in
of the essential autonomy
and rcpresentativc
powChina.
"The mandarins
and government
are all;
ers of the pcople are seen by a,_ examination
of
there are no such ideas as 'rights'
or 'liberty'
the Chinese codes of law, and the binary system
in the Chinese mind; the administration
is a desof education
and civil service, the one founded
potism in theory and in fact," says one.
"China
upon the other.
Theoretically,
the laws nf China
ha_ no government
worthy of the name; the mob
may be called the constitution
of the empirc.
is everything,,,
says another.
Thetruth
seems to
The penal code, called
"The Great Pure [dybe, that for centuries
govermnent
in China has
nasty] Statutes and Decrecs,"
embodies
the old
re,ted in equilibrium
between
democracy
and
national
ideas and such practical
institutions
as
bureaucracy,
between the th,'one and the people,
experience
has proved
best suited to the people.
*l_he symbols of government
and justice in westIt is revised
by the imperial
counselors
every"
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few years--a
process which has brought it into a
compact and simple form.
It was translated
into
:English by Sir George Staunton,
and published
in 1810.
Its seven principal
divisions
treat of:
1, General Laws; 2, CivilLaws;
3, Fiscal, including laws relating
to land and marriage,
public
property,
customs,
private
property,
sales and
markets;
4, Ritual;
5, Military;
6, Criminal,
divided under
the heads of robber)',
homicide,
quarreling,
indictments
and information,
briber)',
fraud,
incest,
arrest,
imprisonment,
trial
and
punishment;
7, Public
Works.
(For a brief digest of thecode, see Johnson's
China, pp. 355-365.)
Excellent
as is the present
penal code, which
superseded
the severer one of the :_Iing dynasty,
yet, as is not denied by the most careful
witnesses, the imperial
officers
often override
its
provisions
with their edicts, reviving obsolete pertions, or arbitrarily
emphasizing
others.
Added
to the derangements
caused
by extra
territoriality, by opium, by foreign influences
and the
popular
dislike to the Manchiu
rule, the superstitious reverence,
almost amounting
to idolatry,
of the mandarins
for the ancient texts, tends constantly to great cruelty
in the administration
of
justice.
Barbarous
penalties are dcscribed in the
Shu-king
and Chiu.li
classics, which
a certain
conscientiousness
in the maudarin
often compels
him, in spit.e of revised (:odes, to put in execution.,
This state of mind is easily understood
in Christendom, when one secshow themere
phraseology
of the Old Tcstamcnt
profoundly
influences
devout persons otherwise
Christian and humane,
Chinese puritanism
often transforms
the mandarin
into a cruel tyrant
and debases popular
conscience
and conduct.
Hence,
in actuality,
the Chinese prisons
are horrible
gaols, whcre
thousands
of prisoners
annually
rot out thcir
lives.
Torture
is freely
used to obtain confession, and the victims of the cudgel and of incurceration outnumber
those of theevcr-busy
swordsman.
Prisoners
are kept in cages like beasts,
tortured
unspeakably
by flogging
with ropes or
beating with bamboo at the word of the mandarin.
Thc five 1)unishments
as at present classifled are:
1, l]ambooing;
2, Bastinadoing;
3,
Banishment;
4, Transportation
forLife;
5, Death.
Tim fi,'st two l)unishments
comprise
five degrees
of severity;
the second, five degrees of duratiou;
the fourth,
thrce degrees
of distance;
while in
the fifth are two degrees, strangling
and decapitation.
Theancient
formsof
revolting punishment
under the ancient
dynasties
of Chow and Hun,
such as branding on the forehead,
cutting off the
nose, maiming,
castration
and death by horrible
and studied formsof
cruelty, have long since been
abolished.
Public sentiment
has also largely outgrown parental rights over life and liberty as well
as slave-penalties,
except in a few less civilized
provinces,
family
"slavery,"
so-called,
being
confined
to the southern
part of the empire,
:Nominally the emperor
must sign every deathwarrant;
practically
the high mamlarin
holds
and exercises this power. _ Afeer filial piety,

education
is the great conserving force of Chinese
society.
The national culture is a processof
evelution whose germs are in the town and village
schools, and expand into detailed
adaptations
to
public wants through
a graded
system of com.
petitive examinations;
the ultimate
point being
the supply
of civil
and administrative
force.
Thisis the motive power of the process.
"Tile
government
fosters education
only iu holding out
the promise of office to all who arc qualifed
by
the lest of examination."
From the moment the
boy enters school the goal of official promotion
is before him.
"The
general and the primeminister are not born in office," is the familiar
line in cverv schoolboy's
mouth,
who sees the
possible marshal's
baton in his knapsack,
or the
ruby button adorning his cap.
Yet the education
of the Chinese child can not be said to begin as
in Christendom
in early childhood.
Thelanguage
of the fireside is not that of the books, nor are
nl/rses and mothers
trained
in lettcrs.
At the
age of scven or eight, a lucky day is chosen from
the almanac,
and the lad enters school, bowing
first to the image of the Sage, and then to the
living teacher.
For several years the whole work
of the pupil consists in the use of memory and
the ink-brush.
He commits
the entire contents
of the c'monical books, so as to know the sound
and form of the characters,
without
reading
or
understanding
a sentence of them, or their dead
language.
This dead lift of memory
is unalleviated by the exercise
of any other faculty.
It
is like an American
boy lcarning
to repeat the
whole of the Iliad, without
knowing
where 1lies,
or who IIector, was, or the meaning
of one line
of the epic.
This painful system
of rote has replaced the ancient Socratic
method
of questions
and answers which was practiced
by Coufucius
"and Mencius.
The second stage of the undcrgraduate's
work is the translation
of the textbooks into the living language
of to-day, with
lessons in composition.
The third stage is beliallvttres and the composition
of essays.
These
three periods occupy, in all, from 10 to 20 years.
It is next to impossible
to master the written
language,
according
to the ordinary
Cilizwse
scholar's
standard,
in less than 10 years, while
many take 30 to do it in.
The memory,
liter_ry
judgmaent and taste arc profoundly
exercised, and
a tlmrough
grasp of the vernacular
is obtabwd,
but the range of ideas is very narrow.
EIcg;m_
composition,
or the art of making
literary
mesaics by deftly joining
together
the ideas and
expressions
of the sages and classic writers,
is
constantly
practiced.
Invention
of new ideas is
neither
attempted
nor desired.
A high litera,'y
polish is sought and attained
as an end in itself.
not a means only.
The power of the writings of
the sages over the literati
even of this century
springs
from the vigorous
and chaste style in
which their thoughts'are
clothed, as well as from
their wisdom.
The three
gradcs
of Chinese
schools are primary,
middle
and classical.
Ir_
the first, memoriter
recitation
and imitative chl-
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ro_iphy;
in the second,
the exposition
of the
canonical books; in the third, the composition
of
essays, arethe leading exercises respectively.
Of
national institutions
of learning
there are none,
except one or two in the capital.
Connected
with government
departments,
however,
there
are various special training
schools.
Education
is left to private enterprise
and l)ublic charity,
the government
gathering
the choicest
fruits
and encouraging
production
by suitable rewards.
Enlightened
magistrates
and wealthy gentlemen
arc often very liberal in establishing
or assisting
schools.
In addition
to official influence,
the
elnl)eror, by bestowing
honors upon munificent
patrons, secures vast advantage
to popular education without
the expenditure
of a tael from'the
treasury.
Yet after all, popular
education
does
l_c)t penetrate to the lower strata.
Thousands
of
Chi,mse can use the characters
necessary
to their
business or special
pursuit,
and even keep accounts and write letters, who yet are unable to
read a single sentence in a book.
Dr. W. A.P.
Martin says in his book just published,
" The
Chinese,"
from which we have drawn
some of
our facts: "Of those who can read understandingly, the proportion
is greater in towns th'm in
rural districts.
But striking
an average, it does
not, according to my observation,
exceed
1 in
20 for the male sex and 1 in 10,000for
the female
--rather a humiliatingexhibit
for a count,'y which
has maintained
for centuries
such a magnificent
institution
as the Han Linacademy.
The system
of competitive
examinations
for appointment
to
civil service
actually
dates
back to a period
anterior to tile rise of literature.
They assumed
the form in which we now find them betweenthe
seventh
and
twelfth
centuries.
Two resident
exarniners in each district keep a list of ull competing students.
In each province is one superintcndent
of instruction
who must, within
his
three-years
term of office, visit every district,
hold an examination,
and confer the first degree
upon a certain
percentage
of candidates.
For
the conferring
of the second degree, two imperial
commissioners,
usually Hun Lin academicians,
are sent out from tile capital.
The regular degrees which fsintly
suggest those of our B.A..
M. A., and LL. D., are:
1, Sin-Tsai 1Budding
Talent); 2, Chin-jin (Man Deserving
Promotion);
3, Tsin-shi
(Able to fill Office).
The highest
grade in the literary knighthood
is to receive merebership into the Han Lin Yuan, or "Fo est of
Pencils."
These degrees
are purely the gift of
the state, not of any educational
institution,
Only about 1 per cent. of contestants
for the first
degree pass the ordeal.
The trial for the second
degree in the provincial
capital requires a strain
of nearly nine days of continual
exe,'tion.
A
few of theweak
and aged arc found dc.ld in their
cells at this time, unable to endure the rigors of
composiug in prose and verse, and an._wering the
questions
in Chinese
history,
philosophy,
criticism and archmology.
Of the competitors,
1 per
cent. lsagain chosen, but before office is bestowed,
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a further 5rdeal must be gone through in the capital.
Of the victors, a score are admitted
to the
Han Lin, two or three score are added as brevet
members,
and the remainder
are assigned
to official positions
in the capital and provinces.
So
intense is the desire for honor and oftice, that
gray-headed
men are often found compctingeven
at thedisLrictexaminations.
Grandfather,
father
and son, occasionally
apply at tile same tiara.
The unsuccessful
men usually
become
schoolmasters, authors, writers or clerks, while the government
secures the trained intellects
for public
service.
The system serves the state as a safetyvalve, providing
a career for those ambitmus
spirits which might
otherwise
foment
disturbances or excite revolutions.
It acts a_ a counterpoise to an absolute
monarch
by introducing
a
popular
element into the government.
In practice, the princes of the blood have great privileges, and to them the ministers may be in a vel T
inferior position;
but on the other hand, the rainisters who may have risen from the humblest
station have predominant
influence
in affairs of
slate.
The system also gives the government
a
hold on the educated
gentry who are the most
influential
class in the empire.
Civil office is
bestowed
as a reward
of lcarning,
and I,ot of
political or military
services.
Hence the literati
are the most loyal of subjects.
Occasionally
the
emperor, to relieve a depleted treasury, has offered
for sale the literary decorations,
but such a proceeding is rare and dangerous.
Tlle punishment
for an examiner
who fraudulently
issues a de._ree
is death.
Of late years the range of subjects has
been broadened
by introducing,
to a limited extent mathematics
and political
economy
among
the subjects
examined
upon.
That the mandarins are not hopelessly
committed
to scholastic
madieevalism
is shown in the fact that nine-tenths
of the new books published
are written
by them,
and most, if not all, of the reforms of late )'ears
have emanated from their body.
A class of men
numbering
several millions
keep their faculties
continually
bright by constant
exercise, possess
retentive
memories,
are ready with the pen, and
are intensely interested
in public affairs.
With
many grave defects arising from the abuse of the
system, it is yet the most admirable
institution
il_
China, and most worthy of imitation
by other
nations.--Chinese
diplomatic
relatioz_s with ti,e
states of Christendom
began, proper]y speaking,
after the opiumwar
of 1839-42.
Embassies from
the Roman
emperors
and mediaeval popes occasionally
reached
China.
In the thirteenth
century _,Iarco Polo held office for 25 years under
Kublai Khan.
The Portuguese
began to trade,
and the Jesuits obtained a foothold in the empire
in the sixteenth
century, and tile Dutch, British
and Russians,
after
various
repulses, "secured
trade and commerce
in the seventeenth
century.
The East India company
had a share in the oppressions that led the American
colonies to revolt
from Great Britain.
After much dissatisflmtion
in America,
caused by the high prices of the
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monopoly
on tea, the company
were authorized
to ship the crop directly from China to America
without first paying
duty in England.
The lh_st
vessels came to Boston, and the fate of the herb
is well known.
Chinese tea caused as great an
excitement
on our eastern
borders
in 1773, as
"Chinese
immigration
" did a century later on
our Pacific shores,
h*o sooner was the revolution
over than our people hastened to share the profits
of the rich trade with China.
Tile filet American
ship, "Empress,"
left New York for Canton, Feb.
22, 1784.
Other vessels rapidly
followed
from
Albany,
Boston and Philadelphia,
carrying
the
American
flag round
the world--the
('hinge
name for the United States being " The Land of
the Flowery Flag."
Perhaps the first event pregnant with relations
between
the oldest and the
youngest
of nations, was the discovery of ginseng
in Massachusetts
in 1757. The Indians
searched
out the root and sold it to the Dutch at Albany
who cxported
it to China at a profil of 600 per
cent.
The Chinese consider this mild aromatic
as
endowed
with almost miraculous
curative
properties, and immense quantities
of the root arc still
sent to China from Minnesota
and the western
states.
The development
of the fur trade of the
northwest
was stimulated
by the Chinese dem_,nd
for American furs.
The first British embassy of
lord Macartneyin
1793 was well received, but that
of lord Amherst in 1816 was net admitted
to the
presence of the emperor, the British envoy refusing to perform the k_w.tow, or nine prostrations,
From this time forth the subject
of "imperial
audience"
became a sore and bitter one between
Chinese and foreign
diplomatists
until June 29,
1873, when Soy6shima,
tile mikado's ambassador
from Japan,
followed
by the other diplomatic
reprcsentatives,
obtained audience on equalterms,
standing
erect, and laying their respective
credentials
before the dragon throne.
The charter
of the East India comp'my expired in 1834, and
while lord _Napier, the British
agent, attempted
negotiations
with the viceroy
of Kwang
Tung
and failed,
the Chinese renewed
their protest
against opium.
For five years trade rem:lined
in a precarious
condition,
but opium was still
imported.
In 1839 tile special commissioner
Lin
demanded
the surrender
of all the opium in
English hands at Canton, received and destroyed
it. The English government
declared war against
China.
After two years, during which the British troops
occupied
various
coast
cities, the
Chinese sued for peace, and paid war indemnities
amounting
to $21,000,000, and opened the ports
of Canton, Amoy, Fuchow,
Xingpo and Shanghat to trade, ceded Hong Kong to thc British,
and agreed to condnct diplomatic
con'espondence
on equa! terms.
The success of the British arms
stimulated
the desire for commercein
other coun-

treaty of Wang-hia
(near Canton), which being
ratified
at Washington,
the honorable
A. H.
Everett,
of Massachusetts,
was appointed
minister re.sident in China.
He died at Canton in 1847.
By the second war with Great Britain in 185&7,
in which France, Russia and the United States
joined, new treaties were gained and new concessions granted to foreigners;
that with the United
States being signed April 18, 1858.
The American minister, 5h'. John Ward, arrived in Peking,
but refused to kow-tow to the emperor, and came
away.
The allies occupied Peking and punished
the treachery
of the mand'lrins
by destroying
the imperial
summer
palace--a
proceeding
intended to wreak vengeance
on the government
with a minimum
of injury to the people.
From
this time the legations of the treaty nations began
to be established
in Peking, and the Tsung-li Yamen, or office of foreign affairs, was established
by the Chinese government.
Mr. Wm. B. Reed
was the United States envoy from 1858-61.
In
1862 the legation of the United States was established at Peking,
and )Ir. S. "_Vells Williams,
the
accomplished
scholar in Chinese and author of
The Miehlle l[ingdom,
was made secretary,
a post
which he ably and honorably
filled until 1875.
IIonorable
Anson Bu_lingame
was our minister
from 1861 to 1867, when the Chinese government
appointed
him special ambassador
to the treaty
powers of the world, partly
as an cxponen;, of
profound
alteration
in the national policy toward
foreigners,
and partly to forestall further demands
expected
upon the revision of the treaties
then
pending.
The first official acceptance
by Chimt
of the principles
of international
law was in the
treatyatWashington,
Jul_" 28,1868.
Othertreaties
were made with European
powers.
The Peking
g(_vernment which had hitherto ignored the existence _,f Chinese outside
of China, now began to
look after the condition
of their citizens in Peru,
Cuba.the United Statesand
other taations.
By the
influence
of Yung Wing, a graduate
of Yale college, an educational
mission was formed and 120
Chinese lads were sent to _NewEngland
for a ten
years' course of stndy in American
schools and
colleges.
Legations
and consulates
were established in various countries,
and the rights of China's citizens began to be respected
even by tlle
street savages of Christendom.
The "coolie"
traffic, or involuntal 3- emigration
through
fraudulent and cruel means, wtls practically
abolished.
A demand
was made upon Russia fortheretrocession of Kulja or Ill, and the lapsed province
was restored.
The general indications
now are
that the most enlightened
mandarins
are fully
alive to the necessity and desirability
of maintaining friendly
relations
with western nations, and
assimilating
file best elements of foreign civilization.
Yet in so vast and ancient a nation it is

tries.
In 1848 president Tyler sent the honorable
Caleb Cushing,
of )lassachusetts,
as minister
extraordinary
of the United States to China with
aletterto
the emperor.
Mr. Cushing
succeeded
in establishing
commercial
arrangements,
by the

undoubtedly
true that for a long time to conic,
millions of tile proud-spirited
Chinese will desire
to acquire
the material
forces of the foreigners.
only to sweep China clear of them.
While the
odious ex-territoriality
clauses are kept intact in
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the treaties, there will remain a chronic
root of
•bitterness.
The transforming
power of education, Christianity,
and modern science, arc, however, rapidly leavening
a nation that must either
disintegrate,
or accept a new form of national
life, from wilich
the old element
of willfully
blind pride and intolerance
will be purged.--A_tthv_tie.* and Statistics.
We have refrained
as
much as possible from giving statistics,
which
may be found
in such annuals as "The Statesman's _Ianual,"
"Almanach
de Gotba," the various Year-books
published
in the Anglo-Chinese
ports, and in the Blue Books of the British, and
the consular reports of the United
States governmcnt.
Statistics of a fresh and trustworthy
charactcr are difficult to bc obtained by foreigners,
as
the Chinese government
does not regularly
publish these in exact and detailed
form, except in
departments
and on subjects
least interesting
to
those outside The Chincsc official world.--Of
the
multitude
of book_ on China, those in the following selected list are the best for thestudent
of political science: Amerman--S.
Wells Williams'
The Middle l_iagdom, and papers in The CMnese
JReposito_'y; William Speer's China and the United
_latez; W. A. P. Martin's
The Chinese, their/;._/ucation, PMlosophy a_td Letters; Justus Doolittlc's
k_cial Life of the Chinese; Samuel Johnson's
O_'ielt1al ltdigio_--China.
European--W.
F. Maycr's
The Chinese Reculer's MaT_ual, and Tre(_ty Pvq'ts of
(.'hina aTtd Japan;
Sir G. T. Staunton's
Penal
('ode of Chirul; Gray's
China;
Meadow's
T]w
('hinese, and tla_ir 1_ bellio_; Dr. James Legge's
The 5'hina_e Clas,dcs; Medhurst's
The Fore(qner
i;L Fa_" Cathay;
Parker's
Uomparative
Uhinese
Family Law; Boulger's Hishn_/of
CMT_a.
W. E. GRIFFIS.
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by the senate in March, .1881.--The
discussion
of
the propriety
of prohibitingorrestricting
Chinese
immigration
which is opened rather than closed
by the treaty, and which, no mattcr what lcgislation is now taken, is apt to recur in the future,
ranges over economic, social, political and ethical
ground, but begins with a question of fact.
On
the one hand, it is asserted that the Chinese are
an inferior and lu-utalized
race, incapable of understanding
our political institutions
or entering
into our social life; on the other, they are pictured as models
of industt T, thrift 'rod docility,
thirsting
for a knowledge
of western
eivilization and religion.
The truth
lies in about the
mean between these extreme characterizations.-Chinese
civilization
widely
differs
from ours,
and, from a western
standpoint
at least, is unquestionably
lower than ours;
but there is no
reason for regarding
the Chinese as an essentially
inferior
race.
Their
civilization
had certainly
attained
a rclalively
high
development
when
what are now the most advanced
of the European
races were yet in a very rude state; and although
decadence
on the one hand aud r'lpid progress
on the other have now carried EuropelLn civilization far in advance
of th'lt of China, the possibility of the blongo]ian
race at some time arousing from its long lethargy and reversing
present
conditions,
is one of those grand questions
wluch
can hardly fail to rise in tlic imagination
of whoever considers
what this race has accomplished
in thepast.
In naturalcharacteristics
theChinese
seem to be in nowise essentially inferior.
Physically, those who have as yet come to the United
States may be upon the average somewhat
smaller
and lighter
than the Anglo-American,
but this
immigration
has been as yet exclusively
drawn
from the southern
provinces
of China,
whose
CHINESE
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The immi_apeople are said to be less robust than those of the
lion of Chinese in considerable
numbers, which
uortlL
.Nor is there any evidence
of natural inbegan shortly after the discovery of gold in Calltcllectual
inferiority.
They are shrewd
traders
fornia, early aroused
strong
opposition
in the
and sharp bargainers,
are quick at learning what
Pacific states, which
has sought
expression
in
they care to ]earn, and it mtly bc more than
numerous
attempts
to restrict this immigration
doubted whether there is anything
in our knowlby local legislation,
and--these
local measures
edge that could not be acquired
by a ('hinaman
having
been declared
invalid
by the United
under the same circumstances
that a white man
States courts--in
appeals for federal
legislation,
could a(:(tuirc it.--Their
standard
of morality
:No response was.however,
made by conga'ess until
differs more, perhaps,
in kind
than in degree.
1879, when a bill passed both houses,
limiting
On the filial virtues
they set a higher estimate
the number of Chinese passengers
who could be than xve do; of the political
virtues they secm to
brought to tim United States by any one vessel to
have little idea.
In courage,
either active or
15. This wasvetoed
by president
Hayes on the
passivc, they arc certainly
not deficient.
Their
ground of repugnance
to treaty stipulations;
but
religion appetu:a to be pr'lctically
that materiala commission wassubsequentlyappointed,
which,
ism which
among a people of active intellect
proceeding
to Pekin, negotiated
a treaty
that
seems always
to follow
the deterioration
of
gives to the United
States the powdr to limit,
creeds, mingled
with much
superstition,
and
sust)end or regulate,
but not to prohibit the cornsomething
of that decorous
regard
for forms
ing or residence
of Chinese laborers, and secures
which survives the decay of real belief.
They
to Chinese students,
teachers, merchants
or trayhave that habit of patient
attention
to details
elers from curiosity,
together with their servants,
characteristic
of a country
where population
is
and to laborers now in the United
States, the
dense and machinery
little used, but it would be
right to come and go at pleasure,
and all the
hard to say that the Chin_c
are either more or
privileges accorded
to citizens or subjects of tile
less industrious
than our own people.
They
xaost favored
nations.
This treaty was ratified
work steadily when they have an object to work
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for;
and their
"standard
of comfort"
being
much lower than that of our people, they will
work,
if need be, for a return
upon which an
American would not deem it possible to support
life; but no more than white men do they work
because they like it, nor do they idealize industry.
Those who are raised above the necessity of
manual labor are proud of this fact, and let their
finger nails _¢row long to show it; the fat man is
their ideal of the prosperous
and enviable man.
They sire fond of amusements,
having
a kccu
taste for theatrical
represeutations,
and arcgreatly
addicted to gambling.
If less given to the use of
intoxicating
liquors
they are more given to the
use of intoxicating
drugs.--Thc
fact is that the
Chinese seem, in all essential
things, to bc about
such human beings as wc are, differing
from us
only as men ot the same race might
differ who
had been from birth subjected
to the influence of
widely different social environments.
But this is
a difference
which is of as much practical
ms.
ment as a difference
in natural
capacity--a
difference so wide as clearly to distinguish
Chinese
immigration
from any which has previously set
upon our shores.--Betwecn
the various European
peoples
from whom
our population
has been
drawn,
there are differences
of race, language,
tradition,
custom and religio,_.
Yet these differences arc trivial as compared
with the differences
between
the Chinaman
and the European.
The
European
peoples
belong
to the same primary
subdivision
of the human family;
thcirlanguages
are derived
from the same parent
stock, their
religions are but modifications
of the same great
(:reed, their civilization
is essentially
one, and
their customs,
methods and habits of thought
have even in their variations
a t'unily likeness,
Differences
probably
nearly
as great as those
which exist between
the Irishman
and the German, or the Englishman
and the Italian,
exist
between
the people of the various provi_,ces
of
the great Chinese empire.--Yet
as these are indistinguish_ble
to the unpracticed
European,
so differcnces between Europeans
are as nothing when
compared with the wider differences
which separate the Chinese from the European.
The only
immigration
we have ever received
which
in
point of difference
can be compared
with the
Chinese, is that which in the earlydays
of American settlement
was brought
by'the slave trade,
But the negro as landed
from the hold of the
slave ship, was merely a naked barbarian.
He
had everything
to learn, but had little to unlearn.
The difference
between
the negro as he came
among us, and the Chinaman
as he now comes
mnong us, is like the difference
between the child
ready to imbibe whatever
he is taught, and the
full grown man whose habits are formed.--The
Chinaman
is not a simple barbarian
but a civilized man, of a civilization
to which ours is but a
thing of yesterday.
The Chinese have a written
language,
a literature,
codes of mannem
and of
mm'als, national
and religious
traditions,
arts,
beliefs,
customs
and habits of thought
which

have been
perpetuated
for centuries
through
immense masses of people.--Of
all the wrongimpressions concerning
the Chinese,
thereis
probably none more erroneous
than that widely diffused in this country (especially among those who
are hopeful of the conversion
of the Chinese to, '
Christianity),
that they are conscious of their own
inferiority,
and seek but to learn of us. That
those who come among us recognize
our superiority in the mechanical
arts is doubtless
true.
But this is not the direction
in which Chinese
ideals lie, and their feeling toward
us is probably akin to that with which the scholar, proud
of his learning,
might recognize
the SUl)erior
physical
strength
of a porter or coal-heaver,
or
the impoverished
descendant
of a noble family
might regardthe
money-getting
ability which had.'
placed wealth in vul_-,ur hands.--It
is doubtful,
indeed, if the European
mind, and especially the
American mind, can fairly comprehend
that veneration for antiquity
which leads the Chinese to
regard the " outside barbarian,"
for all his steamships and raih'oads and telegraphs
and ironclads,
ms a barbarian
still.
Western
civilization
looks
to the future for its ideal of perfection;
that of
Chinese civilization
is m the past.--gow
it is not_
merely that thegreater
the difference
in language,
customs
and habits of thought,
the greater
the
dilficulties
of assimilation
between different
I)COplcsbroughtintocontact,
butthegreaterthedifferencethc less powerfully
do assimilative
forces'mt,
for the greater are the teudencies,
both attractive
and repulsive,
to the formation
and maintenance
of separate societies in which the peculiarities
of
each are perpetuated.--In
the caseof the Chinese
this difficulty
of assimilation
is increased
by a
remarkablccharacteristic.
Arising probably from
the fact that for ages the political
institutions
of
China have been so far gone on the path of decadence as to compel extra legal association
for
the protection
of individual
rigl_th and the enforcement
of mdlwdu.a]
obhgatmns,
the Chinese
show a peculiar
aptitude
for secret associations
and the maintenance
of guilds resembling
those
trade and mercantile
guilds so strong in Europe
during the middleages.--By
virtue of this capacity for organization,
the Chinese
in a foreign
country
really constitute
an imperium
in troper/o, really live under
a Chinese government
of
their own--a
government
which
finds ample
meansto
enforce its own laws and regulations.This is as notorious
on the Pacific
coast of the
United States as it is in every other part of the
world to which the Chinese have gone in any
numbers.
Without
the aid of American
law,
and in spite of American
law, Chinese
regulations are enforced.--Chinesc
women are to-day,
for instance,
as merclmntable
a commodity
in the
Chinese quarter of San Francisco,
as are hogs or
opium.
Whether
the majority of the Chinese who
come to the United States are or are not bound to
service, they at least come with certain definite re-.
tations, whether of membership,
clientage or peonage to the ga'eat organizations,
the six companies.
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--Instead of coming and going upon individual
responsibility, as do the immigrants from Europe,
they are received and placed upon arrival, by these
organizations, and so absolute is this control, and
so fully is it recognized by those who do business
with the Chinese, that until within a recent time
(if not to the present) a Chinaman could not purchase a passage ticket to return to China without
a clearance from the companies.
Thus the Chinaman, coming to the United States not with the
intention of permanently settling, but of returning as soon as he can, and if he dies here of having his bones scat back to his native country--a
duty religiously performed by tile Chinese organizations--is received upon his arrival in a Chinese
society, constantly being recruited by new immigrants, and is affected very slightly, if at all, by
assimilative influences.--tIe may learn something
of the languages, something of the laws, and tellgion and arts and customs, and may adopt some
of the metlmds and habits of the country ia whicb
lie sojom'ns, just as tbe English in India learn
and adopt such things of the natives; but as the
Englishman in India remains an Englishman and
does not become a Hindoo, so does the Chinaman
in America remaincssentiallya
Chinaman.--Thus
Chinese immigration differs from Europeanimmigration in being practically non-assimilable._
That in course of time should their immigration
continue, the Chinese would bring their women
and permanently settle, just as they have permancntly settled in parts of the East Indies,
there can be little doubt, but from all appearanee and experience this would not be because
they had become Americanized
but because
a permanent Chinese community had been here
founded.--Thls
non-assimilability of the Chinese
immigration gives a practical importance to all
its characteristics, which they would not haveif
it could be assumed thaL they would in this country melt away and finally disappear.
And that
characteristic of the Chinese which is of most
practical importance is that they are habituated
to a standard of comfort much lower than that of
American laborers and much lower even than that
of any people whom we receive from Europe.
Wages in China touch the absolute minimum that
will support life. Thisat once fm'nishesa powerful incentive to immigration and enables the Chinese to underbid any competitors in the labor
markct.--It is from this fact, that the Chinese can,
and where necessary to secure employment do,
work cheaper than white laborers, that the hostility to their immigration, which shows itself where
they have come among us in any numbers, primarily proceeds; and the fundamental difference betwecn those who ask and those who oppose restriction of Chinese immigration will generally be
found to be a difference of opinion as to whether
cheap labor is an injury or a benefit.--It is urged,
on the one hand, that the competition of this cheap
labor tends to the degradation of our own people.
On the other hand, it is contended that the cheaphess with which Chinese labor may be obtained
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is an advantage of which it would be foolish for
the nation to deprive itself, that the saving in the
cost of production which may be effected by the
use of Chinese labor is precisely analogous to the
saving effeetcd by the use of labor-saving machin.
cry; that we should no more object to the intro
duction of tbe Chinaman because he will do mm'e
work at a less cost for wages than we should object to an improvement of the steam engine whicl_
should increase its efficiency while reducing its
consumption of coal; tlmt the effect of utilizing
Chinese labor is to permit many things to be donethat could not otherwise be done; to reduce thtcost of production so as to bring comforts and.
luxuries within the power of many who could,
not otherwise afford them, and that the occupation of the lower branches of industry by theChinese operates to open larger opportunities for
white men in the higher.--If the question were of
commerce with China, or if the Chinese who came
to this country were absolutely confined to occupations in which they could not come into cornpetition with white laborers, then the reasoning
of those who thus oppose interference with Chinese immigration as economically unwise would
be in the main correct. In either case the cornmunity as a whole would stand to the Chinese il_
the relation of employcr. Thegn'cater the clwaphess with which the Chinese in China or the Chincse in America if absolutely confined to oecupations (it is hardly necessary to say there are none
such) in which theycould not come into competilion with white laborers, would produce for us,
the greater would bc the amount of wealth which
we as a whole would have to divide, while the
conditions of divisions between different classes
wouht be unchanged.
In other words, commcrcial intercourse with them, or their employment
here under the conditions assumed, would, sof'_r as our people are co,ccrned, add to the production of wealth without affecting distribution.
But this is not the question raised by Chinese
immigration.
It is a qucstion of the employment
here of the Chinese in occupations in which they
do come into competition with white labor.
They do not remain external to our industrial
organization, merely exchanging with it services
or commodities, in which case it is evident that
the more they gave in the exchange and the less
they took, the greater would be our advantage;
they enter and become an integTal part of it._'ow without going into the theory of wages, or
inquiring as to the causes of the fact, it is a fact
that under the conditions existing throughout the
civilized world the competition of laborers with
each other tends to force wages to a minimum.
which will merely support the laboring class in
such condition as under their habits they are able
to live and reproduce.
So obvious is this under
social conditions which now exist, th'_t this point
of a bare living is termed by Smith and Ricardo
"natural wages" and the standard of comfort of
the laboring classes is by ]_Iill considered as the;
determinator of wages. The effect, therefore, of
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the entrance into the labor market
of a class of
laborers willing and able to work for less than
white laborers,
is to inaugurate
a competition
_'hich
must displace
white laborers
or compel
lhem to lower wagcs.--If
such a lowering
of
nvagcs seems to be an advantage
it is only because
it is considered
from the standpoint
of the eraployer, and not from that of the interests of the
whole community.--The
highness
or lowness of
wages does not primarily
affect the production
of
wca]th, but merely
the distribution.
A fall of
wages means that in the division of the aggregatc
product less will go to the laborcrs, and more to
the other parties to the division,
but not that pro_tuctive power is in any wise increased.
Here is
tile fallacy
in the analogy
which it is so often
sought to draw between
the effect of a reduction
`of wages and the effect of labor-saving
machinery.
So far as the employer
is concerned
the
.effect of a reduction
of wages may be the same
as the adoption
of an improved
process of labor_ving
machinery;
but considering
the community as a whole the effect is very different.
The
improved process or improved machinel T adds to
productive
power, and increases the general fund
,of wealth by enabling
the production
of more
we'dth
with the same exertion.
The reduction
of wages in nowise increases
productive
power;
and if it is to the gain of the cmployer
it is in the
same or in larger
degree to the loss of the employed.
If it makes some richer by giving them
•t larger share in the aggregate production,
it only
does so by curtailing
the slmre of others.--So
with the notion that the cheapening
of labor will
inducc the undertaking
of industrial
enterprises
which can not be umlertakcn
while wages are
high.
To reduce wages is not to increase productive power, and no matter
how much wages
-arc reduced, capital and labor will not be applied
to less remunerative
occupations
while more
remunerative
occupations
are open to them.
--But
while the primary
effect of increase
or
.decrease of wages is upon distribution
and not
upon production,
it is true that there is a secondm'y effect upon production.
This, however,
is
the reverse of what is presumed
in the notion
that cheap labor is advantageous
to acommunity,
That to increase wages is to increase productive
_ower, and to decrease wages is to lessen produc.ire power,
is evident from the fact shown by
every comparison
that highly paid labor is always
the most efficient.
The law is univel_fl
that
wherever wages are highest there is invention
the
most active,
economies
the largest,
production
.the gre.ttest, and thegrowth
of wcalthmost
rapid,
while ill-paid labor means wasted and wasteful
.labor the world
over.
The United
States and
China furnish
good examples
for this comparison.
In the United
States
wages
are on the
whole higher than anywhere
else in the world,
and nowhere
else in the whole wm'ld is invention
so active,
machinery
so generally
utilized, production so great relatively
to population,
and the
_increase in wealth so rapid.
In China, on the

other hand, wages are lower than anywhere else,
and the industrial
arts have been for a long time
stationary, iftheylmvcnotabsolutelyretrograded,
machinery
is hardly
used, goods are still transported on men's shouldcrs,
production
is rcla.
tive]y very small, and though there are large concentrations
of wealth,
the country
is as a whole
miserably poor.
To apply to the machincl T anti
industrial
methods which are in tlm one country
the outgrowth
of high wages, the cheap labor
which in the other country
destroys
the incenlive to improvement,
nmy for the time result in
large profits to those who make the combinetion, but if the effect be ultimatcly
to reduce thc
general rate of wages the result in tlmt country is
to check invention
and lessen productive
power
A Chinaman working
for the lowest wages may be
able to run the machinery
which is the latest product of American
ingcnuity
as well as a Massachusetts
operative;
but it is certain that m a
country
where the Chinese standard
of wages
prevailed,
no such machinery
would
ever have
been dcve]oped, and that just as wages fall toward
tim Chinese standard
so must the spirit of raven
tion and adaptation
be checked, and stagnation
take the place of progress.--It
is thus ewdent
that considering
even the purely materml interests
of a community
as a whole, any reductmn
of
wagc_ must result in loss, not gain.
A reduction
of wages would
not in any way incrca.se tim
power of any of the productive
factors.
It wouhl
merely imply that ia the division of the aggregate
produce the laboring
classes would get a smaller
and other classes a rclatively
larger share; and
that this must ultimately
lessen the efficiency of
labor and weaken
the powers
of productmu
all
experience
shows.--And
it must be remembered
that Chinese immi_'ation
does not mcan an addllion of so many Chinese laborers to the working
forces of the nation;
but, ultimately
at least,
rather a substitution
of so re'my ¢.hmese laborers
for so many white laborers;
for even when iu
sparsely
settled
districts
the Chinese
do not
actually
displace
white laborers,
they certainly
take the place of those who -_'ould otherwise
come.
That California,
for instance,
would now
have a larger white population
had it not been
for Chinese immigration
can not be doubted by
any one familiar with that state.
In fact, _t ca_
hardly
be doubted
that had it not been f,_r
Chinese immigration
the aggregate
population
of
California
w,,uld be greater
than now; for not
only do tile Chincse not bring their women, but
by filling
vocations
for which
women
wouhl
otherwise
be required,
and by the conditmns
which their competition
necessitates
among the
whites in the industrial
pursuits
in wluch
it is
felt, their presence
has operated
to prevent
the
attainment
of that due proportion
of the sexes
which is requisite to the freest growth of popu
lation as to healthy social life.--The
socml and
political difficulties
involved in Chinese immi_a
tion are too obvious to need dwelling
upon, a_d
are seen when the non.assimilable
character
of
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that immigration
is recognized.
The healthful
life of every social or political organism
depends
upon the assimilation
of its elemcnts.--Even
differences
in language,
religion,
customs
or
tradition,
which
are as nothing
when compared
to the differences
between
the Chinese and our
own people, are sources
of discord
and danger
when they perpetuate
themselves
in the same
community.--But
the immigration
of the Chinese
in any considerable
numbers
into a country like
the United States means not only a population
separated
by the widest gulf, instead of a homogeneous people.;
it means the attempt
to blend
two diverse civilizations
in the same social and
political organization.
It means not merely the
introduction
of a non-assimilable
clement, with
all the jealousies
and hatreds and conflicts and
dangers which experience
shows hence arise; but
the introduction
of an element which even in its
effect upon our own people tends most powerfully
to intensify
dangerous
tendencies.--Thc
social
and political
dangers with which the republic is
already menaced
spring
fl'om the growing
inequality in the distribution
of wealth--the
same
cause, which as the long course of history shows,
has everywhere
brought
dcstructivc
conflicts or
slow decay, and turned the prosperity
born of
free institutions
into anarchy
and despotism.-And 1he effect
of Chinese. immigration
is to
slrongly
increase
the tendency
to tile unequal
distrillution
of wealth, and at the same time to
make remedial
measures more difficult.
The cxpcriel_.cc of California
'dready shows that Chinese
immigration
means the introduction
of an clement
into our political
and social life which
is as
e_q)able of arousing
violent
passions
as ncgro
sla_'ery.
Even were there no other objection
to the Chinese than the fact that the opposition
which their presence arouses among the laboring
elates leads them to lose sight of all things else,
and to blindly follow demagogues,
it would be a
sufiicient one.--Thc
ethical considerations
which
arc so often urged against
any proposition
to
shut out Chinese
immigration
have no force
when lhe rcal character
and effects of that iramigration arc understood.
A conscientious
individual may fully recog_lize his duty toward
his
neighbor,
and yet sec that to bring under the
same root' with his own family, a family of totally
different habits, would
be to demoralize
instead
of elevate, and to produce
quarrels
and ill will
where there should be harmony.
And so may
one fully imbued
with that higher
patriotism
which regards the whole world as its country and
•ill nmnkind as brethren,
see clearly that such an
admixture of peoples as is involvedin
any considcrable Chinese immigration
to the United States
would be to the degr,_:lation of tile superior civilization without
any commensuratc
improvement
of the lower, and that regarded
from the highest
standpoint
it would
tend to check tlle general
progress of the race, not to advance it.--It
is not
merely the supreme law of self-preservation
which
justifies
us in shutting
out a non-assimilable
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element
fraught
for us with great social and
political
dangers,
but a regard for the highest
interests of the race.
It is not that national vanity against which
the l)hilosopher
should carefully guar_l, but the obvious fact which it were
blindness to ignore, that European
civilization
as
developed
on the freer field of the American
continent
represents
the highest
advance
yet
made by humamty,
and that upon the grc-lt
Anglo-Saxon
republic of the new world devolves
ill the era now opening
thc lc.ldership
of the
nations.--What
civilizing
influence she will exert
upon other peoples depends on her own civilization, her maintenance
of ground already gained,
and her solution
of problems
which grow in
gravity
with
the progress of development
and
the increase of wealth.--Whatcver
will introduce
into the life of the republic
race prejudices
and
social bitterness;
whatever will reduce wages and
degrade labor, and widen the gulf between rich
and poor, it is our duty to guard against
not
merely for the sake of the republic, but for the
best interests of mankind.--ThatEuropean
civilization has in its westward
nnu'ch reached the
verge of that ocean which has for centuries
hehl
in the vast human hive of eastern Asia, and that
steam navigation,
constantly
being che_q)ened, is
reducing
to a mere ferriagc the distance
between
countries wherc the wages of labor are at their
highest and at their lowest, may bring about one
of those great migrations
which change thc destinics of the world.--It
is easy to hohl fast a door
which once fairly opened it may be impossible
to
strut; it is easy to prevent
a movement
which
once it gathers
way may i)rove rcsistless;
and
unless we are quite sure that tile largest possible
influx of Chinese could work no harm. it is the
part of wisdom
to take the side of caution.-Chinese
immigration
to the United States has
hitherto becn hehl in cheek by the strong resist.
ance on the Pacific coast, and, I am inclined
to
think, by the Chinese organizations
which have
controlled
it in the interests
of tile Chinese
already here.--But
without
governmental
action
the effect of the first check must stcadily weaken.
Already powerful
forces are l)ecoming i_lterestcd
ill Chinese immigration,
and this must bc increasingly the case _Lsindustrial
relatio_ls adjust Ihcmsclves to this clcment, while as the stream bec_mes
larger, and the Chinese over wider areas become
used to the idea of emigrating,
it must pass beyond the controleven
of Chinese organizations.The enormous
population
of China,
which the
best estimates
do not place under four hundred
millions;
the intense struggle for existence on the
part of vast masses; the peculiar
adaptation
of
the Chinese to that form of production
to which
our industrial
organization
now tends in the use
of machinery
and the minute
division of labor,
which dispenses with skill in the operation,
:rod
the rapid reduction
in the ,'ost of transportation,
nmke, should it once gather
full headway,
the
possibilities
of Chinese immigration
overwhelming.--Thc
fact is, that under modern
industrial
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conditions
the power of working
cheaper
and
living on less may be quite as effective in substiCuring one population
for another as was superior
force in any previous
age of the world; and that
just as the Saxon supplanted
the Briton on Eng]ish soil, or the white race has supplanted
the
Indian race on this continent,
so may the Chinese,
;if free play be allowed their immigration,
supplant the white race.
On a smallscale
thisresult
may bc seen in those quarters
of San Francisco
"which have been virtually
turned into a Chinese
,city, where
once fashionable
residences
now
.swarm
with
Chinese
tenants
and
Christian
.churches
have been changed
into Joss houses!
•It may be seen in mining
camps which have be•come, in whole or in part, purely Chinese settlemcnts;
in Rocky
mountain
coal mines, where
Chinese
labor
has displaced
white labor;
and
-even for a long distance further cast, where along
the line of the Union Pacific
railroad
Chinese
.section hands
have displaced
the white hands
at first employed.
:Not more certainly
does the
Indian
retire from before the white man than
does the white man from before the industri',d
coml)etition
of the Chinese.
The process may be
observed iu those branches
of business which on
the Pacific
coast the Chinese have made their
own. First one or two employers
begin to engage
Chinese;
others arc by the competition
gradually
compelled
to do the same;
ultimately
Chinese
employers
appear where competition
is as disastrous to the white employers
as was the eompetition of Clfinese workmen
to white workmen,
and
finally the whole business is under Chinese control.--The
enormous possibilities
of an immigration which with the advance in steam navigation
may be drawn from four hundred million people,
among whom the struggle for existence is so intense th'tt large numbers
perish annually
from
sheer want, and the fact that these immigrants
retain all their essential habits and characteristics,
.make the question in its final aspects nothingless
.than that of a Mongolization
of America.
HENRY GEOR6E.
C]tIVALRY.
It was not in the middle ages
'that the word knight made its first appearance
in
the language
of politics.
The small cities of
,Greece and the republic of Rome had their knights,
They formed a distinct class in the state, and in
some respects had a faint resemblance
to the
knights of the middle
ages.
We find the spirit
of chivalry,
as the unselfish prompter
of valiant
deeds and of heroism,
in the most dissimilar
nations and ages.
It is characteristic
of a certain
period in the life of most nations;
the period of
transition
from a barbarous
state to a more refined civilization.
During
this period, while retaining to some extent the savage grandeur
of the
previous age, nations begin to acquire the graces
of the other.
For instance,
chivalry
shed some
light on the Arabs before 3Iohammed
appeared,
Mr. Ampbre calls attention
to it in the poems of
.the Radjastan.
Hallam sees in Homer's Achilles

the model of chivalry in its most general form.
Heereu finds in Godfrey of Bouillon, tile A.gamemnon of an army having in Tancred,
Raymond,
and Boemond, its Achilles, Diomedes and Ulysses.
Greece, in the time of its glory, conceived Hercules as a sort of knight-errant
and righter
of
wrongs.
But the feudal
system alone gave rise
to, and has the right to claim chivah'y as its own,
that is, the perfect
development
of the spirit of
chivahTin
an institution
peculiar toitself.
What
then, is chivalry,
as Montesquieu
calls it, "the
marvelous
system of chivalry,"
which according
to Hallam,
was "the best school of moral disciplinethatappearedinthemiddleages;"andwhich
Mr. Ampere
alludes
to as "the
greatest
moral
and social event between
the establishment
of
Christianity
which produced
it and the outbreak
of theFrench
revolution
which utterly destroyed
it"?
The question is not easily answered.
Many
causes, impossible
for us to allude to here, have
contributed
to obscure the subject.
There are
two kinds of clfivalry.
First comes primitive,
hcrcdilal_¢ chivalry.
It can not beclearly
distinguished from feudalism;
or rather it is feudalism,
armed feudalism.
It is the true militia, properly
speaking, what the French call the ancien ordre.
It was composed
of the old crown vassals, holding their fiefs direct from the crown before the
final establishment,
of tim feudal hierarchy,
and
all the titled gentlemen
from dukes to barons inelusive.
They were milites per naturam,
generositate sang_inis.
In Spain
they existed
too.
Theywere
the "Ricoshombres,"
"Ricos/wmbresde
natura."
Thischivalryhaditsesquires,
valetsand
varlets, also esquires
by birth, with the name of
theirfiefs, forwhichtheyrendercdaspccialservice.
They were rear vassals, brought into existence by
the large increase in the number of fiefs, nobles
provided with the benefices by the great barons,
freemen and allodial proprietors
who were included in the feudal system when the latter cxtendcd
to all who owned land.--The
other chivalry is the
nova militia; the _nihtaris lwnos, as opposed to the
genus militaire, the militi_ eingulum,
the order of
chivalry.
It is the chivalry of honor,
of the aecolladc, and is personal, not hereditary.
As time
passed, people came gradually
to consider it as
the recompense
of courage or merit.
Its first recruits were from among the vassals already alluded to, the nobles of inferior rank, or esqmres,
who could thus be made knights without changing the nature of their fiefs, and rose in the feudttI
hierarchy
by personal
merit.
This chivalry also
admitted
into its ranks hereditary
knights who,
however,
were not full knights
until they were
able to bear arms.--It
is of this second species of
chivalry
that we wish to say a few words here.
Its cradle, as that of all great institutions,
is veiled
in obscurity.
It first saw the light in "France,
the classic land of chivalry."
(Hallam.)
It grew
in the shade, spontaneously,
the natural developmeat of various germs planted in modern society.
When first noticed it had actually
been in existence for a long time.
Some elements
borrowed
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from the manners,
traditions
andideas
ot ancient
,Germany supplied
its military
foundation,
its
very substance,sotospeak.
Rehgion soon claimed
at as her own, aiming to direct it toward a noble
.and moral end, and to make it an instrument
of
.order and a means of social improvement.
Gal]antry, in turn, with the worship of woman, with
love and the muses, left its imprint upon it, giving it grace, brillitfncy,
originality
and polish.-T_lcitus tells us of an ancient
custom
which
.existed in the forests
of Germany.
When
a
.youth was old enough to bear arms his father, or
.iris next of kin, handed
him the sword
and
buckler in presence of the council of the tribe,
'The German
conquerors
never gave up this custom.
Under
the feudal
system
the court
of
the feudal castle took the place of the council
of the tribe,
the lord
paramount
succeeded
the barbarian
chieftain
and conferred
the new
dignity, not only upon his own son, but upon the
young va_ssals brought up in his household,
who
were proud of receiving
it from the hands of the
suzerain, surrounded
by their companions.
The
'two ceremonies
are in fact the same.
Such was
.chivalry.--Knighthood
consisted
essentially
in
admission
to the rank and honors of the warrior,
in the solemn delivery
of arms and giving of
t.mblems of warlike
life.
This was its origin,
(Guizot.)
From the beginning
of the ninth cen.tury certain
religious
rights
accompanied
the
investiture
of the knight, and at the cad of the
-tenth dentury
the ceremony was, in its principal
_features, what we find it later.
Chivalry
soon
received a wonderful
impetus
from the crusades,
They developed
all its latent germs and made it
a religious
institution,
especially devoted
to the
defense of the faith.
Chivah Tthoroughlyot_auizcd in the twelfth
century,
had spread
from
France to all the states of western
Europe, England, Germany,
Italy and Spain.
Its leading
.features remained
the same in all these countri_,
but its minor characteristics
and-its
fortunes
varied.
It even penetrated
to the east forawhilc,
but the conditions
being unfavorable,
its existence
there was of brief duration.--Wc
do not care to
enter into all the details of a knightly
education,
We know that the youthful
aspirant was taken
from the government
of women at 7 yearn of age.
lie passed the next 14years
of his life either in
the home of his father's
suzerain,
or in that of
some distinguished
knight.
The first 7 years he
spent as a page, the remaining
7 as an esquire.
])uring all this time he performed
menial duties,
which were not considered
any disgrace by the
nations of Germanic origin.
The esquire, at least
in early times, was dubbed a knight at 21 years
of age, the age at which noblemen
attained
their
majority.
Sometimes high birth, or tried courage,
enabled l}im to anticipate
this age.
As a rule he
postponed
assuming
the belt until later, or else
abandoned the idea altogether,
either hoping that
some brilliant
exploit
would
shed lustre on his
knighthood,
or because his poverty made it im,Possible .for .him to .meet the expense.
21.s we
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have seen, there is no doubt that the honor was.
at first, almost
exclusively
conferred,
by the
suzerain,
within the walls of his castle.
A_ld the
writers of the middle ages liked to compare
the
investiture
of knighthood
with that of a fief. or
homage,
even to the conferring
of holy orders.
When chivalry afterward
loosened the tics that
bound it to feudalism,
periods of great pubhc
solemnity,
tournaments,
festivity
at the corona
tion of Icings, or at the baptism
or marriage of
princes, were sclcctedfortheinvestitureofkmghthood.
In accordance
with the taste of the time.
the ceremonies
accompanying
the conferring
of
knighthood
had a deeply symbolic
character.
They pictured,
in noble and pectic rites, the
tasks and duties of a knightly
career.
These
ceremonies varied, iu their details, with the country and the age; but, while they were performed,
their leading features rein,fined the same.
When
the esquire
had taken the prescribed
bath, and
performed
the vigil of arms, the weapons lie was
to carry were committed
to his keeping.
The
lance and sword were the special emblems of his
new dignity.
Then his sponsor, that is, the pcrson who was to introduce
him to the order, struck
him on the neck with the fiat of his sword.
This
was the accolade.
Henceforth
the knight was
said to be dubbed.
Then the priest performed
his part.
Suiting his spe('ch to the occasion he
reminded
the new knight of the obligations
lie
was under.
To these the latter, in a solemn oath,
swore to remain
faithful.
I-Ie swore to defend
the right, to protect the defenseless,
widows and
orphans, and to succor the oppressed.
He wa_ to
be "humble
to the lowly," w_liant, loyal, gentle.
courteons,
generous and modest;
he was to keep
his plighted
wurd, to love truth, and to be just
in all ll,ings.
The medi_cv.,l ideaof a knight was
the em})odiment
of all th'lt was noble and warlike.
He united in his person all the quahties,
all the virtues,
all the graces which constitute
the moral perfection
of a man of the higher
classes.
This was of course only an unattainable
ideal, and but a few chosen ones ever attempted
to attain it. The majority made no effort in that
direction.
Yet the fact of this ideal bcingimpressed on men's imaginations
at that time had a
tendency
to raise the average of character,
and
to prevent the sentiment
of honor and of right
from being obliterated
from a society ruled by
force and violence.
The words with
which
Renan
describes
the nations of Indo European
origin, apply more particularly
to the knights of
the middle
ages: A ¢'ace capable of self.sacrifice,
a_,d pr_fe_'rip_g marry thiv, gs to life.--Knighthood
was not always
conferred with such ceremonies
as we have attempted
to describe.
Knights were
often, more especi._lly toward
the close of the
feudal
period, created
in great numbers
on the
battle field, either before engaging
in battle in
order to excite their wdor, or alterward
to reward
it. There the accolade
alone sufficed.
L_ttle by
little this custom gained ground, and, in the firtecnth century, the rites of invesLiture were (hs-
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carded.--The education of the knight was not over
by any means, when the belt encircled his loins. He
completed it in time of war on the field of battle,
In time of peace he perfected himself in all those
martial exercises which were used in warfare,
Theseexerciseswerealwaysbloodyanddangerous.
They constituted in great part the military pageant called a tournament, which Saint Palayc
compares to the French camps de plaisa_we in
which the knights were alternately encouraged
by the example of princes, and hampered by
thcir decrees; but which the church, though in
vain, never ceased to oppose with all the influenee and spiritual power at its command, as
bloody games where cruelty vied with license.-But the tournament was not a mere military
school, any more than was chivalry itself a
purely military institution.
Chivalry wastheem.
bodimcnt of the feelings and customs which left
their imprint on the middle ages. The tournameats illustrated this in the most staking manner.
They were great feasts, " the drama of
chivalry," as Hallam callsthem; andsoonbecame
chivalry itself. All the luxury and magnificence
of the middle ages were displayed on these occasions. TILe ladies, though hesitatingly at first,
soon attended them in great numbers, excited the
valor of the contestants, acted as judges, distributed the rewards, and there exercised their undisputed power.
This feature was the crowning
glory of chivalry, its brightest ornament, and, in
the end. its greatest dangcr.--Comparedwith
what
it was in antiquity, the condition of woman had
very much improved in the new society formed
by feudalism.
Many causes combined to producethistransformation.
The German conquerors
had only to consult the traditions of their race to
find evidence of a profound respect for women
among their ancestors.
This respect had been
strengthened by the isolated life of families living on their estates; and the dignified position
held by the lady of the castle. Christianity gave
it a character of greater gentleness and tenderness. and the worship of tile Virgin, more than
anything else, cast around it a halo of mysticism,
This tender and austere respect for woman, carried
to anextreme, no longer found satisfactory expression, and gallantry, of which more refined and at
the same time more dissolute southern France
furnished in its manners and customs and in the
troubadours who had formed them, the most captivating and dangerous example. Chivalry accepted henceforward
the dogma, that the man
who was faithful both to God and to his love
could count on happiness here below and hcavenly joys hereafter.
A vigorous aristocratic literature, eagerly devouredin
the feudal castles into
which it penetrated, contributed largely to the
spread of this dubious species of mysticism,
How far did people go in the path thus entered
on? The character of knightly love has been the
subject of much controversy.
Perhaps no subject in the history of chivalry is as difficult or
delicate. Each side has furnished proofs in sup-

port of its opinion.
The testimony is volum=nous and contradictory, and varies with file country, the time, and the national character, according as it was warlike and sensual, or chaste and
pure. The literature of chivalry was always of
a high character as compared to the depraved
cynicism and low satire of the stories and the
metrical tales of the troubadours.
Two powers
struggled to control this literature: the church,
which, after vainly trying to suppress it, endcavored to make it its own and to use it in the intercsts of morality; and the world, which sought in
it the interpreter of its passions. Whatever may
be said on the subject, the prevalent looseness of
morals can not be denied. Should the teachings
of chivalry bear the undivided responsibility of
these disorders?
It would bc unjust to say so.
A portion of them is no doubt due to causes
always in action, and another portion to the riolence characteristic of that particular age, and
which chivalry certainly contributed to temper.
It introduced delicacy where it could not introduce purity. But it can not be denied tlmt the
amorous scholasticism, professed by poets and
romancers, puerile subtlety and inordinate curiosity pcculiar to the middle ag_ ag_oTavated the
evil and contributed to the deterioration of morals.--Wc find chivalry heroic "and even a little
barbarous" in the twelfth century; austere in
Godfrey de Bouillon, brilliant and ornatein Rich.
ard Co2ur de Lion. It attaincd the height of its
development in the thirteenth century. Here wr
find all the graces, all the glories and all the vi,tues that adorn it combined in noble harmony and
proper equilibrium.
It began to decline in thc
fourteenth century.
It was doomed, but died
slowly. It passed away because it had no longer
any reason to exist. It had become a useless instrument, out of harmony with thc spirit of the
times, not able to meet its requirements.
The
great national wars which developed a new patriotism entirely opposed to that of chivalry, the predominance of infantry, and the invention of gunpowder, destroyed chivalry.
When the knights,
beaten at Courtray by the Fle,nish burghers, a,ld
at CreTy by the English infantry, fought on foot
at Poitiers, Cochercl, Auray and Agincourt,
chivalry had ceascd to exist. The military hierarchy, with the king at its head, destroyed the
hierarchy of chivalry. When the military organization of knighthood and the feudal system disappeared, the spirit of chivalry based upon thrn,
soon followed.
The fading lustre of the great
institution brightened for a moment before it
passed away, and seemed to the inexperienced eye
more full of life than ever. But this was a deception. The old rules were ignored.
The rude
discipline to which the youth had submitted who
wished to carry the hmce, and the tedious novitiate of knighthood, had long bcen neglected.
Tim distinguishing badges of rank were no longer
worn. Sentiment became false and a pretense
for over-refinement.
Devotion to the fair sex and
g'o.llantry turned to folly. When the great satir-
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isis who appeared
at the beginning
of modern
times--Rabelais,
Ariosto
and Cervantes--treated
with scorn or ridicule the beloved heroesof
a prcvious generation,
their shafts were aimed more at
the degenerate
literature
of chivalry than at an institution tbat could never be rcsuscitated.--But
in
the last period of chivalry heroes appeared whose
great prowess
and nobility
of charact_.r might
stand a comparison
with any in former
ages:
Waiter
)Ianny
and John
Chandos,
and, later,
• Talbot and Suffolk in England,
Duguesclin
and
Boucicant,
and Lahire, Dunois, and Xaintrailles
in France.
With Bayard the list is libout ended.
Francis I., after just receiving
the accolade from
tile knight "without
fear and without reproach,"
on the very day of the battle of 5Iarignan,
excuses himself
to the marshal
of Fleuranges
fro'
offering to knight him.
"I well know," said the
king, "that after the many battles you have hcen
in you do not care to be knighted,
but I h'lvc been
made a knight myself to-day.
Please accept the
samehohor
at my hands."
Henry IV. of France,
a little later, in 1590, seemed to seek an excuse to
make Sully a knight, saying, "I wish to embrace
2"ou and declare you a true and faithful
knight,
not so much with the accolade, which I now give
you, nor with the order of St. Michael, or of the
Holy Ghost,
as with my heartfelt
and sincere
affection."
What need had a man to ask the
king for what he could take himself?
Any gentleman of ancient
noble lineage who had knights
among his ancestors
had a generally
recognized
right to tile title.
The word knight had gradual/),
come to be used to designate
the lowest title of
nobility, coming immediately
after that of baron,
The orders of court chivalry,
coming into vogue
during the fifteenth century,
gradually
took the
place of the other; and the ribands and crosses
which werc its insignia,
began to be eagerly coycted by the ambitious.
We shall not discuss
tlmm here.
We merely intended
to treat of the
militant chivalry in its general features,
A. RA_U'rACX.

of the people, both in :Europe and America, at
present the ruling.continents,
and has become
one of the fundamental
conditions
of modern
civilization--can
not, though
misunderstood,
be
passed over with contcmpt.--Christianity,
viewed
ill its relation to the state, with that freedom of
spirit which tile nature of the very subject
demands, and with the reverence
due to one of the
greatest and most important
factors in the history
of thc world, is the subject of the present article.
Wc admit that from the point of view of the
state we are unable to fathom the depths of the
Christian
religion, and to comprehend
the magnitude of its power to elevate and satisfy the soul.
But this relation
of Christianity
to the state, its
legal and political institutions,
though of secondary importance
so far as Christianity
itself is
concerned,
is most important
in its bearing on
political science.
Yet, while our limits constantly
remind
us not to trespass
upon the dom,_in of
theology,
we are aware of the great difficulties
of the attemi)t
to condense
witiSn a reasonable
space, the wealth of thought which Christianity,
from every point of view, suggests to the mind
of the inquirer;
and to comprchend
in human
thought
what surpasses all limits._I.
Tire RcCig/o_ of Jesus.
The religion of Jesus is usually
confounded
with the Christian religion, i.e., the
religion of his disciples and followers;
while the
reign Christianity
is now applied indiscrimi_lately
to both, and the two expressions
are not infrequently used as though they were identical.
The
statesman,
least of all, can afford to overlook this
distinction,
for he must, from the very beginning,
look to the reality
of things.
It is thi_ very
reality which scpar'ltes
distinctly
what the mind
ende:Lvors to unite in thought.
In the religiou
revealed in the life of Jesus, the primitive idea of
Christianity
is embodied in its perfect form.
The
religion professed
and practiced by his followers
frequcntly
presents but a very imperfect
image
of the religion of Jesus.
It is only by conlpal'ing
the Christian religion with tlle religion of Jesus,
that the defects and merits of the former as cxhib.

CHRISTIANITY.
Christianity
is a religious
and moral power which, in the course of ages,
as history shows, brought
about the dissolution
of the states of antiquity;
a power which has
exercised
and still exercises an incah:ulable
intluence on the public life of the modern world.-To comprehend
this power in its essential charact(% and to trace its development
in its effects on
the state, is, therefore,
a task with which the
thinking statesman
must nceds concernhimself,
whethcr he be greatly
influenced
by that power
individually,
or not influenced
by it at all.
A
force which makes itself felt so extensively
and
so powcrfully
on the masses, as well as on the
rulers of nations;
whose influence
after nearly
two thousand years is still spreading,
and keeps
t)aceconstantly
with thcachievemcntsof
civilized
mankind;
a force which is so grand a manifcstation of the religious
spirit, which
enters into
nearly all the details that make up the public lift
27
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ited in its historical
development,
arc seen in
their proper light.--If
we would truly understand
the fundamental
idea in Christianity,
we must
look at the religion of Jesus; if we would cornprehcnd
its developmcnt
among
mankind,
we
must consider
the religion
of Christians.--Thc
religion of Jesus, as conceived
by the founder of
the Christian
religion, is the immediate
spirilu_ll
union of the mind with God, while the rcligi()ll
of Christians
is tile reconciliation
with
God
through the.Redeemer.
The religious conseit_ushess attained to its fullest purity and clearness in
Jesus
himself,
while in Christians
its purity
is greatly disturbed
by the admixture
of foreiglJ
elements.
The energy of tile religious life, both
in its relation
to God and to man, reached
height
in the d()ings and sufferings
of Jesus,
which it never afterward
attained
; a height
which some few in a healthy
manner and many
in a morbid
one sought to attain, but which tile
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greaternumber have remained far below. The
religionwhich Christ himself practicedended
with his life.
The religion of Christ*ans is still
in processor
development,
and it evidently h'm not
yet reached the cuhninatiug
point in its history,
The real primitive
picture
of the religion
of
Jesus has frequently
been transformed
into an
unrecognizable
caricature,
when reflected
in the
imperfect mental mirror of his followers.--All
the
religions
of antiquity
were distinctively
national
in character;
and not only did they stand in a morally narrow/'elation
to the state, but they formed
one of its component
parts.
The Mosaic religion,
above all, had prcservcd this national and political
character
in the most marked and exclusive mannet.
It was essentially
the religion of the Jews,
on which their undying
hopes of seeing the universal kingdom
of Jehovah established
by tile expectcd Messiah
were based.
It was tile religion
of the divine law which the Lord had revealed to
his chosen se_'vant, Moses, and of the covenant
which bound the children of Abraham
to God.--

enemies,and refused £6 approve the desire of
his disciplesto oppose the civilpower of the
state by the power of the people.
Up to thevery
time of his painful death, he remained
true to
his purpose, not to defend his religion with the
weapons of politics, nor to mix up with his mission, which was that of the religious Messiah, the
mission of a political Messiah, of a political dollycrer of his people.--Of
all his discourses
and
sayings which have come down to us, there is not
a single one which has any direct bearing on law
or politics.
He expressed himself on the kernel
of all morality and moral obligation,
leaving little
else to be said; while he failed to say anything
on the political
organization
of the people,
the
system
of the state, the problems of politics, the
private
rights and civil laws governing
the conduct of the people.
He simply referred
to the
laws of the Jews, in orderto
illustrate,
by setting
his own moral precepts
against them, the fact
that these laws were not mandatory
upon those
who conformed
their conduct
in life to his moral

When Jesus appeared as the teacher of a religion
so unlike theirs, among these people with whom
he w_ls connected
by 1)irth and education,
he must
have felt entirely
alone.
He w.ls conscious
of
his religious
mission
to mankind,
and he .saw
himself
lmmpered
on all sides by the strong
national
prejudices
of the Jews.
He had thorougbly weighed
the question whether
or not he
shouhl encourage
the CXl)ectaTions of his peoph;,
and with their aid establish the kingdom
of God
on earth, but only to repudiate
the notion as a
temptation
unworthy
of his divine mission.
IIe
understood,
as no one else ever understood,
that
religion
and politics are things essenti_flly different; that he would violate
the sanction
of his
divine mission, and render its successimpos_siblc,
if he were to assume,
along with it, the office of
the statesman
andkingly
ruler.
Itedrew
a clear
distinction
betwccn the kingdom
of God and the
kingdom
of this world, and undertook
to laborin
behalf of the former and not the httcr.
He paved
the way leading to the distinction
between the
state and the church, and their strict separation-a doctrine which, prior to his teachings,
was entirely unknown,
and but vaguely anticipated
by
the Buddhist
religion in the doctrine inculcating
the renunciation
of all worldly enjoyments.
He
did not break loose from the old law of the Jews.
Indeed, he even c()nformed
to its petty ceremonial, though
he never failed, when an opportunity presented
itself, to point out the inadequacy
of its application.
But he broke up the rcligion
of the law, by setting
against it the higher ideal
of his religious
spirituality,
and supplanted
it by
the religion
of love.
Though
he was aware of
his pcrsbnal superiority
which raised him above
the religious
precepts,
laws and civil institutions
of Judaism,
and of his superiority
over 3Ioses
and the prol)hcts;
and though
he publicly
expressed his knowledge
of this fact at times, on
certain important
occasions
in his life, yet he
submitted
to the religio-political
tribunal of his

st;tndard.
The command,
"Thou shalt not kill,"
he supplemented
by the duty of brotherly
love.
To the law, " Thou shalt not commit adultery,"
he added the higlmr moralinjunction
not to co_et
one's ncighbor'swife,
even in thought.--Thelegal
restraint on the granting
of divorccs he rendered
more imperative
by the moral injunction
against
the very act itself, the separating
of husband and
wife.
He rendered
unnecessary
all penal legislation against perjury
and against the violation of
an oath, by the moral precept which discouragcd
the taking of an oath under any circumstances,
and preferred
the simple statement
of the truth
--yes and no. lie neither
proposed
nor established rules of law.
While often referring
to the
principle
of justice,
and prophesying
its fulfillment in the sentence
to be announced
on the
judgment-day
whose advcnt was near, and ou
which he himself would appear asthe "Almighty
Judge,"
he had in mind not the laws of m,m
and the administration
and execution
of the laws
by man, but justice
before God, and the supermundane
tribunal of the Lord who fathomed
the
hidden
motives and thoughts
of all men.--It
is
inconceivable
that Jesus should not have considcred
the nature
of human
laws and of the
state.
Since he does not expre_
himsclf in r(dation to them, and when
questioned
c,,ncerning
them, dismissed
the question,
we must conclude
that he purposely
avoided the expressi9 n of hi_
thoughls
concerning
them.
He did not wish to
appear in the character
of a human law-giver, in
order
to be able to purge and sanclify
mo_e
effectually
the inward motives and sentiments of
man.
IIe therefore
simply announced
the mcm
orabie
principle,
not fully appreciated
cvcn m
this day, of theseparation
and mutualrecogniti()ll
of the provinces
of religion and the law: "R(:_derunto
C_esar thc things that are C_esar's, .m(t
unto God the things that are God's."
So far did
he go in his abstention
from the formality
of
legislation,
that even in his own province
hc
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puldished
no law.
He did not embody great
_'eligious truths in the cold and definite
form of
scientific dogmas, but conveyed
them in living
language addressed
directly to his audience.
He
],ghtcd
a light
in the world,
lind blew the
flame in order that it might illumine the minds of
his hearers.
In like manner,
he did not choose,
i_l _rder to enjoin
his moral precepts
the more
forcibly on men
the imposing
language
of the
law, as did )Ioses,
who, from the height
of
<livine authority,
spoke to the awe-struck
people
below" but lie went down into the deepest depth
_f the human
soul, and from its chords struck
notes that will never bc forgotten.
IIe illustrated
his precepts
practically,
so as to render them intclligible to every one who was willing to seize
them with a true spirit.
The ordinary
man,
,even a'child, might understand
him by the iutuitive f'lculty common to all men; while the most
profound
thinker
and tile man of practical
experience has never failed to discover some new
points in the inexhaustible
wealth of his parables,
-The
religion which was alive in Jesus, therefore, neither proceeded
from the state nor led to
the state; it w'ls essentially
lwn-st(lte, non-politteal. But this did not prevent
Jesus from fully
discharging
all his duties as a citizen:
his religiou was not alert.state.
In proportion
as Jesus
t_.(',)gnizcd the mission of his whole life to be a
rt.li_ious one, the more resolutely
did he avoid
all interference
in matters of a merely temporal
,_r secular character.--II.
TIt:. Religion of Chris.
ti, t_,_. We may now inquire what is the relation
of the religion of Jesus to the religion
of Christians?
Theanswer
to this question differs :_ccording to the different epochs in the development
of
Christianity.
:Every epoch in that development
has a character of its own.
It is but in individn_iI eases and in matters of lesser importance
that
we find traces of previous
epochs in the epoch
folh wing, while we may sometimes
discover in
earlier epochs the germs or indications
of those
which come afterward.--Tl_e
origi_al disciples and
foll_cers of Jesus, as well as at! his apostles, ,tcere
Jc_cs. We know how hard it was for them to free
themselves from tile Jewish law and the political
hopes of their nation.
During
the lifetime
of
their blaster, they clung to the hope that he was
thcir political Messiah as well ; and after his death,
their expectation
of his promised
return as the
rule], and judge of the world, continued unabated,
It was only reluctantly
and gradually
that they
entered into personal
intercourse
and into full
Christian
communion
with the uncircumcised
gentiles.
Had it not been for the dreadful though
purely politicalpunishment
which the Romansinfiicted upon Jerusalem,
the Judaizing
Christians
would hardly have freed themselves
entirely from
the narrowness of the Jewish-Mosaic
law and of
thcirviews
of the world.
It'wasafter
the temple
of Jehovah at Jerusalem,
and the lqoly City itself,
had been reduced to ruins, that Christianity,
more
liberal than Judaism, removed from the minds of
its disciples the last vestiges of a naiTowly national
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Judaism.
From this time all were Christians,
and there were none who could be called Judaizing
Christians.--It
was only in the casc of individuals
--often
in the case of distinguished
Christians
of
later times, and not always in the case of men
in whose veins Jewish blood still flowed, although
frequently
in sucll--that
the theocratic
character
which had so forcibly been impressed
by Moses
upon his people, again became
m'mifest.
And
now and then we meet, in the histol T of the
church
and of the different
sects, with repeated attempts
at establishing
a le.qi,_lated religion,
partly Mosaic and partly Christian.--Thc
great,
universal
empire whose sway the Jews could not
resist, was at that time the Grwco-Roman
empire.
The Christian religion took its origin in Asia, but
the state by which all the primitive
Christians
saw themselves surrounded,
amt which had power
over them, was the European
state with its cssentially Greek philosophy
and its Roman law.
To
this state, with its intellectual
culture and its legal
institutions,
the primitive Christians
whose humbers were ine.reasing ,qmong tile Greeks and Remaus, as well as among all n'Ltions governed
by
the empire, were obliged to try to define their position.
Within
the whole range of this empire,
religion was recognized
as an institution
of the
state; its worship formed a part of the pul)lic law
which the govermncnt
established
by its enactments.--We
can attribute
to the Romans
neither
the same narrow feeling of nationality,
nor the
same spirit of intolerance
in religious matters, as
to the Jews.
Their spirit encompassed
theworld,
and they tolerated the differentnational
gods, providcd the Roman Jupiter and the Roman law were
duly respccted.
What chiefly incensed
the Reroans .lgainst the Jews and Christians,
was that
these monotheists
were not w.illing to take their
place in the spacious temple of the state religion
so rich in gods, and that the one God of the Jews
and Christians
could not possibly a_,Tee with the
many gods of tile Romans.--Partly
in conflict
with the Roman state "rod its civilization,
partly
in connection
with them, Christianity
in the early
centuriea
had its growth.
As a new intellectual
power based on divine revelation
and affording a
profounder
insight into the deepest truths, while
satisfying
the "poor
in spirit"
much more perfcctly than the philosophy
of the Greeks could
satisfy
its cultured
adherents--Christianity
arrayed itself in opposition
to the philosophy
of
antiquity,
and gTadually wrung from it the su.
premacy it had enjoyed.
Yet, while engaged in
this struggle,
Christianity
adopted
from the philosophy of the times a variety of ideas, and attempted to infuse a spirit of its own into them.
The schools of learning of Alexandria
were, above
all, the seats of both thi_ antagonism
and connection.
The creed of Christianity
now took the
form of a philosophical
system.
It was from a
fusion
of the Christian
faith with IIellenic
culture, that the dogmatic
theology of Cllristianity
took its rise.
By tilts fusion Christianity
indeed
gained in scientific consciousness
anti formal dura-
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bleness.
Yet, in the cold form of dogma Christian charity was lost, and the love of violent controversy
and denunciation
of the schools was
propagated
like an original sin in Christian theology.
The state of antiquity
and the welfare of
nations suffered very greatly in consequence
of
the controversies
carried
on about the dogmas
of Christianity.--Dogmatic
Christianity
became
a religion very different
from the non-dogmatic
religion of Jesus.--The
primitive Christianswere
naturally
opposed
to Roman
l)olytheism,
and
expressed
their opposition
to it with great zeal,
on many occasions.
The majority of Christians
saw in those pagan deities,
not the personification of the external forces of nature, nor of the
iutellectual
faculties
considered
as infinite,
nor
the apotheosis
and worship
of great men after
death, nor the mere phantoms
of the imagination and the cunning
devices of artful priests;
but they hated and abhorred those gods as powers
of darkness,
as wicked
demons
and devilish
beings.
IIence
it was quite natural
that their
opposition
to paganism should be turned into contempt for the state whose religion was branded
as the devil's own work.
The marked
antagonism between
the one God of the Christians
and
the many national deities of the Ronmns, turned
into bitter animosity.
These many gods had to
be wiped out completely,
in order that the onc God
might reign supreme.--In
spite of the persecution to which, during
their struggles,
thc Cln'ls_ians were now and then subjected,
and which a
great many of the faithful
coveted
because they
were anxious for the crown of nmrtyrdom,
the
superior
spirituality
and truth
of monotheism
proved triumphant,
and the ancient
faith of the
Romans which had been long cast aside by the
educated
classes, |rod finally to make way for
the new gospel.
But during these struggles
and
victories,
the new religion of the world again
took up a great deal of what was peculiar to the
paganism which it had overthrown.
It tried to
inspire with its faith the forms, rites and symbols
it had borrowed from the heathen.
Intheplace
of
the Roman deities, who to themwere
butdemons,
they frequently
substituted
Christian
angels and
saints.
The reverence
even, which
the Roman
world was wont to give its deified emperors, and
to which the Christians
had been so zealously
opposed,
tlmt the reverence
due to God alone
might not be wasted Ul)On man, was replaced
in
the economy
of the Christians,
by the worship
paid to the head
and ruler of their spiritu-d
eml)irc.--Of
all this we can find no trace whatever in the religion
of Jesus himself.
As the
uuion
of Christianity
with
philosophy
had
changed
the spiritual
nature
of the formcr, so
the contact of Christianity
with paganism
first
changed
its outward
form, and thcu exercised
its influence
on Ch,'istian
dogma.
Much that
was heathen
passe(/ t,,,er to Christianity.
We
must not absolutely
condemn
the powerful
influcncewhich
pagauismexercised
on Christianity.
It was quite necessary that thecustoms
and opin-

ions of the people should, in the beginning,
l)(_
treated with a certain regard
and moderation,
m
order towin them over; and in the old traditions
of paganism
there were important
educational
factors which might be used advantageously
by
the new church.
Christianity,
to be a factor
m
the world's history, had to be ingrafted
upon the
ancient
tree of Grseco-Roman
paganism.
The
former
mi.ght transform
the sap which
circulated in the latter,
but it could not stop its
course.
The new religion
thus gained in sensuous freshness,
in beauty,
and in corporeality
calculated
to check
its spiritual
evanescence.
It also gained in extcnt
and popularity
Yet
there was danger
that the pagan
element
in
the new religion might threaten its deep spiritual
life.
We know from history, down to our own
days even, how far from imaginary
this danger
has becn; how frequently
the lower classes especially, though not exclusively,
have been exposed
to it and have suffered from it.--The
attitude of
early Christianity
to the Roman
law and the
Roman state, was precisely the same as to Roman
heathenism.
The extremely
selfish character of
both, and their leaning
toward
absolute
rule,
were strongly
opposed to the feehng of brother.
hood and the spirit of sacrifice,
the idcal of
Ch_'istian life.
The Christians
hated this selfishhess and love of absolute sway, as embodying
the
power of evil on earth, a power from which they
hoped to be liberated
and saved.
To a great
many of the Christians
the kingdom
of thi_
world was the kingdom
of the devil, which was
doomed to destruction,
and on whose ruins the
kingdom
of heaven was at no distant clay marvclously and triumphantly
to rise.
A large humber kept as much as possible aloof from all participation
in the life of the state.
The non-political character which we have seen in the religion
of Jesus was at the present
period encouraged
and strengthened
to such a degree, that it soon
assumed
a character
at war with
the state.
Though not all Christians
followed this tendency
absolutely,
the Roman government
was justified
in maintaining
that thch' religion weakened
the
patriotism
of the Roman
citizen.--Yet,
though
the ancient
govcrmncnt
was on the decline, il._
foundations
were too deep and too broad, and its
superstructurc
too solid and firm, to allow it t,_
go to utter destruction.
It outlived
the philosophies and religions of antiquity;
and the new
gospel was, after all, willing to accommodate
it
self to it as best it could.
Christianity
itself
began to imitate its forms.
The beginnings
_)[
the canon law supposed
the law of Rome 'L_a
necessary foundation
even where it changed au(l
developed that law; and the Christian church, as
the organized body of the faithful,
formed a new
constitfii, ional system which,
m many essential
points,
reminds
us of the constitution
of the
Roman'_tate.
Rome, the ancient
capital of thc
elnperors, in which the umty of the world's empire had had, down to the time of Constantine,
its sole centre, came into the foreground
nmre
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and more as the seat of the most venerated bishop
whose primacy secured, from the first, the unity
of the new spiritual kingdom of the church.--To
sum up:
The new religion
of the Christians
whose first zeal tended to excess, sought in vain
io break loose entirely
from the philosophy
and
religion aswell as from thelaws and government,
the fruits of Grmco-Roman
civilization.
Violent
_ts the struggle between the old and the new order
(ff things was, and although
thelatter,
in essential
matters, overcame the former, the religion of the
Christians
took in a grcat many of the clements
<if ancicnt civilization;
and whilc it transformed
1he ancient ordcr of things, it was itself, by way
(if reaction, internally
changed in turn.--Thc
old
non.political
tendency of Christianity
was wholly
altered when, with Constantine,
the state power
which until then had been looked upon with
distrust and enmity,
went over to Christianity.
The old hopes of establishing
a purely Christian
kingdom seemed now to tie realized, although
in
a different
way from what had been expected,
The state itself came to be a Christian
state, and
the rcligion of Christianity
came to be the recognized religiou
of the state.
Instead
of being
separated
from each other, as they formerly
were,
religion and the law were now mixed u 1) with
each other and permeated each other.
The transfer of the central governmcnt
to Constantinople,
and tl,.c preponderance
of Greek culture
in the
(,astern empire,
promoted
tim philosol)hico-dogmarital tendcmry of the young church;
and the
emperors, as the protectors
and defenders
of the
(Irthodox faith, were ready to enforce
political
absolutism
by religious
edicts, and to coerce the
1)eople, by the secular power, into unconditional
obcdiencc
to the doctrines and discipline
of the
church
From being a people who had been
persecuted,
the Christians
turned
persecuto_.'s
themselves.
The paganism of the old world was
to I)e rooted out everywhere,
and every sort of
heresy, even that newly arisen, was to be exterminated.
Dogmatic
controversies
divided
and
excited parties against one another.
They hated,
and waged war upon one another,
cven to the
(leath, for questions
of abstract
theology,
coneernmg
the solution of which good men might
differ, and bad men easily agree, as, for instance,
on the equality or the likel,ess of the Son and the
]_ather
The wrangles and hatred of philosophieal schools were intensified into the wrangles and
hatred of theological
parties, who thought
they
could secure the rule of the religion of eternallove
by the eternal damnation
of their opponents.-The first Christian
state
was nevertheless
an
imperfect
image of the Christian
ideal.
In its
t)olUmal character
the Christian-Byzantinc
empire was but the slow decline of the oldand more
glorious, though
pagan,
Roman empire.
Christmmty,
indeed,
contributed
to decrease
somewhat its mummy-like
torpidity,
and to enliven
the aged body by new ideas and interests.
But
this did not prevent
death.
Christianity
itself,
in the form of the Greek orthodox
state religion,
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grew gradually
torpid.
Its close union with the
absolute state, which was at first looked upon as
the triumphant
development
of its empire, was
the cause of its destruction.
As the Greek erapire of the east broke up, and was gradually
conquered by the less civilized but healthier
people
of the east, so Greek Christianity
had to gi_e
way before the inroads
of the creed of Mohamreed.
The early seats of Christianity
were conquered by Islam, in which, as was in keeping
with the clmraeter of its founder
and hence in a
more decided manner,
the same intermixture
of
religmn and law was found, and which, more
disdainfully
even than Christianity,
rejected all
1)olytheism.
It is well known that bIohammed
felt the greatest reverence for the person of Jesus,
although
lie failed fully to comprehcnd
him, and
that he had a higher opinion of the religious rotsstun of Jesus than he had of his own, though he
fully believed in the latter.
But his monotheistic
feeling rcbel:ed against the religion of the Christians, in the form in which it then appeared to
him in the cast.
Hc looked upon it as a degenoration of the religion
of Jesus, irreconcilable
with the unity of God, and as an alliance with
paganism which he so intcnsely hated.--Thc
losson of history
taught :Europe by this first Chris.
tian empire is a most urgent warning against all
Christian-polemictfl
and absolutist-orthodox
poll
tics.--Christianity
attained
a higher
degree of
developmcnt
in tlm west.
Rome and the Gerroans saved the Christian
rcligion fen" the subse(tuent civilization
of :Europe.
The principal seat
of the Christian
religion
was transferred
from
Asia to :Europe by Rome and the Germans.
It
l_ccame, in the first place, the religion of Europeans, in order that from ]_urope it might conquer the world, in the spiritual and intellcctual
order.--Romc
had ccascd to be the political rotstress of the world, but on the ruins of its political
empire there arose, in Rome, the new rnle of the
church.
The old imperial spirit of the holy city,
a spirit which encircled
the world, called into
existence a new form of life.
The Roman empire could no longer be governed
from Rome,
but the Christian church toand in Rome its visible head.
The city had ceased to lie the restdeuce of the emperors,
but it became the restdcnce of the popes.--Both
the l{oman-Christian
and the Greek-Christian
religion started from the
s'tme point; they were, in the main, _ubjcct to
thc same influences
and the same changes.
In
its orthodox
doctrine,
in its constitution,
in its
practices and teachings
concerning
tlm means of
salvation,
the former
differed at first but little
from eastern Christianity.
Yet in spite of this
close relationship
its further
progress was essentinily different,
a_Jd it met with a better fate.
An exceedingly
important
advantagc
it had in
this, that it was more independent
of the governmeat of the state.
Even the distance
of the
Roman state from the imperial court was of great
value in its emancipation.
By developing
the
church
into an independent
organization,
It
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brought into relief the principle of the separation
of the church from the state; and insured,
by
insisting upon this principle,
its progress and its
life.
The dualism of emperor and pope was the
cause, indeed, of the most frightful
contests in
the Christian
European
world.
Italy and Germany, in particular,
were shaken
to their very
foundations
by these struggles,
and at thepresent
day are suffering
from their after-effects.
And
yet it is a fact,
that the moral and iutellectual
superiority
of modern
European
civilization
over
that of the rest of mankind,
is due to the energy
with which,
for centuries,
these two powers
struggled
to determine
their true relation to each
other.
In the end each asserted
its own Judependence,
in all essential matters.--For
this reason, the admixture
of political and ecclesiastical
law, of politics and religion, in the west was not
so great as it was in the cast; and hence, torpidity
was not so much to be dreaded in the case of Roman as of Greek Christendom.
Roman
Christianity,
too, wished to permeate
the life of the
state.
It demanded
orthodoxy
from the emperor
and the meanest
subject alike.
It persecuted
heretics with ahatred noless intense, and inflicted
penalties upon them severer even than the Greeks.
It was no longer a non-political
religion as in the
days of early Christianity.
But the community
of the faithful,
in the Roman church, was not a
state church as the Greek church had been.
The
antithesis
of the temporal
kingdom
and the spiritual kingdom,
the latter non.political
and the
former non-ecclesiastical,
was, though not always
with full consciousness
and in allitsconsequences,
maintained;
thus giving greater freedom
or" action to both religion
and politics, and a better
chance
for their progressive
development.--Yet
this development
of Christianity
did not reach its
height until it came in contact with the Tcutonic
races.
Rome was called to undertake
the religious and scientific education
of the still rude but
morally
strong
Germans,
and the latter in turn
were to regenerate and reorganize the old Roman
empire.
While the eastern empire defended itself with difficulty against theinroads
made upon
it by the advmlce of the Asiatic races, and Greek
Christianity
w,Ls obliged to retreat before Islam,
Rome won new glory by the series of victories it
achieved, and gained new life.--The
formal rigor
of the Roman
system and the unity of Roman
authority
were necessary
to hold together
the
German tribes, naturally
inclined to isolation and
independence;
and to prepare and qualify them
for their great task--the
assumption
and further
development
of the civilization
of Rome and the
religion of Christ.
TheTeutonic
people seemed,
at first, more willing
to accept the Arian creed
which better suited their native spirit ofindependeuce and which their understanding
could better grasp, than the Roman Catholic creed.
But
the fact that the latter won the final victory, is only
another
evidence
of the surpassing greatness
of
Rome.
To Rome's ancient
and unilary
power
the intelligence
of the Teutonic nations had, dur-

ing the middle ages, to submit in order that they
might entirely fulfill their mission.
It' A.rianism
had continued
to govern among the Germanic
races, then, considering
the general state of affairs existing
at that time, neither the Ronmn
papacy
nor the Roman-German
empire
would
have attained
its full development.
And it is
very questionable
whether,
in that eveut, the
Christian rc'igion itself, deprived of the mysterious sanction of divine authority,
would have cacaped thc fate of so many philosophical
schools
and sects of the past, and whether it would have
maintaincd
its supremacy
as the religi(>n of the
world.--However,
the Teutonic
races did more
than simply receive their civilization
and religion
from Rome.
They, in turn, imparted
to Rome
safety,
power and vitality.
All the Teutouic
tribes, and the Franks
in particular,
were very
grateful to their Roman teachers.
The Christian
religion,
too, gained in ardor and intensity
of
faith, in the manly courage of self-sacrifice
and
in strengthof
moral purpose.
All these qualities
were deeply rooted in the minds of the Teutonic
people.
The sentiments
of the Teutonic
races
were, from the first, more religious than ccclcsiastical, and leaned more toward political freedom
than toward obedience
to the state.
After they
had become Christians,
thcy bowed iu humble
submission
before the revcaled God and his s'mctuary, but, at the same time', they felt the vigor
and independence
of men, and asserted their temporalrightswithadegreeoffirmnessandfortitudo
tlmt even defied the threats of the church.
The
Tcutonic
love of freedom yiclded, of course, to
ecclesiastical
authority,
but it could not be wiped
out or destroyed
by it.--During
the middle ages
all Romanic and Germanic states continued
to be
Christian states in the sense exclusively
of Romau
Catholic Christianity.
But the authorily
to which,
in reli_ous
matters, even thestate
had to submit,
was decidedly external to the state, in the Roman
church.
The church hadbeen
emancipated
trom
the state; but the latter
was held in spiritual
bondage by the former.
This shows the prog
ross made by western Christianity
as compared
with eastern Christianity;
but it also illustrates
the intellectual
minority
of tile state during this
period, as compared
with the states both in antiquity and modern times.--It
was against Roman
Catholic
Christianity
in Europe
that Islam, advancingag_essively
fromthe east and southwest,
had long to fight.
But on the soil of Europe
Christianity
was victorious:
it made
Islamism
retreat forever, and again began to spread over
strange countries.--From
the heart of the Ge,"
manic nations which had conquered
Rome and
succeeded to the Roman
empire, came that rigorous opposition
to Rome which for centuries
has divided western Christendom.
The reformatory movement
of the sixteenth
century
had a
religious rather
than an ecclcsiastical
charactcr.
Roman
Catholic
Christianity
had become
to[_
formal,
{oo external,
too much
an institution
of the law, to suit the Germanic
mind; and tlm
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mor.ll seuse of tile Teuton rebelled
against the
glaring abuses attendant
on its increasing
worldImcss.
The men above all who were strongest
m faith and moral conviction
turned away, with
minds dissatisfied,
from the church of that period,
aml plunged rote the purer primitive Christianity.
In the holy scriptures
they so_lght and found an
authority which seemed to them more worthy of
respect than the authority
of the pope and the
councils of the church.
They freed themselves
fl'om the supremacy
of the canon law.
Drawing
then' inspiration
from the primitive
source of
Christianity,
they demanded
that the moral and
intellectual
nature of nmn should be regenerated
and reformed.
To them the visible organization
of the rcligious community
was of secondary
iraV)rtance.
For this reason they nmrc willingly
submitted,
in ecclesiastical
matters even, to the
autlm,'ity and power of the state, in which they
revered a divine power
whose moral basis they
most cmplmtically
insi.sted on.--The
dissension
in Europcan
Christianity
viewed from the standpoint of Chrmtian
unity, may be considered
the
greatest mistbrtunc
which ever I)efcll the church;
m its effects on the state, the suffcl'ings it brought
it are of minor importance
when contrasted
with
the benefits secured
to the state by it. By this
dissension the state was, for thc first time, freed
from the unworthy wardship to which the church
had nmrally and intellectually
subjected
it. The
cmam:ipation
of the state from the church, in the
intellectual
order, was acquired
for some states,
immediately,
by the reformation:
and the way
to it was prepared
for othcrs.--.kll
"tttempts to
remo_'e this dissension
aml to re-establish
unit),
have proved
futile;
and what men could not
change, they were, in the end, obliged to put up
with.
The anathemas
hurled against the new
heresy by the old church were as ineffectual
as
was the passionate
fury of the Protestant
leaders
who stormed against
the papacy as against the
kingdom of antichrist.
The persecution
of religious parties, one by the other, caused extreme
suffering to individuals,
to whole families, towns
and districts.
The religious civil wars, the most
unchristian
vindication
of Christianity
conccivable, devastated
whole countries,
and brought
great states to the brink of destruction,
zNo
nation suffered from this more than the German
empire.
But persecution
changed
thc result as
little as the more humane attempts
at conversion
in later times have been able to change it.
In
southern Europe and among the Romanic races,
the Roman Catholic
religion
maintained
its prepoaderance;
while in the nm'th of Europe, and
among the Tcutonie
nations, Protestantism
came
into permanent power.--In
our days a large sumber of the theologians
on both sides still hope
that the power of trutb, inherent
in their own
particular
creed, may in the end be able to overcome that of their opponents.
How often has it
been proclaimed
by the one party that the dissolution and end of Protestantism
r-as at hand,
while the other asserted that the rotten structure
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of the Catholic church could not resist the shghtest blast, and would go to pieces in a very short
time.
History thus far has proved the deceptiveness of all such expectations.
I-l'enee there is
hardly a thoughtful
statesman who still cnlertains
such a belicf.
Neither the intellectual
power nor
the outward might of either communion
is strong
enough completely
to overcome
the other and
keep it in subjection,
lf, in the history
of the
future, the whole of Christendom
should become
again united, it will not be before the incrustaled
forms have gone through
a process of purificaties, in which tlm impure elements
which have
crept into both systems and forms of faith will
be cast out, and what is best in both be preserved
and combined.
Yet our times do not favor such
adevelopment.
The hving generation
will have
to put up with the opposing
Christian
bodies as
they are,
HistoiT, however,
teaches the imporrant lesson that ever)' effort to renew religious
persecution
and the religious
wars of the past
deserve
just condemnation,
not only because
of their evils and terrors, but also because they are
irrational
and hence can not possibly be succe_sful.--By
promoting
peace between
the different
denominations,
and thus rising above the mere
denominational
standpoint,
the state maintains
its moral and intellectual
indepcndence
in reinties to these denominations,
and rcw_,rds, m the
noblest way it can, the great services rendered by
Protestantism
and Catholieisul
in the education
of nations and the humanization
of poli_ies._
Protestant
Christianity
introduced
no new idea of
law, nor did it establish ancw power as opposed
to the state.
In ils jurisprudcnce
m_d organization the old church remained far superior to Protestantism.
But in successfully
freeing
itself
from the authority
of the calms law, Proteslantism taught the state that the government
itself
was, in matters
of law. the highest
authority..
And even the states, which remained
Catholic in
all else, began to realize their indepcndence
of the
authority
of the canon law, and asserted
their
own supreme
authority,
when
necessary,
as
against the latter.
While the Gcrmans
took the
lead in those innovations
which were religious,
the Frencil were the firstto introduce
those which
were politieal.--Thc
Christianity
l)rofesscd during the last centuries
by states, was entirely different from the Christianity
of the middle ages.
Though at first the majority of the states pus-ionate]y favored denominatiomfl
exclusiveness,
some
of tlh 1 were, from the beginning,
obhged
to
allow different
denominations
to assert thcmselves, and all of them learned
in time and by
experience,
that in all confessions
there
was
Christianity,
but that in none of them exclusively
did Christianity
reside.
The Christianity
of the
more modern
states thus became more liberal,
broader and more tolerant, and the state became
less and less willing to draw the sword at the
l)idding of ecclesiastical
authority.
Religion was
obliged to rely more on its inherent moral power.
Witch we impartially
compare
this new develop-
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ment of Christianity
with the religion of Jesus
phases of development.
It is no easy matter for
himself, we may confidently
say that it eorrenations to come to aclear understandingof
fundasponds to the real nature of the latter in a greater
mental principles;
and it is still more difficult for
degree than any of its previousdevelopments.--A
them to put their ideas into practice.
Hence, it
new phase of the relation of Christianity
to the
is not surprising
that we shouhl meet with a great
state and the law began during the course of the
many errors, a great deal of passionate exaggeralast century.
The way was indeed prepared
for
tioa.
And we should not mistake extreme pileit, in part, by the reformation
; but in character
nomena in history, to which tile current of events
it and the reformation
are radically
different,
may give rise, for the predetermined
cause of hisWe may characterize
it in a few words, by calltory itself.--The
extreme hostility of the French
mg to mind Frederick
the Gre'Lt and the French
revolution
to Christianity
is now generallyunderrevolution
Frederick
the Great who spared, instood and duly branded as devoid of all reason,
deed. the wsible form of Christianity,
but who, as
and as highly unjust.
But the emancipation
of
a philosophical
statesnmn,
renounced
not only all
the state and the law from all compulsory
authorparticular
Christian
confessions,
but the Chrisity of religion, not excepting
even that of Christian religion
itself,
and the French
revolution
tianity, continues
one of the chief characteristics
which enthroned
reason as the goddess
of the
of all modern politics.
The permanent
tendency
future, and rejected Christianity
as a despicable
of the age, in the emancipation
of the state and of
superstition
and persecuted
it as an unpatriotic
law, is not anti-Christian
as it would seem, if we
religion.--We
may explain some of the closing
single out certain
isolated
cvcnts which
show
events of the French
revolution,
especi'flly
the
opposition
to Christianity.
:For this tendency
is
persecution
of the Christian priests and tile closdirected
toward
the assertion,
in both law and
ing of Christian churches, by the state of insanity
politics,
of the temporal
and human.
And to
caused by the revolutiomu 3, fever which robbed
that extent the state is no longer Christian in the
the French people of their senses.
Other events,
sense of the middle ages, though
it more fully
however, such as the negation of Christianity
in
agrccs with the primary idea of tile religion of
the state and the law, were certainly not the mere
Jesus than the form of Christianity
that succeeded
expression of violent excitement
under which the
it. To the great good of reli_on
Jesus himself
people labored;
but had, long before, been prohad effected that very separation
which it is the
claimed in well-considered
works embodying
the
effort of modern times to effect for the welfare of
sentiment
of the age, by the leaders of French
the state.--The
fear of many of the adherents
literature,
by Voltaire, Rousseau, and the cneycloand the hope of many of the opponents
of Chrisptedists.
Views like these, tempered
sometimes
tianity, that this tendency
of the state and the inby a poetical or traditional
respect, we frequently
tellectual
struggles
connected
therewith
may be
find in the works of the best German poets.
Not
injurious
to the Christian
religion, have already
only modern
philosophy,
but all the other scibeen proved to be without
foundation.
We do
enees asserted
their independence
of religious
not conceal
from ourselves
the fact, that among
authority,
and the state which encouraged
this
the part of civilized
mankind within the pale of
tendency shared
the benefits
of this intellectual
Christianity,
the differences
of denominations
and
freedom
in science.
People also began to grant
sects is greater than ever before; though this fact
political rights to the followers
of other creeds,
is of little importance
as compared with the great
Everything
in the olden laws which had assumed
difference between Christians aml non-Christians,
a specifically
Chribtian
folnn, was gradually
ex- which latter difference,
since the days of early
punged.--Thcre
is no denying it: we have here
Christianity,
has never been more marked.
Yet
to do, not with momentary
impulses
and the
an impartial view of themore
recent development
aberrations
of individuals,
but with a feature
of the religious sentiment willshow that the spirit
characteristic
of the time. An entirely new epoch,
of the Christian religion is strong enough to repel
in decided contrast
with the whole period of the
even thc extreme dangers which probably might
middle ages, toward the close of the latter, and folarise from this division, and that it has now more
lowing
the reformation,
dawned upon the world,
vitality to spread its influence
among the nations
And this is a fact which must be fully comprcthan evcr before.--Iu
consequence
of these strughended before we can judge its true character,
gles the dormant
cncrg3_ of the faithful has again
Throughout
the middle ages, althotlgh the church
been awakened;
and the nations of Europe, while
and tile state were separated,
religion and politics
they may, perhaps, not have become ia the same
were closely and indissolubly
united.
The hum'm
degree more ecclesiastical,
havc certainly become
law of the middle
ages was derived
directly
morc religious titan they were about 80 yearsago.
from the law of God.
From IIeaven came the
Even the opponents
of Christianity
now speak in
sword of the power which the emperor wielded,
more respectful
terms of its historicalimportance
The unmistakable
tendency
of modern
times, on
and its spiritual wealth, than was the fashion duthe other hand, is to effect the separation
of religrilm; the last and at the beginning
of the present
ion and pohtics, and to frame hunmn laws with
century.
Though a great many matters of exterhuman freedom and with human consciousness
of
nal detail, and other matters of nnnor importance
self.
This separation
aml this giving of a new I had to be sacrificed, the religious depth and truth
basis to law have already gone through
various I and moral forces of Christianity
bccame apparent
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whenever
attacked
by criticism.
And whatever
progress the human mind made in other domains,
domains peculiarly its own, admit it we must, that
Christianity
had the moral and religious capacity
to keep pace with that progress.
The opinion
that modern
civilization
might
dispense
with
Christianity,
because it had outstripped
thelatter,
was able for a time to deceive even reasonable and
honest men; but it had, in the end, to give way
to the evident truth that, iu the primitive
idea of
Christianity
there is a wealth anti power which,
vast as its development
may have been, has not
yet reached its highest expression, much less been
exhausted.
Christianity
hitherto, from the time
of the early churches down to our own day, has,
6n closer examination,
shown itself far below its
ideal, tile religion of Jesus.
This fact has rchewed in the minds of a great many the hope that
it is not in the present
but in the future that true
Christianity
will be fully realized, and attain its
full efficiency.--The
Christian
population
is estimated at about 30 per cent. of the population
"of
the world.--The
spread of Christianity
still continues
through
both
Catholic
and Protestant
missions,
through
the influence
of commerce
and the political
power of Christian
nations,
The nlost determined
opposition
brought against
it is, besides that of Judaism--which
in recent
ti,nes, however, has shown some points of resemblancc to Christianity--tlmt
of the reli#ons
of
Islam and Brahma;
the former
conscious
of its
intense monotheism,
the latter, of its pantheistic,
speculative
background,
of its ancient traditions
transmitted
for thousands
of years by its castes,
and of great ttlought
and institutions.
But the
course of Christianity
through
history
is, after
all, one of victory and glory.
The fact that the
nations enjoying the greatest political
power and
freedom, and the leaders of mankind,
profess it,
that they have both tim power and tile courage to
subject all parts of tlm globe aml all mankind
to
its supremacy--this
fact encourages
Christian
missionaries,
religious
aml lay, to overcome
all
obstacles, and aids them in raising Christianity
above all other creeds, as the supreme
and universal religion of the world.--III.
The C],ris_ial_
State.
Alter this historical
survey, wc have no
difficulty in :mswering
the question
whi¢:h is so
much a subject
of controversy,
concerning
the
(;llristian statc.--If
the meaning of the Christian
slate be that it is a state whose true lord and soyereign is Christ, and which is to bc governed by a
hierarchy, according tothctcachingsof
the Bible,
or by religious
traditions
and inspiration,
as
illustrated
in the Ynabaptists
of the sixteenth
ceatu,'y, and the Mormons of the nineteenth
ccntury, ttlen this thcocratic
idea of the Christian
state, wholly at war, alike with the ultimate idea
of ('tiristianity
and
the historical
development
both of the Christian religion and the state, must
be absolutely rejccted.--The
mediaeval idea also
of the Christian
state, which treated
non-Christiaas as beings without
rights, and which subordinated
its legislation
to the authority
of the
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church, is no longer in keeping with tlleprogress
of civilization.
The modern state recognizes the
civil rights of non-Christians
also.
Their civil
rights it recognizes completely,
and it tends more
and more to extend their political rights, while it
maintains
its attitude of perfect independence
of
all authority
outside of it.
What Christian governments demand of tim Ottoman sovereign, that
he should respect his non-Christian
subjects as
entitled to all the rights of citizenship,
they must
grant their own subjects who arc not Christians.
The modern state can, therefore,
no longer be
exclusively
Christian.
But, inasmuch
as it is
more humane,
it is more in harmony with the
primitive
idea of Christianity
than the exclusivcly Christian state.
Our logic here, however,
must not be pushed to the extreme of rejecting
and condemning
every traditional
deviation
from
this principle, when that dcvialion
is rooted in
the minds or in the circumstances
of the people.
We can only point out the end toward which the
modern state is tending;
the way leading to that
end is detel'mined
by the traditions
of history.-If by tile expression
Christian
state is meant
simply a state which is conscious that the Christian religion is the religion of its people, of the
majority of its people, or of the nobler temponeat part of its people; a state winch recognizes,
besides, that tim Christian religion is a fundamcntal condition
of its own development,
and one of
the chief elements of progressive
civilization,
and
which lives up to and acts upon this conscioushess: then wc amy unllcsitatingly
call all states
which in former times were exclusively
Christian
in the narrow
sense, Christian
states.
And in
this acceptation,
the expression
Christian
state
has an important
meaning.
But in this acceptation of the expression,
only the indirect
importance of Christianity
to the state, not the direct
rule of Christianity
in the state, is recognized.IV.
2']tv i_,direct iT_fltlcnce ef ChristiaTiity.
This
influence on the state is indeed most important
and wholesome.
The power and purity of tins
influence are rather increased
than lessened, by
the fact that Christianity
seeks to exert no direct
influence in the province of law.--With
the dogmarie differences
of the different
Christian
denominations,
the state in principle
has nothing
to do. Their existence is felt by the state, when
the interred warfare
of the churches
aud sects
begins to threaten the public peace.
When this
happens, the state interferes,
and maintains
the
order and dignity
of the law, as iu any otlmr
case.
But it is of the greatest importance,
when
the action as well as the welfare of the govcrnmeat and its general relation
to its c.itizens are
considered,
that the faith in a personal
God and
his govcrmnent
of the world which Christianity
teaches, should be at work "Is a living "lgency
among the people, and among those interested
in
the management
of public affairs.
This faith
keeps together by its spiritual bonds what, but for
it, would go to pieces. With this faith the unity of
the order of the world aml its dependence
on God
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are recognized;
without
it, tile resolving of the
whole into its elements, and the anarchy
of passion, are the threatemng
danger in the near future,
--Much
greater,
in many ways, is the direct
influence
of Christian
morals on public law and
the state.
There are, indeed, certain precepts of
Christianity
applicable
particularly,
not to the
political but to the religious
conduct
of the peopie. which are entirely outside the legal and political province of the state, and which the latter can
not possibly acknowledge
as rules and conditions
1)y,which It should be governed.
The counsel,
:q)propriate
enough, m the case of Christian missionaries,
"Take
therefore
no thought
for the
morrow,"
would be a very inexpedient
rule when
applied both to the political and private economy
of man.
The pre_'ept directed
against the uncharitable
condemnation
of others,
"'Judge
not
that ye be not judged,"
should certainly
not
influence
the courts,
in their administration
of
public justice.
The highest
commandment
of
Christian
love and humility,
" Love your cnemies; bless and pray for them which despitefully
use you and persecute
you,"
_ _ _ "' But I say
unto you, that ye resist not evil; but whosoever
shall smite thee on thy right check, turn tohim the
oilier also"--can
not, though
sublime as clmracteristics of religious
sentiment,
be made to serve
as a principle _,f public policy or political morality--The
state must gratefully
acknowledge
its
obligations
to Christian morality for having purlfled anti ennobled
its own life.
We would call
attention
to the following
points:
1. It lind a
great share in awakening
and sl)reading among
the people the sense of human dignity and honor,
Since it brought men, as the children of the Lord,
nearer to the divine Father, the value and dignity
of human
nature could not so easily be disregarded as it was in antiquity,
previous
to Christianity.
2. Looking
on men as the children
of
God, Christianity
brought to men the consciousness of their equality and fraternity
in relation
to one another.
Acting
as a liberatiug
force on
all, even on the lowest classes, the slavcs, it gave
a new foundation
to the liberty of all, and where
it did not give such liberty a new foundation,
it
strengthened
it. The liberty of Christianity
is, indeed, different from that of the French constitutions.
It does not do away directly with existing
legal relations,
but by its moral power it transformed the face of Europe, and had a large share
in the progress of European civilization.
3. As it
has raised the standard
whereby the rights of the
subjects in the monarchies
of the old world were
measured,
without revolution,
it also limited and
refined the outward
appliance
of the governmental power, without
weakening
that power
itself.
And it has effected this by reminding
rulers of their accountability
to the Supreme
Ruler whose judgment
they can not escape, and
by demanding
of them that they should respect
their subjects as their brothers in Christ.
4. Finally, it has revealed the affinity of all the races
of the earth ; and while it has, in opposition to the
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narrow spirit of nationalily,
insisted on the unity
of the human species, it has become the source of
a purer morality in the international
law of the
civilized worhl.
In the humanizing
process to
which Christianity
subjected
legal institutions
and relations,
it preceded
the state whose governing principle
it anticipated
and expressed
in its
religious creed.
What the state learned gradually
to understand
and carry out as a human
duty
imposed upon it, the religion
of Jesus looked
upon from the first as a Christian
duty.
The
Christianity
of later days may sometimes
have
fol_otten
this duty, or may have tried to fulfill it
in an improper
way.
But the cousciou__ness of
this duty was never afterward
entirely lost.--In
all these respects, the purifying
and refining influence of Christianity
has shone conspicuously.
In proportion
as nations
come to understand
human
nature,
they will respect
the religion
which has guided them in their intellectual
advance and infinitely promoted
their civilization.
On this account, thestate,
although now conscious
of itself and grown
independent,
will, in the
future, take into consideration
the moral demands
Christianity
may make, and so far as its laws and
power permit, try to grant them.
The reli_on
of mankind
and the politics of mankind--each
adhering
to its own principles--will
continue
in close and friendly
reciprocal
relations,
and
thus united they will best promote the welfare of
the human race.
Mxx. F-BI_RH_RDT,
7_.
J.C.
BLUNTSCHLI.
CHURCH
AND STATE.
Church
and state
can occupy with regard to each other but one of
these four positions:
1. Where the church governs
the state; this is the theocratic
r(_gime.
2. Where
the state holds religious affairs under its control
and regulates
them according to its l)leasure; this
is what may be called Cxsaropapacy.
3. When
the church and state limit each other by common
consent;
this is the rdgime of concordats.
4.
When
religions,
separate
from
the state, are
entirely free, on the same conditions
as all other
associations.--Let
us examine one after another
the_e four forms of relations between church anti
state.--I.
Theocracy.
The domination
of tim state
by the church constitutes
an order of things well
known and very frequent
in history.
In ancient
Egypt, in India from the remotest ages down to
our time, and in the greater part of Europe during
the middle ages, religion was supreme,
not only
over consciences
and in spiritual affairs, but also
over all human
existence
and consequently
over
civil law and government.
In a pure theocracy
there is no legislation
except the religious
code.
In the Christian states of the middle ages the theocracy never attained
this degree of perfection,
notwithstanding
all the efforts which it made in
that direction;
but, imperfect
as it remained,
it
has none the less weighed with a mighty pressure
on the governments
of western
Europe.
The
canon law held at that time a considerable
place
at the side of the civil law, and ecclesiastical rules
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often took precedence
of, and determined
ordinarily the laws of the state.
It is not without
reason that it was possible in those days to compare the religious
power to the sun and the civil
power to the moon,
which, obscure
of itself,
borrows its light from the sum--All
nations without exception have commenced
with this rdgime,
There are none which have not been governed at
first by a religious
power; a small number only
have succeeded
in acquiring
a social form more
or less independent
of primitive religious institutions.--That
the theocratic
rdgime has always
been the first form of civilized
nations is easily
explained
when we consider
that religion alone
has had the power requisite
to wrest nomadic
tribes from their wandering
life, to fix them to
the soil and render them accessible to civilization,
or to subject barbarous
peoples to the yoke of
law and bend them to a civilized life.
This fact
is beyond all dispute;
we know in our day that
all primitive govcrnmcntswere
theocratic.--They
all have this character
in common,
of treating
men like children, as incapable of guiding themselves in the difficult paths of life.
In fact, they
found them m a state of childhood
and were
obliged to trace out a detailed
scheme of all the
duties of civilized life, without
leaving anything
to their free choice which could not be relied on
in tim beginning.
The chiefs were not treated
differently
from the nmltitude.
They were as
barbarous as their followers,
as undisciplined,
as
little capable of civilized life.
Theocratic
legislation was obliged to put even them under guardianship, and to trace out for them the duties of
each day, of each hour, with as much precision
as for all the other classes of society.
Diodorus
Siculus informs us that the kings of Egypt were
bound by ancient laws, The seventh book of the
code of Manu is devoted entirely to the enumeration of the duties of sovereigns.
In the middle
ages, without being subject to such minute rules,
the kings and princes of western Europe
were
watched
with jealous
and constant
care by the
popes, who spared them neither counsel, encouragement nor censure.--Theocratic
legislation
is
condemned
to immobility
by its very nature.
It
makes this, however,
a title to glory.
Human
laws are modified according to the changes which
take placein the ideasof
the natron.
Theocratic
legislation,
claiming
rightly or wrongly a divine
origin, lacks this elasticity;
it must remain what
it is. How could the scant wisdom of man roodify, improve or correct
the decrees which come
from God himself?
This is why laws made for
the childhood
of nations
know no other
conditmn and allow no other, and why their most
positive effect is to maintain
or seek to maintain
furever the primitive
civilization
to which they
relate and for which they have been constructed.
--,knd
if, in consequence
of certain events, tim
level of culture
among the people submitted
to
this rSgime rises, let no one ask legislation
to
follow the movement.
It is not at Rome alone
that lwnpossumtts
will be given as answer.
This
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refusal is the forced result of the principles of
theocracy.
Since it comes from God it can not
be changed.
It must be accepted
as it is; the
concessions
proposed
to it can only appear to it
logically
as infidelity
to the divine will.--It
is
scarcely necessary
to call attention
to the fatal
consequences
of such a government.
It paralyzes.
life and condemns
all progress;
it confines the
nations which accept it to a very narrow circle.
since it embraces
only the primitive
elements of
civilization.
Science can not extend beyond thelimits of the creed of the ecclesiastical
faith;
industry,
commerce,
the arts, social rclation_
are maintained
at the point at which they ar(produced
by a nascent
civilization;
liberty
of
thought is suppressed;
rights of individual
reason
are not recognized;
individuality
is smothered by
rules which press it down.--At
a certain period
of social development
this r¢:gime, excellent
so
long as it had only to guide the first steps of
undisciplined
tribes in civilized life, becomes aa
unendurable
yoke.
Two methods are presented
to render it less crushing
or even to shake it off
entirely.
The civil power, according as it is more
or less strong or is more or less subject to eeclesiastical discipline,
takes possession
of religious
authority
and declares itself the religious head
of the nation, or it seeks to come to an understanding with the ecclesiastical
power, and c_tabfishes, by a sort of treaty, the limits between the
temporal and the spiritual.--In
the first case we
have what has been called Ctesaropapaey;
in the
second, the rSgime of concordats.--II.
C_aropapacy.
The word C,'csaropapacy
gives "t clear
enough description
of that order of things in
which the prince is both temporal ruler and religious head of his dominion.
In ancient times, the
kings of Egypt and the sovereigns of India tri_I
repeatedly
to overturn
the priestly caste which
ruled them; but they never suet'ceded.
It is probable tlmt if victo_-_ had settled on their side.
they would have d'eclared
themselves
the head
of religion, and that religions
affairs would have
been governed by their administration
ou the
same basis as finance,
the army,
and all the
other branches of government.
The emperors of
Germany were not more successful in the middle
ages against the theocracy of Rome.--At
the coinmencement
of the eightccntt|
century
the Tsar
got the better of the Russian church mo:'e easily.
From the end of the sixteenth
century tim patriarchs of Moscow, supported
by the Ru_ian
blshops, broke with the patriarch
of Constantinople;
thenceforth
they aspired to obtain supreme power
in the church.
These attempts
disquieted
the
Tsar.
Nicon was deposed
in a council held at
Moscow, in 1667; this defeat did not prevent his
successors
from
cherishing
similar
schemes.
Peter the Great put an cud to all these ambitious
views by declaring
himself head of the Russian
church in 1791. The following
year he established for its government
a council called the
holy synod,
composed
of archbishops,
bishops
and archimandrites.
But the Tsar reserved to.
t
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himself
tile presidency
of this synod and the
kind as the concordats
concluded
in Europe in
nomination
of all the members;
and no act of
modern times between
temporal
sovereigns and
_his assembly is valid until after it has received
the popes.
Similar
agreements
were made in
the approbation
of the empcror;
the latter isabsoJapan on diff, rent occasions, from the end of the
lute master in everything
concerning
religious
twelfth
century
between
the adi'ris, spiritual
affairs--belief,
worship
and discipline.It is chiefs of that country,
and the djogoons
or ty_easily seen that the emperor
has gained by this
coons who were the temporal
chiefs._--It
is a
order of things.
IIis double quality of absolute
remark not new that concordats
are treaties ot
sovereign and head of the church hits given him,
peace between the spiritual
and temporal power.
in the eyes of his subjects,
a prestige which puts
They have been brought
about in realily only
him far above any other power on this earth,
after long struggles
between
the papacy, which
He has besides all the members of the clermal
pretended
to establish
its rights to universal
order at his disposal,
docile and submissive
indominion,
and the princes whose interest it was
struments
who render him service which could
to restrict this action within the domain of ecclenot be expected from the other employSs of the
siastical affairs.
The)" had no object but to put
_dministration.
But it is undoubted
that religan end to these disputes
equally dangerous
to
ion has not reaped the same benefits from this
both powers.--Treaties
of this kind can not in
r_gime; it has become neither
more enlightened
any way be reconciled
with the l)rinciplcs of the
nor more spiritual.
Add to this that liberty of Catholic
church.
Two powers of the same na.
thought does not mcct with fewer obstacles in
ture, whatever
in other regards their respective
this titan under theocratic
rule.
The chief of the
importance
may be, can of course terminate their
state, who is at the same time the head of the
disputes
by mutual
concessions.
This can not
_hurch,
may, without
doul)t, be more accessible
be the case between
the spiritual
and temporal
than a purely ecclesiastical
chief to the progress
powers, because
from the point of view of the
of ideas and the changes which the growth of
Catholic
clmrch
there is no equality
between
scienceintroduccsbydegrecs
intomodcs
of thinkthem, since the first was instituted
by divine
ing.
But, on the other hand,
what can he do
right to govern and direct the second.
"If the
for the cause of free thought
in matters of religholy see," says Gregory VII., "has received the
ion when his political
interests
advise him to
right of judging
in spiritual
things, why should
maintain
the established
order of things and not
it not ]lave the right of judging
temporal things?
yield up so powerful
a means of domination
as Laymen perhaps believe that the royal dignity is
the management
of ecclesiastical
affairs?--In
above the episcopal
dignity.
Thc differeneebeProtestant
states,
the course of events at the
tweenthem
may be seen from the origin of the one
,epoch of the reformation
put the management
of and the other.
The former
w_s invented
by
worshipin
thehands
of princes.
But, on account
human
pride, the second established
by divine
of the principle
of free investigation,
which is goodness."
Long before, St. Ambrose
had proreally the essence of Protestantism,
men became
claimed that the episcopacy
is as much superior
accustomed
to respect the rights of conscience to
lo royalty
as gold is to lead.
Such
is the
greater or less degree; and, at the same time,
Catholic
doctrine.
It is not a question
here of
less through the force of law than of public opinjudging,
but of stating
it.-- I know _ell that
ion, a certain independence
was established
in
there is a large number of persons who create for
those states with regard to dogma.
It is none
themselves
a fantastic
Catholicism,
imagining
the less truc that the civil power is the judge of
they can rise above the Catholic church
itself,
controversies,
that it holds religion in its power,
awl who flatter themselves
they can convert the
and that even without
having recourse to violent
holy see to their theory.
If history has not been
measures it has a thousand
indirect means of actable to disabuse them, it would be very useless to
tug upon it. This justice, however, must be renshow them that they are the dupes of an illusion.
dercd to the governments
of Protestant
countries,
Catholicism
is an 1Listorical fact; it must be laken
"that they have had the good sense not to abuse
as it is; it is not in the power of any man to nmke
their authority
in religious affairs.--III.
R_;.gime it other than it has been made by a tradition
of Concordats._
Concordat. _ are treaties made be- which reaches back beyond thc eighth century of
tween tile civil and the religious power concerning
our era; it could not itself nmdify itself, without
ecclesiastical
matters.
Pacts of this nature can
perishing altogether.--AccordingtoCatholicprinonly be made when princes find themselves
fac¢
ciples, princes and people have but to submit
to face with a powerful
religious
authority
conhumbly
to the decisions
of the church,
as to
centrated
in the hands of oue man.
Tile count
orders emanating
from God.
How under these
of Lanjuinais
is mistaken
when he assures us that
conditions
can the head of the church abandon a
they are unknown
in all history
outside of the
part of his rights to the temporal power?
Itow
Catholic
church. _ The conventions
repeatedly
can he let it judge what is good and what is not
concluded between the Dahff-Lama of Thibet and
good for the church?
Never, therefore,
lmve the
the emperor of China are absolutely
of the same
sovereign pontiffs asked for concordats
unless to
Under the word CONCORI)AT
iS found an explanation of
"_hisquestion from the liberal Catholic point of view.
]_'ncyclop_dlede Courti1_, article "Concoldat."

a Thunbcrg, Voyage en A,friqu_ et ea Aste, principalem_nl au Japon, translated lrom Swedish, 353-355,et I'oy"
age au Japon, translated by L. Langlois, vol. iii., p. 206.
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regain,
under circumstances
favorable
to their
its own authority
rdsts, principles
which ordiinterests, privileges which the misfortunes
of the
narily are in complete
opposition,
and which in
times had snatched awayfrom
them.
Such were
any case have nothing in common;
but still, and
the motives
which
caused
Leo X. to ask of
above all, because in the order of things which
Francis I. the concordat
of the 15th of August,
the r(:gime of concordats
supposes,
and when
1516, which abrogated
the pragmatic
sanction of
there is a church in the case which like the Cath1438.1 They never acquiesced
in those unfavorolic church lays claim to universal dominion, it is
able to them except whcnconstrained
by force or impossible
to fix the moral limits which should
by feeling the impossibility
of obtaining
better
separate
the two powers.--This
explains why no
conditions
for the moment.
Thus Plus VII. deconcordat
can be final.
In the countries
where
clarcd that he would not accept the concordat
of this r(_gime has been adopted it has been necesJuly 15, 1801, were it not for the extraordinary
sary to modify unceasingly
existing treaties by
circumstances
of the time, and in view of the
successive amendments,
or replace them continadvantages
of peace and the unity of the church. _ ually by new ones.
Since the beginning of this
--What
is to be concluded from this, except th.tt
century
France
has had three different
conthe holy see observes
only
those
concordats
cordats.
It is by the twenties
tlmt those must
which are advantageous
to it, in order to advance
be counted which were concluded
during three
to greater
conquests,
and th'tt it observes
those
or four centuries
between Germany and the holy
that are burdensome
to it only on account of ('onsee. These incessant changes are adecisive
proof
cessions made to it and to which it submits moof the impossibility
of giving a fixed and solid
mentarily,
waiting for better days and reser_,ing
basis to this rSgime.
If we examine (be relations
all its rights.
Treaties of this kiud then lmve in
of clmrch and state from a general point of view
the (,yes of the contracting
parties, at least in tim wc shall be brought to this conviction,
tlmt their
eyes of one of them, only a provisional
value, and
alliance under any form whatever
is an annoycan not constitute an order of things regular and
ante, a source of embarrassment
as well for the
constant.-Would that concord'its
could, (luring
state as for the churches.--By
putting
itself untheir more or less ephemeral
existence, ehminate
der the patronage of civil government,
a religion,
the difficulties raised by the varied and sometimes
whatever it may be, yields up its independence
in
opposing interests of the two powers.
But they
whole or in part.
Thenceforth
it can no longer
do nothing
of the sort.
The struggle continues
take counsel of itself alone; it commits a p_tr_ of
under the rSgimc of concordats in nearlythe
same
its interests to a power which has not l)recisely
forms as before the establishment
of that r_gimc,
the same end in view that it ha._. it wishes in vail,
In France recriminations
of parliament
against
to be inspired
only with its own princil)les , to
the pretensions
of the holy see have not been less
have regard only for its own interests;
_t must
liv(,ly since the sixteenth
century than before it;
takc account also of the interests amt the printhey have been evenmore
frequent.
The opposi,
ciples of the associate
it has
chosen,
I was
tiou of the civil power h_ even been at a certain
going to say of the master under whose protec.
time so powerful
that it might have provoked
a tion it has placed itself.--The
ministers of rc
schism.
I refer to the declaration
of 1682, the
ligion, therefore,
.ire placed by a concordat in an
execution of which, though the contrary
has been
embarrassing,
equivocal
position between ol)posasserted,
would
have created
an impassable
ing views and duties.
An emergency
may arise
abyss between the Catholic church in France and
which the state judges favorable to its interests and
1he court of Rome.--Germany
presents an analwhich the state church finds dangerous
Io the inogous spectacle;
in spite of the concordat
of tercsts of religion.
Must thc wishes of tlm govern
1447 between l_icholas V. and Frederick
III. and
mcnt bc yielded to? Must they be resisted':
The
all those which followed, the German empire has
danger is perhaps equal on both sides. A decision,
not alw:_ys lived on good terms withthe
holy see;
however, mu.-,t be made, and eitherre]igiou._prinand wc have seen in these later times with what
ciples be sacrificed
to the desire of renmming in
rapidity concordats
were made and abolished in I the government's
favor, or the clergy exposed to
Austria.--Concordats
are not treaties
capable of the displeasure
of a powerful all), by obeying tim
regulating
disput_
finally, because
they never
voice of conscience.
The bishop of Baltimore
entirely
satisty
either
of the two contracting
does not run the risk of finding himself in thi_
parties, each one of which
thinks that it makes
difficult position.
He has to think only of his
more concessions
than it ought, and strives more
religion and his flock.
He has to take into acor less openly forgreateradvantages.
This takes
count only spiritual
interests.--Even
out._ide of
place not only because they have no sanction and
the contingencies
of which
I have just spoken.
can not prevent one or the other of tim two adcontingeneie.,, more frequent
than is believed, in
•_ersaries from obeying the principles
on which
the ordinary course of affairs, every state religion
Do Odoards-Fantin, vicar general of Embrun, Dictionnacre elu gouvernment, des lois, des usages et de la d_c_p,
lilie cl l'l?gl_se, t. 11, p. PA._8,
and following,
". Qt_e extraord$nariae ternporum rationes argus bonum
pads et uatfatis Ecclest.ve a nob_spostulaverunt.
(Bull of
Plus Yll. or(he 18th calends of September, 1801.)

is bound to continual
sacriliees.
It has not the
right to modify and extend, as it judges oppor
tune, its rules of discipline a_)d its dognmtic deft.
hi(ions.
_Lhnost everywhere
the pope's bulls "ire
only published
at the good pleasure of the goveminent;
and changes
of discipline
are not per-
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mitted if such changes displease
it. In France
it would have had to make for the public prosperthe council of Trent has been received only in so
ity.
It is not rare that in the union of church
;far as concerns faith; all the rest is considered
in.
and state each one of the-two parties cherishes the
_,alid.
The state thus becomes
in reality
the
secret design of making the other an object of its
judge of controversies
and the head of religious
domination.
Under the appearance
of an entente
affairs.--The
Protestants
of France have not been
cordiale there arises between them a silent continbetter treated.
Far from it.
The government
uous struggle to deceive each other, and uninteritself
changed
the ecclesiastical
organization
rupted efforts to escape the traps which each side
which was peculiar to them by the organic articles
sets for tile other. The state would succumb infalliof Germinal, year X., which it imposed without
bly before an adversary
long trained by acquaint.
even consulting them.
Despoiled
of the right of ance with the subtleties
of scholastic theology in
ronsulting
each other on their common
interests
the art of overcoming
difficulties,
were it not, at
by the suppression
of the national
synod which
least in our times, for the powerful
support
of
gave offense no doubt to the civil administration,
public opinion.--If
we wish to become convinced
their churches have passed, contrary to their will,
of the reality of difficulties inherent in the union
-from the synodal
to the independent
rdgime.-of church and state, let us look at the epochs of
There are many other sacrifices
to which every
French history when the throne and the altar had
_hurch united to tim state must resign itself.
It
the desire and felt the need of supporting
each
_nust renounce the right of meeting without
auother sincerely.
Surely the feelings
of attachthorizati._n
and surveillance;
the right of formment which Louis XIV. had for the Catholic
ing pious associations
whose existence seems to it
church will not be denied; but how often was he
useful for the maintenance
and development
of obliged to resist the holy see.
In 1667he forbade
religious feeling;
the right of establishing
centres
the publication
of the decree of Clemcnt
IX.
.of prayer wlmre it thinks
it necessary,
and of against the :New Testament
of z-_Ions. The followplacing
ecclesiastic.tl
directors
where it sees fit,
ing year he prohibited
the nuncio's publishing tile
even in the case where it asks no assistance of the
papal ordinance of April 9th against the ritual of
_tatc.
In one word, it is no longer
master at
Alet.
In1673 began the long discussions between
home; it divides an authority
which can not be this prince and the court of Rome on the subject
divided, with the government
which is not a cornof the right of the crown to receive the revenucs
petent judge in religious
matters, and which is of vacant bishoprics.
In 1688 theinte,'dict
of the
guided by other principles
than its own.--And
church of Saint Louis at Rome raised a quarrel
what does it gala by all these _crifices?
Bread
between France and the pope, a quarrel which led
for its ministers
and a protection
for itself of to the seizure of the district of Avignon.
When
which it can scarcely be sure unless in so far as Innocent
XI. died, in the middle of the followin_
it is not an obstacle in the way of the interests of year, there was a great number of churches in the
-the state.--On
the other hand, a government
is kingdom
deprived
of pastors, because, since the
.deceived in believing itself interested
in protectassembly of the clergy in 1681 and 1682, the pope
ing several state Jeligions.
We understand
wlmt
had refused
his bulls to those who had been
importance
it may attach to giving itself a supnamed to benefices.
This state of things lasted
port in the ecclesiastical
power.
There
are very
till 1693.--When
such quarrels
and many others
few princes who have not sought to render it fa- disturbed
the reign of a king who carried his convorable to them by the concessions
of great terndescension
for the Catholic
church so far as to
poral advantages.
Is there a singleone
of them,
promise bishops
independence
of royal justice
.at least in modem Europe, whose sacrificcs havc
even in case of the crimc of treason, _ how should
not been followed by the most deplorable
disapharmony
between
the spiritual
power and the
pointments?
Howcouldit
be otherwise?
Every
civil authority
not be shaken many a time under
.church, no matter what it be, on which the state
the reign of princes who, however
zealous they
wishes to lean, looks upon the use of the public
might be in the interest
of religion, could never
power as an instrument
to rule if not to oppress
its opponents or rivals whom it treats as disturbers
of the public peace, as the price of its co-operation.
We know in modern
times, the hatred
which a ruling clergy brings upon itself.
When
this hatred has penetrated
the masses it includes
both the clergy whose yoke isodious and thegovernment
which supports
their cause.--The
alliance of church and state has not always had such
fatal results for the latter; but we can assert that

be supposed to make such astonishing
concessions
as Louis XIV. ? We shall then witne_
the singular spectacle
of a government
believing
that it
ought to make every effort to save the church
from its own excesses,
or at least from those
which seemed to merit that d_ignation,
while
the church,
caring little about being saved in
spite of itself, looks upon the government
only
as on an imprudent
friend plunged in profound
error, and, consequently
more dangerous
than an

it is never of any real advantage
to it; that it is
to it the cause of solicitude
which turns the state
from the end it should have in view, and which
exhausts the living force which it has to dispose
.of and which obliges it to make more effort to
.live in harmony with tlm ecclesiastical
power than

open enemy.--We
can understand
that as long asa
state recognizes but a single church and proscribes
all the others, it should
bind itself by treaties
with that church, and that in return for the pref, Abr_g_ chronologtque v_ l'htstoire eccl_siasli_e par
Marquer, vol. lii., p. 508.
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ercnce which it gives it above its rivals, it should
(tern'rod certain sacrifices of it, claim the right to
lake part in its affairs, and interfere
partially in
its administration.
It wouhl
run too great a
(langcr
if it left complete
libcrty to this only
.clmrch which, by the fact itself of representing
:_lone the religious
sentiment,
exercises an cnormous power over consciences
still incapable
of
-_overning thcmsclves.
Wha_verdifficulty
there
may be in the way, it is its most pressim_g interest
to exercise over the church a sort cf control, en,deavoring
at the same time not to make it an
enemy.
But the face of everything
changes catirely the moment
liberty of conscience
is pro<:]aimed and admitted,
at least in princil)le,
and
that the state recognizes
and eltgagcs to protect,
not a single but several different
religions,
lately
enemies and still arrayed
against
each other,
Such is the present
state of things in nearly all
the countries
of Europe.
IIowis
it in countrics
where there is no longer, properly
speaking,
a
state religion, and where
several religions
are
_uthorized
and protected?
Can the government
undertake,
I will not say, to administer them with
an equal justice, but in such a way that this ju_tice itself shall not appear to each one of them an
excess of favor to its rivals and a species of injury
to its¢lf?--Would
it be boldness to suppose that
in this case strict impartiality
is a pure fiction?
do not doubt the intention
of the government
to hold an equal balance between the churches,
But will it not be drawn by the very force of
things, by sympathy,
by some public
ne.cessity,
by some secret pressure of which it isitself unconseious to incline toward one, in preference
to the
others, probably toward the one which will seem
to it the most powerful
or the best fitted to favor
its tendencies
and cater into its views?
It will
not persecute the others, I admit; persecution
is
_lo longer the order of the day; but the governmeat will not show them the same kindness as it
showsto the one which seems most useful or the
best. And the favors which it heaps on this one
will be likely to alienate the others, while it may
happen that the simpletoleration
which it accords
them will be enough
to displease
the church
"_'hich it wishes to gain over by its benefits.--But
let us suppose the state to have the most complete
impartiality.
Let us carry this supposition
even
to the point of impossibility,
and suppose that all
these religions live in peace side by side, that they
are converted to the idea of liberty of conscience,
that they have learned mutual respect and esteem,
Even in this case the position of the state which
protects them and administers
timir affairs wouhl
be false, full of embarrassments,
if not of dangers, "and would poorly serve the prosperity
of
these religions
and consequently
not effect the
good expected of it. How could it manage them
understandingly?
How could it have an intimate
acquaintance
with their different principles often
opposed, and accord to each one precisely that
which belongs
to it?
Take an administrator
reared a Catholic,
an absolute
stranger
to the
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spirit and traditions
of Protestantism;
how coal(|
he manage the affairs of di_enters
hohiing, as he
does, opinions
directly
opposed to theirs;
or a
free thinker called to direct the different religions
in a state
tie will promise,
]to doubt,
1o set
aside his personal opinions
in his administration;
but how far can he succeed?
Will he not come
to consider as an enormous demand that which is
really but an unavoidable
necessity for this or
that church?
In truth, each church
only can
understand
what is fitted to it. A stranger to a
church is lost infallibly in deciding
what to do or
to ]cave undone in respect to it. Although
his
intentions
be the best in the world, if he is an
administrator
of religious affairs, hc will make
mistakes at every step which will deeply woun(l
the churches
committed
to his carc.--There
is
agaiust the principle of church and state another
consideration,
which,
though of a lower order,
has nevertheless
some value.
Justice
requires
that ever)" citizen should contribute
only to the
church to which he belongs.
With what right,
unless it be the right of the strongest,
will you
force him to maintain with his property a church
which is hateful
to him, which
he eon._iders
harmful,
which
is perhaps
to him a declared
enemy?
It is this, however, which takes place
when there is a union of religious affair_ with lhc
statc.--For
a long time the I_rotestants of France
have paid, not only the clergy who prcached
against them but also the dragoons who cut tbeir
throats, burnt theii' houses, violated their wive_
aml dau,_hters
and carried
off their chihiren.
They have to fear the._e horrors no longer; but
they pay for religion much more than tl_c maintenancc
of their own clmrch dcmands from the
budget.--There
i% says Vincent,
in Europe, a
great l)cople, a living cxamI)lc of tlm cxce._s to
which this injustice may bc carried and the e_iN
which result from it: it is Ireland.
The di.-trc._s
of this unhappy
land, the 'lbyss of mi._cry il_t()
which it is plunged,
an abyss front which the
most expert do not know where to find an c.-eape,
its moral degradation
_nd its invincible ignorance,
arise far more from this source than from the
nature itself of thc religion to which its inhabilants are so strongly alta(.bcd.
It arises from tbc
tithes with all their rigor, from the coalition of
a fanatical
aristocracy
with a fawning
clcrgy,
whicll is the great and perhaps the only cause of
the desperate
suffering
with which Ireland terrlfies the nations.
The Anglican
religion appears
as a vampire attached to this great body, sucking
it unceasingly
andleaving
it just blood cnough to
live and go on producing.
Thus the substance
is devoured
and the generous sentiments
of this
people are perverted to gorge with gold a clergy
whom it does not want.
Thc example is extrcme,
doubtless;
it is unique, perhaps, but it exists; and
it alone suffices to show us to what lcngth vexatiun and injustice
may go beforc the clergy will
draw back.--IV.
I_g.qim.e cJf lhe Liberty of Wor.
ship.
The only rSgime c-_pable of eliminating
all these difficulties
and in accordance
with all
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the principles
of liberty of thought,
and which
answers to the present
multiplicity
of religions,
is that which leaves to all religious
societies the
care of managing and regulating
their own affairs
themselves,
aside from all interference
of the
state.
This solution
is so simple that we can
only blame habits and prejudices
if it has not
been generally
accepted
before now in all coum
tries where any value is attached
to liberty
of
c,)nseieuee.--The
r_gime of entire liberty of worship is rejected
either in the name of religion,
which, it is said, will perish or at least decline
as soon as it is left to its own resources,
or in the
name of the state, which will find itself continu'dly
menaced by tile spiritual
power the moment
it
ceases to weigh directly upon it and keep it within
just limits.
These fears, inspired by sentiments
which contradict
and therefore
mutually destroy
each other, are entirely chimerical.
A few hasty
considerations
prove this.--People
fear that the
r(gime of liherty will be fatal to religion.
They
think,therefore,
thatithasnovitalforceof
itsown,
and that it can only exist on condition of being
sustained
and protected
by the civil authorities,
This is indeed a poor idea of rehgion, and those
who admit it seem to me little authorized
to plead
in its favor.
If its case were such as they think,
it would be merely a matter of convention,
without root in human
nature,
invented,
without
doubt, to serve as an instrument
of despotism
and
to lead the people on like a low herd.
In such a
case its loss should not excite very lively regrets,
--But we can not accept this idea.
:Even a superficial analysis of the spiritual nature of man shows
that he has au unconquerable
aspiration
toward
the ideal.
This aspiration
is exhibited
under the
most varied forms according to the degree of gencral culture, under strange
forms among nations
in their childhood,
in pure and noble forms among
men who have arrived at the maturity
of reason;
but it always appears under one form or another,
It is an undoubted
fact, that there is no nation
and no people without a religion.
If it is anintegraI part of human nature, it will not disappear
under any r6gime.--It
only remains to seek that
which is most favorable
to its purest manifcstations.
It certainly
can not be the one under
which it is fettered with hindrances,
nor where it
can not live except through arbitrary
rules.
Between a regulated
religion
and a free religion
there is the same difference as between treeswhich
the scissors of a stupid gardener,
pretending
to
bc an artist, gives the form of a fan or avase, and
the trees growing in the full liberty of the fields,
--Will
it be said that we must save it from its
own excesses and prevent
it from degenerating
into superstition
and empty formalism?
Without doubt; but it is not the hand of the state that
will direct it b(,st in its development.
Irrespective of its unfitness to judge religious matters, the
state is naturally
led by its own interests
to keep
religion in what is called order, that is to say, in
a fixed immobility.
Governments
are not fond
of activity of thought and sentiment;
they see in
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them elements
of disorder.
They are perhaps
right in one sense and from their own point of
view.
But under this guardianship
religion becomes a pure formality,
with many ceremonies,
few feelings, and still fewer ideas.
Thestatesmau
is satisfied with this condition;
the truly religious
man is less satisfied; he prefers life to this stale of
somnolency.--Add
to this that thestate which proteats a church impels men to hypocrisy,
without
wishing
it. There
is no trouble and there may
be some profit in professing
the religion of the
state.
Even in France, under the empire, little
calculations
of this kind were made.
What is
more general, without being less fatal to religious
life, is, that classification
by religion
becomes
fixed in countries where the affairs of religion are
in the hands of the government.
A man b(,longs
to this or that religion by birth and not by conviction.
I know well that in the state of indifference which predominates
in religious m_Ltters,
men fear to appear singular by abandoning
the
religion, in which they were born, to join one
which they find preferable.
But, besides,
this
general indifference
constitutes
a species of hypoerisy, since men continue
to belong in fact to
a church whose doctrines
they reject and whose
discipline
they do not observe.
This is a consequence of the desire of governments,
protectors
of one or several religions, to maintain that which
is established.
It may be that in truth these governments
are ve_ T little concerned
whether peopie are Catholics,
Protestants,
Jews, Mussuhnaa_,
orthodox or rationalists;
but changes of religion
would trouble the established
orderin some point.
they would establish a bad precedent.
:Nothing
of all this t_n pleasca well regulated governmental administration,
and we can not find fault with
it for this.
We should be permitted,
however, to
blame an administration
which of necessity produces such effects whether
they arc desired or
not; and religion, it seams to us, has no reason to
congratulate
itself on an order of things which is
in reality so fatal to it.--To
elewLte religion, to
make it a serious thing, an _d'fair of conscience
and not of expediency,
make it independent!
As
soon as there shall be no more profit in belonging
to one church rather than another, men will join
a church only because they have adopted its principlcs sincerely.
The profession
of a religion
will be a truth;
the members of a church will belong to it in reality.
Such a church may see the
number
of its adherents
diminish,
but what it
loses in quantity
it will gain in quality.
Thi._
change, far from injuring
it, will be entirely t(,
its advantage.
The lukewarm
and unbelieving,
which the chm'ch drags in its train, arc only an
inconvenient
burden, which hinders its progress
and cllills the life in its breast.--This
condition
of independence
can alone enable each church to
live and develop according
to its own principles.
Free from all restraint,
being no longer
bound
by the sacrifices
imposed ou it by its connection
with the state, it will have to take coun_l
only
of its beliefs,
and will decree
doctrines
as it
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ut_derstands
them; it will impose on its members
the discipline
which
is the consequence
of its
doctrines.--The
objections raised against the separation of church and state in thcname of public
order and great social interests,
are not better
founded
than those raised in the name of the
prosperity
of religion.
Far from being a danger
to states, religious indcpendencc
would ben great
advantage
to them.
And first of all, it would
free them from the embarrassments
without end,
brought on by the administration
of ecclesiastical
affairs.
It is needless to insist on this point,
it
is but too well known how many false measures
governments
are engaged in, eithcr through
the.
desire to become popular
with one or another
religious party, oi" merely through
tlm protection
which they think themselves
obliged to )ueld to
one ehm'ch or another.--Let
it not be said that
even under the rt:gime of religious
independencc
the state will always have an interest in looking
after the religion of the majority of its citizens,
What is meant by that?
That it should protect
it to the detriment
of othcrs?
But that would
be to return to the union of church and state once
more, and we have supposed
this r6gime abolished. Let it be well understood
what it is that the
separation of church
and state brings with it in
tlJe social order, and immediately
all the objcclions will be seen to disappear which do not start
from the point of view of the actual state of
things.
The rfgimeof
church independence
supposes that the government
will not interfere
in
religious affairs at all, neither to oppress, protect
nor guide them.
It will he for the churches
to
provide for their own wants as they undcrstand
them, while conforming,
however,
to the general
measures relating to public
order.
I do not say
that the cessation of the protection
of religion by
the state should not bring with it the cessation of
nnmy other kinds of protection,
and many regnalations which treat citizens as if they were incapable of struggling
aloncwith
advantage
against
the difficultiesof
lifc; we cannot,
however,
but
congratulate
ourselves
on this progress.-The
opponents of the separation
of church and state
repeat unceasingly
that the result of this system
would be to create a state within the state, and to
incur a danger
mcnacing
to the public
peace,
Nothing
couht be more unfounded
than these
fears.
It is not under the r_gime of liberty, it is
under that of concordats,
that a church forms a
state within the state.
The concordat
itself is a

influence the course of affairs there are no other
means of action for it than free discussion
and
persuasinn.--It
will be said this is a great error;
that a church,
and particularly
the Catholic
church, will always have means of action which
can not be possessed by a philosophical
school
or any other associ'_tion.
_'ery true. but. without stopping
to discover whether
in a state of
independence
it will not have to use all its activity in providing
for the needs of worship
and
church administration,
I ask what action it. could
wish to exercise on a government
which has nothing to give it but what it gives all the rest of its
citizens, that is to say, security
and the opportunity of living without annoyancc.
Is it wished to
consider it as a permanent
conspir'_cy against the
state?
But why slmuld it conspire?
To gct possession of the govcrmnent
and change the order
of things to its own _ay of thinking?
Let the
world be at rest on that point.
It is not in this
direction that the breeze of modern civilization
is
blowing.
In a state where liberty really exists,
and with it education and prosperity,
conspiracies
are chimeras;
no one even dreams
of forming
them except among an enslaved
people.
Whatever may be the fickleness of men and the caprices
of the crowd, change is neither sought for nor
desired where every one is satisfied.
There is a
preventive,
an infallible remedy against conspiracies from whatever
side they come--to
spread
education
and well being, to put each citizen in
a position to think, to reflect, to judge soundly;
and at the same time to encourage labor, to honor
It, and to make it loved.--But
if a nation placed in
these conditions
does not know how to appreciate
its happiness,
and prefers slavery to liberty, ignorante to developmcnt
of mind, misery to well
being, the institutions
of the filiddle ages to those
of the age of independence
and nmturity of realson, I do not see how its loss could be regretted.
Let such a nation perish, since it is not worthy
to live--These
extremes
are not to be feared,
however.
We have
not yet arrived
"Lt this
era of despair.
Everything
is moving
toward
hl)erty, the church and the rest, although
it. does
not seem very nmch inclined
at this moment
to
follow the general movement.
Its independence
would
give it hetter
counsel
than its present
position.
The r6gime of separation
of church
and state will 1)ring about altogether
a different
order of things from that which has reigm,d for
centuries
in most countries.
In France the con-

proof of this, since the concordat
is a treaty
between two powers.
The state, in trcating with
a cl urch, recognizes
publicly that it is a power
similar to that which it represents
itself.
And
this power is more formidable
since the state
lends it arms, puts itself at its service, and endeavors to increase its prestigc.--Scparated
from
the state, the church
commands
only the resources that belong to it, and finds itself confined
altogether
to religious
affairs.
Willing
or not,
it can no longer do anything
but practice
the
medicine of the soul, and if it has any desire to
28
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tinuous exclusive
dominion
of Catholicism
lm_
accustomed
Frenchmen
to think
of only one
church.
)Ion will tell us that there is n¢) other
church but that of Rome.
Iu reality there are aa
many church_
as there _tre ways of ml(lerstanding Chrnstianity,
and the _va)'s of understanding
Christianity
are very numerou.-, ] was going to
say almost intinite.
If thcyhavc
not yet appeared
in France,
it is simply
for want of freedom.
There
has never been liberty
of wor._hip m
Fr.m(:e, in the true sense of the word.
But if
religious
affairs ever come within ordinary law,
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if it comes to pass that cve_ T man can express his
opinions
in religious
maltcrs,
and preach them
publicly,
be sure the church will break up into a
number of separate churches which will counterbalance each other, and have no more important
occupation
than to surpass each other in zeal, in
morality and learning.
In default of this breaking up, which, however, is unavoidable,
the dissident religions,
reduced
to silence to-day, will
bc able to compete with the Catholic
church in a
way which will not be without
danger for the
latter._It
is not _hat this church would be men-

now draw right conclusions
from the considerations which wc have just presented
we shall be
able to establish,
it seems to me, the followil_g
propositions:
1. The course of affairs itself always
leads to the separation
of church
and state.
In
the beginning
religion rules all human affairs; a
second state follows when the state seeks to guard
social interests against the encroaehmcnts
of the
church, either by submitting
it to its own authority or by restricting
it in a circle more or less
contracted
through an agreement
with the church
itself.
The movement which is made in the sense

aced in its existence
by the separation of church
and state, and would bc unable to endure the
r_:gime of liberty.
]t represents
the principle of
authority
in rcligion;
there will always be men,
and many of them, who, distrustful
of themselves
or little capable for one cause or another of venturing on the examination
of difficult religious
problems, will feel the need of a support and will
be happy
to find it in a church which, to the
prestige
of a pompous
ceremonial,
unites the
prestige, not le_ iml)osing to certain minds, of a
dogmatism
absolute
in its affirmations.
It may
lmppen, nevertheless,
that this of all the different
churches
should be the one which by reason of
the considerable
expense
of its wol_hip,
the
princely
habits of its high dignitaries,
the difficulties in organizing
the numerous
personnel
of
the clergy, would lose the most by losing the
support of the state; and perhaps fl_is feeling has
something
to do with the repugnance
with which
the separation of church and state seems to inspire
it.--Mea
seem alarmed
at the division
which
would naturally
take place in religious
institutions in consequence
of an absolute
liberty of
conscience,
of the discussions
which would arise
between
different ]'eligions, and of the troubles
which it is supposed
would
arise from these
controversies.
Let there be no alarm.
Theological discussions
become dangerous only when one
party can invoke the aid of the secular arm.
We
do not see the public peace troubled
in the United
States by the controversies
of sects, no matter
how excited some of them arc.--You
will see the
door open Io all follies, those will be sure to say
who only understand
order born of constraint,
It is possible, indeed, that extravagant
opinions
may appear, but they wid die out of themselves
very soon.
Follies do not last except where they
are persecuted.
The American revivals are only
transitory,
without influence on the public peace

of limiting the action of the church in the state,
should naturally
result in separating
it altogether
from public affairs.
2. Tim rSgime
of state
rule of religion
takes away all independence
from the religions
sentiment,
and in tlmt way all
dignity and real life. It is an unhappy
system,
because
it completely
stifles thought.
8. The
r6gime of concordats
is disadvantageous
t)oth to
church and state.
It keeps up a continual
struggle between
the two contracting
parties, a struggle which exhausts
without
utility the forces of
both, and prevents the state from devoting itself
entirely to its mission, which is to labor for the
increase of public wealth, by occupying
it unccasingly with
questions
which
have no relation
to this end; which prevents
the church
from
carrying
on its work in peace which is to console,
to edify and to spiritualize,
by turning
its atten.
tion toward plans of earthly power.
4. The only
r6gime proper
to the spirit of our time is the
separation
of the two powers, leaving to each its
proper
sphere.
The objections
brought
againsL
this system
arise altogcther
from an erroneous
conception
of the order of things which it might
produce.
By placing one's self at the standpoint
of this new r6gimc all difficulties
disappear,
and
at once is found,
not absolute
perfection,
of
course, which is not to be looked for in human
affairs, but a just distribution
of functions,
a
proper
liberty left to the expression
of religious
opinions,
the final suppression
of importunate
cares, such as the administration
of ecclesiastical
affairs has been to governments
for centuries
past; in one word, an organization
in which the
various
interests
will find all the satisfaction
desirable without coming into collision and without injuring each other.
MICIIEI, :NICOLAS.
CHURCH,

Anglican.

(See GREAT BnlTXn_.)

and the general coume of affairs.
The Tfirlupins,
the Beghiirds and the Flagellants
excited storms
solely because,
instead of letting these feverish
movements
disappear
of themselves,
it was held
a duty to rage against and repress them.
Moreover, attacks of mental delirium are not without
compensation.
From time to time the youth of
Sparta were treated to the spectacle
of drunken
men, in order to excite in them disgust
for debauchery and love for sobriety.
Religious follies
will cause us to feel the worth of sound doctrines
and of a piety sanctioned
by right reason.--If
we

CHURCH,
CHIYRCH.)

Catholic.

(See RoMxN CATaOLIC

CHURCH,
Greek.
"We shall not undertake to
explain the origin and different phases of the operation of the Greek from the Roman church, but
will confine ourselves
to explaining
as briefly as
possible how the Greek or Oriental church is constituted.
The Oriental
church
is divided
into
four patriarchates,
with sees at Constantinople,
Jerusalem,
Antioch and Alexandria.
Greece, before its emancipation,
belonged to the patriarch-
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.ate of Constantinople;
since the war of independcnce, it has been freed from this subjection,
and
the constitution
of 1844 has converted
this fact
i_to a principle.
Thesupreme
authority isvested
in a permanent
holy synod, composed
of five
members;
this synod sits in the capital and is
presided over by the metropolitan;
the other four
members are called counselors.
The sovereign is
represented
in the holy synod by a royal commissiou, which attends
all the sittings, and countersigns all decrees, but has not the right of particit)ating in the deliberations.
In what concerns
purcly religious questions the holy synod actsin
the plenitude of its independence;
in matters of
a mixed nature it acts in concert with the government.
It is intrusted
with the censorship
of
books for the young; it sees that the religious holidays are celebrated
according
to the orthodox
rite, and that the clergy take no part in politics,
In applications
for divorce tim bishop declares the
dissolution
of the marriage,
after the sentence of
the court has been transmitted
to him.
The metrOl)olitan's salary is 6,000 drachmas;
each of thc
ten archbishops
receives 5,000, but the bishops
receive only4,000.
The bishops arc named by the
king, upon the presentation
of three candidates
ch_)sen by the holy s)mod from among the clergy
of the kingdom
of Greecc.--Of
the four great
Oriental sees, that of Constantinople
is the only
_)n,. that has maintained
itsimportance;
the provinces subjected to Turkey and to Austria are subjc('t to its direction in spiritual mattcrs.--In
what
concerns
the Gr_eco-Russian
church
it is wcll
known that after the capture of Constantinople
by the Tnrks the Russian
clergy have considered
themselves independent
of the supremacy
of the
Orientalpatriarch,
and that his influence increased
to sueh a point as to give umbrage
to theMuscovitc sovereigns.
The accession of Peter I. put an
endtothisstateofthings;
he kncw that his elcrgy
were opposed
to thc reforms
which lie contcmplated.
He, by his own authority,
deposed Nicon,
the patriarch
of Moscow (1681).
He afterward
supp,'essed this dignity and confided the direction
of everything
relating
to ccclesiasticalaffairs
ton
college composed of bishops and civil counselors,
called the directing
holy synod, which sat first at
5Ioscow, and aftcrward
at St. Petcrsburgh.
Thc
members of this synod l,ow take rank immcdi•ltely after the senators.
It is presided over by an
a,'chbishop,
who can not quit the imperial resideuce.
The sees of the four great dioceses are
St. Petcrsburgh,
Kief, Kasan and Tobolsk;
but
the holy synod has branches in Georgia, Imeretia,
and Mingrelia,
whose chief towns are episcopal
sees.
CHOPIN.
@IIURCltES
AND RELIGIONS,
Politicoeconomical
Aqpeets
of. Why place such an
article in this work?
What can churches have in
common with political
economy?
This question
will doubtless
present itself to the minds of some
readers, who, before examining
the question, will
censure us for having considered
from the point
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of view of material utility a side of human lifein
which, to their thinking,
calculation
should play
no part.--Their
censure
would perhaps
be well
founded if, being imbued in regard
to churches
in general with that philosophic,
or pretended
philosophic
indifference
on which radical thinkers
pride themselves,
we should
pretend
to weigh
tile different
beliefs in the worldly
balance
of
material interests and assign to economic considerations
any influence
in the choice of religion
by individuals
or nations.
But such is not our
idea.
We know very well that a churchis adopted from
conviction,
on account
of religious
beliefs of which it is the external
manifestation,
and not in consideration
of what iL costs, or what
it brings in; and we slmuhl consider
the statesman senseless whose views on the question
of
public worship shouht be determined
by motives
of economy alonc.--Let
religious men, therefore,
divest themsclves
of prejudice in reading what we
write, and they will not bc slow in recognizing
with us tlmt churches come naturally
within the
domain of political
economy,
first as exercising
an influence
more or less dircct upon certain
economic phenomena,
then as applying a part of
the wealth produced to the satisfaction
of a social
want.--Political
economy does not embrace the
totality of human interests;
it does not undertake
to indicate
to man, individual
or collective, the
means of happiness,
even here below.
Its only
object is to explain the phenomena
of production.
circulation
and distribution
of wealth, to discover
the laws according
to which these phenomena
takc place.
Finally,
its object is to formulate
the general theories which should direct nations
in their economic
development,
that is to say, in
secking
the advantages
which have wealth for
their cause or principal
clement.--Thus
when
exact data permit
us to compare
the economic
condition
of a country
with
the productive
powers
at its disposal,
it belongs to political
economy to decide in what degree the results of
this comparisou
are in accordance
with the general laws whicll preside over the development
of
wealth,
and indicate
the causes
which
might
have accelerated
or retarded
the progress of this
dcvelopment
in the country
in question.
If,
among these causes, it finds certain precepts
or
certain usages folTaing part of religious worship,
it takes notc of them, with no other object than
to explain the complex phcnomena
of which it
must render account,
without
expressing
any
judgment
at all as to the religious, moral or even
simply politica]_ propriety
of the practices or the
observances
in question.--±Now
who can deny
the influence which
certain churches have exercised on economic phenomena
at different times,
notably on the quantity
of productive
forcesse_
at work and on the direction
which was given
them?
]_[ust wc not scck in the religious beliefs
of the people of the east, and in the practices derived from these beliefs,
one of tim principal
causes of the profound difference exisliugbctween
the material civilization
of these pcoplc_ and that
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of the western nations?
8holfld we not attribute
a considerable
part, in many economic results in
the political and social r6gime in Fratice, to the
precepts
and usages of religion then dominant,
especially to monastic institutions,
to the celibacy
of priests, to the great number
of holidays,
to
abstinence
in Lent, etc., etc.?--We
do not wish,
however,
to occupy
ourselves
here with these
effects peculiar to certain churches and resulting
from variable
practices.
Among
the civilized
nations
of our time the economic
influence
of
which
we have just spoken
has become,
or
tends to become, almost nothing
or purely accidental.
But between
churches
and our science
there exist relations of another kind, to which we
must call the attention
of the reader.--Religious
beliefs common to a great number of individuals
demand an external manifestation,
collective
and
public;
in other words, a worship more or less
s, flcmn.
This is a universal
fact in support
of
which any demonstration
would besuperfluous.-It is another no less undoubted
fact that this social
want is one of those which the state is almost always obliged to provide for by means of an organization whose expenses
are defrayed
by society,
From this two questions
arise which evidently
belong
to political
economy:
1. Arc religious
wants better and more completely
satisfied by the
intervention
of the state than they could be by
the spontaneous
action of society itself?
2. Which
of these two possible modes of satisfaction,
all
other things being equal, imposes the least material sacrifice on society?--Before
approaching
the
examination
of these questions
let us begin by
stating
that if we consider
the two modes as
equally possible, it is because they have both been
tried.
There exists in our time a great nation,
highly civ:"izcd and at the same time very rcligious, in which
churches
are altogether
l)rivate
institutions.
In the United States the state is
absolutely
a stranger,
in law and in fact, to the
external manifestation
of religious belief.
Religious wants are satisfied there, completely
and liberally, without
any intervention
either of the
public treasury or of the law.
It was almost the
same in France before the revolution
of 1789, as
the Catholic chur(.h had its own property at that
time which relieved it of the necessity of asking
anything
from the state, and an _rganizatinn
which did not eman'ttc
from the civil power;
while the other churches were not recognized.-In political economy those who labor for the satisfaction of a soci_tl want are called ptvducers, and
those who make use of the product
intended for
this satisfaction
cons_mers.
When the state assumes the rSlc of producer, it arrogates to itself a
monopoly
it excludes all competition
in the kind
of production
to which it dcvc_tes itself.
In the
contrary case, that is to say, when the satisfaction
of a social want is left to the free and spontaneous
action of society itself, or to the parts of society
which feel this want, it necessarily
happens that
the corresponding
production
is undertaken
competitively
by several individuals
or several private

associations.
Sometimes it is manufacturers
who
thus apply their labor in view of an eventual
pecuniary profit; sometimes consumers, who associate together to obtain, by their united efforts or
their individual
sacrifices, the satisfaction
of the
want which they feel in common.
On both hypotheses
each producer,
individual
or collective,
is evidently interested
in increasing
his product,
since he finds, on tile first hypothesis,
all increase
of profit, and on the second, the combination
of a
greater number
of individual
efforts and coastqucntly a more and more completesatisfactionof
the wants which he intended to satisfy.--Now
the
producer
has two methods of increasing
the humber of consumers
whose wants lie provides for,
and of outstripping
his competitors
by increasing
his production
at the expenseof
theirs.
The first
is to improve
the quality
of his products;
the
second, to lower their price to consumers.
The
certain effect, therefore,
of competition
is to induce producers to improve
their products and to
furnish them at the lowest possible pricc.--In
the
case of an _d)solute monopoly
the stimulant
of
which we have just spoken does not exist, or, if it
does exist, it is in'a much lower degree and under
certain exceptional
circumstances,
namely, when
it is a question
of material
products, destined
to
satisfy the wants of luxury, the consnmption
of
which may be extended or restricted
indefinitely.
We can affirm, then, that any social want will be
satisfied
more completely
and economically
in
proportion
as the competition
of producers
fitted
to provide
for it is freer and more extensive.-Such is the general law laid down by political
economy for the solution of the questions
which
occupy us.
Does this law, evident in theory, and
confirmed
moreover
by the daily experience
of
practical
life, admit of exceptions?
Are there
special social wants which can be satisfied only
througi) the intervention
of the state?
We do
not hesitate to answer affirmatively,
and we shall
cite at once as special exceptiomd cases, the wants
of security, justice, coin.lge, ways of communica.
tion for persons
and things, etc., etc.--Shouhl
religious wants be ranged among the exceptional
cases or remain
submitted
to the general rule?
This remains to be examined.
:But wc must first
establish a distinction
which governs
our whole
subjcct.--Thc
Christian
worhl from a religious
point of view, has for three centuries
been divided
between two opposing principles,
which we shall
call the principle
of unity
and the principle
of
diversity.
Those who admit the first, form but
one single church, submitted to one single authorit)', pr'mticing one and the same rite prescribed
by this authority.
Those who admit the second
principle,
form an indcflnite
number of distinct
churches,
capable of differing from ctmh other in
forms of worship,
and, up to a certain point, in
their beliefs.--It
will be seen that we describe
Catholicism
and Protestantism
by their purely external and in some sense material aspect, hecause
it is the only one, as we have alreadysaid,
of which
our science can take account.--:Examined
under
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this aspect the principle
of unity becom_
identicalwith that of monopoly.
Catholicism excludes
all internal competition.
Whether the state interfares or not, there is but one e_repre_eur,
one single producer
charged with providing
forthereligious wants of Catholics.
if it is not the state it is
the church, a body exclusively
monarchic accordJug to some, mixed with aristocracy
according to
others, but whose will is always one and homogeneous with reference
to what we may call religiotls production.--There
would be no further
question then with reference to Catholicism
than
t() decidc which is preferable,
the mon,)poly of
the (:hurch or that of the st'lie: a great question,
which it is our duty to examiz_e here only in
its economic
aspcct, putting
aside all political
or moral motives which
might militate
in one
sc,_se or another.
_Now from this restricted point
of view, the monopoly
of the state appears to us
preferable to that of the church for the following
_'easons: Among Catholics
ihc acting church, the
church which administers
the worship and which
disposes of the material means collected for this
purpose, is not confounded,
a.s among Protestants,
with the religious
community
itself; it does not
embrare
the totality of bclicvcrs;
it is composed
exclusively
of meinbers
of the clergy, that is to
say, of an organized hierarchy,
whiclx recruits its
own ranks and _q_ich is consequently
animated
in the highest degree with the spirit of unity and
perpetuity,
of unity in time and space.
The resuit of this, in the first place, is that the immovable property which the ehu,'ch has acquired,
and
the "mmunt of which it is always interested
in increasing,
to assure its own existence
more and
more firmly and its means of action in the future,,
becomes inalienable
in its hands
and is with,.h'awn from circulation.
:Not only does it cease
to belong to lay society; but it is withdrawn
from its actio,_, withdrawn
from that commercial
movcn|ent
which, under the imlmlse of interest,
tends to render the working
of productive
capital more and mo|e profitable
to the general interest, by causing it to pass through hamls the best
fitted to make use of it. The first conscquencc
produces a second still more disadvantageous.-If to satisfy
the personal
wants of its members
and those of the church with which it is chargcd,
the hie,'archy
had only the periodical
contribulions and casual offerings
"_'hich laymen might
vohmtarily
make, it wo_ld,
although
exercising
a nmnopoly, be interested
iu arousing the zeal of
believers iu kecping
up among
them religious
sentiments
and habits.
Can it be the same when
once the chu,'ch is possessed of considerable
properly which renders it independent
of the zeal of
the faithful?
Evidently
not.
The stimulant
of
interest then becomes weaker,
if it does not altogethcr disappear;
and as that of duty, unfortunately, is not always of such constant efficacy,
_ve may hold it for certain that the satisfaction
of
relig_ou_wants
will become, under suchar_gimc,
more and mc_re imperfect
and insufficient
for
Cathohc
populations.--The
truth
of what wc
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._dvance was confirmed
in a remarkable
manner
by the experience
of France.
Before the revolulion of 1789, the church possessed one-fifth of all
the territory of France and the rest was burdened
with tithes for its profit, the aunual product of
which reached 133 millions francs.
In this way.
a very great part of the soil of the countl T was
cither withdrawn
from circulation,
consequcntly
from the fructifying
and improving
action of
private interests, or weighted
with a real burden,
which, of all those that land can bear, is the most
irrational,
the most contr'u'y
to the progressive
devclopment
of agricultural
industry.--ln
saying
that all thesc ecclesiastical
estates belonged to the
hierarchy,
that is, t_ the clergy considered
in their
totality as a moral body, wc give expression
to
what was everywhere
considered
wrongly
as of
right, rather than what was really the law.
We
must agree with the _n'cater part of the jurists
who have gone to the bottom of thi_ question,
notably
with the celebrated
Savigny,
that the
subject of these rights of property,
the real proprictor
of these ecclesiastical
estates,
was the
religious communitics,
the churches,
in the primitive sense of the word (ekM_i_e).
In tim sixth
century this had not yet becom_ a question,
as is
shown by the constitutions
of Justinian,
in particular the 26th in the code De sacrosa_ctis eccle_iis.
But the influence of the canon law was not slow
in introducing
on this point a confusion of ideas
which continued
to grow and develop from that
time.--The
error had become so general and so
complete at the time of the first revolution
th'lt
it formed the only _round upon which the partisans "rod the adversaries
of the confiscation
of
ecclesiastical property met.
When ]_Iirabeau contended that the corporate
existence of the Catholic clergy being once supprcsscd,
the property of
which this moral being had been the owner was
left without a proprietor,
and belonged, fo," want
of an heir, by rigut to the state or to the nation
as was then said, the Abb_ ]_Iaury and other
champions
of the church opposed to this reasoning nothi,_g but quotations
and distinctions
_'ithout significance.
They did not think of disputing the principle,
so eminently
open to dispute,
upon which the legality of the proposed secularization rested.--Thc
confusion in questio,l results,
as we have said, from the very essence of the
Catholic organization;
it is inherent in the institution of '_ sacerdotal
hierarchy,
and we think it
will bc necessarily
rcproduced
to a greater
or
lesser degree wherever
the church
orga,lized in
this way prcserves under any conditions
and liraits the power of acquiring propcrty.--It
is not part
of onr plan to explain the principles on which the
Catholic
church has been succ_sively
rcconstiluted in France
since tim commencement
of this
century--principles
which, to tell the truth, were
vague enough in the minds of the legislators and
statesmen charged with applying
thcm.
All we
have to establish
is, that the state as a rule
undertook
to provide
for the religious
wants
of the Catholic
population
of France,
and 1,_
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fact substituted
its own monopoly
for that of
the church.
The direct grants of the state are
not sufficient, it is true, for the entire support of
the Catholic church in France;
but the remainder
is furnished
either by subsidies from the depart-merits or the communes;
or by the revenues
of
church property ; or by means of real property or
capital, composing what several French
laws, in
consequence
of the above mentioned
error, very
improperly
called dotationdu
cle_yd; or by lands
belonging
Io the state, the departments
or the
communes;
or by property belon_ng
to the congregations
and authorized
religious corporations,
Now this last category of property is the only one
really removed from circulation
and subjected
to
ecclesiastical
mortmain;
all the rest is comprised
in the domain of the state or administered
under
its direct control or by purely civil authorities.-The territory of France,
therefore,
with the exception of a small fraction,
is freed from that
mortmain
whichhad
formerly
covered so large a
portion
of it, and from those burdensome
tithes
which hindered
the development
of agricultural
industry
at every point.--tIowever
vicious the
French system of direct contributions
may be in
principle,
it is impossible
to compare it in cconomic results with those two plagues, the tithes
and the mortmain
which
it has replaced.
It
must be recognized
then that the country
has
realized a great economy in the satisfaction
of its
religious wants by substituting
the monopoly
of
the state for that of the church.--Are
these wants
themselves
better or worse satisfied than formerly?
If there is a fact generally
admitted
byall
at the present
time, it is this, that the Catholic
clergy are better fitted morally and intellectually
for the exercise
of their functions,
are more
worthy in their private life, more zealous in the
exercise of their pastoral
duties, than they were
ia the last century.
But, without
wishing
to
attribute
this amelioration
exclusively
to motives
of material interest, we believe,ha,
it mighthave,
in every case, and in theabsence
even of nobler morives, resulted from the insufficiency of the grants
give,, by the state, the priests fiRlding themselves
in this way obliged to count on local assistance,
as well as upon the liberality
and the offerings of
the faithful;
that is to say, on resources whose
product,
essentially variable,
must naturally
increase and decrease in proportion
to the degreeof
faith and religious
fervor with which each rainister of the faith ,nay inspire his flock.--Let
us
now apply the questions
proposed
above to
churches governed
by the principle
of diversity,
and we shall recognize
at first that competition
may exist in them and exhibit its effects in two
ways.--In
the first place, as the churches
established on this principle do not recognize anycommon superior,
there is no reason to prevent persons professing,he
same belief and practicing
the
same rite separating
into a number of communities distinct
and independent
of each other,
This has taken place in all Protestant
communions in the United States; also in Europe,
espe-

cially in England
among the dissenters,
who are
neither
recognized
nor salaried by the state.
Now administrators
and pastors of these cornpeting associations
would have to cease to be me_
were this state of things
not to arouse among
them a spirit of rivalry and emulation
eminently
fitted to stimulate
their zeal and activity.--In
the
second place, the separation
and reciprocal
ind(,pendence
of the churches which do not profess
the same belief,
or which do not practice
the
same rite, establish
among
them an inevitable.
competition
the more active and efficacious in,
this, that the spirit of sect and proselytism
adds.
its stimulating
energy to that of simple rivalry.-Arc fllere re_sons for thinking that the rdgime of
free competition
will not produce
its ordi_mry
effect in regard to worship?
We do not know of
any, and therefore
we think we can affirm, that
under such a r_gime the religious wants of a Protestant population
will be as well and as economically satisfied
as possible. --The
interference
of the state can only tend to diminish this sarisfaction.
First,
by organizing
and paying
the
churches,
the state places the administrators
and
the pastors of each church
in a position _vhich
renders tlmm independent,
in all their material
interests, of the zeal and faith of their flock.
The
parishes
of the different
churches being limited
by law, the salaries fixed in consequence
and
subtracted
from the mass of public
revenue,
religious
production
will in its growth
merely
increase the burden of producers
without adding
anything
to their profits, or to the importance
of
their position.--Thc
principal
inconvenience
of
state monopoly
here is that, in organizing,
,it
the expense
of the entire nation and for all
parts of its territory,
a very limited number of
recognized
religions,
it hinders,
if it does not
absolutely prevent, the manifestation
of religions
beliefs which can not be satisfied
by an)" of the
favored religions.
Supposing
even that dissenters
enjoy the most complete
legal toleration,
it is
impossible
that their opinions
should not lab(n
under a certain disfavor;
besides, they find ,.hemselves obliged to support alone the expenses of
their own church at the same time that they con
tribute
their quota to the dominant
religions.-The monopoly
of the state, in other terms the
system of a_lablished cT_urches, can assure but a
very incomplete
and costly satisfaction
of the
numerous
wants which arise from the liberty of
examination.
Religious
production
here is, in
the caseof the greatest number of believers, either
of poor quality
or too high a price; in a word,
insufficient.--The
way in which sects multil)lY
under the r_gime of free competition
shows well
enough that religious wants are various and tend
to become more and more diversified when the
minds of men have once shaken
off the yoke of
authority
and broken
definitely
with absolute
unity of belief and worship,
of organism
and
of action, the idea of which, as well as that of
liberty, does not cease to have a powerful
attr.action for the human
miud.--We
might examine
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the case in which the two principles,
of unity and
diversity, meet among the same people; but we
do not see how this circumstance
could modify
thc theory which we have explained, in the nounlries at least where Catholics
form a considerable
portion of the population,
above all, in those
where they are in a great majority,
as in France.
-In
closing this article we think it our duty to
insist once more that our readers should not iorget the narrow and closely circumscribed
province
lo which we lmve confined ourselves in the examination of the questions
which we had to solve,
To conclude from our reasoning that cconomists,
and particularly
the writer, are absolute partisans
of one system or another in the question of religio_s worship, would be to make us say something
different
from what we have said or wi.-hed to
say.
The problems of legislation
and politics are
always complex.
Economic
motives should be
taken
into consideration,
without
doubt,
but
together
with motives of a nature altogether different; and if the error has often been committed
of _ving
too small a place to the first, it would
not be by giving it too great a place that the
progress
of our science would be favored,
and
injurious
prejudices,
which are still entertained
by so many statesmen
and admimstrators,
dis.
polled.
A.E.
CHERBULIEZ.
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CHURCHES,Protestant. _ The organization
of churches is the only thing in religious nmttcrs
which comes directly
within
the province
of
politics.
It seems proper,
therefore,
to begin
with a glance at the nature of Prot_tantism,
the
organization
of a church
naturally
depending
npon the principle
on which
that church is
founded.
And as Protcstantism
has given birth
to many comnmnions
differing
from one another
in many respects,
and founded
upon differcnt
systems, it wifl also be proper
to indicate
the
dogmatic
differences
which
distinguish
them
from one another;
we will therefore
indicate, in
their general tl_tits, the constitutions
which govera the principal
among these churches.--I.
The
Principle alwl Esser_c_ of P_vtestantism.
Protestautism is not, like the Greek church,
distinguished from Catholicisnt
solely by differences
of belief, ceremonies
and ecclesiastical
institutions.
There is a more profound
difference
between them; it concerns the very principles which
are at the foundation
of the two religions.
Both
are equally derived
from the teaching
of Jesus
Christ and the apostles, and consequently,
in their
fired analysis, from the biblical books which conrain this teaching.
But while iu Catholicism
the
interpretation
of these books, and, consequently,
all that concerns religious life, hclong exclusively
to the clergy united in council, _ and the faithful
arc bound to accept simply and without any more
ample infi_rmation,
as positive d_clarations
of the

Holy Ghost, the decisions
of the ecclesiastical
body regularly
as_mbled;
in Protest,'mtism,
the
interpretation
of the Bible is of right for all tile
faithful,
who, after surrounding
themselves
with
all the light they may need, determine
their own
belief according
to what they find in the sacred
scriptures.-This is the essential difference
between the two forms of Christianity,
and it is a
radical one.
It is in religious matters a system of
authority in the one case, and a system of liberty
in the other.
Each has its advantages
and disadvantages,
and considering
them from an historical
and philosophical
point of view, we may say they
correspond
to and agree with
different
states
of culture
and civilization.
One imposes itself
by the very force of circumstances
upon nations
too little developed
to be able to direct
themselves, as also upon individuals
who, not wishing
or not daring to accept the responsibility
of their
acts, their thoughts and their sentiments,
invoke
assistance
to help their weakness;
the other is
introduced,
naturally,
at a time when man, more
enlightened,
aspires to maintain his individuality,
and feeling himself capable of freely determining
his own resolves, has no longer any need of a
strange hand to guide him in the difficult paths
of life. Considered
fi'om this point of view Protestantism
and Catholicism
may be comparcd,
the
former to a free state in which each citizen participates, in a certain measure, in the legislative
power which makes the laws that govern him;
the second
to a state, monarchical
by divine
right, whose subjects have but to obey, and be
silent.--Hence
it follows that Protestantism
can
not aim at that unity of doctrine, rites and institutions of which Catholicism
boasts, and which
it gives as a proof of its divine character.
Freedora of investigation
must necessarily
lead to a
great variety of opinions, and, as a consequence,
give rise to a host of different churches;
this is
what has occurred within the pale of Protestantism.
All Catholic
controversial
writers
have,
with Bossuet,
offered these variations
as a decisive argument
against free investigation,
and,
consequently,
against
Protestantism,
which
is
based upon it. Protestants
themselves
have believed in the validity
of this objection;
many
still believe in it. Let Protestants
reassure themselves.
All the fragile
scaffolding
of Catholic
controversy
will fall to the ground
the very day
Catholics cease to confound,
as they have nearly
_flways done, religion and theology,
and begin to
distinguish
the church from the school.
Religion
is an affair of sentiment;
unity of sentiment
is
all it asks for.
Christian
sentiment
necessarily
ought to be common
to all Christia'as.
It is
the mark by which they are recognized.
Dogma, undoubtedly,
is not an indifferent
matter,
since it is a need of the mind, and thus serves to
nourish religious sentiment;
but theobject
of our

This article is treated from the liberal Protestant point
of view.
: l_loreproperly to the pope since the declaratton of papal
infallibility,

reflections is susceptible,
like everything
within
the scope oi"our intelligence,
of an infinite variety
of appreciation
and conception;
for each man
views abstract and metaphysical
propositions
ha
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a different
light --Unity
of opinion is far from
possessing
the value attributed
to it. It is also,
and even mor_ freqm'.ntly, the mark of error than
of truth.
Witness
the Mussulmans
and Buddhists, among whom it obtains with no less intensity
than among Catholics.
It is, in all cases, thesign
of spiritual
death, as variety and versatility
of
opinion are the sign of spiritual
life•
As Leibhitz said, long ago, universal peace (:an be found
only in the grave.
Diversity of dogmatic conceptions in unity of Christian sentiment;
this should

these remnants, and even to this day it ha_ not
entirely succeeded, though it has labored witllout
ceasingto
this end.
All its internal contests have
been, in fact, but one long and constant effort to
escape from tile equivocal position of half-Catho.
lic, half-Protestant,
in which
it was placed by
the circumstances
attending its birth, and to free
from the yoke of tradition,
which its founders
had broken
only in part, the religious
liberty
which they had called all Christians
to enjoy.
Under one form or another, even where the des-

be, this would be, in fact, the device of Protestautism if its followers had a clear conception
of
their own principles --But,
be this as it may, to
reproach Protestantism
for the variety of opinions
which divide it. is to reproach
it for being Protestantism;
to wish to impose unity upon it is to
re-convert itinto a new Catholicism,
or, we should
rather say, to suppress
it.
Without
variety
in
dogma, there would no longer be any liberty in
religion, which is the true manifestation
of individuality
from a religious point of view.--It
was
not, theretbre,
for thc sake of the mere theoretical principle of private
investigation
that the reformers rebelled against the Cathohc church.
In
reality they proposed to themselves
no other end
than the re-establishment
of Christianity
in its
primitive purity;
as Zwingli expresses it, by freeing religious truth, such as it is taught in the sacred scriptures,
from the alterations
introduced
by the failings of the church
and the errors of
tradition.
Private investigation
was in theireyes
but an instrument.
They even thought
to abandon it when they would have re-established
the
true doctrine;
but from the dogmatic
point of
view, from which they considered
it. they could
not imagine that any one could freely study the
Bible, and not see in it precisely what they themselves saw.
Matters
(lid not, however, turn out
as they expected.
Most marked differences
were
discovered
upon points which seemed to them to
be beyond all question,
and instead of admitting
that variety of opinion was the consequence
of
the principle of private invesligation
which they
had appealed to, and that the new dissenters did
nothing, in reality, but follow the example which
they themselves
had set them, and use toward
them a right which they had claimed for themselves against the Catholic
church,
1hey would
recognize
in them but perverse
and rebellious
spirits who must be compelled
by the fear of punishment to render lmmagc to truth.
The reformarion :,t once changed its language and its conduct.
The constraiut
in religious
matters which
it had condcnnled
and continued
to condemn as
an insupportal)le
lyranny, when it emanated from
Rome, it exercised
immediately
after, as a Godgiven right
to itself, over those whom
it had
called to liberty.--We
must say of this inconsistency what a Geneva professor
replied
to a Catholic who reproached
Calvin with the burning of
Servetus'
l_vliq_f_ papismat_;
it was a remnant
of the Catholic education
of the reformers.
Protestantism
has been at great pains to free itself of

potism of confessions of faith seemed mostsolidly
established,
Protestants
lmve aspired to individual
convictions,
and have claimed
the right to base
their belief upon a personal
study of the Bible•
This tendency,
always the same, and always active, should alone suffice to prove that private investigation
is the soul of Protestantism.--lt
is
often said that Protestantism
may be summed up
in the doctrine
of justification
by faith.
The
orthodox sects in particular
are pleased to present
it in this light ; and wc must confess that they are
in the right: their only fault is that they take a
part for the whole.
It was by restoring
the
doctrine of justification
by faith, that the reformers combated
the Catholic doctrine of justification
by works, a doctrine which, as is always thecasc
in the field of religious
beliefs, becoming
more
and more materialized,
was scarcely
anything
more in the sixteenth
century
than the doctrine
of salvation
by external
observances.
To this
not very spiritual
idea o|" Catholicism,
to this
belief that in practicing
the ceremonies of religion one acquires
mechanically,
by a sort of optts
operatum,
a right to salvation,
Protestantism
opposes the far nobler idea, that salvation
is the
result of an interior labor of the soul under the
influence
of Christian
sentiments;
that is to say,
of sentiments
which are inspired in the believer
by the thought of the love which God has manirested for us by sending us his Son, and allowing
him to be sacrificed
for us.--But,
though
this
doctrine
may be the very heart of Protestant
theology,
it does not constitute
the entire work
of Protestantism;
it presents but one side of this
work, an important
side, no doubt, but not the
most important.
By this doctrine
Protestantism
speaks only to believers, and acts only in a purely
religious
field, while, in reality, it speaks to all
men without
distinction,
and exerts a universal
influence
as well in the moral as in the social
world, as well in the domain
of philosophy
as in
that of literature;
in a word, in the whole field
of activity of the human mind, by making known
the rights of individual
liberty, and proclaiming
private
investigation,
which,
by an inevitabl_
consequence,
must extend, and in fact does extend, from religious questions
to allthat concerns
human existence.
By thc dogma of justification
by faith the Christian is freed from that spirit of
religious
mechanism
which constituted
Catholicism at the end of the middle ages; by private
investigation,
man, liberated from the empire of
prejudice,
of routine,
and of every species of
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blind and unconscious
servitude,
is restored to
himself, and to the le_timate
exercise of his illtellcctual faculties.--_'evertbeless
these tw6 do(;trines are most intimately
connected
with each
other.
Private investigation
and the doctrine of
justifi¢_tion by faith spring from the same source,
and tend to the same end, and are, in reality, but
the one same manifestation
of the soul iu two
orders of action,
different,
yet connected
togcther, like everything
which really belongs to
human nature.
The latter is aninlcrnal
principle
of moral life.
Calvin repeats incessantly,
and
not unreasonably,
that justifying
faith is at the
same time sanctifying
faith;
the former is an iutimate
principle
of individual
intellectual
life.
]t is, in the one case as in the other, my own individual activity, subslituted
for the state of passivity in which
it is held as well by the faith
imposed by authority,
as by the C._tholic doctrine
of salvation by works.
In the one case, we have
the free iuspira!ion
of a soul purified by Christian
sentiment,
iu opl)osition
to the direction
of consciences, which the Catholic
clmrch
claims for
herself;
in the other,
we have the individual
action of the mind seeking
for itself a solution
more and more satisfactory
of the great problem
ofhunmn
destiny, as opposed to a theory forever
. fixed, determined,
decreed by an authority which
allows neither
contradiction
nor control.--II.
Dogmatic Differen_s
between fly8 p_qncipal Protest_lnt 6'hqrches.
The JLutheran church and the
C_dviMst chards.
Tim opponents
of Catholicism,
outside file Anglican
church of which we have
nothing to say here (see GI_I_T BRn'AIi,:), formed
themselves,
from tile very earliest
days of the
refornmtion,
into two great communions,
that of
the confession
of Augsburg,
so called from the
celebrated document which the German reformers
presented to Charles ¥. at the diet of Augsburg
in 1530, and that of the Helvctic
confession,
which owes its name to the confession of faith
drawn up at Basle in 1536, by the theologians
delegated by the cities of Zurich, Berne, Schaffhauscn,
Saint-Gall,
etc., and adol)ted
by the
Swiss cantons whichhad
declared in favor of the
reformation.
The first isoftencallcd
the Lutheran
chureh, from the name of the great reformer who
was in some sort its father, and who still remains
its doctor par excellence; it is also styled the Prot*'_tant church, from the "protest"
which some
flee cities and some states that had declared

north of Germany, and in several other parts of
the same country;
that of the Helvctic confession
iu Switzerland.
France, along the banks of the
Rhine, in the Low Countries,
and in Scotland.-Of the points upon which they are divided, the
most important
is that which concerns the sacrameat of the euclmrist.
The Reformed
clmrch,
breaking
away completely
from the doctrine
of
the Catholic
church
on this point, sees in the
sacrament
only a symhol of the death and sacririce of Jesus Christ; this was the belief professed
by Zwingli, Bucer,
(Eeolampadius
a.nd Capito;
this is more extreme than the teaching of Calvin,
who, endeavoring
to take a middle course, taught
that Jesus Christ is present in the species of the
holy communion,
not only symbolically
or spiritually, but really and substantially
for the believer,
who thus becomcs, inthe communion,aparticipant
in the body and blood of the Saviour.
The Protestant church,
ruled on this point
by Lutl:er,
approaches
still nearer than Calvin to the Catholic
theory.
For transubstantiation
it substitutes
consubstantiation,
that is to say, it admits that the
spc(ies of the holy communion,
without
losing
their own proper substantiality
to be transformed
into the real flesh and true blood of Jesus Christ,
as the Catholic clmrch te'tehes, and still remain°
ing bread and wine, contain really the body of
Jesus Christ, just as heated iron contains
heat,
without, however, ceasing to be truly iron, and
without
losing the substance
which constitutes
it. The reformers
in vain emleavored
to agree
upon this point; the difference
of teaching
continued, and assumed very great importance,
especially in the eyes of the Lutherans,
who, for more
than a centu_T, regarded the Calvinists as nothing
else than hcretics.--We
may add that the separation was also maintained
by differences
in the
forms of worship,
which were more pompous
among the Lutherans,
and characterized
by an
extreme simplicity
among the Calvinists;
in the
organization
of the corps of pastors, who were in
a certain
sense hierarchical
among the former,
lint absolutely on an equality among the latter;
finally,
in the administration
of ecclesiastical
:lffairs, in which the laity participate
to a much
greater extent among tile Calvinists
than among
the Luthcrat_s --Al)art
from these differences,
which do not concern
fundamental
points, the
tc'lching
of the two churches
was substantially
the same.
Identical
in the main with that of the

themselves
for the cause sustained
by Luther,
entered in 1529 against the second di(,t of Spires,
which placed restrictions
upon the liberty of conscience accorded
by the diet held in the same
,:ity three years before.
The second is likewise
known m_der the name of the Calvinistic
church,
Calvin having beeu its most eminent theologian,
and having cy.pounded its tenets with great talent,
in his "Christian
Institutions;"
it is sometimes
designated also the Reformed
church, by a sort of
opposition to the title Protestant
church given to
the Lutheran
communion.--The
church of the
confession
of Augsburg
established
itself in the

C'lflmlic church in what concerns God, creation,
Providence,
_he Trinity,
it differed
from it in
what concerns
anthropology,
and the means of
salvation;
upon these points, it differed but very
little in any respect from the system which St.
_kugustinc used in combating
Pclagianism.
The
starting
point of this system is a profound
sentiment of the sinfulness and moral misery of man.
With St. Augustine.
Luther and Calvin held that
man was of himself absolutely incapable of doing
good, or even of conceivi_g the wish to do good.
This deplorable
state is the consequence
of the
sin of ,kdam, which has corrupted
morally and
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physically
the entire
human
race.
Without
going as far as Luther, who taught
that original
sin is substantial,
that is to say, that it constitutes
a part of man's very essence, Calvin thought that
the divine image was completely
effaced in us by
the fall of Adam, that all religious
and moral
strength
is taken from our souls, and that a radical perversity
has invaded
our whole nature,
Eternaldamnation
would be the deserved portion
of all human creatures,
if Jesus Christ the Godman had not suffered in our stead the punishT_ent
intended
for us, and, by his expiatory
death,
satisfied
divine justice.
This satisfaction,
however, effects nothing
of itself as an exterior act,
it is of value to the sinner only inasmuch
as he
applies it to himself by froth.
But how can man,
in whom all is evil, be able to apply to himself
by faith the merits
of the Saviour,
and thus
escape the condemnation
hc deserves?
:Even this
does not come from him, but from the grace
which gives him the desire to bc partaker in the
faith which justifies and sanctifies.
Is this grace
given to all men?
By no means, but only to
those whom God has chosen : as for the othcrs, he
abandons
them to the con, detonation,
which is the
necessary
consequence
of their perverse nature,
Aml if you ask the reformers
why God has destined some to salvation,
and abandoned
others to
damnation,
they will refer you, with St. Augustine, to the will of God, arbitrio s_w, as Calvin
says, adding,
however, that the judgments
and
the ways of God are unfathomable,
investigabilia j_dlcia
ej_, et invest(qabiles z'i_ ej_s.--IIow
could a doctrine,
as offensive to conscience
as to
reason, and so opposed to the spirit of Christiansty, be adopted by the reformers as the expression
of absolute religious
truth?
)Iany different
circumstances
serve to explain their condnct
here,
to two of which we would for a momcnt
direct
the reader's attention.--_k
task at once so considerable and so full of peril to its authors
as the
reformation
of the church
could be undertaken

no doubt, but still a logical one. Placed by her
principles
upon a slippery
descent the Catholic
church has been too often forced, so to speak, to
accord to acts what belonged only to the feelings
of which acts are only the internal
expression
and for which they can not be substituted.
It
has been too often forced in actual cases, to confound, if not in theory, at least in practice, penance with repentance.
It was in view of this
tendency,
that the reformers
protested,
in the
name of the religious
feeling, against the efficacy
attributed
to acts which frequently
had no merit.
From the worthlessness
of penance they inferred
the insufficiency
of repentance
for the pardon of
sins. Divine grace appeared to them the onlyrefuge of thesinner;
anti, going from one extreme to
the other, from opposing the Pelagianism
of the
Catholic
church they denied the doctrine of Augustine.--This
system,
a veritable
metaphysical
and religious dr'_ma, may besuitcd
to an epoch of
strife, or to ardent souls greatly agitated and distressed, to a St. Paul, an Augustine,
or a Luther;
it h_ no place in the ordinary
course of life.
But the doctrine of Lulher and Calvin disappeared
as rapidly
as Augustinianism
had, in the fifth
cemury,
been transformed
into a species of semiPelagianism,
and as Paulinism
had been effaced
in the beginning
of the second century by a sort
of eclectic system.
:Melancthon had ah'eady protested againstitin
the secondtditionofhis
"*Loci
Communes,"
aftcr having upheld
it in his first
edition; and the FormtdaofAgreement
(1579) held
that God wishes to save all sinners who oppose
no obstacle to the action of grace, and that those
who are to be saved arc not predestined
to salvalion, except inasnmch
as God foresees that they
will follow the inspirations
of his grace, and that
those who are to be lost are not predestined
to
damnation,
but inasmuch
as he foreknows
that
they will voluntarily
persevere
in evil.
From
that day to this the doctrine of predestination
and
that of unconditional
salvation
have never been

only under the influence
of extraordinary
religious enthusiasm.
:Now, of all religious
systems,
there is none more completely
religious,
if I may
be allowed the expression,
than that which does
away with man entirely, the more to exalt divine
action.
If we reflect that rchgion is after all but
the sentiment
of our total dependence
upon an
infinite power which rules us, we willunderstand
that the more profound
religious sentiment is, the
more ought he who professes
religion to regard
himself as a mere nothing in the presence of God.
This system has been taught by all the mystics of
all times and all places without any exception,
It inevitably
re-appears in all great religious crises,
It could not but manifest
itself in the great religious revolution
of the sixteenth century.--On
the
other hand, this system just referred to came as a
necessary
reaction, not so much from the sale of
indulgences,
which was less the cause than the
occasion of the reformation,
as from the general
tendency
of Catholicism,
of which this scandalous traffic was, in reality, a consequence,
remote

without
opponents
in the Lutheran
church.-Arminian
Church.
:Now it was that strife grew
fierce in the Reformed
church.
The dogma of
absolute predestination
had given rise to scruples
in the minds of many pastors in ttolland,
when
J. Arminius
(who died in 1609) proposed to explain or replace it by a theory which soon won
numerous
adherents.
He held that election and
reprobation
could not be arbitrary,
but that they
had for condition the perseverance
of the elect in
good, and the persistence
of the reprobate
in evil,
which God, from whose eyes the future is no more
concealed
than the past or the present,
knows
from all eternity.
Moral liberty being thus given
to man, there could no longer be any question
either of irresistible
grace, for those who had reccived it by way of salvation
independently
of,
and even against their will, as Calvin maintained,
or of the unconditional
gift of this grace to some,
and its equally arbitrary refusal to others.
Hence
it follows that the Christian has some part in the
working out of his own salvation;
that hc depends
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upon his own efforts to maintain
himself in the
grace which is offered him, as he can also, after
having received it, render himself unworthy
of it
by abandoning
himself to evil.
Finally, Arminius denied that Jesus Christ
died only for the
elect, the merits of the Saviour being imputable,
according to him, to all who lay claim to them,
and render themselves worthy of participating
in
them.--It
must be admitted
that this doctrine is
far inferior in force and logical sequence to that
of Calvin, whose system forms a complete whole,
But tile inconsistencies
with which it abounds are
largely compensated
for by the humane sentiment
which pervades
it throughout,
and we could
searccly understand
how it was that it did not
gain the assent of all Christians
if we did not
know how difficult it is to change belief.
The situation of IIolland
at this epoch opposed new difliculties tothe triumphof
hrminianism.
Religious
discussion became entangled
with a political qucstion.
The partisans of hrminius,
called from his
name Arminians,
and also Remonstrants,
from a
remonstrance
in five articles which they presented
in 1610 to the stat_ of Holland and Friesland,
as
a summary of their doctrine, were sustained
by
the chiefs of the republican
party; whiletheir
adversaries,
the rigid Calvinists,
who were styled
Contra_Rcmonstrants,
because theydeclaredthemselves against the remonstrance
of theArminians,
or Gomarists, after the theology of Gomar, who
was the principal
antagonist
of hrminius,
had
with them the great majority of both pastors and
people,
and were supported
by the prince
of
Orange.--The
troubles to which this theological
quarrel
gave rise in Holland
are well known,
Barneveldt
forfeited his life for his attachment
to
republican
principles
and Arminian
opinions,
Grotius would
probably
have shared
the same
fate if he had not succeeded
in escaping from the
prison in which he had been confined.
The Arminiaus were abandoned
to the fury of a people
blinded
by fanaticism.
The persecution
soon
abated, however, and from the )'ear 1625 the hr.
minians
were tolerated
in IIolland;
they there
had separate churches and a theological
school, at
the hcad of which we find some eminent men,
such as Episcopius,
Courcelles,
Limborch
and
John Lcclerc.
hrminianism
had many adherents
in England,
who professed its tenets without scparating themselves
from thehnglican
church.
It
particularly
flourished at Cambridge,
where it was
taught by Chillingworth,
Tillotson,
Cudworth and
other theologians,
whose influence
combined
to
modify very greatly the intolerant
spirit of the
Anglican church.
In France, the theologians
of
the academy of Saumur in the seventeenth
century inclincd towardthisdoctrine.--Arminianism
also made its way into Germany.
h great number of Arminians,
driven from ]/olland bypersecution, took refuge in Holstein, where the king of
Denmark
allowed
them to build a city, since
grown into a place of considerable
importance
under the name of Friederichstadt.
From there
their principles were diffused over different parts
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of Germany.
Still it was not to Arminianism
that we must directly attribute the reaction whicl_
commenced
in the first half of the seventecntk
centuryin
the churches of the confession of Augsburg, against the scholastic
theolog 5, founded on
the absolute authority
accorded to the symbolical
books.
It was the result of a variety of circumstances, among the first of which we must reckon
the syncretic tendencies
of a certain number of
theologians,
especially
of Callixtus.
A liberal
thinker,
he, more than any other theologian
of
his time, undcrtook
to establish between the different
Christian
communinns
a true rehgious.
peace, and to convert the hatred which they bore'
toward one another into mutuallove
and support.
It was with tbis end in view he proposed to restrict the articles essential to Christian faith to the
apostles' creed, and leave opinion frce upon all
other points.
He claimed, and not without some
show of reason, that the several churches had all
preserved
enough of Christian
truth to enable
their followers to attain salvation in them if they
led upright lives.
Considered from this point of
view, they were to him but different membem of
the true church.
This proposition
looking
to.
toleration
and concord
was premature;
it was.
not accepted, but it found supporters,
and ccrtainly left its impress on the minds of men.--A
little later Pietism
urged the same point.
It
boldly proclaimed
tlmt Christianity
did not consist in an arid orthodoxy,
and that it is less iraportant to engrave dogmatic subtleties upon the
mind than to impress Christian sentiments
upon
the heart.
The leader of this party which never
formed, as is often imagined, a separate church,
did not aim at division,
and never, at any time,
dreamt of abandoning
the Lutheran
church.
P.
J. Spencr was not exacting iu matters of opinion,
but was a very severe judge of acts.
tie devoted
his attention
to the cultivation
of heartfelt
piety,
and to removing
everything
that might serve as
an obstacle to its development.
While combating
the caviling spirit of the Luthc,'an
theologians,
he attacked
with no less spirit and success the
superstitious
respect which they had for their
symbolical
books, and, in this manner,
labored
in the cause of toleration and freedom of investigation.
To-day
the denominations
Lutheran,
Calvinist
and Arminian
have but an histo,-ical
existence.
The diffe,'ences in point of dognm,
which separated
the churches,
have disappeared.
They together profess a common body of doctrine,
which does not differ much from the hrminian
theology, and which is designated
by the vague
but generally adopted name of orthodoxy.
Their
union goes still further;
the Lutheran
and Rcformed
churches
are distinguished
from
one
another in France by their methods of administration,
which are not precisely
alike.
But in
Germany the two churches
arc almost perfectly
united into one, which goes by the name of tlm
Evangelical
church.
The duchy of _Tassau set
the examplc here.
A gencral synod held at ldstein in August, in 1817, decided upon the unio,_
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of the two communions.
The king of Prussia,
by a circular of the 17th of September of the same
.year, invited the Lutheran,s and Calvinists
to reunite in one church.
There was considerable
opposition
in different
places,
particularly
in
Br_lau,
but in general
the fusion was easily
effccted.
Since th'_t time the union of the two
,churches
has been brought
about in the principaltry of Hanau, in the duchy of Fulda, and in
Rhenish B'tvaria in 1818; in 1820in the duchy of
Anhalt-Bcrnebourg;
in 1821 in the principality
of
Waldeck and Pyrmout,
ami in the grand duchy
,of Baden; in 1822 in Rhenish
llesse; in 1823 in
the principality
of Anhalt-Dessau.
In the other
-states it has been adopted
in principle;
the particuhtr circumstances
which are opposed
to its
.immediate
realization
will disappear,
either of
themselves
or under the pressure
of public opin•_on which is nearly everywhere
f'tvorable to the
measure._%ci_ffa_._, Anti-Trinitarians,
Unita.
_','a_'.
The reformation
was from the beginning
more radical in Switzerland
and France
than in
,Germany.
On penetrating
into Italy, it assumed
.a form more radical
still, and immediately
and
unhesitatingly
rejected such of the ecclesiastical
.dogmas
as seemed
contrary
to reason, among
.others those of the Trinity,
original
sin, and
predestination.
The members
of this sect are
known
by the name of Anti-Trinitarians,
their
denial of the doctrine
of the Trinity being the
most marked
feature
of their belief, as also the
one which rendered
them odious to all the other
churches
without
exception.
They are also
called Socinians, Lelius Socinius
and his nephew

in their regard.
Odious alike to Lutherans,
Calvinists and Catholics,
pursued
on all sides as
impious, they did not succeed in foumting cstab.
lishmcnts anywhere
but in Poland,
and in 1658
they were expelled
even from there.
The only
flourishing
churches
they
have to-day are in
Transylvania,
but their opinions
continue
constantly to attract to them new adherents.
They
are actually professed,
with some modifications,
by the Unitarians,
whose influence
is constantly
increasing,
especially
amollg
the enlightened
classes of America.
Like the old Soeinians,
the American
Unitarians
prefer the practical side
of Christianity
to metaphysical
speculation;
like
them too, they wish to be guided in the interpretation of the sacred scriptures
by the dictates of
sound reason, whose rights they never cease criergelically to defemt.--Unitarianism
also numbers
many disciples in England.
The English Unitarian Society for tlle Propagation
of the Knowledge of Christianity
gave a r:sum6
of its own
faith in the preamble to its rules, in 1791.
That
rdsum6 is substantially
as follows:
The fundamental principles of this society are that there is
but one God, sole creator,
preserver
and ruler of
the universe,
the only true object of public worship, and that there is one mediator between God
and man, the man Jesus Ctlrist,
who received
from God the mission of instructing
men in their
duties, and revealing
to them the doctrine
of
a future
]ife.--The
Unitarians
have organized
churches
in England
as well as in the United
States, and reckon among their number men estirouble alike for their character
and their talents.

Faustus Sociniushavingbcen,
if not the founders,
.at least the most eminent theologians
of this sect,
and the Polish Breth,'en,
because it wasin Poland
alone th.lt they were tolerated at first.--The
Socinians regarded
Jesus Christ as a divine being, as
the first-born
of God, but not God in the exact
sense of the word; and the IIoly Ghost they did
not regard as a divine person having a distinct
existence,
but merely as a virtue, an activity of
,God.
Despite their anti-Trinitarmn
notions they
did not desist from otfering to Jesus Christ the
worship of adoration,
as all (_ther Christians
are
accustomed
to do.
Faustus Socinius cvcn wrote
sever'd treatises against those of the Anti-Trinitarians, who, more consistent
than he, maintained
that we should adore God alone.
This opinion,
however,
as might have been expected,
finally
triumphed
among them.
In rejecting the Trinity
they equally rejected, or at least greatly modified
,most of the other Christian doctrines,
among the
rest that of original sin, which they did not regard
as an actual sin, that is, as an act for which we are

The celebrated
chemist,
Priestley,
was one of
their ministers
in England,
and in our times
Channing aml Parker
performed
the same function in the United
States of America.--Besides
the great Protestant
churches which wc have now
considered,
there are several nthcrs of much less
importance,
but which however had, at the time
of their origin,
a reason
for their existence.
There is not one of them which does not correspond, in a certain sense, to a particular
form of
religious sentiment,
and which has not produced,
together with the lamentable
disturbances
which
arc inevitable
in human
affaiI_,
some happy
develol)ment
of religion
and even of religious
science, although these churches are net specially
distinguished
in the latter field.
We may ennsider them, in a P,'otestant
sense, as ph,ying a
part analogous
to that of tile diffe,'ent
lay congregations,
which
a devotion,
venerable
aml
profound
no doubt, but in general
puerile and
unenlightened,
has founded
ih great number in
the Catholic
church.
It will suffice to mention

responsible,
but simply as a proneness
to evil,
which, however, is not such as to render us abso]utely incapable of any good thought or good act,
.as the Lutherans
and Calvinists
hold.
In conclusion let us add, that they admitted
m) other
symbol of faith than the apostles' creed, and ever
professed
the greatest
toleration
for individual
,opinion.--But
this toleration
was never practiced

here those which are the most important,
namely,
the Anabaptists,
the Quakers, the Moravians,
and
the MethodJsts.--Anabaptizts.
The Anabaptists
date from the earliest
days of the reformation.
Their doctrine was an exaggeration
of the principles of liberty preached
by the German Protestants, and, at the same time, a violent, but almost
inevitable
reaction
against the intolerable
yoke
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which weighed down not only the consciences
but the entire life of the lower classes in Gel'many.
Their
supporters
were drawn
mostly
from the peasants and thelaboring
classes.
Their
history, from 1521 to 1535, is too well known to
nccd to be repeated
herc.
But what is not so
gener,'dly known is that, after the bloody defeats
which thcy sustained
in 1535, they submitted
to
the reform which a pious and enlightened
man,
_[enuo Simouis, began in 1536, to introduce
into
their doctrines,
their discipline
and their morals,
From that time; they have formed,
under the
name of Baptis|s,
or Mennonites,
a sect animated
by a pacific and practical
spirit,
avoiding
contrnversies,
and attaching
little importance
to
science, although
they have produced
some distinbmished
writers.
They have some communities in Alsace,
IIolland,
England,
Prussia
and
Russia;
they are still more numerous
in the
United States.
Disagreeing
among
themselves
on some points of discipline,
they all agree in not
admitting
to baptism
any but adults, believing,
like the Catholics,
that
this sacrament
has a
hypcrphysical
virtue, that is to say, that it produces in the neophyte
an infusion
of divine
grace, which renders
him capable,
thenceforth,
of performing
tile good works
necessary
for
the neophyte's
salvation.
They
are likewise
unanimous
in condemning
the taking of oaths, in
refusing
to bear arms, and in declining
public
offices.
In thc doctrines
of original
sin and redemption
their belief nearly resembles that of the
Arminians.
Finally,
they reject all authority
in
matters
of faith,
and admit the individual
intcrpretation
of the scriptures.--Quakers.
The
Quakers were, at first, but a sect of fanatics.
It
was founded in 1647 by George Fox, a man devoid of education,
but accustomed
from infancy
to contemplative
meditation.
His disciples combined the severity of the ancient M_ntanists
with
the mysticism
of the Fratieelli,
and gave themselves up to many extravagances.
They were
brought back to reason by the wise Robert Barclay(who
died in 1690), who systematized
their
doctrine, and, together
with tile celebrated
William Penn (who died in 1718), contributed
to its
diffusion.--The
system of the Society of Friends
(it is by this name that the Quakers
delight in
styling their church) formulated
by Barclay, was
strongly imbued with mysticism.
He placed by
the side of the sacred scriptures
the interior
illumination,
which alone can enable us to understand them.
This interior illumination
is not a
new revelation,
but the light of God manifesting
ik_elf by Jesus Christ in our hearts, and cau.,dng
to spring up therein an irresistible
inclination
to
good; this light of Christ in us, which illumines
and sanctifies
us, is the supreme
law of thith,
Christian life is all interior;
it needs neither dogmatte fornIulas,
nor ceremonies,
nor even baptism, not'the holyeucharist:
it consistsin
listening
to the spirit, and following
itsimpulses.
In such
an organization
a clergy would be !.lseless.
1N'o
one presides at their religious meetings;
each one
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is free to address his exhortations
to the members
present;
it sometimes
happens
that no address
disturbs the meditation to which each one devotes
himself.
In the system of Barclay,
the life of
Jesus Christ, as he is described
in the gospels,
was offered simply as an allegorical
representation of the action of Christian
feeling.
The
Quakers of to-day admit the reality of the gospel
truths, and accord the Bible a greatcrimportance
than they did formerly.
The provcrbialmildness
of their manners is well kalown.
There remains
of their primitive excess only a praiscworthy
and
extremely
decorous religious zeal.
They are renowned for their probity and philanthropy,
and,
like the Baptists,
avoid public offices, condemn
war, and refuse to take an oath. To the Quakers
belongs the glory of having inaugurated
liberty
of worship at the same time with civil liberty in
Pennsylvania,
a colony founded
in 1681 by William Penn. -- Morat'ians.
Some desccndants
of
the ancient 2_Ioravians,' persecuted
in their own
country, took refuge, in 1721, in the territory of
the count of Zinzendorff,
and there founded the
society called tIerrl_h_tt (Guard of the Saviour),
by which name they are sometimes
design'lted.
Zinzendorff
introduced
among them the spirit of
pietism, which he had imbibed
from Spener, of
whom he was an admirer,
and, seconded
by
Watteville
and Spangenberg,
he made of the
Moravian Herrnhutcrs
a sect which he organized
very much after the fashion of a monastery,
and
which soon had establishments
iu nc'_rly every
part of the world.
Their
tenets differed
but
little from those of the Reformed
church, except
that they insisted upon the doctrine
of original
corruption
as the consequence
of Adam's fall,
and the expiatory sacrifice of Jesus Christ.
:Nevertheless, they made religious unity consist, less
in a conformity
of ideas, than in a unanimity
of
feeling.
They appeal, in religious matters, rather
to the affections than to reason.
They have not
a single eminent theologian,
and the fact seems
to occasion them very little uneasiness.
Their
piety, simple, but narrow, thc uniformity
of the
education
which
they give their children,
tile
monotonous
rigor of their life, arc little calculated
to develop the intellect, and will always
prove
obstacles
to any influence
they might
aim at
exercising over modern society.
But this is not
the point
in which
they have manifested
the
ga'eatest activity.
Their zeal is particularly
devoted to the spreading
of religious
and moral
truths
among barbarous
peoples.
At the begin
ning of this century, this sect, with comparatively
very few adherents,
had 29 mission establi._h.
ments, and something
like 150 missionaries.-Methodi*t,.
The cradle of _lethodism
was a _)ciely of pious young men, who, urged by their
religious need% cstablislmd
among themselves in
Oxford, in 1729, reunions for mutual edification.
it has many striking
points of analogy with the
1 The l_Ioravians here referred to belonged to the disr,ent' lug churches founded in the lifteenth century by John
ltus_, in Bohemia aald Moravia.

pietism of Spener.
It ha:s, iikd ilim, its 6o_ven_icles (Collegia pietatis of Spener),
wherein
the
_aithful
devote themselves
to preaching,
prayer,
and the chanting of psalms.
Like him it insists
upon the corruption
of human
nature,
redemptiou by the expiatory
death of Jesus Christ, and
salvation by faith.
Like him also, it delights in
exciting terror in the soul of the sinner by the
inost material and fantastic pictures of hell.
The
two can hardly be distinguished
except by the
disciplinary
organization
of ]_Iethodism, which is
much more concise, and more perfect of its kind,
_han that which governed
the colleges of piety.-Methodism.
as Hang remarks, (Histoires des degrees,
vel. i., pp. 124, 125), has not and can not have
#any scientific tendencies.
Even its mysticism has
nothing
very elevated about it.
Its sole merit
.consists in its indefatigable
efforts to improve the
morals of the lower classes, by preaching
repent_ance in a tone and in an order of ideas not above

right, and considering
it merely as a human inst_tution, established
simply for the maintenance
of
good order, the old organization,
that is to say,
the bishops with their council, and their retinue
of priests.
This was, in reality, what was done
in Sweden
and Denmark,
where the Catholic
bishops, having joined thercformation,
continued,
after changing their religious
views, tile exercise
of their functions.
But in Germany the bishops
nearly everywhere
declared themselves against the
new doctrines;
their withdrawal
brought
disorganization
into the churches.
How was order to
be restored?
There remained
only the authority
of the temporal rulers.
To this authority
it became necessary
to resort.
Civil authority became
also, by the force of circumstances,
ecclesiastical
authority,
and they adopted this direful maxim:
C_jus est _'egio, ejus religio, the religion
of the
ruler is the religion
of the land.--Luther
and
Melancthon
do not seem to have been deceived

the level of their intelligence.
The adherents of
Methodism
are confined
almost'exclusively
to
England and the United States.
Since 1741 they
have been divided into two parties.
The disci-pies of George Whitfield
are rigid Calvinists;
those of John Wesley are, in point
of doctrine,
identical
with
the Arminians.--III.
Different
Modes of Organization
of the Y_'otestant Churches.
.Setting aside the churches
of the Baptists,
the
Moravians,
the Quakers, etc., which are not capsble of any considerable
development,
we find in
the churches born of the reformation
of the sixteenth century only three systems of organization,
the consistorial
government,
which may be re.garded as an aristocratic
system, adopted by the
churches of the confession
of Augsburg,
and in
.out' time by the Evangelical
churches;
the presbyterian or synodtd government,
which might be
•characterized
by the modern name of representatire, adopted
by most of the Calvinist
ahd Reformed
churches;
finally, the congregationalist,
•or independent
govermnent,
a system of more recent origin in use in several churclics of different
denominations.--1.
Evangelical Churches.
Luther
.and hlelancthon,
as well as Zwingli and Calvin,
were of opinion that religious society has the right
,to govern itself; that the holy ministry belongs to
all Christians
without
distinction
(omnes aequeu
liter e._se sacerdotas); and that no one can exercise
it but by the consent
of the community,
and
by election (eligite quem et zos volueritis, qui digni
et idoTveivisifaerint).
But, in practice, it did not
seem to them either proper
or possible even, to
intrust
the direction
of religious
matters
to the
ignorant and vulgar.crowd.
"The church," said
Melancthon,
"ought
not to be a democracy,
Everybody
can not be allowed
to come there to
agitate doganatic questions.
It must be an aristocracy."
(CoiTus Tiefommatorum,
Melancth.
opera,
vol. iii., p. 470.)---But
of what elements
should
this aristocracy
be composed?
The German reformers here found themselves
in great perplexity.
They would have wished it. were possible to
•preserve, by divesting it, of.its character of divine

as to the consequences
of this system•
"Tyrannywill,
in consequence,
become moreintolerabletlianit
was before," wrote Melancthon
to Camerarius in 1530• These sad forebodings
pervade
a host of passages
in his later writings.
Luther
expresses
himself even still more forcibly:
"If
the courts wish," he wrote to Cresser of Dresden,
in 1543, "to govern the churches
in their own
interests, Godwill withdraw
his benediction
from
them, and things will become worse than before."
"Either
let them make pastors of themselves,"
he says of the princes
antt lords, "preach,
baptize, visit the sick, administer
communion;
in a
word, let them fulfill all the ecclesiastical
functions, or, ceasing to confound
the two vocations,
let them occupy themselves
with civil affairs, and
leave the churches
to those who are called to
edify them, and who must render an account of
them to God.
Satan still remains Satan.
Under
the popes he made the church meddle in politics;
in our time he wishes to make politics meddle
with the church."--As
thejus territorii combined
the jus episcopale, and also---as recognized
by the
peace of Westphalia--the
jus reformandi,
that is
to say, the right of the prince to impose his own
religion
upon his subjects,
the sovereign was by
right tile head of the church, and the ecclesiastical administration
was, in Protestant
Germany,
but a part of the general administration
of the
country.
This continues
so even to this day.
Fortunately,
contrary
to what is too often wit.
nessed elsewhere,
the German princes have been,
as a rule, better than the laws, and real liberty of
conscience has obtained
in the very countries in
which intolerance
and constraint
in matters
of
religion were recognized
by law.--The
direction
of ecclesiastical
matters
was early intrusted
to
councils called consistories.
The first council of
this kind was estathlished atWurtemburg
in 1539.
It was created to settle the numerous
difficulties
caused by dissolutions
of the marriage tie; but it
was not long before its jurisdiction
was extended
to all ecct_iastical
matters.
Similar
councils
were soon established in all the Protestant
counI
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trieso{ _.ermauy. They generallyconsistedof were not definite|ydelermined. The synodal
two theologians,two doctorsoflaw, one public system was allowed only m the duchies of Ju.
minister,
and a secretary. All themembers were Itch,Cleve and Berg, and in the district
of La
•q)pointedbythe civilpower. One of the doctors Mark, where, howeve,',it h'id been e_tablished
of law was generallyl)resident.In placeswhere since the earliest
days of tilereform,_tion.We
therewas a generalsuperintendentthe presidency should also remark that the nomination of two)
was sometimes given to him. Each dioceselind bishops,in 1816, one for Berlin,the other for
itsconsistory,
which was supposed to take the KSningsberg, worked no change in the former
placeof the ancientcouncilsof bishops.--Under system. This title
added nothing 1otheauthority
_hcconsistories,
actingas theirrepresentative
and of those who receivedit,who are but general
their agent in the province,was a superinten- superintendentsunder another name. The su(lent,whose specialdutieswere the inspectionof preme controlof the churches of Prussia,therechurches and schools,as wellas thelooking after fore,stillremains entirelyin the hands of the
the differentedificesused for divine worship, government, of which the consistories,
tilebishas residencesfor the pastors,and for primary ops and the general superintendentsare mere
schools. In Bavaria,the grand duchy of Baden, agents.--lnBavaria,where the Protestantsform
and some other countries of Germany, these nearlyone-thirdoftlle
population,theEvangelical
functionaries
bore,and stillbear, the name of church has been reorganizedby au organiclaw
deacons,or elders. In the Lutheran church of of May 26, 1818,and the explanatory decreesof
France they are styled ecclesiastical
inspectors, the same date. A higher consistory,
established
The superintendents,
deacons,orecclesiastical
in- at]_lunichunder the ministerof the interior,
is
spectors,are always the chief pastorsof their the organ through which the government cxcrdistricts.In some partsof Ge,'many therewerc, ciscsitsSUl)remeauthority over allthe Evangeland are still,
general snperintendentswho a,'e ic'dchurches of the kingdom. Under thishigher
above the superintendents,and perform only consistoryarethree consistories,
one at Anspach,
some of the dutiesperformed elsewhereby them, one atBcyreuth,and one atSpires. Finally,each
such,forexample, as theconferringof ordinatinn of these three consistories
embraces under its
on young ministers.The generalsuperintendents jurisdiction
the deaneriesof i_sdistrict.--A
dioarealways members of theconsistory,
and when
cesan synod is held every year in each deanery.
they do not hold the presidency,are seatednext Itismadc up of two-thirdsecclesiastics
and oneafterthe president.--This
conditionof thingshas thirdlaymen. The latterare appointed by the
been a little
modifiedin our day, either.byreason consistory,
from nominationsmade by thecccleof the union of the Lutheran and Reformed
siastics.A generalsynod is held every fourth
churches, or on account of the continualcom- year in tbe seesof the consistories.Each de:mplaintsraised against a form of government, cry sends to this synod two ecclesiastics,
the
which, in theory at least,isa lamentable slavery dean and one pastor,and one laynnm, selected
of thechurch, l_otthat the Evangelicalchurch by the ecclesiastics.--This
organizationisa mixhas obtained autonomy; it has not ceased to tureof the consistorial
and the synodalsystems.
depend npon the civilpower; itsadministration But the synods are not a true representation
of
still
continues,afterall,an affairof bureaucr:icy thechurches,since they neitherdirectlynor ininthe hands of the ministersof worship; but it directlyelect the nlembers- This system has
has been placed, by the law, in posse_ion of undergone some beneficial
changes in the district
certainliberties,
which must inevitablysecure ofthe consistoryof Spires. They there nrganfor it still others.
It is besides helped on by
ized councils of presbyters,
the indispensable
public opinion, which is nowhere so independent
wheel-work
of the synodal
system, but, at the
in religious matters as in Gernmny.--The
movesame time, accorded to the churches the nominament originated
in Prussia;
but it was not there
tion of the lay delegates to the synod.
As a conthat its most marked
results
were manifested,
sequence of this last modification
the lay deletn 1819 Prussia, feeling the necessity of allowing
gates acquired considerable
influence in these asthe churches
a share in their administratiou,
semblies, although they formed only one-third of
while retaining the supreme control of them all,
it. They
are the true representatives
of the
called together .the provincial
synods,
for the
churches;
their voice has a great moral weight.
purpose
of consulting
them upon a plan of
This system, fouuded
on a most rational
basis,
ecclesiastical
organization,
in which it had hoped
was not slow to produce
its fruit.
Taken toto unite and cor_ciliate the synodal and consisgether,
the Evangelical
churches
of Rhenish
torial rdgimes.
There was great
diversity
of Bavariit stand pre-eminently
first, according to all
opinion.
Some of the synods
demanded
more
reports.
The consistory
pf Spires, composed,
than the government
was disposed
to accord,
since 1832, of partisans of the old confessions of
that is to say, the very establishment
of the
faith, has endeavored
in vain to instill a different
synodal system itself with all its consequences,
spirit into them; it has not succeeded
in destroyThe government
feared the ecclesiastics
would
ing the liberal
tendencies
of the pastors
and
aim at forming
a hierarchy
independent
of the
churches of the province.--In
the consistorial
cirstate, and confined
itself to asking the churches
cults of Anspach and Bcyreuth
also they recogto name councils
of presbyters,
whose powers
nized the convenience
of the councils of pres-
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byters as the basis of the synodal system, and
wished to follow the example of the Palatinate.
Unfortunately
some pastors, among others Lehmus, dean of Ansl)ach, proposed
to give to this
council the right of inspection
and the censure of
the lives of the faithful.
There arose one common outcry against an organization
which threatened to hring back the old ecclesiastical
tyranny.
In the face of this general opposition the decree
establishing
the council
of presbyters
was suspended.
It wtls afterward
determined
to leave
the churches
at liberty
to appoint
councils
of
presbyters
for themselves,
or to follow the old
system, as they chose.
In the two circuits of
Anspaeh
and Beyreuth
the chm'ches
have remained
as they
we,'e, without
representatives
freely
chosen
by themselves
in the religious
synodal
assemblies;
and it is to this cause that
Gieseler, in his Ecclesiastical
History of the Nineteenth Century,
not unreasonably
attributes
their
relative inferiority.--In
Wurtemburg
there are
two annual synods;
but they are composed only
of the presidents
of the consistories,
and the six
general superintendents
of the kingdom.
These
persons, being appointed
by the government,
are
public
functionaries,
and not representatives
of
the churches.
Thus all ecclesiastical
administration depends upon the government,
although arti' cle 71 of the organic decrees promises the churches
independence
in their private affairs.
In the diets
of 1833 and 1Q_34it was proposed to grant the Evangelieal church a synodal and presbyteral
organization; but to the pr_ent
time these propositions
have not been adopted.--In
Saxony, from 18_1
to 1834, a synodal and presbyterial
organization
was earnestly
petitioned
for but without success,
What seems most surprising is. that such enlightened men as Bretschueider,
Krehl, Rudelbach
and
Jaspis should declare against the representative
system in the church.
Superintendent
Grossman,
on the contrary,
undertook
to defend the cause of
the independence
and liberty of the church, both
in hi:_ writings,
and in the upper chamber of
which he was a mcmber.--The
grand duchy of
Baden offers a far different spectacle.
When the
two communions
were united in 1821 they gave
the new Evangelical
church a prcsbyteral
andsynodal organization.
Each parish has a council of
presbyters.
The diocesan synods are madeup
of
all the pastors of the district, and of half as many
laymen
chosen
by the councils
of in'esbyters,
The general synod is composed
of a certain number of pastors, elected by the ecclesiastics
of all
the parishes
of the grand duchy, and of half as
many laymen named by the lay members of the
diocesan synods, and besides of two members of
the higher ecclesiastical
council, a member of the
theological
faculty of 'Heidelberg,
chosen by the
professors,
and finally a government
commisstoner, who is its president.--It
is to be regretted,
perhaps,
that the laymen are not equal in number to the ecclesiastics
in the diocesan
synods,
aml in the general synod.
But, aside from this
defect, this organization
is excellent,
and accords

with the spiritofProtestantism.
At first, notime
was set for the meetings of the general synod.
but its convocation
was left to the arbitrary will
of the government;
and after the synod of 1821,
another was not convoked until 1834. But in this
assembly it was resolved that the general synod
should
convene regularly
every seven yefirs.-The ancient duchy of Nassau, which is actually an
administrative
province
of Prussia, has enjoyed,
since 1817, a presbyteral
and synodal
church
organization
very similar
to that of the grand
duchy of Baden.
The churches
there have at
their head a bishop, who performs
the duties of
general
superintendent--In
Sweden
and Denma, k the Luther'm
church is episcopal, and o,'ganized under a system similar to that of the Anglican church.
In the first named countl T the
bishops are reckoned
as 1)art of the consistories,
which are subordinate
to them, and in the second
the title of ge.neral superintendent
is substitute_
for that of bishop.--The
Lutheran
churches hax_
a constitution,
which scarcely differs in anything,
from the organic
articles of the eighteenth
of
Germinal
of the tenth year, which
governed the
Reformed
churches
of France before the decree
of )Iarch
26, 1852.
The most considerable,
we
might almost say the only, difference is, that the
Lutheran
churches
of IIolland
have a general
synod which meets eve_ T two years.
It may not
be amiss to add that this general synod has the
good sense to occupy itself only with administrative "affairs, and to leave aside all dogmatic
discussions, which, in the actual state of things, can
work only discord and dissension.--In
France the
church of the confession of Augsburg
is ruled by
the decree of ,SIarch 26, 1852, and the ministerial.
decisions
of Sept. 10, of the same year.
Each
parish has a presbyteral
council, composed of the
pastor or pastors of the parish, and fi'om four to
seven lay members, chosen by a general vole, and
elected one-half every three years.
The consistories extend over several parishes, and look after
their general interests.
They are made up of all
the pastors of the district, the lay members of the
council of the principal town, and a certain humbcr of lay delegates from the parishes.
The consistories "ire. in their turn, grouped
into various
supervisor s'hodies;
at the head of all the churches
is placed a higher or general consistory,
which
constitutes
the legislative power, and a directory,
which is the administrative
power.
The general
consistory meets at least once a year.
It is contposed of two lay deputies
of inspection,
all the
ecclcsi',stical
inspectors,
one seminary
professor
and one lay member
of the director), appointed
by the government,
who is. of right, the president
of the consistory.
The directory
is a permanent
body, and consists of a president,
one lay mereher. one ecclesiastical
inspector
named
by the
government,
and two deputies
named by the
lfigher consistory.--This
condition
of things will
undoubtedly
be modified.
Alsace having
been
taken away from France,
there remain
to the
church of the confession
of Augsburg
only two
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inspection
districts,
those of Paris and )IontDuring the persecutions,
the national synods were
b61iard.
Will it receive
a new organization?
absolutely impossible, but provincialsynods
were
Will it unite with the Reformed
church?
The
held as elten as circumstances
permitted.
Upon
future must tell.-- 2. Refin,rned Churches.
In printhe restoration of religion, the government,
which
ciples, the constitution
of the Reformed
churches
had imposed upon them the otranto
articles of
is presbyteral
and synodal.
All their particular
the eightcenth
of Germinal
of the eighth year,
churches or parishes are equal.
"Let no church
without consulting them, suppressed the national
pretend,"
says the ancient discipline
of the Resynod,
it allowed, it is true, the provincial
synformed
churchcs
of France,
"to
primacy
or ods, and the decree of _Iarch 26, 1852, has made
power over another, nor one province (the cornno change on these two points.
But the provinbined churches
of one province) over another."
cial synods being but a useless piece of machinery
Their pastors are likewise equal; there is no bierin the absence of the natiomd synod, were ahnost
archy among them.
The presidents
of the difentirely abandoned;
hence, the reformed church
ferent assemblies,
who are always
pastors, are
of France can no longer be classed among those
either chosen by the votes of the assembly,
or which have a synodal organization,
and are trttnsowe this honor to their long service in the pasformed, in fact, into cougregation'tl
andindepcndtoral function;
in some places all the pastors are
cut churches,
with this diffcrence, however, that
called to preside,
in turn.
Each parish has a the 5, have not the liberty of governing
themselves
council, called either by the prcsbytcral
council, or
absolutely in all things, and that their direction is
presbytery,
or consistory;
it is the last named
in the hands of the minister of worship, although,
which is used in the ancient
discipline
of the
to tell the truth, they enjoy a great deal of indcReformed
churches
of France;
these
same
pendencc in what concerns
the private
affairs of
churches now employ the first (presbyteral
countheir parishes._--In
Switzerland,
where the Rccil). This council is composed of the pastor or
formed churchcsaredivided
according tocantons,
pastors of the parish, and of a certain number of
there is no need of either provincial
or national
laymen,
chosen
by all the faithful
who have
synods; the consistory
which meets in the capiattained their majority;
the number of these laytal of the canton takes their place, and forms a
men always exceeds,
and frequently
very much
sort of permanent
synod.--We
should add that,
exceeds that of the ecclesiastics.
A certainnumin this system, the parish itself choosesits own pasbet of contiguous
parishes
form what is now
tor or pastors, a right most precious and rational.
called a consistory (it was tormcrly called a celloand conformable
in all respects to the spirit of
quy).
It is composed
of a number
of laymen,
Protestantism.
Thc Retbrmed churches of France,
proportioned
to the number
of parishes
repreSwitzcrland
and Holland,
and the Presbyterian
seated, an equal numbcr
bein G allowed
to each.
churches
of the United States, have always enThe colloquies
or consistories
of a province,
joyed and still enjoy it. It is not so, however,
have over them a provincial
synod, assembled
with the Prcsbytcrian
church in Scothmd;
there
annually,
or semi-annually,
at which
are presexists there, as in sevcral countries
of Gernmny
eat at least one pastor, and one or two elders
also, what is called patronage--a
mostabsurd
sysfrom each parish of the province,
all of them
tern, of which it may be well to say a few words
regularlydelegatedbytheirconsistorie_.
Finally,
in cxphmation,
and which caused in this church,
a national
synod or General diet of all these
about the year 1840, a division which it is ire'ecclesiastical
republics,
united,
not merely by a portant to know.--At
the timeof the reformation,
common
language
and national
sentiment,
but
in pursuance
of a principle founded on the feudal
also by a community
of interests, memories
and
right, aud somewhat
similar to what iu Ger,nany
faith, crowns the whole edifice.
To this assemis styled the territorial
right (cujas e_t regw, ejus
bly, which meets every year or at Greater interTeligio), the lords nominated the pastors in the tcrvals, but always at a fixed time, and which sits
ritory which belonged
to them, aml from that
in each province
succc_ively,
each provincial
time They have considered
these nominations
as
synod sends two pastors and two elders.
It is in
pertaining
to them, of right, turnin G a deaf car to
this assembly that the general interests
of all the
the continual complaints
of the Scottish church.
churches are di_-cussed, and the appeals and qucsWllen the ecclesiastical
government
was altered,
tions remaining
unsettled
in the
provincial
after the cxpulsion of Jamcs II. in 1690, patronage
synods, settled.--As
wc have seen, the lay elewas abolishcd.
It was re-established
22 y(._,rs
ment is found represented
in every degree, and
later, in 1712, under the reign of Anne, and from
that element is drawn, in tim first instance, from
that time has conlinucd
uninterruptedly.
Onethe parishes themselves.
This isa true representthird of the Presbyterian
churchcs
are under
ative government.
All the Reformed
churches
royal patronage;
the patronage of all the others Is
--except
the independent
churches,
which we
iu the hands of particular private individuals,
and
will consider presenlly--are,
in general,
organthis privilege is acquired and lost just asany other
ized after this model.
]t is adopted
by the
property,--When
a pastorate becomes wlcant, the
churches
of Holland,
by those of Scotland, and
patron prcsent_ a candidate.
If the presbytery,
by the Presbyterians
of the United
States.
It that is to say, the synod of the district, raise ne_
_'asin vigor in the Reformed churches of France,
objection, the candidate preachcs
before the cambefore the revocation
of tim edict of :Nantes.
_ A general synod was convened at Paris in 18_.
29
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muuity.
Some days later, a pastor, already exerc!siDg his functions, in turn asccndsthe
pulpit and
invites the parish to sanction the call of the candidate presented.
This act of the assembly, which
was, in principle, an acknowledgment
of the right
_ff the faithful to choose their spiritual guide, has
little by little fallen into disuse.
The signature
_of one single member of the church is made to
suffice, and even this formality
is not unfrequently
'dispensed with.
It should bc noted, too, that this
custom of the nomination
of pastors by patrons is
_even more objectionable
than that practiced in the
Episcopal church, for the Presbyterian
pastors of
Scotland
are thus nominated
in great part by men
who are strangers
to their church.--In
1830 a
most spirited opposition
was inaugurated
against
patronage.
Thomas Chalmers, professor of thevlogy at Edinburgh,
wasat the head of this move.
ment.
They at once addressed themselves
to the
•house of commons, and dcmanded
from it the
repeal of the law of queen Anne.
The general
assembly
(national
synod)of
1834 decreed, by _
decision known under the name of the act of veto,
that the church had the right to reject every pastor presented by a patron.
This decision
found
many uphohlers.
Several parishes
rejected
the
candidates
presented
by patrons, and would not
,even listen to their trial sermon, although
they
had no fault to find with the candidates.
The
Scotch church was thus divided into two parties,
the adherents
of the act of veto, or non-intrusionists, and the moderates,
who sustained
the rights
of the p_trons.--Some
of tim patrons and rejected
candidates
entered complaint
in the court of sessiou (the supreme
court of justice in Scotland).
This tribunal declared
in their favor.
The general assembly persisted;
it suspended
a presbyter)"
{synod of a district), which, conformably
to the
_iecrec of the court of session, had accepted
a
candidate
prcsentcd byapatron.
Thus it bccame
a contest between the highest ecclesiastical
authorityand
the suprcme court of justice.
A decision
of parliament
became necessary.
The case was,
however, allowed Io drag wearily along, with the
hope that time would have the effect of calming
minds.--Thc
gcneral assembly at length appealed
to the queen, complained
to her of the attacks of
the civil court upon the rights of the church, and
'_lemanded
the complete abolition
of patronage,
The address
was presented
in June, 1842. The
.government
temporized
for some time, still cherishing the hope that the movement
would
die
out of itself.
But the committee of the general
_ssembly,
complaining
of this delay,
and reproaching
the government
with a want of consideration
for thechurch,
James Graham
replied,
.at last, that thc decision of the court of session
was perfectly
legal.
He, at the same time, re_narkcd that the existing organization
offered the
church
every desirable
guarantee,
since patrons
could prcscnt only candidates whom it had already
approved,
and to whom it had accorded the right
to preach;
that, even after the presentation,
the
candidates
were submitted
to the approbation
of

the presbytery;
and, finally, that the parish had
a right to make good its objections
before this
body, which
pronounced
definitively
upon the
admission of the candidates presented.--This
di_
not satisfy the non-intrusionists,
who demanded
that each parish should nominate its o_vn pastors,
and the law sanction this order of things.
The
government
persisting in its support of patronage,
the general
assembly
which met at Edinburgh
May 18, 1843, received,
at the opening of its first
session, the protest of the non-intrusionists.
In
view, they said, of the pretensions
of the civil
power to regulate
affairs purely ecclesiastical,
a
le_o'al and free reunion of the Scotch church
was
impossible.
And thereupon
the non-intrusionist
members immediately
retired from the assemb]y.
and founded the Free Presbyterian
church, which
renounced
all the advantages
of the National
church.
More than four hundred
ecclesiastics
rangcd themselves
on its side; upward of £250
were subscribed
for the foundation
of the new
church,
and it established
687 parishes
(free
church associations).
In many places they encountered
great difficulties
in erecting
church
buildings,
the land owners refusing to give their
land to the new associations;
but they were not
deterred
by these obstacles;
they held their setvices under tents, and sometimes even in the open
air.
The Free church is now solidly established,
and has .proved to old Europe, on the one hand,
that a religious society can live and prosper without the support of the government,
and, on the
other, that a free church is in no wise dangerous
to the state.--3.
I_dependent
or Congregatianalisg
Ch_rcT_es. We call bythis name all churches that
are independent,
not only of the state, but also
of one another.
In them cvel T pal'ish constitutes
a body absolutely free, choosing its own pastors,
maintaining
itself by its own resources,
and govtruing itself by its own laws.
Several, even a
great number,
may have analogous
doctrines and
similar worship;
nevertheless
each one of them
none the less prcscrvcs
its independence;
there
are between
them no ties but those of universal
toleration
and charity.
This ecclesiastical
form
was that of the pl_mitive Christian churches;
but
it was short-lived.
As soon as the churches multiplied and acquired
some stability,
they established among themselves
a sort of hierarchy,
in
imitation
of that of the civil administration
of
the provinces
of the empire.
It was not until
about two centuries
ago that the congregational
form of church
government
reappeared
among
some of the Protestant
sects in the United States.
_A
great many objections
have
been raised
against
this ecclesiastical
system;
nor can we
presume to say they are all frivolous.
It may be
feared, among other things,
that it is not best
suited to engender those lofty ideas and sentiments
which raise nations above themselves,
and urge
them toward
a new ideal.
It seems calculated
to retain in men's minds the conceptions
which
are most readily accessible to the great majority,
and which favor narrow-mindedness
in reli_ous
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matters.
It may
also
engender
petty
rivalries
among
neighboring
congregations,
and
make
religion,
if I may
be allowed
the expression,
a
miltter
of business.
It might
be possible,
in title,
timt it wouId,
at certain
times,
create
a state
of
excitement,
not necessarily
dangerous,
but ridicu]ous,
and therefore
fatal
to religious
sentiment.
But, without
having
recourse
to tile reflection,
that in this ifaperfect
world
wimt is most beautiful is never
without
some
defect,
we must
asknowledge,
on tile one
hand,
that these defects
can
be removed, at least in part, and, on the

other, that

they

are counterbalanced

by the

advantages
which
this
system
unquestionably
possesses.--It_
places
and ages in wllich
a rational
spirit of toleration
and
intellectual
progress
are
found
side by side,
human
thought
not confined
within
tile narrow
limits assigncd
to it by a daminant church,
would
take
a flight,
tim grandeur
'of which
prejudices

we can not now
measure,
do not permit
us to do

plete liherty in religious life would
,conditions

of

intellectual

existence

because
our
so.
A COlncreate
at once
other
than

ttmse by which
minds
have
hitherto
been
surrounded.
But
let us not dwell
upon
this
view
of tile question;
let us confine
ourselves,
in conclusion,
to indicating
some
of thepractieal
con-
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manifestation
of religious
sentiment,
the best in an absolute
point of view.
mean
to say that it sedum
is us the
many
with
the marked
tendencies
tions of society
as it exists to-day, t
_IICltEL

nor
even
We nterely
most in harand inspira_ICOLAS.

]Thefollowingstatisticsshowthecomparativestrengthof
the
theUnitedStates,
January,
]881Protestant
: ldaptist: denomhaatmns
24,794 churclms, i,,
15,401
o, dained milii_tera
and
2,138,044Inembers,
or lministeetoeachl3gnmmbersmtlm
United States.--Methodtst
Ephcol;al:
16,721clmrches, 9,261
ordained ministers and 1,b80,779 member_, or 1 minister to
each 181 members in tim United Stateb --Me:h_,dist J_tscopal (south):
3,59'3 ordained ministers and b'28,013members,
or 1minister
to eacu 'z_0 members in the United States.--Lutheran:
5,556 churches,
8,11)o o_dained
ministers
and
684,570
or ] minister 5,838
to eact_
2:_1members
in the
United members,
States.--Prcsbyter_a_,:
church,
s, 4,0'2,0ordained mimsters and 573,877 members, or 1 m:nister to each 117
members in the United States.- 6"h_stlan
(DLsc$ple8 of
C1_rist_: 4,881 churches, 8,658ordained
ministers and 557,448 members, or 1 minister to each 155 members in the ('nited States.--L'ongre{Tatio_.al:
8,689 churches, 3,589 ordained
ministers and t_2_,f176 members, or ] m ulster to each 100
members in the United _tatcs.-- United .Bretl, ren t,_ Christ:
2207 clmrches, 2,230 ordained
ministers and 1.55,437 members, or 1 minister to each 71 members in the Uni,edStates.
--Reformed
Ch_lrc]_ in [5 _'_.: 1,384 churches, 75'2 ordained
ministers
and 15'1,742 members, or 1 nlinister to each206
members in the United States.--United
l,:_angelhal:
366
ehurches,
ministerto 363ordainedmin._tcrsandldi,0ffOnmmbers,
each396 members in the United States.--Pres-orl

_equences
of file congregational
systeul.--]t
certainly
is the only
one which
allows
a real
and
unlimited
liberty
of conscience.
Each
one unites
himself
to
the
congregation
whose
doctrines,
•
worship
and principles
best answer
tile needs
of
hi¢ twat-t and his intelligence.
In this church
lie
brings
up his children
; but tlley, wllen they have
reached
the age of reason, using the same privi-

byteri:zn (south):
1,9'28
and 119,970 members, or
the United Statc._.-P'rofes
2,1Z0ordained
ministersin
to each _ members

legs, may either
remain
in it, or leave
it to join
_lnolllcr,
according
to the promptings
of their
religious
feeling.
In this church,
where
no tortare Js inflicted
upon
the conscience,
either
by
lhe laws,
or by public
prejudices,
there
can be
nO nlotive
to entice
one to disguise
his opinions;
there
is no longer
any
room
for
that hypocrisy

churches, 1,340 ordained ministens and 99,ill,7 members, or 1
minister
to each 74 members
in the United States.--The
BreH_ren (Du_.kard_):
710 churches,
1,665 ministers
and
90,' 00 mclnber_, or 1 minister to each 54 memb_.r_ in the
United btates.--S_x
Pr_,c_ple Baptist: _0 eharches,
17 ordaincd minieters _md 2,e75 members,
or 1 mim_dcr to each
1_ members
in the United States.--Ir_de_,e,,dent
.Me/hodiM: or
la 1churches,
ordained
mini_,ters
andUnited
2,100 States.
members,
minister to14each
150 members
in tile

which
trllffics
in holy things, which is inconsistent
both
with
honor,
piety
and
virtue.
All
other systems
offer some temptations
of this kind.
Besides,
where
entire
liberty
reigns,
ignorance

--Sl_aker:
17 charche_, (18ministers
and 2,400 membcr_, or
l minister to each 35 members tn the United Statcs.--Amertcan Commu_dt:es:
14 churches, 8 ministers and 2,838 merehers,
or 1 mthister
to each
355 members44 mlmsters
in the tmted
States.--New
:]le_no_dle:
_1 churches,
and

and superstition,
the sad results
of the slavery
of
thought,
must
soon
disappear.
In fine,
under
this system,
religious
life
becomes
a truth.
One
attaches
himself
to a church
because
he thinks
it

°,990 members,
or 1 minister
to each 68 members in the
United _tates.--P_imitive
Methodist:
121 ¢hu che$, 50 of
dained ministers
and 8,3"/0 members, or I minister to each
67 members
in the United States.--2Tew
Jerusalem:
91
churches, 81 ministers and 4,734 members, or I minister to
eacl_ 58 mcmber_ in the Umted States.--Reformed
Pte_byter_an: 41churches,
81 ordained minmtcrs and 0,020 merehers, or 1 minister to each 11t4 members
in the United
States.--Se_enth
Day
BaptiSt: or 187minister
churches,to each
I(X_ordained
ministers
and t-,606
members,
84 mere-

ttle hest,
or the least
dcfcctivc;
only motive
with
which
one
join
a church.
Tlfis
choice
rational,
men are intelligently

and
this is the
can ever sincerely
being,
moreover,
religious,
and not

churches, 1,031 ordained ministers
1 minister
to each llli members in
ant Method,s!: 1,501 churches,
and
orl minister
the llSj70members,
United Stateb.--b'umb,
rlaltd

Presbyter_a_:
2,474 churches, 1,386 ordained minister,
and
111,8.55 members, or 1 minister to each Sl members in the
United States.--Mormon:
654 churches,
8,906 high priests
and
110,:_77members,
high priest to
each'28 member8
in the
United States. or--1)Jval_gelical
A_sotia;ion
: 1,359

blindly
so, as it happens
nearly
always
in official
churches,
in which
men
remain
simply because
they happen
to have
been
born
in them.--It
is
needless
to remark
that
this
ecclesiastical
form

bera in the United
States.--Reformed
l'=lMacopal: 55
churches, 68 ordained ministers
and lo,459 members, or 1
minister to each 154 membersin
the United States.--Advent_t:
107members
ministers inandtimll,100
I mtni_.ter91 churches,
to each 104
Unitedmembers,
_tatea.--or

can

)'reeMethodist:

not

exist

except

entirely distinct
state.

We would

judge,
nations
separation
of
indeed
pretend

where

tile

churcho_

from and independent
add

also,

tlmt

so far

are

of the

as we

can

are
progressing
toward
a final
church
and
state.
We
do
not
that
it is the final
form
of the

287 churches,

601 ordained

ministers

and

l'2J_0 members,
United

or 1 minister
to each 20 members in the
States.--Jews
(total pop. 239,457): _69 synagogues,

i)ers rabbis
uo'z
in theandUnited
13#8,?, States.--Seventh
members, or I rabbi
.DaytoAdventist:
each 18 mem608
churches, 1._ ordained ministers and 14,,_.'_ members, or 1
minister to each 107 members in the United States.--Mora-
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CINCINNATI,
Order of the
(IN U S. HIS,_Ol_V), a society founded
by file officers of the
revolutionary
army just before their final separation.
The name was taken from Cincinnatus,
like whom the members
had left the plow at the
call of their country,
and were now returning
to
it when their services
were no longer needed,
Membership
in the order was to be mainly contitled to the officers, to their eldest male descendants, and, failing these, to collateral male descendants; and this feature
stamped
the order, in the
popular belief, as an imitation of European orders
of knighthood
and an attempt
to create an aristocracy.
_Edanus
Burke,
a South Carolinian,
published
a l)amphlet
against the order; the gov.
ernor of South Carolina
denounced
it in his
address
to the legislature;
the legislatures
of
Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Pennsylvania
censured it by resolution;
and those revolutiondry leaders wlao had not been in the arm), considered the hereditary
principle
an unwise
one.
At tits first general meeting,
May, 1784, Washington persuaded
the order to abolish the principle of hereditary
membership,
and with this
modification
it still survives,
its membership
being recruited
by election.--See
3 Hildreth's
United States, 443; ]_Iattox's History of The Uineianati Society; 6 Pema*ylvania
llistori_'_d Society's
Publications.
ALEXAN-DER JOHNSTON.

to keep a knowledge
of their affairs from the
curiosity of their persecutors.--Suetonius
informs
us in his life of the first Cmsars tlmt the emperors
wrote to their generals
and confidants,
transposing the letters of the alphabet.
If this be the
case, it is quite possible
that Julius
C_esar invented the system
of ciphers
which bears his
nanle.
The following
is a sketch of the system:
A number of conventional
signs are made to correspond (o the letters of the alphabet, or, better
still, with these same letters arranged in a differcnt order, for example:

CIPHER
DISPATCHES
AND DECIPHERMENT.
The art of deciphering
secret
mannscripts has at all times played an important
part
in political matters.
If we are to believe Comiers
d'Embrun,
the Hebrews
were acquainted
with
cryptogTapby
or the art of using ciphers, therefore with decipherment
which is its immediate
consequence.
The early Christians,
according
to P. Alex. de Rhodes,
used conventional
signs

causing a further
development
in cryptography
without knowing
it. The signs used in the writing of these people
run vertically
from above
downward
and from below upward;
from this
originated
the idea of the Japanese
method, as
calculated
to puzzle Europeans,
whose writing is
horizontal.--Herc
is an example
of this method.
"The liberty
of man imposes on him as many

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, J, k, l,
1, m, n, o, p, q, r, 8, t, u, v, x,
n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, x, y,
z, a, b, "c, d, e, f, g, h,
i, j,

Thus if we wish to write in cipher,
"Put a vase
of roses on your balcony;
I shall see that it is
time to march;"
we should write:
"bgf 1 hlep
aq daepe az jagd mlxnazj;
t eslxx epp fslf tf te
ftyp fa yldns."
The same result will be obtained
by conventional
signs corresponding
to theletters
of the alphabet.
It is needless to add that in
the first case the letters in changed order, in the
second the conventional
signs, form the secret of
the cipher, which should always be known by the
person who wishes to use this mode of writing.-The Japanese
and Chinese were instrumental
in

duties

as it gives him

rights."

wan: 74 churches, 96 ordained ministers and 16,112 mere-

th

so

es

as

.

hers,
or 1 minister Methodist:
to each 1_7
theordained
United
States.--WeMeyan
260members
churches, in472
ministers and 17,847 members, or 1 minister to each 38
members in tim United States.--U, itar_an Congregational:
342 churches, _.94ordained ministers, and 17,960members,
or 1 minister to each 50 members in the United States.-Church of God (W_nebrent_erian_): 569 Omrehes, 498ordained ministers and _,_-_t members, or 1 minister to each
41 members in the United _tatcs--Un_'ersalzst:
776
churches, 7_ ordained minister8 and 37,945 members, or 1
minister t_ap_ist:
to each 521,090
members
in the888
Umted
States
-AntSMg¢son
churches,
ordained
ministers

e1
i
b
e
r
t
y

p
m
i
n
a
m
f
o

on
h
i
m
a
s
m

_
t
u
d
y
n
.a

tg
i
v
e
s
h
i

and 49,000 members, or 1 minister to each 45 members in
the Umted State_.--Seeo_,d Adventist: 583 churches, _}1
ministers and 6.3,500members, or 1 mini,.ter to each 127
members in the United States.--Friend_: 621clmrehes, 876
mioister_ and 67,643 member_., or 1 minister to ca, h 7"7
nu;mbers in the United States.- Methodist Episcopal (colored) : 1,031 churches, 64_ ordains.4 ministers and 74,195
membel_., or I minister to eacll 115 members in tim United
States.--.Free Wi'l Baptist: 1,4_5ehurclm_, 1,'Z86ord,ined
ministers and 76,706 members, or 1 minister to eaeit 60
members in the United States--Refo_rnecl
6'h_trch ia
Amerzra: 489 churches, 519 ordained ministers and 78,917
member_, or 1 minister
each 7!_3clmrches,
152 members in658ordained
the United
_tates.--Unlted
Presl.yt,torian:
mmi_,ters and 80,_ members, or 1 minister to each 1._.2
members in the United States.

m.
y,
z.
k.

These
above

s
t
h
g
t
r
m

are simply the letters used in writing the
sentence, placed in order after each other

from above downward
and from below upward.
This cipt_er becomes, as we see, mere child:s play
unless it is compli(_ttcd
by some combination._
In the stcganography
which he published,
Scott
considers
the method
of count Gronsfehi
and
that of lord Bacon as undecipherable
by an3, one
who has not the key to it. Of these two systems
we shall take that of lord Bacon, whose originalitystrikes
ns, while at the same time we acknowledge its tediousness
of execution.
The following is its conventional
alphabet,
each letter of
which answers respectively
to the ordinary
letters of the alphabet:

CIPHER
A
.............
B .............
.............
D
E .............
.............
F .............
G
.............
H .............
J .............
JK .............
.............
L .............
M .............

aaaaa.
aaaab.
aaaba.
aabaa.
abaua.
baaaa.
baaab.
baaba
babaa.
bba_la.
bbaab.
bbaba.
bbbaa.

DISP&TCHES

N
.............
O.............
P .............
Q
............
R .............
S .............
T
U.............
.............
V .............
W............
X .............
Y .............
Z ............

bbbab,
bbbba.
bbbbb,
baabb,
babba.
babbb,
abbbb,
aabbb.
aaabb,
ababa.
bbabb.
abaab,
aabab,

If we wished to write this sentence:
"The enemy
is there, be on your guard," we would do it as foL
hiws: "abbbb
baaba
abaaa abaaa bbbab abaaa
bbbaa abaab babaa
babbb
abbbb
baaba abaaa
i)ahba abaaa, aaaab abaaa
bbbba bbbab atiaab
hbbba aabbb babba baaab
aahbb aaaaa babba
aabaa."--This
style of ciphering
is surcly original.
Besides, it has this advantagc,
tlmt it can
l)e carried
on under the appearance
of a document not having an)" importance,
the letters of
which, marked or not by a conventional
sign, indicate whether
the)" represent
a or b; thence a
grouping
by fives, the translation
of which becomes easy by the aid of the alplml)et.
This sys.
tern has a cerlain resemblance
to that attributed
to Julius C_sar, differing from It, howevcr, essen,
tially by the repetition and mingling of the letters
a and b; this mingling is well adal)ted to puzzle
the most careful rcsearch.--It
is not necessary to
say that other signs may be substituted
for the
letters of" the alphabet
used in the method wc
have just mentioned,
such for instance, as the
Arabi(, numerals,--Secrct
writings
being of frequent use in political
life, it is often important
to be able to find the secret of the cipher
which hides tile thoughts
or projecls of its author.
We can not here give the reader a cornplete treatise on cryptography;
we must confine
ourselves to placing at his disposition
certain lin_nfistic observations
which become so many means
of arriving
at the understanding
of the greater
part of secret writing;
the rest is an affair of sagaeity and patie_ee.--Remarks
6q_the constructiol_
_fqcvrds.
The German Language.
The only letter standing
alone is o; monosyllables
are very
rare; double letters quite frequent
at the end of
words: the e is often repeated
especially in long
words; ialways
in the middlc of words of three
]etlers; ck most frequent
at the end of words;
*_.h united tol, re, n; r united to e and a to bb in
the middle of words; t united toff; oth, ich, very
often at the end; ch frequent;
b, l, g, k, p, q, x, z,
the rarest of consonants.--English.
Thewords
of one letter are/,, a, O; y often appears as final;
o doubles and shares this peculiarity
with e, from
which it will be easily distinguished
if attention
be paid to the fact that it is always united to fin the
word of two letters of; it is often found also wit h w;
e is distinguislmd
in cipher dispatches
from double
consonants,
because
it is repeated
oftener
than
any other letter.--Italiaa
and Spant'_h.
Italian
has a strong resemblance
to Spauish, but is distinguished
from it by the length of certain words
and by the frcquency
of double letters in the
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middle of words.
0 is oftener repeated than any
other letter;
e, i, next, the latter
sometimes
doubled, the same as o, u.
In Spanish, o is very
often followed by s; u by e; but the latter principally in the middle of words, the other chiefly at
the end; the words of one letter are a, o, y.-Frelzch.
French words end most frequently
in e,
which is often followed
by s o1" nt,' ou is met in
words of four syllables;
thc vowels, espccially e,
are repeated oftener than any other lette.r; there
is no word without a vowel; a word of one letter
is always a vowel, or a consonant
with an apostrophe;
q is always followed
by u._It
is evident
that the process of deciphering
without
the key
differs somewhat
in each language,
varying with
its characteristics.--Let
us try to decipher the sentenet:
" bgf 1 hlep aq daepe az jagd mlxnazj;
t
eslxx epp fslf tf te ftyp fa yldns," according to
C_esar's method.
We first make a list of the
letters in the sentence,
noting how often each
recurs, as follows:
b, once; g, twice; f, 6 times;
l, 6 times; h, once; e, 6 times; p, 5 times; a, 5
times; q, once; j, twice; m, once; x, 3times;
n,
twice; z, twice; t, 4 times; s, 3 times; y, twice;
d, 3 times.
Remembering
that a and I are the
only words (except 0 which would be rarely used
iu a cipher dispatch) of one letter in English, we
know that land t must be these two. Suppose lis
a, then t is i; t being i, f must be _, s, or t in tf be*
causcthesearethconlyletterswhichcanfollowiiu
a word of two letters cxceptf
which is the cq)her
letter.
We shall ('all it t," e in tv may be s/ a in
fa must be o, for only o can follow t in a word of
two letters as may lie seen by experiment;
pp in
epp is ee for e and o are the only vowels which
can be doubled, and oo could not form a word
after s. Now we know that l, t,f, e. a andp are
a, i, t, s, o and e. After making
the changes the
scntence
becomes
bgt a hase oq doses oz jogd
maxnozj
i ssaxx see tsar it is tiye to yadns.
In
the word ssaxx it is most probable
that xx is ll,
foradouble
vowel could not follow a, and by using
the II and changing
the second s to h we have
shall inste'td of ssaxx, an(l that instead of tsal.
In tiye y could in any connection be only d, l, m,
n or r,' here it is clearly m which gives lime: q iu
oq whatever be the connection
would bc either f,
n, r or x; here wc shall use f: and the z in oz is
either r or n; call it n. In the first word bgt g
mustbe
the vowel u, for we knowthc
others; b
is either c o1' p, let us use c; we have now cut
instead of bgt and the word jogd becomes jond.
Now d can not he n or t, for wc know these;
it is r, for this is the only letter left that could
follow ou here; j is either p or y/ let us take
y.
We have now your.
Knowing
or supposing
that :
l, t, f, e, a, p, s, x, y, q, z, b, g, d, j standfor
we make the substitutions
and
"Cut a hase of roses on your
that it is time to marnh."
the third
word stands
for

the sentences/an(Is:
malcony;
I shall see
It is clear that h in
v, that malcony is
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balcony,
and marnh march; _ being c, b can not
be e, therefore
the first word is put, not cut.--If
we wished to send the following
dispatch
in
French : Placez un vase de fleurs sur votrefene_tre;
nous saurons qa'il est temps de se met?re en marche,
we would write it in this way according
to the
first cipher alphabet
given above: "Bxlnpk
gz
hlep op qxpgde egd hafdp qpzpfdp zage elgdaze
cgtx pof fpybe op ep ypffdp
pz yldnsp."--To
decipher
this we proceed as follows, remarking
only 1hat the reader, by study and experience,
might find some other way to decipher
it.
We
make a list of the letters contained
in the dispatch, noting
the number
of times each letter is
repeated,
thus: b, twice;
x, 3times;
l, 4times;
n, twice;
p, 16times;
k, once;
g, 6 times;
z, 5
times;
h, twice;
e, 9 times;
o, twice;
q, twice;
d, 7 times;
a, 3 times;
f, 6 times;
c, once;
t,
once; y, 3 times; s, once.
We may remark that
p occurs 16 times, hence it is very likely a vowel,
and probably the letter e. Let us see whether this
hypothesis
is well founded,
and take the shortest
words: ot), ep, pz.
Ifpisane,
let us suppose, to
shorten our demonstration,
that pz represents en,
since it is one of the French words of two letters
beginning
with e ; then z is an n ; ot), ep, will
therefore
be one of the words ce, de, je, le, me,
te, se, the only words of two letters in French
ending
in e.
But in the dispatch
we see op,
immediately
preceding
e_) which has only two
letters, and de is the only word that can go before
a word of two letters: therefore,
if p is an e in
the word op, o must be a d.--Let
us now try to
find out what e is in the word ep. It is not a
vowel.
As eis found at the end of many words
in the dispatch,
we may presume
that it is an s;
ep would therefore
stand for se until proof to the
contrary.
Gz is another word of two letters, the
last letter of which we know to stand for n,
whence we conclude that g can be only a vowel,
and consequently
gz must be one of the following
words, ar_, in, on, _n, the only French words of
onc syllable endingin
n. We may reject in which
means nothing;
in French, an never occurs after
a word so long as bxlnpk;
therefore,
there are
left only on and un.
G is therefore eithero or u/
but which?
We can not yet decide.
Let us take
a word in which it occurs, and select, as far as we
can, a word which contains the letters presumed
to be known.
Say the word zage. Substituting
in this wm_l the letters already known, we have
hans/
_aus has a close resemblance
to nous; we
may conclude that g is u, and we may also add
that a is o.
We know Iv, z, o, e, g,
'lobe
e, ,,, d, s, u.
--Let us take the little word egd: the third letter
d is either a e or an r, foronlysurorsuecanhave
this form.
We shall 'see this further on. In peg',
the first two letters arc es; we are led to think
that the last is a t, for the word est is tim only
word of three letters in French
beginning
with
vs.--Let
us now take longer
words, say llafdp,
We know afdp which suggests
otce or otre, but
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only the latter can be taken.
Then the word becomes h... otre which has only two analogues
in French,
notre and votre.
Now, as we have
seen, n is represented
by z, therefore
h is necessarily a v. We may therefore add to the foregoing
lctters, instead of f, d, h, their values t, _', v.--In
the word yp.ffdp, y is the only unknown
letter.
Substituting
the equivalents
already known, we
have y...
ettre, which can mean only mettre or
lettre: after se "lettrc"
does not mean anything.
Everything
leads us to believe that y is an re.The word we have just deciphered
almost tr_:nslates qpzpfdp, for we find q... entre or fengtre;
in like manner
qxpgde becomes fxeurs
or fl_azrs,"
inlikemanneralsofpybestaudsfortembsortemps.
--Wc havc deciphered
the letters p, y,o,d,f,z.a,
e, g, q, b, h, x/ with this key let us try to decipher
thc whole dispatch.
By the subst_tution of kuown
for unknown
values, we find pUnek un vise de
fleurs sur wtre fengtre, nous slurons cutl est temps
de _ mettre en marnse.
This is not so obscure as
it may seem at first.
With a little study it becomes apparent
that l, c, t, stand for a, q. i.
And thus we have: nous saurons qu'il est temps."
But pUnek un vase de fleurs, stands, aprien.i, for
placez, etc.
No great effort of imagination
is
required to translate
"se mcttre en marnse," intt}
semetO'eenmarche.--Whatwchavejustexplained
will suffice to show the reader the possibility of
deciphering.
This
method
is without
doubt
purely
empirical,
but it appears
to have been
sufficient for the cases presented
up to our day.-To prevent the deciphering
of dispatches,
cornbinations
of ever)- kind
have been imagined,
books of signs, even special
dictionaries
have
been published
by means of which the secrecy
of a dispatch
is guaranteed.
One of these dictionarics, which seems well planned, has appearc6
in Paris, published
by Berger-Lcvrault
& Co.,
under the title of ]9ietionnai_'epour
la Corresponda_we tdldgrapMque secrete, by a secretary
of legstion.'
I/F__IU "[JEGEAY.
CIRCULATION
OF WEALTH.
The word
circulation
(of wealth) is one of those politicoeconomical
terms which has been most misused.
The framers of systems have oftcn employed it to
build upon the data whichit
expresses airy castles
in which nothing was wanting to make the world
supremely
happy but a basis on which the structure might rest.
But the circulation
of wealth
is none the less an important
fact well worthy of
being observed,
and one which
has not been
studied, perhaps, as much as it deserves.
If utopists, while mistaking
its laws, have too often
exaggerated
its importance,
this is noreasou
for
estimating
it below its real significance.
--The
circulation
of wealth,
says J. B. Say, "is the
passage of a thing having value from one hand to
another."--The
passage of merchandise
from one
hand to another is the first elementary
fact which
constitutes,
by its repetition, the general phenomenon of tim circulation
of wealth.
But it is nee, We believe that the author is Mr. Brunswick.

CIRCULATION
essary to give circulation
a broader sense, and
J B Say himself, in the sentence
wllich immediately follows that which we have just quoted,
givesit
a broader one.
He says: "Every
article
of merchandise
is in circulation
when it is ready
to pass into another
hand, that is to say, when it
is offered for sale."
It is evident that here circulation means not merely the passage of merchand_se from one hand to another, but the general
movement
of goods or values.
It is even more
than this; it is the readiness
of merchandise
to
be moved.
]_Ir. Fr. Skarbck,
wh,_ has treated
this subject at much length and with care in his
Theory of Social Wealth, understands
by circulation the general movement
of wealth passing
from one hand to another;
but he adds that it is
le_ the movement
of things than the movement
of values.--Circulation,
he says, is not a movement of the mass but a movcment of the value of
things;
just as production
is not a creation
of
things but a creation of values.
Things which
have value may undergo a rapid and continuous
nmvement
without
circulation
taking place.
A
• sum of money, for example,
sent by mail may
pass through
many hands without
circulating;
for then it is only transmitted
or confided to scvera] persons consecutively
in order that it may be
.made to reach the one who has the right to
dispose of it. The effect is the same as if the
person who sends the money should deliver it to
him to whom it is sent.
All those who have
served as intermediaries
to facilitate
the transmission of this sum have had no profit from the
sum itself, and could not have been able to employ it as a productive
force.
Yahm may circulate rapidly
and the thing which contains it remain motionless.
Such is the circulation
of the
value of real property,
the ownership and the enjoyment of which may pass fromone
to another,
although
it is not capable
of undergoing
any
movement
whatever.
Even personal
property
may circulate
without any change of place.
A
merchant
who has paid a landed proprietor
the
pricc of wheat stored up in the granary
of the
latter, may rgsell this wheat without moving it.
Thus this value will llave circulated
twice without taking the wheat from one place to another,
--In a savage state, when man works only for
himself and is limited
to the consumption
of
what he produces
himself,
there
are no exchanges,
consequently
no circulation,
though
certain products
may sometimes
be transported
from one place to another by a person who is bo'dl
a producer
and consumer.
Circulation
begins
when men commence
to exchange what they possess o_er and above what they possess sufficient
to supply their own wants;
but as long as they
confine themselves
to simple exchange
of their
superfluities,
it is still inclosed
within very narrow bounds.
It is only really active and great
when the division
of labor,
having
become
the common law of industry,
brings men to exchange not only their superfluities,
that is to say,
the excess of what they produce
respectively
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above theirown
wants, but almost all the values
which they produce, for almost all those which
they consume.--In
the state of civilization
to
which the greatest part of the peoples of Europe
have advanced, division of labor having been introduced
everywhere,
circulation
has become an
important
fact.
There are few values in reality
consumed on the spot and by those who produced
them.
They pass from hand to hand by successive exchanges,
and sometimes
it is only after a
great numbcr
of transmissions
or migrations
of
this nature that they arrive at their final destination.
It is not only to pass from the hands of the
producer to those of the consumers
that products
are exchanged
and circulated.
They circulate
still and sometimes
for a considerable
period
among their producers,
when they need, as is
generally the case, several successive preparations
before being entirely finished.
To say that in
virtue of the division of labor each man connects
himself with a particular
industry
the fruits of
which he afterward
exchanges,
is not to say
enough.
It should be added that there is scarce.
ly a producer from whose hands a finished product comes.
Men confine
themselves
for the
greater part to the execution of one or another of
the articles which thc product
requires,
turning
it over afterward
to othcrmanufacturers
who are
to continue the work or finish it. Through
how
many changes
has cloth passed,
through
how
many handshas
it gone, bcforethe
tailor converts
it into clothing?
A bale of cotton does not become printed cloth in a moment.
It must first be
converted into thread, then into texture, and betwecn these principal
manipulations
how many
intermediate
ones there are; each one of these is
performed
not only by different hands but also in
different places.
The bootmaker,
no matter how
simple his work may appear, does not make a
boot until the tanner
has prepared
the leather.
A boot then is the result of several kinds of successive labor; it reaches its final condition
only
after several exchanges.
It is the same with the
greater part of other products
and particularly
w_th manufactured
articles, some of which under.
go so many different
modifications
and become
the object of so many exchanges before coming to
the condition
of consumable
values that it would
be difficult to follow them in their migrations.
Thus, in a state of civilization
exchanges are multiplied and circulation
is widened,
not only by
reason of the various products
which iad_L_try
gives birth to, but also by reason of the vastly
greater number of processes which these products
demand.--This
circulation,
we say then. becomes
so imt)ortant a fact that none of the particulars
connected
with it should be overlooked.--It
is, in
the first place, easy to understand
how important
it is to society in general that this circulation
should be carried on without
trouble,
without
confusion,
without disorder, and that no foreign
obstacle should stop its course.
Should its stoppage really take place for a moment, production,
one of the essential conditions of which it has be.
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come, itself would stop, and society would find
its veryexistencein
peril.
It is true that an absolute stoppage of circulation
is almost impossible,
for this reason alone, that it would be fatal; since
if any cause should
tend to produce it, there
would
be immediately,
on the part of threatened society, such a general and powerful reaction
against this cause that the obstacle would recede
or at least be half removed.
But if it is not to be
feared
that circulation
will ever be stopped entirely, it may sometimes bc disturbed
or retarded
in its course.
This happens
in practice almost
always in consequence
of civil troubles, political
revolutions,
foreign invasions,
and all scr,ous disorders, whatever
their nature may be. At such
times there is generally a twofold
obstacle to the
easy circulation
of products,
one physical,
the
other moral.
The first arises from material disorders which prevent products
from jom'neying
peace'_bly toward
their respective
destinations;
the second, more serious and difficult to overcome,
arises from the mistrust
of producers"
toward
others and the lack of credit whi¢:h affects every
one.
In all these cases, if society does not perish
it endures at least cruel suffering.
Production
is
retarded
for want of nutrition;
consumption
is
narrowed,
savings
previously
accumulated
are
consumed:
in addition
to the present
evils endurcd men see the accumulated
fruits of several
years of labor lost in a few days.--Commercial
crises which so often afflict modern
nations, and
particularly
those in which industry
exhibits
its
greatest power, are nothing
else, considered
in
themselves,
than checks if not absolute stoppages
of circulation.
There may be a difference
of
opinion as to the causes, perhaps yet ill defined,
of these calamitous
accidents,
but whatever their
origin they have always
the same character
at
bottom, that of retardation,
more or less great, in
the exchange and circulation
of products.
From
this, and from this ale,m, come all the evils which
these crises give birth to: so true is it that circulatio,_ is the life of modern
nations.--Without
speaking of the accidental
troubles to which circulation is sometimes
subject, and which will be
particularly
treated
under the words COM._EnCIAL CruSES, looking at it only under its ordinary
conditions,
in that which forms in each country
its nornml condition,
it still gives occasion to a
large number of observations
fullof interest.
Its
conditions
are not the s_uue in every country;
it
ts more o,' le_sgene,'al, more or less active according as local circumstances
are more or less favorable to il ; and we should hasten to add that it is
the relative activity
of circulation
which constilutes, more than any other circumstance,
the industrial
superiority
of this or that country.-Under the word CAPIT._L we spoke of the iraportance
of the increase of capital to the industrial activity
of nations;
but at the same time
we took care to distinguish
active from dormant capital by adding, that the industrial
superiority of One nation over another
depends much
less on the sum total of the capital which it pos-
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se._ges than the relative sum of its active capital.
This is the place to insist on this distinction,
which most ecc,nomists have neglected, and which
appears to us fundamental.--If
capital is useful,
it is only in so far _s it passes into the hands of
those who c'm put it to work.
While it lies idle,
or, what comes to the same thing, while it remains
in the hands of those who can not make use of it,
it is of no real utility; it aids in no way the increase of production.
M. Ganilh, going a little
further in this direction,
says that idle capital is
not capital at all, since it is useful to no man, not
even to him who possesses it. He was wrong, no
doubt.
Idle capital is always capital, for it is at
least a reserve, which can be of use later; often it
needs but an insignificant
circumstance
to rouse
it from its torpor.
But it is true that a value at
rest renders no actual service, and if there is much
of such capital in a country no matter how great
the sum of this real capital which the country
possesses, labor will show little activity there.To say nothing of actual stoppages,
if it happens
that in a given country capital, or values intended
for reproduction,
occupy twice as much time in
passing from one hand to another as would be
necessary in a well ordered
state of things, it is
easy to understand
th.tt production
would
be
less by one-half
than it might be.
It is important, therefore,
that circulatio,_ be at once ge,mral
in the sense of embracing
all products,
and of
being active iu the sense of causing
products
to pass rapidly from the hands whmh
possess
them to the hands of those who can give them
useful
employment.-This truth,
we say, has
not alw_,ys been adequately
understood
by economists.
It must not be thought,
however, that
they .have entirely
misunderstood
it.
Their
only fauit is in not having brought
out its iraportance,
nor given it all the attention
which
it merits.
This, for example,
is how J. B. Say
expresses
himself on the subject:
"Values
eraployed in the course of production,
can not be
realized in money and be employed
in a new production until they have arrived at the state of a
complete product and are sold to the consumer.
The sooner a product
is finished and sold, the
sooner also can it, as capital, bc applied to a fresh
productive
rise. Capital used for a shorter time
pays less interest;
there is economy in the cost of
production.
Next it is of advantage
that the
transaction
which takes place during the production should take place quickly.
Let us follow
the effects of this activity of circulation,
in the
case of a piece of printed calico.
A merchant
of
Lisbon imports cotton from Brazil.
It is of memeat to him that his agents in America
should
make his purchases
and shipments
quickly;
it
is also important
for him to scud his cotton to a
French merchant
promptly,
in order to be tetrabursed for his outlay as soon as possible, that he
may begin anew and equally profitableoperation.
Portugal,
up to this point, has reaped the benefit
of this activity
of circulation,
blow it will be
France;
and if the French
merchant
does not
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keep this Brazilian cotton in his storehouse
long,
but sends it promptly to the spinner;
if the spinher, after having made it into thread, sends it
promptly to the weaver, and if the latter sends
the cloth without
delay to the calico printer, and
if he sends it to the retail merchant
quickly, and
the retailer to the consumer, this active circulation will have occupied for a less time that porlion of the capital employed
by the producers.
Consequently
tlmre will be less interest lost, less
expense, and the capital can be employed in new
production."--The
utility of an active circulation
is certainly indicated
in the preceding
lines, but
we do not believe that it is felt strongly enough;
and we are tile more authorized
to believe so,
since the passage just quoted
is the only one
which J. B. Say has devoted to this important
subject, at least in his treatise.
There is certainly
more to say on such a subject.
It is true, that
the relative
activity of circulation
is that which
constitutes,
more than any other circumstance,
the industrial
superiority
of a people?
This
should have been examined
first of all.
Then it
should have been inquired
what the principal
causes are which
influence
the rapidity
or the
retardation
of circulation.--Mr.
Fr. Skarbek, who
has treated this subject
more at length and with
,care, is more explicit
on all these
questions,
Instead of a few lines he devotes several chapters
to the subject.
He concludes
tim first chapler
thus" "What
we have stated up to the present
voncerning
social wealth,
authorizes
us to lay
down the principle,
that the mass of values and
bases or sources of wealth possessed by a nation,
do not in themselves
constitute
its wealth,
because they are inert by nature and do not turn into
a cause of well-being and improvement
of a people, except in so far as circulation imposes on them
,a productive _wcement capable of bringi,g
out all
t/_e advantage, which society extracts fi'oln the values, before they become objects of consumi)tion."
--Tile lines we have underscored
in the preceding are also underscored
in the original text, and
it can be seen that the author
there justly makes
the circulation
of products
the sil_e qtla non of
their utility.
Nothing
is .truer with regard to
industry at the present time when exchanges
amt
division of labor have become universal.
It is
not enough, however, that products should circulate; it is necessary, also, that circulation
be as
apid as the work of production
will permit, in
c_rder that there may be no interruption
in the
tervice they render.
This,
_h'. Fr. Skarbek
brings out with much force in the following passage: " The advantage
which society gets from
circulation
consists,
as we have seen above, in
this, that by each transfer
of value, from one
hand to another, a profit is gained by him who
disposes of it, and apower of workingis
attained
by him who acquires
it. This advantage
is all
the more considerable
in proportion
as eirculation becomes more extensive
and rapid.
From

rapidity
possible, the inhabitants
of a country
make as much profit as they can possibly make
from them.
They are able to give continual
employment
to all the productive
forces which
they are able to put to work; and whatever be the
mass of value produced by a nation, it is evident
that in this case it returns all the advantages
and
all the services which
can be expected
of it.
This is why 7Lalional wealth consists not only in
the great mass of values which can be produced
in a country,
but in the general producti_e move.
ment, co_zli_zwus _td rapid, of these values."-In the lines which precede, the activity
of circulation is presented in all its importance,
but it
is perhaps still better done in the passage which
follows, where the author
supports his assertions
by an example.
We only r%o-ret that he has
taken as his example the circulation
of a piece of
money; and we believe it our duty to remark in
advance, that the same reasoning wofild apply to
every productive
value of whatever
nature
it
might
be.
"Let
us suppose that a one franc
piece is given in the morning of the first day, by
an inhabitant
of the capital, to a milkwoman,
iu
exclmngc for milk which she is taking to market:
th'_t she uses it immediately
in buying
an ell of
cloth; th'lt the cloth dealer lays in with this same
piece of money his stock of meat at the butcher's
shop; that the butcher spends it at a wine store;
that the wine merchant
employs
it in buying
bottles; that the bottle dealer spends it for bread;
the baker for wood;
and the timber merchant
lays it up for future expenses and leaves it without employment
during the next day.
The difference of tile services rendered
by this piece of
money in the course of two days is very considerable and may be expressed by figures; for it is as
7 to 1. During the first day the one franc piece
performed
the function
of 7 francs because it
served to make seven
consecutive
purchases,
whereas on the second day, it represented
only a
unit in the hands of the timber merchant.
If the
latter made no use of it in the course of the
second day, it might be said with truth that, for
society in general,
the differences
of services
rcndcred by the piece of money in the two days
is as 7 to 0, bec'msc, having remained inactive in
the h'mds of the timber merchant,
it did not fill
its oilice as an instrument
of exchange,
and the
effect is the same as if it had not existed at all.
Its value the first day is equal in services rendered
to that of 7 francs, and it is easy to become convinccd of this by collecting
all the products
which were bought by its means; for by estimatlug the value of the milk, the cloth, the meat,
the wine, the bottles,
the bread and the wood
bought
consecutively
with the same one franc
piece, we can easily see that it would be ncccssa_T to spend 7 fi'ancs in order to buy all these
things at once."--This
reasoning,
certainly exact
in reference t() "t piece of money, is just as exact,
as we have said, with reference to any other kind

the moment that all exchangeable
vahtes
in circulation,
and circulate
with the

of value.
Let us supposc, indeed, that any kind
of raw material, iron, for ex'tmple, which must

are put
greatest
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pass, we will suppose, through the hands of 20 or
80 different producers, in order to receive as
many different modifications before arriving at
its final form. accomplishes this series of migrations in one month instead of 12; it is evident
that in the 30 days it will have rendered all the
services that it could have rendered in a year.
It is not less evident, that if all the capital of a
nation could be employed in this manner and
with this relative activity, that the nation would
lmve an immense advantage over all others,
With an equal capital it would create 12 times
as much wealth; or even with a much smaller
capital, it would still succeed in surpassing them
in the labor of production.--But
are such great
differences in the relative value of circulation
possible? Why not? hi them T there is noflfing
simpler. As a general rule, for each producer,
the work of production, which, properly speaking, consists almost always in a single modification to be given the material submitted to him,
does not take long to accomplish.
Generally he
requires more time to sell his products than to
finish them. The spinner who makes his thread
in a few days, keeps it sometimes for several
months in his storehouse before selling it to the
weaver, who is to make it into cloth, and this is
the case with nearly all other productions.
Now
these periods of stopping and waiting between
the finishing and the sale of products being so
many accidental stagnations, so ninny interruptions in the service of capital, it is easy to see
that they may be and are more or less frequent
according to the country; and in this way is explained in theory the enormous difference which
may exist between one counta7 and another.in
the prodnctiveness of capital. As a matter of
fact it is certain that these differences exist, as
great at least as we have just supposed them to
be. It seems to us beyond doubt, that capital
acts more than 12 times as fast, :for example,
either in the United States, or in England, as
in Turkey.
Why?
Because there are fewer
delays in sales, as there is also an incomparably
greater rapidity in the transportation or trausmission of products;
and it is tiffs circumstance
whi.ch explains, to our thinking, much morethan
the real abundance of capital, the extreme superiority of theflrst two countries over the other.-Now what are the two chief causes which influence the activity or the slowness of circulation?
Here again we find .in the work of Mr. Fr..Skarbek
more satisfaction than we ha_e met elsewhere,
Among the causes which, according tot his writer,
contribute to render circulation active may be
mentioned the _ollowing, which are the prineipal : the extent of production and the abundance
of products; the density of population and the
concentration of population in a certain number
of cities; the.number and convenience of means
of communication,
such as roads, railways,
canals, etc. ; freedom of trade under all its forms,
as well at home as abroad; security in all transactions; and, above all, confidence and credit,
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which alone render possible a rapid transfer of
products for sale, and without which even all the
other conditions are present in vain.--That the
extent of production contributes to hasten the circulation of products, is a truism. But this signities particularly--and it is a truth which it is well
to note--that aclivity of circulation does not increase simply in proportion to the extent of production, but in a greater proportion still, in the
sense that it is always much greater where production isabundant and large than where production languishes.
It is true that it is difficult, in
this case, to distinguish the effect from the cause.
If the abundance of production influences the activity of circulation, which is not at all doubtful,
the activity of circulation in turn, and in a
very energetic manner, influences the increase of
production.
The two circumstances are connected; they are at once cause and effect. But all
this amounts to saying what is literally true, that
products circulate in a more general manner and
more rapidly in wealthy countries, provided with
large capital, and which work on a large scale,
than in poor countries which operate with small
means and for medium results.--Thatthe
density
of population, and above all the concentration of
population, in certain cities contribute also to
quicken circulation, and consequently to increase
the servic_
which products may render, is
another truth much less generally understood
than the first, and consequently very proper to
be mentioned.
It is all tim more important since
it must be taken into account in the theoryof population in which it is often ignored. It is beyond
doubt, to our thinking, that dense populations,
that is to say, those grouped in considerable
masses on narrow spaces, have certain great disadvantages in comparison with scattered populations, and this especially that they obtain in less
abundance, with less ease and at a higher price,
certain products, and particularly raw material.
But they enjoy this great advantage which cornpensates for many drawbacks, that the circulation
of products among them is easier, more active,
qmcker, and that consequerrtly every product
which they obtain _enders them incomparably
greater service.
This is rather a new view in
political economy, which has not been sufficiently
examined by men devoted to the science, and
which merits, nevertheless, the most serious consideration.
])Ir. Fr. Skarbek seem_ to have
realized it more than the greater,number of economists before him, but perhaps no .writer has
thrown more light on Jt than Mr. H. Carey, of
Philadelphia, in an important work published in
1848, (The Past, the Present and the Future; by
H. Carey, Philadelphia, 1848). In this work the
American publicist tries to prove, and in this he
has succeeded in a certain measure, that the condensation of population in certain countries, far
from creating for the men who inhabit these
countries a relative disadvantage, m for them, on
the contrary, extremely advantageous,
through
the facility and multiplicity .of relations which it
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engenders; and that, taking everything into consideration, a dense population, other conditions
being equal, should be richer and better supplied
than one which is scattered over a vast space of
land. We will not enter here into a minute
examination of this question which would require
a separate study, but in whatever way it be
solved, the influence of the density of population
on the activity of the circulation of products is
none the less a demonstrated fact.
As to the
influence exercised by the number and convenience of the ways of communication, it is so easy
to understand it that it suffices almost to mention
it. Let us merely say that a good system of
roads, canals and railways is itself the first fruit
of an industry already powerful; that if it contributes to stimulate circulation, it is nevertheless
the fruit of a pre-existing circulation, and that it
supposes in the country where it is established a
well understood public administration, well directcd, well managed.
It supposes also a great
store of wealth previously acquircd.--Freedom
of trade under all its forms is not less necessary
to the activity cf circulation than the other conditions.--" No matter what the primitive sources
of a country's wealth may be, no matter what
its population and its capital may be, no matter
how powerful may be the influence of thesebases
of its wealth on circulation, the latter can be
neither extensive nor rapid if there are not in the
country circumstances favorable to exchange; or
if the power of exchange is limited either by
prohibitive regulations or the lack of outlets,
For it is this power of exchange which exercises
the most potent influence on circulation, since
values circulate for the most part by means of
exchange.
Supposing then in a country a concurrence of circumstances favorable to the production of value, they will not be able to constitute the well-being of the inhabitants if there are
causes which limit or hinder the exchange of
products."
The causes which may limit or hinder exchange are varied.
Restrictive or prohibitive regulations at home and abroad, form one
of the most serious. The absence of credit is
another, not less powerful though less easy to
define.--Finally, we have as the last cause of the
circulation of products, confidence or credit,
which renders exchange possible whenever it is
useful and can be can'ied on without danger,
Let us hear again :Mr. Fr. Skarbek, whose ideas
on this matter fit in perfectly with ours.--" In
order that exchange should become the motor of
circulation, it is necessary, other things being
equal, that it be accomplished with the greates_
facility, flint is to say, that all goods should find an
easy and instant sale, and that all the inhabitants
of a country should sell their goods on the shortest time possible. The sale of goods depends on
three circumstances: first, a demand corresponding to the amount of goods offered; in the second
place, on the facility and freedom of delivering
the goods where they are demanded; and last,
the power possessed by the purchaser to give
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always the equivalent of the merchandise demanded by him. Demand is more considerable
in proportion as there are more purchasers, and
as they are richer; the facility of sale becbmes
greater in proportion as commerce enjoys greater
liberty and as there are easier means of transport
and communication between the countries which
maintain commercial relations with one another.
But all this is not yet sufficient to give circulation
the extent and degree of rapidity of which it is
susceptible, for it is necessary besides that every
value offered for exchange should bc really exchanged at the moment it is offered and derounded: for this purposeit is necessary that the.
purchaser should possess a value which the seller
consents to receive, in exchange for this merchandisc, and that he should be in a condition to giv_
it immediately and as often as he desires to make
an exchange. As exchange is general]y cffected
by means of money, it follows that if sale is to
hasten circulation, it is necessary that the power
of paying should always equal the extent of the
demand,
l_/ow, as the value of the goods of every
country surpass by far the value of the money
which is found therein, it may often happen that
a man who posse_es a considerable fortune finds
it impossible to make an immediate payment for
the values which these means allow him tc_
demand. The result of this is a species of stagnation which takes place in the circulation of
values. The value of the merchandise demanded
will remain inert until the person demanding it
shall have acquired the power of paying, or he
will be deprived of an enjoyment or of a means
of employing his productive powers profitably.
However, there is always a deercase of activity
in the circulation and a loss of time and'values
to the nationalwealth.
To remedy this drawback,
to obviate a default in power of pa3nnent which
does not come fr6m a lack of revenue and fortune,
and to facilitate exchange as much as possible,
men have had recourse to a social virtue, confideuce, which, applied to exchange, has given birth
to credit; and credit to-day is the most powerful
motor of exchange and the circulation of social
wealth._By a sort of ultra reaction against the
exaggerations of the utopists, many distinguished
economists are only too much inclined to misunderstand the admirable power of credit. It is well
therefore to putit before them whenevera natural
occasion presents itself.--Unfortunately
these arc
the same ideas which have been misapplied to
build up vain projects.
Foreseeing vaguely the
power of credit as well as the advantages of an
active circulation, but without rendering to themselves an exact account of the nature of these two
phenomena, a great number of mcn have cadeavored to inflate credit, if it be permitted to say
so, and to hasten circulation by artificial means.
--They did not consider, that after all, the pracrice of credit supposes confidence, and that circulation, no matter how active they may wish to,
have it, should not and can not run ahead of
production.
To complete the misfortune they
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have never ima_ned
a better way to arrive at
their end than to multiply
without
measure the
instrument
of exchange,
money, or, in default of
• aoney, that which they call representative
signs
of its value, in other words, paper.
The general
examination
of these different
projects wilt find
its place under
the heads
CREDIT and PAPER
Mo_'EY.
Let us hasten
to say, in a few words,
that they rest ordinarily
on a two-fold
error,
in this that, on the one hand, credit, such as they
pretend
to establish,
would crumble
quickly for
want of a basis, and, on the other, circulation,
such as they conceive
it, even supposing
that it
,could be estalflished,
would be still barren circu'lation.
(See C1_IsEs, COX_ERCIAL.)
CI:L_.RLES COQUELIN.
of American.
Union and of the

against the common
enemy.
In the progress of
civilization,
whatever
was deemed _cred by this
community,
or whatever
was symbolical
of its
religious
belief or msthetic culture,
was permanentlyinclosed
within that wall.
There the temple was raised;
there the theatre
was erected;
there the government
was administered;
there
within that wall could the freeman take his part
in determining
upon the persons
who were to
wield absolute sway over him.
The city was the
government,
the country
around it was tributary
to the city.
Almost
all cities of antiquity
had
this origin,
this extension
and growth;
and the
old republics
were city govermncnts
which
in
process of time had become
sufficiently
formidable to conquer vast territories,
both contiguous
to the city and situated across seas.
But all these
territories
were tributary
to the city and to the
institutions
of the city.
:Even the empire
of

_evcral st'ttes were framed,
but few cities were
_flready in existence
the charters
of which ant_
<iated the revolution.
These cities arc in thiscountry the only exceptions,
historically
considered,
to the rule of law to which all municipal
admin,
.istration
is subject
in the United
t_tates, and
which received
the sanction
of two successive
.decisions
of the supreme
court of the United
.States--in
the cases United States vs. Railroad
.Company,
17 Wallace,
329, and New Orleans
_'s. Clark,
95 U. S., 653---that
a municipal
cotpotation
is a subordinate
branch
of the governmental power of the state; it is one of its creatures, made for a specific purpose
to exercise

Romcwas
the government
of the world by a city.
There was no Latin nation, in the modern acceptation of the term, having its seat of government
at Rome; but the Roman
aristocracy,
originally
as citizens and subsequently
as equestrians,
centurions, senators, consuls and emperors, governed
the wide world through the power placed in their
hands in the small territory
upon which the city
of Rome was located.
Rome was in no sense the
capital of the ancient world, as Paris is of France
or London of England.--The
cities of the middle
ages owe their origin to the mark organization,
and to harbor
facilities.
The location of a minster or cathedral
is one of the causes of the ori-

within a limited sphere
the powers of the state,
The state may withdraw
its local powers and
government
at pleasure,
and may, through
its
.legislature,
or other appointed
channels,
govern
the local territory
as it governs the state at large,
It may enlarge or contract
its powers or destroy
its existcnce.--This
doctrine distinguishes
Ameri_can cities re1 T" widely,
both iu theory and in
practice,
from the cities of other countries.
A
Tetrospective
glance
at the political
origin of
•other cities may be of service.--Whcn
men were
nonmds, wanderers
in search of food, their settlements,
like those of our Indians,
were made
with a view to conti_,mity to fresh water and a
hunting
ground,
located
like tourists'
camps,
-at some spot near fish or game.
The city, if such
it may be called, of the tribes,
was not only the
seat of government,
but the gathering
spot of the
tribe, and wandered
with the tribe when cmergency called for its departure.
The city,
as
such, first had its origin and became a permanent
fact when agTicultural
pursuits
attached
men to
a spot of earth for which they would fight and
die, and to take them thence was to deprive them
,of the means whereby
they lived.
To protect
this spot of earth and to provide a refuge, in the
event of attack, for the ag-ricultural
settlers of the
tribe, some elevated
spot near their flocks and
farms was selected which could be inclosed w,ith a
wall, and where cattle could be congregated
in a
• aoment of danger, and a common
defense made

gin and development
of cities.
As the cities of
the middlc ages grew in size, they became 1he
homes of manufacturing
and commercial
industry, which in turn developed
wealth and which
invited
attack both from kings and warrior nobles.
The guild, which is another term for cornbination,
was the organization
of each particular
trade, by which the elders of a trade regulated
the mode of its conduct
and determined
upon
admissions
to its mysteries
and the rules which
were to govern
it.
The only an,dog)" between
the trades union of the present day and the guild
of the middle ages is, that they were both trade
organizations
for the government
of hours of
labor and methods
of adrninistration;
but here
the analog5 _stops.
The middle age/_mild was an
organization
of employers
as well as the eraployed;
indeed, the employed
couhl not. become
members
of the organization
until
they had
served a number
of years as skilled
workmen:
the employers
were thc governing
body and the
rul_ of the tradewere
determined
by them.
The
several guilds within a community
would select
eldermcn of their own number for general conferencewith
otherguilds;
and thusin time theguilds
became formidable
and powerful
bodies of citizens within
the cities, to the sturdy
arms of the
members of which, and their training
and skill,
the political government
of the city, or the bishop
of the town, if the origin of the city happened
to
be a religious seat, was compelled
to look in re.o-
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ments of danger.
The trained band of the guilds
were the militia of the middle
ages, and mainrained the integrity of the city, prevented its captare, and repelled attacks instigated
by the desire
for plunder or territorial
aggrandizement.
From
mixed
motives,
therefore,
of conciliating
these
guilds
and humiliating
the nobles,
the cities
could and did obtain, from time to time, large
concessions--in
Germany
called freibriefe,
and in
England
patents--by
which a certain amount of
localindepcndent
government
was secured;
and
they were permitted
to establish
courts of leet,
which had criminal
jurisdiction
within the borders of the city, and succeeded in obtaining
the
establishment
of civil courts for the adjudication
of questions
involving smaller amounts,
independent of the imperial
or regal courts.
At the time
of Edward I. the ingenious device suggested itself
to that politic prince, toobtain
the moneys which
he needed as a free gift from the cities, boroughs
and towns of England.
He caused two deputies
from each borough
within the county to be sent
to parliament
along with the two knights of the
shire, with power to consent to what the king and
his council
would
determine;
and this is supposed to be the origin of popular representation,
The boroughs
derived
popular
representation
from the council called by Simon de Montfortin
1265, in the war with the barons against king
Hem_" III.
He also caused the knights of the
shire to be accompanied
by representatives
of the
boroughs;
these boroughs
included
the cities,
towns and incorporated
districts
which by that
time had already
gTown to considerable
proportions, and which wrested from the kings of England large concessions
inthe way of local govern,
meat.
Londonhad,
asearlyasHenryI.,
acquired
a patent; many cities of England
were chartered
before the thirteenth
century.
The merchants'
or chapmen's
guilds, which were to be found
throughout
the towns and cities in the middle
ages, were bound
to each other by oaths and
pledges; they paid a common contribution
to the
purse of the brotherhood;
they built by their joint
purse the guild hall, wherein they met to transact their affairs and occasionally
tofeast together;
they punished
fr'tud
committed
by one guild
brother upon another;
they assisted each otherin
times of sickness
and adversity.
When clmrters
could not be obtained
from the fear of kings and
lords, they bought them out of the common purse,
Being composed
of freemen,
and including
all
the more energetic
and thriving
and able inhabitants,
these merchants'
guilds became,
by
successive steps, what were subsequently
called a
corporation
of boroughs..
The conrts leers were
transferred
from the barons to them, as an organized part of the community;
they were the men
who were styled, in charters
and public documeats,
the "burgesses
and good men of the
town."
In the "History
of Leicester,"
by James
Thompson,
an account
is given of the earliest
days of these guilds,
which opens _lp to us the
fmactions and details of modern municipal
offi-
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cers.
A meeting
of the guild was originally
known in the rules by the name of "blorwenspeche."
As among the Germans,
all consultations were connected with some convivial
feast;
a common
building
was constructed,
in which
the rude banquets
and deliberations
of the less
wealthy freemen were held; and thus the Saxons
brought
the guild hall with their other customs
into England.
At the.ir head stood the eldermen
or alderman;
at the head of the aldermen
stood
the mayor or oldest alderm'm.
The form of the
oath is preserved
by Mr. Thompson,
which is intercsting
as illustrating
the fact that file guild is
the primitive city government.
It runs as follows:
"This
hear ye, Mayor and Brothers
of the Guild:
That I lawfully the laws of the _uiild will keep,
and my guild in all respects will follow, whether
among my brethren
of the guild or whether I.scot
in the bishop's fee; and that I will warn my
mayor and the good people of the commune if 1
know of any man who merclmndises
in the franchisc who may be able to enter into the guild ; and
that I slmll be obedient
and observe all the cornmands of the umyor and his sons; and the fran.
chises and the good customs
of the town according to my power I will maintain.
So God and
his saints help me! Amen."--The
charters
of
the English
cities were as various as their sites,
but they allinvolvcd
local self-government
and
wide suffrage in the selection of the government.
At the time of queen Elizabeth,
however,
the
courts held that, although
the right of election
was, by the original
constitution
or charter,
in
the whole assembly, still frol.n usage, even within
the time of memory,
the by-laws
may bc presumed giving the right of election
to a select
class, instead of the whole body.
This decision
was extorted from the judges by the crown with
a view of establishlng
its own select classes in the
various municipalities,
the more readily to control the municipalities,
which had by that time
become formidablc
and had answered
their purposes of checks against
the nobles,
but were
intended to be shorn of their power to bc checks
against
the prerogatives
of the throne.
As a
result of this, the rigllt of election
being conferred upon a select few instead
of the whole
body, and the numerous
changes
which
were
brought about by the revocation
of city charlcrs
in the reign of Charles 1I., the Engli._h nmnicipal
corporations,
down to the great reform act of
1835, were close corporations,
in which nepotism,
wastefulness,
ignorance andaeon.ciderable
degr('(,
of venality
governed
the community;
in _vhict_
there was complete
severance
between the interests of the governors
and the governed,
There
was no uniforn_ity in their constitution
or powers,
the corporation
was not the town or place, but a
corporate
body situated
within it: and Gh)ver
says, in his historical
summary
of the corl)oratc
system of Great Britain
and Ireland,
as to the
condition
of the munieipal
corporations
prior to
5 and 6 William IV., chap. 76, that the number
of corporators
in some of these municipalities
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varied from 12 to 5,000, but ._asually averaged
from 50 to 200. The titles to freedom or citizenship generally comprehended those arising from
birth, servitude, imperial purchase, gift or election.--The governing bodies were formed by the
close and corrupt system of self-election.
In a
great majority of municipalities
the corporate
officers, such as the mayor, or the other head of
_he corporation, the recorder, were frequently
unprofessional, and the town clerks were appointed by the self-elected governing body from its
`own conclave.
The most common and most
ztriking defect in the constitution of the municipal corporations was, that the corporate bodies
existed independently of the communities among
which they were found. The most flagrant abuses
_trose from the perversion of municipal privileges
to political objects. Thus the inhabitants had to
,complain, not only that the election of their magJstrates and their municipal functionaries was
made by a special class of citizens whose state in
the community was no larger than their own, or
by persons unconnected with the town, but also
,of the disgraceful practices by which the magisterial office was frequently obtained, and wherein
those who, by character, residence and property,
were best qualified to control its municipal affairs,
were excluded from any share in the election or
management.
The councilors were self-elected
and held their office for life. When a death
occurred, the remaining councilors supplied the
place of the deceased. The commissioners, therefore, who were appointed by parliament to lavestigatc the subject, reported that the municipal
corporations of England andof Wales neither possessed nor deserved the confidence or respect of
his majesty's subjects, and that a thorough reform
must be cffected before they could become what
they ought to be--useful
and efficient instruments of local government.
During the same
5"ear of the report, lord Brougham succeeded in
causing the passage of the municipal corporation
act, already referred to. (Dillon on )Iunicipal
Corporations, 3rd ed.. p. 49.)--This act of 5 and
41William IV. inaugurated
a general scheme of
municipal government for all the cities therein
named, exempting therefrom London city alone;
which by reason of its immense size, multifarious
interests and vast government machinery, to deal
with that corporation--or
rather, conglomerate
of corporations--made a special act necessary for
its government; which was passed in 1849.--The
administration of the cities of continental Europe
bears no analogy whatever to either English or
American conditions.
The city is part of the
imperial system, or it may be a free city, independent of the imperial system; in any event, it
is not what the supreme court of the United
States has declared American municipal governmeat to be, a subordinate branch of the state
government, exercising, at a locality, in conformity with the American theory of the deeentralization of power, the functions of the state government. While we still speak of city charters, it is

clear thatthe weight of judicial auth.)rity in this
country has crushed out all charter rights or
sp(_cial privileges on the part of the city; that the
laws organizing a city government are precisely
like other legislative enactments, subject to roodification, change or repeal, as the will of legislatures may direct; and that cities may be created
or extinguished, as the legislative body of the
several statesmaydetermine.
This absolute right
of the lcgislature is limited, of course, in many
states, by the constitution of the several states
imposing restrictions upon the legislature as to
interference with local self-government.
The
constitution of the state of New York and the
constitutions of various other states, recognize
the county, town and city of the state as regular
subdivisions of the state for purposcs of government, and thus prevent their extinction.
Cerlain officers are recognized and their election
or appointment provided for within the different
localities, and thus the legislature can not appoint
officers for the localities or autborize their appointmeat or selection by aa.y but the local authority,
nor take away the election of the officers who are
to hold swayin the locality from the voters thereof.
These are important constitutional
limitations
upon legislative authority, which, however, as we
shall presently see, can be largely evaded and
made nugatory for good, by devices but to() well
known to the members of our legislative bodies.
--There is, therefore, no longer any close corporate right on the part of the city, as the middle
ages presented to us, nor independent, sovereign
existences, such as the citics of antiquity were.
We have lost in fact, though not in name, our
chartered privileges as binding contracts _dth the
state; and the acts which, from time to time, are
intended to secure our municipal self-government,
although called charters, are constantly subject to
sinister and ill-advised legislative interference.
On the other hand, however, we have gained a
constitutional polity of state which, to some extent, secures decentralization of political forms of
power, and immunity from having a foreign elemeat imposed upon the city government.--We
shall briefly examine the New England town systern, the forms of administration
of American
cities, the advautag_ of these forms of administration, the defects which flow therefrom, and the
possible remedies for the.-e defects.--The
most
succinct account of the New England town systern is to be found in the last edition of Dillon's
Municipal Corporations.
He says: "In the New
England town proper the citizens administer the
general affairs in person at the state or corporate
or town meetings, through officers elected by
themselves.
The towns are charged with the
support of schools, for the relief of the poor, the
laying out and repairing of highways; and are
given power to preserve peace and good order,
maintain internal police, and direct and manage
generally, in a manner not repugnant to the laws
of the state, their prudential affairs. And for deflaying these and all necessary and lawful charges,
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they may levy End collect taxes.
The :New England town affords, perhaps, an example of as pure
democraey asanywhere
exists; allof the qualified
inhabitants
meet and directly act upon and manage and direct the management
of their own local
_oncerns.
These meetings
are held annually in
February, or March, or April, and other meetings
.at such times as the selectmen
of the town may
order.--ks
the town, llowever,
grew populous
and large, the system of meetings of the electors
fin their origihal
capacity heeame
inconvenient
and impracticable;
and hence, in New England,
towns gradually
merged into cities, and that
which was done'by the direct meeting of citizens
is subsequently
attempted to be accomplished
by
representatives.--In
the case of Peoplevs. Detroit,
28 Michigan,
228, we have presented to us a case
showing the necessity for a representative
system
in a populous
place.
The legislature
had provided that an important
question
should be de.cided by a vote of the citizens' meeting.
Two
.meetings were held, but the noise, confusion and
violence prevented discussion and determination;
and this provision
had to be repealed.--In
the
.cilse of Eastman vs. Meredith, 36 :New Hampshire,
284, the distinctive
differences
between the :New
England town--indeed,
it maybe said the Ameri,can city--and the English municipal
corporations,
was clearly and well stated by chief justice Pcrley,
who says: "It is to be observed
that municipal
corl_orationsin
Englandarc
broadly distinguished,
in many marked respects, from towns in this and
the other New England
states.
There is no unifortuity in the powers and duties of the Eflglish
municipal
corporations;
they were not created
and establisheduaderanygeneral
public law, but
the powers and duties of each municipality
depended upon its own individualgrant
or prescrip,tion.
Their corporate
franchises
were held of
the crown by the tenure of performing
the condi,tions upon which they had been granted, and were
liable to forfeiture
for breach of the conditions,

to the present
ca.se."--The
charters
of cities-charters so called, but really mere acts of the legislature of the various states of the Union--are
frameworks
of government
made by the legislature for the city, as a necessity either of the city's
growth.or
as political party necessity may dictate.
The general form is, investing
the inhabitants
of
a particular territorial limit with corporate functions; defining the territory, dividing up the city
into wards or districts; fixing the time for holding elections
of city officers, setting forth who
they shall be and what their functions respectively
shall be; enumerating
the powers of the city
councils,
and, with more or less precision, the
powers of the respective
heads of departments;
clothing the mayor, or the mayor and the common council,
with power of appointment
and
removal of heads of departments,
sometimes
with
and sometimes without the consent of the governor, and sometimes with and sometimes without
the forms of a trial; clothi,g
the common counell with power to punish infringements
of its
ordinances,
and laying down regulations for the
grading
and opening of streets, and providing a
method and machinery
of taxation..In
many of
the states of the Union there are general acts for
the incorporation
of villages, towns and cities,
and in some of the states there are constitutional
requirements
imposing upon the legislature of the
state the passage of such general acts, instead of
special incorporations.
Ohio, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri,
Indiana,
Pennsylvania
and Michigan
have
such gcnerM acts for the incorporation
of towns, cities and villages.
The constitutions
of several
states make provisions
ag_inst
too
arbitrary
interference
with the rights of these
localities, so as to secure decentralization
of power. (New Tork and Illinois.)
These provisions
have, however,
failed to accomplish
their end.Two mistaken
roads seem to have been followed
in all legislation
in this country as to cities, and
which
have resulted
in disaster.
Insufficient

They, indeed, answered
certain public
purposes,
as private corporations
do who have public duties
to perform, and some of them exercised political
rights; but they are not like towns (orcities) with
us--general,
political
and territorial
divisions
of
_the country,
with uniform
powers and duties de.fined and varied from time to time by general
legislation.
Towns in New England do not hold
their powers ordinarily
under any grant from the
govermnent
,to the individual
corporation,
or by
virtue of any contract
with the government,
or
upon any condition,
expressed or implied.
They

analysis has prevented our people from seeing that
a city is at one and the same tnne a decentralized
portion of the general government
of the state and
a co-operative
organization
of property
owners
for the administration
of private property.
']'he
mayor, when he enforces an ordinance
for the
preserv'_tion of the public health, or when he sits,
as he does in some of the cities, as a civil cornmitting
magistrate,
punishing
those who have
committed
a crime against the laws of the state
and the rights
of its citizens, performs
a state
function
at a locality, and is a public slate officer

give no standing,
in their corporeal
capacity,
to
the laws which impose their public duties or fix
their territorial
limits."
tLud referring
to the
case then before the court, he added:
"In all
that is material to the present
inquiry, municipal
corporations
in England
bear much less resem.blance to our own in this country thau to private
corporations
wliich are charged with tlm perform:Race of public duties; and for these reasons the
English authorities
are but remotely
applicable

deriving his authority
from the suffrages
of the
citizens
in whose midst he holds sway.
The
mayor, when he signs an ordinance
for the grading and regulating
of a street between
certain
avenues, involving the payment by the owners of
property
on such street of an assessment
covering
the expense thereof, is a mere instrument
to make
and enforce a contract
between property owners
for mutual convenience
as to such regulation
of a
street, which by reason of the diversity of interests
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and the perversity
of some exceptionally
ill-conditioned human beings, it is inexpedient
to leave
entirely
in the hands
of individual
property
owners;
and therefore
the law makes contracts
through
the instrumentality
of the mayor
for
them.
The police department
of a city is part of
file general governmental
functiou
of the state,
Tile department
of public works, except so much
of the activity
of that department
as may be
connected
with the care of docks, water-fronts
and the re,noval
of encroachments
from public
highways,
is mainly occupied
with this general
co-operative
work for real cstate owners in the
city.
Almost all the larger expe,_diturcs
of a
city government,
the consequences
of which are
imposed
as a burden
upon property
by way of
assessment, were, iu times not very remote, borne
by property
owners
without
calling upon
the
government
to perform
that function
for them.
:Not a century
ago most of the citics of Europe
were not lighted,
and persons
who desired
to
enjoy the luxury of a light at night in the streets,
either employed
servants
to walk before them
with torches;
or, if they wished to afford easy
access to their houses at night,
they employed
servants to stand with torches or hung up lamps
before their houses after sundown.
When the
desire for lighting
became general, the character
of this service or function
w_ not changed, only
instead of each particular
property owner bearing
his own expense, the city was uniformly
lighted,
and the expense borne evenly between the owners
of property.
At first it was only a few streets
that were thuslighted,
and the expense borne by
the inhabitants
of those streets.
__nd thus with
paving, sewcring and other matters strictly uppertaining to the management
of real estate, as contradistinguishcd
from governmental
ihnctions,
--In applying
the doctrine
of universal
suffrage
indiscriminately
to the management
of mere
property
interests
as well as to governmental
functions,
a state of affairs has been created in
American
cities by which the great mass of nontaxpayers
and unthrifty
inhabitants
obtain
the
control of all these expenditnres
rehting
to property, in wlnch
they have, it is true, a remote
interest,
but no direct
pecuniary
interest,
and
which puts the tax p_ffers at the mercy of the
tax eaters.
It" gives the handlings
of vast sums
of money (in the city of :New York upward
of
$30,000,000 a year) to the political organizations
of the cities and state; makes the city offices the
largest source of revenue
to the various political
parties; and makes the possession
of the more
important
municipal
offices 1,_rgely the turning
point of success or non-success of one or theother
political
party
in the state.
Hence,
however
carefully
may have been framed
the constitutional provisions
intended
to prevent
the interference by the legislature
or nf the state officers
with the citygover_ment,
the American politician
has folmd
means to make
such constitutional
provisions
almost wholly
nugatory
and waste
paper.
For instance, the citizens of a city elect

a democratic
mayor and _a republican
at the head
of its public works, and a republican
common
council.
By the organic law of the city govern.
ment the mayor is clothed with power to remove
the chief of public works, and has alargeamount
of discl:etionary
power in relation
to the other
departments
of the city government,
and he is
the dispenser
of patronage
within
the city.
The
republican
legislature,
determined
to have in the
hands of its own party the expenditure
of the
$30,000,000
raised and expended
in .a city like
-N'ew York, thereupon
passes a taw amending
the
charter of the city of :New York, by which, without changing
in the least the names of the officers
or depriving
the citizens
of New York of the
right to elect their officers, they completely
redistribute
their functions,
strip the mayor of all
substantial
power,
place thenceforth
the power
of appointment
and removal
of officers in their
republican
common
council, give to the head of
the department
of public works all the executive
power which had theretofore
been possessed
by
the mayor;
and while the people still have their
mayor whom
they have elected, he is a mere
shadow, a political
form wholly
disemboweled,
so far as the legislature
could effect that result,
and his whole vital force transferred
to other departments.--.4_
notable instance
of these devices
was performed
bythe charter of 1870.
Acontest
was then waged to dethrone
the infamous
ring
which held sway in the city of :New York.
The
ring became apprehensive
that the people might,
under
the leadership
of what was called
"the
young
democracy"
oust
them
from
power,
toward
which the first step lind been taken by
the removal of )Ir. Tweed, who was then deputy
street commissioner,
by the then street commisstoner, _Ir. George W. )IcLane.
The loss of his
office threatened,
of course, his political influence.
The Tweed
charter
was immediately
thereupon
passed by a legislature
subservient
to the ring,
vacating the office of street commissioner,
annihilating
the Croton
department,
vesting all the
powers
in the commissioner
of public
wnrks
within five days after the passage of the act, and
requiring
]_Ir. A. Oakcy Hall, the then nmyor
and one of the ring, to appoint that commissioner.
The term of the. new commissioner
was to be for
four years, two years, therefore,
beyond the time
of themayor's
own election.
The common council was stripped
of all legislative
function,
the
power of the governor
to remove city officers on
charges was repealed,
and all powers of removal
were taken away from the city government.
Irapeachment
was restricted
by the condition
thaL
the mayor alone could prefer
charges;
a trial
could only be had if every one of the six judges
of the common pleas were present;
the offices of
three of the five heads
of departments
were
_'anted
for five years under the form of appointment by the mayor, and of course it was prearranged
who the appointees
were to be, to Peter
B. Sweeuey,
Thomas C. Field and Henry Hilton,
thus superseding
_lr. Green and removing Messrs.
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Stebbins,
Russel and Blatchford.
The department of police was remodeled
and the terms extcndcd to from five to eight years_ with the power
of the mayor to appoint;
and he accordingly
appointed
Messrs. IIems'
Smith,
B. F. )Ianierrc,
Bosworth
and Brennan.
The departments
of
health, fire, excise, charity, taxes and building,
by an amendment
passed a few days later, were
also remodeled.
_Ir. Conuolly
and )fr. O'Gorman, who had already
been
respectively
the
comptroller
and corporation
counscl,
were reappointed
for terms extending
long beyond the
period of the mayor's
term for which
he was
elected.
Of the men who were thus ap,)ointcd
many
of them proved
public
thieves.
The
5Iayor,
Tweed
and C(mnolly
were a board of
special audit for the purpose
of detcrmining
the
validity of outstanding
bills against the city; and
the first result of the amendment
to the chartcr
was a meeting on the fifth day of )[ay, 1870, at
which an o,'dcr was made for the payment
of six
million three hundred
and twelve thousand
five
tmndrcd
dollars ($6,312,500) of which only about
10 per cent., as was subsequently
shown in evidence in the trials against the ring, had any valid
basis whatever.
Of thcse six millions ot dollars,
Tweed got about 31 per cent., tt b,'other of Sweeney, 10; Watson, 7; 20 went to other parties iu
the interest
of the ring; 33 nominally
went to
mechanics,
but two-thirds
of the nominal amount
of their bills was inflation and was again subdivided
_ith other knaves.
During
the year
1870 these public
officers of the city of :New
York stole not less than $15,000,000
outright,
and the amonnt
could not have aggregated
less
than
$25,000,000
or $30,000 000.
If to the
amount
stolen outright
is added
the amount
extravagantly
and wastefully
expcuded
in sinecure offices, the performance
of uancces_-ary
work, fraudulent
contracts,
and what not, it is
safe and within the mark to say that onc-half of
the city debt of $130,000,000
represents
absolute
plunder.
This would have been largely
impossible if the line of demarcation
had ever been
strictly adhered to, of intrusting
to the property
owners who were immediately
to l)e affccted
thereby, the expenditm'c
of public moneys relating
to property only.
5lany of the more mischievous
legislative
interferences
with muuicipal
government would have been impossible had the powers
to be wielded by public
officials, as well us their
mere official
names and a dese,'iptiou
of the
loc_)lity of tim voters who t_re to elect them, been
retrenched
anti hnbcdded
in zllc constitutions
of
the statcs.--Thc
ills f, om which _-cw York suffe,'ed were borne 1)y other cities of the Union to
a lesser extent,
but still to somc considerable
degree,
The United States census of 1880 exhibits the startling
fact that the total
bonded
indebtcdness
of the cities of the United States is

we have a total of $122,293,738
of indebtedness
in 1860, as against $682,096,460 in 1880, "a trcmbling contribution"
not appreciably
counterbalanced byeither
increase of population
or increase
of wealth during
the past 20 years.--The
commission
appointed
in 1877 by the governor
of
Pennsylvania
say, in their report, "that a carefully prepared
table,
showing
the increase
of
population,
valuation,
taxatiou and indebtedness
of 15 of the principal
cities of the United States,
from 1860 to 1875, c*xhibits the following
result:
increase in populatiol_,
70.5; increase in taxable
valuation,
156.9; increase in debt, 270.9; increase
in taxation, 363.0."
Every increase in population
of a city and enlarged area of assessment
should
noriually
result in a decrease of debt per capita,
and a decrease
in taxation:
because
both the
natural
increase
of the l)opulation
and the increase in taxable valuation
of properties
would
naturally
create economies
in all the services
rcndcred
to a g,'eat city which
the municipal
administration
undertakes
to supply.--To
cite a
few examples of the gTowth of debt from 1867 to
1875, we shall take such cities only the public
works of which wcre, in the main, already constructed
before 1867.
The debt of New York
in 1867 was about $33,000,000;
in 1875, about
$123,000,000.
The public debt of Philadelphia
in 1867 was $35,000,000;
in 1877, $64,000,000.
St. Louis, in 1867, about $5,500,000;
in 1877,
$16,500,000.
Pittsburg,
in 1867, $3,000,000;
in
1877, $13,000,000.
Chicago, in 1867, $4,750,000;
in 1877, $13,456,000.--In
1876 a commission
was
appointed
in the state of New York to consider
the evils incident
to city administrations,
and to
devise a plan for the gove,'nment
of the cities of
the state of .New York.
The co,omission
were
unanimously
of opinion that some radical change
in the method
of selecting
ofliccrs and giving
fixity of power in the hands wherein it was lodged
for city government,
muCt bc made, and that
nothing short of constitutiontfl
amendmentswould
reach the evil so as to prevent
this mischicvou._
legislativeinterfercnce
from )ear to year.
The
commission
drew _ttention
to the fact th'_t the
debt of the city had grown from 1850, wln'n its
population
was 515.000
"rod its indcbl(.dnc_s
$12,000.000,
to $18.000,000
in 1860, m_d to upward of $100,000,000ia
1,_71.
The expenditur(.s
of the city were, in 1853, $3,230,000;
in 1870,
about $30,000,000.
Of this debt, the commission
says, " the larger part of it ret)re_ents a va'_t aggregate of moneys wasted, embezzled or misapplied.'"
The cost of opening and improving
highw:Lys or
for putting sewers in streets is, of comse, not ineluded in this vast aggregate
of moot) s annu'flly
levied and debt rolled up, because
the cost of
those improvements
arc by way of assessments
levied directly
again upon the land, and they
[ neve,' figure as part of the ordinary expenditures

$682,096,460,
1860
is $51,222,598;
of whichadding
the amount
to that sum
createdthe before
whole

I the
of the
commission
city.
Tile found
main tocauscs
be, first,
of the
incomt)etcnt
existing evils,
and

tot.d of $71,071,140, represented
of accruing iudebtednessdu,'ing
30
VOL. n--30

i unfaithfully
governed
boards and officers; sec. ondly, in the introduction
of st'_te and national

by the refunding
the 20 years, and

-*'.
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politics into municipal
affairs; thirdly, in the assumption
by the legislature
of the direct control
of local affairs.
To prove to what proportions
the evil of the multiplicity
of laws relating to the
city of _cw York had grown,
_he commission
quoted a remark made by chief justice Church in
a judicial
opinion:
" It is clearly unsafe for any
one _o speak confidently
of the exact condition
of
the law in respect to public improvements
in the
cities of New York and Brooklyn;
the enactments
with refcrcnce
thereto have been modified, superseded and repealed so often and to such an extcnt
that it is difficult to ascertain
just what statutes
_re in force at any particular
time."
(62 N.Y.
R., 459.)--The
remedies
suggested
by the cam)mission were contained
in a series of sections of a
proposed article of the state constitution,
by whi.ch
the legislature was prohibited frompassinganylaw
for the opening, making, paving, lighting or oilierwise improving
or maintainingstreets,
etc., and all
such authority
was conferred absolutely
upon the
city government;
and except by vote of two-thirds
of all the mcmbers
elected to each legislative
_chambcr it could not impose any charge of any
kind on any city or civil divisinn of the state,
The proposed amendments
required
that all local
'_vork or improvement
in and for a city, before it
becomes a charge upon the city, shall be passed
by the board of aldermen
of the city.
The legislaturcwas
intcnded to be made powerless to make
a.ny change in the organization
or in the distribuclan of powers in the city government
or in the
_erms of tenure of office, unless by an act passcd
_pon the application
of both the board of alderanen and of the board of finance, respectively,
to
be first approved bythemayor;
or, in lieu of such
application
by the city authorities,
the act making
such a change was to receive the sanction of two
successive
legislatures.
The commission,
recognizing the fact that a city administration
was in
part the administration
of private property and in
part a government,
sought to organize a board of
finance, to be elected by paycrs of upward of $250
vent a year, or owners of $500 worth of property
.on which taxes are paid.
This board of finance,
however,
was to have no initiative
as to expendi_ure, but simply to exercise a veto power on proposed expcnditurcs
by other departments
of the
_ity government
and a confirming
power as to the
_appointment
of the two officers only, tlle camptroller and the corporation
counsel, who, by their
_combined
acts of real- or non-fcasance,
might
,heavily charge the city with debt.
The commission, recognizing
the f'mt that the passions en-

ration could be fairly _ested in city _6vernineht.
This effort at reform
failed, because the legislature for 1878 ncglccted
to submit
tlle constitutional amendment
to the people.
In tile interim
between the submission
of the report, which had
been received at the time of its issue with considerable favor,
and its proposed
submission
by
the legislature,
a demagogic cry of "disfranchisemerit" had been raised against the scheme, because
of the creation of a board o.f finance; and politiclans of both parties were apprehensive
that any
step taken by them to forward
the commission's
plan by voting for it in the legislature
or aiding
in having it submitted
to the people might result
in harm to them; they therefore
united in ignoring the work of the commission
in the legislature
next succeeding
the submission of the report; and
it thus failed of adoption.--Othcr
states, notably
Pennsylvania
and h'ew Jersey, moved by the same
pressure,(Elizabeth,
N.J., having actually become
insolvent in consequence
of the load of its public
debt), appointed
commissions
to devise a plan for
the general
government
of their cities.
Both
these commissions,
warned by the cry which had
been raised against
the plan of the New York
commission
by politicians
and
demagogues,
refrained
from making
any recommendation
involving a discrimination,
if not a limitation,
of
the suffrage, as to the financial
offices of the city,
but in other respects dealt with the subject very
much in the same spirit as the New York cammission, and tile labors of which unfortunately
met with the same disastrous
result.--The
other
mistaken
step which has been taken is, that in
changing from the pure democracy
of the New
:England
town to the representative
system, we
have not in the representative
system preserved
the pure democracy
by the representation
of the
whole community,
instead of a mere majority.-The mistaken
course here refmTed to is one from
which
our representative
system
suffcrs as a
whole, the most injurious
consequences
of which
are, however, felt where population
is most dense
Modern democracies
must use the representative
systcm for the taking of the sense of the community, for reasons already referred
to. While in
the representative
body so selected, the majority,
of course, should govern,
it by no means follows
that the majority only should be rcpresented;
but,
on the contrary,
no true majority
government
can be had by means of the representative
sys.
tcm unless all are represented.
All the varieties of
minority
representation
which,
since the labors
of Mr. Fisher in this country,
and Mr. Hare in

gendered
by the annually
recurring
party strife
.for the election of state officers prevented
its citi•zens from calmly considering
the merits of city
.officers who may at the same time be voted for,
a'ecommended
and framed a section of the proposed article to secure spring
elections, so as to
_eparate city politics from state and national polltics.
Restrictions
were imposed
on the creation
,of debt, ,'rod an amendment
to the st_te constitution was suggested,
by which minority
represen-

England,
have been suggested,
the cumulative
plan, the list system,
the single vote, the preferential plan, etc., with which students
of political
economy and government
are more or less familtar, have in view the representation
of the whole
of the community
instead
of a part; so that taking the sense in the representative
body is virtually taking
the sense of the whole instead of a
mere majority.
Had, by any accident,
such a
system prevailed
in our cities, so that common
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of a set of

independent

officers

in the

elected upon a general ticket, and each voter had
Imen permitted
to vote for but one, or each voter
_o have as many votes as there were persons to
be elected which he could cumulate
and distrib-

administration
of the city, whose po_itions were
acquired
and held independent
of the political
machinery
of both parties.--Thc
defects of administrative
machinery of American citieslies gen-

ote as he saw fit, the tax payers
could at all
times,
even without
exclusive
representation,
have secured from among their number a propertmn of representatives
to sit in the board of court¢ihnen or aldermen.
This would have injected
into the boards of aldermen
or councilmen
of

erally, 1. In the appointment
of departments
not
responsible
to a central authority.
The mayor,
though
made nominally
responsible
for the good
conduct
of the city government,
is generally so
hampered
as to appointments
and a._ to removals
from office, that no true responsibility
for real-

cities a eonselwative
clement sufficiently powerful
to have checked
the reckless
extravagance
and
peculationswhich
have marked the administration
of American
cities within the past generation.
Such a reform would not create the prejudice
and opposition
tbat is awakened
by the suggestion of a limitation
of the sufrage;
indeed, it is
more thoroughly
democratic
than is the prevai:lag system, and in allprobability
American
cities
will have to look to this method
of representation as the only practicable
way of securing a
reasonably
adequate representation
in the municipal representative
bodies of tax payers or men
who have a stake in the community.
The tcntative cfforts that have hitherto
been made in the

feasanee and malversations
can be said to attach
to him, if the nominally
subordinate
but really
independent
officers fail to perform their duty.
The objection
that is ordinarily
raised against
clothing the mayor with sufficient
power 1o hold
tlm subordinafe
officers responsible,
is that by
means of such power he can secure his own reelection.
This evil, formidable
as it is, is ]css
mischievous,
however,
than the one which has
been created in its place, the existence of a set of
officers elected or appointed
without
direct responsibility
to anybody.
2. The failure to intrust
to the legislative body of the city sufficient
lcgislativepower.
Thecity
of :New Yorkis an illustration ofthis,wherethechiefsofanyoneof
theseven

way of minority representation,
by giving to the
majority party
two out of three ahlermcn to bc
run in a district and the minority
the remaining
(Jnc, is, on the whole, worse than the prevailing
nmjority system;
because it makes a nomination
equivalent
to an election, and makes the party
caucus supreme,
as they have nothing
to fcar
from the adverse
votes of the people.
This
system has been tried both in Illinois and in l_'ew
York, without
real success, to reach the deeper
seated evils of our municipalities.
Every sincere
advocate of the reform known under the general
term of "minority
representation,"
should
repudiate such party representation
schemes,
as in
fact minority representation,
and refuse to lmve
the failure consequent
upon such efforts ]aid to
_he door of totality or minority
representation.-In the New York charter proposed by the cornmittee of seventy
for the government
of the city
vf New York, and which failed of adoption by
the interposition
of governor Itoffman's
veto, the
plan of minority
representation
proposed
was to
e,'eate a board of 40 aldermen,
electing eight in
each of the five senatorial
districts
in the city of
New York by the cumulative
plan, giving to
each voter in the district eight votes and allowing
him to cumulate
them upon one or to distribute
them among the eight, as hc saw fit.
This plan
was intended to give freedom of election within
party lines and would have enabled, had it been
adopted, the tax paying voters in the district, independent
of party
lines, to get together
and
secure the nomination
of at least two or three
aldermen in each district:
this result would have

principalcxecutivc
departments
havelarger
discretienarypowcr,
greater patronage,
and are morcimportant officials than the whole board st'aldermen.
3. The arbitrary
interference
of the legislature
with city affairs and city officials, actuated in the
main by purely p'lrty considerations,
or l)crsonal
interests.
This creates
such a multiplicity
of
laws in relation
to the city administration
that
the legal condition
of all the departments
is one
of hopelcss
confusion,
and imposes debt charges
one aftcr another upon the inhabitants
of a city,
upon the assumption
or necessity of which they
have never had an opportunby
to express
an
opinion.--The
coursc to be taken to reform these
evils is: 1, Constitutional
limitation
upon the
power to create indebtedness;
2. Constitutional
inhibition
on the legislature
to interfere with the
cities' administration,
unless such legislation
is
demanded
by the inhabitants
of a city in some
formal manner;
3, Remodeling
of city charters
so as to ccntre r_ponsibility
in the mayor and
the bom'd of aldermen,
and to subordinate
the
executive
heads of departments
to the central
executive
and to the legislative dcpartment
of the
city; 4, The introduction
of minority
representafish, by which all thc citizens may be fully representcd in council or aldermanic
chambers, or the
creation of a board of tax and rent payers in lieu
of minority representation,
to act as a check upon
extravagant
expcnditure.--In
the cities of Australia, where the democratic
spirit has had almost
as free scope as in the cities of the Union, a plan
has been recently introduced
by which, although
all citizens are permitted
to vote, "tdditional votes

so disintegrated
the political machines
that, in all
probability,
within a short time after its adoption
municipal politics would have been independent
of fedexal and state organizations,
by the intro-

are given to the larger tax payel_ in proportion
to
the amount of their ratable property.
In an elabor'_te report on this plan made by Sir Cbarles
Dilke and Mr. Ware to thc Cobden club in 1875,
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it is claimed that this system works
admirably,
It is proper to add, however,
that the additional
votes arising from increased
wealth have been
limited to four at.most
in any one individual,
so
that the community
has no reason to complain of
any very serious discrimination
in favor of the
richer as against the less fortunate
citizen,
SI_ION STERNE.
CITIES AND TOWNS.
I. How towns origin,
ate--Circumstances
which determine choice of locati_m or lead _o its abandonment.
Towns are aggregations of people and of industries,
and they are
formed
undcr the natural
impulsion
of certain
wants.
Their development
is in no way arbitrary.
Sometimes
rulers
lmve entertained
the
illusion that they had only to l)ronounce amagniloqucnt
fiat, to make a new city rise and flourish; but experience
has rarely failed to convince
them that thcy had presumed
too much on their
powcr.
Without
doubt,
a monarch
may, by
changing
the seat of his empire, as did Peter the
Great, for example,
create a centre of population
and wealth.
The public
functionaries
of all
grades and those who aspire to these positions,
being obliged to live in the capital and to expend
there their salaries or incomes, necessarily
attract
around them a population
of tradesmen,
mechanics and menials;
but, unless the new city presents
a location
favorable
for certain branches of production (and in this case the intervention
of the
government
is not necessary in order to found it)
thcrewill
l)e no considel_abledevelopmcnt.
Here,
however,
one exception
should
be made.
If the
government
continually
enlarges
its functions,
if
it centralizes
power at the expense of the liberties
of the count_',
and, in consequence,
increases
the number
of persons
in its employ, the town
where it has established
the seat of its power will
not fail to grow and to acquire wealth: but it is
questionable
whether the country will have reason
for self-gratnlation,
in this case, at the prosperity
of its capital.
If, on the contrary,
the governmeat has only limited powers, if it has but few
persons in its employ, its capital, in case no other
industry
can be advantageously
established
there,
will be forced to occupy a very modest
position
in comparisou
with the centres of manufacturing
_)r commercial
production.
Such is the case with
Washington,
the capital of the American
Union.
J. B. Say has clearly
shown
in his Trait_ this
powerlessness
of governments
to establish
cities
and towns and make them prosperous.
"Itis not
sufficient,"
hc says, "to lay out a town and to
give it a name. for it to exist in fact, it must be
furnished
by degrees with industrial
talents, with
implements,
raw materials,
and everything
necessary to maintain
the workmen
until their products may be completed
and sold; otherwise,
in-
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been invited to lay in due form the second stone
of that town, he said to those around:
'I have
finished a vast enterprise
in one day, with the
empress of Russia; she has laid the first stone of
a town, and I the last.'--Nor
does moneyed capital
suffice to establish
a large manufacturing
busthess and the active production
necessary
to form
a town and make it grow : a locality and national
institutions
which favor that growth are also necessary.
There are perhaps some deficiencies
connected with the location of the city of Washington, which prevent
its becoming a great capital;
for its progress has beenvery
slow in comparison
with what is common in the United States. while
the situation
of Palmyra,
in former times, rendered it populous
and rich, notwithstanding
the
sandy desert by which it was surrounded,
simply
because
it had become the cntrepSt
of the cornmerce of the Orient with Europe.
The prosperity
of Alexamlria
and Thebes in Egypt was due to the
same cause.
The decree of its rule_ would not
alone have sufficed to make of it a city with a hundred gates andaspopulous
as Herodotus represents
it. The key to its importance
must be sought in its
position between
the Red sea and the Nile, between India and Europe.
(Treatise
on Polit.
Econ., by J. B. Say, book it., chap. ll.)_Let
us
now attempt to give a brief outline of the necessities which have determined
the estahlishment
of
towns and the choice of their location.
The necessity of providing
a place of security
must,
more
than
any other
cause,
have
originally
prompted
men to create towns.
They comprcheaded that by combining
together
in fortified
places, they would l)e more secure than whilc scattered over a vast extent of territory.
To this necessity, which was felt by mankind
in the earlier
ages, were joined the special advantages
of manufactures
and commerce.
While
agricultural
production
extends,
from its nature, over a considcrable surface, most of the branches of industrial and commercial
production
require, on the
contrary,
a certain concentration.
Let any one
examine them in the various civilized
countries,
and he will find they have collected
about a few
centres.
Thus, in France, the silk industry
has
its principal
seats at Lyons and Saint Eticnne;
the
cotton industry at Lille, Rouen and Mulhouse;
the
wool industry at Rheims, Elbeuf, S:dan, etc. ; and
the fashions are at Paris.
What particular
causes
have determined
the establishment
of any industry in any particular
locality rather than another,
is of itself an interesting
subject of investigation.
Sometimcs
it has been the vicinity of the raw msterial, or of a market,
sometimes
the special spittudcs of the people, and again a combination
of
these various circumstances.--The
localization
of
the industries
does not stop here:
in the towns
where they become established,
we see them se-

stead of founding
a town, one has only put up
theatrical
scenery, which will soon fall, because
nothing
sustains
it.
This was the case with

] lect certain
quarte1_ and certain
streets
as their
I centres.
This sub-localization
by quarters
and
! streets is notably
observable
in Paris;
and one

Yekaterinoslav,
in Taurida,
as
Joseph
II. foreshadowed,
when,

[ .may find some interesting
remarks
on the subject
_ m the "Investigations
(Enqueffe) in regard to Pa-

the emperor
after having
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visian Industries,"
undertaken
under the auspices
of the chamber
of commerce.--"
When the industr_es are destined
to provide
for daily consumptiou,"
we read in the E, nqs_gte, "they are
located
within
reach
of the consumers;
when
they contribute
their products
to commerce,
they
are situated
with especial
consideration
of the
means of production.
The industries
which supply food are almost all of tile former class; those
which are devoted to the manufacture
of articles
known
in trade as Parisian
article,*--articles
de
Paris--are
in the second.
Among the furniture
industries
there are also certain ones whose work
is offcred directly
to the consum.crs,
and others
which are more particularly
devoted to nmnufacturc.
Consequently
we find upholstcrcrs
in all
parts ofthe city, whilethemanufactureoffurniturc
is situated, on the contrary,
almost exclusivcly
in
_hecightharvoredh'sement,'lsthemakingofbronzes
is located in the sixth and seventh.
Of 1,915 cabinet makers, doing a business of 27,982,950 francs,
1,093, with 19,679,835 francs, are ill the eighth atrondisseme_,t.
And of 257 makers of chairs, doing
a business of 5.061,540 francs, 197, with 3,373,950
francs, are al_o in the eighth arro_lis_ement.
To
ihe same aT'ro_wllssement belongs also the preparalion of pelts and leather.
The tanneries
and the
places for dressing
leather are nearly all situated
in the quarter.of
the Gobelins, on the banks of
the little rivcr'which
takes this name, on entering
Paris.
Chemical
products
are not manufactured
nmch in the heart of Paris, but those which are
madc there and which require space, water and
air, come from the eighth and twelfth arrol_dLu_eqJ_e_tts. Of this number
are starch and fccula,
and candles of wax, spermaceti
and tallow.
The
manufacture
of pottery is also found there.
Work
in the metals and in the construction
of machinery
is found especially in the eighth, sixth and fifth
,'lrrondi_semvnts.
As to the manufacture
of what
are generally known as articlesde Paris, it extends
through the whole of an important
part of the city,
,on the right bank of the Seine, to the north of the
streets of Francs-Bourgeois
and Saint Merry, and
in the belt comprised
between the streets 5Iontorgueil and Poissonnii_re on the west, and the Place
des Voges and Roquette
street on the east.
It is
there that are made articles of gold and silver, fine
jewelry as well as imitation;
there are manufactured the work boxes, reticules,
brushes,
toys,
_lrtificial flowers, umbrellas
and parasols,
fans,
fancy stationery,
combs, l,ortfolios,
pocket books
and all the multitude
of various small articles."
{Stati,_que de l'Iadustrie
_'_ Paris.
Introduction,
pp. 43, 44.)--The
same fact is observable
in civilizations which have little analogy with ours.
To
¢ite only one example:
a Spanish
traveler, Don
Rodrigo de Vivdro, who gave, in 1608, an inter,_sting description
of Yeddo, the capital of Japan,
mentions
this
distribution
of the industries
through
certain
quarters
and streets as the most
_alie,t feature which had attracted
his attention,
" All the streets,"
he says, "have
covered galleties, and each one is occupicd
by persons of the
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same business.
Thus the carpenters
have one
street, the tailors auuther, the jewelers
another,
ctc.
The tradesmen
arc distributed
in the same
manner.
Provisions
are also sold in places appropriated
to each kind.
Lastly, the nobles and
important
personages
have a quarter
by themselves.
This quarter is distinguished1
by the armortal bearings,
sculptured
or painted over the
doors of tile houses."
(Memorials
of tile :Empire
of Japan in the Sixteenth
and Seventeenth
Cenfuries, edited by Thomas
Randall.)
Witll
the
exception
of a few slight differences,
is not this
description
applicable
to most of the capitals of
Europe?
Thus the same economic necessities are
felt in the most varied
civilizations,
and give
them a commt_n
impress.--Numerous
causes,
however, are constantly
at work, to change the
location of industries,
and in consequence,
of the
centrcs
of population
supported
by these
industries.
Thc ordinary result of every industrial
or commercial
improvement
is to change the place
of production.
When tim route around the cape
of Good Hope was discovered,
Venice lost much
of her importance.
Later, the invention
of machines for spinning and weaving cotton built up
the prosperity
of blanchester
at the expense of
that of Benarcs and other cities of India, which
had previously
been the centres of cotton manufactures.
In like manner
we to-day see steam
locomotion
give rise to new citie_ or communicate
an impulse to old ones which were remaining
stationary.
The city of Southampton,
for example,
acquired in a few years considerable
importance,
bccause its port was thought well adapted to be
centre to some lines of ocean steamers.
Let a
new system of navigation
appear,
and perhaps
Southampton
will be abandoned
for another port
whose situation is more in harmony with the particular requiremcats
of the new system.
Thus
cities and towns experience,
to their advantage
or
detriment,
tile influence of causes which modify
from day to day the conditions
of existcnce
and
1)roduction.--Wc
said abovc tllat governments
have only in a feeble measure thc power to create
new towns, and, above all, to render them prosperous.
Wc might add that neither do they possess to any highcr degree the power of destroying
existing towns or changing their loc'ltion.
In vain
didthevictoriousbarbarianscmployfireandsword
in thcejities they had conquered;
in wdn did they
plow up the ground
of these proscribed
cities
and sow salt thereon:
as it was not ill their power
to destroy the natural
advantages
which had led
the people to centre there, in a few )'ears the rotschief was repaired and life circulated
more freely
than cver in the very places that a foolish
pride
lind devoted
to eternal solitude.
Trammels
on
the free circulation
of men and things have tinfortunately
bceu more efficacious thau projectiles
or incendiary
torches, in destroying
the centres
of population
anti wealth.
Many a flourishing
city has been transformed
into a vcritable nccrop_All this has been rapidly changing since the abolitaon
of the feudal system in Japan.--.E.J.L.
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olis by restrictions
depriving
it of its commerce
or of a market
for its products.
In the seventeenth century we find a notable instance of this.
The Dutch, jealous of the prosperity
of Antwerp,
succeeded
in obtaining
the closing of the Scheldt
and this barbarous
measure,
which was continued in force for two centuries,
gave a mortal blow
to the commerce
of Antwerp
and to the industries of the Flemings,
of which the Antwerp
merchants had been the active intermediary
agents,
)iore recently, we have seen the port of Bordeaux,
formerly
one of the most frequenled
in France,
deserted
in consequence
of the prohibitory
system.--Population
and wealth
are not alone
changed
by transference
from one town to another;
they change from place to place in the
same town.
New quarters arise within the towns
or in their suburbs, while the old are abandoned
and fall to decay.
These
local changes
are
brought about by causes, manifest or latent, whose
action modifies in course of time the necessities
or conveniences
which had determined
the choice
of the first location.
Gcncmladvance
in security
may be considered
the most important
of these
causes.--Let
us dwell a moment on this point.-The old towns of Europe were, for the most part,
built on elevated plateaus or on hills more or less
steep; so that their inhabitants
had constantly
to
ascend and descend, which occasioned
a considcrable waste of force in the daily transportation,
Besides, these towns were usually restricted
to a
• narrow enclosure, the dwellings pressed upon one
another like the cells in a hive.
Why was it that
our ancestors
dwelt in a manner
so devoid of
economy,
so uncomfortable,
and sometimes so unhealthy?
To explain this curious fact we must
take into account
the condition
of Europe
after
the invasion
of the barbarians.
Insecurity
was
then universal.
The conquerors
had built retreats
for themselves in the most inaccessible
places, and
they darted forth from these vulture nests, over
the ncighhoring
regions, to pillage or levy contributions.
Too weak to resist, the former inhabitants of the country, who were the victims of their
depredations,
compounded
with them, as one compounds with bandits in countries
where the guyernment
is without
power.
They secured
the
protection
of the most powerful
bands by paying
them a regular tribute, and they had their dwellings as near as possible to their protectors.
They
generally
settled around
strong
castles, so as to
be able to take refuge in them in case of danger,
The first houses were situated
just below the castie, and the others were disposed lower and lower
in succession
on the slope, like an amphitheatre,
As soon as the inhabitants
became sufficiently numcrous,
they surrounded
their city with walls
and towers to c()mplete their system of defense,
Tiros were built most of the towns which originatcd in the middle ages.--Whcn
we consider the
necessities
of the times, the narrowness
of the
streets is also explicable.
It was due to the fact
. that the fortifications
had been made within
as
restricted
a circle as possible, in order to make
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the defense more.easy and at less cost.
When the
population
increased,
they were
consequently
obliged to build their houses higher and to diminish the width of the streets, in order to keep within their original limits.
Sometimes,
indeed, they
moved the.walls
back; but it was only as a last
resort that they submitted
to a measure so costly.
--But by degrees general security increased.
The
feudal system disappeared,
and with it intestine
wars ended.
Then began a movement
which resulted in changing
the location of the city population.
From the heights to which care for their
safety had obliged them to confine themselves,
they descended
to the plains, where they could
dwell
more comfortably
and at less expense•
Thefaubourgs
owe their origin to that increa._e of
security which allowed peaceable men engaged in
the industries
to live henceforth
outside of fortifications.
This progress has not yet been realized
everywhere.
The Calabriaa
peasants. _ for example, instead of dwelling in the open country, are
obliged to remain
in the towns, to be safe from
the bandits
who infest the country.
We select
the following
fact from the correspondence
of
Paul-Louis
Courier:
"In
Calabria
at present,'"
he says, " there are woods of orange trees, forests
of olive, hedges
of lemon.
All these are on
the coast and only near towns.
Not one village,
not one house in the country:
it isuninhabitable,
for lack of government
and laws.
:But how do
they cultivate
it? you will say.
The peasant
lodges in the city and tills the suburbs;
setting out.
late in the morning,
and returning
before evening.
IIow could anyone venture to sleep in a house in
the country?
He would be slain the first night."
(Paul-Louis
Courier,
CorrespondeTwe.
Letter
tc)
M. de Sainte-Croix,
dated at )Iiletus,
Sept. 12,
1806.)---Accelerated,
moreover, by another cause.
which we shall consider
later, this displacement,
of the town population
has become generally
nmr(.*
and more general:
everywhere
we see the inhabitants of the old towns leave the abodes they have
dwelt iu for ages, to occupy
new homes, less expensive,
more commodious
and more healthiul
--II.
Of the proportiot_ betweer_ city or tow*_ and
country pop,llation--Causes
which determit_e and
modifyit.
The foundation
and choice of location
of cities and towns are determined,
as we have
just seen, hy the state of civilization
lind of the
arts of production.
The same is true of the proportion
between
the population
and wealth of
towns and of rural districts.
This proportion
is
essentially diverse and variable.
It differs accordiug to the countries and the time.
When production has made little
progress,
when
men are
obliged, in consequence,
to employ the greater part.
of the productive
forces at their disposal in procuring for themselves
the necessities
of life. the
industries
which provide
for leas-urgent
wants
cau not be developed,
for lack of consumers.
The towns where these industries
centre because
of their nature and tlmir special fitness for them,
_ This is now changed, and Calabria i_ comparatively secure.--E. J. L.
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progress in that case only with extreme slowness,
It is then in countries and at times when production, and especially
agricultural
production,
has
realized the most progress,
that the town population inust be, and in fact is, the greatest.--Let
us take for examples
two countries whose posttions in the scale of production
are very unlike,
viz., England
and Russia.
In England,
where
the town population
exceeds
by far the rural
population,
the number
of families
engaged
in
agriculture
was estimated in 1840 at only 961,134,
while that of families
engaged
in manufactures,
commerce,
etc., was 2,453,041.
The
961.134
families
engaged
in
agriculture
furnished
1,055,982
effective
laborers,
who
produced
enough food to sustain
the greater
part of the
English people.
In countrieswhere
agriculture
is
less advanced,
two or three times as many hands,
relatively, are required togivean
equivalent
product: and the natural
result is that the town population can not be so numerous.
The backward
state of Russian
agriculture
is certainly
the primar), cause of the small growth of urban population in Russia.
The peculiar organization
of the
industries
there has also had somewhat
to do
with the result.-" The manufacture
of small
articles," saysM. Tegoborski,
"such as aremade
ii_ the various trades, is located, in Russia, iJl the
rural distrmts rather than in the towns: it is carricd on by village communities,
which take the
product
of their labor to the fairs: this is why
the fairs in Russia are of more importance
than
in other countries.
In other countries the work-

same interval
was 24.24 per cent. or 1.616 per
cent. a year.
In 10 years the increase of the town
population
was then 16 per cent., while thqt of
the totalpopulation
was only 6 per cent.
(Mouve_l_nt de la population de la 25'aTzce penda;_t l'ann/e
1850, par Alf. Legoyt.
Al_ualre
de l'Ecolwmie
politique et de 1.t statistique pour 1852.--Thc
case
is similar in England.
According
to the tables
of the last census, the town population
of Grc;at
Britain
(England
and Scotland),
which was in
1801 only 3,046,371, attained
in 1851 the number
of 8,410,021.
This isan increase of 176 per ceut.,
while the total increase of thc population
in the
same period, was only 98 per cent.
And if we
observe
in what towns the increase
has been
the most considerable,
we find in the first place
the great manufacturing
towns and the commercial ports.
While the population
of the county
towns increased
only 122 per cent., that of the
manufacturing
ones increased
224 per cent., and
that of the seaports,
London
excepted,
195 per
cent.
In the towns devoted
especially
to iron
industries,
the increase was 289 per cent., and ia
the centres of cottou manufacture,
282 per cent.
Ever), improvement
in the arts of production
can
only accelerate
this increase of the town populotion.
Should
we lament
it, or rejoice at it ?
This is a much contested
question,
but the cconomists agree in deciding
it in favor of the cities.
Adam Smith rind J. B. Say, notably, prove tlmt
the multiplication
and the enlargement
of towns
are desirable, even looking
at the matter
with
reference
to the intcrests
of the rural districts.

men in the towns, for the most part, supply the
demands
of the rural
districts:
with us, it is
often the reverse,
and the shoemakers,
joiners,
and locksmiths
of the villages provide
for the
wants of the townsmen.
_ _ _ Any one may
obtain convincing
proof of this lack of artisans
in Russia,
in most of our towns, by examining
the statistics of the trades of other countries and
taking some of the most comtrlon
as a basis of
comparison.
Thus, for example,
in Prussia, the
trades
of shoemakers,
giovemakers,
joiners,
wheelwrights,
glaziers,
blacksmiths,
locksmiths
and braziers numbered,
in 1843, 322,760 masters
and journeymen
for a population
of 15,471,765,
being 21 workmen
to 1,000 inhabitants:
and when
we take the statistics
of the towns,
this proportion lises in the large towns,
to 40 workmen,
masters and journeymen,
belonging
to these various trades, to 1,000 inhabitants
of the total town
population,
which
is three, four, or even more
times the proportion
we find in the lowns of
Russia."
(Etudes sur lesforc_
productives de la
Rusc/c.)--ln
our day improvements
which effect
an economic
change
in productiou
result in a
r;q)id increase
of the town population.
From
what has heretofore
been said we m_y conceive
that it would he so.
"In Francc, for example,"
says l_I. Alf. Legoyt,
"the population
increased,
from 1836 to 1851, 6.68 per cent. for the entire
period, or 0.44per cent. per annum.
In 166 towns
having 10,000 souls and over, the increase in the

Adam Smith, who examined
this subject with his
usual penetration,
concludes
that the rural districts have derived three princil)'d
benefits from
the development
of manufacturing
and commercial towns.
"1. By affording
agreat
and ready
market for the rude produce of the country, they
gave encouragement
to its cultivation
and further
improvement.
This benefit was not even confined to the countries in which they were situated,
but extended
to all thosewith
which thcy had any
dealings.
2. The wealth acqui,'ed by the inhabitants of cities was frequently
cmployed in putch&sing such lands as were to be sold. of which
a great part would
frequently
be uncultivated.
Merchants'
are commonly
ambitious
of becoming
country gentlemen;
and when they do, they are
generally
the best of all improvers.
._ mcrchant
is accustomed
to employ his money chiefly in
profitable
projects;
whereas a mcre country gentleman
is accustomed
to employ
it chiefly in
expense, etc.
3, and lastly. Commerce and manufacturers
gradually
introduced
order and good
government,
and, with them, the liberty
and
security of individuals,
among the inhabitants
of
the country,
who had before lived ahnost in a
continual
state of war with their neighbors,
and
of serrile
dependency
upon
their superiors."
(Wealth
of Nations,
by Adam Smith, book tit.,
chap. 4. How the commerce
of the towns contributed
to the improvement
of the country.}--The development
of the town population
is not
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then a fact at which we need be troubled.
Doubtless temptations
are gs'eater and bad examples
more numerous
in towns than in the country;
but
h,ow much more abundant
and within the reach
of all are the means of enlightenment
and moral
improvement!
The statistics
of criminal justice
show, that the town population
do_
not furnish a proportionally
greater
contingent
of criminals than the rural population;
andyet it is worthy of note that the police is much more effective
in towns than it can be in the rest of the country.
--The following
arc the statistics in regard to this
matter, _of the administralinn
of justice in France,
f,'om 1826 to 1_50: "More
than three-fifths
of
those charged with offenses had a domicile;
612
in l,000residedintheruralcommunes;
388dwelt
in the town communes.
In the e_,tire populalion, the proportionate
number of the inhabitants
of towns is not perfectly ascertained;
but approximate estimates
put it at only one-fifth
of the
total population.
Thc preceding proportions
differ according
to the nature
of the crimes.
Of
1,000 charged
with offenses
against individuals,
only 566 were inhabitants
of the rural communes;
434 dwelt in towns.
If we investigate
the various kinds
of crimes,
we find variations
still
greater.
Among
those charged
with incendiarism, the higllestnumber,
relatively,
is found to
be from the inhabit'rots
of the rural districts;
next come those charged with poisoning,
infanticide, false testimony,
parricide,
and obtaining
titles anti signatures
by compulsion.
These are
probably
the only crimes in which the country
people have alarger
share than they shouldhave,
considering
their tot'll number in the whole population.
The
proportion
of country
people
charged with political
crimes, abortion,
robbery,
forger)',
counterfeiting
money, violation
of the
per_onand
criminaloutrages
upon children,
is, on
the contrary,
very sin'all.
{Report of the minister of justice, Annuaire
de l'Eco_wmie politique et
de la statistiquepo_r
1853, p. 108.)--Tim
same iraprovemcnts
which increase the town population,
tend also to improvc their dwellings.
Under the
influence
of improved
security,
we have scen
towns descend from the summit of plateaus
and
the sides of hills, to the plains : we shall see them,
according lo all appearances,
extend over a wider
and wider surface, as means of communication
become less expensive
and more rapid.
Great
improvements
have already been realized in this
direction,
as well as in lhe ch;anlincss and repair
of streets, and the internal
comfort of dwellings
and economy
in their management.
Who can
predict what the future may yet havein
store for
us?-- III. The adminisl;'atior_ of cities and Wwn_-]Vhat it is, a_d what it ouql_t to be Towns
have commonly
an administration
of their own.
Sometimes
each quarter even has its own.
This
administration
emanates
sometimes
from a su-

ordinarily
the better.
As to the course to pursue
in order to govern a city well, it does not differ
from that which should be pursued
in the government of a nation.
A city government,
like a
national one, should exercise only such functions
ascan not be left to the competition
of private
citizens.
Now these functions
are not numerous,
and the), become less and less so, as progress
causes
the obstacles
to disappear
which
either
prevent
or obstruct
the action
of competition.
In fact, whatever
the zeal or the devotion
of a
municipal
administration,
it is not in the nature
of things that the services which are performed
by the common organization
of a city should be
of as much importance
as those which are left to
private
individuals.
Doubtless
the desire
to
merit public consideration
should incite those who
administer
the govermuent
to do well: but does
this motive ever prove as powerful
as the interest
which
stimulates
private
enterprise?
We may
prefer the intervention
of municipalities
to that
of the government
for the organization
of certain
branches
of service, and the establishment
and
maintenance
of certain
regulations
of public
utility; but it is well, as far as possible, to dlspense
with
both.Unfortunately,
municipal
administratio,m
have the defect
of all governments;
they like to assume
importance,
and,
with that view, they arc constantly
enlargiug
their powers and, in consequence,
the amount of
their expenses.
In our times they are especially
possessed
with a mania for undertaking
public
works and buildings.
'I'hcy appear convinced
that by demolishing
old quarters
at tile expense
of new; by raising edifices upon edifices;
by giving, on the least pretext,
balls, concerts,
and
grand
displays
ot fire works,
they
contribute
effectively
to the prosperity
and greatness
of
their cities.
Need we say that they are going
directly away from the end they wish to attain?
These public
works, these edifices, these sumptuous
entertaimnents,
cost dear, and recourse
must always be had at last to taxes, to cover the
expenses.
Then they tax a multitude
of things
which serve to feed, clothe, shelter and warm the
population,
among
whom exists a class, unfortunately the most numerous,
who barely possess
the means of providing
for the absolute
necessities of existerce.
Ina
word, the expense of
city living is artificially
increased.
And with
what result?
Population
and manufactures
remove "ts far as possible from a locality
where
lavish public
officers have permanently
established high prices: they settle in preference
outside the limits where that econmnie
pest rages.
And (aud it is a point wo,'thy of note) thin change
of location,
so fatal to landowners
m tile old
towns, has become more and more easy.
At a
time when lack of security forced people to con.
centrate
in localities
which nature
had fortified

perior authority,
in other cases from the inhabitants of the city.
This latter mode of choice,
which obliges the administrative
body to answer
for its acts to those under
its jurisdiction,
is

and where art came to the aid of nature,
when,
on the other hand, the difficulty
of constructing
artificial ways of communication
and maintaining
them in good condition'
rendered
the natural
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ways, such as navigable
rivers, more valuable,
the number of locations suited to become centres
of population,
was very limited.
At the same
time the slowness with which
private
dwellings
and public edifices were constructed,
(years were
sometimes
devoted
to the building
of a house,
and centuries
to the construction
of a cathedral),
condemned
the people who changed
their location, to endless privations
and discomforts.
Circumst'mces
combined
to give existing
towns,
considered
as places of residence,
a veritable
na_m'al monopoly.
But, influenced
by theprogtess already
mentioned,
this monopoly
is disappearing more and more, and as a result, it daily
becomes
more easy for the people to rid themselves of the burden which a bad administration
imposes upon them.
Nor do they neglect to do
so; for we see them abandoning
towns where the
expense of living is too great, (commencing
in
the quarters less favorably
situated),
and enlarging the faubourgs
or creating,
farther away, new
centres of activity
and wealth.
Thus, by drawlag largely on the purses of tax p'lyers and unscrupulously
issuing
any number
of bills of
credit ou future generations,
prodigal executives,
far from adding to the prosperity
of their cities,
end by precipitating
them into inevitable
ruin.
Economy in expense should be the supreme rule
iu the government
of cities, as well as in the
government
of nations.
By observing
this rule,
much more than by increased
demolitions,
constructions,
and festivities,
municipal
administrations may acquire serious and lasting
claims to
public gratitude.
E J. L_:O._,_IID,
Tr.
G. DE _IoLE_A_,I.
CI_'IL ADMINISTRATION.
In its broadest
sense, in public affairs, administration
me'ms the
carrying
of the government
into effect, by the
practical
exercise
of its authority,
through
the
several officials for which it h_ provided,
and in
conformity
to the constitution
and the laws.
But
according to a usage quite general, administration
only refers to those functions
of govermnent
which arc exercised
through
the executive
and
judicial
departmems.
"The
administration"
i_
a phrase used, popularly,
in this country, to designate,
collectively,
those
officials--being
the
president
and the members of his cabinet_who
;_dvise together
in the conduct
of the executive
department.
In Great Britain the phrase is used
iu much the same sense, except that there--the
members of the cabinet, of which the number is
not fixed by custom, having seats in parliament,
and the usage being in other respects somewhat
different--the
administration
takes the lead in the
mo_t important
measures of legislation
as well as
in executive
affairs.
And, genertdly,
its merebers resign in case of an adverse
vote of parliament Ul)On one of those measures.--Thc
constitution of the United
States
vests the excculive
power in the president
alone, and also makes him
comnmnder-in.chief
of the army and the navy,
and of the militia when in actual service.
Neither
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the constitution
nor laws of the Uzlited States,
or those of Great Britain,
make
provision
for
members
of a cabinet,
or for any meetings
of
officials, in the nature
of the cabinet
meetings
which regularly
lake place in both countries.
Yet these meetings
consider the most important
quesiions,
and practically
guide the executive
policy, both foreign
and domestic,
of both nations.
No official
records are kept of these
meetings,
and they arc without
formal legal
sanction
of any kind.
In legal contemplation.
the paramount
responsibility,
in matters of administration,
with us, rests upon the president
alone, and in England
upon the king.
The constitution of the United States, however, authorizes
the president
to require the opinion in writing of
the principal officer in each of the executive departments
upon "my subject relating to the duties
of their respective
offices, which strongly
tends
to harmonize
efficiency of administration.
But,
on the other hand, large and varied authority
has
been conferred
by law upon the heads of the
respective
departments,
which such officers exercise directly,
if not quite iodependently
of the
president:
a course of legislation
which
has
tended to impair the harmony
and vigor of the
administration,
and to augment
the influence of
congress at the expense of the executive.--In
the
civilized states of modern
times public administration is carried forward under three divisions-civil, military and naval--each
directly
in charge
of officials, in legal contemplation
at least, selected
in reference to their special fitness for their duties.
Convenient
and salutary
,as these divisions
are
proved to be, they have been fully developed only
in modern times and as the ripest fruits of political civilization;
Greece, Rome, and the other
great nations
of antiquity,
having
established
them only in a very limited degree.
In fact,
these divisions
are not complete
nor can they be
made so, in the most enlightened
states; the provisions of our constitution,
under which the same
legislative body makes laws and the same executire gives orders for each of the three divisions,
mark their essential limitations
and their ultimate
union in every country.--The
division
of civil
administration
into three great departments--the
legislative,
judicial and executive--is
equally the
result of a slow development,
which has been
made complete
only in the most enlightened
states of modern
times.
In no state of ancient
times did these divisions
exist, except
in a very
imperfect
form; and everywhere
at the present
time the completeness
of these divisions measures
the degree of liberty
and justice
which government sccures.--In
Russia and Turkey,
for example, the sel)aration
exists only in rudimentary
form; the cxccutivc
del)artment
subordinating
both the others.
Even in Great Britain the appellate judicial power of the house of lords and
the union of judicial
and executive
functions
in
the lord chancellor
are strikingly
incompatible
with tlle principle of separate departments._No.
wherc is this separation
theoretically
more corn-
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plete than under our constitutions,
both state and
federal.
]_et we allow several striking
exceptions.
The consent of the executive,
in analog')'
to that of a king, is necessary to give validity to
a legislative enactment, except that the legislature
may give the force of law to its acts by a twothirds vote over an executive veto.
The senate
and the executive
co-operate
in the making
of
treaties and in appointments
to office, (see CoNFIR_ATIOR" BY TIrE SEN_TE), and the senate, with
the chief justice
of the supreme
court acting as
presiding officer, is the judicial body for the trial
of impeachments;
thus following
the analogy of
the British
house of lords.
The legislatures
of
various states in earlier years were authorized
to
grant divorces.
In the same spirit congress
is
authorized
by the constitution
to make rules for
the government
and regulation
of the land and
naval forces--a
power, perhaps, essentially executive, andcasily
brought
in conflict with the constitutiomd
authority
of the president
as commander-in-chief.
The same observations
might
be extended to the power claimed and exercised
by congress
of making
rules and regulations-and of authorizing
heads of departments
to make
and enforce
them--for
the govermnent
of the
civil service.
These rules and regulations
may
readily be made to impair the essential functions
and independence
of the executive,
and theyhave
constantly
tended to that result.--It
hardly need
be pointed out that all the reasons which, in their
creation, required thesethree
greatdepartments
in
the govermnent,
also require that, in the development of the administration,
their due proportion
and counterpoise
should be maintahled.
Upon
tl_e preservation
of the equilibrium
in which they
stand in the constitution
the strength
and perpetuity of the government
depcnd.--Whi'e
there
have been no deliberate
changes under our systern, which have materially
affected the relative
influence
of the departments,
the administrative
methods,
which have prevailed
since Jackson's
presidency,
have steadily tended to subordinate
the executive
to the legislative department.
)fore
and more, members of congress have usurped the
control of apt)oint_a¢nts
and removals in the executive
departments;
and more and more the
membem of the senate have used their authority
in the mattcr of confirmations,
for the purpose
of coercing
_fll appointments,
for service in the
states they represent,
in their own interests
or
that of their political parts'.
(0nthese
points see
CO_Fm_XTmN
BY THE S_XTE,
SPores SYSTEm,
PATRO_,_GE, CIVIL SERVmE REl_o_M.)--Under
no form of governmcnt
is civil administration,
in its principal
arrangements,
so complicated
as
under a republic
like that of the United States;
though the criminal and repressive methods under
despotic
institutions
are far more complicated
than under our institutions.
The greater liberty
enjoyed
in a republic
is incompatible
with those
centralized,
direct and coercive methods
which
exist under despotic
systems.
But beyond these
facts, the existence of state governments
leads to

a duplication
of departments
and to administratire methods
unknown
under
other forms of
government,
iNot only is the official force thus
vastly increased,
and the sources of responsibility
multiplied,
but all questions
growing
out of the
relations of public offices to political parties are
made more complicated
and embarrassing.
True,.
party issues are national,
and yet there is generally something
like a state party; so that both
state and national
officials are subject
to duplicate, if not incolnpatible
claims of allegiance
and
duty.
These facts have also greatly facilitated
that partisan
despotism
and that vicious dealing
with appointments
and removals
which
have
disgraced our administrative
system.
(See SPOILS.
SYSTE._L CONFInMATION
BY THE SENATE.)--Regarding civil administration
in the United States,
even in that limited sense which
excludes
the
legislative department,
it falls under three classes
--federal,
state and municipal;
and, in addition,
there are the systems of country and town administration.--In
each of these classes, three fundamental divisions--legislative,
judicial and executive--cxist,
though in an imperfect
form in most
municipalities.
In each of these classes and dirtsions, "md in dealing with the gTeat variety and
vast number of official places, all the perplexing
and unsettled
questions
of administration
arise.
How far arc political
opinions
of officeholders
material?
To what extent,
if at all, may an
officer use his official influence
in aid of his
party?
What qualifications
for office should be
insisted upon?
Itow shall fit qualifications
for
office be ascertained?
How long should be the
official term of the various offices? (See TE_I_F_
OF OFFICE.)
What should be regarded
as good
causes of removal?
(See RE_OVXLS.)
Should
officials be protected against political assessments?
(See ASSESSMENTS.) What
officel_ should
give
security for their good behavior?
What
claims
has a political party, in the majority,
to have its
opinions represented
in official places?
To what
extent are our administrative
organizations
and
methods the best that are practicable
under our
constitutions
and in the present state of political
intelligence
and virtue ?--The
last question
is a
great and vital issue in administrative
affairs,
and it raises inquiries
as scientific, philosophical
and important
as any that can arise in politics.
Yet it has not been discussed
in our literature;
a
fact which, taken in connection
with the diverse
tenures of officers having the same functions,
and
the discordant
methods
of doing public work of
the same kind in the different
states and municipalities,
furnishes
the most decisive evidence of
our neglect
of administrative
problems,
and of
the need of making them the subjects of our discussions and of the teaching in our institutions
of
learning.
The judgesof
our state courts, for example--some
of them elective and some appointlye--hold
under a motley variety of terms, varying from a single year in some states to good behavior
in others.
There is the greatest variety
in the organization
and methods of our city gov-
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ernments,
and in their official service; yet the
has made a study of such subjects.
It is theresubject has received no thorough
or scientific disfore a hopeful
sign that many thoughtful
minds
cussion.
There is probably
no people, equally
now(1881) turn to them as involving the prosperily
enlightened,
who have given so little thoughtful
if not the life of the nation.
Two of the higher
attention
to administrative
questions,
and
no
institutions
of learning--Columbia
college, Nexs_
statesmen who have so much neglec_d
them, as
York city, and Michigan
university--have,
withthose of this country.
And, as a natural eonsein the present year, taken measures for opening a
queuce, the people of the United States, while
course of instruction
in political science, in which
they are better satisfied, perhaps, than any other
the methods of good administration
are to have a
with the principles
of the government
under
leading place.
And, within the last six months,
which they live, yet complain
more than any
associations
for creating a more enlightened
pubother free people of the character
of the adminislic opinion on this subject have been formed by
tration they tolerate.
Our history suggests a be- patriotic
cilizens
in as many as fifteen different
lief
on our part that
republican
institutions
places, including
the larger cities, in eight differhave saving virtues which supersede the need of
ent states of the Union, beginning
with New York,
the thoughtful
attention of statesmen and patriots
where the greatest abuses have existed.
being given to administrative
methods;
a belief
DOIcMA_,_B. EATON.
as dclusive as it is foreign
to the convictions
of
our earlystatesmen.
Washington,
expressing the
CI¥IL
LIST.
This expression,
by which is
views of his contemporaries,
felt thcneed of anameant the sum allotted for the annual expenses
tional university,
of which he declared,
in amcsof the crown, is of English origin, and goes back
sage, "a primary object shouhl be the education
to the reign of Charles
II., when parliament
asof our youth in the science of government.
In a signed him a revenue of £1,200,000.
The civil
republic what species of knowledge can be soimlist exists only in constitutional
states, where
portant?"
he asks. "And in his last will, he left a financial
measures
are submitted to the vote and
bequest in aid of such an institution,
in _'hich
control of the people's representatives.
An absoinstruction,
"in the principles
of politics," were
lute sovereign
has no civil list, and needs none,
to be taught.
Such convictions
gave birth to the since lie disposes of the puhlic revenues at will.
military
school at West Point and to the naval
But even absolute goverumeuts,
when they perschool at Anmtpolis,
which have prevented
those
mit the publication
of a budget, have to include a
branches of the public service from becomingthe
special provision for the private
expenses of the
prey of partisans;
but the principles
of civil adprince.
The civil list is usuallyafixcd
amount for
ministration
having never been the subject of in- the whole duration of the reign; and if it is voted
struction,
the civil part of the administration
has
cveryyear,
this is simply a formality.
The prince
readily become the spoils of party warfare.
Our
is not obliged to render any account of the use lie
youth inclined to politics have drawn their theonmkes of his civil list.--The
amount of the civil
ries of public administration
from the caucus, the li_t, or the allowance
for the prince, is naturally
convention,
and the secret councils of spoils sys- in proportion
to the importance
of the state.
Tim
tern politics, while onr thoughtful
men have negrelative
proportion
is, however,
not always tim
letted administrative
affairs altogether,
holding
same, because, on the one baud, more or less acthem to be ignoble or unimportant.
In the meancount is taken of the revenues of the national dotime these affairs have developed a potency and
mains or of the crown, which are at the disposal
a corruption,
which, whilcalmost
revolutionizing
of the sovereign,
and on tim other, because all
the character of the government,
have deprived
countries are not equally rich.--2'tccording
to calcharacter,
attainments
and true statesmanship
of culations made for 19 countries the proportion
of
tlmir just influence in political
andofficiallife.-theamountofthecivillisttothenetamountofthe.
As a people we are beginning
to comprehend
that
budget varies from 0.86 to 18 per cent.
For great
the practical
benefits
of a govcrnment
are far
nations, sucllasEngland,Austria,
France, Prussia,
more dependent
upon the manner in which it is the :Netherlands
and Belgium, the proportion
does
administered
than the last generation
believed,
not reach 3 per cent.--The
first civil listin France
We are taking notice, more than ever before, that
dates from the time of Louis XVI., and was fixed,
some great principles
underlie the sphere of adin 1790, at 25,000,000 francs, this sum being conministration
which deserve the attention
of statesfirmed by decree of May 26, of the following year.
men and thinkers,
because
they involve the conUnder Louis XIV. the expenses of the court had
ditions of political
morality and national safety,
reached 45,000.000 francs. Nevertheless,Versailles,
The more advanced
nations
of Europe have eartogether with Trianon and Marly, constructed
for
lier apprehended
these vital facts.
For quite a thepleasure
of the king, had cost fully 157,000,000
century--from
Burke to Gladstone---nearly
every
francs, from 1674 to 1690. Article 10, of the coneminent English
statesman
(and much the same
stitution of Sept. 3, 1791, (part III., chap. ii., sec
have been the factsin France and the otherleading
1) which contains
the principle
of a fixed civil
states of Europe,)
has given careful study to adlist, is couched in the following
terms: " The naministrativeproblems.
But in this counu_-, since
tion provides
for the becoming
maintenance
of
the framers of the original constitutions,
hardly
the throne by a civil list, whose dimensions
shall
a statesman,
except Mr..Jcncks
of Rhode Island,
be determined
at each change of reign for tho-
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•whole duration of such reign by the legislativeand other disbursements in 1879, amounted

to

body." :Napoleon,as]ireconsul,hadonly500,0O0 £80,900,and the payment made to her majesty
francs per year todefray tilecostofrepresentation,for the year was £41,000,or £8,000 less than in
When emperor, he received25,000,000francs,the theprecedingyear. The payment to her majesty
sum paid Louis XVI., plus 3,000,000francs for in 1867, amounted to £29.000: in 1869-71 to
the appanage of ],is
family. These sums do not £31,000; in 1872 to £40,000; in 1873 to £41,000;
include the summer residencesand otherdomains
in1874 to £42,000;iu 1875 to £41,000; in 1876 to
,of li_ccrown. To the civillistmaintained at £48,000; in 1877 to £45,000; and in 1878 to
25,000,000francsunder therestoration,
therewere £47,657.--The aunual grant of £885,000 to her
.added8.000,000francsfortheroyalfamily. The
majesty is paid out of the consolidated fund,
law of March 2, 1832,gave Louis Philippe only ou whmh arecharged likewisethe followingsums
]2,000,000francs. The duke of Orleans, heir allowed to members of theroya]family: £25,000
._pparent, obtained an annua] allowance of a year to the duke of :Edinburgh;£25,000 to the
1,000.000francs,which was doubled after his duke of Connaught; £8,000 to Prince Leopold,
nmrria,_e_.Besides,thelaw stipulated
thatin case £8.000 to princessFriedrichWilhelm of Prussia;
,_hcprivatelistwus insufficient,
the allowancesof £6,000 to princess Christian of Schh,swig-Ilol,_hesonsand daughtersof theking should be regu- stein;£6.000 to princessLouise,marchioness of
taredby speciallaws. In thismanner a portion Lorne; £6,000 to the duchess nf Cambridge,
•of 1,000,000francs was given the queen of the £8,000 to the grand-duchess of Mecklenburg
:Belgians. The civillist
of Napoleon Ill.reached Strclitz;
£5,000 to princessTeck, formerly printhe old figureof 25,000,000francs,in virtueof a cess Mary of Cambridge; and £12,000 to duke
senatns-consultum,Dec. 11,1852. As under the George of Cambridge.--The belr-apparcntof the
_first
empire,certainexpensesof the civillist
may
crown has,by 26 Vict.,e.1, settled
upon him an
be met by specialfunds.--Upon the £I,900,000 annuity of £40,000. The prin'ceof Wales has,
_of:England'sfirst
civillist,
in1660, the sovereign besides,as income, the revenues of the duchy of
was obliged to maintain the army both by land Cornwall. Previous to the year 1840 these royand sea, so that there remained to him but enues amounted to between £II,000and £16,000
£462,115,the amount in 1676. The same system per annum; but since that period they have
was pursued, with more or less modification, greatlyrisen. The income of the duchyof Corn-underthe following reigns. Since 1831 the (.ivi]wall in the year 1879 was £96,781. the salaries
list,
however, has only toprovidepensionsand re- and otherexpenses came to£2_,0.54,
and thesum
fiefoutsideof the regularexpensesof thecrown, of £65.258 waspaid over forthe use of thep,'ince
Itsreceiptsduring 1855-6 were £396,457plus the of _,Vah,
s. In 1867 thesum paid over amounted
patrimonialrevenuesof Lancasterand Cornwall, to£54,927; in1870 to£62,547;in 1871 to£62,484;
estimatedtobe £50,000. The allowanceof thelate in 1873 to_62,515; in 1874 to £65,901; in 1875 to
PrinceAibert,husband of the queen,was £30,000. £67,141; in 1876 to _70,875; and in 1877 to
"It is eslablishedby I-2 Vict.,c. 2,thatduring £96,860. The princcsgof Wales hassettled
upon
-queen _,rictoria's
reign, all the revenues of the her, by _6 _rict.,cap. I, the annual sum of
<','ownshallbe a ])artof the consolidatedfund, £10,000,tobe increasedto£30,000 in c'ise
of widbut thata civillistshallbc assignedto the queen, owhood. Both the parliamentary grants of the
:Invirtue of this act,which receivedthe ro_'al princeand princessof _¥alcsare paid out of the
sanction
Dec. 23, 1837, the queen has granled to
consolidated
fund,
which
bears a total yearly
her an annual allowance
of £385,000 ' far the supcharge of £156,000 for annuities
to mcmb(_rs of
port of her majesty's household,
and of thehonor
the royal family." '--In the German stales, where
and dignity of the crown of the Uuited Kingdom
the feudal system took deepest root, the expenses
of Great Britain and Ireland.'
]By the same stalof sovereigns
and their families were chiefly dcute the application
of this allowance is limitedin
frayed by the income from allodial estates.
These
.u prescribed
form.
The lords of the treasury are
amout_t to considerable
sums, in certain couudirected to pay yearly £60,000 into her majesty's
tries, even to-day.
In Austria awealthy
nobility,
privy purse; to set asidc £°31,206 for the salaries
surrounding
the sovereign,
compose
for him a
of the royalhousehold;
£44,°.,40forretiringallow
- brilliant court at small cost to himself.
Hi.,civil
ances and pensions to servants, and £13,200 for
list is 7,300,000 florins.
In 1862 it was 6,127,200
royal bounW, alms and special services.
This
florins, and before 1856, 6,420 623 florins.
1,500,
leaves an unappi'ol)riated
surplus
of. £36.300,
000 florins of thepresent
amount (1872) are-for the
which may be applied in aid of the general exallowance
of the royal family, and nearly 500,000
penditure
of her majesty's
court.
It is provided
florins
for unforeseen
expenses._ln
Prussia,
that whenever the civil list charges in any yea,"
as in Bavaria, Wurtemburg
and a few duchies,
exceed the total sum of £400,000, an account
of
the amount for the civil list is raised almost cathe expenditure,
with full l)articulars,
sball be
tircly from the income of domainal
estates
In
laid before l)arli_maent within 30 days. The queen
the lirst of these kingdoms
it is 4,495,278 thalers.
hasalso paid to her the revenues of the duchy of
A.ny real property
that the king may acquire
Lancaster,
which in the year 1879 amounted
to
returns to the crown, as in France.
Frederic II.
£76,186, being £498 less than in the preceding
himself fixed his civil list at 920,000 thalers, not
year.
The salaries,-law
charges,
taxes, charities
, 1 State,_man'e Manual, 1881.
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only for his private expenses,
but also for whatalways
in force, a tax, which weighs upon the
ever presents he might have to make.
In consepeasants
of the crown,
serves to support
the
quence of the creation of the German empire and
widows, princes and princessesof
the imperial
the annexations
of 1866, the allowance
of the
family.
In the accounts for 1870, the household
king of Prussia
has been increased by a million
expenses
of thc emperor
figures for 10,317,000
since 1871, but for the German emperor no prorubles, and in the budget of 1872, for 8,953,000
vision is made on this score.--In
Bavaria, a law
rubles.--In
Turkey
the sultau has a civil list of
of July 1, 1834, fxed the civil list pcrmanently
nearly18,000,000
francs, be,_ides his priwlte treasat 2,350,580 florins.
But there are appanages,
ure, composed
of sums amassed, and objects of
allowances
and dowries, regulated
by the family
great value left by his predecessors.
I-Ie ah)ne prostatute of Aug. 5, 1819.
The civil list and ap- vides for all the exl)enses ef his court, ofwhichthe
panages amount to 3,156,807 florins in the budget
personnel has been greatly diminished.
The total
of 1873. In Wurtembm'g
the civil list is 913,059
allowance presented in the budget of 1873 is383,353
florins per year (1872).
In the kingdom of Saxony
l)Ul_es, of 112½ francs each, or more than 43,000,000
the domains of the crown constitute
a trust cornfrancs.--The
civil list of Otto, of the house of
mitred by the king to the government
in return
Bavaria, first king of Greece, was fixed, conformfor a civil list amounting,
in 1862, to 864,000
ably to article 35 of the constitution,
at 1,000,000
thalers or 23 per cent. more than in 1831 ; 570,000'
drachmas per year, (one drachma
equals $0 16_),
thalers constitute
the civil lis_ properly so called,
for'_ term of 10 years, and without the appanages.
and the surplus is composed
of 30,000 thalcrs for
The civil list of the second king (George/of
thc
the queen's
private
purse, 235,000 for appanages
house of Denmark,)
w'ls fixed, in 1864, by the
of the royal family, and 29,000 for the cxpensc
natiomd
assembly,
at 1,125,000
dr,mhmas,
nbt
of maintaining
public collections.
In the budget
including:
1, £10,000 per year, which w'ls to be
of 1872-3 we find the figures to be only 675,000
paid by the Ionian isles after lhcir reunion with
thalers.--In
the grand duchy of Saxe-Wcimarthc
Grccce; 2, £12,000 per year, the sum guaranteed
domain assigned to the crown and directly mainby France, F.ngland and Russia, to be deducted
taining it gives the sovereign a civil list of 250,000
from the intcrcst of the Greek loan due the_e
thalers, nearly half the budget of the state.
The
three protectivc
powers, all in conformity
with
duchies of StLxe-Gotha and Saxe-hltenburg
have
protocol _No. 3 of the conference
hehl in London,
respectively
civil
lists of 115,892 and 100,700
June 5, 1863.--Thc
two civil lists of the king of
thalers.
As in the case of the grand duchy of
:Norway mid Sweden
amount to the lollowing
S'Lxe-Weimar, the grand duke of Oldenburg
and
sums, w)ted in 1860:630,000
rixdalers for Swcden
the duke of Brunswick
are supported
by the doand 64000 for Norway,
plus the appanages
of
mains of the crown.--In
the budget of 1857 for
the members
of the royal family
0'C.-l)ectively
the grand duchy of Baden, the civil list amounted
400,000 and 33,000 rixdalers), the mtlintenan(:e
of
to 985,419 florins, and in the following
year to
the palaces (203,400 and 9,000 rixdalers), and the
1.085,226 florins, whereas we find it redi]ced to royal stables (45,000 rixdalel=s)in
Sweden; total,
838,204 florins in 1872. The grard duke of Ilcsse
694,000 rixdalcrs of the civil li_-t proper, 433,000 in
has 'l civil list of 777,057 florins (1872).
As for
appanagesand257,400forpalacesandhorscs.
The
the two Mccklenburgs,
since there are no budggrand total, 1,384,400 rixdalcrs, shows_n
increase
ets in thesc states there can of course be no civil
of 83,000 rixdalcrs over that of 1857.
The figures
]ist.--The
civil list of the king of Sardinia was
in 1872werel,417,000dalers
riksmynt,($0
26 each).
4.000,000 lire (francs)
in 1856, not including
ap--In Denmark
the civil list in 1872 was 713,524
l)anages aml roy.fl residences.
After Italy became
rixdalcrs ($0.52, each).
Bc._ides, the king has at
a kingdom,
a law of June 24, 1860, made thc
his di<I)OS'tl, for his private use, "ill the palac¢.s
king's allow,tnce
10,500,000
]ire, augmented
to
and royal dwellings belonging
to the slate.
The
16,254,000 lire hy the law of Aug. 10, 1862, in I appanage
of the princes
and prilmesses
of the
consequence
the incorporation
the12,250,000
kingdom
] royal
family
is regulated civil
by law,
from
of the Two of
Sicilies.
It amounted of to
the state
trcasure.--Thc
list of'rodthel)aid
reigning
lire in 1872, or to 13,850,000 lire, including
apking of the Netherlands,
fixed by the law of
pan'_ges.
The specification
of the crown'sdomain
.4.ug 10, 1849, is 600,000 florins ($0.39 each), plus
includes,
among
other things,
some 20 royal
50,000 florins for the maintenance
of the sulnmcr
palaces
at Milan,
Monza,
Cremona,
Modena,
and winter palaces.
The allowance of the herc(lReggio, Parma, Cololno,
Florence,
Pisa, Arczzo,
ila,-v prince amounts
to 100.000 florins and to
Leghorn, Siena, Lucca, Naples, Caserta, Palcrmo,
200,000 florins when he nmrries.
Thc queenand Mcssina.--Spaiu's
civil list, budget of 1853,
dow'lger
receives 150,000 florins per ycar.--The
was47,330,000reals($2,377,917).
KingAnmdeus',
civil list of thc king of Belgium
and the allowin 1872, was 6,000,000 pesetas ($1,205.280).
That
ances of the princes, his son% have already been
of Portugal
is placed at 590,000 mih'cis, (1854-5,)
indicated
clsewherc
(See BELGIU._f.) At the
and at 612,000 milreis,
budget
of 1871-2, but
marriagc
of thc princess, daughter
of the king,
with a contingcnt
fund of 87,400 milrcis.--In
to a prince of the imperial family of Austria, the
Russia the annual revenue of the crown is derived
legislature voted her a wedding portion (if 258,000
from vast domains, and from patrimonial
estatcs,
fr_ncs.--In
Brazil the emperor's
allowance
(law
Conformably
to a family law of Paul I., 1797,
of Aug. 28, 1840,) is 800 contos de reis (2,400,000
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francs);
with the allowances
of the imperial faroily, the civil list reaches a grand total of 1,083
tontos dv reis (3,°,?A9,00O francs),
XAVmR HEUSCn:L_O.
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BILL,
The (rN U. S. HisTORY). was introduced
in the senate
Jan. 29,
1866, and passed Feb. 2, by a vote of 33 to 12.
In the house it was passed March 13, by a vote of
111 to 38. An abstract
of its several sections is
as follows:
1. All persons
born in the United
States and not subject to any foreign power, exeluding Indians not taxed, were hereby declared
to be citizens
of the United
States, having the
same right as white citizens
in every state and
territory to sue and be sued, make and enforce
,contracts,
take and convey
property,
and enjoy
all civil rights whatever.
2. Any person who,
under.color
of any state law, deprived any such
citizen of any civil rights secured by this act was
made guilty of a misden}eanor.
3. Cognizance
of offenses
against
the act was entirely
taken
away from state
courts
and given to federal
courts.
4. Officers of the United States courts or
of the freedmen's
bureau,
and special executive
_gents, were charged
with the execution
of the
act.
5. If such officers refused
to execute the
act, they were nmde subject
to fine.
6. Resistanee to the officers subjected
the offender to fine
and imprisonment.
7. This section
related
to
fees.
8. The president .was empowered
to send
officers to any district
where offenses against the
act were likely to be committed.
9. ']'he president was authorized
to use the services of special
agents, of the army and navy, or of the militia,
to enforce the act.
10. An appeal was permitted
to the supreme
court.--There
is a curious likeness, mutatis mutan&:9, between
some of the seclions of the bill and the fugitive slave law of
1850.--The
bill was vetoed Starch 27, and again
passed, over the veto, in the senate April 6, and
in the house April 9. The constitutional
objection to the bill was that the power to pass it could
be found nowhere
in the constitution
except in
the 13th amendment
(prohibiting
slavery),
and
that this in no way involved
the assumption
by
_.congress of the duty of protecting
the civil rights
of citizens,
which had always belonged
to the
.states; and, further,
that, while the decision in
the Dred Scott case stood unimpeached,
negroes
might be freed but could not become citizens,
Various amendments
were proposed in February
and March, 1866, for the purpose of overturning
the Dred Scott decision.
April 80, after the confl|ct between congress
and the president had be-come flagrant,
Thaddeus
Stevens, of Pennsylvania, in the house, reported
from a joint committee that which was afterward
modified into the
14th amendment.
Its first section contained
the
gist of the resolutions
above referred to. It was
passed in the _enate June 8, by a vote of 83 to 11,
and in the house June 13, by a vote of]38 to 86.
.(See
CONSTI'I'VTION,
IV. ; R-ECONSTRUCT]_ON.)-'_Senator Charles Sumner,
of ]Kassaehusett_.was
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the special champion
of an amendment
to the
preceding act which should prevent common carriers, inn-keepers,
theatre-managers,
and officers
or teachers of schools, from distinguishing
blacks
from whites;
should prevent, the exclusion of nogrocs from juries; and should give federal courts
exclusive
cognizance
of offenses
against it. A
bill to this effect.was offered by him asan amendment to the amnesty
act in 187_ (see AMNESTY),
but failed by a hingle vote, 29 to 30. The same
bill was introduced
in the house Dec. 9, 1872,
and referred.
April 30, 1874, shortly
after Mr.
Sumner's death, it passed the senate, but failed
in the house.
In Februa_,,
1873, the bill finally
passed both houses, and hecame a law :bIarch 1.
(See RECONSTRUCTION,
FORCE BILL.)---See
14
Star. at J_rge, 27; 16 tVall., 36; 92 U. S., 542; 1
H_ghes, 536; 99 U:. S, 90; 100 _ S, 310, 845.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.,
CIVIL
SERVICE
REFORM.
I. In its gen:
eral and most comprehensive
sense, civil service
reform means the removal of abuses in the public
service--federal,
state and municipal--and
the
enforcement
therein of such just and sound prin('iples and methods
as will most contribute
to
good administration.This reform,
therefore,
has a double aspect, and two somewhat
separate
spheres of duty;
the one being destructive
and
prohibitory,
relating
to the best means of eradicatiug
existing
evils and of preventing
their
repetition
by the exercise of public authority;
the
other, beingconstructive
and educational,
relating
to the development
of such a public opinion and
adoption
of such methods for doing the work of
public
administration
as will be effective
for
purity,
efficiency and economy.
The principal
abuses and evils referred
to appearing
in the
articles on the SPOILS SYSTEm, CO._FFm_ATmN BY
_
SENATe., POLITICAL ASSESS_EX'rs, RE,Or.¢_,s, PATRONAOE, P_O_OTmNS, and TE_'_s
O_"
OF_CE, it is unnecessary
to repeat them here.
This article wnl therefore dealmainly
with romedies.--A
complete
civil service .reform
would
have to deal directly
with th_ abuses connected
with our elections, our legislation and our elective
and partisan judiciary.
Since, however, civil service reform has thus far been treated as specially
referring
to matters which, with soine few exceptions, pertain to the executive department
of government, this article will explain it in that sense.
In general the offices referred
to will be those
which are filled by appointment;
of which those
in the federal service
number about 100,000, and
perhaps there are a much greater number under
the state and city governments,
But there are no
adequate
statistics,
the census
not lmving attempted the enumeration'of
officials._It
shoul_t,
however, be borne in mind that the same methSds
and principles,
applicable
to the selection
and
promotion of appointed
officers in _ho executive
department
are appropriate
and should
be applied to the selection
and promotion
of the appointed otficers in the houses of congress, in the
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.state legislatures,
in the courts and in the muuic:
ipal departments;
though they can not, from their
nature, be applied to the selections
of officers by
_he ballot or any form of election.
Still, it should
be noticed that a thorough
civil service reform,
byleaving
few offices to be filled by favor or to
be" won as spoils,
would
effectively
suppress
bribe D , at elections through the promise of places
and promotions.
It would
also leavc but little
opportunity
for members of conga'ess or of legislatures to barter places for votes, or to coerce
executive appointments
in their own interest.
It
would, in other words, determine
the bestowal
vf nearly all the official places which have b'cen
at once the capital of the partisan
chieftain and
the fuel of his machine.--Though
penal and prohibitory
laws are iu their nature
but imperfect
and inadequate
agencies
of reform, yet with teasQnablc support
from public opinion, they may
be made highly beneficial.
Intrinsically,
there is
no reason why a wise taw, in aid of good admiaistration, shall not be as effective as any of the numerous wise laws in aid of good morals; and such
has been proved to be the fact in Great Britain,
where a reform of the civil service, quite as difficult as that needed
in this country,
has been
greatly strengthened
by laws upon which sevcral
of the following
suggestions
of those we need are
based.--1.
The exaction
of political assessments
from public officials and employ_s, enforced
as
they are by fears of losing their places, is a flugrant act of injustice, a degradation
of those who
._ubmit to it, and an insult and disgrace
to the
governmentitself.--If
practiced bythosein
office,
it is a corrupting
and oppressive
exercise
of
usurped
authority,
and if by those representing
the power of great parties, it is extortion
through
conspiracy and intimidation;
and, in either event,
it should be prohibited
by law.
_4.prudent
bill
for that purpose, introduced
by Mr. Pendleton,
is now pending
iu the national senate.--2.
The
use of official authority
or influence
for controlling elections or coercing
political
action in any
form is both a breach of a public trust and an
invasion of private right and public safety, which
should be made penal.--3.
The willful removal
of officials known to be worthy and the willful
appointment
of those known to be unworthy,
for
mere personal:or
partisau
reasons--the
former of
which Madison
held would
justly subject
an
officer to impeachment--are
despotic and demoralizing abuses of official po_/'_, as well as acts of
gross injustice to the persons removed
or to the

of members
of congress,
in the use vf their
authority,
to coerce nominations
or removals, and
to the prostitution
of the trusts of their offices on
the part of senators, in the matter of confirmations in obedience to what is called the "courtesy
of the senate."
(See CONFIIt_IATIO_ BY TIlE
S.E.NATE.)--5.
The bribery laws, which now only
make penal the use or promise of money, or of
something of pecuniary value, toinduce
the violation of official du_y, should be so extended as to
clearly cover the much more frequent and pcrnicious abuse of giving, or promising
to give, uppointments
in the public service forvotes orinfluence._--6.
The laws o[" 182,0 and later statutes,
which reduced
the constitutional
tenure (which
was during efficiency and good behavior) of collectors, postmasters,
surveyors
and various other
officers, to a term of four years--and
thereby
added to the spoils to be won in every presidential clcction
and increased
the evils connected
with confirmations--should
be repealed, and the
constitutional
tenure bc thereby rcstored.
7_' The
military
school at West Point
and the n'_val
school at Annapolis
we.re established
to prepare
for the public service those who should bring into
it mental anti pl_ysical qualifications
of the highest ordcr.
Every consideration
of duty, justice
and public interest
requires
that selections for
these schools should bc nmde on the basis of free
public competitions
of merit, which arc most ccrtaia to disclose those qualifications.
But membcrs of congress have made nearly all selcetiol_e
for those schools a part of their own official'_p_'atronage.
That abuse should be prohibitcd,
and
such competitions
be established
by law for the
selection of military and naval cadets as they are
now established
by regulations
for selecting cade_
engineers
for tlm navy.--II.
In considering
the
educational
and constructive
work
of reform,
there arc some fundamental
facts and principle,
a clear apprehension
of which is important
b,,th
for the removal of misconcepthms
and for opcm
ing the way to those sound practical
methods
without which no adequate
restllts are possible.
Some of these principles
are so simple and clementary that were they not habitually
violatedin
our politics, their statement here could hardly b_
excused.
1. Public office isa public trust, created
only for the common benefit; and thcrcis no more
right to exercise the power of appointment,
promotion, discipline,
or removal, no more right to
give salaries or to require or allow thc use of the
time of officials needed for public work, for any

people; which, by extending
the
section 1705 of the revised statutes

provisions
of
of the Unltcd

private
or party purposes,
tlmn there is to take
and apply the money in the public treasm T for

States--claw
forbidding
certain removals
without good cause--should
be made a criminal
offense.
In morals, there can be no more right
to'use the public
authority
of appointment
and
removal for selfish and partisan ends than there is
to use the public money for the same purpose.-4. Carefully
guarded
legislation,
in the same
spirit and sanctioned by the same reasons, might,
perhaps, be extended
to combinations
on the part

such purposes.
And the facts that this rule of
duty isvcrygenerallydisregardcd
with impunity,
and that thegreat body of the people take little notice of the abuse--while
the politicians
habitually
practice
it under the clainl of right--are
ample
evidence
of the need of a better political educa_ The instructive British statutes bearing on several of
these points may be found collected in Mr. Eaton's work
on Civil Service in Great Britain.
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tion as one of the conditions
of a thorough
civil
service reform.--2.
To appoint by favor a public
officer known to be unworthy,
to bestow an official place on the condition
of work for a party or
a chieftain,
are higher
offenses than to deposit
public money in a bank known to be unsafe, or,
by deliberate neglect, to allow public property to
be destroyed;
for, in the first cases, the pecuniary
loss may be greater, while the bad example
is at
lc_mt equally corrupting,
and it is far more seductive and permanent
in its bad effccts.--3.
In the
exercise of the power
of appointment,
removal,
promotion
and discipline
in the public service,
there can be neither honest p'ltrunagc
norjustifiable discretion beyond this: that in every instance,
it is the duty of thc official to do that which,
in
his judgment,
will most promote thegeneraI
welfare, irrespective
of relatives,
friends or parties;
aml the public opinion
which f.fi]s to condemn,
and the official conscience which fails to feel the
guilt of whatever
conflicts
with this rule, are a
part of the causes of our political corruption
and
of the difficulties
in the way of its removal.--4,
The acceptance
of an official trust, or of a salai 3,
for serving
the public, imposes upon the official
moral and legal obligation
as absolute
to remain
at his post of duty and to devote his time and
skill to the publicmattcrs
in h_ charge, ascan rest
upon an officer of a bank, or upon a person eraployed in any priv.lte business.
There is, therefore, no more right in the one than in the other
to desert his proper
place of duty or the cares
tlmt need his attention,
or to gdve his time and
thoughts to partisan
politics;
and themarked
difference in the conduct
which we tolerate in pub]ic and private servants--allowing,
for example,
collectors,
postmasters
and other subordinates
to
desert their posts _o manage politics--but
illustrates a common responsibility
for our abuses and
the need of a more discriminating
and exacting
public opinion.--5.
It is not true, as president
Jackson declared in a message, that ever), citizel_
has an equal right to office, but, on the contrary,
the just claim of every citizen for a place in the
public service is measured by the amount of character and capacity.he
may possess for the discharge of official functions.
There can be no
just discrimination
between
applicants
on any
other basis.
He, therefore,
who is be_t qualified
--who can and will serve the people mo_t usefully
--has
the highest
claim; and it is the duty of
those having
the authority,
to appoint
or elect
him r'_ther than any other applicant.--6.
Expertcnce in official
duties
increases,
the capacity
to perform
them well] and, as a general rule,
increases
the probability
that they'will
be bes_
performed
by the officer so long as his mental
and physical
abilities remain
unimpaired..
The
right and interest of thepeople
to have the public
work well done are paramount
to the claim of
any citizen to an official place or of any party to
have its favorites
in office; and, therefore,
any
theory of short terms or rotation in office, which
would turn out experienced
and efficient
public
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servants in order to make places for fresh claimants, is disastrous
to the public Jnterests._7.
/k
stable tenure
also strongly
tends to bring good
men into office, as well as to make them efficient
while there; but the public interest requires that
the period of holding
office should depcnd
upon
both fidelity
and efficiency;
and therefore
pr_:cludes a life tenure,
and requires
a right and
duty of removal
for cause.
And, in the case or"
legislative
officers, who. represent
local intercs_
and opinions
lhble to frequent
changes, and of
presidents,
governors
and some other high offi
cials, who stand for the principles and po]ieie_ ol_
tlle basis of which they were elected, there is _
manifest
propriety
in providing
for short term._
of office.
(See TEI_CltE OF OFI,'ICE, RE.OVALS.)
--8. The existence
of such claims trod duties, in
connection
with filling official places, plainly imposes upon the government
the obligntion of proriding the best means practicable
for ascertaining
fit qualifications
for entering
the public service
and for promotion
in till its grades.
The man
among the applicants
having
the highest el'din
to office can only be ascert.fined
by his proper
examination
in comparison
with the others.
To
refuse that examination
is to do injustice to the
most meritorious.
So long as there were no
departments
or great offices where the subordihates were too numerous
to allow selections
to
l)e made by the officers at the head of them upon
adequate
personal
examination
as to fitness, no
special
instrumentality
for that purpose
was
needed.
They were so selected in the early
periods
of the government;
but the inability to
do so, in later years, by reason of the vastly
increa-_ed mlmbers
of officials--so
numerous in
many offices as not to be known by name or sight
by those at their head, there being more tlnm
3,000 in the treasury
department
alone, more
than 1,300 inthe
iNew York custom hous(,, and
more th'm 1,100 in the New York city postoffice
_has greatly facilitated
the supremacy
of partisan
and corrupt
interests in their choice.
Thus in
justice
and in sheer inability
to avoid them, we
find the need and the foundation
of those examinations
for admissions
and promotions
in the
public service which every other leading
nation
has made a powerful
agency,
both for /.dvi_g
efficiency and purity to its public service and for
stimulating
the education
of its peop](,.
But.
there are otlmr elements involved in these examinations
which we must consider.--9.
Politi('_d
parties
are both
useful
and inevitable
m_dci'
liberal institutions;
and every theoryof
reforming thc civil service is faulty _nd likely to fi_i]
to the extent that it interferes
with their true
sphere
and activity•
But parties are not ends
in themselves,
and can claim no rights
or intcrests
paramount
to those of the people at
large.
To arouse, embody
and express public
opinion
and sustain
political
principles and pnl
icics until they are made
effective
in laws, is
the very object and end of a party.
Hence, no
party should be allowed
to control the selection
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of any officials except t llose as to whom it can
presidents
and all governors, carrying their policy
be shown that their sharing
the views of that
and principles
into execution
in every official
party will cause them to be better qualified
to
place where they should be felt; commanding
discharge
their official functions
and not less
obedience from every servant of tim government
inclined to do so. Difi]cult,
and doubtless
irathrough the whole range of official life.
All the
practicable
as it may be, in the present state of . strength and all the honor which can bc the fruit
public opinion, to completely
enforcc this rule, it
of statesmen
brought
into high places, of wise
is yet sound and useful as a standard,
and its fit
laws and sound principles
everywhere
cnlorced
practical application
is not difficult to point out.
of pure and vigorou_ administration
cverywhere
--Members
of legislative, bodies are selected to
exhibited
before the eyes of the peopleiall
thest
represent the interest and opinions of their conany party would, under such a merit system of
stituents, and for that reason their political prin- I office, be frec to gain.
Nothing
would
be lost
eiples are an essential
part of their official quailto a party hut partisan
spoils--opportunities
of
tications.
Governors aud presidents
being a part
removals
without
eau.-e and of appointments
of the law-making
power come within the same
without merit--inoney
pilhgcd from the servants
reasons.
It is also _:n important
part of their
of the people, and voter._ l)ribed by the promise
duties to carl T into execution
the policy and
of places,
if in sonic quarter,
there wouhl be"
principles
which
the people have approved
at fewer inducements
to parti._au work and a less
their election,
and in which,
to secure
thcir
feverish I)olitical activity, it wouhl not be on the
efficient execution,
those high officers nrcd to
l)art of those who act frou_ a sense of duty or seek
have faith.
From the very nature of government
office by worthy me,'m_, but among tho_e who_e
these officers must be ]mid under oblig'ttions
to exertions,
as tllings now are, tire measured
by
be faithful
to such policy and principles,
and
their hopes of corrupt gain and their fear of losing
hence to their party whic;. , upLolds
them, in so
places held at the mercy of others.
The portion
far at least as is-coml)atibh:
with the constitution
of our accustomed
partisan work _ hich migllt be
and national safety.
The spirit of this reasoning
left undone would be just that which is most usewould include the members of the cabinet, such
less, oppressive
anti corrul)t;
while true party
ofthe
foreign
ministers
as may be put under
vitality and efficiency
would
be strengthened
instructions
to carry
out part of that
policy
rathcr thao enfeebled,
as the examplc of Great
abroad, and, perhaps,
a few other high officials
Britain
has al)undantly
._hown.--10.
There is,
should also be included.
In that small measure,
therefore,
nothing in tile just relations
of parties
if any, in which party politics amy be involved
which should prevent the test of personal fitness
in municipal
affairs, the same reasoning
would
for the public serwee heing made by examilmtions
also include the mayors of cities.--These
higher
wherever examinations
would be intrinsically
upofficials have the authority
anti duty of instruct,
propriate.
:Now, examinations
are by far the
ing anti securing
obedicncc
lrom all the grades
most important
of all the special instrnmentaliti_
of public serwmts
below them, through
whom
by which civil service reform may be advanced
sut'h policy and principles
are carried
into effect
and the spoils system overthrown.
Tlley are, we
l|ud the public work is done.
The subordinates
rel)eat, manlfestlyinappropriate
either ill the ease
must obey instructions,
and should do the public
of elected officers or for thc._clection of any ()tilers
work iu the same w_l.y, whatever
party may be whose political opinions are as we have seen m_te.
in power.
For these reasons their opinions
are rial.
And the need of examinations
is nlanifestly
not material and are no qualifications
for office
uluch the _'eatcst in those officcs where the apIt is a mere progtitution
of the authority
of govl)ointcd officials are tile most nunlerous'tnd
p,artirrmnent and a plain usurpation
and oppression
san pressure is thcmost fornlidable.
They are al_o
for a p'trty, or its leader, to require that every posthighly just and useful in most cases of pl'omotion._.
nlaster, collector,
bookkeeper,
lighthouse
tender,
--After
all proper limitations
have been made, a
washerwoman
and errand boy, in the service of vast hody of the civil servants of the government.
the government,
shall accept the opinions of the
fe(leral, state anti mtmieil)al--those
holding nearly
party in puwer or leave his place.
There arc very
all those official places which have been treated 'is
few anlollg the vast numbers of subordinatc
offi- spoils of p.u'tisau warfare--may
be selected on Ihe
(:ials--federal,
state and municipal--who
would
basis of qualitications
which have been tested by
not serve the people better if they recognized no
thorough and just examinations.
We have _pace
p'trly ,'lllegiance whatever,
and, as a rule, they are
for but the merest outline of their history;
mid i_
bad t)ubli(, servants in the same degree that they
is quite impossible
to give even "l sunmlary of tl,e
arc active partisans.
For these reasons, no tests
evidence which has (lcmonstrat('d
tlleir great ntilof political opinion are justifiable,
iu the selection,
ity.--It
has been more than 40 ycar._ .-lace they
Pr(,motion or removal of these subordinates,
but
were found indispens'lblc
ill Great Britain and in
re.t.., of personal fitness .'th)nc should be applied,
all the most enlightened
European
states.
The
irrespective
of partisan
politics.
Such a rule
al)uses it_ the administration
of Great Britain had,
woul:l leave the true and honest sphere of parties
for the most part, been of tile same nature as our
undisturbed.
They woul(l still eoatrol
the high
own; but there, as ill the other European
slates,
affairs of the nation and guide a]l its greaL activithey had been iu various ways far more agg,'aLies; their majorities
enacting
all laws, electing
vated than with us. The kind and comlition_ of
31
voL. I.--31
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the first examinations,
then provided
for, were
in several particulars
defective
and inadequate,
Tln,ugh from the first as in all subsequent
examinations,
the object had l)een to secure such answe,'s and information
as would show not mere
litcral3, attainments,
but whether,
in c:lpacity, information
and character,
the applicant
was cornpc, tent for the official place he sought,
it was
lwver the aim of those examinations
to test per.¢-onal accoml)lishments
or knowledge
not import,'mt in the public service.
The original
defects
"were of quite another
sort.
The first examinalions w_ere nmde independently,
in each office, and
but one personwas
examined
at a time.
This
limited kind of examinations,
which afforded no
opportunity
of comparing
the merits of one applicant with another, were known as pa&¢-examinations.
The examiners
had little direct suptrort
t'rom high authority
"rod were left separately
exposed to the joint pressure
of all those seeking
office, backed b v partisan members of parliament,
t)atronage
mongers,
great politicians
and great
lords, who were hostile to every person and every
_method which stood in the way of tlm favorites
_md lmnchn_en
whom
these chamlfions
of the
British spoils system pushed for the vacant places,
.And what was yet more important,
there were, at
:first, no prox isions connected
with the examinalions, which prevented these same spoilsmen from
selecting
all the persons who were allowed to be
examined,
"rod, consequently,
from excluding
from all chances
of entering
the public service
every one who was not among their favorites
and
henchmen.
These causes were not only sufficient
to keep the grade examin'ttions
far below the
standard
cssenti.d to thorough competency
for the
public
work, but they allowed
a monopoly
of
_tppointments.
The old monopolists,
therefore,
still had it in their power
to decide upon every
person
who should
get an appointment,
the
examinations
only serving to exclude a t)ortion of
lhe incoml)ctcnts
who had formerly
freely entcred.
Yet even such examinations,
in a few
.5ears, so greatly
improved
the quality
of those
_vho got places in Great Britain, that the examinations not only gained strength
there, but they
attracted
attention
in this country,
and were
made the basis of our federal statutes of 1853 and
1855, (now Rev. Stat. U. S., § 164), under which
these defective
examinations
have since been requircd and conducted
in the principaldepartments
at _Vashingt(_n.
Owing, however,
to the rapid
development
of partisan supremacy
and machine
politics
in this countlT,
such examinations
have
been even more inadequate
here than in G,'cat
B,'itain.
Still they have excluded
many of the
most unworthy
who were pushed
upon the examincrs, and have prevented
yet more, who were
office-seeking
incompctents,
fro,n being present,
ed at all.
But they have allowed that despotic
monopoly
under which no man or woman, however worthy, could secure an examination
without
the consent and recommendation
of some great
politician
or member
of congress
or other high
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official.
And, generally,
the potent monopolist
granting
the favor has been able to push his
man past the members of the local board of examiners;
theloss of whose place might be the consequence of rejecting
a strongly hacked dunce or
henchman.
For these reasons, partisan politicians
have In'tde very little objection
to mere pass-ex.
aminations
thus conducted.-In Great Britain
the pass-examinations
sl)eedily tended to make
the old patronage
and monopoly
more conspicupus and consequently
more odious.
The high
executive officers began to see and the people to
feel ttmt a great injustice was thus being done both
totlmpublican'dtothemostworthyapplicantsfor
office.
They plainly saw that if the gates of the
examinations
were but freely
opened
and the
spoils system gate tenders were ejected, the govcrnment
could lmve its choice
h'om among the
great numbers
who sought examinations
for its
service, and that the monopoly would at the same
time bc broken up.
These causes soon led to the
introduction
of opeTt competition, as it is called-that is, to examinations
for the public
service
operb arid free to ecel T ,'pplicant of proper age and
apparent
capacity,
as the regulation
should provide.
To this rule of freedom and justice, making the consent of no official or party a condition
of being recommended,
there was added the pro
vision that the appointments
should
be made
from those
showing
the highest
qualifications
in the competition.--These
open competitive
examinations
began, in a very limited way, about
1850, and from the first their great superiority
was manifest.
_lany persons
were examined
at
the same time;
and as the examinations
were
public, and the first and highest prizes would be
gained bythose showing the highest qualifications
in the competition,
and all who fell. below a certain standard
were to be excluded,
the rivalry
was naturally
intense.--In
1854-5
the British
government
made a thorough
investigation
and
report ct)ncerning
the best means of improving
its civil service, whmh resulted
in the appointment of a pernmnent
civil sere,ice commissior_ in
1855, with a duty of taking direct charge, under
the executive,
of the whole subject
of examinations for admission
to the public service and
promotion
therein;
to which
other
analogous
duties have been since added.
Under th'tt cornmission (which is still in vigorous operation,
and
one of the most vigorous and respected
agencies
of British administration),
open competition
was
extended,
uniformity
and regulari W were given
to the examinations,
and an authority
was brought
to their support which politicians
could not overawe.
Ample testimonials
of good character,
the
truth of which could be investigated,
were made
the condition
of being examined.
But it was
soon found tlmt the publicity of the examinations,
and the fact that eve_7/man, in the scale of the merit
mark, s gcu'ned in them, was interested in exposing alq/
defects in the character oj'a_y _utu above him, rarely
failed to be sufficient to deter all persons of bad
character fromentering
the competitive
contest._
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It was made a rule that no person should receive
a formal appointment
until his practical
capacity
and disposition had been tested by a probati,,na_T
trial of six months, at the end of which, if not
satisfactolT,
he was dropped.--It
hardly need be
said llmt the new system encountered
the fierce
opposition
of all partisans
and patronage
morn
gets. and espccially that of members
of parliameat, whose long enjoyed patronage it threatened
to take away.
Wherever
the new system was
applied it was fatal to the old monopoly.
Any
young man or woman could go and be examined
without the favor or consent, or even the knowledge, of any
officer,
politician,
nobleman
or
bishop.--The
reform was also powerfully
opposed
for reasons which do not exist in this country,
For it enabled the sons and daughters
of the cornmon people to work their way to places in those
parts of the public service which had for centuries past been monopolized
by tim sons and
dependents
of the aristocracy.
It said a man's
right to an office depended
on merit and not on
birth or opinions.
Open competition
is in spirit
and principle
thoroughly
democratic
aud republican; because
it rests on character
and equal
rights; and to allow it to bring the promising
sons of the middle and humbler
classes into the
subordinate
places, from which, through
compe;ilion for promotion,
theymightrisetothchigher,
w.nhl soon develop a dangcrous
element in an old
:_ristocratic
monarchy.
These fears have becn
-howu to be well founded;
for the great body
of those whom competition
has given places in
l'riTi,h servic.c, have been thc worthier attd more
intelligent sons of the middle
and lower classes,
whose ('ducation had been obtained in the public
schools and academies.--But
even this kind of resistance, united with thatof
the partisans and the.
patron'lge mongers, was overcome in less tlmn 20
)cars.
Superior men entered the public service,
Thcpublicmindappreciated
the justice and utility
()f the new merit system of officeholding,
and re,3viced.
It gladly saw the old spoils systcm undermined, and aristocratic
and partisan monopoly
brokeu
up.
Members
of parliament
lost thcir
patronage, and became ashamed
to battle against
open competition
as they had formerly
done.
Lords and bishops could no longer get places for
theirsonsexceptthrough
victor)'in
open competition.
Popular education
was greatly stimulated,
A demand for free, open competition
throughout
the public service, and for popular education susrained
by general
taxation,
grew vigorously
together; and i1_ the same year--1870--both
these
results were achieved
in Great Britain.
Iu no
decade in our history has popular
education
so
rapidly advanccd as in Great Britain
since 1870.
Since that date there have been no partisan poll_ics and no monopoly
of the privilege
of examin'ltion in her public service, but open competilion for appointments,
and in all proper casts
competitive
examinations
for promotion
also.
There is now hardly more politics in the customs,
internal revenue or consular services of the Brit-
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ish empire, tban in the regular army or in the colleges.
Tile new system has also been extended to
her naval and military schools, to the militia, and
is now being applied to b:mks and great business
corporations.--The
great postoffiee has long applied tlm same compc.titivc
methods
which so
greatly aided _'Ir. James iu reforming
the postal
service at New York cily.
Thc expense of revcnuc collection
is far less tha'n with us.
The
consular scrviceis greatly superior to that of this
country.
Subordinate
places in the public service no longer depend upon the result of an elcclion.
Removals arc made only for cause;,except
that the fate of the cabinet and that of a few
other high officers--hardly
50 fit all--are involved
in theclcctkms.
Beyond the selection of his private clerk, not even the head of a department,
or
a member of the cabinet, can make an appointmcnt, except from the most worthy, among those
who lmve openly competed
before the civil setvice commission.
As a consequence
the public
service has taken a far higher l)lace in public
estimation,
amt the abuses which had prcvailed
are ahnost unknown.--It
is worthy
of special
notice that ttmsc results have becn attaincd without injuriugthcvigororutilityof
politicalp:lrtics,
or lessening the interest whmh all good citizens
take iu the party to which they belong.
On the
contrary, since 1870, p'lrty contests have been as
vigorous and absorbing in Great Britain, as in any
period in her history, and more tlmn ever before
lhcyhave
turned upon great principles and been
decided by appeals to the reason and to the conscience of the pcople.
In that time the elective
franchise has been repeatedly extended,
andmore
volers have gonc to the polls than ever before.
Yet
hardly more than 50 official places, cxccpt
scats
in parliament,
but only the triumpll
of great
party principles,
dcpendcd
on the result of the
clection.--The
merit system of appoinlmeuls
and
promotions
thus estal)li_hcd
in the British
civil
service, and a more vivid sense of the l)cril of
out" spoils system, and of the inadcquacy
of mere
pass-examinations
to remove
them, led to an
enactment
in _Iarch,
1871, which
authorizcd
the president
to cause the proper mcans to be
takcn for ascertaining
the fitness of candidates
in
respect of age, health, character,
knowledge
and
ability for entering
the public scrvlce; to make
rulcs for its regulation;
and in effect, to create a
civil service commission
to take charge of the
examination
and aid the work of reform under
the president's
discreti(m.--Undcr
that taw prcsident Grant appointed such a commission,
which
still exists.
Through
that commissiou
he instiluted open, competitive
examinations
in the departments
at Washington
at the be_nning
of
1872; altlmugh
there had been a competitive
examination
conducted
in the city of New York
(by Silas W. Butt, Esq., the 1)re_eat nawd officer
at that place), in March, 1871, the e,trliest example of the kind in this country.--Such
examinalions
wcrc, soon aflcr their introduce, ion at
Wasbington,
but ia a most faulty am[ illq)erfecl,
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manner,
conducted
at the custom house in New
York city.
It hardly need be said that thcy were
fiercely
opposed
by the machine
politicians
of
that state; yet collector Arthur officially reported
their useful effects.
This ncw method of getting
into the public
service, and of promotion
in it,
which here, as in Great Britain, allowed any man
or woman of proper age and app'lrent
capacity
to be examined,
without
the consent
of a polltitian
or a patronage
monger,
had no sooner
begun to bc efficicnt
at Washington,
l)y taking
away patronage
and spoils and scouring appointments for the most meritorious,
than all the old
monopolists,
every member of congress who had
promised
pl.lces for votes, p'lrty leaders
whose
control of patronage
is their strength and their
hope--all
the pa,'tisan mercenaries
wllose chances
of selling themselves
wcre in peril--united
to cmbarrllss,
misrepresent
and overthrow
it.
The
experience
of England
was repeated
in the natt,re of that opposition;
cxcept
that president
G,'ant, having little of the spirit of a retornler,
did not, like lord Pahnerston
and _'Ir. Gladstone,
stand firmly by the new system;
but after consittcrable
resistance,
yielded to the opposition
of
members
of congress
and tlle great politicians.
He had prohibited
political
assessments,
but
failed to takc any fit measure for enforcing
his
icgulation.
It is but justicc
to president Grant,
however,
to say that lie repeatedly
requested appropriations
ior carrying
on tile work under the
commission,
which the partisan
and patronagemongering
members of congress refused to make,
though
they had neither
courage to conduct
a
deflate or to record the ayes and nays upon the
question,
tie informed
congress
tlmt the new
methods had "given persons of SUl)(,rior character
and capacity
to the service,"
a -_ "rod "that
they had developed morc energy in the discharge
of duty";
and lie finally declared in his last nlessage on the subject that "it would be a sourc2 of
_nortificatiolz to hinlself and those associated with
him in enforcing
the civil service rules," if congross should refuse to make the further
appro,
priation which he asked in aid of thework.
His
request
(opposed
lly _Ir. Conkling)
was in vain.
Congress refused all appropriation
after 1874, and
president
Grant suspended
the rules early in 2875
(thus apparently
supprc._sing
the reform).
This
action of congress is in humiliating
contrast with
that of the Bt'ilish parliament,
under analogous
circumst:lnccs,
tcn years earlier, which _'oted the
appropriation
rcqucsted
by the British _.'xecutive
and has c_nlinlled
lhcnl without
a disscJ_ting
vote within the hlst eight or nin(,.v(,;lrs
It, however, soon became app_rent
that the deal:lad ft_r
reform had all the. tirol.* been g:li,_i,lg strength
amirng
a thoughthJl
class in botll the gloat
parties.
The ex_lnlp]c of competitiw_
examinations encouraged
the responsible
executivc
offi¢ers, in self-defense,
to make the old pass or liraited
cxami,mtions-to which
the government
had reverted in 1875--solnewhat
morc efficient,
3Public opinion speedily
forced tile civil service
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question into the foreground
of politics.
The
national
conventions
of both parties,
in 1875,
made strong pledges in favor of reform,"howcver
reluctantly
or insincerely
that portion
of thcir
platforms
was adoptcd. -- Dnring
the term of
president Hayes the cause of refor,n made considerable progress,
though
it was vei T unequally
sustained.
In va_'iou_ particulars,
for which 1,e
deserves the gratitude
of the country,
lie resolutely and persistently
exercised his authority
for
the remowd
of abuses and for the enforce,neat
of better methods
of administration.
IIis mess'lgcs on the subject
of reform are of permanent
value.
Little was done, practically,
under him
for suppressing
politicalassessments,
though they
were strongly condemned
in his message.
Contrary to the first conditions
of reform and to the
spirit of the act of 1871, already cited, each head
of a department
was, apparently,
allowed to have
his own way tus to examinations,
promotions
and
rcm_)vals; and the compctitive
methods were npplied only in the office of the secretary
of the
interior,
where they contributed
to the great
success with which Mr. Schurz
administered
his
department.--A
well intended
order of president
IIayes for prcventinginterference
with elections
and party politics on the part of federal officials,
through being too swecping and radical
and not
being vigorously
supported,
in great measure
failed of useful results.
In a subsequent
message
lie ]ilid down the truc rule on the subject.
President Ilayes gave open and steady support to Mr.
James and to the reforms which
were carricd
forward
in the postofllce
at New York
city,
where the method of open conlpetition
was pretty
thoroughly
tested and with the most salutary
results. --In
consequence,
that
postoffice
has
ceased to tit a political
office.
At a less cost,
within the past fcw years, a third more business
has been done th:ln under the last years of the
partisan spoils system.
Mail deliveries have bt, cn
made a third more frequent,
scandals have ceased,
and the office gives a public satisfaction
never
known in formcr years.
Its administration
has
beconlc as good as that of the best British postoffice and ._uperior to every other in this country.
3Ir Jaulcs has won a national
reputation
which
has nmde hinl postmast(,r
general uuder president
Garfield.
But the gq-eatcst administrative
work
for which tile country
is illdcbtcd
to president
H;lyes has been the reform
instituted
in the custom house at New York city.
The principles c)f
this were at tlle same time extended to the n.lv_l
office and that of the surveyor
and appraiser at
that pl:lce.
Tile obstructions
interposed
by Mr.
Conkling,
the republican
senator
from
_N'cw
York, through
al/l)ealing
to the courtesy of the
scnate, delayed the appointment
of a new col.
lector, and consequently
the enforccment
of open
competition,
until the beginning
of 1879, whc,_ it
was established,
and conlinued
to tlle end of 3It"
Ilayes' administration.
Our space does not permit any detailed statement
of the results, but tbc
improvement
(if the administration
was vcr_'
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great.
Abuses and scandals
rapidly
subsided,
Tile revenue
w_ collected
at less expense and
with more satisfaction
to the public than ever
before.
Custom house officials gave more attenlion to their business and less to p'lrtisau politics,
Superior men were brought
into the customs ser,,ice, aud promotions
in it, as wcll as admissions
I() it, wcrc made on the basis of a competition
of
merit.
Tim questions
'_skcd on the examinations
(.ovcred the practic'd qualifications
for the public
w()rk, and caused nearly all the al)pointments
to
fall to those who had the common
education of
the intelligent
citizen united with aptitude
for
bu_ine._s. No removals were made but for cause;
being 'lbout 50 in all in two ye'lrs; yct the party
whose president
resolutely
sustained
the reform,
carrn'd New York iu l_S0, though it had been lost
in 1876, after the relapse of the spoils system under
pr(,sl(lcut
Grant.
The national
conventions
of
both partie% in 1880, again declared the duty of
rclbrming the civil service.
But up to this (late
(July, 1881) the administration
of president Garfield has done no ,rot and made no declaration
which nmkcs its policy on the subject
of civil
service ,'eform very clear.
The interior dep'lrtment has not followed
the example
of Mr.
_churz.
The collector,
the n:_v'_l officer and the
new postmaster
at :New York have gone steadily
forward
enforcing
the merit system, with open
eoml)etitiou
at their respective
offices.
It is not
possible yet to say whcthe,'
the appointment
of
Mr. Robertson,
the new collector
at that city, is
to be favorable
or unfavorable
to the cause of
reform, or what record
president
Garfield's
adminislration
is likely to m'_ke _,n the subject,
But, iu the meamime,
the resignation
of the two
senalors of New York,
because
their claim to
control appointments
from that state was not ad,nitted, and the attempt,
by a disappointed
office
._cekcr, to take the life of the president,
have
m'_(h• a profound
and painful
impression
upon
the public mind which can hardly fail to le'ld to
important
results in favor of administrative
reform in the not remote
future;
there being, at
this time, more attention
given to the subject of
reform than ever before in this country.--In
estimating the utility of competitive
examitmtions
in
the service, these two considerations
should be
kept in mind: first, that they substitute
a public
competition of capacity,
attainments
and charactcr for an otherwise sccr,'t cud inevitable compelitton of partisan cud ollicialinfluence,
of solicit'ttitre, of threats,
and of selfish interests.
And
second, that while on the only true foundation
of
_:qual rights in the matter of office, they reducc
the whole matter of getting
into the subordinate
public service to a procedure
of great simplicity
and justice in which capacity
and character
are
decisive.
Any one wishing
to enter the public
._erviee can have his qualifications
tested by a fair
public method.
From among
a few of those
shown to be the most worthy, the selections are
to be m,,de under fixed rules.
The official having
the ,l)poiuti,lg
power can say to evel T importu-
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nate applicant and to his backers:
Go into the examination;
if you show yourself among the most
worthy,
you m'_y get an appointment
in due
time.
If you '_re not among them, you deserve
no pl'lce.
That is all I can do for you.
Office
seeking is thus defeated
by being made futile.
The merits of the applicant,
and not his begging,
his threats or the p_essure of his l)aekers, is what
must give him a place.
Hence the new system
has been ftly called the _lierit ._:_tcm, ,as c_ntrusted with the spoils syslcm.--If
the applicant
is deft'(ted,
tlle causcs clearly appear
in the
records of his examination,
which are preserved
and may be any time referred to.
Any m:na who
may complain of partiality or corruption
can have
the truth of the (.h'trge at any time investigated.
--The enforcement
of the ,merit system presents
the government
before the people as seeking and
rewarding
the most worthy;
as rejecling
intrigue
'rod refusing to l)e overborne by threats or pcrsuasit)n; ascncouragingcducation
and invitingyoung
men and women to seek places in its service on
the strength of their own qualifications
and not
through
subserviency
to great politiciaus.--We
lmve no space for citing any part of the overwhelming
evidence at hand--both
English
and
American--which
proves that such a system not
only gives the most relial)le and efficient public
servants, but enables the public administration
to
bc carried on with far greater
purity and economy titan under the old system.
The six months'
probation
before actual appoiutment
excludes the
applicants--if
any shall have passed the competition successthlly--who
are found wanting
in
pr.w.tical ability for work.
Mcu, who thus win
their places by their own merits, are not servile
partisans,
nor have they incurred
in securing
them any oblig'ttiou to chieftains,
members
of
congress or parti_an bodies, for the discharge of
which tht,y nced to plcdpe a part of their sabuics
or to prostitutc
the auflmrity of their offices, as is
more or less the c.lse with ne'trly every official
who gets his position througll favor, solicitation
and subserviency.
An experience
of about 25
yc.trsin British Indi% where the highestexecutive
capacity
is essential, anti of more than half that
period in the British dep'_rtments
at home, has
proved ti_at open competitive
cxanlinations
with
probation,
as explained,
.¢eeures the be,_tpracticed
f_,leJ_t and fills the lower places with men worthy
and sure to rise, by promotion,
to the higher, with
immense g, dn both to the efficiency and economy
of the administration.
Don_A_
B. EATON.
CI¥ILIZ._TION.
Civi]izationis
the aggregate
of the material and moral progress made and still
making by man.
The source of this progress is
to be found in the faculty which has been given
to man of knowing
himself
and the world in
which
he lives, and of accumulating
aud transmitring infornmtion,
as well as of combining the
different branchesof
his knowledge.
Thus material progress is the result of the mo,'e and more extended knowledge which obscrvation
gives us of
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the natural
resources
of our globe, and of the
means of developing
them; moral progress
likewise is developed
by means of the more and more
exact and complete ideas which observation
suggests, of our nature, our destiny, and the society
in which we live.--l_Iau's
wants are the powerful
stimulants
which urge him to increase
his obsercation and to accumulate
knowledge.
:Nature
furnishes
him the material
necessary
to satisfy
these wants, but this material he must collect and
fashion for his use.
No,m of his appctites
can
be st,tisfied without
exertion
and labor.
_Now,
this exertion, this labor, by tile very nature of his
organization,
implies suffering.
It is his interest,
consequently,
to reduce his labor as much as possible, while increasing
his gratifications;
it is his
interest to obtain a maximum
of satisfaction
with
a minimum
of labor.
How can hereachthisend?
By one means, and by one only--by
applying
moreand
morc perfect processcs to the production
of the things he needs.
And howcan he discover
these processes?
Only byobservationandexperi,
eace.--Urgcd
byhunger,
primitive
m'm attacked
the animals that we,'e least able to defend themselves, and devoured
them.
He discovered
that
the flesh of some of these animals was fit to appease his hunger, and agreeable
to the Itlste; but
it was hard for him to procure
a sufficient quantity of it regularly,
for most of these animals were
swifter
of foot than he _'as.
Spurred
on by
want, he endeavored
to overcome this difficulty,
and succeeded.
A savage morc intelligent
than
the rest, noticing tbe property
in certain kinds of
wood which allowed
them to be bent without
breaking,
and to straitcn out again with a viohmt
recoil after being bent, thought
of 1,tilizing this
force to hurl p,'ojectiles.
The bowwas invented,
It at onc'c betame easier for man to subsist.
IIe
could now turn his thoughts
to observation
in another field and combine
his obsc,'vations
so as to
increase liis enjoymcnts
and diminish
his pains,
At the same time his moral wants, awakened
by a
multifudcofmysteriousphcnomena,
urgedhimonwardmthisdirection,aswellashisphysicalwants,
Must not the terrible
phenomenon
of death, for
instance,
by filling his soul with curiosity,
dread,
and so,netimes
with grief, have incited him to
penetrate
the secret of his dcstiny?
Thus, incessantly
urged onward
by the increasing
and
irresistible
wants of his nature,
man has never
ceased, since the beginning
of the world, to pile
observation
ouobservation,onekind
of knowledge
on another, and thus to improve his material and
moral condition.--Civilization,
therefore,
seems
to us a natural fact; it is the result of man's very
organization,
of his intelligence
and wants.
Its
sou,'ce is in obserration stimulated
by interest, and
it has no limit but that of the knowledge
which
is given to nmn to accumulatc
and combine under
the pressure of his wants.
:Now, thislimit
we can
not see; whence it follows that it has been possible to say with truth that progress is indefinite,
--Civilization,
however, although
inherent
in hu,nan nature,
has not equally developed among all

nations.
Certain peoples have remained,
even to
our day, plunged
in the darkness
of primitive
barbarism,
while at their very side we find civilization arrayed in all its power.
To what is this
inequality
of development
to be attributed?
_,Vc
must attribute
it to the inequality
of the physie:d
and moral faculties of tile different races of men ;
we must attribute
it also to the surroundings
in
the midst of which each race is developed.
We
must attribute
it, to u.e the language
of economists, to the amount of naturalgoods,
both exlerhal and inte,-nal, which the Crcator has bestowed
upon each people.
:Now, these raw materials of
civilization
are very unequally
distributed:
between the stupid Botocudo
and the Anglo-Saxon,
who has become his neighbor, the distance, from
both a physical and a moral point of view, is immeuse, and between
these two varmtics
of the
human
species, who secm to form the extreme
links in the chain of the varieties,
of man, we
find a whole multitude
of races all unequal,
all
different;
just as, between
the sands
of the
Sahara anti the alluvial soil of Senegal
there are
many degrees of fertility.--We
must carefully
examinehow
these naturalinequalitics
have acted
upon civilization.
If two nations,
unequally
favored
with natural
gifts, be placed in similar
environments,
it is evident that the one best provided with this natural capital, will develop more
rallidly and more completely
than the other.
It
is also clear that if two nations,
equally favored
with internal gifts, lie placed amid unequtd cnviromncnts, their development
also will l)e unequal.
The intluqncc of internal
gifts, and of their tinequal distribution
upon civilization,
has not ,ts
yet, _e believe,
been sufficiently
studied
and
appreciated.
On the other hand, the influence'of
external surroundings
has beeu much better recognized and more attention has been called to it.
Jean Bodin,
_Iontcsquieu
and Herder,
clearly
demonstrated
it_ importance.
They might evcIL
be accused
of having
exaggerated
it.--Howev(_r
this may be, by taking well into account
tl,e_,e
natural
elements
of civilization,
we can re.ldily
understand
how certain races have rent:hod a very
high degree of civilization,
while others ha_e
remained
plunged in barbarism.
If, for instance,
we but study the natural
history of the various
races of men who inhabit the arcbipelagocs
of tlm
Pacific ocean, and their physical
surroundings,
we will comprehend
why they have remained the
most backward
of the lmman
species.
In the
first place, these tribes are generally
of very weak
intellect;
they have but a small share of that
faculty
of observing,
and of accumulating
and
combining
their observations,
which constitutes
the esscntial motor of civilization.
In the second
place, the mildnessof
the climateand
the natural.
fecundity
of tile .coil enabling
them to satisfy,
without
labor, their grossest want% leaves their
intellect without
troy stimulant
to action.
Finally, their
topographical
situation,
by isolating
them from the" rest of mankind,
has restricted
them to the development
of their own rcsources,
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to their own limited elements of civilization.
To
obtain other resources or clementsof
civilization,
they _¢ould have had to cross the abyss of the
ocean.
But to traverse the ocean, theywouldhave
had to know the art of navigatiot_, to be acquainted with tlie compass, etc., a knowledge
beyoml
the reach of their intellect.
These tribes of men,
lost in the immensity
of the ocean,
were thus
condemned
to languish for a longer time thanthe
rest of mankindin
the darkness of barbarism.
In
all probability
they would still be phmged in this
da_kness had not light come to them fi'om without. had not nations already advanced in civilization begun to visit thcm.--But
suppose that these
tribes, instead of being separated
fi'om civilization by the depths of the ocean, had lived on or
near the main land, their condition
certainly
would have been very different.
In the course of
time they would
have communicated
with one
another,
they
could have intermingled,
they
would have exchanged
their discoveries
and their
products.
This contact and this intermingling
of
tribes differently
cmlowed,
would have resulted
in a civilization,
coarse and incomplete,
no doubt,
but which would have produced
asoc-ial state far
superior
to that of all the isolated tribes of the
Polynesian
archipelagoes.
This is one example
of the influence
of natural
gifts, internal
and
external, upon civilization.
Let us give anothcr
illustration.
At the opposite
extremity
of the
scale of civilization
is Great Britain.
The inhabitants of Great Britain
are a composite
people,
the product of six or seven races, which success,
ivc]y invaded
British soil, whose different
aptitudes united
and combincd
to develop
it. The
naUnal conditions
of the soil, climate and topographical
situation
of Great Britain,
admirably
seconded the wo;k of civilization.
The soil is fcrtile, but its fecundity
is not exuberant
allow those who cultivate
it to become
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social circumstances
they are most stimulated
to
utilize the elements of progress at flmir disposal.
--If civilization be a product of the human intcllc(:t, stimulated
by human
events, it is evident
that it will develop more rapidly in proportion
as
man may more freely employ
his faculties
in
channels suitable to them, anti in proportion
as
he is himself certain of enjoying
the fruit of his
endeavors.
If I have an aptitude
for mathemaUcs, and am forced, withont
any regard for
my talent, to devote myself to painting, the most
active and powerful
part of my intellect will remain ahnost inactive.
I might have been able to
solve a number of mathematical
problems;
but as
I was forbidden
to devote myself to this work,
for which I was naturally
fitted, the problems
which I might have solved will not be solved at
all, or at le,tst they will be solved later, and civilization will be thereby retarded by so much.
On
the other h'md, I may paint, but, as I have little
talent for thc art of painting,
I shall contribute
nothing
to its progress.
A good mathematiciar,
has been spoiled in me to nmkc a bad painter.
To interfere with the liberty of labor, therefore,
is to nullify and to suppress
the forces which
would have stimulated
human progres% it is in
some sense to do away with that part of human
intelligcnce
which would have contributed
most
effectually
to the advancement
of civilization.
The progress
of mvilization
is permanently
bindcred by the restrictions
which close the ranks of
certain professions
to men who might excel in
them, or when "tdmis._ion to them is rendered expensive and difficult, when immutable
rules prcscribe for each the career hc must follow.
All
attacks
on the right
of property
are another
cause which retards
civilization.
Why does a
man condcnm his intellect to the labor of accumuluting, combining
and _tpplying
the satisfaction
of his wants?

observations
to
Is it not because

of indolence.
The climate, although
not exceedingly rigorous, renders clothing andshelter
neccssary to man.
Lastly, Great Britain
is separated
from the continent
by an arm of the sea, which,
while it protects
the inhabitants
from foreign
invasion, allows them easy communication
with
other nations abundantly
provided
with the elements necessary to progress.
Favored
by such a
concurrence
of natural
advantages,
civilization
could not but develop rapidly.
Let us suppose,
however, that the inhabitants
of Great Britain

this labor procures him enjoyment
or spares him
trouble?
Hc has no other aim.
But if he be deprivcd of this enjoyment,
in whole or in par_; if
the fruit of his self-imposed
labor bc consumed
by others, what reason would hc have left tolabor
intellectually
or otherwise?
If, for instance, another compels this man to work for him, to cultlvale his field, to grind his corn, and leaves him
barely enough of the fruit of his own labor to
subsist upon; if, in 'l word, he be a slave, what
interest can he have to iml)rovc the cultivation
of

had been cast upon the shores of :New Zealand;
that, consequently,
they could not intermingle
with such people as those who successively
came
to settle beside them, nor communicate
with a
continent on whi_'h civilization
had already shed
its light, is it not likely that they would to-day
differ very little from the natives of New Zealaud?--Now
that the influence
which tim distribution
of natural
gifts, both internal and external, exercises on civilization
is clearly recognized, let us see what influence
the state of the
relations which men bear to otto another may exercise on their progressive
activity;
under what

his land or thc grinding of corn?
Wlmt will it
avail him?
Does lie not know that the fruit of
his laborious research will belong entirely to his
ma_ter, that is, to his natural enemy, to the person who each day robs him of his legitimate
wages to appropriate
them to himself?
Why,
then, should lie add to the gratification
of a man
wt_o unjustly deprives him of his own?
Slavery,
therefore,
which is. bowever, but one of the innumerable forms of spoliation,
appears as one of
the lnost serious obstacles that impede human
progress; in like manner, every arbitrary
or legal
act _hieh injures or menaces property, natural or
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acquired,
delays the progress of civilization,
by
weakening
the incentive which urges men to extend the circle of their
knowledge
and their
acquisition.--Liberty,
which allows every man to
draw the utmost
possible benefit from the gifts
with which
nature
has endowed
him, and the
right of property,
which entitles him to the absolute enjoyment
of these gifts, and of the fruit
which hc can derive from them, arc the necessary
conditions
of human progress.
Spoliation,
under
the multitude
of forms which it assumes, is the
great obstacle that relards, and Ires, from the heginning of the world, retarded the dev}elopment of
civilization
--This
being the case, it would seem
that men should have, from the very begiutdng,
contrived
some means of maintaining
inviolable
their rights of liberty
and property.
Uufortunately they have learned only after a long and
rude experience,
how essential respect for liberty
and property is to their well being.
If we try to
leave this experience
out of consideration,
and
examine
the natural
conditions
in which
men
were placed in the beginning,
takinginto
account
their instincts,
their wants, and tim means which
they had of satisfying them, we will bc convinced
that they could not begin except by spoliation.-Ignorant
men, fresh from the hand of nature,
with no other guide than their instincts,
no acquired experience
either of the world or of themselves, were obliged
to supply wants felt anew
ever)" day, and which had to be s'ttisfied under
pain of death.
Unprovided
with the instruments
and knowledge
necessary
to assure them a regular subsistence,
they were incessantly
exposed to
the hardship
of extreme hunger.
When one of
the.se ignorant
and famished
beings met one of
his f_llowmen,
who, more fortunate than lie, had
succeeded
in getting some prey, a struggle for it
was inevitable.
Why should not a starving and
destitute
man attempt
to possess himself
of the
booty which c'une in his way?
:Not se_up!ing to
rob the bee of its honey and to devour the sheep,
why should herest)e.ct man?
There is undoubtcdly a natural
in.-tinct which prompts beings of
the same species not to injure
one another,
but
must not this instinct,
whose intensity
varies in
different
individuals,
haw; yielded before the allpowerful
pressure
of want?
Let us picture
to
ourselves
what would
lmppen even in our day,
notwithstanding
the great progress we have nmde,
notwithstanding
our acqmsltions
in the physical
and moral order, if there were no superior power
established
to SUl)press individual
cruelty,
and
society were ab'mdoned
to anarchy.
The most
frightful
disorder
wou:d inevit'lbly
result from
this condition
of things.
Robbc,ries and assassinations would increase in a frightful
mtmner, until
such time as men had reorgauized
a repressive
force.
For still stronger reasons must not the result have been the same in the first ages of the
world?--History
provts,
moreover,
that abuse of
power was gem;ral in these first ages, whose inuocence has been so loudly vaunted by the poets,
The liberty aml property of the weak were always

at the mercy of the strong.
:Every one was thus
incessantly
exposed
to be robbed of the fruit of
his labors.
Consequently,
no one took any in.
terest in increasing
his possessio1js or accumulating properly.
Progress
was impossible
under
this system.
_rhat was the result?
The ez'peri.
ence of the ewls of anarchy led men to combine
together
in order to better protect
their liberty
and property.
Societies were formed everywhere,
and in them assassination
and robber s were forbidden and punished.
Still the pacificatory
action of these societies
of mutual
protection
was
at first vexT limited:
if men appreciated
clearly
enough the necessity of living at peace with their
imlnediate neighbors, the inconveniences
of a war
with men a little farther away did not, impress
them so forcibly.
They often even believed it to
their interest to conquer ttnd phmder
them.
:Experience had gradually
to extend the domain of
peace, that is, the ssstematized
and organized
respect for liberty ,tnd property.
Little by little,
nations dwelling
in close proximity
to one another, and nearly equal in strength,
became convinced, by the resuhs of their various encounters,
th'_t they lost more than they gained by making
war.
They, therefore,
agreed to suspend
their
hostilities,
to make truces,
particularly,
if they
were employed
in agriculture,
especially
during
seed.time .tnd harvest.
They finally entered into
mutual
alliances
offensive
and defensive.
Between these nations who had declared truces or
concluded
treaties
there was regular communication.
They imparted
to each other the knowledge they had acquired
and accumulated.
Exchange of products
and exchange
of ideas took
place "it the s:Jme time.
Thus we fiml that civilization developed in proportion
as the experience
of the evils of war enlarged
the sphere of peace.
The same rcsu/Z was obtained when a nation extended its dor,.inion
over other nations, for the
conquerors
soo_ perceived
that it was to their interest to maintain peacein the countries submitted
to theirrule.
Under Romanrule,
forexample,the
most civilized nations of the world ceased to make
war on one another, and magnificent
roads united
these nations which had so long been strangers
and enemies.
The progress made by each of them
in its isolation extended
to all.
The Christianity
of Judea, the philosophy
and arts of Greece, the
legislati_n
of Itome spread t,_ Africa, Spain, Gaul
and Germany,
and reached even to Great Britain.
At the same time commerce
was developing,
and
the useful plants, together with the art of cultivating them, passed from one country
to another:
the cherry was imported
from Asia Minor into
Europe, the vine was transported
into Gaul; in a
word, civilization
under all its forms progressed
from the east to the west --,Nevertheless,
in these
lir._t ages of hum'ratty,
peace could be neither
general
nor lasting:
in the midst
of peaceful
nations, slavery in all its degrees appeared
as a
pernmnent
cause
of conflict.
From
without,
hordes
of barbarians
coveted the wealth accumulated by these civilized peoples.
All the early
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,centres of civilization,
Persia, :Egypt, the Roman
elements
of progress
at his disposal,
and felt
empire,
after a thousand
intestine
struggles,
more assured of being able to preserve
the fruit
became, as is well known, the prey of barbarians,
of his labors, hc gave greater scope to his activity.
--Tile great invasions
which occupy so large _ He explored
the material and the moral world
place in the history of the world had not everywith a power "lad a success of which he before
where, and always tlle same resttlts.
They were,
had no idea.
He discovered
tdl at once the means
according
_0 circumstances,
favorable
or dis'_s- of better preserving his old acquisitions,
and of
irons to the progress
of hunlanity.
Iu order to mullip]ying
and propagating
new ones more
appreci'tte
the influence
they exercised from this
rapidly.
Some of the_e discoveries
have exerpoint of view, we must
ascertain
first, what
else(1 such an influence upon the march of civilianlouut of material
and immaterial
capital was
zatiou that we must dwell upon them for a toodestroyed in the course of the inv._sion; we must
ment.--V(e
will mentioLt first tile invention
of
examine
also whether,
the conquest
once tomgunl)owder.
Tim immediate
effect of this displetcd, the victors and the vanquished
gained by
covery was to change the 1)roportion between tile
their contact
with each other nlorc liberty and
labor and capital
necessary
to the exercise of
security;
whether
they increased
their means of wllat we may call the military
industi T.
It
progress.
Anarchy.
slavery
and war arc the
required
le_ labor and more capital, fewer men
great obstacles
in tim way of civilization;
but
and more machines.
One 1)icce of cannon served
frequently
these obstacles
either destroyed
or
by eight men took thcplace
of ahundred
arcfmrs.
weakened
one another.
Sometimes
slavery put
What was the result?
Civilized nations acquired
an end to anarchy, and sontetimes w.tr to slavery,
an enormous
advantage
over barbarous
peoples
There was retrogression
wherever
the result of from the point of view both of attack and defense.
the conflict was a diminution
of the liberty or
The superiority
of their implements
of war, tosecurity
acquired,
and, on the other hand, there
gcther with their SUl)criority in the capital neceswas progress whenever
the sum total of liberty
sary to put this costly machinery
in operation,
and security
in the world was increased
by the
assured them predominance.
Thenceforth
new
conflict:
at least whenever
the destruction
of I invasions of barbarians
comingtodestroy
the prec'tpital
caused
by the conflict
was not great
vious acquisitions
of civilization
were no longer
enough to counterbalance
the gain made--We
to be feared.
Moreover, now thatthcywere
freed
can mJt say, for instance, whether
the invasion
from the corruption
of sl'lvcry, which might in
of the Roman
empire by the barbarians
of the
time render invasions useful, the civilized nations
north hastened or retarded the progress of civiliacquired in this respect a security which they did
zation; whether or not the immense destruction
not enjoy in ancient times.
Instead of being subof material and immaterial
capital occasioned by
jugated anew by the barbarians,
they everywhere
this cat'lclysm was compensated
for by acquisibegan to subject tlle barbari'ms
to their rule2-tions of another
nature;
whether
or not, if the
Thus were tile accomplished
results of civilization
Roman empire had lasted, tlie different varieties
permanently
assured, while t_ process was soon
<if inca who to-day inhabit
Europe
would have
after discovered
whereby to propagate,
at small
been so advantageously
intermingled;
whether or
expense and with marvelous
rapidity, the knowlnot slavery would lmve continued
for a longer
edge accumulated
by the human mind: wc refer
time.
We have not the data necessary
to solve
to the invention
of printing.
But a short time
this historical
problem.
Wc can, however, conago, the diffusion
of the immaterial
capital of
jeeture that, if the establishment
of :Roman dorahumanity
was difficult
and costly; sometimes
ination over nations, mos_ of which had adopted
even a part of previously acquired knowledge
was
slavery, could still serve the cause of civilization
lost.
Thanks to the printing
press, it became
by causing peace to reign among these nations,
possible to reproduce
indefinitely the same obserby increasing, consequently,
the amount of seenration, the same thought aml tile sane invention,
rity which the world enjoyed, without
sensibly
and to send it thus multiplied through the immendiminishing
the sum total of its liberty;
iu like
sity of the agcs.--Nor
is this all.
Civilization
in
manner, the cstabli.,,hment
of the barbarians
upon
ancient times was local.
]_ach nation, separated
tile ruins of the Romau
domination
contributed
from neighboring
nations, either by physical obto the progress of civiliz_'_tion by hastening
the
stacles, or/)y the hatred or prejudices of centuries,
abolition
of slavery,
and thus incre-lsing
the
had ils own narrow
and isolated
civilization.
amount of liberty po+-sessed by the human race.
Thus, in the first pl'lce, a more and more extended
_Be
this as it may, liberty anti security
have
exl)erience of the evils of war, together with the
been making
constant
progress
ever since the
progrc._s of moral and politic_ll sciences, began to
downfall of the Roman
enlpire,
and especially
draw xlations together
by showing them that it
since the end of the feudal
barbarism
which
_ ,'Forceuillptobablybefoundinthcfutureontheside
was substituted
for it. This progress, wllether
of ciwhz,anOll aiJd cnhghtcnmcnt; for clvihzed nations art
quickened
or not by the invasion
of the barbarithe only oncswhtch can have enough wealth to maintain an
allS "+vhooverrflu the old civilized COUl+ltries, wonimpo.clug
loJcc.
This fact removes,
so far as the
future 1+ military
COl+ccrn('d,
the probability
of the recurrence
of
derfully aided tile developnlent
of modern civilitho._cgreat upheavals of whmh hi_,toryl+Jfull, and in which
zation.
Thenceforth,
as man had greater liberty
civilized nations bL'camc the victims oi barbarians. '_ tJ*
tO etnpioy for the increase of his well-being
the
1_.bay, l'Jai+tud'Ecvaomie Poh+ique, ]iv. 3, ch. 7.)
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was to their interest to dwell together in peace,
and exchange
with one another
the products
of
their industry.
Thus, again, the application
of
steam and electricity
to locomotion,
by annihilating space, so to speak, renders
more and more
practicable
this exchange,
which is now recognized as useful.
Thus, thanks
to this material
and moral progress,
local civilizations,
formerly
isolated, hostile, and without
regular communication, began to unite, preserving ia a general civilization their own peculiar
charaeteristics.--But
if we seek out the origin of this great progress
which has assured and accelerated
the march of
civilization,
we shall find that it comes, like all
other progress,
from the employment
of the human intellect in the observation
of the phenomena
or the moral and physical world; an employment
which has become more general and more fruitfulih proportion
as men have been more interested
in engaging
in it. The men who have systematized the method of observation,
and first among
them chancellor
Bacon, have been objects of great
laudation,
and surely this is but just.
We must
not, however, forget that this method was known
and practiced
from the very beginning
of the
world, since it is to obscrvation,
and to experience
_-hich is but another
form of obserwttion,
that
all human progress is due.
If it was less fruitful
in ancient
times, it was, primarily,
because the
aggregate of anterior knowledge
which could be
used to acquire new knowledge
was less; it resuited also from the fact that, as liberty and property were less generally
guaranteed
than now,
fewer men were intcrested
in observing
and in
utilizing
their observations.
The matcrial arts,
for instance, which were abandoned
for the most
part to slaves, remained
of necessity at a standstill.
What interest would the slaves have had
in improving
them?
But must not this lack of
progress in certain essential
branches
of human
knowledge
in turn weaken
the spring of all the
others?
Do we not know thatall
progress is connected, and that discoveries
made in any part of
the domain of industry lead to others, frequently
in an opposite extremity
of this domain?
There
is certainly little connection
between
the manufacture of glass and the observation
of celestial
bodies; and still, how much has the progress in the
art of glass-making
advanced
the progress of astronomy!
In ancient times the lack of progress
in the materml arts, which slavery had degraded,
deprived
men of the ideas and instrumentsnecessary to enlarge the circle of their knowledge.
In
consequence,
the method of observation
was less
effective in their hands, and sometimes
even remained
sterile.
What
was the result?
_Ien,
pressed for the solution of certain problems, and
not percciving
how to solve them, declared
the method
of observation
powerless, and built,
upon the fragile basis of hypothesis,
systems to
"which science was destined to do justice at a later
day.
The method of observation was discredited,
especially
when
certain
classes
believed
them_elves interested
in maintaining
the solutions

given by hypotheses;
but this discrediting
of themethod of observation
which had its first source
in slaver)',
was inevitably
bound
to disappear
with it. In proportion
as slavery disappeared,
and the gap in the progress of the material arts.
began to be filled up, the method of observation,
provided with new instruments,
acquired
a tangs
which no one would
before have imagined
it
capable
of.
Its efficacy in solving
prol)lems
which had before been regarded
as above human
intelligence,
thcu 1)ecame manifest
to all.
The
honor of being the filet to recognize
this fact
belongs
to Bacon;
but does not the credit of
popnlarizing
and universalizing
the method
of
observation
belong still more to liberty than to.
Bacon?
Did not observation
increase its endeavors and obtain its most marvelous
results, after
and from the very day that it acquired
liberty as
an all-powerful
auxiliary;
increase these efforts
and obtain these results in proportion
as liberty
was greater?
Since the advent of industrial
liberty, for example,
has not the domain of civilization extcnded
more, in one century,
than it had
in twenty centuries
beforc?--By
bccoining
more
gcneral, under the influence
of the progress we
have just described,
the powcr of civilization
has
increased
in an incalculable
degree.
Formerly,
each isolated nation was confined
almost exclusively to its own resources
to develop
its knowlcdge and increase
its prosperity.
Now, as the
aptitudes
of men are essentially different,
according to race, climate and circumstances
of place;
as the qualities of the soil are no less so, and the
same piece of land is not equally well adapted
for all kinds of crops;
each isolated civilization
necessarily
remained
incomplete.
Only certain
privileged
individuals
could use for the satisfaclion of their wants, products brought from other
parts of the globe.
The mass of the people were
obliged to content
themselves
with the products
of the country,
and the small extent of the market proved
an insurmountable
obstacle to the
progressive
developments
of these products.
The
lack of communication
was to a certain extent
compensated
for by artificially
increasing
the
number
of national
industries,
by learning
the
industries
of foreign
nations.
Unlbrtunatcly,
this assimilation,
useful when restricted
within
certain
limits, was cal_'ied too far.
Countries
wished to produce
everything,
even those things
which cost less when bought from foreign countries; and in this they partially
succeeded
by
interdicting
the use of imported
goods.
But
they still failed to attain the desired result, which
was to increase
the amount of things calculated
to satisfythe
needs of their inhabitants.
Instead
of increasing
the number of their satisfied wants,
they diminishedthem.
Instead of advancing
in
civilization,
they relapsed
into barbarism.
We
must add, however,
that observation
and expertonce are constantly
endeavoring
to do away with
this error, as they have already done away with
so many others.
The more enlightened
nations
begin to perceive that it is their interest to obtain
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the greatest possible amount
of satisfaction
(the
word satisfaction
is here used in its politico-ccoheroical se_se), for the smallest amount of labor,
and that they can never attain this end by barricading themselves against the cheapness of goods,
The time will come when they themselves
will
tear down
the artificial
barriers
with
which
they have surrounded
themselves
in place of
the natural
barriers
which the steam engine had
broken down.
On that day the elements of civilizatiou which God has placed at the disposal of
the human race, and the material and immaterial
capitalwhich
nmn has accumulated
in the course
of the centuries, will be best and most fruitfully
employed;
on that day also will the natural dirtsion of labor among the different
nations,
now
impeded
by artificial
restrictions,
be fully deycleped.
We do not know, and it would
be
superfluous to conjecture,
to what height civilization thus universalized
will rise, and to what
degree it will increase man's moral and material
satisfactions,
while
diminishing
his labor
and
his suffering.
All tlmt we can say is, that considering
the progn'ess
which
civilization
has
already made, human intelligence,
provided with
a capital which increases so nlucll the more rapidly the mol'e it accumulatcs;
provided
with
all the instruments
necessary
1o preserve
and
propagate
what it has required;
urged
on by
wants which have never yet been satisfied, and
which seem insatiablc,
will continue
incessantly
to advauce with a more rapid and a surer step until
it reaches the undefined limit beyond which it is
not given to it to go.--N'evcrtheless,
some minds
are still in doubt as to the futm'e of civilization,
and present various objections on this point which
it will be well to answer.
Their principal
objeclion may be thus stated : if civilized nations have
no longer to fear the invasions of barbarians
from
without,
are they not, on the other hand, daily
more and more exposed
to be overrun by the
barbarians in their own household?
Do they not
run lhe risk of falling back into barbarism,
or at
least of remaining
a long time stationary,
by
becoming the prey of those men who have not
ceased to wallow in primitive
ignorance?
Doubtless civilization
may l)e ret'trded in a country
by
ignorance,
or, what amounts
to tile same thing,
by the mistaken
interest
of a dominant
class,
Nevertheless,
this cause, antagonistic
to civilization, has not so much influence as is attributed
to

communications--finally
becomes
manifest
to
every one.
Then the pressure of public opinion
puts an end to it.--A gr'_vc question here presents
itself incidentally.
Is it well to crush, if neccssary, the resistance of the class attached to established abuses, to resort to revolutions
to destroy
these abuses, or is it better to wait till they (hsappear of themselves under pressure of the 1)rogress made outside
the range of their baneful
influence?
This question pl'linly admits of two
solutions,
according to the circumstances
of time
and place.
It may be affirmed, however, tlmt in
our day the peaceful
solution is generally
the
better.
Think,
indeed,
with an unprejudiced
mind, of the results of certain events of but recent occurrence,
the enormous amount of capital.
they consumed,
the active forces they absorbed,
thedire
calamitics
they produced ; take ilJto account, at the same time, the progress made since
the invention
of printing,
and the application
of
steam to locomotion,
and be convinced
that rovelution is too high a price to pay for progress in
our day, and tlmt it is best, therefore,
to abstain,
from it, even in the interest
of civilization.--.4.
second objection,
no less frequently
urged, is the
following:
m'lterial
l)rospcrity
is not developed
except at the expense of public morality;
men
become morally more corrupt, in proportion
as
their condition
improves
materially,
and llwir
civilization,
so brilliant on the surface, is only _.
whited sepulchre.
Nothing could be more false.
In the first place, the history of civilization
proves
that the branches
of human
knowledge
which
concur in improving
the moral nature
of man,
do not develop less rapidly than those which tend
to develop his material prosperity,
lleligion,
for
instance, has never t,cased, in the course of ages,
to grow in perfection
an(1 purity, "rod to exercise,
for this very reason, _t most effectual
influence
over human" morality,
llow far superior
is not
Christianity
to Paganism
in this respect!
And
can we not c0.sily perceive a progress in Christianity itself?
Is not the Christian rr,ligion of to-day
a more perfect
instrument
of moralization
than
it was in tim days of the St. I)omiaic._ and the
Torquemadas?
Donot the philosol)liical sciences
also, and political
economy in particular,
labor
more effectually
ever)' day to improve
men's
morals by showing them every day more clearly
tlmt the observance
of the laws of morality is an
essential
condition
of their existence
and well-

it. If it is a multitude,
imbued with chimerical
ideas, that seizes upon the government
of society,
cxpe_iet_ce, or even the simple discussion
of these
theories, readily proves to them their emptiness,
and, as the multitude
is most interested
in .the
good govermnent
of society,
a reaction
takes
place in its midst; it divests itself o[ its dangerous illusions, and civilization
at once resumes its
ol_ward march.
If society is, on the contrary,
under the domination
of a class attached
to the

being?
In the second
1)lacc, ought not materi:d
progress
of itself, far from beiDg an obstacle to
the moral development
of the human race, contribute, oa the contrary, to sustain it? By rendering man's labor more fruitful, and his existence
easier, must it not tend to diminish the forceand
frequency
of the temptations
which impel him to
violate the laws of morality in order to satisfy his
material appetites?
Experience,
moreover,
confirms these deductions
drawn from the observa-

maintenance
of old abuses, the evil caused by these
abuses_.ffter
a greater or less delay, aecordingto
the more or less advanced
state of intellectual

lion of our nature.
The criminal records prove
that
the poorer classes
commit,
other things
being equal, a greater number of crimes than the-
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richer classes; they prove also that crime decreases
-rod morals improve in proportion
as the comforts
of life are extended
to tbelower
ranksof
society,
This objection,
based upou a pretendcd
demoraliz,_ti(m of nations occasioned
by the development
,of material
prosperity,
is therefore
at variance
with observation
and experience.--Thethirdobjection pretend_ that the progress of industry has
increa.-ed ira, quality a.nong men.
It holds that
the t(.ndeucy of industrial
i)rogress is to agglomcrate, on the one hand, masses of capital, and,
on tl_c other, ml,ltitudes
of men who_e cow,dillon
become..; every day more miserable.
IIistorical
:fa('ts give the lie to this assertion.
Compare the
socml inequality
wllich exists in our day with
:dmt which existed in tile time of the Roman erapire; contrast
with the slaves of the lat_'ful_dia
and the powerful
head of a patrician
family, the
p,)orest workman
with the richest of our baHkers;
and say whether the c.xtrcmcs of the social scale,
_ar irom having become more widely separated,
t_ave, not come nearer together!
Progress favors
•equality,
or at least its continual
tendency
is to
reduce _oeial inequalities
to the level of natural
inequalities.
We notice, in fact, that liberty and
property
are better guaranteed
in proportion
as
,civilization
gains gromld, and that the progress
made in guaranteeing
liberty and property,
is the
esseutial
condition
of all other progress.
:Now,
if each man is obliged to depend upon his own
industry
for a livelihood;
if there is no longer
_tny spoliation,
open or secret, to give to one man
the fruits of another's
labor;
if, in a word, the
most powerful
and active causes of inequality
disappear,
must not social differences
inevitably
end by coming
down to the level of the diffcrcnecs which nature
has made between
men?
Tile only cause that could maintain
and even
:aggravate
these
inequalities,
by attributing
to
those who control the means of subsistence
and

fore that limit was reached the progress of reason
kept pace
with the progress
of the arts and
sciences;
_
a
_
*
men would then know
that, if they had duties to beings not yet ill existence, these duties consist, not in giving them existence, but happiness;
these duties have for their
object
tile general
well-being
of the hmnan
species, or of the society in which those who are
bound by them live c: of lhe family
to which
they belong; and no! the puerile idea of loading
down the earth with usch'ss and unhappy
beings.
There might, therefore, l)e a limit to lhe sum total
of the means of subsistence,
and consequently
to
the possible maximum
of !)opulation,
without its
resulting
in the premature
destruction
of a portion of living beings,
which
is so contrary
to
nature and social prosperity.'--We
see that the
different elements of our nature, and of the world
in which we live, are so disposed that civilization
appeared
as au inevitable
and irresistible
fact.
There is nothing,
however,
of fatality about it,
inasmuch as it continually
feels the influence of
our free will.
If it is not in the power of any
one to stop it, or cause it to retrograde,
each one
can nevertheless
exert an influence over its progress, and perhaps
also over its dclinitive
extent.
Raise your hand against the liberty and property
of others; do not utilize as much as you might
the productive
forces at your disposal;
bc imtolent, ignorant
and prodigal;
and you will retard
civilization.
On the contrary,
set an example of
moral virtue, of respect for liberty and property.
of the spirit of research,
of ardor and assiduity in
labor, and you will contribute
your share toward
advancing
it. Each individual
acts upon civilization for good or for evil, within
the move or
le_s extended sphere of his activity.
Only, ca('h
one bcingmore
and more interested
to actill such
st manner
as to contribute
to its progress,
the
number of the acts which
advance
it surpa.-s

,the instruments
of labor an uuwarrautcdpredominancc, is the p_.'rmancnt
excess of population,
)'ortunatcly,
the mul_iplicatiou
of the humau spe<:ies does not depend solely Ul)On man's prolitic
power; it depends also upon his foresight.
_Ian
has the power to control the productiou
of beings
like himself;
he can quicken
or slacken this production,
according
as he foresees that his own
c(mdition
'rod that of the beings whom he brings
into the world will be improved
or impaired
thereby.
But this foresight, which puts a bcueficial limit
to generation,
naturally
acquires
greater strength and greater colltrol in proportion
as man becomes more enlighteucd.--In
his Esqui._se d'u_z tableau historiq_te des proyr_.s de l'('._prit
]_umail_, Condorcet demonstrated
thatthcre
would
be less and less reason to fear an excess of population, owing to the natural
development
of ibrc_sight under the influence of civilization.
"Suppose," he says, "tile limit (at which population
pressed on the means of subsistence)
reached,
no
<lreadful consequences
would result, either to the
well-being of the human
species, or to its indefi_aite perfectibility;
provided we suppose that be-

every day more and more the number of tho.-.e
which ret._rd it. The general
impulse given to
civilization
depends
upon the aggregate
ol The
faeuhics and wants of man, and upon the natunfi
resources
which have been placed at his diqpo-.al;
but it remains,
on this account,
none the h,s._
subject, in the accidents
of its course, to lhc influcnce of man's
frcc will.
Civilization
is the
creature of Providence,
not of fate.--Now
Th;_t
we have described
the elements
of civiliza_io_l,
and have shown
with the aid of what mal_.rial
and moral instruments
the great work is carried
on, how it can be accelerated
and how retarded,
let us sum up in a few words the economic marl;q
by which civilization
is recognized,
"tnd the cad
toward
which it tends.--Civilization
is seen to
be tile development
of the power of man over
nature.
:Now, there is an external sign by which
this develol_ment
may be recognized:
the dirt:ion of labor.
The country
in which
lal)or is
most divided in all its branches,
where, for this
very reason,
social relations
are most devclopc_!,
is therefore
evidently that in which civilizalion lq
most advanced.--Civilization
has for its end the
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better satisfaction
of our material
and moral
stone to the presidency.
Tim reader will find
wants.
It leads us, by progressively
amelioratthe charge very fully consid, red in Coltou's Life,
ing the conditions
of our existence,
toward the
referred
to below.
It m,ver was supl)orted
lly
ideal of the power and of the beauty adapted to
any proof; its only dcclared audlority
repudiated
our nature and the resources
which the Creator
responsibility
for it; and yet it was a ronsiderablc
has placed at our disposal.--The
idea of an indefi- I item in political
argument
for 25 yeats.
Upon
nitely
progressive
civilization
is modern.
In
the formation of the whig party, who_e distineancient
times, when matcrial
progrcss
was irative principlcsof
protection and internal imi)rovepeded by slaver)', men could not conceive of any
ments he had announced
very cle'lrly "rod ably in
other progress than that of the sciences and the
1818-20, he became ils l)eloved leader.
Iie was
fine arts.
Still the sight of the dangers to which
nominated
by the whigs for the presidency
ia
civilized people were exposcd, the destruction
of
1831 (see Wmc_ PANTY, I.), and 1844 (see Wmc_
so many local civilizations
by the invasion of barPARTY, II ), and in other years the party unwillbarians, must have eradicated
all idcas of general
ingly adopted other c'mdid'ues,
llarrisou,
Taylor
and uninterrupted
progress.
This
idea could
and Scott, from considerations
of poll|it'd
expchardly appear until after the invcntion
of gun.
diency.
With tile exception
of Jefferson,
n_
powder and of printing.
Its germination
was
partyleader
in the United Stateshas
ever re(.eived
slow.
Vico prepared
the w_y for it by collectsuch enthusiastic
and dcvolcd
support as lIenry
tag, in a systematic
manner,
the observalions
Cl'ly.
The story, geucral]y
believed, tlmt Jolm
wlfich lie had made upon the development
of Tyler, while a dclegate to the whig n.ltiomfl concivilized nations;
but Turgot
was the first who
vention of 1839, could not restrain his trars at lhc
emmciated it, supporting
it by positive data (in
failure to nominate Clay, may ._erve Io show the
his D_:_cours en Sorbonne,
and in iris _,_a/s de. intensity of the party's feelings toward its leader.
g,:ographie palitiqtt_).
Condorcet,
with some difEven in 1851 his private
corrc._l)on(lence
shows
ferenccs, amplified the ideas of Turgot.
In Gcrthat active pl'epa_'ations were l)(,ing madeto bring
many, Kant discovered
civilization
in the spread
him up again as a candidate
in 185°. lIis namc
of lmman
liberty;
IIerder
studied,
somewh'_t
is most closely connected
with the Missouri cornvaguely perhaps,
its natural elements;
the econopromise and the compromisc
of 1850 (,e(, Co._rmist Storch undertook
to propound
the thcory of PRO._IISES, IV., V.), which xvcre both mainly of
it. Although
incomplete,
and faulty in certain
his contriviug.
(See I)F.MOCRATIC PARTY, III.;
respects, this theory is still worthy of study.
At
INTERNAL I:,IPROVEMENTS ; AD_IINISTR._.TIONS.
a later period Guizot drew a picture of the l)rog_. ; DISPUTED ELECTIONS, II. ; WItlG
]:'.-_RT'_,
re,s of civilization
in Europe,
and especially in
CO._IPROMISES;
CONSTRUCTION, II. ; COKGRI':Sb)
Fra_me: but the insufficiency
of his economic
--See Mallory's Life and Speeches of Clay; Prom
knowledge is seen in his work, which is otherticc's L_fe of Clay; Greeley's
Life of (,'b_!/; Colwise one of the most remarkable
of the French
ton's Life and 1"trees of Clay (to 1846), Prlcatv
hi__torical school.
Lastly,
civilization
has also
C,>rre._pomleJ_ce of" Cla!/, Last S__.ceu )Sars <f tl_e
had its romances.
Taking
no account either of
Life of Clay, "rod L(fc,
Correspor_delwe,
aJ_d
the nature of man, nor of the conditions
of his
Speeches of" Clay; Orm_by's
Whig Par(q; ] xon
development,
as observation
and experience
reHolst's Urdled 5lat_s, 412.
veal them to us; the socialists
have built up
ALEXANDER JOIIN_TON.
imaginary
civilizations,
as false or incomplete
•ts the data upon wlfich they rest.
Obsei'v,aion.
CLEAIII.NG,
AND CLEARIN(_,
]IOI'SES.
which is the first instrument
of civilization,
is Cleari_g is the settlement of mutual claims by the
also tile only instrument
we (.an use to recugnizc
payment, of differences.
Tim total of Ihe claims
and describe it.
G. DE )fOl,INXlll.
to be settlrd
is tile clearil_g._, and the diltcrenees
are called balal_ce._. 6'latr_,_g hoarse is a l)iaee
{:LAY, Itenry,
was born in IIanovcr county,
where clearing
is done.--The
grealest
n._e of
Virginia, April 12, 1777, and died in Washington
clearing is to facilitate
the daily l)a3 ment of the
city, June 29, 1852. fie was admitted
to tim bar
cheeks held by the banks of a (:ily a_ainsl one
in 1799, was a senator from Kentucky
1806-7 and
another.
Clearing
is used in Great l;ri_ain to
1809-11, and was a representative
ahnost continadjust the complicated
a(:counls of the through
uously 1811-25,
bcing
chosen
spearer
of tim
traffic of connecting
railroads, amt to simplify the
h;,use six times,
lie xwts secretary
of state
fortnightly
deliveries
of stock on tile L_ndon
1825-9, and was again senator
from Kentucky
stock cxcbanTe.
England
has lhree bank clcar1836-42, "rod from 1_49 until his death.
Ills first
ing hou._es; France, one; Xustria, one; An_.lralia,
l)r_)minenee was as one of tl_e w:_r leaders of tim
o,_e, and the United States, 28. There are two
d_mfinant party, (see I)EMOCIIATIC-REPIIBLICAN
nfilway clearing houses, one in London for tlw.
])AnT'_'), 1811-15.
In 18°5 hc took part in the
English and Scotch r:filro':,ls, and one in ])ublil_
"serub-r'tce
for the presidency
" (see DISPUTED
for tile Iri-h raih.o'tds.
The only stock exchange
ELECTIONS, II.), out of which grew a charge of
clearhig house is in London.--6'leari_(/
between
lmving sold his influence
in the house to A_tams
banks is a simple process, done in substantially
in retu,.n for the position
of secret'_ry of state,
which was commonly
considered
the stepping

the same way in all thc clearing
ccrtain hour in the morning
every

houses.
At ,t
bank sends a
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clerk and messenger
to the clearing house, where
each bank has its desk.
Its clerk sits at this
desk and receives from the messengers
of all the
other banks
in turn, all tile checks,
or "exchanges," held against it for paymcnt.
As the ruessengers deliver their exchanges they take receipts,
When all the messengers
have made the tour of
the room each bank will have received through

room to settle their mutual
claims.
A similar
practice
arose among French
merchants,
in old
times, of making
their bills payable at the great
annual
fair at Lyons, where they met to balance
their debts, and pay the differences.
In this way,
s'Jys Boisguillebert
in his Dissertation
sur la 2Va.
lure des B.iches_es, transactions
to the amount of
80,000,000 francs were settled without
tim use of

,its clerk all the checks held against
it by the
other banks in tile clearing house, and will have
•lelivered
through
its messenger
to every other
bank all the cheeks, or " exchanges,"
it holds for
payment.
If it receives more than it has dollyered, it is a "debtor"
bank, and has a balance to
pay; if it delivers more than it has received,
it is
_ "creditor"
bank, and must be paid a balance,
In the New York clearing
house this process of
delivering
"exchanges"
and taking receipts usually consumes
about ten minutes.
Without tile
clearing house, the messengers
would need six to
eight hours to do the same work.
Proof sheets
are made, under the supervision
of the manager
of the clearing
house,
to see that everything
balances, and no clerk is allowed to leave until
any error made has been discovered
and cotreeled.
At a later hour--before
1.30 in New

a sou in money.
Edinburgh
bankers claim the
credit of having
established
the first clcaring
house.
It was formed to put a stop to the maltcious practice that had grown up among the rival
banks of suddenly presenting
large amounts
of
notes on each other in tile hopes of forcing a suspension.
An agreement
was made to meet twice
a week to adjust their respective
claims, and no
demands were to be made at any other times.
In
1775, after the London bank clerks had cleared
among
themselves
for some years, a common
centre of exchange
was agreed upon
by the
bankers--then
all private--in
Lombard
street,
in the City.
Bankers in the West End cleared
through the City banks, and this practice still continues.
For 20 years after the joint stock banks
had been formed,
the jealousy
of the private
banks excluded
them from the benefits of the

York and 12.q0 in Chicago--tim
debtor banks
must pay to the clearing
house for the cred.
itor banks the balances due.
It sometimes happens that, at the clearing, checks ale delivered to
a bank which it does not consider itself bound to
pay.
For these the clearing
house makes
no
allowance.
Balances
must be paid as if the
checks were all good.
Claims arising from disputed checks are adjusted
directly
between
the
banks
interested.
-- In the London
and Phfladelphia clearing houses no money is used for the
payment of balances.
Every clearinghouse
bank
m London,
and the clearing
house itself, keep
accounts
with the bank of England,
and differences are settled by transfers from one account to
another.
In the Philadelphia
clearing house the
debit bal'mces are paid either by certificates
issued
by the assistant treasurer
of theUnited
States for
legal tender notes deposited,
or by certificates
issued by the clearing house ,association
for gold
deposited in their safe.
Thus no loss can possibly occur in paying balances to theclearinghouse;
the banks give thcir due bill for the odd amount
under $5,000.
These due bills the manager
deposits in a bank and gives his checks to the crcditor banks for the odd amounts due them.
Tile

clearing
house,
and they were not admitted
until 1854, after tile intolerable
inconvenience
to
which they were subjected
for tile lack of clearing house facilities
had driven them to plan a
clearing
house
for themselves.
The bank of
England
has never been admitted
to the London
clearing
house.
In 1810 the London
clearing
house numbered
46 members;
in 1840, 29; a,_d
lately,
but 26. In 1858, on tile suggestion
of
Sir John Lubbock,
the operation of tile clearing
house was extended,
to include country
bankers.
--Besides
the London
clearing
house there are,
in Europe, clearing houses at Manchester,
(which
Prof. Jevons thinks has a better method thau is
used at London), lh'ewcastle,
Vienna
and Paris.
At Paris, owing to the limited
use of banking
facilities
and to the large proportion
of settlements made through
the bank of France,
the
clearings
are no larger than in Cincinnati,
St.
Louis, or Baltimore.
)Ielbourne,
Australia,
has
a clearing house which ranks with the St. Louis
clearing
house in amount
of clearings.
Liverpool, though one of the greatest centres of cornmercial exchange
in the world, has no clearing
house proper,
and the use of checks has been
almost unknown
there until within the last five

manager who has had charge of the Philadelphia
clearing house for over 23 years, :&Ir. George E.
Arnold, has received and paid out over $3,000,000,000, and is not bothered
with one cent of
money.
In the New York, Chicago,
and other
clearing houses generally,
balances are settled in
legal tender paper or coin, and to some extent in
clearing
house certificates.--London
originated
the clearinghouse.
It-was formed spontaneously
bythe clerks of the London private bankers, who,
to save themselves
the trouble of going about to
each bank, got into the habit of meeting
in a

years.--Tlie
largest clearing
house in the world
is in the United States, and that country has the
greatest number
of clearing houses.--Ncw
York
now surpasses London, the oldest clearing centre.
in the anmunt of its average daily clearinb-s.
Ill
1880 the total clearings
of the London
clcaring
house were, in dollars. $28,197,659,227;
those of
:New York
were $38,614,448,223.06.
But the
largest clearings
in one day up to the end of
1880 were those of :Nov. 17, at London, which
amounted
to $302,900,000.
The transactions
of
the :New York clearing
house in 1880 were the
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largest ever made in any room on earth, and exIn the New York clearing house, i,_ 1880, the av<:ceded the sum of the payments ($18,334,854,202)
eragc daily exchanges
were $121,000,000.
and the
_md the receipts ($18,570,348,647)
of the United
average daily differe,lces, or " balances,"
paid i,k
Sl_,tes government
since
its foundation.
All
money, were $4,900,000, {'qual to 4T1_- per Cent.
_his immense
business
was done witlmut
the
of the settlements.
Tile gold coin actually paid
l(_ss of a cent, and with no errors.
The largest
through
the cle.tring house in 1880 weighed 598
clearings
made in :New York, before 187°,, were
tons. IIad all the p'Lyments made during the year
$35,'541,088,264, in 1869, when olin-third of them
been in gold coin. without
the aid of clearing the
_ere due to gold speculation.
London's
largest
gohl used would have weighed 74,00(} tons.
(Tlw
clearings were $29,544,268,442
in the year 1873. ] P_blic.)
The ratio of balances paid in money to
The New York cle'lri,lg house w.ls founded Oct. ] the clearing houses in different
cities for a term
:11, 1853, with 59 banks.
This ,mmber was re- ] of veers were as follows: Boston, 11.8 per cent.;
.(h,ced after the panic of 1857, to 47; rose to 60 , Philadelphia,
9: St. Louis, 20; Cincinnati,
14.5;
in 1873: in 1880 was 57; and iu June, 1881, was
_New Orleans, 11.2; :_IilwaukeeandPittsburg,
18.
59, at which time the capital
of the clearing
Dudley P. Bailey calculates in the Bankers' hIaghouse banks was $60,875,00(}.
New York does
azine for June, 1881, that since the establishment
78 pc,' cent. of all the ch'.arings
made in the
of the ch, aring house system in this cmmtry it has
United States.--"
The American,"
Mr. Ellis said,
cffected exchanges
amounti,lg
to the enormous
in his paper oa 'The Clearing House System,'
sum of $710,000,000,000,
with the use of o,fly
lead before the English Bankers' Institute,
Feb.
about $48.000,000,000,
or 6.8 per cent. in money
16, 1881, "seems to be the character
most suited
or certificates.
All business movement
is quickto the adoptiou of cent,'alizing
aud clearing princned by the clearing house.
Before it was es[abeiples."
There is a clearing house in every iralished in New York, the banks on account (ff tlm
portent city in the United States, and the smaller
eno,'mous labor involved,
made thcir settlements
(:ities are rapidly
adopting
this fi,_aacial l_borbut once a week.
The clearing house makes sets_}viag device.
In 1853 the first American
clearing house was started in the United States.
In
1877 there were 23 clearing houses in Ihe co_,ntry,
in('luding 409 baI_ks; and in 1880 there were 28
clearing houses, of which 26 contained an aggre,
gate of 394 banks, with a capital and surplus of
$330,895,432. Twenty-threeofthcsereportedtheir
(.le'Lrings,whichfootedup,
in1880,$50,724,616,647,
TheAmericanelcaringhouscsthatreportarethose
•_tNew York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Cin(:innati, St. Louis, Baltimore,
:New Orleans, San
Francisco, Louisville, Pittsburg,
Milwaukee,
Providence,
Indianapolis,
Kansas
City, Cleveland,
ttartford,
:New Haven,
Colu,nbus,
Worcester,
_pringfield,
Lowell, and Syracuse.
Those that
do not report are at St. Joseph,
St. Paul, .Norfolk, ]_Iemphis, and Portland.
The total clearings of all the ,American clearing
houses since
the establishment
of that at New York, in 1853,
down to the end of 1880, are, as far as reported,
$701,127,832,344.
Clearings not reported are estimated by M,'. Dudley P. Bailey at $9,000,000,000;
making the grand total, $710,127,832,344.--C1caring saves time, troublo and money.
Mr. William
A. Camp, manager
of the :New York
cle_ri,_g
house, states that when it was formed, tile banks
were able to close 2,500 bank ledger accounts,
in
each of which numerous daily entries had to be
made. TheLondon
and Westminste,'
bank stated
in evidence before the house of commons,
th,,t
before they joined the clearing
house they were
obliged to keep in hand £150,000
in notes for
negotiating
theirexchanges.
The Bullion Report
of 1810 records that 46 bankers in London
madc
aver-lge dailyelearings
of £4,700,000,
with a paymeat of only£220,000
in bank notes.
Mr. Babbage shows in the Journal
of the Statistical

tlements possible every day.
Si,lec the use of
money has been discontinued
in the London clcari,_g house, two or tlH'ee dozen clerks clear every
day, without
the use of a coin or note, checks
and bills to the average amount of $100,000,000.
If gold were to be used instead
of the clearing
house machinery
thcweight
to be moved every
day would
be 2()0 tons, over distances
vatting
from yards to miles._Something
nmre than the
economy of time, trouble and mor,ey is gained by
the clcaring house.
It is developing
a Jlew economic aml social force that will have mighty consequences.
The clearing house establishes
a fellowship betweenba,,ks
that has already proved in
more tha,_ one crisis to be of gre'lt importance
to
the community
and themselves.
]Yhen the w'lr
of the rebellion broke out in the United Statcs iu
1861, the united actiou of the New York clearing
house hanks enabled the govcrmuent
to rilisc the
funds with which to maintain its credit, and, as its
manager,
Mr. Camp, claims, the regularity
a,ld
exactness of the cle_lring house machinery,
and
the union
of the banks in the clearing
house,
were great factors in tiding over the tinaacial embar,'assments
of those dark days.
TheNew York
clearing house banks, encouraged
by their experie,lcc during the war. checked the demoralization
of the panic of 1873 by combining
thcir entire
resources by the issnc of loan ce,'tific'ites to the
extent of over $25,000,000.
Banks in the clearing houses have a disciplinary
power over each
other.
One of the banks in a large American
city was compelled
by its associates to withdraw,
in 1881, from the clearing house, on account of
fmudnlent
returns
of tax'_blc deposits, made to
the United States internal
rew;nuc commissioner.
Tim constitution
of the clearing house of New

Society-for
_Iarch, 1856, that the clearings were
made with the use of less than 4 per cent. in cash.

York city provides that for sufficient
cause any
hank whatever may be expelled from the clearing
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A.ND

PLACE

AND

DATE

OF

OB.GANHSATION.
London
.............
Manchester
.........
],_ ewca.at]e
........
_Ielbourne
..........
Paris
...............
Vienna
.............
_'ew York ..........
Boston
..............
Chicago
...........
Philadelphia
........
"incitmati
..........
St. Louis
...........
Bah!more
.........
San Francisco
......
Milwaukee
.........
Lomsville
..........
New
Orleans
.......
Pittsburg
...........
Providence
.........
Kansas
City ........
Indianapoli_
........
Cleveland
.........
Hartford
............
_ew
Haven
.........
Columbus
..........
Worcester
..........
Sprlugfleld
.........
Lowell
..............
Syracuee
............
Memphis
...........
Portland
............
St. Pau I .............
St. Joseph
..........
,Norfolk
.............

_i
"'_'__"
__
':
"
"

Glearing._
for

first
a full

reported

_ _,,_;
.

£hghvst

__
_.

,_ _
_ "_'

._

_.
_,

_ _.:_

" _ :_ -

"

tIOUSES.

OF

TIIE

eloaring_

up

WORLD.

to

1873. meluMve.

1775
1872.
-1867
1872
1872
1853
1856
1865
1858
1866
1868
1856
1876
1868
1876
187 `)
1866
1866
1873
1871
1858
187`)
18h7
1868
1861
1872
1876
1877
1879

$4,644,595,386
in 1829
$_J 544.268,44:2
in
346,00(),000
_n 18T3"
34b,0(_,0_)
in
...................................................
............................................................................
413,.I06 000 in 187.]
413,406,000
in
'2"_'-._0,._9 in 1873
'22,'..._0.959 in
5,798,543.577
in 18_
36,369,571,593
in
1,395,_44,6_5
in 1_7
2.667,477,740
in
4_L798 648 in 1866
1,047,@27,828
in
1,0'_,715.5-13
in 1859
2,189,368,911
in
601.46_,398
in 1866-_
695,95_,682
in
321,79_,6_8
in 1869
551,951,451
in
579,545.000
in 1875
........................
519.9_8,80_
in 1877
.............
178,578,544
in 1019
,""
30"2_585,9_
in
2_,5_4,66_
in 1876
501,716,239
in 187_-8 "'"
501, 716. _2-3".()
in
97,157,.5.56 in 1867
295,754,853
in
177.681,400
in 1877
..........................
47.5_,S_.q
ill 1874
42,00{),000 in 1872
45,000,00_
in
65,668,271
in 1877
..........................
...............................................................................................
_0_708,999 in 1877
.........................
19,66.5,415 in 1875
6,5_3,1tr2 in 186"2
29,021,671
in
31.495,171
in 1873
31,495,171
in
12,958,4"_2 m lS77
..........................
17,299,1'2_
in 1877
.........................
.............................................................................

1865
1874
1877
--

..............................................................................
.........................
'..........................
...........................................................................................
..............................................................................................
* E-tima_ed.
_ Estima_

to see the application
that could bc made of these
- representative
figures which reflect the changing
conditions
of husiness as closely as the baroineter
measures the pressure of the atmosphere.
Bank
clearin_.s at London,
/_'ew York,
Chicago and
elsewhere
rose with the swelling
tide of prosperity
before tim crash of 1873, sank with
the
industrial
ebb that followed, and arenow steadily
rising
all over the world.
Mr.
Grosvenor's
weekly
and yearly
analyscs
of the American
clearing,s show that thcy register
thc growth of
cities, the rise and fall of speculation--in
stocks
at New York, of grain at Chicago, and of cotton
at New Orleans.
Clearings
arc affected by such
episodes as the gold speeuhttion
in New York in
1869, with the collapse of Bhlck Friday
and the
yellow fever in Memphis in 1879. Extraordinary
winters fike that of 1880-81, the cessation
of
navigation
on the American
lakes, the approach
of the holidays,
the condition
of the money

_
."

especially in America,
to the clearing house returns, which are published
daily in most of the
cities.--Evels"
week a summary
of the statelnents
of file American
clearing
houses that make re
ports is prepared
and telegraphed,
with explanatory rem.trks, over a large part of the United
Stales, by the associated press.
Thesesiatcnlents
are looked for by business men aml capitalists
with as much interest
as the weather
report,
They arc financial weather
reports.
This work
of collation
and explanation
is done by Mr
Win. M. Grosvcnor,
editor
of The Public. of
:New York, whose statistical
genius was the first

ItOUSES

year,

_
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_ouse by a majority of its associates,
and at tlle
same time vests a still more summary power of instunt suspension in astanding
committee.
Similar
provisions
are found in the constitutions
of the
clearing house of Chicago and other cities.
In
Philadelphia
each member of the clearing house
is required to make a full statement
of its condilion every day for the information
of its assoelates, and in :New York similar reports
must be
made weekly.
Clearing
houses usually havc an
arbitration
committee
to determine
all disputes
between banks submitted
by both parties.--Not
less important
is the effect of the publicity given,
:B.a...'KK CLE._RING

'_

_

"

i

Lowe._t

[

Clearlng_

l',.mc

since

of 1;;73.

387,7:),9.000
19,398,819
21,476,655,(.b24
2,215_655,502in
9_17,184,093
1,315,837,297
._}8,9L_,000
478,634,441
504,089,159
486,7'25.953
215,666.729
20_,564,662
372,651,150
189,771_695
155,:_8.100
41,000._17
56,215,635
58,177,750

iST3
187";_
1878

1873
,
187d
1878
[

30.7ff3,999
19,665,415
,2°5,169,157
22,31A,256
12,958,422
14.998 455

i.......................................

in 1874
in 1874
_n 1876
1878
in 1878
iu l-V;8
in 18_W_-9
in 1878
ill 1878
in 1880
in 1878
in lS76
in 1878-9
in 1878
in 1879
in 1878
in 1878
in 1878
in
it;
in
_n
in
_n

of

l_,t.;0.

187:1
$'23.776,8,'77,095
in 1879
1873 _ .
362,(h)0,(}00 in 1874
,...........................................
1873
1878
1872
1873
1873
1873
1872-3
1873

Clearings

1877
1_5
18_6
1878
lt_77
1879

$28,197,659,_7
488,_,000
525,000,000
740,197,°60
61,000,0(x)38,614,448,'."23.
3,32_i,_43,166
1,725,684,894
2,354.846,429
758,'29'2,700
711_459,489
682,90:_,()19
486,725,953
316,309,tk_7
299,114,426
433,011,636
297,804,747
199,6:._).300
101 33 _,0(}0
85,951.0"25
_5.696,17)6
50,361,513
44_068_189
33,648,550
31._7.911
lq..q_,950
17,296,588
47.S60,740
_lO,O00.O00

ed.

market and of general trade, such a shrinkage
ot
prices in merchandise
and stocks as took place
in the spring of 1880--all these nlodify the figures
of the clearing
house.
Declining
yield in the
great bonanza milms of zNcvada affects the c}ear
ings of San Francisco;
and a brcakin
wlaeat, like
that of December,
1880, the clearings
of Milwaukee.
Pittsburg
clearings
show the recovery
of its great iron industry.
The whca_ corner in
Chicago increases
the clcarings
of July ], l_Si.
When stock speculators,
to produce
a break in
Wall street, flood the country
with rumors
el
disaster
to all busiuess intcrests, the weekly I"¢;
ports of rising clearings
disprove
the false _<._ertion and act a great part in the maintenance
ot
confidence.--The
fullest compendium
of clearing
house statistics
yet made may be found in Mr.
Dudley
P. Bailey's
article
on "The
Clearing
Itouse System,"
Bankers'
Magazine,
New York,
June, 1881. Consult, also, thefilesof
Tlw.Pubtic.;
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)Ir. Arthur Ellis' paper on "The Clearing House
System applied to Trade and Distribution,"
read
before the London Institute
of Bankers, Feb. 16,
1881; Sir John Lubbock,
in the Journal
of the
Statistical
Society,
September,
1865; 2_lr. Babbage, in same journal,
)Iarch,
1856; Geo. 1I.
Ellery's
"The
Banks
of _Ncw York,
and the
Panic of 1857";
article
" Clearing
House " in
Joh_so_'s ffmcyck_px_dia, by _V. A. Camp, manager
_N'ewYork clearing
lmuse, aud tim following
in
l)eriodicals:
" Clearing House
of New York, "
(J. S. Gibbons),
Ballk.
MarJ. (N. Y.), 14:41;
"Clearing
House," Ba_k. Mag. (_N. Y.). 8: 344,445;
9 409; 32- 341 ; lldernat.
J_ev., 3 : 395; " Clearing
IIouses in 1857-8,"
./3_znk. Mag. (N. ¥.), 13:6;
"ClearingHouseAssociations,"Bank.Mag.(N.Y.),
18:217; " Clearing House _Iethods,"
Ba_k. Mag.
(N. Y.). 30' 10; " C](.aring lIouse System," .Bank.
Mag. (NoY.), 13882;
29: 929; '" Clearing Houses
of the U. S.," /3a_k..Mag.
(_. Y.), 31: 33'2The lff_ilway Cieari_g Itouse.
This is the most
complex of all clearing houses.
It determines
the amount due each one of the many connecting
raih'oads of Great Britain and Ireland for its part
of the through
freight
and passenger
business,
It i:s independent
of each company,
but under the
control of all.
Thereare
fourmain
departments:
merchandise;
passengers
and parcels;
mileage of
rolling stock; lost luggage.
Employgs
at each
station forward
every week to the railway clearing house at London the through passenger tickets
taken up, and every month make reports
of the
weight, destination
and payment
of through
freight.
At every raih'oad junction
the clearing
house has its agents, who m'tke weekly reports of
the number, condition
and destination
of eve_ T
car that passes from one line to another.
All
these returns and the passengcr tickets forwarded
are cleared by the clearing
house, which aseertalus the balance
due by or to each company,
B_dances ou passenger business are payable within
5 days, anti balances
on freight business within
2:1 days after the receipt
of the clearing house
•tdvices.
These are sent out monthly to the companics.
The railway
clearing
house arhitrates
between the companies
on claims/or
daumges to
rolling stock, or in cases of disputed
liability ou
freight or passenger busincss.
The processes of
the railway clearing
house are simple,
but the
v:tst amount
of dclail to be atte_ded
to rcqui|'es
_he employment
of a large central staff to cheek
accounts, determine
balances,
and settle them.
There are two r'tilway clearing houses in Great
itritain and Ireland, formed under the provisions
(,f the railwayclearin
'act of 1850.
:Ninety-three
English and Scotch _:a_,a'ays clear in London, in
;t I)uilding in Seymonr street, nearEustou
station,
The Irish railways have a clearing house in Dubli_ _Stock Exchange Cle_ri,_g tlo_zse.
The stock
('\('hange, London, has' the only stock exchange
clearing house.
Only a part of the mcmhers
of
lhc London stock exchange
belong to it, and it
clears for them alone.
In Ihe settlement
of secu_ities not transferable
to bearer,
it has caused
32
VOL. _.-- 32
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little short of a revolution.
Each broker who
belongs to the clearing house submits a statement,
and all but the balance of stock deliverable
or receivable is canceled.
The clearing house keeps a
record of intermediateliabilities
in case of dispute.
The stock exchange ch,aring house system is not
as perfect as that in other clearin._ houses, but it
saves an immensity of trouble, and in dcpartments
of the London stock exchange
where clearing is
practiced,
complaints
of the onerousness
of settling the half-monthly
act.oun_-s are not as frequcllt as in those where it is not used.
II. D. LLOYd.

CLERICALISM. This new word, used only
in religious
and political
discussion,
is sai(I _o
have been first employed l)y Belgi:m journalists,
about the year 1855.--The
words " clerk," " cle|'ical_ .... clergy,"
suggc._t ecclesiastical
functions.
"Clericals"
and "clericalism,"
suggest the abuse
of those functions.--Abuse
of prie._tly power is
manifested,
cithcr by a tendency to au unlimited
control
of the faithful,
or by cncroachment_
of
the clergy in the domain of civil and political
authority.
These usurpations
of the clergy are
possible only in churches
which recognize
the
authority
of a priesthood.
They are dangerous
only in those churches, which, united to the state,
are really p_litical establishments,
whose only object, as such, is to increase their privilt.gcs, ak(l
whose aim, consequently,
is to transform the government intoa theocracy pure andsimple.
Those
amongthe
laity who declare themselves partisans
of this religious
mysticism,
are termed
"clcriteals" and accused of "clericalism."
Religion,
however,
must be carefully distinguished
from
ch,ric;dis|n.
If we coral)arc the tcndenc'yof
tiericalism with that; of Christianit)',
it scems to us
that the salutary influcnee of thclatter ou modern
civilization
is much more beneficial when acting
independently
of any church cst._b]ishment, which,
following
the example
of Rome, puts itself in
opposition to the liberal tendcnciesof
evangelical
doctrine, with its resp(,ct for the sovereignty
of
co_|scicuce.
This tendcncy of Christi_mity, bro:_(1,
tolcral_t and humanitarian,
affords us the glorious
spectacle
of an iutermi_mble
struggle
ag_i_st
ignorance a_d superstition,
and of its cff,)rls t_
restore to cow,science the feeling of i,_dividu;dity
and liberty by the assimilation
of the religious
truth which propagates
itself unaided
by any
external pow6r.
It is only by persu:tsion,
unassisted by force, that Christian truth can iuflue_c(.
morality and effect a moral reformation.
1_ that
way truth may prevail, creel ag;finst those who
arr_)galc to themselves
the right to hohl the cxelusive
n_.onopoly of truth,
and to prol)agat(;
truth amo_,g the nalion_.--The
policy ot clericalism, on the other imnd, is sccuu'i.tn "uad intolerant.
In spite of the evidence of tacts, priestly
power persists in maintaining
that, existing by
divine right, itself and religion are identic_|l, and
that it is the church in all its original purily and
integrity.
By means of this confusion
of the
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ideas of the temporal and spiritual power, of the
times of the primitive
(.hurch, and the time of
the decay of its ecclesiastic.fi institutions,
clericalism trouhles and demoralizes
the timid, weakens
Character,
and attr.mtsto
itself thewcak
bysaving
tlmm the necessity
of distinguishing
t)etween
right and wrong, truth
and f,fisehood.
For the
authority
of the priest is ever present to the conscieuce of the triic believer.
It becomes asort of
artificial substitute
forcouscience
itself, assuming
,to be an infallible criterion of religious truth,
C. Hu_tA.w_.
CLIENTELE
AND CUSTOM.
The word eli.cuttle is used to designate
a number
of persons
having confidential
relations with a counselor,
an
attorney,
a notary,
or a physician.
A clientele
may be considered
capital.
It grows gradually
by industry,
and once obtained, it yields, to speak
in the language
of political
economy,
a certain
1)roduct.--The
counse.lor, for instance, endeavors
to extend
his aequqintance
by writing
good
works
on law.
He pleads in tim courts, and
strivcs to convince
those who may necd his scrvices, of his merits.
As soon as he is retained in
•a case he devotes to it all his attention,
studies it
with care, and if lie displays talent in pleading it,
lie secures a client, that is, a person who has confidence in him and will always retm'n to him in
case of need.
One client brings
another,
thc
lawyer's mime becomes known, his fame spreads,
a greater number of people intrust their business
to him, and tlms his chcntble is formed.
From
that time he possesses
an amount of capital, so
to speak, which lie can use and which repays him
for all his past trouble, with interest.
It is true
that lie can not convey it to anothcr,
for he alone
.can use the labor lie has, as we may say, saved,
But lie can turn it to account,
and this fact
proves
its value.
The young lawyer whom another and older one has trained to the bar, and to
whom he intrusts
the simple cases which lie has
no time to attend to himself, who will perhaps
succeed his teacher
in public
favor, and is perhaps as diligent and painstaking,
has, let us sup,pose, the same talent and eloqucnce.
Yi_hat he
has less than his teacher
is a client_.le.--Iu
like
manncr,
and by hard work, a physician or a surgeon
makes it nauru for himsclf.
He scrves in
the hospitals, and devotes
himself to the care of
the sick during epidemics.
IIe gradually
inspires
.confidence and obtains a clientele.
What has he
more than another who has just commenced
his
._:areer, aud has the same learning
and skill?
A
client[_le.--A
clientele in an)" form, whether transferable or not, is the result of an accumulation
of
scrvices
rendered,
of labor past.
It is capital,
Like all other
capital, but in a greater degree,
this kind of capital tcnds to extinction
by inaction.
To maintaiu
it in its full value, it is neccssary to devote to it a large share of the care
which was taken to form it. Otherwise,
clients
depart
one after another;
confidence
is lost; the
name of the lawyer
or physician
relapses into
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obscurity,
and the clientele is gone.---_Custom
is,
in commercial
and industriallmrsuits,
what ellent_le is to the liberal professions.
The custom of
a store or shop is the aggregate
of those who
patronize
it.
In such custom
there is a value
which the manufacturer,
for instance, has created
by unremitting
work, and by a long course of
honesty.
The public has confidence in him, and
goes to him.
Ifa
merchant
sells out his busthess lie will be paid not only for the value of the
material, the stock and tim fixtures, but for something more, for his custom.
The value of this
custom
is sometimes
considerable,
though
very
uncertain.
The patronage
of a business
always
depends upon real merit.
It arises from favor.
able location,
good faith and low prices.
A1though more easily preserved
than acquired,
it
must always be deserved.--To
resume:
Clientele
and custom
are capital, since those who possess
them derive from them a revenue
which
other
persons of equal talent can not obtain without a
clientele or custom.
Besides, in many cases, the
value of this capital may be so exactly determined
that it may be purchased
for a definite sum.
L_o_ S,tY.
CLIMATE.
We have, after a struggle
of
thousands
of years, broken away from the ancient
belief in fatalism.
Inexorable
fate has been laid
in the quiet graveyard
of human
institutions.
When the Europeau
hears the eastern
fatalist
murmur his formula of blind submission
to "that
which was written,"
lie smiles, and congxatulatcs
himself on having been born after Voltaire's
time.
But this does not prevent
the same European
from admitting
that the laws which govern matter govern
man; that the Oriental
is, was, an(l
will bc, a polygamist;
that for many reasons, exccllent in themselves,
southern nations will always
be governed
l)y arbitrary
rulers, while republicanism will llourish in the north.
The European
rests his argument
on the authority
of the "spirit
of l_ws."
The more he rejects religious fatalism,
the more likely he is to accept, at least in theory,
the doctrine
of the materially
inevitable.--It
is,
indeed, true that climateexerciscs
on organic and
inorganic
bodies an influence
extending even to
man, whom
it modifies from the physical,
the
moral and the intellectual
points of view.
:For
our vices and our virtues, our weakness
and our
strength,
are so closely connected
with our physical constitution,
that one can not be altered without change or modification
of the other.
Climatology, notwithstanding
the numerous
and noteworthy treatises written on it, is still in its infancy.
It is so many sided; its points
of contact with
other subjects
are so numerous;
facts so often
refute theories which had been constructed
with
the greatest labor, that the synthesis of the science
can not be formulated.
The reader must n,)t
expect here a treatise
on climatology.
Hc will
find the subject treated ably and at length in the
works of Humboldt,
]_Iichel Ldvy, Toissac, Vircy
and Wilsou.--Our
business
is only to con_idcr
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_o what extent climate influences political institulions; which is equivalent
to asking,
"can man
break the chain that binds him to the soil; or
.does the fact of his being born within a certain
degree of latitude
necessarily
and definitively
limit his social condition?"
In other words, the
object of research is the relation of climatology
to
.-,_ciology.
Let us couline
ourselves
to facts,
lIumboldt,
who by the study of the isotherms
laid the true foundation
of climatology,
defines
this science as "The aggregate of all those atmospheric
modifications
which sensibly affect our
_or_-.ms of sense, such as temperature;
moisture;
the wlriationsof
barometric
pressure; the stillness
of the air; the effect of the winds; purityof
the air,
or its admixture
with more or less unhealthy
gaseous exhalations;
the degree of usual diaphaneit)', the brightness
of tile sky, so important
iu its
influence, not only on the fertility of the soil, the
<]evelopmcnt of organic tissues in plants, aml the
ripening of fruits, but also in its effect on the aggregale of the moral sensations which meu feel and
which differ front d_,yto day."--Climateexercises
a direct influence
on the moral and physic.ll
characteristics
of the individual,
by the neeesstiles to which it. subjects him, the habits it gives
rise to, and the advantages
it procures
him.
Vegelius expressed
this f'mt when he wrote /E'_t
jjb_.r/,_codi non solu_;_ ad robur corporum, sed etiam
_*_dmoruTnfacit.
(Climate contributes
not only to
the strength of the body, but to tlmt of the mind.)
Before him, Itippocratcs,
in his treatise on water
_md air, noticed the infuence
of climate on the
vhal'aeter of nations, and therefore
on their destiny.
_lodern
science has not belied this teslimoay.
Its classification
of climates,
and the
different
moral and physical
effects which they
c'u_._e are the following.
We, of course,
conecru ourselves
with the greater
divisions.--Climates are: the warm, temperate,
or cold.
The
,inhabitant
of the north
is generally
tall and
strong. _ His fine, white skin reveals the color of
.the blood circulating
beneath it.
The severity
_of the work which imperative
necessity
cornl)¢'ls him to perform
involves a considerable
expenditure of force.
The need he feels of restortag his strength
when
exhausted,
engenders
material appetites.
As, ill cold countries,
labor
is the prime condition
of existence, the love of
gain and the means of satisfying
man's many
wants, is almost universal.
The sexual appetite
is developed
only late.
The individual,
whose
eatb'e activity is taken up in the production
of
wealth, finds in woman an assistant
and a cornpanion.
In making her a participant
in his labors
he learns to consider
her his equal.
Besides,
woman here grows old at about tlm same rate as
man. Monogamy
is the rule.
Tim slowness of
organic functions
explains
the longevity
of tile
inhabitants
of northern countries.
Their leading
mental characteristics
are thoughtfulness
and
precision.
They must have invented
the mez Except in the polar re,',ion. It is a known fact that the
Laplandcr_, E.*quimaux '_d Smnoieds arc findcrsized,
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chanical sciences and been the first to apply them.
--in
w'trm
climates,
on tile contrary,
nnm is
small in stature, and lfis muscuhu' development
not great.
The relaxation
of the tissues gives
rise to apathy.
The earth produces without toil,
the wherewithal
to satisfy his hunger
and thirst
There is no struggle with material obstacles,
and
hence no industry.
M.m seems to follow nature
iu its prodigious
fecumlity.
Sexual desire is developed
early and reaches a degree of violence
unknown
elsewhere.
Woman's
con_sent is not
asked there.
Rather is she overpowered;
she becomes all instrunlent
of pleasure, and the number
of wives may be increased
at will.
Woman is
nothing;
man is everything.
The foundation
of
the family is paternal tyranny.
The ignorance
maintained
in the f'mfily circle gives rise to superstition in society.
Peol)le live fast, and die young.
Iu southern climates
the activity of the passions
takes the place of tile physical activity of men of
the north.--If
_vc are to believe the learned Mr.
_,rirey, who expatiates,
not without a certain cornplacency,
on the advantages
and merits of the
elima'e of Europe, the temperate zones are most
favored.
"We quote his exact, words:
" In the
temi)c,r'tte climate, the hapl_y equilibrium
of muscular vigor and nervous activity has united in the
same people the gifts of body and of nfind.
In
countries where such a climate exists, courage has
been able to ally itself tomoral sensibility,
mental
culture and the line arts have not excluded warlike 'trdor and physical training.
The base llattery, perfidy and servility of thesouth
arc as much
abhorred
"_s the ferocity,
rudeness
and outragcous excesses of thcarrogant
and rcckh, ss north.
Delicacy of sentiment
is associated with masculiuc energy.
The mind takesa bolder flight. ']'he
arts and sciences give to the nations thai; cultivate
them an immense superiority
over all other hations.
Puberty not so e'_rly developed as in the
south, nor so ]ate as ill the north, ew_kes the
most delicate feelings of love, without exaggerating or weakening
them."--Tbese
are the main
physiognonfical
features of the inhabitants
of the
different
climates.
Wc must not, however, lose
sight of the fact that man comes iat,_ tile world
with certain idiosyncrasies,
which e.xplaias how
tile inhabitants
of the same climate vary so much
in character.
It is clear that certain faculties arc
developed more especially
under the influence of
certain climates.
]_lannersand
customs which are
nothing
but the frequently
repeated
exercise of
the faculties
peculiar to a certain aggregation
of
men, must certainly
feel the influence of climate.
Religious
forms, if not religious faiths, depend
on manners and customs, as manncr-_and
customs
depend
on climate.
:For, as Voltaire tells us,
" the lawgiver to whom the Indianslistened
when
he bade them bathe in the Ganges, would have
been badly received if he bad given a similar
command
to the inhabitants
of the Arctic regions." Voltaire says further:
"Climate has some
influence ; ._ffovcrrmlent a lmndred time's more; re.
ligion, nil[ted to governln(.nt,
nlorc still "--After
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Jean Bodin, who led the way in the fifth book of
his "Republic,"
came Montesquicu,
who does not
hesitate to make climate the sole cause of all the
effects which, in any way, influence
mankind,
This theory would tend to deprive man of all moral
freedom.--The
north has scarcely
any fauna,
Vegetation
breaks with difficulty its prison of ice
amt snow.
Domestic animals are rare, and their
species are but few.
Ilcre, according
to Montesquicu, man,whose
wants as above mentioned,
are
in inverse ratio to the resources at his command,
attempts to obtainwhat
he is in need of by the integral development
of his activity.--In
the south
the fertility
of the soil fatally entails tim dcpemlencc of the race as aconscquence.
Tyranny prospers in fertile lands, while other countries,
by the
same law, select the form of government
bust
suited to their needs.
)Iontesquieu's
theory, vielently combated
at the time of its first appearancc,
has found
more
convincing
opponents
among the moderns to whom
the advance in the
arts and sciences
has furnished
many serious atgmncnts.
Mr. E. Toissac, while recognizing
the
influence of climate on national clmracter,
thinks
that Montesquieu,
in maintaining
absolutely
that
a positive relation existsbetwcen
climatology
and
forms of govermnent,
did not sufficiently
take
into consideration
the teachings
of history.
Be.
side._, events which have occurred since the death
of that great writer have completely
overturned
his theory.
Mr. Toissac
calls our attention
to
the fact that in little sequestered
Europe every
form of government
has found a place.
Greece,
where the climate
has not changed,
has very
much modified
its institutions.
Turkey
has a
gow_rnmcnt
almost identical with that of Russia,
and yet it is situated
in tile same latitude as
Greece, Italy or Spain.
"Forms
of government,"
says ]_Ir. Toissac, in conclusion,
"seem to depend
more or less on the degree of enlightenment
in a
nation.
Therefore,
to dispel ignorance
is to destroy despotism;
to enthrone
intellect is to establish the rule of liberty and law."--We
think that
ma.ll, whatever latitude he may be born in, whatever be the color of his skin, is advancing
toward
a goal th,tt recedes and grows greater
as man
advances
toward it, to wit, physical and intellectual liberty.
In some places he goes on step by
step, scarcely ever stopping or looking back.
He
is working
out the problem of his own development.
In another
degree of latitude
man goes
forward
with great bounds,
remains
stationary
for long periods, and then advances again.
We
believe
that clinmte
determines
the nature of
luau's
advance,
hut not the goal which is the objcct of his aims.
Mate,'ial progress,
which we
(:an not tl/ink of as separate
from intellectual
progress,
is a nleallS of emancipation
fronl Iirst
illtluenees.
Again we _a3", it does not show us
the goal, but it traces out the road, rcmovcs the
,_bstacles,
fills the ravine, and unites ocean to
ocean.
Is it necessary for us to call attention
to
the extent to which nmchinery,
railways, and eleetricity, have already,
in many l)laces, lesseued

the influence
of climate?--As
regards forms of
government,
which are in themselves
but means
to hasten or retard the progress of nations, experience shows us that climate llas but a meagre influence on them
In all the countries
of the
world those in authority
seek to extend the limits
of their authority,
while the governed strain every
nerve to conquer freedom.
Cold has no more to
do with it than heat.
The matter
must be decidcd between the principle
of authority and the
principle of liberty.
(See CIVILIZATmX.)
HECTOR PESSARD.
CLIMATE,
Politico.economic
Aspects
of.
From 'm economic
point of view the influence
exercised by the different
climates deserves
tonsiderable
attention.
Up to the present time huluan industry has made constant
and increasing
in'og_n'ess only in the temperate
regions;
outside
these regions
it has remained
stationary,
or acquircd
but a feeble development.
These facts
prove that the same conditions
of development
arc not met with ill all temperatures,
and_ to seek
out and state the causes of the differences
is
by no meansunimpormnt.--Evidently
the greater
or less abundance
of the natural
elements
of
we'dth does not determine
the different
dcgl'ees
of prosperity
reserved to a people; for the equinoetia! countries,
which
certainly
possess these
elements
in greatest
abundance,
are among tile
poorest and most backward.
That a people may
flourish, it is not enough for them to have wifllia
their reach abundant
means of production;
they
must, besides,
be incited
to make good use of
these means.
In the success which they achieve
evcrything
depends
principally
upon their progress in intelligence,
activity and wisdom in em
l)loying the fruits of their labor; and it is because
local circumstances
do not everywhere
equally
favor this progress,
that it has not everywhere
been equally
sure and
rapid.--The
temperate
zones enjoy a superiority
in this respect.
There
everything
combines to recommend
to tile inhabitants the active and vigorous
use of their productive faculties.
..N*nnlerous and wu'ious wants
incessantly
beset them; they haveto defend themselves in turn from the scorching
heat of summer
and the prolonged
severity
of winter.
They
require
clothing
suited
to the most opposite
atmospheric
conditions,
appliances
for heating,
houses securely
closed, and built solidly enough
to bear the weight of the snow and withstand inclemencies
of every kind.
It is only by means
of labor, of ingenious
inventions,
and of experiments upon the most different
materials,
tll.'tt
they arc enabled to resist tlle extreme severity of
the climate;
find hence the necessity for them of
the mental trod bodily activity, the habit of which
they acquire,
and which becomes
the very life
of their continued
prosperity.--On
the other
hand, everything
combines to form in them habits
of economy aud foresight.
The harvests they real)
are slow to mature, and require
long continued
care.
The 3" must be husbanded
so as to servt-
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for the consumption
of the entire year.
Woe
tn him who would forget in the summer
season
the needs of the winter that is to follow, and
neglect to provide for them!
:Now tlmre is nothing so rouses and develops the spirit of industry;
nothing
so surely leads to the reproductive
eraployment of acquired wealth, as the necessity of
reckoning with the future, and including
it in the
combinations
and preoccupations
of the present,
--The climatic conditions
of countries which lic
within tile tropics or arc contiguous
to them, are
far from acting thus h.q)pily upon the ideas and
inclinations
of the p_)pulalion.
Changesof
season
are almost unknown,
and a perl)ctually
serene
sky spares men the g_eatcr part of the sufferings
against which theyhave
to contend in climatcsof
a changeable
temperature.
A hastily constructed
cabin affords all the shelter they require either
•tgainst the rays of the sun, or against the storms
which occur at rare intervals;
the least covering
serves to preserve
them from the inconveniences
resulting from nudity, "rod as soon as they have
provided themselves
against suffering
from hunget, they can enjoy the sweets of repose.--Nor
is
there anything
in the nature
and succession
of
the labors
which they arc obliged to perfolm
which is calculated
effectually
to remove
the
inconveniences
resulting
from the simplicity
of
their wants.
Even agriculture
requires of them
but very little labor.
The hind hardened
and
dried by the excessive
ardor of the sun, can be
worked only during the five or six weeks which
follow the rainy season each year; and the long
season of idleness
which
it forces
ou those
who eLfltivate it, does not fail to nourish
their
in¢.linatiun to imlolenee.
Nor is this all.
There
is no very evident
necessity to calculate
for the
future.
As the difference
between
the various

where the rigors of cold are not experienced.
Life is there of a sweetness which one little cares
to increase.
Wealth is employed chiefly to gratify
a taste for ostentation and display, and the puerile
enjoyments
of vanity: and the industrms
which
its expenditures
cncour.(ge 'u'e lamentably
sterile.
The princes and gr:mdees of the east covt,r themseh'cs with pearls and diilmonds, and gohl glitters
even on the trappings
of their horses; they are
surrounded
by a host of servants.
But their
palaces,
though
covered
with the most costly
ornaments,
cont'fin scarcely any furniture,
and
were it, not for contact
with Europeans,
they
would still be unacquainted
with tile use of
our carriages and the possibility of caring otherwise than with
their lingers.--It
is not the
absence of imperious
'rod varied
wants which
checks tile development
of wealth in the more
northern lalitudes.
On thccontrary,
m:m's wants
'ire nowhere so numerous;
but nowhere
either
arc there more obstacles
to oppose his efforts.
Beginning
with the sixty second degree, the very
short summers do not allow tile cereals to mature,
and tile races whom the thankless soil compels to
live Ul)On the fruits of the ch:tsc and fishing can
not pos._ibly attain to a high degree of prosperity
and civilization.
In like rammer where a less
severe climate begins t(i render cultivation
possible the meagrca(,ss
of the crops, and the irameuse amount of hind that must be reserved for
forests to supply fuel, hinder the population
from
couccntrating,
and their dissemination
deprives
them of instrncti(,n,
desires and cnmlation,
without which
men lack the stinmlan_
essential
to the elmrgetic
use of their resources
and facullics.--The
excessive duralion
of the winters is
'lnother
obstacle to lhe progress of labor.
In
northern countries
the e'trth remains
for six or

seasons is but adiffcrence
of temperaturescarce]y
appreciable,
they have not to prepare in one season the resources and provisions
which the other
will require, and timir from.hand-to-mouth
subsisteuce is easily obtained.
Thus, nature
has in
vain lavished the means of production
upon the
soil on which they dwell; she has not given them
the only thing which could teach them to make
good use of these means, that is, numerous
_ anIs
for which they would have to provide under pain
of severe privation.--Thc
effects of a diversity of
_climate manifest themselves
also in the more or

seven mouths
buried untler
the snow, and the
extreme duration
()f this l)erind inevitably
leads
those who cultivate it to form habits of idleness,
which they can with difficulty abal_d()n when the
time for labor returns.
Not that they (lo not ende:lvor to make use of the time of leisure which
they are forced to accept.
Far from it: they
employ this lime in making most of the things
t]Jey us('. Thci,' fu,'niture, cluthin.,_.,, ._hoes. househohl utensils, iml)lcmeuts
of labor, almost everything they need is the work of their own hands.
l{ut no Inatter how natur;d
or conformable
t()

less ubcful direction-give_l
to the industrial
arts.
In countries subject
to extreme
climatic
differeaces, everything,
in the habitual
use of wealth,
concurs to give to labor a direction
useful
to
all. Among the expenditures
of the wc'llthiest
there are few that
have not for their ohjcct
thesalisfaction
of real wants, ortheincrease
of the
well-being acquired;
and even the seeking after
the improvements
of which articles of luxury are
susceptible, becomes
the source of a numher
of
discovc,.ics, which,
in proportion
as they come
into general use, add to the effective
power
(ff the labors destined
to supl)ly
the wants
of
general coz_sumption.
It is not thus in countries

their intcresls
such .t development
of domestic
industry may b(', it alway._ has the ill result of
keel)lug a great ninny of the arts in a sort of in.
fancy.
There is litllc occasion
for commerce in
a country in which the rural families themsclvcs
produce
nearly all the objects of their consumption.
In like manner
the large mamlfactorics,
those which, by means of the division of labor
and the eml)loyment
of machhiery,
besides the
advantage
of considerably
reducing
the cost of
1)roduction,
possess the additional
rccommcudalion of collecting the information
most profitable
to the application
of human
forces, have no$
sufficient room for their establishment
and suc-
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cessful operation.--These
are the causes which,
in countries
that are subjected
to extremes of
clinmte, have to this day prevented
the progressive increase of wealth and of the industry
which
produces
it. The privilege
of conferring
upon
the peoples which inhabit them all the qualities
which the continued
success of human activity
requires, seems to have been reserved
for the
regions which we call temperate.
It is these
peoples
who now collect all the discoveries
of
science and apply them practically;
it is to their
efforts that we arc indebted
for all the improvements which contribute
to make labor more fruitful; it is they alone, in fine, who forge and collect
all lhe arms which humanity
needs to extend its
conquests
over the material
world, and force it
to supply more ample means of triumphing
over
the misery of its original state.--We
must, however, hear in mind ttmt things were not always
thus.
The plains washed
by the waters
of the
Euphrates
and the Tigris, India and Egypt, and
the shores of ancient
Phcenicia,
witnessed
the
birth and earliest dcvelol)mentsof
thearts.
Later
on, Greece acquired
a knowledge
of them, and
gave them a new and more brilliant
flight; later,
Italy and the banks of the Mediterranean
became
their principal home.
Only during the last three
centuries
have the countries in which industry is
now most richly rewarded
begun to carry it to a
degree of power and activity of which the world
had had no cxample.--These
facts are easily
explained,
and, far from weakening,
serve to
confirm what we have said of the influence of elimate.
In the beginning
the nations which found
Zhe least dilliculty
and met with the fewest obslacles in obtaining
the necessaries
of life were,
d(:.-pite their ignorance,
the only ones which had
the leisure whicll is indispensable
to the progress
of the human
mind.
Itence
it was that those
paris of the world where there was the greatest
_bun(lancc
of spontnneous
productions
of the soil,
added to a warm tcmi)erature,
became the cradle
of indusn'y and the arts.
Men could there devote
their entire attention
to the few wants which
absolutely
denmnded
to be satisfied, and they
soon found means to avoid suffering
from them.
But the very circumstances
which in extremely
warm countries most favored the first impulse to
discovery,
afterward
became an obstacle
to its
advancement.
As the climate added no forintdable requirements
to those which hunger made,
as soon as a certain
amount
of prosperity
was
ncquircd
by these nations,
they no longer actively applied
themselves
to increase
it.--It
is
possible _md even very probable that, without the
aid of the light which came to them from the
countries
upon which civilization
had shed its
frst rays, the nations
which were weighed down
with numerous
wants
would
have been
much
slower in shaking off the overwhelming
burden of
their ignorance.
But history clearly provestlmt,
once in possession
of the means of production
discovered
by other nations,
they have made use
of them with
an activity
hitherto
unknown,
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Animated
by the desire and hope of escapingfrom the sufferings
which continued
to pursue
them, they brought
to their work a spirit all the
more inventive
the more prosperity
they had to
achieve,
and they imparted
to the very arts, a
knowledge
of which they had just received, an
impulse which rapidly
increased
their fecundity.
Thus it is that industry
multiplied
and improved
its appliances
in proportion
as it advanced
from
the sohtll toward
the nortlL
If to become acclimated in the regions wherein
such aggrandizemcut was reserved to it. industry
required forces
which perhaps it could not find there, it is at least
certain that it met with conditions
of developmeat which
lind hitherto
been wanting,
and
there extended
more and more the circle of its
conquests.--May
we infer from these facts that
iudustry will eventually
acquire,
in the climes in
which it has hitl_erto remained
undeveloped,
a
dcgTec of development
to the attainment
of which
nothing is contributed
by the clinmtes in which
it makes the most rapid advancement
in our (hly?
This would he to deceive ourselves.
If it be possible that north of the line where it now shines
with its greatest
brilliancy,
industry
is to overcome many of the obstacles
which have opposed
its progrc_% it is evident that there will still remain enough others to limit its progress.
As to
the countries
in which
the simplicity
of their
wants retains the masses in a state of indolence
opposed to their development,
flit influences
_lt
work there arc not such as yield entirely to the
action of time.
Thus everythin_
goes to prove
that those nations
upon whom
is imposed the
two-fold
task of protecting
themselves
in turn
against the inconveniences
of summer
and the_
rigors of winter, will continue
to open to lhe rest
of mankind
the ways to work and to wealth, and
to advance toward this goalwith
a most firm StCl).
H. PASSY.
CLINTON,
])o Witt,
nephew of George Clinton, was born at Little Britain, N. Y., March 2,
1769, and died at Albany,
N. Y., Feb. 11. 18.8.
He was graduated
at Columbia, in 1786. pr_Jcticcd
law, was United States senator (democrat) 1802-3.
and thereafter
remained
in the politics of his
state (see NEw YOnK, BUCKTAILS), of which he
was governor
1817-22,
1824-7, holding
other
offices in the state anti city of New York in other
yc'lrs.
He was the anti-3Iadison
candidate
for
president in 1812 (see F_:DEmXl, PAI_TY, I1.), and
his wing of the democratic
party thereafter
main
taincd
a general, though
tacit, alliance with the
federalists,
which developed into the national r('publican,
afterward
whig, party, though Clin_o_
personally
preferred
Jackson
to Adams in 1_q28.
One evidence
of Clinton's
peculiar
federalist
denmcratie
tendcncies
washisdevotiontointernal
improvements,
but as a measure for tim benefit (5
the state, not of the nation.
To him New yod_
is indebted for the successful
completion,
if not
for the original idea, of the Erie canal, which was
at first contemptuously
called " Clinto::'s Ditch,"
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but which developed
New
York's
domestic
commerce.--See
1 Hammond's
.Political Hi*tory
oJ'New York; Hosack's
Me_w_l of Cl_'l_ton; Renwick's Life of C,linto72; Campbell's
Life aTtd Writi_ys of Clinton;
Jenkins'
Go_,e_'nor_"of Z_-ew York;
S L. Mitchell's
Discour,,e o1_ 6'lintol,; 4 W. lI.
Seward's Works(Biography
of Clinton).
A.J.
CLINTON,
George, was born in Ulster county,
N. Y, July 26, 1739, and died at Wasl_ngton
city, April 20, 1812.
t:le was governor
of :New
York 1777-95 and 1801-i, andwas head of one of
the three great families which controlled thestate,
(See B'EW YonK ) lie opposed
tim constitution,
hoping Io make New York the nmst powerful
of
thirteen
separate
commonwealths,
was defeated
for the vicc-l)residency
in 1789 and 1792, and was
vice-I)resident 1804-19.
(See DEMOCt_ATIC PARTY
II., III.; ELECTOI¢,_L VOTES.)--S(te
1 IIammond's
]Jolitical Ilisto_T of _rew :York," Jenkins'
Go,'crnors _f:¥ew .York.
A.J.
CLOTURE.

(See PARLIASfENTARY LAw.)

COASTINfl
TRADE,
the trade or intercourse
carried
on by sea between
two or more ports
hi: places in the same country--Much
doubt has,
for a considerable
time, been
entertained
in
regard to the policy of the monopoly
of the
coasting trade, and, in England,
in 1849, it was
proposed
that it should
be thrown
open.
It
is not easy, indeed, to see an), grounds on which
this monopoly could be satisfacb)rily
vindicated,
]a considering
this question it is needless to refer
to countries destitute of a commercial
mm'iac, for
without the aid of foreigners
they couhl have no
coasting trade.
And the shipowners
of c,untries
that have such a marine, and which also h'tve any
considerable
facilities for carrying
on navigation,
have so many adv'mtages
oa their side, that it is
difficult to ima&_ine that they should ever be supcrscded,
in any considerable
degree,
by foreignel's, m carlTing
on the coasting
trade.
But
while the admission
of the latter to the privileges
of engaging ia that trade hinders the native shipowners from availing themselves
of an), pccu]i'tr
circumstances
to charge
oppressive
rates of
fi'eight, it at the same time subjects them to that
wholesomc coml)etition
by which alone their in.
ventive energies can be fully developed.
The
probability
consequently
is, that the i_Jtroductiou
of a free system will be as advanlageous
ill all
that respects shipping
and navigation
as in most
other things.
J.R. M'C.
COCIIIN CHINA.. The empire of Anam forms
l)m't of the peninsula
beyond the Ganges.
It extcmts from 9 _ to 22 ° north latitude,
and from
10()_ to 107 ° east longitude.
]t is bounded on the
north by China, on the cast and south by the sea,
and on the'west
by the kingdom
of Siam.
It is
cou_posed
of three
grand
political
divisions:
Tong King in the n-rth, Cambodia in the centre,
and Cochin China proper.
Between
Tong-King
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and Cambodia is a vast stretch of territory
called
the kingdom of Laos, which is tributary
both to
Cochin China and to the kingdom
of Siam.
A
chain of mountains,
beginning
in the h)fty peaks
of Thibet, runs north and south p'lrallel with the
sea, Several rivers watcr the different
parts of
the country.
Tim most iml)ortant
of these is
Mekong, which, rising in the Chinese province
of Yun-nan,
runs through
Laos, Cambodia
and
lower Cochin China, and empties into the sea by
several different mouths.
It was opposite o_e of
these mouths that Camoiins
was shipwrcckcd
about the year 1561, returning
from )Iacao
t(_
Goa, and saved the manuscript
of his poem.
The Lusiad, by holding it above the water with
one hand,while
with the otherhe swam toward the
banks of the 5Ickong.--Wc
have no exact information
as to the number
of inhabit.m|s
in |he
Anamitc empire;
we only know that the country,
especially in thc interior, is relatively
much more
thinly settled than China.
The people of CochiB
China very closely rescmbh: the Chinese: they
possess almost the samc characteristic
traits, the
same manners, the same customs, thc same written language,
though with a different pronunciation.
The greatcr part of them profess Buddhism,
--The countl T is fertile, especially
in |he provinces of lower Cochin China
Rice, sugar-cane
and the mulberry grow there in abundance;
still
the population
is generally
poor and miserable.
There is scarcely any Ibreign commerce, and very
little 1)rogresshas been nmde in industry.--A!
the
beginning of each reign the new emperor sends
an embassy to Peking;
this is rather the rendcriug
of a traditional
homage
tlntn the solicilation
of
official investiture.
Although,
in the proud language of the court of Peking, the empire of Anam
is still numbered
among the states tributary
to
the Celestial empire, the bond of vassalage has
been gradually
weakened,
and to day the dc_tiny
of Cochin China is indcpcndent
of th.n of China.
Nevertheless,
lhe similarity
of their institutions
and manners,
and their repugnance
for all contact with Europeans,
have served to maintain between the two countries a sort of political solidarit)', Cochin China experiencing
the const,quence
of the conflicts
which disturb
its old suzerain.
In Cochin China, as in China, the government,
founded on de._potism and scrved by a powerful
hierarchical
organization,
has witnc._scd the gradual exhaustion
of its principal
re.-onrccs, and
seems to be hurrying
with mighty strides towald
dissolution.
If we may judge of the c_Jndition of
the country
from the accounts
left us by the
Catholic mlssionarics
who penetrated
into Cochin
Chiu.l in the seventeenth
century, it then showed
signs of prosperity
and ahnost a certain air of
grandeur.
Even allowing for the pleasing illusions of these first aposllcs, we may believe that
such was the case.
All these oriental
eountrie_
have had their days of splendor and civilization.
Judging
themsuch
as they appear to us today,
striPl)cd of the prestige of remoteness,
anti so
easily penetrated
by European conquest, wc can
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discover in them nothing
but symptoms
of decrepitude.--The
annals of Cochin
China date
hack to a period anterior
to the Christian
era.
But we may say that this is a fact of scarcely al y
importance.
Notwithstanding
the care with
which
some lcarned
mcn have endcavored
to
compile a chronological
list of thc different
dynasties, no great reliance
can be placed on the
discoveries
of such oriental
erudition.
Cochin
China has sometimes been directly subject to the
Chinese empire, sometimes
separated
from it; it
has been frequently
at war with the kingdom of
Siam, with Cambodia and Tong-King;
it hashad
its periods of revolution
_md insurrection:
this is,
in brief, what we can glean from the historic.fl
recitals
relating
to this country.
In the secoml
half of the thirteenth
century,
_Iarco Polo directed his steps toward some provinces
of Cochin
China, especially
Tsiampa;
but his very incomplete account
throws only an uncertain
light on
the political
state of the empire of Anam.
We
do not rcceivc any more exact notions
of the
country
until the period when tim Catholic missionaries,
first those from Portugal,
then from
France,
penetrated
into Cochin China.
These
first communications
date from the end of the
sixteenth
century.
Europe
had no direct relations with the empire of __nam cxcept in the
second half of the eighteenth
ccntury, which was
owing to the influence
that the bishop of Adrtln
had acquired at thc court of the emperor
Gyalong, an influence
which
lie cndeavored
to use
for the advancement
of the political
interesls of
France.--Gya-long
had had to contend, from the
very commencemcut
of his reign, against a formidable
insurrection,
which had for a time deprived him of hiscrown.
Following
the counsels
of the bishop of Adran (Monseigneur
Pigt_eaux),
he resolved to invoke the support and protection
of France, and for this purpose
he sent an erahassy to Louis XVI.
This embassy, which was
accompanied
by the bishop of Adran, was favorably received
at the court of Versailles.
Independently
of the Catholic
religinus
interest
it
was greatly to the political interest also of France
¢o cultiv._te rchtions with the countries of the extreme eust, in which she was outstripped
by England, Spain and the Low Countries.
A trcaly
was therefore
signed at Versailh:s
I_ov. 28, 1787,
by de Montmorin,
then rain stcr of forclgn affairs,
and by the hi._hop of Adrau as the representative
of Gya-long,
in virtue of which the emperor of
C()chin Chint_ ceded absolutely
to F_,'ance the port
of Tourane. ,'tad the island of Poulo-Condor,
on
condition
th it the French king w_uld scud without delay a squadron and a body of troops to a._sist Gya-long in recon(lucrmg
his states.
Ordel's
were immediately
issued to the governor of the
French
establishments
in India I'or tl,e carrying
out of this ugreement;
but the revolutionary
disturbancesuhic:hbrokeoutsoonafterinF_'_mceand
|hroughout
Europe
interrupted
the preparations
for the projected
expedition.
Some offict.rs, and
a small number of volunteers,
recruited
by lhc
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bishop of Adran,
went to Cochin China, where
they disciplined
the small armyof
Gya-long after
the maturer of European
armies, mid enabled that
monarch to subdue the rebels.
The emperor ever
remembered
the service they had rendered
him;
and the bishop of Adran and the French officers,
raised to the dignity of mandarins,
enjoyed
the
highest
favor at his court.
To the end of his
reign (1820) Gya-long
protected Europeans,
and
favored the propagation
of the Catholic religion.
--lIis example was not folloucd
in thisby his successors, )ling-3Iang
(1820-41), Thieu-tri
(1841-7)
and Tu-duc.
The Europeans
were driven from
the country,
and the Christians
"_'cre subjected
to the most cruel pcrsecution,
inspired not by religious fanaticism,
but, as in China, by politic'fl
feeling.
Ming-SIang
feared
that Catholicisu_
might lead to European
conquest,
and he me.Lnt
to absolutely
forbid all entrance of strangers
into
his kingdom.
At different intervals, from 1820 to
1855, France and England
sent ships of war into
the bay of Tourane,
either to open commercial
negotiati(ms
in an amicable manner, or to protest
ag'_inst the ill-treatment
inflicted on missionaries
and onthc Christians.
These attempts,
sust._ined
at times by the voice of cannon, were of no
avail.
Shut up in his capitalof
Hud-fou, the empeter felt that he was beyond the reach of Europcan vengeance,
al_d did not trouble
hims(_lf
ah(_ut the destruction
of the miserable
town of
Tourane.--,.Ncvertheless
this state of things could
not continue.
The number of martyrs increased;
several French
priests,
and a Spanish
bishop,
5lgr. Diaz, having been put to death, the French
and Spanish
governmems
combined
to send :tn
army corps into Cochin China.
Thisexpeditioll,
umlcr the command
of vice-admiral
Rigault de
G(.nouilly,
took possession
of Tour:me
in 185_,
and of Sargon in 1859. Tourane,
a very unhcallhy
s(,aport, and of no c_)mmercial importaucc,
w_s
soon evacuatcd,
and till the efforts of the alli(,._
were di,cctcd
a_ainst
Sargon,
the situation
of
which, at the mouth of the river Mekon, seemed
to have great natural
resources.
The Cochin
Chinese were successively
driven out of the preyinccs adjoining
Sargon, and, in June, 1859, the
(-ml)eror Tu-duc
consentc,d to sign a treaty of
1)once, which ceded to France
the provinces of
Bidn-hoa, Sai'gon and )I)'-tho.
The French colonies now seem firmly established
in this part of
Cochin China.
The commercial
situationbetwecn
India and China is a favorable
one; the soil is
fertile; the native population,
to whom are added
a great number
of Chinese immigrants,
furni_-h
the labor for its cultivation;
finally, the revcmn's
of the new colony are increasing.
The goven_mcnt of Cochiu China, after having endeavored
to disturb the ncwFrench
establishment
by insurrections,
seems to have become resigned
to tht:
loss of its southern provinccs.--Thus
has lhe empire of Anam been forced to bow before Europe.
and been drawn, like China, into a political relivement entirely
new to it. "_Vill its contact _ith
strangea's and the contiguity
of a French
colony
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instill new life into it, or will they deal it its
.death blow?
This is a question we may ask today of all the old nations of the extreme
east,
into which European
civilization
has at last determined
to cuter and to extend its rule.--BiBLIO6R._PnY: Veuillot,
La G'oc]dncldne et la Totquil_, Paris, 1859; Pallu, itist_Jire de re._:pddilion
de CvchincMne en 1864, Paris, 1864; Aubaret, Hi,qtoiredeht A'asse Cocldnchi_e: Paris, 1867; Taillefer,
La 6bc]_i_zchb_e,ce qu 'elle est. ce q_L'elle. sera, .Dcu._:
ans de s¢:jour dans ce pay,_: de 1853 ¢_1855, Pertgueux,
1865; Bouilleoaun,
L'Annam
et le Ctt_hedge, Paris, 1875.
C. LAVOLL'_E.
COINAGE,
Coinage is fashioning
pieces of
metal aml impressing
them with suimblc d.cvices
to lit them for use as money.--The
necessity of
some convenient
measure
or representative
of
value must have been am_arent to mankind
as
soon .is mutual dealings
and excimnges were tindertaken.--While
values at ill'st, especially among
barbarous tribes, were csuma_ed by taking
such
articles as be'lds, feathers,
shells, salt, cattlc, and
even the perishable
products
of tim earth, for
standards,
at a very eariy (rote metals seem to
have been selected for thaL purpose
by every nation whose records have been prcservcd in history,
--On account of their greater convenience,
durabitity, beauty, or desirabiiily
for useor oruament,
gold, silver, copper, tin pure or alloyed, and even
il'on, and, at later periods, nickel and platinum,
have been used for money;
and gold and silver
art now univers.flly
preferred
to "ill other substanees.--It
is generally
supposed
that l)revious
tothe inventiou of coined money the metals subsc_luently used in coinage had aiready been adopted
as standards,
and that a given weight of the metal
had become the unit of value, the coins being
pieces of the metal conformii_g to such weight or
multiples
of it.--This
supposition
is in harmony
with the fact that the names of many early coiu_
are identical with denomin'ltions
of weights, as
the pound, livre, mark,
ounce, talent,
shecke],
drachma, toel, etc.--The
earliest writers and historians also give v.flues.m
definite
weights,
of
bronze, copper,
iron, silver or gold, at periods
prior to their mention
of coined moncy.--Upon
his inv'lsiou
of Great l_,rm_iu C_ar
found
the
ancient
Britons using bronze and iron bars adjusted to a certain
weir'tit.
(DcBello
Gallh..o,
hber v., cap. 12.)--Tnc
invention
of coined
money has been claimed
for the Lydian,
by t-lerodotus, and the coins el _ardes, B. C. 800, ure
thought to entitle them to the ironer.
It has also
been attributed
to the Persmns
and Ionians,
but
is more frequenlly
ascribed to Pheidon,
the ruler
of the ish, nd ¢Egina, a depeudcncy
of Argos in
Greece, 750 B. C.--The
Cmnese, iiowever,
assert
a still higher antiquity
for their coins of copper
and iron, of which
one collection in the United
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onlyofthesecoinsbutdescriptionsofothersissued
by previous dynasties
commencing
with Fuh Hi,
B.C. 3289. Visual cvidence of such early ('oin.
age is not accessible at this day, and the existence
of many of the emperors who are said to h.lve
issued them is con.-idered
somewhat
mythical.
Williams,
however, who from long residence
in
China, was able to obtain very wduable information, in an a(hhess delivered
by him on Chinese
coins, describe_ those issued from the time of the
Ya(m dynasty, B. C. 2356, to the Wing dynasty,
A.D. 1642, tit which time the eml)eror Kanghe
made .t c'ttaloguc
of his collection,
which claims
to embrace
coins I)f all the subsequent
dynasties commencing
wilh
the Yaon
dynasty.To make delivery of the exact weights of lnetal
u.-ed or referred to in buying and selling, it became necessary
to cut or mouhl and adjust the
pieces, so that they would be of theprecise
weight
and in convenient
form for handling.
Theshape
was not material, and the earliest rude pieces of
metal used as money were of a great variety of
shapes_square,
hexagonal,
octagonal,
round,
oblong, fiat, discs, solid or perforated,
circular
rings, etc.
Those found more portable and convcnient and best adapted
for use, gained greater
currency,
graduarly
superseded
others and finally
became recognized
by custom or law, as definite
weights of metal and current
money.
Themechanic
or person fashioning
the_e better forms
began to impress
them with some characters,
names or dcvices to certify their weight and indicate their l)roper name.
And thus probably
coins came to be made and stamped
at first by
private individuals,
and tinnily by the state or
royal authority.--"
Coinage," said Jefferson,
"is
l)eculiarly an attribute
of sovereignty."
The interests of the people require that the right tocoin
money should be reserved as a governmental
prerogativc, for the public faith is the best guarantee
of its honesty.
The coins of empires and menarchies bear the likcness of the sovereignrcigning
at the date of their issue, while those made by
relmblics or free cities have u_ually some device,
emblem'ttic,
or indicative
of the people or state
authorizing
their coinage.--The
deviccs upon
coins are of varied character,
from simple letters
or figures
stamped
or punched
in the rudest
manner to the most gr'tceful lines and beautiful
forms that can be impre_.-ed upon metal by the
highest skill of the engraver's
art.--Coins
nmy
very p,'operly bc divided into two classe,, ancient
and modern, although some writers distinguish
a
third, the medbeval.--Ancicnt
coins comprise the
coinage of Etirope, Egypt and western Asia, to
the period when the barbarians
invaded Europe
and put a stop to all the arts, including
that of
coinage.
Among
the ancient
coins, the most
noted for their beauty and excellence
are:
1,
Those of Greece., her colonies and others having

5tales(LakeForest, 11i.)containsgenuinespeci- Grecial_inscriptions; 2, Roman antl all coins
ninths of the issuesundereverydynasty
from B C.
2.50 to the present
time.
But the national archives of their government
contain catalogues not

lmving Latin inscriptions
to the time of the
F.astcrn empire, which forms the 3rd class, or
Byzantine
coins; and 4, All with Arabic or other
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Greek are the oldest coins cxfirst struck
in gold and silver;

on the dies; and malleatores, who struck the blow.
The metal was assayed, refined and cast into bul-

they were issued by upwards
of 500 kings, and
by free cities numbering
about 1,600.
They are

let-shaped
pieces.
This was necessary
to bring
out the high relief, the busts on Roman
coins

of various designs and styles of execution,
from
the rudely struck didrachm
of ._Egina, bearing
upon one side a crude represcntation
of a tortoise
and on the other the mark of the punch with
which it was driven into the die, to the highly
finished and perfect gems coined 400 to 200 B.C.,
with raised devices upon both sides and long and
elaboratcly
worded
inscriptions.
-- The earliest
]_oman coins were struck
in bronze about 400
B.C.
Silver was introduced
about 250 B.C., and
gold a half century
later.
The "as"
was the

being very prominent.
The bullets were placed
between the dies which were struck byhammers.
As the edges were unprotected,
or not confined
by a collar, they spread out intoan irregular
circular form; such pieccs could not be piled, and
the high relief of the dcvices rapidly
became
abraded,
while the irregular
outline
afforded
opportunity
for fraud by clipping
off portions of
the mctal.--This
rude and imperfect
mode of
coining continued
without
any improw._ment
of
importance
until about the middle
of the six-

unit of value, was upward
of three inches
in
diameter,
and was equivalent
to 12 ounces.
The
emperor Augustus
C_csar commenced
the imperial
series of gold, silver and copper
coins, which
lasted nearly 500 y_rs, and included
about _00
emperors with their wivesand
children.
Colonial
coins were struck in many provinces of the Roman
empire, and in nearly the samelands
as those of
the Greek class.--The
Byzantine
coins, so called
from Byzantium,
the Greek name of Const'mtinople, formed the greater
part of the currency
of the middle ages; the gold coins are the most
noted, and arc termed
"bezants;"
the copper
pieces arc large i_ number
and possess but little
interest.
The oriental
coins arc very numerous
in types, and extended
from Persia and Itindostun on the east to Spain and _lorocco
ou the
west.--Among
modern
coins those of England
form the longest continuous
series, and exhibit a
gradual improvement
in artistic designs and mechanical
execution.--In
tracing
the advance
in
the art of coinage it will be instructive
to contrast Roman coins and methods of manufacture
in their best days with the coins and processes
employed
at the present
timc.
A coin, to best
fulfill the purposes for which itisintended,
should
be of the most convenient
form for counting
and
handling;
it should be of an alloy of the metals
in such proportion
as will make
the hardcst
metal for resisting
wear compatible
with being
struck by dies; it should bear engTavcd devices
of such a character
as guarantees
the fineness
and value, and the dcvices
should be properly
protected
from abrasion by a raised rim, which
also enables a number
of single pieces
to be
arranged
in piles of uniform
height.
The cngraved devices should bc sufficiently elaborate
to
reader counterfeiting
difficult, but not so minute
and delicate
that the coins will soon become
smooth from abrasion.--Under
the Roman
empire, even at the time when the art of coinage
was brought to its highest
development,
the process of manufacturing
coinswas
a laborious operatiou and required
many artists and workmen,
First was tbe optio, or director;
then e.tactores or
n,mrnularii,
assayers;
scalptores or c_elalores, die
engravers;
cenar/i, refiners;
fusarii
or flaluarii,
melters
equatores, adjusters;
s_.natores, who certiffed the same; suppostore_, who placed the pieces ]

tceuth
century,
when the screw press was eraployed for striking
coins.
This
consisted
of a
screw carrying
the upper die and worked
by a
revolving arm or lever, the lower die being firmly
fixed beneath.
The edges of the coin were, how-ever, still left in a ragged, unfinished
state, and
the collar was introduced
to confine the piece at
the time the impression
was made.
Tim collar
also imprinted
upon the edge of the piece, as it
expanded
under the blow, whatever
devices or
legends
were engraved
upon the inside.--The
next improvement
in the art of coinage was the
invention by 5I. Castaing, in 1685. of the milling
machine.
This not only placed upon the edges
the intended devices, but raised them so as to protect the face of the coin from abrasion.--Theu_e
of steam for coinage machinery,
and the invention of the toggle joint press, left nothing to be
dcsired in rapidity of execution
of the coins and
uniformity
ia the blow or pressure
given to the
planchet.
The method of receiving, melling and
coining gold bullion, as conducted
in the United
States mint, or that of any other well appointed
mint, will show the greater
superiority
in accuracy, mechanical
skill, and rapidity
and economy
of manufacture,
attained
at the present day, iu
contrast with that in vogue anmng the Romans
and Grecians._Gold
bullion
as received
at the
mint is weighcd in the presence of the depositor.
and a receipt or certificate
of the wcight of the
deposit is given him.
The bullionis
then melted
and cast into a bar.
In this process
the base
metals contained,
if any, are, by the use of oxidizing fluxes, to a greater or less extent removed.
A sample is cut from the bar for assay, and from
the fineness thus ascertained
and the weight after
melting, the value is calculated
and paid from the
bullion fund to the depositor, less the mint charges
for parting, refining and toughening,
or for such
of these operations
as are required
to fit the bullion for coinage,
and also the charge for the
amount
of copper
alloy required
to bring the
bullion
to standard
fineness.--The
deposit now
becomes the property of the government,
and it
containingpartiblesilveris
sent to the refinery, ia
order that the silver and gold may be separated
In the United
States mint this operation
is conducted by means of acids which have no effect
upon the gold, but unite with and hold in solu-
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tion the silver and such base metals as remain
after melting
and fluxing.
After the solution
containing
the silver ha_ been drawn off, the gold
which remains
in the form of a fine powder is
washed and pressed by hydraulic
pressure
into
cakes, which are dried, melted, cast into bars and
assayed, preliminary
to manufacturing
the ingots
for coinage.
In some foreign mints the separalion is accomplished
by passing
a current
of
chlorine gas through the metal while in a melted
condition, converting
the silver into a chloride,
which is decanted
or otherwise
removed from the
gold.
The result obtained
by either operation
is
the same, procuring
ductile gold, nearly or quite
pure, to be alloyed with copper in the propcrproportion to makestandardmetal.
Sufficient copper
is added to the gold to reduce its finencss to 900
thousandths,
and tim metals arc melted, thoroughly stirred, and poured into moulds, which form it
intoingotsoffrom10to12inehesinlength,
{tofan
inch to 1_-inches in width, and Tag to ¼ of an inch
in thickness, the size depending
upon the denomination of coin that is to be made.
After the
metal has solidified in the moulds the ingots are
removed, cooled in water slightly acidulated
with
sulphuric
acid, the edges filed smooth, and the
sunken tops cut off with shears.--Each
melt of
ingots is carefully
assayed, and if the fincness is
not safely within the legal tolerance, it is remeltcd,
--Rolling
is the next step in the process
The
ingots arc passed several times between
heavy
rolls of chilled iron or steel, until the strips produced are brought nearly to the proper thickncss
for the dcsired
coin, the distance
between
the
rolls being adjusted
and reduced
each time by
screws and an index guidc.--After
rolling,
the
strips are annealed
by being heated to redness
and plunged
in watcr;
one cad of each is
tapered by the "pointing
rolls," and the pointed
end is introduced
between two fixed dies of hardened steel on the draw bench; it is grasped by
iron jaws which connect with an endless chain
and the strip is forcibly drawn between the dies.
The rcsult is that all irregularities
left by the
roils are removed
and the strip is rendered uniform in thickness.
This operation
requires the
most delicate adjustment
of the draw bench dies,
for the nearness to standard wcight of the pieces
cut from the strips depends
upon the accuracy
of the machinery
as well as the skill and judgmeat of theworkmen.--The
strips are then takcn
to the cutting press, in which a punch of steel of
the same diameter
as the desired coin descends
into a steel bed, and the strip being introduced
between the punch and bed, at every stroke a
blank or "planchet"
is cut out and falls into a
catch box below.
The blanks arc then cleaned,
and, in the case of those for the gold coil,s and
standard silver dollar, each one is weighed on a
delicate balance; those found too heavy are filed
to the ltroper weight, while those too light are
returned,
together
with the strips from which
the planchets were punched,
called clippings,
to
the melting
pot.--Subsidiary
silver and minor
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coins are not adjusted
by hancl, reliance being
placed upon the accuracy with which the draw
bench does its work, to bring the blanks withi1_
the legal limits for weight.--To
protect the engraved surfaces
of the coin from abrasion,
the
lflanks are now "milled,"
g, hich consists in ratsing the edges.
The milling
machine is a steel
disc with grooved
edges revolving
horizontally,
and a cheek of steel also'grooved,
that can be
fixed by set screws at a distance from the disc
slightly less than the diameter
of the blanks,
which are placed in an upright tube and carried
onc by one between
the check and disc, _nd 'ts
the latter revolves the piece is rotated
and filmily
delivered into a suitable receptacle.
The pinching rounds the sharp edges left by the cuttingpunch and thickensthe
whole circumference
at the
expense of the diameter.--The
milled planchets
from the various operations of rolling, annealing,
etc., have become discolored
by the oxidization
of the copper alloy, to remove which they are
heated in an annealing
furnace to a red hea_ and
immersed in a bath of sulphuric
acid and water,
which removes the oxide of copper and leaves.
the pieces bright and clcan; they are then dried
in sawdust containing
no resinous matter anti are
ready for the coining press.--In
the United States.
mint the coining press used is what is known
as the "toggle
joint"
press.
Thc blanks t,_ be
struck are ])tit into an upright tube on the l)re,-%
from which they are successively
taken by the
feeders,
two picces of steel which
clasp
the
lowermost
blank in tl_e feeding tui)e and carry
it forward
and deposit it in a circular
ring or
collar in which
it is struck;
the collar not only
prevents the l)lank from expanding
in diameter
under the force of the blow, but on the inside is
fluted or grooved, which gives the finished coin
its grooved, or, as it is termed, the "reeded"
cdge.
At each revolution
of the press the upper die descends and strikesthe
piece within thc collar; the
lower die then ascends and lmshes the coin out of
tbc collar, and itis carried forward by tim feeders,
as they bring another blauk to the collar, and it
drops into 'L box placed
below the press.
The
(lies with which the coins arc struck are made
of steel engraved with the devices and inscriplions in intaglio, which appear upon the coin in
relief.--American
Colonial Cob2age. During the
early days of the American
colonies the metallic
circulation
consisted chiefly of foreign coins.
A
coinage, authorized
by the colonial assemlfly of
Massachusetts,
was commenced
at Boston in 1652.
and continued for 34 years, consisting of shillings
and of six and three pence pieces.
At first they
were irregular
in shape, with the denominatio_
stamped on one side in Roman
numerals and the
initials N. E. on the other.
These pieces being
little better than planchets
afforded
opportunity
for fraudulent
clipping of the edges, and tim designs were soon ehanged ; onthcobversewasapine
tree in a double ring,, containingflm
inscriptiou
"Massachusetts
in," and on the reverse the date
anddenominationinihecentreand
"New]England

_OS
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An. I)om." between the rings --In 1722, during
the reig,_ of George I., coinage of pieces known
_ls the "Rosa Americanas"
was made by author°
ity of the British government
for circulation
in
the American
colonies;
and in 1773, in the time
of Gcorgc III., a copper coinage wasexecuted
for
Virginia.
From 1778 to 1787 the congre_ of tile
,confc.deration
had the sole and exclusive right and
power of rcgulaling
the alloy and value of coin
su'uck by their own authority
or by that of the
rcspcctive states.
In June, 1785, Vermont grantcd
to Reuben IIarmon,
Jr., the right to coin copper
m+)ney for that state.
Connecticut,
on the20thof
October,
1785, authorized
Jas. ltillhouse,
Jos.
tI_)pkins, Samuel Bishop
and John Goodrich
to
coin copl)cr pieces to an amount not cxcccding
10,000 pounds.
In June,
1786, _-ew Jersey also
issued a grant to Walter
]_Iould, Thos. Goodsby
and Albion Cox to coin 10.000 pounds;
and on
the 22nd ,)f October
anthorized
Thos. Goodsby
and Albion Cox to coin two-thirds
of the same
amount.
Massachusetts,
on Oct. 17, 1786, passed
_ln act establishing
a mint which coined cents and
half ccnts.--Thc
c.trlicst coins struck
by author•it 3"of the United States arc known as "Fugios."
The following
resolution
of the congress
of the
+confedcration,
adopted
July 6, 1787, authorized
their coinage amt specificd
the devices aml inseriptions'
'" P,z,+olved, That the board of treasury
direct the contractor
for the copper coinage to
stamp on one side of each piece the following
• device, viz, thirtecn
circles linked
together,
a
small circle in the middle, with thewords
'United
• States' round it; and in the centre the words 'we
are one;' on the other side (if the same piece the
following
device, viz., a dial with the hours exl)ressed on the face r)f it; a meridian
sun _tbove,
+on one side of which is to he the word ' Fugio,'
anti on the other tile year ill figures, ' 1787,' below
the dial ' mind your business.' " Besides these,
a v'lriety of copper pieces were coined by private
enterpNse
both in this country
and abroad.-Coi_aye of the LS_[ted St(tle._. The constitution
of
the United States (Art. 1, Scc. 8) vested in congress power to coin money and regulate
the value
thereof, and of foreign
coins•
Shortly after tile
+organization of the gener'd government
a mint,
for the purpose
of national
coinage,
was estab
lished by the act of April 2, 179o, to be situated
4rod carried on at the seat of government
of the
United
States, then at Philadcll)hi:l.--Upon
the
removal of the scant of govcr]ameut
to Wa.silington it was provided
that the mint should renmin
in the city of Philadelphia
until March 4, 1801.
By similar
provisions
in subsequent
acts, the
period
was extended
from time to time until
183_, when its location in that city was made permancnt until otherwise
provided.
All the coinage of the United States, prior to 1835, was cxccured at Philadelphia.
By the act of 5Iarch 3,
of that year, branch
mints were established
at
Charlotte,
N. C., and at Dahlonega,
Ga., for the
_coinage of the gold mined in the vicinity of those
.places; and at New Orleans,
for the coinage of

silver imported
from _Icxico.
Shortly after the
discovery
of gold in ( alifornia,
by the act of
July 3, 1859, a hranch mint was authorized
to be
established
at San Francisco,
Cal.--The
discovcry of gold in the Colorado placers secured a mint
for Denver in 1862, and the rich deposits of the
Comstock
lode induced
congress,
in 1863, to
authorize
the establishment
of a mint at Carson,
Nov
Although
a coiner was apt)ointed , no machinery
for coinage
w'm purclmscd,
and no
national
coins have bec.n struck at the Denver
mint.--By
the coinage
act of 1873 the Denver
and Charlotte
mints were changed
rote assay
offices.
Coinage was suspended
'tt New Orleans
frolu the commencement
of the war in 1861,
until 1878.--Besides
the mints mcnlioned,
assay
offices for the accommodation
of the mining and
commercial
interests
of the country
have been
established
at New York,
Bets6 City, Idaho,
IIelena, hi. T., and at St. Louis, Me., wheregold
bullion is received and its nct value paid to the
depositor,
less the charges,
as at the mints.
At
the New York assay office silver as wcll as gold
bullion is received for manufacture
into fine bars
:rod for separating
the gold :rod silver
Neither
of these opcr'ltions
is carried
on at the other
assay ofi3ces or at the Denver mint.--.The
coinage act of 1792 cstzdfli_hed the silver dollar as
the unit.
It contained
3711: grains of pure, or
416 grains of standard,
silver; this proportion
made a fineness
of about 89214_ thousandths,
and was deduced
from the supposed
average
contents
of thc Spanish
milled
dollar as then
current.
This act fixed the relative value of silver to gold in the coimlge as 1 to 15, and the
fineness of the gold coins at 11 parts pure goht
and 1 part of alloy.
This finet_ess corresponded
to the standard of British gold, 916-_ thousandths:
the eagle cont'_ined
2,17½ grains of pure, or 270
of standard,
gold.--Thc
act of June 28. 1834, reduced the amount
of pure gold in the c_lc to
232 grains, and fixed the weight at 258.graiu_;
the consequent
fineness, therefore,
w-is "99 (+t)-+',_,.
--Tile
act of Jan.
18, "1837, established
900 as
the fineness for both guld and silver, bat (lid n(_t
change the standard
weight
of the eagle, which
therefore
increased
tile pure gold contained
t()
232.2 grains.
This act also reduced the standard
weight of the silver dollar to 412½ grains;
but as
the fineness was incrc_scd
1)roportionate
to the
reduction
in weight, tile amount
of pure silver
contained
rcmained the samc.--By
tlwse chun-t's
25.8 grains of gold "rod 412½ grains of sih'cr could
each be coine(! into a dollar,
and the _etative
value of silver to gohl in the coinage became _s
25.8to 412.5, or 1 to 15.98 nearly.
As France was
then coining silver and gold at a relative valu:ttion of 1 to 15_, and other European
nations at a
valuation
of silver also higher than that of the
United
States, an ounce of French
or Enghsh
gold taken to the United States would buy 15.93
ounces of silver, of which silver taken to France
but 15½ ounces would be required
to purchase
another ounce of gold, leaving .48 of an ounce,or
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3 per cent., for profit and expense of transfer,
]n consequence
of this the full-weight
silver
coins were exported,
causing a scarcity of United
States fractional
silver coin, so that the silver
eir(:ulation
consisted
mostly of smooth, abraded
Mexican and Spanish
silver coins.
'In order to
prevent exportation
of United
States fractional
silver coins the act of Feb. 21, 1853, reduced
their weight to 384 grains of standard
silver to
the dollar's worth, and further
provided
that no
deposits of silver bullion should thereafter
be receivcd for coinage into fractional
coins, which
were to be manufactured
solely on government
account from silver purchased
for that purpose.
The coinage of silver dollars, though commenced
in 1794, amounted,
up to 1840, to but $1,501,8°2,
having
been
wholly
su,;pended
for 30 years
()rigiu'tlly in 1806 by executive order.
They conlinued to be coined for depositors
of silver bullion until discontinued
by the coinage act of
1873, which authorized
the coinage of the trade
dollar of 420 grains in its stead.
This coin was
not intended
for circulation
but for export
to
oriental nations;
35,959,360werestruck,
of which
27,0_9,877 were exported.
When, however, from
|he decline in the value of silver, 420 grains became of less value than a dollar, it was profitable
Io owners of silver bullion to have it coined into
trade dollars for circulation.
Their coinage was
therefore limited by joint resolution
of congress,
of July 22, 1876, to the actual export
demand,
Since April, 1878, their coinage, except for specimen pieces, has been suspended.--The
coinage
act of 1873 created
the mint bureau as a special
divi._ion of the treasury department,
with the director of the mint as the chief officer, under the
general direction of the secretary of the treasury,
l'rior to the passage of this act the chief officer
was tim director of the mint at Philadelphia,
and
the other mints were branches of that institution;
lhey arc now independent
of each other, and each
l-ia charge of a superintendent
who reports to
the mint bureau.--The
coins authorized
by the
('oinage act of 1873 are; in gold, thedouble
eagle,
eagle, half eagle, quarter eagle, three dollar and
one dollar; in silver the trade dollar, half dollar,
quarter dollar and dime; and in base metal, the
hve, |hree and one cent pieees.--The
act of :Feb.
28, 1878, authorized
the coinage of the silver dolCOI-57AOE
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lar of 412..4-grains, and made it an unlimited legal
tender.--All
United States gold and silver coins
are of the standard
fineness of 900 parts of fine
metal and 100 parts of copper alloy, of which, ill
the case of the gold coins, not more th.m one-tenth
may be silver, and ill the silver coins consists
wholly of copper.
The unit of coinage is the
gold dollar of a standard weight of °5.8 grains,
and the other gold coins are multiples
of this
weight.
The trade dollar weighs 420 grains, the
standard silver dollar 412½ grains, add the divi._ionary parts of the dollar--the
half, quarter and
dime--weigh,respcclivcly,124,6_and 2_ grammes.
The nlinor coins are as follo_ _: thelive and three
cent pieces, composed of an alloy of three-fourths
copper and om,-fourth nickel, weigh, respectively,
77.16 grains trod 30 grains; the ODe cent weighs
48 grains, and is 95 per ce_l. copper and 5 per
cent. tin and zinc.--It
being impracticable
to
make every coin rigidly conform to the prescribed
standard,
a deviation is allowed in the fiacne.-_s of
goht coins, of one thousandth,
and in silver coins
of three thousandths.
The legal tolerance
for
weight for the double eagle and eagle is one-half
of a grain; for the half eagle, quarter eagle, three
dollar piece and dollar, one-fourth of a grain; .rod
for each silver coin one and _ h,ilf grains.
The
minor coins can not devi,tte more than twelJty-five
thousandths
in the proportion
of _ickel, nor vary
in weight
from the standard
more than thr('e
grains for the five cent piece, and two grain.¢ for
the three and one cent pieccs.--Tlm
gold corns of
the United States are a legal tender in all l)ay
nients at their nominal value, when not below the
standard weight and limit of tolerance
provided
by law for the single piece.
The standard silver
dollar has unlimited
legal tender, and the silver
coins of lesser denominations
are leg'd t(:_,der ia
all sums not exceeding
ten dollars, in full paymeut of all dues public and private.
The minor
coins ,ire legal tender at their nominal value for
any amount
not exceeding
twenty-tire
cents in
any one payment--The
total eoim_gc of the
United Stales mints, from their organizalion
to
the cloqc, of the fiscal yc._r 1881, _mlon_H(;d to
$1,545,508,866.65.--Tlm
following
table shows
the amounts coined, during the different
pcliocls
named, at the various standards
of weight and
fineness:
BY
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COLFAX.

@0LFAX,
Schuyler,
was born at New York
(:it)', 5Iarch 23, 1823. He became
a newspaper
editor in South Bend, Ind.; was a representative
in congress. 1855-69; was speaker
of the house
1863-9; and was vice-president
of the United
States,
1869-73.--Sce
5Iartin's
L(fe of Colfax;
3Ioore's Life _f 6blfax.
A.J.
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of which
commerce
brings nations
into close
relations
are, in the "Georgics,"
a few articles
of luxury,
perfumes
and ivory.
What
brings
them together in the "Spectator"
is the toilet of
a fashionable
woman--her
arsenal of coquetry,
supplied by a hundred
coun¢ries.--We
might say
that the effect is produced
in our day by tile same
articles, but there arc others of much more gem
COLONIZATION
SOCIETY,
(See ABOLX- eral consumption.
Tile breakfast
of the most
TIo._.)
humble inhabitant
of our temperate
zone is furnished him by the torrid,
to which Providence
COLORAD09
a state of the American
Union.
has allotted
the production
of tea, coffee, cacao
It was organized
as a territory,
Feb. 28, 1861,
and sugar.
A filament,
cultivated
some thouabout two-thirds
of it being taken from Utah and
sands of miles from Europe--cotton--forms
an
Kansas territories,
and the remainder
from Neimportant
part of the clothing of all :Europeans,
braska
and _New )Iexico.
An enabling act was
rich and poor; while,
on the other hand, Afripassed March 21, 1864, and a state constitution
cans, Americans,
Asiatics and Australians
wear
formed
under it was rejected
by popular vote.
for the most part cottonades,
woolens, linens and
In Seplember,
1865, a second constitution
was
silks from the factories
of Europe.
Such is the
ratified by popular vote.
Under it two acts for
close solidarity
which
the commerce
of our age
the admission
of Colorado
as a state, ]_Iay 15,
has established
among all parts of the world.-1866, and Jan. 29, 1867, were vetoed by president
The history of commerce
is not, properly speakJohnson.
March 3, 1875, another
enabling act
ing, that of civilization--not
even of purely ma
was passed, and a state constitution
formed undcr
terial civilization;
it does not especially treat of
it was ratified
by popular
vote, July 1, 1876.
industry,
nor of agriculture,
finance or public
Aug. 1, 1876, as directed in the enabling act, the
administration.
It comprehends,
nevertheless,
_)rcsident,
by proclamation,
announced
the adall of these, more or le_s. Wc can not describe
_fission of Colorado
to the Union.
Its boundathe operatio::s
of commerce
without speaking at
ties were as follows:
"Beginning
at the intersecleast bricfly nf the condition
of the agriculture
lion of longitude
25 ° west from Washington
and
and manufactures
which sustain
it, as well as of
latitude 37 ° north; thence
north to latitude 41 ° the governmental
measures
which encourage
or
north; thence west to longitude
32 ° west from
paralyze it. The. history of commerce
isscarcely
Washington;
thence south to latitude 37 ° north;
distinguishable
in some respects from that of our
and lhencc cast to the place of beginning."--The
entire civilization.
Y_'hat, then,
are the chief
governor was to holdoffice
for two years, andthe
principles
and essential
result
of commerce?
capital was fixed at Denver.
Provision
was made
First, the division
of labor between the inhabitthat electors in 1876 should be chosen by the legants of the same place; lhcn the division of l'_bor
islature, and, as this body proved to be republibetween neighboring
places; finally, that between
,can, thc vote of Colorado
really decided in adall the diffcrent
countries
of the earth.
Exvance the presidential
election of 1876.
(See DIschange of products
has its origin in the diversity
PUTED ELECTIONS, _V.)
The state has since
of products
and occupations.
Becoming
more
been republican
in politics.--GoverTw_s:
John L.
active, and increasing
in tlm course of ceuturies,
_outt
i1877-9), F. W. Pitkin (1879-81).
in turn it promoted
this diversity.
Under its in.
ALEKANDER JO_STO:N.
fluence different places, different countries,
found
it to their advantage
to produce
certain articles
COLO_[BIA.
(See:NEw Gm_NADA.)
by way of preference,
and to purchase others.
This harmony,
the proper equilibrium
of producCOMMERCE.
If we examine,
in detail, the
lions, is not yet realized in the world; to bring it
.operations
of commerce,
while some impress us
about, tentative and protracted
effort is still neeby their grandeur
the greater
part seem insigcssary.
But it is a fact to-day that the progress
nificant and commonplace.
But they appear in
of commerce
corresponds
to, and is identical
a totally different
light when we considcr them
with, that of the division of labor.
But thepro_in the aggTegate,
and in their results.
The ex- ress of the division
of labor is the progress of
change of products
and services is, in the last
civilization
itself.
This fruitfulness
of the dirtsanalysis, the very foundation
of human society,
ion of labor, asserted
by political
economy,
is
The diversity
of products
and productive
faculnot confined
to workshops
and factories;
it exties is the bond which unites to one another tile
tends to all the works of man; it is found in the
inhabitants
of the same locality, the city and the
sciences and the fine arts, just as in industry.
country,
the pro_dnces
of the same country,
difAnd so we can not give a history of commerce
ferent nations,
and even tile most widely sepawithout at the same time giving somewhat of tile
rated parts of the globe.--Virgil
expresses
this
history of civilization
itself.--The
history of cornidea in beautiful
verses, and Addison in prose, no
mercc is interesting
on account of the lessons we
leas classical.
But what was true in their time is may draw fromit.
It |'urnishes arefutation
of that
: still more so in ours.
The products by the means
spirituality
which disdains or reproves commerce,
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and in genera] that material labor without whmh
commerce could not exist, and which could not
exist without it. Argument
shows that material
labor is a work of the intellect;
that far from
degrading
it, it gives the mind
control
over
matter; that without
the case and leisure tlmt it
_zuarantces, nations could never have cultivated
t(qtcrs, science and the fine arts.
History shows,
.aic,rcover, that wherever
commerce
has pros:pi.red. letters,
science and the fine arts have
flourished.
We know nothing
of their cultiv'_¢ion in Tyre or Carthage,
but what were the
nmst brilliant
centres
of ancient
Greece,
if
not the busiest commercial
centres--Ionia
first,
dmn Corinth
and Athens,
and, in latter times,
Alexandria?
The genius of the Arabs, aroused
by religious
enthusiasm,
appeared
with
equal
_plendor in the material and the moral order.
It
_as the commercial
prosperity
of Venice, Genoa
a_d Florence
that
prepared
the Italy of the
5Iedicis.
The Flemish
and Dutch
schools had
dmir origin among
the merchants
of Bruges,
Antwerp
and Amstcrdinn.
Under
the general
impulse
received from Louis XIV. and Colbert,
France has already
enjoyed
three centuries
of
commercial
and industrial,
as well as scientific
amt literary grandeur.
The French,
the Anglo,¢,axons in Europe and America, and the Germans,
•ire to-day the most commercial,
the most indus.trial and the richest nations in the world; they are
also the most enlightcued.--The
history of coinmcrce shows what are the conditions
of this prospcnty.
From it we learn that nature
has done
much for commerce;
for not only has she distributed her gifts among the different
countries,
as
irrc._istible magnets
to attract
their inhabitants
tow.ird each other, but she has distributed
land
_ind water over the globe in such a manner as to
facilitate and incite them to intercommunication,
5he has disposed
tim islands in certain seas Like
the links of a chain; she lias regulated
the currents; she has detached
the peninsulas
from the
continents, and formed isthmuses between them;
she has established
ways of communication
in
the interior of countries,
by hollowing
out the
beds of streams and rivers.
She has studded the
deserts with oases, and prepared
roadsteads
and
ports on the coasts.
She has created those living
vehicles, the ox, the ass, the horseand
the camel,
She has endowed
certain
races of men with a
taste for traffic, the S_._mitic race, for instance,
which produced
the Phoenicians,
the Carthaginians, the Arabs and the Jews; and she has
invited and even forced into commerce
and navi-

natural magnificence
since ancient times, since it
was made famous by the Arab_.
]f conimerce
exhibitcd any such favor, it would prcfcr to-day
the sunof St)._in to the mists of England.
Events
of greater
importance
may, undoubtedly,
c.mse
it to abandon the parts which it once frcqucnted
"rod enlivened the most, thus Italy can no longer
tic, by it._elf, what it was from the time of the
crusades
to the discover)" of the capc of Good
Hope.
But, in the end, it is the intelligence
and
the labor of man that attract and retain it. Civilizcd man draws wealth from the most i:ngra'.cful soil; lie accunmlates
treasures
on a rocl_, iu
lagoons or marshcs, the possession
of which lie
obstinately
disputes with the sea. lie transplants
from one country to another the vine and thcsilkworm, and m'tkcswine
and silk importantarticlcs
of European
commerce;
lie constructs
highways
imd canals; hc excavates basins and builds docks;
lie braves the fro_t of the polar regions, and the
heat of the tropics.
With the coml)ass and the sail,
lie fearlessly crosses the ocean; with steam, railroads, 'rod the electric telegraph,
lie annihilates
time and spacc.--The
labors of man wherel)ycommcrce lives and increases, suppose security as _t
fundament,ll
condition.
Commerce
flourishes
only when, as in the thnc of king Solomon, cacll
one reclines without fear under his own vine and
fig trec.--This
security,
which
the individual
could not alone obtain fur him__clf, is the fruit of
association;
it depends upon the good order and
power of the state.
Within
the state, it is dcstroycd by anarchy, or by those silly de_potisins,
such as exist in our (lay, which do not evcu know
how to protect
persons and property.
From
without
it is menaced
hy war and bai'liarity.
During the grealcr l)art of the centuries that have
elapsed, commerce
has been constazitly
(,xpo,_cd
to their threats, and has escaped them only by
infinite
p_iins. In many counhics
relicion
has
taken it under its protection;
it hecaiilc a 1)ilgriin,
and established
its markets and bazaars near the
sanctuaries
of _IcroO, the mosques of 5Iecca, or
thc pagodas
of Ben'lrcs.
Iu order to preserve
itself from pillage or piracy,
it m'tdc use of
caravans,
convoys
and military escorts.
When
warlike
hordes rawigcd the mainland,
islands, or
points naturally
fortified, afforded places of shclter.
In the middle ages the cities lc_igucd together
and nmintained
'm ol)stinalc
struggle
against brigandage
and feudal exactions,
lu our
day, thanks
to the political
system of modern
Europe, and to the progress of international
law
and ()f enlightcnineiit,
the security of commerce is

gation those dwelling
on the bah'ks of rivers,
and on the seacoast.
But history
teaches that
all these gifts of nature would have bccn sterile,
if inen had not known how to make use of them,
_ld that commerce
could flourish
only under
certain conditions which depend upon their wisdora and their will.--If
commerce were torescrvc
its gains for the most fertile soil and the finest
climate, it would never cease tovivify
this region
cf western Asia, which has lost nothing
of its

perfect, or thsturbcd
(_nly liy accidental
causes,
throughout
all the vast domain of modern
civilization._But
there are other conditions nece._sary.
The question is asked, winch is the more favorable to commerce,
authority
or hbcrty;
or, to
speak more
clearly,
im enlightencd
despotism
or a wise political
lilicrty?
The rcply which
history furnishes varies according
to the temperamcnt of the people under consider'alton,
their
progress in civilization,
and other circumstances.
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Aside from the security which both equallyguarcious stones.
The three continents
of the old'
antee, an enlightened
despotism
in the hands of world form one compact
whole, whose different
a Cromwell, a Louis XIV., a Peter I., or a Fredcountries
could commnnicate
with one another
eric lI., imparts avigorous
impulse to commerce,
without the aid of navigation,
l'_avigation,
howIt may degenerate
into blind and violent tyranny;
ever, came in its turn.
It originated
on the coasts
but liberty also degenerates
into license.
The
of Asia and Africa.
It was for" a long time conprolonged
rule of despotism
leads, however,
to
fined to thc coasting
trade, and men were very
stagnation,
inertness
and decay, as is witnessed
slow to overcome the fear with which the sea inby the Roman empire and the kingdom
of Spain.
spired them.
The )[editerranc'm,
on which all
Liberty
preserves
the life and progress
of cornthree continents
border, affording,
at a relatively
meree, and has its great citizens, as authority
has
moderate
distance a multitude
of island¢, bays,
its great monarchs.
Umler the two-fohl excite._ounds, peninsulas
and projeclions
of land, bemeut of religious
and warlike
zeal, the Arabs,
came, from the pillars or' IIereules
to the Black
though
subject to caliphs po._sessed of absolute
sea, the principal
theatre
of the maritime
cornpower,
were regenerated,
aml bccanm
a great
mcrceof
the ancients.
Its domainw._saftcrward
commercial
race.
But mo_t wonders
of cornextended to the Persian
aml Arabian gulfs, and
mercial prosperity
have been the work of liberty,
then to the In(lian ocean.--lu
the beginning,
comet was liberty that gave prosperity
to Tyre, Ctlrmercc was n'lturally
timid and uncertain.
It had
thage, and the principal
cities of Greece.
It was
to contend against rebellious elements, it wa¢ parliberty
that, in the middle
ages, animated
the
aiyzcd by incessant wars, and fettered
by a defecmercantile
republics of Italy, as well as the comtivc social state, which was lacking in security;
munes of Flandcrs and Germany.
It is to liberty
in some countries castes existed, and slavery was
tlmt Holland is indebted for its extraordinary
prosfound eve_5_'here.
Capital was rare, credit unperity two centuries
ago.
The three great comknown.
The merchant
always traveled with his
mereial powers of our times, England
(since the
merchandise,
and his profession
was generally
year 1688), the United
States (since 1783), and
held in contempt.
Still,
notwithstanding
all
France (since 1815), are the offspring of liberty.-these obstacles, we find noble efforts of human
The history
of commerce
admits
of the same
intelligcnce
in the way of commerce,
and memodivision as political histo_3" , into ancient, medize,
rable results achieved by them.--The
first nations
val and modern.
The first period extends
from
to engage in commerce
were the Hindoos,
the
the earliest times to the fall of the Roman empire
Arabs,
the Chinese,
the Babylonians
and the
in the year 476 of the Christian
era.
The second
Egyptians.
In India, which is ruled by castes,
embraces
the centuries from 476 to 1492, the year
the merchants,
farmers
and artisans
form the
of the discovery
of America.
The third period
lower cla_cs.
The great pilgrimages
ne'lr the
begins with 1493 and extends
to our own time.
holy places, such as Benares,
Ellora,
etc., conWe shall endeavor,
successively,
to run over, or,
centrated
the commerce
of the interior
around
to speak more correctly,
to give a siml)le outline
the temples and bound
it to the worship of the
of the history of these three periods as well as the ! country.
Possessed of immense
natural wealth,
restricted
limits of our present work will permit,
and of remarkable
industry,
India was in no way
--We
need not here begin with the night which
dependent
upon other countries.
In her exterior
preceded
the earliest
dawn of civilization,
nor
commerce,
therefore,
she left the fatigue
and
go back to the primitive times in which exchange
perils of long voyages to the strangers
who came
alone, in the restricted
sense of the word (barter)
to her frontiers
to buy her products
with gold,
was practiced among men, and when the division
and still more with silver.
But hecause of cerof labor, by causing
the creation
of money,
tain products
which the west could not. raise and
gave birth to commerce properly so called.
Comwhich it could not do without,
such as spices,
merce w'ts origimdly re.-trieted
to the land, and
dye-stuil's, cotton, steel, precious stones, ivory and
practically
remained
so during the first and even
fine woods, India offered irresistible
attractions
t,)
to the end of the second period, that is, until the
the merchants
of the west.
The inhabitants
of
discovery
of America.
The earliest
homes of
India
were not navigators.
The foreign
me_commerce
were Asia and Africa;
its invigorating
chants _xho visited them landed at a certain point
influence was not felt iu Europe until somewhat
on the western coast --The (hrect commerce with
later.
In Asia and Africa, It was gradually
deIndia was controlled
mainly by the Arahs.
While
veloped by the aid of caravans or troops of merthe Arab of the desert was a nomad, the Arab of
chants,
who combined
their forces
to defend
the coast became a navigator.
Confincd withix_,_
themselves
against
the common
dangers of the
narrow
province
bordering
on the desert, ht'
journey.
Thus regular
routes were marked out
turned his eyes toward the sea, and the cotmtrv
tlm)ugh
the deserts;
stations, markets,
and afterlying beyond it. While
other nations
brought
ward more or less iml)ortaut conuncrcial
centres,
silver into India, but rarely any merchandise,
lhe
were established.
In the midst of the_e often
Arabs possessed in their spices and perfumes the
barren solitudes
the camel was of great service
richest elements of an active commerce._It
was
as a beast of burden.
The special
objects of not with
the west alone that India
cultiv'_tcd
commerce
were things easy of transportation
but
commercial
communication.
It also had imporof great value, such as spices, perfumes
and pretaut relations,
though less is known of them, with
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China" from that country it imported
silk for use
in India,
where the great and the rich were
clothcd wilh this material
There were several
commercial
routes uniting the two countries.--In
tim fertile country
of Asia also, we should
mention Babylon, situated between the two great
rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates,
which, at
_n epoch when Europe
was still plunged
in obscnrity, was a rich and populous
city, a grand
(.ommercial
metropolis,
and the emporium
of all
western Asia, with which it comnluni(:atcd
by
several we.ll-built
roads. -- In Africa.
Egyi)t-civilized in ancient times, though submitted,
like
India, to the system of castes--htld,
th._nks in
l)articular to the Nile and its canals
of every
kind, a most active internal commcrcc.
But its
m_riners navigalcd
only the streams
of the interior; for down to Ihe time of Psammeiiehus
and
of Necho, superstitious
Egypt had a horror of the
sea. She abandoned
her maritime commerce'rod
her foreign exchange
to the Phoenicians,
and in
tl_rt to the Ar_lbs.
Her commerce
by land followed two principal
routes in the interior
of
Africa, one of which crossed the desert of Barca,
and the other followed
up the Nile, and then
shaped its course by the great and the small oases
towl_rd Ethiopia,
and the eastern coast of Africa.
In the seventh
century
before Christ foreign influence, particularly
that of the Greeks, began to
make itself fclt in Egypt.
Up to that epoch the
suspicious policy of the Plmraohs
and the intolerance of the priests had hermetically
sealed the
entr'mce to tile country against them. KingPsammetichus, in 656,was the first to put an end to this
isolatiou, and their maritime
commerce
was developed,
but through
the intervention
of the
Phoenicians and the Grecks, because the country
h_d no wood fit for ship-building.--Thc
pcol)le
of antiquity most skilled
in commerce
and navig;ltion i,filabited a narrow strip of territory which
f()rmcd part of Syria.
The history of tile Phcenicians stems to date back to 1800 )'ears before
('hrist.
It comprises
three periods.
In the first,
Byblus, Berytus (Beyrout) and Aradus
extended
their operations
al()ng the ca.stern part of the
-',lcditerranean.
In the second,
from 1600 to
1200. the Phoenician
cities, with Sidon as th(.n"
Cal/ital, extended
their sphere of operations,
"rod
thcirshipspassedthcl)illarsofHcrculcs.
Finally,
i_l the third, from 1100 to 750, the supremacy
]lapsed to Tyre, and lhe commercial
g,"mdeur
of
Phoenicia attained the zenith of its glow5,; but it
d('elined little by little, and was eclipsed after the
Persi:u_ conquest.--The
geograllhical
position of
the country,
the possession
of the woods of
mt,un_s Libanus
and Anti-Libanus,
the sterility
-f Ihe soil, and the vicinity
of the opulent con_inent of Asi:_, led the Phoenicians
to cng'_ge in
"hil_'buihling
and commerce
; tilt)" began by
1)l_l('y. Sidou is mentioned
several times in the
(lid Testament.
The prophet
Isaiah calls Tyre
" (lie (:it3, which distributes
crowns and whose
:_crchants
are princes."
Homer
likewise
often
.'l_eaks of the commercial
(_l)eratio_s of the Phce33
_'OL. I -- 33
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nicians, and of the cunning which they displayed
in them.
The Phcenici'ms
had fi)unded coh)uies
ill Africa as early as the twelfth
century before
Christ.
Carthage,
thc most celebrated
of the
cities established
by them, dates from the )'tar
818, and in Solomon's time, about the vc_tr 1000.
the roulc along the sun(beast
cnaqt of Spain was
quitc common.
The Tyrians oc('upi('d the island
of Cyprus near by, which, indcpcnd,.,ntly
of its
importance
as a commcrci.d
point, became, by
the wealth
of its products,
the gre;,t supply
m_lrkct of a barren coast.--Th_,
geogral)hical
di_coveries of antiquity
may, ttlmo_t wHhout exccl)lion, be atlributed
to Ibe Phcc, nicians.
In truth,
from their expeditions
down Io those of th(; Purtuguese
and Spaniards,
the clmrt of th(, rastern
hemisl)here,
at least so far as its coast w:_ concerned, did not undergo any pcrceptibh _change.
Did they penetrate as far _ls the Baltic sea for the
trade in yellow amber?
Whether
the)" did or
not, the)" navigated south along(he
entire Arabian
gulf and the west coast of India, as far as the
island of Taprobanc
(Ceylon).
The routes overland passed lly way of Damascus anti I'nhnym,
untd they joined/he
great commcrcialroute
which
extended
from these cities to Babylon,
Persia
and the interior of Asia.
They communicated
with Egypt by a route which extended
(Is far as
)Ieml)l_is.
But their greatest
progress
was toward the west.
They (lid not fear to br:l,'c Ihe
high seas in this direction.
In allprohabili/y
the
island of Madeira
and the Canary
islan(l_ (the
Fortune
islands) were not only visited but ('olnnized by them.
Th(,ir cstahlishments
along the
wcs|ern coast of Afri(.a extended h) cal)e l_tanco,
if not to cape Verde, :rod the C:lrthaginians
only
followed ill their wake.
The voyage of Hercules
(who w'm their principal divinily) around
the ancienl world, is the poetic picture of the imnmnse
expansion
of their navigation
and commerce.-With the history of Phoenicia, that of Carlhagl,,
the most powcrftd and most noted of it.-, colonic(,
is intimately
connc('tcd.
There _a_ but little
menlion of Carthage during
the first (.ontario.- (_t'
its exislcnce.
From the t".me of th(, subjllgalmn
of Tyre by the Pcrsi;lns. it rapidly in(.l_';_t'd m
we.dlh,
territory
and influence.
51¢J,t ,_1 the
Greek and Phccnician
colonies on the mi.thern
coast of Africa
were for('t'd
to ,'(.(.r)gnize ils
l)ower, _nld it soon l)'_ss('d the slraits of G_bralt'_r,
acquired
fixed _lalion_ in Sp_in, o(.(.ul)icd lhe
Bah,aric i._lcs, ('or.-ica and Say(lining, clo_ing with
Sicily .rod 5h_lta the cilcle (if ils doulinion.-." The
p_incipal theatre of ils mercantile _lclivily w_ls lhc
wes_ of the Mediterranean,
where it regarded
itself as thelcgitinaatehcirof
Tyre.
Of _ll il_ possession% Spain was, rSl)ccially ah(,r lh(: l,).-_ of
Sicily, hy far the ri(.hes_ and m(_.-t _mp_rt,'m|.
The rich mines of silver llmt wcredlseovere,
I _lml
worked
by the Phoenicians
were the p,)werful
magnet which attracted thcCarthagini:mq
thith[;r
They possessed
themselves
of :ill the ._ncicnt
commerce of the Phc_,mcians b(,yond the ._lrails
of Gibraltar.
and increased it
They al_o _a(led
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directly
w_th the interior
of Africa overland by
means of caravans
--We come now to the Greeks
lnhahiting
a country washed on three sides bythe,
sea, indented
by numerous
bays, and surrounded
by numerous
islands, this people early and successfully applied themselves
to navigation.
The
Greeks were not as skillful and enterprising
merchants
as the Phcenh,ians:
1)ut the extent
and
versatility
of their genius were manifested
even
in their commerce.
From the l)oint of view of
progrc_s
in civilization,
the commerce
of the
Greeks among themselves, though confincd within
a comparatively
small radius,
is by far the most
interesting
of antiquity.
The spectacle presentcd
by the southeast of the Mcditerr:mean
between the
shores of Asia aml Greece, and in the numberless
islands of the Archipelago,
is unique of its kind.
The commercial
intelligence
of the Greeks is attested by their regulations
concerning
insurance,
loans on bottomt3', freighting,
etc., which origiuated in Athens,
and hy the maritime
laws of
Rlmdcs, which
remained
the accepted maritime
eo(te down to the middle agcs.--Attica,
amt the
neighboring
isthmus
of Cm'inth, form the chief
theatre of the traffic of continental
Grecce.
The
most import_mt object of the commerce of Athcns
was the grain necessary for the consumption
of
that city, for the soil of Attica does not seem to
have been much more fertile at that el)och than
it is now.
This grain came from the countries
bordering
on the Black sea, particularly
frmn the
TauricChcrsonesus,
or Crimea, which were, twcnty-two
centuries
ago, as they are to-day, inexhaustible
granaries.
Corinth
also deserves
specvd mcntiou.
Its commcrce
was even more cxtended and more varied than that of Athens.
It
,was the great warehouse
of Greece.--Thc
commercial
domain of Greece comprised,
moreover,
not only
Hellas, Thcssaly,
the Pcloponnesus
and the islands of the Archipelago,
but also Asia
:Minor, lower Italy or grcater
Greece, Sicily, and
the numerous
colonies on the coast of tile Black
and the hleditcrranean
seas.
Among
the cities
which commcrcercndered
flourishing
in thesediffereut countries
"it different
epochs, we should
mention-Miletus,
whi('h ranked after Tyre, Phoeea, Rhodes, Marseilles,
and Alexandria
under
the Ptolemics.--We
shall not here dwell long upon
the Romans, for they can not be ranked among
the commercial
nations.
Still, they should
be
mentioned
in a history of commerce,
because of
" the immcnse extent of their empire, which created
a vast market, and bccause of their grand system
of communi(:ation,
which, although
established
for military and administrative
purposes,
served
also for the tr_msport
of mcrchaudise.
Under
the empirc, Rome and Italy, where agriculture
were ruined, could not subsist but for the importations
from the provinces,
especi_dly of their
g-rain.
After the devastations
of war
and the
rapine
of proconsuls,
labor and commerce,
protected by a regular
administration,
served again
to restore the wealth of /lie civilized countries of
the east, at the same lime that, under the domina-

tion of Rome, they gave life to the hitherto l)arbarous nations of the west.
Alexandria
was one of
the richest commercial
cities of this period, the
great storehouse
of tile trade with India, and indispensable
to the commerce
of the Romans.
But, by the continuous
weakening
of the empire,
commerce
languished
and perished
gradually,
until the inwlsion
of the northern
tribes finally
destroyed
it.--Thc
fall of the emllire of the west
left after it, in the wcst of Europe,
the barbarism of the middle ages; but the empire
of the
east preserved ancient traditions
and commerce
in
the east.
Constantinople
which,
thanks
to its
admirable
situation,
had ah'eady
enjoyed
great
prosperity under the name of Byzantium,
replaced
Rome both as the commercial
and political metropolis.
:Not that commercial
activity animated
its degraded
population,,
for, without
foreigners,
Constantinople
never would have become a great
commercial
centre.
The trade in the products
most necessary
to human
life were declared
a
monopoly
of the state, and the other branches of
internal commerce
were no lcss obstructed.
But
the Italians,
Arttbs, Gcrmans
and Slaves made a
rendezvous
of this great market,
and made of it
quite abusincss centre.
The Byzantine commerce
may be divided, according
to the routes which
it followed, into three branches:
the castern, the
wcstern
:rod the northern
commerce.
Its relations with the east were of grcat importance.
During the reign of Justinian,
two monks brought
from India to Constantinople
silk-worrns * eggs
carefully inclosed in a caueor staff,and introduced
intoGrecce
that ncw industlB-,which
wasnot slow
to prosper there.
The manufacture
of silk was
begun "It Constantinople,
Athens and Corinth, and
from thence it passed into Italy.--At
this epoch,
a people,
composcd
in great part of nomadic
tribes, but on whose shores navigation
and commercehadlongflourished,extendedtheirdominion
with unheard-of
rapidity;
on one hand to the At]antic ocean, and on the other to the frontier of
China.
At the same time it extended
its cornmcrce over this immense
space.
Tim Koran
recommends
commerce
and industry
as oceupations pleasing to God.
Thuseach
conqucst made
by the Arabs was also a conquest
for commerce;
wherever
they penetrated
they carried with them
life and progress.
Caravans
were allowcd
to
travel unmolested
in the midst of their armies.
The association of religion and commerce,
which
had existed in antiquity,
especially
amo'_g the
Itindoos and Egyptians,
was restorcd
among the
Arabs on a still larger scale.
In the principal
places of the provinces mosques were erected and
schools established.
This served to increase tile
population
of these places, and they became religious and commercial
centres.
Pilgrims
came
from a distance, as well to fulfill their religious
duties as to exchange
their merchandise.
The
most celebrated
of the pilgrimages
was that of
Mecca.
Various
wise regulations
afforded
the
caravans the assistance which was so neces_ry
in
Asia and Africa, which were the principal
the0..
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"ires of the commerce of the Arabs.
Thus the
government
contributed
considerable
sums for
the construction
and improvement
of roads.
It
•caused wells to be sunk and caravansaries
to be
built, and erected mile-stones
to mark the distances.--The
most prosperous
period in Arabiau
]nstory is th-tt of tim Abbasidcs,
from the eighth
to the tenth cenlury.
This was almost the entire
length of time during which their vast commerce
lasted, and during this time it constitutcd
almost the entire commerce of the world.
Spain,
•Sicily, Sardiuia, and part of the southern
coast, of
Italy, were subject tothe Arabs.
In Africa their
dominion
was more extensive
than that of any
.other people before or since.
They explored the
interior of the country with greater care and suc_ess than the Carthaginians
and the ancient
Egyptians.
Iu Asia the standard
of the prophet
stopped
only before the natural
barrier
of the
!4.'teat steppes, inhabited by nomadic tribes.
Following the Indns,
extending
to the IIimalayas,
and thence to lake Aral and the Caspian sca, the
emplrc of the Caliphs cmbraccd, besides the Greck
provinces
of Asia Minor, the whole historic zone
(if that part of the world.
In this immense dom. al,L what a diversity
do we find in the productlOU_ of the soil, as well as ill the faculties,
the
la.,te_ and the wants of the inh-tbitants!
What
grand conditions
for cxchange!
Tim connecting
hnk between
the two cxtr(.mities
of the ohl
worhl, the Arabs lmve brought
us the eompass
t'r_)m China.--During
this time westcrn Europe
was buried in darkness, which Charlemagne
endeavored in vain to dispel; it only increased after
his d(.ath, and tim feudalism which he cstablisl,cd
proved fatal to commerce.
But the commercial
spirit still survived
in a race possessed
of rare
teuaeity.
Deprived of their nationality,
tlm Jews
1)lay a ','cry important
part iu tile history of cornmercc.
There is no state in Asia, Africa or Europe, known in the ]east to commerce,
in wllich
Jews are not to be met with.
Persecuted,
often
with cruel intolerance,
tile objec.ts of public contempt, the.y resisted, notwithstanding
the fewne.ss
of their nmnbers
and the fact of thcir being so
scatte,'ed, and exhibited
great mercantile activity,
This activity they applied by prefcrence to loaning operations,
which, being for a long time interdicted
to Christians,
were monopolized
by tile
Jews, loans which, l)ecause of tile scarcity
of
money,
were effectcd
under exorbitant
condilions.
The Jews are credited
with the inx-cn-

and the manner of living were changed;
theconsumption of spices and silk stuffs increased.
In
the cities, especially, fortunes were amassed with
rapidity,
and worked a complete
change in the
condition of the middle classes.--The
commercial
advantages
of the crusades were first manifested
in Italy.
Although
it had been tim most devastatcd of all the countries invaded by the b.trbarians, this country wa_ "drcady re-invigorated
by the
emancipation
of its cities, and it had not lost lhe
advantage
of its geographical
situation.
When
the east had resumed its relations with tlm west,
the l_Icditerranean
and the Black seas exhibited
the animation of ancient times.
These seas, with
their gulfs, their islands and their shores, were
the principal
theatre of the exchange established
between the threeparts
of thethen known world,
and they so continued
until tlle discovery
of a
new hemisphere
had entirely changed
the aspect
of the globe, and created an entirely new state of
things.-Venice, Amalfi, Pisa and Genoa were
then illustrious
in Italy.
The prosperity
of this
count_y 1)cgan with the end of the twelfth tentury, and attained its zenitl_ at the middle of the
fifteenth.
Tim cru._ade, in which Constantinople
was taken in 1204, becoming
for fifty-six years
tim scat of the L'_tin empire, ,Assured to Venice,
whi('h had, by the aid of its flcct, taken an active
part in this conquest,
the ahnost absolute monopely of the commerce
of the Levant.
Genoa.
which had long been tlm riv'd of Venice, wa_ 'It
la,t o/)ligcd to 3"i('ld her this te,'ritory.
In the
Italian cities which we have mentioned,
to which
wc must add Florence,
industl 5' soon increased,
'rod mauufactories
were
established.
They
:ulopted commercial
laws and regulations,
who.,e
authority was recognized at a distance.
The importancc of the bourgeoisie grew ; the omnipotcuce
of lhe landed p,'ol/rietors was de_tr()yed ; the I)rilliant lU'o<peril._ of tlle cities rehtxcd the l_on(ls of
feudalism;
commerce., hitherto treated with contcmpl,obtai,mdcon,ideration.--Commerccceased,
little by littlc, to be the monopoly
of the south
and the east, and extended to the north and west.
Oa this new territory, dcIIrivctl of all precedent, it
had to cducatc and form itsclf.
The ohl military
routes of the Xlps bceamc commercial
r,,utes, by
which tile merchandise
of tim Levant, imported
by Venice. and Genoa, w'm carried into Germany,
France,
the Low Countries
and England.
At
points on this side of the Alps, where the roads
crossed cach other or reached a rive,', old R,)man

tion of bills of exchange,
as a more convenient
andasurcrmeansofsetthngtheircrcditsand
their
debts in distant places, than sending
the coin.
But recent research
proves that tlm real inventors of bills of exchange
were the pap'd tithegatherers
m foreign
countries. -- The crusades
succeeded
ill rousing
western
Europe
from its
lethargy, and indirectly
exercised a most powerful influence
upon commerce.
Tile west was
brought
again in contact with
the east, appreea_ted its productions,
and thus conceived
wants
which commerce
alone could satisfy.
Customs

colonies
began r.tpidly to flourish, or new cities
sprang up.
Such were I_;aslc, Strasl)ourg,
Ulm,
Augsburg.
Ratisbonne,
Nuremburg
and re'my
others.
The maritime cities of Italy ha,I branch
cst_,blishments
in these l)laces, which ,ffterward
became independent
lmuscs, acting ou their own
account.
Industry prospered bythe side of cornmerce: and hcre, as in the commune_ of Italy.
well-being engendered
the spirit of independence
and liberty.--Venice
and Genoa had estal)l,_hed
important
commercial
centres m tla' L,)w Coun.
tncs; amt Brugcs
and Atitx_erp w,.'_e, during
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three centuries,
the greatest
markets of Europe
All the articles then known were brought thither
from all countries,
and the stores which received
them afforded the richest assortments.
The Italinns sent there the merchandise
of the cast, and
took in exchange
the products
of the north,
among
other things the renowned
woolens
of
Flaaders
and Brabant.
This exch'mge
of prod*
uet.s with so many nations,
rapidly
developed
the material prosperity
of the country, and served
also for the furtherance
of enlightenment.
Commerce
enjoyed
in the Low Countries
a liberty
which did not exist elsewhere:
nowhere
else was
it so little burdencd
with t:lxes, privileges
and
monopolies.--It
is to the crusades,
likewise, that
the northeast of Europeis
indeb!ed for its civilizetion._Theyhad_lven
birth to the Teutonie ordcr,
which, to convert
the p._gans, conquered
Prussia
in the thirteenth
century.
The order of the Porteglaive knights, who were closely allied to the Tcutonic order, pursued
the same object in Livonia.
These two instltutions
which were of German ori-

5Iontpelier,
which was the centre of the opera!ions of Jacques Cceur, Aigues-SIortes
and Avig'non surpassed
it in commercial
importance
and
in wealth.
The impor!
and export trade of the
south of France
was, moreover,
principally
in
the hands of the Italians, who, since the transfer
of the holy see to Avignon,
had established
th(_mselves there in great numbers.
Under the nanm
of Lnmbards,
they, conjointly
with the Jcws,
carried on important
banking and monet._ry opera!ions.
They instilled new life into indus!iS" ,
especially
that of Languedoc
nnd Lyons, whose
products
were carried
to the markels of Beaucairc.--The
proximity ofFlanders
exerted a similarinfluencconthenorthofFrance,
tothatofItaly
on the south, but with less energy.
The fairs of
Tro.ves, the capital of Champagne,
were frequented.
The maritime
activity
of the port of
Dieppedeservcs
special mention.
The merchants
of Dieppe seem to have been tile first navigators
of the middle ages who visited the west coast of
A frica.
The wine trade of the maritime
cities of

gin, helped to enliven German commerce.
Ti,e
best-known
products
of these countries
supplied
maI(,rial for theexport
trade to tllewestand
south,
where other merchandise,
adapted to the wants of
the norih and east, was advant'lgeously
given in
exchange.
Cities of importance
were founded on
the German coast of the Baltic; they were speedily peopled, and devoted themselves
to commerce
'and navigation.
They often combined
together
for enterprises
in common,
aided one another,
and thus prepared
the way forthatpowerfulcommercial league, which,
under the leadership
of
Lubcck, soon extended
over a vast domain.
Tile
Hanseatic
league is a glormus
nlonunlent
of the
spirit
of association
in Germany.
The principal theatres of its activity were the islands and
coasts
of tile _-orth and
Baltic sea._.
Their
favorite ports were those of Enghnd,
f_'om which
they exported
wool, which
they brought
back
t.urned into cloth by the German weavcrs.
But
not one of their shq)s ever ventured
out upon tile
ocean.--England
and France
occupy
places of
but secondary
importance
in this period of the
history
of colnmerce,
lu France,
however, we
should
except
3I_lueillcs.
3Iarseilles
is, after
Cadiz, the oldest commercialcity
of Europe; and,
during an existence of two thousand five hundred
years, its name has never ceased to figure with
more or less splendor in the annals of commerce,
It seems to have hcen the on])" French port which
thext entertained
direct relations with the Lewlnt.
Itsincoml)ar'lble
situation pre._ervcd toit, through
the greatest disasters of tilt: invasion./_ll
the cornmcrceindi_pcnsable
to the barbarians
thelnseh'cs;
and it is probable its tr'LflJe with the coa._t cities
,_f France,
Spain "lad Ilaly and the neighboring
islands was nev(.r intcrrut)ted.
As a great part. of
the ert_saders took p:l_s;L,.,,eat 5larseilles
for Palestinc, it w_s an easv m._tter for this city to renew
its relations
w_th the cast, its cradie.--Toward
the end of the crusades,
under Charlesof
Anjou,
its glory was eclipsed,
inasmuch
as the city of

the southeast,
l,articularly
inBordeaux
wine, was
vev_" active.--We
mu_t not omit to mention the
busy port of Barcelon,%
on !he 5Iediterranean,
the commercial
centre of Christian
Spain.--The
middle ages had seen the devc.h)pnlent
of cornmercial intelligence
in Europe.
Commercialand
maritime codes, bills of exchange,
loan a,ld discount banks, and the use of the compass, do it
honor.
Still, its operations
had not extended
beyond the limits of the commerce
of antiquily
:
they
were always
confined
to commerce
by
land and to inere coast trade.--Thc
modeN_ period
of commerce
was inaugurated
by the discovel 5"of
a new world, which Christopher
Columbu_ m_dc,
believing
that he had ],'_ndcd on the eastern
coast of India.
Since then, the new continent
be(,ame daily better known:
it was named Americe after Amerigo Vespucci,
who first gave :_descrip!ion of it t_)astonished
Europe.--Mcxico
was
conquered
in 1521 ; Peru and Chili, from 1529 to
1535. Toward Ihc middle of thesixtcenth
century
tile coasts of South America wereknown
throughout t_hnost their entire extent.
About the 3cat"
1,500 the Portugu(,se
navigator,
Cabral, on a royage to the E_lst Indies, was carricd to the west b)'
a tempest, and landed on the coast of Bl'azil.
In
1520 _Iagcllau
discovered,
at the sonlhel'n
extrcmity
of the contillent
of America,
the straits
which bear his name, p_asscd through
them, and
then, travcr._ing the Pac,tie occ_Ln, and di.,(.ovc_'ing on his way the )larianne,
the. Ladrone, and lh(,
Phillil)pizic
Island._, compl(,tcd
the first x'o)-:_('
_u'ound the wor]d.--Whi]c
the Spaniards
wcl'c
making
discovery
after discovery,
and conquest
upoo conquest
in America, the Portuguese
wel'(_
not idle in the east.
They had for a length of
time been .utvanciag
along the coa._t of Africa; in
1487 Bartholomew
Diaz had, without
knowing
it, doubled the (._ape of Good Hope; but the ci_'cunumvi_ation
of Africa, and the direcl I)a_sag (_
from Etlrope to the Indies, were not accomplisb('d
until ten years later, under Vasco dc G_lnm. The
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Portugalcse
extended
their explorations
in the Inwere indigenous
to her soil.--The
importance
of
dian sea more and more, and joined to them the
commerce
increased
immensely;
a ._reater numexpeditions
sent toward tile west.
They doubled
bcr of countries and cities engaged in it. A eenCape Cormorin,
visited Ccyhm
ill 1506, sailed
tre like Bruges, to which "dl European
commerce
along the coast of Coromandel,
and, erossing the
might resort as to a common rendezvous,
was no
gulf of Bengal, reached lndia beyond the Gauge.%
longer possible, since they could import their
3hdacca
in 1509, the Sund islands
in 1512, the
merchandise
directly
from the country in which
)feluccas
in 1513, China in 1516, finally Japan in
it was produced.
Men more and more preferred
"1542.--This is not lhe place to enumerate
the disthese natural ro'tdq to the artificial
ways of indi.era'cries which followed;
suffice it to state here
rect import,ltion;
and the mere fact of the founthat by them the earth was made double what it
dation
of colonies by nearly
all the maritime
.had been in anciel_t times and in the middle age.,;
powers could not fail to develop the commerceof
and fins fact mark._ a capital revolution
in tl_c eaeh of them and maritime navigation
generally.
existence
of commerce.
Since navigation
ha.,
At the same time tlte different operations of eomquiued the coasts, which it had timidly followed
mc,ree were more distinctly
separated
one from
hitherto,
and now braves the high seas and skim,_
the olher: there were, as before, different specialunder full sail over tile element which establishe._
ties, tile import and tile export trade, b-raking and
tile swiftest
and easiest eommunications
belween
commission,
ship building, insurance,
the carrythe meet dislant points, there really exists an in- in._ of merchandise,
and the carrying
of specie.
ternalional
commerce,
and this commerce has ac- --One great difference
between
tile two epochs
quired a universaleharacter.--Two
eharaeteristic
is that of the th<ltre
upon which internatiomd
traits distinguish
ancient from modern commerce,
commerce
was dL-pla 3ed.
The new world was
The former was the. age of coast trading and
situated in the west; it was discovered
from the
transport
by land. the latter is that of long sea
western coasts of Europe,
and all transatlantic
"voyages and maritime
transport.--The
enormous
voyages had their point of departure
and their
increase in the importation
of tropical
products
point of arrival
ou these coasts.
Hitherto
the
has extended
the consuml?tiou
of them to tilt', southeast
had possessed
commercial
as well as
lower classes, and very much changed the manpolitical dominion.
From Phwnicia
to Venice,
Imr of life of those classes.
In proportion
as the
the Mediterranean,
including
its numerous
bays
Indie._ became
better
known,
men discovered
and the seas boMering it, had, with the overland
there a multitude
of producls hitherto unused, or routes which connected
it with the Arabian and
even entirely
new, which were well fitted to in- Persian gulfs, constituted
the narrow limits withcrease a commerce
which had depended
almost
in which the international
commerce
of the old
exclusively
on spices, precious stones, pearls, dye
world was restricted.
At tile end of the present
stuffs and cloth of very fine texture.
Rice, sugar
period, in the short space of three centuries, how
and sago were kllOWn; the Italians h:ul brought
the scene eh'mges!
Asia, with the exception
of
small quantities
of them into Europe:
hut these
India, is phmged in the most profound
lethargy,
articles were so bulky, "rod relatively
of so little
and barbarism
has extended
as fat- as the southvalue, that they did not pay tile expense of a eastern extremity
of Furope.
a,Vithout having
long transportation
by land and water and namerbeen subjugated
like Greece, Italy had also lost
ous transshipments.
As tosugar,
it was cultivather power and her prosperity.
The two great
ed by the Moors in Spain and Sicily, hut was not
meteors of the grand period _f the 3Iediterrauean,
exported.
IIoney still continued
to be generally
Venice and Genoa, are now but mere souvenirs
used ill sweetening
food.
But, after the estabof their departed
grandeur.
On the contrary,
lishment of continuous
navigation,
tile transportawhat a wonderful
creative
activity
is displayed
tion of these products into Europe w'ls recognized
by western Europe, what an unheard-of
dcvelopas profitable;
aml the capacity of vessels w'ls m_m'. men! of power and wealth :all it_ maritime cramand more increased.
Freight charges were lowtries attain, one after another.
The west of Eu.
ered, and sugar in particular
became one of the
rope has become the centre which receives and
principal
staples of transatlantic
navigation,
es- dispenses all the currents of the new life; and i_s
peeially when the culture of the cane, transferred
situation on the very shores of the vast sea th'lt
rote the American colonies, had there acquired so
now connects
the countrie.a which it formerly
vast a development.
Tea is an entirely
modern
scparaled, assures it a decided advanlage
over the
article of commerce.
Acquaintance
with ninny
east.--Political
and social influence.,, concur with
4)ther products,
such a,_ drugs,
medicinal
subthese geographical
causes.
We find them in the
stances, dye stuffs and woods, was also acquired
strong
eonslitution
of lhe great states on the
at this epoch, or at least they were brought
di- basis of nationality,
with abs¢_lute power and tL
reetly from the places where they 'tre produced,
centralized
administration
in tile hands of a menwithout
having recourse,
as formerly,
to numeran:h,
The essential
eharaeleristic
of the middle
-ous lntermedLaries.
In the production
of sugar
ages was the predominance
of individualism,
the
and coffee for the use of Europe, America
had
predomimume
of nationalities
is that of modern
surpassed
Asia by the en, I of this period.
Varitimes.
The most powerful
nationalities
were
,ous o_her products,
moreover,
such as cocoa,
formed in western Europe
Spain, "filer tile retobacco, p,_tatoes, vanilla and certain dye woods,
union of Castile and Aragon;
France, after the
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reign of Louis XI.; and England,
after the aceession of the house of Tudor.
Later appeared the
republic
of Holland.
Powerful
and centralized
states couhl alone enter successfully
on the new
career of discover), and ultra-marine
operations,
and satisfy the wants of a world which had been
so immensely
enlarged.
Commerce
became
a
national
affair.
The government
intervened
as
regulator
by its lawsaudinstitutions,and
national
politics produced commercial
systems.
What had
hitherto
interested
only a class or a corporation,
now occupied
the attention
of the state.
Each
nation
believed
itself the chosen
people,
and
labored to achieve greatness and prosperity.
Antagonism
was inevitable;
commercial
jealousy,
which had existed at all epochs, now acquired the
energy of national hate; states sought, by means
of monopolies,
to paralyze
each other's
trade,
and hold one another in check; they promulgated
commercial
interdicts
against
one another, and
these led to declarations
of war.
Customs duties
served as offensive and defensive arms.--Monopo-

land, of Holland and of London.
Law's cnterprise in France
should not be cited except as
proof of the ignorance
of the epoch.
Another
commercial
institution,
that of the "cxch'mges,"
originated
in the Low Countries.--The
commercial spirit of the present
period finds its most
energetic expression in the colonial system, which
has been defined as the monopoly
for the benefit
of the mother country,
of the production
and
consumption
of the colonies.
This system was
foumled
by Spain.
The Spanish
colonies were
nothing
else than domains of the crown;
aml
this idea of a supreme right of ownership
which
the crown always preserved
over them, serves to
explain
all the commercial
restrictions
which
were imposed.
The colonial population
of other
states wa_ governed
by the same princil)le , applied with more or less consideration.
Wemust,
however, except the colonies of the East Indies,
where
a large native
population,
an acquired
political
development
and a comparatively
advanced state of civilization,
prevented the mother

lies are another
distinctive
feature of the present
period.
Thegoveramentassumestherighttoregulate all the industrial
and commercial
movements

countr_r from arrogating
to herself a similarlight
of ownership.
The commercial
interest of the
colonies consisted in the difference between their

of the country.
The concession of privileges to
largecompaniesforthecarryingonofultra-marine
commerce,
originated at a time wilen commerce
was so new, so difficult and so expensive as to exceed the resources
of private
individuals.
In
countries which were far removed from any considerablc
establishment,
a number
of men, and
often an armed
force, were necessary to secure
the beginnings of trade.
Companies
were then of
great service: they gave solidity to international
connnerce.
But, after having
been an instrumeat of progress, they became ahindrance,
and,
at the end of the eigllteenth
century, were gonerally on the decline.--In
the regulation
of commeree,
ignorance
and arbitrariness
committed
many faults.
Men professed tile maxim that the
profils acquired
by one nation in foreign
cornmeree were losses to another.
They established
the principle
that exchange
with other nations
was advantageous
only inasmuch
as the exports
exceeded
the imports,
and the difference
was
paid ill money.
They misunderstood
the mission
of gold and silver.
They did not understand
tile
solidarity
of foreign
commerce;
and. led astray
by its brilliant results, gave it, a blind preference,
However,
we must not judge this epoch by the
ideas of our own; and, in tile protection
of industl T particularly,
it is proper
to distinguish
between wise and efficacious measures and those
which
arc senseless
and unproductive.--The
means of communication
which are so necessary
to commerce
by land, remained
far behind
the
progress
of navigation.
This period, llowever,
produced
the camds of the Low Countries
of
France, and, later on, of En,.,;and.
On the other
hand, commercial
and maritime
rights were perfected;
maritime
insurance
was greatly
developed ; and similar progress was made in credit
and banks, as is proved
by the banks of Eng-

products
mid those of the mother
country.
Without
the colonial products
there would havo
been no colonial system.
Under colonial products,
not only coffee,
tea, cocoa, sugar
and
spices were understood,
but also
cotton,
dye
stuffs, certain
kinds of wood, drugs and medicinal substances,
none of which were cultivated
ia
Europe.
Most of them came only from tropical
countries,
as most of the colonies
were in
the torrid zone.
We may say that all the great
maritime
commerce
of Europe
at this epoch
was colonial
commerce;
for the principal
cornmercial
countries,
Portugal,
Spain, England,
llolland
and France,
had colonies.
Italy and
Germany
alone had none;
and this fact compelled them to have recourse to foreign
markets,
both for their
importations
of ultra-m;_rine
goods, and for the export
of their own products
to those countries.--The
exploitation
of the colonies rest,*red an odious traffic, which
had been
one of the most considerable
of ancient tinles,
and which had not been unknown
to the middl_
ages; the trafficin slaves.
Tim negroes of Africa,
whose strong arms were soon recognized as emincntly well fitted for the cultivation
of plantations, supplied
the material
for this vast trade,
the horrors of which are well known.--We
shall
terminate
this general
expos6
by mentio,ling
the development
of the great fisheries on tlm
coast of Spitzbergen
and along tile shores of
North America.--The
different nations who took.
part in the commerce of this period weresucces_ively the Portuguese,
the Spaniards,
the DLlteh,
the English
and the French.
We shall take a.
rapid ghmce at each of them.--Called
to navigation by her geographical
situation,
the mission of
Portugal was to realize what the centurm_ had
predicted of her.
She had the good fortune, at,
this epoch, which is called her gohlcn
age, to be
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governed by a line of princes, among whom we
may mention Hcm'y the .Navigator
and Emmanuel the Great.
From the first years of his reign
Emmanuel
attained
the end toward
which his
predecessor had gradually approached.
Yascodc
Gama made the voy'lge to India
by wawr, and
lan(tcd, May 18, 1498, on the coast of Malabar.
The Icing then took the title of master of the
navigation
and commerce of Africa, Arabia, Persin mid India; and his subjects
were possessed
of '_n enthusiasm
which conquered
evcls'thing
l)eforethem.
121505 FrancisAlmeida,with;tileet
of twenty-two
sail, the largest ever equipped
up
to 1hat time, set out as viceroy of India, charged
to destroy the commerce
of the Arabs.
From
this time thereis unrolled
before our eyes a tableau of commercial
history which seems like a
ronmnce;
for the most brilliant feats of arms and
religious proselytism
are mingled with mercantile
speculations.
Almcida
and his successor, Albuquerque,
acquired
immortal
glory.
The latter,
after a long and diflicultsicgc,
carlicd by assault,
Nov. 25, 1510, on the co'_st of Malabar, the (.ity
of Goa, which soon acquired extraordinal 3' prospertly as a commercial
centre.
In a few years
the entire coast, from Ormuz t()Ceylon, acklmwledged the authority
of the _ortuguese,
who.,,e dominion also extended even beyond cape Cormorin
as far as the Moluecas.--Th(_n
I)cgan for Portugal
a maritime
commerce,
placed under the direction
of tile government,
but open to all Portuguese.
Fleets,
starting
at regular
intervals,
made the
voyage
between
Goa and Lishon,
which latter
city attained
a high degree of spleudor.--lu
1500
chance had l(,d to the discovery of Brazil by the
Portuguese
Admiral Cabral.
This country was at
first made a penal colony.
Then it acquired commercial importance
by the cultivation
of sugar,
which at this epoch was first introduced
into the
ports of Em'ope in considerable
quantities.
Later,
the gold and diamond mines of .Miuas-Geracsand
Cerrod;_ Rio were discovcred.
During the whole
of the sixteenth
century Portugal
enjoyed
the
monopoly of the commcr(,e of India, and Lisbon
was the great centre of thistrade.
But the decay
of this power began when Portugal
was submitted to Spanish rule.
The Spanish decree _hich,
in 1594, closed tim port of Lisbon
against
the
Dutch, founded the empire of this latter nation
in India, as well as their commercial
preponderance, and commenccd
theruiu
of the Portuguese.
--The
Spaniards,
though
not possessed of the
commercial
spirit, had however bccu called Ul_.on
to play an important
part in its history.
Tim
Catalonians
are about the only ones among the
inhabitants
of Spain who can be said to lmvc any
aptitude
for commerce.
Two ingenious
races,
the Jews and the ]_[oors, gave life to the Peuinsula; but Spanish fanaticism
dL'()ve them from it.
On the otherhand,
tllechivalrousand
hcroicspirit,
which they had acquired in their conflictswith
the
),Ioors, led tile Spaniards to do great things in the
new world, whither they had been led by Christo.
pher Columbus.
Their exploits here resulted iu
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the conquest of Mexico and Peru, the occupation
of the greater part of South America,
and, con._equcntly, in the foundation
of all imposing colonml
system.
But tile thirst forgold wasalmost
the only
motive of 1best enterprises;
and the most fertile
country,blessedwith
themostbeaulifulandhealthy
climate, wasdi._daiucd
wlmn it did not show trace._
of gold and silver.
The extraction
of the precious metals was not without
its advant'/ges
for
Spain itself; but, al)ovc all, it exerted a consider.
able influence on the commerce
of the world.-A colossal aggregate of countries situated
in the
most different
climates,
and increased,
besides,
under Philip II., by the Portuguese
posses._ious,
opened to Spanish commerce the richest and most
extensive market that can be conceived,
yet it
profited but little by it. Two royal squadrons
went every year, or at least every two ye._rs, to
America;
one was called the fleet; the other, the
galleons.
Tile g.dleons carried ou the commerce
with Chili and Peru; the fleet, that with .New
Spain or ?,Iexmo and the adjacent
provinces,
The squadrons
were c._corted by ships of war.
The vessels were chartered
by lhe merchants
of
Seville and Cadiz.
Soon after the arrival of the
galleons
tim South-American
merchanl.., lw(mght
by waier to Panama, and thcn(,e l)y hind I() Porlo
Be]lo, the t)roducts
of their mines,
.rod other
precious objects lo be ex(,hangcd
for manufacturcd articles.
The city, ab'u_doncd aml dc_crt(:d
at other times, was then filled with an im_nmerable crowd, and the market remained
open for
forty days.
But it w,_s n_)t open to free competilion' everylhing
was foreseen and regulaled
in
advance.
The prices _ere
fixed by delegalcs
appointed
by the merclmnts
of lhc two hemisphcres,
on board
the admiral's
vessel, in tim
presence
of the governor
of Panama.
Dm'ing
this time the fleet had arrive(l at Vcra Cruz, _o
proceed, in ,New Spain, with the same operations
and under the same conditiou_.
After di_pat(,hing some ships to trade with the i,lands,
the
squadrons
met at tlavana,
and Ihenee returm,d
to Enrope.
Under Philip II. their cargoes
(.oreprised, besides the precious metals, indig(), cot.hineal, sugar, vaniIlt_,
logwood,
ciucln)ua
aml
tanned
hides.
But, afterward,
th(,.-c producls
were more "rod more disdained,
and the cargoes
were composed ahnost exclusively of gold, silver,
Panama
and
California
pearls,
and precious
s_ones, The chief products
imporlcd
into the
colonies were woolen and linen stuff'% furmlurc,
agricultural
implements,
works in metal, objects
of luxury of all kinds, oil and provision_.--The
commerce
of the Sllanish colonies, though
sub.
mitred
to all the rigors of the colonial syswm,
was soon
invaded
by the smuggling
tr_lde,
whose operations
wcrc carried
on on a gTand
scale, and which the government
was compelled
to tolerate.
This smuggling
was systematically
practiced
by Holland, England
and France;
aml
nine-tenths of the merchandise
used in the colonies
was of foreign
manufacture.
Soon, however,
beginning
witl_ the reign of P191i_ II, despotism
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gradually
enervated
commercial
activity
in the
little nation.
After some abortive attempts, they
wbole Spanish
monarchy
which had undergone
finally succeeded.
The route to India was opened
only a slight improvement
in the eighteenth
centby a Dutchman,
Cornelius Itoutman,
who had
ury, undcr the Bourbons
--When
the Dutch constiah'eady made several ultra-marine
voyages in the
luted themselves
a republic,
under the name of
service of Portugal,
and who was liberated
from
the Republic
of the Seven United Provinces,
at a prisou in Lisbon, where he was detained
tbr
Utrecht, Jan. 23, 1579, they had not only shaken
debt.
After a few years tim commerce
of Holoff the Spanish yokc, but they had laid the founlaml, incited by her accumulated
hatred
of Ihe
dations
of extraordinary
commercial
greatness.
Portuguese,
controlled
the shores of the sound
They had already
acquired
the preponderance
'the commerce
with India was centralized
and
in the Hanseatic
trade ill the northeastof
Europe.
declared
e,xpressly a state affair by the creation
Thcir
fisheries were flourishing.
Pos._esscd, by
of a large company,
which began its operations
reason
of their commerce
with tlm northeast,
)larch
20, 1602.--It
was necessary,
first of all, to
of the best material
for ship buihling,
and, by
find a suitable centre of operations
in India itself.
their fisheries, of the best sailors, their power on
Thc Dntch manifested
great wisdom by casting
the sea soon surpassed
that of other nations of
their cycs from the first upon thcIn(lian
archipclEurope;
and it was this superiority
that enabled
ago rather than upon the continent, and by oboesthem to resist Spain, and finally to overcome her.
tug an island.
Amo,_g the products of India then
They found,
in the element
whicll SmToundcd
most sought aftcr in Enrnpe. spiceswcre
the most
them on all sides with its tt.rrors, and frequently
important.
The Dutch conceived
the desire of
invaded their fieh|s and their cities, the palladium
l_(/ss_ssmg themselves
of this commerce,
and to
of their independence
and tile source of their
this end took possession
of the )Inluccas.
But
wealth.--It
is a remarkable
fact, that, in order to
the _loluecas
were too remote to serve as a cornbecome tlle first commercial
power of the world,
mercial centre; for this purpose they chose Jav'l,
it was necessary
that they should have for an
which they conquered
from the English, andthere
enemy the king of Spain, on whose valet dominions
founded Batavia, tile seat of a gener:d government
the sun never set. If they had not conquered
the
and of a central
administration,
which,
by its
Spanish and Portuguese
colonies, their commerce
commercial
prosperity,
won for itself the title of
,and navigation
would have amounted
to but very
the pearl of the east.
By a rapid series of suclittle more than that of the Hanseatic
towns; the
cusses, the domininn
and commerce
of Holland
sphere of their activity would have been confined
in the East ladies reached their zenith at the end
to Europe, and, onthe most f'tvorablehypothesis,
of the seventeenth
century.--The
commercial
they would have been nothing
more than intergenius of the Dutc.h w'ts too universal
to allow
mediaries
between
the northeast
and the souththe east to make them lose sight of the west.
A
west.--Aftcr
the downfall
of Antwerp
its comgreat West India company was formed, and this
merce passed to the already
prosperous
city of company cffected the conquest of Brazil, which,
Amsterdam.
This city, as the heir of Antwerp,
however,
was soon after retaken
l)y Portugal.
sought above all things to preserve the advantages
Anmng the other possessinns
in America which
of the commerce
with India, by keeping
up re- I the Dutch ret-dned were some of the Antilles,
l'ttions with Lisbon,
the only port which then I particularly
Cura(,'oa, besides Guiana, _here their
received
direct importations
from that country,
most iml)ortant establishment
w')s Surinam --The
Spain, which wa_ then at war with the rebellious
extraordinary
extent of the maritime
navigation
provinces,
used every endeavor
to destroy this
of lIolland
enabled lhe Low Cnuntries
to secure
traffic, but without
effect.
As long as Portugal
to their fl'tga large proportion of the intermediary
preserved its independence,
it took no part in the
commerce.
The products
of India re-exl)orted
struggle
between
Spain and Holland,
and the
from Amsterdam,
were reputed
products
of the
merchants
of the Dutch
republic
were
made
metropolis,
aud obtained
free access into all the
perfectly welcome to the market of Lisbon.
But
_tates which were without
colonies.
Even the
when, in 1580, it lla_sed, with all its transnmrinc
statcs which had them were obliged to admit at
colonies, under tL,e(h,mini(ln
of Sp:lin, Philip ]I.
least spices, of wllich Holland lind the monopoly.
believed
he could lint better punish tile hated
The products
of the industry,
the agriculture
aud
republic than by depriving
it of the l)roduct._ of
the fisheries of Holland
fm'nishcd
material
for
India, which its ships came to hay at Lisbon.
In
tral_sportation,
in large proportion.
She every1594 he caused fifty l)utch vessels to bc seized in
where found return cargoes:
the wants of Holthis port, and forl)_lde his new subjects, under
the severest penalties,
all intex'course
with
the
revolted
proviuees.
This blow, apparently
so
terrible, was the foundation
of the commerci_d
prosperity
of the Dutch.
They ulxderstood
that
there was no other means of extricating
themselves from the ditticulty
than to impo,'t the products of India from India itself.
The perils of
remote navigation
did not frighten
the enterprising
genius
and persevering
energy
of this

land, especially in grain and no,'thern
products,
had increased
immense.ly,
and foreign
markets
were ready to receive what she did not need.
Her commercial
superiority
rendered
her indispensable
even in those states whose legislation
was most exclusive
against her.
Such were, in
the first place, Spain and Portugal;
but England
and France
could not, any more than they, dispense with Dutch
navigation;
and the insufriciency of their own marine obliged them, despite
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lheir
restrictive
tendencies,
to give her their
freight.
England
was freed from this necessity
I)y file navigation
act, but France continued
subject to this servitude
some time longer.--Independently
of its cormnerce
in merchandise,
tlolhmd wa_ the ceutrc of the money
and credit
markets.
Banks of deposit and transfer
were
cstablishcd
atAmstcrdam
and Rotlerdam.
The
commerce
of the world
had accumulated
so
much capital in the country
tlmt money was nowhere at a lower price than in IIotland;
a,nl the
stock ex('hange
of Amsterd.mi
w'_s the general
market for the titles to all the loans of the time,
and fro' the shares of all cmmnereial
and industrial cntcrprises,
both Imme anti foreign.--But
this (.ommercial greatness of a small slate, undermined l)y terrible and ruinous
conflicts, began to
decline at the beginning
of the eighteenth
tenfury, when France, and more particularly
England, with their much greater resources,
devoted
themselves
to commerce.
-- The
commerce
of
Engl.md, beginning
with the time when it first
acquired some importance,
may be divided into
three period_.
The first begins witl_ the reign of
Elizabeth.
At home i L an adult nation, frees it._elf
from the commercial
guardianship
of the Ham
seatic towns, and acquires a commerce of its own:
abroad it triumphs
ovcr the Spanish
armada,
vindicates
the libcrty of the seas, and founds
colonies.
This fir._t period shows but a very
small amount
of progress.
The second, which
begins with the navigation
act, and creates the
mmitime power of England,
is more remarkable;
but the most fruitful
is the third, which, dating
from the peace of Utrecht, shows an equal energy
•it all points and in ever)' sense, in the metropolis
and m the colonies, in commerce
as well us in
industry, in agriculture
as well as in navigation.
--Tim
manufacture
of woolens
was a natural
employment
for a country whicll then abundantly
produced
the raw material.
Edward
III. had
,encouraged
it as eltrly a_ the fourtecnth
century.
]

lmrtatnm
of arms, saddlery,
needles, thread and
various article_ of metal and leather.
Attention
was turned
to mines, and skilled miners were
brought ft:om Germany.
Commercial
enterprises
were conducted
I)y eolnp'mies,
and their relations
were with the Low Countries.
Tlm commercial
greatness of London was foreshadowed.
Elizabeth
al¢o endeavored
to encourage
the merchant m-_rine.
The great
explorations
in the
north and tile voyages of Drake and Cnvendi_h
around the world, in 1581 and 1586, aronscd in
tlie people a taste for navigation,
and extended
their nautieql knowledge.
If the. plans of eoloni.
zation attempted
by Walter
ltaleigh
failed, at
least tile tirst stone of the grand edifice of the
English dominian
in the E_tst lndics w'ts laid in
the last )ears of Elizabeth's
reign.
Philip II.,
by closing the port of Lisbon against the English
as well as the Dutch,
had forcc.d them to establish direct cmmmmication
with India.
At the
close of the year 1600. the society of London merchants for trading with the East Indies was establiqmd, and obtained
of the crown, for tim space
of fifteen years, the privilege
of the commerce
with all the countries of A_-in, Africa and Ameri.
ca, from the cape of Good Hope to the straits of
3Iagellan.--lu
the epoch which follows we find
the prohibition
of the exporting
of wool, the
manufacture
of cotlnn
cloth at Manchester-which are first menlioned
in 1641--the
lirst attempts
at the manufacture
of iron, an(l the
extraction of coal.--The
navigation
act, prmnulgated by Cromwell
in 1651, confirmed and cornpletcd in 1660 by Charles II., which so long remained the maritime
charter
of England,
built
up her navigation upon the ruins of that of Hob
land.
Abmlt the same period the conquest of
Jamaica
was a(.complishcd.
The revolution
of
1688 soon after, by cstablishing
public liberty,
gave a l_u_ting foundation
to the comn_ercial suplcmacy of England,
and the union of Scotland
with England made Great Britain a great nmrket.

Its
in'ogress,
however,
was abroad,
slow. and
The the
nobility
preterred
to sell
their wool
Eng- i
lish mamffaeturers
found
rude competitors
in
their brothers
of the Low Countries.
The 1,._nglish were, on the other hand, aided by the llanseatie towns, whose interest it was to create a
rivalry for Flanders, because they realized greater
profits by exporting
from England
unbleached
cloths, which they afterward
dyed and dressed
ttmmselves, than upon articles
entirely
fitlislmd
in Flanders
or Brab'mt.
English
industry
was
thus gradually extended;
but its slfipments con- I
sisted exclusively
of cloths of a c()mmon quality,
To Dec the country
from the mediation
of the
Jtanseatic
traders, am1 export
cloths fully fini..,hed, was the special object of the society of
merchant
adventurers.
This object was not attvdned until the reign of EliT-lbeth.
After she
lind restricled
the exportation
of unbleached
_cloth, and suppressed
the IIanseatic
competition,
lhe queen sought to introduce
other industries in_o England.
A decree of 1563 prohibited rheim-

Then,
the afinal
East was
India
company,after forsome
_vhichgroping,
so grand
dc_tiny
rescrvvd, c.ame into being, and credit was establL-hed by the creation of the b:mk of England.-Tim eighteenth
century
presents,
in England,
under t'he rule of the constitutional
monarchy,
a
remarkable
devclolmmnt
in agriculture
and
nmnufactures,
by reason of the eomnmrce and
navigation
which they supported.
This was the
age tlmt saw the inventmns
of the Watts, the
llargreaves,
the Arkwrighls,
the Wedgewoods,
and others.
This was also tim "_ge of the foundation of the Anglo-lndi:m
empire,
duc to the
genius of Clive and tlastings.
It was this ccntury, too, that witnc.-.scd the rapid development
of tim colonies foumled
by the sn(,ee.->.ive immlgrations to North
America during the preceding
century.
But these colonies,
in consequence
of
disscnqons
x_ith the mother
country,
rebelled,
and achieved their independence,
under the name
of the Umtcd Slates, recognized
1)y the peace of
_'ersailles,
in 1783.--Thc
civil wars which dis-
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tracted France during the first centuryof
modern
times could not but prove discouraging
to hcr
commerce and industry.
The accession of Henry
IV to the throne revived them by restoring p(.acc
and concord to the count1T.
During the rciguof
this prince
the Briare
canal
was completed,
and the cultivation
of the mulberry
was encouraged.
But the active participation
of France in
the commerce of the world
dates only from the
time of Colbert.--"
Colbert,"
as Henry
Martin
has said,
"thought
that a great nation, a coinplete society,
ought to be at once agricultural,
industrial,
and sea faring,
and that France
had
received from nature,
in a most eminent degree,
the conditions
of this triple fuuction:
his whole
life was spent in seeking
the realization
of this
thought."
From
this point of view, this great
minister conceived and executed, at least in part,
the plan of suppressing
tolls in the interior of
the country,
of transferring
the cuslom houses to
the frontiers of the kingdom, of unitingall
France
under one "rod the same tariff system, and of adding economic
centralization
to the political centralization
which it already poCsessed.
In order
to dev.clop national
industry,
Colbert had taken
for the hasis of his customs
tariff.
"to reduce
tile export duties on provisions
and merchandise
produced iu the kingdom,
to lessen the import
duties ou all raw materials,
to oppose, by raising
tim duties, the importation
of the products
of
foreign naanufacture."
To this programme
was
added tlm plan of a close and strong organization
of the industrial
corporations,
and of a permaneat and rigid st'ltesurvcillance
ovcrlabor.
Notwithstanding
some lamentable
acts of violence
against
the liberty
of labor,
French
industry
made undeniable
progress
under his inIiuence,
Colbert
employed
considerable
sums of money
to restore
languishing
industries
and to establish new ones: at great expense he induced
foreign manufacturers
to come into the country,
Five hundred
Dutch
cloth weavers were established at Abbeville,
in Picardy,
and introduced
there, as well as at Sedan and Elbeuf, the manufacture of the finest woolens.
By establishments
such as those of the Gobeli_s (tapestry manufactoties), and of extensive glass works, Colbt.rt, while
flattering the tastes of his master, assured the future of French manufacture
of articles of luxury,
The empire of France
in objects of taste dates
from this period.
Her products of this kind werc
more and more sought after by f,,reign nations, in
proportion
as Louis XIV. extended his influence,
--The
French
marine
had already been freed,
under Mazarin, from the preponderance
of the
Dutch
marine,
by the differential
tax of fifty
sous per ton.
Colbert
maintaincd
this tax, and
by the system of maritime
inscription,
he created
the military
and merchant
marine
of _rance.
Languedoc
is indebted to him forits canal.
The
reform
of the consulates,
and a treaty of cornmerce concluded
with the porte in 1673, instilled
new life into French commerce
with the Levant.
_Unfortunately,
after the death of Colbert, the

revocation
of the edict of :Nantes, which
deprived France of so many industrial
hands, with
tile disasters
which marked
the close of Louis
XIV.'s
reign, and the follies of the regency, ar
rested the development
of the great minister's
work.
But theydid
not destroyitentirely;
after
a lamentable
eclipse, the industry and commerce
of France gradually
regained their splendor in the
course of the eighteenth
century.--Colbert
also
did much for the colonies.
The French had taken
but little part in transatlantic
navigation.
We
find mentioned
only some private
adventures
in
tile beginning
of tile sixteenth
century, especially
that of James Cartier, to whom is really duc the
credit of discovering Canada, or New France.
In
spite of Holland
and England,
this country had
remained French, and Quebec and Montreal were
established
in 1606.
Colbert took measures
to
assure the existence of the colony, and to improve
its material
condition.
The French
domination
extended
as far into the interior
as Louisiana.
Among
tile Antilles,
which were colonized
by
frecl)ooter._, Colbert obtained
for France, Martinique aml Grenada,
and established
there a form
of government
in conformity
with tile ideas of
the epoch.
It was under Louis XIV., and above
all at his special desire, th'tt a large company was
formed to carry on the commerce with the East
Indies.
France
thus possessed the elements
of
a vast colonial empire; but she allowed herself to
be deprived
of them one after annthcr.
At the
peace of Utrecht, Louis XIV. ceded to England
the IIudson's
bay couutlT,
:Ncwfoundl'md
and
Arcadia.
In the treaty of Paris, in 1763, Louis
XV. ahandoned
Canada to the same power.
In
the Indian ocean, about the middle
of the eightecnth century, La Bourdonnais
wrought wonders
in the island (ff France, and Dupleix in Pondi.
cherry; but, in consequence
of the jealous)" that
sprang up between
these two men, and tile prodigious success of the English, the colonial empire
of the French.ahnost
disappeared
from India.
The Antilles, at least, were prosperous,
especially
St. Domingo,
and supplied
a wtst commerce
of
produce.--The
peace of Versailles
ends tile first
part of modern times, and commences
the second,
which extends to our own day.
This second part
is subdivided
into two sections, separated
from
each other by the general peace of 1815. The first
of these periods is, properly speaking,
the eclipse
of commerce,
while the second forms the most
brilliant
period of its history.--We
shall only
mention
the first period, filled throughout
with
wars, in which England
is the almost absolute
mistress
of the seas, and in which :Napoleon opposesher with the coldinentalblockade;
but we shall.
endeaw*r to sketch the wonders of the second.
--In this epoch of rare fecundity
the territory
of commerce increases enormously.
Already,
in
the previous
period,
the emancipation
of the
United
States had added a great part of North
Amcrica, and the separation
of Brazil from Portugal, a vast country in South America.
Then
Mexico and all Spanish South America, throwi,lg.
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off the yoke of the mother country,
abolished the
restrictions
of their old colonial system, and were
thrown open to the commerce
of other nations,
France, by conquering
Algiers, substituted
a safe
market for a nest of pirates.
England
extended
and consolidated
her rule in India, and opened
up China ; while the United
States
obtained
access to mysterious
Japau, which is nowopen
to
all the world.--Throughout
this vast domain,
which recognizes
no limits,
commercc
enjoys a
security heretofore
unknown,
the precious
fruit
of universal
peace.
This peace has been several
times disturbed
by wars more or less dcstructive,
but whose limits are always
circumscribed.
It
has been shaken, also, by revolutions.
But its
majestic course has, in reality, experienced
but
little interruption.
Thus it is seen to multiply
at
all points, thc bcnefits of which it is so prodigal.
Human
activity
is applied
to agriculture
and
manufactures;
the spirit of invention
increases
industry;
production,
as well as consumption,
is
immensely augmcnted;
and commerce henceforth
assumes grand
proportions.--The
improvement
of the ways of communication
and of the means
of transportation
powerfully
contributes
to its
extension,
But the ordinary roads and the numerous and well.built
canals
arc not. all. Fulton applies steam power to navigation,
which
had hitherto employed nothingbut
sails.
Steamboats appear on rivers, streams and lakes; they
cross strait.,;, they steam
along the maritime
coasts, and end by making
the longest
voyages
on tim high seas.
To transatlantic
steam navigalion is added, for the security
and rapidity of
maritime
commerce,
a profound
acquaintance
with the different
currents
which
furrow
the
ocean.
Another inventmn
that transforms
cornmercebyland,
and assures it an importance
which
it had never before
known,
is the marvelous
invention
of railroads,
over which
locomotives
_mpelled by steam put in motion tr'_ins of inmtmerable cars, andwhose
immense network covers
the soil of all countries.
Finally,
the electric
telegraph annihilates
distances both by land and
sea.--While,
at the commencement
of modern
times, the precious metals of the new world came
to aid in the development
of _ trade which had
greatly increased in proportions,
the gold of California and Australia
helped to supply the nccessitics of a commerce which was increasing
every
day. At the same time, moreover, tile institutiolls
of eredit,whosc
paper supplies thc place of moncy,
are developed on a grand scale.--The
different nations successivel.y establish the unity of theirhome
market.
The revolution
of 1789, completing
the
work of Colbert, had thrown down the barriers
which still subsisted
in France, and created
its
custom
house territory.
Already,
at the beginningof the century, GreatBritainiscommercially
united with Ireland.
In the epoch of which we
are writing, this movement was i,nitatcd throughout Europe.
Thevarious
small states of Germany
were united into a fruitful association
of customs

empire.
Spain had overturned
the barriers which
isolated its northern provinces;
"rod Austria tho_e
which
separated
the eastern from the western
portion
of her territory.
Switzerland,
aftra"
accomplishing
her political
centralization,
ceutralized
her commerce
also, by substituting
for
her numerous cantonal tolls one single tariff for
all her frontiers,
italy, after attaining
political
unity, confirmed it by commercial
uni_y, under
one tariff of duties,--The
commercial
policy
toward forc_zn nations long retained its restricti_ e
feature._.
England,
the ablest among natmns, in
commerce,
imtustry and navigation,
wa_ the first
to perceive that the impediments
created
by the
protective systcm must disappear.
She _n'adually
accomplished,
in this direction,
the r_forms that
were connected
with the names of llu._kisson,
Cobden,
Robert
Peel and Gladstone.
England,
now retains
only her fi_eal rights.
Tllesc reforms attracted the attention of the other states
to their own commercial
._ystems; and many of
them also reformed
them, if not in the same
proportion
as England,
at least to a greater or
less extent.
It is the eommercml
treaty between
France and England
that seems to have hastened
the movemeut.
Prohibitions
havebeen
removed,
and ever-increasing
faeilities are granted to cornmercc. Some countries,
however, particularly
the
United
States,
still persist
in maintaiuin_
a
strong system of prc_tective duties; but the ¢h._ire.
of paving
its debt has much to do with this
action on the part of the American republic.
The
protective
system, moreover,
is there made tim
incessant object of attack.
Commerce is now no
longer, as in other times, the special occupatiou
of a few; it is more or less engaged in by all. l_nt
it is nminly in tile bands of peoples belonging
t¢_
Christian
civilization.
Eastern
nations
are, for
the most part, inactive,
pa.csive; and their cornmeree is carried on by the merchants
of the west.
Among the various Christian
nations
tile share
is more or less brilliant.
The first plaee must
unquestionably
be ceded to Engl'lnd:
after her,
setting '.lside the United States, a high rank i_due
to France, with the small states ahmg her eastern
frontier,
and to the Germa,l empire, which has
absorbed
Hamburg
and Bremen.
The, cldef
commercial
centres of tile wolld arc I,ondon,
Paris and New York.
HEm_
RICIIELOT.
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CRISES,
disturbances
of the.
course of trade at given times, arising from the
necessity of re-adjusting
its couditions to the com.
mon standard
and measure of value.
The cornmon standard of value is money, and the condilions of trade which require to be adjusted
to it
are the prices of commodities,
and contracts and
obligations
of all kinds.
Contracts
and obligations are almost always
expresscd
in money.
They call for thc payment
of dollars, pounds
sterling,
francs, etc., which signify
a cert'fil_
weight of gold or silver.
Contracts
and obligations are entered into on the basis of the scale of
prevailing

at the time, which

may be too.
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hi._hor too'low. :Pricesare susceptible
of great
elasticity.If they are too high ata given time
as compared with the costof money (i.
e.,thccost
_)fproducing gold and silver),
itfollowsthatthe
t)erson who h_ s obligated
himself to pay money
at such a time ha_ ,lot actually received "m equivalent iu returu, al,d tlmt he is iu danger of loss
or failure.
This he may avoid by selling the
comm¢)dities
he has lm,'chased
for money suttl¢ient, or more than sufficient
to meet his obligation, or hy taking
the obligation
of another pc,'sou for an equal or greater sum.
In the lattcr
-case it is evident that the situation of thecommunity is not changed by substituting
A in the place
_)f B as the ohligor who undertakes
to deliver a
.certain number
of grains
of gold in exchange
for _, certain
amount
of cloth
or iron, or a
cert'_in l)iecc of land, or a certain
amount
of
Jabol'.
If the element of equivalency
is wanting between the money agreed to be paid and the
thing received in exchange,
there must be event,ual lo-._, and 1)os_ibly such loss as to cause bankruptcy,
it does not alter the state of the case
that the obligatmn
to l)ay money may be lawfully
diseh.lrged
with paper, even irredeemable
paper,
since such p'q)er must be rcsolvahlc into gold at
some ratio.--Contracts
and obligations,
agreemeats to 1)ay money at a future
time for something prcscntly
received, arc the "credit systcm"
of modern commercc.
Innumerable
phases and
complications
arise under the credit systcm, but
amdysis willshow that they all resolve themselves
into the agreement
of A to sell goods, houses,
lands, labor, etc, to B for money to be paid at a
future time.
If B, instead of borrowing
goods,
houses,
etc., from A, borrows
money f,'om C, it
is only to buy the goods, houses, etc., from A.
The only difference is that C, in._tcad.of A, is the
"payee when the oblig.Ltion matures.
Inability
to
meet the obligation
constitules
bankruptcy,
and
a great multiplicity
of bankruptcies
occurring
simult'meouslyconstitutcsacommercialcrisis.
A
commercial
crisis may be confined to one country, or it may extend to the whole commercml
world, but it can not extend to phu:es where there
is no credit system.
If all persons were in the
habit of paving immediately
for everything
re-ceived, there couhl be no debts, consequently
no
f-lilures, no money panics, no crises,
ia 1)roportion as debts are few and small and of short duration, so will bankruptcies
be infrequent
and cornmcrcial
crises bricf and inconsidcl'able.
Those
nations among x_,lloill the credit system has received its widest developmcnL
ann whe,'e conse<luently
the spirit of commercial
adventure
and
speculation
is most rife, a,'e most exposed to the
ravages of recurring
periods of bankruptcy.
It
is an observed fact that nations of Teutonic origin
{including the English, American,
German, Dutch
and Scandinavian)
are those most frequently
and
severely afflicted with commercial
criscs.
These
nations are i_lso noted _m the most enterprising
of
all, in the commercial
sense.
They habitually
•assume greater risks for the sake of expected
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profitthan theirneighbors,and consequentlyare
more exposed to periodicaldi>aster--Since the
introductionof the credit element into trade,
which began to assume a systematic chalactcr
early in tile seventeenth
century, commercial
crises have heen of frequent
occurrence
among civilized nations.
The s_mptoms by which they are
preceded, and which .'dways give fair warning of
their approach,
arc a ,'apid advance of prices lind
wages, great activity of tJade, a multiplication
of
new ente,'prises
of eve_ T sort, such as factories,
buildings,
banks, railways,
mines, shipping, eolonics--what
is termed,
ill short, a period of geucral prosperity.
FOl'tUm,S are made, or apl)ear to
he made, in a day.
A spirit of speculation
pervades all tile trading classes.
Everybody
is buy.
rag, in order to sell at't higher price.
All who
have c'_pital are seeking to pl'tce it where it will
gain thehighcst
possible return.
Thcsc periods of
alluring
prosperity
generally run a course of ten
years in England,
e.g., 1816, 1825, 1_37, 1847, 1857,
1866, 1875, in each of which ycars there was a
commercial
crisis in that count,'y.
In tile United
States the periodical
return has bccn less regular
antl less frcquent,
the inost noted crises lmving
bcen those of 1819, 1837, 1857 aml 1873. Each
period of abnormaland
exciting prosperity
is followed l.{ya violent
collapse, whose phases are a
moncy panic, a sudden rise in the rate of interest,
a run on the banks, and most frcquently
a suspension of cash payments;
then u fall of pricc_
of commodities,
securities anti ,'cal proI)erty; failurcs of mercantile
and manufacturing
houses a,ld
corporations,
a partial suspension
of industry, a
fail of wages and the cnforccd
idlc,mss of great
numbers
of hborers,
often cuhninating
in riots
and social anarchy.
The money
panic is gentrally of sho,'t duration,
but the czi_is is froquently protracted
through
a series oL years, betug markcd
by a continued
and
iLmxor.d)le
"shrinkage
of values,"
general
stagnation
and
lack of confidence,
dearth
of employment
for
labor and capital, and an ahnormally
low rate [ff
interest.
It has become a maxim'mmng
busi,w_s
men, that in such a period more profit can he
made by locking
money up in a clo._c vault than
by investing
it in anything
whatsoever;
which
signifies merely, tlmt, when prices of all thil_gs
are declining,
it is best not to buy till Ill(,)" leach
thei,' lninimum.
The pendulum
will swing b,wk
in timc.--These
undulations
of trade,
or' allernatcly high and low prices, of altcrmlte
activity
and depression
in business, have their root in thc
mcntal and mtn'al constitution
of mankind.
The
price of a thingis
the aulount
()f gohl it sells for
in a free market.
The prices of commodities
gencrally--i.'e.,
the scale of prices prevailing
at a
given time--are
the ratio existing
between commodities in general and gold bullion, in a f,'ce
market.
We know, as a matter of fact, that general prices are subject
to great variations
within
comparatively
short periods of time, as, for im
stance, het_veen the years 1873 and 1877, the conditions of gold production
and the annual output
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remaining
substantially
the same.
The c'_use of
these rapid variations must be sought for in something else than the gold supply.
Some writcrs
seek an cxplanatmn
in bank issues and bank credits. Excessive
issues and excessive
crcdits
are
invariable
concomitants
of the swelling gale of
prosperity
which precedes and ushers ill a crisis,
They "ire part and parcel of the speculative
fever
which pervades the community,
but are no more
to bc accounted
the cause of it than the excessive
multiplication
of spiudlcs and of r'filways going
on at the same time.
Tim true cause of advancing prices is the competition
of buyer_ in the
market:
the true cause of declining
prices is the
competition
of sellers.
When there are morc
buyer_ than sellers, prices will rise: when there
are more sellers
than buyers,
prices will fall.
Thelove of gain causes the competition
of buyers;
the fear of loss, the competition
of ._ellcl's. Tim
former is a stats of speculation;
llle latter of
panic.
Now, it is demonstrable
from history,
and, indeed, obvious to all persons of adult age,
that there "trc times when the whole community
arc haying this, that and the other sort of property, with the purpose and expectation
of selling
it tit a higher price.
There are other times when
they arc selling with like unanimity,
in order to
aw)id an apprehended
loss. Sucha period of general speculation
prevailed
ia the United Statesduring sevcr'll years prior to 1873.
_k correspondin_ period of panicand
depression prcvailed from
1873 to 1879. The pendulum
has now (1881) begun to swing back, and there are many signs that
the country Ires started on a new career of prospcrlty, to be succeeded
by "mothcr crisis, another
period of commercial
depression,
revulsion,
stagtoulon.
Pricesaud
wages'ire
advancing,
employmeat for labor and capital is abundant,
fortunes
:ire nlade rapidly,
new railway
enterprises
are
multiplying
on every hand.
But the ordinary
channels of trade are not yet choked with debt
t_) any considerable
extent.
The debts of 1873
have been pretty
generally
wiped out, but the
credit system l;as not wholly recovered
h'om tile
shock of that year.
Both borrowers
'rod lenders
are still c'lutious.
So long as thisspilit
of caution
prev,d:s, the community
will be in no danger of a
conlmcrcial
crisis, although
there m_ly bc stock
panics and "Black Fridays"
now and then, affecting particular
cl'lsses of traders 'lad specul'ltor_,
When this spirit yields, as it probab]_ will, to the
enticing prospect of large profits and rapid gains,
and when rising prices aml increasing
lial:ilities
are observed
to be moving hand in hand, thc ing'rcdiel_ts of a new crisi_ will be gathering
cxplosive for_.e.
Those who are able to (li._cern the
real comlitions of u'ade hidden under the guise of
general prosperity,
and able to resist its fascmations, will get out of debt while they can, 'rod coutent themselves
with such profits as are to lie
nmde without
borrowed
c'lpital.
Then,
when
the storm conics, they will escape.
They nmy
meet wi'h losses--people
who owe them may bc
unable to pay_but
the gale will pass byand leave
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tlmm standing.
The "shrinkage
of values" will
signify nothing to them but a marking
down of
prices, while to those who are much in debt it
will mean bankruptcy,
sheriff's sales, and a sudden desccnt from affiueuce to povcrty.
Unfortunately, neither prudence
nor foresight can avail
to any great extent to protect the wagc-working
classes from the effects of these fearful
visitalions.
They are powerless
to resist the advance
of prices, theT are impelled
by ncec'ssity and by
the competition
of employcr_
to denmnd higher
wages for their lab()l', and higher _ages a-.lin
neces.-itate higher prices for commodilies.
When
the ten,ion of prices against the standard of value
can no longer bc borne, and {l crisi._ ",upervenes,
the worst horrors of the calamity fall upon them
in the loss of employment.
What savings they
have accunlulatcd
during
the period of prospertly, to shelter themselves
in sicknes, and age,
are generally
consumed
during
the succeeding
period of depression,
and they begin again the
battle of life with no other re._ources than their
hands, "rod not seldom with bitterness
in their
hearts again_-t the social order which allow- such
sore distress to fall upon them --It has been remarked that commercial
crises have their root in
the nicntal and moral constitution
of mankind
Tim low,. of gain is the foundation
stone upon
which political eeouomy builds itself as a s(,ienec.
This motive is more nearly universal
than any
other iu the whole category
_)f hum:m impul-e¢.
The greatest amount of gain with the lea_t amom_t
of effort is what all bul "m impercel)tible
l'ra,:li(_u
of nmnkind are striving for.
It is this omniprescut desire which incites pe_)ple to buy whatew.r
they think they can sell at an advanced
price, and
to buy on credit, or with b(u'rowed Cal)ital, when
they can not command
sufficient mean.- of tlwit"
own.
Buying with one's own means, bowevel"
imprudently,
would never bril_g on a commer_'.ial
crisis, because nobody could fail.
The compctition of buy¢.rs would cause pricc_ to advance
exactly m_ under the credit system, and the renttion would come as surely.
The ela._tieity of
prices wouhl enable speeulatiotl
to run if.- e,)m'_e
for the usual period, until the strain could be
borne llO longcr, l.C., uulil The differ(,net: 1)cIwe(,ii
tile price_ of conunoditics
geaer,dly,
aml l lw co_t
of dolhu's and pounds stcrlil_g :it the _ohl mines,
became too grc'Lt h) admit of lurtlmr sp(.(.ula_i()m
Then there xvouhl be a decline of price< l('_ullinp
from "l (.ommou desire to sell .rod aw)id 1,).-,_.h,lt
the m.u'ked
_nd distinguishing
fc:iture
c,f Ihc
modern (.ommereial
crisis, lmnkrupt('y
aml I(_t_L1
ruin, would be wanting.
The credit s.v_tem sup.
plies thi_ in_r(,dient.
It furni,_hc_ the (,xp]o.-.i_e
m'lteria[ of whi(,h the great cri_-e,_of the l):t_t t_ o
cvnturi(,-, have been mainly _._)mposcd, xiz, (.ontracts, obligation,,
debts, pih,d Uli,_n ea('h other
mountain
high, eontra(.ted
upon a fi(:titi¢)u_ se.lle
of price_, a scale which tile whole community
has
for the time being conspire(1 to make fictiti_)u.-,
but payable in matter of f;wt doll.m- and pounds
sterling, or their truc equivalent,
and not other.
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"wise.--One of the earliest crises mentioned
by Dr.
_Iax Wirth, in his Ge.scl_whte dc_' lI_*l,delskri_en, is
the tulip mania of ttolland,
in the years 1634-8.
'This celebrated
speculation
in the products
of
.horticulture
bore all the marks of a genuine corn.mercial crisis.
A delusion difficult now to under•stand, though not more absurd than many others
"which have at times infected
an entire people,
gradually
led the inhabitants
of the Netherlands
to consider the tulip plant to be worth its weight
in gold, while certain
varieties
were esteemed
much more valuable.
Tile whole
population,
merchants,
farmers, nobles, politicians, sailors, day•laborers,
serving men and serving women, joined
in an eager and exciting tradein
tulips. There was
•t tulip exchange
in Amsterdam,
with a board of
brokers, presenting
all the features
of a modern
stock cxch,qnge.
The price of tulips rose h'om a
alert trifle, or about the price of onions, to 5,500
]lorins each, the latter being the quoted value of
.the variety called "Semper
Augustus."
The rage
.lasted four years.
Contracts
for the purchase and
sale of tulip plants at these extravagant
figures,
plastered the whole country,
.md were so numer.ous when
the collapse came that the courts of
justice were unahle to adjudi(:tltc a tithe of them.
A tulip bulb was intrinsic'ally
worth
no more
.then than it is now; that is, a few pc,rotes for
.commou
varieties,
and a few shillings
for the
rarer.
It was inevitable that a time would colne
when they must sell for their intrinsic value in
.coin.
That time did come, and the nation was
plunged ,'it once into a whirlpool
of bankruptcy,
.Panic terror swept alltlmmarket])laces•
)Iisery,
madness and ruin entered
thousands
of ])utch
homesteads.
The country was strewnwith
ever)"
species of commercial
wreekage.
The cous_
,quenccs of tile disaster afflicted a whole gcneralion,
and the memory
of it revives with ever), recurrence of a commerci'll
crisis in any part of the
world.--The
tulip crisis of Itollaud
was of the
same breed as the modern
commercial
crisis,
differing in size, but not in ferocity.
The crises
of different
periods and different
countries
have
distiugmshing
features in this, that there is generally some form of speculation
more rampant
than any other at a given period, although
it
frequently
happens that the leading rage begets
other varieties equally pernicious.
In theFrcnch
crisis of 17°0, it was John
Law's
3Iississippi
scheme around which the speculation
gathered,
In the contemporary
English
crisis it was the
South sea bubble, which alsoproduccdaprogeny
of lesser bubbles so numerous and hldicrous
that

estimates of value.
It generally happens during
the speculative
period, that the prices of some
commoclities
are pushed up to a higher
point,
relatively,
than others, speculation
being particularly directed into those channels,
thus attracting
an undue
investment
of capital
and labor in
particular
trades, as in the cultivation
of tulipsin
Hollaud at the period mentioned.
This was the
c'_sc in the iron and coal trades _nd in many
branches
of manufacture
in the United
States
prior to the panic of 1873. The equilibrium
of
labor is disturbed;
and, when the crisis comes,
the greatest distress _alls upon those branches
of
industry which had formerly
bccn the most prosperous.
An immediate
glut of the market
is felt
because an abnormal
production
had been stimulated.
Neither
the laborers
nor the capital
employed in particular
lines of trade can change
their vocation suddenly.
But change they must
s(,oner or later. The equilibrium
of industry must
be restored;
prices must fall back to the level of
eqtLivalencp between money'mdgoods;
superfluous
mills and miues and factories must close, or work
on half time, till a re-adjustment
takes place.
If
the 1)rcvailing rage has bccn for foreign trade, as
it was in England
in 1825, there will be a mushroom growth of nmnufacturcs
and shipping,
aud
when the collapse crones, weavers and sailors will
be out of employmeut.
If it is for new railways,
as in the United States in the years prior to 1873,
iron furnaces will go out of blast, coal coral)antes
will fail, puddlcrsand
miners will be brought
to
dire distress, and it will be wondel_ful if riots and
public disorder
do not follow
in the train of
idleness and misery.
It results
from the view
here taken, that the displacement
or misplacement
of labor, so ofteu noticed as a feature of commcrcial crises, is a consequence
and not a cause of the
temporary
delusion or enlraf_emc_t
of the lmbhc
mind,
which
is the real origin of the trouhle.
--What
causes this eMralnernel_t
has been partly
answered
already.
Anything
which actssl,'ongly
upon the imagin'_tions
of traders, ,llways keenly
alive to the prospect of gain, is sufficient to set a
general speculation
on foot.
There
can be no
doubt that the gigantic war indemnity
collected by
Germany from France stimulated
the imaginative
powers of the former in the highest dcgTee, and
led to the extravagant
speculations
which ushered
ill the crisis of 1873 in that country.
The English
crisis of 1_16 was due to a misconception
founded
upon
the overthrow
of Napoleon
and the reopening of the continent
of Europe
to British
trade.
It was assumed
that the continent
was

the period has ever since been known
as the
'" epoch of the bubble oompanies."
In the American crisis of 1837, land
speculation
was the
principal craze.
In the English
crisis of 1847, it
was railway building.
But in these and all the
others, the featuresof
the tulipmania
are discernible--a
whole community
betting
that certain
kinds of property are worth more gold and silver
than they are really
worth,
and entering
into
-contracts
and obhgations
based upon erroneous

bare of goods,
and that an unhmited
demand
would spring up as soon as trade restrictions
were
removed.
The imagination
of the British merchaut was fired•
Great quantities
of manufacturcs and colonial produce were accumulated'
to
meet the expected
demand,
and prices rose
rapidly in consequence,
iNo account was made
of the fact that those countries,
impoverished
by
long wars, were unable to pay for the commodities they would gladly purchase.
When the ports
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were opened, English
goods were crowded
upon
the continental
markets
in such q_mntities
that
1)rcscutly "they were selling for less in Holland
'rod Germany than in London and Manchester,
while in most places they were lying a dead
wc,ight ou the market,
without
any sale at all,"
.(Lord Brougham,
quoted
in Tooke's
History of
Prices.)
In consequence
of this miscalculation,
.{1,616 failures
took place in the agricultural,
commercial,
manufacturing,
miningand
shipping
_i,l_erests of Great Britain,
and so many laborers
were thrown outof employment,
that the co,retry
seemed for awhile to be on tim eve of revolution,
The commercial
history
of both
Europe
and
America is sprinkled
with commercial
crises from
1799 to 1816, having
their origin in the distempered im_lginations
of traders unduly excited by
anilitary
events and the commercial
regulations
.of governments.
Tile Hamburg
crisis of 1799
was caused by the :French occupation
of tIolhmd
iu 1795, which threw into tim lap of the former
the continental
trade
"a-hich had
previously
belonged to the latter, causing such a tremendous
speculation
and rise of prices and extension
of
•credit in Itamburg
during the succeeding
four
years that presently
a crash came, in which 82
honses
failed,
with
liabilities
amounting
to
29,000,000 marks.
Thus the very event which
seemed likely to contribute
to the prosperity
of
H'_mburg,
serving to inflame the greed of her
capitalists and obscure their vision, ended in her
impoverishment.
It is needless
to multiply
instances
showing that every great speculative
movement
has an ascertainable
starting
point,
Referring to the last one which affiicled our own
,country, there call be little doubt that the most
potent contributing
cause was the unwise liberal,
ity of congress
in offering immense
grants
of
land to corporations
as a frec gift on cc,ndition
that they would
build railways
through
them.
--Noless than 170,00D,000 acres were llung out to
the cupidity of capitalists
after the close of the
war.
Such an alluring
bait had never been
danced before the eyes of a whole nation,
not
,of one nation
merely,
but as many as chose
to participate,
for capital knows
no boundary
.lines.
England,
Germany
and
Holland
_rc
.believed to lmve invested
$250,000,000
in our
railway
bonds between
186_ and 1873, _'hich
afterward
defaulted,
not to mention those which
managed
to pay their interest
and keep out of
bankruptcy.--We
will now consider some of the
thcories which have been advancedon
thesubject
of commercial
crises, more or less in conflict with
the one here outlined.
The one most commonly
accepted ascribes all the mischief to paper money,
to bank agencies of various sorts; to irredeemable
paper, where such paper is current; to the medium
of exchange, rather than to the things exchanged,
Interminable
statistics have been compiled to susrain this view, all. going to confuse tim reader and
darken counsel.
Tim bank is so necessary a palt
of modern trade, it is so g'reat an object of interest
,in a financial panic, its system of loans, issues and
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deposits is so great a mystery to the general public, tlmt it answers all the purposes of a witch
when a commercial
distemper
sets in.
As the
issue of circulating
notes is no necessary function
of a bank, we will tirst consider it without that
function.
Banks were fir._t established
to kee l)
people's money iu places of safety.
Their sphere
of duty was afterward
enlarged,
in order to
assimilate
the various sorts of money brought to
them, so timt their customers
couht deposit dollars, pounds sterling, livres, florins and ducats,
some of full weight, others of short weight, and
dr'_w out one particular
kind of money, as for instance, dollars always of full value, thus furnishing a sure basis for trade, and enabling buyer and
.'.ellcr tomaketheirbargainsund¢*rstandingly.
In
point of principle the modern bank differs but
little from the ancient one.
It receives people's
money in order to keel) it safely and pay it back
on dcmaml.
It also undertakes
to melt down
and hold in a state of "solvency"
all the instruments of exchange
that experience
b.as found
useful
in facilitating
the transfer
of property,
such as bills of exchange, cheek_, dr-tfts, etc., so
that its customers
depositing
such instruments,
secured by commodities
or olherwise,
can draw
out tlmir equlvalent
in money as occa_iou requires.
Bank. deposits consist for the most part of these
wrilten instruments,
which are merely the title
deeds of property circulating
between buyers and
sellers,, producers
'rod consumers.
The amount
of cash kept on hand by a b.l,lk is usu.d])" a very
small part of its deposits, since ia practice
tile
deposits
offset and counterbalance
eac-h other
through the instrumentality
of checks and clearing houses.
Experience
ha_ shown tlmt a certain
average amou_t of the depo.-ils will always bc on
band, and that it will be safe and prolitable to
lend these at the current rate of iutere._L a capital
being provided
by the b.mk itself as a safeguard
and guarantee
against sudden
and unexpected
denmnds from depositors.
It is obvious tlmt a
bank h'_s no power to create property;
therefore,
it can not cause drafts, bills of exchange,
etc., to
be drawn;
therefore it can not cause depos ts to
be made.
l'qor can it lend more deposifs than the
average amount which it has on hand.
It may
unduly trench upon its owu capital.
It may put
beyond its immediate
reach more of its means
tha_ prudcncc.would
dict'_te. Bankers frequently
make this mistake,
but not oftener than other
men.
They are subject 1o the same influences
aml motives as other members
of the trading
community,
they breathe the same atmosphere,
they are as ready to make hay while the sun
._hiues.
If others are making
unnsnal
profits,
they are not slow to p,Lrticipate, and when their
customers
are habitually
taking large ri_ks, they
are apt to take large rL._ks also.
If we expect
them alone to bc prudent and conservative,
while
everybody
else is enterprising
and dashing, we
shall expect
too much.
The commumty
will
always find bankers to their liking.
In times of
prosperity
all croakers are unpopular,
and bank.

,
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ing croakers most of all.
The popular banker at
such a time is the one who accommodates
most
liberally and is not too particular
about his securities.
lie will draw tile largest train of customers
and make the grcat(,st profits, while his croaking
neighbor
will have only a constituency
of curmudgcons and old fogies.
,k banker's
risks arc
somewhat
greater than a merchant's,
bccause his
liabilities arc payable on demand;
therefore
bankors ought to be more ln'udcnt
than merchants,
and, as a general rule, they arc so. But they are
lial)le to become infected by their surroundings,
and to lend more of their capital in good limes
than they ought, in exactly
the same way and
tor the same reason that a merchant
extends
too
Iuucll
credit
to his customers,
and borrows
too
much money from his banker.
In short, bankers
are not sinners above others in paving the way
for a commercial
crisis.
They have no occult
power
to swell their own deposits or to forcc
loans upon the community.
Their contribution
to the general
mischief
is precisely
stroll.u" to
that of other i)cople, attempting
to do too much
business on agiven capit_,l.--Whcn
a bank, in addillon
to the function
we have been considering, is vested with lhe power to issue notes, it
merely di._placcs an equivalent
amount
of gold
from the circulation.
_o more notes will circulale/ban
are needed to pass from hand to ln,nd
'miong buyers and sellers.
Any excess will comc
back to the l)ank's counter
for rcdemptioo:
any
deficiency
will be supplied
by gold from the
mines or froin forcign
countries.
Banks
are
powerless
e_thcr to add to or subtract
from the
circulation
of the country.
Nor is the case diffcrel:t when their notes are redeemable
in governmcnt notes, which are thcmsclves
irredeemable,
So far as the banks are concerned,
all the principles which govern
when gold is the standard,
govern
when greenbacks
are the standard.
If
more bank notes are out than are really wanted,
and therefore serviceable
to tile public, the surphls
will come back lo thcnl in sl)ite of _dl their efforts
to the eoutr'u'y.
It is an observed fact, that, at
times inuncdiatcly
preceding
a panic--that
is,
during a favoring gale of high prices, large ln'Ofits
and active speculation--there
is an abnormal
increase of bank note issues; whence
it htis bccn
concluded
that the bank issues have caused all
the trouble.
Post ]_oc, ergo propter hoc. Bank
issues are large at such times, because busin_s
is
active, because I)rices 'n'e high, because the conditions of trade demand,rod
require and willhare
tin augmented
circulating
nledium.
If they can
not have paper they will have gold; and their
h.iving gold instead of paper wouhl not stave off
the crisis.
A commercial
crisis has no better appetite for one kind of money than for another;
nor (lots one kind of money favor the oncoming
of a crisis mine than ,'mother, u'ith a single exception to be noted hereafter.
This is abundantly
proved by the history of these disasters, which
have fidlcu with perfect
iml)artiality
upon couuales having
an exclusively
metallic
currency,
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upon those having
a mixed currency,
and upon
those having
an exclusively
paper
currency
The tulip crisis in Holland
came at a time and
place where paper money was unknown.
There
was a genuine
crisis in England
in 1692, two
ycars before the bankof
England was established.
(Bagehot's
Lombard
Slrcet, c. 6.) The crisis of
1873 in the United States came during a protracted
suspension
of specie payments,
as did t_lso tim
Engli.-h crises of 1811 and 1816.
The-( _ facls
l)rove that the kind of currency
prcvailing
is m_t
necessarily
the producing
cause of a clisi_.
It
may have its iniluenci.' one way or anothcr, but
there are no f:mts Iv show lhat the adoption or
rejection
of tiny 1)articular
medium
of exchange
would banish tim l)henon_('nonfrom
the eommereial world.--The
single ease where a crisis may
be produced by a vicious currency
is that of irredecmable
lcg,',l tender
paper.
When
government commences
issuing such paper the experience of mankind
sugg(,sts that the first issue
will probably
be followed by a second, and the
second by a third, and so on.
It is a neccssary
conscquence
that prices of commodities
and real
property shouhl rise, there being no foreign outlet for the excess of nolesforced
upon the coinmunity by thegovcrnmcnt'sdisbursements.
This
is sufficient in itself to incite speculation.
]_Iost
commonly
there is "l further
incentive furnished
by the government's
heavy
purchases
of the
goods it. stands in need of, and general spcculation takes its start in the branches of trade which
supply these articles.
.k commercial
crisis may
or may no_ ensue.
The legal tender notes m'_y
become utterly valueless, its our continental
currency, the French
a._signat.Q and the notes of the
southern
confederacy
did, or they may be re.
storcd to gold value, as bank of England
notes
were il_ 1821, and as our own gl'i,enb-tcks were in
December,
1878.
Whatever
may bc the disasters
consequent
upon such pernicious
meddling
with
the slandard of value, it is obvious that they do
not belong to the category of the true commercial
crisis, which is a disturbance
due to commercitd
causes alonc without cxtnmeous
inltucncc of any
kind.
It is hardly necessaly
to add that all the;
ingredients
of a commercial
crisis Cml be gathered
under a _'{(/i_e of irredeemable
paper, as readily
us under a metallic
or mixed currency.
The
quantity
of such paper "tfloat always has st)me
limit; and, us long as it possesses the clmracter
and requisites of a currency
at all, it mast h;l_e
some value quotable
in g'oh].
Prices of c(nnmodifies will be reckoned
ill paper, conlrttcts and
obligations
will be pay'title in it, and the unduhttions of tradc its previously
described
will mov("
on for all the purposes
of erisis-brecding,
in the
same w_ty as under the r@ime of metallic money.
--Another
theory, wllieh has the snpport of respectablc authority,
assmnes that the improvident
investment
of ctlpital during
a period of general
Sl)Cculation is the cause of commercial
crises.
Improvident
invcstmcnt
is. for the time being,
the same thing as total loss, and it is contended
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that the aggregate
of losses becomes
so gre,Lt
eventually
that the fabric of industry can not,s_tpport the burden, and is crushed beneath it. This
doctrine seems to be open to a short reductio ad
_&_u_.dum. Let us suppose that mankind
have
accumulated
a year's stock of goods, and that
everybody
starts, as most people do start after
one commercial
crisis has spent its fore(., m(.asurably free from debt.
Then, if all the surplus
products of a country or of the world--that
is, all
tim wealth produced beyond 'mmml ('onsumption
and seed--were
collected together aml burned on
the la._t day of (:very year, wouhl any (.omme_eial
crisis be produ(,ed
there.by?
The world would
merely renmin
zu stala q_(o _,Vcatlh wouhl be
neither increased
nor diminished,
since only tlw
surplus of production
had been lost ; bin,as nobody
_xouhl owe more tha.n he could pay, there would
be no crisis.
This is another
instance
of the
argument,
po,_t ]toe, ergo propter ]_oe. ']'lie conversion of cir(.ulaling
capital into fixed capital goes
on rapidly in "good tinms."
As the production
of wealth is rapid, means must be found for investing the surplus--the
portion not (:onsumed in
the process of production--and
su('h seasons of
prosperity
"_re always
marked
by the multitude
of new enterprises,
such as railwa) _, mines, faetortes, buildings,
ships, and the bringing of new
hind under
cultivation.
A great part of these
enterprises
turn out to be prenmtureand
improvident, perhaps _holly wasteful, and for all lm,sent
purposes
the capihfl invested
in them nfight us
well have been burned
at the out_-et. But if il
had been burned
at the outset, no commercial
crisis would have resulted.
It is contended,
however, that the conversion
of circulating
capital,
(wheat, cloth, iron, etc.) into fixed c.q)ital has
gone on at such it recldess aml headlong
pace
that there was hot a sufficiency left for the requirements
of trade.
Hence the distress.
The
answer is, tha_ nature
has 1)rovidcd
abundant
checks against the leo ral)id conver..-ion of (_irculating into iixcd capital,
for, if too much food
and clothing arc thus withdrawn
from the market, a portmn of the eomniunity
nmst starve and
go naked; if to() much iron and timber arc withdrawn, the rcquircments
of everyday
life will
impose Sllell obstacles, in the shape of enhanced
prices, to the further
conversion
that it _ill be
siiarply arrc.-ted.
Finally. it is an eli,erred
fact,
that a rapid increase of iixcd capital is always
accompanied
by a great increase of circulating
capital.
J.S. Mill doubts if a single in_tanec
can be found to the contrary.
(Politmal]')conomy,
booki., c. 6 )--Athird
doctrine, which has found
luore or less support, assum[_s that commercial
crises proceed froru a sudden and spasmodic want
of confideuce,
and that if confidence
could be
restored as suddenly
as it was destroyed,
all the
evil conscqucu(.es
would disappear. " The want
of confidence winch Ul)_cts commercial
calculalions and brings on a erisis is the disturb,race
or
rupture
of a commonly
received
el)talon
that
fifty cents' worth of goods arc equal to "_dollar in
34
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gold.
Tlds opinion, which finds it_ cxpres.qion
iu high prices of eommodities,
labor and real
property,
is _'adually
undernfined
by the departurc of gold to countries where it is rated at a
hi?_J_er value.
The cxportaiiou
of the precious
metals is sign,fiized
by a l'Ne of the exehanges
and of the rate of di.-e,mnt: and gene,'al uneasiheSS ensues.
The outflow of gold eontinlws.
money becomes scarce, and the rate of lnlerest
rises, till the weaker and more v(,n{urc_ome traders
fail.
Then the public di<eover 'dl at once that
their "confidence"
in the xalue of t)roper_y was
nfisl)la(,c,d.
]_v(,ryhod.v will rush to hi_ h:mker
to dra_ out money, h.._t oth(,r_ should g¢,t the
start of him and break the bank.
]t is not
necessary
h) recount
the usual feature<
of a
panic.
Like other stampedes
they are ('ruel ;,nd
destructive,
and not amenable 1o argmm,m, bin.
they arc likewise of short duration.
Bank._ amt
other depositories
of nm,my arc either I)roken at
once by the onset of depositors,
or they '_rc r('licved from the pressure in it few days or we(,ks.
But "confidence"
is gone.
People m) long(:r
believe that lift s, cents' worth of good_ are t'quai
to a dollar in gohl.
Nor is it po._sible tim( (hey
_hould so believe when onec their c.v(,s hi(re been
opened to the real facts.
" Want of eoutkh,ncc"
at such a time is mere inal0ility to believe an exposed falsehood.
People have been couIi(h,nt at
certain times and places that clipped
shillings
"_ere equal to whole ones, and that l)ras_ money
was equal to silver.
When they discovvred
the
contrary, they were l)erhaps upbraided
for their
want of confidem:e, but history does not mention
that any efforls to re-tore confidence in this particular ever met with much success.
When want
of confidence is well founded, as it alwa) s is in a
commercial
crisib, there is no cure but a re (,stab]i,hment
of the true par of exchange
between
money and goods.--Moncy
i_ the pivot around
which the vast mechanism
of exchange revolves.
.ks already shown, money is either _old coin and
lmllion or something
referal)lc thereto and derivingits potency therefrom.
Every commcremlact,
x_hetherfor present or future exceutiotl,(,very
bustn(,_stransaction,froniagow,rmnentloanto
thelmrcha-cof
a jackknife,
i_ expr(,s-(.d in mon(,y, i._ ('nfor(;e;tble ill lnollcy, _s computable
in men%', and
not otherwise.
It is not our l)ml)O_c to (:oll,id(,r
whelher
any better system can be devised aud
agr(,ed Ul)On bymankind
for gauging aml e-tin)it(iDgtheir dealings wilh each olhcl'.
No t,ther Im_
yet been suggested that v, ould not (.mail more (,,-fl_
mid inconveniem:e
than it would cure. and it i_'x
tremely doubtful whether any o_lwr (3Jr Poulc!
Scrope'sTabular
St.mdard of Vahw, for in-taa(._,)
could (.onto)and the assent of a sutli(:i(:_t nmHber of
people at one time to serve the lmrl)(_;e_ of expert
mont.
What we ht_ve to eon__ider here is the
fact that goods and money mu_t be equiv:flent l,*
caeh other in a healthy stat,_ of tr;_(h', and that.
any wide diverTcuee
h'om cquiv.th.ucy is a stale
of disease, which,
wlwn sufli(.i(.ntly
prolonged
and _ggravatcd,
ends in eonvulsion_ --Much
has
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been written about tile remedies
for commercial
crises.
There is no remedy except in the concur,
fence of mankind to keep out of debt and to avoid
all temptation
to make gain without
equivalent
labor.
Civilization
is so intcrl_tc'e.d with thecredit
system that it is idle to talk of abolishingit.
The
mtercsls of nnmkiud require
that it should contissue, even at the cost of its abuses and of the
miserms of an occasional crisis.
The desire for
gain without
labor, or of much gain with litllc
labor, is so universally
diffused and firmly planted
in the human breast that it is equally idle to think
of uprooting
it. ,Nor is it, upon the whole, a
thing which ought to be uprooted.
:Nine-tenths
of all the inventions
and discoveries
tlmt have

that of 3Ianrice
Block (La Crise Ecolzomiq_le) in
the _P,evue des Detzx Mop,des, )Iarch 15, 1879. ]_Ir.
l{obert Giffen's article
in the Fortnigldly
Revie_c,
entitlcd
" The Liquidations
of 1873-6," (republished in his volume of _vsaya in Fz'_ance), and a
recent
article
on "Over-Production,"
by Sic.
George Chcsney, in the same periodical,
are also
noteworthy.
The house of commons'
report ou
the commercial
distress (1848), and oilier parliamentary inquiries,
contain a great mass of undigested material, as does also the evidence
taken
by the house committee
on depression
of labor
and business in the United States (18_8-9).

advanced
m_mkind from the stone age to lhc age
of steam and electricity
have had their origin iu
this desire.
But while we may not hope, and
should not wish, to eliminate from the mental and
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moral
which

constitution
of raanldnd
motives
drive
the commercial
world those
now and
then

into a state of crisis, much may be done to lessen
and mitigate the evil by diffusing
correct knowledge of lhe principles
underlying
these painful
pllcumncna.
When the public shall be well inutructcd as to the gencsis, growth and external indications
of an approaching
crisis, each captain
of an industrial
craft will be moved totake in sail
before the storm strlkcs him; aml, if all capt'dns
lake hccd m time, little mischief
will be done.
8peculation
will be checked,
prices will recede,
losses may be felt; but the cataclysm
may be
avoided.
At present, it must be admitted
that
economists
themselves
are not sufficiently
agreed
upon lhc fundamental
principles
of commercial
crises to command strict atteIltion from the nnprofessional (.lasses.--The
literature
of our subject is
not extensive.
A_mong the works most worthyof
examination
may bc mentioned
)Iax
Wirth's
Ge.scMeMe der lta_d_lc_'lse_z,
2nd cd., Frankfort,
1874; [_ 3[arcl_d _l_o_dtaire et ,_e_ Cri_, by Emile
de Laveleye,
Paris, 1865; The Commercial 5_ris[_
of 1847-8, by D. Moricr Ewms,
London,
1849;
IIi, tory of" tire (bm,_iere_al CrisL* of 1857-8, by the
same author, London,
:1859; ]_cs Crl,_es Commerc[ales, by ClSment Juglar;
and the article by the
same author iu Block'sDictionnaire
dela Pvlitiqz_e,
Paris, 1880; t]_e ]Ii,sro_,T of British Commerce, by
Leone Levi, London, 1872.
Tooke's ItMory
of
_P_qcesis a mine of information,
and the contribations of his ('o-]al)orcr and literary executor, Win.
l'qewmarch,
in the l'_o_zdon Econo_list'sAnnualI_eview, arc extremely
valuable.
James Wilson's
C(tpital. C_*t'rc_zcy _t_*d ]3a_ki_ig (London,
1847),
contains important
suggestions;
indeed, nowhere
else can be found a more rigid an:dysis orsounder
conclusions
upon the relation between
prices and
the circulating
medium.
3Ir. R. H. Patterson's
_'_c_nce of Fi_ia_i('e (Edinhurgh,
1868,) gives a good
account
of the London
crisis of 1866, but the
views advanced
by the writer are misleading,
Since the crisis of 1873 there has been an active
discussion
of the subject
in magazine
articles,
The most iml)o;tant
contribution
of this kind is
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COM_D'NE,
Paris.
The municipal
autborit)" in the city of Paris has been twice usurped-once in 1792, and again in 1871, by an insurgent
power known under thc name of the Commu_6
de Paris.--On
Aug. 10, 1792, while the mob was
invading
the Tuileries,
several
chiefs of the
movement,
presenting
themselves as delegates of
sections,
occupied
the Hotel de Ville, and there
constituted
themselves
into a commmae, with _lll
the political
and administrative
attributes
of a
government.
The commune notified the national
assembly of its revolutionary
existence, denmndtug powers without limit, and the creation of an
extraordinary
tribunal
authorized
to pass judgmcnt without appeal on the "crimes committed
on the 10th of August,
and on other crimes and
circumstances
relative thereto."
The commune
of Paris became all powerful
under the influence
of Danton, Robespierre
and )Iarat.---In
vain dio
the assembly try to break its tyranny.
It passed
a dccree dissolving the insma'ectionary
commune,
and providing
for the election of a new municipal
council.
The commune
was the stronger:
it
issued decree after decree;
"it ordered that the
bells should be turned into cannon, aml iron railings into pikes; that the silver of the churches
should be melted down, and that wages and arms
should bc given to the indigent;
that domicilimT
visits should be made to discover arms and arrest
suspected persons."
Dul'ing this time the cncmy
lind crossed the frontier;
in Paris, exasperation
had reached its hcigtit,
and the le'idcrs of the
commune
took advantage
of this to arouse the
vengeance of the people against the assembly and
the royalis!s.
After hearing the news of thecapture of Verdun, on Sept. 2, the crowd rushed to
the prison and massacred
about a hundred captives: priests, nobles, sextons, guards of the king,
whom the commune
had arrested as suspccte0
persons.--The
national
assembly,
which
was
about to make way for the convention,
was pow-
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,erless to repress
those crimes.
The convention
itself was obliged to reckon with the commune,
.and to endure,
side by side with itself, in the
_capital in which it was in session, this revohltionary power
which
knew
no gnverament
but
that of terror.
The clubs, the feeling in which
found expression
ill the stormy
meetings of the
convention,
urged men on in the way of folly
and disorder.
The commune,
after having destroyed, under the pretext of liberty, the political
and administrative
hierarchy
of the city, could
not fail to attack religion,
which it looked on as
creation
of the old rt_gime.
It closed the
churches, turned Notre Dame into the "temple of
reason," and even published
a decree providing
for the demolition
of steeples, "which,
because
they towered over other buildings,
seemed to be
in conflict with the principles
of equality."
This
lasted till July 27, 1794 (9 lhemnidoJ').
The cornmune fell at last in consequence
of a reaction,
which could not but be bloody.
Robespierre,
Couthon,
S,fint Just and eighty-two
of their colleagues, most of them obscure men, whom blindne_s and revolutionary
caprice
had brought into
the commmm,
perished
on the scaffold.
The
commtum of Paris left in history a memory so
ochous th'lt no one could lmve imagined it would
Colne to life again, with its name, its doctrines,
its- terror and its blood. And yet itrc-appearedand
reigned anew in 1871. Our own generation has
]o,lked on the Paris COlIlnlllllC.--IIl 1871, as in
17!)2, the commune was horn of a political revoJut|ell,
under the pressure
of a great natiomil
.defea: ia the presence
of invasion.
It took 'ldvantage of polmlar exasperation,
and we may say
that it was guilty
of every species of crime as
well as every species of folly.
It h'ld its clubs,
its pvoclanmtions,
its -v'agarics, its suspected
perzeus, its massacres
of prisoners,
its hatt'cd of re]i'.3ion, and the liberty,
equality
and iraternity
practiced
in 1793. Perhaps,
during
its shorttr
reigll (from 3Iarch 18 to May 2-I), it was still
mo_c cruel without
being less stupid.
The history of this lamentable
period is written in the
anemories of men as well as ia tombs and ruins,
It is useless to retrace its details; but it seems iraportant to note the starting point of the eomniunc
of 1871, to seek in written documents
the thought
which inspired its acts, and bring into bold relief
lhe pretetided
belief which it, appealed
to.--The
faltoftlmempire,
onSept. 4,1870, h:ftFraHceand
Paris without
a regular gow_rnmcnt.
From that
moment revolution,
ill restrained
by improvised
authority,
had free rein.
Paris was soon be-_ieged by the Germans,
and cut off from all cornmunication
with therest of the country.
IIistory
willpayapropertributetothepaticntcnergywitll
which the whole Parisian population
endured this
rude trial; but it will also tell with what ease the
seeds of an'trehy
alld disorder
were scattered
about during tile four months of the siege in the
great capital.
The amnesty
was far from calmtag the passions of the multitude,
embittered
1o'
lhe physical sufferings of hunger and cohl.
The
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people would not admit that they had been conquered; they accused the signers of the capltulation--which,
however,
was del'tyed as long as
possible--of
incompetence
or treason.
The entry
of a part of the German army into Paris was a
bitterhumiliationto
them.
Later, however, when
intercourse
with the provinces
had become free,
and especially when the results of the elections to
the national assembly
at Bordeaux
were made
known,
elections
which
seemed
opposed
to
Parisian
opinion, a great part of the population
thought,
that, after having been abandoned
in
their distress, they were ag'dn betrayed
in their
political .lspirations.
The decision by which the
national assembly established its scat at Vers'lillcs
also exasperated
Parisian feeling, not only among
the lower classes, too easily given to excitement,
but also among the middle classes, who thought
their interest
sacrificed
and Paris decapitated.
The regular army had bccn disarmed, ahnost dissolved; the national guard had prcserved its arms,
and, under the direction of daring chiefs, the battalion_ of tile suburt_s had taken po._session of
the cannon whieh they h.ld collected at Montnmrtre and l;cllcville.
Disorder
had paved the
w'_y for revolution.
In vai_l did the scarcely
formed government
try, on the 18th of March, to
rceal)ture by force tile artillery which threatened
the city.
The troops sent agai,_st _Iontmartre
were repulsed, or laid dowu their arms in tile face
of tim revoluuon;
and two generals were as._lssinatcd after a sham trial.
In the evenil_g the
x_bole govel'llinellt,
and whatever reffular troops
remained,
removed from Paris by the order of
Thiers; a neecbsary
measure, no doullt, but one
whit,h gave up the peaceful
population
to the
mercy of the insurgents,
and which could only
fill tile me.asure of general discontent.
]a _hort,
P_ris, barely freed from the Prussi.tns, was about
to bc attacked by the arlny re-orgatlized at Versailles,
k civil war began.
By wh'_.t series of
criminal
instigations
and deplorable
misunderstandings
was Paris ag._in put in the condition
of
a besieged place?
IIow was it that it conslderable part of tLe population
allowed Jr.-elf to be induced to join the revolutionists,
or endure them?
The story of this very complicated
situation i_ a
hmg one.
The commune
of 1871 was, in a cerrain way, the result of a really marwdous accu.
nmlation of events and incidents,
of a combination of the most diverse elements,
and, ashas
been said, of a psychological
state which at that
moment defied goodsense and reason.--Wc
might
believe, at first sight, that the commune movement w;Ls determined
by a desire to preserve the
republican
form of government,
attacked,
as it
was said, by monarchical
manoeuvres,
and to
acquire municipal
independence
iu administratiou t_ in politics.
These are merely pretexts
andpoor
excuses: the republican form of govern.
ment was not threatened
at all in March, 1871;
and, at that very moment, the national assembly
was preparing
to revise the legi._lation relating
to the condition
of the communc._, in a libclal
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sense.
3foreover, the character
of the men who
had taken possession
of tile Parisian
movement
showed,
that, under
an apparent
modesty
there
was hiddcnsomethingvcry
different.
These were
the men who since 1830 had ligured
ill revolulions, in disturbances,
in secret societies that were
orgauized
to overturn
every
government,
the
republic
included.
To these vetcl'an
consl)iratots were added
the orators
of clubs, some
literary men of broken reput'ltion,
preachers
of
socialistic
doctrines,
the chief members
of workmg men's associations,
mid, to complete
the list,
a whole army of foreigners,
COSlnopolit.m revolutionists,
who shnply came at the call of disorder.
Communal
liberty
was, for tile greater
number, merely aword devoid of meaning, agood
word to inscribe on a banner to draw the crowd
after them.
In reality these mcu were seeking
te seize upon govermnental
power at any cost,
not only in Paris, but in all France, where the
chiefs of the commune
had numerous
confedcrates.
These men wanted
power
for its own
sake alone, and endeavored
to obtain it l)y the
most violent mcans, guided
by no rule but the
principle
that the end justifies
the means.
It
was neccs,ary
to subvert
the government,
what.
ever it nnght be, and to overthrow
everything
which stood in the way--religion,
laws, labor,
the re'my, regular administration.
It was, indeed,
n universal revolution,
masked at one time under
the simple title of conmmnal
reform, at another
_,ppe'tring under the poml)ous
title of social regeneration.--in
1871 the slime arguments
and
slfibl)oleths
were used as in 1792.
But, from
1792 to 1794, France
w'ls on the eve of a re.al
revolution,
a revolution
which had ,tbolishcd not
only royalty,
but also caste privilege, the rcmaunts of feudal rule; and extreme lmrtics might
with some _how of reason fear tim retm'n of the
old rOginw.
This was not the case. in 1871. At
that time there was neither privilege
nor caste:
and no party
dreamed
of restoring
what ht, d
been destroyed
since 1789.
The revolutionary
ftmtion did not necd to tight against what no
longer existed.
Blat it summoned
to its aid the
new intcrcsls
whmh had been crcated
in ceasequence of the cmancipt_tion
of the bourg_.oisie, and
which
were personified
in m.mual
1,tbors.
]t
claimed that the working
clavscs had remained in
a state of oppression,
that their dt_y of emancipa-

for the revolutionary
attempt of 1871. We here
give a description
inserted in a programme
of the
commune,
dated April 19- "' The absolute autouomy of the commune,
extended to eveIT locality
inFranee,
assures to each one of them thccntirety
of its rights, and to every Frenchman
the full excrcisc of his faculties and his powers as a man, a
citizen and a workman.--The
autonomy
of the
commune
should have no limit, but the equal
right to tmtonomy
of 'dl the other communes
which adhere to the contract,
the association
together
of which
comnmacs
shall assure
the
unity of France.--Tlle
inherent
rights
of the
commune
are to vote the commumd
budget,
receipts and expenses;
the determination
and apl)ortionmcnt
of the taxes; the man'lgement
of
loc.d administration;
organization
of the magistracy and local police; education;
the administralion of property
belonging
to the commune;
lhe
choice by election
or competition
of communal
magistrates
and function-tries
of every kind, with
the perm-ment
right of controlling
and dismissing them;
the absolute gmu'antee
of individual
] liberty, of liberty of conseicn(.e
and liberty
of
labor; permanent
intervention
of citizens in cornnmnal affairs, by a free cxpressiou
of thcir ideas
and by a free detense
of their interests;,
the
organization
of local forces and the national
guards,
who, clecting
their own chief.*, alone
watch over the maintenance
of order in the
(:it3" "
_' "_ "_ _
"The
communal
revo]ution,"
added the programme,
"inaugurates
a
new era of experimental,
positive
and scicntili(:
politics.
It is tile cud of the old govermnental
and clcrical world, of military
and bu,'caucratic
rule of spoliation,
stock
jobbing,
privileges,
monopolies,
to which the proletariat
owes itsserfdora, and tim country
its misfortunes
and disasters."-- Tlnls every commune
in France was to
form a complete
autonomous
whole, dependent
only on itself.
3Ien did not slop at legislative
reform which is really calmb]c of giving nmnici' t)al unitymorc
or less of the .dlril)tHcs of liberty,
at.cording to circumstances
,,tad the prog,'ess made
in course of time.
To attain this cnd a rcvolution was not ncecssal T.
.,3lea went further:
it
was a question
of making
the commune
ab¢o/utcly independent.
Nationality
was therefore
I suppressed.
The fatherland
existed no longer;
i and rcMly, in the eyes of these revolutionists,
as-

lion had
tlmt been,
they, fortoo,more
h'td than
to win
point
in had
Europe
tim
their
riahls.c(,mc,Suchand had
30 [ semi)led
world, thefrom
idea every
of fatherland
had and
its day.
ycars, "the thenlc of socialistic
preachers
and ] The fatherland
was rcpl'wed
by the. universal
re.
political
advctm_rcrs.
The cOnllllune
of t)aris
puMie, baptized
witll t-,trallgC
sponsors,
soln(' of
was, under a vague term, Inertly the cxprPssion
thenl unknown;
others too well lt,nown, who h:l[I
of a revolutionm 3' feeling,
more developed
in
selected Paris as their place of rendezvous,
t_J
France than elsewhere,
through
the intlanunable
comlnit, with dcliberatc
purt)ose, monstrous
a(,_.'temperament
and the ignorance of _he pc_,ple, by
which no party would "lvow, or cx(,nsc, even by
the premature
granling
of univer.-al suffrage, and
a state of war.--The
conmmue
thought,
th'tt, io
by the very frequency
of revolutions,
which,
establish
the umversal
repubhc,
"all means wen'
rightly
or wrongly,
have succeeded.
Yet, we
good, even murder.
Princesnlight
be _m ed_,iach'
lnust know iu what consisted
the autonomous
m its way. they were merely to he done awn3
commune,
ot which the Paris commuue claimed
with.--"
Society has hut oneduty toward prince,"
Io be the tyl)e, and _ hich served as a rallying cry
death; there is but one formahtyto ascert'fitJ
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lheir identity.'*
This is how a functionary
of the
commune
expressed
himself in an article which
the commune
publi_led,
with approwd,
in its
oflicialjonrnal,
March 27, 1871. In 1792thccommuse of P'u'is admitted,
at le'lsl, The, 1)rcliminary

know how to meet defeat with honor; its crowning effort was to burn Paris.
Unfortunate
indeed arc the nations which witness such scenes
aml forget them.
C. LAVOLL_E.

formality of "t trial,
it wished
the execution
of
Louis XVI., but intended
fl_at the king should
first be condenmed
a_ 'l criminal.
In 1871 the
Title alone of king or prince was a erinw, to be
l)unlshed with d('ath.--By
sul)pres_ing
eonscrip
lion by its decree of March 29, the commuue supln'ess('d the army, which it replaced
by the natimml gnard,
to which all ablebodied
citizens
were to belong.
_Vhat use was there really for
:m army when there was no longer .L country Io
defeml?
TIns abolition,
moreover,
was merely
the result of declamation
which had lieen h(,ard
for years, in the clubs, and even in the lcgi._lalure,
a_.'finstmililaryorganizalion.--Whilei)rvelaiming
liberty of conscience,
the (,ommune chased or prorased the churches,
caused 1he emblems of Catholic WOl.,,hi1) to be removed, imprisoned
the archbishopof
Paris, and shot him; and while wishing
Io make everything
the common
prol)erty of all,
the commune decreed confiscation,
th(:destruction
of several public monuments,
and even private
houses.
It revived
the "mcicnt law concerning
suspected
persons, antl rendered
it more grievous
by a decrcc concerning
hostages;
and the victims
were chosen
froin all ranks
of hfc, and des.
fined to death.
It violated
indwidual
liberty
daily, by forcing citizens to lake up arms against
the regular g_'ernment,
and l)y rcsnrting
to compulsory enrolhnent.
It bhowed no more respect
for the laws governing
the constitution
of the
fam,ly,
one of its decrees put illegitimate
(.hildren on the s'lme footingwith
legitimate childrclL
aud consecrated,
so to speak, thefree union of the
sexes, which had been prcaehed
in the clubs.-Several mclnbers of the international
society of
"working men formed a l)art of the COmlnune, in
which they had very great inltuence.
They conlrolled
a large army of workmen
already well
disciplined
througil
strikes.
The moment
had
-come to put in pr'mtice
the combinations
which
were to suppress wages and replace them by a%o_iation.
The commune created a labor committee
winch was commissioned
with carrying
out. tile
high-sounding
promises, by The aid of which the
revolutnmary
politicians
had h.'d "tstray the minds
of the laboring l)opulatlol_,
aml introduccd
disorder into the workshops.
They merely succeeded
ill drawing up some decrees in which the principies (d the assoemtlon were explained
in vague
term..,, but there was nothing
that could be applied, and m tins matter the commune failed mi_.erably.--In
a word, if we review the different
nwa',ures taken under the reign of tim communE,
,_vc lind no practical idea, no serious plan, no useful reform
_Nothmg couhl _esult fl'om it but
in,',ct_satt, and crnnlnal
acts. as in 1793. :For a
-',ceond hme the commune of Paris gorge(t itself
an blood
To the hnrlors
o[ a foreign it added
the th_._race of a civil wu_, and did not even

COM,_II.;NI,_._|,
We here propose
to discuss
communism
both in ilself and from an historical
point of view.
Such aplan is broad enough without introducing
into it the v_.rious social utopias.
We are here concerned exclusively
with avowed
and cousi._tent communism,
and not with what in
our day goes under the vague name t)f socitdism.
--Commnnism
is the system of doctrine which,
in the name of the g('ncral interest and of absolute justice,
most frequently
sees the type of
social l)erfcction
in _t pultillg in common of persons and thing_.
We imrposely say persons and
things.
The distinction
which cerhdn communists pretend to c_tablish between
the two i_ in
reality an empty one.
The thing posse.-scd is
here the l)crson, or at least a part. and an extension of the person, who has put his labor into it
and placed upon it the seal of his liberty.
It is
impossible
To respect the producer
and deprive
him of his product.
This first usm'l)atiou involves
all the others, and ends it_ the comph;tc monopoly
of |he human per._on.--Thus
communism,
whatever amount of logic it m._y havc (anti we shall
see that it has not be[m lacking in this regard), is
forced, inevitably, tO Sl)c.d¢ to humanity
in nearly
the folh)win.zwords:
"i sh.dltirst
takepos._ession
of all material producls in order to distribute th(:m
in accordance
with the general interest; but that
there should not be an over-abundance
of some
things, dearth of others, and consequently
the
impossibility
of a just distribution,
I shall direct
production,
which can not be done unless I dispose of fin; producers
themselves a.- I think best.
I shall, therefore,
assign to each man his task;
"rod to satisfy myself as h) how hc accoml)lishes
lhat ta:k, and th'lt he (loes nothing else, 1 shall
oblige him to _tork in common.
And then, that he
may not bc suspected of dcl)riviug his brcthrenof
any portion of the socialpart
which comes to him,
he shall "flso co_mc
i17 commo_."
Here we have
thcJ'amil!/transferred
to the public square.
Bnt
why let the family itself exist?
Are we not acqnaintcd _ith tim jealous activity and watchful
fore_-ight of tile father and mother for their children?
To uphold the family is to create a permanest con_.piracy against communism
in the bosom
of conlmunism
ilsclf; it is to coudenm
cornlnuuibm
to witness
soon, under
the dcceitftd
names of liberty, enmlation,
economy, of conjugal, paternal,
maternal
and filial attachment,
all
the competition,
saving, jealousy, favoritism, prcference of self or of one's own to r)thers, m one
word, the wretcheO
retinue of _ndiv_dualism and
family_s,n.
This Is not all. There arc evil inchn,dions in the bosom ot every individual
whn:h
resist Conlnlunlsn:l
lly tending
to persuade
him
th'tt commumsm,
or :_conmmnity
of goods, is not
for the best.
Ilcncc, a rove foi communism
must
bc instilled into him, of course m Ins own interest,
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at an early day, by education, which consequently
must he in common.--" Moreover wc know how
much religious systems, which pretend to concern themselves only with heaven, influence
earthly affairs.
What sources of division and
struggles, beliefs and ideas are! Hence, no sects,
no heresies, no individual opinion! ]_ell_q[ole
must,
therefore, be a common religic)n for all, at least if
we [communism] judge proper that there should
tie such a theol T as religion, which is not very
certain. :Now, as all this can not be accomplished,
and a certain number of individuals not think
they have a right to complain, the state must be
charged, on tile one hand, with the task of carrying out this phm, and, on the other, with putting
down the malcontents, unless speedily and cornpletely converted.
IIenee, the state must be the
sole pro:lucer, the sole distributer, the sole consumgr; it must teach, preach, pray and carry on
the work of repression; it must be the great agriculturist, the great manufacturer, the great metchant, the great professor and high priest; it must
be spirit and matter, dogma and force, religion
and the poliee---eveiTthiag."
This all shows how
chimerical is the disposition which it sometimes
pleases certain adherents of communism to make
of things and person_, of property and family, of
the action of the state, and of individual initiative,
Properly speaking, communism knowsnothingof
persons. It knows only things. The forfeiture
of property which it declares strikes at the last
principle of liberty in its vitalpart.
Communism
drags into its sphere the moral and intellectual as
well as tllc physical life; and man from whom it
pre[endedtotakebutasinglefacultyandol_eorder
of products only, pas_es soul and body under its
complete control.
It is evident, then, that when
communism s_ys it wishes to destroy individualism,itme.msthatitwishcstodestroytheindividual
himself. To destroyliberty is, in fact, to destroy
the individual in his very essence. A writer has
defined man as an intelligence served by organs,
From tile economic point of view, it would perhaps be more correct to say: "man is a liberty
served hy organs;" "rod these organs include intelligence itself, physical power, land and capital,
To liberate the organs, is to liberate the man; to
reduce them to slavery, is to enslave the mau
himself.--Liberty
is the mor'd basis of political
economy. Now,what we find at the bottom of all
communistic parties and systems is an attack on
liberty.
Counnunism is, therefore, directly opposed to political ec.onomy. Let us first say a
word on the fundamental error of communism,
It may, we think, besummed upin the preference
which it gives to equality over liberty.--Now
communism fails to insure equality for the velT
reason that it has a preference :for cquality.-Equality supposes something anterior to itself,
something which may admit of equality.
Butin
what arc men equal? In intelligence?
Take two
men at random: they are dil_erent both in the
degree anti in the natureof their aptitudes.
And
so it is in the mental and physical, in the moral

and material order. Do you wish to find the type.
the basis, the rule of equality?
Turn to liberty.
The liberty of every man recognized and guaranteed, is true equality.
We are equal in and
through liberty. This truth is tile absolute rule,
tile onl), source, in fact ,and in law, of equality
between the members of the great human family.
Outside of equality through liberty everything is
chimerical and deceptive.
To profess to put
equality above liberty is therefore nonsense. To
pretend to secure one by tile suppression of the
other is a monstrous contr.tdietion.
Thi_ contradiction is tile starting point of eommunL-m.-Let us glance at the deelivily which leads communism to the abyss.--Cmnmunism
not knowing
how to find equality where it exists, is led to
place it where it is not. For the idea of equality
is inherent in the mind of man, an imperative
want of his heart, a necessary law of his development.
:Not having found equality in liherty
where alone it exists, communism tries to enforce
an equality of passions, ideas, wants, things: in
one word, of everything which does not admit of
equality.
Moreover, having misunderstood the
true nature of liberty, it plays the tyrant with it,
when it meets it, as an obstacle in it_ way.
It is the general tendency of false systems to
suppress violently whatever stands in their way.
and to replace it by arbitrary equivalents.False ideas of equality and liberty are the starting point of communism; all tile lest results
from those false ideas.--Communism
ignores
and destroys both liberty and- equality, and
by this very fact sacrifices real rights to eh_tactical ones.--As a free being I have thc right
to dlsl)ose of nay faculties, tlLe right to work, with
all that that right involves; such a right is nothing
but tlLe recognition of general liberty, and therefore it is evident that it oppresses no man.
According to communism I have the right to
labor, and all the other rights which arc ncccssarily invoh'ed in this one right: that is to say,
I may demand work, and force others to give mcwork. Here, then, we have a portion of human
ity, not only obliged morally, but constrained
physically, obliged by the authority of Ihe law
to furnish work to others. V_rhen I assist a poor
man 1 merely pay him a debt which I owe him;
to give him nothing when I can afford to give
him something, is to be not only hard-hc.arted
but wicked; it is to be a thief. I deserve then to
be treated as such, that is, to be imprisoned olhanged.--Communism
endows the individu*d
with lying rights; and to satisfy these rights it
hurdcns the state with impossible duties.
A
double germ of anarchy and despotism, this,
which leaves no alternative to society than a
desperate war of Ltll against one, and of each
against all, or tile most grinding slavery.--The
economic and moral cousequences which are so
closely connected with one another in tile cornmunistie system, flow no less logically from its
erroneous premises.
How c'm there be merit
where individual liberty is sacrificed, where suc-
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ces._ful effort is counted
for nothing?
Cornmuuisln itself feels what a stranger to it _nerit is,
and how fatalit would bc to it. For thchallowed
formula:
Each one aczording to Iris merit, it substilutes the following,
borrowed from the prctended
holiness of instinct:
lb each ol_e _c_ording to his
w_nts.
So that, whetller
a man works little or
much. produces
with more or less zeal, care, or
bl greater (ir less abundance,
it does not matter,
Does communism
destroy
the abuses which it
t)retends lo radically abolish?
It is easy to l)rovc
that it only aggravates
them and renders tllem
more general.
We know how furiously
it attacks
competition,
that is to say, liberty.
But in theplace of the lcgitfinate,
industrious,
enlightened
c_)mpetitiou
of interests
which is profitablc
to
all, it puts the blind, barrcn and disorderly
cornpetition of appetites.
It complains of robbery in
human
society, and decrees universal
spoliation
ill order to suppress it. It groans over prostitulion, and makes a law of tile promiscuous
intercourse of the sexes.
It is angered
at seeing a
number
of men who, to enjoy thclnselve_, had
only to take, as it s'lys, the trouble of being l)orn;
aml the taking of this trouble, it claims, entitles
them to a share in every social advantage!
It
impeaches
slavery 'rod exploitation
of the proletariat, and it makes of every man a slave t(i be
exploited
by the state.
Let us add that the
slavery which it establishes
is not merely a 1)ohtical and economic one, but a moral slavery which
must perpetuate,
indefinitely,
both political
and
eeonoalic slavery.
When free will and personal
dignity, care for the future,
tile calculations
and
affections which make existence
worth having,
flights of imagination
and innocent fancies, arc
abolished in ulen; what is there to replace these
broken springs, or to compensatc
for the loss?-Communism,
by enervating
all the motives which
constitute
tile essence, the health, the encrg'y of
the moral
being, at one blow exhausts
all the
sources of wealth.--Communism
has songht the
principle of liberty, by appealing
to /ore. With
instinct as its basis, it seeks in instinct the means
of correcting
the evil effects oI iustinct.
This
twofold
pretension
is evidently
chimerical.
Instinct can not be tempered
byits own excess.
As
to making
lore and fralernity
the only springs of
prodnction,
it is the most iinpossible
of utopias,
It is madness to suppose tlmt a man will work,
Inanufacture,
sell, etc., with thc perpetual
enthusiasm
which religion itself does not always
produce.--h'ever
has the saying of Pascal:
"The
man who wishes to imitate the angels becomes a
beast," been better justified tlmn by communi._m,
which commences
by supposing
angelic virtues
in man, and ends by always showing
him gross
and brutal in practice.
What .m illusion it is,
then, to suppose that the individual
will love
everybody,
will devote himsclf
to everybody,
whet,, he is prohibited
from loving
his own
family and devoting
llimsclf
to it? Sympathy,
like all other faculties,
has need of practice and
food.
blen do not begin by loving the human
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race, but end there.
And how much enlightenmcnt, how much t)hilosophical
or l'clioion_ elevation of mind, is supposed
by so compli(-ated
a
sentiment!
It is a fact wllich has n,)t escaped
the most superficial
observer, that affection becomes nlorc intense by being restricted
to a narrower circle;
more sublime
perhaps,
but h:.-s
energetic,
in proportion
as it extends to a gl'ettt(.r
number
of objects.
(h)mmunisn_,
by opposing
this elementary
law, drowns,
so to speak, sym.
pathy and devotion in the depths of the limitle.,s
ocean called the llulnan race, and buries the individual in the immense lind wlgue abstractioll
which it calls socicty.--We
have seen colnmunism, considered
as a system, plunging into every
error and contradiction;
aggravating
the evils of
which it coral)laths hy letting new OLIOSloose on
hunmnity;
rousing the al)pctites trod finding noth.
ing to crc'_te the imnlensc aln(bunt of cat)it'll it
wouht need to carry out its plans, except the unproductive
principle of fraternity;
aml rendering
this very fraternity
impossible
by inviting
each
member of thc conmmnity
to seize .l quantity of
products
which must necessarily
grow le._s and
less; or to bow under the hard law of a state
which call live only by tile skillfnl
distribution
of wretchedness.
Wc may well be ast(mished
that such a doctrine should find adll(,rents.
Still
communism
Call appeal to a long tradition
elmtinucd through all the centuries,
tllrough revolutions of every kind.
The explanation
of lhis
strange phenometmn
is instructive
m more ways
than one; and we are astonished
to lind that
communism
has oftcll lleen llut tile logical .developlnent of the principles
adol)ted ahnoM univer.
sally by the nations which stigm'_tizcd it. N()th.
ing is truer of ancient n.ltions; an(1 _m to those
which followed them, especially up to 1789, was
not the principle of the right to landed property
cllanged by conquest and civil legislation
to such
a degree, disregarded
ia law to such 'm extent by
tile doctrine
that all property in la,_d was hehl
from the state, that communism
became, if not
justifiable,
at least perfectly explainable?
A_ _L
symptom,
if not as a theory, commuaisln
still
hasan importance
not to bcunderrated.
Like all
social ntopias, it has its source ill the imperfeetions of tile social state;
some of whicll are susceptible of amendlncnt,
otllers Ulmvoidable; and
is explained by .'_ feeling of pity for human mis.
ery and by base l)assi,m.--CommuI_ism
Ires been
at work in the world, "rod it may be jud-ed by
its fruits.
To begin with, it is an ugly tMng that
a doctrine held up as a charter of emancipation
of the llumal_ race, shouhl always appear in Illstory based on and supported
by slavery,
llow
can we speak of communk-m witb,lut mentioning
Sparta; and how can we mention Sparta witllout
recalling what wt_.q nlost odious ill ancient staycry?
The r(glmc of communism
and labor are
two things
so incompatible
that whercw:r the
former h.ls been established
it has been necessary
to condemn wholc classes to for_'cd labor.
Thus
the commuoisnl
of the citizens of L'teedemonia
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could be maintained
only by making helots of
those engaged in agriculture
and the useful arts.
Sparta reached the ideal of communism
better
than any other city, unless it be perhap-_ Crete.
Sparta was not guilty
of the error of making
movable property and material products common
property.
It also made education
and women
common
property.
But, by one r)f those concessions which the reality ahvays makes to logic,
and which we meet everywhere
in the history of
practical communism;
by one of those inconsistencies which make the existence of communism
possible and its destruction
inevit'tble,
it retained
something
of individual
prnperty
by providhlg
that lands should be divided into (,qual portions,
But how great the practical
superiority
of Spartan communism
over the ('ommunism
of the ninetcenth century!
It did not promise the members
of the a.%ociation wc'dth and enjoyment
in cornmon, but poverty and abstinence.
It spurred the
children onward, not by making labor attractive,
but by the whip.
By these me'ms it was able to
exist for a time.
Their 1)rineiples
of morality,
moreover, debarred
the Spartans
fi'om the sortcuing influence
of the arts--a
privation
which
their economic
principles wouhl
have been sufficicnt to effect.
The fine arts are impos.qblc
where there is not an excess of the wealth produced over the wealth consmned;
and s'ueh an
excess is impossible
whcre eonmmnism
prevails,
The nmstcr work of Spartan
legislation
was to
inspire the fanaticism of self-denial and a devotion
to this state of things.
Spartan
morals were not
the best.
The Spartan,
living
on coarse food,
trained
for war, without
luxury,
without coinmerce, without
a corrupting
literature,
was no
less debauched
than savage.
Their rude power
yielded at alnmst the first contact with civilized
Greece, 'rod could not withstand
the wealth acquired after the war of the Peloponnesus.
The
people, who had rejected the institution
of propcrty, were famed for their
rapacity,
their avarice, and the venality of their magistrates.
The
people, who had sacrificed
all to milit:lry prowess, fell to such a degree of weakness
tlmt they
were forced to i'ecr_tit t'_eir armies from among
the helots, amot_g whom they found
their last
great men.
Occupied. like all ancient legislators,
with the sol(: idea of doing away with revolution
by destroying
inequality,
Lycurgus
forgot that
for states there is a worse danger tlnm revolution--dissolutiou;
and this is how Sparta ended,
--Tlm
genius
of Rome
ignored
conmmnism,
.Everything
vague,
undetermined,
is il) keeping
with the doctrine of communism,
which in rcligion adores the all, in morality
denies the person
and secsonly hulmmity,
aml in l)o]itical economy
absorbs individual
property
it_ the collective
possession of the community.
At Rome everything
was well defined,
the gods, virtue,
the laws.
Rome witnessed flourishing
side by side stoicism
which exalts the liberty and the dignity
of the
person, and property
which assures that liberty
and dzgnity.
The institution
of property
might

be abused without
the right of property
being
denied,
in Rome.
That
right was extended,
under the rude authority
of the father, not only
to the slaves, but to the family.
Usury appeared
there without
compassion.
As to agrarian law,
so frequently
confounded
with communism,
we
know that it was merely
a claim (receT_dication)
by the poor plebeians
who had takcIl part in the
conquest,
for lands retained
exclusively
by nobles and k,lights
The Gr'mchi
did nothing,
said absolutely
nothing,
inconq3atible,
with the
right of property
As to the revolts of slaves,
what connection
had
they with communism?
These unfortunates
revolled
not to have everything in common;
they fought
to own themsclvcs._Ve
know how powerful
an organization
the family spirit and property
received fi'om the
Mosaic law in Judea.
Nevertheless,
it must be
remarked
that if the law of the jubilee, which
brought back to the same family alienaled
lands,
was 'l sanctionin_
of the right of property,
it was
also an attack on that right: it sanctioned
it by
keeping it int.mt in the h'tnds of the same fatallies; it attacked it because it trammelcdindividual
liberty and hindered
the ntltural course of tr'msactions between man and man.
Each one lived
"under
the shadow of his vine and figtree;"
but
for that very reason each one w-ts, so to speak,
made a parcel of the soil of his own patrimonial
estate.
Industry,
commerce,
the sciences,
the
arts, which have need of a certain surplus,
and
the activity which results from the frequent
relations
between
men, remained
foreign
to this
inteliigelat and energetic people.
As where there
is no right to prol)erty whatever there is no civilization, so an incomplete
civilization
is the result
of every curtaihnent
of the right of 1)roperty,
which can only show its full effects on coildition
of rein;tining
an individual
rJght.--Esscnianism
was the communism
of Judea.
In this country
of religion conmmnism
was associated with the
religious
principle, as in Greece, the country of
philosophy,
it was associated with thcphilosophic
itlctt, with Pythagoreanism,
which was its partial
realization.
The school of Pythagoras
was a
commumty
of s'tges living in accordance
with
the severest prescriptions
of spiritual
life, in selfdenial,
friendsifip,
and the cultivation
of the
sciences, especially
mathematics
and astronomy.
Their austerity
"rod their labors suggest to usthat
it was a sort of pagan Port Royal,
while their
eagerness
for rule and their political
activity,
which drove them out of most of the cities in
which
they had founded
their establishments,
remind us of the celebrated society of the Jesuits.
In contrast
with the Pythagoreans,
who constituted,
as it were, monasteries
of philosophers,
and whose political
ideal was an aristocracy
of
enlightenment
guiding
and governing
the obedient masses, the Essenes exhibit tous alittlc penple, forming a kind of fraterJml democracy;
not
tlmt hierarchy
was not respected
among them,
nor that ranks were not known and even sharl)lY
defined; but all were admitted
among them ot_
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the single condition
of t_pure or repentant
life;
and everything
was held ill common by tim chiefs
and tim subordinates.
It must be said to the
honor of the Essenes that they h)oked on slavery
as an impious
thing,
an exception,
however,
which means nothing
in favor of communism,
Tim E_senes were in realily a very limited and
entirely volunlary
association;
they were like a
small tribe of monks; and Pliuy said of them,
"They
perpetuate
themselves
without
women,
and live w_thout money,
e _ -:.-' Repentance
-rod distasle for the worhl are the fruitful._ourccs
which keep u 1) their
number."
Comlnunisln,
¢hus understood,
was only a form of free a_socialion; the commun;ty
received
only those who
agreed to form a part of it. Labor was carried
on among them, moreover,
by men reared in the
habits "rod tet, chings of the upper society; 'rod
like allrcligious
communities,
itwas founded nut
on the principle of unlimited satisfaction of hum'm
wauts, but ou that of rigorous
abstinence.
V_'e
can say as much of tim Therapeutics,
a Jewish
sect of :Egypt, whose mcmhcrs lived in isolation,
and had little in common but their practices of
religion.--Christianily
lint an end to tim old
worhl.
W'ls it favorable
to communism
in the
_.ime of its Founder
aud the first apostles?
This
is'_ question winch has been much discussed in
our time, and whmh the communists,
anxious to
have the greatest authority
of the civilized world
on their side, unanimously
answer in the affirmative.
This claim has been refuted to our thinking, with -m array of reasoning
which amounts
to demonstration.
To begin with, if Christ had
intended to extol communism,
hewould
nothave
maintained
the most profound
silence ontlm subjeer.
Then tim texts of thc gospels, appealed
to
in favor of conmmnism,
have a meaning
altogelhcr different
from that attributed
to them.
Jesus Christ recommended
ahnsgiving,
the givi_tg a_cay of one's goods, which is a ztse and not
the negation of property.
In a word, he makes
dmrity a religious duty, not an act of constraint,
which abolishes
all virtue and all charity,
lie
repeats the p,'ccept of the divine
law: "'Thou
shalt not steal," which is a sanction of the right
of property,
lie preaches
the inviol'ibility
of
the family so far as to condemn divorce,
one of
the few laws relating
to civil life which
hc
laid down.
The language
and conduct
of the
apostles arc none the more on the side of con:muuism.
The spontaneous
putting
of all their
goodsincommonbytlmfi,'stbelievers,
wasasmueh
a meansofresistanee
in their'hands,
and an inslrumeat of propagandism,
-is a picture
of Christian
brotherhood.
Liberty and thelaws of morality and
political economy find nothing
contr'iry
to their
principles,
in this free community
of a rclig,ous
sect pretending
in no way to set itself up as a
model of social o,'ganization
nor to change the
general conditions
of the production
of wealth,
The ex'm_ple of tile sm_,ll Christian
family, at
,}erusalem.
after the death of Christ, an examr)lc
not followed to any extent by the other' churches,
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has no weight as an argument.--Wc
have to relt(.h
the second century and turn to a heresy severely
condemned
by Christiamity,
to see an instance of
p,'actical
communism
authorized
l)y religion.
The Carpocr'_tians,
who were confounded
wilh
tlle G,mstic% revived, a little earlier than two
centuries
after Christ, the infamy
of the bacchanals that Rome l,ad seen a little less llian two
centuries before hls coming.
The Chrislian cornmunitics, which were c_tahlished with an ascetic
object, had nothing
to do with the history
of
coumnmism.
It i_ even certain that they couhl
lint ]lave supported
themselves in it communistic
society,
be('ause they obtained
their rcsmn'ees
not fl'olll alnong themselves,
but from outside.
Moreover. these cmnmunities
and tim communists
(litter in every respect.
Men came to join them,
but wcrc not born in them.
Their object was
almost always purely religious.
The sexes, far
from being together,
lived separately;
where
marriage
was permitted,
its laws were strictly
observed.
The "lssoeiation of Herrnhutcrs,
or
Moraviau
brethren,
is the sole exception
to the
above remarks.
It was uphchl by its evaugelical
spirit of humility,
self-denial,
hope in a future
life, which rendered
it less exacting in this one;
in a word, by the very spirit most opposed
to
that of communism.
While
recognizing
their
virtues and their negative
lmppincss, it must be
rccognized also that their narrow feeling of sect,
their statimlary
condition,
their want of arts,
their proscription
of everything
lofty in science
and all philosophical
speculation,
do not agree
with the general character and the nmst necessary
conditions
of modern
civilization.--Wheu
we
follow the history
of heresics in the Christian
church, we find that eommuni.-m
was a stranger
to most of them.
Ecclesiastical
authors, in order
to brand them more surely, have been somewhat
lavish of this reproach
against
them; and communistic
writers have eagerly granted the truth
of thc reproach
in order to gain for themselves
a more imposing
family tree.
Bossuet,
in his
" Itistory of the Yariatious,"
hasnot been sparing
in this aecnsation
again_-I the heretics
of the
eleventh amt twelfth centuries, especially against
tim Waldeuses
.rod Albigens(_s, whose innocence,
in tiffs respect, Ires been established,
it appears to
us, 1)y thc historian of communi,-m,
Sudre
Tim
same is tile case with the Lollards and some other
sects more theological
than political.
It needed
all the partiality
of contemporary
hiktory, w_itten
from the communi.,.tic
point of view, to make a
Wickliffe
and a John
11uss almstlcs of soci'd
fralcrnity.
Tim germs of communism
were developed, nevertheless,
in certain sects, such as the
Brothers of the Free Spirit in the thirteenth
century, and l)erhaps among some,_thers.
But cornmunism broke out with the Anabaptists
in a l)old
and most terrible form.
It does not enter into
our plan to relate this tragie, cpi-ode in the history of (.ommu,tism
in which it appeared with all
the retinue of false theories whi(.h it advocated
and evil passions which it roused.
" We are all
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brothers,"
said Muncer,
the chief of the Annbaptists, to the ]isteni,lg crowd, "and
we have a
common fathc,' in Ad'tm; whence comes this difference in rank and possessions
which tyranny
has set up between
us and the great ones of the
earth?
Why should we groan in poverty aud bc
overwhelmed
with misery while they arc swimming in delight'?
Itave we not a right to equality
of goods, which, by their nature, are made to be
dtvided
among all men?
Give up to us, rich
men of the world, covetous
usurpers,
give up to
us the goods which you keel) unjustly;
it is not
as men alone that we lmve a right to an equal
distribution
of the advant_lges
of fortune,
but
also as Christiaus."
Spoliation,
polygamy,
the
destruction
of statues,
of paintings,
of books,
with the exception
of the Bible, followed
these
preachings,
especially
at 5Iulhausen
and Mfinster.--,Lfter
h'_ving
shown
how sensual
and
fierce it can make men, of itself, it remained
for communism
to show by the example _,f Paraguay how moral, mild and happy it m:ty make
them when
joined
to tim religious
principle,
This last experience
of which it boasts, does not
apl)car , any more than the (_thers, very brilliant
or very envi,_ble.
The crowning
work of the
Jesuits in ttn.ir c:)lonies wastochaugc
a colony of
mt-n into a flock of obedient and timid children,
without
an)' ideas of their own, without
vices,
but at the same'time witheJut virtues.
The Jesuit
fathers had established
a system (ff abs lute rule;
they directed the production
and distribution
of
wealth with that despotism
without
which cornmunism is not possible.
The happiness
which
they procured
their flock was not, however,
protected
from tim storm; and it is stated that the
news of their departure
wasrcceivcd
with shouts
of joy.
The state of primitive
innocence
and
even happiness undera superior authority
can not
be, at all events, the ideal of a civilization
which
prefers struggle, with its inevitable failure and the
progress consequent
on it, to this inert and stupid
state of impeccability.--We
must come down to
our own time and to the New Harmony
of Owcn
to find aJ'resh example of practical
communism,
The illusions of the modern reformer,
who made
irresponsibility
his principal
dogma, need not be
recalled.
It amy be said that, on the whole, communism has done nothing considerable
since the
timeof Paraguay,
where it was able to survive for
a time, owing solely to the change and modifications made in it by the religious
spirit.
Since
then, it has appeared
in the form of aspiration or
conspiracy.
Babccuf
and his accomplices
met
the same fate as ]_[uncer and Jolm of Leyden,
without
having had the same success; and the records of the doctrine since June,1848,and
recently,
have been only tlmse of its defeats and disappointments.--To
complete
the review of communism it only remains to cast a glance over the
utopias which it has produced, limiting
ourselves
to pointing
out the chief trait of each, and. the
conclusions
to be drawn
from them all.--Thc
type of all the communistic
utopias
has justly

been found in the Republic of Plato.
It is important,
however,
to distinguish
carefully
the
communism
of the Greek philosopher
from the
doctrines
with which it is confounded.
Plato
h'm been too frequently
thought of as a modern
utopist who aims at reforming
the world.
Tlm
lepublic of Plato is a purely ideal application
of
his phih)sophy
to society.
As a philosopher
lie
paid too little attcntmn
in his analysis of man to
the moral fact of liberty.
This defect appears
with all its deplorable
consequences
ill his imaginary society.
As a philosopher
he understoo4
the idea of justice
admiral)ly
as far as it can be
understood
when detached from libcrly;
amlwith
a geometrical
precision concealed
under the freest
and most brilliant
forms he arrives
at absolute
equality,
interrupted
no longer
by individual
differences
of effortand
merit, but by the personal
differences
of intelligence
andmoral
energy.
In
this wayhc reaches aa aristocracy
of philosophers
and warriors.
Let tus not forget,
either,
that
Plato, far from looking toward the future had his.
eyes constantly
turned toward the east, a country
of (more orless) collective property and theocracy.
Except
in a few views purely moral, as sublime
as they were new, which
contained
in them the
future of the human race, we may say that Plato
in his Republic
wrote simply
the Utopia of the
past.
Let us observe also that, in this work itself,
1)roperty and the family seem forbidden
only tc_
one class, that of the warriors.
])o not European
armies recall some of tim traits of this organization,
supported
by the other elates
of citizens?
IIave
the soldiers a family? have they ]and to cultivate
or a table apart?
The rel)ublic attests with none
the less force the irresistible
inclinalion
of cornmunism,
which,
whether
it takes
its starting
point in the brutal appeal to the instincts,
or has
its source, as here, in the principles
of abstract
justice shorn of the idea and the feeling of the
freedom of the will, reaches the same result, and
derives the negation of the family
from that of
property.
But the smile of Socrates while exposing this impracticable
system, is perhaps the refutation bestsuited
to this brilliantplay
of dialectics
anti imagination
combined,
alogical
and poetical
deduction
of an idea, and not a serious plan of
social reform.--What
could a regular explanation
of the systems of Thomas More and Campanella
add to what we have already said?
It matters
little that the Utopia and the City of the Sun
differ in certain regards,
but it is important
to
remark
tlmt they agree in some of the great
negations
brought
about by that of liberty and
property.
More wishes the institution
of the ramily might remain, but he wants slaves for great
public wor "ks and to fill the voids left in production by the utopists.
Campanella
abolishes
the
family.
Both make the state sovereign
master of
labor
and
sole distributer
of products.--Com
munism assumed
in the eighteenth
centre3" an
exclusively
philosophical
form; it very nearly
renounced
allegory and symbolism
to make use
of analysis and reasoning.
We do not doubt thaL
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the constitution
of the institution
of property
know that there are several varieties of commawhich communism
had before its eyes was vicious,
nists in France in the nineteenth centur)-?
Some'
and that philosophy
and political economy were
of them in a minority
wish to act with mildness,
to labor for its rcformation;
but if the excessive
just as if when property is oncc recognized as an
and unjust equalities of eighteenth
century society
obstacle to all progress, it is not necessary to deexplain communism,
how can they justify a sysstroy it at once.
Somc deny a God, the soul, retern which nmved in opposition
to the general
sponsibility;
others mean to admit them, which
aspirations
for liberty and civilization?
Rousseau
is perfectly
useless, since they conduct
to the
wasnot apartisan
of thisd ctrine though lie gave
same practical
materialism.
There
are others
it weapons.
In his "Discourse
on Inequality,"
as who wish to retain the fine arts, as if their ecowell as inhis"
Social Contract,"
he recognizes the
notate system
permitted
the retention.
Some
close solidarity of property and society, and while
arc in favor of having towns, while others find it
deploring the existence of the latter he declares it better to destroy them and force all to live in tim
indestructible.
In basing property on the law lie country.
These differences arc of little i_wrcst.
fell into an error, general in his time, and from
In reality there is only one and the same com_'hich Montesquicuhimsclfwasnot
free.
Mably,
munism:
consistent
communism.--And
now, if
who carried the principles
of Rousseau to absurdcommunism
as an aspiration is a real disease of
ity, and who changed
his tendencies
into systhe soci'd state, and if communism
as an ecoterns, asks humanity
to return to its natural state,
nomic doctrine is merely a disease of the truman
In his Legislatiou,
or Principes
des lois, in his
mind, what arc the remedies?
After good moral
Dou_
sur l'ordre naturel et es,_entiel des Soci_tds
training and instruction,
to which we assign the
opposed to the Physiocratcs,
in his E_tretiens de first place, we know of but two:
as to society,
Phocion, he is scarcely more than the servile comto apply in it more and more the great principles
mentator of Rousseau and Lycurgus.
Labor in
of economic
science which indeed c_m not decommon,
distribution
by the state, abolitiou of
stroy its evils, but may gradually
diminish them;
arts, intolerance
in matters of religion:
these anas to minds, to imbue them continually
more and
cient consequences
of the doctrine
arc deduced
more with thctruths
of political economy.
Such
by Mably with a rigor which leaves little to bc is the best or rather the only real antidote agtdnst
desired.
The obscure Morclly goes farther yet,
the threatening
progress of communism.
if possible, in his tedious JBa_iliade and in his h'_teI-IE_RI BAUDIlILLART.
ful Code de la _zature, which became the code of
revolution'Lry
communism.
The
boldness
of
COMPETITION.
Thc word competition
has
Brissot deWarvillc,
who, anticipatinga
celebrated
becu thus defined by a French
lexicographer:
sayi,)g, assimilated
property
to theft, and the in"Tile aspiration
of two or more persons to the
consistent
eccentricities
of Necker and Linguet,
same office, dignity
or any other advantage."
could only repeat or extenuate
these anathemas
This is, indeed, in harmony with its etymological
and theories.
They were continual
through thc
meaning.
Two or more individuals
aspire at the
Fret_ch revolution
which deprived
them of their
s'_me time to the same position, to the same digrai.,on d'glre.
A disciple
of Rousseau,
Robesnity, to the same advautage,
no matter what;
pierre w'ls not a communist,
though his princithey vie with each other to obt'fin it; there is
pies put society on the incline which leads to comcompetition
between them for its pos_-ession.
But
munism.
Babceuf,
on the contrais", was.
Moafter thus givingthegeneralmeaningof
the word,
felly became a man of action.
Philosophic
and
this same lexicographer
attcmpts
to give what he
dreamy communism
appeared
only with Cabet,
calls its commercial
meaning, and here he seems
author of the Voyage en Zcarie, and with the more
to us less happy.
Ile calls it : "The rivalry which
advanced editorsof
the Itumanitaire.
These ]atexists between
manufacturers,
merclmuts,
etc.,
ter are much more consistent.
In his communism
whether concerning the quality of their products,
• founded on fraternity,
and repeating all the argutheir merchandise,
etc, orcon('erningliriccs,
with
ments restoring the use of all the habitual methods
] a view to sharing tim profits of the sam(' branch
of communism
varied
but little in its nature,
of commerce,
industry,
etc."
What is rivalry
Cabet, nevertheless,
wished to retain the family,
concerning
the quality of goods or their price?
L'H_L_mnitaire opposed this.
We have shown on
It is not truc that in commerce and industry, cornwhich side the logic was.
Let us add also, in
p_tition
alwsys
has these
characteristics;
and
order to be just, that Cabct deceivedhimselfwifll
even if it were, they would
not constitute
its
tile fond delusion that each one would retain his
essence.
The writer confounds
the substance
cottageand
hisgarden.
Heallowcd
his Icarians,
with the form, the principle with the changcablc
after having well served the state which ovcrs'tw
circumstances
under which it is produced.
Our
them strictly all the week, to be absolutely
frce
lexicographer
here seems to us misled by the deever)- Sunday.
Thisis far too much. Asinglc Sunsire to establish between commercial competitions
day in freedom would be death to Icaria.
With
and competition
in its ordinary acceptation
an esthese exceptions
we recognize
under the boney
scntial and generic difference,
which does not
of the form the inevitable spirit of communism,
really exist.
In reality the), arc the same thing.
that is to say, the purest despotism
regulating
in- In commerce,
as in everything
else, by the word
dustry, science, religion, etc.--Of
what use is it to
competition
is meant the struggle of two or more
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individuals
who aspire to t he same advantage,
and
-vie with each other to obtain it ; the end to be atrained
is different,
and in many respects,
the
_neans of attaining
it are different also.
For illstance, what a man is in search of in public life
is an employmentordignity
fromwhieh
lie hopes
To derive honor or profit; in industrial
or commercial pursuits, it is the sale of his products
from
which he expects a profit.
There is a difference in
the manner, in the circumstances,
but not ill the
principle.
Thel'e is a still gre.lter
difference in
the means employed to obtain tile end proposed,
J)ecause the positions arc different.
Whoever
aqpires to a put)lie office which another man disl)utcs
with him, lays stress on his personal
merit, his
talenl, _md the services which he has rendered,
He curries favor with the ministers,
iu whose gift
the offices are; he obtains recommendations
to
them from some of his sup v)orters; and it is thus
.that he endeaw_rs to defeat nis rivals.
In commcrec or industry
the competitorsnolongcr
court
power, because it isnot on power that the sale of
their goods depends.
They court buyers,
and
the means they employ
consist, less in proving
their l)crson'd merits, than in laying stress on the
cheapness
or the qualityof
thcirproducts.
Aside
from this, all competition
is the same.
The endenver always is to obtain an advantage
which is
disputed
by competitors.
To say that commcrcial competition
is a rivalry between merchants
as to either the price or the quality of their products, is as if we were to say, that competition
in
public life consists in the riwdry which cxisls between aspirants to office, in respect to either their
personal qutdities or the services which they have
rendered.
Yf'e have from tlle beginningof
this artitle endeavored
to establish the idcntily of commercial (,ompctitiou
with that general competition which is found inall human activity, because
there is in them.a common
principle.
In wh'ttever way it may be produced,
competilion
has
ahvtlvs tile same poiut of departure,
the same
moti:,e, although
it h_Ls not always the same mode
of _letion, nor tile same effccls.
It is universal
•competition
anaong men which, evelTwhere
and
in :ill the ways c,f life, !_roml)tS men to vie with
one another to obtain advantages
which are not
.equally and superabundantly
given to all.
This
competition
results evcr3-whcre
from
this fact
alone, that mankind
have not at tlleir di._posal a
fun([ of inexhaustible
wealth, a fountain
of happine._s, fortune and honor, from which c'lch individunl may draw at his pleasure, without ever exhausting
it. In public lifl _, as tile number of ofrices, especially of easy and lucrative
ones, is not
as great as the number of men who aspire to them,
there is naturally
a coml)elition
among these men
for their possession.
In commerce,
likewise, as
tile number of buyers never equals tile nmnbcr of
things to besold, there iscompetition
hetwecn the
sellers to obtain the prcfercnc.e
in tile mnrkct,
Who does not clearly perceive herethe.identity
of
principle?
in both cases eoml)etition
is caused
bytheinsufficientqu'u_tityofthegoodswishedfor,

and the u ltural desire of each one to obtain as mauy
as he can of them.
It is born with meu. and it will
not cease to exist untilmen
discover tile me'ms of
infinitely
increasing
all the el)jeers of their desires.--Bnt
eonq)etitiou,
as we have a/ready seen.
proceeds
differently
according
1o the cour._e it
follows and the end it has in view.
In all case_,
and in whatever
manner
it at)l)ears, it has its
useful effects, to which, considering
the imperfections
of human
nature,
:_re attached
ccrlain
inevitable
inconveniences.
Because of the corn.
petition
which exists between
those who _spire
to public oitlees, they vie with one another
in
.making themselves
nnlre deserving
of them, by
rendering better service to the government
which
employs them.
If there were always
only one
man tit to lill each of the olliccs dependent
upov
the government,
we may be sure that this one
man would take his ease, and that public duties
would, in _gencral, bc very badly performed.
It
is because each emllloy6
feels that hc has cornpetitors,
either actual
or possible,
that he co.
deavors to perform his duties w(.ll, ltntI especially
to furnish no just cause of COml)laint.
In c(_mmerce, likewise, it is because of the competitiolJ
among sellers, that each one of them endeavors
better to satisfy the public, by givixJg them prod
ucts of a better quality, or at a lower price.
If
Ihcre were but one producer
of c'lch of the objects of human consumption,
this one producer
would also take his ease, and would hardly dream
of improving
either the conditions
of his production or the quality
of his products.
This is but
too often the case wherever
there exists a menopoly.
Competition
is, therefore,
here a3 elsewhere, a necessary condition
that iudustry
may
be kept up _nd the public well servcd.--Connectcd with these advantages
there are inconvenicnces, some of which
are inevitable,
because
they result from the very n:durc of man. while
others, sometimes
more serious still, lcsult accident:ally from the uufavorable
circumstances
in
which certain countries
are placed.--Ia
the ease
of government
employt_s it sometimes
h_q)l_eUs
that the competitors,
instead of vicing with one
another solely ill talent, merit or services rendercd, mtike use of deceit and intrigue, strivil_g
to obtain by favor, or by means still less rel)U
table, what should belong to merit alone.
They
strive to win over, to overreach,
and to deceit('
the men who control tile patronage;
tile)" sock lo
influence
them by recommendations
tile 3" have
obtained
by begging,
and sometimes
even to
bribe them.
In like mamler,
in commerce
or
industry,
intrigue, imposition and fraud too oftca
usurp the favor which is due to real merit.
The
1)ublic are deceived
by gaudy
sign-boards
or by
fallacious
announcements;
they are attracted
by
the bait of cheapness,
and are cheated "with adul,
terated products.
Nor are they deceived
in the
quality of tlle merchandise
only, but sometimes
in weight mad measure
as well.
Thus it is, that
in this emnmon pnrsuit of public favor, the nlost
crafty,
the most intriguing,
the most deceitful,
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frequently
get the better of the most skillful or
did not see, blinded as they were, that, even if
the most deserving.
If there be any difference
they lind succeeded
in their plans, they would
to be made in this regard between
commercial
not lmve destroyed
competilion;
they wmdd
competition
and that which occurs in public life,
merely
have removed
it, wilhout
in the least
it is all in favor of the former;
for the public,
correcting
its abuses.
Still less were tlwv in a
who, in the purchases
they make from mercondition to umler._tand to wh.tt de.,4ree thi:, sirechants, always act on _heir own account,
and
pie removal wouhl have been, in other rc.speets.
with a view to their own most immediate inter,
unfortunate
for the hunnm race, all of whose
ests, are much less easily deceived than a governresources it wouhl trove le:sened, and all of whose
ment which never acts but through the medium
labors itwould have disorg'mized.--We
would not
of its chief agents, who have no direct interest in
have the reader imagine th'_t in wlmt _ e have
the scleetion which they have to nmke, and with
just said our object _xas to defend industrial
or
whom petty considerations
of vanity or personal
commercial competition
against the puerileattaeks
ambition frequently
take precedence
of the pub-. which llavc so frequently bccn made ou it. It ha_
lie interest, which it is their ([uly to serve.--A1always sec,ned to us as ill becouling economists
though the disadvantages
which attend eompetito stop to defend such a priucil)le;
it is l_o co.
lion are, to a certain extent, inevitabh;, since they
tirely inherent in the priurlry conditions
of .-octal
proceed front the imperfection
of lmman n._lure,
life; it is, at the same. time, too greal, too elevated,
and, in this sense, are ahnost the same everytoo holy, and, in its general application,
too far
where, wc must admit that they are more. or less
above the attempts
of the pigmies who thr_,aleP.
serious, more or less apparent,
according
as it, to need an 3" defense.
We do not defend the
society is iu an embarrassed
or a prosl)eroub consun, although
it sometimes burn_ the earth, which
dition.
Wheu society is prosperous,
when there
st should
only illumine
and warm,
neilhcr is
is abundant
employment
for labor, so tlmt every
there any need to defend eompelition,
which is
individuM
easily finds an opportunity
to use iris
to the industrial
world what the sun is t(_ the
faculties,
competition,
without,
being entirely
phy_iealworld.
The eeonomist'._ task i_merely
stripped of its excesses, is everywhere
more moral
to explain its action in the industrial
sphere, and
and keeps more within proper hounds.
As every
to show its marvelous
effects.
This is the best
man is ahnost sure of receiving his share of prosdefense of it we can offer, and it is the m, ly one
pertly, and of obtaining
in return for the perwhich beeomesit.--If
industrial
eompetitmn
th,es
forumnee of his duties Ioward society a share of
not (lifter in principle fi.om the competition
to be
the goods which it distributes,
he is less severe
found everywhere
else, and especially in imbhe
upon his competitors.
Each one still strives to
life, it signally differs from it in its consequences
obtain as much as he can of social advantage, nnd
which are far richer in results.
Lool, ing at it in
competition
never ceases to be earnest; but, after
the first instance only as a necessary stimulant
all, it Is only a question of more or less; eompeof general activity, although it acts, i'n this _ense
Ution is generally
confined
within
its proper
upon government
employds a_ well as up(m merlinnts
If a t)ersoa has the least feeling of his
chants and thosc cngagvd in industry, it has incomdignity as a man, lie disdains to resort to disparablygrealer
effects upon this latter class.--The
honest means; it is by real merit that hc endeavors
ta<k of public oflleialq gt.nerally con,_ist.-, in obeyto excel his competitors.
This is no longer the
ing, to the best of their 1)ower, the inslruelious
case iu a society that is disturbed,
constrained,
thcylmvc rceelved from tho_c abm c lhem.
They
•rod ill at case, and that can give employment
to
move in a ci,'clc traced out for them in advance,
only a portion
of those who crave it. In this
and which they eau not leave, even lo do more or
sotiely, _ts there is no longer enough for all, cornto do better.
The only effect of coml)elilion
petition
between individuals,
whether
in public
among them is, therefore, to _en(ler th('m more
life or iu commercial
l)ursuits, is no longer a simple
l)unetu'd, tool e exact in the 1)erformancc ()f the orquestion of pre-eminence;
it is oftener a question
ders given them by those ab(_ve them.
Th(,y can
of life and death.
A man then must get the
perform them, it is true, with greater or le.-s intclhetter of his rivals or 1)erish.
IIcre it is that
ligeuec, but they can not, as a rule, add anything
('Oral)Clifton becomes, at one time fierce and cruel,
to them of their own accord, llOr, c()n'.eilUCll|])'.
at aaotlmr immoral
nml perfidious,
and that we
inventorehangea
D'thingfor
thesak('()l'imlu'OV('lind everywhere,
as well in public life as elsemeat.
Besides, in .'.pile of this COml)etiti,m, ,ff
where, it great number
of men, to whom
all
which _e were just speaking, tim .uhnini_tHti,:n
means seem good.
In these crilieal
situations,
of all the governnwnts
of the worht 'n'e in their
compelition,
under whatever
form, and in whatm_ture stationary,
and almost inaceessibh' t_ l)_')gever way of life it aPl)cars, oftell presents, we
ross, Their'meepted
formsand
method--, no nlatmust admit, to tim eye of tlm philantlirol)ic
ol)- terwhut vi(,e_ they may conceal, arealm,).,t invariserver, a very distressing
spectacle.
Nor must
able.
Itardly anythinglesstlmn
a revolnti,)n ('an
we judge too severely those men of a weak and
change them.
If a oh'rage in the way of progress
unphilosophic
spirit, who, witnessing
these scanis somelimes
made, which rarely occur._, it can
dal_, the causes of which they could not fathom,
come _nly from tho_e _gho arc intrusted with the
conceived
the senseless, and besides imt)ractieable
', general direction of the government,
and who inproject of suppressing
competition
itself.
They Nspire its entire policy.
It is unnecessary
to add,
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that renovations
fertile in results are at all times
very rare.mlt
is not so with industrial
pursuits,
in which every individual,
or "it least every man
of enterprise,
acts on his own account and with
entire independence,
tIere competition
no longer
•Lppears merely as a prompter
of activity, exacthess, lmnctuality
and order, although
it produces
these useful results here as well as elsewhere;
it
here appears also and especially as the principal
agent of progress.
And all these manufacturers,
masters of their actions and responsible
for their
works, stimulated
as they are by the incessant
competition
of their rivals, contrive how they may
furore and more simplify labor, improve its methods, perfec_ known processes and invent new ones.
One man irrvents a machine to lessen labor and
diminish the cost of production;
another invents
n chemical
compound
to improve
the quality
of
his products;
a third, a form of the division of
labor so as to simplify its workings;
a fourth, a
system of accounts more convenient
than the old
_nes; a fifth, a quicker
or better way for transporting
and distributing
products;
and so on.
"Fhe question is, which one will surpass his rivals
by the abundance
and usefulnes_,_ of his improverecurs.
In this way, besides, application
of these
improvements
generally follows close upon their
invention,
which
rs different
from what is remarked in other pursuits:
because here competition always makes itself felt.
Progress, therefore,
is here uninterrupted
and last_.ng.
If in the
sphere of governmental
administration
useful iraprovements
can come only from those in power,
arid occur but rarely; in the industrial sphere they
.come from all sources, and occur every day in all
branches of labor'.
And what is it that prompts
them?
Always the _mm cause--competition.
It
as the first, we m_ght say the only, cause of this
upward march of mankind,
and of the continued
progress so visible in history,
which wouhl have
continued
ever uninterrul)tcd
were it not for the
grave political
disturbances
_hich havc at times
,broken
its course.--Competition
is, therefore,
in fact, the true motive Dower of progress in human society.
Stippress :his necessary stimul'mt,
.aml at once the movement
slackens,
activity dies
out, progress ends.
]_Iuch couhl still be said to
bring this great truth into full relief; but it has
been often explained,
and is generally admitted
by
everyone
who examines and reflects.
It is better,
therefore,
to insist upon another
truth, no less
important
and much less generally understood,
mnnely,
that competition
is, in the indusLrial
world, which embraces
thc entire, or ahnost the
entire social world, the principal
cause of order,
It here plainly takes leave of that other competi,
tion of which we spoke above.
In the world of
governmental
administration
everything
moves,
everything
is regulated
and ordered in obedience
to the decisions of superior authority.
In industry there is nothing
of the sort: there are no orders to be received from higher authority.
What
then takes the place of this superior absent authority?
Who governs t-his 4ndustrial
world, in de-

fault of a directing
power?
Chance, some say.
It is not chance
but competition,
which is here
the one sovereign regulator.
Men often believe
they have said everything
iu favor of this immor.
tal principle when they have recognized
that it is
a necessary
stimulant
for producers;
but even
then they arc far from understanding
its nmrvelous effects.
Competition
is the supreme
guiue,
the infallible regulator
of tim industrial
worhl;
it
is the first source of the providential
laws by
which this world is directed and governed;
it is,
if we may bc allowed to say so, the legislator, invisible but always present, who introduces
order
aml rule into industrial
relations so extended,
so
varied, so multiplied,
where, without it, would be
but confusion,
disorder, chaos.--Let
us picture to
ourselves this industrial
world in its multiple and
complex
organization,
as it has existed since thc
exchange
of product
for' product and of service
for service became its general law, and since the
division of labor was everywhere
established.
In
virtue of this division of labor no one in this industrial
world produces,
for himself,
that is, to
consume the fruits of his own pioduct[on.
Each
man in it, on the contrary,
chooses a special
branch of production
to which hc applies himself,
and which, taken in itself and isolatcd from the
rest, would answer
frequently
to a very small
proportion of hisneeds.
Iu |lie saw,gestate
evet3r
man labors directly
for himself,
and consumes
what he himself produces:
lie pursues a wild antnml; he knocks it down with weapons which he
himself has made; he tears it up with instruments
which are of his own workmanship:
he roasts it,
with wood which he has gathered
with his own
hands, and dewmrs it.
The entire labor of production
is performed
by the same hands, and,
mercer'or, the producer and the consumer are ont.
This savage may, it is true, associ-ite himself with
others in his _ork;
but even this association
does
not effect unity of production,
nor the identity of
tlm producer with the consumer.
This is no longer
the case in our more or less civilized
condition,
which, thank God, is not of yesterday.
In it each
man works for his fellow ruen; he takes his products or h s services to the general market;
tie offers
themtoall'whoaskforthcm,
and counts only upon
exchange
to obtain in return the different objects
ire requires for his own consumption.
One man
is a boot maker,
and produces
boots only; 'mother is a hatter, and makes nothing but hat.¢.
This man is a butcher;
that one a baker; arrother
is a smith, a distiller,
a lamp maker,
or a druggist.
Of the thousarrds and thousands
of things
which human
consumption
constantly
demands,
each man produces
but one, and adheres to that.
lle gives his services to whoever demands them,
rcIying, for his own personal consumption,
upon
what he will obtain by me_ns of exchange from all
other producers.
Still it r.'u'ely happens that any
of these different individuallaborsproduces
a complete product.
There isscarcely
a product which
is not the result of several successive elaborations,
and generally
each of those who have concurred
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in making it can chdm lint a small portion of it;
though scarcely cver carried into executiot_, they
I,ot to speak of those who never put their band to
were none the less the cause of frightful
disorder
any special production
whatever,
and therefore
ill "all commercial
relations
If they had been
concur only in au indirect manner in general propushed any further, they wouhl have plunged all
duction.
In this state of things, as is re'tdily
society into chaos.--In
_l)iteof the inevitable f'Lilseen, each man is dependent
upon the rest: as a tire of these disastrous
endeavors
there are still
producer, he is bound
to an immense chain, of
in the world, wcknow,
some discontented
spirits,
which he forms, st) to speak, but one link; as a
some crazed brains, wlfich dream from time {o
_.onsumer, he expects everything
from his fcllowtime of a fixation of relative values by govmen, and can obtain the s_ttisfaction of hi_ wants
crmnental
regulation;
but even those who cheronly by a great many exchanges.
It is this diish these chimerical projects
in their unfortunate
vision of labor which constitutes
the strength, the
moments, would recoil, we may be sure. before
wealth and the grcatncss of civilized nations, and
the difficulties
of tim task, if they were ever
r.ises them so "far above the savage tribes of the
bound by law to accomplish
it. :Every man pos.
new world; but from it also ttow infinite social
scsscd of common sense must clearly perceive
complications--complications
such that it would
that it is an undertaking
far above the endeavor
be impossible
for human
foresight
to unr'tvel
of any human power, to determine
the relative
them, if they did not um'avel then]selves, in virtue
value of al, thc products
and of all the services
of a higher pre.existing
principle.
What is this
which are daily exchanged in the worhl's markets.
pi'iaciple?
Competition,
which is, in this, truly
"Who then will establish tlfis regulation?
Who
the light, the guido and the providence
of the
will work
this wonder?
Who?
Competition,
civilized
world.--And,
Iirst of all, since there is which alone is able to accomplish
it.--"It
is
in the industrial
world as it exists, a necessary,
competition,"
says Montcsquieu,
"which
puts a
universal and constant qxchange of products and
just price upon goods."
It is competition,
and
services,
all these products,
all these services
compelition
alone, which can put upon goods
must bc weighed and me'lsured
in some way, in
their just price.
But it does this, not only for
order that we may know on what terms an exgoods properly
so called; it does it also for the
,change of them can be effected.
Who can weigh
tlmusand different labors which lmve contributed
them? Who can determincthcirmeasure?
"When
immediately
or remotely
to tbe production
of
we consider the infinite variety of the products
tlmse goods, "ts well as for the innumerable
serwhich are every day displayed in the great marvices which have not entered into any product
"
ket of the world, all different
in their form, in
whatever.--We
should perhaps remark here, in
their texture, and in the conditions
of their manl,._ssing, that when economists
explain the laws
ufacture;
when we consider,
besides, how ninny
by mcansof
which the prices of everything
that
different
hands
have concun'cd
in such unequal
is bought
and sold arc deternfined,
they do not
proportions,
and in a thousand
different
places,
ordinarily point to competition;
they point to the
in the manufacture
of each. of these products;
' prim:title of s_lpply aml dcma_td, and we would
when we take into account
tlle still greater
by no means find fault with them for doing so.
variety of services rendered
which have not re- B'ut the pl'incil)le of supply and demand, as Jt is
sulted in any material
product
whatever,
and
here understood,
presupposes
the action of com.
which must, nevertheless,
be exchanged
for real
petition;
it supposes this "tction both in the sellers
products;
when we reflect that we must cornand in the buyers; for if we leave competition
out
pare and measm'e all these products,
all these
of consideration,
the principle of supply and delabors, all these services, in order to establish an
maud has no longer any meaning:
it cca._es to
equivalence
among them, wo ask ourselves
by
produce any of the good results which are justly
what superhuman
prodigy can this equivalence
attributed
to it.--The
price wlfich competition
ever be determined?
Is thcre a human power
puts upon merchandise
is, in general, equivalent
which would dare, we will not say to establish it,
to the cost of production,
in which we must
or even to undertake
it, butmerely
to conceivcthe
include
the necessary
profit of the producers.
idea of _brmulatiag
its laws?--We
arc tohl that
Wlmt is the cost of production?
Of what does
men dared to do it at the time of the French rove.
it consist?
It consists of the sum of all the cx1-ution. They dared to do it, but umlcr what conpenses, small or great, which have been incurred
ditions, and at what price?
It was established,
in a thousand diffcrcnt ways by a thousand differin the first place, only for a limited number of
ent bands,
and perhaps
in as many different
the commonest
products,
and those whose wflue
places, to bring a l)roduct to the point it reaches
seemed easy to estimate,
with6ut
enteril_g inlo
at the moment of sale.
Who can con_putc ex
the detailed appreciation
of the thousand different
"mtly the cost of production?
Nobody, not even
kinds of labor which had contributed
to their
thc seller, who will give you, at most, an exact
production.
And even for these products they
account of the cxpcn._es which lie has personally
did not establish
any precise value, but oflly a
incurred on account of this product, but who will
m_ximum,
determined
from their former value
never be able to tell you x_hat it cost, before
as fixed by competition.
Besides,
who does ' cominginto
his bands.
If it were necessary to
not know the results to which
these senseless
dcterminc,
in an official manner, the costpricc
of
-measures

led?

incomplete

as they were, and

al-

only one of the products

which are daffy

offered
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for sale in the market, a pretty tiling it would be
to see all the offieer_ of the _'arious governments
at work l in vain would
they assemble for this
purpose the wisest statisticians,
the most expert
mercllants,
the most skilled m_nufacturers,
and
the ablest administrators;
in vain would theyadd
to these a re-enforcement
of real economists:
ale
these lights unitrd
could not accomplish
such
a t._sk; there would
necessarily
occur a great
number
of errors in their calculations.
But,
what all the science of such a council could not
do for one single product, competition
does with.
out an effort for the millions
of products in cir.
culation.
It does it so well, according
to principles so sure, and with a precision
so infallible,
that there is not anywhere,
where COml)etition
exerts its full power, a single product wlnch s¢,lls
regularly
either for more or for less than it really
cost from tile time of its first formation
to 1is
entire completion.--_Not
that it has not, in this
respect,
inequalities
and variations,
some aecidental,
others permanent.
But even these iuequalities have aI_o their rai_(m d'etre.
They are
not determined
by chance;
far from it: they are
governed by laws and rt,les, and all tend to the
better ordering
of this industrial
world, which
we have described.--When
ther, • are--as
is usually the case, and as it is even essential
that
there should be--a
certain nmnber
of producers
who lire engaged in the same kind ,if production,
• the price which
competition
!_uts upon
their
merchandise
is not determined
for each one of
them by the cost price of the merchandise
to
him, which may and almost always
does vary
with different ln'odueers.
The price which competition puts upon their merchandise,
is the tommon or medium cost price.
If there are among
them some more skillful than the rest, who have
been able, by means of better prueessesor
greater
attention,
to economize
more or less in the cost of
production,
thesegain
alittlemorebyscllingatthc
same price; they grow rich, and it is only just that
they should; it is the legitimate
reward
of their
skill.
It is, at the same time, an incentive to all
other produ('ers.
If there "ire, on the other hand,
producers
who, le_ attentive
or less skillful, have
allowed
their cost price to cxeeed
the medium,
they suffer loss and ruin; it is the necessary penally of their carelessness or thcirincapacity.
)lost
producers
kt'ep their cost price at the ordinary
level,and
these maintain
themseL'es;
these do not
grow rich,but then they are not ruined.--Bcsidcs
these inequalities
between producerand
producer,
which arc a necessary stimulant
to the activity of
all, there are others c(msisiing
iu v.u'itltions
of
the selling price, which fr(,quently
occur without
any correspo_lding
cllange
in the cost price,
These variations
are lhefluct_lations
of the marl,'el,
There is no product
which is not subject to fluetuitions
of this kind;
the difference
between
them, in this regard, is merely a question of more
or less.
Some are, it is true, for the couvcnience
of consumers,
nmrked at fixed prices in the stores
where they are sold at retail,
bu_, they have,
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nevertheless,
in the general market and at wholesale, prices which vary more or le_ according to
times and circumstances.
Why, it will be asked,
thesefluctuationsinthesellingpricewhichshould
always
be regulated
by the cost price?
]s not
this agame of ch,'_nce which destroys the equilib.
rium of things, and overturns
the general law we
have just stated?
Is there not at least an i_ac
curacy, a defect in the picture?
It is not a game
of chance, there is no inaccuracy
or defect; it is,
on the contrary,
one of the simple but providen
tial means winch competition
employs to ]e_ulate
the world.
But to make Ibis cie_uwe must con
sider _mother phase of the marvelous
ord(,r which
it esl'lblis_aes.--It
is som(:thing gre.lt to determine
the relative
value of products.
Without
it,, as
we have said, the industrial
world would not last
a day.
But it is not enough
to dctermiue
this
value.
If it is necessary
that products
be exchanged
according
to stated conditions,
it is no
less necessary that producers orworkmen
be regultu'ly supplied to tim immmcrable
sources of production;
in other words,
that labor producers
be distributed
exactly
in proportion
as they are
needed.
Here is another
problem,
as grave and
important
as the first, and which human wisdom
would
tirol itself powerless
to solve, if there
were not always present this mysterious
power,
whmh guides men without
their knowledge.
If
in the industrial
world products
are innumerable
and of infinite variety, thedifferentkindsof
labor
which concur in the formation
of these products
are neither
less varied
nor less numerous.
All
these labors are, besides, neeess'lry, and in ahnost
the same degree.
Their dependeuce
one upon
another is such that no one of them can be negleered
without
the others
suffering
thereby.
IIow, for instance,
could the baker make his
bread if the miller bad forgotten
to grind his
wheat?
And how could the miller give the baker
his flour, if the farmer had forgotten
to sow, to
reap, and to thresh his grain?
llow
could the
farmer, in turn, give the miller his grain, if the'
IJlowwrigbt
and tile blacksmith
had not nmde in
time the neces.,ary implements
for plowing, halvesting and threshing
this ¢r.du?
The work of
the blacksmith
is no less dependent
upon that of
the miner who t'_kes the iron from the rniue, than
that of the plowman
is upon the work
of the
blacksmith.
In addition,
all are equally depend
cut upon the work of the carrier, who tr._nSl)Orts
their respective
products,
as well tls upon Ill(,
services of tile public agents who provide for the
security of these products while being transl)orted.
Itumanindustry
is like an immense chain, all th('
links of which are united.
Let one of thcselinks
be broken, and the whole chain gives way.
It
must, therefore,
be so arranged
that none of its
works will cvcr be abandoned
or omitted;
that
they will all be accomplished
exactly
at their
proper time, and in proportion
to the needs of
ever)" day.
Who is charged to provide for such it
want in society?
zN'obody; and we may add that
nobody could do it.
The different
employments

-,__..%.:
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._econd

i._, to direct

the par.

tormed
in all the that
different
degreescould
of production,
interest
ent'h man toAsthelong.
satisfactmn
are so numerous
no person
even count i tieul.n'
the w.mts
of 1,isoffellowmen.
in fact, of
as
them, much less provide for them.
To see that
competition
acts alone, :rod violence or fraud do
every one of these inaumcral)le
forces is kept daily
not interfere,
lhe only way lor a man to get the
a! work, is a task so far above all human foresight
better of his rivals is to provide bclter than they
that it would be absurd to dream of intrusting
it to the means of satisfying
in a more prompt, more
man.--It
has, however, heen dreamt of at times,
suitable and more complete manlier the w'mts of
Under the pretext tbat thesntisfaction
of the wants
those around him.
Thus, by the aid of compeli
of society was ,tbandoned
to chance, it was scrition, if there are in society such as civilization
ously proposed
to confide to a self-st)led
social
has nmde
it for us a million different
wrests.
powcr the duty of regulating
the different erathere are also several millions of ey(.s incessantly
ploymcnts,
and methodically
dividing
all availopen to dL-e.over lhese wants, several millions of
able forces among them.
But before disposing
minds incessantly
occupied
in studyh_g and uuof these forces, and apportioni,_g
them, let this
derstanding
them, -rod several millions of arms
power determine
to attempt merely tonamethcm
cvcr eager to supply them.
The dntics to l)e
exactly
or completely;
the sight of the insurperforlned
in the various branches
of industry
mountable dilliculties
of this first task, will perarc very numerous,
it is true; but the e)'cs which
haps convince
it tlmt it has hardly understood,
watch them are still more numerous.
There is
until the present
moment,
the incalculable
exno danger that any necessary
or even useful eratent of what it has dm'ed to undertake.--Somc
1)loyment will escape this active and general vigihave compared
the organization
of industry
to
lance; no sooner does a lu'aneh strike or lanthe organization
of an army, and thought that,
guish, than a crowd
of eoml)elitors offer to take
as men had succeeded
perfectly in regulating
the
its place.
Thus it is thnt in this long and multimovements
of an army, they could, in like manpie chain of industry,
which coils about itself m
ner and just as easily, regulate the movements
of
a tlmusand different ways, 'rod which is made Ul)
indusu_j.
How pitiable
a eOlnl)arison!
As if
of immmerable
links, there is never any break or
the organization
of an army, where their oecugap.
Thus it is that this incredible
prodigy,
pations are all alike, and vary, at most, from one
before which human nature must bow, is a(,eom.
branch of the service to the othcr; which has but
plished iu a manner so natural and so simple that
one object for all; whidh can and must be dividwe are no longer even surprised
at it.--But
it is
ed regularly
and systematically
into regiments,
not enough, however, that all the oeeupatm,,
of
battalions, companies,
etc. ; which ala-ays resides
industry
be flled continuously
and coml)letcl ) ,
in certain chosen places, and under the control of
they must also be filled in the proper proportiol_.
chiefs: as if the organization
of such an asscmthat is, the numl)er of men wholabor
at them, "rod
blage, we say, could be for an instant eomiiared
the amount of energy or capital eonseer, tted to
to the organization
of industry,
whose eml)loythem, nmst always be proportioned
to the real ex
ments are so nmnerous;
which uses different protent of the work to be done.
Here again we pro
ccsses and instruments
in each of these eml)loypound oursclves this eternally reeurrit_g questmn :
ments; which nmst be divided among an inlJnite
Who in 1he world could fm'nish this just propor.
numl)er of different
places, so as to be at all the
tion? And we are forced to rel)ty once more
No
sources of production,
and d,stribute
its forces
one, not even the producers.
Compelition
alone
everywhere
in unequal
groups, according to the
can do il, 'rod competition
alone does do it, comp(,needs and resources
of the respective localitics;
litton alone instructs
the worhl in tins regard.
which, by its very nature,
refuses all regular
beginning
with the workmen
them._(,lvcs, who
division and uniform
movement ; and for which
could not determine,
wilhout
its hid. the amounl
unity of direction
wouht bc death.
To conlpal'c
of labor necessary even in the special branch of
these two things, is to compare
an atom to a
1)rodu(.tion in which they are engng('d.
An(l how
whole world.--We
repeat, therefore,
there is no
does compclilion
itlstruct
tlwm?
By increasing
human power which can foresee and know all the
or dilninishing
the mean profits m each branch
work to be l)erformed
in tim different
oh'mof ln'oduetion,
.recording _,s the lnl),n" _ll)l)lie(l to
nels of industry,
or which,
for a still stronger
this I)raneh more or h,.-s fully corrcspomls
to the
reason,
can provide
for its doing.
What then
extent ot its wants.
If there bc too mu(.h labor
will do it? The same mysterious
and sovereign
-q)plicd to any ccrtain lnoduction,
at once, thanks
power that has already
regulated
the relative
to competition,
wagcs decline., and the laborers
value of exchangeable
products,
eoml)etition-are thereby
warned
to seck eml)lo 3mel,t cls(.
a power
much
more
enlightened,
and much
where.
It', on the contrary,
there be a scarcity
more active and vigihmt
than any of those to of labor, wages go up, and this is a _arnmg
to
which the care of public
interests
is ordinarily
those who "ire engaged el_cwhcre to I)(qnke thcln.
eonfided.--The
means
which
it emph)ys
are,
selves in greater numbers to where the senrclty
moreover, very simple.
The first is, to keel) vll
exists.
Thus, by the sole influence
of lugh or
its particular
interests constantly
on the alert, by
low wages, labor is distributed
and dlvide(l with
according
the favors of fortune in all things only
an ahnost mfalhble precision among the different
to the most vigilant,
the most active and the
branches of production,
according to the measure
35
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of their needs, and cquilil)rium
is always
main.
tained between the work to 1)c done and the labor
assigned to it. Here it i_ that we m(,st recognize

annoy the producers,
and to urge them to reduce
or increase their labor to the desired proportion.
--Economists
generally
say tot) little about corn-

the nccessal 5- anti providential
effect of those
lluctualions
of the market
of which w'e spoke
above.--Tlm
wants of so('iety are not ever the
s'une; on the contralT,
they vary from day to
day, in regard to most objects
of consumptioz_,
Suppose,
therefore,
that by a marvelous
effort of
_ome public power, the et'uilibrium
of the dif_ferent branches of labor had been exactly cstablished to a given day, so that, for each piece of
work to be clone there wouhl be at hand a cor'responding
"m_ount of labor; still nothing would
have been done, if allowance
had not been made
for the fact that this amount
of labor varies
for each occupation,
according
to the variable
_ncasure of its wants.
To day, for instance,
a
v.apital of 10,(100,000 francs and a force of 1,000
workmen
'ire applied to a particular
branch
of
production,
and they are nearly the exact measure
_)f what it needs at present;
but to-morrow
its
needs change; the product which this branch of
industry supplies is most in demand where there
is least of it. this is what happens every day, not
_)nly for articlcs of fashion, but for many othcrs,
The capital and labor devoted
to this kind of
'production
find themselves,
therefore,
all at once
_cither insufficient
or superabundant;
they must
bc increased or diminished
in order to preserve the
equilibrium.
Who will regulate
these frequent
and rat)id variations?
Sometimes,
even without
the wants being diminished,
production
nmy,
with the same amount
of capital and labor, become all at once superabundant,
simply because
the processes of manufacture
have bccn simpli_ied.
Who will restore it to its proper proporlion?
Ahvays
the same principle,
competition;
and the means which it employs
for this end
consist precl._cly in these variations
in price, in
these fluctuations
of the market of which we are
sl)eaking.--They
are necessary
and dailyw'trnings for the producers.
If prices rise, they underst_md that the merchandise
is becoming rare,
and that they must hasten to supply themselves
with more of it; if, on the contrary,
prices fall,
they undcu'stand that the market is overstocked,
and that they must slacken production.
Thus
,production
is constantly
kept within bounds, and
_aught to limit itself in all its branches
by the
extent of man's w'mts.
Hence
that marvelous
equilibrium
of disposable resources
and wants to
bc satisfied, which is the normal state of civilized
socictie% and at which we might well be surprised if we could expcrience
surprise
at anything wc see every day.
When the changes
in
the extent of the demand
are considerable
and

l)etition, at least in express terms.
They rarely
even pronounce its name.
They are incessantlyinvokingthe
principle, however, in disguised terms.
It isimpossiblc,
infact, to establish or to carry out
any of the laws which political economy has produced, without
the intervention
of competition,
for all these laws are based upon it. In thework
of production,
as in the distribution
of wealth,
competition
appears throughout,
not as an noeldental fact, but as the sovereign regulator.
It is
competition
that regulates
the pricc of goods;
dcterminessalaries
and profits; that fixes a ground
rent when there should be one; which, in a word,
esttlblishes
the rate of remunerations
and values
of all sorts.
They s'ty, and say truly, that it
stimulates
producers;
but it does much more;
it distributes,
classifies and arranges them.
If it
is the stimulant
of production,
it is also its check.
It is a light and a guide still morethan
an incenrive.
We may truly say that industrial
order, as
it cxists, is its work.
Imagine, if you can, even
one economic truth,
even one of the rules and
laws which the science promulgates,
of which it
is not the source.
Economists,
it is true, invoke
it incessantly,
but they do so nearly always without naming
it.--In
some respects
this ma|ters
but little.
Whether
they appeal to this principle
by name, or designate
it by the circumstances
it
implies,
by its action and effects, it is ever in
reality the same thing.
It doesnot on this account
lose any of its essential truths.
In consequence
of this reserve or forgetfulness
of the masters
of
the scienceof
economy, however, coml)etition
has
not in their works the place, which is due to it;
this immortal
principle
is not as clearly
manifested as it should be, nor is its grandeur
sufll-.
cicutly
understood.
It is this, perhaps,
which
has given a certain credit to the puerile
declamations of those who attack it ; and this also explains
howeven
the adepts in the science have sometimes
dishonored
it by the unworthy
capitulations
to
which they have submitted it, or by theincredible
fccblcncss
of the arguments
which
they have
used m its defense.--It
has sometimes
been said
that industrial
competition
was a new principle,
inaugurated
in 1789, and one of the fruits of the
French
revolution.
As if humanity
could hart'
reached
the point of civilization,
which it had
reached at this epoch, without knowing
this powefful lever, this sovereign guide, so necess'lry
to
the development
of its activity.
Aftcr what we
have just said, itseemstoussuperfluoustodcmonstrafe the error of such an hypothesis.
Competition was not born in 1789; it was born in the very

sudden, as _ometimcs
happens, it is not always
.po_ible, it is true, to reduce or increase the production
instantly
in the measure
desired, and
hence some accidental
disturbances
occur here
and there;
but in this case the change
in the
_-elling price, which continues
as long as the derangemeut
exists, does not cease to warB and

cradle of human society, which it has led step by
step, from its state of primitive
barbarity
to the
point of civilization
which it has now reached.
Thetruthin
thecaseis,
that competition,
although
it has never ceased to enlighten
and govern the
world, has been submitted
at all times to restriclio_ of more than one kind, the sad effects of
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the errors or evil passions of men; these restriclions were more numerous
previous
to 1789, at
which period
some of them were suppressed,
though they did not, alas, entirely
disat)pear.-If competition
had always reigned without
opposition, if it had been able to develop
itself in all
_ts ,-lenitude in the midst of ln,man society, such
i,ti,
virtual strength,
the power and inexhaustible fecundity
of this principle
that humanity
would have marched
from progress to progress,
and with unceasing
rapidity, toward a future/of
prosperity,
wealth
trod general
well-being,
of
which at present,
perhaps,
it has not the least
coneeption.
M/e can judge of this from the

Delaware.
However
greatly the votes varied on
minor points, on the great and essential question
of a national era federative form for the new geeernment, the vote was usually six to live as above
given.--Had
the two parts been strictly "large"
against "sm,dl" states, accordingto
thepopulation
above given, of course the vote wouht have stood
three to eight; but North
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, either front ambitious hopes of
the future growth of their vast western territory,
or from a desire to gratify the larg'cr states and
draw them intoaunionwhichshould
affordcffcctive national protection
against the southern
Indians, habitually
voted with the hu'gerstates,
and

progrcssit
madein
certain tountries
during
the
interval_, always too brief, in which it enjoyed a
satisfactory,
if 2mr coml)lete,
liberty.
But this
liberty _'_s needed in the past, and is needed in
the present.
Thc action of competition
supposes
the liberty of man at least in his industrial
relations.
In fact,
it supposes,
first,
absolute
spontaneity
and freedom between the contracting
parties, between
the seller and the buyer of an
article, between
him who offers a product
and
him who accepts it; for if one of the parties can
impobe his conditions
on the other there is no
longer any coml)etition,
there is no longer even a
.contract.
It supposes,
moreover--and
this is
also an essential condition--that
each one be free
to go to a third part),, when he is not satisfied
with the conditions
offered him.
_Now, who
does not know to how many obstacles this twolohl liberty has been subjected at all times? These
.obstacles
arise sometimes
from the spirit
of
anarchy and disordcr, and from the absence of a
tutelary authority
able to protect the contracting
parties,
and
sometimes
from abuses of this
authority.
CILtltI,ES
COQU]:?,LLN.

madetheniamaiority,
sineeeachstatewasentitled
to one vote in tim eonve,ltion.
Between the two
"parts of the convention the nmin question at issue
was, whether the new government
should be one
in which each state's influence
should be propertioaed to its population,
or one in which each
state, ho_ever
.-.mall, should lmve an iulluence
equal to that of any other state, as under the confederacy.
The large states n:lturally
preferred
the former, or "national
" system, anti the small
states the latter, or ""federative"
sy._tcm.--May
29, Edmuml
Randolph,
of Virginia,
offered the
"Virginia
plan"
(_ee CO._VE._Tm.X OF 1787),
which formulated
the demands of the large state
majority.
It consisted of 15 resolutions,
whose
main features were, that congress should consist
of two branches, the representation
in both based
on population,
tlmt the representatives
should be
chosen by tim people, the senate by the representatives, and the presidentby
the scuatc and rcprcsentatives together.
The senate would have had
28 members, as follows: Virginia5,
Pennsylvania
and Massachusetts4
each, South Carolina, £N'orth
Carolina, 3Iaryland, New York and Connecticut,
each, and theother states 1 each.
The three large
._tates would thus havehad nearly one-half (28out
of 65) of the house of representatives
and nearly
one-half
of the senate, and, if united, could have
controlled
the appointment
of the prc_ident and
the policy of the Union.
June 1:3, the committee
of the whole reported the "Virginia
plan " to the
convention.
June 15, Patterson,
of :New Jersey,
offered the "Jersey
plan," the ultimatum
of the
smaller states.
It consisted
of 11 resolutions.
mainly intended to rctain and amcnd the articles
of confederation,
to retain the congrcss of a single house and the equal vote of each st'_te in congress, to give congress
the powers
of raising a
revenue,
of controlling
commerce,
of coercing
any state which should refuse to pay its quota or
obey thelaws, under electing an executive.
June
19, the committee of thewholc rel)ortedadvcrscly
to the "Jersey
plan," and again in favor of the
"Virginia
plan."
Two pl'ms had thus been
proposed, whose terms in almost every point were
entirely
incompatible.
Before
the rejection
of
the Jerscy
plan, Dickinson,
of Delaware,
had
proposed toconsolidatcthctwo
plans, if possible;
and, Juue
21, Johnson,
of Conuecticut,
lind
touched the vital point by proposing
to give the

C0'MPR0:glSES,
(IX U. S. HISTOI_,0.
I.-III.
'COMPROMISES OFTIIE COXSTITUTION.--I.
_ocensus had been taken in America when thc convcntion of 1787 met, but its debates were based ou
the following
estimates of population,
which the
.census of 1790 showed to be fair approxinmtions:
1, Virginia, 420,000;
2, Massachusetts,
360,000;
3, Pennsylvania,
360,000; 4, _NewYork, 238,000;
5, },Iaryland,
218,000; 6, Connccticut,
202,000;
'7, :North Carolina,
200,000; 8, South Carolina,
150,000; 9, :New Jersey, 188,000; 10, :NewHampshire,
102,000; 11, Georgia,
90,000; 12, Rhode
Island, 58,000; 18, Delaware,
37,000.
In the five
southern states the entire population
was slightly
larger, only three-fifths
of the slaves being ineluded in the above list.
Of the thirtccn
states
,New Ilampshire
was not represented
in convcntion until July 23, 1787, and Rhode Island not at
.all.
Of the remaining
eleven states, a "large
state"
majority
and a "small
state"
minority
were formed almost from the convention's
first
meeting,
the large states being Virginia,
Massa-ehusetts, Pennsylvania,
:North Carolina,
South
43arolinaand
Georgia, and the small states, :New
York, Maryland,
Connecticut,
:New Jersey
and
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states an equal representation
in the senate and a
proportionate
representation
in the house.
This
proposal of a compromise
he repeated and enlphasized, June 29; and on the same day, Ellsworth.
of Connecticut,
formally
moved that such provision be made.
July 2, the motion was put, and
lost 1)ytive small states to five large states, and
one (Gcorgi._) divided.
The convcntion
had now
"got to a point where it could not moveone
way
or the other," and the whole busine._s was referred
to a select committee
of one from each state,
This
committee,
July 5, rel)ortcd
Ellsworth's
compromise,
with two additional
features:
the
house, which the larger states were expected
to
control, was to originate
money bills, and threefifths of the slaves were to be included
in the
population
as ascertained
for representation.
The
first proposal was intended
to placate the large
states in general, and the second to secure the
votes of :North Carolina,
South Carolina
and
Georgia.--At
first the compromise
hardly found
a favoring voice in the convention.
The committee was declared to have exceeded its powers, and
so moderate
a delegate
as Madison
"only
restrained lfimself from animadverting
on the report,
from the respect he bore to the members
of the
committee."
Nevertheless,
as step by step its
iten_s were brought
up for debate and decision,
the whole was adopted
and became
an integral
part of the constitution,
with the addition of the
power
given to the senate
to propose
amendments to money bills.
The senate,
therefore,
whose conception
has received
warmer
admiration than that of any other t'cature in the constitution, owes its existence, in its present
form. entircly to an unwilling
compromise
of the conflicting demands
of the large and the small states.-II. One of the incurable
evils of the confederacy
was that the states which had formed
it, after
withhohting
from congress any power to control
commerce,
had provided
that their articles
of
associatmn
should only bc amended
by a unanimous vote.
The commerce
of the country was
therefore
the commerce
of 13 separate
states,
each of which conld levy any duties it saw fit
upon exports or imports, provided
it did not interfere with existing
treaties, or touch the property of the United States or of any other state,
The state of New Jersey,
before ratifying
the
articles of coiffedcration,
had warmly objected to
this feature, 'is one which might involve "many
difficulties
and embarrassments,"
and most of the
delegates from the commercial
states had entered
the eouventiou
with an intention
to give the new
federal
government
this essential
and absolute
power of controlling
commerce.
Against
this
intention
the delegates from other states were not
disposed
to array themselves,
except upon ouc
point.
In several of the states a single article
made tip the mass ot the exportation,
as was the
case in South Carolin_ with rice, in North Carelina with ship stores, and in Virginia
and Maryltmd with tobacco.
Should the new federal goveramcnt
be given the power to lay export duties

ou these, a hostile majority
in congress
might.
cagily cripple or annihilatethc
whole wealth of _,
state at one blow.
Before the question
t:,'tme to
be considered,
C. C. Pinckncy,
of South Carelin% had twice given notice that his state _ ould
not enter the new Union unless the power to t:_x
exports
was withheld.
The Virginia
pl:m, as
originally
offered,
made no direct
rcferel_ec to
commerce,
but only
proposed
that
e[mgrcss
should be eml)owered
" to legislate in all eases to
whicil the separate
states areincompetcnt,
or ill
which the harmony
of the United Statesmay
be
interrul)ted
by the exerciseof
individual
legislation."
Chas. Pinckney's
plan, which was introdueed also May 29, and whose "Powers
of Congress " are very closely followed
in the constitution, as iina_:y adopted,
distinctly
proposed
to
give congress the 1)ower "to regulate commclcc
with all nations,
:rod among the several ._t,te¢."
But neither
these plans, nor that of lIamilt,n,
offered June 18, contained
any restriction
on the
power of congress
to tax exports:
this first at)pears in the <h'aft of the constitutim_
as reported
Aug. 6, in the words, " .No tax or duty shall be
].dd by the legislature
on articles CXl)Orted from
any state."
With the omission of the words " by
the legislature
" this was adopted,
Aug. 21, by
a w;te of 7 states (Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Maryland,Virginia,
North Carolina,
South Carelina, Georgia) to 4 (New Hampshire,
New Jersey,
Pennsylvm_ia,
I)el._ware)..New
York'_dclcgatc,%
withthc
exception
of Hamilton,
bad already left
the conveution
because of the success of the first
compromise.
By this, the second, compromise
congresswasgivencompletccontrolovernatio_ml
or inter-state
commerce,
with the exception
of _L
restriction
upon its t)ower to tax expolts.--III.
The two days following
the adol)tion
of the
secoml compromise
were taken up by a stormy
debate on the question of the slave trade, ending'
in an emphatic
refusal by Georgia,
South (:llFOlim_ and _N-orth Carolina,
to enter the new Union
unless its Congress
should be forbidden
to pr.hibitthistrattic,
or to tax it umrc highly th'n] tht'
trade in other imports.
Here _tgain the couvention was hrought
to a stand-still,
and again the
wholequestionwasreferredtoaselectcommittee
which reported the third great comproniise
of the
constitution.
It consistedin
forbidding
co,]gre_-s
to prohibit
the importation
of slaves, when allowed by state laws, before 1808. but permitting
the imposition
of a tax of $10 per head ou such
importations.
Thc sl'tve trade was thus brought
atonce undertherevenuepowerofeongress,
aad.
witliiu 20 years thereafter,
under its commercial
power also.
As amake-weight
for the northen_
states, t_ provision
in the draft of Aug. 6, that
"No navigatioa.tct
shall be passed without
the
assent of two-thirds
of the members present
in
either ]muse," was stricken
out, thus giving to ;r
eongressionahnajoritycompletecontrolovercom"
merce;
and, as a make-weight
for the southerlX
states, it seems (from C. C. Pinckncy'slauguagc
to the South Carolina convention)
to have bccu
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understanding,
though not a part of the
cmnpromise
committee's
report,
that provision
would be made for a fugitive
slave law.
That
_)art of the report relating
to the slave trade was
:'dopted by a vote of 7 states to 4, Yirginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey voting in the
negative.
The rest of the report, and the provision for a fugitive slave law a few days after,
were adopted
without
any opposition.--No
part
of the constitution
has been more warmly con.qemncd titan the two "compromises
of a moral
:.uestion,"
(I. and IIl.).
Those who so regard
.hem forget that to the members of the convcnAon slavery was not '_moral question at all; that in
out two northern states, 3Iassac.husetts
and New
IIampslfire,
unless we include tllc qua,_i independeat republic of Vermont, (see A_OLITION, I.), had
public opinion advanced so far as to abolish slavery
entn'ely ; and that tile erection of two or more separate n'ttions on this continent,
with their certain
attendants
of standing
armies and int:q'national
wars, was an evil which it was the convention's
imperative
duty to avoid.
If the whole future
history of tlm country, even through 'rod ilmluding the war of the rebellion, had been laid open
to the view of the convention,
its present "rod
pressing duty would still have been to make the
(.'omproufiscs
as cheaply
as l)OS_qhle, to nmkc
South C.lrolina, Nor'.h Carolina and Georgia permahout members
of a union, and the.n to leave
tile question of shivery to the dcci--,iou of events,
It seems beyond question
that, without
all the
three compromises
just given, the formation
ol' a
single national govermnent
for tile territory
between tim Canadas and Mexico, the Atlantic and
the Pacific, would have been an impossibility;
that two, or more probably
three, confederacies
wouhl at once have been evolved; and that tile
present republic wouhl never have existed even
_n ilnagination.-IV. )lIbSOUlll
CO.",IPROM1SE.
Tile que.ation of slavc,'y was at first of only incidental
interest
in the political
history of the
country.
The convention
of 1787, whose work
and plans were mainly confined to the fringe of
states along the Atlantic coast, had really joined
two n'ltions, a slaveholding
nation and one which
only tolerated
slavery,
into one; but the Iznion
was physical, rather than 'chemical, and the two
sections retained
distinct interests,
feelings
aud
peculiarities.
As both spread beyond the Alle-hnnies to the west, the broad river Ohio lay in
waiting to be the natu,',fi boundary
between the
states in which slavery should be legal and those
m which it should be illegal.
When the tide of
emigration
began to pour across the Mississippi
and fill the Louisiana
purchase,
the dividing line
was lost and conflietbecamc
inevitablc.--The
tcrritory of Missouri, formerly
the district of Lou_siana (see 2kNNEXATIO.NS,
I.; LOUISIA.NA;
/_IISsoum), was organized by various acts of congress,
]812-19.
Slave D , had been legal by French and
Spanish law before the annexation,
had been continned by the laws of the territories
of Louisiana
and Missouri, andhad not been prohibited
by any
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of the organizing
acts of congress.
The territory
was therefore
in the straight
road to become a
slave state, as Louisiana
had already
become.
March 16, 1818, a petition from 3lissouri for permission to form a state constitution
was offered
in the house, and April 3 a committee reported an
enabling act, which slept until the following
session.
Feb. 13, 1,s19, the house went into committee of tile whole upon the enabling
act, when
Talhnadge,
of New York, offered the following
amendment
to it: "A_al prorflh'd, al,w, That the
fnrt]ler
in reduction
of slavery or involuntary
servitude
be prohibited,
except for the punishmeat of crime._ whereof the pa,'ty shall be duly
convictcd;
and that all childlcn
of slavcs, born
within tile said slate after the adnfissiou
thereof
into the Union, shall be free, but nmy be held to
service until the age of 25 years " The Tallmadge
proviso was addc(t to the bill by an almost exactly
sectional vote, the nc,rthern
lue.nlbers voting for
it and tlle southern members against it. The bill
then passed the hou.--e. In the senate it was
amended
by striking
out tim provi.-o,
but the
house refused to concur in tim amendment,
anti
in tile resulting
di_-a,..,reenmnt the bill was lost.
At the close of this con-,'e_-s, 3Iareh 3, 1819, Missouri was therefore
still a tcrrito,'v.--The
Tallmadgcproviso,
in thecycs of most o'f the nortllcrn
politicians
who supported
it, was merely an attempt to maintain
the balance of power between
the two sections.
Kentucky
had been off_-et l)y
Vermont, Tennessee by Ohio, Louisiana
hy Indi'ma, and Mississippi
by Illinois.
The territory of
Alal)ama had apl)lied forauthorization
to fOl'm a
state govermncnt,
whi(,h, indeed, was gr:mted at
this se_._ion; and the Talhnadgc
proviso was a demand that Missouri, as a free state, should now
offset Alabama.
2tccordingly,
hefore the meeting
of the next congress, the h-gislatm'cs of l)elaware
and all the northern
states (except those of :Now
England, who.-e unpol)ularity
-ts fetleraliqs
wouhl
have made their ol)en support of doubtful value,
and Illinois,
who._e early setllers were la,'gcly
soulhern)
bad warmly
apl)roved
the Talhnadge
proviso, and stamp(,(l it as eml)h:ttically
a northel'l/measure,
in lnost of the legislatures
the vote
was unanimous,
fmmer l)arty lines being entirely
dropped.
:_ut,inextricably
complicated
with thin
sectional que.,.ti(m, there were very lnany oth( r
fundamchtal
qne_tion_, so that a full di._eus.-lon
of tim Missouri case would ahnost inx olvc a treatise
on American constitutional
law.--1
Even gn,nting th'_t congress
had the power to govern the
territory of Missouri qbsolutely,
what power was
there in congress
to forever
proh,bit tim future
state of Mi.-souri from permitting
slavery within
it_ own limits if by its own laws it should see tit
to do so?
While other states enjoyed
the privilege of pcrnfitting
or al)oli.,hing slavery at their
di.,crction, was 3lissouri,
while nominally
enter
ing the Union on equal terms with the other
states, to bd debarred the right of ehome?
On the
other hand, if congress had the power to lcgish_te
for the territory,
what pox_er could prevent con-
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gress from controlling
and laying conditions upon
the organization
of the territory
into a state?
What right had Missourito
object to the absolute
prohihition
of slavery towhich
Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois had submitted
without a thought
of comphfint or objection?
(See ORDINA:NCE OF 1787,
TERRITORIES,
STATE SOVEREIGNTY.)
2. Tile
treaty by which Louisiana,
including
:Missouri,
had been acquired
(see _A._NNEXATIONS,
I.) stlpulated that the ceded terrritory
should be at once
incorpo,'ated
into the Uniou and that its inhab,
itants should be given all the rights of citizens of
the United States as soon as possible.
From this
clause it was argued
that any attempt to impose
any such limitation
upon the admission
of Missouri way a bre'lch of good faith and of treaty obligations.
To this it was answered
that the contraeting
powers
to the treaty must have been
aware that the treaty power could not in any
way control the admissmn
of new states, which
must be by concurrent
action of both branches of
congress "rod thepresident.
3. A broader ground
was taken by some southern
members.
They
hcld that the compromise
which gave the slave
states representation
for three-fifths
of the slave
population
(see COMPI_OMISE, I.) had rccognized
slavm T as a fundamcntal
feature of their society;
that the cont,'ol of slavery was therefore
one of
the powers reserved to the states; and that congress
couht
not constitutionally
assume
that
power in the case of either a new or an old state,
On the other hand, if this was really a coml)romisc by which certain states were to be brought
into the Union, why should _lissouri
now claim
as a right that which had been originally
granted
only to a different
and distinctly
marked
territory?
Was it not enough that the southern states
which were'included
in the bargain had received
thei,' stipulated
fictitious representation
for slave
1)opuhttion, but must the same advantage
be given
to an indefinite number of new statesiu the future?
4. The above comprises,
very briefly, the main
arguments
for and against the admi,_sion of Missouri as a slave state.
A deeper feelingwas
at
work among the peopleof
the north, andis apparent iu the spc('chcs
of some of the northern
members,
though
not often referred
to openly,
Slavery, as an iu_titution, seemed moribund everywhere ia 1789, and could bc safely left, it was
imagined,
to the process of gradual
abolition in
the sever'd states.
(Scc AnOLITmN, ].).
In the
following
30 years it had really (lied in all the
northern
states, though it was not yet quite buried
in some of them:
iu the south
it hqd grown
stronger, instca(I of weaker,
ltshands
had reached
across tl_e Mississippi
into territory
to which it
had no title by the organic law on any interprctation.
It had seized
Louisiana,
had organized
Arkansas
as a slave territory,
and was now grasping after a new state,'with
the prospect of obtaining others in the near future, since the newly organized territory
of Arkansas
comprised the rest
of the Louisiana
purchase.
Here was the place
to make the final stand, to demonstrate
that, even

though a slaveholding
population
might settle a
territory,
its admission
as a state was within the
control of congress, and it must enter as a free
state or not at all.
Only one answer to this was
attempted.
Clay appealed to the northcrn mere
bers, as friends of the negroes, to allow them also
the benefits of migration
to the fat and fertile
west, ami not to coo l) them up m the st.trved
lands of the older states; it seems not to have oecurrcd to him that the.-e ter,'itorics,
if left free,
we,'e the nearest and best location for the colonization society.
(See SLAVERY; ABOLITIO.N, I.)-A new congress (the 16th) met Dec. 6, 1819. A1ahama was at once admitted as a state, Dee. 14,
aml the number of free and slave states was thus
equalized.
Missouri, through
her territorial
legislature,
again demanded
admission
as a state.
Maine, whosedemocratm
majority wished to sep.
a,'ate from federalist
Massachusetts,
had already
for,ned a state constitution
"rod now applied for
admission
also.
The M:dne bill passed the house,
Jan. 3, ]820.
In the senate, after a month's de.
bate, Jan. 16-Feb.
16, the Maine bill was also
passed, hut with a "rider,"
con_istingof
the Missouri bill without
restriction
of slavery.
Tins
attempt
to compel the house to accept the Missouri slave state bill, or losc both, was passed by
a vote of 23 (including
3 from the north) to 21.
Feb. 17, Thomas,
of Illinois (pro-southern),
offercd as an amendment
to the hillthe compronuse
afterward
adopted, which had been suggested in
February,
1819, hy McLane,
of Delaware,
and
which consisted,
in effect, of a division of the
Louisiana
1)urchase betwcen
tile free states "rod
the slave states;
and
the senate
adopted
the
Thomas
amendment
by a vote of 34 to 10. Although the affirnmtive
vote in this instance conrained the votes of most of the northern senators,
tlfis was not the first symptom
of weakening
m
the northern
vote; the organization
of Arkansas
as a slave territory
(see ARKANSAS) had already
showu
that the slavery
restrictmmsts
had not
learned the rule of obsta princtpiis, without which
they could make no successful
constitutional.
fight.
(See ])E,',IOCItATIC PARTY, III., V.) The
southern
vote was better dismplmed,
and had
never wavcrcd.--The
senate passed the bill, with
the Thomas amendment,
by a vote of 24 to 20.-Feb. 18, the house disagreed
to the senate bill as
amended,
the Thomas amendment
having only
18 votes to 159.
Both houses,
by strong votes,
adhered
to their position, and the senate asked
and was granted
a conference committee,
wl,,ch
reported,
1, that the scn:tte should give up its
union of the Marne and ]_[issouri bills; 2, that the
house should
give up the Tallmadge
proviso;
and 3, that both houses should umte m adafitting Missouri, with the Thomas amendmeal,
as
follows:
"And
be it further
enacted, Timt in all
that territory
ceded by France
to the Uuited
States, under the name of Lomsiana,
wlneh hes
north of 36 degrees 30 minutes north latitude, cx
ccpting only such part thereof
as is included
within the limits of the state contemplated
by this
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act, slavery and involuntary
scra, itude, otherwise
thau in the punishment
of crime, whereof
the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall be and
is hereby forever prohibited."
A proviso for seem'ing the return of fugitive shtvesfrom
the territory
in general was added.
The wh,)le comt)l'omise
w,Lsthcn l)assedbythchouse,
the setondl)art
of it
by a vote of 90 (76 from the south, 14 from the
north) to 87, and the third part by 134 tu 42, "d5
of the nays being ultra-southern
members,
who
rcfu._cd to .q)prove any intErferEnce
by congress
with slavcry in tim tcrritorics.
(See S'rATI.: SoyEREI(_NTY.)---The al)prowfl of the president was
still necessary to make thE bills law, .rod MonroE
denmndcd the opinions of his cabinet on the qucstion_. 1, whether
the prohibition
of slave,'y was
constilutional;
and 2, whether
the wm'd forecer
was a territorial
" forever," or apl)li('able
also _o
st'ttes formed
fl'om the territory
in futurE.
The
cabinet wits unanimously
in the affirmative
on the
first question,
but divided
on the second; but
by an adroit
suggestion
of Calhoun
the lwo
questions were joined into one--was
the Thonms
amendment
constitutional?
To this Every merebcr promptly
responded
in the afi'irmativc,
"tad
the bill was signed 3Iarch 6, 1820.--The
Missouri
compromise of 1820, of which Thomas, of Illinois,
was the father, and Henry Clay, of KEntucky,
the activc, zealous and successful
sponsor, was
thus coml)lcted in all its parts.
At first sight it
seems unfair,
if any arrangEmEnt,
with which
both parties to a c(intr()v(,rsy
are content, can bc
called unfair.
In aterritory,
acquired by national
action without the consent of its inhabitants,
and
therefore
under national
control, it is impossible
lo make out a case for the c._tablishment
of slavcry, an)" more than of a territori'd
church, without the Express 'ration of congress;
butthEsouth,
by persistently
claiming this right as to the whole
of the Louisiana
purchase,
had succcssful!y
established
it as to a large, and the only present
useful, part of it. There is, however,
another
view of the matter
to which attention
must lie
directed.
For nearly
20 ye'trs
congress
had
utterly neglected
to assert or Enforce its power
over slavery in the territories.
It had shut its
eyes to the existcnce of slavery in the Louisiana
purchase;
it had admitted
Louisiana
as a slave
statE; it had a!lowed the territorial
lEgislatures
to
legislate
in favor of slavery;
so late as 1819 it
had organized
the territory
of Arkansas without
restriction
of slavery;
and those who had brought
slavery into the territories
nfight,
with considerable show of fairness, claim that eongre.-s had
now no right to suddenly
assert a power over
their property
iu the Ease of Missom'i _xl,ieh it
had not claim(.d in that of Louisiana.
Thcclai,n
is so far well founded
that it is dliticult
lo deny
the parallelism
between Louisi.ma
and Missouri.
The north, therefore,
in order to secure lhe rest
of the Louisianapurclmsc
in its normal condition
of freedom,
was compelled
to pay for its 20
years' lad, es by surrendering
the modern
sl:ltes
of Missouri. and .Arkansas
to the slaveholding
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settlers _ hem it h'td allowed to enter and pOSSESS
them.
]t can not, however,
be too stron-dy insisted that what Rtmdolph called the "dirty
bargaiu " l,ad two side% th,tt the ,_outh had formally
abandone(l
"ill future claim to establish slavery
in territories north of 36 _ 30' ; that the :mrth had
tacitly pledged flsclf not to exert the power of
congre._._ to ab,)li_h slavery i'_ the Lo_dsia_,a ];/_r.
c/_a,_csouth of that line; and that both sides hml
recognized the absolute
l)ower of C()ll_l'e_,5 (}vt.r
slavery in the tErritoriEs, wilhout which the cornpromisc could never have bEEn madE.
in 1836,
when admitting
Arkansas
as a stalE, the north
was strongly teml)ted to break its agrEEmEnt, but.
rcfused to do so, cvcn John
Quincy Ad_zms insisting that the admission of Arkansa_ as a slave
state was " so nominated
i_i the bond," and nmst
be punctually
fulfilled.
In 1852-4 (see I':AXSASI_EBRASI,iA BILI_; ])E,_tOCltATIC PARTY, V.), tlm
southern
l('aders broke the agreement
which their
section had made.Attention
shouhl
also be
called to the evil eff(,cts of the Missouri
(:orepromise.
1. It recognized
l)y law that which
every effort should have been made to blot out,
flw existent(; of a geogr'lphical
liue which (livided
the wh(fle people into two sections, and it thus
went far to establish parties on this geographical
line.
Jefl'cr.-on's ('3 e was quick to recognize this
fact.
In his letter of Ap,'il 22, 1820, to John
Holmes, lie says: "This
momentous
question,
like a fire-bell in the night, awakened
and filled
mc with terror.
I considered
it at (m_,e as the
knell of the Union.
It is hushed, in(iced, for the
moment;
but this is "t rEprieve only, not a final
sentence.
A geogral)hical
linE, coinciding
wilh
a nmrkcd
principle,
moral and political,
once
COnCEiVEd and held up to the angry passions of
men, will never 1)e obIitcratcd,
and (,very new
irritation
will mark it deeper and deeper."
Front
this time parties were to be really national
only
so long as the question of slavery was kept tinder
cover; when that question
came to the surfime,
the whole controlling
intelligence
of the south
spokein
the hmgu:_g'e of Dixon, of Kentucky,
iLl
1854: " Sir, upon the question of slavery I know
no whiggery
and I know no dEmocracy--I
am ,_
iiro-slave_2v m'm."
2. In this compromisE,
howEver failhfully
kept by b()th side_, lay the ele.
ments of future conflict.
A coral)art--on
of the
WEStErn territo,'y
of the United _tatcs w,th the
counlry's
steady rate of incr,.a._e in pol)ulatiou
should have shown the statesmen of 1820 that the
_outhwcstern
boundary
was so al)rupt a ban'iEr
to the movement
of migration
that it could not
e'ndure.
Whe.n it shouhl be broken down, and
when new territory,
not eovercd
by the ,Missouri
compromi.,.e,
slmuld
be "ld,h'd to the United
States, it w'ts not to be expected that the soulh
should then sulmfit to a reqriction
upon slavery
which it l,ad successfully
rc._i,tcd in 1_20. Bonds
wlfich can not rostrum "L child will not bc very
effective when he has grown to be a strong man,
and, this prmciph: of a division of territory once
admttted,
it _a.., plain that future acqmbitions
of
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territory
would
be for the benefit, not of the
whole nation, but of a partnership
of two, whose
southern
member
would be certain
to claim a
full share.--The
above is usually considered
the
Missouri compromise,
though
there were some
few difficulties
still to be settled.
1. In the presidential
election
of 1820, ._[issouri,
though
not
yc{'admitted
as a state, chose presidential
electors, and ninny of the southern
members sought
to have their votes counted.
This difficuhy was
avoided by counting
the votes in thc alternative,
(See
]_,LECTOR$,
STATE
SOVEREIGNTY.)
2. The
constitutiou
of 3Iissouri was found to discriminate
against free colored per'sons, who were citizens
in many of the states.
The.joint
resolution
of
M'u'ch 2, 1821, therefore,
admitted
the state on
condition of thc abrogationot'
tlfisdiscrimination,
(See
Mlssot'Itl.)-V. Co._tl'IlO._tISE OF 1850.
The l)rinciple
of the ]_lissouri CmUl)romisc , the
supreme control of congress
over the territories,
even ill the regulation
or abolition
of slavery,
remained undisputed
for nearly 30 years.
It had
been recognized
in 1820 by 84 out of 44 in the
senate (the vote on the Thomas
amendment),
by
134 out of 176 ill the house, by president
M_)m'oe,
and lff vll his cabinet,
which included
John C.
Calhoun and Win. H. Crawford
from the south.

sufficient number of northern
senators to form a
majority.
But, though
the south thu_ sto_d
strictly on the defensive, the northern democrat_
had in the meantime
elaborated
a new party
dogma, popular
sovereignty,
or squatter
sever.
eignty,
by which
they hoped
to retain in the
party both its nm'thern
and its southern
vote
As at first enunciated
it declared
only that con
grcss ought not (as a matter of policy) to interfcre
with slaw:ry in the territories,
as elaborated
in
the Kansas-Nebraska
bill m 1854, it went to the
further
ground
that congress
had no constitu
tional right to do so
Duril_g this period of con.
test the free soil party began its brief existence.
(Scealso DEblOCRATIC PARTY, IV ; WIIIG PART',',
II )--In the south the excitement
among the controlling
body of slavehohh'xs
had grown so in
tense that its cuhnination
marks the year 1850 as
the point where the the,rypf
secession first _egan
to shade into possibility.
The people of tll_ still
unorganized
territory
of California,
whose pbpulation
had bcet_ suddenly
and enormously
increased by the discovery
of gold, had formed a
state constitution,
June 3, 1849, expressly
prohibiting slavery.
Duril_gtile year the excitement
was increased by the action of the people of New
]_[exico, to which
Texas asserted
a territorial

It received
a new indorsement
ia the joint resoluclaim, in forming
a st'ttc constitution,
May 15,
tion for the admission
of Texas in 1845 (see
1850.
This was iuterln'eted
as an effort to add
2kX._,'EXATIONS, III.), whose third paragr'lph
foranother to the growing column of free states, and
ever prohibited
slavery in states to be formed
an army was at once raised in Texas to extend
from the new territory
north of :36° 30' north
thejurisdiclion
of tlmt state over the disputed
latitude.
Tile affirmative
vote in this instance
territory.
A convention
of slave state delegates
included
such representative
southerners
as .4.r- met at Nashville,
Tenn., June 2, 1850, and demisread Burr, IIowcll Cobb, Cave Johnson, Rhctt,
clarcd any ex(:lusiou
of slaveholders
and their
Slidell, A. H. Stcphens, Jacob Thomson,
Tucker,
property from the new territories
to be an injm5
and Yanccy, though tlmir vote was prompted,
not
and an insult to the south;
and the various
by any desire to make any territory free, bnt by
southern
h:gislatures
had instructed
their governa detcrmintltion
to divide the new territory
by
ors, in the event of the success of the Wihnot
the geographical
line which
Jefferson
h'td so
proviso,
to call state conventions
in order to
much dreaded, and thus by impli(:ation
to extend
secure concert of action against a conuuon danslavery to the southern
1)ortion of it.--The
)[exiger.--A
new congress
met in December,
1849
(:an war brought
a new addition of territory (see
(See CONt_IIESS, SESSmXS OF ) The senate was
AIgNEXATIONS,
IV.),
and,
from the first prospect
strongly democratic;
in the house the free sellers
(in 1846) of its acquisition,
many nortlmrn
delcheld the bal,Lnce of power between the democrat_
gates renewed the (:latin that it was normally
free
and whigs, so that there was no party majority,
soil, and must not be opened to slavery.
(See WILand the speaker
was only elected on the 63rd
_IOT Pnovmo.)
Tim Wihnot
provi._o was essenballot by a plurality
vote.
It was )lot until Jan.
tially the same as the Talhnadge
proviso above
II, 1850, that tlm house succeeded in choosing all
mentioned,
and _x'ls defended on the same ground,
its officers, and became ready for legislation.
Ten
the normal freedom of national territory,
Addidays afterward
a messagc from president
Taylor
tional argmnent
in its favor was drawn from the
anuounccd
tlmt he ha(l advised the new territories
undi_l)uted
fact that the territory
just acquirt.d
to apply for admission
as states, aud tlmt Cabwas already free by the organic
law of Mexico;
fornia had ah'eady formed
a state constitution.
but this reasoning
was uuncccssary,
unless as_ ] Southern
members
objected to the admission of
cuumlative,
for the case was strong
enough
Califori_ia, ostensibly because of tlmunreasonably
•flready.
(See SLAVEnY; TEnItlTORmS;
Dt_ED large alnount
of territory
claimed
by the new
SC0Ta' CASE, IV.)
For three years, (August,
i state; but California
was only about
one-third
1846-December,
18493, the strugglcovertheWili its large
as Texas
claimed
to be, and the
mot proviso continucd,
regularly
taking
a secobjection
really bty to the anti-slavery
clause in
tional form.
The new territories
were repeatedly
_ the California
constitution.
_Iany of the southorganized
hythe house, with the Wilmot proviso,
I era members
were determined
to compel Call
and as regularly
tim bills were lost in the semite, ] fornia to become a territory
before bccoming a
where the southern
vote was always aided by a ] state, and a bill to organize
"the territories
of
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California, Deseret (Utah)and
:New Mexico"was
house the Texa_ and New Mexico bills were
introduced,
Jan. 16, in the senate.
Jan. 29, Clay
passed together, Sept. 4, 108 to 97; the California
introduced
a series of eight resolutions,
the basis
bill, Sept. 7, 150 to 56; the Utah lfill, Sept. 7,
of the final compromise
of 1850, which were in
97 to 85; the fugitive
slave bill, _ept. 1°, 109 to
substance
as follows: 1. The admission
of Call
75; and the District of Columbia
bill, Sept. 17,
fornia,
"with suitable boundaries,"
and without
124 to 47. All the provisions of Clay's scheme of
any restriction
as to slavery.
2. The organization
compromise
were therefore
finally successful.of territorial
governments
in the rest of the MexThe gist of the compromise,
as stated by Clay
ican annexation,
without any reference to slaw'ry,
himself in debate, July 22, was, on lhe one hand,
since "slavery
did not exist by law, aud was not
forbearance
by the north to insist upon the applilikely to be introduced"
into them.
3. That
cation of the Wdmot
proviso to Utah and _cw
Texas should not include auy part of _Ncw Mex_[exmo, and, on the other hand, forbearance
by
ico. 4 That Texas slmuld be l):dd $
for
the south to insist upon the express introduction
giving up her claim to New ]_Iexieo.
5. Nomiuof slavvry
into those territories;
all the other
tcrference
with Mavery, and 6..tbolition
of the
measurers were only feathers
to fly the arrow.
slave trade, in the district
of Columbia.
7. _k The north was to obtain the effectual application
more effectual
fugitive slave law.
8. Non-interof tim Wilmot proviso to California,
byits admis.
fercnce with the inter-state
slave trade.--These
sion as a free state, and also the abolition of the
resolutions
wcre debated
for two months after
slavctr'lde
iu the District of Columbia;
the south
:Feb. 5, and the debate ended, April 19, by thcir
was to obtain an effective fugitive slave law, amt
reference to a compromise
committee
of fldrteen,
an imlcmnity to Texas, of whose bonds many of
of wlfich Clay was chairman.
May 8, the comtim Southern
leaders were holders.
There w'ls
mitt_e reported the following prol)ositions,
u hleh
no aplflication of popular
sovereignty
to the new
finally madeup the eompromise of 1850: 1, the adterritories,
for their legislatures
were forbidden
mission ot any new states properly lormed from
to pass laws on the subject of slaw,ry;
nor was
Texas,with
or without slavery, t__f
the
there :my settlement of tlle status of slavery there,
new slate should decide; 2, the adnnsslon of (ah-,
for the committee's
bill, as stated by Clay oa infornia on similar terms; 8, the organization
of New
troducing
it, did not decide whether slavery did
Mexico and Utah territories
wffhout tile _Vilmot
or did not exist in L'tah or .-New Mexico, only
proviso; 4, the passage of the last two measures
f_
th._ele._islatures
to prohibit
it if it exm one bill; 5. the payment to Texas of an indemisled, or to introduce
it if it did not exist.
Clay's
_fity of ,_10,000,000 for tim abandonment
of her
own belief, as he then stated it, was that slavery
claim to New Mexico;
6, the passage of a more
did not exist there, having
been abohshed
by
effective
fugitive slave law; 7, the abolition
of
Mexican law.
The whole arrangement
was evithe slave trade, but not of slavery, in the district
dently a mere make-shift,
intended
to avoid the
of Cohuubia.--Mauy
senators desired to consider
question of slavery in Utah and New ]'_[exico, in
these measures separately,
but the committee h'td
the hope that these territories
would soon form
decided to embrace them all in one bill, of four
state govermnents
and decide
the matter
for
• parts, commonly
called the omnibus bill.
Part
themselves.
There is not the slightest
percepti1 was iu 39 sections:
._,_1--4 for the admission of
ble evidence, either in the omnibus bill m' in the
California;
_ 5-°1 for the organization
of the
debate_, of -my intention
to repeal, directly
or
territory of Utah, with a prohibition
against the
indirectly,
the __Iissouri compromise
or its propassage of laws "in respect to African slavery"
lfibition of slavery north of the parallel of 36 °
by its legislature:
,_ 20-38 for the organization
30'; nor did the Texa_ bill m:fl¢e any repeal of
(with the same 1)rohibition)
of the territory
of
the prohibition
of slavery
in new states to be
:New _lexico;
and _ 39 for the fullilhucnt
of proformed from Texas north of the Missouri composition 5 above.
Parts 2 and 3, in three secpromise line. which lind been first imposed by
tions, carried out proposition
6 above, and formed
the joint resolution
admitting
Texas.
Had the
lhe celebrated fugitiw: slave law.
Part 4, in two
compromise
of 1850, as it was understood
by its
sections,
carried
out proposition
7 above.--The
frtuuers and by the two parties which formally
omnibus
bill was debated
until the last day of
indorsed it in 1852, been maintained,
there seems
July,
when it was discovered
thut sueces._i_e
to be very little doubt that the United States
amendments
had cut out all its provisions
except
might have prohmged
for re'my years the desthe Utah lfill, which
was passed Aug. 1, l?,y perate effort to "endure
one-half slave and onethis thne
the martial
preparations
of Texas,
half free."
The Kansa._-Nebraska
bill was really
backed by offers of aid from other southern
as much a repeal of the compromise
of 1850 as
slates, h'_d shown some compromise
to be nccesof the coml)ronfise
of :1820.--VI.
CRITTENDEN
sary, if war was not to follow.
The other bills,
CO._IPRO._HSE. In 1860 senator John J. Crlttcnwhich
had tidied
together,
were now passed
den, of Kentucky,
introduced
a proposilmn
to
separately by the senate:
the Texas bill, Aug. 10,
amend tile constitution
by dividing the territories
30 to 20; the California
bill, Aug. 13, 34 to 18;
between the two sections on the line of the hflsthe :New _Iexieo bill, Aug. 14, 27 to 10; tile fugisouri compromise.
Ills amendment
was uplive slave bill, Aug. 23, 27 to 12; and tile l)istriet
proved by tile legislatures
of Virginia, Kentucky,
,of Columbia
bill, Sept.
14, 33 to 19. In tim
Tennessee aml New Jersey,
in their instructions
"
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to their delegates to the peace conference
in 1861
(see CONFEI¢E_CE, PEACE), and was vainly urged
by him throughout
the session of 1860-61.
In
the hmlse, Jan. 14, 1861, an attempt to substitute
it for the report of the committee
of thirty4hree
was lost by a vote of 80 to 113, in tire senate it
was brought up March 2. and lost by a vote of 19
to 20. Itad it been adopted
it would lmve been,
iasubstance,
asfollows"
XIII. Seetwn 1. Slaver)"
is abolished
in all territory,
present
or future,
north of latitude
36 ° 30', south of that line it
slmll be recognized
and protected
by every depertinent
of government,
and never interfered
with l)y congress.
When the territory becomes
a st'lte, its people shall settle its condition,
slave
or free.
Scc. 2. Congress
shall not abolish slavcxT in forts and other federal
territory in slave
st'ttes.
Sec. 3. Congress shall not abolish slavery
in the District of Columbia so long as Virginia or
5Iaryland
1)ernfit slavels',
nor in any event without consent of the inhal)itants,
and coml)ensation.
Congressmen
and federal officeholdersat
Washington shall never be prohibited
from bringing their
slaves thither.
Sec. 4. Tile inter-state
slave trade,
by laud, river or sea, shall ncver be prohibited.
,_%c.5. The United States shall paythe ownerthe
full value of any fugitive
slave rescucd
l)y riolcace or intimidation;
the United States may sue
tile county where the rescue took place, for the
value paid ; and the comity, in like manner, may
sue the wrong-doer.
_%c. 6. No future amendmeut shall ever affect the five preceding sections,
nor article 1, _ 2, _ 3, nor artmle IV, _ 2, I.. 3, of
the constitution;
and no amendment
shall ever
give congress power to al)olish slavery in a slave
state.--To
this were added four resolutions:
1,
asserting
the constitutimmlity
of the fugitive
slave law; 2, earnestly
rcqucsting
the repeal of
thepcrsonallibertylaws;
3. promising
the amendmcnt of the fugitive slave law IJymakingthecommissiouer's
fee the same whether his decision was
for or against the clainmnt,
and by restricting
the
use of the posse comilatus to cases of resistance
or rescue; and 4, promising
the stringent
suppression of the African slave trade.
(See SLAvERY, SECESSION, REBELLION.b--See
(I.-III.),
authm'ities
under
CONVENTmN of ]787; (IV. :
3hssoul¢I
Co._rI_o._iISE),
6 Hildrcth's
Unffed
State,_, 6111; 1 G_'eeley's American
Conflict, 74; 1
yon Holst's
_5dted S:atcs, 356; 6, 7 Benton's
.Debates of Congre_;
3 Spcnccr's
53_ffed States,
3_2; 1 Colton's
Life a_d Times of Clay, 276;
Story's
Com_,entaries,
§ 1316, and other authorities undcrTE_mTORIES,
Glddings'
Histo_T of the
.Rebellion, 51; 1 Draper's Civil War(introd.
chap );
I Wilson's
Rise and Fall of the _b'lare ]'ower, 135,
4 Jefferson's
Works (ed. 1829). 323; 1 Benton's
Thb'ty Year,¢ 1Sew, 8; It. Wlwaton's
Life of W.
l_i_k_ey, 573 (the best argument
h)r the southern
view ()f the question);
2 A. H. Stephens'
War
]'_t_cee_ the States, 131, 2 G'n'land's
Life of Ran.
dolph. 118; authoritms
under SLAVEI_Y; the act
• admitling
M_ssour_ is in 3 Slat. at Large. 645, and
the proclamation
v.nnouncing
the admission
Is m
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6 Slat. at .Large (Bioren and Duane's
edit.), 666;
(V. : COM'PItO_ISE OF 1850). 3 von Holst's
United"
States;
I Greeley's
American
(Yo,_flict, 198; 16
Benton's
Debates of Congress, 384; 3 Speueer's
bS_ited States, 476; Giddings'
J_isto_ T of the Rebcllhm, 309; 2 Colton's L'_fe and Speeches of Clay;
2 Benton's
Thirty Yeur,¢ View, 694, 74_°, and other
authorities
under WIL._fOT Pnoviso;
5 Webster's
IVork_, 324 (his 7th of March speech): Itarvey's
Igeminiscel_ces of Webster; 2 Curtis' Life of Webster, 381; 2 Wilson's
Rise aTul Fall of the ,Slave
Power, 241; 4 Stryker's
Ame_qcan Register, 505,
582 (the latter being the proposed constitution
of
thestateof_-ewMexieo);
Schuckers'L*feofS.
P.
Chase, 105; 2, 3 Sumner's
Speeches; 2 A. H.
Stephens'
War Between the States, 165, Buchanan's Buehanan'sAdministration,
19; 2 Story'sL/fe
of StolT/, 392, and other authorities
under FcoiTV,'E SL._VE L._.w ; authorities
under CALIFORNIA,
TEXAS, SLAVER_'; (VI.: CRITT_.NDEN Co._rPaO._tISE), 2 Coleman's LifeofCr_ttenden;
Ch_ttenden's
Debates of the Peace Convention, 454-460;
Appleton's Annual
Cyclopcedza, 1861, 172.
.t_LEXA.NDER
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COIIPULSOR¥
CIRCULATION,
tim obligation imposed upon citizens
to accept,
as the
equivalent
of coin money, the paper uttered
by
the state or by the banks.
As applied to banks
compulsory
circulation
means that the banks are
not obliged to redeem their noles, or exchange
them for specie at sight.--Compulsory
circulalion may be, at certain times, a measure of lmblic
safety for a country;
but it is a very dangerous
one, and should be abandoned
as speedily as possible. -- Compulsory
circulation,
being ahnost
always
the result of an extrao,'dinary
issue of
irredeemable
notes, leads to a deprecmtiou
of the
paper, which
no legislation
can prcvent.
The
co,nmercial
public avoid the difficuhy with the greatest
ease: they raise the price of goods ia
proportion
to the dcprecmtion
of the paper.
There is but one way to restore to tile notes their
former value, and that is, to diminish their num
bcr by specie resumption
COMPULS()R¥
rm_.)

or by consolklation.
Ca

EDUCATION.

C.

(See EDUCA-

CONCESSION.
By conccssion
is meant the
privilege
which
the governmcnt
grants
to an
individu:fl,
or to a particular
body of red,riduals, to undert'd;e
a certain
work, or to carry
on a certain i,du.,l_y,
dependent
by its nature
upon the public 1bower, or to enjoy _hich,
i_
vii:rue of existing
laws, a previous
authorizatiou must be obtaincd.
Thus, the construction
and operation
by private
corporatmns,
of raflroads,
canals,
bridges,
and some other pubhc
work% "_re objects of concessions
nmde by gover_ments.
The working of mmcs, _n like manner, may be the object of a coneession.--Thc
_
system of concessions
has been pushed ver b' far
in France,
because
the carrying
on of a great

CONCLAVE.
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many industries
which are left perfectly
free in
other countries,
is there made depcndent
on governmental
authorization.
This system has frequcutly led to scandalous
abuses.--In
his Traitd
de la propri_tJ
Charles Comte expresses the opinion that concessions,
instead of depending
solely
upon the geod pleasure of the govc,'nmcnt,
should
always be made to the highest bidder.
This, in
his opinion,
would
put an end to the abuses,
scandals
and prev'_rications
which are now but
too often wit,tossed
in connection
with them.
He advances some very powerful
reasons in support of this proposition.
But it would perhaps
be better, if not to do away with the system of
concessions
entirely,
at least to restrict
it within
just limits, by according
full liberty to industry,
in eve,'ythiug
that does not essentially
depend
upon public power.
Crl. C.

word used) l)y his former colleagties.
Then he is
announced
to the people collected
outside,
and
is carried
and enthroned
on the altar of Saint
Peter, and the work of the conclave is over.Thus, as we have seen, it is the cardinals
along
who elect the popes.
On this account their office
has great importance;
for it is evident, "is well
from the history of the past as of modern times,
how neccssa, 5- it is that a pope should be elected
in the interests of t)eace and conciliation.
Every
state is interested
in this, and its cardin,ds
can
not, or should not, neglect
the interests of their
country.--In
a conclave for the election of a pope,
France, Austria and Spain can each demaud the.
exclusion of o,m cardinal;
but they can make
use of thci,' right of veto only before a majority
of votes is assured to some one of the cardinals.
)IAuI_ICE BLOCK.

CONCLAYE.
Conclave is formed of two Latin
words.cure,
with, and clavis, a key.
The name
conclave
was given to the assembly of cardinals

CONCLUSUM,
a diplomatic
note which recapitulates the demands
of the power from which
it procecds.
A conclusum
admits of discussion.

charged with the election of a pope, because they
were kept under lock and key until they came to
an agreement.--In
1049 pope Nicholas
II., in a
synod, caused to be conferred
on the cardi,mls,
alone, the right of conducting
the election of the
pope.
The college of cardinals,
which figures as
a body since the eighth century, were obliged to
ask the consent
of the people and the clergy of
Rome to the election of a pontiff.
The POt)ular
vote, the vote of the clergy of Rome, and the
eonscut
of two-thirds
of the me,nbers
of the
conclave, were necessary to the election
of the
pope.
With these conditious
the clection of the
pope had r'tther
a broad
basis;
but scvcral
elections
gave rise to dissension.
Influences
from
abroad
were brought
to bear; and, on
this account, the clergy and people of Rome were
deprived of all participation
in papal clccrmns.-This revolution was accomplished
under Gregory
X., who, by new regulations,
had the right of
election conferrcd on the cardinals
"flone. Foreign
influences, however, didnot cease on that account;
they were not less active
although
lessened,
The conclave h'_d in its body members belonging
to the dioceses of every part of the Catholic world;
the elections often took a long time; aud, to force
the cardinals
to decide more quickly,
cocrcive
means were resorted
to.
If the cardinals, aftcr
thrce days of deliberation,
did not agree ou the
choice of a pope, thcy were allowed only one dish
for a meal and were kept in close confinement.-Later, a part of the usages of the ancient rule
were modified.
They were fixed as follows:
befere beginning
their deliberations,
the members
of the conclave took an oath, of which the followi,lg is the formula:
"I take to witness Our Lord
Jesus Christ, who is to be ,ny Judge, that I shall
vote for him whom I should vote for before God."
As soon as two-thirds
of the votes are uuited on
the same person,
the election
is accomplished,
Tim signatures
of the electors are verified, the
new pope takes a name, and is adored(this
is the

It is often merely a point of deparlure
for negotiation.
It is distinguished,
therefore,
from an
ultimatum,
_'hich scarcely admits a reply.
(See
ULTL_IATU_L)
51". B.
CONCORD),T,
a treaty concluded between the
papal see and thc government
of a Catholic na.
tion, to regulate,
within tim limits of the latter,
the relations between the Catholic church and the
state.
Ti_is term is not applied to conventions
between the pontifical govern,nent
and any other
power for objects
purely
political;
such, for
instance,
as the tre'Lty of Tolentino,
in 1797.
These conventions
are ordinary diplomatic
acts.
In conco,'dats
the pope makes stipulations
as.
sovereign
pontiff, as the head and representative
of Catholicity.
Agrcemcnts
dc reb_s ecclesiaatict_
betwcen the papal sec and a non-('atholic
power
are called simply c,_nvel_th_ls.--G_rrd
col,_iderations.
The equitable
adjustment
of tim relations between church and state, tlm reconciliation
of the rights of conscicnec
and the necessities
of government,
is one of the most difficult prnblems that can be presented
for the speculation
of philosol)he,'s
or the solution
of experienced
stalesmen.
Three very different ways of cffecting
this .ldjustment
may be im,?giued; and each way
finds expression in a system ef its own.
In the
first, the state is governed
l)y the church; sorereignty bclongs
to the spiritual
power
and the
temporal power is merely its instrument.
In the
second,
on the contrary,
the state governs
the
church,
and the temporal
power absorbs
the
spiritual.
In the third,"the
church isindependent.
in the state, unheeded by it; the state has nothing
to do with it, and the temporal power no right to
take cognizancc
of rcligious
belief;
it permits
them to live and govern themselvcs as they please:
it has neithcr a right nor a legitimate motive ta
interfere
in their eonccrns."
,So says M. Guizot.
(Civilization
in France, 3rd lecture.)
In this last
system, the statc reeognizcs natural religion only_
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and, professing
a serene indiffe,'encc
to all Zorms
abdicate
the right of regulating
them by lay;.
of positive religion,
it allows them
to develop,
These are what we mean by matters of a mixed
unhelped
and unhindered
by government.--We
nature,
and it is because they exist necessarily
do not think that absolutely
any one of these
and will always exist, that it seems impossible
to
three systems
is practicable,
at least in Europe.
assign to the Catholic church and the state regionz
:No matte,' what be done, unless worship
is supso distinct that these two powers should move in
pressed
altogether,
we find, in Em'ope,
in the
parallel
lines, ignoring
one a,,othcr
and never
relations between church and state, three classes
coming iron collision.
The freer a government
of matters whictl must be taken
into account:
becomes, the fewer, in trnth, will be the points of
m'_tters purely temporal, which belongexelusively
contact between church and state.
But, no matto the government,
such as imposts,
the army,
ter how freeit may be, _t can not, at least in Euetc.; matters
purely
spiritual,
which
belong
rope, preserve on all points the indifference
con=.
exclusively
to the church,
such as dogma,
wetpatible with absolute separation
of the st,-.te from
ship; lastly, matters of a mixed nature, in which
the Catholic chureh.--It
is of the essence of religthe church and state are constrained
to meet, and
ion to bring its adherents together for the outward
in whicl, botl_ have certain rights to assert; for
manifestation
of their feelings.
But what govinstance,
public
worship,
the budget
of public
ernmcnt has been, is, or promises
to be, indifferworship,
and marriage.--All
of the systems just
eat to meetings of the people.
Worship must be
mentioned
are defective,
because they fail to take
supported;
the state must needs provide this sup_nto consideration
one or other of these three
port or leave the faithful
at liberty to provide it.
matters.
The first ignores the rights of the te,nThose who admit
neither
of these alternatives
:por_fl power;
the second, the rights of the chu,'ch;
"forget one thing,"
says Jules Simon, "that
the
_nd the third forgets that there are matters of a liberty of worship is a liberty just like any other,
mixed nature, pertaining
both to the chinch
and
and should therefore be sacred even to those who
the state.
It would be useless to concern ourselves
do not hclieve in the legitimacy
of any worship.
here with the first two systems:
one of them has
To grant liberty "rod withhold
the means of cotoo few chances
of being put in practice;
the
joying it, is simply to add hypocrisy
to tyranny.
oLheris incompatiblewith
the Catholic church.
It
It should also be taken into consideratmn
that a
prevails, it is true, in England and Russia, and the
slmbby ceremonial
and a needy clergy are at once
Christian communions
which have accepted
it arc
a scandal and a public peril.
It is a fault, both
able to tell what they have gained by it.--As
to
in policy and logic, to tolerate religion in a state,
the third, it deseiwes more attention
; because,
and to condemn it to misery aml shame."
:Now,
under the seductive formula, afrez.ch_rch
in a free
if the state fro'fishes
lhc budget
of worship,
1_
_tab., it has for some time past been often hmded,
must know to what use its money is l)Ut. if, on
aud because it has borrowed
a rare prestige
from
the other hand, the faithful furnish it, numberless
the tr.ue principle of whichit
is an exaggeration,
questions
arise full of interest
to tt_e slate conBoth church and state can tufty gain from being
cerning its details, its collection,
its distributmn.
free.
The Catholic
church
particularly,
would
Into these it is difficult to avoid entering.
The
be benefited
by the maximum
extension
of libstate 'rod religion have chshed
no less frequently
erty in the world;
because, by taking advantage,
on the question of marriage,
a matter essentially
like every other etmrch,
of an unlimited
power
of a mixed nature.
One creed admits
divorce.
of expansion,
it would, perhaps,
be the only one
another preaches
polygamy.
Ought the state to
that couhl stand the test of such a great expanrespect their precepts?
Can it ig_mre them?
It
stun without losing anything
of its cohesive power
is said sometimes that the United btates has solved
.and unit)'.
]3ut the fornmla
cited above does
the t)roblem which occupies Europe,
Is this abnot truly
describe
the third system.
It is not
solutely true?
llavenot
federal troops been sen_
thefts;
church, but the separated church, which
(in 1871) to put an end to polygamy
among the
should
be spoken
of here.
But, if we admit
_Iormons,
where its practice is raised to tl,e digcomt)letc
liberty,
we do not think it possible
. nity of a dogma?
Further,
because
a s)stc,n
to have absolute
separt,tion
in practice.
The
works Well in a new country,
in the midst of f,'_.c
1deal proposed above could not be reached unless
institutions,
to conclude
that it wouh[ he iz_phrce
religiou
were restricted
to a purely
spiritual
in the old states of Europe, whose machinery
i._
domain, unle_ :worship were carried on only in
so complicated,
and which for the most part adnnt
the inner temple of the soul: in a word, unless
of such moderate
doses of liberty, would
be, as
matters of a mixed nature did not exist.
But,
Jules Simon
remarks,
"tabuhz-ra.sa
philosophy,
made for men, that is for belLJgs composed of soul
not practical philosopt_y, and, above fill, not legitand body, religion addresses
the senses in order
lation."
"The church and statein Europe thereto reach tim heart,
lIence
external
nmnifesta,
fore must needs come to some agreement
on
tion_ of the religious
sentiment;
hence worship,
matters of anfixed
nature.
This admitted,
how
properly
speaking.
_len
are the ministers
of
shall the agreement
take place?
Sometimes
the
rehgion;
and these men can not live by prayer
state, of its own motion concedes certain rights to
aloue.
Lastly, there are acts, such as nmrriage,
the church, leaving it sufficient liberty, as in the
•over which tbe church extends her empire, andin
United States.
In this case, of com_e, a concor,_vlnch the state ltseli' Is ton much intcrcsted
to
dat is not required;
but one is a bad judge m his
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own cause, and so are governments
in theirs,
)Ioreover,
governments
change, or arc modified,
and with them the measures
they have taken.
I{cncc, oppressive
or ill-considered
laws, uncertainty and conflict.
Out of this situation
of affairs _ r(:gime for the Catholic
church arose, a
r_gime created by the force of circumstances,
and
which hagbeeuin
ol)eratiou
for several ccuturics:
the r_gime ofconcordats.
The Catholic religion
has a supreme head whose authority
is recognized
by all its churches,
and u'ho, if riced be, has the
right to represent
them tdl.
In virtue
of this
right and this authority,
this head treats, whenever he wishes, with temporal
governments
as
equal with equal.
The chiefs of the two powcrs
determine
by positive
conventions
the limits of
their respective
domains,
fix the rules to be followed on l)oil_ts most likely to occasion disputes,
settleoranticipateexistingorapproachingdifferel_ces, make mutual concessions,
and endeavorto
establish
on the most lasting
basis the state of
things best fitted to assure peace in the spiritual
and temporal
order.
This rdgimc is not incoml)atible with any amount
of liberty either in the
church or state _for,in a concordat,
the separation
of the priesthood
and the statc may l)e stipulated
for, aswellasthcirunion,
andithasforthechurch
the two-fold advantage
not only of being feasible
in fret states, which are very rare, but of giving
the freedom of spiritual
interests
in each country
the solidity
of a mntual contract,
instcad of the
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the popes
and thc emperors
of Germany
gave
rise to a number
of tr:_nsactions
of this kind.
Among them may be mentioned
the coucordai:
of Worms, coilcludcd
betwcen
Calixtus
II. and
Henry V., which regulated
thc question
of invest]tares.
(1193.)--At
the elld of the thirteenth
century, the history of Portug;d
gives "tn example
of a concordat
which is interesting
by reason of
its peculiar nature.
121this c._se the contracting
parties were, on the one hand, the king of 1)ortllgel, and, on the othcr, the Portuguese
clergy.
The pope appc.u'ed
in it, less _t._a party than _ls
an arbitrator,
and to give his sanction
to the
agreement.
A serioustlisI)ute
had arisenbctwecn
the king, Don Alfonso llI., and the clergy of the
kingdom,
which continued
ul_(lcr the reign of
Don Din]z, his son.
The pol)e intervened,
the
kingdom
was under interdict,
and the king excommunicated.
Don Diniz resolved
to t)ut all
end to this state of things,
lu 1°84, in an asscmbly, preliminaries
of agreement
were arrived
at,
after which
both parties
had recourse
to the
pope.
The king
sent two deputies
to Rome
"with
full powers
to conclude
a treaty i,y the
authority
of the pope, and to have it confirmed."
The church ef Portugal,
on its part, was repregcnted l)yan archl)ishe 1) and tree bishops.
The
case was laid before '_ commission
of threc card]nals, (h,legated by pope h*icholas IV. to examine
the affair.
When all parties .had 'come
to an
I agreement,
an act _xms dra_x n up by thc eommis-

fragile and narrow foundation,,
of a.simple
royal [ slon," statlugthm"
"
" fact, and a papal bull confirmed
or l)opt lar concession.
(De Broghe,
La so,fretthe concordat
(1289).--Four
concordats
were
(ti,_et6 po_tif_cale
et la Libert_.)--Sometimes
the[concluded
with France:
in 1516, 1801, 181"_ and
systemof concordats
has been accused of striking
I 1817. The tirst lasted till the French
revolution
:
t_ blow at the liberty of conscience,
by destroying
Ithe second is still in force.
The other tx_ o did
t c liberty
and equality
of forms of worshil).
Inot live long.
Before discussing
the concordat
This charge is ill founded.
A concordat
may [of Francis I., it is ncccss;u'y to mention two precontainintolerantprovisions;bnt
such are not.in Ivious
acts concerning
thc rules followed
1)y
inherent
condition
of concordats,
their cssential
!Francc
in her relations
_ it h I{omc.
Until the
object being only to assurc the Catholic church a I time of Saint Louis, there lind existed on this
sum of liberty more or less great accol'ding
to the subject
merely rules, or, rather,
traditiozJs,
not
country
with which
negotiations
are made, but, yet united into a code of doctrine.
But between
in every case sufficient liberty.
It is an assertion
the crusade
of Egypt and that of Tunis a grave
of the right of the frecdoln
of religion
in favor
conflict arose between I,ouis IX. and Pope Clcmof the Catholic
church ; and how could this bc ent I_'. on the sul)jeet of vacant benefices.
The
the negation
of th:tt freedom ? As to the equality
king, after this diffic:ulty, wishing
te avoid sire]of creeds,
one should
not forget,
that, liberty
lar ones iu future,
publishe_l,
;Is it seems, _tn
being a right, the creed which obtains it merely
e(]ictknownasthepragmatic
sanctio_L--Thcfirst
enters
upon its rights.
But it may be said, if article maintains
inl_tct, for the churches of the
this right does not exist for all, the one which
realm, the right of collation ._ud the jurisdiction
obtains
it enjoys, by that fact, a privilege
above
of the ordinary;
the se(.ot_d maintains
with cqu_d
all others.
This is truc _ 1)ut, then, it is not the force the free elections
of cathedral,
and other
suppression,
but the extension
of this privilege
churches;
thc third proscribes
the crime of sirewhich should be demanded.
Toreasonotherwise
ony; the fourth relates to the rules t:tken fi'om
would be as if one should_ in thc name of equalthe common
la_', the councils,
and the holy
ity, demand, iu a country
where serfdom existed,
fathers, for the collation of dignities
and ccclesinot that the bound should be set free, but that
astical benefices;
the fifth (wanting
it_ some vcrfree men should be made slaves.--tlistory.
In sions) prohil)its the cx,'_ction or levy of money by
the oarly ages of Christianity
the conventions
the court of Rome unless sanctioned
by the king,
which settled
the disputes
between
bishops
and and unless for a pious and urgent reasons. Article
abbots of religious
communities
were called con- 6 confirmsthelibertics,
immunitiesand
privileges
corders.
Later, the name was reserved to ])acts accorded
to persons :_nd places in the kingdom
concluded
with the holy see.
The quarrels
of ]belonging
to the church.
The authenticity
of
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this ordinance,sometimes disputed,ismore gen- holy see. This law, therefore,
so dcaz to thepar
eraliyadmitted. It is certain,
at least,thatthe liament,strucka severe blow at the pretensiou_
doctrineslaid down in this document are those of the papal see. It curtailedboth itsrevenues
_vhichSaint Louis took as a rule of conduct,and and itsauthority. It is not hard, therefore,to
which llemade it a duty to apply." (Boutaric, understandwhy, everafterward,itwas the object
France soz_sPhilippeleBel.) At allevents,the of incessantcomplaints on the part of Eugene
pragmatic sanction must have been forgotten IV. and his successors. Charles VII. upheld it
afterthe reign of itsauthor; forwe find itmen.
vigorously;and, while the emperor and German
.tinnedonly in documents posteriorto Charles princes,abandoning the neutralitywhich they
VII.--This prince issued a pragmatic sanction had observed during the strugglebetween the
_Iso, which occupies a much greater place in fathersof Basle and those of Florence,betwcen
French history than the foregoing. It is well Felix¥. and Eugene IV.,concluded with :Nicho_nown what laxitythere was in the church, and ]asV. the German concordat (1447),the Gallican
-what troubleand scandal in Christendom were church continued to be ruled by the pragmatic
JJornof the schism which marked in so deplor- sauction. Plus It.,apparently more fortunate,
:ablea manner theend of the fourteenthand the obtainedof Louis XI. itssolemn abolition But
beginning of the fifteenthcentury. A double the parliament refusedto registerthese new let_onsequence was the result. The reformationso terspatent,and Louis XI. whose relationswith
.longneeded, and which Saint Bernard had al- Rome had grown cool,was very little
concerned
ready calledfor so eloquently,had become still to secure thisregistration.As long as he lived
more urgent:Sat_ co,,stabat
_'esi_ deterius
flex- thiscraftyprince appears tohave held the prag_se, et i_ tanto schismate magis magisque in pessum
matte sanction
as abrogated
or in force as best
ire.
(Bossuct.)
Then
the rivalry
of opposing
suited his whims for the moment.
The preamble
popes had rendered
the authority
of the holy see
of the concordat of 1516 mentioned
another con.at once more encroaching
iu its nature and less
cordat, concluded
with French
negotiators
under
respected.
Yielding
to the various exigencies of
the pontificate
of Sixtus IV., but which does not
the struggle,
the two rival sees strove to obtain
seem to play any part in history.
The pragmatic
subsidies from the nations which acknowledged
sanction
observed
under Charles VIII. was contheir jurisdiction;
and, to increase
the number
firmed, on the accession
of Louis XII., by a solof their partisans,
they made free use of the
emn act.
Julius II., throughouthisstrugglewith
power of dispensation.
For this reason the whole
this king, endeavm'ed
to secure the condemnation
church desired to see the end of schism, and to enof this document
before the council of Lateran ;
gage quietly in the work of reformation.
Each
and all its supporters,
whoever
they might be,
separate church wished in future to regulate its
kings or others, were summoned
to appear before
relationswith
the papacy.
Hence the various conthe council in its defcnsc.--The
death of Julius
cordats
elaborated
at the council of Constance,
II. and, after him, that of Louis XII.,
put an
for the nations which took part in it, and published
end to personal animosity,
and rendered an agreeby _Iartin V. after the close of the council (1418).
lhent more easy.
Francis
I. and Leo X. met at
That intended for France was refused as contrary
Bologna,
and agreed
to replacn
the pragmatic
to Gallicau liberties.
But, when the council of
sanction by amutual
agreement,
whose conditions
Basle, wishing
to restrict
the pontifical
power,
the chancellor,
Duprat,
was commissioned
to dis.engaged in a struggle with Eugene
IV., and the
cuss with two cardinals
delegated
by the pope.
schism was on the point of breaking
out anew,
When the negotiations
were at an end, Leo X.
France,
inclined
thereto
by her traditions,
and
had the agreement
presented
to the council, and
prepared
for it by the assemblies of 1394 and 1406,
sanctioned, by his approval,
the bulls revoking the
undertook
in the midst of the conflict to regulate
pragmatic
sanction
and publishing
the new conher own affairs alone.
Charles VII. convoked
an
cordat.--The
first title of the new concordat
is
assembly at :Bourges, which, says 3I. Henri Martin, partook of the nature both of the states general and of the national
council.
Princes and
peers, archbishops
and bishops,
abbots, doctors,
representatives
of chapters
and universities,
were
there.
The council of Basle sent deputies to sohcit this assembly to adopt its decrees.
Eugene
IV. was represented
in like manner;
but the assembly issued a declaration
by which it approprinted, while it modified in certain
points, mo_t
,)f the decrees of the council.
Letters patent of
the king (July 7, 1438), registered
in parliament
the following
)'ear, gave the force of the law to
these resolutions.--This
pragmatic
sanction is too
lengthy a document
to insert here.
It proclaimed
the principle that a general council is superior to
,the pope, aud restricted
the jurisdiction
of the

merely an account of the negotiations
had, and of
the motives of the concordat.
The second and
third titles deprive the chapters of cathedraland
metropohtan
churches
of the privilege
of the
election
of bishops,
and declare,
that,
in six
months after the see becomes
vacant, the king
shrill present
to the pope a candidate
satisfying
certain conditions.
If the king has not named a
capable
person,
he shall
name another
three
months after having been advised of the fact.
If
he fails, the popewill
make the appointment.
The
nomination
to bishoprics vacant ia cu_'b_, that is,
whose incumbents
died while in Rome, belongs
to the holy see.
The royal nomination
is also
substituted
for elections in elective monasteries,
without derogating
from the special privileges of
certain chapters and monasteries.
The expectant
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favors, (graces expectative)
and the reservations
(ra_erte_) arc abrogated
(IV.), as they had been by
the pragmatic
sanction.
Title V. regulates
the
rights of persons obtaining
benefices.
There is a
decolutio ad sedem apostolicam, if the ordinary of
the diocese violate
the established
order.
The
four following
titles relate to the apostolic
mandates which the pope might issue in the matter of
benefices.
Titles X. and X-[., de causis et appella/io_/bta¢, contain almost the same provisions
as
the pragmatic
sanction;
and the following
titles
(XII. to XVII.)
are identical.
The concordat
bears the date of Aug. 18, 1516.
The last title,
the (late of which i_ posterior,
contains
only the
confirmation
of the council and the letters patent
of the king.
z-N_othing is said of tile number
of
cardinals, which the pragmatic sanctionpretended
to limit, nor of annats, which were re-established
by this very silence,
the act which
had suppressed them being itself abolished.--Such,
in its
essential provisions,
is this celebrated
concordat
which has been exposed, both at the time of its
appearance
and since, to the most violcot
and
even contradictory
criticism.
One parly considered it as a most brilliant
victor)' of the papacy, attributable
to the frivolity
or the weakhess of Francis
I. and Duprat.
Others, on the
contrary,
see in it a triumph
of royalty, a daring
step toward universal
dominion,
which was then
the object of its ambitious
aspirations;
and they
accuse the pope of having sacrificed the spiritual
to the temporal, the elections to the annats.
This
last accusation is not serious, for the annals were
,certainly
not worfll the sacrifice.
]_I. de Pradt,
who is not suspected
of good will toward
the
papacy or the concordat,
estimates, that, in the
_ighteenth
century, they might produce annually
170,000 livres.
Admitting
that, in the sixteenth
century,
this income was greater,
it couhl not,
have been of sufficient
importance
to inituence
1he holy see. The object which Rome pursued
was rather the abandonment
of lhe principles
of
the council of Basle.
The abandonment
of tim
right
of election
is exphdned
by the serious
,difficulties met in their application.
Many abuses
had crept into the practice, and it was not this
innovation
that roused the most lively coml)laints
.of contemporaries.
But, justice done to the unmerited attacks, and justice done to the questions
,of fact which caused this change, it must bc confcssed that the substitution
of royal appointment
for elections opened a wide field to the interfcronce of the state in the government
of the church,
a fact to be regretted
from so many points of
-view.
We sllould also add that the concordat
had been prepared,
discussed and signed without
any participation
of the church of France, while
the pragmatic
sanction
had been drawn up with
its co-operation.
It was not, however, among the
.clergy that this convention
met with the livcliest
opposition.
The resistance
came more particularly from the parliament,
which refused to enroll
,the letters patent giving it tim force of law, and
"_'hich did not yield .till _constraincd thereto, and
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which, even after the enrollment,
continued
to
judge according
to the rules of tl, e pragmatic
sanction.
To issue from dmse dlfficultms,
it was
necessary
that the declaration
of Sept 6, 1529,
should turn over to the grand council the cog.
nizance of all the disputes to which the application of the concordat
might give rlse.--From
the
concordat of Francis I., in 1516, to the concordat
of Bonaparte,
in 1801, there is a long stretch of
time, nearly
three centuries.
The
revolution
found the concordat
of Francis I. still in force,
'rod shattered
it, as it shattered
everything
con.
nected with Catholicism.
It would have crushed
Catholicism
itself, if the enemies of that rehgiou
had had power enough
to annihilate
it. It is
certain that a violent
hatred
of the ancient na
tinnal religion,
a hatn;d which often rose to the
pitch of delirium, characterized
the revolutionary
movement,
and was common
to the different
parties which composed
that movement.
It is
proper to indicate here the causes of this hatred
The Catholic religion
had been the religion of
the state under an absolute
monarchy
and at a
time when religious
toleration was httle understood and still less pl'acticed,
no! more m Protestant England
than in Catholic France.
The
church, therefore,
found
itself, by the force of
circumstances,
connected
with a system of intolerance, aml compromised
in acts of despotism,
against which the revolution
was bound to react
with a despotism
more intolerant,
more viom.t
still.
Tim clergy were a privileged
body. and
their privileges
had become odious to the nation.
The clergy possessed grrat estates, and it was the
impoverished
state of the finances that caused tit('.
revolution.
These were the causes which might
be c:flled intrinsic;
but there were others
The
philosophy
of the eighteenth
century had made
tit(; rhm'ch appear a partner ia all lhe wrongs
of the ancient
rfgime.
:Now it was a breath of
this skeptical
philosophy
that raised the revolutionary
tempest.
To the zeal of phfiosot)hers
was joined, in the constituent
and legislative
assemblies,
the low-voiced
but stubborn
hostihty
of a large number of Jansenists
And then, as ff
these old enemies were not enough, there arose
in tbe wake of the revolution whole classes of
men bound by passion or then" interest to cornplete the ruin of the old church--the
apostate
priests, and those who had acquired
the natmnal
property.--And
still, at the dawn of the revolution, when all division seemed to die out before
the first rays of nascent liberty, there were momcnts when impulse was so pure and enthusiasm
so honest that men might have hoped for better
things.
But wc know what followed,
religious
liberty was proclaimed
in every successive constitution from 1789 to the year VIII., but, although
thus ahvays proclaimed
it was never respected.
The taw which placed the 1)roperty of the clergy
at the disposal of the state, initiated
the divismn
betwee= the revolution and tile clmrch.
.-Not' did
men stop there: the essential laws of the church
were soon violated
by the civil constitution
q.'
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the clergy, which
"proves
incontestably,"
says
)I. Jules Simon,
"that,
in the eyes of the ('.onstituent
assembly,
religious liberty
had no existenee whatever;"
and from that d'_y the rupture
was eomplele.
The civil constitution
gave birth
to schism,
ar:d soon after to persecution.
The
sad histm T of tiffs persecu_iou
is known, and we
shall not try to present
it to tile world anew.
'rile reign of terror was followed
by a r,'gime
h,ss violent, which allowe(l men to draw b'eath,
without,
however,
restoring
freedom
to religion
or securityto
its ministers.
But the faith wlfich,
in its infancy,
did thrive
under
the whips
of
p_lgan "roger, had, during
long centuries,
taken
iirm hold on l"rcn('.h ground;
and, the moment
that
lassitude
in the governing
powers,
or a
change in lmblic opinion allowed the expression
of religious feeling, striking proofs of its x.itality
became evident.
"*Numerous
petitions
are addrcsscd to you," said Robert (of the cz_td d'or) to
the five hundred,
"from all parts of the republic;
from all sides men ask you to restore religion."
(Session of the 27th Prairial,
year V.) At the
same time Camille Jordan
became the interpreter
of the religious
movement,
nnd his report
on
religion produced
a profound
sensation.
He demandcd that religiousliberty
should cease to be a
dead letter,
and become a law.
The generous
words of Jordan found
an echo in the councils,
which
the elections commenced
to fill with new
men; and the law of the 7th Fructidor,
year V.,
abolished
the laws punishing
priests who had not
taken the oath.
But the directory and the greater
part of the men in power who were the children
of the revolution,
had, as regards
Catholicism,
remained
faithful
to the tendencies
of the convention.
Rigorous
measures,
suspended
for a
time, were resumed
after the coup d'¢:tat of the
18th Fructidor,
and were continued
until the 18th
Brumaire.
The rSgime born of this last day put
the whole government
in the hands of a single
man.
The genius of this man was so vm_t, and
his will so mighty, that nothing
could escape his
all powerful
action.
On him, then, and on him
alone, was to depend
the rSgime to which the
church
was to be submitted.
I-Ie, to(), a child
of the revolution,
had, before he strangled
it to
his own advantage,
defended it in a masterly manneragainst
enemies from without and from withJn,
He had been the proteg6
of Robespierre
the
younger,
and of Barras.
His ideas could not
have been very favorable
to Catholicism,
judging
Lrom his celebrated
proclamation
of Alexandria,
and yet in the face of this, whether
it was by
reason of his involuntary
r_peet
for the faith of
Ins cluldhood,
or through
greatness
of soul, or a
presentiment
of his future destiny, he had more
than once broken
completely
with the traditions
and views of the revolutionary
government.--lt
only depended
on him, in the year V., whether
he would overturn the government
of the pope;
the directory
wished it; the road to Rome was
clear ; and Mint, ambas_dor
of the republic
at
Florence,
strained
evei T nerve to destroy
the

temporal power.
'M-J.moh'e., de M}'ot, I. 91 ) Still_
Bonaparte
took upon himself to sign the lrealy of.
[ Tolentino,
which, wlule despoiling
the pope of
i a part of his dmninlons,
respected
the principl(.*
I on whi(.h his power was based.
Ite even showed
] himself on this occasion
prodigal
of demonstraI tions of respect for the person of Plus VI.
Some
' days beforehand,
he had assumed
tl,e protection
] of the priests who had not taken the oath, and
'1whom the French armies had found in the Roman
i stat|cs, and he oblaincd of the dircc'.ory a dc(,i_ion
't authorizing
the priests
in France
who had not
i taken the oath to seek an _lsylum in the posscssions of the holy see.--Tlm
spirit of wise and
huma_m policy which had guided the commanderin-chief
of the army of l{aly, was seen agaill
in the acts of the fil.'st consul.
On his advent
to power transportation
ceased, and the prisons
were thrown
open.
A. cert'lin
number
of
churches
were restored
to the use of religion,
and a simple promise of fidelity to the constitution replaced all the odmus oaths which had been
repeatedly
exacted from the clergy.
Under tlm
shadow of this newly granted liberty the church
was seen to rise slowly from its rums.
But the
designs of the future emperor reached far beyond
these measures of reparation.
It was not his parpose that religion should rise up anew by its own
strength alone, and by degrees.
He wished it to
be restored at once by a brilliant,
and as it were,
providential
act.
He wished the restoration
to
be hiswork.
Hc had powerful and varied motives
for proceeding
in this way.
He desired to have
some religion restored to France, because, having
religious
instincts
himself,
he felt the need of
religion to a great nation.
He wishcd this re]igion to be the CathoJic,
because
it was the
reSgion
of the greatest
number,
that which a
long alliance
and ancient
memories
identified
with the destinies of the pcople.
He wished this
restoration
to be immediate,
because his genius,
essentially
an organizing
one, could not see with
indifference
the state of trouble which reigmed in
men's consciences,
_md because it agreed with his
tastes as well an his plans to astonish
men by
brilliant
strokes.
To sum up, he wished the
restoratiorl
to be his own work.
Looking
on
religion as a means of government,
hc nmde it :t
point not to leave it outside his circle of action;
and he thought to secure for himself in this way
the gratitude
of the devout,
and the docile concurrence
of the clergy.
Such were the secret
feelings of the first consul, of which he gave tt_('
earliest public indications in a discourseaddre-scd
to the clergy of )lilan,
June 3, 1800. -- Tim following passages were noticed in it, "Persuaded
that the apostolic
Roman Catholic
religion is the
only one capable of securing real h ppiness to "t
well ordered
society, and strengthening
the bas_s
of good government,
I assure
you th'tt I shall
devote myself to protecting
and defending
it at
all times and with all means.
# '_ _ Asociety
without religion is like a ve_el without a compass.
_ # _ France,
made wise by misfortune,
has
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opened her eyes at last.
She has recognized
that
the Catholic
rchgion was _LSan anchor,
which
could alone steady her in agitation
and SaVE hcr
from the power of the tcmpcst;
she has, lhcrefore, called it back again to her bosom.
] can not
deny that [ have contributed
much to this good
work.
_ _ _ " Some daysl'ltcr_apoleun,
the
victor of _Iarengo, felt his glory sufficiently
dazzling and his power sufficiently
great, to brave
the ri(hculc of his generals and break lhc resistance of his environment.
In qn interview
with
51artiniani,
bisho 1)of Vcrcelli, hc threw out some
brief words on the possibility
of a reconciliation
with the church;
and these words, transmitted
to
Rome in all haste, formed tile point of dcparture
for the coneordat.--At
that time, more than two
years had elapsed since the dircctory had taken
t)ossession of Rome, dragged the pope into exile,
tllere to die, and ordered
the dispersion
of thc
sacred college.
It seemed as though no conclave
could be assembled,
and that the papacy could
not survive _his shipwreck.
Nevcrthcless,
after
the death of the prisoner
of Valcnce,
tile con(,lave met at Venice, and in this assembly the best
means for restoring
peace to the cln[rch were
adopted,
and the envoy of cardinal
Marliniani
found the new pope at the threshold of Rome, into
which he made a solemn entrance,
July 3, 1800.
--To
understand
the feelings .with which Pins
VII. must have received
the overtures
made to
him, it is necessary to plcturc to one's self the state
of religion at that time in France.
At that very
period tim return of quiet rendered
the wounds
made by schism
more visible.
Two and even
three "kinds of clergy stood face to face.
The
constitutional
cler_a3' were generally
despised, but
the ex-revolutionists
protected them out of hatred
to the clergy who had not taken the oath.
These
pastors,
-_'ithout
congregations,
retained
many
churches, however;
and, alflmugh
their number
was diminished
through
apostasy, death and rctraction,
the most zealous of them,
united
m
council, showed
tlmmselves
intriguing
enough
and sufficiently infected with the spirit of sect to
be an occasion
of scandal
'rod an obstacle to the
progress of the faithful
clergy.
The latter were
thcmselvesdlvidcd.
Thegrcaternuml)erofpriests
who had not taken the oath did not think they
were lacking m dut.y by taking :_(lv.mtage of the
toleration of the government
and promising
submission to the laws.
But others, yielding to excessive scruplcs, or blending
pohtic'd
with rehgions faith, refused adllesion
lo an act winch,
in
their eyes, implied
recognitn)u
of the new state
of affairs and adhesion to the crimes of the revolution.
Theuumbcrofclergydividcdinthismanner, was also considerably
reduced'
the scaffold,
massacres,
the surf(mugs
of transportation,
the
miseries attendant
on a wandering
hfe, had more
than decimated
them.
Most of the bishops had
taken refuge abroad.
]_Iany were living therc
yet, and corresponded
as best they could with
their dioceses.
Those who had dted could not
be replaced,
and the misery of the time did
36
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not permit the chapters to provide regularly
for
the administration
of the vacant
sees.
Tllose
l)ricsts _ilone who had promised submission to the
laws were able to officiate in public in a limited
number
of churches,
which
they were often
obliged to share wiflJ thc constitutional
worship
'rod the ceremonies
of the revolutionary
decade.
The others could celebrate worship only in a slate
of conceahnent
in foresIs or private
dwellings.
Among hL)'nu.n, several had felt their faith grow
strong under persecution;
but others,
in greaL
numbers, lost the habit of the practi('c of religion,
from want of hclp h'om the clergy.
The church
was no longer called upon to baptizc chihtren, or
to offici:ttc at marriages and funerals.
Many were
even hoMile to the church.
To say nothing of the
decay of religious edifices, and the want of things
indispensable
in the practice of religion, the clergy
had nothing to live upon.
5-othing rcmt_mcd to
them of the patrimony
which the devotion
of
past centuries
had -lccumulalcd
for Ihc support
of the church and the poor.--Pius
VII. lhercfore
rcccivcd
with joy the message of pe.,ce which
caused him to hot)e for improvemcnt
in a state of
affairs which was sad enough.
But if a proml)t
remedy was necessary,
it was difficuh of applicalion.
"At P'lris," says M. Thiers, " tl_crc was
a party of scoffers, of sectaries of the eighteenth
century philosophy,
of old Jansenists
turned constitutional
priests, and gcncrals imbued with vulgar pt'ejudiccs.
These were the obstacles on thc
French side.
At Rome there was fidelity to an(lent precedents,
fear of violating
dogma by intcrfering
with mattcrs of discipline,
distrust of
evcrything
born of the revolution,
and a sympathy for the royalist party with which the church
had experienced
so much suffering
and had so
many memories
in common.
_" _ _ These
wcre the obstacles on the side of the holy see."
But if it bc true that tlle spiritual and temporal
powcrs had never been confronted
under more
serious circumstances,
it is also true tlmt "they
were never more worthily represented."--"
This
young man, of such good sensc, the governor of
France, so profound
in his views, so imp[-tuous
in hm desires--this
young man was l)laccd by a
strange design of Providence
on the worhl'sstage
in the pl'{,bCllCe of a 1)o_Jtiff of larc virtu(', or"
cv.lngc i(.al face and char, icier, but endowed with
'_ tenacity
capable or martyrdom
if he believed
the interest of Ill(, f'fitll or the Roman (.om'l comproufised."--The
negotiator
sent by Pros VII.
was Monsignor
S1)ina, alchbl.sho 1) of Corinth,
who had shared the. captivity and (.]oscd the eyes
of Plus VI.
With hlnl, a_; an assi-htnt,
came
fatherCasellJ,
gcucral of the Barnabm,s,:_('onsummatether)logian.
The fir.-! consul had chosen
tile abbd Bernlcr, the able and fortunate
1)t_clii
cator of the Veud6e, to trc'tt w_th tim rcprc-cntafives of Rome.
Spinaand
Caselh arrived at Paris
in the month of October, 1800, and ncgotmtlons
commenced
at once.--According
to 3[.Thicrs
tile
original
plan of thc first consul was esse.ntially
the same
or nearly thc same, as that embodied
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in the concordat: removal of allthe o'dlitulary
bishops,
new formation
of dioceses, 60 sees instead of 158, a new clergy, formed of ecclesi_usties
of all parties, nomination
of bishops by the first
,consul, confirmation
by the pol)e , nomination
of
pastors
by the bishops, 1)romise of submission
Io the state, payment
of 11_c clergy by the state,
a'cnul_ciafiou of church property, complete recognitmu of the sale of this property,
etc.--The
court
,)! Rome accepted certain of lhese provisions
and
l'ejected
others, allowing
itself sometimes
to be
guided
by its traditions
which it could hardly
forget (thus,
it insisted
on obtaining
for the
church
the title of state religion),
but more fre.quently
listening
to a higher voice, as when it
forbade
despoiling old bishops of their sees, when
.they would not resign.
Igfor6boretostrikevenerable prelates,
who, through
persecution
and
poverty, had shown an inviolable
fidelity to the
.church,
and it is doubtful
if it thought it had
the right to do so. As to the constitutional
clergy, apart
from a lively repugnance
to intrust
them with sees, Rome made a point of obtaining
;from them a complete
retraction
of their errors,
As to the nomination
of bishops by the chief of
the state, Rome demanded
a reservation
in case
.one of the successors of the, first consul should be
a Protestant.
With regard to the sale of church
property,
the 1-_oman negolialor,
while renouncing the recovery of what had been sold, opposed
every
formula
implying
moral approbation
of
_vhat had been done, or the recognition
of the
right of selling.
He demanded
the restor._tion
of property not yet alienated, and the power of
acquiring
new property.--The
negotiations
were
long.
The agents
were full of good will; but
Spina could not take it on himself to make cerlain sacrifices;
and Bernie*', an instrument
of the
first consul,
full of dexterity,
had not the authority
necessary
to modify
the ideas to which
his chief was attacbed.
:Notwithstanding
marvelous sagacity and a penetration
of unexampled
&eenness, h'apoleon
was a stranger
to ecclesias,*teal questions,
and could not appreciate
at their
value all the difficulties
which he met.
His ira_perious will, though
still accessible
to the voice
.of reason, was irritated
at a resistance
which lie
,could not always account
for.
Moreover,
there
was no one at his side with authority
and learning sufficient to clear his mind.
The minister of
lbreign affairs, Talleyrand,
alone couldhave
done
It; but, according
to M. Thiers,
Talleyrand
showed himself, by reason of his personal situanon, little inclined to assist in restoring the altars
which lie himself had forsaken.
The end was
hastened
by an incident
which at first appeared
menacing.
Impatient
of delay, the first consul
summoned
the negotiators
together,
rebuked
,Spina for the assumed
bad intentions
of the
_ourt of Rome, threatened
to cut off all negotiaUons, and sent to M. Cacault, his ambassador
at
Rome, an order to quit the city if the proposal
whmh
he sent should
not be accepted
with,n
lhree.days.
Cacault, an honest and clear ¢ightcd

minister,
a warm admirer of the fiatconsul,and
siucerely
devoted
to the holy see, was stricken
down by the news.
It was no more possible for
the pope to accept the project in its entirety than
for the ambassador
to disobey the orders received.
In this extremity,
Cacault,
while retiring
to
Florence,
prevailed
on cardinal
Consalvi,
the
p,'ime minister,
to depart
with him and visit
Paris to follow tip the negotiations.
He thought
justly that this step would satisfy the first consul;
and, on the other hand, he believed tlmt Cons.dvi
had, beyond all others, the ability and authorily
necessary
to terminate
the great work.
The
cardinal arrived
at Paris very much disturbed,
and greatly
i,npressed
by the task which had
been assigned him; but at last, after three weeks
of labor,
discussion
and
painful
struggle,
it
seemed that an agreement
had been reached, and
a decree of 23rd )lessidor,
year IX., appointed
Joseph Bonaparte,
Or6tet, minister of the interior,
and abb_ Bernier to sign the concordat on behalf
of France.
The "fi,'st consul," wrote l_daret, in
sending a copy of the decree to Joseph, " desires
this negotiation
to be ended within 24 hours.
He
greatly desires that the coming convention should
bear the date of July 14."
In spite of this desire,
the concordat could not be signed
on that date,
an incident
related in the memoirs
of cardinal
Consalvi
(Cretineau
Joly,
l'Egl£_e _'omai,e e_
face de let .R;voluNon,
vol. i., p. 282) having reopened the discussion.
Finally,
at 2 o'clock in
the night between
the 26tb and 27th l%[essidor,
the concordat was concluded
and signed, thanks
partly to the honorable
initiative of Joseph Bonaparte.
Cardinal
Consalvi set out almost immediately for Rome; and one month later a special
courier arrivecl bringing
the ratification
of tlm
holy father.
On the demand
of the first consul,
cardinal
Caprara
was sent as a legate to watch
over the execution
of the concordat;
for there
were many details yet to regulate the dismissal
of old bistmps, the making
out of new sees, the
choice
of new bishops.
Portalis,
minister
of
public worship,
and the abb4 Bernier, did what
they couhl in these questions,
but whenever their
master had
fixed ideas
they were powerless.
Thus it was, that, in spite of the legate and even
of Portalis, the firstconsulgave
the constitutional
clergy t_ large share in the new appointments
Two motives,
entirely
political,
guided him in
this.
He did not wish to appear to repudiate
altogether
the heritage of the revolution,
and,
insisting on the dependence
of men, he was much
more sure of these cler&D" than of tile priests who
had not taken the oath.
These negotmtions,
the
preparation
of the organic articles, and certain
absurdities
of opposition,
whmh appeare4 in the
bosom of the assembly, delayed
the publication
of the concordat.
It was at last submitted
to
the chambers in an extr'lordiuary
session held in
Germinal
of 5'ear _
At the same time a law
was presented
on the organization
of wo,'ship,
known under thename
of organic articles, and to
which we must refer directly.
A statement of
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(he reasons for this law, drawn
up by :Portalis,
accompanied
the law, which met with no serious
_pposition.
The wish of the first consul w_
well known.
The two bills became law on the
18th Germinal,
year X. (April 8, 1802).
Tim first
consul assisted at the Te Deum solemnly chanted
at _Notre Dame, in honor of the fact of gcneral
peace and the reconciliation
with the church.-We can not describe
here, even in an abridged
form, the struggle which the ambition of _Napoleon, impatient
of resistance,
brought
about betwecn the empire
and the pal.acy--a
struggle
which followed
quickly
after the friendly
relalions of the period of the concordat,
and _'apoleon's consecration.
The person and the states
of the pope came quickly
and easily under the
control
of the all-powerful
emperor,
but for a
long time all this power was broken by the pas_ive resistance
of the holy father.
At last, a
captive, weakened by moral and physical suffering, isolated from his counselors,
beset with all
kinds of suggestions,
Plus VII. yiehled to the
personal ascendency
of the emperor,
and signed
tim concordat
of 1813 (Jan. 25).
This act involw:d a complete abandomucnt
of the teml)oral
power; and, as to the spiritual, it n'u'rowcd down
the authority
of the pope.
In the matter of
(:anonical
institution,
it limited the pope to a
delay of six months, after which the right of conJh'mation
devolved
on the metropohtan.
But
after Plus VII. had regained
his couragc, in the
1)reseuce of his counselors,
and taken advice of
Cous:tlvi, Pacca, di Pierre, anti others, he recalled
Hw. consent he had given in a moment of weak_mss (March 24, 1813); and, the fall of the cmpirc
comingsoon
after, the concordat of Fontainebleau
was never carried
out.--The
restoration,
in its
first years, adhered to the concordat of 1801, lint
lhe number
of dioceses created
had bccome insufficient.
Tim need of establishing
new ones,
and remodeling
the old limits,
brought
about
lengthy negotiations
with the holy see. M. de
Blacas concluded
(June 11, 1817) a new convcnlion, which re-established
the coucordat
of Fraucis I. That of1801 ceased to be binding, and the
organic
articles
wcre abrog'lted
in everything
contrary to the doctrine and laws of the church,
An endowment
of real property and an income
was to be as-ured to the sees ah'cady existing, as
well as to those to be newly
created,
also to
seminaries,
parishes and chapters.
The opinion
of the chambers,
strongly
expressed
hefore the
discussion, caused the withdrawal
of the prot)oscd
law, and the holy see was forced to renounce
the
carrying
out of the new concordat.
The law of
July 4, 1821, was used as a supi)lement , which
authorized
the king, in accord with the pope, lo
estabhsh
30 new archbishol)rics
or bishol)rics,
The concordat of 1801 remained in forcc, and is
yet the law by whmh France
is governed.--Concordat of 1801
A short preamble recalls the fact
that the apostolic Roman Cathohc religion is the
rehgion of the state and the rehgion of tile great
majority of Frenclmzen,
and thaL the consuls have
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made a "special
profession"
of it. It is further
stated, in article
1, that it shall be "freely
practiccd"
in France,
and its celebration
shall be
public, in accordance
with the police regul:ltions
which the government
shall judge necessary for
public tranquillity.
Articles 2, 3, 4 and 9 relate
to the new bouudarics
of dioceses and parishes,
to the dismissal
of old incumbents,
and the appointment
of new bishops whom the first consul
shall nominale,
and whom his holiness may confirm according to the rules established
in relation
to France before the ch'mge of government.--By
article 5 the nomination
to bishoprics which shall
become vacant hereafter
shall be made by the
first consul, and the canonica_ confirmation
shall
be givcn by the holy see, in conformity
with the
preceding article.
Articles 6 and 7 relate to the
oath of obedience and fidelity to the established
government
to begiven by the bishops, and clergy
of the second order;
article 8, to the form of
prayer to be recited for the govcrmncnt,
at the
end of the religious ()ffices.
According
to article
l0 "The
bishops sludl appoint
the priests to
parishes.
Their choice must fall upon persons
a(.cep/cd by the government."
B)" article 11 the
l)i.qn)ps may have a chapter in th(,ir cathedrals,
and a seminary for their diocese; but the governmerit shall not be obliged to endow them.
Article 12 treats of thc restitution
of clmrches
not
alienated;
and 13, of purchasers
of nati,)n_d property, whom his holiness
and his successors
will
not in any way disturb.
By article 14 the governmcnt promises to assure a decent maintenance
to the bishops and priests; and by article 15, th:lt
Calholics
nmy make donations
in fa_ or of the
chm'ches.
In article 16 his holiness recognizes in
the first consul of tile Frcnch
republic
the same
rights and prerogatives
whieli the previous government enjoyed.
In cruse one of the successors
of thc filst consul should not be a Cathohc, the
rights and prerogatives
mentioned
in the above
article, and the nomination
to bishoprics,
slmll be
regulated,
as regards said successor,
by a new
convcntiou.--This
act gave rise to two grievauces.
It was said tbat the pope had exceeded the limits
of his power by instituting
newincumbeuts
whcu
the old ones had not thought it their duty to submit, and in promising,
for himself aud his successors, not to seek the restoration
of church
property.
This opinion, held by a small number
of ecclesiastics,
and even by laymen, as devoted
as they were obstiuate, gave birth to a st ct known
undcr the name of pet_le E qli,,e, which did not
wish to recognize
the concordat.
On the other
hand, it was set forth that an excessive httitude in
canonical confirmation
in thc case of bishops had
bccn left the holy see, and that, in the right of
refusal, it should havc been limited to a fixed
period.
This is the modification
whicll _'apoleon
wished to have sanctioned
by the council of 1811,
and which we have seen introduced
m the convention of 1813. De Pradt, yiehhng doubtless to
personal
resentment,
long sustained
tins tllesls.
M. Thmrs answered lure in these terms: " To fix
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a delay of some months, after which the papal
confirmation
should be considered
as made, would
be to deprive the pope of his spiritual
authority,
and raise nothing less than the memorable
questiou of investitures."
Admitting
that the rcligious authority
of the holy see might at times systematically
refuse
institution,
in order thus to
obtain
concessions
from thc govermncnt,
this
could only be a transient
abuse, "rod less dangerou_ than if the choice of bishops wcre left absolutely to the civil power.--The
organic
"trticlcs
raised more serious disputes, which are not yet
terminated.
They have been tllc object of protests from the h,,ly see, and French
Catholics
have combated
them on many occasions.
As
the. greatest
of these, we must cite the cloquent
discourse delivered by M. de 3Iontalcmbertbefore
the chamber of peers, April 16, 1844, and a charge
of Mgr. deBolmld,
archbishop
of Lyons, .'N'ov. 21,
1844, which was suppressed
aftcrward
by royal
command,
in consequence
of being challenged
as an abuse of power.
The anonymous
author
of a remarkable
pamphlet,
entitled
"Religious
Liberty
and Present Legislation,"
has criticisedit
severely
from a liberal point of view.
The organic articles found also zealous defenders,
among
whom
Dupin showed
himself
the most ardent,
lie snakes them the foundation
of public
ecclesiastical law in France, and claims that the state
would
renounce
itself
could it ever renounce
them.
M. Thiers defended them also.
He mainrained that this law was, for the French
government, an internal act altogethcr,
which concerned
it ahme, and on this account
should not be submitted to the holy see.
It is enough that they
contain nothing
contrary
to the concordat to deprive the court of Rome of a reasonable
ground
of complaint.
Itis true that subscqucntly
these
articles became one of the grievances of the court
of Rome against _,'apole,_n, but they were rather
a pretext than a veritable
grievance.
They had,
moreover,
been communicated
to cardinal Caprara, who did not appear
shocked
on reading
them, if we are to judge by what he communicated to his court.
He made certain reservations
and counseled
the holy father " not to bc troubled
by them, hoping
the arliclcs would not be cxecuted rigorously."
There is much to be said on
this judgment.
It seems certain that the legate,
Caprara, had knowledge
of the organic articles,
but that, beset by difficulties
and annoyances
of
every kind, lie opposed
them only fccb]y.
At
Rome, however,
the matter was estimated
differe_tly.
Iu an allocutiou
addressed
to the sacred
(.ollege on Ascension
day, 1802, and pubh.--hed
immediately
after, Plus VII., while announcil_g
tlmt the concordat
had just been promulgated,
declared,
at the same time, that the "joyhe
felt
at the restoralio_l of religion
in France, was erabitteled
by the organic
laws which had
been
drawn up without his knowing anything
of them,
and, most important
of all, without
his having
approved
them."
At_ lhe _mlc time representations were made to the French
government
to

modify the articles.
A decree of Oct. 28, 181o',
redressed some of the grievances
of the church.
Thus the prohibition
to ordain an ecclesiastic
under twenty-five
years of age, or without
prop.
erty yielding
at least an annual
revcnue
of
three hundred
francs, was repealed,
as well as
the law providing
that vicars general of v'_cant
sees should occupy their places even after the _
death of the bishop, and until the appointment
of their successors.
As to the provisions
which
still renmin, it is evident that many of thcm do
not in any way violate the principles
of the concordat,
and that some of them provide
for i!_
cxccution;
such are the articlcs
relative
to the
boundaries
of dioceses,
and the salaries of the*
clergy; but this is not true of all.
If we ag_'_,_
with M. Tillers, that the government
alone lind
the right of itself to make every home rc,u]ation, not contrm 5, to the concordat,
Catholic._ :llr(l
friends of rehgious.libcrty
ask how one can re'concile
article
1 of the concordat,
"the
,_postohc Roman
Catholic religion shall be practiced
frcelyin France," with the organic articles, whi(:h
require the bishops tu obtain a government
anthorizatiou
if they wish to meet,
at home, olwith the rest of the church in council, and whwh
forbade
ordination
in any case without
the co_sent of the government--an
arrangement
which
enables the state to force the church
to self _
tinction, and which puts dogmaitsclf
in tlmhard_
of the state, because no bull, no letter, no re._cript
or decree, either of _he pope or a general condicil, can be received or printed
in France with ,',t
the permission
of the government,
and beca_.oc
on certain points, it forced in the seminaries
th(:
teaching of the doctrine most acceptable to itsclf.
The dcfcnders
of the law of Germinal
answer, ou
the one hand, that this same article 1 accords to
govermnent
the right of framing
"such rules as it
shall deem necessary to public tranqudlity,"
and.
on the other, that tl_e provisions said to bc opprcs.
sive arc nothing more than "the ancient maxims,
traditions
and usages of the church of France."_
They do not consider
that the restriction
of this
article is not applied
in the text, as iu reason it
can not be applicd, except to the publk/ty of worship, and not to its liberty, "which can not depend
on policc
regulations.
Timrcfore
there is no
ground of coml)laint
against
article
45. which
prohibits religious ceremonies outside thc church,
in towns where thcro are temples, devoted to dif
fercnt kinds of worship.
As to the tratlition¢
and maxims invoked,
it can be shown thal. i_
lhcy ztre attributed
to the church, they form p _T
of an order of ideas
and facts at present
destroyed, "rod outside
of which they havc no rcason to cxist.--They
are the veritable
ruins
of
the ancicnt
rJgime,, without
right of survival.
However
it be regarded,
the law of Germin'd.
year X, embracing
the concordat
and the organic
laws, is still in force, in its entirety,
in spite of
the protestations
of the chureh.--C,
ncordals with
other countries titan .,%'mt_.
We here confine
ourselves
to sayieg
something
of the principal.

COI_TCORDAT.
voncordats
concluded
since the beginning
of the
cc,ntury.
There existed, before 1859, _'ariouscon(ordats between the holy scc and scveral states of
1he Italian
pcniu._ula, notably with the kingdom
of Sardinia (at different times), with the kingdom
v)f the Two Sicilies (Feb. 16, 1818), and the grand
duchy of Tuscany
(April 25, 1851).
It is known
how the unity of Italy was brought
about, and
what arc the present
relations
of that kingdom
with _lm holy sec. In this violent and provisional
._late of affairs it is usclcss or impossil)Ic to give
the facts of the different
tl'('aties,
or the rSgime
which has succeeded
them, or that which the
t'uiure lcscrves for the church in that country.-Spain was governed
by a concordat passed March
16, 1851, according to which _he l:_omau Catholic.
apostolic religion shall contimle,
to the exclusion
of every other, to be the only religion
of the
Spanisl'l nation, and is to bc maintained,
so far a_
his Catholic nmjcsty
has the power, "m all the
rights and prerogatives
which
it should enjoy
according
to the law of God and canonical sanetiou."
Education
in all the colleg'es, univcrsities. etc., must conform
to the Catholic doctrine,
:md the bishops,
"whose duty it is to watch over
the education
of youIh
in regard to morals and
faith," shall meet no obstacle in the performance
of that duty.--Thc
bishops, trod the clergy uudcr
them, shall enjoy the same rights in all else th._t
regalds their functions,
especially
in what con.corns the sacred office of ol'dination.
The gov(:rnment shall assure the respect due them, and
lend its aid, "notably
in plcventing
the publicalion, introduction
or circulation
of immoral and
harmful
books."
That concordat
changcd
the
bound'u'ies
of dioceses,
regulated
the affairs of
territories
dependcnt
on military
orders, ceclcsinstical
jurisdiction,
chapters,
benefices.
The
right of prcsentatiun
to cerh, in of the latter was
reserved
to the pope;
others
were left to the
.queen.
Religious orders of men or women, who
lo conteml)lation
add some work of charity
or
public ulility, as education,
care of the sick, missions, etc., are rctaincd
or re-established.
An
.income is guaranteed
to the bishops, the priests,
(he churches, and the seminaries.
The right of
the church to own and acquire
new prol)crty is
xecognized
in its intcgrity.
As to propcl'ty
of
which it had been previously despoiled, whatever
has not been alienated
was to be restored;
but
whatever the state ln_s takc_ may bc sold, and
the price invested
in g, Jvernmeut
bonds,
for
the benefit of the rightful
owner.
The holy
._,ee renounces
its right
to property
",rlrcady
alienated.
With regard to unforcseen
points, the
concordat
refers to the canons
and the discipline of the church,
The execution
of this
_oncordat
was suspended
for a short time by
the difficulties which sprang up between the holy
see and the Spanish govcrmnent
in 1855; but this
dispute was settled, and the concordat
re-estab-lished.
The revolution
of 1868 intervened
to sust)end anew the executmn
of the Spanish cotlcordat.--On
Feb. 21, 1857. a concordat
was signed
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with Portugal,
on the question
of the right to
presentation
to sees in China and the Indies.
Thi-_
was ratified April 15, 1859, by tile Portuguese
chambers.
In virtue of this right the crown of
Portugal has the privilege ot presentation
to the
set s of Goa, _Ialacca
and 5Iacao --Catholic,
and
cvcn Protestant,
Germany has a large number of
these treaties.
The Bavarian c(Jncordat
is dated
Junc 5, 1817; that of Prussia,
July 16, 1821,
those of the .mcient ecclesiastical
provinces
of
the Rhine, Aug 16, 1821, April 7, 1827: that of
tlanover,
)larch
26, 1824.--A
concordat
datcd
Aug. 18, 1855, had put an cud to the difficulties
which the pohey of Joscphizut had caused between
Austria and Rome.
This document, and the complcmcntai T articles added to it, are too lengthy to
find a place here.
They may be found in the ecclesiastical
annals which form a supplement
to
"_bb_ Rohrbachcr's
"tlistoire
de l'Eqlr_e," (Paris,
1861, Gaume).
The right
therein
mentioned
of the priest and people "to communicate
freely
with the holy see in spiritual
and ecclcsiastical affairs,"
m'ly bc referred to.
The right of
the church to hold propel'ly is recognized.
The
emperor has the presentation
to bishoprics
and
benefices.
On accomit
of the modifications
ia
Austria, in its form of government,
it became a
question to revise the concordat in ag-reement with
the holy see; but, not being able to come to an
agreement,
the Austrian governmcnt
freed itself,
purelyand
simply, from the provismns of the concordat.
The rules, howcvcr, regarding the noulination of ecclesiastics continued
to be pr'tcticed.
Wurtembnrgconcludcd
a concordat June 22, 1857,
and tim grand duchy of Baden, June23,
1859; but
this last, rejected by the Baden legislature,
never
came into forcc.--The
govcrmncnt
of the 1N_etherlands concluded
a concordat
June 18, 1827. It
was not put into execution.
Then followed, the
revolution
which separated
Belgium
from Holland.
In 1841 king William II resumed ncgotiations with Gregory XVI., but the state of men's
minds caused them to be postponed.--At
length,
in 1853, a papal bull established,
with the acquiescence of the government,
the Catholic hierarchy in IIolland,
although the tendency of Dutch
legislation
is to separate the state and church as
mu(:h as po_sible.--it
is known what pcr._ceution
the Roman Cathobc church has suffered in Poland
since the conquest
of tlmt uufortunalc
country
Pope Gregory
XVI. I)ublislmd, July 22, 1842, a
statement
detaihng his efforts " to l'emc(lythe
ills
of the Catholic rcligmn in Poland and Russia," a
document
which made a sensation
in Europe.
Some years later Russia sigacd a concordat which
relieved some of the griev'tnccs of the holy see
(Aug. 3, 1847). The other points were to besettied by a subsequent
convention,
but this treaty,
once signed, was laid asidc, and, during the hfe
of the emperor 5"icholas, was not even pubhshed.
It was made public only in 1856, and the_ but
p_rtiatly.
An account of this pubhcation
and the
manner in which the concordat
was earricd
out
may be found in the work of the priest Loam
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Lescoeur,
L'EgZise catTwlique ea Pologl_e.
Swedish legislation
has, up to the present,
been too
much opposed
to liberty
of conscience
for the
Catho_ic church to have its existence in that country guaranteed
by a regular
treaty.
There is no
concordat
in England, but, thanks to the freedom
that there reigns, the Catholic church is now able
to raise its head, so long bent under the weight of
proscriptive
laws.--The
republic
of Costa Rica
concluded
a concordat Oct. 7. 1852. The bishops
have the right of supervising
education,
and the
publication
of books relating to the dogmas
of
faith, to the discipline
of the church,
anti the
public purity of morals.
The bishops, as well as
the clergy
and the people,
may communicate
freely with the holy see. Compensation
is assured
the church in lieu of the tithes which were abolished by authorization
of the holy see. Thegoveminent
has the right
of presentation
to the
church of St. Joseph, and the greater part of the
dignities of the chapter.
The charges
of parish
churches
are granted,
according
to the prescriptions of the council of Trent, through the agency
of public examination
or competition.
All civil
suits of the clergy are within the jurisdiction
of
lay judges, as well as criminal
cases.
But for
the latter, the quality of the culprit
involves ccrtain special measures.
Thus, the bishop must bc
informed
at once of the arrest of an ecclesiastic,
The right of the church
to l)OSSesS property
is
recognized.
:No obstacle to the establishment
of
religious
houses shall be raised.
The holy see
renounces
the recovery of ecclesiastical
property
which has been sold.--This
convention
was the
first of the series of concordats
concluded
with
the Americ'm
republics
of Guatemala
(1853),
Hayti(1860),
Honduras
(1861), Ecuador,
Venczuela. Nicaragua
and San Salvador
(1862).--BinLmUl_._mIv.
Fleury,
ltist,ire
ecch;siastique;
De
Pra(lt. lc_ Quatre Concorda_*, 1817; Thiers,
H/stoireda Col_ulat et de l'E_npire;
Ed. Laboulayc,
.D_ Rapports _nutuels, de l'Egli_e cathohque et de l'
etat. ,? r occ,tsion des attaques d_rigdes c_J_ztreles at.
ticle_ or q,tniq,,es du c mcordat de 1801 (Revue de h:gis,
la'_ior_, vol. xii., p. 449; 1845); Jules Simon, .La
JLibertd de conscience, Paris,
Hachette,
]857; Za
Libert$ _ellgie_tse et la .Ldyislation actuelle, Paris,
Dumineray,
1860; Dupin, ._anueldudroit
ecch;si_stique fraJff(ds,
Paris,
Plou, 1860; Conventiones
de rebus ecclesia_t.'cis h_te_"sanctmn sedem et eicilem
pote.,tatem,
31oguntim,
1870; Prince
Albert
de
Broglie, La Svuverainet_
pontificale et la Libertd,
Paris, Douniol,
1862; WarnkSuig,
Die ntaatsrechtI_'che,Stellnngderkttholi_cheaKircheindenkatlwlisellen L¢-tndera desdeutschenReichs,
Erlangeu,
1855.
See also the Deut,ches Staatswdrterbuch,
of Bluntschli and Braler, Stuttgart
and Leipsig, 1860, vol.
_'., also _he Shg_tslexieo_ of Rotteckaad
Welker,
vol. ilL, Leipsig, Brockhaus,
1859.
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CONFEDERATE
STATES,
The (tx U. S. His•tony), a government
formed in 1861 by the seven
states which firstseceded.
Belligerent
rights were

STATES.
accorded
to it by the leading naval powers, but i_.
was never recognized
as a government,
notwith.
standing
the persevering
efforts of its agents near
the principal
courts.
This result was mainly due
to the diplomacy
of the federal secretary of state,
Wm. H. Seward,
to the proclamations
of emancipation
in 186o.2-3, which secured the sympathy
of the best elements of Great Britain and France
for the- federal government,
and to the ob._timtte
persistence
of the federal
government
in avoidlug, so far as possible, any recognition
of the existence,
even de facto, of a confederate
governmerit.
The federal generals in the field, m their
communications
with confederate
officers, did not
hesitate, upon occasion, even to give "president"
Davis his official title, but no such embarrassing
precedent
was ever admitted
by the civil government of the United States.
It at first endeavored,
until checked
by active preparations
for retailstion, to treat the crews of confederate
privateers
as pirates; it avoided any official communication
with the confcderate
government,
even when compellcd to exchange
prisoners,
confining its negotiati.ns
to the confederate
commissioners
of exchange;
and, by its persistent
policy ia this general direction,
it succeeded,
without
any formal
declaration,
in impressing
upon
foreign
governmcnts
the belief that any recognition
of the
confederate
states as a separ'tte
people would be
actively resented by the govermnent
of the Unitcd
States as an actof excessive unfriendliness.
(See
SECESSION,

EMANCII'ATIO1N

PROCLAMATION,

.A_LA-

nt_._l._CLAL_S.)--Thc
federal courts have steadily
held the same ground,
that "the
confederate
states was an unlawful
assemblage,
without
corporate power;"
and that,
though
the separate
states were still in existence and were indestructible, their state governments,
while they chose to
act as part of the confederate
states, did not exist,
even de facto.--Early
in January,
1861, while only
South Carolina had actually seceded, though other
southern states had called conventions
to consider
the question,
the senators of the seven states f,rtbest south practically
assumed
control
(if the
whole movement,'
and their energy and unswe_vlug singleness
of purpose, aided by the telegraph,
secured a rapidity of execution
to which no other
very (xtensive
conspiracy
of history can afford
parallek
Tim ordinance of secession was a negarive instrument,
purporting
to withdraw
the state
from the Union and to deny the authority
of the
federal
government
over the people of the state;
the cardimd object of the senatorml group was t,)
hurry the formation
of a new national governtuent, as an o_ganized
political
reality
whi(-h
would rally the out_ight
secessionists,
claim the
allegiance
of the doubtful
mass, and coerce those
wlm still remained
recalcitrant.
At the head of
the senatorial
group, and of its executive
Committee, was Jefferson Davis, senator from 5li_issippi, and naturally
the first official step toward
the formation
of a new government
came front
the Mississippi
legislature,
where a commmee
reported, Jan. 19, 1861, resolutions
in favor of a
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cong-ress of delegates from the seceding states to
provide for a southern
confederacy,
and to eslab]ish a provisional
government
therefor.
The other
seceding
states at once accepted
the proposal,
through
their state conventions,
which also app,)intcd the delegates on the ground that the people had intrusted
the state conventions
with unlimited powers.
The new governmcnt,
thercforc,
b_,gan its existence without any popular representatmn, and with only such popular
ratification
as
popular acquiescence
gave.
(See DECL,t]t.¢TmN
oF INDEPENDENCE.)--The
provisional
congrc_
met, Feb. 4, at Montgome_3 _, Ala., with delegates
from South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama,
Louisiann, Florida and Mississippi.
The Tcxas deh;gates
were not appointed
until Feb. 14. Feb. 8, a provisional constitution
was adopted, being the constitution of the United States, with some changes,
Feb. 9, Jefferson ]Javis, of Mississippi,
was unaaimously chosen p_'ovisional
president,
and Alexander H. Stcphens,
of Georgia, provisional
vicepresident,
each state having one vote, as in all
other proceedings
of this body.
By acts of Feb.
9 and 12 the laws and revenue officcrs of the Unitcd States were continued in the coafcdcratcstatcs
until changed.
Feb. 18, the president
and vicepresident
were inaugurated.
Feb. 20-26, execulive departments
and a confc(levate
regular ar,ny
were organized,
and
provision
was nmdc for
borrowing money.
March 11, thepermancnt
constitution was adopted
by congress.
It generally
follows the constitution
of the United States (see
CONSTITUTION),
substituting
"confcderatcstates"
for "United
States, .... confederacy"
for "Union,"
and (in Art. VI.) ' provisional
govermnent"
for
"confederation."
The other changes are as follows.
(Preamble):
"We,
the peopleof
the con• federate states, each state acting in its sovereign
and independent
character,
in order to form a
permanent
federal
government,
establish
juslice, insure domestic tranquillity,
and sccure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity
--invoking
the favor and guidance
of klmigh W
God--do
ordain and establish
this constitution
forthe confedcratestates
of America."
(A]_T. I.):
In ,_ 1, "delegated"
issubstitutcd
for "granted•"
In ,_ 2, ¶ 1, the words "be citizens of the confedcrate states, and" are added after the words "the
electors in each state shall."
In ,_ 2, ¶ 3, "fifty
thousand"
is substituted
for " thirty thousand";
" slaves" is substituted
for "other persons";
and
the following
change is made in the conclusion:
"the state of South Carolina shall be entitled to
choose six, the state of Georgia ten, the state of
Alabama nine, the ._tate of Floridt_ two, the state
of Mississippi
seven, the state of Louisi:_na ,six,
and the state of Texas six."
In ._ 2, _ 5, there is
added:
"except
ttmt anyjudici_;l
or other federal
officer, resident and acting solely within thclimits
of any state, may be impeached
by a vote of twothirdsof
both branches of the legislature
thereof•"
In ,_ 4, ¶ 1, file words "subject
to the provisions
of this constitution"
arc added after the word
"'thereof";
and there is substituted
"times
and I
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places" for " place."
In _ 6, ¶ 1, the word "felony" is omitted.
In ,_ 6, ¶ 2, there is added: "But
congress may, by law, grant to the princil)al officer
in each of the executive
dcl)artments
a seat upon
the floor of either house, with the l)rivilcgc of discu.-sing any mca._ure appertaining
to his department."
In §7,ti 2, thereisaddcd:
"The president
may approve any appropriation
and disapprove
any ot her appropriation
in the same bill.
In such
case he shall, in signing the bill, designate
the
appropriations
disapproved;
and shall return a
copy of such appropriations,
with his objcctions_
to the house in which tim bill shall have originatcd; and the same proceedings
shall then be h'td
as in case of other bills disapproved
by the 1)restdent."
In ,_ 8, ¶ 1, there is inserted
"for revcnue neccs_ry,"
before the words "to p'_y," and
instead of the words "and general welfare of the
United State_; but" there is substituted
the following:
"amt carry on the government
of the
confederate
states ; but no bounties
shall be
granted fi'om the treasury,
nor shall any duties
or t.lxes on i,nportations
from foreign nations be
laid to promote or foster any branch of industry. '"
In § 8, ¶ 3, thcre is addcd:
"but neither this,
nor any other clause cont'dncd
in the constitution, shall be con._trued to delegate the power to
congress
to appropriate
money for any internal
improvement
intended
to facilitate
commerce;
except for the purpose of furnishing
lights, beacons, and buoys,
and other aids to navigation
upon the coasts, and the improvement
of harbors, anti the removing
of obstru('ti
ns ill river
navigation;
in all which cases, such duties shall
be laid on the navigation
faeilit-Lted thereby, as
may be neccssary
to pay the costs and expenses
thcrcof."
In §S, ¶4,
thcre isadded:
"burn(>
law of congress
shall discharge
any debt contractcd bcfore the passage of the same."
]u ,_ 8,
¶ 7, there is added: "but the exl)cn.ces ,)f the
postoffice
del)artmcnt,
after
the first day of
5iarch, in the )'ear of our Lord eighteen huudrcd
and sixty-thrce,
shall be paid out of its own royeuues."
lnst_d
of ,_9, _ 1, therc'u'e_ubstituted
two paragraphs
as follows:
"1. The importation
of negroes of the African
race, from any foreign
country, other than the slavehohling
states and
territories
of the United
States of America,
is
hereby forbidden,
and congress
is required
to
pass such laws as slndl effectually
prevent the
same.
2. Congress shall also have power to pr_hibit the introduction
of slaves from "my state
not a member of, or territory
not belonging to
this confederacy."
¶ 2 thus bc(.omcs ¶ 3, and
¶i 3 b('comes ¶i 4, inserting in it "or law denying
or iml)airing
the right
of propcrty
in negro
slavcs," after "'_' post f, lcto law."
'_ 4 becomes
¶ 5, and ¶ 5 becomes
¶ 6. adding thcreto "except by a vote of two-thirds
of both house¢."
¶ 6 becomes ¶ 7, omitting the last sentcnce"
nor
shall vessels, etc."
¶ 7 becomes ¶ 8, and ¶ 8 beeome_ ¶ 11, two new paragraphs
being inserted,
as follows:
"9. Congress
sh:dl appropriate
no
money from the trea._ury except
by a vote of
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two-thirds
of both houses,
taken
by yeas and
nays, uuless it be asked and estimated
for by
some one of the he'lds of departments,
and submitred to congress
by the president;
or for the
purpose of paying
its own expenses and contin,
gencies;
or for the payment of claims against the
confederate
states, the justice of which shall have
been judicially
declared
by a tribunal
for the investigation
of claims
against
the government,
which it is hereby made the duty of congress to
establish.
10. All bills appropriating
moneyshall
specify in federal
currency
the exact "mmunt of
each appropriation
and the purposes for which it
is made; and congress
shall grant no extra cornpensation to any public contractor,
officer, agent,
or servant,
after such contract
shall have been
made or such service rendered."
Amendments
].-VIII.
of the constitution
are inserted
as ¶¶!
12-19, and a new paragraph
added,
as follows:
"'20. Every law. or resolution
having the force
of law, shall relate to but one subject, and th'tt
shall bc expressed
in the title."
In § 10, ¶ 1,
the words
"emit
bills of credit,"
are omitted,
In § 10, ¶ 3, there is inserted,
after the word
"tonnage":
"except
on sea-going vessels, for the
improvement
of its rivers and harbors navigated
by the said vessels;
but such duties shall not
conflict with any treaties of the confederate
states
with foreign nations;
and any surplus of revenue,
tiros derived,
shall, after making such improvement, be paid into the common treasury";
and
there is added,
at the end of the paragral)h ,
"But when any river divides
or flows through
two or more states, they may enter into compacts
with each other to improve
the navigation
thereof,"
(ART. II.): In § 1, ¶ 1, instead of the sccond sentence,
there is inserted:
"He
and the
vice-president
shall hold their offices for the term
of six years; but the president
shall not be reeligible.
Thc president
and vice-president
shall
be elected as follows."
Instead
of ¶ 3 of § 1 are
inserted, as ¶_, 3, 4 "rod 5, the three paragraphs
of amendment
XI:[. of the constitution.
¶_' 4--8
thus become ¶¶ 6-10, inserting
in the new ¶_ 7,
at the heginning:
":No person except a natural
born citizen of the confederate
states, or a citizen
thereof at the time of thc adoption of this constitution,
or a citizen thereof born ia the United

son rejected
by the senate shall be re-appointed
to the same office during
their ensuing
recess "
(Art. III.): In ,_ 1, ¶[ 1, "supreme"
is changed
to "superior,"
The latter part of ¶ I of ,_ 2 is
changed to read as follows:
"between
a state and
citizens of another state, where the stale is plaintiff; bctwcen citizens claiming lands under grants
of different states, and between a state or tim cltizens thereof, and foreign states, citizens, or subjects; but no state shall be sued by a citizen or
subject of anyforeign
state."
(ART. IV.): In § 2,
¶ 1, there is added: "and shall have the right of
transit and sojourn in any state of this confederacy, with their slaves and other pr_,perty;
and the
right of propcrty in said slaves shall not bc thereby impaired."
In § 2, ¶ 2, there is inserted'
"against
the laws of such state," after " other
crime."
§ 2. ¶ 3, is altered
tQ read: "No
slave
or other person held to service or labor in any
state or territory of the confederate
states, under
the laws thereof, escaping
or unlawfully
carried
into another;"
and the words
"to
whom such
slave belongs; or" are inserted after "on claim of
the parly."
In § 3, _[ 1, insteadof
the firsteleveu
words there is substituted:
"Other
states may be
admitted
into this confederacy
by a vote of twothirds of the whole house of representatives
and
two thirds of the senate,
tlm senate
voting by
states."
In ,_ 3, ¶ 2, thc last twenty-three
words
are omitted, and there is substituted:
"concerning
the property of the confederate
slates, including
the lands thereof."
A new paragraph
is added,
as follows:
"3. The confederate
states may acquire
new territory;
and congress
shall have
power to legislate
and provide governments
for
the inhabitants
of all territory
belonging
to the
confederate
states, lying without
the limits of the
scvcral states,
aud may permit
them, at such
times and in such manner as it may by law provide, to form states to be admitted into the confederacy.
In all such territory
the institution
of
negt'o slavery, as it now cxmts in the confederate
states, shall be recognized
and protected
by c(mgress and by the territorial
govermnent;
and the
inhabitants
of the sevcral confederate
states and
territories
slmll have the right to take to such letritory any slaves lawfully held by them in any of
the state_ or territories
of the confederate
states."

States prior to the 20th December,
1860, shall be
eligible," etc., and adding
at the eta(l: "as they
may exist at the time of his election."
Before
¶ 3 of § 2 is i|_serted a new l_aragraph,
as follows:
"3. The principal
officer in each of the
executive departments,
and all persons connected
with the diplomatic
service,
may be removed
from office at lhe pleasure of the president.
All
other civil officers of the executive department
may be removed at any time by lhe president,
or
other appointing
power,
when their services are
unnecessary,
or for dishonesty,
incapacity,
ineffi-

§ 4 is altercd
to read: "to every slate that now
is or hereafter
may become a member of this confcderacy."
AR]'. V. is altered to read as follows:
" Upon the demand
of any three stales, legally
assembled
in their several conve|_tions,
the congress shall summon a convention
of all the states,
to takein_
consideration
such amendments
to this
cor, stltution as the said states shall concur in suggesting at the time when the said demand is made;
and should any of the proposcd
amendments
to
the constitution
be agreed o_ by the said convention--voting
by states--and
the same be ratified

ciency, misconduct,
or neglect of duty; and when
so removed,
the removal
shall be reported to the
senate, together with the reasons therefor."
¶ 3
thus becomes
¶ 4, adding
to it: "But
no per-

by the legislatures
of two-thirds
o_ the several
states, or by conventions
in two.thirus
thereof--as
the one or the other mode of ratification
may be
proposed
by the general convention--they
shall
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thenceforward
form a part of this constitution,
But no state shall, without its consent, bedeprived
of its equal representation
in the senate."
(ART.
¥I.): For § 1, ¶_ 1, anew paragraph
is substitutcd,
as follows:
" 1. The government
established
by
this constitution
is the successor of the provisional
government
of the confedcl*ate states of America,
and all the laws passed by |he latter shall continue
in force untd the same shall be repealed or moditied; and all the officers appointed
by the same
shall remain
in office until their successors are
appointed and qualified,
or the ()ffices abolished."
¶¶
1-3 Ihus become ¶¶ 2-4, and amendments
IX. and X. of tP-c constitution
arc addcd as ¶'_
5 and 6. (AIIT. VII.): In this article " five states"
is substituted
for "ni,m states," and the following
is added: " When five states shall have ratified
this constitution
in the manner
before specified,
the congress, under the provisional
constitution,
shall p,'esc,'ibe the time for holding the election of
president and vice-president,
and for the meeting
of the electoral college, and for counting the votes
and inaugurating
the president.
They shall also
prescribe the time for holding the first election of
members of congress under this constitution,
and
the time for assembling
the same.
Until the assembling of such congress, the congress under the
provisional
constitution
shall continue to exercise
tim legislative powers granted
them; not extendtag beyond the time limited by the constitution
of
the provisional
govcrnment."--This
constitution
was ratified in all the states I)y the still existing
state conventions,
not I)y popular
action.
An
examination
of the changes which it introduced
will divide them into two general classes, exccutivc, and political.
Of the executive
changes,
intended to amend the administration
of government, there arc a number
fairly open to discuszion, some which have since been proposed
for
adoption
by the United States, and some which
have been already adopted
by several state govcrnments.
The political
changes were evidently
not merely declarative,
intended toguard
against
false constructions
of the constitution
of 1787,
but were actively
remedial,
intended
t,) revive
the state sovereignty
of the confederation
by
withdrawing
complete
control
over
commerce
and internal improvements
from the central gov¢rnment, and, further, to rest the foundations
of
tile new government
(to quote vice-president
A.
If. Stephens), not upon Jefferson's
"fundamentidly wrong .... assumption
of the equality
or"
races," but upon " the great truth th'tt the negro
is not equal to the white man; that slavery, sub-ordination to the superior race, is his natu,'al and
normal condition."
The confederate
constitution

states," of 1861.--The
internal legislation
of tile
provisional
congress
was, at first, mainly the
adaptation
of the civil service in the southeru
states to the uses of the new government.
Whcreve,' possible, judges, posmnlstci's,
'rod civil
as well as military and naval officers, who had
resigned
from the service of the I/ailed
States,
wc,'e given an equal or higher rank in the coilfederate service.
Postmast(,rs
we,'e dirccted
to
make their final accounting
to the United States,
,5lay 31, therc._fter accounti,)g
to the confederate
states.
Al)lil 29, the l)rovisional
congress, which
had a(ljourned 3Ial'ch 16, re-assembled
at Moatgomery, having been convoked by president Dsv_s
iu consequence
of president Lincoln's preparatio,.s
to enforce federal authority
in 1he south.
Davis'
message announced
that all the seceding
states
had r'_tified the permanent constitution;
that Virginia, which had not yet seceded, had entered
into alliance with the confederacy,
and that other
states were expected to follow the same plan.
He
concluded by declaring
that "all wc ask is to be
let alone."
May 6, an act was passed r_cognizing
the existence
of war with the United
_tates.
Congress adjq_urned )ray '22, re-convened at Richmend, Vs., July 20. and adjourned
Aug. 22 until
_'ov. 18. Its legislation had been mainly military
and financial.
Virginia,
North Carolina,
Tenncssec and Arkansas
h'Ld passed ordinances
of
secession, and been admitted to the confederacy.
(See the states named, and SECESSIO._.) Although
_Iissouri and Kentuckyhad
,lot seceded, delegates
from these states were admitted
in December,
1861. _Nov.
6, 1861, at an election under the
permanent
constitution,
Davis and Stephens were
again chosen to their respective
offices by unauimous electoralvote.
Feb 18, 1862, the provisional
congress
(of one house) gave way to the pcrmancnt congress,
and Davis
and Stephens
were
inaugurated
Feb. 22.
The cabinet,
with
the
successive
secretaries
of each department,
was
as follows, including
both the provisional
and
peru)anent
cabinets : State Dcpartz_ent--Robert
Too,nbs,
Ga., Feb. 21, 1861 ; R. M. T. llunter, Va, July 30, 1_61 ; Judah
P. Benjamin,
La., Feb.
7, 1862.
Trca,ury
Dnt)_l,rtmelztCllarles G. Mcalmiuger,
S.C.,
Feb. 21, 1861,
and 5Iarch 22, 1862 ; James L. Trcnholm,
S C.,
June 13, 1864. IIStrDcpartment_L.
Pope Walker,
_Iiss., Feb. °1, 1861; Judah
P. Benjamin,
La.,
Nov. 10, 1861 ; James A. Scddon, Vs., )Iarch
22, 1862; John C Brcckmridge,
Ky,
Feb. 15,
1865.
.Nary i)¢,pr_rtjnz_t--Stcphc,l
R. _Iallory,
Fla., March 4, 1861, and March 22, 1862
At(orhey Ge_terat--Judah
P. Benjamin,
La., Feb 21,
1861; Thomas II. Watts, Ala., Sept. 10, 1861, and

is, therefore, itselfapublicconfcssionthatsouthern
democratic
politicians
were consciously
in error
from 1840 until 1860 in claiming the constitution
as the palladium
of slavery;
that, unde," the constitutiou's
fair construction,
slavery was in truth
protected by the states, not by the nation ; andthat
"' We, the people,"
of 1787, must be changed by
_iolence, and not by construction,
into "We, the

March 22, 1862 : George Davis, N. C., Nov. 10,
1863. Postlna._t_'r GcJ_e,,(ll--Henry
J. Ellet, ._liss.,
Feb. 21, 1861: John H. Reagan, Texas, _larch
6,
1861, and March '22, 1862.--As h_ already been
said. the pl.ovisional congress held four sessions,
O
as follows:
1, Feb. 4-M._rch
16, 1861;
April
29- )fay 22, 18(;1; 3, July 20-Aug.
22, 18{}1;
and 4, _Nov. 18, 1861 - Feb. 17, 1862. Under
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the permanent
constitution
there were two congresses.
The first congress
held four sessions,
as follows:
1, Feb. 18-April
21, 1862; 2, Aug.
12- Oct. 13, 1862 ; 8, Jan. 12 - May 8, 1863 ;
and
4, Dec. 7, 1863-Feb.
18, 1864.
The secend congress
held two sessions, as follows:
1,
May2- June 15, 1864, and 2, from Nov. 7, 1864,
until the hasty and fin'tl adjournment,
March 18,
1865. In the first congress
members
chosen by
rump state conventions,
or by regiments
in tlm
confederate
service, sat for districts
in Missouri
a,_d Kentucky,
though
these states had never
seceded.
There were thus thirteen
states in all
represented
at the close of the first congress;
but,
as the area of the confederacy
narrowed
before
the advance of the federal armies, the vacancies
in the second congress became significantly
more
numerous.
At its best estate tlm confederate
senate numbered
26, and the house 106, as follows : ._.labama,
9 ; Arkansas,
4 ; Florida,
2;
Georgia, 10; Kentucky,
12; Louisiana,
6; Mississippi, 7: Missouri,
7; North
Carolina, 10; South
Carolina,
6; Tennessee,
l l; Texas, 6; Virginia,
16.
In both congresses
Thomas
S. Bocock, of
Virginia,
was speaker of the house.--Tlm
only
noteworthy
feature of the political history of the
confederate
states was the insignificance
of the
legislative.
The original
revolutionary,
or provisional, government
was not the result of popular
initiative, but was directly due to the energy of a
senatorial
clique, actively assisted by a few leading men in each state
The demoralizing
influences of a great civil war, whichcven
the solidcst
and most firmly based form of popular
government can only imperfectly
resist, were almost
instantly
fatal to the inchoate political character
of the confeder'my.
The strongcstand
most selfassertive
spirit of the sen'ltorial
clique,
having
been chosen president,
at once began to qum'rel
with his associates,
and to drive them from his
counsels;
there was no popular
strength
in the
provisional
congressto
resist him; and even before
the inauguration
of the permanent
government,
the confederacy
had become a military despotism
of the executive.
The sittings
of congress were
almost continuously
secret, and its acts, generally
prepared
in advance
by the executive,
the cabinet having scats in congress, were made conformable
to his known wishes, or were interpreted
by him to suit his own pleasure.
As the war
bec,_me more desperate,
and the most capable
leaders went into the army, the morale of congress
further
decayed,
and this process w'ls increased
by the presence
of a cohort of members from
states which had never seceded, or had since been
conquered,
who represented
no constituencics
and
were to a g,'cat degree dependent on the exccutive
for their "political future.
The business of congressthusgrewtobemainlytheregisteringoflaws
prepared
by the executive,
the passing.of
resolutions to continue
the war to the end, the debate
of resolutions
to retaliate
or to fight under the
black flag, and the preparation
of addresses to
their constituents,
whose earnestness
of tone may
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be estimated from the following sentence in one of
them: "Failurewillcompclustodrinkthecupof
humiliation
even to the bitter dregs of having
the history of our struggle written by New England historians. "--Outside
of the ordinary powers
conferred by the legislative, filewarpowers
openly
or practically
exercised
by the executive
were
more sweeping
and general than those assumed
by president Lincoln.
The confederate
treasury
was held subject to executive
drafts to any extent, and witlmut audit or account,
the state governments
were expected
to act, and state judges
to decide,
in conformity
with
the president's
wishes in small or great matters, under penalty of
presidential
displeasureand
punishment;
notordy
individuals,
but whole communities
(as in East
Tennessee),
were held liable to summary
military
execution
by the mere warrant
of the executive;
and his dictatory
meddlesomeness
in the manage.
meat of the army was so notorious
and so uni.
formly unfortunate
that Foote, of Tennessee, did
not hcsitale
to declare, in the house, in December, 1863, that "the
president
never visited the
army without
doing it injury--never
yet, that it
has not been followed
by disaster."
Tile interferenecs of the committees
on the conduct of the
war iu the federal congress
often seemed unwarrantable
or unfortunate;
but they justly represented the feeling of a people bent not only upon
fighting but on keeping to themselves
the control
of the fighting, a feeling of which there is not a
trace in the brief legislative
history
of the confederate states.
The rout of Bull Run, and the
expected advance of the triumplmnt
enemy upon
W;_shington,
only extorted
from the federal congross the resolve
to vote every dollar and f_,ery
man which the president
might find necessary in
suppressingtherebellion;
a similar state of affairs
in Richmond,
early in 1865, drew trom the confederate congress
an angry vote that Davis' incompetency
was the cause of the disasters, and a
substitution
of Lee as commander-in-chief
wilh
unlimited
powers.
Tiffs final and spiteful exposure of its own nullity
was the only known mstance of entirely independent
action or initiative
in iniportant
matters by the permanent
congress
during its three yeaxs of existence.
The government was merely amilitary
despotism, very thinly
clothed in the forms of law, in which parties and
party politics
could
have
no existence.
(See
S_VERY,-'_ULLIFICATION,
STATE
SOV'EI',EIGNTY,
ALLEGI:k.h*CE, SECESSION, DRAFTS, REBELLION,
U_'rrED STATES.)---See Jefferson Davis' Rise and
Fall of the Confederate States;
A. H. Stephcns'
War l_vtwezn t]_e Slates/ PoUard's
ILife of 1)avis,
First Year of thv War, and .Lost Cause; Draper's
Civil War; Greeley's AraericaT_ Coaflict; Victor's
Tllstol T ef_he Rebel!ion/ t_'Ioore's .Rebellior_ Record;
Appleton's
Annual
Oyc_p_dia
(1861-5);
yon
Borcke's
Memoirs
of _h_ Confederate War for Independence;
Hitehcock's
Ch_vnol_gical 1Yecord ef
the American
Civil War/ Centz's .Davis and Le_:;
Lunt's
Origin of the Late War; Bartlctt's
Bilfli.
ography of the .Rebe/_/o_, and other authorities
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under
R_BELLION;
authorities
un(]er
articles
above referred to. For confederate
constitution
in full see Confederate Stat_ttes at Large (1864), 5;
Appleton's
Annual
Cyclopcedia (1861), 627; McPherson's History of the Rebellion, 98, (with an index comparative
of the confederate
constitution
and that of the United
States);
also Footc's
War of the Rebellion;
J. H. Gilmcr's
Soutt_ern
Politics; Dabney's
Defense of Irirginia and the
South;
Daniel's
"Rich,mend
Examiner"
fluting
the War.
ALEXAI_DEIt JOHNSTON.
CONFEDERATION.
If this word be taken
in its broadest sense, every association
of peoples or of .states formed
in virtue
of a treaty
(cure fcedere) is a confederation.
As among private persons, the nature, the object, the form and
the duration
of associations
agTeed upon are susceptible
of being varied
to infinity, so among
nations;
there is no form which
international
engagements
resulting from treaties may not take.
Alliances,
leagues,
coalitions,
and political,
religious, commercial
or customs unions, are simply wtrious
kinds of confederations.
Sornc of
these are permanent,
others
lemporary;
some
include many peoples at the same time, others
comprise but a small number of states; there are
even some limited to a single people, as when the
confederation
concerns
the internal
relations
of
the different provinces which
together form one
state, as regards foreign
powers.--Before
examthing these distinctions
wc shall say a few words
on the general
principle
which governs
them.
The mutual independence
of nations
is without
doubt the fundamental
basis of internationallaw,
but it would be a great mistake to suppose that
this independence
could have the effect of plaeing one nation or another
in a sort of absolute
isolation.
:Nations,
as well as individuals,
are
made to live in society, and, so to speak, in thc
family.
If they come in contact by their boundaries, they are still more closely drawn together
by a thousand
interests,
by a thousand
common
wants, which put them, however
independent
they may be, in a kind of necessary and natural
dependence
upon cachother.
A theory of nationality which would suppress
these mutual
relations, would be not less contrary to nature than
a theory of individual
liberty which would suppress family or civic ties.
Far from destroying,
civilization
increases and develops
international
bonds, but at the same time it regulates and harmonizes them; it evolves out of them that beautifu] order which produces at home the harmony
of liberty and authority,
and abroad,
union of
forcewithpacificandmoderatetendcncics.
From
this point of view, the different
modes of confederation
concern
at once public law and thc
law of nations.
It is for the former to say how
many states have gradually
arisen from the suecessive aggTegations
of confederate
provinces
to
_how what were lhe advantages
of these assoeialions of many directing
toward a single point
elements
of various kinds, without
coming to a
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social revolution
obliterating
differences
by
temporary
or permanent
fusion.
If there is, in
tile unity of government
in a vast empire, a force
of more dominating
influence in peace, and tL
vigor of enterprise
more in'esistiblc
in war, the
federal form isperhaps
better adapted to preserve
without
display,
liberty
at home and peace
abroad.--Among
the various forms of confedcration tile Germans
draw a sharp distinction
betwecn
a tbderal state (bundesstaat) and a confederation
of states (staate_zbttml).
The former
constitutes,
like the Unitcd States or Switzerland,
an absolute
unity in relation
to forei._12 st.'tte_;
the second preserves
to its members,
a_ did the
Germanic
confederation,
a certain
amount
of
indepcndence
and the e_sential attributes
of sovere]gary.
But these are not the only forms which
history has recorded --H£_toTT.
If we limit ourselves to the cxalnples
of antiquity,
it would
appear that this form was especially adapted to.
the govcrnmcnt
of small peoples, among whom
the individual
power of confederate
cities was
not capable
of the sustained
effort of violent
struggles,
and sought
rather
an equilibrium.
through a balance of socialpowers.
The history
of ancient
Greece offers, in brief, examples
of
most of the combinations
possible in federal.q,,_'e_mnc;zt.
A delegation
of all or a part of polilical power to assemblies
whose memberv represent each fraction of the confederate
state, i_ of
the essence of this form of government;
and by
thin ve] T fact it was destined to lead to that otlmr
form of government
called, in our modern times,
representative, col_stitutionalorl_arliamel_t_J;
but,
in the representative
governments
of modern
times, the different
assemblies
often represent,
either distinct calegor:cs of national
interests, or
different
strata of the same people.
This is
more advanced
and scientific form than that of
those asseml)lics,
those diets, those federal
congrcsses, in which each member represented
only it
territorial
fraction of the countD'.--]Ve
havesaid
that it wasin the nttturc of federal governments
to
be organized for resistance rather than for attack.
for peace rather than for war, or at least more
for defensive
war than for war of conquest.
The history
of ancicnt as well as modern
time.steaches this. It was by heroic resistance to the
aggressions
of the Persian kings, that confeder
ated Greece began to win a name in the world ; but,
when these cities, whose union had been their
strength, were arrayed
against each other, they
wasted
in a hundred
battles,
without
decisive
rcsult and almost without
glory, their genius,
their blood and their treasure.
Macedonia
became conqueror,
in turn, only after having subjected Greece itself to the sceptre of Phi.]p, and
then of Alexander.
It was by confederating
to
shake off this domestic yoke that what was left
of ancient Greece, under tile name of the Ach_ea_
league, found some little energy
afterward
to.
resist the Romans, and not to succumb without
glory.
This leads us to define more closely the
difference
between
confederations
which belon_
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to public law and those which belong to the
laws of nations. There is no policy m tile world
"which invoked treaty l'ights ofte_mr, and made
more frequent mention of confederations and
alliances, than the Roman policy, evenin thevel T
midst of its wars of iovasion and conquest. Can
we. nevertheless, say that tiffs p,_liey, even ia a
nomioal sense, ever admitted the principle of
reeipro(,al independence and equality, on which
The confederations recognized t_y internatiomd
taw are founded?
Doubtless not; for, instead of
this equality, they laid down as a principle
_he supreme authority of the l_o,nau senate,
to finally decide on the fate of kings and peoples,
The difft:rent kinds of confederations or of alli_tnees which it distin-,'uished with scientific minutene_s and subtlety, were merely thesueeessive
stages through which foreign nations had to pass
_in or ler to reach gradual al)sorption into the
great Roman nationality.
The alliance proposed
"to them ureter pompous llanies was merely an
•invitation to sl¢very.--Wc
must go back to an-cmnt times, to the establishment of the Amphiclyonic council, to discover the earliest origin of
those diets to which the sovereign states sent
their representative deputies to come to an un<lerstanding as to certain common interests, such,
for example, as respect to be shown sacred things,
and the settlement of quarrels between different
tribes.
From the point of view of international
law, as well as that of moral philosophy, we certalnly find in Greece more facts which seem to
approach the civilization of modern times than
in any other country.
But to the Christian era
belongs the hozmr of having developed, and, so
to speak, fixed, this great principle of the union
,of nations, under the influence of mutual sympathy, acquired above all from a community of
rmorals and religious beliefs, and capable of producing a political equilibrium between states,
The advent of this new law is connected with the
great religious movement of the crusades; and it
is a remarkable fact that this first confederation
()f Christian peoples took place without preliminary agreement and without _ttreaty. Thesame
feeling of faith, the common danger with which
tile eneroachments
of Islamism
threatened
Christianity, sufficed to unite so many different
peoples under the banner of the cross, which wa_
the banner of civilization and liberty.
The
crusades might resemble aggression, but th%,
were in reality only resistance; for it was to prevent the invasion of Europe that they carried
the war to the shores of Asia or Africa; and
the recapture of the holy phces was, in the
eyes of Catholics, no more than a getting back
.of their legitimate territory.
The councils,
in which bishops representing the states of the
whole Catholic world sat with an equal title,
inaugurated the r6gime of collective deliberation
which followed the reign of military force. This
,equilibrium and concert could, in the period we
mention, be found only in religious society; for,
.in the political order, feudalism developed every-

where the opposite principle, that of antagcni_m
and war.--The feudal re_qime constituted, it is
true, a species of confederation, but one founded
on a hierarchy of vassalage, that is to say, of
subordination and dependence, 'rod not on the
principle of parity or equality of r'mk and power
And still, ._s at each degree of tiffs hierarchy
there existed a legitimate slmre of rights whwb,
by its expansive fo_'ce, tended to incrcast, lr_
authority anti assure its independence; as tlw,'e
was, al_-o, at the summit of every feudal system
a suzerainty which tended to reduce, under it_
absolute authority, _lll its vassals, 1)y deeroasi_zor suppressing their respective right_--there _csuited from these conflicts of rlghts (.:ertain transactions whi('h, in time, created in Germany a
political coufederation, in which parts unequal
in territory and iu power co-operated iu a federal
diet for tim direction of certain affairs of common
mterest.--The Itelvctic eonfedcratia_ is one which,
on a territory as narrow as that of the ancient
republics of Greece, seems to reproduce best a
certain image of them, by the glorious conquest
of its independence; by the hereditary bravery of
its troops; by its political attitude, ordinarily
calm and dignified, though sometimes agitated
by the ardor of democratic passious; finally, by
that delegation of a part of tim central authority
to a diet, long since removed from Lucerne to
Berne and Zurich, as the Amphietyonic council
was transferred from the temple of Dell)hi to
the little village of Anthela. (See S_-[a'Zl,;_I,A._D)
--Like Switzerhmd, the 17aired PJ'ovinces of the
Netherlands have shown the power of a system
of confederated states, either in establisldng its
own independence, or in defending it against e_)ncerted and violent attacks.
Each provincein the
Netherlands was seen to constitute a state, with
itsownadministration
and government, although,
in tlacir relations with foreign nations, the stat(,s
general of the United Provinces were considered
as a single power, enjoying sovereign honors;
and this separ'_tion of individual states, unite(l
only by tile bonds of political confederation,
continued even when tim union had given itseIf
a hereditary chief under the name of stadtholder.
--The 1/a_eatic league resembled a conunercial
association rather than a political cotafe(leration,
aml still it. has played a part in histol T to be
compared with that of a power of the lh'st ortler.
In this regard this power had some rcsembhmce
to tlmt great English East India Company, which
we have seen even in our days, organized as a
state, accomplishing
great deeds in peace and
war, and co.nquering for England o_e of the
vastest empires of the world.
But the East
India company was only a national institution
holding its privileges from the crown of Englazl(l,
under the form of a government, which, having
created this powerful organization,
finally "tbsorbed it in the state itself.
Tile Itanseatic
le_tgue, on the contrary, at a time when the governments of Europe were not sufficiently well
organized for the defense of private ii_terests,
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presented
a strange
assemblage
of cities, only a
few of which belonged
to themselves,
and the
greater
number
of which formed
portions
of
various states.
These cities, united by an agreemeat based on a similarity of interests, had derived
their rights, real or alleged, not from their own
governments,
but from
their
own initiative,
These _'ights, which in the beginning
bad been
only those of mutu,_l assurance,
or petition
to
obtaiu from foreign governments
guar'uitces
of
protection
or privileges
of commerce,
were extended so far as to make war OR states which
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frorh this terrible
crisis, resources
which.had
served to maintain
so many armies could be era.
ployed for the active reparation,
during peace, of
the ruins and disasters
of the wan--Former
Spanish America, hke English Americ% has had
i[_ examples of confederate
stales, either to shake
off the yoke of the mother country, or to work
at organizing
themselves
into regular
governments under v'_.riou.s republican fc_rm¢, re(.ogz_iz
ing the common authority
of a congrc.-.s, a president, or a dictator
The most cclebrat('d
weft,
the confedel'ation
of C61_tral America and that of

refused tn submit to their commcrci'fl
exactions;
the _5_ited Pro_'iJ_ces oJ' Rio de la _Pl_(t_. But
but the ties which unite','] the heterogeneou_
parts
these aggregations
of provinces,
already many
of so complex a whole, were loosened under the
times modified
in their composition
and their
ln'essur( _,of interests c(mtrary
to those which had
element% have more resemhl:mce
to a transitory
created them; and this great artitic.ial body disthan a definite form of government.
We can not
solved of itself, according
as the governments
find in them either the cohesion, the force, or
with which the various groups of lIauscatic
towns
the permanency,
of the United States of Nolth
were connected
acquired more force, anti obliged
America.--Gel_eral
6'o_shler_tif_s.
Above these
them to return,
as subjects,
to the duties of special confederations,
de_tiued to uphoht
in the
dependents.
Three self-governing
cities (Hambosom of "t composite
state, wh_lt George de
burg, Bremen, Lubeck)
alone preserved
the name
)Iartens
calls individual
equilibrium
(,:quilibre
_)f this great federal
league, without
retaiiling
partfvulfvr), shouhl there not be, among civilized
:lny of its l)ower.--Although
at the same period
nations of the mo(lcrn world, other confcdcl'al.c ties
the maritime cities of Italy appeared
to present
contributing
to maintain the gencr'd equilibrium
the spectacle of diminutive
states divided
from
of peoples?
It is in Christian Enrol)c tirol, fol'the
each other by rivalries
and hatreds, there was,
first timesince the estalflishmcnt
of human :t)eicty,
nevertheless,
a common
tendency which caused
we find realized on a large scale a system of sl_t(,s
the greater number
of these cities to understand
connected
together,
not by bonds of dcl)(.mlcm'e
_he necessity
of uniting
against the ambitious
or of subordination,
but hy their indel)en(tcnce
enterprises
of the emperors.
The sentiment
of
itself, their symi)athies,
tendencies
,rod cmnm(m
national
iudcpeudence
gave birth then to the
interests, and, above all, by a conformity
(,frc
l)ar_y of the Guclphs,
"who,"
says Ancillon,
ligious beliefs and moral doctrincsborrowed
from
"'beheld
with pleasure
the spiritual
power
of the same diviue source, the gospel.
This union
the pope checking
the progress of tile temporal
has been called tile European
system, political
power of {he cmperor."--We
have seen that in
balance, etc.
Aneilhm
wouhl have liked to call
a_tiquity the federal form seemed better adapted
it a system
of counter-forces.
The nnme of
to small republics
than to great states; but, in
Christiancoufedcration,
which Gcorgede_Iartens
modern
times, the history of America
furnishe_
gives it, would seem mo_'c _tppropl"iate; for cvi•l proof of the vast proporlious
which a fctlcral
dently this system tends already to pas, bt.yond
government
may take, especially
if it is formed
the boumlarics
of Europe,
since g_'eat Christian
of successive additions
of new colonies, which,
and independent
states have 1)eeu formed iu the
in proportion
as they are born to political
life,
other hemisphere.
Will thel'e not be later only
havc only to attach themselves
to a ready-made
one equilibrium,
only a single system? or will
govermnent,
whose framework
seems fitted to re- there be forlucd beyond the Atlantic an American
ceive them, with their most marked
inequalities,
equilibrium,
as Ihere has existed
a F, urol)e_m
The same example is sufficient to make us apprcequilibrium
since the sixteenth
century?
With.
clare the distance
which sep:trates a federal
1)ut out entering on the discussi(m
of these qlzesli,)ns
uzfitary state from a confederation
of distinct
of the future, let us say, that, in thi.- great Era'ostates.
This distance
may appear small in terpean system, based on "m equality of rights, Ihc_'c
minology,
since the same word. th'tt of state,
is still, by the force of thing% "m inequalilv
o[
designates
the collective or central state and the
position, of p()wcr and of influence.
The tith' _)f
particular
_t_tes of which
the body politic is gre¢_t ly_tt,e'r, which _t first was but the cnnnc'ia('erupt)seal; but, no mattcrhow
much that portion
tion of a fact, h_s become almost a hierarchic
of the po_ers retained
iu common is weakened
degree at the summit of the Christian confedcraby the subtraction
of that part reserved to each
tion.
The admission
of a new power into this
of the states united under a federal government,
sacred number, which for half a century seemed
the very violence
of the civil war of which
to constitute
a sort of European
l)cntarchy,
has
America was the theatre during four years shows
been spoken of and treated as a privilege.
The
what power the federal bonds possess, since they
secoada_3_ powers h-tve doubtless,
in principle,
supported,
withou[; breaking,
the tension
of a the same right to lmve their independence
re.
struggle
the greatest
and most envenomed
ever
speeted, but, in practice, this right has succumbed
_een in the new world, and because, in issuing
more than once befoYe the ambition
of great

s
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•states.
The partition
of Poland
is one of the
which, for the purpose
of restoring
the compro.
._addest examples
of this.
However
it be, this
miscd equilibrium,
6lien
subjected
it: to new
systcm, resting on mutual independence,
may be •perils, there are others altogether
pacific in their
accidentally
disturbcd
by war.
Further,
the
ol_anization
and in their object,
these are com.
greater.part
of European
wars have as pretext or
mercial unions, or customs unions.
The Zollverefn
object the re-establishment
of thcsystemwhencvcr
is a remarkable
instance
of these in our (lay.
the ambition
of a single people thrcatcns
to deIt has shown what may be expected
from the
stroy it in the interest of that people.
The formdevelopment
of internal industry and commerce,
ation of leagues of attack or defcnseenters,
then,
in drawing
neighboring
states together,
giving
as an indispensable
clement, into such a system,
victory to uniformity
of interests ovcrrivalries
of
and the composition
of these leagues should be
every kind, and, through certain lines of custom
modified according
to the nature of the danger
houses, suppressing
many causes of conflict and
to be warded off.--lf
it is merely
a question of
war
Instead
of banding
together
to increase
resisting the ambitious projects
of a power desirtheir territory
by means of conquest, we could
lug disproportionate
increase
through
conquest,
wish that
states
might
associate
to develop,
the confederation
of other powers menaced
by
through the power of national industry,
their inthese projects would assume, above all, the charternal rcsources I Everything
is benefit and profit
_cter
of a political
struggle.
Thus,
the first
in these conquests
of peace, while thosc of war
European
league to which is referred the origin
exhaust the finances
of the state as well as the
,of a system of forces balanced by war in case of
blood
of the people.
(See ALI,I,U'_CE, THE
need, is that which was formed
against France
HOLY.)
E. CATCHY.
when Chm'les VIII. attempted
the conquest
of
_Italy (1495); as the object
of the last coalition
CONF:ED]ERATION,Articles of, (_ U. S.
was to _el)ress the encroachments
of Russia on
HISTORY).
:Nov. 15, 1777, the continental
conlhe Bosphorus
(Anglo-French
war, terminated
by
gress adopted
Articles of Confederation
and Perthe treaty of 1856). In the interval,
which competual Union between the thirteen colonies which
prises more than three centuries
and a half, how
had united in the declaration
of independence.
often have the states of Europe entered into sucThese
were as follows,
the more
important
ce_sive coalitions
in groups variously
composed,
being given in full.
ART. I. "The
style of
either to reduce the power of Venice (league of
this confederacy
shall be 'The
United
States
Camhrai,
1508), or to oppose
the conquering
of America.'"
A_T. II. " Each slate rctainsits
enterprises
of Louis XIV. (triple alliance of 1663;
sovereignty,
freedom
and
independence,
and
league of Augsburg,
1686), or to prevent
Charles
every power, jurisdiction
and right, which is not
XII. from invading
the European
continent
for" by this confederation
expressly
delegated
to the
the benefit of Sweden (great alliance of the north,
united states in congress assembled."
AnT. IlI.
1697), or to combat the military preponderance
of
"The said states hereby severally enter into a firm
France
under the first empire
(European
coali,
league of friendship
with each other, for their
tions of 1806, 1807, 1809).--Again,
tothepolitical
common
defense, the security
of their libcrties,
interests in restoring
the material equilibrium
of
and their mutual
and general
welfare, binding
states, has been added the moralinterest
of mainthemselves
to assist each other, against all force
taining or giving preponderance
to the principle
offered to, or attacks made upon them, or an)" of
of justice or liberty.
It was thus, in the name of them, onaceountofreligion,
sovereignty,
trade, or
religious
liberty,
that the league of Smalkalde
any other pretense whatever."
AatT. IV. secured
(1530) was formed
against Charles
V., and that
to the free inhabitants
of each state the privileges
up to the nineteenth
century
those
bloody
and immunities
of free citizens
in the several
struggles
were renewed
or continued,
the politstates, and provided
for the mutual
extradition
ical result of which was to weaken
the power of of fugitives from justice.
AnT. V. related _o the
the house of Austria,
and to create a counterorganization
of congTess.
It was to consist of
poise to it in the rivah'y of Protestant
Prussia.-one house, whose members were to be appointed
It was in the name of liberty of the seas that the
annually by the state legislature,
and w_e lo be
neutral powers agreed at different times to resist
liable to recall by the legislature
at any time.
the maritime
preponderance
of England
(league
Each state was to have not less than two or more
of armed neutrality
of 1780 and of 1800).--On
the
than seven delegates,
paid by the states, but each
contrary,
it was in the name of monarchic
in- state was to have but one vote.
A.R'r. VI. proterests that the sovereigns
of Europe
made a hibited
the states
from
alliances
or treaties
.coalition,
in 1791, against the French revolution
with any foreign
state, or with an)" one of the
(coalition
of Pilnitz);
and, later, they adorned
United States without consent of congress;
from
with the name
of holy alliance (181.5) that re- granting
titles of nobility;
from laying imposts
modeling
of Europe
in which
the victorious
or duties which should
interfere
with treaties
monarchs
did not take sufficient
account of the
already proposed
to France or Spain; from keeppower of these principles
which had excited so
ing vessels of war or soldiers, excepting militia;
many wars and which must grow still stronger
and from engaging
in war unless declared
by
in thnes of peace.
(See CONGRESS;
_.LLIAI'_CE,
congress, or unless imminent
danger should ari:e.
TaE HOL£).--By
the side of the armed
leagues
ART. VII. allowed
the states to name the army
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officers except those of therank
of general.
A-aT.
IT. the new government
was made in every sense
VIII. directed congress to make requisitions
upon
a league, formed by state legislatures,
ratified by
the states for their respective quotas of the money
. state legislatures,
and checked,
controlled
and
necessary for national expenses, and ordered the
dominated
by state legislatures.
Whence
tile
state legislatures
to levy the taxes
necessary,
legislatures
derived their authority
to form, p:o"within
the time agreed upon by thc united states
prio z,igure, any such general lciague can not be
in congTess assembled."
ART. IX. gave congress
known, for the question was never mooted at the
the right to make peace and war, treaties and
time.
They had never enjoyed any such author_dliances,
and prize rules,
to grant
letters
of
ity under the British constitution,
for there (see
marque and reprisal, and to constitute
admiralty
SrA2'E SOV_REm_,-'rY) the treaty power
was a
courts: but no treatywas
to restrain the state legroyal prerogative,
and not in the legislature
at
islatures
from laying prohibitory
duties, or such
all. But the root principle
asserted and main(tuties as should bc binding upon their own cititained in the revolution
was "the right of the
zens.
It made congress
a court for the trial of people to alter or abolish"
their governments,
and
territorial
disputes
between
the states.
It gave
to a_sume
the royal prerogatives.
It was the
(:ongress power
to regulate
the value of coin
part of the people, then, and not of the state
and the standard
of weights
and measures;
to
legislatures,
to establi-,h the new govermnent,
manage Indian affairs subject to the legislative
and, had the people framed
these articles,
the
rights of the states;
to control the postal service,
act, however unwise, would have been pel'fect]y
and direct hmd and naval forces and their operalegal.
But tim seizing of the royal prerogative.
tions; to borrow
money;
to make requisitions
in the confusion of war, by the state legislatures,
npou the states for their quotas
of men and
was evidently
usurl)ation,
extra-legislative,
and
m(mey; and to aPl)oint
a "committee
of the
to bc pallialed only on the assumptmn
th:tt popustates," consisting of one delegate from each state,
lar acquicscem.e
gave popular
consent.
(Sea
and any other executive committees
or officers
as Co._cnESS, CONTI_NEN'I'.'tL.)
The whole system
might seem necessary.
But the more important
nms| therefore
be considered,
in our political hispowers, such as making
war, peace, treaties, or tory, as a period of interregnuin,
covering
the
requisitions,
borrowing,
coining or appropriating
time between
the downfall
of royal authority
money, forming an army or navy, or appointing
under the British
constitution
in 1776-_0, and
a commander-in-chief,
were not to be exercised
the final establi_-lnnent
of the popular will in its
wilhout
the affirmative
vote of nine states; nor
place in 1789 under the _kmericau constitution.should an), otber power, except that of adjournOf the practical al)plication of the general timory
ment from day to day, be exercised
without
the
to the other articles it is difficult to spe'd{ temperaffirmative vote of seven states.
_A_RT.X. authorately.
Cong,'ess
h'_d no power
to prevent
or
ized the "committee
of the states," nine of their
i)unish offenses against
its own laws, or even to
number being present, to act for congress
in its
perform efficiently the duties enjoined
np(m it.
recess, except in the more important
points above
It alone could decl.u'e war, but it had no power
mentioned.
ART. XI. authorized
Canada to join
to compel the cnlistmem,
arming om SUl)port of
the confederacy;
but no other colon s- was to be
an army.
It alone could ascertain
ti_e needed
admitted
without the vote of nine states.
_A_RT. amount of revenue, but the taxes to fill the re(luiXII. "solemnly
pledged"
the public faith of the
sitions could only be collected
by the state legis.
states for the payment of the money borrowed or
latures at their own pleasure.
It alone could
appropriated
by congress.
ART. XIII.
"Ever),
borrow money, but it had 1_o power to rel)ay.
It
state shall abide by the determimttions
of the
alone couht decide territorial
disputes
between
united states in congress assembled,
on all questhe states, but it had no power to compel cidlcr
tions which by this confederation
are submitted
to
disputant
to respect or obey its decisions.
It
them. And the articles of this conledcration
sh'dl
alone could make treaties with foreign nations,
be inviolably,' observed
by every state, and the
but it had no power to prevent
individual
state
union shM1 _e-perpetual;
nor shall an), alteration
legislatures
or private
citizens
from
violating
at any t!m6hereafter
be madein any of theln; unthem at pleasnre.
Even commerce, foreign
and
less snch alteration
be agreed to in a congress of domestic,
was to be regulated
entirely
by the
the u*n]ted states, and be afterward
confirmed
by
state legislatures.
The complete nullity of conthe legislatures
of every state."---:Thcse
articles
gress was further assured by the provision which
were ratified, upon the order of the state legisl'_required the vote of nine states to pass important
tures, by their delegates
in congre_,
who "solmeasures, for, the absence of a state delegation
emnly plighted and engaged the faith of their re- being as effectual as a negative vote upon matter.s
spective constituents"
that the articles should be affecting
the interests
of a state, the state lcgisobeyed both by the state governments
and by theilatures, in order to avoid the expense of maintaim
people, and went into operation
:blarch 2, 1781.
in, delegates, might safely take refuge in neglect
(See CONGRESS, CONTn_"ENTAI,.)_The
relative
to choose members of congress.
The only guarviciousness of the articles above given is difficult
"mtee for the observance
of the articles was the
to determine.
Perhaps
the pahn in this respect
nakedpro_nise
of the states, and this was almost
should be awarded
to the theory
of article
II.,
immediately
found to be utterly_vorthless.
The
•exemplified
in practice by article IX.
By article
two essential requisites were supplied by the con-
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stitution,
which, first, provided
that the supreme
law of the land, above and beyond state laws or
constitutions,
should flow from it, and, second,
created a system of United States courts, extending throughout
the Union and empowered
to define the boulldaries
of federal
authority
and to
enforce
its decisions
by federal
power.
(See
JUDICIAllY.)
The United States thus lost its factitious character
of a league, and took on that of
a national
government
based on popular
will.
The period of gestation,
beginning
in 1776 with
the theoretical
assertion
of popular
will as the
basis of government,
ended 12 years qfterw'll'd
withthe
birth of the constitution.--The
short and
inglorious
history of the confederacy,
covering a
period of less than eight years in all, is n dismal
record of requisitions
by congress for moncy, of
neglect or refus'fi of payment
by the states, of
consequent
default
in the payment
of the principal and interest of the federal
debt, of treaties
violated with impunity
by state legislatures,
privttte citizens,
and foreign
nations
(see JA_"s
TREATY), and of foreign aggressions on American
commerce,
intestine
disorders
in the states, and
Indian
depred.xtions
on the western
frontier,
against which the impotent
congress
could give
no prntection.
The 1)ublic debt amounted,
Jan.
1, 1783, to $42,000,375, the annual interes_ charge
being $2,415,'356.
Seven years afterward,
by
IIamilton's
report, it had increased,
through fresh
loans, lapsed
princip'll
and unpaid
interest, to
$54,_24,463.
In October and zN'ovember, 1781,
congress
made requisitions
for $8,000,'000;
in
,lanuary,
1783, $500,000
had
been collected,
During
the next four 3"ears, 1782-6, congress
made requisitions
for $6,000,000 to pay the intercst on the public debt, and received $1,000,000.
In 1787 thewfivst instalhnent
of the principal
of
the foreign debt was to fall due, and asa preparation fox" this new demand
the state legislatures
of
New Jersey
and Rhode Island,
in 1786, made
their own paper currency
legal tender for federal
requisitions.
Congress was justified
in the declaration,
in 1786, that any further
reliance
upon
"requisitions"
would
1)e no less disllonorable
to
the understandings
of those who entertained
such
contidenec
than dangerous
to the welfare
and
peace of the Union.--The
needful remedy,
the
grant of a permanent
federal
revenue, was very
apparent.
Feb. 3, 1781, before the fired ratification of the articles,
congress
appealed
to the
states to give
congress
power
to levy an ad
valorem duly of 5 per cent. to pay tim interest
and principal
of the debt.
RhodcIsland
refused,
and Virginia,
at first consenting,
"ffterward withdrew her consent.
The second of Rhode Island's
three, objections,
that the plan "proposed
to introduce into that-and the other states officers unknown
and unaccountable
to them, and so was
abu|inst the constitution
of the state," marks wilh
singular
clearness
the utter lack at the time of
even the conception
of a real national
government.
_Iarch
15. 1783, after
mentioning
the
_' delay and repugnance"
of the states in pttying

the public debt, the Frepch
minister informed
the federal superintendent
of finance that " witilout a speedy establishment
of solid general revenue, and an exact performance
of the engagements which congress
has made, you must renounce
the expectation
of loans in Eur _pe."
April 18, 1783, congress
again appealed
to the
state legislatures,
this time for a grant of powcl
to congress
to levy duties
for only 25 years.
througli
officers appointed
by the states but accountable
to congress;
and also for the eslablish
ment by the states of special taxes for the pay
meat of $15,000,000 annually
of the debt alrc'ldy
due.
The latter request
proved
so unpopular
that it was very soon abandoned,
and every effort
was made to gain the necessary
consent of all the
states to the former.
In 1786 1h'ew York, all the
other stales having consented,
accel)ted the plan,
but reserved the power of levying and collecting
tlle duties,
and appointing
and removing
the
officers.
Such an acceptance
was of course a
refusal, and New York's
veto seemed for the
moment to destroy all hope of the continuance
of
the Union.
Congress, which was then in session
in _Ncw York, twice appealed
to the governor to
re-convene
the legislature,
and the governor twice
refused, on the ground that he had no right to do
so except on "extraordinary
occasions."
It had
become evident
that some power
stronger than
the persuasions
of congress
was needed to wrest
from the reluctant
legislatures
the control over
the revenues
and commerce
of the country.-That the unpaid, half-fed
and half-clothed
continental soldiers
should
have disbanded
at the
close of the war without
any attempt to obtain
their dncs after the manner of the Spanish regiments in the h_ethcrlands,
by forcible
levy upon
a portion of the country,
is attributable
rather to
their own patriotism,
and to the commanding
influence of -_Vashington and his lieutenants,
than
to the gratitude
of the people or the fair dealing
of the states.
In 1778-9 provision
had bcca
made for half pay for the officers of the army;
the soldiers
had not even been paid since 1777,
when their arrcaragcs
had been settled in contiuental
money, the dollar being "worth
about
four peuee"
After the "_dol)tion of the articles
in 1781. when the vote of ni,ic states bce;m_e
necessary
fo': appropriqtions,
all prospect of liberality, or even of common honest)', toward the
army disappeared.
_Iarch
10, 1783, while the
army was encamped
at Newburgh,
an anonymou_
address called a meetingof
the officers, rebearst'd
their g_'icvances, and advised, in case of furth_'r
refusal of justice by congress, that "courting
the
auspices and inviting tim direction
of your illustrious leader, you should retire to some unsettled
country, smile in )'our turn, and mock when thc|r
fear eometh on."
Washington,by
personal influence and ent_eaty,-averLed
the danger, but h_s
urgent representations
induced eongre_s, March
22, to make
the army creditors
of the United
States to the amount of $5,000,000.
With tlff.act of doubtful
liberality
the arm)' was perforce
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content, and was disbanded with no furtlmr token
of gratitude
from the states whose independence
il had won.
]_lost of the states disapproved
of
the prodigality
of congress,
and the l_Iassachusctts legislature
solemnly
protested
against it as
tendhlg
to "raise
and exalt some citizens
in
wealth and grandeur
to tile injury and oppression
of others."
(For the retention
by Great Britain
of military posts in the west, see JAY'S TREATY;
for the loss of the navigation
of the Missis.-ippi,
see A_,'I,_EX'A'rIo.','S,].)--In
April, 1783, before the
formal conclusion
of peace, but after the actual
close of the war, tile British p'lrliament
intrusted
lhe regulation
of commerce
t)etween the United
States and Great ]._ritain to the king in council,
The council's
design was to disregard
congrc:ss,
treat the several states as independent
repllblics,
and conclude consular conventions
with each on
E||gland's
own terms.
In July,
by orders
ia
council,
all Americ'm
commerce
was excluded
from tim West Italics, and, in trading with Great
Britain,
American
ships were to carry only tile
produce
of their respective
states.
April 30,
1784, congress avked tile state legislatures
to grant
to congress power for 15 years to prohibit
the entrance into the United States of vessels belonging
to a foreign
nation
not having
a commercial
treaty with the United States.
This grant was
also refused,
except on conditions,
by ten states,
and entirely refused
by three.
Apparently
the
states preferred
to be subject
to Great Britain
rather than be subject to their own creature, the
"fcederal"
congress.--SnxYS'
REBELI,ION.'
The
close of the war found the people of Massachusetts with no money and little property,
manufactures,
fisheries or commerce,
and distressed
not only by state taxes but by suits for long dormant debts.
During the autumn
of 1786 tumultUOUSgatherings
of people in western Massachusetts, roused by "the extortions
of the lawyers,"
surrounded
the court hou._es and stopped the operations of the courts.
Congress,
under the subtvrfugc of levying 1,300 men in New England
to
take pare in a mythical
Indian
war, made a feeb]e attempt in October to sust,lin the state governmeat; but, before the levy was made, governor
James Bowdoin had borrowed
money in Boston
and sent a militia force under general Lincoln
against the insurgents,
who were now mustered
into an army of about 2,000 men under Daniel
Shays, lately a captain in the continental
army.
In February,
1787, Lincoln
succeeded iu scatter,
illg Shays' force, and driving
the Iea(lcrs into
New Itampshire.
No cxtra-political
event lind so
strong an influence
in compelling
the formation
and adol)tion of the constitution
as this rebellion,

governments
were most attractive
to theable and
ambitious.
Ill June,
1783 (see CnrrW._L, NATIO._':_L), Congress was driven from Phihtdclphia
by a lian(lful of dissatisfied
and ilJsubordinale
,nilifiamen.
Dec. 23, 1783, by resolution
congress ilfformed the state_ that less th:m 20 delegates, representing
seven st.,tes, had been pre._ent
since .Nov. 3, and that at least two more states
nlust be rel)reseHted to ratify the treaty of peace.
The treaty was at last ratified Jan. ]4, 1784. 2:;
delegates, representing
nine states, being pre.,.e',lt.
During tile sumlm,r of 1787. while tlle convention
which was to chauge the form of govermuent
was
in S(.*ssiol],
(see
[..'ONVE.NTIO_"
OF 1';87), congress
pa._ed the ordinance of 1787, which secured freedora to _ large parl of the country and furnished
a model for the organization
of future wrritories.
July 14, 1788, congress announced
the r_tilic_ltion
of the constitution
by nine st'lles. 'rod made ar, rangements
tor the day and place of its formal
inaugm'atiolb
at New York, March 4, 1789
After ,fin. 1, 1789, congress
was kept in fro'real
' existence by tlm presence of one or two deh:gates
who adjourned
from day to iI._y. March 2, it
flickered and went out withofit any public notice
During its existence as a ('olltincntal and "l coaledi crate eongre._s the American
people had suffered
t, distress great in comparison
with the periods before 1775 or after 1789, but it had at least maintaincd
the union of tile states and prepared
[ the way for a union more intimate than would
have been practicable
in 1776. The hand could
not have been altogether
nerveless which caught
tile sceptre as it dlopped
fr(nn the bands of the
king, alld transferred
it in safety to a goveznment
of the people.
(See UN1TED STATES, REvoI,uTm._, DEC/.5.B..4.TION OF INDEI'ENDENCE, (_ONTINENTAL
(_ONGIiESS,
STATE
SOVERL:.IGNTY,
CONVE.NTION OF 1787. l--See 3, 4 P_bl5' Jo,w,td,_, and
1 _'cret Jottr_als _f 55)J,grc,_s (Confederacy),
10
Bancroft's
United States;
3 IIihh'etlVs
Lb,ited
Sheles; 2 Pitkin's
U_dtcd Slates;
2 lit|milton's
UaiteclSlatc¢; H. Sh_ rman's Goce_'_mcJ_talJJgstor._/;
Story's 5'omlm,_,larh_, § 218; 1 yon lIolst's bbtited
Sta_s, 27: Bhmt's FormalioJ_ if tht C_J'ceb;_acq;
Frothi,lgham's
Rise of tlw Re]mbl$,; Prince'.-. Attiele,_ of Cof_fah'r_tio_;
1 Cm'tis'
I[_._torq _,J"_.l_e
Co_,_tilt_tio_, 124; 3 Rive_' L(t'c fff M_l/,_o_ : '4
' 5[arshall's L_j'e,f ll_la'_qto_,
108, 6,Jnhl, Adams'
Work,_ (Dise.oto'_e o_ l/re Cb_._ttt_ttio_)," Shcflie]d's
Ob.,e_'_,atio_s o_ Amet'icaa
6'_,mme,'_'_'; Aehlr_.._,,e_
and _t?ea_mct_d, ltio_s of ('o_gfes,_ (contai_filJg !he
:Vewbt_rgh Addre,_'sc._); S WashiaglotVs
115'_ti_,fl,,-.
396; 1 Sparks' L(fe (f Morrg_. 253; 2 Ilamfltm_'_
L_'e of l[amilto_, 185, 5Iinot.'s ]I_,,to_'!/ ,f ,gl, a!/._"
l_,_urrcctio_., aml olher authorities
ureter M__ss._-

for it showed that the state legislatures
sever'ally
could not enforce tbat public order the car( _,of
which they had relused to intrust to the cent_,'al
government.
(See [NSURItECTION, DOMESTIC.)-A full congress would have consisted
of 91 delegates.
In practice the preseuce of 30 w_s an unusual event, and these were not the first rate men
of the country.
With some exceptions
the state

CIIUSETTS; authorities
under RI'.iVOI,tTION
alHl
CO.NTINENTAL Cor;r_uEss.
The text of the ariicles, with proceedings
ther[.on, is iu 1 ,<t_t. at
Large (Bioren and Duane's e(htinn),
10-2o; ia i_
l'ablic Jour_m£* of b'o_gre.,',* I('o_ff_,deracy);
in 4
Elliot's ])chutes; and in lliekcy'.- 5)_[itatlo_,
129,
483.
2kLEXAI','DEI¢ Jmt_s'ro,N
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CONFERENCE,

CONFEDERATION,
mAN

GERMANIC.

CONVENTION,
(See GER-

.E,_IFIRE.)

CONFERENCE.
It is difficult to give a cornplete definition
of this term, since it is not always
applied
to the same thing.
Ill general, confereaces are understood
to be diplomatm
deliberations, either between membcrs of a congress or betwcen the ministers of sever'fl powers accredited to
Ihe ._ame court.
Conferences
differ in their jurisdiction according
as they have the power (,f detiding
questions,
or have merely a consulting
voice.
It is in the first case only that they can
receive the name of congress.
It would
be diffi*
cult, however, to make a clear distinction between
a congress and a conference;
for a congress has
been often made simply a succession
of confer,
ences, having no positive result, and conferences
have frequently
assumed
the character
of cow
gresses.
For example" if the congress of Mtlnster
had not resulted in the l)eace of1648 , it wou]d have
received
merely the generic term of conference
given to congresses
which fail of their object,
Historical
examples justify the different meanings
which we have noted.
Among celebrated
confercnces is that of Moerdyk
in 1709, and of Gettruydenberg
in 1710, which preceded the treaties
of Utrecht,
and, later, those of Vicuna in 1855,
intended
to prevent the Crimean war.
In thcse
meetings,
held while war was raging,
cabinets
strove to establish a basis of future peace.
But
this kind of conference always succeeds with difl]culty, for the resolutions
of plenipotentiaries
are
necessarilyinfluenced
by news from the theatre of
war.
Nevertheless,
it is necessary
most frequently to commence
thusin a more or less ostensible way, unless
military
success takes from
events their doubtful character.
The treaties of
_648, 171_, 1763, and others, were preceded
1)3"
negotiations
carried on during the course of hostilities.
Negotiations
are less complicated
when
the conference,
having reference to a special question, takes phtce in time or' peace.
In our own
century conferences
of this naturehave
bcenmost
frequent,
owing to the improvemcntindiplomatic
relations,
and, above all, to the custom
of submitting
to the arbitration
of the great powers
difficulties pending between states of second rank.
When a case of this kind presents
itself, and the
chief cabinets of Europe believe their moralinter_,'ention to be necessary, or when their arbitration
is requested
by the parties interested,
it is agreed
that the ministers of the great powers accredited,
near oneof the great com'ts, shall unite to decide
on some course
of action.
It depends
upon
special circumstances
of the dispute whether the
states interested
shall be represented
in the conference or not.
The conference
then takes the
name of ministerial
conference.
It is by such
conferences
that the affairs of Greece have been
settled, tho._e of Belgium
and Holland,
those of
the east on many occasions,
those of the ancient
principality
of NeufchStel,
and those of the Danish succession.
The term ministerial
confe_'ence
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is also applied to reunion_ composed of representatives of states of the second and third rank, having in view only the special
interests
of these
states.
It was by ministerial
conferences,
composed of representatives
from the states of the
Germanic confederation,
which ended in the final
act of May 15, 1820, that the internal
organization of Germany
was completed.
Many other
retInions, having a particular
object in view, haw,
taken place between the delegates of confederate
states, similar to those of Germany, or between
states foreign to each other.
These conferences
concern themselves
either with political
reforms,
economicalimprovements
or commercialinterests.
The more the life of modern nations develops, in
tim sense of a solidarity
of interests, the more frequent and diversified do these conferences
become.
It would be too tedious to attempt their enumeration here.--The
term conference is so elastic that
it has been given even to the reunions of ministers
of the same power.
It is sufficient
to cite the
famous conference'of
Ostend, in which the rainisters of the United States accredited to the court._
of London, Paris and Madrid, met to define more
clearly the meaningof
the _Ionroc doctrine.
But
one may doubt the propriety
of employing
the
term conference
in this connection.
If the term
conference is to be applied to all kinds of diplomatte deliberations,
it is only on condition
that
the ministers
composing
such conference
shall
belong to different
states.
(See CO.NC,nESS, P_oTOCOL.)
JULES GB.ENIER.
CONFERENCE,
CONVENTION, or CONGRESS_ l_eace
(r_ U. S. 1-IIsTOl_Y), met at
Washington.
Feb. 4, 1861, and finally adjourned
Feb. 27. Ordinances of secession had been passed
by several gulf st:_tes, and active efforts wele
making
to force the border
states into simihr
action,
when ¥irginia,
1)3' resolutions
adopted
Jan. 19, 1861, invited all the states of the Union
to appoint delegates
who should meet at Washington and endeavor
to arrange
some equitable
adjustment
of the natmnal
difficulties.
_t the
first meeting
delegates
were present
from New
Hampshire,
Vermont,
Rhode
Island,
Connccticut,
:New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware,
Maryland,
Virginia,
:North Carolina,
Kentucky,
Ohio, Indiana
and Iowa, 14 states.
During the
conference
delegates
arrived from Maine, Massachusetts,
:New York, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois
and Kansas, making
21 states in all. Virgi_fia
had recommended
the adoption of the Crittendcn
compromise
(see Com_1¢o_tmEs, VI.) in a slightly
modified form, and this was agreed on by all the
southern delegations
and that of New Jersey in
the north.
Massachusetts
and Rhode Island appointed
delegates
without
comment,
but the
other republican
states of the north agreed in
refusing
in advance
to assent to the Virginia
proposition,
and in the assertion
that the con_t_tution,
fairly construed
and faithfully
obeyed.
was still fully competent
for all the needs oi the
country.
In the proceedings
each state w_
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_iven one vote, to be determined
by a mu.iority
-of its delegates.
As a result of its deliberations
the pc'me conference
presented
to COnGress the
:following.proposed
amendment
to the constitution
" ARTICLE XIII. : SECTION 1-. In all the

landings, and of landing in case of distrcss, shall
exist; lint not tile right of transit in or tl_rough
any state or territory, or of s'fle or traffic, against
the laws thereof.
:Nor shall congres_ have power
to authorize any higher rate of tax'_tion on per-

_present territory
of the United
States, nortll of
the parallel
of thirty-six
degrees
and
thirty
minutes of north latitude, involuntary
servitude,
except in punishment
of crime, is prohibited,
In all the present territory south of that line, the
status of persons
heht to involuntary
service or
labor, as it now exists, shall not be changed;
nor
shall any law be passed by congress or the territorial legislatm'e to hinder or prevent the taking
of such persons from any of the states of this
Union to said territory,
nor to impair
the rights
,rising from said rclation;
but the same shall be
subject
to judicial
cognizance
in the federal
courts, according
to the course of the common
law.
V(heu any territory north or south
of said
line, within such boundary
as congress may prcscribe, shall contain
a population
equal to that
required for a member of congress, it shall, if its
form of govcrmnent
be republican,
be admitted
into the Ur, ton on an equal footing with the origJnal states, with or without
involuntary
servitude
as the constitution
of such state may provide.
_ECTION o No tel'ritory shall be acquired
by the
United States, except by discovery, and for naval
_m(l commercial
stations,
dgp6ts
and
transit
routes, without the concurrence
of a majority of
_L]Ithe strollers from states which allow involunltlry sel_,-i:ude, and a majorit 3" of all the senators
from states which prohibit that relation, nor shall
territory be acquired'by
treaty, unless the votes
of a nmjority of the senators
from each class of
status hereinbefore
mentioned
be cast as a part of
the two-thirds majorit3_ ncccsstiry to the ratificaglen of such treaty.
SFCTION 3. :Neither the
constitution
nor any amendment
thereof
shall be
construed
to give congress
power
to regulate,
abolish or control, within any state, the relation
establishcd
or recognized
by the laws thereof
touching
persons held to labor or involuntary
service therein, nor to interfere
with or abolish
involunk'lry
service in the District of Columbia
without the consent of Maryland and without the
consent of the owners, or making the owners wire
do not consent just compensation;
nor the power
to interfere with or prohibit
representatives
and
others from bringing
with them to the District
of Columbi.t, retaining
and taking away, persons
so held to labor or service;
nor tim power to interfere _dth or abolish
involuntary
service
in
places under
the exclusive
jurisdiction
of the
United States within those states and territories
where the same-is
established
and recognized;
nor the power to prohibit
the removal
or tlxnsportation of persons held to labor or involuntary
service in any state or territory
of the United
States to any other state or territory
thereof
where it is established
or recognized
by law or
usage; and the right during transportation,
by
sea or river, of touching
at ports,
shores and

sons held to labor or service than on land.
SECWrON 4.
The third paragraph
of the second
section of the fourth article of the constitution
shall not lie construed
to prevent
any of the
states, by appropriate
legislation,
and through the
action of their judicial
and ministerial
officers,
from enforcing
the delivery
of fugitives
from
labor to the person to whom such serwce or labor
is due.
SECTIem 5. The foreign
slave trade is
hereby forever
prohibited,
and it shall be the
duty of congress to pass laws to prevent
the tinportation
of slaves, coolies, or persons
held to
service or labor, into the United States and the
territories
frmn places beyond the limits thereof.
SECTION 6. The first, third and fifth sections,
together with this section of these amendments,
and the third paragraph
of the second section of
the first article of the constitution,
and the third
p:_rngrapll
of the second section of the fourth
article thereof, shall not be a,nended or abolished
without the con_ent of all the states.
SECTION 7.
Congress shall provide by law that the United
States slnfll pay to the owner the full value of his
fugitive from labor, in all cases when the marshal
or other officer whose duty it was to arrest such
fugitive was prevented
from doing so by violence
or intimidation
fronl mobs or other riotous assemblages,
or when, after arrest, such fugitive
was rescued by like violence or intimidation,
and
the owner thereby deprived of the same; and the
acceptance
of such payment
shall preclude the
owner from further claim to such fugitive.
Congress shall provide
by law for securing
to the
citizen_ of each state the privileges
amt immuattics of citizens in the several states."--Section
1
was passed by a vote of 9 states to 8, and 3 divided; section 2, by 11 states to 8, and 2 divided;
section 3, by 12 states to 7, and 2 divided;
section 4, by 15 states to 4, and 2 divided; section 5,
hy 16 states to 5; section 6, by 11 states to 9, and
1 divided;
and section 7, by 12 states to 7. and 1
divided.
Iowa, Maine, _lassachusetts
and .New
Ilampshire
voted against every section, except
that 1N'cw Hampshire
voted aye on the 5th and
7_h, and Massachusetts
aye on the 7th.
l'_ew
York was divided rm all but the 5th (aye), and
Kansas on all but the 5th, (Jth and 7th (all age).
Each section was thus carried, but no vote was
taken on the amendment
as a wholc.
A resolulion denying the right of any state to secede was
laid on the table by 10 states to 7, and 1 divided.
--Tile amendment
of the peace conference was
brought
up in tile stuart,
Feb. 27, 1861, by
Powell, of Kentucky.
It was unsatisfactory
to
the republicans,
who objected to it on the ostensible ground of the incompctcncy
of the conference to prepare
amendments
for congressional
action, and to the southern
sem_tors, who preferl'cd secession
to any amendment
without a
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formal neceptanee by repulfiican
votes,;rodwas executed,he ca,1only do so through executiv_
satisf'Lctory
only to the union-lovingdemocrats officials
subordinateand responsibleto himself.
of the middle and border states.
On the last day
To require the assent of one branch of the legitof the session an effort made to substitute
the
]ature, to these appointments,
obviously gives that
conference
amendment
for
senator
Douglas'
body a great intluence
within the cxcct_tivc.de_lmendment,
as contained
in the house resolutions
partment.--The
fear of a dangerous
centraliza(see CO_ST_T_'rIoN, III.), was votcd down by a
tion of power in the executive,
and the hope that
vote of 34 _wes to 8 aya_. In the house various
the scrutiny of the senate would tend to the sel(,eattempts were made from Feb. 27 until Ma,'eh 3
tion of worthy officials, appear to have been tim
to introduce
the conference
amendment,
but all
nmin reasons for conceding
this share of exee,were unsuccessful.--The
proceedings
of the contire functions
to that body.
There was much
ference are collected
in Chittenden's
1_eport of tl_c diversity
of opinion
on the subject in framing
Debates aru_ JProceedintls in tile See'el ,_,'sions of
the constitution.
In the form in which it w,ls
tI_ Col_ere_ce
Co_venlio_ fvr prol)osing Ame_dfirst eoml)lcted,
the senate was allowed no partic:meMs to l],e Co_stitution.
They are even more [ ipation
in appointments,
except
that the semite
interesting
and v'/hmble
than the congressional
i itself was to appoint both amba_adors
and jud3"es
de.bates of the time, for till the delegates were not
o[ the supreme
court,
without
any act on the
onlyable but moderate, and the irreconcilable
ideas
part of the prcsident.--Congrcss
has vestt d the
of even the moderate
men ill the opposing
seeappointment
of a large number
of subordinate
tion¢ show clearly the impossibility
of a peaceful
officials in the heads of departments,
and in the
settlement
of the-national
dilliculties,
courts, as authorized
in the language
cited; leav_kLEXANDER JOUNSTON.
ing, however,
those of tim higher grade subjct.t
to confirmation
by the senate.
Tile htter numCONFIRMATION
BI' TI/E
SENATE,
the
her several
thousands
altogether;
there being
action of a senate
by which
it expresses its apabout ,5_0 (including,
for example,
112 collectors
proval of a nomination
submitted
to it by the
of customs and 126 collectors of intern'Hrevcn_te).
president or by a governor.
The usage is for the
in the treasury department
alone, and 1,840 po_1senate toTefer a nomination
to a committee,
unmasters and several of the higher officials in lhc
less there be an exception
made in cases where
postoffice department,
who are subject to co_?!rthe nominee is a senator.
If the nomination
is
marion.
All postmasters
who have a salary of
_q)proved, notice to the president
is usually de_1,000 or over are nominated
by the presid_,_t
layed for three days, during which a reconsiderand confirmed by the senate.
Foreign mini._ters
ation can be moved.
The provisions
of the state
and consuls, judges and governors
of territorie%
constitutions
upon
this subject
are generally
are an important
portion
of the nominatiou_
reclosely analozous
to those of the constitution
of
quiring
senatorial
confirmation.
:No small perthe United
St'ltcs.
It will be sufficient,
theretion of the time of the president
and of the merefore, to refer to the latter, which declares tlmt
bets o[ tile senate is absorbed
hy these nominathe president
"shall nominate,
and, by and with
tions, and the debates
trod contests which grow
the advice and consent of the senaIe, shall appoint
out of them.
The causes which gave this power
ambassadors,
other public
nfinisters and consuls,
to the senate, as well as the language
in which it
judges of the supreme
court, aml all other off]- is conferred,
make it plain that, in lltc theory of
cers of the United
States,
whose, appointments
the constitution,
the authority
and duly of that
are not herein otherwise
provided for, and which
body are ]ittlc more than to take care that the
shall be established
by law; but congress may by
nominees of the president
are competent
for tlm
law vest the appointment
of such inferior officers,
places for which they are selected.
It would be
as flmy think proper,
in the president alone, in ' a manifest abuse for the senate to use its authorthc courts
of law, or in the heads of departity to dictate executive
policy or to compel the
ments."--The
theory of the constitution
is to
executive
to yield to the political
_'iews of the
separate legislative
and executive
authority;
all
majority
of the sen'tte or to the pemomd wishes.
legislative
1)owers granted
being vested in conof its metal)ors.
The principles and policy wlfich
gres__, and the executive
power being vested in
apresident
'lad an administration
represent,
h_ve
tim pre._idcut.
But to this general rule thc_'e are
been approved
by flw, people at his election; and,
three great exceptions:
1, this requirement
of phdnly, it was not intended
that a ma,jorily of a
senatorial
e.onffrmation
of nominmions;
2, the
senate,
hohling
over under a six-year
tenure,
m_king of treaties
by the executive by and with
should use its power
over nominations
to dcfcat
_he advice aml consent
of _l_e senate;
aml 3, the
that policy or to coerce the president
in the nmtprovision
requiring
the presidenFs
approval
of a ter of taking
care that the laws are faithfuJly
congressional
enaetme_t
to give it the validity
of cxeculed.--"The
senate Las bu_ a slight patriotlaw; unless re-enacled
by a two-thirds
vote, over
patton in the appointments
to office.
The senate
a prcsidcnt's
veto.--The
appointment
of officers,
is called upon merely
to confirm or reject.
The
especially
for service in the executive
departpresident is to nominate,
and thereby has the sole
meat, is tin executive
flmetion
of the most erapower to select for office; but his nomination
can
phatic character.
It being the paramount
duty
not confer office unless approved
by a majority
of the president
to see that the laws are faithful]y
of the senate,
tits responsibility
and theirs are.
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complete
and distinct.
He can never be compolled to yield to their appointment
of a man
unfit for office; and, on the other hand, they may
withhold
their advice and consent from any candidatc who, in their judgment,
does not possess
due (tualifications
for office."
(Story on the Con_litution,
._ 752, 1531.)--" IIaving
no agency in
lhe nomination,
nothing
but simply consent or
refusal,
the spirit of personal
intrigue
and personal
attachment
must be pretty much extinguishcd, from the want of means to ratify it."
_,Kent's Commentaries,
288.)--Xt
the tinle than_'cllor Kent wrote (1826), there had been eomparatively little in the action of the senate to discour_tgc his hopeful view ; lint in judge St ,ry's work,
published
seven years later, the 'mthor appears to
have seen reason to think there may be cases in
which the senate will act from ' party motives,"
but,
"that
they will be rare."
IIe had seen
Jackson's
admiuistration.--The
que,_tion arose,
in 1792, whether, iu acting upon the nora,tuition
of a foreign nfinistcr, the senate had a right to go
behind the question
of his personal
fitness and
_considcr the policy of the president in instituting
,the mission and nmking the appointment
; and it
was decided by the senate that it had not; but, at
a later period, it was dccided
the other way in

but 1)ecause lie was unacceptable
to the senators
from Georgia.
Ill a special message, dated Aug.
6, 1789, W',shington
set forth further evidence of
the fitness of hisfirst nomination,
but at thesame
time sul)mitted
a new nomination
for the office.
This was the beginning of the practice which, in
later years, has been designated
as tl_e courtesy of
tl_e s_uatv. Practically,
it treats all nominations
of oflicers to serve within any state as matters to
be submitted
to the sen'ttors of that state (or, if
there be but one'senatnr
belonging to the senato.
rial majority,
to that scn'dor), whose wishes on
the subject are, as a rule, to be conformed
to by
the senate.
To make the._e wishes effective, it is
not understood
that they need, as a rule, to be, nor
are they usu.flly,
supported
by reasons.
It is
generally
decisive again-t the nonfinee,
if lie is
objectiouablc
to those senators.
The fact that
the senate shrouds,is
proceedings
upon confirma.
tions in secrecy makes it all the more easy to give
effect to this pernicious
courtesy.--How
powcr¢,,
fully this courtesy appeals to the anibitior, and the
selfishaudpartisaninterestsofeveryseaatorhardly
need be pointed out; for it is plain that each senator, hy conceding a controlling
influence to the
wishes of the other sen'_tors, secures fox' himself r_
despotic
authority
over all nominations
for his

reference
to missions to Turkey
and Prnssia.-When,
in 1832, the question of the confirmation
-of }sir. Yah Buren
as minister
t _ England
was
before the senate,
that body, in rejecting
him,
went quite beyond the authority
of the constitu-

own state.
Indirectly,
but not less surely, the
courtesy extended
to another is an act of selfaggrandizement.--This
method
of dealing with
the subject has obviously defeated the purpose of
the constitution,
which was to secure the disinter-

tion as expounded
by Kent and Story; arraigning
]_lr. Yah Burcn's policy as disclosed in his instruclion which he had prepared
as secretary of state,
and his political theories as to appointments
antl
removals,
lie was charged
with bringing
the
_'cw
York
spoils
system to Washington,
and
enforcing
it in the federal
administration.
In
defending
him, _Ir. Marcy, a New York senator,
in answer to _h'. Clay, used thislanguage
about
:New York politicians,
_hich
has beconie celebrated:
"When
they are contending
for victory,
they avow their intention
of enjoying
the fruits
-of it. If they arc defeated,
they expect to retire
from office.
If they are successful,
they claim as
matter of right the advantages
of success.
]'/,e U
.see ._othimd wro,,[! iJ_ the rule that to tI, c z.ict,Jr belol, rd
i]_e spoils ef tl,e e,/_emy."--This
new theory--that
1)arties contend
as euemies, and that the public
<)ffices arc to be won and divided as spoils of the
victor, and may be regarded
as such by senators
in votilig on confirmations--was
slowly developed,
'There "was very early evidence
that the senate
would not long act, as a body, upon the merits of
the nominations
as contemplated
by the constitution, but would
be governed
by the personal
.or partisan
reasons
which might
influence
its
members
from the states where the nominees were
to serve.
Within
six months after Washington
was inaugurated,
his nominationof
a naval officer
for the port of Savannah
was rejected--the
first
rejection
made by the senate--not
because the
9nominee was an unsuitable
person for the oIticc,

csted judgment
of the senate, as a body, upon
the merits of the candidate.
All that is secnrcd,
under this rule of courtesy,
is the favor of the
local senators.
By giving them directly the control of all the higher federal _tppoiatments
for
their state, and as a consequence,
substantially,
the controlof
the subordilmtesof
their appointees,
the senators have become more and more the dictator_ of state 1)olities.
They have heconm the
great dispensers
of patronage,
and in a corresponding degree, have lost their independence
"rod
disintere,_tedne._s'lslegi._lator_.
In New Yorkthere
arc 191 postmasters,
in Penns 31v-rain 168, and in
Illinois 135, _ hose nomination
must be confirmed
by the senate,
and whose places are, therefore,
a part of tlw patronage of the senators trom those
states.--It
was but a nutural result of such t_,
system that the senators, whose wi_hes wouht be
decisive of the fate of a nominee, shouhl attemp_
to dictate to the president
the nomination
hc
should make.
And, since the presidel_t must see.
that to nominate
a pelsouobjected
to by senators,
was likely to result in the defeat of his candidate
and in hostility, if not in acts of retaliation,
on
the part of the senator_, he is put under a dangerotis temptation
either to yield his authority
altogether or to make his constitutional
functions
matters of barter and compromise
with members
of the senate.
In this way, matters of legisl'ttion
and of appointments
have been drawn into demoralizing
relations,
the efficiency of the cxecutire has been impaired;
senatms have attained a
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mzschievous influencein the departments,and parttoinquireintoorcallinquestion-the
reasonsof
have become a controllingpower over patronage, thesenateforrejectinga nomhmtion, and thesento tlm great detrimentof the federaladministra- aterefusedtogiveany reasons. Itsreasonsandits
tionthroughout theUnion. While thepresident action,save the finalresult,are itsown secrets.nominally retainsthe right to designate the per- Itisonly a high and a formidablepublicopinion,
sons to serve the government in thestates,their therefore,
which willbe sufficient
tobring the acselectionis,potentially,
in the hands of the state tionof the senateintoharmony with the spiritof
senators,to whom those officials
very generally theconstitution
and the safetyof the country.-.recognize
a paramount responsibility.
In thisway
There have been oecasionswhen the proceedings
senatorshave acquiredgreat control,not tuftyof of the presidentand the senate in the matter of
the means of theirown re-election,
hut over alltile nominations and confirinations
have been marked
localelectionsof the states;the subordinateofIi- by themost intensepartisanshipand the most facialsdcpendent upon theirfavor being forced to mcntable want of di-_nity. During )Ir.Tyler's
give a partof theirtime and theirsalaryto carry administration,
therewere instancesinwhich tile
ontheworkofpartisanpolitics.--Thisprostitutionsame nomination was made and rejected three
of senatorial
authorityhasbeen forcibly
illustrated timeswithin a singleday; and during the adminin the lateproceedings(1881)ofthe senatorsfrom
istration
of Mr. Johnson, therewere proceedings
New York. --Giving paramount importance to inmuch thesame spirit.During thelatter
admintheirusurped controlof appointments ratherthan istration,
tenure of officeacts (of1867 and IS69).
to theirproper dutiesas legislating,
thesesenators were enacted which matcriallyincrease
the power
resigned theirseats,in May, 1881,by reason of of the senate in the matter of appointments.
theirdissatisfaction
on account of the policy pur- These actsprovi lethat every officerwho gained
sued by the presidentin regard to nominations of his place through an appointment confirmed by
federalofficers
toserveinthatstate. He declined the semite shall bc entitledto retain itduring
to make nominations in conformity to the wishes the term of his appointment, unless removed
of thesesenators. They leftthcir seats in the by theconsent of the senate;cxcept that,during
senatebefore thatbody actedon the nominations, a reces._
of thesenate,the presidentmay suspend
and appliedthemselves to the New York legisla- any such officer,
other than a judge, and fill
his
ture fortheir own re-election,
which would ap- placeuntilthe end of the next sessionof the senprove thelong continuedusurpationof thesenate, ate. Ithardly need be pointedout thattheseacts
a usurpationtending toreduce the nation to little give senators a stillmore disastrousinfluence
more than a confederacy of states.--Thereseems throughout the executivedepartment,and gre_fl.v
to have been but littleforecastof the disastrous embarrass and weaken the efficiency
of the execresultswhich might flow from the abuse of thin utive. (See CIVIL SERWCE
REFOR._L SPOZLS
power of confirmation.
John A.dams, however,
S£s'rE_t.)
DOR.',tAX_B. EATON.
exhibited
a remarkable
prescience on the subject.
In a letter to Mr. Sherman,
written
about the
CONGRE(_ATIONS.
)Ionastie
life had its
time the constitution
was adopted,
lie giw_s clear
origin in the east, but the monk, properly speakwarnings
of the evils we now suffer.
Ite says
ing, was not introduced
there by Christianity.
the senate will usurp executive functions.
"SenA love of contemplation,
a disposition to solitude.
ators will be solicited by candidates
for office.
A
a willingness
to sacrifice self which hesitated ill
senator of great influence will be ambitious of inno bodily mortification,
had peopled
the deserts
creasing his influence, and will use it to get out
long before
Christ, with ascetics
and hermits.
his enemies and get in his friends, perhaps his inCenobitism
was the sole creation
of the new
struments."
"He will naturally
be tempted
to
religion.
But if, in the east, desire for retiremake use of his whole patronage,
his whole influmeat, love of contemplation
and the Cclat of an
ence, in advising
to appointments."
"This deopen rupture with civil society, were the prmcifeet of our constitution
will have a tendency
to
pal motives which led to nmnastic
life, it was.
introduce
corruption
of the grossest kind, both
the horror excited
by the state of public affairs
ambition
and avarice,
into all our elections."
that created
the monks of the west.
In the
" Ojficers, in, te,td of h_,z'i_g a singlc eye to tT,e _z'ecu- corrupt
society of the Roman
world, in its detire bmnc.h, ,_cill befactious, _ith tire factious, patticline, when the lnost shameful exaction dried u I)
,an senate."
* * *
"You will find that the
the fruitful sources of labor, weariness
and diswhole business of this government
will be latingust drove into exile some of the men who still
itely delayed
by this negative
of the senate on
nourished
ill their hearts the love of liberty.-treaties and appointments."--There
seems to be
The begdnnings
of monastic
life were strange.
no power under tile government,
except the volAll those, men or women, who revolted
against
untary action of the senate itself, by which such
the abuses of the old Roman world, sought refuge
evils can be averted.
When, in 1834, president
either in isolated
places or in a kind of fortress.
Jackson
made the most vigorous
protest
against
Those proscribed
or fugitives,
the malcontent,
the arbitrary
refusal of the senate to confirm his
philosophers,
slaves who had broken their chains,
nominees
for national
bank directors,
against
--all sought, in these solitudes, refuge from the
whose fitness no objections
were made, he exfury of the barbarians,
an oasis where they might
"laressly disclaimed
all pretension
of right on his
think and live in peace.
Fixed rules of life were-
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not followed by these first members of amonastic
community.
A common
belief and a common
hatred for society ill its decay, were the bond of
umon between
these men.--St.
Pachomius,
who
heed in tile fourth century, was the first to establish regular
monasteries
for men and women,
where they could abide under the authority
of a
superior.
Later,
St. Basil drew up monastic
• rules which
became the law of all the eastern
mouaslcries
until the time of St. Benedict.--The
monks at this period were not ecclesiastics,
but
laymen, who did not form a part of the clergy,
Although
sheltered from the numberless
dangers
of the civil life of that time. they did not keep
entirely aloof from social action; and they took a
willing part in the intrigues which disturbed
the
corrupt
and almost barbarous
courts of the last
)Icrovingian
kiugs.
Their hands assisted in thc
overthrow
of Brunehault,
while they cleared the
road to rule for Pepin of ]}Ieristal.
Even in the
bosom of the monastery
there was neither calm
nor order.
Obedience
was a thing unkn_)wn,
Tile most worthless
monk turbulently
intrigued
for the most impr_rtant position.
Ancient Roman
society had crumbled,
but nothing new had taken
its place, and the monastery
was a reflex of the
disorder which was destroying
the last remnants
of social order.
Such disorder would have been
certain
death to the system, if a fixed rule had
not rescued tile monasteries
from inevitable
ruin.
St. Benedict, born in Italy, in 480, gave to the
world, about the year 529, the famous rule which
soon after governed
all the monasteries
of lhe
west, and became so universal
that, toward
the
end of the eighth century,
" Clmrlemagnc,"
says
Guizot, "had inquiry made in thc differcut parts
of his empire if there existed otller monks besides
those of the order of St. Benedict."
Among
other laws, St. Benedict
imposed
labor on his
followcrs
as a religious duty. and, of all kinds of
manual labor, he particularly
rc(:ommended
agriculture.
Therewasin
this a social reform.
The
order of St. Benedict replaced the labor of slave_
by the labor of free men.
" The Benedictine
monks,"
says Guizot,
"became
the clearers
(d_fricheurs)
of Europe
by tile association
of
agriculture
with preaching."--In
turn inventors,
latlorers,
writers,
paintcrs,
or artisan.% the Bencdictines were the civilizers
of five cct_turies.-We shall pass rapidly over the events which illusIrate monastic
life from the seventh to the fourteenth century, and call attention
to the founding
of military orders in the Christian world at tlmt
time.
The templars w('re the most celebrated of
the monks who put the swor(l in the place ()f the
missal.
It was upon them that civil authority
in
France made tile first trial of its strenglh.
The
knigllts of the temple, who were numerous
and
powerful,
had become a formidable
body at the
service of the aggressive
despotism
of the severeign pontiffs.
Civil right triumphed
when the
jurists of Pllilip the Fair sent Jacqucs Molay and
his knights to the stake.
Among
lhe most colebrated military
orders we ought to mention the
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Teutonic
knighls,
in the north;
the C_latrava
knights in Sl)ain ; _u_d the knights of St. John of
Jerusalem,
who afterward
became the knights of
Malta--To
the military
orders
succeeded
the
mendicant
orders.
Fra_ici,sca_,, and Domi,,ica_ts,
in tile name of equality and povcrty,
attained,
the former, the extreme limits of human
folly,
and the latter, the limits of the most monstrous
cruelty.
The inquisition,
as is known, was the
offspring of the Dominican
order.
The creatiml
of tile mendicant
orders
was considered
as a
necessity, both I)olitical and religious.
"Gregory
IX.," says 5I. Thcophile Lavalb'e, in his II_stoire
des Fralff.atq, "wished
to dip the clcrgy in the
plebeian source from which they had come, and
founded the mendicant
orders of St. Francis and
St. Dominic.
These monks of a new species
were supposcd to lead, not a contemplative
but a
practical
life, in order to replace
the secular
clergy in all their functions.
They werc to put
themselves
in the lowest of soci_d conditions,
to
recall ev,tngelical
poverty and humility.
Tt_cy
were to have no superiority
except that of knowledge and devotion.
Thcy were to travel, and
lmve no (:ount_5". To crown all, they were to
have but one master, the pope, and, devoted cornplctely to him, were to bc his missionaries
and
his messengers."
By all inconsi_leucy,
to say the
least, strange, the princes of Eurol)e at first extended their protection to the mendic,'mt monks.
The reason was, that tile nations of Europe had
then had a touch of liberty and revolutioll, aud
that, cost what it might, it was imperative
on
kings to put a daml)er on the a,_piratious of their
sub,iccts, the realiz'ltion
of which
would
have
been nttcuded by all tile dangers of the u,lkllown
iu politics,
And who better than the mendicant
monks could perform this rude task?
"Enemies
of the national clcrgy,'" adds '5I. LavallSe,
"withdrawn from episcopal jurisdiction,
intrusted
with
the education of the common
people, the mendi
cant monks were a formidable
body of militia
rccruitcd
from the peoplc,
who 'dways mixcd
with them, wore the _me coarse garments,
:_te
the same black brcad,
and shared
with them
their joys and sorrows.
Unrcstrtlincd,
cynical,
anstere, popular,
apostles of grac(,, theohlgians,
clever and popular orators;
full of mystic cxaltation, of humility,
aud a spirit of l)enitence, they
regenerated
the church in lhe estimation of tile
people, and silenced their just mu_'mm's ag_dnst
the wealth, the pridc, and the deb_uchcry
of the
clergy."--But
Rome was threatened
wllh _hc l_)ss
of her power which she had thus slrcngthencd;
and, from the seclusion
of a German monastery,
the reformation
went forth full armed.
Luther
attacked
monastic
institutions
in that which is
most essential to them.
The reformalion
ex.
tended to the north.
It won England
and Germany.
The Theatins, and, later, the Jesuits, come
forward to take up the defense of orthodoxy.--Tl_e soci_,ty of Jesus is admirably
adapted to the
requirements
of modern society.
J(.._uitism, the
,Lrt of easy salvation, yet of moral restraiut, alone
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was capable of keeping within the bounds of belief men who were quite willing to be saved but
only on condition
of not surrendering
the material
advantages
of this world.
The Jansenists,
a species of Benedictines,
rose up against the worldly
doctrine of the Jesuits;
and these last, tim chief
defenders
of the absolute power of the popes, did
not surrender
without a fierce fight.
The socicty
of Jesus had great vitalit),
since it was able to
recover from the blows inflicted
on it l)y the
popes themselvcs.--It
remains now for us to s.ly
to wimt legal ,'estrictions
religious
congregatmns
have been and are still subjected
in France.-It was an invari:_ble principle under the ancient
r,"gimc, that no religious association
could exist
iu France except in so far as it had been formally
authorized.
After the edict of Nov. 21, 1629,
came that of August,
1790, ordaining
tlmt no
religious
cstal)lishment
could be founded
without the expres_ authoriz_tion
of the king, an
authorization
evidenced
by letters patent, sealed
_:ith the g_eat seal, countersigned
by a secret'try
of state, and registered
in the parliaments
after
investigation
de com_wdo et incom_Jwdo.
This
authorization
was always revocable.
The constituent assembly,
in virtue of a right sanctioned
by usage, declared,
Feb. 13, 1790, that it no
longer
recognized
solemn
monastic
vows, and
consequemly
suppressed
the ordem and regular
congregations.
The secular
congregations,
lay
brotherhoods
and confraternities,
which, properly
speaking,
constituted
mere corporations,
were
only affected by the law of Aug. 18, 1792, which
suppressed
all associations,
no m'ltter what their
origin or aim.
The concordat
brought
no ame]ioralion
to the state of religious
congregations,
Nevertheless,
the decree of the 20th Prairial, year
X., which suppresse.d
the regular congregations
in some departments,
spm'cd the establishments
devoted to public education,
and care of the sick.
-Under
the protection
of this authorization,
the
regular
orders
made _lo delay in reorganizing,
The decree of 8rd Messidor,
year XII., brought
back the orders to respect for the law.
The
decrees of Feb. 18, 1809, Jan. 3, 1819, and Jan.

recognized
independently
of the laws.
The
answer can not be doubtful:
Live in the interior
of your own houses as you like.
"Obey,
while
living under the same roof, the rule which vou
have chosen: tlmt is for you legal and permissible:
the state will n¢)t seek to know what it has no
interest in knowing:
public authority
will supervise, but not trouble
a pious and retired
life:
matters
touching
only conscience
are sacred for •
the government:
public
demonstrations
alone
provoke,
alone justify, its interventiou.--But,
if
you wish the public informed of your existence;
if you pretend to make your action felt, to exercise a collective
influence
without
the influence
of an association;
if you proclaim
yourselves
connected
with another
religious
order known
and existing outside our borders;
if you cortespond openly and hierarchically
with other houses
similar to your own in France;
if ,you acknowledge publicly regular administrative
organization
which embraces
all the territory
and forms
it
into a province
of a religious
order;
then, if
you can not produce a legal authorization,
you
fi_ll under the pro)libition
of the law."_M.
Billault, in 1861, interpreted
the law as M. Portalis
h'_d done in 1845. The law has never considered
the decree of the year XII. as abrogated.
The
government
enforced
it, in July, 1830, against
the congregation
of missions in France;
in 1831
against the Trappists;
in 1839 ,_gainst the Capu
chins of Lyons;
in 1842 against
the Trappists
of Tam; and in 1561 against the Capuchins
of
Hazebruck
and the Redemptorists
of ])oum.
More recently still, the society of St. ¥incen;
de
Paul was subjected
to the necessity of authoriz'_tion.
H_:CTOI_ PESSARD.

23, 1813, had the same object in view.--In
spite
of the favor
which
the religious
associations
enjr_ye(1 uud,,r the restoration,
the law of._lay 14,
1825, reserved
to the legislative
power the right
to authorize
religious
orders
of men; those of
women migl_t be esmbliohcd
by royal ordinance,
•rod continue
to be recognized
by decree.
The
civil law of France doe.-.' not rccognizc
perpetual
vows.
It does not 'lnuul, it simply ignores them.
--The following
words, spoken June 12, 1845, by
president
Portali% stun u t) completely
the opinion
of tlm French government
oil the law iu the matter of religious (,ongreg'ltious.
"It is asked if the
laws at present
in force do not give the government
the power,
and impose on it the duty,
according to lhe urgency of the case, to dissolve
non-authorized
religious associations,
when, originuring outside, they endeavor
to impose themselves on the country,
.and mako
themselves

proachcd,
either rightly or wrongly,
with a tend.
encyto aggressiveness,
monopoly,
and even undue
influence, many arc ot the opinion that the weak
should be protected
against these influences,
as
they are, for instance, against excess of labm" in
manufactures.
To protect mcu liberty of discussion would suffice.
It might still be objected tImt
convents
for women, authorized
or pot, are not
tile only establishments
which increase in a mannor astonishing
at an epoch decried as irreligious.
These are very delicate questions,
and many persons would prefer not to touch them if the rcligious fceli_g
which
founds
convents
were not
intolerant
(see S',"LLA.BUS), and did not threaten
those who are of a different
way of thinking.
The latter
feel simply
obliged
to act in selfdefe._c.
_IA_RICE BLOCK.

--The
necessity
of asking for an authorization
imposed on rohgious communities
by the laws of
France 'tad most other countries,
has been irequently _tttacked.
The arguments
brought up _ks
weapons
to combat this restrictive
measure
are
very imposing.
It is in the name of liberty, and
liberty of conscience,
that the opponents
of the
measure speak.
But as the congregations
arc re-
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CONGRESS
(IN INTERI_ATIOI_AL LAW). By
congress
is understood
a meeting
of ministers
plenipotentiary
or sovereigns
of different
slates,
having the power and mission to conclude a treaty
of peace, determine
the consequences
of a treaty
concluded,
or settle undecided
points of international law.
Tile following
are the most celebrated
congresses:
1641-8, a congress
at Miinster
and
Osnabrfick,
which brought
about the peace of
Westphalia;
1659, the congress of the Pyrclmcs;
1663, the congress
of Aix-la-Chapelle;
1681, the
congress
of Frankfort;
1712-13, the congress of
Utrecht;
1748, the congress
of Afx-la Chapclle;
1797, the congress of Rastadt;
1802, the congress
of Antwerp;
1808, the congress
of Erfurt,
the
first congress
of sovereigns
ever held; 1813, the
congress
of Prague;
1814, the congress
of Ch5tilhm; 1814--15, the congress of Vienna;
1818, the
congress
of Aixla-Chapelle;
1820-21,
the congress of Troppau
and Laybach;
1822, the con.
gress of Verona;
1856, the congress
of Paris;
1878, the congress of Berlin.
We see by this sireple enumeration,
that a distinction
nmst be drawn
between c_,l_gresses and lreaties ¢f peace.
All congresses do not lead to treaties.
And, although
there is reason to connect
these great meetings
with the acts which have defined the territorial
distril)ution
of Europe,
they must not be confounded
with them.
The dissolution
of a con.
gress without result has been frequentlywitnessed
in modern times, and instances of such are easily
cited.
Among the number are the congresses
of
Cambrai,
1721-5; of Soissons,
1729; of Brcda,
1747; of Focsani,
1772; of Bucharest,
1793; of
Lille, 1797; of Rastadt, 1799; of Ghent and Ch_tillon, 1814.
In our time a greater
importance
ires been attached
to congresses
than in former
ages.
These great assemblies
of diplomates
or
sovereigns
first took place in the nineteenth
century.
In the middle ages gatherings
of princes
were frequent,
especially in the time of the crusades, and on the occasion
of the German diets,
They became rare from the time that the intricate
_tffairs of monarchs
could no longer be discussed
without the agency of ministers and ambassadors,
The wars of the empire,
by shaking
states to
their foundation,
renewed direct relations
among
princes.
-Napoleon, at the height of his power,
established
the lirst precedent
of this kind oi meetrag, so much in favor during
tim restor'ltion.
Still, the congress of Erfurt,
in spite of the secret
_lgreement
of Oct. 12, 1808, which strengthened
the tiesof Tilsit, between France and Rus¢ia, was
more a display nmde by the m'lstcr of the west
than a meeting
for the transaction
of business,
The guests at Erfurt,
with one excel)tion , met at
Vienna in 1815, but they alternated
their negotiations with tile splendor
of the feast, and crowned
heads _q_pearcd there attended
by the chiefs of
thelr cabinets.
The international
law of Europe,
inaugurated
by lhe treaty
of Vienna,
was reail]rmed
in the congresses
of Aix-la-Chapelle,
Troppau,
Laybach
and Yerona, which, like tlmt
of Vienna, but on a hmitcd scale, were assemblies
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of sovereigns
attended
by their ministers.
Tile
restoration
w'u% and cndea_.ored
to seem, in its
principlesand
methods, the opposite of the French
revolution.
"The
successive
coalitions,"
says
Wheaton in his" Elements of International
Law,"
" formed
by the great monarchies
of Europe
against France, after the rew)lution of 1789, were
caused by the dangers witll which the revolution
threatened,
both the social order of Europe
by
the dissemination
of its principles, and tile bahmcc
of power by the development
of its military asccndeucy.
Suchwasthe
prinoipleof
intervention
in the illternal affairs of France, acknowledged
by the allied courts.
France demanded
non-intervention a_ a right, on the basis of the respective
independence
of nations.
The final result of
tbese eoalitmnswas
thccstablishmept
of a permam,nt alliance
between
the four great
powers,
Great Britain,
Austria,
Prussia and Russia, an
alliance which France
joined in 1818. at the congross of Aix-la-Clmpelle.
According
to the
powers which had ah'eady taken part in the alliance known under the name of the holy alliance,
viz., Rnssi% Austria and Prussia,
the object of
this new alliance was to found aperpetual
system
of intervention
among
the different
states of
Europe, in order to prevent all change in the internal form of their respective
governments,
whenever
such change shouhl be considered
as
threatening
to the existence of monm'chic institutions under the legitimate dynasties of the houses
reigning at the time.
This general right of intervcntion has been used sometimes in times of popular revolutions,
when tile change in the form of
government
had not itsorigin in thcvoluntaryconcessionof thereigningsovcrcignor
been confirmed
by him, under circumstances
which excluded all
idea of violence against him.
In other cases the
'allied po_ers extended the right of intervention
to cvcryrcvolutionary
movement which might be
con.-idered
as endangering,
by its immediate
or
remote consequences,
tile social order of Europe
in general, or tile individual
security of ncighboring statcs."--The
preceding lines characterize
the
four congresses
which took place from 1818 to
1822. The object of that of Aix-la-Chapelle,
in
1818, was to deliver France from military occupation, which had been impo-cd on it in 1815, and
to receive it into the agreement
of the five powers.
The contribution
to be paid by Fiance was reduccd from 700 to 265 million fraues, and its rca(hnission into the. European
Arcol);tgus was contirmcd by protocol t)f 15th of _-oveml)er.
Tho_e
of Troppau "rod Laybach,
in 1820 and 1821, had
for their object the c_tab]i_hmcnt
of an understanding between Austria,
Russia aml Prus.,ia, as
to tile means necessary to put down the Italian
revolution
:it :Naples and Turin.
England
and
France were rel)resentcd
at these eonglesses
by
ministers plenipotentiary.
It was during the con-,Tess of Layb'lch tlmt Great Britain, by a circular
note of Jan. 19, 182.1, raised the first protest
ag_dnst the ._3stcm of intervention
of the holy
alliance.
The congress of Vcrnna, m 1822, un-
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dertook to continue the war against the revolution
in Spain; the Spanish constitution was overthrown
by the army of the duke of Angoul_me.
England's protest was more energetic
than in 1821,
and Canning's note of Sept. 27, 1822, against the
Spanish war, was one of the most important
historte monuments
of the period,
though
it was
unable
to prevent
the restoration
of Ferdinand
VII. by a foreign
army.
The attitude
of England contributed
greatly to put an end to tlle use
of congresses
under the restoration.
The advantages
gained in France
by the liberal opposition aided also in preventing
their renewal.
A1though
frequent
interviews
between
sovereigns
have taken place since then, we can only mention
the meeting at Warsaw,
Oct. 20, 1860, between
the emperor
of Russia, tile emperor
of Austria
and the prince regent of Prussia, or that of Sept.
6, 187_°,betwecn
the same sovereigns,
the prince
regent of Prussia
having
become the emperor
William
of Germany,
as having
any analogies
with the sovereign
assemblies
of the restoration,
Tiffs resemblance
is remote,
however,
for the
congresses of 1818 and 1822 rested on an evident
principle,
and had a definite object, while in 1860
the interview had an accidental
clmracter,
which
it conti_med
to retain, since it had no conscquencc's aud resulted
in no system of alliance,
while the interview
of 1872, if not accidental,
had
no avowed political object.--Mention
should perhaps be made here of the congress
of German
princes which met at Frankfort
in 1863, under
the presidency
of Austria,
to reform
the Germanic confederation,
but which failed because
Prussia relused to assist._Tlm
congress of 1856,
which put an end to the Crimean war,_s celebrated
onaccountof
itsdeclarationsrcgardingnczarality,
--As a general rule, every state has the right to
bring about the meeting of a congress, and it is
proper
to receive the representatives
of all the
states interested
in any way in the questions
to
be debated
at such congress;
but the initiative
belongs
to the great powers,
and those of the
second order interestcd
are not always
received,
In order that a congress
may take place it is
essential that the parties should agree on theprinciples by which the negotiations
are to bcguided,
Consequently,
there should be a general
preliminary understanding
between thepowers
asto the
method of solving the questions.
The congress
which was to regulate the affairs of Italy at the
end of 1859, was not able, as we know, to assemble, on account of inability to reconcile opposing
interests.
The method pursued by congresses
in
their work is not uniform,
and depends upon the
more or less general character
of the meeting,
the number of states represented,
and their reciprocal relations.
The congress
of Paris in 18_i6,
did not embrace,
in the decisions it had to take,
the total of Europ_n
politics, as did the congress
of Vienna.
Therefore
it did not follow the same
course..
At the congress
of Paris
only seven
states were represented,
and the number of questions to be solved
were limited.
Questions,

therefore, were not subdivided
among different
committees,
whose sole work was to report to the
assembly of the great powers.
At Vienna
all
Europe was assembled, and everything
had to be
remodeled.
To facilitate the transaction
of busthess the work was divided among a number
of
special conlmissions,
which reported to the great
powers.
The latter accorded
or withheld
their
assent.
_Iost frequently
the decision was made
in advance,
in consequence
of a preliminary
exchange
of notes.
This method
of action was
favorable to the influence and the independence
of the middling
and small states.--The
choice of
the city where the congress is to meet is not without importance,
for it is essential that no one of
the interested parties should be able to exercise a
predominant
influence
on the members
of the
congress.
Therefore
the custom
of choosing
cities in neutral, or at least disinterested,
states,
such as Belgium
or Switzerland,
is a good one.
In case of failure
to agree in this respect,
the
place in which the congress is held is declared
neutral during its deliberations.
Since, generally
speaking,
a congress is only convened for important purposes, each state chooses as its representat]ve its ablest negotiators,
and its officials of
highest rank.
When
the sovereign
does not _lppear in person at the congress,
he sends his rainister of foreign
affairs, or at least an important
person enjoying his special confidence.
IIe takes
care, besides, that his representatives
at tile congress be in possession
of the necessary qualities
and learning
to succeed;
and, as it rarely happens that these qualities and this ]earning
are in
the possession
of a single man, the chief of the
state constitutes
the embassy of as many persons
as are necessary
for a full representation.
He
sends one with a talent for winning
meu, with
insinuating
manners,
a great name, accustomed
to great state entertainments;
another, with a
knowledge
of history
and international
law, to
act as a support to arguments;
the third, a ready
writer; and so on to the end of the chapter.
It
is the more necessary to provide
beforehand,
for
everything,
even for the uuforeseen,
sincedifflcult
questions
may suddenly
arise, and since problems for solution are numerous,
and the time between sessions is occupied in preparing
a favorable basis for future
discussions.
Questions
of
ctiquette
do not delay businessas
formerly.
The
congress of Utrecht
is famous in this regard, as
is well known.
For the last G0 yearn questions of
form have been simplified, and an unforeseen difficulty is avoided
in one way or another.
After
the congress has met, the representatives
of the
different
powers begin by making
the customary
visits; then the congress
proceeds
to the choice
of a president.
If the meeting takes place under
the mediation
of a neutral
state, or on the territory of a great power interested
in the negotiations, it is customary
to elect as president
the
representative
of the mediating
state, or that of
the interested
power on whose territory the negotiations tak._e piace.
This custom is purely one of
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courtesy, and in no waydeprlves
the plenipoteutia:'ies of their right of selection.
This operation is
followed by an exchange
of credentials
and fixins the order of the day.
Questions
of secondcry importance
are usually decidcd
by an absolute majority
of votes; those of prime importance, unanimously.
We must not omit to state
that unanimity
is the rule, for each state issovercigu and free in its decision.
Thc decisions of
other states can not be imposed on it against
its will.
An exact report of each session (called a
protocol) is drawn up, which is submitted
to the
plenipotentiaries
for approval,
and signed
by
them.
If one of them finds that his views have
not been correctly
or completely
reported,
he
may have his vote recorded
in the protocol,
Each minister gives an account of the deliherations and decisions of the congress to his governmcnt; and, thanks
to the telegraph,
he can at
present be in continual
communication
with his
chief.
The electric telegraph
tends more and
more to modify ancient
usages, and very naturally, to restrain the power of diplomates,
since
each report of a session may be immediately
tellowed by new instructions.
_
JULES GRENI_R.
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¢0I_GRESS
([J. S.),
"The congress"
is th_
term used in the constitution
of the United States
to designate
the legislative
body of the nation.
:But, in popular usage, and in the later statutes,
this body is called cow,gross without the use of the

ing to all the states equal representative
power in,
the senate, while the representation
of each statc
in the house was graduated
strictly in proportion
to the number of its inhabitants.----_Thisguantntee
to the smaller states of a political
power ill the
senate equal to that of the largest, is permanently
fixed by file 5th article of the constitution,
"_hich;
provides that no state without
its consent shall.
be deprived of its equal suffrage in the senate.The constitution
having fixed the term of two,
ycars for tile duration of each congress, the times.
of meeting, as well as the length of the sessions,
are left to the legislative body, except the requiremcnt in the constitution
that they shall a_-_cmble
at least once in every year, and on the first Menday in December,
" unless they shall by law uppoint a diffcreut day."
The fixing of the 4th of
]tIarch in every second year as the period of expiration of the congressional
term (as well as the
4th of March for the quadrennial
term of the
president,
and the six years' term of the senators)
has no foundation
in the constitution.
It origihated simply in an act of the congress of the confederation
(September,
1788), providing
the first
Wednesday
in March of the ensuing yeai' as thetime for putting in operation the new gow:rnment
created by the constitution.
This day happened.
to be March 4, 1789; though, in fact, there was.
' no organization
of the 1st congress until April 6,
1789, owingto
lack of a quorum.
Th_ _,u_age of
December
sessions closing the 4th of March tellowing in the odd years, and some time between

definite

_June and

article.

While

the continental

congress

September

in

the even

years,

has be-

and the congress of the confcde_tionhad but a [ come cstablished,
although
frequently
varied in.
single ch'tmber,
a congress
of two chambers,
. former years by earlier, and, in later years, by
elected for various terms and by a different conextra, sessions.
It._ chief disadvantages
are, 1,
stituency,
was provided
for by the constitution
_ that there is an interregnum
of niuc months every
of 1789.
The debates in the constitutional
conother year, frr_m March 4 to the first Monday in
vcntion
upon the formation,
the numbers,
the
December,
during
which
con_'ess
is unorganmodes of election and the relative powers of the
ized; o, that, for the same long pcri,_d, there is
two branches of congress, are full of interest;
and
no speaker of the house of representatives,
_ he
to them the reader is referred
for details.
The
is by law one of the officers that nmy be required
principal difficulty that arose concerned
the rclative power of representation
of the larger
and
the smaller states in congress;
the less populous
states claiming
equal representation,
while the
larger states insisted on representation
in propertion to numbers.
This was compromised
by giv-

to assume the office of president
of the United
States; 3, that the whole legislative
business of
every alternate )-ear is crowded, by the holiday
adjournment,
etc., into about 60 d_lys, with pernicious results to the character of the legislation;
4, that the house of representatives,
electctt more
than a year before taking their seats in congress,
do not reflect the popular
will as if fresh from
the people.
It has been suggested
that .tll difficulty might be removed, were each congress t_
be organized (like most of the state legislature_)
early in January
following
the November
in

Attention should be here call_d to the congressof Betlin,
held July
13, 1878. The
of Berhn ofcontains
the
foltov,lng
stipulations:
The treaty
principalities
Roumania
(proclaimed a kingdom in l_l),ServmaudMontene_oro,
to
become independent states, Roumania to cede to Russia
Bessarabia, and receive the Dobmdschain return. Servia
obtained Nish, Tirot, and almost the entire northern territory of the Morava. _.ontenegro received :Ntkschitz, Pod- which they were elected --Congress
may be congorizzu and Antivari. Austria-Uungary was to occupy . vened at any time when not in session by proclaBbenia and the Herzegovina. Russia obtained the largest
mutton of tile president
" on extraordinary
oceapart'of
Armenia,
with Ordahau,
Rats and
Batum.
The
sions;" and this power has been tea times excrland between
the Danube
and the Balkan
to be
constituted
into a Christian principality, Bulgaria, which, ho_ever,
remains under the _-uzerainty of the porte. South of the
Balkans a province ot Roumelia, under a Christian SOYernor, is to be formed.
Turkey was thus left with
4,8o0,0ooInhabitants, _nd a ter_utory of about 170,000kilometres in Europe,; while in Asia U retained 1,890,000
equare kilometres, with 17,000,000inhabitants,

ciscd since 1789. (See CONGRESS, SESSIONS OF.).
He has lit) power to adjourn
or to prorogue congress, except in case of disagreement
between tile
tWO houses.--Whe
sessions of congress are open
to the public, except the executive sessions of the
senate,
which are secret.
The senate also sat
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-with closed doors during the first five con_,zresses, [ house and 32 in the senate, besides 10 select
and no report of its debates prior to 1799 has [ mittees in the house, and 12 iu the senate.

,e er'.

g

com.
Tile

re orts
of.om ui,tees
aroingcnerol
eon.rmed.

b:_)_ i::''towit'de_ ss Sirn:: _!_pttt'bC t :ht 1:_ htro°cfe_ld
-c but the mo._t important
mcasures
undergo
cx
lugs "rod ttle debates in congress,
has been rccog- ,! tensivc amemhnent
in both houses•
The most
nized; and for nearly
30 years pa._t congt'ess has
potentml committees
are those on appropriations
furnished
full verbatim reports by official stenogiu both houses,
the financ_
committee
of the
raphers.
)Iorcover,
thcjournaloitheprocecdings
senate, and the ways and means of the house.
of each lmuse is published
by constitutional
re- These have the privilege
of the lloor to the cx(:luquirement.
Though
one of lhe rules of the
sion of all other business,
unless overruled
by a
house of representatives
provides
for secret ses- heavy majority.
All bills passing b.')th houses
.'_ious to consider
confidenxial
(.om,mmications,
must bc signed by the president of the seuatc and
there is no inslance
in wtfieh ti_e house has exthe speaker
of the house, and laid 1)[_,fore the
(:luded the public from its debatcs.--Both
houses
president of the United States in 1)cry-on. by one
of congress
meet at 12 o'clock ._I., the sessions
or more members
of the joint committee
on
-continuing,
when business is prepared,
from four
enrolled bills.
If signed,
they become laws, ff
to six hours.
But toward
the end of each ses- retained
by the president
over 10 days (unless
sion, earlier hours of meeting
and much longer
congress
meanwhile
adjourns),
they
are also
sessions (including
eveningg)
are customary.-laws, upon a note of the fact registered
with the
.Congn'ess is, by the constitution,
a salaried body,
bill in the state department.
If vetoed, a majorthe present
compensation
of senators and repreity of two-thirds
of both houses
present
and
sentatives
being $5,000 per annum,
with _125
voting I is required
to make them l{tws.--Those
annual allowance
for stationery
and newspapers,
powerful
organs of congress, the standing corn.and mileage allowance
of 20 cents per mile of
mittees, are, by a rule of the senate, required
to
.travel cSch way from their homes at each annual
be elected by ballot, unlezs otherwise ordered.
In
session.
Absence withoutleave
entails deduction
fact, however,
the senate committees
have long
:from compensation.
A. majority
of the whole
been chosen by a caucus of the party havhlg a
_umber
of members is in each house necessary to
majority,
and elected en masse by a single yea
•constitute
a quorum to do business.
The debates
and nay vote in the senate.
In the llousc the
and proceedings
may go on with a less number,
rules provide
that the speaker
shall appoint all
but only by unanimous
consent.--The
seats to be committees,
unless otherwise
specially
ordered•
.occupied
by members
are drawn
by lot in the
This vast power
and responsible
duty usually
house of representatives
at the beginning
of each
occupies the speaker
long after the organization
congress.
In the senate there is no drawing
for
of each eoagrcss.--Each
house of congress acts
seats; but thecustom
prevails of individual
sclecunder a system
of rules,
the origimd
basis of
tion or pre-emption
of seats about to become
which was Jeffemon's
)lanual
of Parli'tmcntary
vacant.--Both
houses
of congu'ess, by requirePractice.
But the present rnles-numbering
78
raent of the constitution,
meet in joint convenin the senate, adopted
in 1877, and 45 in the
tiun to count the votes for 'president
and vicehouse,
adopted
1880--enforce
a multitude
of
president.
There is no instance
of the meeting
regulations
as to tim conduct
of business, differ.of the senate and house in one body, except for
lug widely in either house.
Thus:
1. Petitions
this purpose,
and for occasional
ceremonial
oband memorials
are presented
in open senate, and
.servances.--The
concurrence
of a majority
of referred to committees;
in the house, they arc not
both houses present
and voting is ncccssm'y to
publicly
1)resented, but handed
to the clerk for
pass any law, joint resolution
or concurrent
rcsosuch reference
as the member
Indorses
thereon.
lution.
Special resolutions,
hou'evcr,
are often
2. In the senate one day's notice must be given
p:u__sed by each branch
separately
(mitre freof a bill before it can be offered, unless by uaanqueutly
by the house of representatives).
But
imous consent;
in the house, any member
may
these haee no validity
except
as expressions
of offer bills without
limit, on every Mond_y.
3.
the sentiments
of the house in questma.--ConIn the house every Friday is set apart for private
gress has a library of 400,000 volumes,
and a bills; but there is no such usage in thcsenate.
4.
librarian,
who is also made by law register
of
A house rule restricts debate within very mlrrow
copyrights
of the United
States.
Each
house
limits, :first, by limiting
set speeches to one lmurelects a chaplain
and from four to six principal
second, by giving the motion
for the "previous
officers, who have the appointment
of a large
question"
(the effect of which is to close debate)
_taff of clerks, messengers,
pages, etc,
The total
precedence
over all others.
In the senate there
annual expenses of congress vary from five to six
is no one-hour rule, no previous question,
and no
million dollars, inclusive of printing.--The
mem.
limitation
of debate,
except that no senator can
hers of congress must take an oath to support the
speak more than twice on the same question the
_constitution,
and the principal
officers mast take
same day without
leave of tim senate.
5. Both
the same oath, together
with one for the faithful
houses have very stringent
rules excluding
from
discharge
]alive

.ing

of

business

committees,

their
of

duties.--/'_'early
eougress

numbering

is

"dl the legis-

prepared

(in

by

stand-

1881) 47 in the

_ so decided
claim
rha! the

in the 1st
constitutional

congress,
majority

in

eontrayention
of two:third_,

two-thirds of the whole number of members.

to the
lml)h e-8
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the floor all but certain privileged
persons.
In
the senate,
however,
this rule is systematically
disregarded;
while in the house, it is of late years
enforced with exemplary
rigor.--The
joint rules
of the two houses, 22 in number,
which were in
force at the end of the 43d congress (1_75), were

elects (usually.at
lhe beginning
of each session) a
president pro tvmpore (though this office has frequently bccn left vacant for ,some time), who presides ill the absence of the vice-president.
The
presiding officer may name any senator to perform
the duties of the chair, but such substitution
must

l)ronouuced,
by a resolution
of the senate, Aug.
14, 1876, to be no longer in force.
The last of
these rules provided a metlmd
of proceeding
in
counting
the electoral
vote for prcsident.--Disagreement
between
the two houses on details of
legislation
is a constant
occurrence,
sometimes

not extend beyond an _uljournment
for the day.
(For the powers of lhc senate as a separatc body,
scc CON_TITUTIO_.)--Th(;
house of reprcsentafives has as its presiding officer a speaker, elected
at the beginning of each cong,'ess, for two years,
by rira cocv vote.
This is the first business in.

involving
political
questions,
when the nmjority
order, presenting
a queslion of the highest privim each house represents
't different
party, and
lege, and i._ proceeded with immediately
upon tim
leading to a protracted
dead-lock;
more frequentroll of members
having been called by the clerk
iy the differences
relate to new legi,-Aalion, in- of thelasl houseofrepresentatives,
who ist.harged
creased
appropriations,
ere,
the senate being
with the duty of callingthe
nnor_anized
house of
usmflly for larger, and the house for diminished
representatives
to order, and of deciding all quesexpenditure.
These differences are compromised
tions of order, preceding the election of a speakby committees
of conferen'-'e (composed of three
er. The title and ninny of the functions
el the
senators and three representativcq),
who exercise
latter officer are borrowed from the usage of the
enormous
powers,
keeping
in and thrusting
out
house
of con,mons.
Sever'fl instances
of probills, vital measures
of legislation,
or al)prol)riatracted parli'mmntary
"dead-lock"
Iin'ough lhe
lions amounting
to millions.
These conference
inability of the house to elect a speaker, owing tn.
reports, agreed to without
amendment
or discusa peculiar distribution
of parties, have occurred;
sion, under high pressure, in the expiring hours of : the most notable having been in 1857 and in 1859,
the session, through
fesr of losing tile important
when the house remained for weeks unorg_mized,
bills needed to carry on the government,
virtuthe clerk presiding.
'lhe speaker el the house
ally suspend some of'the most important
functions
possesses unprecedented
and enormous
powers,
of the members of congress considered
as a delibnot only in wielding the sole antharily
to appoint
erative body.--The
senate was designed, by the
all standing
and select committees,
wit'b their
framers of the constitution,
not only to secure to chairmen,
by which tile whole legislation of coneach state an equal voice in legislation
in tile
gress is virtually shaped, bul also in hisabihty
I_
body constituting
half of the law-making
power,
construe the rules, to award the right to the' floor
but also, by tile greater length of the term of serto any member, and to give the preference to this
vice, to afford a check upon hasty legislation by
or that measure in the consideration
of public
a popular
body subject to biennial changes.
A. business.
(For list of speakers of the house, see
pel_istent attempt to give the senate a life tenure ' CO._ORESS, SESSIONS'OF.)--The
general cony)cof office was defeated in the constitutional
conveution may be said to exist, that, under the great
tion.
It consists (1881) of 76 senators, being two
control over legMation
nnd current business by
from
of the.
state_ of the
speaker,
andcombined
by the powerful
on
for sixeachyears,
and38 endowed,
iu Union.
addition Elected
to the i the
appropriations,
with the committee
rigor of the
law-making
power
which they share with the
rules of the house of representatives,
there is less
house of representatives,
with thesole power over
and les_ opportunity
for individual
menlbers t_
treaties with foreign nations, andall the more ira- make any inlluential mark in legislation,
lndeportant nominations
to office, the senate holds the
pendence and ability are repres,_cd under the lyrhighest and most responsible
rank ill the national
army of the rules, and the practical
powe_ of the
legdslature.
Constitutionally
elected by the leg)spolmlar branch of congre¢s is concentrated
iu the
latures of the states, instead
of directly by the
speaker
and a few--a
very few--expert
purl)apeople, the choice of senatorsis frequently
effected
mentarians.
A.R. SI'OFI:ORD.
or retarded
by party controversies
and intrigue.
Notalfle instances of partislm unfairness
have oeCONGRESS,
Continental
(i,x U. S. lh,-.TOm').
cuffed in various states, where a democratic
senWhen the "_ttempt of George lII. to govern his
ate has refused
to meet a whig house, and a re- American
dominions
throu_li
1,is Britiql parliapublican senate Ires refused to meet a democratic
ment had become p,Hent, it was evident th'tt aepLouse, thus defeating
a senatorial
eleclion.
This
arate re.-.i<tancc by the individual
Am(,rican asled to tim enactment
of the law of July 2, 1866.
semblics would only re.--ult in failure,
and tlmt
which first prescribed
the manner
and time of
some representative
body for all the eokmies was
electing senators,
hy a uniform
rule in all the
a necessity for united resistance.
Such a union
states.--The
vice-president
of the United States
had been attempted
for other purposes m ]754
,s the presiding
officer of the senate (having no
(see A]A_A-_Y PI_A._ OF U._Io.x), and Franklin,
vote, however,
except in the ease of a lie), and he
_ho had then been a leading advocate of union,
is charged with no other duties.
(For]istofvicenow first renewed
the suggeslioa
in a lctte|" of
presidents,
see ADMImST_.,_TIONS.)
The senate
July 7, 1773, to the a_sembly of 3[assaehnsetts,
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of which colony he was the agent in London.
'The first step was taken by file ¥irginia
assembly
in May, 1774, upon receipt
of news
of the
passage of the Boston port bill.
(See REVOLU•rm._-.) Its members advised the local committee
.of correspondence
at Williamsburgh
to suggestto
the other colonial committees
tile callingof
a contincntal congress, thatis,
a meeting
of delegates
from all tile English
colonies on the continent,
for the hope was long cherished that the Canadian
_oloni(.s would make common
cause with their
brethren
south of the great lakes and the St. Lawrence.
June 7, the Massachusetts
assembly named
.a time and appointed
delegatcs
to tim proposed
.congress.
Other colonies followed the example,
.and the result was the meeting of the first conti_ental congress (see ST_,_ ACT CONGRESS), "the
delegatesappointedbythegoodpeopleofthesecolonies," which met at Philadelphia,
Sept. '5, 1774,
Georgia alone being unrepresented,
though it took
part in succeeding
congresses.
The North Carolina delegates did not arrive until Sept. 14.--In
calling
any such deliberative
assembly
of their
own volition, and without the previous assent of
him whom they slill ingenuously
acknowledged
to be "their
sovereign lord, the king,"
the co]onies evidently
took the difficult first step on the
straight
road toward
rebellion
and revolution,
Neither
the delegates nor their principals,
how,ever, thought of such a result.
Thepowers
given
,I)y the colonies were all alike advisory,
and liraited to the recommendation
of such measures
as
wouhl restore harmony be'wecn Great Britain and
the colonies.
The action of this congress was
therefore confined to a declaration
of the rights
and wron_
of the colonies, the recommendation
,'tO their colonies of an agreement
not toimport
British goods after Dec. 1, 1774, and not to export
-goods to Great Britain,
Irelaud,
or the West
Indies,
after Sept. 10, 1775, unless their wrongs
-should be righted {secE_fUARGO), and the prepa,ration of addresses
to the king, to the British
people, Io their own constituents,
and to the
,people ofthe province of Quebec.
But the germ
•of measures of a stronger
nature may be seen in
a resolution commcnding
the peopleof
Massachusetls for their temperate
resistance
to the objec-tionable measures
of parliament,
and declaring
that if these acts "shall be attempted to be carried
into execution
by force, in such case all America
ought to support them in their opposition."--The
first congress recommended
the immediate
selection of delegates to a second congress, to be held
at Philadelphia,
May 10, 1775. Surely every man
who, personally
or'by his acknowledged
representafives, ratified the action of the first congress
by choosing delegates to the second, with the resolutionjustcitedstaringhimintheface,
didsowith
the full consciousness
that the proposed
second
congress was, in case of tim application
of force
by the British parliament,
to be a different body
from the first, a revolutionary
assembly,
plenipotentiary
in its nature,
and empowered
by its
constituents,
to use, if necessary, every means of

resistance.
The delegates,
therefore,
when first
appointed,
though nominally
retaining allegiance
to the British crown, were potentially
members
of a nationalassembly;
and the fi,'stshot fired at
Lexington,
April 19, 1775, crTstallized
thirteen of
the king's
American
colonies
into a separate
nation, with their own full concurrence
previously
and advisedly given.
The new nation, it is true,
was still hound
to the old by the frail tie of
allegiance
to a common king, but the great appauagesof
sovereignty,
thepower
to make peace,
war, treatiesand
foreign alliances, to send ambassadors, to control commerce, and open the ports of
the nation to all the world, to raise and equip
armies and navies, to issue national currency,
to
authorize letters of marque and reprisal, to create
a national
postal system,
many of which were
never enjoyed by the rival parliament
of Great
Britain, were exercised
by the second continental
congress
with the hearty
acquiescence
of the
people atlarge,
who thus continually
re-confirmed
their former grant to congress of temporary
but
unlimited
power.
Indeed, the impatience
ofthe
people outran
the moderation
of the congress.
:Provincial congresses called upon the continental
congress
for advice,
direction
and
complete
national action; and even when the king had
proclaimed
the American
people out of his protection, and had declared war against
them by
land and sea, only a strong outside pressure
at
last impelled congress to assume before the world
the station as a national
assembly
which it had
held for more than a year in reality, to renounce
allegiance
to a tyrant,
and to make the United
States foreign soil forever to the king and people
of Great Britain.
(See ALLEGIANCE, I. ; DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.)
Thescission
between
the two nations was thus final; the union between
the constituent
units of the American
nation on
the one hand, and of Great Britain on the other,
remained undisturbed
and complete as before.-The appointment
of the delegates
to both these
congresses
wasgenerallybypopular
conventions,
though
in some instances
by state assemblies.
But in neither
case can the appointing
body be
considered
the original depositary
of the power
by which the delegates acted; for the conventions
were either self-appointed
"committees
of safety"
or hastily assembled popular gatherings,
including
but a small fraction of the population
to be represented, and the state assemblies
had no right to
surrender
to another body one atom of the power
which had been granted
to them, or to create a
new power which should govern the people with.
out their will.
The source
of the powers
of
congress is to be sought solely in the acquiescence
of the people, without
which evel T congressional
resolution,
with or without
the benediction
of
popular conventions
or state legislatures,
would
have been a mere brutu_r_ fulmen ; and, as the
congress unquestionably
exercised
national powera, operating
over the whole country,
the conclusion is inevitable
that the will of the whole
people is the source of national government
in the
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United States, even from its first imperfect at)p0arante in the second continental
congress.--The
power to select delegates to what might perhaps
be called the third continental
congress,
De(:. 20,
1776, and to succeeding
sessions until the adoption of the articles of confederation,
was appropriated by the state legislatures.
:No such right
4:ould be drawn from the articles, for they were
-J_lt bindinguntit
ratified by all the s'ates in 1781.
in eight o_ the ten states, by which constitutions
were adopted in 1776-7, the power to appoint delegates to congress was vested in the le_slature,
But no such power was given by the new consti_u_ion of New Jersey
in 1776; no such power
_vas given in )Iassachusetts
until 1780, or in New
Hampshire
until 1784;
and Connecticut
until
1818, and Rhode
:Island until 1842, remaincd
under the royal charters, which of course gave no
such power to the legislature.
And yet the leg]slatures of these five states continued
to exercise a
power of delegation
to congress
to which they
had no claim by the organic law of state or nation,
Inthis
respect, indeed, they were oL_l)' imitating
their sister legislatures,
most (if which
had
actually seized the power of delegation
before it
was formally granted
by the state constitutions;
and this whole course of legislative
appropriation
of ungranted
powers is of interest nod importance
as explaining the manner in which the continental
congress
was becoming
the crcature
of the state
legislatures
even before the close of tile year
1776, and the underlying
cause of the peculhu"
character
of the confederal]on
which
follows,
(See STATE SO'VEREIO_'TY.) -- The "_'st " and
"second"
continental
congresses
have been so
called, but aftcr the ill'st mceting of the second
congress
it is impossible
to specify
any other
distinctive
congresses.
The state legislatures,
from their first approl)riation
of the right to
choose dele_,'ates, chose them for varying times,
and recalled them at pleasure, so that congress
became a body, theoretically
in perpetual session,
subject to perpetual change, but with no distinct
period of renewal.
From the first nieeting of
the _ first congress, the delegates
of each colony
had but onevote;
not because the collcctivebody
of delegates from each colony were The ambassadors from a sovereign and independent
state, but
because, as the first congress was careful to speei
fy, there was no present means of ascertaining
the
relative number of citizens in the separate
colonies.
By usage this mode of voting soon hardened into custom,
and the smaller states fiually
claimed as a right, and embodied
in the confederation, that which was originally due only to the
lack of a census, and of whicli
the constitution
retained a remnant in the senate.
(See Co_l, no_tlSES, I.) A comparison
of the machinery
and
functions
of the old Germanic
diet with those of
the continental
congress would very plainly show
the marked
differences
between
an assemblage
of ambassadors
and the true, though imperfect,
national government
of the American revolution,
_lt
has just been said that the revolu[ionary
con-

gress was a true, though imperfect, type of national
government.
It was imperfect in that it never yen.
tured to claim three important
functions of a national assembly:
1, it never attempted to lay gcneral taxes, or control individuals,
being content
with recommendations
to the states to lay the
taxes and make the laws necessary for each case
as it arose; ~,° it made no attempt to regulate the
mode of election
or term of service of its merehers, leaving those matters
also to the discretion
of tile states; and 3, it did not lay claim to the
allegiance of the citizens of the whole country,
but yielded
that badge of sovereignty
to the
states.
(See ALLE(_I._CE,
I.) On the slender
foundation
of these three omissions, which pnss(:d
into the frame of the confederation,
has been
erected the whole ar_lmcnt
against the nation.d
nature of the revolutionary
government;
and the
mere statement
of the basis of this objection, us
compared with the mass of national power actually exercised by the continental
congress, is sufficicnt to show the weakness
of the argument.
But it is necessary
to notice, further, that the
contincnl;ll
congress,
to which the power of the
sword had been confided
by the will of Ihc peoplc, had an unquestionable
right, by the laws of
war, not only to regulalc these three unregulated
matters, hut even to abolish silvery,
to order a
general draft, and to confiscate the h_st doll-lr in
the country, so long as the country remained the
theatre of a war which thepeoplc were bent upon
continuing.
The doctrine is harsh, but it is the
recognized
law of war,
'lnd controls,
by the
necessity of tile case, the laws and constitution
of
cvery ci'vilized nation in which wa_' is flagrant.
(See WAlt Pow}:l_s.)
Of course it doe_ not ;,pl)ly
to a country
which is w;_gillg a war I_cyond its
own limits;
only the right of self-prcsvrwtti_ln
can thus stantl _ibnve the laws.
The few ()re]ssions of the revohitiom_ry
government,
then, to
do that which it had a right to do, can not mill.
late against the cvident intention of the people to
establish and support
a national govcr_mcnt.-Apart from its assumption
of such national powors as the poverty of the country, the difficulties
of communication,
and the lack of nrltcrial left
fcasiblc, the most important
political work of the
continental
congress was its long c(lutinued effort
to transform
itself from a revolutionary
assembly
into a representative
body limited by law.
June
10, 1776, the day on which the committee was
apl)ointed
to prepare a dcclaralion
of independencc, a committee of one from cach colony was
appointed
"to prepare and digest the form of a
confederation
to be e_ltered into hetween these
colonies."
Its report w'ls made July 12, debated
until Aug: 20, and dropp('d
until April 8, 1777.
It was then rcsunled,
debated and amended, and
was finally adopted _;ov. 15. and recommended
to
the state legislatures
for rat]fie,ilion in a circular
letter of _'ov. 17. By instructions
from the state
legislatures
the articles were signed by the delegates of .New 1-Iampshirc,
Massachusetts
Bay,
Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations,
Con.
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necticut,
New York, Pennsylvania,Virginiaand
occasionalmeetings of a few delegatesfor theSouth Carolina,July 9, 1778; of iN-orthCarolina. purpose only of adjournment, untilthe inauguJuly 21; of Georgia, July 24; of l_ew Jersey, rationof the new federalgovernment under the
Nov. 26; of Delaware, May 5,1779; and of Mary- constitution.Sept 5,1774-Oct. 26, 1774.PhihLland, March 1, 1781. Tlle delay of the lastthree delphia,Pa.; May 10, 1775-Dec. 12, 1776,Phibb
statesin signing was due to the omissionof the delphia,Pa. ; Dee. 20, 1776-_larch 4, 1777,Balarticles
to make any provision for dividingthe timore,_Id ; March4, 1777-Sept. 18, 1777,Pld]western lauds among all the states(see TERRI- adeIphia,Pa.; Sept. 27, 1777, Lancaster,Pa.;
•rORIES),and they only signed at lastin the full Sept.30, 1777-June 27, 1778,_._ork,
Pa. ; July 2,
confidencethatthose stateswhose nominal houn- 177_4-June oi, 1783,Philadelphia,Pa. ; June 30,
daries extended indefinitelywest would resign 1783-Nov. 4, 1783, Princeton, _. J.; Nov. _6,
theirpretensionsio the lands which were con- ]783-June 3, 1784, Annapolis, Md.; _'ov. I,
quered by the common exertionsof al!tlmstates. 1784-Dec. 24, 1784, Trenton, _" J.; Jan. II,
New Jersey interposedthe furtherand more far- 1785-Nov. 4, 1785, New York city; Nov. 7,
sightedobjectionthatthe articles
were defective 1785-Nov. 3, 17_6, New York city; Nov. 6,
in not giving the general govermnent
the control
1786-Oct.
30, 1787, :New York
city;
Nov. 5,
of commerce.
5Iarch 2, the revolutionary
con1787-Oct.
21, 1788, New York city.
(See UNiTeD
gress changed
its basis of existence,
and began
STATES; STAMP /_-C'I' CONGRESS; CONPEDERAits short-lived
career as the congress of the conTmN, ARTICLES OF; REVOLUTION; ORDINANCE
federation.
(See CONFEDERATION,
ARTICLESOF.)
OF 1787;
ANNEXATIONS,
I. ; STATE
SOVEREIGN-MOSt
of the state legislatures,
as has been said,
TY )-- See 8 Franklin's
Works, 68; 1 Pitkin's
originally
usurped
the power to choose delegates
5r_dted States, 282; 3 Burk's
ttisto_7] of VirgiMa,
to congress.
When we come to the further ques379; 1 Gordon's
l_istory of the Revolution, 239; 1
tion of the right of the legislatures
to ratify and
Marshall's
Wa._hil_.qton. 29; 7-9 Bancroft's
United
make wllid tlmt which
their new servant,
the
States," 3 IIildreth's
_rnited Stat_v 1 von Holst's
continental
congress,
had offered
fo,' their tariffUnited Stales, 1-30 ; 1 Schoule,"s
United States,
eation--a
scheme of government
which was pro1-56; 1 Curtis' Itistory of the Constitution,
1-187;
fessedly a league o," treaty between sovereign and
Story's Commenta_s,
§§ 198-228; Frothingham's
independent
states--the
usurpation
becomes yet
Rise of the .Republic; Niles' Pria¢ipla¢ and Acts of
more glaring.
Whence
did the legislatures
dethe I_c_vlution ; Greene's
ttistorical
View of tlte
rive those "competent
powers"
with which the
Revolulwn,
78-135;
2 Adams'
Works of John
congress invited
them to invest tJte delegates of
Adams
(notes of debates
in Cont. Cong.);
1-4
their states for signing
the m'ticles of coufederaPublic Jour_Lals of Congress (to _-'YIarch3, 1789); 1
lion?
They caw not be found
in the state conSecret
Journals
of Congress
(domestic
affairs.
stitutions,
not one of which authorized
its legis1774-88);
1 Slat. at LaT:qe (Bioren and Duane's
lature to form any league
or treaty
with other
ed.) 1-60; 1 Stephens'
War Betwacn the Slate._,
states; nor in any claim of a revolutionary
and
5°,5-81; 1 Calhoun's
Works (disq. on government);
unlimited
characte," for the legislatures,
for they
Pollm'd's
Lost Caa_ (cap. 1); Poore's
Pt, lilical
were all expressly
limited
by the organic law of l_gi,_ter, and Federal aT_d State Con,_tit.ut_ons; and
the states, their charters
or constitutions;
nor in
autimrities
under COI_STITIITION, IV.
the undefined
boundaries
of legislative
power,
.ALEXANDER JOH._STON.
for the treaty power is essentially
an executive,
not a legislative,
power, except so far as thelcgisCONGRESS,
Peace,
(See
CO_'FE_ENCE,
lativeis
admitted
to it by the organic law.
If,
PEACE.)
then, wc are not to consider
the articles of confedcration
as the extra-lcgMative
and usurping
CONGRESS,
Powers
of, (IN U. S. HISTOaction of state legislature._,
wc must look fo,'their
RY). _Iany of the powers given to congress by
basis in the revolutionary
character
of the conthe constitution,
su(.h _ls the power to provide
gress which framed
the,n and which chose to
and maintain anavy, fidl necessarily outsideof
the
offer them to the state legislatures
for decision;
limits of party and politicaldiscussion.
But there
and thus we are forccd back again to the will of
are others, such as the power to regulate
cornthe whole peoplc as the source cv,m of the clumsy
merce,
which constaully
provoke party contc_t :
national government
of the confederation.
[Tile
and on these the law, so far as it has bccn set_h.d
many instances in which the particularist
bias of
by the courts, is given bclow (see COI_,'STRUCTION.
the American
people causcd
their actions, and
III.), the principles being necessarily
given in very
those of their representatives,
to swerve from
general
terms.
I. As a prelimin'_ry
it must be
the straight
line of theory, a,'e considcred
under
laid down that the powers of congress are ennmcrDECI, AP,ATION OF INDEPENDENCE,
and STATE
atcd, not defined, in tim constitution;
that those
SovmcEtONTY.]--Appended
is a summm T of the
powers
were granted,
not by the states, but by
successive
sessions and locations
(see CAPITAL,
the people; that any power not enumerated
among
:NATmNAL) of the continental
congress,
before
those granted
to congress
or prohibited
to the
and afler the udoption of the articles of confedstates is reserved to the states or to the people;
eration.
After Oct. 21, 1788, the congress was
but 1hat, in the exercise of the powers which have
nominally kept in existence in :New York city by
been delegated to congress, itspowers
are plenary,

COh'GRESS.
absolute and unlimited,
and it is "as omnipotent
as any other supreme
legislative
body within its
own sphere."
(See 4 Wheat., d16; 9 Wheat., 1;
27 :N. Y., 400; 12 Wheat., 419; 1 Wheat.,
304;
12 Wall,
457.) The manner
and extent of the
ex_rcise of ltb powcrs are questions
of party contc-_t, not of constitutiomd
law.--lI.
Congre_-s has
power (under Art. I., § 8, ¶ :l) to lay taxes to
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contest, not of constitutional
law.--V.
Congress
has power (umlcr r 4) to establish a uniform rule
of naturalization,
and uniform bankruptcy
laws
fllroughout
theUnitcd
State_.
Tlw former power
is, not to natur.dJze,
but to ]'ly down a uniform
rule by which the states shall naturalize.
(See 19
IIow., 393; 5 Cal., 300; 50 N. H., 245.) The latter power,
whc,a exercised, supersedes
and sus-

any extent, and in its discretion:
except lhat 1, [ peuds all state insolvent laws.
(S(,e 4 V(heat.,
direct and capitation
taxes slmll be apl)ortioncd:
i 122; 2 lred., 463. See also, 12 Wheal.,
213, and
2, that duties, imposts and excises shall be uniWebsler's
argument,
6 Web_tcr's
lIS, rks, 24 )form throughout
the United Statcs; and 3, that no
VI. Congress
has power
(under Ji 5) to coin
duties shall be imposcd
upon articles
exported
money,
and by this is plainly
meant metallic
from anystatc.
If thc taxes are oppressive,
conmon(,y.
(See 27 N. Y., 400; 39 Barl)., 427; 2
gress'is responsible
not to the courts but to the
Dural, 20.) But this does not exclude the war
people.
But as the federal and state governments
power of congves_ to make tre:_sm'y nell's a h,gal
are never to interfere
with on(' another,
congress
temh'r.
(Sec 12 Wall., 457; 22 hal., 282; 27 N.
can n¢)t tax state officials, slate institutions,
or the
¥., 400; 13 Wall., 604; 15 Wail., 195; aml authoragcncies eml)loyed
by state executives,
legislaities under W._It PO_ER.) -- VII. Congress
has
tires or judiciaries
in the l)roper pcrfornmnce
of power (under ¶_ 11) to decIare war and to prosetheir duties.
(Sec 7 How., 283; 7 Wall., 433; 5 cute it by all the legilimate mctlmds km_wn to inWheat., 317; 15Wall.,
112; 8Wa11.,533;
22 hid.,
tcrnation.d
law.
It may suppr(,,s rebellion, con276; 11 Wall., 113; 1 Bush, 239; 17 Wall., 322 )-fi__eate the pr_)perty of public enemies, foreign or
III. Congrcs:_hasl)ower(un(lcr
¶[ 2)to boH'owmon(lomestic, may emancipate
their slaves, may pro.
ey on the credit of the United States, and iml)licd
hibit intereotu'se with llwm, and (_ee cases last
in Ibis is the power to issue securities
or evidences
above cited) amy make tr(,'_sury notes l_,7"d tcndcr.
• of debt, such astreasury
notes.
To incrcase the
(See 7 Wall., 700; 2 Black., 635; 1l Wall., 268,
credit of the United
States congress
may make
331; 1 Blatch. Pr, 119; 2 Sprague, 123; 63 N. C.,
such evidences of debt a ]cgal tender for debts,
131; 25 Ark., 625.) It may acquire tcrritor.v, by
public or private, and may rcstraiu the circulation
conquest
or treaty.
(Sec 1 Pet , 51l ; 9 How.,
as money of any notes not issued by itself.
(See
603.) For the further 1)(_wer, as a result of civil
27 :N. Y., 400; 8 W'dl., 533; 39 Barb , 427; 2 ])uwar, to rcconstruct
rcbelti¢_us st'tte% see under
val, 20; 22 Ind., 282.)--IV.
Congress
has l)ower
XII.--VIII.
Congress has power (umh.r ¶ 12) to
(under ¶ 3) to regulate
commerce,
including
in
raise armies, and this include_ the power to do so
the word commerce
every varicty
of intercourse
by draft or conscription,
as well as by vohmtecrfor purposes of trade, by land or water, extermd
ing.
(See 23 WN., 423; 45 Pcm_ , 238; 3 Grant,
or internal,
the carrying
of passengers
or of 465; 32 Conn., 118; 45 N. II., 544.) When conIreight, the ships, seamen and ott]cers, railroads
gross (tinder ¶_[ 15 and 16) proceeds to (.all forth
and tclegraphs,
and the individu.ds
or corporaand organize the mililia, it is no longer state but
aous owning them.
(See 9 Wheat., 1; 17 Johns.,
mttional
militia.
(See (.asc._ last cited, "rod 5
48b; 4 Johns. Ch., 150; 7 IIow., 283; 91 U.S.,
Wheat., 1; 80 3Iass., 548; 27 N. Y., 400; 7 Wall.,
275; 4 De:rio, 469; 15 Wall., 232; 31 _'. J., 531;
700.)--IX.
Congre_
has 1)(_wer (m_(lcr ¶ 18) to
Wall., 1(i8:8 Cal., 363:12
How., 299; 2 Story,
make all laws whi(.h shall bc necessavv and prol)(,r
455; 10 _TalL, 557.) The term includes
al,_o the
for canD'i]Jg its powcrs into executi,)u.
This earcontrol
and imm'ovement
of navigable
rivers,
ries I)ermi._sion for conffrt.ss to lcgi_lale
on the
salt or fresh, emp[o'¢ed
in foreign
or inter-state
vast mass of incidental 1)owcrs implied in thc('oncommerce.
(See ,_ Wash. C. C., 371; 3 Wall.,
stitutiou.
(Sec 4 Wlmat., 316; 2 A. K. M:_.-h.,
713; 10 Wall., 5,i_, _ Brown, 193; 20 Wall., 43[); 75; 9 lIow., 560; 2 Crunch. 35_.) But it (1,,_._n,)t
93 U. S., 4.) But it c_oes not include
the interoperatc to limit or rcstraiu
the power,
[,i elmcourse of citizens
wid,in
the limits of a single
gross; any law which is either i_)di_pcn_ably n(._'state, wllich l'en]ahm utn(er state control, so long
e_sary, very necessary, or simply _t.c,.,,.,,_,'[/,m:_y
•is it does not affect general commerce.
(See 20 be pa_sed under it. (5(.(, c:_es last cm.(I, aml 12
lIow., 84; 9 Wheat.,
1 ; 19 W_dl., 581 ; 61 Mass.,
W_dl., 457; 27 :N. Y., 400; 16 Pet., 5;19, 16 II,_rb.,
53; 28 Ind., 257; _'cwb.. 241,256;
23 N. J., 206,
268; 10 Wheat., 51.) The gover,i_g
l_ri]_,';t_lc is
4 _cLean,
286 ) Nor does it pr_,hibit the cxcrth:tt a¢._igncd in McCulloeh
.cs. State (.1 Wh(,.tt.,
cise of police power
by the sca_es, when not
316), tirol, a government
which lm_ _* _i,'4ht to do
"timed at tim regulation
of commerce.
(See 11 an act, and has iml)oced up(m it _he dll;y -f perPet., 102; 6 Cow., 169; 16 Grat., _.39:1:9 I]ow.,
lbrming that act, must, a(:e()_(li_'_' to the (h(.talcs
71; 4 Wash. C. C., 371; 6 McLean, 2_7 ) .In the
of reason, be allowed t() s_.lc(.t that means which
exercise of its di-_eretion congress may so re,:ulatc
st.eros Io it necessary and proper.
(Sce al-o B.\NK
connnerce as sh:dl best conduce to the general mCONTROVERSIE."-,
I] )--X. C[mgrcs_ alone, not the
terests of the country.
(Scc 2 Am. L J., 255; 9 president
or "tny of his sub(_rdi:mtcs,
has the
How., 560; 10 Wall., 557; 1 Brown, 193). What
power (und('r § 9, ¶ 2) to suspend the privilege of
regulations
it shall make is a question
of part)"
(he writ of habeas corpses. (See 21 lad , 370:16
38
VOL. _.-- 38
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Wis., 359; 1 Deady, 233; 1 Abb. C. C., 212; Toney, 246; 3Mart.. 531.)
But congress, bystatute,
may authorize
the president
to.suspend
the writ.
(See cascslast
cited; 17 Wis.. 681; and _tuthorities
under
ItAnE*S
CORPVs.)-XI. Congress
has
power
(under
Art. IV., § 3) to govern
the tel'ritorics,
either by forming
a territorial
governmeat, or directlyby
it_ own laws.
(See 19 How.,
393:14
Pet, 526; 6 McLean,
517; 11 M,_rt., 309;
1 Pet., 511; 6 Cranch, 339; 1 Oregon, 418.)--XII.
Congress
has power
(under§4)
to prescribe
the
te,'ms on wltich a rebellious
state shall be again
recognized
as a member of the Union, and when
such a ._tale has accepted
the terms, aud been recognized by congress, it is f,,rever e_topped to deny
their validity.
(See 7 Wall., 700; 7IIow.,
1; 39
Geo., 285,425; 43 2_la., 469; 41Mo., 63; 13 Wall,,
646, 39 Geo., 306; 16 Wall., 46)--XIII.
Congress
has power (under Ameudment
XIV.)to
interfere
to prevent
any denial of equal rights to all citizens which springs from state laws, or fl'om the
general
conflict
betweeu
the white and black
races, but not to punish o,' prevent
those crimes
which spring from the ordinary felonious orcrimin.Ll intent of individuals.
(See 1 Woods, 308;
92 U S, 542; 16 Wall, 63; 100 U. S., 265, 310,
345. 385.)
XIV.
Congress
has power
(under
_,_|nend|nent
XV.) lo prevcnt the states from withholdingthe
franchise
on account of race, color,
or previous condition
of servitude,
but not to prevent the states fro,n withholding
it for other rea,-ous.
(See cases last cited, and 7 Kans., 50; 3
Oregon, 568; 92 U. S., 214; 43 Col, 43; 14 A.L.
Reg., 105, 238; 95 U. S., 470.)---See,
in general,
Buml)'S C'on,stitutional Deci._ion._, and the copious
notes of decisions on the separate
sections of the
constitution
in Smith's
Manual of the Itou_e of
l_eprese_lativ_s,
taken from the l{cvlsed Statu_.
ALEXANDER JOtLNSTON.

1 Dec. 2, 1799- May 14, 1800; 2. :Nov. 17. 1800March 3, 1801.
T]wo. 8edg_oick, bIass.--VII.:
1.
Dec. 7, 1801- May 3, 1802; 2. Dec. 6, 1802March 3, 1803.
:Nathaniel Macon, N. C.--VIII.
:
1 Oct. 17, 1803-March
27, 1804; 2. Nov. 5, 1804
-_Iarch
3, 1805.
Nathanicl
Macon, N. C.--IX.
:
1. Dec. 2, 1805-April
21, ]806; 2. Dec. 1. 1806March 3, 1807. Nathaniel
Macon, :N. C.--X. : 1.
Oct. 26, 1807-April
25, 1808; 2. :Nov. 7, 1808__Iarch 3, 1809.
Joseph B. Varnum,
Mass.--XI.
:
1. _Iay 22-June
28, 1809; 2. :Nov. 27, 1809May 1, 1810; 3. Dec. 3, 1810 - March 3, 1811.
Joseph B. Varnum, Mass.--XII.
: 1. :Nov. 4, 1811July 6, 1812; 2. :Nov. 2, 1812 - 3larch
3, 1813.
Henry
Clay, Ky.--XIII
: 1. May 24 - Aug. 2,
1813; 2. Dec. 6, }8F3-April
18,.1814;
3. Sept.
19, 1814-March
3, 1815. 1. Henry Clay, Ky. 2.
Langdou
Cheves, S. C.--XIV.
: 1. Dec. 4, 1815Al_ril 30, 18i6; 2. Dec. 2, 1816- March 3, 1817.
IIenry
Clay, Ky.--XV.:
1. Dec. 1, 1817-April
30, 1818; 2. :Nov. 16, 1818-March
3, 1819. Henry
Clay, Ky.--XVI.:
1. Dec. 6, 1819 - May15, 1820;
2. :Nov. 13, 1820-March
3, 1821. 1. Henry Clay,
Ky.
2. John W. Taylor, :N. Y.--XVII.
: 1. Dec.
3, 1821-May
8, 1822; 2. Dec. 9, 1822-3larch
3,
1823. Philip P. Barbour,
Va.--X_'III.:
1. Dec.
1, 1823-May27,
1824; 2. Dec. 6, 1824-March3,
'
1825. Henry Clay, Ky.--XIX.
: 1. Dec. 5, 1825_I_ff22, 1826; 2. Dec. 4, 1826-March
3, 1827.
John
W. Taylor,
:N. Y.--XX.
: 1. Dec. 3, 1897_Iay 26, 1828; 2. Dec. 1, 1828-March
3, 1829.
Andrew Stevenson,
Va.--XXI.
: 1. Dec. 7, 1829May 31, 1830; 2. Dec. 6, 1830-3Iarch
3, 1831.
Andrew Stevenson, Va.--XXII.
: 1. Dec. 5, 1831 July 16, 1839; 2. Dec. 3, 1832-3Iarch
3, 1833.
Andrew Stevenson, Va.--XXIII.
: 1. Dec. 2, 1833
-June
30, 1834:2
Dee. 1, 1834-Starch
3, 1835.
1. Andrew
Stevenson,
Va.
2. Joh_ ]_ll, Tenn.
--XXIV.
: 1. Dec. 7, 1835-July
4, 1836; 2. Dec.
5, 1836-March
3, 1837.
Jas. K. Polk, Tenn.--

CONGRESS,
Sessiona
of, (_ U. S. HISTORY).
The first two sessions of the 1st congre_
were
held at New York;
until the end of the first session of the 6th congress, all the sessions wereheld
at Philadelphia;
since that time congress has met
at Washington.
(See CAPITAL, NATIONAL ) Below will be found the dates of the meeting and
adjournment
of each session of each congress,
together with the namesof
the successive spe_lkers
of the house.
Democratic
speakers
a,'e printed
in Roman;
federalist,
whig
and
republican
speakers
in italic.
The presiding
officer in the
senateisthevice-president(seeAD.',_STRATiO_S).
I.: 1. March 4-Sept.
29, 1789; 2. Jan. 4-Aug.
12, 1790; 3. Dec. 6, 1790-March
3, 1791.
F.A.
Muhlcnbergh,
Pa.--II.
: 1. Oct. 24, 1791-:May
8,
1792; 2. :Nov. 5, 1792-)Iarch
2, 1793. Jonat/uLn
T_.umb_ll, Conn.--III.:
1. Dec. 2, 1793-June,
1794; 2. Nov. 3, 1794-:_Iarch
3, 1795. F.A.
3Iuhlenbergh,
Pa. --1V. : 1. Dec. 7, 1795-June
1,
1796: 2. Dec. 5, 1796-_]_arch
3. 1797. Jonathan
.Dayton, :N. J.--V.
: 1. _Iay 15- July 10, 1797; 2.
:Nov, 13, 1797-July
16, 1798; 3. Dec. 3, 1798March 3, 1799.
Jonathan
Dayto_, 51".J.--¥I.
:

XXV. : 1. Sepl. 4- Oct. 16, 1837; 2. Dee. 4, 1837July
9, lb38;
3. Dec. 3, 1838-3Iarch
3, 1839.
Jas. K. Polk, Tenn.--XXVI.
: 1. Dec. 2, 1839July 21, 1840; 2. Dec. 7, 1840-)larch
3, 1841.
.R.M.T.
Hunter. Va.--XXVII.
: 1. :May 31 - Sel)t.
13, 1841; 2. Dec. 6, 1841-Aug.
81, 1842; 3. Dec.
5, 1842-March
3, 1843.
John. White, Ky.-XXVIII.:
1. Dec. 4, 1843-June17,
1844; 9 Dec.
2, 1844-March
3, 1845.
John W. Jones, _,ra.-XXIX.:
1. Dec. 1, 1845-Aug.
10, 1846; 2. Dec.
7, 1846-March
3, 1847. Jolm W. Davis, Ind.-XXX : 1. Dec. 6, 1847-Aug.
14, 1848; 2. Dee.
4, 1848-]_Iarch
3, 1849.
l_obert C. Wi_throp.
Mass.--XXXI.:
1. Dec. 3, 1849-Sept.
30, 1850;
2, Dec. 2, 1850-JIarch
3, 1851. Howell
Cobb,
Ga.--XXXII.
: 1. Dec. 1, 1851 - Aug. 31, 1859;
2. Dec. 6, 18.52-March
3, 1853
Liml Boyd, Ky.
--XXXIII.:
1. Dec. 5, 1853-Aug.
7, 1854; 2.
Dec. 4, 18'54-March3,
1855. Linn Boyd, Ky.-XX-XIV. : 1. Dec. 3, 1855-Aug.
18, 1856; 2. Aug.
21 -30, 1856; 3. Dec. 1, 1856-]_iarch
3, 1857. _,:
P. _anks, Mass.--XXXV.
: 1. Dec. 7, 1857- June
1, 1858; 2. Dec. 6, 185S-March
3, 1859. Jas. L.
Orr, S. C.-2-XXXVI.
: 1. Dec. 5, 1859-June
18,
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1860; 2. Dec. 3, 1860- ]_Iarch 3,1861.
Urm. Pen_dn(jton, N. J.--XXXVII..
1. July 4-Aug.
6,
1861; 2. Dee. 2, 1861-July
17, 1862; 3. Dec. 1,
1862-March
3, 1863.
Gaha@a A. Grow, Pa.-XXX_III.:
1. Dee. 7, 1863-July
2, 1864; 2.
Dee. 5, 1864-)larch
3, 1865.
Schuyler
Colf_t._',
Ind.--XXXIX.
: 1. Dee. 4, 1865-July
28, 1866;
2. Dec. 3, 1866-March
3, 1867. Schuyler Colf,¢x,
In(I.--XL.:
1. March 4-30, July 3-20, :Nov. 21Dec. o 1867; 2. Dec. 2, 1867- July 27, Sept. 21,
Oct. 16, and Nov. 10, 1868; 3. Dec. 7, 186831arch 3, 1869.
Sch_lyler Golfer, Ind.--XLI.
: 1.
._Iarch 4-April
10, 1869; 2. Dee. 6, 1869-July
15, 1870; 3. Dec. 5, 1870-)larch
3, 1871.
Jas.
G. Blaine, Me.--XLII,:
1. March 4-April
20,
1871; 2. Dec. 4, 1871-June
10, 1872; 3. Dec. 2,
1872-:_Iarch
3, 1873.
d'as. G..BlaiT_e,
]_Ie.-XLIII.:
1. Dec. 1, ]873-June
23, 1874; 2. Dec.
7, 1874- 5Iarch 3, 1875. J,,s. G. !3!ai_e, ]_Ie.-XLIV.:
1. Dec. 6, 1875-Aug.
15, 1876, 2. Dec.
4, 1876--_areh
3, 1877.
1. '5[. L. Kerr, Ind. ; 2.
S. J. Randall,
Pa.--XLV.:
1. Oct. 15-Dec.
3,
1877; 2. Dec. 3, 1S77-June
20, 1878; 3. Dec. 2,
1878-)larch
3, 1879. S.J. lhtndall,
Pa.--XLVI.
:
1. March 18-July
1, 1879; 2. Dec. 1, 1879-June
16, 1880; 3. Dec. 6, 1880-March
3, 1881. S.J.
Randall,
Pa.
(See COXTIXENTAL CO._GItESS.)-See Poorc's .Polhical .Register, 4-204.
2_.LEX_.xNDER

JOIL_STO.N.

CONKLING,
Roscoe,
was born at Albany,
N. Y., Oct. 30, 1829, practiced
law in Utica,
_N. ¥., was a representative
in congress
(republiean) 1859-67, and United States senator 1867-81.
He was onc of the candidates
for the republican
nomination
for the presidency
in 1876, and is at
present(1881)
onc of the le'zders of the republican
party.
._.. J.
CONNECTICUT,
a state of the Americtm
Union.
lts firat or provisional
government
x_as
formed under a commission
from the Mas.,achusorts legislature,
March 3, 1636, to eight of the
se_rs
on "the river of Connecticut."
Jan. 14,
,:163_,_ there was formed
a q_asi constitution,
('0irth_ting all magi._trates,
including
the governor,
to be chosen annually
by popular
vote, a tenure
continued
until 1876 in the case of the governor
though
efficient
officers
have been usually
reelected.
In 1876 the governor's
term was lengthened to two yeats.
Hartford
and :New Haven
remained separate colonies until their acceptance
of the charter
of 1662, and the memory of the
division was retained in the two capitals of the
state, Hartford
and _ew tlaven,
until 1875, when
Hartford was made sole capital.
April 23, 1662,
Charles II. granted
the colony a clmrter, which
,continued the popular
clectio_
of governors
and
legislatures
and gave to the colonial government
the appointment
of judges.
The
boundaries
assi_-med were as follows:
"Bounded
on the East
by _arraganset-River,
commonly
called :Narraganset-Bay,
where the said River falleth into the
Sea; and on the _orth by the Line of _hc _lassa-
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chusetts-Plantation;
and on the South by the
Sea; and in Longitude
as the Line of the _Iassachusetts-Colony,
rmming
from
East to West,
That is to say, Fronl the said :Narraganset-Bay
on the East to the South Sea on the West Part."
(See TERI(ITORIES, _EW _.'ORK, _'].._.SSACHUSETT$,
RUODE lSL,_D.)
This very democratic
charter
was made the constitution
of the "free, sovereign
and independent
state"
of Connecticut
in 1776
by statute.
Oct. 5, 1818, by a close vote (13,918
to 12,361), a new constitution
was adoptcd,'_'hose
main political change was an extension
of the
right of suffrage,
which lind hitherto
been in
those made freemen by the towns, to all white
males, 21 years old, of good moral
character,
having a freehold
of $7 annually
or paying a
state tax.
The property
qualification
has since
been
abolished,
and an educational
requisite
(ability to read) has bcea added, but the character
qualification
is still iu force.
(See CO_STITVTm_s, STATF. For the disputed
title to Wyoming, see WYom_G,
PEX_SYLV*_IA.)--In
national
politics the comse of Connecticut
has been ahnost
unwavcringly
anti-democratic.
It, has cast itselectoral vote for the hxleralisl,
whig or rel)ublicau
can(lidates
at every presidemi'.d
election excep_
four: 1820, 1836, 1852 and 1876. After the downfall of the federal party in 1800, C,mnecticut
and
Delaware were the only states which, so long as
there were federalists to vote for, voted for federalists at event election.
In 1820 these two states
at last joined with all the others in voting" for
Monroe, but at the first opportunity,
in 1824, both
returned
to a broad constructionist
c'mdidate,
John Quincy Adams.
In 18"_6 Van Buren's
ma.
joi'ity over IIarrison
was but 768 out of a total of
87,700 votes.
In 185_ the state went to Pierce
through the defection
from the whigs of about
3,000 free-soil votes.
In 1876 Tilden's
majority
over all was but 1,712 out of a total of 122,156
votes.
But, notwithstanding
this almost constunt vote against tlm demoertaie
party, tlm maorities lmve generally
been proportionally
very
small, "rod tim democratic
organization
in _he
state has always
been strong and t_ctive.
In
1818, :ffter _ struggle
of many years, it forced
from its federalist opponcnts the new constitution
above referred
to, with
an extension
of the
suffrage.
Since that time its existence
in the
state has been maintained
by the .,dmost even
balance of success between tlm two parties in the
annually reeurring state electiom_.
The state may
therefore
be classed in gcncral as republican
(in
1881) in national politics, and extremely doubtful
in state politics.
In one ye'tr (1868) the state
chose republican
electors and a democratic
govel'nor.--The
name of the state was taken from
the name of its principal
river, an Indian word
meaning Lo_tyRivvr.
The popular name is either
T/w zVutmeg State, or The La_M cf Sleady Habit_.
--GoVERNOnS
(since 1776): Jonathan
Trumbull
(1776-83). Matthcw
iagdon (1785-95).
ath_m Trambull

Griswold (1784). Samuel ttuut()liver Wolcot_ (1796-7), Jon(179_1808),
John
Trcadwcll
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(1809-10), Roger Griswold (1811-12), John Cotton
people with another, of one race with anothcl;
Smith
(1813 - 16), Oliver Wolcott
(1817- 261, are almost never fruitless,
and are beneficent
in
Gideon
Tomlinson
(1827-301,
John S. Peters
their final consequences.
The wars of the Greeks
(1831--'21, H. W. Edwards
(1833), Samuel A. Foote
against tile Pelsians were among the most power(18341, H. W. Edwards
(1835-7), W.W. :Ellsworth
ful agents of civilization
in antiquity;
find it i._
(1838-41),
C. F. Cleveland
(1842-3),
Roger
S. enough to recall the magniliccnt
chapter of MenBaldwin (184-1-5), Clark Bisscll (1846-8), Joseph
tesquicu on Alexander
the Great (Spirit of Laws,
Trumbull
(1849), Thomas H. Seymour (1850-531,
book x., chapter 14) in ordl,r to see how narJow
Henry
Dutton
(18541, W. T. Minor
(1855-6),
is the view of those who find in the exl)cdition
r)f
A. H. l_ollcy (18571, W. A. Buckinghanl
(1858-651,
.the _laccdoni'm
hero the mere caprice of a yomlg
Jos. R. Hawley
(1866), Jas. E. English
(1867-8),
man thirsty for praise and glory.
Alexander
was
Marshall
Jewell
(18691, Ja_. E. English
(1870),
the _q)ostle of IIellenism;
but, at the same tim',,
Marshall
Jcwell
(1871-°).
Charles
R. Ingersoll
he initiated
the west into the mysterious
1ca_.!_(1873-51, R. ]). IIubbard
(1876-81,
Charles B.
ings of the east.
IIe was the founder
of th:,t.
Andrews
(1878-80), II. B. Bio'elow (1880-821mixed society in which Greek, Egyptian,
Jew.
See Hildreth's
bSdtcd Stat_%" B'_rber's Co;mecticut
Phoenician
and Persian,
by blending their sacr(,d
JlI_torical Col_ction,_," Hollister's
Ilia.tot!/ of Cq_mysteries,
their philosophic
and religious
doe_ecticut," Cem_ecticut Re,qisters (annual);
Tribune
trincs,
1)reparcd
the worhl
for the advent
of
Alma_mc
(1838-811; Con_ecticut 1Democratic Ji:ar
Christianily.
Alexander's
empire
brought
mcu
]?ookJbr 1880; Carpenter
"rod __rthur's Itist<,r!/of
to see their moral
unity and their common ti(,.¢;
(/m_neetieut;
Dwight's
IIMory
of CorLnecticut;
and for this reason there arc no more fruitful
Trumbull's
JTLi,slor!/ _f Connecticut;
BushncIl's
events in history than tile triunlphs
of this man.
Work and Play," and authorities
under
BLt'F., But there was in his work, as in gene_,'fl th(,re
LAws:
_Vvo._I._G;
Croifutt
and Morris'
Uiri" was in all the work of Gt'ceee, more genius than
and _lTilitary llgstory eft" Connecticut
du_'ing the
persistent force.
With her sovereign
gr'tce ,ql_(l
War.
z_LEX.4_NDEI_.JonI'_'STON.
her youthful
generosity,
Greece sowed
ev,_ywhere along her passage
germs
of marveh),t_
CONQUEST
is a fact which has its place and
its marked significance
in the growth of humanity,
and which, among civilized nations, is subject _o
certain
rules.
It has its philosophy
as wcll as
its rights, and should
therefore
be examined
"t_
well in its historical
manifestations
as from the
point of view of international
law.--I.
Itistorically, conquest
has demonstrated
its ¢'ai,_ou d'gtre
in all the grand phases through
which humanity
has pas_ed.
Whelhcr it bc a fatality inherent
in
the nature
of man, o_" merely a transitory
fact,
us the disciples
of the abb5 St. Pierre hol)c, it is
unfortun'_tcly
not to he denied that it is through
bh)od and ruin that gre_t political
and social
changes
t_re cffect(,d.
E_'cry natiou
forms its
own code of laws by which it is governed
as long
_s it endures;
but above, this code, formal
and
transient
as the society which it serves
as a rule,
towers the great law of endless human 1)ro_'ess.
:Nations are sometimes
delayed
in the perform_mce of the mission with which they are clmrged,
They finally accomplish
it, but are unable in time
to see that their tt_sk is over.
Their regeneration
is then effeeted 113"the intervention
of anothcr rue(,
or of a rival nation, which comes to occupy the
vacant place, and to employ the ruins of the old in
the buildiugof
thenew,
until such time _s it it._elf
disappears
in one of the ccasel_,ss cvolations
of
growing hn,nanity.
It is undoubtedly
sad to be
forced to admit that peace does no_ 'fiways attend
the march of l)rogres% and that a moment comes
when the intcrn:)l vital principle
of nalions
no
longer suffice, for their development,
and when
conflict
bccmncs
a necessity in order to preserve
the creative power of thought;
but, on the other
]land, there is a philosophic
consolation
in acknowledgiug
that these violent struggles
of one

fectmdity,
but she left their free development
lc_
the future;
she created worlds, but she (lid .nol hing to reduce them to order.
Organizing
genius
fell to the lot of Rome.
From conquest
to co)uquest, Rome forced the ancient
world into tile
orb_ Itoma_tua, and st'tmped upon the nations ¢0
profound
an imprint of her power that it is visible
to the present
they.
The Greeks had hrought
together, and to a certain extent had l)lended, the
east and the west: the Ronmns,
aIIhough heirs of
Greece, had as their special mission the founding
of the western world.
Their gift of command,
their vocation
to conquer
and absorb,
had so
'fl)s_dute a character,
that, in spite of the numer()us and indelible traces of their action, It 'is still
debated
whether
their mission was a benefit to
humanily
or not.
Rome as,imilalcd
the conquered
nations
to herself, but she (,lid so only
after she had crushed
them to the e'arth.--Sh(;
had received
rich and populous countries uud(,r
her administrative
yoke, and dcpol)ulation
extended
by (tcgrecs
over the provi_:ces
of the
empire.
But, notwithstanding
her cnerw_lion,
Rome (lid not dream
of ehangiqg
tile motive.
princq)le
of her policy, which
consisted
in absorbing the world into herself, and ill consuming
wealth without
producing
it. In the nfidst of
her agony she went on further and further reguluting and exhausting
the provinces,
but she did
not cease to reign till after she ha,_] eslablisl_cd
the unity of :Europe.
It is during this period (,f
exhaustion
which mt_rks the end of ancient sect
ety, that the third conquerors
of the civiliz_:d
world
appeared.
Tile Germans
entered the (h,serted lands of the last of the 0,'esars, as much in
tile character of colonists as of conquerors.
W_th
little of civilization
about them, they allowed'
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ehcmsclves
easily to be guided by that portion of
Roman
society which still stood erect, but they

that the impulse they gave Europe continues yet.
--Thi¢ brief sketch shows tlmt there are civiliz-

e ,auged it none the less, by inoculating
it with a
principle
unknown
to Greeks and Romans, that
,_f iadividu'd
liberty.
Although
it appeared undcr the form of tt privilege, this fruitful principle
hehl within
its ho_om the whole future.
It
breathed
life into Chnatianity,
which had lost in
Ihe ancient worhl its rcgenera|ing
virtue, hecause
_t had none to speak to but _ouls debased and
_rained in slavery.
Charlemag'ne,
by compro_nising between the genius of Rome and that of
the German
race, extended
by his conquests the
l'eign of Christian
civilization
over countries and
l)coples unknown
to the "mcicnt rulers of the
earth, and laid the foundations
of modern society,
The middle
ages lived on Ct|rlovingian
ideas,
vibrating
unceasingly
1)etween the instiucts
of
hberty placed in their hearts by the infusion of
German
I)lo ,d and the principles
of authority
represented
by Rome, as well in imperial
legislation as iu the spiritual
domain.--.kfter
having
shaken
off the spiritual
yoke of Rome, in the
sixteenth
century,
Germany
remained
subject to
the yoke of sercita(_
created by the middle ages,
_or, in the course of time, hythc doctors of Roman
law.
It was rescrved
for a nation whose universal mission was not yet known to do away with
the antiquated
forms of the middle
ages, and to
show what were the logical
conclusions
from
prenlises laid down ])y l)receding centuries.
Uniting the dash and spiritualism
of the Gauls to the
organizing
genius of Rome and the pride of the
Germans,
France, by her prolonged
struggles
in
the sixteenth
century, had saved the principle
of
intellectual
freedom.
Prcs_-rved
ia this way
:from the spiritual
death of Italy and Spain, she
presented
to the world the new and astonishing
spectacle ot'a society beginning
its own regenera.tion by virtue only of its internal
power.
Until
then, nations
had perished
rather
than chanje
France inaugurated
a new era by showi_g
that
the moderu epoch possesses in itself the power of
a second birth.
This lesson, the first and greatest
taught by the French revolution,
did not prevent
that revolution
from passiug beyond the borders
_of France, thanks to foreign aggression.
During
a war which lasted 20 years, all Europe was in
_oavulsion,
and the name of Napoleon
was added
to the names of Alexander,
Ctesar and Charlcnmgue.
In pushing
the conquests
of France
beyond the limits traced
by her in her most
ambitious
dreams,
l'_apo]con
became
au instrument to spread
the principles
of the revolution,
It matters
little that his immense and numcrous
enterprises
attracted
the hatred
of subjugated
peoples as much as they did their admiration.
The same measure
can not be applied to grand
and ten'ible
characters
like him as to other men.
It remains true, in spite of every adverse dent.d,
"that the Napoleonic
conquests were triumphs
of

ing wars and conquests;
but, unfortunately,
there
are others which bring no compensation.
It is
possible to find an historical
significance
in the
conquests of Attila.
Ia his wanderings
he drew all
the north in his train, and was at least an incident
in the great invabion of the elnl)irc.
But the
mind is bewildered at the sight of th(. conquests
of oriental
despots, of Gengis Khan, Tamerlane
or Bajazet.
Why did these men cross a part
of the habitable
globe
like a lightning
flash,
piling up ruin_ and heaping u l) victims, and yet
do nothing,
as Moutesquieu
expresses
it, "toward p_ying
the immen._e deht they had contr'mted toward hulnanity"?
When Bajazet was
brought,
a prisoner, into the presence of Tamerlane, thelatter,
after looking at him for a moment,
began 1o laugh.
Bajazet, having reminded
him
of the instability
of fortune, reproached
him for
not pitying
his distress.
"1 know what you
wish to say," said the conqueror,
"and I have
no desire to insult you in your defeat;
but I say
that 'dl the kingdoms
of the earth nmst have
little value in the eyes of God or in themselves
that they should
hc given up to a wretched
one-eyed m;,n like you. or to a wretched
cripple
like me."
The contempt
of humanity
which
these words
breathe,
the al)seuce of an ideal
which
they denote,
enable
us to measure
the
' distance
which separates
the barbarian
from the
civilized
hero.
The Turkish
and Tartar
conquerors, descended
from the highlands
of Asia,
have exercised
no influence
on the history
of
hunmnity.
By taldng
possession
of China,
, India. Asia blinor, and even of a part of Europe,
Gengis Khan, Othman and their successors sireply drew near to civilizafionq
relatively
superior,
i which, .it most, they ,_ssimilated
only p'mially.
When they did not destroy them, they _(lded
nothino
to them.
The only Asiauc conquerors
whom it is prol)er to place on a higher level than
this, and who during a certain period represented
' a special civilization,
are the ancient
Persians,
'filer the time of Zoroaster, .m(l the Arabs, "filer
that of 5Iohammcd.
But, s:tving these two cxccptious, Asia presents only the sad sl)eclaclc of
a few nations thai were arrested in their growfll
after they had attained at an early l)eriod a stage
' of culture in some respects _tdvaneed, aml which
did not receive from those who forced the way
into their midst any new or fruitful germ
We
' must come ba('k to Europe hJ discover for events
a_y reason but a purely external
one, and to see
them devclol)ed
with that logical sequence and
powerofcombinationwhichmarksthestatesman.
--Even
wars of a secondary
order come to have,
on this account,
some significance.
When the
] German
people settled in the provinces
of the
I Roman empire, they (lid not settle at once within
! the limits in which they have been since confined.

modern
civilization
that i Not
did the but,
several
not scattering
have theirof
everywhere
they gaveover
the an
deatheffete
hlowsociety;
to the midpresentonlyfrontier_-,
owing sttttes
to the
rile "lges, shook up everything
in Europe;
and!
their forces brought about by feudal organization,
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the distribution
of their respective
forces was in
nothing
analogous
to what it is to-day.
After
the European
states were consolidated
internally,
and had concentrated
their resources,
sovereigns
began to look beyond their frontiers,
to measure
their forces and calculate their relative strength,
From this originated
the wars intended
to bring
about an equilibrium
of power (see ]_,kLANCE OI'
Powr:n),
and the conquest of provinces,
with the
view of increasing
the defensive
power of states
and
giving
them better
frontiem.
Each state
drew up for itself a series of diplomatic
and strategic rules, endowed
by tradition
with the force
of precedent,
and their precedents
controlled
for
a long time the policy
of cabinets.
The systern of equilibrium
is evidently
right to a certain
point;
for it concerns the liberty of all Europe to
prevent
the predominance
of any single power,
Which of us has not been forcibly impressed
by
the first chapter of Gibbon, in which he pictures
the Roman
empire
as a vast prison,
opening
throughout
its vast extent not a single door to the
victim
of tyranny,
and leaving
him no other
refuge than death, the last asylum
of the free?
A multitude
of sovereignties
is therefore
a guarantec of human liberty, and the disproportionate
increase of one power isa mcn'me to all.
But the
system of equilibrium
soon became a pretext for
the most iniquitous
conquests;
at,d, although
it
found its origin in the interests
of the liberty of
Europe,
there is no political
theory which has
led to such deeds of tyranny and arbitrariness,
Francis I. and Henry IV., struggling
against the
house of Austri.'L and William
ILl. against Louis
XIV., acted in accordance
with this salutal 5, principle, but one which was caricatnred
at a later
time; for it was in the name of the equilibrium
of Europe
th'lt three spoliating
powers effected
the partitiou
of Poland.
Thccightecnth
century
has been, moreover, a witness of the most glaring
abuses of conquest,
open or disguised.
At no
time have princes been seen to tl_de for or seize
provinces
with such eagerness,
without troubling
themselves
in the least whether they obtained the
consent of the people, and consulting
only their
own convenience.
Frederick
the Greatisthe
best
example
of this; and he would have been surpassed by Joseph II. if the latter hadhad as much
genius _lnd the same opportunity
as his rival and
model.
It is strange that, just on the eve of the
French
revolution,
and (luring an age of generous
philosophy,
l)cople should have been most treated
hke a herd of cattle.--It
remains for us to speak
of a third species of conquest,
tile conquest of
barbarian
nations
by civilized
peoples.
5Inlay
authors have r'fised the question whether the same
rulcs should
be applied to them as to conquests
made in Europe.
This question is settled by the
facts in the case.
One of the historic phenomena
of our century
is the subjection
of the globe to
three great European
powem.
The aggrand_e-

barbarism;
and these heathen
lands arc considered the common property
of Christianity
and
the white race, which is called to universal
dominion.
The reproach
of ambition
directed
against England
in India, Russia on the borders
of China and in central Asia, France in Algeria,
come to naught in presence
of the imperativc law
which confers on great
nations
the mission of
drawing humanity
nearer its goal.
The right of
civilization
over barbarism
is not limited to nomad peoples, and bunters,
which make no use of
the soil which they are supposed
to occupy, but
it extends to every nation which pretends to ward
off the influence of Europe or civiliz_ltion by factitious barriers.
People do not flfink that China,
Japan,
_Iadagascar,
were founded
to continue
their existence _q)art; and public ol)iniou has not
blamed the efforts which have succeeded,
'tt least
in part, in making
these
countries
a common
patrimony
of the nations.
The right of civilizalion goes as far as to dispossess orput u_dcrguardianship
peoples who do not accomp/ish
their
mission.
The Ottoman empire and 5Iexico, st(uatcd at the connecting
points of two worlds,
which, instead of making theirnatural
adv_lniages
of "tny value, to the l)ellefit of all, live in a state
of continual
inertia, are destined
to pass from the
weak trends which hold them back, into those of
some civilizing race.
But this right of extension
of civilization,
as ag'_inst b:u'barism or inc_tp_(.ity,
is attended
by duties to the conquered.
It is to
this kind of conquest
that we may apply the
words of _lontcsquieu:
"I define the right of
conquest in this way: A necessary, legitimate
;uJd
unfortunate
right,
"ahich always leaves tin immense debt to be paid to humanity."
The past
offers us examples in which the evils of conquest
have been more than b-_lanced by tile bencfiLs
which followed
them, and others, in which the
subsequent
benefits have not compensated
for the
injury inflicted.
Leavi,_g Europe
out of cou._id_
era(ion, we may take the case of the English
(olonies in .-N'ew England,
and the French colonies
in Canada "_nd Louisiana,
as illustrative
of the
first; and, of the second
case, the Spanish colohies of the new world.
Was the civihzatio,_ of
the Incas and the Aztecs of less value than that
brought
them by their conquerors?
To avoid
misunderstanding,
thcrefore,
let us say that we
are far from approving
conquest
except as an
evil sometimes
necessary,
and which is justified
only by the good it produces.--II.
Let us now
pass to the right of conquest as admitt(_d in civilized states.
This right has been modified
by tlm
refinement
of the customs
of war, and it has in
nothing preserved
the absolute
and steru cha_acterof ancient times.
The rulingprincipleis,
that
conquest
alone does not confer definitive a_(l incontestable
rights, and that the loss of posses-ion
by the fortune
of war does not extinguish
the
proprietary
right of the sovereign against whom

ments of Russia, England
and France in India,
] the war has gone.
The conqucr0r
would therethe extreme east and Africa, are not otherwise
re- fore be considered
as abusing his power and de
garded
than as the conquests
by civilization
of Ifacto sovereignty
Which has devolved
on "hi_
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provisionally,
if he should
dispose, by gift or
otherwise,
of a conquered
or usurped
domain.
Nevertheless,
a distinction
is made as to the prol)erty of the dispossessed
sovereign.
If it be a
question
of his private
property,
tlm principle
wlfich guards the property
of subjects guards his
also: but, if the conqueror
t'd_c possession of the
dmnain of the state, even temporarily,
he may dispose of it without beingaccused
of:_buse of force,
leaving it to the proprietor,
[u case of his return,
to take advautage
of the right of lJo_tliminiam,
But the same license does not extel_d to the authorization
of the alienation
of private estates or
other real property,
thus devouring
the substance
of the conquered
country.
The alienation
of a
conquered
province
in favor of a thi,'d party
would expose the new possessor to a demand for
restoration
from the origi,ml owner, who nfight
claim his property from all possessors of it without even the strict obligation of paying theni anything more for it than thevalue
of their improvements.
It is clear, from what precedes, that milltary occupation
is not sufficient to take away proprietary
rights.
But the privileges
of the conqueror are not less important
on thi_account.
He
exercises the rights of sovereignty;
he uses the
public revenue;
lie may perfor,n
every act resting on the pe,'sistenee
of the social tie, and of
government
as well as of pfi_ate
law.
if the
conquered
country
is a constitutional
state, in
which
the sovereignty
is divided
betwe_,n
the
prince and the peoplc, the conqueror
is not bound
to respect this division:
lie has conquered
not
only the prince's
part of the sovereignty,
but also
tlmt belonging
to the people.
The conqueror,
therefore,
is frec to Govern according
to the constitution
establishcd,
or according
to anther
r(_gime of his own choice; anti thislatter
takes place
most frequently,
considering
that the character
of the new authority
is essentially
milital T. The
acts of the conqueror
or conquering
power become final if the treaty of peace which ends the
w'lr confirms
him in the possession
of the conqucred
country,
and confers the proprietorship
•if it on him.
The treaty of peacedeternfines
the
conditions
of this transfer.
If, on the contrary,
the conqueror
does not retain the province occupied, either because he loses it during the war, or
I)ecause he restores it when peace is restored, the
original
proprietor,
on catering
into possession
anew, exercises
the right of postliminium.
In
virtue of this right, property
taken by the enemy
is restored to its former status when returned to
its former
owner.
It is then that the ceasequences and complications
of the provision'dcon,dillon which weighed on the countr), during the
conquest, become evident.
(Sec POSTLI_H._II'M.)
JULES GR_:_TE_.
EO._SEILS
DES
I)RUD'HOMMES,
is the
name given to a class of tribunals
eslal)lished
by
law in many or' the important
cities of France and
Belgium,
for the speedy and inexpensive
settlemeat of certain specified industrial
disputes,
and
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the execution
of certain
laws and regulations
_]_ecting
manufacture
and trade.
These tribunals arc the outgrowth
of the trade guilds that existed in France for centuries,
and regulated
trade
and labor.
These guilds shared the fate of all
corporations
duri,lg the French revoh, tiol:, their
suppression
being decreed by the national assemblyiu 1789. Lyons alone retained some semblance
of the old jurisdiction
in its "common
tribunal;"
and out of this, forced by the confusion
lh:tt followed the SUSl)ension of the guild function,
grew
the first "Conseil
des Prud'homnms,"
which was
established
at Lyons by a decree of 1N'apoleon I.,
dated )[areh 18, 1806.--Unde,'
this decree, with
but few mate,'ial modifications,
the conseiis have
acted until
the preseut.
The most important
change has been in the relative
influence of employe,'s and employed,
the prel)onderance,
until
1848, being with the former, and then for five
i years, until June 1, 1853, with the latter,
By a
:law passed at this date, under which the conseils
now act, the perfect
equality
of employer
and
employed
in the organization
and working
of
the consei]s is secu,'ed.
In the earlier eonse.ils,
also, the officers wore elected,
in the latter, appointed, as stated below.--These
conseil_ are judicial tribunals,
establisbed
under the authority
of the minister
of commerce,
upon the request
of the chamber
of conuneree,
indorsed
by the
municipal
council of the city where the prot_osed
conseil is to lie located
The request set., forlh
the nccd of a conscil; the trades that will be t _l)resented in it, divided
into categories
of cog_kate
trades; and other facts tliat grade the miniszer in
deciding
upon the 'q)plication.
The municip'd
council promises to 1,rovide for thc necessary expeases of the conseil --The q,fficcrs ef the conscil
are a presidcnt aml vice presidenl,
namcd by the
chief of state, who hold office |br )hrec years; a
secretary,
appointed
and remov(,d 1)y the prefect;
and a certain number uf members
termed prud'hnmmes;
the number
in any conseil being net
less than six, half of whom arc employers
and
half cmployed,
each class electing its own repre.
scntatives.
Certain
qualifications
as to abilily,
expericnce,
'lge, residence
and charaetcr,
arc required to be possessed, both by the prud'h,mlmes,
and, in a less degree, by those who elect them.
The prud'hommcs
hohl ofilce for six years, and,
together
with the officers, are re-eli,_.,dile.
The
members of the conscils serve witlmut
pay.-Each couseil is divided into two (:hamlje_s. called
the l)rivatc bureau and the general bureau.
The
sole duty of the former, which is euml)osed of
two members
only, aml l)efore which
the procecdings
are quite informal,
is to conciliate,
if
possible,
the mcnfi)ers wh,) come before it and
settle disputes
without a formal trial.
Failing
this, the ctlse is taken before the general burcau,
where an attempt
is again made to settle the
trouble by agreement;
aml this again failing, tim
ca¢c is tried and judgment
given.
The relative
importance
of these two bureaus is seen in the
reports
of cases settled, given below.--Not
only
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does the jurisdiction
of the conseils extend to all
questions
that may result from the rel'ttions
of
employer,
employed,
foremen
and apprentices,
but they are charged with the execution
of the
trade-mark
laws, the inspection
of factories,
and
the general laws and regulations
affecting menufacture and trade and its police.
While certain
disputes and differences
growing outof industrial
relations
are excluded
from its jurisdiction,
evcn
many of these may by consent
be considered,
There is no limit as to the amount of the cl'um in
dispute that may be brought
before the conseils,
--The
methods
of procedure
in the general bureau arc those of a court, much siml)lificd, and
with no delay.
Tim parties to a dispute can, by
common
consent, refer the dispute to the consci]
for settlement;
but generally
cases are brought
before it on complaint
of one or the other party,
A letter of invitation
similar to a summons is sent
to the party defendant.
The case may bc heard
on statemcnt
or pleadings,
or witnesses
may be
examined.
A majority of the prud'hommes
prosent decides the case.
The decisions in which the
amount in dispute does not exceed 200 francs are
without
appeal.
In cases involving
more than
this, an appeal can be taken to the tribunal
of
commerce,
or, in arrondissements
in which
no
such tribunal
exists, to the civil courts.
The
decisions
have all the authority
of a court, and
are enforced
by the same means as those of all
other courts of law in France.
The costs are very
light in most cases, being, in those in which only
the letter of invitation
is issued, not over six cents,
--The workings
of these couseils, though they are
confessedly
imperfect and have some grave faults,
have been of the highest value to French industry,
In 1847 the 69 couseils then in existence
had
brought before them 19,271 cases, of which 17,951
were settled by coaeiliationin
the private bureau,
951 more by advice of the consei], and, in only
519 cases, was it necessary to enter formal jud Ement.
In 1878 the number of cases brought before the C(nl_eils was 35,046.
Of these, 18,415
"were settled in priv'lte, 9,076 in the conseils, and
formal judgment
entered in 7,,'i55. Of the causes
of dispute in 1878, 21,368 were rclative to wages,
4,733 to dismissals,
and 1,795 to matters affecting
apprentices.
Jos. D. W_:EKS.
CONSER)'ATIVE,
a name generally
adopted
in free countries
t)y the party opposed to sudden
innovations.
:It is sometimes
known, also, as the
partyof
rcsistancc.
In England
the conservative
isalmostidenticalwith
thetoryparty.
Tllereform
party was represented
formerly
by the whigs;
but for sometimc
p;_st a third party, known as
the radicals, has existed.
The whigs now form
a sort of middle
party between the radicals and
the tories.--In
France,
under
the monarchy
of
1830, the name conservative
was given to the
party
which
supported
the moderate
politics
practiced
by Louis Philippe
and his ministem,
It was not really conservative
in one sense, for it
adopted the principles
of the revolution
of 1830,

which excluded
the elder branch of the Bourbons
from the throne;
but, within the limits of constitutional
order founded
by this revolution,
it
really merited
the title, because
it was occupied
in presetting
existing institutions
while progTessivcly developing
them.
It was against this party
that the revolution
of 1848 w_s organized,
which
established
the republic
in France,
and which
succeeded in re-establishing
the empire at the end
of three years,
The tnnc has not come to judge
these events historically.
Let it suffice to state,
that, immediately
after the fall of the constitutiomd monarchy,
a conservative
republicau
party
was formed;
and, immediately
after the fall of
the republic,
a conservative
imperial
party.
A
similar thing happened with reference to the government which came into power after the rcvolution of Sept. 4, 1870.
It is the essence of all governments to preserve
their own cxislcncc, first of
all. In republics
having.t
less ephemeral
existence than in France, such fls Switzerland
and the
Unitcd States, there is also a conservative
party,
which assumes
various names, but always with
the same end in view.
This party is sometimes
vi(:torious
and sometimes
l)eaten at elections, i,l
proportion
as the public mind inclines to novelty,
or goes back to tradition.
But it is especi'd]y iu
mouarchics
that the conserv'_tive
spirit shows itself, because, in a certain sense, it is manifested
in a person representing
hereditary
power.
It is
cxtremcly
difficult to lay down rules iu a mattcr
of this kznd.
The spirit of conservatism
is obliged
to conquer
or yiehl, according
to circumstances.
Carricd
to cxcess, it becomes tile triumph
of iramobility:
reduced to hclple_uess,
it leaves a dangerous void in society.
All that may be laid
down a_ a general rule is this: that, the less politteal liberty a country enjoys, the more dangerc)us
conservatism
is; and the freer a country the more
salutary
does the conservative
spirit become.
]u
the first case it reprcsents
the permanence
o1"ot)pression;
in the second it represents
order, tile
first condition
of liberty.
It is for this rctlson
that constituti.nal
monarchies
offer the best conditions of government
yet known.
Side by side
with a broad liberty
they place great stability.
On examining
the histol 5" [_f England
we find
that reform
parties
obtain power only at long
intervals,
and retaiu it but a short time.
The
('onservative
party maintains
ascendency
nmst of
thetime,andlosesitonlytore-appearwithrenewcd
force,
lu this way the need of change is rccon(.iled with thc need of stability,
which is no less
essential.
"When a new idea appears
it is taken
u l) l)y cntbusiastic
minds, but there are as many
chances of ils beingbad
asgood.
The instinctive
resistance
of the conservative
party permits
examination,
discussion, putting to tile proof.
This
delay is productive
of more advant,_ge than inconvenience,
for, though
it delays re.d progless
somewhat,
it gives lime to separate the false from
the true.
In fine, when a new and correct
idea
has carried
the day, the conservative
element
knows best how to repair the breach made, and
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bring it into harmony
with the whole national
organization.
If, on the other hand, no organized
force is opposed
to innovations,
all filings are in
question ever 3' day, tlle most unfortffnate
cxperiences follow each other, a universal unrest seizes
on men's minds.
_Vllenever
the past is not respected, confidence in the future
disappears,
for,
as M. de Maistrc lms said, time respects only that
which it has founded.
:Nothing ismore contrary
to the material
tlnd moral progress
of a nation
than the continual
feeling of uncertainty.--The
chief seat of conservative
power in a constitution;tl cqmntl T is generally inthe second chambcr,
c,tlled the senate, or chamber of peers.
The con.
stitution of this body nlay vary: it may bc hereditary, as ill England;
elective,
as in Belgimn;
for life, as recently
in France;
but, in all countries, it is prudent
to have one as a check to the
precipitate
action of a single house.
Even in the
United States trod Switzerland
this necessity ltas
been felt.
But the wisest institutions
are of no
avail unless public opinion
guards
itself against
its own fancies.
Quid l_._gessine _no_bu._?
It is
useless to insert legal restrictions
in a eonstitulion: they will endure buta short time if national
passions pay no attention
to them.
The mode of
action most opposed
to the conservative
is the
revolulional T.
Popular
as it is in our day, it is
rarely for good.
Seldom
can a nation
applaud
itself for having caused a revolution.
It is better
to wait patiently
for the success of legitimate iraprovements
than to break down every obstacle at
the first blow.
The most obstinate
conservative
party does not resist forever;
it ends by yielding
to the pressure of necessity;
but, unfortunately,
to attain tllis result, it is necessary,
while working for the leg,fl triumph
of one's opinions, to
have a mixture of decision and patience, of firmncss 'rod moderation,
rarely met with in nations.
A revolution
seems the shortest way, although
in
eeality it is the longest
There is no constitution
ill whicll resistance is ]I1o1"(2
firmly organized than
ill England.
The house of lords, besides having
an absohlte veto on all propositions
of tile coinalerts, lltl$ a considerable
iufluence
in tlle house
of commons
itself, through
the tleetors
of the
counti.es.
Still, all the wishes of the commons
]laVe b, cn embodied ill laws whenever they have
been m,dntaincd
with persistence,
witllout COlamotion,without
revolutions,
by tile sole power of
lawful weapons.
For England
libcrty is a broa(l
l'iver which respects its banks.
One of the most
striking examples
of tile opposite disposition
was
shown ill _'l'anee during
the revolution
of 1848.
In England
the Louse of commons struggled
for
many ._cars to obtain the electoral reform:
it had
tO en(lure several adjournlnents.
Ill France the
electoral
reform
was on the eve of finding a
majority
in the chamber
of deputies,
and the
ehalnbe.r of peers lind not power enough to stand
in its way.
The triumph of the reform was sure
within a short time, without
nleeting one-half of
the delays and difficulties
which it encountered
in .England.
There was not patience
enough to
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wait foe a few months, perhaps a few dtty_.
It is
true tllat those who demanded
the electoral reform in England
_ished only for electoral reform;
while in France thc majority of those who asked
for refo,m
wi._hed for "t revolution,
and tho_e
who did not, tdlowcd it to come.
Never has
Frane.e proved more clearly her lack of tlnlt conservative
instinct
which
animates
all English
society, as welt the refo:m as the conservative
party itself.
L. DE LAVERG.NE.
00NSER_'ATII'E,
(IN V. S. thswoI_.V.)
I. Ia
1837--40, wheil support of the sub-treasury
bill
had beeonle the test of democracy,
those dcmocents wire opposed
it, as dangerous
to the finansial interests of the country,
formed a tenlportn T
"tlli.mce under the name of conservatives,
voting
with the whigs on this single question,
but in
other cases generally
with the denlocrats.
(See
INDEPENDENT TItEAS_]aY.)--II.
After
the suppression of the rebellion, and the inauguration
of
the plan of reconstruction
l)3' congress, the southel'n whites,
who considered
their state governmeats still legally in existence, and were opposed
Is a change by authority
of congress, very yenerally took the name of conservatives,
and in
sever;tl states, particularly
in Virginia,
retained it
until 'tbout 1872.--1II.
Ill the north, throughout
file same period, tllc name was occasionally
used
as synonymous
with democrat, forths
purpose of
attracting
moderate
republicans.
(See WInG
PARTY, II. ; Ht'XKE_S; DEMOCI_Aa'ICPARTY,
IV.,
VI.)
ALEXA:NDEI', JOU_STO_.

00NSTITUTION
OF TIlE
UNITED
STATES.
(For its formation
see CO_W:XTml_"
OF 1787.)
Tile constitution
is given below, the
sub-titles and other matter in brackets not being
"t part of the instrument.
[PREAMBLE.]
We tim People of the Untte,l State._, ill order to form n
more perfect Utnon, estabh_h Justice., insure Domestic
Tranqulllity, p:ovide for the common defence, protnote the
general
secure dotim
Bles¢ings
of Libertythis
to
ourselvesWelfare,
and ollr ann
Posterity,
ordain
and establish
Constitution for the United States of America.
ARTICLE.I.
[I29is!a_ve Department.]
S_CTmN. l. All legislative I'o_crs herein granted shall
be vested in a Congress of the Umtcd States, _hich shall
consist of a Semite and ]louse of Repre_entatLes.
S_:CTtOS.2. t Tile House of Representatives shall be
composed of ]Members chosen every second Year by the
People of the several btate_, and the Electors in each State
Mlall have the Qualific_ltions requisite for Electors of the
mo_t
Branch
the State Legis]ature,
'2 _onumerous
Person shall
be aofRepre_entati'.e
who _.hallnotha_e
attained to ttw Age of twenty fl_e Years, and betm seven
Years a ('itizen of tim Umted States, and who shall not,
_lmn elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which he
shall
"tiechosen.
3 Representatives
trod direct Taxes shall be apportioned
among timt-ever,ll suites x_hltllmay beinrluded within tllia
Union, according to their respecnw' ,Numbers, which shall'_
be determined by adding to the whole Number of free Per .
sons, including those bound to Serv,ce for a Term of
Years_ and excluding Indians not ta.xcd, three fifths of all,
other Persons. The actual Enumeration shall be made
_ithin three Years after the first Meeting of the Congre_
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of the United States, and within every subsequent Term of
ten Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct,
The Number
of R:presentatives
slmll not exceed one for
ever)" thirty Thou.-an[I, hut each State shall have at Least
one Representative;
and m_til such enumeration
shall be
made, the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse
three, Massachusetts
eight. Rhode-l_land
and Providence
Plantatmns
one, Connecticut
five, New York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania
eight, Delaware one, Maryland six,
Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Carolina five1 and
¢,eorgia three•
Whet/vacancies
happen in the Eepresentation
from any
State, the Executive Authority thereof'shall
issue Write of
Election
to fill such Vacancies.
The House of Representatives
shall chuse their Speaker
and other Officers; and stlall have the sole Power of Irapeachment,
_Ecrio_'. 3. _ The Senate of the United States shall be
composed of two Senators
from each State, chosen by the
Legislature
thereof, for six Years; and caclx Senator shall
ha_e one Vote.
immediately
after they shall be assembled
in Ceasequence
of the first Ele lion, they shall be divided
as
equally as may be into three Cla-ses.
The Seats of tim
Senators of the first Class shall be vacated at the Expiration of the second Yeaz, of the second Class at the Expiralion of the fourth X'ea, and of tim third Cla_s at the Expiratioa
of the sixth Year, _o that one-third amy be chosen
every second Year; aud if Vacancies
happen by Reslgila
lion, or otherwise,
during the Recess of the Legislature of
any state, the .Executive theleof may make temporary Appomtments
until the next Meeting
of the L-gi_lature_
which shall the0 fill such Vacancies.
3 No Person shall be a ._euator who shsll not have attained to the Age or" thirty Years, and been nine Years a
Citizen el the United States, and who shall uot,whcn elected,
be un inhabitant
of that _tate for which he shall be chosen,
4 Tile Vice Prcstdetit of the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be
equally di_'Jded
s The Senate shall chess their other Officers, and also a
President
pro tempore, in the Aheence o! the Vice President_ or when he shall exercise the office of Plcsideut of the
UnlWd States.
6 Tuc Senate shall have the _ole Power to try all Impeachmeats.
When sit, tug for tliat Purpose, they shall be on
Oath or Affirmation.
When the President
of the United
States is tried, the Chmf Justice
sllall premdc: And no
Person shall he convicted without the Concurrence
of twothirds of the Members present,
Judgment
m Cases of impeachment
shall not extend
fllrther than to removal from Office, and Disqualification
to holdand enjoy any Office of honour, Trust or Profit under the United States;
but the Party convicted shall neverthelese he liable and subject
to Indictment,
Tr, a], Judgmeat and Punishmcnt_
according to Law.
S_CTION. 4. I The Times, Places and Manner of holding
Blections
for Senators and Representatives,
shall be proscribed iu each State by the Legislature
thereof; but the
Congress may at auy time by Law make or alter such ltcgalations, except as to the Places of chasing Senstors.
The Congress
shall assemble
at least once in every
Year, and such Meeting shall be on the first Mondayin
December,
unless theyshall
byLawappointadifferontDa_,
S$c'r,oN. 5. I Each House shall be the J edge of the Elsettons, Returns and Qualifications
of _ts own Members, and
a Majority of each shall con_tithtc a Quorum to do bustnose; but a smalh;r Number may adjourn from day to day,
and may be authorized
to compel the Attendant.e
of absent
Members,
in such Manner, and under such Penalties
as
each House may provide,
"_Each llouse may determine
the Rules of its Proceedtugs, punLsh its Members
for d_orderly
Betmvmur, and,
with the Concurrence of two4hirds,
expel a Member.
Each House shall keep a Journal
of its Proceedings,
and from t_me to tmie publish _he same, excepting
such
Parts as may m their Jndgment
require _eerecy; ant. the
Yeas and Nays of the Members
of either ltouse on any
question shall, at the Desire el one fifth of those Present,
bc entered on the Journal.
• _ :Neither Rouse, during the Sees|on of Confess,
shall,
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without
the Consent of the other, adjourn for more thma
three days, nor to any other Place than that in which the
two Houses shall be aittiug.
SEc'rlox. 6. I The Senators
and Representatives
shall
receive a Comlaensation
for their Services, to be ascertained
by Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United States.
They shall m all Gases,except
Treason, Felony and Breach
of the Peace, be privileged item Arrest during their Attendance at the Session ot their respective Houses, and in going
to and returning
from the same; and for any Speech or
Debate to either House, they sba]l not be questioned
in any
other Place.
_ No Senator or Representative
shall, during the Time
for which he was elected, be appointed
to any civil Office
under the Authority
of the United States, u hich shall have
been created, or the Emoluments
whereof shall have been
encreased
during such thne; and no Person holding auy
Office under the United States shall he a Member of either
House during his Continuance
in Office.
Szcrmu.
7. i All Bills for raising Revenue shall orlginate in the House of Representatives;
but the Senate may
propose or concur _ith Amendments
as on other Bills.
s Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives
and the Senate,
shall, before it become
a
Law, be presented to the President
of the United States;
if he approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it,
with his Objections
to that Souse in which It shall have
originated,
who shall enter the Objections
at large on their
Journal,
and proceed
to reconsider
it. If after such ReconMderatiou
two thirds of that ltouse shall agree to pass
the Bill, it shall be asut, together
with the Objections,
to
the other House, bywhich
it shalllikewi_e
her, considered,
and if approved by two-thirds of that IIoase, it shall become
a Law. But'in
all such Cases the Votes of both IIouses
shall be determined
by yeas and .Nays, a,a0 the Names or"
the Persons voting for and against the Bill bha,t bc entered
on the Journal
(if each ttouse
respectively,
if any Bill
shall not be returned
by the Presideu_ within teu Days
(Sundays excepted)
after it shall have been presented
to
him, the Saute shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he had
signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment
provent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a La_.
3 Every Order, Reselntimh
or Vote to which the Concurfence of tile Senate and House of Representatives
may be
necessary,
(except on a question of Adjournmen
t) shall be
presented
to the President of the United States; and before
the same shall take Effect, shall be approved
by him. or
being disapproved
by him, shall be repassed by two.thirds
of the Senate and Mouse ot Representatives,
according
to the Rules avid Limitations
prescribed
in the Case of a
Bill.
Ssc'vloN. 8. The Congress shall have Power i To lay and
collect Taxes, Duties,
Imposts and Excises,
to pay the
Dehts and provide for the common
Defence and general
Welfare of the United States; but all Du_ies, Imposts and
Excises shall be uniform throughout
the United States;
_ To borrow Money on the credit of the United States;
s To regitiate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among
the several States, and with the Indian Tribes;
4 To establish
an uniform Rule of Naturalization,
and
uniform Laws on the subject
of Bankruptcies
throughout
the United States;
5 To coin Money,
regulate
the Value thereoI, and of
foreign Coin, and tix the Standard of Weights and Messures;
_ To provide for the Punishment
of comlq.erfeiting the
Securities
and current Coin of the United States;
q To establish Post Offices and post Roads;
s 3'0 promote
the Progress of Science
trod'useful
Arts,
by securing
for limited 'l'tmes to Authors and Inventors
the exclusive
Right ¢o their respective
Writings
and
Discoveries;
s To conatituterlh-ib'unalstnferlor
to the supreme Court;
_o To defi_e and punish
l:'iraeies and Felonie_
cornmttted on tho high Seas_ _d Offences against the Law of
Natmue;
_ To declar_'War,
grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal,
and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water;
_ To raise and support Armies, but no Appropriation
of Money to that Use shall be fo_ a longer Term thus,
two Years;
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ts To provide and maintain
a Navy:
14 To make Rules for the Government
aud Regulation
of
the laud and naval Forces;
15 To provide for calling forth the _Iilitia to execute the
Laws of the Union, suppress
Insurrections
and repel Invasions;
i_ To provide for organizing,
arming,
and disciplining,
the blihtia,
and for governing such Part of them as may
be employed in the Service of the United States. reserving
to the States respectively,
the Appointment
of thn Officers,
and ,he Authority
of training the Mihtia according to the
discipline prescribed
by Congress;
l_ To Lxerctse exclusive
Lel.dslation
in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square)
as may, byCession
ofpartieularStates,
andtheAcceptance
of Congress, become the Seat of the Government
of tim
United States,
arid to exercise
like Authority
o,er all
Places purchased
by the Consent
of the Legislature
of the
State in which the same shall be, for the Erection of Forts,
Magazines, Arsenals, Dock-Yards,
andotherneedful
Buildings ;--And
t8 To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution
the foregoing
Powers, and
all other Powers vested by this Constitution
in the Got'ernment
of tbe United States, or in any Department
or
Officer therer,f,
SECTn_N. 9 I The Migration
or lmportattou
of such
Persons
as any of tile States n,lw existing
shall think
proper to admit, shall not be prohibited
by the Congress
prior to the Year one thousand
eight hundred
and efght,
but a Tax or Duty may be imposed on such Importation,
not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.
The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not
be suspended,
unless when in Cases of Rebellion
or Innssion the public Surety may require it.
3 No Bill of Attainder
or ex post facto Law shall be
pas_ed,
4 ,No Capitation,
or other direct, Tax shall be laid, nnless
in Proportion
to the Census or Enumeration
herein before
directed to be taken.
5 N o Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported
from
any State.
No Preference
shall be given by any Regulation
of
Commerce or Revenue to the Port s of one State over those
of another:
nor shall Vessels bound to, or from, one State,
be obliged to eater, clear, or pay Duties in another.
7 No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury.
but in
consequence
of Appropriations
made by Law; and a re_jular Statement
and Account
of the Receipts and Expenditares
time. of all pubhe :Money shall he published from time to
e No Title of Nobility shall be granted
by the United
States: And uo Person holdingaayOffieeofProflt
or Trust
under them, shall, without
tbe Consent of the Congress,
accept el any present,
Emolument,
Office, or Title, of any
kind whatever,
from any King, Prince, or foreign Star e.
SEc'rmN. 10. I No State shall enter into any Treaty,
Alliance,
or Confederation:
grant Letters of _arque
and
Reprisal;
coin Money;
emit Bills el Credit;
make any
Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender
in Payment
of
Debts;
pass any Bill of Attainder,
ex post facto Law, or
Law impairing
the Obligation
of Contrasts,
or grant any
Title of Nobility.
No State shall, without
the Consent of the Congress,
lay any Imposts or Duties
on Import_ or Exports,
except
what maybeabsolutely
necessary for executing it's inspection Laws: and the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts,
lald by any State on Imports or E':ports.
shall be for the
Use of th_ Tre, asuly of the United States,
and all such
Laws shall be subject to the Revision and Controul of the
COngress.
3 No blare shall, without
the Consent
of Congress, lay
any Duty of Tonnage,
keep Troops, or Ships of War in
time of Pea_.e, enter into any A,_,rcement or Compact _ ith
another State, orwilh a foreign Power, or engage in War,
unless actually invaded,
or in such imminent
Danger as
will not admit of Delay.
ARTICLE.
u.
[ExecutOrs
Department.]
Szc'rio._. 1. I The executive
Power shall be vested in a
:President of the United States of America.
He shall hold
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hi_ Office during tbe Term of tour Years. and. together with
the Vice President,
chosen for the same Term, he elected,
as follows:
_ Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as tbe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors.
equal to
the whole Number
of Senators
and Representative_
to
which the State may be entitled
tn the Congress:
but no
Senator or Representative,
or Person holding an Office of
Trust or Profit under the United States, bhall be appointed
an Elector.
The Electors shall meet in their respective
States, and
vote by Ballot for two Persona, of whom one at least sbaJl
not be an Inhabitant
of the same State _ith themselves.
And the)" shall make a List of all the Persons _oted tor,
andof
the Numtler
of Votes for eaeh; which Li._t they
shall sign and certify, and transmit
sealed to the Sear of
the Government
of the United States, dbe_'ted to tile.
President
of the Senate.
The President
of the Senate
shall, in the Presence
of the Senate and House of Representatlves,
open all the Certificates,
and the Votes shall
then be counted.
The Person lmvin_ the greatest N amber
of Votes shall be the President,
if su, h Number
lie a
blajority of the whole Number of Elector_ appointed;
and.
if there be more than one who ha_e such Majority, and
have an equal Number of Votes, then the House of Representati_es
shall immediately
chuse by Ballot one of them
for President;
and if no Person have a bIsjority, then from
the five lnghest
on the List the said House shall in like
Manm.r chuse the President.
But in chusin,_ the Presldent, t be Votes shall be taken by States, the Reprcsentation from each State. having one _,rote; A quorum for this
Purpose shall consist of a Member or Members from t_o
tlm'ds ofthe States, and a Majority of all the States shall
be necessary to a Choice.
lu every Case, after the Choice
of the Prebident,
the Person having the grcate_.t Number
of",rotes of the Electors
shall be the Vice Pre_mcnt.
But
if there ehouhl remsin iv, o or more _ ho ha_ e equal Vet ca,
ti_c Senate
shall chu.-e from them by Ballet the "_ice
President.
[ The manner

i_ u'h_ch Ihe electors vote ha.s been cha_getf_
by the 121h Amendment.]
3 The Congress may determine
the Time of chusiag the
Elector_,
and the Day on which they shall give their
Votes; _ hich Day shall be the annie through_mt the United
States.
4 :Xo Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen
of the United States, at the time of the Adoption
of this
Constitution,
shall be eligible to the Office of P_es_deut;
oeither slmll any Pelion be chgtble to that Office _ ho shall
not have attained to the Age ot thirty five Years, and beeo
fourteett Years a Resident
wit.bin tile Umted States
5 lu Case of the Removal of the President ll,_n_ Office, or
of his Death, Resignation,
or Inability
t,, dlscaarge
the
Powers and. Duties of the said Ottlce, the same shrill devoles on the Vice President,
and the Congres_
may h_'
Luw provide for the Case of Remo_ al, Death, Resignation,
or Inabihty,
both of the P_esideut
and Vice l'te_tdent,
declaring what Officer shall tbcn act as President,
and
such Officer shall act accordingly,
until the Dieabihty
be
removed, or a President
shall be el, cted.
6 The President
shall, at stated Times, receive for his
Services, a Compensation,
_thieh shall neither be encreased
nor diminished
during the Period for which he t-hall hate
been elected, and he shall not receive within that Period
any other Emolument
from the United States, or any of
them.
_ Beforelie enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall
take the following Oath or Affirmation:-"I do solemnly
swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully
"execute
the Office of President
of the Umtc.d bta_es, and
"_ill
best of my ofAhility,
preserve,
"fend tothetheConstitution
the Unlted
States."protect and deS_cTtor,'. 2. _ The Pre.-ident shall be Commander
tn
Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of
the Militia of the several
States,
_ hen called rote the
actual Service of the United States;
he m_y lequ_re the
Olunion, in writing, of the pr;ncipal Officer in cach of the
executive
Departments,
upon any Subject relating
to th_
Datie_ of their respective Office_, and he shall have Power
to grant Reprieves
and Pardons
for Offences against.the
United States, except in Cases of Impeachment.
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He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the _enate, to make Treaties,
pro_ ided two thirds
of the ,_enators present
concur i and he shall lmmiuate,
and by and with the Advice and Coo_eut of the Senate,
shall appoint
Ambassadom,
other public .Ministt.ro and
Consuls, Jndges of the supream
Court, and all other hill_:era of the United States,
wtlo_e Appointments
are'not
herein otherwise
provided for, and which shall be eetabllshed by Law: but the CongJcss may I,y Law _e_ttbe
Appointment
of such inferior Officer_, .b they think proper_ m tim PreMdent alone, in the Cou:ts of La_', or in the
Beads of Depal talents,
:_ The ]'resident bllal] have Power to fill up all Vacancies
that rosy happen during
the Reees.- of the Senate, b)
grunting
Commissions
_hich
shall e.fire
at the End of
.their next Sessmn.
SECTIOn. d. Lie shall from time to ,*ime give to the Congress lnlormation
of the State of the Union, and reeomnlellcl to their Consideration
such Measures
as he shall
.Judge necessary and expedient;
he may, on extraordinary
Occasions, convene botll ltouscs,
or either hi them, and in
Case of Disagreement
between
them, with Respect to the
_lme of Adjournment,
he may adjourn theul to such Time
n_ he shall think proper ; he shall receive Ambassadors
_nd other public Mlmsters;
he shall take Care that the
Law_ be laithfully executed,
and shall Commission
all the
-officers of the United States.
S_c'rlo._'. 4. Tile Pre-ident,
Vice Preshlent
and all civil
.Officers of the United Stales, shall be removed from Office
on Impeachment
for, and Conviction of_ Treason, Bribery,
.or other high Crimes and 2_lisdemeanors.
ARTICLE.
III.
[Judicial
1)epartment
]
Ssc-rm._. 1. Tile judicial Power of the United States,
shall be vested in one supreme
Churl, and iu such inferior
I_ourls as the Congress may from time to time ordain and
.establish.
The ,ludges, both of the sut)reme and inferior
Court_, shall hold tLeir Offices during good Beha*ior, and
shall, at stated Times,
receive for their Services, a Cornpensation,which
shall not be diminislted
during their Continuance in Office.
Sr:CTtON. 2. ] The judicial
Power shall extend
to all
"Cases, in Law and Equity_ arising under this Constitution,
the Laws of the United States, anti Treaties made, orwhlch
.shall be made, under their Authority :--to all Cases affecting Ambassadors.
other lmblic %llnisters,
and ( onsuls;
to all Case_ of admiralty and marttinle
Juri_-dtetion;--to
_ontroversies
to which the United States shall be a Party;
--to Controversies
between two or more States;--betweeu
.a State and (:itizen_ o, another
btate;--bct_een
Citizens
,of different ff,tates,--betwet,
n Citizens
of the *ame Sluts
.claiming Lautls under Grant_ of dlffereat
States, and hetween a State, or the Citizens
thereof, and foreign States,
Citizens or Subjects.
[The du.ilcial
_Power has been m?difled
by the 11!h
Amendment.]
'_ In and
all Cases
affecting
Ambassadors,
public
inters
Consuls,
and tho.-.e
iit _*hich other
a State
vhallMinbe
Party,

the supreme

Corn t shall

have original

Jurisdiction.

In all the other Ca_-es befi)re mentiomd,
tht, supreme Court
shall have appellate Jurisdiction,
bo_h as to Law and Fact,
with such Exceptions,
mid uuder such l_egtda_t,)ns as the
42ongre._s _hall make.
The Tlial of all Comes, except in Cases of hnpcachmeat, shall be by Jury; and such 'l'ri_d shall be held in the
State where the said Crimes _ha!l ilave been committed;
but when not committed
will, in any State, the _Irial shall
he at such Place or Places as the Congress may by Law
have directed.
S_crm_.
3. _ Treason
against
the United States, shall
.consistonlyla
levying Wacagain_t
them, orin atlherlngto
their Enemies, gtving them _4_d and Comfort.
No Person
shall be convicted of Treason
unless o_ the Testimony
of
two Witnesses
to the same overt Act, or on Confession in
_pen Chart.
The Congress shall have Power to deetare thePunishment of Treason,
but no Attainder
of Treason _hall work
Corruption
of Blood, or Forfeiture
except during the Life
,of the Person attainted

TttE

UNITED

[The

STATES.
ARTICLE.
IV.
States sad _he Federal Governrn_n_.]

S_ert,J._. 1. Eull Faith and Credit shall he given in each
State to the public Acts, Records, and jud,cial
Proceedings of cvczy odler State.
Aed the Congress'ma,
v by
geucl'al Laws prescribe
the Manner in which such A_t.-,
Records and Proceedings
_hall Oe pro_ed, and the Effect
thereof.
S_'cvIo._. "2. 1 The Citizens of cash State shall be entitled to all Privileges
and Immunities
of Citizen-_ to tile
several Slates.
e A I_el'SOn charged ill any State with Treason, Fclol2y,
or other Clime, who shall flee from Justice, and bt: fumed
in another
State. _hall on Dernaed
of dm executive
Anthori:y oftt c State from _bich he fie(l, be dehvcred up to
be removed to tile _tate h,t_lng t]tlri_ult:_lo,J of I Jc C, h..e.
_ No
PeF/_on held to Serwce or Labour in one State, und_:r
the Laws thcteot, e.-caping into another, shall, io Chessqueues of any Law or Regulation
therein, be dl-charged
from such Ser_ ice or Let)our, but shall IJc delivered up on
Claim of the Party to whom such Service or Labour may
be due.
SECTION. 3. ] New States may be admitted
by the Congress into this Union; but no new State shall be for:ned or
erected within the Jurisdiction
of an)" other Sta_e; nor
any State be formed by the Junction
of two or more States,
or Parts of States, without the Consent of the Legislatures
of the States col_e_rned as well as of the Congress.
_ Tht, Congress shall ha_ e Power to dispose ,,fnnd make
all needful Rules and Regulations
respecting
the Territory
or other Property
belonging
to the Unitt.d
States; and
nothing in this Conetitutiot_
shall be so construed
as to
Prejudice
any Claims of the United States, or of any particular State.
S_cTmx. 4 The United States shall guarantee
to every
State tn this Union a Republican
Form of Government,
and shall protect
each of them against Invasion;
and ou
application
of the Legislature,
or of the Executive
(when
the L<'gislatare
cannot be conveaed)
against
domestic
Violence.
ARTICLE.V.
[Power

andModes

o.fAmendment.]

The Congress, whenever
hvo thirds of both Houses shall
deem it necessary,
shall propose Ameedmen_
to this Constitutlon,
or, on the Applmation
of the Legislatures
of tn'o
thirds of the several States, shall call a Con_entlou
for
proposing
Amendments,
which, in either (gase, _hall be
valid to all Intents and Purpo_.e_,, as Part of this Con_t_tution, when ratified by the Legislatures
of three fourths of
the several States,
or by Convent:t_as
ia three lourths
thereof, as the one or the other )Iode of Ratification
may
bc proposed
by the Con,,r _
Provided
that no Amendto the Year one lllousaud
meat whtch may be uaauu
r,_'_lor
eight hundred
and eight shall in any _lanner
affect the
first and foul th Clauses in the Ninth Sectmn st the first
Article;
and that no State, without
its Consent, shall be
deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.
ARTICLE.

V1.

[.a,ratio_,a! _upremaey.]
_ All Debts contracted
and Engagements
entered
into.
before the Adoption of this Cmlst]tatioo
_hall be a._ vat d
against
the United Stales
under this Const_tutton,
a_
under the Confede_atmn.
_ Tiais Constltalion,
and tile Laws ofthe United State_
whichshall
be made in Pursuance
thereof;
and all Treaties
made, or which shall be made, under the _.uthority
of the
Uetted States, shall be the _upreme Law of the Land; and
the Judges iu every Stute uhall be bound thereby,
an)'.
Thing in the Constitution
or Laws of any State to tho
Contrary notvlithstanding.
s The Senators
and Representatives
before mcntio u_-d,
and the ]_lembt rs of the _evtral State Legislatures,
and all
executive and judielal Officers, both of the United States
andoftheseveralStatee_shallbeboandbyOathorAfiirra*
ation_ to snpport
this Constitution;
but no rel,gious Te.,t
shall ever 1 e required as a Qualification
to an)" Office or
public Trust under the United States,

CONSTITUTION
ARTICLE.VII.
[Kstablishmel,
t of the Constitution
The Ratification

of the Conventions

OF

TIlE

of the
of tile

]

of nine States,

G9 WASIIINGTON-Presidt

and Deputy

ARTICLE

to

the

fifth

article

I.

Congress bhall make no law rcsl)ccting an establishment
of religion, or prohihlling
tlle free exercise
ttmrcof;
or
abridging
ttle freedom of speech,
nr of tile press:
or tile
right of the people peaceably
to assemhle, and to petition
the Government
for a rcdreh._ of grievances.
AR.TICLI_ lI.
A well regulated Mill!in, Ilemg nece*sary to the security
ofafrecState,
theright
of the people to keep and bear
Arms, shall not be infringed.
ARTICLE

IlL

-No Soldier shall, ill lilac el tlea_:c he quartered
in any
hoose, without
tile cou_ent of th. _ Owner, nor in time of
war, but in a manner to be prt.-crlbed by law.

MASSACRI'SETrS.
Nathaniel
Gorham.
[Caleb Strong.]
Rufus King.
[Francts
Dana.]
[Elbridge
Gerry.]
[RHODE ISLAND ]

ARTICLE
IV.
The right of the people to be _ecure in their persons,
houses_papers, and effects,, against unreasonable
_earches
aud seizures, shah not be wolated, and no Warrauts
shall
issue, but Utlnn lnohaele
eflllSC, supl:orted
by Oath or
atUrmation,
and psrtieulaily
de._mibing the place to be
searched, and the persons or tbing_ to be seized.
ARTICLE
V.

[No Appointments.]
Co_ NEC'£XCUT.
Wm. Saml. Johnson.
Roger Sherman.

(_05

states,
pursuant
constitution
:

from Vh.ginia.

Ha_P¢_mr:.
[John Plckering.
[Benjami_
West.]

John Langdon.
_Nicholas Gilman.

several
original

STATES.

shall

be sufficient
for tile E._tablishment
of this Constitution
betueen the States so ratifying
the Same.
Done iu Convention
by the Unanimous
Consent of the
States present the Sevenleenth
Day of September
in
the Year ot our Lord one lihousand
seven hundred
and Eighty seven and of tile Indel)endancc
of tile
United States of America
tile Twelllh
IN WIVNESS
whereof We have hereunto subscribed
our Names,

NEw

UNITED

[Oliver Ellsworth.]

No person shell be held to an-_ el" for a cap!tal. ,Jr otherwise infamous
erinlt% llllle._s on a ]Jlest2nllllellt or llldictfocal of a Grand Our), except in eabe_- arising in Ihe lend
or naval forces, or in the Mihtia, _,hen in actual eerv ec in
time of War or pubhc dan,_'er; nor shall any p..,ton be
subject lor the same offence to be twice put inj_opardy
of
life or limb; nor _hall be compelled
m an)' Crnnlnld _ ace
to be a witnes_ against
him,elf, nor 1)e deprived
of hfe,
liberty, or property, u lthout due process of la_ : nm _llal'.
private
property be taken for public
use, _ithout j i_t
compensation.
ARTICLE
VI

NEw YO_K.
Alexauder
Hamilton.
[John Lansing.]
[Robert Yates]
:NEw JERSEY.
Wih Livingston.
[William C. Houston.]
Win. Paterson.
[Abraham
C'lark.]
David BrearLy.
[John Neilson ]
Jona Da:_ton.
PENINSI'LVANIA
B. Franklin.
Thomas Mifflin.
Robt Mor, is.
Gee: Clymer.
Tho._ Fitz Simons.
Jared Ingersoll.
Jmnes Wil_on.
Gouv: Morris.

In all criminal prosecutions,
the accused shall enjo3 lh,:
right to a speeds" and public trml, by an imtm r la', 3or} (If

_IAR'_LAND.
James M'ltenry.
[John Francis Mercer.]
Daui Carroll.
[Luther Martin.]
Dan: of St. Thee. Jenifer.
"Vn_.GINt_

the State and ehstrict
_herein
the crime bhall hu_e bee,
committed,
which
district
shall have been tlrt'_mnsly
a_certained by la_, and to be informed
el the natln'e and
cause of the accusauou;
to be conflonled
uith the _i¿nesses
againsli him: to bays Colupulsory
llrOCe_S for
obta niug 'Wltnesse_ in his favour, and to have the ASst_tonce of COllnsgi for his def,-ncc.
AR'rICI,E
VII.
In Su_ts at common lax% _her(' the xalue m conlrovcr._y
shall exceed twenty dollars, the light of trial by jmy _tlall
be llreserved, and no f,,ct tried by a jury, _llall be otherwi._e

John Blair.
[George Wythe.]
James Madison, Jr.
[,lames MeClurg ]
[Edmund
Randolph.]
[Patrick Henry.]
[George Mason ]
_ORTH CAROI.INA.

re-examlned
m any Court of the United States, than according to tile rules of the (rOnlmon la_.
ARTICLE
VIII.
Excessive bail _hall not be re(ln_red, nor excesq_e
fines
impo_ed, not' cruel and unusual pulnt_hnlents
lllflicte.d.

Win. Blount.
tlu. Wilhamson.
Rich'd Dobb_ Spaight.
[Alexander
Martin.]

ARTICLE
IX.
The enumeration
in the C(mstitutmn,
of certain rights,
shall not be construed to deny or di_llaragc others returned
by the people.

Gee: Read.
John Dicg.inson.
Jaco: Broom.

DELAWARE.
GunoingBedford,
Richard Bassett

SOUTh
J. Rutledge.
Charlc_

lhnckney.

William
Few.
Abr. Baldwin.
[Wt ham Pierce.]

jan.

[William R. Davie]
[Richard
Caswell.]
[ W_ll_e Jonsa.]
CAROLt,_A.
Charles Cotesworth
Pierce

Butler.

GEOt_GIA.
[William Houston.]
[G_orye Walton ]
[Na'hanbl
P_ndhton

Pinck[ney.

ARTICLE
X.
The powers not deh'gatcd
to _h,' Ulnted State._ by the
CoiiMitution_ nor prohlbl/cd
by iIIO the State-, a, ,:leeelx ed
to lille States _CSlleCUvely, or ill) 1tic people.
ARTICLE

]

'Phe Judicial power
construed
to extend
lneneed or prosecuted

XI.

of the United States shall not be
to any suit in law or equity, eomii_ain_t one of the United States by

[Under each t-tatt_ the names of tile signers are given
tlr_t; then , in brackets, tho_e of delegates
who a_tended
but did not sign; then, in brackets
and italics, those of
delegates who ncver attended.]

Citizens
of auothcr
any Foreign State.

--Articles
Conslitution

least,
shall not
an inhabitant
of theballots
_ame _tate
with
themselves;
they be_hall
name in their
the person
voted for as President,
and in distinct baltots the person

in addition
Io, and
amcudulcnt
of, the
of thc United
States of America,
pro:

posed by con.grass, and ratified by the legislatures

State,
or by Citizens or Subjects of
ARTICLE
XII.
The Ele_.tors shall meet in thc)r respec vcstalee,andxote
by ballot for President and V_ce-Prc.qdenh
one of whom, at

coted for as Vice-President,

and they shall

make

distinct
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lists of all persons
voted for, as President,
and of all
,persons voted for as Vice-President,
and of the number
of votes for each, which lists they shall sign and cerlily, and transmit
st:sled to the seat of the government
of the United States,
d_rected to the President
of the
Senate:--Thc
President
of the Senate shall, in presence of
"the Senate and House of Re presentatives,
open all the eartificate_ and the votes shall then be counted ;_The
person
having the greatest uumverofvotes
for President,
ohall be
the President, if such number be a majority
of the whole
number el' Electors
appointed;
and if no person
have
such majority, then from the persons
having the highest
number_
not exceeding
three on the list of those voted
for as Pre.-ident, the House of Represents'tires
_hall choose
immediately,
by ballot,
the President.
But in ctmosing
the President,
the votes shall be taken by states,
the rap.resentatiou
from each state haviogone
vote; a quorum for
'this purpose _hall consist of a member or members
from
two*thlrds of the states,
and a majority of all the states
shall be necessary
to a choice.
And if the House of Rep.
sentmives
shall not choose a ]h'esident
whenever
the
,right of choice shall devolve upon them, before the fo_lrth
.day of I_farch next following,
then the ¥iee-President
shall
act as President,
as in the case of the death or other con-stitutional
dtsability
of the President.--Thc
person having
Lthe greatest number
of votes as Vice-President,
shall be
;the Vice-President,
if such number
be a majority
of the
whole number
of Electors
appointed,
and if no peJson
have a majorilh', then from the two highest numbezs on the
list, theSeu'atesballcboosetheVice-President;
aquorum
for the of
purpose
Mlallandconsist
of two-thirds
of thenumber
whole
number
Senators,
a majority
of the whole
shall be necessary
to a choice.
But no person
t_onallylneligibletotheofliceofPresidentshallbceligtble
to thatofVice-Presidentof
the UmtedStates.
ARTICLE
XIII.
SI:c'rio_ 1. :Neither slavery
exeeptasapunishmeutforcrime,

coestitu-

nor involuntary
servitude,
whersofthepartyehall

have been
_mly
convicted,
within
the United
States,
or any
place
subject shall
to theirexist
jurisdiction.
SEc_rzo_ '2. Congress shall have power to enforce this
A-,_cle by appropriate
legislation.
ARTICLE
XIV.

THE

UNITED

STATES.

States authorized
by law, including
debts incurred for pay
meat of pensions and Oounttes for services in suppressing
insurrection
or rebelhon,
shall not be questioned
But
neither the United Stales, noz' any State. Ldmll assume or
pay any debt m' obligation
incurred in aid of insnrreclion
or rebellion against tim United State,. or any claim for the
loss or emancipation
of any slave ; but all such debts, obligations, and claims _hall be held illegal and void
Szc'rmN 5. The Congres__ _hall ha_ e power to enforce,
by appropriate
legislation,
the provisions of this article.
ARTICLE
XV.
SEe'teeN 1. The right of citizens of the United States to
vote shall not be denied or abridged
by the United Stutes
or by any State on account of race, color, or previous
condillon of serx-itude.
SEe'flex 2. The Congress shah have power to enforce
thts article by appropriate
legislation.
--I.
ADhfISSIO,N OF THE STATES.
for the first thirteen
states are those

The dates given
on

which

they

ratified the constitution and became states of the
Union.
The remaining
the admissions
took
1. Delaware, Dec.

dates
effect.

are those on which
(But
see OIIiO.)

7, 1787; 2. Pennsylvania,
Dec. 12, 1787; 3. New Jersey, Dec. 18, 1787;
4, Gcorgia,
Jan.
2, 1788;
5. Connecticut,
1788;
6. Massachusetts,
Feb.
7, 1788;
land,
April
28, 1788;
8. South
Carolitm,
1788;"
ginia,
1788;
Rhode

9. New Hampshire, June 21, 1788; 10. Vir.
June
26, 1788;
11. New
York,
July
26,
12. _'orth
Carolina,
_-ov.
21, 1789;
13.
Island,
May 29, 1790;
14. Vermont,
March

4, 1791;
15. Kentucky,
June
1, 1792;
see, "June
1, 1796;
17. Ohio,
Feb.
OlIIO);

Jan. 9,
7. Mary)Iav
°3,

18.

Louisiana,

April

30,

16.

Tennes-

19, 1803 (see

1812;

19.

Indi-

ana,
Dec. 11, 1816; 20. Mississippi,
Dec. 10, 1817;
21. Illinois,
Dec. 3, 1818;
22. Alabama,
Dec. 14,
1819;
23. Maine,
Marci_
15, 18"20; 94. ]_Iissoin'i,

S]_c-rmN 1. All persons
born or naturalized
in the
'Unitsd States, anti subject
to the jurisdiction
thereoll are
citizens of the United States,
and of the State wherein
they reside.
No State shall make
or enforce any law
which shall abrtdge the l)rivilegeso_.immunitiesofuitizeus
of the United
States ; nor shall an)' State deprive any
pe[son of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of
law,
within its jurisdiction,
the
equal nordeny
protection to ofanythe person
laws.

Aug'. 10, 1821;
25. Arkansas,
June
15, 1836; 26.
)Iichigan,
Jan.
26, 1837;
27. Florida,
)Iarch
3,
1845;
28. Texas,
Dee.
29, 1845;
29. Iowa,
Dee.

SEc'rtor_2.
Representatives
_the several States according
counting
the whole number

vada,
Oct. 31, 1864;
37.
38. Co|orado,
Aug. 1,
IU accordance
with the

shaIl be apportioned
among
to their respective
numbens,
of persons m each State_ ex-

_cluding
Indians fornot
when for
the President
right to vote
.at
any election
the taxed.
choice ofButelectors
and
Vice-President
el the United
States, representatives
_n
_ongrees,
the executive
and judicial
officers of a State, or
the members of thelegislature
thereof, is denied to any of
the male inhabitants
or such ,_tate, being twenty-oneyears
of age, and citizens of the /.nited States, or in any way
abridged,
except for participation
in rebellion
or other
c_imt., ti_e basis of representation
therein shall be reduced
in tl,e proportion
which the number of such male citizens

"

28, 1846;
30. Wisconsin,
_Iay 29, 1848;
31. Callfornia,
Sept. 9, 1850;
32. Minnesota,
)Iay 11, 1858;
33. Oregon,
Feb.
14, 1859;
64. Kansas,
Jan.
29,
1861; 35. West Virginia, June 19, 1863; 86. NeNebraska,

1876.--II.
desire

of

March1,
1867;
RATIFICATION.
the convention

(see CO_-VF__NTIO.N OF 1787), the congress of the

con-

federacy,
by resolution
of Sept. 28, 1787, refen'ed
the constitution
to state
conventions,
to be called
by the
state
legislatures,
for their
approval
or
rejection.
As the InStill work
of the new instruIneut was the creation
of a stronger
federal
government,
the people
divided
at once
into fedel_alisis and anti-federalists.
The ratifications
were as

_hallbesrtothewholenumberofmalecitizenstwenty-one
years of age in such Su_te.
Src'rmsJ.
Noperson
shall be a senator or representativc in Congress, oreteetorofPresidentandVice-President_
orholdanycffic_,civilormilitary,
undertbeUnitedStates,
or nnder
any State,
who, having
oath
as
a member
of Congress,
or as previously
an officer taken
of the anUnited

follows:

Pennsylvania,
Dec.
12,
Dec.
18, unanimously;
unanimously;
Connecticut,
)_assachusetts,
Feb.
7,

Delaware,

46 to 23; _ew
Jcrsey,
Georgia,
Jan.
2, 1788_
Jan.
9, 1°-8 to 40;
187 to "168;
Maryland,

State_, or as a member
of any State le_slature,
or as an
executive
or judicial
officer of any State, to support
the

April
28, 63 to 12; South
to 73; New
Hampshire,

Carolina,
)tay
23, 149
June
i_l, 57 to 46; Vir-

constitution
of the United States, shall have engaged
in
insurrection
or rebellion
against the same, or given aid or
-Comfort zo the enemies thereof;
but Congress may, by'a
vote of two-thirds
of each house, remove sucix disability,
.fl_c'rto._ ._. Thnvalidity
of _he public debt of the United

ginia,

June

26,

89

Dec.

to

79;

to 27 (on the final vote).
by 184 to 84, refused
to
rights
and ameudinents.

7,

New

1787,

unaniinous]y;

York,

July

26,

31

_N_orthCarolina, Aug. 2,
ratify
without
Ia February,

a bill of
1788, the

"
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Rhode Island legislature
refused to call a convention, and referred
the constitution
to the town
meetings,
where it was rejected in _arch by 2,708
votes to 232. The ratification
of the ninth state,
:New Hampshire,
gave the constitution
life, and
annouficed
that the confede,'acy
was to be succeeded by a new form of government
which, while
retaining
many league features, should rest upon
national popular will as its basis.--It
would hardly
be inaccurate
to say that the friends
of the constitutmn
would have been found
between
the
coast and a line 50 miles west of it.
West of
the latter
line lay the opposition.
The states
where ratification
was easy were mainly commercial states.
Of these, :New Jersey had orioinally
objected to the articles of cmffederation
because
they gave no 1)rotection to commerce;
South Carolina's commerce
was a far l'trger part of her
wealth in 1788 than at any time since; Georgia
was further iufluenccd
hy her position as a frontier state, exposed to the powerful
southern
Indian tribes, and anxious for protection
by a strong
federal government;
and Maryland
and Connecti(;uL having large and vague claims to territory i,l
the northwest,
had solider hopes of justice from a
tirm federal
government
than from the confederacy.
In the agricultural
states ratification
w'ls
.difficult.
_-_assachusetts
was not then, as now,
packed with manufactories.
IIer strength lay in
agriculture,
and her farmer
dclegatcs, with only
Samuel Adams as a leadcr, and John IIaucock
as
a doubtfulally,
held their ground obstinately
fl'om
Jan. 9 until Feb. 7 against the argumcnts
of such
able federalist advocates as Fisher Ames, Theol)hilus Parsons,
Rufus King, Thcodore
Scdgwick,
Dana, Gorham
and Bowdoin.
The final action
was called the "Massachusetts
phm," a ratification supplemcnted
bya warm recommend.ttiou
of
certain amendments.
Only one of these(Amendmeat X.) was afterward
adopted.
Thc :New
Hampshire
convention
met Feb. 17, a majority of
its delegates being instructed
against ratification,
and adjourned
until June, when a majority of 11
was obtained for ratification
on the " _Iassachusctts plan."
In Virginia
the anti-federalists
had
able leaders,
including
Gcorgc
5Iason,
James
Monroe,
and the eloquent
and popular
Patrick
IIenry;
thc federalists
were led by James Madison, John _Iarshall,
and Edmund
Randolph
who
had drawn up the "Virginia
plan"
for the convenfion, had refused to sign the completed
constitution,
but now decided
to support
it.- The
essence of the Virginia
opposition
may be found
in two sentences
in the debate:
"Why
are such
extensive
powers given to the senate?
Bccau,_e
the little states gained t}_eir poiJ_t."
It was only
very reluctantly
that Virginia,
then more powerful than New York, gave up her commanding
position of sovereignty
for membership
in the
Union.
In :New "i_ork the agricultural
delegates
preferred
a continuance
of the privilege
which
they had enjoyed
under the confederacy,
of exerupting themselves
and their constituents
from
.taxatio,,
by retaining
to the state the power of
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lcvying duties at the port of New York.
They
were headed
by governor Clinton, Robert Y,'des,
and John Lansing (the last two having been delegates to the convention),
and at first had a strong
m'_jority over the federalists,
who were led by
Alexander
Hamilton,
John Jay and Robert R.
Livingston.
The ratifications
of New Hampshire
and Virginia,
weakened
the Ol)l)osition of the
New York anti-federalists
so far that they offered
a conditional
ratification,
reserving
to New York
the right to secede if the amendments
wlfich she
offered were not acted upon within six years_
This was rejected
as worsc than no ratification,
and the federalists,
July 23, l)y a vote of 31 to 29,
succeeded in changing the words " on condition "
into the phrase
"in full confide,_cc"
that :New
York's list of amendments
wouht be acted upon.
In this halting and ungracious
form the ratificationwas fi,mllypa._sed,
July 26. in Ichode Island
the country
or agricultural
party were fanatical
believcrsinthevirtucsofthcirstatepapercurrency,
and refused even to considc," a constitution
which
would destroy their fetish. The city or comme,'cial
party wcrc "It first l)owerless, though they assured
the convention
of their syml)athy;
but th(-y were
enabled to bring the state into the Union in 1790
by virtuc of the strong hints conveyed
in propositions before congress for the restriction
of Rhode
Islaud commerce.
!_orth Carolhm's
action was
due to her desire to compel a second general convention,
which New York had de,na,ldcd
and
Virginia had recommended.--III.
ASIEND'_IENTS.
zi. Ame_dmen_sratificd
b.qthe States.
(l : A_[END_fE._TS I-X.)
]_iassacbusctts
had proposed
9
amendments,
South Carolina
4, New II'mlpshi,'e
12, Virginia
20, New York 32, and North Carolim_ 26, besides 14 offered by the I'cm_<ylvania
minority,
28 by lhe 5[aryl_md mi,mrity,
the Virginia
bill of ri_l,ts
in 20 arti(:h,s and that
of New York in 24 articles,
blal,y of the._c
wcrc repetitions,
but the mass of di._tinct propositions was sufficiently alarming.
Su(:h of them
as were brought
before con._ress in 1789 were
summarily
voted
down,
to the particular'
im
dignation
of ¥irgi,fia.
In place of them all the
house agreed upon 17 amend,heats.
The senate
compresscd
the._c to 1.2, which were pas_cd by
two-thirds
of both hou¢cs, Sept. 25, 1789. The
first two werc not ratified (s .e III:
]3); the remaining
10, h,_ving been rejected
or not acted
upon by Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
and Gcorgin, and ratified
by the other states, hecamc the
first 10 amendmcnts,
and we,'e declared in force
Dec. 15, 1791. :None of them changed the struttTlre of the constitution,
and Livermore,
of New
Hampshire,
declared
them "of no more value
than a pinch of snuff, since they went to secure
rights never in danger."
It is worthy of note,
however, that the ]st scems to have made the sedition
law unconstitution'fl
(see ALI_:._ AN_ SED_TIO_ LAws), and that the 5th, 7th and 10th have
proved very important
restraints upon the action
of the general government.--(
°: A,_-_D._T
XI.)
I_ the case of Chisholm vs. Georgia (2 Dall., 470)
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the supreme court decided
in gencral that, under
Art. IlL. § 2, of the constitution,
suit might be
brought
against
a state by citizens
of another
state.
The possibility
of being thus arraigned
as
defendants
before federal courts was by no means
pleasing
to the states.
The 11t]1 amendment
was therefore
introduced,
passed by two-thirds
of
both houses March 5, 1794, and declared
in force
Jan. 8, 1798.
Art. IIl.,
§2, must now be construed to mean "between
a state as plaiatiffand
citizens of anothcr state," and this fornl of words
was carefully
adopted in the southcrn
revision of
the constitution
in 1861.
(See CO.NFED]_:RATE
ST,_TES.)
The llth amendment
has been further
construed
in the case of Cohens cs. Virgi,lia
(6
Wheat.,
2f;4).--(3A._tn.xt)._tnNT XII.)
The clection of 1800 (see DXSPVTED ELEc'rlo_s,
I. ; ELE¢TOleS) sho_'ed that, under the original
provisions
of the constitution,
party spirit
would
always
give the two leading can(lidatcs
a tie vote and
prevent
a choice
by the electors.
The ]2th
amendment
was therefore
introduced,
failed to
receive tile nccc_ary
two-thirds
vote in one congress, and was linally 1)roposed by congress, Dec.
12, 1803, passing the house only by the speaker's
vote.
It was declared in _orce Sept. 25, 1804, the
state vote in its favor being 13 to 4, just a threefourths
votc.
Georgia,
Keutueky,
Maryland,
New Jersey,
_'ew York, h'orth Carolina,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode
Island,
South
Carolina,
Tenne,ssee, "Vermol|t and Virginia
ratified it, and
Connecticut,
I)elawave,
Massachusetts
_nd l_'cw
Hampshire
rejected
ft.--(4:
A3IEND_IENT XIII.)
For the purpose of supplementing
the emancipation proclamation
(see also ABOLITIOn', 1II.) by
making universal
and permanent
its abolition of
slavery, the 13th amendment
was introduced
in
1864.
its phraseology
may be traced
back,
through tile Wilmot
proviso ill 1846 and the attempt to exch,dc slavery from 31is__ouri in 1819-20
(see CO._tPI(O._ISES, IV.), to the ordinance
of 1787
(Art. VI ). It passed the senate, April 8, 1864, lff
38 to 6, but failed in the house, June 15, 95 to 66,
(not two-thirds).
President
Lincoln's
re.election
in November,
and tile brighte|linz
prospects
of
the war, encouraged
the friends
of the amendmeat to another cffo,'t during the second session
of the same congress
in the following
winter,
The vote of the house was |'c-considered
Jan. 31,
1865, and the amendmentwasfinal/ypassedby
a
voteofl19to56.
It.wasrejected
byDe]awareand
Kentucky, the only states in which slavel T was still
nominally legal, was not acted upon by Texas, was
coad_tionally
ratified by Alabama
and _Iississ_ppi,
and was ratified by all the other states (3l out of
36, a three.fourths
vote).
It was pro('l_imcd
in
force Dec. 18, 1865. (5. A.M]_I_-D._It.:.N'T
XIV ) The
14th amendment
was an essential
clement of the
plan of reconstrl,ct|on
by cemgress.
Its ilrst secnon was
principle

mtcnded
to overturn
of the decision in the

the still binding
Dred Scott case,
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tended to make it the interest
of southern
state_
to alh)w the right of suffrage to negroes (see SVF)'RAGE), to put the leaders of the rebellion under
a tetnporary
disability
to hold office, to secure
the payment of the national debt, and to void the
confederate
debt, general or state.
It 1)as,ed the
senate, June 8, 1866, by_ vote of ;3B to 11, and the
house, June 13, by a vote of 138to 86. It was rejeeted 1W Delaware,
Kentucky
and 5Iaryland, not
acted upon by California,
and ratified by the remaining
83 of the 37 states, a three.fourths
vote.
(See CO-NSTITUTION,
I., for the states in the Union
in 1867-8.) Alabama, Arkans'ls, J_'lorida, Georgia,
Louisiaml,
Missis.sippi,
iYorth
Carolina,
South
Carolina, Texas and Virginia
at first rejected the
amend,nent
at their legislative
sessions between
.Nov. 9, 1866, and Feb. 6, 1867, whereupon
the reco|lstruction
act of March 2, 1867, dechred
their
state gove,'nmcnts
provisional
only until, among
other conditions, thcamendmentshould
beratified.
The l0 states abovc named succcssivelyratified
the
amendment
and were rceognized
by congress, and
the amendment
was declared i_l force July 28, 1868.
iNew Jersey and Ohio rescinded their ratifications
when alJ adverse
majority aftelward
gained cont,'ol of their legislatures,
and secretary
Seward's
proclamation
of July 20, 1868, announced
condltionally that, if the ratifications
of New Jersey
and Ohio were slill to be taken as binding,
the
amendment
had been adopted
by 30 states and
was part of the constitution.
On the following day
congn-csssupplcmented
thisbya
resolution that the
amendment
had been lawfully
adopted, and that
the secretary of state should unconditionally
proclaim its r-itificatiou, whichhe
accordingly
did by
proclamation
of July 28, 1868. The subsequent
ratification
of three other states, making 33in all,
cleared away any cloud on this point.
(See also
RECO_'STRUCTIO_'.)--(6:
AMENDMENT X'V.)
The
evident and complete inefficacy of the second section of the last amendment
(sce SL_FF_CAOE)was the
reason for theintroductiou
of the 15th ame,_dment.
Its object wa._ not only to forbid tile states from
abridging
suffrage
by reason of race, color, or
previous condition ofservitude,
butalsoto.¢ccure,
if neoessary,
to federal courts, the cognizance
of
ofiensesagainst
tlmamendn_e_lt,
tkroughthepowcr
granted to congresstoenforceit.
It wasp:'oposed
by congre-cs, Fcb. 26, 1_69, passing tlte senate by
a vote of 39 to 13, and tile house by a vote of
144 to 44. it was not acted upo_ 1)3' Te,_,_ssee,
was rejccted by California,
Delaware,
Ker:'_ucky,
Maryland,
iN'ew Jersey and Oregon, and ,._:2::ra[i
fled by the remaining
30 of the 37 states, a threefourths vote.
Ohio and Georgia at first ,.-eject('d
it, but afterward
ratified it. _ewYork
rescinded
its ratification.
The amendment
was declared m
force _larch
30, 1870, the proclamation
of scoreI tary Fish mentioning
the filing of a nonce :e the
I state department
[ have rescinded

that Ih_ew York " clmmed"
its ratiflcatien,
but nml_mg

to
no

that
even though
emancipated,
decisionon
the validity of the
claim --B.Inadfl_tion
Ame_M.
never negroes,
becomc cit]zcns
of the United
States (_eecould
;|}_o { mentsnevevfinallyratified.
_1:!_89.)
Crv_
Ri(;nTs BILl.), its other sections "wel'e ill- ] to the first 10 amendments
ratified by the states
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(seeIII.:
A.) congress
proposed two, as follows:
"I. After the first enumeration
required
by the
first article of the constitution,
there shall be one
representative
for every 30,000 persons, until the
number shall amount to 100; after which the pro-

1830; and by Polk, in his message of Dec. 15,
1847; butwithoutresult.
Congresshasfrequcntly
exercised, and now babitmdly
exercises,
the once
doubted power without
amendments.
(See IxTEI_.NALI._II'nOVE._tE._'rs.)--(4: TITLES OF _=OBIL-

portion shall be so regul'itcd by congrcss that therc
shall not be lcss than 100reprcsentatives,
normore
than one representative
for every40,000
persons,
until the number of representatives
shall amount
to200; after which, the proportion
shallbcso
regulatcdl_ycbngress,
that therc shall be not lcss than
200 representatives,
nor more than one reprcsentative for cvel T 50,000 p¢,rsons,
lI. Nolaw varying the compensation
for the services of the senators and representatives
shall take effect until
an election
of representatives
shall have intervcned." -- Delaware
rejected
the first of these,
Pennsylvania
rejected the second, and Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New IIampshire,
iihode Island,
:New York and Georgia
rejected, or did not act
•upon, both of them, and consequently
both of
them failed to obtain the necessary
three-fourths
vote.--(2:
LOUISIANA.) In :1803 Jefferson's doubts
about the constitutionality
of his acquL-itiou
of
Louisiana
(see A.NNEXATIO.NS, I.) led him to prepare the following
amendment
to cover the case:
"XIII.
Louisiana,
as ceded
by FraHce to the
Umted States, is made a part of the United States,
its white inhabitants
shall be citizens
and shall
stand as to their rights and obligations,
on the
same footing
with
other citizens of the United
States in analogous
situations:
save only that, as
to the portion thereof lying north of an east and
west line drawn through the month of Arkansas
river, no new state shall be established,
nor an)'
grants of land made, other than to Indians ia
exchange for equivalent
portio||s of land occupied
by them, untilau
ame_(hnent
of the constitution
shall be made for these purposes.
Florida, also,
whensoever
it may bc rightfully
obtained,
shall
become
a part of the United
States; its white
inhabitants
shall thereupon
bc citizcns,
and shall
stand, as to their rights and obligations,
on the
same footing
with other citizens of the United
States in analogo'us situations. " Congress and the
people, however, contentedly
accepted
Louieiana
withoutanamendment,andJefferson
"acquiesced
with satisfaction."
(See Co,_sWlu:cwm-_, III.)-(3: II_'TERNAL IMPROVI'SIENTS.) The surplus of
revenues overexpenditurcs
led Jefferson
to suggcst in his messase of Dec. 2. 1806, the prel)aralion of amendments
empowering
congress,
after
qle payment of the debt, to expend any surplus
on "lmblie
education,
roads, rivers, canals, and
other objects
of public
improvement,"
on the
ground
that these objects,
ho_vcvcr deserving,
were "not among those enumerated
in the constitution."
This suggestion
was renewed
by
Jeffemon, in his messages
of Oct. 27, 1807, and
Nov. 8, 1808; by Madison,
in his message of Dec.
5, 1815 ; byi_Ionroe,
inhis
messages
of Dec. 3,
1817, Dec. 8, 1822, and Dec
2, 1823, and in
h_s Cumberland
road veto of May 4, 1822 ; by
Jackson,
in his Maysville
road veto of May 27,
89
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ITV.) Congres_ proposed
an amendment
asfollows, _Nov. 27, 1809: "XIII.
If 'lay citizen of
the United States sh:_il accept,
claim, receive or
retain any title of nobility
or honor, or shall,
without
the con_ent of congress,
accept
and
retain any present,
pe.nsion,
office, or emolulneat of any kind whatever
from any emperor,
king, prince, or foreign power, such person shall
cease to be _t citizen of the United
Stales, and
sh'dl be inc'lpable of holding
any office of trust
or profit under them or either of them."
This
amend|neat
wi_rejected
by N_'w York and F,hode
Island,
not acted upon by Connecticut,
South
C,irolina and VcrmoHt, and ratified by the remaining twelve states, but, lacking
one state of a
three-fourths
majority,
it failed to become a part
of the constitution.--(5.
SLAVERY.)
The second
session of tlm 36th congress, 1860-61, was l)rolific
in propositions
to amend the constitution.
The
most important
of these were the. Crittcnden
compromise
(see CO._IPROSIISES,
VI.);
the amendment proposed by the peace conference
(see CosFEm.'_CE, PEACE); the amcudment
l)roposed by
representative
Vallal_digham,
of Ohio; and the
amendment
proposed
by scanter
Dougla,,
of
Illinois.
The Vallandlgham
amendnmnt
w;_s
never acted upon, and is too long for insertion ia
full.
It divided the union into four sections,
2']_e .North, "l"]_e|Ve._l, The Pacific, and The Svttth ;
and the passage of bills, and the election of 1)rcsident and vice-president,
were to depend on the
affirmative
vote of a majority of the congressmen
orelectors
of each and "ill of the four sections.
It
also provided
that " No state shall secede, without the consent ot the h,gislatures
of all the states
of the section
to which the state 1)_oposing
to
secede bclougs,"
thus implying
a l)ermission
to
secedebodily
to any section which shouhl be unan.
imous in desiring
It.
(See SECESSmN )
The
Doughs
amendment
was as follows:
"XIII.
No amendment
shall be'made to the constitntio_l
which
will authorize
or give to congre._s the
power to abolish or interfere,
within
any state,
with the domestic
institutions
thereof, including
that of persons held to labor or se|'vice by the
laws of said state."
This w'ts h_st i,l lhe h_mse,
Feb.
28, 1861, by a vote of 1_ to 7:1 (not twothirds), and then reconsidered
and adopted
by
a vote of 133 to 65; it was adopted by the senate
the same day by a vote of 24 to 12. It was upproved
3Iarch
2, bu_ the statc of war which
almost immediately
followed
pl'eve,|_ted its consider'ltion
or ratification
by the states.
Feb. 8,
1864, a resolution was offered in senate to repeat
the joint resolution by which the Douglas .m_cndmcnt hadbeenl)roposcd
, but it was never brought
toavote.--(6:
FEMALE SUFFRAGE.) Atvarioua
timcs propositions
have been made to so amend
the constitution
as to give the right of suffrage

,(
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to females of suitable age. As an cxample the general sense of the word, not as-used above), a
following, offered by representative
Julian, of part of whose powers was inasort of temporarily
Indiana, March 16, 1869, is given: "XVI. The suspended animation, to be revived again whenright of suffrage in the United States shall be ever the people of the state should see fit to rebased on citizenship, and shall be regulated by sume it. (See SECESSIO-X.) The inexorable logic
congress; and all citizens of the United States, of events has proved that no such doctrine can
whether native or naturalized, shall enjoy this ever become an acknowledged part of the Ameriright equally, without any distinction
or dis- can politicalsystem.
A state may enter theUnion
erimination whatever founded on sex."--(7. RE- of its own free will, or the soil on which it is
_.mlous A_rEND._XE_T.)Since about 1865 many
afterward formed may be acquired, without or
petitions havebeen offered that congress would
against thc will of its inhabitants, by conqu_t or
amend the preamble to the constitution by insert- purchase; but, once entered, the fundamental
ing, after the words, "We the people of the bond of the society which it has entered attaches
United States," and before the words, "form a to it, and it becomes, in the language of the
more perfect Union," the following: "Acknowlsupreme court in 1868, a member of an "indeedging Almighty God as the source of all author- structible Union of indestructible states." It folity and power in civil government, the Lord lows also that, whatever allegiance a state may
Jesus Christ as the ruler among the nations,-and
claim from its citizens, this can never legitimately
his will, rcvealcd in the Holy Scriptures, as of conflict with that paramount allegiance which
supreme authority, in order to constitute a Chris- the citizen owes to the government of the nation.
tian government."
(See CO.NSTITUTIOI_,
PILEASI- (See A_LEGI._-CE.)--Apart from the fundamental
B_.E.) (For other amendments offered but not principle that the supreme law of the land shall
ratified, see ELECTORS; JUDrCIARY; CO_VE_Tm,X, come from the constitution, its interpretation is
HARTFOI_D;_Ex"ECUTIVE.)-----IV.
The formation of open to the very widest liberty of private judgthe constitution (for its history see Co_._l'io._
meat. (See Co,_sTaCCWm_-.) It can hardly be
oF 1787) was due to the easily pcrceptible fact said that the constitution means exactly the same
that one of the peoplc's two great governmental
thing, in every minute point, to any two indL
agents, the states, had bcen given too much
viduals, or any two generations of individuals,
power, and the other, the central government,
"in the United States. Two general divisions of
too little. That the basis of the constitution is opinion, strict construction and broad constructhe general popular will, is now so generally ac- tion, are easily perceptible, both of which have
cepted that it may almost be stated as undisputed,
always had able and distinguished leaders; but,
The states, under the constitution,
remained
inside of both, the variations of opinion onpoints
sovereign (in the narrow American technical
of little or great importance defy calculation, and
sense of having no political superior, in their own must be sought in the various authorities cited
sphere, however contracted that sphere may be;
below. The constitutional history of the United
see also STATE SOVEREIG.NTY),
an_ the federal
States has thus been an orderly development _
government
became similarly sovereign in its whose general equilibrium has been due to the
own sphere; but all these nominal sovereignties
pressure of an infinite variety of conflicting opinwere only manifestations of the ultimate sover- ions, all of which deserve respect'and consideraeighty of the people, and flowed in a carefully
tion. (See DECLARATION OF II_"DEPE31DENCE;
bounded channel, from the whole people, not COh'TIRh'-ENTAL
CO_N_RESS;
CONFEDERATION,
_A_R-from the state governments, or even from the T_CLES OF; CONV_XTION OF 1787; UNITED
people of the several states. Thus, as a general
STATES.)---See, for the text of the constitution,
rule, the constitution of a state can be changed
1 Star. at Za_ye (Bioren and Duane's edition), 60;
only by the people of that state; nevertheless the 1 Poore's __ederal and State Constitutio_, 13; 2
majority in a state, if it forms a part of a three- Curtis' ItistolT of the Con,stitation, 607 (Curtis' text
fourths majority of all the states, may, by amendhas been taken in this'article).
(I.) Star. at_Large
ing the federal constitution, aid in restricting,
under the several dates, and authorities under
altering and amending the constitutions of every
OHio. (II.) Elliot's Debates in Converdion and in
other state in the Union as well as its own. Of the States; 2 Curtis' HistoTT of the Constitution,
course, this proccss might be carried so far as to 491; 1 Star. at Large (Bioren and Duane's ediprovoke armed resistance and revolution; but the tion), 660; 9 Washington's
]Vritings, 266-549; 3
constitution has intentionally hedgcd about this Hamilton's
United Slates; 8 Hildreth's
United
subject of amendment with so many barriers as Stale_; 1 Hamilton's Works, 450-469; auflmrities
to make change extremely difficult and to secure under NORTIt
CAI_OLLNA
and RHODE ISLAND.
the rights of an active and determined minority.
(III.) Benton's Debates of Congress under the sevThe whole scheme has proved very simple in eral dates, and authorities under articles referred
practme, but it has always been very difficult to to. (IV.) [a], FOI_iATXONOFTt_ECONSTITUTm_:
m'tke its double "sovereignty"
clear to any one see authorities under CONV_NTmNOF 1787; [b],
who has not lived under it.--One school of polit- NATUREO_ T_ CO_S_Tt'Tm_: 2 Curtis'History
ieal thmkem (see STATE SOVEn_m_T£) 10ng.con- of the Constitution, 481; Barnes' The Body Politic,/
mdered the states to be, apart from the federal ]_iulford's The .hratio_; The Federalist; Story's
umon functmnally complete sovereignties (in the Caramentaries, § 306; 2 Woolsey's .Politica_iSvivnee,
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_95; Kent's Commentaries; Lieber's .Lectures on
the Constitution, and Herrnvneutic_; 1 Benton's
Tldrty Years' lT_ew,360; Duer's Constitutional
Jurispr_ldeTwe, 389; Brownson's Ame?'ica;_ l_epublic; Farrar's Manual; Andrews' Handbook; Flantiers' Ezposition; Marshall's Writings on the Constitution; Mercer's Flxpositio_ of the Weakness of
_he Go_rl_2eni; Paschal's Constitution; Tiffany's
Gorernme?_t and Goz_titulional Law; Sedgwick's
Co_i_utional Law; Cooley's CoT_sti_utionalJLimit.
_ttwl_s; 7owle's
///_tory of the Constitution;
Wedgwood's Government and I, aws; 3 Webster's
Works, 449; Skinner's Z_suesof A_nerican Politicz;
Dillon's .Notes on Historiccd _vide;zce; _Iiller's
Lectures oz_the Consgtution; Monroe's The Peopge
She So_'ereigns; 12 Sumner's Works, 190; yon
Holst's Unilzd States; Baldwin's O_qgin and 2Yat_re of the Consli_ution; and authorities under
JUDICL_.RY; CO_GItESS,POWE]lS OF; [C], STRICT
CO_NSTIIUCTION
distinctively:
1, 2 Calhoun's
Works; Rawle's View of the Constitution; Hamilton's Memoir qf RaT_toul, 141; John Taylor's Constraction Construed, and _NewViews of the Constit_l/o_ (but see answer in 6 John Adams' Wor'ks);
Hunt's Life of Livingston, 345; Tucker's Lectures
vn Co;_,_titutio;_alLaw, and his notes on Blackstone'sCommcntaries;
Upshur'sBriefInquiry(in
answer to Story); 1 A. H. Stephcns' WarBetween
She States; 2Vorth Ameriea_ Rc_iew (November,
1880), 885; and authorities under DE_oCmtWm
PAI(.TY;
:BA_',IK COI_ITROI,_ERSIES,
II. ; K_TUCK'Z
_D Vrztars_
R_SOLUTm_S; [d], HISTORY O_
•rrrE CO_ST_TUTIO._in its operations; authorities
_ander
U:NITED
STATES,
RI£COI';STRlJ'CTIO_T,
and
the various political parties; and W. E. Fostcr's
Bibliography of the _oT_stitution, in 5 L_'ary Jour.
" _t/, 172, 222.
ALEXA)IDERJOm_;STO_.
CONSTITUTIONS,
Variations
in State.
('For the divef'sitics in political regulations in the
various states of the Union regarding Amdndments of the Constitution, Bal_'ot, Cen_,_]s,Corporattans, Dueling, Edu_catmn, Elee_fq,ns, Governors
_Powers, Terms and Salaries), tIom_:stead Exemptions, Ineligibilit_ to Office, Jud_s of Supreme
Court. (,Appointment, Number, Tenure and Salaries), Legislature (Numbers, Limit of Sessions and
Salaries), Lot'teries, Lieuter_ant Governors, Majority or Plurality Vote, Pardol)ing Power, Registration Laws, Reli_on, Rem(_vals, Veto.Power,
and bVome_'s Property Rights and Eligibility to
Office, see STATES, CO,_STrrUTXO_XL_-XDLE_A_
DZVE'aS_TmSZ._.)
CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION.
CONYE_(TIO)q,CONSTITUTIONAL.)

(See

CONSTITUTIONAL
UNION PARTY, Tile
U. S. I-_STORY), the name adopted in 1860 by
the southern remnant of the defunct whig party,
The election of 1852 closed the national career of
the whigs. In 1856 they endeavored to evade the
slavery question by joining with the know nothings (see A,z-_.ruc_ p._._,_, L), but the result
(LN

UNION

PARTY.
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showed that this alliance had no hope of success.
May 9, 1860, a convention was held at Baltimore,
of whigs who had not yet drifted off, in the south,
to the democratic, or, in the north, to the republican, party.
Delegates' were present from 20
states, and but two ballots were needed for the
choice of the leading candidate.
On the first,
Bell had 68½ votes, Houston 57, Crittcndcn 28,
Everett 25, W. A. Graham 22, McLean 21, and
32½ scattering; on the second, Bell had J 38,
Houston 69, Graham 18, and 27 scattering.
Bell
was thus nominated for the presidency; and
Everett was then unanimously nominated for the
vice-presidency.
The platform adopted consisted
of a preamble denouncing platforms in general
as tending to form "geographical
and sectional
parties," and a resolution, in part as follows:
"That it is both the part of patriotism and of
duty tO recognize no political principle other than
the co_stitulion of the c,;untry, the union _f the
states, and the eT_forcement of the law_." The rest
of the resolution merely pledged the convention
to support the principles assigned. ]t seems to
have unfortunately escaped the attc_tion of the
convention that the true interpretation of the
three principles, which it announced as fixed and
settled, was the question then in dispute and
unsettled. The object of the resolution, however,
though clumsily expressed, is sufficiently plain;
it was an invitation to all patriotic voters to
abandon the republican party, which attacked,
and tim democratic patty, which defended slavery,
and recur to the old whig programme of entirely
ignoring sl',rvery as a political question. It_ avoidaace of the word whig, and its acceptance of a
new name, shouht have been a plain warning
that its prdg,'amme was also obsolctc.--ln the
south the Bell-Everett platform was the only
medium of expression for the Union men of tim
section, who could not be republicans and would
not be Breckim'idge democrats.
It carried Kentueky, Tennessee and ¥irginia
(see BOll.DER.
ST_,T_S), by pluralities over Breckinridge, and
came within 722 votes of carrying Maryland. It
was defeated by less than 4,000 votes in each
of the states of _.rkansas, Del'_ware, _lorth Carolina, Florida and Louisiana, and in only two
southern states, Mississippi and Texas, was derented by more than 10,000 votes. In the north
it was almost a nonentity, its votes rangit_g from
161 out of 152,180 in Wisconsin to 6,817 out of
118,840 in California. Its total popular vote was
589,581, and its electoral vote 39. (See EL_CTOI_ALVOTES.)---The Bell leaders in the south seem
to have becn stung by the northern indifference to
their claims, and offered little effective resistance
to the secession movement which followed the election. (See also A_L_._C-¢.)
The iirst wave of
civil war blotted out forever the last trace of the
whig party, and its few surviving members, when
they reappeared in politics, during a,)d after
reconstruction, did so as democrats. (Sec DE._oCm_Tm Ph_twv, VL)--See 2 Coleman's Life of
C_ttenden; Botts' Grea_ 1]ebeUio_," 1 G_'cclcy's
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CONSTRUCTION.

Amvrican Conflict,
319; and authoriticsunder
WHIG PARTY, II_.
.A.LEXANDER JOn'NSTON.
CONSTRUCTION
(n_ U. S. HISTORY).
In a
country
where manhood
suffrage
is the rule, a
written
constitution
would seem to be a necessity, for the purpose
of securing
those guarantees against the tyranny of a majority which are
attained
in Great Britain
by limited
suffrage,
property representation
and crown influence.
In
(}rear Britain,
therefore,
the constitution
is un.
written, and practically
is ctmnged at the will of
parliament;
in the United States the constitution
is written,
and
is clmnged
either
directly,
though with great difficulty,
by amendments
(see
CONSTITUTION,
IV.),
or indirectly
and
even
more slowly by a stricter or broader construction,
or interpretation,
of its provisions.
On this fundamental
question of a strict or a broad construction of the constitution,
all legitimate
national
party
differences
in the United
States are and
always have been based; and all efforts to establish national parties without
reference
to it have
proved failures.
(See A._TI-_IAsoNRY;
AMI':RICAN PARTY, I. ; GrCEENBAC_.-LABoR PARTY.)-- I.
_TRICT CO_'STRUCTION is the outcome of the par-,
ticularist
element
of American
politics.
It is
not based, however,
upon an)" particular
affection forthestates
asstates,
or upon any opposition
to .he federal
govermnent;
these are its effects,
not its causes.
Its roots really lie in the inertia
of the mass of the people, in their unwillingness
to make changes at tim demand or for the sakeof
special
interests.
"When this inertia
had been
so far overcome
as to secure the establishment
of
the constitution
in /789
(see A_'TI-FEDERAL
PARTY), iL_ next and natural
expression
was the
principle that the eonstitutiou
should be strictly
construed,
and this has always
been the fundamental
principle
of the democratic-,'epublican
party.
It was first put into form by Jefferson
aud M:adison
(see BA-_1t CONTE.OV:ERSIE$,
II.;
KENTUCKY AND VIRGI_'L-_. t_E"SOLUTIONS),
and
has since been very generally
maintained
by their
party.
The most conspicuous
instances
of its
abandonment
have been in 1844, 1858-60 (by the
southern
wing), and in 1868.
(See DEMOCRATIC
PARTY, IV., V., ¥I.)
The extreme
particularist
element has usually been marked, not so much by
a strict constructiou
of the constitution,
as by an
exaggerated
devotion
to the states as principals,
not as instruments.
(See STATE
SOVEREIGNTY,
NULLIFICATION,
SECESSION.)----II. BROAD CON_TRUC'_PION,or LOOSE CONSTRUCTION,
of
the constitution,
is the necessary expression of the nationalizing, often called the centr-flizing,
element
of
American
pniitics.
Its main object has always
been to make the fede,'al government
as powerful in the internal
administration
of the whole
country
as in the management
of its foreign
affairs.
The founder
of this school was Alexander Hamilton
(see BANK CONTROVERSmS, II.),
whose writings are still, to a remarkable
degree,
_acompendium
of thebroad
constructionistdoc-

trinesof succeeding times. The littlethat w_
lacking in his work was supplied by the Adamses,
John and John Quincy;
and Webster,
Story a_,d
Clay had only to complete
and beautify
a theory
whose framework
had al,'eady
been
strongly
built.
In the writings of these six men, may be
found
all the essentials
of broad construclion,
witi_ tbe exception
of that which was applied to
the abnormal
political
influences
of slavery.
(See ABOLITION, I[.; SLAVERY; 17_ECONSTRUC
Tm-_.)--As
this political school has not been constant, but has been steadily developed,
it follows
that its supporters
have been compelled
to change
their party name :rod organization
as the succes
sive phases of their doctrine have appea,'cd,
ar, d
have not been able to maintain,
through all our
history,
an identity
of name like that of their
conservative
opponents.
Three successivel):_rties
have carried
out the ideas which Hamilton
tirst
advanced.
The work of the federal
party w:_s
mainly to secure the existence of the federal government
which
it had called into being.
The
whig party, dropping
the federalist
ot)position
to
unlimited
suffrage, accepted
the mass of federalist doctrines,
and added to them those of inWrn'fl improvemcnts
and a protective
tariff.
The
republican
party, dropping
the whig opposition
to agitation
on the slavery question,
acceptcd
th_
mass of the whig doctrines,
and added to them
those of the federal government's
power to restrict
slaver), to state limits, to abolish slaver)" (as the
result of civil war), to re-admit
seceding
states
upon conditions,
and to protect
the slaves wl,en
set free.
It has also secured the adoption of _:.c
amendment
(the 15th) wllich seems to have opened
the door to future political
consequences,
as yet
lmrdly to beestimatcd.
Like the opposing school,
broad construction
has also its evil side; its cxtremists bavesometimesshownacontemptforthe
constitution
and its limitations
which would, if
it prevailed,
reduce the organic law to tt nullity,
and subject the whole country
to the caprice of a
shifting congressional
majo,'ity.--]II
CONSTRUCT_O_" I_ GENERAL has always been "strict"
and
"loose"
relatively,
not absolutely.
As broad
construction
has advanced,
strict
construction
has advanced
with it pari passu, so that much
which is now taken as st,'ict construction,
would
have seemed to Jefferson,
or to John
Taylor of
Caroline, theloosest
possible.
The constitution,
therefore,
even where it remains
ipsissi_nis rerbis,
is in practicea
very diffe,'entinst,'ument,
in many
important
points, from that wl_ieh itwas in 17t'9.
The great reason fnr change of construction
ha_,
of course, always been necessity or convenience:
but the immediate
causes are reducible
to three:
party
tenure
of power,
judici'fl
decisions,
and
war._l.
Whenever
a broad construction
party
has gained control of the government,
it has put
its ideas into practice,
and, when once put into
practice and become familiar to the people, some
of these new constructions
have generally
h,dd
their place and been adopted by the democratic
partyonitsreturntopowerorinitseffortstodos°"
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rI'hustheideaofvast
and undeflnedindireetpowcm
tn congress under the "general
welfare"
clause of
lhc constitution
(Art. I., _ 8),was adopted, 1800-12
from the overthrown
federal party; the doctrine
tor the power
of congress
to appropriate
the national
funds
for internal
improvements
was
adopted,
1854-90,
from the overthrown
whig
party; and the slavery and reconstruction
amendmentsand
legislation wererccognizedandadopted,
1872-80, m tnc effort to overthrow
the republican
party.--2.
The general rule followed by the fed,.ral courts has always been that in purely politi_zal questions
the judicial
department
must be
governed
by the action of tim legislative
and cx_cutivc.
Th:.s one rule has evidently
lcft a clear
roadtobroad
construction
whcnever thelcgislative
_nd executivelmve
inclined to takeit.
But, even
in nmttcrs not strictly political,
thc gencral drift
"of the decisions in United States courts has been
toward
a broad construction.
Thus, instead of
the cardinal principle
of the original democratic
party (sec Bxx_
CO_,'TROVER#mS, ]I.), that only
absolutely
necessary
htws were. within the power
of congress, the federal courts have decided that
congress
may pass laws tlmt arc absolutely
ncccszary, very neeess_try, or simply
7_ece.ssa7
T in the
judgment
of con_n'ess.
In the same way many
other powers, which were once doubtful or dcnied, have since been settled by the federal courts
in accordance
with the broad construction
view.
(SeeCo._GRESS, POWERS OF.) The supreme court
decisions in 1879 (100 U. S.), in their intcrprctation and application
of the 14th and 15th amendments, show that this process lms by no means
stopped, but is only entering a new stage of development.--3.
As there is no limit to the force
which may be brought against a republic in war,
_o there is practically
no limit to tim force with
which the republic,
if thoroughly
roused,
will
repel it. During
the revolution
the continental
authorities
habitually
tampered
with the mails,
_lrrested and deported,
or summarily
executed,
_uspccted
persons,
and, wherever
necessary
or
possible, considered
state laws as practically
suspended.
The alien and sedition
laws of 1798
were defended
mainly
on. the ground
that war
really existed with France.
In 1812-16 the extremities
to which the federal
government
was
often reduced
compelled
the strict construction
democratic
party to resort to measures,
such as
conscription,
impressment,
naval equipment,
disregard of state control
of the militia,
and the
creation
of a public
debt and a national
bank,
which, by their own party principles,
were either
highly
inexpedient
or flatly
unconstitutional,
{See ])RAFTS, I. ; GUNBOAT SYSTEM; CON_EN'rION,
ItARTFORD ; BANK CONTROVERSLES, III.)
In
1846-50,astheMexican_varwasconductedoutside

1861 the southern wing of the strict construction
party not only voluntarily
abandoned
that branch
of the federal government,
congress, of which it
had undisputed
possession,
to its broad construction opponents,
but even strengthened
the lmnds
of its opponents
by making
war on the governmcnt, and thus bringing into play the undefined
and unlimitcd
war powcr.
The conscquence
has
been the enormous
and now hardly questioned
dcvelopment
of the permanent
powers of the federal government.--The
above will make it evident
that construction,
strict or broad, is the v_* viva of
the constitution,
which has enabled it, with very
little formal change, to survive
" the pressure of
exigencies
caused by au expansion
unexampled
in point of prosperity
and range."
By its means
the law-abiding
character of thc American people,
and their unquestioning
faith in thcir constitution, have both been preserved intact throughout
a vast foreign immigration
which has radically
altered the nature
and blood of the pcoplc, and
each characteristic
lms becn able reciprocally
to
act upon and increase the othcr.--See
authorities
cited under the articles above referred to, particularly under CO_STITUTIO.% IV.
ALEXANDER JOm-_STON.

_f the country,
its effects were less perceptible,
but the supreme court's decisions on the absolute
power of the federal
government
over the con• luered s,,il of :New :Mcxico and California
were
important,
and were afterward used asprecedcnts
in rccoustruction.
(See also TERRITO}t_ES.)
In

of a consulate
of that nation, and to engage to
receive a consul from it.--±Nevcrthelcss,
the state
not being bound to this in virtue of an obhgation
which
gives to the other nation a perfect
and
coactive right, the nation which wishes to have _t
consul must obtain that right by a treaty of peace

CONSULS.
Consuls arc officials appointed by
competent
authority
to reside abroad for the purpose of protecting,
facilitating
and extending
commerce between
the countries
which appoint
them and the countries
whither
they arc sent.-Count Beugnot,
l,'rench minister
of the navy,
speaks in the following
manner of consular runetions: "Consuls
are officers sent by a sovereign
to the different
ports or harbors to decide cornmercial
qucstions
between
the subjects
of his
nation.
The establishment
of consuls
has no
other object than the advantage,
the increase, the
security
and the police regulation
of the cornmerce of nations with each other.
Consuls are
the guardians
of their countrymen
against
the
vexations, injuries
and injustices
of the country
where they reside;
and they cxercise
certain
police powers over all the individuals
of their
nation."--Ou
a careful cxamination
of the principlcs laid down here by count Beugnot,
it is
clearly seen that the functions
of consuls have a
character
both commercial
and diplomatic.
They
suppose
in him who is invested
with them, a
public character which commands
consideration.
This character
is still further
increased
_y the
fact that the consul is not only the representative
of the state which sends him abroad, but that he
is, besides,
accepted
by the sovereign
ot the
c0untl T to which he is sent.--The
state which
gives a nation
pe,'mission
to carry on commerce
seems also to consent tacitly to the establishment
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or commerce.
Such"is the opinion expressed by the controversies arising between persons carryinff
Yattel.
(D_vit des gens, t. i., liv. 11, chap. 11.) on trade under their protection, or who were
Val_re expresses the same opinion.
(Com_nen- established within the limits of the territo2 T ceded
tairas sur l'ordonnaTlr.e de/a mar/he, t. i., p. 232 ) to them."--At first the consuls were, in reality,
Thus we see that nations, in treaties of commerce,
only arbitl_ators in commercial matters; but their
generally stipulate for the reciprocal right of privileges were extended; they became the delcestablishing consuls in all the ports of a country
gates of their sovereigns, and were intrusted, not
or only in the ports and places mentioned in the only with settling disputesbetween the merchants
treaties.--It is not sufficient, then, to be appointed
of their country, but also with protecting them in
and armed with letters on the part of his soy- their relations with the countries _o which they
creign: the consul must also obtain the approbahad come to trade.
Thus, a consul in a foreign
tion of the sovereign of the country in which he country is really a p_lb¥c minister.--"I
do not
is to reside and exercise the functions of this hesitate," says Steck, in the work cited above,
office. Thisadmission of the consul into a foreign
"to call the consul a public rniTdster. It is a pure
country depends on the good pleasure of the soy- logomachy, a useless dispute of words, to deny
creign of that country.--Thc
power granted a him this quality and this name. Whoever is innation of doing business, says Mr. Steck (Essai trusted by his sovereign with the interests of the
sur/es Gonsu/s, p. 56), in a foreign country, seems nation should be considered a public minister. I
to give authority tacitly t ) _tablish consuls there;
acknowledge that the consul is only a minister of
but it is safer to have this authority expressly
an inferior order; but that only affects thehonors
provided for in a treaty.--Consuls
are furnished
paid him."--M, de Moser also exprcsses himself
with credentials and instructions,
which they
in this sense, and recognizes the public character
present to the princes of the states where they are with which consuls are clothed beyond a contragoing to reside; and, on this presentation, they diction. He admits they are public ministers,
obtain the sovereign's approbation,
and it is though of a kind and rank inferior to those of the
ordered that they shall be recognized as possess- first and second order. "As consuls," thi_ learned
ing the character of consul: this is called an publicist says, "are charged by their sovercign_
erequatur.--Whcn
consuls are clothed with a with watching over the interests of national corndiplomatic title, such as that of diplomatic agent merce, secing to the observance of treaties, asking
_r char.q$ d'affaires, they are furnished with a for their execution, making remonstrances
on
commission to accredit them in their constdar
this score, presenting complaints to the court
capacity, and with a letter of credence to accredit
where they reside in case of infraction, and since
thcm in their diplomatic quaiity.--The
origin of they are thus really charged with affairs of state,
consulates is generally carried back to the time of it appears stxangc to me to call in doubt their
the crusades.
"The establishment of consuls,"
official character, and to wish to refuse them the
says Martens, in his Traite du dro t des gent, name of public minister."--This
settled, we must
"sccms to date from the middle ages, from the admit that consuls ought to be placed under the
period of thc crusades.
The commercialcities of protection of the lay,_ of nations, and enjoy the
Italy then employed their wealth in thc equip- privileges and prcrogatives which treaties orusagc
ment and provisioning
of fleets to transport
assure them. If we insist on this point of the
Christian armies to Asia.
Great marts were public character of consuls, it is because it has.
established on the shores of the latter continent,
been greatly controverted, and because eminent
under the protection of the princes who planted
jurists in the seventeenthand eighteenth cen_ries.
their standards there.
These places attracted,
have wished to recognize in them merely cornthrough the desire of gain, new speculators, who mercial agents and commercial judged. Vattel,
c_'_mcto compete with the merchants who estab- Martcns and Kltlber have deniedthem the quality
lished them. At this juncture they conferred on of political agents, which is ncvertheless inherent
certain of their own number, by the name of a_n- in their office. The error of these authors has.
su/s, jurisdiction iu matters of arbitration, and sub- come from this, that they have not sufficiently
mitted to the decisions of these judges."
Mr. considered the changes which have taken place.
Bteck (E_sai sur les Cbnsuls, p. 14,) also carries
in iuternafion'fl relations, and from the fact that
the origin of consulates back to the crusades,
they have not studied carefully the provisions of
"The Pisans, thc Venetians, the Genoe3e, formed
the different treaties of commerce touching the
at that time various establishments in Asia. The consular insti£ution: otherwise, they would have
princes, the masters of the places where they seen that these treaties accord to consuls the
established these marts, accorded to them the essential guarantys
which surround diplomatic
most extensive immunities.
All the merchandise
agents of a higher order. Consult especially on
which they exported was declared free from
this subject the capitulation concluded between
all duties and taxes.
They were given entire France and the Ottoman porte (April 28, 1604,
quarters in certain maritime cities; and in others
June 5, 1673; May 28, 1740), and you will soon
streets and houses: but one of the most important
have the proof of this. "The consuls of France,
privileges granted them was to cause to be de- according to these capitulations, shall enjoy a/Z
tided, according to their own laws, and by judges
tt_ p_ivilega, of the laws of nations, and be proof their own nation, _ppointed by themselves, all tected in all peace and tranquillity.
They are
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never to be constrained
and forced to appear
personally before a court of justice;
they are free
and exempt
from all kinds of taxes."
These
privileges, it is seen, are of the same naturc
as
those which diplomatic
agents enjoy.
Why not
rc¢,ognize, therefore, their public character,
which
result_ from the very nature
of the facts in the
case? _
R.*TTL_Z.
CON.RUNPTION,
Taxes
on Articles
of.
Taxes imposed
on consumption
of provisions,
merchandise
or products
of any kind, and colleered, either at the time when the articles
taxed
pass the boundaries
of a state, a province,
or a
commune,
or at the time they are sold, removed
or manufactured,
constitute,
in almost all the
ntodern states of Europe, and in those of Europenn origin, the chief source of public revenue -In France, these taxes comprise
those included
m_der the title of iz_db.cct taxes---duties
on liquors,
native sugar, the proceeds
from the sale of tobacco, gunpowder,
paper,
etc,
plus the customs duties and the proceeds
from the sale of
salt; the total amounting,
according
to the c_timate of the budget of 1869, to 742,559,000 francs
on a total nationalreceipt
of 1,722,444,903
fr'mcs,
The octrois of French cities are also taxes on consumption, and their gross annual amount exceeds
150,000,000 francs.
Certain direct taxes are in
their nature
similar to taxes on articles of consumption:
such are those imposed
on carriages,
horses, dogs, etc., when used as luxuries.
If the
stamp duty was extcnded
to all writing
paper,
that duty also would be a tax on consumption,
but as in France
it is confined
to paper which
anay be produced
in court,, or for agreements,
contracts,
chccks, etc., they are included
under
the large class of taxes on docun_n_s.--In
Great
Britain
duties on consumption,
comprising
the
custom
house
duties and excise,
in the year
1867-8, reached
the sum of _.£A5,64.2,851, on a
total receipt of £83,333,217.--In
zkustria Dullrect
taxes, impend
generally
on consumption,
figure
in the budget
of 1868 at 220,292,813 florins, on
an ordinary total receipt of 546,035,407 florins.-These taxes are put
down in the budget
of
Prussia
of 1861, including
salt, at 44,627,107
thalers, on a total receipt of 135,094,415 thalers.-The budget
of Russia
for 1868 gives indirect
taxes,
eustan_ a_ul excise duties at 193,850,330
i In the United States consuls are nominated by the
president and confirmed or rejected by the senate Before
entering on the duties of his office, the consul is required
to give bcmd for the faithful discharge of his duties, with
sureties to be approved by the secretary of stale. Con_uls "have authority to receive protests or declarations
which captains, masters, crews, pas.-engers, merchants and
others make relating to American commerce. They are
required, to administer the estates el" American citizens
dying
withinwhen
theirtheconsulate
lea_ing
no legal
6entative,,
laws of theand
country
permit
it; torcpretake
charge of stranded American vessels, tn the absence of
the master, owner or con,ig'ace; to settle disputes between
masters of vessels and the mariners; and to provide for
destitute _eamen within their consulate, and send them to
the United States at the public expense." (See Bouvier's
Law Dictionary.)
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rubles, on a total receipt of 480,593,517 rubles.-Before the war between
the north and south the
income of the United States was almost entirely
furnished
by customs
duties.
For the year mcludcd between
July 1, 1859, and June 30, 1860,
the o,'dinary
receipts were made up from the
three following s, un'cesonly (see UNITED STXTES):
customs, $53,187,511;
sale of lands, $1,778,557:
from various sources, $1,010,761;
total, $55,976,829.--&mong
the drawbacks
inseparable
from all
taxes there are some which taxes on articles
of
consumption
have in the highest degree: 1. The
distribution
of the burden which it imposes is in
no way proportionate
to the resources
of the
taxpayers;
and tile most productive
of these
taxes, those on liquol_ and provisions in general
use, on salt, combustibles,
etc., weigh as heavily
on the pool" as on the rich.
2. Their collection
demands
an amount of administration,
supervision and verification
very damaging
to produclion, and to the circulation
of or trade in tbe
objects taxed.
It is well known in France what
a network
of minute
rules and difficulties
are
connected
with the general taxes on liquors and
the oetrois.
3. A considerable
part of the proceeds of the taxes in question is absorbed
by the
cost of collecting them.
That proportion
is not
generally less than 13 or 14 per cent --It has been
urged, in favor of these taxes, that the payers,
for different
reasons, meet them more willingly
than direct taxes.
It is said, first of all. that
their collection
is generally divided into smaller
fractions, and more easily paid. Itis next alleged,
that, in the majority of cases, they are added to
the price of the articles taxed in such a way that
the consumer, confounding
them with the price,
bcars the burden of them almost without
know.
ing it; that weighing
more frequently
on kinds
of consumption
not indispensable
to the ninthtenance
of life or health, the taxes m question
are paid only when it is convenient to buy articles
which could really be done without;
so that the
poorest, the most prudent or the most economical
have always
the power of avoiding
them by
refraining
from buying, and find in this a new
stimulant
to saving.--These
motives
often uppealed to by financiers,
politicians
and all publicists occupied
with fiscal questions,
may be
more
or less justified
in reference
to certain
special taxes, but if it is intended
to appeal to
them in the case of all duties on artich,s of consumption,
it is very questionable
wncthcr
it cau
rightly be done.
It is [)y no means demon._lrated
that these duties are acknowledged
and paid luore
willingly
than direct taxes, and, as to customs
duties and octrois, smuggling,
which always continuesin spite of the activity and the severity of repression, shows the contrary clearly enough.
We
.:now,besides,
to what all extent taxes arc collected
under the inspection
of officers of indirect taxes,
SIICil
"ts the retail duty on wine, the duties on the
manufacture
of beer, native sugar, etc., and
how impatiently
whom they are

they are
imposed.

borne by
We know,

those on
also, that
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in France the octrois have always been the most
unpol)ular
of all taxes; and the favor with which
their complete
suppression
in Belgium
was receivcd
by public
opinion,
shows well enough
what a general object of hatred they are.--It
will
not be easier to justify the allegation
that these
taxes are paid more e'lsily and in smaller fractions than direct taxes which may bc collected in
ttcelft]_ parts.
This is not the case with customs
duties,
which
are generally
collected
in large
sums; nor with taxes on liquors,
native sugar,
salt, etc.
Although
divided, so far as the consumers are concerned,
they cause heavy expenses
to producer% merchants and dealers, before reachtag their final destination.
It is quite true that
consumers,
when they have to pay or refund
these taxes, pay them in fractions
more or less
small, and confouml
them with the price of the
object taxed, without
thinking
how much they
pay in this way to the government.
But is this
really a public advantage?
In view of the use
which the greater number
of governments
make
of their resources,
is it re'fily desirable
that they
should increase
them at the expense of private
persons,
without
the masses observing,
or, at
least, without
their being able to render
an
account
of all that has been thus taken from
them?--And
lastly, the assertion
that taxes on
consumption
are generally
levied on articles
of
little need in the maintenance
of life or health,
and which can be dispensed with conveniently,
is
not better founded than the other considerations
appealed to in defense of these taxes.
This assertion lacks truth altogether with regard tosalt, meat
and the greater part of other provisions
on which
a customs duty or an octrois is levied.
Sugar,
indeed, "_ppears to be of less absolute
necessity,
the populations
of Europe having done without
it
for a long time; but they have also done without
shirts and shoes; and would it be proper at precent totax these articles of clothing heavily under
the pretext
that those who wish to avoid the tax
are able to do without
them?
The use of sugar
is common among all classes: it is used in preserving fruits, in the preparation
of a multitude
of medicines and food ; and its consmnption
has become almost as necessary in the ci_ilized world as
that of salt. Astobeverages,suchaswine,beerand
cider, it is not certaiu that a suppression
of their
consumption
wouhl not he very injurious
to the
health
of people who use them.
The use of
fermented
liquors is univcrs'fl
in human society;
it exists in every degree of civilization;
"rod if
this does not sufficiently
authorize us to consider
it one of the uecess(¢rics of social life, if we must
see in it but an artificial
want or pleasure,
we
should still have to ask ourselves whether
it is
reasonable
aml just to lnake this pleasure
much
more costly, more dittieult for the most numerous
classes, by overloading
with taxes the objects

in a higher degree than any others,
the drawhacks arising from a want of proportion
between
them and the resources
of tax payers, the heavy
cost of collection
and the hindrances
and diff.
culties imposed by them on production
and com,
merce.
There is, therefore,
no valid reason fol
giving them the preference
in the general system
of taxation;
and there are very strong reasons
why theyshould
be resorted to as little as pussibl_
Their only _'aisvn d'gtre is to be found in excessire public outlay which the resources
procurable
by the most equitable
and least harmful
means
can never meet, and which brings about recourse
to all possible methods of collecting
taxes, whatever theymay
be.--Somc
of the taxes on consumption weigh, nevertheless,
on articles injurious
to
the health, to the mental or moral facultms, of
those who use them habitually,
such as tobacco
and alcoholic drinks.
These taxes are certainly
among the best warranted,
and their establishmcnt or maintenance
can only be approved;
but,
the best method
of collecting
them should be a
constant object of research.
A_fBROISE CLEM'EI_T.

capable
of procuring
that want or pleasure-Taxes on consumption,
considered
ill their totalit)'. ale not justified by any of the reasons gen.
erally adduced
in their favor; and they present,

_ It is proper to add that indirect taxation findsits real
justification iyl the unwililnguess _hich all ratepayers exhib_t in giving thenecessary information on which to'base
direct taxation or distlibutelts burdens equitably. M B.

C0.NSIJMI_TION
OF WEALTH.
I. The consumption
of wealth is one of the great divisions
of political economy, according
to J. B. Say, who
is followed
here by several other economists,
authors of general systematic
tr,.atises on the subject.
Storch, de Traey, James blill, )I'Culloch,
Florez
Estrada,
Skarbek,
Dutens and Droz.
This last
part of the science treats of all questions relating
to the employment
and use of acquired wealth,
either in production
or in the satisfaction
of the
wants of the person or of the family of the pro- "
ducer, andalso
questions
connected
with the public outlay and the resources
necessary to meet that
outlay,
viz., taxes and loans.
Hence there are
two subdivisions
of the subject,
one treating
of
questions
relating
to private
consumption,
and
the other of qt_estions relating
to public consumpth)n.--These
two kinds
of consumption
have
themselves
been subjected
to subdivision.
In
accord with J. B. Say and Adam
Smith, repro.
ductiw consumption
has been defined as advances
made to production
; and ur_productive consumption, as not only all kinds of consumption
that
are a pure loss, but those destined to satisfy the
wants and the pleasures of man, in contradistinction to reproductive
consumption.
The same
distinction
has been made in the case of public
consumption;
but a somewhat
different sense has
been attached
to the words here.--l_ossi
did not
admit the subdivision
consumption
in his teaching.
In the first lesson of his published
Course,
he says: "We have studied the science in its two
great divisions, the production
and distribution
of
wealth;
and, if we have not specially concerned
ourselves with a third branch, which is called iu
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the books consumption,
it is because we consider
this branch included
in the other two.
What is
called productive
consumption
is nothing
else
than tile employment
of capital,
the consumption
sought to be c'flled unproductive--taxes--enters
directlyintothesubdivisiondistributionofwcalth;
_he rest belongs to hygiene aml morals."--Rossi
is right, in certain respects.
Productivcconsump_iou is, indeed, the employment
of e'_pital, as we
have just said, and taxes are ore; of the parts of
the natmnal revenue, expended
in _ more or less
productive
and legitimate
manner.
It is also
quite true that political economy should rely on
hygiene and morals when it warrants
this or th'_t

sumptiou
which has for its object the well-being
resulting
from a satisfied want, and reproducti_,e
co_sumptiol_ that which is (tcvoted to the production of an amount of we,dth equal or superior
to
the value consumed,
and which constitutes
a real
exchange,
in which one gives acquired wealth or
the services of implements
of labor, ]and, labor or
capital, to acqmre
new wealth.
J.B. Say was
not mistaken
m the value of these expressions;
he undet.'stood perfectly _ell that a consumption
which satisfies our wants is neither unproductive
nor sterile, since it, produces
a satisfaction
x_'lfich
is a real good; but he employs these expressions
for want of better.
This nmnenclature
has been

employmcnt
of private
wealth;
but this is no
argument
against grouping
the phenomena
of the
consumption
of wealth together,
as well as those
of the production,
circulation,
exchange
and distribution
of wealth, the better to understand
them
by comparison
and analogy.
Properly
speaking,
political ecoumny exists, as a whole, either in the
doctrine
of production
or in that of exchange;
but wc must not forget that it is by classification
of knowledge
that we succeed
in more clearly
comprehending
what it isgivcn
to man to know.
--II..zYature
of rep_'oductice a_d non-reproductive
Consumption
and of p_ivate (%nsumption.
To
,consume is to make use of the values inherent in
products,
but to make use of products is to transform their utility and its resultant
valuc, or to
change it, or to destroyit
altogether.
To produce
is act to create matter, but so to dispose it as to
endow it with utility" and so to consume is not
to destroy matter (a thing as impossible
as it is to
create it): it is to transform
or destroy the qualities
which render
matter
useful
and exchangeable,
The importance,
therefore,
of consumption
should
not be valued so much by the quantity
or dimensions of the matter
consumed
as by the value
which it represents.--Eve13*thing
produced
is
_ntended for consumption;
and why should
a
price be put on, or a wdue given to, a useless
,thing?
Consumption
is the only object of produetion, and every product
is consumed;
that is
to say, its utility is enjoyed, and in this enjoymeat is found the rccompcnse
for the trouble
expended
in producing
it; for, if the producer
<loes not himself
consume
the thing which he
l,as produced,
he consumes that which he receives
iu exchange
for it.--The
slowness
or rapidity
with which different kinds of consumption
take
place does not change their nature:
the jewel
which lasts for centuries,
the garment which lasts
tot years, the fruit or immaterial
product
which
lasts but an hour, all lose their value in analogous
ways._Exported
products
should be considered
as consumcd;
for by exportation
they become,
_o to speak, raw material
used in the m_mufacture of other products.
In like manner, if we
were estimating
the value of the production
of a
'country, its imports
should be included.--(_onsumption
has been classed with reference to its
objects and the returns obtained
from it. J.B.
_Say has termed
un!_roducti_
or ttvr//_ the con-

generally
"tdopted.
No great objection
can be
made to the expression
reproductive;
as to the
other, unpr,,ductive,
it does not sccm to have
been successfldly
replaced by sterile or destructive,
which Dutens proposes;
but could we nat say
with less inexactness,
_wl_-reproducti_
con_umption?--Scnior
proposes to call that consumption
productive
which is intended
for the support
of
produccrs,
and unproductive
only that wh;ch has
not this object in view.--Reproductive
consump
tion is nothing
else than production.
We shall
therefore refer the reader to that word, and limit
ourselves
here to the consumption
which results
from the employment
of cap_tal.--But,
outside
of industrial
phenomena
proper, we have to consider the total of consumption,
especially
nonproductive;
consumption
proper,
private
consumption.--IIerc
arises the question of determin
ing those kinds of consumption
which are the
more
desirable
and
judicious.--The
question
would not be difficult if the dccision had to be
made between
productive
and non-productive
consumption.
The former evidently is preferable
because it increases
the wealth of the country,
since it gives birth to subsequent
products, while
the characteristic
mark of other kinds of con.
sumption
is that they furnish enjoyment
to no
one but the consumer.
But what are productive
and
unproductive
consumption
?
M'Culloch
answe_ by the just obserwttion
that the question
has been obscured,
by considcrmg
the kind of
consumption,
while the results should rather have
bcenconsidered.
"Evidently,"
hesays,
"itisnot
enough, in order to prove that a certain quantity
of wealth has been employed productively,
to say
that it has been expcnd_.d in improving
the soil,
digginga cared, etc., for this wealth may have been
applied without
judgment,
or in such a manner
that it can not be. rel)roduced;
and, on the other
hand, it is not sufficient proof th'tt a certain amount
of wealth has been employed
unproductlvely,
to
say that it has been expended m carriages and in
lfleasures; for the desire to incur these expenses
may have been the original cause of the production of the wealth, and the desire to recur expenses
of the same kind may iuw)lve, as.a consequence,
the production
of astdl greater amount of wealth.
If we wish, then to arrive at an exact conclusion
on such questions,
we should c'lrefully examine,
not only the immediate
but the remote conse-
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quences of the expense; affirming that it is productive when, by direct or indirect action, it gives
occasion to the reproduction of an identical or
greater amount of wealth, and unproductive when
this is not completely replaced."--According
to
J. B. Say, tile most judicious and desirable consumption is that which satisfies realwants, which
is slow rather than rapid. Slow consumption had
,dready been recommended by Adam Smith. It
is recommended by the greater number of economists. J.B. Say understands, by real wants, not
only those of prime necessity, but also those which
civilization gives rise to.--Senior
remarks that
certain things are susceptible only of unproductive consumption.
Such, for example, are laces,
embroideries, jewels anti other ornaments which
do not protect the person against the rigor of the
weather. He places in the samecate.gory tobacco
and other stinmlants, the least evil of which, he
says, is that frequently they are not harmful,
Senior further observes that the distinction between consumers is drawnwith still less difficulty
than the distinction between their consumption,
All men being at the same time consumers more
or less productive and unproductive, each individual may be put in the one class or the other
according as the greater part of his expenses belong to one kind of consumption or the othcr,
Bes'des, he adds, every personal expense which
goes beyond what is strictly necessary is not absolutely unproductive.--Florez
Estrada, having,
with J. B. Say, spoken in praise of the consumption which serves to satisfy real wants, and of
slow consumption, or that of durable wealth, also
recommcnds consumption in common, in which
certain expenses are avoided, and with which,
relatively speaking, the greatest possible amount
of enjoyment can be procured.--Ahhough
the
preceding observations are not without value,
they yet show that it is impossible to fix themeasure of individual expense.
Consumers, therefore,
are alone capable of being, and should be, the
sole judges as to how much they shall consume,
Doubtless a certain number may squander their
property; but the greater number endeavor to increase it. Goodsense enables every man todecide
whether a want is real or imaginary, and whether
it ought to be satisfied or not. The man who
buys superfluities will, as Franklin makes "Poor
Richard" say, end by selling necessaries; but to
distinguish the superfluous from the necessary
there is no aid except that afforded by a good
moral education and sound sensc.--A word here
on consumption of articles purchased on credit,
Credit-consumption,
as a means of supporting an
individual or a family, can be justified only by unavoidable necessity.
Buying on credit is the
cause of greater outlay, of higher prices of goods,
of excessive profit by the seller at the expense of
the buyer, and, later, of the insolvency, discouragemeat, immorality and dissipation of the consumer,
--III.
The statistical law of Consumption.
Consumptioa is not, as Sismondl said it was when he
objected to the employment of machines, a fixed,

OF WEALTH,
invariable quantity.
It is as elastic as the wants
of man, and these are limited only by the means
of satisfying them. But these means, oncegiven,
satisfy more wants in proportion as they may purchase more products, and, consequently, as the
price of the products is low.--This has been obsel"ved whenever, through decrease of import
duties or other taxes, or through progress in manufacturing, the prices of products have been diminishcd in a noticeable degree. In 1824 coffees
from the colonies, on reaching England, paid one
shilling duty: one and six pence if from India;
and two shillings, from foreign countries.
Huskisson reduced these duties one-half; and in 10.
years the consumption had quadruplcd, and increased from 8,000,000 to 32,000,000 pounds. At
thissame epoch,andafter the reforms of Sir Robert
Peel, many simihtr phenomena were observed.
In 1839 postal reform was introduced; instead of
one shilling average postage on a letter, a sum a
little less than one-sixteenth of that amount was
paid. The consequcnce was that the number of
letters had quadrupled in 1847, and rose from
1,252,000, in 1839, to 4,837,000, in 1847.--This
phenomenon is easily explained.
It depends on
this, that the low price of products and services
enables the lower classes, which are the most numerous, to extend their consumption.
In reality,
as Adam Smith remarked, almost all the capital
of every country is distributed among these
classes in the shape of wages; and, ia addition,
they spend the income of their little capital._
IV. Producer and Col_sumet'_irnl_ortance of th_
U_n.ruraer. Consumption, in the last analysis, is
the only object, the only end of production, and
we should never occupy ourselves with the interest of the producer except in so far as it is necessary to advance the interest of the consumer.
Adam Smith lays down this fundamental maxim
as self-evident, but lie merely enunciates it incidentally in discussing the mercantile
system.
And, indeed, everyman is a consumer; his inter.
est is the general interest, the interest of the greatest number, the interest of the poorest, the interest
of producers taken all together as a body; while
the producers are subdivided into an indefinite
number of classes, with different, special and multifarious interests.
If privileges are /,,ranted to
these they can not be granted equally.
Some
will be benefited at the expense of others, and at
the expense of the mass of consumers.
Liberty
alone is capable of doing justice to all interests,
and the only remuneration to which the various
branches of production have a right, is that which
they can draw from the trunk of consumption._
It is to be regretted that the founder of the science
of political economy did not giveademonstration
of the proposition referred to in the preceding
para_oraph. Frederic Bastiat more than once undertook to prove it. In the first pages of his Soj0h/srues_conom/ques he brought out clearly the natural
antagonism existing between the interests of producers and consumers, and the social necessity of
protecting the latter from the retrogade tendencies
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of the former.
"Let us take," he says, "a producer of any class, what is his immediate
interest?
It consists
in two things:
1, that the
number of persons occupied in the same industry
as himself shall be as small as possible;
2, that
the greatest possible number of persons shall demand file product of his kind of labor, which is
expressed
more briefly by political
economy
in
thc following
terms: that the supply shall be very
limited,
and the demand
very great; in other
words, limited competition
and an unlimited
market.--What,
on the other band, is the immediate
interest of the consumer?
That thesupplyof
the
product in question shall be great, and the demand
limited.
Since these two interests
are in direct
opposition,
one of them must necessarily coincide
with the social or general interest,
and the other
antagonize it. But, if legislation is to favor either,
in the interest
of the public good, which of the
two should it be?
To discover this, it suffices to
inquire what would happen if the secret desires of
men were realized.
We must confess that the
desires of every man, so far as he is a producer,
are anti-social
in their nature.
The wine producer might not regret a frost,
k manufacturer
of iron would wish to see no other iron in the
market
than his own, however
much the public
might be in need of iron."--Bastiat
shows that if
the wishes of all producers were realized, the world
would quickly relapse into 1)arbarism.
The sailing vessel would
endeavor
to do away with the
steamer, and the steamer with the sailing vessel;
wool to exclude cotton, and cotton wool; and so
on until a dearth of everythingwas
reached.
Considering, further, the interest of the consumer,
he
finds it in perfect harmony with the general interest, with what is demanded
by the well-being of
mankind.
What does the consumer
really wish
for? Favorable
seasons, fruitfulinventionswhich
reduce labor, time and expense.
He wishes for a
decrease of taxation, peace among nations, liberty
in all international
relations._Here
an objection is
made.
It is said, that if these wishes were realized
the labor of the producer would be restricted more
and more, and would
at last stop altogether,
for
want of support.
To which it may be answered,
that in this extreme case all wants and imaginable
desires wouht be completely
satisfied, and, on this
hypothesis,
laborious
production
would not be a
matterof regret.
Bastiatjustlyconcludes,
that to
consult the immediate
interests
of production
exelusively is to consult an anti-social
interest; that
to take the immediate
interest of consumption
as
sole basis would be to take the general interest as
basis.--This
reasoning
strikes adirect
blow at the
heart of the protective
and prohibitive
system,
and its partisans
leave nothing undone to prevent
an analysis of the various interests of the producer
and consumer.
Theyaffirm
that, as theproduccr
and consumer
are one, it is wrong to class men as
producers and consumers.
Of course economists
do not pretend to establish
as a principle
the absurdity
that the human race is divided into two

and the other only in consuming.
But it isnot a
question of dividing the human race: it is a qucstion of studying
it under two very different aspects.
All the scicnces have their classifications,
and it is evident
that, so far as products
and services are concerned,
he who creates the product
or renders the service is altogether
distinct from
him who purchases
the product or the service.-In order to show the _alue and the correctness
of
this distinction,
Bastiat,
in another
work, (Zcs
ttarvwnies
_conorMques, 2nd ed., c. xi.), exhibits
the producer
and consumer
ihce to face in the
whole circle of their transactions.
On the onehand is the producer producing
the supply ; on the
other, the consumer
causing the demand.
:Now,
supply and demand are apparently
not the samething.
Bastiat
next gives us an ingenious
analysis of the phenomena
of production,
by which he
shows that the consumer
or the public is, so far
as the gain or the loss of a given class of producers is concerned,
what the earth is to electricity, a great common reservoir.
From that reservoir all proceeds, to it everything
returns.
After
a time, and after having played some part in the
phenomena
of the world, economic results glide,
so to speak, over the producer,
on their way to.
the consumer;
so that all great questions
should
be studied
from the point of view of the consumer, if we wish to solve them in such a w_y as
to grasp their general
and 1)ermanent
results.
Bastiat finally bases on considerations
of morality
this samc subordination
of the rSle of the producer which he had already established
on principles of utility.
]t is really the purchaser of prodnets, the consumer,
who must bear the responsibility of the use they are put to, and not the
producer,
who is influenced
by the demand;
for
the producer has not to concern himself whether
a good or a bad u.-e is made of his wine, his iron,
or his opium.
Bastiat rcmarks that this isin perfeet harmony
with
the principles
of religion,
which addresses to the rich, to the great consumers,
a severe warning
as to thcir immense rcsponsibility. -- ¥. Collsumptiol_ of L'apitcd. -- Waste of
Capital.
What employment
is made of capital is
of theutmost
importance
to soeie.ty.
The office of
capital is to furnish the eldva_ces nec_sssry to production, in whose results it re-appears
under the
form of other utilities and other values.
All the
questions of consumption
of capital are in truth
questions of production;
and they are morc naturally treated by analyzing
the functions of capital and the nature of production.
There is one,
however, at which we must stop, in order to point
out the difficulties
it prescnts.--Capital
intended
for reproduction
is divided, according to Adam
Smith,
into fixed and circulating
capital,
one
renders continual
service remaining in the hands
of its owner;
the other renders a service only
when it passes into other hands, or is transformed.
It might he asked in what proportions
these two
kinds of capital,
considcred
as "m instrument
of
labor, should enter into a given industry:
but it

distinct

is plain that this question

classes,

one occupied

only in producing,

is not susceptible

of a
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.general
answer.
Every industry
has its speci_d
eharacter
and needs, which
vary according
to
place, time and circumstances.
But if theory
_an give no satisfactory
information
on thispoint,
it is none the less necessary that a business
man
should be able to form a correct estimate by consulting his own experience
or the experience
of
.others.
The division of capital into these two
branches
is a point of departure
of the highest
importance,
and if we seek to give an explanation
of industrial
catastrophes,
it will be found that a
great number of them had no otl,er cause than an
erroneous
estimate in matters ol t,,is kind.
Too
much capital renders business slow, and too little
_apital
stops it; too much circulating
capital at
the expense of fixed capital, and too much fixed
-capital at the expense of circulating
capital, pro,duce similar effects.--The
changeof
timeshas fre<luently led business men into ruinous paths.
In
France,
for examplc,
after the events of 1814,
.young
men. simple clerks,
wcre able by very
modest savings, energetic labor
and irreproacha,hie conduct to make a fortune, in the very houses
in which their successors
were ruined, although
they began with the same moral qualities
and
.frequently
with greater
intelligence.
The latter
lacked
one thing,
sufficient
capital.
We may
.often see in great cities the influence
of fashion
on many industries
which are obliged, as it is said,
to appeal to the eyes of the public.
Such industries change the proportions
of fixed aml of cir.culating capital, induce the manufacturer
to lessen the latter and to increase the former.
They
tiros lead to his ruin.
How many business hou.ses
_have had to be closed because too large a propor,tion of their capital was consumed
in ornamental
.facades, etc.--A
word now on the waste of capi.lal. " Waste, which destroys capital, is opposed
to saving, which
increases
capital.
We waste
.capital
when we devote,
without
judgment,
to
the satisfaction
of our pleasures
or our wants,
values formerly
employed in making advances to
l)roduction.
Let us suppose, in order to understand
the part played
by a spendthrift,
two
.amounts of capital of _100,000 each; one, in the
form of a factory
belonging
to the spen.dtbrift;
the other, in the form of coffee and sugar belonging to a merchant.
The factory is sold by the
spendthrift,
and bought
by the merchant.
To
effect the purchase,
the latter withdraws
his capital from trade and no longer buys coffee and
sugar.
A hundred
thousand
dollars
arc withdrawn from commerce,
and this value is handed
over to the spendthrift
as the price of his factory,
and converted
by him into consumable
articles,
and destroyed
without
return.
Thus of the two
amounts
of capital, only one remains:
the value
of the other is destroyed, because squandered
cap-

teacher, a lawyer, orapriest,
etc., may be wasted
in the same way; that is to say, consumed
in a
non-reproductive
manner.
The imprudent,
the
unskillful,
who do not value
lhc cost of production or the value of the products
of their industry, are also spendthrifts.
To appreciate
lhe
disastrous
consequences
of waste, it suttices to remark, that a value saved becomes
capital,
the
consumption
of which is renewed
unceasingly,
while a wasted
value is consumed
but once."
¥I. Gratuitous
or absobttcly
_l_prod_zcti_e Cons_mption.
There are various kinds _)f unprod_mtive consumptiol_,
that are not only unprodu(:ti_'e
because
they are not reproductive,
but because
they take pl'me at the expense of certain members
of the social body, and are effectrd by consumers
who are altogether
unproductive,
who destroy
utilities and values behmging
to others.
This is
consumption
at the expcnsc of a production
which
is not even reproductive,
and to which Skarbek
has given the name of gratuitous
or doubly unproductive
consumption,
and which Senior calls
absolutely
unproductivc.--If
we seek to draw up
a list of the kinds of this consumption,
which is
assuredly
very harmful
to society, we have, first
of all, the consumption
of criminals who are professional
invaders
of their neighbors'
righls _,f
property;
next, the consumption
of all those who
carry on spoliation
of any kind under the protection of abuse or artificial monopolies,
unpunished
or tolerated,
or created
by bad legislation.
Following these are the paupers,
who, without being
criminals,
live at the expense of others; both those
who are permanently
deprived
of their physical
or intellectual
powers and those who are temporarily in this condition,
such as the able-hodied
poor, out of employment
for the time being, and
who have exhausted
their resources,
and even
those who, although
industrious
and occupied,
do not receive enough in exchange
f. r their labor
to give them the means of subsistence.--"Thc
support
of the poor,"
says Frcderick
Skarbek,
"is doubly
unproductive
consumption,
gratuitous, negative, and madeto
the detriment
of those
who provide for them.
So that the poverty of _
gTeater or less number
of people diminishes
tlm
productive
forces of a nation,
by producilJg
a
decrease of workmen,
and preventing
the accunmlationof
capital; for everything
that is devoted
to the support
of the poor might be saved and
amassed in the form of productive
capital; and
the poor, for the very reason that they arc deprived of the rncans
of labor, can not co-operate
in the production
of values, still less in the formation
of capital."
This is a refutation
of tile
quietJsm of those who see in the support of the
po,'r, by public or private
charity, merely a distribution
of social wealth which is desirable
in

ital is no longer capital.
* e * There is also
the capital
which is wasted
by the inexperience
of men who begin enterprises
which give back
.only a part of the capital invested
in them, and
which is as completely
lo-t as if consumed
by
spendthrift.
The immaterial
products
of a

many regards, and who forget that the wretchedness of the poor, by decreasing
the income of the
rich, diminishes
the conmaon stock of labor and
engenders
universal
misery.
Human
society is
decidedly
a society of exchange
of wealth or services, and not of benevolence.
If men in society
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come together for mutual
assistance, this can take
place normally,
without
damage to any one, only
when it is all exchange
of services and values,
All gratuitous
consumption
is a diminution
of
individual
and social wealth.--Scnior
includes in
this class consumers
who produce
absolutely
nothing in return for what they consume;
that is
to say, men rich enough to live without worldng
aud without
rendering
any service
to society.
But the number of such men is very small.
The
proper employment
of capital
and the preserwltion of property,
so useful to society, demand inccssant care on the part of those who ha_'c them.
On the other hand,
in proportion
as nations become enlightened,
the men we have here in view
are impelled
to engage in some occupation,
fre.
,lucntly
in one very productive
by its nature,
either through love of accumul'ltiou
or of power,
or the love of study, or the desire of distinction,
or by the still nobler want of being useful to their
kind.--VII.
BalaTwe of Colcs_lmptioh _llul P_vduc.
t&n.
Consumption
being the end and sole object
of production,
there is naturally
an intimate relation bctwecn
these two great social phenomena,
--From the point of view of private or non-industrially reproductive
consumption,
it is evident
that the decay of a nation depends on the balance
of national consumption
and reproduction.
It is
by the excess of wealth produced
over wealth
consumed
that capital
increases;
and capital is
here synonymous
with the means or instruments
of labor and with rim well-l)ciug
of the population.--VIlI.
P_lblic Coizsumptwn.
Whatever
is
consumed
in the interest
of the whole nation,
constitutes
governmental
or public consumption,
--The character
of the consumer
does not ch.mge
the nature of the consuml)tion.
Nations, provinces, associations
of every kind, consume
in a
way preciscly
similar
to private
persons,
and
these kinds of consumption
may either bc productive or unproductive;
but here the terms have
alittle
different
me.thing
from that which they
have in the case of private
consumption.
Unless
a state carries on an industry
itself (and in this
case it almost always
makes a monol)oly
of it),
its expenses are not positively reproductive;
that
is, it does not find the capital advanced
in the
results obtained.
But, in the form of security,
of justice, of administration,
of the police power,
m tile use of roads, in the enjoymcnt
of works of
art, of monumcnts_
and other services,
it finds
utilities representing
more or less fully a return
for the capital expendcd.--In
the discussion
of
puhlic consumption
or outlay we must begin by
determining
what arc the necessities
of the state
which determine
this consumption
or outlay, and
also by determining
what are the taxes, loans
and other resources
intended to meet them.
The
majorityof
economists
who have written methodical treatises on the science discuss all these questious in the last part of their works, which thus
become treatises on finance.--It
is especi'flly with
reference to public
expenses
that it is proper to
poin_ out the abuse of the sophism
that every
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expense, no matter what its object, or how unproductive it may be, "is good for business,"
hastens circulation
and production.
Men go so far
as to believe that in times of crisis and st.tguation
caused by political
disturbances
public outlay is
a powerful
age.ncy to enliven in(tustls', provide
employment
for labor, and hring things hack to
the condition
they were ill previous
to tile crisis.
Some public men, dupes of the sophism,
others
to satisfy popular 1)rcjudicc and quiet the popular
mind, others with personal interests and position
in view, have recourse to this prctendcd remedy;
and this is one of the c'mses of the increase of
outlay x_hich enlarges
the budget.
FStes, fcstivals, official rejoicings,
perfunctory
receptions by
public officials, in times of sadness or misfortune,
are useless expenses as a stinmlant
to business;
they irritate
more than tlwy calm the suffering
class of society; they force the families who take
part in these festivals and rc(.eptions to ruinous
expenses;
they give an artifici'Ll eucouragemcnt
to certain
industries
at the expense of cert,,in
others:
the), are, therefore,
a pure loss to the
community.
For an economic
phenomenon
to
be both the cause and effect of prusl)erily,
it
should be produ(.ed in the inverse direction;
the
impulse
to prosperity
should
come h'om the
family,
the well-being
of families should reader
the satisfaction
of wants possible, and produce an
increase of consumption.--The
error which we
have just pointed out is found,
in an ther form,
in the public outlay which the authorities
Ire
quently allow themselves to mal_e, when, in timc.¢
of difficulty, they have to come to the aid of the
needy chsses, deprived
of labor and wages, and
thus dangerous to public tranquillity
and security.
What matter,
it is said, under these circumstances, if the works about to be begun arc without ntility?
what matler if the useful effect produced is less than the expenc.es in(.urred?
"it is
good for business;"
and, in consequence
of this
false reasoning,
a great amount
of labor is consumed unproductively,
'rod a consider'tbleamount
of cal)ital swallowed up, as has been witnessed in
many countries,
and in France especi'llly, during
the crises of the first revolution,
the revolution
of July, 1830, and the revolution
of 1_48.
Josm, ll G._n._lEn.
CONTEMPT,
CONTESTED
:_"E._TARY LAW.)
CONTINENTAL
GO, I.)

(See PAI{.LLa-MF_*NTAI
>*Y
LAW.)
ELECTIONS.

SYSTEM.
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CONTRABAND
OF WAR.
The prohibition
of trade in goods contraband
of war is a limitation
imposed
by international
law upon the
commerce
of neutrals.
This commerce,
generally speaking,
is free, both in the intercourse
of
neutrals with one another, and in the intercourse
of neutrals with belligerents.
Still it is free only
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,on condition that it remain neutral, that it does
not interfere in the war, and that its nature and
object be of a peaceful character.
This condition is violated when commerce engages in supplying the wants of war, in which case it assumes
the character of assistance to the enemy. It can
then no longer claim the rights of neutrality,
whose character it has itself denied and lost, and
its goods are treated as enemy's goods, as contraband of war. It results herefrom that no special treaties are necessary for the definition of the
idea of contraband of war; this idea lies in the
nature of the thing and of neutrality itself.-If the doctrine of contraband of war is one of
the most unsettled and most open to controversy
in the whole body of international law, this must
be ascribed to the fact that the practical application of the general principles applicable to contraband of war is always made by belligerent
maritime powers, the strongest-of which finds it
consonant with its interests to extend the mean_ing of the word contraband as far as possible,
while the weaker has just as much interest to
Testrict _t --In former centuries, each of the belligerent maritime powers was wont to declare, at
the beginning of hostilities, what articles it would
.consider as contraband of war. At the present
time such declarations are not made; it is left to
the prize courts to decide whether, in a particular
case, articles are contraband of war or not. The
prize courts are compelled not to go beyond reasonable limits in their decisions in such cases,
because the neutral power has the right of making any decision which should be contrary to the
laws of nations a cast_s belli against the power in
.question.--This
consideration has had such a
salutary effect that a dispute respecting the contraband nature of an article has never been followed by war. But, on the other hand, it follows
from this condition of things, necessarily, that so
long as it continues to exist there is no possibility
-of determining, in theory, what are and what are
not articles of contraband of war, by any rule of
•miversal application.
Theory must be satisfied
with elucidating the principles applicable at the
present time, and stating what were the articles
which have provoked discussion during recent
times.--Wants
of war are contraband of war.
But what are wants of war? There are certain
.objects which, as Grotius says, every one will
recognize as being articles intended to supply the
wants of war, and consequently articles contraband of war, Such are arms, implements of
war, especially ships of war and war material;
finally, the ingredients employed in the manufacture of gunpowder.
And, on the other hand,
there are articles which every one will recognize
as being of an eminently peaceful character. To
this category belong not only pianos and prayer
books, as Dana says, but also the great mass of
articles of commerce, such as cotton, etc. However, there will always be found a number of
articles concerning the destination of whichwhether they are intended for peaceful or belli-
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cose objects--doubts will arise. So far as these
articles are concerned, the decision rests essen.
tially in the equitable judgment of the prize
courts.
When the special circumstances of the
case tend to demonstrate, without a doubt, the
intention of an employment'of
the articles for
war purposes, the prize court will be able to condemn the cargo without having to fear the interventiou of the ncutralpower;
consequently, there
exists, de favto, such a thing as contrabande par
accident, scoffed at by so many theorists. The
articles of doubtful use, res ancipitis usus, concerning which there has been most controversy
in modern times, are: iron, steel, steam engines,
boilers, coal, horses, specie money, and articles of food. We can not enter more minutely
into the details of this controversy, and must
confine ourselves to the statement that, so .far as
there exists no special stipulation between a bclligerent and a neutral power providing otherwise,
only the seizure of all supplies of articles of
food of every kind could afford the neutrals a
motive for protest.--kccording
to the law in
force at the present time neutral powers are _wt
bound to forbid their subjects the carrying on of
trade in articles of contraband.
They simply
permit such trade, subject to the right of confiscation on the part of the belligerents.--Belligerents have the right to interfere in neutral trade as
contraband trade, when a neutral vessel attempts
to carry articles of contraband to the enemy. It
is ne.cessary, however, that the ship should be
seized in flagrante delicto: a vessel that has sold
her cargo can not be seized on her return voyage.
--The consequence of the seizure of a vessel engaged in contrabana trade is, according to tradition, that, by way of prize court law, the cargo is
confiscated.
By delivering up the articles of contraband the captain of the neutral vessel can free
himself from any further interruption of his royage. But if he refuses to deliver up such articles, then the vessel must be brought before a
prize court; but the articles of contraband must
not be carried away by force.--The
confiscation
of the portion of the cargo not contraband of
war, as well as of the ship itself, is made when the
owner of the vessel, or freighter, knew ot the
transportation of the contraband articles.--Analogous to the contraband of war is the transport
of troops or dispatches for the benefit of the enemy. A neutral vessel which consents to engage
in such service is, according to English custom,
subject to confiscation, because she thus loses her
neutrality by an evident act of hostility.
The
English admiralty courts do not admit the pica
that theship had been forced by theenemy to perform such service.
If the enemy compels a ncutral vessel to violate the laws of neutrality, then
the ship owner must seek redress at the hands of
the enemy's government, through the intervention of his own country.
Tim other belligerent
looks upon a breach of neutrality simply as a
breach of "neutrality, and acts accordingly;
be-.
cause, admitting the plea that the act was per-
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department,
the province,
and so on.
As we
said above, it is only in the case of the refusal of
the local authorities
to levy the tribute that the
victor can exercise his authority
directly by way
CONTRACT,
SOCIAL.
(See SOCIAl, Coy
of force,
lie takes it upon himself to assess the
"TRACT.)
required tax according to the same rules as those
stated above for the local authorities.
But, conCONTRIBUTION
OF WAR.
Although
war
sidering his limited knowledge
of the countl T,
is a state of violence
between
two countries,
and the greater or less pressure of his wants, this
.and violence generally
supposes
the employment
mode of procedure
is more apt to be marked by
,of arbitrary
power,
still there are established
arbitr'triness
than the former.
We must not,
between
civilized
nations
customs and rules, to
however, believe that tribute
of war constitutes
which the belligerents
submit.
There is, therean absolute gu'mmtec of safety to private
propfore, a distinction
made between
the legitimate
erty.
The weakening
of the enemy being the
and illegitimate
means of injuring
an enemy,
aim of military
operation,s,
it is permitted
to
Chief among the former arc contributions
of war,
destroy property
the possession
of which could
requisitions,
forage and conveyances
which
are
not be abandoned to the enemy without increasing
_exactcd in the enemy's
country.
There was _ his strength.
This is an additional
proof tlmt
lime when war consisted
of a series of acts of
tribute of war is not based upon the redemption
_iolence,
without
rule or restraint;
when both
of private
property.
Thus gardens,
vineyards,
the person and property of the vanquished
were
villas and forests should be spared, but the enemy
at the mercy of the victor; and when the country
shvays has the right to destroy them in order to
invaded by an army was submitted
to pillage and
strengthen
his position.
_Ve must distinguish
_levastation.
When all nations had in turn cxpebetween
contribution
of war and requisition.
rienced the horrors of war, they agreed, at least,
Hequisitiou
consists in the asking
for certain
to submit these inevitable
evils to rule, since it
specified
objects,
under thc form of a request,
was impossible to suppress them entirely.
Instead
but exacted by force in case of need.
Washingof plundering
the inhabitants
and burning
their
ton, in the American rewflutionary
war, invented
houses, the invading
army exacted of the invaded
both the word and the thing it denotes.
But the
district or conquered
city contributions
of war
use of requisition
dates mainly from the wars of
(trib_:ta bellies).
On condition
of the payment
of the French revolution,
and was practiced by the
this tribute, the preservation
of private property
Fn,nch armies, who brought to a high degree of
of all kinds was assured,
and the enemy were
perfection
the system of living upon the enemy's
obliged to buy and pay for whatever hc demanded
country.
Bc.-.idcs what we may call the local con_ffterward,
excepting
the services
which
might
tribution of war, which is exacted in the course
be eventually
required
of the citizens and tempoof military operations, there is the tribute exacted
rary subjects.
Such is thc histol T of the origin
at the conclusion
of hostilities,
either by a special
of tribute
contribution
of war levied by the
agreement,
or by virtue of conditions
inserted in
enemy upon a country which they have invaded,
the treaty of pc.ice.
¥(c may cite, as examples of
Tile progress of public or state morality,
and the
tribute in this last acceptation,
the war tribute of
mitigation
of the hard usages of war, have made
140,000,000 francs required of Prussia (6,000,000
it the common rule to respect private
property
inhabitants)
by France,
in virtue of the agree.except in maritime
warfare;
and tribute, or conmcnts of Sept. 8, and of Nov. 5, 1808 ; the
tribution,
is now no long_" regarded
as a substitribute of 700,000,000 francs required of Fnmcc
lute for fire and pillage;
that is to say, a decla(30,000,000 inlmbitants)
by the allies, in virtue of
ration of the local authorities
that they would not
the fourth article of the treaty of l_ov. 20, 1_15;
or could not pay the tribute demanded
wouldnot
and, finally, the tribute
of 5 000,000,000
francs
give the enemy the right to pillage and burn, but
required by the treaty of February.
1871 (France
would simply oblige the enemy to have recourse
having 37,000,000 inhabitants).
There is no difto force.
'lh'ibute of war is, therefore,
an extrafercnce between
a contribution
of war, taken in
ordinary tax levied Sot the benefit
of the enemy
this sense, and the paymet_t of the costs of the
and by their order.
In order that this levy may be war.--What
is the position of the part of the
made in an equitable
manner, it is customary
for
country
which,
by the course of events, is subthe assessment
and collection
of the sum demandjccted to ttle payment
of a tributc
of war, relaed to be left to the local authorities.
Their first
tively to the state at large?
Is the state, when
duty is to proportion
each one's share to his
restored to the fullexercise
of it._sovereignty
over
means; they, therefore,
ordinarily
take as their
the provinces temporarily
overrun and laid under
guide the assessment
roll for ordinary
taxes.
If
tribute bythe enemy, bound t,_ reimburse to these
an individual
has paid more than he justly should
provinces
the sum they have been forced to pay?
in proportion
to his fortune,
he has the right of Not in justice;
for the state had nothing to do
recourse
against
the commune,
the canton; in
with this expense, and it is responsible
only for
short, against the district on which tile tribute was
the acts which are performed by its order.
If the
• assessed.
If a district has been too heavily taxed,
territory has been invaded because of the weak.it has the same resource against the district,
the
hess of the state, it is a case of superior force, for
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the consequences
of which the state should not
be called to account.
Besides, there would be a
certain
amount
of danger
in laying
down in
principle the obligtltion
of the state to make such
rei,nbursement;
forit wouhl suffice for the enemy
to be master of a part of the country
to drain by
his exactions the entire state.
On the other hand
it would often be contrary to equity to adhere to

war against
Great
Britain
was passed
in the
house, June 4, 1812, by a vote of 79 (62 from
Pennsylvania
and the south, and 17 from the
north) to 49 (3°_ from the north,
and 17 from
Pennsylwmia
and the south).
A proposition
to
include
France
in the declaration
received
10
votes.
In the senate, June 17, the vote was 19 to
13, 4 northern
and 2 southern
democratic
sena-

the strict law, o, • to the general considerations
of
political
interest.
If the iuh'tbitants
of a city
have saved the country by a prolonged
resistance,
by sacrificing their fields, their villas, their suburbs; or if a province
has retarded
the enemy's
march by destroying
its crol)s and resources
of
evel T kind, and by harassing
the enemy,
it is
just that the state should compensate
this p,'ovince
forthe losses which it has suffered in the geue,•al
interest.
These considerations
of equity apply,
also, when the part of the country
occupicd
by
the enemy has been abandoned
to him for purposes of strategy,
the real line of defense being
placcd,nuch
furthcrback.
Theymay
be applied,
also, though
the application
is more doubtful
here, when the occupation
is the fault of _t gross
blunder of the general intrusted with the defense
of the territo,'y.
Finally, they apply most natuurally when'tprovinceis,
byits situation, exposed
to become the theatre of the war, as was formerly
the case with Belgium,
the proyinceof
Milan and
the provinces
of the Rhine.
We might multiply
examples
of this kind.
Quite the reverse of the
principle
of law, which adapts to itself the circumstances
of a fact, equity, more pliable, adapts
itself to the circumstances,
and follows
after
them in all their windings.
JULEsG}tE_IER.
CONVENTION,
The Hartford
(l_- U. S. HisTORY). The success of the commercial
party in
extorting
the constitution
from the "tgricultu,'al
party,
the gradual
consolidation
of the latter
party and its success in 1800, the union of the
south and west against :New England,
and the
division
of the middle
states, are matters
elsewhere dwclt upon.
The difference
occasioned
by the last named coalition had grown inveterate
through
time and the heat of conflict, until in
1812 the dominant
democratic-republican
party
administered
the government
with as little refer-

tors voting with the federalists
against the w:m
June 18 the act became
law, under
the nominal
auspices of an administration
which had made no
adequate preparations
in men or money, by land
or sea, for a war which was to protect American
commerce
by invading Canada, and in which the
navy was to be drawn up on shore and defended
by the militia.
Against such a war so conducted
the federalists
were unanimous,
on the grounds
('ts stated in the address
of the federalist
merebers of congress in 1812) that French aggressions
had never really ceased; that the British
ordcm
in council operated only against American
trade
with France,
Holland
and northern
Italy;
that
this deprivation,
though
burdensome,
was not
sufficiently so to justify the destruction
of all remaining American
commerce
for the purpose of
avenging it; that American commc,'ce'lsked
from
the dominant
party,
not war, but protection in
the form of an efficient navy or the power to arm
and protect
itself;
and that the declaration
of
war was only designed
by American
Jacobins to
d,'aw off by a side attack the energies of Great
Britain from its struggle with France.
They denounced
the invasion
of Canada
as "a cruel,
wanton,
senseless
and winked attack, in which
neither
plunder
nor glory
was to be gained,
upon an unoffending
people, bound
to us by ties
of blood and good neighborhood,
undertaken
fo, •
the punishment
over their shoulders
of another
people 3,000 miles off."
When summoned,
June
12, to supply detachments
of militia for garrison
duty, the governors
of Massachusetts
and Connecticut
denied
the power
of the president
t(_
make such a draft
except
to execute
the laws,
suppress
insurrections,
or repel invasions.
In
this denial the council and legis]ature
of Conncctieut joined, and the pol)ularapproval
of their
action was shown by the election,
immediately
after, of 163 fcdcralists
to 36 democrats
in the

ence as possible to the existence of the federal

house. The difficulty was in part removed by

party, or of :New England,
where alone the federalists retained a party organization.
The south
and west, under Hcn,'y Clay and other leaders,
whom
the bitter Quincy
described
as "young
politicians,
fluttering
and cackling on the floor of
this house, half hatched,
the shell still on their
heads and their pin feathers not yet shed--politiclans to whom
reasou, justice, pity, wcre noth•
{t ,i
ing, revenge
eveD'thmo,
had determined
upon
war and an invasion
of Canada, as a means of
compelling
Great Britain
to abandon the rights
of impressment,
search and paper blockade,
and
had coerced the peace-loving
president,
Madison,
into participation
with them by a threat to deprivc him of his second term•
A bill declaring

allowing
the militia
to remain
under its state
officers, and by the general conciliatory
measures
of the federal
government.
:Neve_'theless.
the
:New England
states cqntinued
in every debatable'
point to adopt the very strictest
construction
of
the federal
government's
constitutional
powcr._.
and to do so in language
which
showed
plainly
their continued
dislike
for the war;
and their
action seemed to meet popular approval.
In the
spring
of 1813 the federalists
showed
a clear
majority in every state election in :New England.
Their Massachusetts
majority
rose from 1,370 m
1812 to 13,974; in Connecticut
and Rhode Isl-md
the democratic
vote was much decreased,
aml
even the hitherto
doubtful
or democratic
slate--
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New Hampshire
and "Ve,'mont, were c: rried by
the federahsts.
In the 13th congress,
which met
May 24, the house contained
68 peace to 112 war
membcrs,
the :New York delegation
having bccome largely
federalist.--Stimulated
by success
the party took a higher tone. The 3Iassachusetts
legislature
declared
the whole war "impolitic
and unjust,"
and refused
votes of thanks
for
naval victories
on the ground
"that,
in a "_var
like the present, waged without justifiable
cause,
and prosecuted
in a mauncr
indicating
that conquest and ambition
were its real motives, it w.ls
not becoming a moral and religious
people to cxpress any approbation
of military
and naval exploits not immediately
connected with the defense
of our seacoast and soil."
The state officers and
leading fcder'dists
even refused
to attend
the
public funeral of captain Lawrence of the Chesapeake.
In :Novcmber
the newly elected federal1st governor
of Vermont
recalled
a brigade
of
militia
which
his democratic
predccessor
had
ordered
out for garrison
duty,
and, when
a
proposition
was made in congress
to direct the
attorney
general
to prosccute
the governor,
a
counter proposition
was at once brought into the
)Iassachusctts
senate
to aid Vermont
with the
whole power
of the state.
:New ]£ngland,
in
short, presented
a united
federalist
front of opposition
to the war;
and tim administration,
ceasing its fntile efforts at conciliation,
practically abandoned
the whole section and threw all
its efforts into the invasion of Canada.
For this
purpose it was drivel
to attempts
to raise men by
conscription
and impressment
(see DRAI_'TS, I.),
measures to which submission
could hardly have
beencxpcctedfromNewEngland.--Intheautumn
of 1814 the difficulties
of the fcderal government,
the desperation
of the democratic
leaders, and the
exasperation
of the :New England
feder'dists,
seemed to have reached
their common climax,
The pr(il)cisitions
in congress
to enforce a draft
and to cnlist minors without
the conscnt of their
parents, the embargo which had been enacted to
counteract
the British
exemption
of the New
England coast from bloek.lde, the neglect of the
federal goverument
to provide for the defense of
the New England
coast or to prevent the advance
of the British along the shores of Maine, which
they now controlled
up to the Penobscot
river,
the destruction
of :New :England commerce
and
fisheries, for which privateering
and infant manufactures
were no substitute,
and the complete
nullity of :New England
in the councils
of the
nation, formed amass of grievances which seemcd
to have become intolerable.
In February,
1814,
a committee of the Massachusettslegislature,
while
referring the question of a :New England
convenlion to the nextqegislature,
had used the following
strong language.
"We believe
that this war, so
fertile in calamities
and so threatening
in its consequences, has been waged with the worst possible
views, and carried onin the worst possible manner;
formingaunionofwickednessand_veaknesswhich
defies, for a parallel,
the annals of the world."
d0
rOT.. _.--40
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It is significant
of tim temper of the times that
this language was pronounced
weak and inadequate
by many fe(h.ralists
who considered
"'_ctiou" to be the most u,'gcnt need.--Oct.
18, :1814,
tlm Massachusetts
leglslature adopted the proposal
of a convention of the New England states to "lay
the foundatiou
of a radical reform m tlmnational
compact by invitingto
a future convention
a dep.
ut:_tion from all the other states in the Union."
The proposal was promptly "_dol)tcd by the lcgislatures of Rhode lstaml and Connecticut,
which
last named body had just ordered its governor to
call a spccml session for the protection
of its citizens if the federal conscription
bill shouht become
a law.
The object was cautiously
lilnitcd
in
M.lssachusetts
to matters "not repugnant
to their
obligations
as members of thc Union," in Com_ceticut to m:_tters "consistent
with our obligations
to the United
States,"
and in Rhode I¢land to
" measnrcs whn.h it may be in the l)ower of said
states,
consistently
with
thezr obligations,
to
adopt."
In Ncw iIampshire,
whcre the council
was demoeratm,
and in Vermont,
where the sue.
cessful figllt at Plattsburgh
had wakened
a new
war feeling, the federalists did not venture any
state action upon the proposal, but the fedcr,llist
counties of Cheshire, Grafton
and Coos, in :New
Hampshire,
and Windham,
in Vermont, appointed delegates by town meetings.
That the rcccnt
disasters of the w,lr, the del)reciation
of the public credit 25 per ('ent. below par, and the humiliating demands of the English
commissioners
as
the price of peace, _hould now be supplemented
by this portcntous union among the R'cw England
federalists, who had just succeeded
in carrying
every congressional
district in Ihcirsection
except
three, in which
there was no 1)opular choice.
brought
the wrath, alarm and susl)icion of the
demoer'ltm
party and the administration
to their
highest point.
Executive
agcms were scattered
over :New England to search for evidences of a
secret plot to separate that section from 1he Union
and form a grand duchy under an Englibh prince
of the blood; a regul'tr
officer was sent to Hartford, with assurances of support from the New
York state troops and the " lighting democracy"
of Connecticut,
to overset the dclit_crati,ms of the
26 elderly gentlemen
who wcl'c soon to mcct there
in conventmn;
a,_(1 the president, at the request (,f
congress, appointed J:m 12, followi,,g, as a d.ly of
national fasting and praycr.--The
convention m(:t
at Itartford,
Conn., Dec. 15, 1814, the dcleg, tcs
l)cmg as follows. Massachus(.l$_--Grorge
Cabot,
Nathan
Dane, William
Prescott,
Ilarnson
Gr:_y
Otis, Timothy
Bigelow, Joshua Thomas,
Samuel
Sumner Wilde, Joseph Lyman, Ste'l)h('n Longfellow, Jr., Daniel Waldo, Itodijah Baylics, George
Bliss.
CmT_ccticut--Chaunccy
Goodrich,
John
Trcadwel],
James
Hillhousc,
Zephaniah
Swift,
Nathaniel
Smith, Calvin Goddard,
Roger Minot
Sherman.
Rhode L,land and Pr(n'idence Phmtation_-- Daniel Lyman,
Samuel Ward,
Edward
Mauton,
Benjamin
Hazard.
_brew tt(,mp._hire-Benjamin
West, Mills Olcott.
Ver_no_t-- Wil-
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liam Hail, Jr. George Cabot was chosen president, and Theodore Dwight, editor of the Hartford Union, secretary. After a secret session of
fl_ree weeks and thc preparation of a report to
their respective legislatures, the convention adjourned, Jan. 5, 1815. The report denied any
present intention to dissolve the Union, and admitted that, if a dissolution should be necessary,
"by reason of the multiplied abuses of bad administrations, it should, if possible, be the work of
peaceable times and deliberate consent."
It enumerated the New England grievances above mentioned, with. the addition of "the easy admission
of naturalized foreigners to places of trust, honour and profit," and "the admission of new
states formed at pleasure in the western regions,"
as destroying the original balance of the sections.
It proposed that congress, paying in to the state
treasuries a certain proportion of the taxes raised
in the respective states, should confide to the
states their own defense. It laid down the general principle that "it is as much the duty of the
state authorities to watch over the rights reser_d
as of the United States to exercise the powers
which are delegated;" and proceeded from this
stand point to the narrowest particularism of the
Kentucky resolutions.
(See also ST.,_T_.SOVErt.
EmN'r_¢.) It recommended the following changes
in the constitution:
1. That the southern states
should be deprived of the representation given
them for three-fifths of their slaves.
2. That a
two-thirds vote of both houses should be requisite
for tlmadmission of new states.
3. That embargoes should be limited to 60 days. 4. That a twothirds vote of both houses should be requisite to
prohibit commercial intercourse; or 5, to declare
war, or authorize hostilities, except in ease of invasion. 6. That naturalized foreigners should be
debarred from membership in congress and from
all civil offices under the United States. 7. That
the president should not be re-eligible, and should
not be taken from the same state two terms in suecession. It closed _rith asuggestion that if affairs
should not change for the better, or if these
amendments should be slighted, another convention should assemble in Boston, on the third Thursday of June following, "with such powers and
instructions as the exigencyof a crisis so moment,
ous may require."--The
legislatures of Massachusetts and Connecticut adopted the suggestions
of the report, and sent commissioners to Washington to urge the proposed amendments.
Before
they arrived the administration had been relieved
from all anxiety; England had agreed to an honorable peace; the rout of 12,000 picked veterans
from Wellington's peninsular army by Jackson
and 7,000 raw Kentucky and Tennessee militia at
]_ew Orleans, had closed the war in a blaze of
glory; and the commissioners fonnd themselves
only the discredited agents of a meeling of secret
conspirators against the unity of the republic,
and of states which had deserted their country in
itshour of sorest need. :No attention was paid to
their recommendations,
nor was an)- renewal of

the convention ever attempted.
From the series
of humiliations, of which the Hartford convention was the close, New England learned thoroughly tile necessity of carrying on struggles
against the national government within the Union,
a lesson which it had occasion t_ rehearse often
afterward,
it would have been fortunate for her
sister section of the south if the same lesson had
been impressed upon her attention 50 years previous to 1861.--ThefederaJist politicians who lathered or composed the Hartford convention never
escaped from the popular odium which attended
it. Nov. 16, 1819 the president, Cabot, deposited
its journal with the secretary of state at Boston,
that all men might see _at its designs and debates
were legitimate and not treasonable.
In 1833
Theodore Dwight, the secretary, published his
Histo_T of the Hartford Conventwn, bUt public
opinion had even then become fixed, as it has since
remained, against the convention.
(See E_Go; SEc_.ssm_,', I. ; STAT_ SOV_REm_Tr; F_EltXL PARTY, II.; D_.MOCm_Tm F._nTY. III.)-See Dwight's Hartford Convention; 6 Hildreth's
U,ffted Slates, 545; 4, 5 Benton's ;Debates of Congress; 2 Ingerso]l'sSecond War with Great Britain,,
216, 248; 2 Holmes' Annab, 467; 2 Goodrich's
/_ol/e_bns,
9; 3 Speneer's United States, 286;
Carey's Olive B_'al_h; Adams' Documente 1"elati_g
to _¥ew England Federalism; Sullivan's Letter_;
Quiney's .L_e of Quincy; 1 yon Hoist's United
States, 263. The act recognizing the existence of
war between the United States and Great Britain
is in 2 Stat. at Large, 755.
AJmX_'D_.n JOm_STON.
CONYENTION,
xmr Lxw.)

Joint.

CONYENTION,
PEACE.)

Peace.

(See P.crt_T-

(See CONFERENCE,

CONVENTION, The Constitutional,
an institution of the United States, charged with the
formation of the fundamental
law.
By the
American constitutions
the enactment of the
ordinary statute law is the work of the legislature, acting conjointly with the executive, who
has a veto upon its action. On tim other hand,
the framing of strictly organic laws has been generally committed to a special legislative body,
meeting for that purpose only, called a constitutional convention, acting conjointly with the
electors or the body of the people, to whom is
given a veto upon its action. The constitutionul
convention is, therefore, strictly a legislature:
but, because of the transcendent character of the
laws which it initiates, it is, as Austin says, an
"ulterior legislature."
To this ,convention there
is nothing similar in other countries having goveruments called constitutional.
So much of their
fundamental law as is not composed of custom_
or usages, or of judicial decisions, isbut a statute,
deriving a somewhat higher solemnity from it_
subject matter, and the greater dehberation at-
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_ending its genesis,
and not from the extraor<tinary character
of the body by which
it is
enacted.
Of this description
is the English constitution.
So, in France
and other
European
,countries,
where written or enacted
constitutions
,exist, they are the work
of the ordinary
lawmaking power, done at perhaps a special session,
or by an increased
majority,
but without
the intervention
of extraordinary
agencies.
The obstinate
conservatism
of its character
enables
the English people to employ safely and successfully such a mode of fundamental
legislation.
It
_tands in need of no unusual checks to restrain
it from disturbing
rashly "the nice equipoise"
of
its constitution.
With
Burke
it realizes
that
"every project
of material
change in agovernlncnt so complicated
* * * is a matter
full
of difficulties,
in which a considerate
man will

1689 was called to lay the foundations
for the
new dynasty of William and Mary, upon the abdication
of James II.
Because, regularly,
there
existed at that time in England
no parliament,
since there was no king. and, without
a king's
writ, no lawful parliament
could be summoned,
the prince
of Orange,
afterward
king William
III.,
called elections,
at which delegates
were
chosen throughout
England,
who, together with
the lords, spiritual andtemporal,
then in London,
constituted
a convention,
by whom
the new
dynasty
was established.
The former case differed from the latter only in the fact that, by a
legal fiction, Charles II. was held to be, and ever
since the execution
of hks father to have been,
king of :England;
whereas,
by a like fiction,
James
II., forcibly
driven from his kingdom,
was declared,
by reason of his oppressions
and

not be too ready to decide, a prudent
man too
ready to undertake,
or an honest man too ready
to promise."
It is doubtful whether tlle temperameat of any people living under liberal institu¢ions, exceptingthat
of England,
is capable of the
requisite
self-control
to pursue with safety such
a course.--'Whether
from conviction of this truth,
or frmn a lucky accident,
the founders
of the
American governments,
under the wise guidance
of the elder Adams, adopted
the safer mode of
distributing
tile legislative
function
between
separate
agencies,
the fundamental
to one, and
the ordinary
to another.
It is, perhaps, not so
fortunate
that the misleading
name of convention was given to the former, a body charged with
a function
so delicate and novel in the history of
political
institutions.
For the name convention
has been regarded
_s evidence of its identity
with
a wholly different
institution,
the revolutionary
convention.
]_Ianyof theworst
evils experienced
in the political life of the American
people lntvc
-lriseu from confounding
these two institutions,
and from attributing
to them, as though identical
in character,
because developed
the one from the
other,
or both from a common
original,
like
powers
and functions.
The revolutionary
convention is an earlier development
from the ordinary assemblies
of the people (conventuspopuh),
common
in all ages in England
and other free
,countries.
The English
convention
parliaments
of 1399, 1660 and 1689, are familiar
examples of
this phase of the institution.
Omitting
the first,
as of less interest,
that of 1660 was assembled
upon the downfall of the protectorate
of Richard
Cromwell, to take the formal steps deemed necessary to effect the restoration
of Charles II. to the
throne.
There existing
no lawful
parliament,
elections were held throughout
Enghmd,
on the
recommendation
of a rump of the ohlparliament,
which had been forcibly
dispersed
by the late
protector,
to form a new parliament.
This body
met iu London,
and called Charles
II. to the
throne;
but, as these elections
were illegal, because held without
the royal writ, the assembly
was styled, as ]_Iacaulay says, a convention,
and
not a parliament.
Similarly,
the convention
of

usurpaztions,
to have al)dicated the throne, which
was tliereupon
pronounced
vacant.
In the one
case, according
to this conception,
there was a
de jure, but not a de facto, king of England;
and,
in the other, there was a king de facto, but not
de j_re;
and the union of both qnalities,
real or
imputed,
was deemed necessary
to the regula,"
institution
of ap'lrliamcnt,ortlm
re-estabhshment
of a legitimate
politic'll
order.
Both of these
conventions
were cqually revolutionary
bodies,
assemblcd without law, as temporary
expedients,
to bridge over a chasm between a state of things
that had ceased, and one that was bcginning
to
be.
The characteristic
qualities
of the revolutionary convention,
accordingly,
are two: that it
is hostile to the state of things by law established;
and that, as it is an embodiment
of revolutionary
forces, there is no limit to the powers it may
exercise, save its own will.
Itis, in short, merely
a provisional
government,
resting on force.--In
the United States there have been examlfles
of
this type of convention'lt
three epochs, all epoel,s
of upheaval
and transition:
the first and second,
during and at the close of the colonial condition;
and the third, at the time of the so-called secession of the southern st_ttes from the Union.
The
most notable case in the first period was tlmt of
a convention
assembled
in bIay, 1689, in bIassachusetts, sinmltaneously
with that last described
in England,
having for its purpose the displacemcnt of the government
established by the crown,
and presided over by governor Andross, aml the
formation of agovcrmncnt
by thc people, "according to the ancient
forms,"
iu force before the
condemnation
of their charter by the king's courts.
This revolution
was consummated
two days before news reached the colony of the revolution
in England, the same _hip bringing with it orders
from the authorities
to proclaim
king William
and qneen Mal3'.
Similar eases "lro_e in 1775
and 1776--the
second period--in
those c_lonies
whose assemblies
were controlled
by the friends
of the crown.
The govcrmncnts
establislmd
by
the crown having been suppressed,
conventions
or provincial
congresses
were ¢._flh.d to _upl,ly
their place, and to carry on the contc_t uilh
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_England.
So, in the third period, when eleven
southern
states resolved to secede from the Union,
there were called, in nearly all of them, convenlions to initiate
and to direct the movements
to
that
end.
In two or three, where
the sentiment of the people prevented
the election of conventions, the promoters
of secession effected their
object through
the legislatures
of their states, in
which a friendly majority
usurped
the power to
pass the necessary
ordinances.
These bodies
were all alike rcvolutionm T conventions,
roodelcd, so far as the diversity
of circumstances
permitted,
strictly after the English
conventions
of 1660 and 1689.--From
this revolutionary
body
the constitutional
convention
is a widely different
institution.
Historically,
it need not be denied,
that the former is the root from which the latter
sprang.
In no country
but America,
however,
has such a development
been witnessed,
though
in none, in which revolution
has led to provistonal organizations
hostile to the existing order,
has the revolution'try
convention,
under
some
form and name, been unknown.
Within
that
species
of convention
must
be comprehended
every embodiment
of revolutionary'forces
artieulated into working
committees
for the establishment of a new m'der upon the ruins of an old.
By its definition
revolution
is the essence
of
unlawfulness.
If successful,
its triuml)h
is the
triumph
of force over that which is lcgitimate
as
based upon recognized
law.
It then bccolucs the
source of wholly new law, since so much of the
old law as it permits
to survive,
survives by its
will alone, and is, in effect, a law of its own
enactment.
The constitutional
convention,
ou
the other hand, is never the organ of revolution,
It is called by an established
government,
in
pursuance
of fixcd
constitutional
customs
or
prescriptions,
to do a definite
work in furtherauee of the ends of that government,
for its
amelioration
and not for its destruction;
accordingly, the purpose of those who call it into being,
is, that it shall do its appointed
work and none
other; that it shall melt into the general mass of
citizens
wllen its task has been completed,
giving
to the power
that spoke it into being, such an
account
of its conduct
and labors as by law or
custom
may be required.
The constitutional
convention
is not itself a government;
it is the
agent or minister of a government,
which moves
along in full life while the convention
is in ses_sion, and which is meant to survive it.
It is
therefore,
in substance,
but a numerous
and
dignified
committee,
so selected as, from its numhers and territorial
distribution,
to rept'esent
the
various phases of opinion
at the timeexisting,
As iL_timated, however,
it is in point of IHstorical
_equence,
a development
from the revolutionary
convention.
It is that institution
shorn of its
revolutionary
features,
of those absolute powers,
adverse
to the existing
order, which would rentier its existence
incompatible
with that of any
government
but its own;
that institution,
in
_ahort, transformed
and employed
for a cousti-

tutional
purpose.
That
this most important
tnlth has been doubted or denied, depends upon
the circumstances
attending
its introduction
into
our constitutional
system.
Of the constitutiou_
first formed
for the states of the Union, in the
early years of the revolutionary
war, many were
framed
by the provincial
conventions
or congresses above mentioned
as examples of the revolutionary
convention.
That those bodies had
aml)le power to do this can not be denied, because
they were revolutionary
governments,
and as such
were possessed of unlimitcd
powers.
They could
adopt a constitution
because they could do m_ything within the limits of the actual force at their
command.
When, therefore,
after the peace with
England,
conventions
were called by the various
states, for the purpose
simply of procuring
the
revision
of their
existing
constitutions,
some
confusion
of ideas at times developed
itself i_
regard to their nature and powers.
Bcaring
t:,e
same
name,
were not those conventions
the
same bodies with which
the people
had bcc:_
familiar
during
the revolutionary
war, when
they constituted
the only governments
existh}g
in the colonies?
,knd if the samc, could they
not now cut loose from the governments
u_J(!cr
which they were convened,
and exercise all the
powers of an absolute sovereign?
To this q_lc_lion, one of the most important
that ever aro,e
under the American constitutions,
but one an_w,.r
could or can be given.
No.
Ti_ey are not tbc
same as their revolutionary
congeners,
and riley
could not exercise
the same powers,
save !)y
rebelling
against
their states as now organized.
This, of course,
they, as any
body of men,
might do, and under
the same pcnalties.
But
as constitutional
conventions
they could do nothing but what they were empowered
to do by
the state which
spoke them into being.
The.
erroneous
view here controverted
h:ts never in
this country
hecn ul_iversal, or very widespread.
though in some convcntiolis,
held before thc'w;tr
of secession, and in the Illinois
convention
of
1862, it had earnest supporters.
France,
u_ffortunately, which borrowed
from Engi'md,
through
the American
colonies, the revolutionary
convc,_
tion, has never been able to free he.rself from the
idca that all the powers
and mcthods
of that
dread cngine of force have been inhcrited
by its
namesake,
the constitutional
convention,
there
called the constituent
assembly.
What the effect
of that error has been upon the political forttme,
of France will be seen from the words of one of
her most eminent
publicists,
given below.--Corresponding
to the different views of the nature of
tim eonstitutiomd
convention
are the princil);tl
theories
as to its powers.
These, which h:t_,'
been partly foreshadowed
already,
are what m_v
be properly denominated
the French
theory, _md
the American
theory.
By the latter the conxc_lion is regarded,
in general, as a subaltern agency
employed by thestate
to perfect itspoliticalorga_l
ization.
Revolution
being, as.history
teaches, a
too frequent
incident
in the life of states, the
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purpose of this institution
has ever been to prevent itby a thnely removal of itscauses. This
has been sought to be done by giving to the
forces that, from time to time, have become
dominant
within
the state, the actu'll political
control, instead of suppressing
them until they
(:ompelled recognition
by its disruption.
As thus
viewed, the function
of the convention
is an'dogous to that of the organs of reparation
and
reproduction
as contrasted
with that of the organs
_)f locomotion,
of defense,
and the like, in thc
_tnimal economy.
]t ministers
to the perfecting
_,ud perpetuating
and not to the ordinary
wo,'king of the stl_acture.
So. the convention
has no
part wnatcver
in the function
of government,
but only iu that of perfecting
the apparatus
of
government.
By the nearly unanimous
voice of
the American
people it is pronounced
the duty
.of such a body to abstain from administrative
measures;
f,'om attempts
at o,'dinary legislation;
from interfering
with the action of the various
departments
of the existing
government;
and to
render obedience
to the laws by which it is convcaed, so far as is not incompatible
with the execu.tion of the commission
with which it is charged;
and finally, wheu the work required
of it is performed, to surrender
its commission
and, unless
authorized
otherwise
to dispose of it, to submit
_o the government
of the state the result of its
labors for approval
or rejection.
The cardimd
point, as before stated, is that the convention
is
intended to c]o a special work, at the bidding and
under the supervision
of the existing
political
_organization;
to ameliorate
and not to displace
it. Hence its duty is to dissolve when its wo,'k
is completed,
leaving
that organization
in full
life, and to take no step b_'yond the scope of its
.charter, the act which calls it into being.
All
excess of authority
is for it revolution.
If it may
transcend
its commission
at all, it may do so without limit; and "a convention
having unlimited
powers, is a revolutionary
and not a constitu_ionalconvention."
(2 Hill S. C. Rep., '222.) The
American
theory that the convention,
as a constitutional
expedient,
is a body'of
strictly limited
powers, has been well stated by Mr. Grimke, an
eminent lawyer of South Carolina, thus: "A convention,"
said he, "'is thus limited by the fundsmental laws of moral obligation;
by the declaration of independence;
by the national and state
.constitutions;
by the occasion
and object of the
.call;' by the call itself, as the act of the people
_md of the legislature.
These in fact," he contmues, "are the constitution
of the convention,
and by them that body is as clearly and inflexibly bouml, as the legislature
by the constitution
itself.
They may do anything
consistent
with
all these, the), can do nothing
inconsistent
with
them."
([d., 33.)---So, thesupreme
court of Pennsylvama upon the same subject, in a late case, said.
"A convention
hasno inherent rights; it exercises
powers only.
Delegated
power defines itself.
To
be deleg.ited it must come in some adopted mac_acr to convey it by some defined means.
This
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adopted manner, therefore,
becomcsthe measure
of the power conferred. _ _ _ The people
have the same right to limit the powers of their
delegatesthat they have to bound the power of
their representatives.
Each are representatives,
but only in a different
sphere.
It is simply evasive to affirm that tile legislature
can not limit
the right of the people to alter or reform their
government.
Certaialyit
can not. The question
is not upon the power of the legislature to restrain
the people, but upon the right of the people, by
the instrumentality
of the law, to limit their
delegates.
Law is the highest form of a people's
will in astatc of pe'lceful government
" (Wood's
Appeal,
75 Penn. State
Rep., pp. 71, 72.)The French
theory,
on thc other hand, is that
the convention
is a virtual
assemblage
of the
whole people, by both theo,'ies supposed to be the
true sovereign;
that by reason of the impracticability of an actual assemblage
of the sovereign
body itself, the convention
must be taken to be its
plenipotentiary
representative,
and, as such, possessed of all the powers that that body would have
were it "assembled
on some vast phtin," in a state
of nature, without govermnent,
but purposing
to
ordain and establish one by its original authority;
timt, accoi'dingly,
when the convention meets, the
laws and bill of rights and constitution
previously
existing arc abolished, since, if any part of either
should survive tile convention,
it would be because that body had so willed, and had thus, as it
were, rewritten
them in the book of the laws;
that the functions
of the various departments
of
the govcrnment
before existing
arc either suspended or discharged
at the bidding and under
the supervision
of the convention;
that the revenues of the state are subject to its disposition;
that the police, the army and ttle navy exist at
its will and are unde,' its command;
in a word,
that the lives, the liberties and the property of the
whole people lie at its mercy.
A body which is
virtually the people itself could not properly be
requi,'ed to refer its work to the people for approval.
Hence, according
to this theo,'y, if a convention frame or amend a constitution,
no submission of it to the people need be made.
It is
possessed of inherent sovereignty,
limited only,
when thc convention
meets in tins country, by
the constitution
of the United States.
Whether
this concession
of a li,nit'ttion is not destructive
of the theory of conventional
sovereignty among
us need not be now considered.
In France, from
the nature
of its constitution,
no such concession is required.
Accordingly,
from the time
when the convention
met whmh marshaled
the
forces of revolution
for the destruction
of the
F,renchmonarchy,
in 1789, to thepresent
moment,
to the so-called constituent
asscmbhes at various
times summoned
to remodel the French constitutiou, the powers of a revolutionary
convention,
disguised
uuder the name of convcnUonal
sovereignty, have been mnformly
conceded,
lIow
conducive such a theory and such a practice must
have been to the success of traitors and reaction-
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aries in that kingdom
it requires no argument
to
show.
That it has actually
proved
dis_trous,
nearly every page of the history of France since
:1789 demonstrates.
It has completely taken away
from the French
people and committed
to conspirators
and assassins,
or to charlatans
masquerading as kings and emperors,
the control of the
political destinies of France.
That this is no exaggeration
may be seen from the deliberate
admission, published
in 1871, in the Re_u da, Deux
A/o_u/_s, of pcrhaps themost
distinguished
living
publicist
of France, a senator
and a member of
the institute,
M. EdouardLi_boulaye.
In an article entitled iDu Po,Jvoir Constiluant,
based on an
American
work upon the constitutional
convcntion, he said: "Iti the first rank of these fatal
theories
must be placed that of the constituent
power as conceived
in 1789.
a
_
What isthe
constituent
power?
It is the power of making or
of reforming
a constitution.
_ a In the last 80
years France has had 11 constitutions,
which have
precipitated
her abruptly
from servitude
into liberty, from liberty into servitude.
_
_
While
in the United States the call of a convention
is an
act as simple and as peaceful as the convocation
of
an ordinary
legislature,
have we ever seen in
France
a constituent
assembly
which has not
hi'ought
about a revolution?
_ _
Our whole
theory
of the constituent
power rests upon an
error, and a sophism.
The crroris the delegation
of sovereignty.
Sovereignty
is never delegated,
The sophism
is the identity of the people and its
delegates,
the confounding
of the principal
and
the agent.
_
a
From this double
error, as
from a poisoned
spring, have proceeded
all our
mistakes, and all our calamities.
The delegates
being considered
as the people itself by virtue of
the delegation
they have received, and the people
being the source of all power, our politicians
have
thence concluded
that the assembly possesses all
the rights of sovereignty,
and, according
to them
--which
is also an error of the revolution--these
rights are without
limit.
The authority
of the
assembly
is thereft, re absolute.
Life, liberty,
property,
religion, everything,
is in the hands of
this fraction
of the nation.
It needs the whole
force of habit to blind us to the falseness and the
danger
of such an invention."
(Rev. des Deux
Monday, for Oct. 15, 1871.)--If
the consequences
of the adoption
of this theory have been for
France
so deplorable,
the fault has been that of
the statesmen
who have piloted
her through her
various
revolutions,
for in adopting
it they
have despised
the warnings
and the advice
of
Lafayette.
Rcferringiu
his memoirs (t. iv., p. 86)
to a claim put forward
by Siey_s, that the idea
of the separation
of the constituent
power from
the ordinary governmental
powers, was an invention of his own, dating
from :[788, and that it
ranked among the discoveries
which had contributed to the advancement
of science,
Lafayette
remarks,
that "the Americans
had had convenlions to amend their constitutions,
both slate and
federal,
before 1788; that consequently
the idea

of the separation
of the constituent
power wa_
not a French
invention,
and that the French,
so.
far from contributing
by it to science, had rather
caused it to retrogade
by mixing constituent
an4
legislative
functions
in the assembly of 1789 and
in the national
convention,
while in America
these functions
had always been kept distinct. '_
Of this passage, Laboulaye,
in the article before
cited, says. "This
was putting
his finger upon
one of the fundamental
errors of the French systern;
but in 1789, they were infatuated
with
SieySs and his political visions.
As for Lafayette, the friend of Washington,
they admired,
but they would
not listen to him.
When
the
assembly,
on the eve of its adjournment,
adopted
the chapter of the constitution
relating
to its revision,
all the propositions
made by Lafayette
were rejected.
'M. de Lafayette,"
said the Journalde Paris, of the 1st of September,
1791, ' voted
for neither of these decrees: all his views were too.
adverse, he had too thoroughly
studied the constituent
power to be willing to co[Jfide it to the
ordinary government;
but when he cited the cxample of America, they replied, ]dab Amerlc,t/'
'"
(_l[enwirs de f_afayette, t. ifi., p. 113.)--Having
thus defined
the general
range of conventional
power, a few words now as to the powers of con
ventious
in special
relations,
or in particular
cases.
Constitutiomd
conventions
are of two.
varieties,
governed,
in some respects, by different
rules: state conventions
and national conventions.
Th.. powers
of *each of these varieties
will be
briefly discussed,
considering
them in turn "_sindependcnt
ofconstitutionallimitations,
aud as subject to such limitations.
And, first, of state conventions.
Theconvention
beingalegislativebody,
how is it related
to the ordinary
legislature?
Is
it superior
to it and independent
of it; co-ordlhate with it, or subject to it? Assuming
the validity of the French
theory of its powers, the answer is easy: it is independent
of the legislature
and superior to it. so far superior, that there can
imrdly be said to be any legal relations
betwe(;u,
them; the one has, relatively
to the other, all
powers,
and that other has none.
But if the
American
view be accepted,
the case is less sm_plc: the convention
is then both
subject
and
superior
to the legislature;
subject
to it, m thai.
theflat which speaks it into existence,
prescribes
the details of its organization,
and regulates
the
submission
for adoption or rejection, andthe final
prmuulgation,
of the fruit of its deliberations,
must bethework
of the legislature;
superior to
it, in that, when fully launched,
the legisl_ture
ordinarily
can not and ought not to attempt to
dictate to the convention
what it shall or what it
shall not recommend
in the way of amendmet:ts
Accordingly,
the rule has been generally" recog
nized as a valid one, that all h'gislative
prescrq)
tions touching
the time and place of assembling,
the formalities
to be observ('d in the organizatin_
of the convention,
or the disposition
to be made
of the constitution
or amendments
formul_tcd by
it, are mandatory,
though couched
in affirmativ(_

_.
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terms only; much more, if involving
negative
terms or conditions.
On the other hand, provisions in an act calling a convention,
indicative
of
the preferences
of the legislature,
or of its views
of expediency,
relative
to matters clearly within
the scope of the commission
of the convention
1o revise the constitution
and to propose a new or
amended one, ought to be regarded
as directory,
and to be observed
by it or not as it may deem
best.
If, however,
the limitations
imposed are
transcribed
from the existing constitution,
or if
the legislative
act containing
them has been so
submitted
to the people, as to draw from them
a definite expression
in favor of such limitations,
tbey ought to be regarded
as doubly mandatory
and to be strictly obeyed.
Cases have occurred in
which restrictions
have'been
laid by legislative
acts upon conventions
called by them, not erabraced m any of these categories,
and in respect
to their binding
force opinions
have not been
agreed.
Upon principle,
it would seem, that because a citizen has been chosen a member of a

finally conceded,
that until the oath should be
taken, there could be no convention,
since,
it
had been made a condition
to its organization,
and, the oath once taken, the limitations
must be
observed.
In discussing
the question
of the
power of the legislature
to pass such an act,
weight was given to the fact that it had been
favorably
voted on by the people.
(Debates N.
C. Conv. 1835, pp. 4-8.)
Iu the case just cited,
the terms of the act were negative,
and were
clearly mandatory;
but that the3 may be manda.
tory it is not necessary
that they should be nega.
tive.
Thus a case arose in thePennsylvania
con.
vention,
of 1872, involving
provisions
partly in
affirmative terms, which were held by the highest
court of the state to be mandatory.
The act of
the legislature
calling
the convention
had pre.
scribed that it should have power to propose to
the people of the state, for their approval
or rejection, a new or amended constitution,
subject
to the following
provisions:
first, that one-third
of all the members
of the conventmn
should

convention,
a body which,
to use the expression
of Mr. J.
Wilson
in the federal
convention
of 1787,
" proposes
t)ut
concludcs
nothing,"
lie is no more excused
from obedience to a positive requirement
of law than any
other citizen, and that even if the supposed
requirement
be thought
to be inconsistent
or absurd, it lies not with him to adjudge
it 1o be so.
This presents
the question
as it ought
to be
viewed by the member
himself.
On the other
hand, with reference
to the propriety
or expediency of legislative
restrictions,
in general,
doubt
may well be entertained.
It is believed, that the
drift of opinion is toward the position that all restrictions
are unwise, if not indefensible,
which

"have
the right to require the separate
and distinct submission
1o a popular vote of any change
and amendment
proposed
by the convention,"
and that the convention
should submit thc amendmerits agreed to by it to a vote of the people, "at
such time or times, and in such manner as the
convention
should prescribe,
subjecL
l_owever,
to the limitation
as to tile separate
submission
of
amendments
contained
in this act."
Secondly,
that
the election
to decide
for or against
the adoption
of the new constitution
or amendments should "be conducted
as the general oleotions of this commonwealth
arc now by law conductcd."
Thirdly,
that ,mthing in the act con
tained
should
authorize
the convention
" to

dictate the nature
or extent of the amendments
which the convention
shall
recommend;
for,
while it is important
that conventions
shall be
held to their proper function with a strict rein, it
is believed
to be no less so that, through their
ministry, an opportunity
may be given for discontent to vent itself iu peaceful changes of the
constitution,
rather
than that it should be suppressed by legislative
prescriptions,
at the risk of
ruinous exptosions.--Some
of the most important
of these principles are well illustrated
by the case
of a convention
called in North Carolina, in ] 835.
The act" of the le_slaturo
calling
it, which had
been submitted
to the people and accepted
by
theni, required
the convention
to report amendmeats to the constitution
upon three points specified, and left it discretionary
with it to report
amendments
upon nine other points.
It then prescribed the form of an oath to he taken by each
member of the convention
before lie should be

change the language,
or to alter m any manner
the sevcral provisions
of the ninth article of the
present
constitution,
commonly
known
as the
bill of rights,"
but that the same should "be ex
cepted from the powers
given to said conven
tion,"
and should
"remain
inviolate
forever."
_otwithstanding
these restrictions,
the conven
tion made the following
proposals
and disposl
tions directly at variance with them : It proposed
to the people an amended
constitution,
to be
voted on as a whole,
although
onc-third
of all
the members of the convention,
as it was claimed,
required
that article V., rclating to the judiciary,
should
be scpar'ttcly
submitted.
It also disrc.
garded the requirements
of the act in respect to
the mode of conducting
the election to be held
for the adoption or rejcction
of the constmltion.
It created, by ordinance,
a special board of cornmissioners
for the city of PhihLdell)lua,
who
should have direct ton of the election, instead of

permitted
to take his seat, that he would not
"directly
or indirectly
evade or disregard
the
duties enjoined or the limits imposed"
upon the
eonventiotl
by such act.
Afler much discussion
as to the power of the legislature
to impose such
an outh, and-asto
the duty of the nicmbers iu respect to the litmtatious
contained
in the act, it was

theproper
election officers of the commonwealth,
by whom its general elections
were by law conducted.
Finally,
it proposed alterations
in sevoral provisions
of the bill of rights.
Upon bills
iu chancery
filed in Philadelphia,
by two dfffcrent par(its,
praying
for injunctions
to prevent the holding
of the elections in that city
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under the ordinance,
upon the ground
that the
ordinance
for submission
under the direction of
special commissioners
was void, as in violation
of' tile express limitations
contained
in the act of
the legislature,
which was claimed
to be mandatory, the injunctions
were allowed
by all the
judges of the supreme court, sitting at nisiprius,
explicitly
upon that ground.--As
to the question
of separate
submission
of article V., the decision
of the judges was adverse
to the plaintiff,
not on
the ground
that the limitation
was not mandatoD_, but that it was not clearly slmwu that onethird of the members
of the convention
had requiredarticle
V. to be submitted
separately;
and,
as "the
convention
was clothed
with express
power to act upon the question of submitting
the
amendments
in whole or in part, the question of
a separatc submission
being one committed
to the
whole body, of which the requiring
third was itself a part, it must be presumed
that the decision
of the body as a whole was rightly made, and either
that the request was not made by a full one-third
of all the members, or, if made by one-third, it was
not (made) in a regular or orderly
way."
(Wells
vs. Bath, and Donnelly
vs. Filler, 75 Penn. State
Rep., 39, 55, 56.) Upon the general question of
the power of a convention
to disrcgard
thelimitations imposed by the legislature,
the court, by
Agnew, Ch. J., said: "Since
the declaration
of
imtepcudence,
in 1776, it has been an axiom of
tile American people, that all just government
is
rounded
in the consent
of the people.
This is
recognized
in the second section
of the declaretion of rights of the constitution
of Pennsylvania,
which affirms that the people 'have at all times
an inalienable
and indefeasible
right to alter, reform or abolish their government
in such manner
as they may think proper.'
A self-evident
corollary is, that an existing
lawful government
of
the people can not be altered
or abolished unless
by the consent of the same people, and this consent must be legally gathered
or obtained.
The
people here meant are the whole, those who constitutc the entire state, male and female citizens,
infants
and adults.
A. mere majority
of those
persons who are qualified
as electors arc not the
people; though,
when authorized
to do so, they
may represent
the whole people.--The
words
'in such
manner
as they may think
proper'
in the declaration
of rights,
embrace
but three
known
recognized
modc_ by which
the whole
peop',e,
the state,
can give
their
consent
to
all alteration
of an cxistiug
lawful frame of governmcn,,
viz.. 1. The mode provided
in the cxistmg constitution.
2. A taw, astheinstrumental
process of raising the body for revision and conveying to it the powers of thc people.
3. A revolution.
The first twoarcpeaceful
means through
which the consent
of the people to alteration
is
obtained,
and by which the existing govcrmuent
consents to be displaced
withoutrevolution.
The
government
gives its consent, either by pursuing
the mode provided
in the constitution,
or by
passing a law to call a convention.
If consent be

not so given by the existing
government
the
rcmcdy of the people is in the third mode, revo]ution.--When
a law becomes the instrumental
process of amendment,
it is not because the legis.
lature possesses any inherent power to change the
existing
constitution
through
a convention,
but
because it is the only means through
which an
authoTqzed consent- of the whole people, the entire
state, can be lawfully
ol)tained
m a state of
peace.
Irregular
action, whereby a certain humber of the people assume to act for the whole, is
evidently
revolutionary.
The people, that entire
body called the state, can be bound as a whole
only by an act of authority
proceeding
from
themselvzs.
In a state of peaceful
government,
they have conferred
this authority
upon a part to
speak for the whole onl): a* an election authorized by law.
It is only when an elcction
is
authorized
l)y law, that the electors, who represent the state or whole people, are bound to attend, and, if they do not, they can be bound by
the expression
of the will of those who do attend.
The electors who can pronounce
the voice of the
peoplc are those alone who possess the qualifications sanctioned
by the people in order to represent them; otherwise
they speak for themselves
only, and do not represent the people.
The peopie, having reserved
the right to alter or ab(_hsh
their form of government,
have, in the same
declaration
of their rights, reserved
the means of
procuring
a law as the instrumental
process of so
doing.
The twentieth section isas follows:
'The
citizens have a right, in a peaceable
manlier, to
assemble together
for their common good, a_;d to
apply to those in_ted
with the powers of gc_vernmerit fro' redress of grie_'ances or other proper parposes, by petition,
address
or remonstrancc.'--If
the legislature,
possessing
these powers of government,
be unwilling
to pass a law to take the
sense of the people, or to delegate to a convention
all the powers the people desire to confer upon
their delegates,
tbc remedy
is still in their own
hands;
they can elect new representatives
that
will.
If their representatives
are still unfaithful,
or the government
becomes
tyrannical,
the right
ofrevolutionyet
remains.
_ _ _ Tomakethis
still more plain: Suppose a constitution
formed
by a volunteer
convention
assuming
to represent
the people, and an attempt
to set it up and displace the existing lawfulgovernment.
It is clear
that neither
the people as a whole nor the government
h_,ving given their assent in any bindlug form, the exccutivc,
judiciary
and :ill officers
sworn to support
the existing constitution
would
be bound, in maintenance
of the lawfully existing institutions
of the people, to resist the usurpation, even to the whole extent of the force of the
state.
If overpowered,
the new government
would be established,
not by peaceful means but
by actual revolution.--It
follows, therefore,
that
in a state of peace a law is the only means by
which the will of the whole people can be collected in an authorized
f,_rm, and the powe1_ of
the people can be delegated
to the agents who
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compose the convention.
The form of the lawis
immaterial
in this question of derivative
authority. It may be a law to confer general authority,
or one to confer special authority.
It may bc an
invitation,
in the first place, as in the act of 1789,
under which
the convention
of 1790 was con-vened, and an authority
to the people to meet in
primary assemblies to select deleg.ttes and confer
on them unrestricted
powers;
or it may bc a 1.tw
to take the sense of the people on the question of
,calling a convention
; and then a law to make the
¢all and confer the powers the people intend to
,confer upon thcir agents.--The
power to pass the
law carries with it of necessity that to frame and
declare tile terms of the law.
The terms of dolegatiou,
which
the people
themselves
decl'lre,
when acting
under and by virtue
of the law
"which they have called to their aid, as the instrumental process of conferring
their authorities,
and leaching
their purpose
of amendment,
be.
,come of necessity
the terms of their own will.
All outside of this channel is revolution'try,
for it
llas neither the consent of the government
nor of
_he people who have called
the government
to
(heir aid, and acted through
it.--The
process of
amendment
being through the instrumentality
of
legislation,
these lawn nmst be enacted
in the
forms of the constitution
and De interpreted
by
-the rules which govern
in the interpretation
of
laws."
(Wells vs. Bath, and Donnclly _. Fitler,
75 Penn State Rep., 46--49.)--Afterward
a bill was
filed in Pittsburgh,
in Alleghany
counts', praying
for an injunction
against holding
any election in
that county, upon the same ground set out in the
.other hills, and upon the further ground th.lt the
action of the convention
in alteringscveral
of the
provisions
of the bill of rights, contrary
to the
limitations
imposed
by the act calling
it, was
illegal.
The lower court refused
the injunction
:prayed, on the gTounds,
that these limitations
were not binding
upon the convention,
since that
b(Jdy was possessed of sovereign power, thus, in
substance,
affirming
the French
theory of conventional
supremacy;
and, secondly,
that, con• eding t_ac ordinance
for holding
the election in
Philadelphi't
to be illegal, it had no bearing upon
Alleghany
county, and the court would
not en.tertain a bill for an injunction
filed by parties as
to whom the legality or illegality
of tile ordinance in reference to Philadelphia
was a mere allstract question.
On appeal to the supreme court
"the judgment
of the lower court was affirmed,
This decision
was apparently
a reversal
of its
previous decision, above cited, but it was in f'mt a
confirmation
of the principles
announced
in it.
After the former decision, and before the present
one wan rendered,
the constitution
reported
by
the convention
had been submitted toand adopted
by the people,
and thus, however
irregular
or
even revolutionary
its inception
had been, it had
become the supreme
law of the state.
The
supreme
court, therefore,
say, that "the change
made by the people in their political institutions
t)y the adoption
of the proposed
constitution
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since this decree" [was entered by the court below) "forbids
an inquiry into the merits of this
case."
But they then
proceed,
by Agnew,
Ch. J., to repudiate
expressly
and in '_ most iraprcssivc and luminous judgment,
"tim clann for
absolute sovereignty
in the convention
affirmed
substantially
in the opinion" of the lower court,
as "dangerous
to the liberties
of the people."
While, therefore, holding theconstitution
to have
l)cen in fact adopted, they pronounce
the action
of the convention,
in disregarding
the limitations
imposed upon it by law, to have been revolutioaary.
The revolution
had been a successful
one, but the action of the convention
was not
for that reason legal.
These decisions are unquestionably,
on "t large view of the interests of
the American people, among the most important
tlmt have cvcr been remlercd
by our courts,
and are hased
upon
the soundest
principles
of law.
(Wood's Al)pe:d , 75 Pennsylvania
State
Rel)orts,
71.)--In
practice,
questions
of some
nicety have arisen, two of which it may be useful to consider,
not because of their frequency,
but of the light which the discussion
of them
may throw upon the theory
of those bodies.
The first presents the obverse side of a question
already considered
an one of power, namely,
as
to the propriety
of requiring
the members of a
convention
to take an oath to obey the constitution under which it is called, and consequently
an to their duty t.o obey; and the other, as to the
powcr of the l/ody to appropriate
money out of
the state tre'_sury.
With
a right view of the
relations of the convention
to the people, or government,
for which
it acts, neither
of these
questimls could arise.
The reasoning
which has
given birth to the first is, either that the conventirol is possessed of sovereign powers, and therefore can no/' be limited by any conditions
whatevcr--a
view based upon the French theory of
its nature; or tlmt the work laid out for the body
by the act calling it is "to trample
the existing
constitution
under its feet," as it has been sometimes put; th:lt is, to dismember
and abolishit an
preliminary
to its reconstruction;
and hence, that
to require the convention
to take such an oath
would be so inconsistent
with that duty that it
ought
to refuse
obedience.
Such
reasoning
results from confusion of ideas as to the foundations of free institutions,
which one would hardly
expect in the repre, sentativcs of a people that for
a hundredyearshad
govcrneditsclf.
To perceive
its fallacy one need but to recall the principle that
while a constitutional
convention
is in session,
the laws, the constitution
and the bill of rights
remain unrepealed,
and the entire judicial
and
admimstrativc
machinery
of the government
continues in active operation;
and that such will
be the case when that body shall have (tone its
work aud cemsed to exist.
All that lms been given
it to do is to revise the political
structure
and
recommend
to the power
it represents
such
changes in it as may seem desirable.
To speak
of itself as having the constitution
in fragments
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under itsfeet,isas absurdas fora council
of
architects,
engagedto inspect
a bnildingand to
• propose to its owner modifications of it, to use
tile like figure of speech respecting such building,
If a convention intends to confine itself to its
duty of proposing amendments for another's
adoption, there can be no impropriety in its
members doing what every public servant is
required to do, to take an oath of obedience
to the laws of the land. How important it is
that they should do so, wifi be seen when it is
considered, that the main reason why an oath is
required is that traitors r_ay attempt to reduce to
practice the French theory of conventional soyereignty, and that an oath of obedience to the laws
established must prove one of the most effectual
barriers against such attempts.
But, waiving
grea_ political crimes, is it not proper that the
members of so important a body should swear
honestly and faithfully to discharge the duties
required of them, and not to attempt, by virtue
of their position and in violation of rights
secured bythelaws, to injure their fellow-citizens
for their own advantage, or that of their party?
--.ks to the powers of a convention to appropriate money out of the state treasury, it need only
be said, that, by the American constitutions, no
nmney can be thence appropriated but by law,
and that an ordin'mee of a convention, not submitted to and adopted by the people, is no more
a law than a bill for an act pa_ed byboth houses
of a legislature, but not approved by the executire of the state, is a law. Besides, to impute to
a convention the power to wield without check
or responsibility, the purse, is to give to it also
the sword, of the state; that is, to make it soyereigu master of its destinies. Not ouly has the
governmeut concerned in calling such, a body _o
authority to grant to it such a power, a grant
which would involve an entire surrender of its
own constitutional function, but had it such
authority, its exercise wQuld be puerile as being
needless; because to make such appropriations,
on all necessary occasions, is made by law the
duty of the legislature.
Accordingly, the better
opinion in the conventions thus far has been, that
to assume the power, without authority, would
be a usurpation, and to exercise it, even were the
authority expressly given by law, would be unconstitutional.
In a few cases, appropriations by ordmanee have been made, which, not being carried
into effect, were afterward followed by legislative
ratification, _howing that they were regarded
• as recommendations, and not as valid and effectual appropriations.
In the Illinois convention
of 1862, an ordinance was adopted appropriating $100,000 for the soldiers wounded at fort
Donelson.
_Tot a dollar, however, was ever
paid, or perhaps intended to be paid, and the
ordinance, together with the constitution framed
by the convention, was afterward rejected by
the people. In New York, the act of March,
1867, calling the convention of that year, had
provided that compensation at the rate of six

dollarsper day,shouldbe paid to the mem- betsby the statetreasurer,
upon warrantsof
the comptroller, drawn on presentation ofcertiflcates of service, signed by the president of the
convention; and it had then prescribed, that the
constitution framed by that body should be submitted to the people at the general eteetion to be
held in the month of November following.
It
not being possible to conclude the labors of the
convention in time to submit the new constitution to the people at that election, the question
was raised whether the comptroller would be
authorized to issue his warrants upon certifieates of service after the day named for the election. It was decided, in accordance with the
opinion of the attorney genel_l, that he would
not, since payments made by the treasurer upon
such warrants would not be made in pursuance
of law. In the few cases in which conventions
have ventured to pass ordinances of the kind,
opposition has been generally made, as in this
case, by the responsible custodians of the public
moneys, who naturally have been reluctant to
assume the risk of violating the conditions of
their official bonds, by paying upon the authority
of such ordinances.--Thus
far attention has been
given only to state conventions considered independently of the federal constitution.
In fact,
those bodies are controlled in their action by very
strict limitations prescribed in that instrument.
Beside that contained in article V., prohibiting
any amendment abolishing the equality of state
suffrage in the United States senate, to which attention will be called below, article IV., section
4, requiring the United States "to guarantee to
every state in the Union a republican form of
govermnent," operates indirectly as such a limitation. So, no convention in any single state, nor
indeed conventions in all the states acting together, but without the federal initiative, could
abolish that form of government, since power
could not be implied, constitutionally, to do what
the United States is bound by the constitution to
use its whole power to prevent. On the contrary,
such a power is, by the strongest implication,
denied. So sections 8 and 10 of article 1., sections
2, 3 and 4 of article IV., and the 13th, 14th and
15th amendments to the constitution, contain
either grants of power exclusively to congress, or
prohibitions upon the states, which respectively
operate as limitations upon state action, whether
by legislatures or conventions.
The former class
is illustrated by the exclusive power given to
congress to regulate commerce with foreign nations, to establish a uniform rule of naturalization, to enact bankruptcy laws, to coin money,
to declare war, to provide and maintain a navy,
and the like; and the lattel, by the prohibitions
against a state's entering into any treaty, etc.,
emitting bills of credit, passtng hills of attainder,
keeping troops or ships of war in time of peace,
forming new states, without consent of congress,
and the like, contained in tile body of the eonstitution, and by those embodied in the amend-
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inents referred
to, against
slavery,
against the
making or enforcement
of any la'w abridging
the
privileges or immunities
of citizens of theUnited
States, depriving
them of life, etc., without
due
process of law, or denying to them the equal protection of the law; against electing to congress or
appointing
to office any
person,
who, having
taken an oath to support the constitution,
should
have engaged in insurrection
or rebellion;
against
the payment
or assumption
of debts incurred in
aid of insurrection
or rebellion, or questioning
the validity
of the public
debt of the United
States incurred
in suppressing
the same; and
finally, against denying or abridging
the right of
citizens of the United States to vote, on account
of race, color or previous condition
of servitude,
:Evidently, state conventions,
no less than state
legislatures,
are within
the operation
of these
provisions.
Further,
both the conventions
and
the legislatures,
equ'dly
with the judges
of the
states, are bound by article VI., which provides
that the laws of the United
States, made in pursuance of the constitution,
and all treaties made
under the authority
of the United States, shall be
the supreme law of the land, and tha_ the judges
in every state shall be bound thercby, anythingin
tile constitution
or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.
(Waters.
IIylton, 3 Dall'ls' Rep., 199.)--Where,
on the other hand, the
powers granted to congress
are, by their nature,
or because not exercised
by congress,
concurrent
in the states, conventions
called in the latter might,
doubtless,
provide lbr their exercise, in any casein
which it would be competent
for a state legislature to do the same.
(Brown
vs..-'_aryland,
13
Wheat.
Rep., 419; The License Cases, 5 ttow.
(U. S.) rtep., 504; The Passenger
Cases, 7 How.
(U. S.) Rep., 288, 285; The State Freight
Tax
Cases, 15 Wall. Rep., 232 )--In
respect to the
powers of a national
convention,
called to propose amendments
to the federal
constitution,
it
is conceived
that in the main the same principles
apply as in the case of state conventions.
The relation of such a convention
to the
people of the United Statesand
to congress being
the same as that of a state convention
to the peopie and legislature
of the state, it would
be
bound by the act calling
it, to the same extent
and under
the same conditions.
Thus,
if a
national convention
had been called to revise the
federal
constitution,
without
restriction
in any
respect, it would be authorized
to propose
any
modification
of that instrument,
which it might
deem desirable.
In fact, however,
no case so
simple could arise under the present
constitution.
If placed
under no restraint
by the act
calling it, there would always
be one limitation
on its action imposed
by the constitution
itself:
it could not propose to the people to deprive
any
state of its equal suffrage
in the United
States
senale, save by the consent
of such state.
Article V. directly prohibits
any such amendment
in
negative terms, and thus operates as a limitation
equally upon the United States and upon the sev-
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eral states.
:Notwithstanding
this prohibition,
a.
national convention
might recommcnd
a complete
transformation
of the government,
provided
thestates, with equal
representation
in the sen
ate, constitutcd
a part of its plan; it vnight even
propose the substitution
of a monarch
for life,
with descent of the crown to his heirs, instead of
a president for four years, unless the provision,
that the United States should guarantee
a rcpublican form of government
to the several states,
should be held to be a prohibition
against the
guarantor's
taking stepsto cffcct such a transformarion; and it might do so notwithstanding
that
provision,
if, as runny contend, a molJarchy as
that of England,
may be at the same time a republic. So, doubtless,
by the unanimous
consent of
the states, the senate, or even the states might be
abolished, upon the recommendation
of aconvention. Alltheother
constitutionallimitations
upon
the UnitedStatcsarecontained
in articlcI.,
section.
9, and in the fifteen amendments,
and bear only
upon the congrcss, or upon some department
of
the gcncral government.
These could all, doubtless, he repealed upon the recommendation
of a
national convention,or
by the lcgislatures
of threefourths of all the states, acting upon the rccommendation of congress, as provided
in article V.
of the constitution.
But, it may be asked, suppose tim people of all the slates in the Union, save
one, should desire to sweep away the limiT;_li_a_
contained in article ¥., touching equality of state
suffrage in the senate, is there no way in which it
could be done?
Under the constitution,
there
seems to be _o way.
Could congTess recommend.
the repeal of that section in the face of this interdict, contained
in articlc V. of the constitutio_l,
which relates only to amendments
thereof'
"No.
state, without
its consent, shall be deprived
of
its equal suffrage in the senate "? What congress
could not recommend
to the states, in pursuance
of that article;
what, without such recommendation, state legislatures
or conventions
could not
ratify, it is clear that a nalional convention
could
not propose for adoption.
"h'o
amendment,"
etc., "shall
be made."
In the case supposed,
there would be hut one way in which to accom
plish the general desire of the nation, and that
would be by revolution,
peaceful,
if, notwithstanding
the interdict,
the wished-for
change
were recommended,
no matter by whom, and by
general conscnt adopted;
violent, and by force,
should any part of the nation contest it unsuccessfully by arms.
By the courts, however, no
mode of effecting the change could be recogniz.ed
as valid but that provided
by the constitution
itself,
until after the requisite
provision
had
been grafted upon the constitution
as the result
of a successful
revolution.--In
the opcning part
of this article, it was said, that, under thc Amer.
ican constitutions,
fundamental
legislation is generally committed to the constitutional
convention.
It is deemed germane
to this subject to describe
briefly another mode of effecting specific amendments, authorized
by many of our constitutions--
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a mode which is less cumbrous
and expensive,
if
not more expeditious,
than that by the e,nployment of conventions.
That modeis by theaction
of the legislature,
followed by that of the people,
_or body of the electm_.
Thc earliest
constitutions prescribing
it were those oI Delaware
and
_iaryland,
framed,
respectively,
in September
and November,
1776.
The Dclawal'econstitution
contained
this very stringent
provision:
":No
article of the declaration
of rights and fundamental rules of this state agreed to by this convention,
nor the first, second, 1;fth (except that
part thereof that relates to the ]'ighL of suffrage),
twenty-sixth,
and twenty-ninth
articles
of this
•constitution,
ought ever to be violated
on any
pretense whatever;
no other part of this constitution
shall be altered, changed,
or diminished
without the consent of five parts in seven of the
.assembly, m_d seven members
of the legislative
•:ouncil,"
the assembly containing
seven, and the
legislative
council nine members.--Scction
LIV.
•of the first Maryland constitution
provided,
"that
this form of government,
and no part thereof,
:shall be altered, changed,
or abolished,
unless a
bill so to alter, change or abolish the same, shall

come a part of the constitution
of this stale "Upon a comparison
of these two modes it is
apparent
that that hy conventions
is be_t adapted to the cases in which a general
revision of
the constitution,
and possihly
the pr'eparation
of an entirely
new instrument,
arc contcmplatcd, and the specific mode, to the elabo,'ation
of
a limited
number
of amendments,
not nece_sitaring,
for harmony
or congruity,
the revision
of the whole system.
There are advantages
anti
disadvantages
atlcnding
both
modes.
Saying"
nothi_,g of the dang'ers that m_y arise from conventious exceeding
their powers, the exl_ense aJ,,t
the social
disturbance
likely to accompany
a
radical inquiry into the evils of an existing
goveminent
and into their remedies,
make it undesirable
that those bodies shouhl
be frequently
called.
On the other band, the specific mode,
unless very effectual
checks are 1)rovided, may,
by the faciliiy with which it may bc employed,
be easily
perverted
to partisan
ends.--Ia
the
later constitutions
it has been usual, in most cases,
to provide
for amendments
in both modes, that
is, by conventions
to be called under
certain
conditions,
or by the conjoint
action
of the

pass the general assembly,
and be published
at
,least three months
before a new election,
and
shall be confirmed
by the general assembly after
a new election of delegates,
in the first session
after such new election."
This section seems to
have been copied by the congress
in the articles
of confederation
submitted
to the states
and
finally adopted in 1781, and to be the model*on
which similar provisions
in thelater
constitutions
"were framed.
The provisions
quoted
from the
Delaware
and Maryland
constitutions
were,
it
will be observed,
mandatory
and in negative
te_ls.
In this respect the later constitutions
have
not generally
followed these early models.
As a
-lype of the provision
commonly
adopted may be
taken that contained
in the Iowa constitution
of
1857, as follows:
"Any
amendment
or amendanents to this constitution
may' be proposed
in
,either house of tim general assembly;
and, if thc
same shall be agreed to by a majority
of the
members elected to each of the two houses, such
proposed
amendment
shall be entered
on their
journals,
with the yeas and nays taken thereo,l,
_nd referred to the legislature
to be chosen at the
next general election, and shall be published,
as
provided for, three months
previous
to the time
.of making
such choice;
and if in the general
assembly
so next chosen
as afores_tid, such proposed amendment
or amen,lmcnts
shall be agreed
to by a majority
of all the members
elected to
each house, then it shall be the duty of the gen•eral assembly
to submit
such proposed
amendment or amendments
to the people in such manner
.and at such time as the general
assembly
shall
provide;
and if the people
shall approve
and
ratify
such amendment
or amendments
by a
majority
of the electors
qualified
to vote for
members
of the general assembly,
voting there,pn, such amendment
or amendments
shall be-

legislature
and of the people, as may be thought
advisable.
Of those which remain,
some have
m_lde no provision
for amendments
by either
mode, some have provided
for them
by conventions
alone, and some by the specific mode
alone.
The number
of the first and last two
classes are nearly
equal, and that of the second
class is small,
especial y in the later constitutions._In
a few states a modification
of the
specific
mode has been
employed,
which
is
thought to .have some advantages
over that above
describcd.
It consists inthe appointment
in pm'suance of law of a commission
to revise the constitution, or to report amendments
to it, for the
subsequent
action of the le,_dslature and of the
people, according
to the constitutional
provisions
relati,lg
to specific
amendmcnts.
It was first
employed
in New York
in 1872; afterward,
in 5iichigan,
in 1873: add a similar commission
is now(1881)
sitting in _'ew Jersey.
In the first
case the commission
consisted
of 82 members
selected by the governor,
four from each judicial
district.
They were characterized
in the act requiring
their appointment,
simply as "' pe,'sons,"
and were required
to meet for the pu,'l)ose of
proposing
to the legislature,
at its next seusion.
amendments
to the constitution;
provided,
that
no amendments
should be proposed to the sixth
article
thereof,
relating
to the judiciary.
By a
subsequent
act, p'lssed while the commission
was
in session, this limitation
was repealed.
(Jour.
Const. Com. h'. Y., 8, 178.)--In
Michigan
the
commission
was required by the act of the legislature to be made up of 18 "able and discreet citizeus," appointed
by the governor,
no more than
two of whom were to reside in any one congressionaldistrict,
as then organized.
The commission
was authorized
to examine into and report "such
amendments
and revision of the constitution"
as
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• in their judgment
might be necessary for the
best interests
of the state and the people.
The
act further
authorized
the legislature,
at its
next session, to cause such revision to be submitted
t() the people
for ratification.--(Jour,
Const. Com., Mich., 3, 4.) The peculiar
advantage of this mode is said to bc that it enables the
legislature
to avail itself, of thewisdom
of a select
committee
of meu fitted to consider dispassionately any constitutional
amendments
it nmy be
dcemed desirable to adopt; or if a general revision
shouhl be thought necessary, and within the scope
of their lawful
powers, to effect that object with
less expense and with greater expedition,
if not
with greater wisdom, than were recourse had to
a convention.
This would very clearly be possi
ble, other things being favot'able, were the govcrnor to appoint upon the commission
the ablest
and most experienced
men in the state, whether
members
of the legislature
or not.
As this
course of procedure,
however,
involves the reporting of the phm matured by the commission
tO the legislature,
and the taking of all the constitutmnal
steps by that body, including
tim final
submission
to the people,
the adoption
of this
mode is not certain to avoid delay, nor to secure
a wcll-considercd
and harmonious
plan.
Membcrs of the legislature,
wise or unwise, interested
or disinterested,
may raise ol)jeetions
to the
scheme of the commission,
and perhaps
lessen
its value by material
modifications.
:Nor is it
cleat', that, ut_der a constitution
authorizing
partieular amendments
by what is termed the specific
mode, a commission
can bc substitutcd
for it with
the view of effecting
a general
revision of the
constitution.
In the Michigan case such a revision was authorized
by the act constituting
it and
was made, but, when submitted
to the people,
the new constitution
was for that, with
other
reasons, rejected
by the people.
There
was, it
is said, a latent feeling, that, although
the processes by which it was evolvcd might be within
the letter of the constitution,
the commission,
or the legislature,
or both, had assumed too much
in making
a general
revision;
tlmt a revision
should spring from the wish of the people properly expressed
through
the ballot box, and be
made by a convention
chosen for the purpose, as
contemplated
by the constitution
itself, and not
from the legislature
or from a body of its creation,
Of this the commi_ion
seem to have been conscious, for, while in their report to the govcrnor,
they admit
that the work
done by them was
equivalent
to a revision of the constitution,
they
affirm that in the official records of the commis-

the requirement
that the scheme matured
by a
commission,
however
enlightened
and patriotic,
shall run the gauntlet
of the legislature,
eonstituted, as it too often is, of ignorant or designing
politicians,
a requirement
which
can not be
evaded, does not nullify its princq)al
claims to
acceptance.
It could be nmde to work favorably
only by a concerted
effort on the part of the
lcading men of all parties in the legislature
to
give effect to the scheme of the commission
without substantial
modification.
Care even theu
would need to be taken that the scheme should
express the prevalcnt sentiment
of the legislature,
since to be lawful, doubtless,
it must be its act,
the exercise of its discretion,
and not that of a
body unknown
to the constitution
or to the commort law.
The difficulty of securing these conditions nmkcs it extremely
questionable
whether
the employment
of such legislative commissions,
if pronounced
constitutional,
will, on a balance
of advantages
and disadvantages,
be considered
generally desirable.
John
A. JAMESO-_.

sion they recognize
it only as the "amended
con.
stitution."--In
New York no objection
seems to
have been raised to the constitutionality
of the
commission:
because
authorized
to make a general revision,
and the result was the preparation
of numerous
amendments
to the existing constitution, some of which
were afterward
approved
by the legislature,
and finally adopted
by the
people.
On the whole, it is doubtful
whether

gress had repeatedly
and vainly done.
If its
recommendations
were to be adopted by asmaller
number than all the states, then plainly a real,
though
peaceable,
revolution
was to be accomplished,
and this was the final result.--In
the
spring of 1785 the legislatures
of Virginia
and
MaD.land, in the exercise of their plenal T power
to regulate
commerce,
had appointed
commisstoners to lay down joint rules for the navigation
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The
(i._ U. S.
HISTOR','). The fatal defects of the confederacy
(see CONFEDEIIATION. ARTICLES OF) had become
obvious even during the long space of time between its adoption 1)y congress and its ratification
byall the states.
In 1780 H'nnilton,
then ayoung
man of 23, stated elaborately,
in a private lotto,r,
the evils of the existing
government
and the
necessity of its reformation
by a convention
of
all the states.
In May, 1781, the first public pro.
posal of this mc_,us of rcvis'd was made by Poletiah Webster in a l)amphlct.
In the summer of
1782 the legislature of _N'ew York, and in 1785 the
le_slature
of Massaehusett.,,.
by resolution recom.
mendcd such a convention.
But even after the
convention
had hccn called,
congress
only approvcd of it at the last moment, impelled thereto)
by the failure of the impost plan of 1786, wltich
New York alone refused tu ratify
The hesitation of congress
had reason.
The only method
of amendment
allowable by the articles of confederation
was a unanimous
concurrence
of the
states; but, as the evils of tim confederacy
became more glaring, the flat impossibihty
of unanimity anmng the states ltecamc mo_c evident.
If such a convention
was merely to rccomme,td
changes, it must act as a body of private per.-ous,
and its recommendations
couht have no leg'd or
official wcight
cxcept through
the approval
of
congress.
If its recommendations
were to be
adopted by the ratification
of all the states, the
convention
could plainly du no more than con-
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of the Potomac.
Washington's
attention was
fixed on the matter, and in _l_xch, during a visit
'to l_Iount Vernon, a plan was concerted by the
•commissioners for the general commercial regu_ation of the Chesapeake bay and its tributaries,
As this was a subject of general interest, it natu¢ally grew into a resolution, wl_ich was passed by
;the Virginia legislature, Jan. 21, 1786, appointing
eight commissioners to meet delegates from the
.other states at Annapolis, in the following Sep.
tember, to consider the trade of the United States
and its proper regulation,
and report to the
:states. Five states (:New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Virginia) sent delegates to the meeting; four others appointed delegates who failed to attend; and the other four
made no appointments.
Representing a minority
of the states, the delegates merely reported that
the defective system of the general government
absolutely prevented any hope of a proper regulation of trade, and recommended another convention for the single object of devising improvements in the government.
As the report cautiously provided that the improvements were to be
xatified by the legislatures of a/l the states, congress could properly sanction the proposed convention, and did so, Feb. 21, 1787. Y_ay 14 had
been appointed for the meeting of the convention, but a quorum of seven states was not secured until May 25, when George Washington,
who had with extreme di_culty been induced to
act as delcgate from Virginia, was made president.--The
list of delegates (55 during all the
four months' sittings) will be found under the
article CONSTITUTION. They represented the conservative intelligence of the country very exactly;
from _his class there is hardly a name, except
that of Jay, which could be suggested to cornplete the list. Of the destructive element, ttmt
_-hich can point out defects but can not remedy
them, which is eager to tear down but inapt to
build up, it would he difficult to name a representative in the convention; and as the debates were
wisely made secret, this element had no power,
during the convention's four months' session, of
influencing its action, or exaggerating its difficultics• Of these difficulties the first was the balancing of the opposing ideas of the large states
and the small states, and the second m}d third
were created by the opposite feelings of the two
sections, north and south, on the subject of cornmerce and the slave trade.
In short, the task of
the convehtion was to frame such a plan of government as should induce two almost distinct
nations, one with six, and the other with seven,
separate constituent commonwealths,
to unite
into one representative republic; and the secret
and method of..it_success
will be found under
the article CO_RO_ISES.--May
25, seven states
were represented (New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Virginia, North Carolina
and South Carolina); May 28, Massachusetts and
Connecticut, May 31, Georgia, and June 2, Mar);land, had competent re_)resentatives present; but
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_ew Hampshire had no delegates present until
July 23. Rhode Island was not represented at
all. A more fortunate union of acmdents for
even-handed compromise could hardly have been
imagined.
Ttle "large"
states (see Co,who.
M_s_.s, I.) had, through all the preliminary debates, a majority of six to five, large enough to
insure a general .run of success in nationalizing
the new gove_:nment, but not so large as to obviate the necessity of deference to the minority.-In the proceedings of the convention the nation.
alining party was first in the field. Hardly had
the convention been organized, and rulesadopted,
when, May 29, Edmund Raadoll)h, of Vi_inia,
presented the t_Tyi_/ap/an, designed to establish
"a more energetic government,"
and reduce the
"idea of states" to, a minimum.
It consisted of
15 resolutions, in substance as follows. 1. That
the articles of confederation slmuld be corrected
and enlarged.
2./That the representation in both
branches of congress should be proportioned to
the quotas of contribution,
or to population.
3. That congress should have two branches
4.
That the first branch [representatives] should be
chosen by the people. 5. That the second branch
[senatc] should be chosen by the representatives
out of a number of nominations by the state legislatures.
6. That congress, besides the powers of
the confederacy, should legislate wherever _tate
legislation might interrupt the harmony of the
United States [that is, as to commerce, taxation,
etc.], should have a veto power on state laws,
and should coerce delinquent states. 7. That
congress should choose the cxecutive.
8. That
the executive, with a part of the judiciary, should
have a limited veto on acts of congress.
9. That
a judiciary should be formed. 10. Ttmt new
states should be admitted.
11. That the United
States should guarantee a republican government
to each state.
12. That all the obligations of the
confederacy should be assumed.
13. That provision should be made for amendments.
14.
That members of state governments should be
bound by oath to support the new government•
15. That the new constitution should bc ratified,
not by the state governments, but, by popular conventions. Charles Pinckney, of South Carolina,
the same day submitted a draft of a constitution
in 16 articles, which, as printed, follows the general idea of the Virginia plan, but agrees in so
many particulars with the constitution as finally
adopted that it is probable that it was altered as
the debates proceeded.
}Iay 30, the convention,
in committee of the whole, took up the Virginia
plan, and continued the examination of each resolution in turn until June43, when the plan, in 19
resolutions, was reported favorably to the convention.
The main changes produced by the
debate _had been, that a natio_zal"government
ought to be established; that the representatives
should hold office for three years, and the senstots (chosen directly by state legislatures) for
seven years; that the power of coercing delinquent states should not be granted, that the
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executive
should consist
of one person,
elected
for seven years and ineligible
the second time;
and that the executive
alone should possess the
_-eto power.
The next day a request was made
/or adjournment,
as a federal,
or league, system
was in prep_ation.
It was offered the following
(lay, June 15, by William
Paterson,
of New Jersey, and was therefore
generally
"known as tile
Jemey plan,.
It was in substance
as follows:
1. That the articles
of confederation
should be
revised,
corrected
and enlarged.
2. That congress [remaining
still a single body]
should be
given the additional
powers of taxation and regulation of commerce.
3. That the system of re(tuisitions
should be continued,
with power in
congTess to enforce their collection
in delinquent
states.
4, Tlmt congress
should choose the executive.
5. That a judiciary
should
be established.
6. That naembers
of state governments
_hould be bound by oath to support the constitution.
7. That
acts of congress
and treaties
should be "the
supreme
law of the respective
states,"
"anything
in the respective
laws of
the individual
states to the contrary
notwithstanding;"
and that the executive should coerce
refractory
states or individuals.
8. That new
states should be admitted.
9. That
provision
should be made for deciding
state disputes
as to
territory.
10. That naturalization
shouhl beuniform.
11. That citizens
of a state, committing
crimes in another
state, should be punished
by
the statewhose
peacehad
been broken.
June 16,
the convention
again went into committee
of the
whole on both plans, and, June ]9, repoxted
the
inadInissibilityoftheJerseyplanandauadhercncc
to the Virginia plan.
During the debate, June 18,
AlexanderH_unilton,
ofNewYork,
objectingvcry
strongly to the Jersey plan, as a continuation
of
the vicious
state sovereignty
of the confcderation, and ahnost as strongly to the Virginia plan,
as only (to uschis own phrase) "pork still, witl_ a
little chauge of the sauce," proposed a plan of his
own, whose main features were that the assembly
[representatives]
were to be chosen bythe people
for three years, th_senate
to be chosen for life by
electors chosefi by the people, and the governor
[president]
to be chosen
for hfe by electors,
chosen by electors, chosen by the people;
and
that the state governors should be appointed
by
the federalgovernment,
and should have an absolute, not a limited, veto on the acts of their state
legislatures5
His plan was "praised
by everybody, an'ff_supported
by none. "--Until
July 23
the convention
was busy in debating
the 19 resolutions referred
to it, and in compromising
(see
Co.',tP_¢O,'aISES, I., II.) the opposite
views of its
members.
July o4, its proceedings
and comproraises, Pinckney's
plau, and the Jersey plan, were
given to a "committee
of detail,"
conslsting
of
five members,
and July 26, three new resolutions were given to the same committee,
and the
convention
adjourned
until August 6, when the
committee
of detail reported
a draft of a constl
_ution, in 23 articles.
This draft, in essentials,
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begins already tobear a strong resemblance
to the
present constitution,
in which, however,
the 23
articles are consolidated
into 7. In the draft thc
preamble
read, "we, the people of" the several
states (naming them in order).
By its ninth article the senate was made a court to try disputes
between states as to territory.
(See CO,_','FEDI_IL_.
TIOh', AnTrci_ns OF, IX.)
:By other articles the
president,
with the title of "His
Excellency,"
was to be chosen by congress for seven years, and
not eligible for a second term, and was to be impeachable
by the house of representatives
and
tried by the supreme
court; and there w_ls no
provision for a vice-president,
the senate choosing
its own president.,
During
the debate on the
draft, whicll las_d for over a month, the third
great coinpromise,
giving to congrcss complete
control over commerce, andto Georgia andSouth
Carolina
in return 20 years' continuance
of the
slave trade (see CO_rPRO._fISES, III.), was adopted ;
the vice-president's
office was created;
the elseferal system was intrnduced
(see ELE('TOn,_); and
the fugitive slave clause
added to article
IV.
Sept. 12, the amcndcd draft was given to a cornmittec of five, Gouverncur
Morris, Johnson, Hamilton, Madison and King, for revision of its style
and arrangement,
Iutlm committee,
by common
consent, the work was intrusted nmiuly to 51orris, who could therefore
fairly claim, nearly 30
)'cars aftcrward,
that "That instrument
Jibe constitution]
was written by the fingers which write
this letter."--Sept.
13, the constitution
was reportcd to the convention very nearly m its pr('sent
form.
Some few changes were made; the threefourths
vote required to pass bills over Ihe veto
was ch_ulged to a two-thirds vote; the mcthr)d of
amendment
by general
convcntmn
was adth_.d;
and a motion for a bill of rights was lo_t by a tie
vote.
Several propositions
for new articles were
voted down, as introduced
too late in the day.
The convention
then settled
on a rule which,
however necessary, was to hazard most seriously
the adoption
of its work.
It voted down a proposition for a new conventmn,
to consider
the
amendments
which might be proposed
by the
states, tlms throwing
down the gage of battle to
the destructive
element,
and forcing
upon the
states the alternative
of unconditional
adoption
or rejectmu
of the constitution
as it came from
the convention's
hands.
The consequences
were
at once apparent.
Many delcgatcs, such as Randolph, Gerry and Mason, who had entered the
convcntmn
with the most angry antlp'_thy to the
state sovereignty
of the confederacy,
were now
taken aback by a coml)lete
view of the very ha.
tional system which had grown up under their
fingers.
In sp_tc of a_ urgent appeal from Washington, and a dexterous suggestion
of Dr Franklin that the constitution
should be signed only as
"'Done in Convention
by thc unanimous
cop_sent
of the States present,"
without
expressing
any
ai)proval
of it, 16 of the 55 delegates who had
personally
attended
refused or neglected to sign
it
Of these, two, Yates and Lansing,
of the
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three New Yc_.k delegates, had left the conventiou in disgust,
July 5, on the adoption
of the
finst compromise.
A list of the delegates
who
signed the constitution,
of those who did not
sign, and of those who did not attend, will be
found under the article CO._STITUTIO_.]_
Sept. 17,
lmving by resolution requested the congress of the
confederacy
to submit the constitution
to popular
state conventions,
and to provide
for putting
it
intoeffect
whenratificd,
the convention adjourned
finally.--The
constitution,
the resolutions
of the
convention,
and a letter from Washington,
its
president,
were transmitted
to the congress of the
confederacy,
then in session, and thatbody,
Sept.
28, by resolution
unanimously
passed, directed
copiesof timsepapers
to be sent to the state Icgishtures, to be submitted
to state conventions.
(For
their proceedings
see
CO.NSTITUTION,
II.)--_No attempt has been made to give any details of the
extended
and voluminous
debates of the convention, but they constitute
an essential part of its history.
In the debates theleaders
of the nationalizing party were Hamilton,
3Iadison, King, Wilson
and Gouverncur
Morris; of the decentralizing,
or
state rights, party, Lansing, Yatcs, Patterson,
Luther Martin and Bedford ; of those who began with
the former,
and ended with the latter, Gerry,
_Iason and Randolph;
and of the shifting vote,
which, with a natural bent one way or the other,
was always anxious for conciliation
and comproraise, Fra_klin,
Johnson,
Sherman, Ellsworthand
the two Pinckncys.--The
injunction
of secrecy
]aid hl)on the debates and proceedings
was never
removed.
The last act o.¢ the convention
was a
resolution
that its papcrs
should
be left with
Washington,
subject to the order of the new congress, if ever formed
under
the constitution,
3[areh
19, 1796, _Vashington
deposited
in the
state department
three manuscript
volumes;
the
first lin 153 pages) being the journal, the second
(in 28 pages) the proceedings
in committee
of the
whole, and the third (in 8 pages) the yeas and
nays.
The whole was published,
with additions
from 3Iadison's
notes, by the state department
in
October, 1819.--See
1 Hamilton's
L_e of ttamilton. 284; 3 Hildreth's
5_nited States, 477, 482; 3
Hamilton's
United Stat_s, 520:9
W'lshington's
Writi_¢s, 509; 2 Marshall's
Zife tf Wttshington,
105; 2 Rives' Life of Madison;
1 Curtis' ttisto_j
of the Constitution,
341; 1 Elliot's .1)eba_s, 116,
(Report
of the Annapolis
Convention);
2 Hamilton's
Works, 336, 409; 12 Jou.rnals of Congress
(edit. 1800), 15; Story's
Cornmentarias,
_ 272; 2
Curtis' lt2._tory of the Constitution;
Jameson's
Constitutional
Conxention;
Jouq'nal of the Conrenlion
of 1787; Yates' Sec_'et P_vceedings of the Convention; 5Elliot'sDebates(MadisonPaper,);
3Sparks'
Life of Gour, erneur Morris, 323; H. B. Dawson's
The Federalist (Introduction),
and Jay's Letters in
answer.
ALEXA.._DER Jo_s'roN.
C00DIES,
The (IN U. S. HISTOnY), a small
faction of federalists
in New York city in 1812,
opposed to DeWitt Clinton
and in favor of sup-

CO-OPERATION.
porting
the war with England.
The name wa_
given from the signature,
Abimalech
Coody, assumed
by their leader, Gulian C. Verpianck,
in
his communications
to the newspapers.--See
1
Hammond's
Politictd Ilisto_ T of .NLW Fro'k, 397;
Verplanck's
The Coodie.s.
A.J.
CO-OPERATION.
This
word
in political
economy,
is a rejuvenation,
so to speak, of the
term a.,sociatio_e.
By means of the propagation
of Saint-Simouian,
Fourieristie
and communistic
ideas, atsociation,
the benefits of which havc been
recognized
by mankind
at all times, and in all
places,
was offered
as a panacea
for all social
evils, and as a means of producing
general prospcrity.
Attempts
at association
were made in
1848, in France;
the state even granted an apprn.
l)riation to certain unions of workingmen,
to facilitate the establishment
of workingmen's
societies.
But as the greater partof these attempts at
association
for production
were anything
but sacce:sful,
reaction
set in against the idea of assoelation itself.--Somewhat
later an association
for
production
having
been successfully
operated at
Roehdale,
and Schulze-Delitzsch,
having quickly
called into existence popular banks and other assn.
ciations in Germany,
the idea of workingmen's
associations
found new followers
in France, who
advocated
its application
under three principal
formsofassociationsofcredit,
associations forconsumption,
and associations
for production.
The
1)ubhc authorities,
the people and the press were
eel T favorable
to the idea.
Legislation
pronndgated a law, "on societies with avarying
amount
of capital;"
h'apoleon
III. donated
money from
his private purse; and some economists and capitalists founded
a bank, with a capital of 100,000
francs; and united with the workingmen
to bring
it into general favor.
It did not, however, seem
to make much headway.
This is not owing, as
some have said, to want of capital, for we have
seen workingmen,
i)y means of economy,
accumulate capital enough
to start them in business.
We believe, rather, that workingmen
do not enter
into co-operation,
for the same prudential
reasons
which deter a great many men from associating
intimalely
with other men:
they do not know
thcm well enough;
they fear to misplace
their
confidence;
they foresee incompatibilily
of ternper; they do not wish to renounce
their liberty;
and, if they feel able to do it, they continue to
enjoy alone the fruit of their own ability.
Thin
last reason, which is perfectly
legitimate,
is not
always openly avowed;
it requires
courage to expose one'sself
tothe reproach
of egoism.
(Those
who make this reproach
are not more disposed
to self-sacrifice
than others.)
Those who pretend to found
society upon devotion
and solidarity -- supposing
them to possess the virtues
which they recommend
to others--would
wish to
impose burdens
upon the upper classes, for the
benefit of the middle and lower classes, and this
without any compensation,
either to the individual or to society.
What natural
law can justify
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such a duty as this?--But
suppose
co-operation,
encountering
no obstacle, were established,
wouht
the workingman
be matte happier thereby?
We
doubt it. Unless you associate
together
all the
to.operative
societies of the world, which would
constitute
universal slavery, and cause l)erpetual
stagnation,
cnmpetition
would
necessarily
exist,
_Now, competition
would not be less obstinate betwecn associations
than between individuals,
we
even believe that it would be more so, because a
collection of men is always more passionate
than
,m individual.
The consequence
would
be, that
the revenue
of the workingman
would
be no
better titan it is now
It will be asserted,
in
reply, that he would add to his wages the profit
which the employer
receives
under the present
system, and that hiswell-being
would be increased
by so much.
But, first, if we divide the employer's profits among
his nunlcrOllS workingmen,
there would be but little for each of them, and,
in ease of a crisis, there would be nothing ill reserve; secondly, if we set aside a part of the dividends to form a reserve fund, then tim share of
profit which each workman
would receive would
he so snmll that it would not heworth
the trouble
it causes.
Besides,
thirdly,
the competition
between the associations
might easily become so vielent as to destroy all profit;
the. worklngunan
would live upon his wages as hefore; everything
would remain the same, except that the reserve
for it rainy day, and the saving which
paves the
way to something
better, would
be missing.
If
the advantages
to bederived
from co-operation
by
the workingman
appear
doubtful,
those which
mankind
are to derive from it seem entirely of a
negative
character.
Co-operation
would
hold
men in the bonds of equal mediocrity.
Intelligence, knowledge,
skill,
taste, superior
force,
wouhl be lost to individuals
possessing them. and
consequently
to society.
If co-operation
could
become general, which seems to us impossible,
the existence
of seienec
arid art would
be in
danger; for these two delicate
plants can thrive
only in nations
in which
a certain
number
of
men are dispensed
from the necessity of manual
labor.--The
true re_tson why co-operation
is not
generally adopted
is, that the wages of the co-operators are necessarily
contingent.
Now, the
_.ast mQority of men prefer a fixed income to it
contingent one, so that, if allowed
the liberty of
choosing
they would seldom decide in favor of
co-operation.
The co-operative
comhination
for
production,
called association,
has these three incnaveuienccs:
first, the narrow
community
of interests with other men; second,
its uncertainty:
third, the impossibility
defaao
if not de jure, for
the individual
endowed with a superior degree of
intelligence,
knowledge
and skill, to profit by his
gifts.
It is neither likely this system of co-operation will, nor desirable that it should, become gcneral.
It will be able to render some service in ccrrain cases, and this service it has rendered
at all
times, under all manner of names, and it will continue to render
them, whatever
name may be
41
vet. 1.--41

given to the association
--We shall, in conclusion,
give the statistics of co-operative
associations
in
the two countries in which they have acquired a
real importanee.--GeJT_,7_y.
Welearn,
from the
reports
of ..31.Schulze-Delitzsch,
that there were
in Germany,
in 1870, 1,859 loan or advance assoelations,
(co_sc]_ss-vvrci_,_), 275 associations
for
l)roduction, and 750 a_sot:iations for consumption;
having in all, 314,656 memher._.
The business
tr'msacted
by them amounted
to 207,618,387
flmlers (more than $155,500,000).
The capital
actually
l)OS._Cssed by the.-e as_oeiatious
was
14,663,397 thalcrs
(about $11,000,000).
In 1871
the number
of these associations
had much increased, and. up to the present time, no cause of
interruption
in the prosperity
of these German
co-operative
institutions
can bc fouml.
By this,
however, we do not mean tb'tt they .ire all equall3 _
suecessfu],
for there "u'e some which have not
succeeded at all: but, in goner,it, their progJes._ i_
rapid
and constant.
(See tl_e reports
of M.
Sehulze-Delitzseh.)--We
give these figures .just as
they are, bit! they should be closely examined.
What is, for inst:mee, a society which is pompously
styh,d a_z ,_,_ociation Jbr ])rud_ctio_¢, when, a.., is
frequently the ease in the table we have bef_:'e
our eyes, it is composed
of three, fern' or five
members._
It is purely and simply an assoeiatiozl
in name.
Associations
of three or foul' per._ons
have often succeeded,
hut how of associations
of
two or three hundred?
_eeording
to the syslcm
of M. Sehulze-Delitzseh,
the propagation
of assoelations
has been facilitated
partieuh_rly
hy the
popular banks, which do not al)peal to the factory
operatives,
and do not, like the association
for
production,
put all the interests of the members
in common;
their interests remain separate, arid,
what is of still greater importance,
each one receives the entire profit of the product of his lai_or,
his energy, his skill, his natural gifts.
Would iL
be thus ",_ith associations
for productiol_?--E_,q/atzd. In August,
1871, a parliamentary
documeat, published
on motion of Walter __lorrisoa.
informs us tlmt, in :1870, England and X_,'_I]e_had
769 co-operative
association._, with °50,000 memher,% having it cal)ital of v2,060,000,
and which
had cariaed £555,000 net 1)refit.
The amount of
purchases (hiring the year had been £7,457.000;
and of the sales £8.°0°,000.
All things considcred, the 1)regress of these a,,soeiatirms
(for
consumption)
lind been real and constant,.tlthough
more than one of them had ffdlcd.
The de_afled
report for the ye'tr 1870, a r_,u_:
of which we
here give, serves to prove this: Number of assoelations registered,
from their beginning
to the
end of the year 1870, 1,375; number of _ssoeiations dissolved, 406; number remaining,
969.
Of
this number, 67 were begun--or
at least registered
--in 1870, and 133 were not reported,
perlmps
because not m active operation;
which leaves 769,.
the number mentioned above.
MAcmcz.: BLOCK.
CO-OPERATION,

U.S.

(See SECESSION.)
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COPPERHEAD
(n_ U. S. 12[ISTORY), a term of
contempt
applied by the republican
party to its
democratic
opponents
during the rebellion.
It is
properly
the name of a well-known
northern
snake, which
stings
from behind
and without
warning.
(See DEMOCILC.TICPARTY, ¥I. ; REBELL*O_.)
A.J.

COPYRIGHT.

COPYRIGHT
is the name of a certain species
of incorporeal
property.
It is the exclusive
right of receiving the profits from publishing
and
selling works of literature
and art--Property
is
a right residing iu the person, and there may be
property in things which already exist, and also
property
in things
which will only come into
existence
at a future
period.
The former
is
usually called corporeal
property,
and the latter
incorporeal
property.-Thus there may be property, or the exclusive right, to use a manuscript,
or a printed
book,
and there may also be the
property,
or exclusive
right, to multil)ly and sell
copies'of
the manuscript,
or book, and appl'opriate the profits.
This
latter property
is called
copyright,
and is manifestly
a distinct
property
from the former.--We
havealso shown that every
future profit whatever has a present value, which
may be bought
and sold, like propc, ty in any
material existing substance.
This mass of property receives different
names, according
to the
source of the plofit, such as the goodwdl ofa busihe&s, the practice of a profession,
the patent of an
invention,
the shares in a commercial
company,
the fa;_d,_, and annuities of all sorts, credit, aud
copyright.--Now,
as economists
are agreed
that
whateveris
exchaugcable
is wt, alth, it follows that
this enormous mass of property
is wealth, nay, it
is probable
that nineteen-twenticths
of existing
wealth is in this form, and yet there is scarcely
one word about it in any English work on political
economy!--The
only Englibh
work on political
economy that we are aware of at present,
that
even mentions
copyright,
is Dr. Whately's
Lectures on Political
Economy,
p. 6, where lie says,
"In many cases where an exchange
really takes
place, the fact is liable (till the attention
is called
to it,) to be overlooked,
in consequence
of our not
seeing any actual transfer from hand to hand of a
material object. For instance, when the copyright
of a book is sold to a bookseller, the article transferred is not the mere paper covered with writing,
but the exclusive privigege of printing and publishing.
It isplain, however, on amoment's
thought,
that the transaction
is as real an cxchange
"is that
which Utkes place between the bookseller
and his

from it, shows the inconsistency
of the fundamentalconceptions
of many writers.
Thus )Ir.
Mill, who says that everything
forms a part of
wealth which has a power
of purchasing,
and
therefore
admits, by implication,
that a copyright
is wealth,
speaks of the production
of wealth as
the extraction
of the instruments
of human
subsistence and enjoyment
from the materials of the
globe, thereby
very nearly agreeing
with Adam
Smith's notion of wealth, as the produce of land
and labor.
But how is a copyright
extracted
from the materials of the globe?
How is it the
produce of land and labor?--It
also shows that
some theorems
which
he lays down as fundamental, are not so. Thus he says that all capital
is the result of saving.
But how is a copyright
the result of saving?
He also states as another
fundamental
theorem,
that although
saved, and
the result of saving,
all capital
is nevertheless
consumed.
But how is a copyright
consumed?
He says that "capital
is kept in existence
from
age to age,not by preservation,
but by perpetual re.
production;
ever3;partof
it is usedand
destroyed,
generally verysoon
after it is produced,
but those
who consume it are employed
meanwhile
in producingmore."
(Vol. i.,p. 9°,) Buthow
is copyright
keptinexistencebyperpetual
reproduction?
ilow
doesthe
ownerof
a valuable
copyright
consume
it, and how is hd employed in producing
more?
These are examples
of hasty generalization
from
too small an induction
of facts.--Copyright,
we
thus see, is a species of valuable
property,
pr¢,duced entirely by the demand
of the public for
worksof
literature
and art.
It is thus purelythe
creation of diffused
civilization
and education,
and could not have any existence,
except from
the educated
taste of the public, and unless there
were the means of gratifying
it at a moderate
expense.--It
has bcen discussed whether there was
any copyright
among the ancients.
]%Ir. _I'Culloeb, quoting
some well-known
passages, thinks
there was.
But we think the passages he alleges
do not bear out any such doctrine.
Thus 1,e
quotes from the prologue
to the "Eunuchus"
of
Terence,
who, we are told by Suetonius,
received
8,000 sesterces,
or £64 12s., for writing the phff
to be acted at the Megalensian
games.
This was
the largest sum paid to any poet for such a work.
This, however,
proves nothing
as to copy,'ight.
It was a mere payment
for writing a play for a
particular
occasion.
Juvenal
also speaks of selling a play to an actor (vii., 87). :But this is mlmifestly merely payment
for writing a play to be
acted, as was usual.
This did not refer to copy-

customers
who buy copies of the work."--It
is
quite clear that copyright
is a species
of fixed
capital.
When apublisher
buys the copyright
of
a popular work, it is Lmnifest that is part of his
capital.
When an author
produces
a work for
which
there is a popular
demand,
and whose
copyright
is tlierefore
valuable
property,
lie is
unquestionablyproducingwcalth.--Theintroduction of this species of property
into political
economy
which can by no possibility
be excluded

right, for the very purpose of the satire is to
lament the utter decay of all taste for literature
among the Romans.
Horace (Ep. i., 20, 2; Art.
Poet, 845) speaks of the Sosii, who were his publishers, and Martial (i., 67; iv., 72; xiii., 3; xiv.,
194) speaks of Tryphon,
who had his works or,
sale.
These cases point to copyright
much more
than the others.
But yet they are by no ,nc:_l_
conclusive•
They by no means imply that the
author
received
payment
for the exclusive right
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¢o sell his works.
We may well understand
that
there might
be a certain comity
of trade that
one publisher should not sell another's works ; but
that does not prove the legalright
to prevent him
doingso.
Thereal
question is, Could an author,
vx publisher,
bring an action to prevent
another
from copying
and selling his works?
:Now, if
such a property
had cxisted, it would certainly
have been mentioncdin
the Pandects.
But there
is no mention
in them of any such property.
There is no name in Roman
law for copyright,
There
is no case in Roman law of any action
having been brought
to punish tile invasion
of
such propcrty.
Therefore
we think
the only
conclusion
is that it did not exist.--It
is stated by
bishop Fell, that before the invention of printing,
the university
of Oxford
claimed
to have the
exclusive
right of transcribing
and multiplying
books by means ,,f writing.
This, however,
by
no means _,nplies oopyright,
because
it does not
imply that the works so copied were the property
of the university,
but only that they had the
monopoly of writing them out.--Soon
after the
invention of printing,
a printer,
called the king's
printer, was appointed
to print papers of state,
proclanmtions,
etc.
The earliest
notice wc have
of such an appointment
is in 1504, when William
Faques styles himself "Regius
Impressor,"
in a
proclamation
against
clipped
money.
Richard
Pynson
succeeded
Faqucs
in this otlice, and in
1518 we have the earliest instance
in England
of
copyright.
A speech printed by himhas
the following colophon : "Impressa
Londini ann() verbi incarnati
_.D.XWlL
idibus
:Novembris,
per
]{ichardum
Pynson,
regium
impressorem,
cure
pririh.gio _ rege indulto
_e quis hanc orationem
zT_tra bienmum
in regno Angli_e imprimat,
aut
alibi impressam
et importat'tm
in eodem regao
Anglim vendat."--During
the reign of tlcnry
VIII. these privileges were frequently
granted to
printers, usually for sevcnyears.
Piracywas
not
h)ng in showing
itself.
In 1523 Wynken
de
Worde printed a treatise
on grammar
by Robert
Witinton.
The author, in a new edition in 1533,
('omplains
that the work had been pirated
by
Peter Trevers.
To prevent thisbeing
done to the
second edition, lie procured
the king's privilege
for it.--Thcse
cases seem to ncgative the idea that
there was then believed to be anysuch
thing as
copyright at common
law.--All
these privilegcs
had been granted to printers,
who may probably
be supposed to have paid the authors something
for their work.
In 1530 we have the first instance
of copyright g,-ranted to an author. JohnPalsgravc
had published
a French
grammar
at his own
expense, and in consideration
of this he received
a privilege for seven years--In
1556 the subject
of copyright
was put on a new footing.
Cornplaints were made that many false, seditious and
heretical
books, ballads and rhymes were pub!;shed.
To bring printers
more under control,
they were incorporated
by the name of the "Statloners' Company."
They were allowed to make
by-laws, and no one but a member of their body
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was allowed to practice the business of printing in
England.
In 1558 theyreceivcdasecond
charter,
and a by-law
was made that every one who
printed a work should enter it in their register,
and pay a fee; and cvery one who omitted to do
this, or printed a book belonging to another mereber, was fined.
In this year entries of copies for
particular
persons
begin, and in 1559 there are
persons fined for p,'inting other men's copies.
In
1573 there are entries of the sales of copy and
their price--Privileges
for printing
particular
works were the legitimate
protection
of the labor
and expenseof
publication.
Butwith
the general
spirit of monopoly
which prevailed
to such a
pernicious
extent, patcnts for the exclusive right
to publish all works on particular
subjects were
granted to various persons.
Thus one had the
monopoly of printing all books on common law;
another all catechisms and spclling books ; another
all music books; another all almanacs,
etc.
The
printers
were so injuriously
affected
by these
monopolies,
thatthey petitioned the queen against
them.
But meeting
with no redress, they dis.
1)utcd the quecn's
right to grant these patents,
and printed works in delianee of them, and the
rules of their own company.
Complaints
were
made to the 1)rivy council of these irregularities,
but they were. tuo nmeh occupied with foreigm and
domestic troubles to take any effectual
steps to
remedy thcm.--Thc
quecu had, in 1559, issued a
proclamation,
strictly forbidding
any one to 1)ubli_-h anything
without
a license.
In 1566, this
proclamation
being
little
rcgarded,
the star
chamber issued a decree enforcing
it, under the
penalties of seizure of all books so printed, disa.
bilily from exercising the trade of printing,
and
three mouths' iml)l%onment.
The l)riuters were
ordered to give bonds to observe thedeerce.
But
they continued to disregard all decrees and pen.
alties, and in 1586 another decree was issued, to
restrict
the number
of printers, and to confine
the trade to London, except one press at Oxford,
and another at Cambridge.
All printers were forbidden to print books contrary to the by-laws ot
the company.--A
procl'mmtion
of Sept. 25, 1823.
forbade any one toimport from abroad any works
which were COl)yright.
Another proclamation
to
a similar effect was published
in 1637.--In 1645
the star chamber was abolished.
All regulatioh_
of the press by proclamation,
decrees of the star
chamber, and the powers of the stationers'
compony, were declared i_legal and void.
But 1he
abuses of unlicensed
printing were so great that,
in 1643, it was ordered
that all books should
be enteredin
the register of the stationers'
cornpany, according
to ancient custom.
Copyright
was thus restored as it stood before.
In 1644
Milton pubhshed his f'mmus A_'_'op(rg_tica, against
the licensing act, but he parti(.ularly
exeel)t_ tlmt
part rclatingto
"the just retaining of e'tch man
his several copy, which God forbid should be
gainsaid."
In 1649 an act of parliament
ordained
that any one pril_ting, or rcprlnting,
or ._titching,
or binding, an 3 books entered ill the register of
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the stationers'
company,
without
the consent
of
the owner, should forfeit all such books, and be
fined 6s. 8d. for each.
No prc_es were allowed,
except
in London,
the universities,
York,
a_ld
I_'insbury--The
statute1662,
cap. 33, re-enactcd
these provisions, and ordered that a copy of every
work printed
should be deposited
in the king's
library, and each of the universities.
This act,
after several renewals, expired
in 1679, and with
it expired
all legislative
penalties
for pirating
copyright.
Accordingly,
piracy very soon began
to be common,
and in 1681 the stationers'
cornpuny passed a by-law to fine every one sooffending
in the sum of 12d. for ever), copy so printed,
or
imported.
In 1684 Charles
Ii. granted
a new
charter
to the stationers'
company,
in which it
was slated,
"That divers brethren
and members
of the company
have gr¢'at part of their estates
in books and copies, and that for upward of a
century before, they had a public rcgister kept in
their common hall, for the entry and description
of books and copies."
It then said "_¥e, willlng and desiring
to confirm
and establish every
member in their just rights
and properties,
do
well approve of the aforesaid register," and "that
eyery member of the companywho
should be the
proprietor
of any book, should have and enjoy
the sale, right, power and privilege and authority
of printing such book and copy, as in that case
has been usual heretofore."
The act of 1662 was
revived
by the 1 Jac. II., c. 7, for the term of
seven years, and renewed
till the end of the
session of parliamel_t
next after Feb. 13, 1692.
The booksellcrs
petitioned
against it, and 1l peers
entered a protest against it, as subjectingall
learning and true information
to thearbitrary
will and
pleasure
of a mercenary
and l)erhaps
ignorant
licenser, and destroying
the properD, of authors
in dteir copie,.--lt
appears that at this time the
stationers' company had been guilty of many realpractices.
They sometimes
extorted large sums
for entering worlds; sometimes
tile)- refused, or
neglected,
to do so at all.
Sometimes
they made
fal.-e entries, or fraudulent
erasures, or cut out
the leaves in which entries were made, to the
confusion
of all literary
property,
which
was
supposed to rest on the ent W in the feaster.-Attempts
were made to renew tl_e licensing
act,
but the commons resisted, and it finally expired
on April :_5, 1694.
The circumstances
which
brought
about
the final emancipation
of the
English press tire fully stated l_y3Iacaulay.--The
opposition of the commons
w_ to the arbitrary
power of the licenser.
They clearly
thought
that the property in copyright was inhereutin
the
author and his assig-as, and well secured by the
charters
and lairs of the stationers'
company,
But unfortunately,
in abolishing
the licensing act,
they had swept away all statutory
penalties for
pirating
copyright ; and persons whose rights
were invaded
hud no other relnedy but for dam•tges at common
l_w.
Several cases had been
before the courts relating to copyright,
but these
'all referred to disputed property, none evcr ques-

tioned the right.
In the case of Ropervs. Streater
(Skinner, 234), ttle com't of common
pleas held
that tile plaintiff having purchased
it from the
executors of the author was owner of the cop3 _t
common
law.--Thc
removal
of the statutory
penalties for piracy opened the door to the samt.
practices as had been committed
before, and i_
1694 thcstationers'
company renewed their by-law
of 1681, lint with little effect.
The recovery
of
damages at law was so hazardmls
and uncertain.
its most of the pirates were men who had no
t)rope_'ty sufficient
to pay damages,
and as it
required a separate
action for each copy proved
to be sohl, that it was in practice
illusory.
In
1703, 1706, and 1709, the owners of copies petitinned
parliament
for redress,
and security
to
their properties.
They had been so lo_g secured
by penalties that it had not occurred
to them to
proceed
by a bill in equity,
which
had new.r
hiflmrto
been attempted
or flmught
of,. exccl)t
upon letters patent adjudged
to be legal.--The
p_titioners
declared that the property of English
authors had always been owned as sacred among
the traders, and generally
forborne hitherto to be
invaded.
That when the author had conveyed
over his copy to any one of them, they had a just
and legal property
thereunto.
That they h'_d
given sums of money for copies, and had settled
these copies on their wives at marri'_ge, or on
their children at their deaths.
That many widows
and orphans had none other subsistence.
That
their existing
copies
had cost them
at least
£50.000.
That this property
was the same with
houses and other estates
]n consequence
of these
petitions,
an act was passed in March, 1710, for
the encoul'agenmnt
of learning,
by vesting the
copies of printed books in the authors, or purchasers of snch copies, during the times therein
mentiolled.
It gave authors of the _orks then
existing, and their assigns, the sole right of printing the same for 21 years, from April 10, 1710,
and no longer.
Authors of works not printed,
and their assigns, had the sole right of doing so
for 14 years, and no hmger.
The penalties iu
the act were not to be exacted from any one
unless the book should be entered in the usual
way in the register
of the stationers'
company.
If too high prices were put upon books, certain
great officers of state might order them to be
lowered.
The number of copies to public libraries was increased to nine.
The libraries of the
four
universities
of
Scotland,
Zion
college,
London, and the advocates'
library in Edinburgh,
were added to those entitled by the statute of
Charles II.
If the authors were alive at the end
of the first 14 years, they received a prolongatiml
of their privilege
for another
14 years.
All
penalties under the act were to be sued for within
three months after the offense was committed.
Nothing in the act was to prejudice or confirm
any right that the universities,
or any person or
persons, had, or claimed to have, in tbe printing.
or reprinting any book, or copy, already printed,
or hereafter
to be printtd.--We
thus see that,.
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"with that tender
regard for the interests
of the
therefore,
if the right existed only by statute,
it
robe, which parliament
displays,
they carefully
expired in 1756. Taylor published
an edition m
avoided
pronouncing
any decision at all with
1763, and 5Iillar brought
all action for damages
regard to the right of copy at common
law, but
againbt him in 1769. it, of course, can not be
look care to leave the door open for a plentiful
expected th.tt we should give an outline
of the
crop of litiffation --It is quite impossible to read
arguments
iu this celebrated case.
It is sufficient
this act without
seeing that it distinctly
recogto sav that three of the judges, hlrd Mansfield, and
nizes copya'ight as existing ah'cady, and independ. JJ.._sto,l
and Willes, held that every author had,
cntly of the act.
All they did was to enact
by common law, a pert)etual copyright ill hisowu
certain statutory
peualtie.s for its infringement,
works, quite independent
of the statute.
Yates,
But that, by _ woll-knowu
rule of law, in no way
J, hehl that there was no such property
at come,fleeted pn_ceedings
at common law.
We have
mon law.
The plaintiff,
therefore, got the judg:.,:ell that the courts
of l:tw never raised the
meat,
and in Trinity
Term,
1770, the lonls
_lightest doubt as to the existence of copyright at
commissioners
granted
an injunction.--In
1774,
_:ommou law
We shall now see how the court
however, the question was again raised.
In the
of chancery
regarded
it. As tile act gave 21 case of Beckett
vs. Donaldson,
the plaintiff had
years for old copies from April
10, 1710, no obtained
an injunction
founded
on tile decision
question
on copyright
at common
law could
in tile case of Millar _s. Taylor.
Tile case was
arise before 1731.
In 1735 Sir Joseph Jeky]l
immediately
carried
by appeal to the house of
granted
all injuoction
in the case of Eyre vs. lords, when the house proposed
the following"
Walker.
to restrain the defi, ndant from printing
questions
to the judges: I. Whether at common
the "Whole
Duty of 3Ian,'" tile first assignment
law an author of any book, or literary compostof which had been made in Decemher, 1657, being
tion, had the sole right of first printing
and pub78 years before--Ill
tile same year, lonl Talbot,
lisbing
the same for sale, aud might bring au
in thc case of Matte vs. Falkuer,
granted an in- action against any person who printed, published
junction
restraining
tile defendant
from prinling
and sold the same without
his consent?_Upoa
":Nelson's Festivals
and Fasts." In' nted in 170_,
this question,
JJ. :Nares, Ashurst,
Blackstone,
i Willes, Aston, Perrot .rod Ad'mas, Smythe, C. B.,
during tile life of the author, who died in 1,1_.
_
--In
1739 lord Hardwicke,
ill tile case of Ton- I and I)c Grey, C.J.,
of the common pleas, heht
son and Another _,,¢.Walker,
otherwise
Stanton,
tile affirmative;
Eyre, B., held the negative.--II.
granted
an injunction
restraining
tim defendant
If the author had such right originally,
did tile
from printing
"Milton's Paradise Lost," the copylaw take it away upou his printing and publishing
right of which was assigned in 1667, or 72 years
such book or literary composition?
And might
before
In 1752 lord Hardwicke,
in the case of any person afterward
reprint
and sell for his
Tonson vs. Walker aml hlerchant,
granted an in- own heneflt such book or literary composition
junction,
restraining
tile defendants
from printagainst
tile will of the author ?Upon this
ing "_Iilton's
Paruthse, or Life, or :Notes."--A]l
question
judges
:N'lres,
Ashurst,
Blackstone,
this time there had never been any solemn decision
Willes and Aston, and Smythe,
C. 13, held the
by the king's bench as to the existence
of copyafltrnmtive:
Eyre, Perrot,
Adams and DeGrey,
right at common law, or as to how it was affected
C.J., held the negative.--IlI,
if such action would
by the statute of Anne.
But the court of chanhave held at common law, is it taken away by
_ery never granted an injunction
unless the legal
the statute 8 Anne, c. 197 And is an author by
right
was clear and undisputed.
If there had
tile said statute precluded
from ever:)" remedy,
been any doubt about it, they would have sent it except on the foundation
of the said statute, and
to be argucd in a court of common law.--At
last
the terms and conditions
prescribed
thcreby?-the question wasbrought
before the king's bench,
Upon this question judges Eyre, :Nares, Perrot,
in the case of Tonson .vs. Collins, but after it had
Gouhl "md Adams, and De Grey, C. J., held the
gone into the exchequerehamber,
and the leaning
affirmative.
JudgesAshurst,
Bhtckstone,
Willes,
.of the court was clearly in favor of the plaintiff,
Aston, and Smythe,
C B., held tile neg-_tive.-it was discovered
that it was in fact a collusive
IV.
Whether
the author of any literary compoaction, got up merely to obtain tile judgment
of sitmn,
and his assigns,
had the sole right of
tile court, and they thereupon
refused to proceed
printing and publishing
tllt same in perpetuity
by
whh it. While this action was pending, applicathe common
law? --Upon
this question judges
tions to the court of chancery for an injunction
:Narcs, Ashurst,
Blackstone,
Willes,
Aston a:_d
`were refused,
until the result of the common
Gould, anti Smythe, C.B.,
held the affirmative.
Jaw actiou was decided.
Lord Mansfield said that
Judges Eyre, Perrot, Adams, anti De Grey, C. J.,
.he looked upon these injunctions
as equal to any
held the negative.--V.
Whether this right is auy
final decree,
because they were never granted
way impeached,
restrained,
or taken away by the
amless the legal property
of the plaintiff was
statute of 8 Anne?--Judges
Eyre, Nares, Perrot,
made out.--At
length, in 1769, the question was
Gouhl and Adams, and De Grey, C. J., held the
zolemnly
argued before the kiug's bench in the
affirmative.
Judges Ashurst, Blackstone, Willes
:famous c,'_se of 3Iillar rs. Taylor.
Milbu' had
and Aston, and Smythe, C. B., held the negative.
purehaCed
from Thomson
the copyright
in the
--Upon these answers, the decree of the court of
_'Seasons,"
which were published
in 1728, and
chancery
was reversed,
on the motion of lord
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Camden,
seconded by the lord chancellor,
by a
majority
of 22 to ll.--By
this majority
of a
single judge this momentous
question
was decided.
It will be observed
that it was brought
about by two judges,
_arcs
and Gould,
who
voted that an author had perpetual
copyright
by
common law, leaving their side, and voting that
this perpetual
right
was takcn
away
by the
statute.--Such
an opinion seems to 'is to be incoml)rehensible.
:Modern opinion has confirmed
the
judgment
of tlm minority,
that there is no such
tiling as copyright
at common
law.
But how
judges,
who held that copyright
did exist at
common
law, could hold that it was taken away
by the statuteof
Anne, seemspa_t
understanding,
for there is a clause expressly e_acting
that the
statute should
in no way whatever
affect preexisting
rights.--Right
or wrong, however, this
judgment
declared that the practice
of two centurics,
and the deliberate
opinion
of all the
courts of law and equity during that period, were
erroneous,
and
henceforward
copyright
had
nothing
but statute law {o support
it.--Authors,
publishers,
and the universities
wcre taken by
surprise at this unexpected
decision of the house
of lords, destroyingwhat
thcyimagined
wasthcir
inviolable
property.
The universities
immediately took the field, and in 1775 an act _va_ passed
(15 Geo. III., c. 53), -a'hich granted
to both the
universities
in England,
and to each of the colleges therein, to the colleges of Eton, Westminster, and Winchestcr,
and to the four universities
of Scotland, perpetual
copyright
in all works that
should be bequeathed
to them, so long as they
should priilt them at dmir own presses, and not
assign them over to any one else.
The),, neverrimless might sell them to any one they pleased,
in the same manner
as ally individual
author.-And here we m'ty obscrve that a very curious
question
might arise.
It is a plain maxim
of
law that a man can not grant,
or assign to
anolher,
a greater
estate, or interest,
than he
p[)ssc.*scs himself.
But here is a manifest cxccption lo Il_is rule.
An author has ouly a very
limited interest in his own works, according
to
the present law, only 42 years, orhis ownlifetime,
whichever
is the longest.
Ilcnce he can only
assign over that interest
to any private
person.
But if he assign this copyright
to any university
or college named in the act, it becomes an estate
in perpetui|y.
Therefore,
hehas clearly assigned
a greater estate than he himself possesses.
Again,
this question
might
arise.
Suppose an author
assigns over his copyright
as above, which iramediately
becomes
perpetual
by force of hw,
and suppose the college, or university,
sell this
copyright,
which
has now become
perpetual,
to an individual.
Is the copyright
perpetual,
or limited ?--The
booksellers
also petitioned
the house of commons on Feb. 28, 1774, stating
that in the full belief of the perpetuity
of copyrights,
they had invested
large sums in their
purchase,
and that the support
of many families
depended
on the same, and prayed for such relief

as the house might
deem proper.
A bill wa_
brought
in for this purpose,
but rejected.
In
1798 a new point was raised in the case of Beckford vs. Hood.
The plaintiff had published
a
work anonymously,
and sued for damages for the
piracy of it. The defendant
contended
th'lt n(>
action lay for damages since the statute of Anne.
which gave penalties, and tlmt the authm'had
lost
his right by lmblishing
his work anonymously,
and not entering
it on the stationers'
register, as.
prescribcd
by the act.
The court, however,
by
one of those skillful
examples
of hair-splitting,
where plain sense isagainst
them, gave judgment
for the plaintiff.
The judgment,
however,
was
so manifestly
weak, that an act was brought
in
to bolster it up (4t. Geo. III., c. 107), and authorsand their assigns were allowed to bring actionson
the case for damages
for pirating
their works
during
the currency
of the privilcge granted by
the statute
of Anne.
Trinity
college and the
king's inn, Dublin,
were also added to the list of
those placcs which were entitlcdto
pillageauthors
of their works.
Trinity
collcge also received the
right of holding copyrights
in perpetuity,
like the
English
and Scotch universities
and colleges.By an act passed in 1814 (54 Geo. III., c. 156) the
copies of pnntcd books werc required only to be
delivered on demand,
within 1° months
of their
publication.
The author's copyright
was extcnded
to 28 years certain, and for the remainder
of his.
life, if he survived
that period,
The grievance
of every author being mulcted in 11 copies of his.
work, was complained
of iu parliament
several.
time_, but nothing was done till 1836, when Mr
Buckingham
brought in a bill which was passcd,
which cnacted that the rights of Zion college, the
four universities
of Scotland,
and the ki_g's inu,
Dublin,
should cease, upon receiving
coml)ensation, which was to be expended in the purchas_
of works.
:By this act the number of prcscntcd
copies was reduced
to five.--At
last Serjcant.
(afterward
Sir. Justicc)
Talfourd
appropriately
took up the subject of copyright,
and brought
the subject before the house of commons.
The
discussion
extended
through several session% and
his bill having been considerably
modified, was.
passed in 1842, as the 5th and 6th Yic., c. 45.
This act repealed the 8 3.nnc, c. 19; the 4l Geo.
II][., c. 107; the 51 Geo. III., c. 156; and is now
the one which regulates
the sul)ject of literary
copyright.
:By this act, the word "book."
is to
mean every volume,
or part thereof,
pamphlet,
sheet of h;tterpress,
or music, map, chart, or plar_
separately
published.
The copyright
in every
such book published, in the lifetimeof
the author,
is to last for his lifetime and seven years after;
but if such term elapse beforethe
end of 42 years
from the publication
of tlm work, then the COl)yright shall exist for 4° years.
If the book is
published
after the author's death, the copyright
is to last for42 ycars, and shall belong to the owner
of the author's
manuscript
from which :t 2s first
published.
If the proprietor
of such copyright
refuse
to publish it, the judicial
committee
.Of
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the privy council may authorize
it. One copy
of every such book to be delivered at the British
Museum.
The libraries at Oxford,
Cambridge,
the Advocates'
at Edinburgh,
and Trinity college,
Dublin, may haveone copy on demand.
Articles
in eneyclopmdias,
magazines,
and reviews, aml
pel'iodmals,
are subject to the same copyright
as
books,
exccpt that the copyright
of re'titles in
reviews, magazines, and periodicals,
reverts to the
author after °8 years, for the remainder
of the
term.
Snbsequent
provisions
were made for
preventing
the importation
into British
pos_essions of the works of British
authors, in which
copyright still subsists.--The
next subjects which
received
copyright
from law, were prints and
engravings.
The acts relating to this, ave the 8
Gee. II., c. 13; the 7 Gee. III., c. 38; the 17 Gee.
IIl., c. 57; and the 15 and 16 Vic., c. 12. By these
acts, the copyright
in prints, cngravings,
lithegI'aphs, and all such works of art, is given for 28
)'ears from the day of publication.--By
the 27
Gee. III., c. 38, copyright was giveu in the designing and printing
of manufactures;
thi_ act was
modified and extended
by subsequent
_mts. The
present
acts on the subject are the 5 aud 6 Vie.,
c. 100; the 6 and 7 Vic., c. 65; the 13 and 14 Vic.,
c. 104; and the 20 and 22 Vic., c. 70. By these
acts, designs
in manufactures
are divided into
various
classes, and w_rious terms are allowed
for the copyright of designs in each.
For de._igns
for ornamenting
articles in metal;
wood; glass;
earthenware,
and other solid substances;
paper
hangings;
carpets,
including
floor and oil-cloths;
shawls,
unprinted
; linen fabrics
with pattern,
printed ; woven dam'lsks;
the term is three )'ears.
For shawls, printed;
yarn, thread, or warp; nine
months.
For woven fabrics, unprinted;
lace, and
all other articles, twelw. _months.
For the shape
or configuration
of articles of utility, three )'cat's.
--By the 38 Gco. III., c. 71; and 54 Gee. IIl., c.
56, copyright
was granted for scu]ptures,
models,
and casts, for 14 years irom the time of first
publication;
and to the author, if living at the
end of that term, 14 years morc.--By
the 3 and 4
Win. IV., c. 15, the term of copyright granted to
authors by the 54 Gee. III., c. 156, was extended
to the author of dram'ttic compositionsof
all sorts;
publication
in this instance
being interpreted
as
representing
at a placeof dranlaticcntcrt:fimnent;
and a simil_lr extension was g'rauted by the 5aud
6 Vic., c. 4.5, and its l)rovisions extended to musical
compositions.--By
the 5 and 6 Wm. IV., c. 65, the
author of any lcetur_,
orthe person to whom he
might assign the copyright
in them, was to have
the sole right of publishing them
No ncwspal)cr
editoris
to publish them without leave.
And no
person who is allowed to attend thcm is to have thc
right (o publish
them.
If, however, they are
published,
the copyright
lasts for 28 )'ears.
To
secure this copyright,
however,
no ice must be
given to two justices of the peace within five miles
of the place where thcy arc to be delivered, two
days beforehand.
And it does not extend to
lectures delivered
in unlicensed
places, or in pub-
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lic schools and collegcs.--Intcrnatmnalcopyright
was first granted by the 1 and 2 Vlc., c. 59 ; but
this act wa_ rcpealed by the 7 and 8 Vlc., c. 12,
further
amended
by the 15 Vie., c. 12. By the
first of these acts the queen, in council, wa_ per
mittcd to grant to the authors of original foreign
works, such _erm of copyright
in the British
dominions as ._he pleased, not exceeding the term
allowed for similar works in this country.
By
the latter act the queen, in council,
may grant
a copyright
of five years for an authorized
translation of foreign works; and also may prohibit, for a similar period, the representation
of
an unauthorized
translation of a foreign (lrmnatic
piece.--Sueh
is the history and present state of
the laws reg'trding
copyright
in England.-We may mention
that the COl)yright in private
letters remains in the writer after transrmsslon;
and the receiver of them, and his representatives,
have no right to publish them without the consent
of the writer or his reprcsentatives.--Copyright
in
France, as is st'ltcd in the I)ictwmzaive de l' Eco_omie Politique, was conferred by the grant of the
sovereign,
as in England,
and sometimes
for a
limited period.
The ancient law wascontaiued
in
the Ordom_(z_ce de M,,_liT_._ of 1566, a dc('laratton
of Charles IX. in 1571, and tlle I('tter.- pat(,nt of
Henry Ill.
U,_ually no hmit was fixed to the
duration
of copyright,
but when a perpetual
col)yright was granted, it was _lways und(,r the
condition
that it should not be parted
with to
booksellers.
If so, it eeased with the author's
life.
Several edicts in 1618, 1665, 1682, ]686. and
1723, enacted corporaland
peeuniaryl)uni_hments
,tgainst pir'ttes.--The
revolution of 1789 changed
this.
Copyright
wa_ granted _ls a right to cvery
one, but its duration was limited.
According
to
existing laws, the copyright is vested in "m author
and his wife during their rc._l)ective hvcs, and to
their children
for 20 years afterward.
If they
have none, their heirs llave it for 10 ye_rs.
]u
dram'_tic
pieces, the widow has the same as the
children, 20years.--Accordingto
the s.m_e authority, the copyrights
in different
countries
are as
follows.
Before the union of Holland and Belglum, copyright
was perpetual
in Itolland.
In
1817 the French law was adopted iu the united
country, and is now coz_tinucd m eac.h separatcly.
--In
the Zollverein
the Prussmu
l_tw has been
adopted,
which
give_ copyright
to the author
dming his life, and to hi_ hcir_ for 30 year_ after.
--This
law was adopted in A astt ia i_ 1846.--1u
Russia it belongs to the author fox' life, and to
his heirs for 25 years.
But if they have pubhshed
a new edition within
five years of the expiry of
this term, it is prolonged for 10 years.--In
Sardinia it lasted only for 15 years.
In 1846 a
convention
wasagreed
to with France, by wluch
the benefits of French l'Jw were extended
to the
subjects of both nations.
We beheve that a new
convention
has been recently concluded
between
these two countries
regarding
literary property.
--In
Portugal,
the law is the same as that of
Germany.-In Spain, according
to the present
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COREA.
have

the copyright

for their

lives,

I resembled

tile first country which set the example of grantin G international
COl)yright.
In 1837 a law was
passed that every country might secure copyright
and
theirauthors
heirs in
for Prussia
50 years upon
after.--Prussia
was I
for its
granting
reeil)-

that

of the live

infant

between

the

men.
The act of her former
master and conqueror, Japan, in recognizing
Corea ,as a distinct
nation, ill 1876, may not untitly be compared
to
contendin
mothers,
swordthe of
that of theG true
mother, under
who the
wished
childSolono
rocity.
This was followed
by England
in 1838. ( harnL
The Coreans and Japanese,
being of the
In consequence
of these, several
international
same basic stock, are more truly allied in kin and
treaties
of copyright
have
been
negotiated,
temperament
than are the Coreans and Chinese;
:France,
however,
has set the example,
under
their blood being thicker
than the water which
the Emperor
Napnlcon
III., by a law of March
separates
them.--The
Coreans evidently
helen G
28, 1859, of forbidding
the piracy of books and
to the same hardy race, which, descending
from
worksof
art published
abroad, without requirin G the north, the Amur valley,
conquered
the penreciprocity.
It is saJd. too, that steps were then
insula,
and then crossed
over into the Japan
about to be taken to make copyright
perpetual,
archipelago
Their
primal
civilization
is, in
I-I. D. ]_TA.CLEOD.
Chinese annals, ascribed
to Kishi (Ki Tsze), the
ancestor
of Confucius,
who, heing dissatisfied
COREA.
The native name of this peninsular
with his royal master, emigrated
to the northeast,
kingdom
of eastern
Asia is Ch6-sen (Morning
B.C. 1122, and named his domain,
which was
42alto).
It lies between
Japan and China, an(1
part of ancient
Corea,
but quite
beyond
its
between
parallels
33 and 43 of north latitude,
modern
boundaries,
Ch6-sen (Tranquillity
of the
:Properly
speaking,
it is an island,
since
the
Morning).
From
about
tile opening
of the
Tureen and Yalu rivers are said to flow from one
Christian era, three states began their career in
source.
The former river divides it from Russia,
and north of the peninsula,
Shim'a, Korai and
•rod tile latter from China, while the mainland of
Hiaksai, (Chinese, Sinlo, Knoll, and Petsi.
Korai,
Japan is but 150 miles distant
from her southern
at first, was Kokorai ) In the intervals
of peace
shore.
Corea
is thus surrounded
lly China,
these states were the pupils of Chinese civilizaRussin,
and Japan.
Three-fourths
of Corea's
tion, which they imparted to Japan.
Civil wars,
boundary
is a coast line, which, on the sea of which
were frequent,
mid alternate
invasion
Japan, has few harbors;
white on the west arc
and succor
from
China
and Japan,
fill the
munerous
ports, and an amazing
number
of pages of Corean history,
until Shim'a became
islands called
"the Corean archipelago."
Quelparamount,
during the eighth, and until the tenth
part, the most southerly and largest island, has
century.
True political unity to the entire pen.
been the scene of most of the wrecks which have
insuta was not, however,
secured until about 960
east foreign waifs upon her shores._The
policy
A.D.,
when, under Wang, who had risen out of
,of Corea to the outer world has been for centuries
Korai, the entire country was trauquillized
under
that of the hermit.
A jealous and rigid system
the name of Kori or Korai (whence our Coma),
of seclusion, even of Chinese and Japanese,
lms
and tributary
relations with China were resumed.
been practiced
from the middle
ages, until reAs the various conquering
hordes, Tartar, Moneently.
Vigihmt]y
guardin G her coasts, picketgel or 3Iancbiu,
issued out of the north to coning her rivers, and palisading
her mount'fins,
she
quer China, they reduced
Cm'ea to submission;
has forbidden
all foreigners
to touch her shores;
and thus, under many dynasties,
Corea has paid
the only exception
reluctantly
allowed,
being
tribu,e Io China.
In 1392 the dynasty
of Kori
that of occasional
envoys from Peking.
When
was overthrown
by a revolution,
and the present
unable to guard her coasts and river borders, she
one established,
under the official name of Chihas desolated
tbem to the extent of tell miles or chung.
The new king received investiture under
more inland.
On t.he Chinese side, beyond the
the title of ChS-sen O, or King of ChO-sen, the
Yalu river, there has existed, since "lbout 1644,
ancient
name of the nationality
having
been
by convention
with China,
a neutral
strip of restored, though Kori (Corea)
is still popularly
desolated
territory
fifty miles wide, on which
used; the capital, orseoul,
wasfixed, audthcprescultivation
or habitation
is forbidden.
The Chient system of administration
founded.
In 1592
nese, however,
nre less and less respecting
this
Hid(-yoshi,
the taiko, or mikado's
lieutenant,
neutrality;
aud the pressure
of increasing
popusent a force of 160,000 Japanese
to invade Corea,
iation has recently compelled
its partial occupaunder pretense of collecting arrearagesof
tribute.
tion.--The
reasons for this extraordinary
national
Most of tile peninsula
was overrun and captured,
policy, maintained
intact long after its abandonthe main body, under
Konishi,
reachin G the
ment by China and J_pan, may be le'lrned from
capital in about 18 days after landing.
The Chi.
a brief survey of Corean history.
Her unfortnese sent large armies to succor the Coreans;
unate position, between two such jealous, not to
and, after five years of bloody war, the Japanese
say hostile, nations as Japan and China, has kept
armies were withdrawn
at the death of Hid6yoher in a chronic
state of inwlsion,
vassalage or
shi, in 1597.
The Japanese
held the port of
tribute.
For centuries,
both nations claimed her
Fusan, and the Coreans sent emba_ies
to Japan.
as a dependency,
their
quarrels
bein G often
These relations, includin G trade, continued
until
fought on her soil.
Her danger has not remotely
the recent revolutions
in Japan;
when, upon the
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Invitations
of the mikado's government,
in 1868,
to resume tlmir relations
of horuage and tribute,
the Corean regent angrily and insultingly
severed
all relations
with J_q)an, on account
of that
xnttion's adoption
of western ideas and customs,
Roman
Christmnity
entered
Corea in 1777, a
mlmbcr of students having adopted it after studying the books written by the Jesuits in Peking.
Gradually
the doctrines
spread, until, in 1836,
when the first French missiom_ry penetrated
the
country in disguise, thcre were thousands
of believcrs, who grew stronger
.is the pcr.,ccutions
broke out from time to time.
In 1864 no fewer
than nineteen Frenchmen
had passed tim 1)arriers
at the h'ontiers in disguise, or landed at night on
the coast.
Four died, but the others vigorously
propagated
their faith.
The period from 1864 to
1868 may bc called the turning point in thc l_istory of modern
Corca, when affairs within and
without
began to culmimite.
Before narrating
these, we shall notice the political
system of the
.little kingdom.--Thc
power of the king, which
was formerly
absolute ow_r'ill his subjects, even
the high nobility, has been in recent year_ much
,curtailed.
The court etiquette is based onthat
in
_voguc in Peking.
The king's name must never
bc mentioned.
IIorscmen
must dismount
and
walk past the palace.
It is not allowcd to stamp
,tim coins with the royal effigy.
Whoever is admitted to audience must make many prostrations
before the throne.
No onenmst toucil the king's
person.
If, by accident,
this is done, the fact
_nust be madeknown
by the individual's
wearing
a thrcad
of red silk.
Nominally,
the king is
father
of his people, and must listen to their
petitions.
The ahn'm drum and box for requests
hangs in front of the palace and magistrates'
_fllces.
All re'iS" memorialize
or seek redress,
Gifts are made to the poor, the aged. and the
signally
virtuous.
Princes
of the blood lmvc
little or no power in government
affairs.
The
real power lies in the nobles, who are steadily in•creasing in influence, and who practically
fill and
control the highest offices.
A recent native cart¢ature represented
the king as the. head, the l)eOple as the legs and feet, and the nobles and high
_)fflci_ds as the breast and bclly.
The head, legs
and feet were shriveled and dried up, while the
.chest and stomach were bloated and full.
From
.nbove, these plunderers
of the people reduce the
royal prerogative
to nothing;
while below, thcy
suck the blood of the nation.
In choosing a suecessor on the throne, the king nominates one of
his own children,
if he has issue; if lie has nonc,
he cllooses an heir from one of the high noble,
families.--The
real govermncnt,
as in Japan, is
in the hands of thc three highest Dai-Jin (Gr(.at
)Imisters).
These are the premier, junior prime
minister of the left, junior prime minister of the
right.
The six boards of government
arc those
of civilservice,
finance, ceremonies,
war, justice',
and public works.
The beads of these departments rank next in order after the three chief

counselor.
These four grades,
chT_ng, paT_.tso,
t, am-pa_,, tsam.ei, including
in all twenty-one
officials called dai:)i_i, constitute
the supreme
council of the government.
'/'lie real authority,
however, is in the council of the three dai-jin of
the first rank; the eighteen others of lower rank
merely confirming or approving
the acts of their
superiors.
The beads of the six departments
and
their a._sistants are expectcd
to make a daily report of "dl affairs under their cognizance;
oecupying themselves with ro_ltine details, but referring all imp¢)rtaut questions
to the council
of
three.
There are also three chamberlains,
with
assistants, who daily record the acts and words
of the king; and three officers, who may be called
the clnefs of the royal police.--For
administrative
purposes, the country is divided into eight dS, or
circuits, three of which border
the sea of Japan,
and five the Yellow sea, the dividing
wall being
the range of mount-iins
that traverses the peniusula, and the area of each province
being usu_dly
one or more rivcr basins.
The royal or capital
province (King-ki de) is the central one on the
west coast.
The s(:o_.d,or c'tpital (Chinese, kil_g;
Japanese,
kh)). is Ilan-Yang,
on the Itau river,
about fifty miles h'om its mouth.
It is a walled
city of about 200,000 souls.
The entire population of Corea is estimated
at from 8,000,000
to 15,000.000,
its area including
about 80,000
square
miles.
Each province
has a kam,_a, or
governor.
The cities arc graded into six classes,
yi_, m_l, fu, 1,:ul_, lil_g and hh_n, and are governed
by officers of corresponding
rank.
There are
twelve ranks or dignities
in the official class.
The towns ale given in charge of thc pettymagistrates.
There 'ire few yla (secondary or former
national capitals) or mu (city ruled by au hereditary noble).
Thcf_l 1s the prcfectural
city.
Tim
k_)z and l_nq correspond
to the county scat, or
sub-prefecture,
(Chine:c, clww, oI chau; Japanese,
kele); and the Men being a district
or township.
There arc, in all, 332 districts.
The kam-sa, or
governor, resides at the province
capih_l.
Tllerc
arc also military
magistrates
in fortified
cities
near the capital, "rod at strategic points on thecoast and frontiers
In theory, any male Corean
able to pass the govermnent
examinations
is
eligible to oflicc; but tl)e greater number
of the
best positions are filled by the nobles.
The term
of office is two years.
The sal,tries seem to be
sufficient;
bnt the cxtravagances
required of men
in public station tcnd to grasping, bribery and
corruption.
Royal inspectors,
or "messengers
on the dark path," arc sent out h'om the capital
to investigate
_u_d report upon official abuse.
Civil matters are decided by the ordinary magistrate, who is judge and jury at once; criminal
cases are tried by the military
commandant.
Very important
questions
are referred
to the
governor
of the province;
the highest
court of
appeal
being ia the capital.
Accusations
of
treason, rebellion and malfeas'mce
in office, are
tried by a special court instituted
by tim king.

4ai jin, 'and each is assisted

In case of conviction

by a substitute,

and a

of treason,

the punishment
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extends to the family
of the traitor.
In consequencc of the indolence
and corruption
of the
magistrates,
much of the actual power of administration is held by two classes of men.
The first
of these, hereditary
in power and office, and cxelusive in social life and marriage,
usually secure
the clerical work jn the magistrate's
office, act as
his substitutes
and form a local influence of vast
power.
The other class, recruited
from the lowcst social grade, act as the police, messengers,
prison attendants,
torturers,
and servants
of the
ma_trate.
Torture is freely used to extort confession; beating
with paddles, rasping
the flesh
with ropes,
or suspension
by the arms, being
common.
Decapitation
is the common
method
of execution.--The
basis of education
and religion,
in Corea,
is the Confucian
system
of
ethics.
Buddhism
was formerly
prevalent,
but
can not now be said to be general.
Since the
present
dynasty
came into power, in 1392, the
system of ancestral worship,
and the doctrines of
Confucius,
mingled
with much Shamanistic
superstition,
has been the popular
anti official
religion.
The government
encourages
education
by nominally
making
fitness for nfficc depend
upon literary
qualifications.
Yearly
exarnin'ltions "ire held in the provinces and at the capital,
supei'vi_ing
commissioners
being chosen by the
supreme
council.
This system of competitive
examinations
is modeled after that of theChincsc,
but is less rigidly adhered
to, Three degrees are
bestowed,
the second fitting the receiver to fill
provincial
posts;
and the third, positions in the
court and capital.
Special schools of languages,
science, and useful arts, required
by tim governmeat, are established
in the capital, and are conducted by salaried
schohtrs, whose profession
is
hereditary.
These are illterpretcrs,
astronomers,
map makers,
physicians,
artists,
mechanicians,
scribes,
etc.
The annual embassy
which visits
Peking is usually composed of court officials, and
a large train of servants
and traders.
Besides
paying the tribute, which is now merely nominal,
they bring back the Chinese calendar,
the reception and adoption
of which by any nation
is an
acknowledgment
of Chinese supremacy.
The
almanac
is now almost the only burden which
China lays upon Corca.
That the relation of the
little kingdom
to her colossal neighbor
is now
that of ceremonial
only, has been amply proved;
since the Tsung-li
Yamen at Peking
has again
and again disavowed
allresponsibility
for Corea's
behavior,
to France,
Germany,
Japan
and the
United States.--The
Chi-chong
(or Ni) dynasty',
founded
in 1392, came to an cud in 1864, the
king Chul Chong dying without issue, and before
hc had nominated
an heir.
A desperate
intrigue
for the control of the throne now began, in which
many prominent
nobles to,_k part, especially the
three widows of the three kings who had reigned
in succession
since
1831.
The eldest of the
widows,
having
seized the royal seal and the
emblems,
was
the acknowledged
mistress
of
the situation.
Waiving
her preference
for her

nephew, she nominated
a boy, then twelve years
old, from one of the princely
families.
The
crafty father of this lad managed to secure possession of the royal seal, made himself the regent,
and held the government
with almost absolute
power until 1873, ruling with great cruelty and
rigor.
During this regency, the following events
took place: By the treaty of Peking, in 1860, the
Russian
possessions
extended
to the Tureen
river,
making
Corea's neighbor
on the north,
Russia, instead of China.
Russian vessels now
appeared
off the coast;
and the fear that the
Russians might force the long isolation of Corea
became a chronic fear.
Among the native Christians and the small minority who hoped for intercourse with Europe,
there was hearty joy when,
in January,
1866, a Russian
war vessel came to
Wen-san, on the northeast
coast, and demanded
that Corca be open to commerce,
while, at the
same time, a body of Russian troops crossed the
Tureen
to re-enforce
the demand.
The regent
refused the request,
but managed,
at the same
time, under pretense of friendship,
to draw from
their hiding places the l_h'ench missionaries.
The
Russians went away; and shortly after, the nine
Frenchmen
were tried and publicly
decapitated
near the river bank, in front of the capital.
A
fierce persecution
of the native
Christians,
or
"foreigner-Coreans,"
now broke out, ia which
several thousands wcre put to death.
About 5,000.
fled northward,
crossed the Tureen river, into Russian territory,
and are now living in settlements.
under Russian officials, priests and schoolmasters.
In August, 1866, the American
schooner
General
.Sherman entered
the Ping Yang river, on the
northwest
coast, on a trading
or semi-piratical
expedition.
How those on board met their deatl_
is not certainly
known,
but they were slain to
the last man, being probably mistaken for Frenchmen. In October, 1866, the French admiral Roze,
with seven ships and 1,000 men, made '_ descent
on Kang-hoa
island, at the mouth
of the river
leadiug to the capital, and captured the city, but,
after a week's stay, came away, accompli._hing
nothing of iml)ortance.
On the 8th of May, 1867,
the steamer
Cldlut, floating
the North
German
flag, and the tender Grehz, with a motley crew of
120 Chinese,
led by a German
named Oppert,
with capital furnished
by an American,
with _L
French
priest for a guide,
arrived
in Prince
Jerome gulf, about forty miles south of the capital.
Landing,
the party marched
inland,
and
attempted
to break into and rifle the familymausoleum of the regent, in order to seize the hones
and relics and hold them toransom.
The attempt
failed, and the rascals got off with only the loss
of one or two men.
This last was Oppcrt's
third
attempt
to enter and open Corea to trade.
The
United States government
sent the Wach_selt and
Shenandoah
to demand
redress, for the General
Sherman affair; but, no attention
being paid t_>
their request,
a small fleet was dispatched
in
1871 to Kang-Hoa,
having on board our minister
to China, l-Ion. F. F. Low, who was directed,
if"
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possible, to make a treaty.
After provokinghostilities by an armed survey of the Han river, the
forts were captured,
400 Coreans killed, and the
expedition
came away, accomplishing
nothing,
but "' wiping out the insult to our flag."
In 1875
the Japauese envoy Moriyama
secured a convention with Corea; but shortly afterward
the gunboat lfnyo Kuan was fired on by Coreans, the
Japanese
ship and uniform
being like that of
foreigners.
An assurance
from
Peking
that
China had nothing but ceremonial
relations with
Corea having
been secured by _krinori Mori, tlm
Japanese
government
sent an expedition (modeled
in detail after that of commodore
M. C. Perry
to Japan in 1854) under Kurodaandlnouy6;
and,
on Feb. 27, 1876, a treaty was made between the
two nations,
according
to principles
of international law: and, besides the exchange
and renewal of diplomatic
intercourse,
Gensan
and
Fusan were opened asports of trade and residence
to Japanese.
In 1880 another
unsuccessful
attempt was made by the United States to open relations with Corea, through commodore
R. W. Shufeldt, in the United States steamship
1_'conde_'oya.
Since 1873, when the young
king reached his
majority,
the drift of Corean opinion
has been
steadily
tending
toward a liberal policy, which
must finally bear fruit in bringing
Corea within the comity of nations.--The
best works on
Corea are in the Japanese language.
SeeDallet's
Ilgs_oire de l'Egl£_e de Corge, o_ vols., Paris, 1874;
Oppert's
A Forbidden
Land/
Ross' Core,a; and
Corea, tlvc Ilermit Nation, by W. E. Oriflis.
W. E. GnIFFm.
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From
the circumstance
of
corn forming, in England
amt most other countries, the principal
part of the food of the people,
the trade in it, and the laws by which the trade is
regulated, are justly looked upon as of the highest
importance.
But this is not the only circumstance that renders it necessary to enter at some
length
into the discussion
of this subjcct,
Its
difficulty
is at least .equal to its interest.
The
enactments
made at different periods with respect
to the corn trade, and the opinions
advanced
as
to their policy, have been so very various and
contradictory,
that it is indispensable
to submit
them to some examination,
and, if possible, to
ascertain
the principles which ought to pervade
this department
of commercial
legislation.--l,
HISTORICAL
SKETCH
OF TI_.E COI_-.N LAws.
For

low its natural level.
These are the conclusions
that immediately
suggest
themselves
upon this
subject;
and it requires a pretty extensive
experience, an attention to facts, and a hal)it of reasoning upon such topics, to perceivetheir
fallacy.
These, however,
were altogether
wanting
when
the regulations
affecting the corn trade began to.
be introduced
into Great Britain and other eountries.
They were framed
in accordance
with.
what were supposed to be the dictates of common,
sense; and their object being to procure as large
_ supply of the prime necessary of life as possible,
its cxportati,_n
w'_s either totally forbidden,
or
forbidden when the home price was above certain
limits.--The
principle
of absolute
prohibition
seems to have been steadily acted upon, as far as
the turbulence
of the period would admit, from,
the conquest to the year 1436, in the reign of
IIenry VI.; but at the last mentioned
period an
act was passed, authorizing
the exportatiou
of
wheat whenevel
the home price did not exceed
6s. 8d. (equal in amount of pure silver to los.
10_-d. present
money) per quarter,
and barley
wl_en the home price did not exceed 3s. 4d. In
1463 an additional
benefit was intended
to be
conferred on agriculture
by prohibiting
importation until the home price exceeded that at which.
exportation
ceaqed.
But the fluctuating
policy
of the times prevented
these regulation,
from
being carried into full effect, and, indeed, rcudered them in u great measure
inoperative.--la
addition
to the restraints
lakl on exportation,
it
lms been common in most countries to attempt to,
increase the supply of corn, not only by admitling
its unrestrained
importation
from abro'ul, but by
holding out cxtraordiaary
encouragement
to theimporters.
This policy has not, however, been
much followed
in Enghmd.
During
the 500.
years immediately
posterior
to the conquest, iraport'_tion w'ts substantially
free; but it was seldora or never promoted
by artificial means; and.
during the last century and a half it has, for the
most part, bcen subjcctcd
to severe rcstlictions.-Besides attempting
to lower prices byl)rohibiting
exportation,
our ancestors
attempted
to lower
them by proscribing
the trade carried on by corn.
dealers.
This most useful class of persons were
looked upon with suspicion
by every one.
The
agriculturists
concluded
that they would be able
to sell their produce at higher priccs to the consumers, were the corn dealers out of the way:
while the consumers concluded that the profits of

a long time the regulations
with respect to the
corn trade were principally
intended
to promote
abundance
and low prices.
But though the purpose was laudable, the means adopted for accomplishing it had, for the most part, a directly opposite effect.
When a count D" exports
corn, it
seems, at first sight, as if nothing
could do so
much to increase her supplies as the prevention of
exportation;
and even in countries
that do not
export,
its prohibition
seems to be a prudent
measure,
and calculated
to prevent
the supply
from being diminished,
upon any emergency,
be-

the dealel_ were made at their expensc;
and.
ascribed the dearths that were then very prevalent
entirely to the practices of the dealers, or to their
buying up corn and withholding
it from market.
These notions,
which have still a considerable
degree of influence,
led to various enactments,
paa'ticularly
in the reign of Edward
VI., by
which the freedom of the internal corn trade wa_
entirely suppressed.
The elgjrossi_v,j of corn, or
the buying of it in one market with intent to sell
it again in another, was made an offense punishable by imprisonment
and the pillory;
and no.
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one was allowed to car D" corn froln one part to
.another without
a license, the privilcgc
of grantmg which was confded
by a statue
of Elizabeth
to the quarter
sessions.
But 'as tile principles
of
.commerce
came to be better understood,
the irapolicy of these rcstraints gradual ly grew more and
_ao,'e obvious.
They were considc,'ably
modified
in 167,4; and in 1663 the engrossing
of corn was
dcchrcd
to be legal so long as the price (lid not
exceed 48s. per qu'_rtcr (15 Ch. II., c. 7); an act
which, as Ad,_m Smilh has justly observed,
has
with all its imperfections
done more to promote
plenty thazl auy other law in t_,: statuzc
book.
In ][773 the last remnant of the &gi._lat_ce enactmeats restraining
the freedom
of the internal
_cor_l dcalc,'s was cntircly
repealed.
But
the
_agrossing
of corn has, notwilhstandin$,
been
since hehI to be an offense at common
hw; and
so late as 1800, a corn dealer was convicted
of
_his im_ginalT
crime.
He w_Ls not, however,
brought
up for judgment;
and it is not very
3ikcly tibet a_y similar case will ever again occupy
the "_ttcntion of the courts,--Theacts
of 1436 and
1463, regulating
the prices when exportation
was
-:allowed and when importation
was to cease, con,tinued, nominally
at least, in force till 1562, when
the prices at which exportation,
might take place
were extended to 10s. for wheatand
6s. 8d. for barIcy. But a new principle--that
of imposing duties
on exportation--was
soon after introduced;
and
in 1571 it was enacted
that wheat might
be cxported, paying a duty of 2s. per quarter, and barley and other groin a duly of ls. 4d., whenever
the
home price of wheat did not excccd 20s. per quartcr, anti barley and malt 1'2s. At the restoration
lhe limit at which exportation
might take place
was very much cxtendcd;
but as the duty on cxportation was, at the same time, so very high as to
_be almost prohibitory,
the extension was of little or
no service to the agriculturists.
Thisview
of the
matter seems to have been speedily taken by the
.legislature;
for in 1663 the high duties on cxportatinn
were taken off, and an ad valorcm duty
imposed in their stead, at the same time that the
limit of exportation
was extended.
In 1670 a
.still more decided
step was taken in favor of
-agriculture;
an act being then passed which extended the exportation
price to 53s. 4d. per quarter for wheat,
and other grain
in proportion,
imposing
at tlle same timc prohibitory
duties on
the importation
of wheat till the price rose to
53s. 4d., and a duty of 8s. between that price and
SOs. But the real cffects of this act were not so
great as might have been antieipatcd.
The cxtension of the limit of exportation
was rendered
comparatively
nugatory
in consequence
of the
continuance
of the duties on exportation
caused
by the necessities of the crown; while the want of
any proper method for the determination
of prices
went farto nullify the prohibition
of importation,
--At the accession of William
III. a new system
was adopted.
The in(crests
of agriculture
were
then looked upon as of paramount
importance;
_nd to promote them, not onlywcre
the duties on
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exportation
totally abolished,
but it was encouraged by the grant of a bou_ty of 5s. on every
quarter of wheat exported,
while the price continned at or below 48s. ; of 2¢. 6d. on every quartel" of barley or malt, while, their respective prices
did not exceed 24._. : and of 3s. 6d. (m every quarter of rye, when its price (lid not exceed 32s.
(1
Win. and 5Iary, c. 12.) A bou_lty of 2_. 6d. per
quarter was subsequently
given upon |he exportation of o:tts and oatmeal, when the price of the
former did not exceed 15s. per quarter.
]mport'L(ion continued
to be regulated
by the act of 1670.
--3[ueh diversity of opit_ion h.ls been entertai_ed
with respect to the policy of the bounty.
'l'hat It
was intended
to raise the pri_.c of corn is clear,
from thewords
of the statute, _vhicb st:_tes " that
the exportation
of corn and gr:lin into forei_'n
parts, whe_ tl_e price thereof [,_at a lozo rate ia this
ki_gdom, hath been a great advantage
not only to
the owners of land, but to the trade of the kingdora in gestural; therefore,"
etc.
But admitting
this to have been its object, it has been contended
that 1he low priccs which prevailed
during the
first half of last century show th.lt its ,'eal effect
was precisely the reverse;
and that, by extending
tillage, it contributed
to reduce prices.
It will be
afterward
slmwn that this could not really be the
case; and the fall of prices may be sulficiently
accounted
forby the improvedstate
of'tgriculture,
the gradual
consolidation
of farms, the diminntion of sheep husbandry,
ctc., combined with the
slow increase of the population.
In point of fact,
too, prices had begun to give way 30 years before
the bounty was granted,
and the fall was equally
great in France, where, instead of exportation
beingencouraged
by a bount,y, it was ahnost entirely
prohibited,
and in most other continental
states.
(For proofs of what is now staled, see the article
"Corn Laws," in the new edition of the Encyc.
Brit.)--With
some few exceptions,
there was,
during the first 66 years of last ccntuD', a large
export of corn from England.
In 1750 the wheat
exported
amounted
1o 947,000 qmlrtcrs;
and the
total bounties paid during the 10 years from 1740
to 1751 reached the sum of £1,515,000.
:But the
rapid inc,'eascof
population
subsequently
to 1760,
and particularly
after the peace of Paris, in 1763,
when thc commerce
and manufactures
of the
country were extended
in an mJpreccdented
degree, gradu'dly
reduced this excess of cxportatio,,
and occasio_mlly, indeed, inclined the b_danc:_ the
other way.
This led to severalsus
cn_ions of lhe
restrictions
on importation;
and atlength,
in 1773,
a new act was framed, by which
foreign wheat
was allowed to be imported
on paying a nominal
duty of 6d. whenever
the home price was at or
above 48s. per quarter, and the bounty and exporration were together to cease when the pr,ce was
at or above 44s.
The bounty amounted
to 5s. on
every quarter of wheat; 2s. 6d. on every quarter of
barley;
3s. 6d. on ever)- quarter of rye; and 2s. 6d.
on every quarter of oats.
This statute
also permittcd the importation
of corn at any price, duty
free, in ord.er to be ag,in exported,
providedx(
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were in the meantime
lodged
under the joint
locks of the king and the importcr.--The
prices
when exportation
w_,s to cease by thisact
seem to
have been fixcd too low ; and, as Xdam Smith has
observed, there appears t_good deal of impropriely
in prohibiting
exportation
altogether
the moment
it attained
the limit '_vhcn the bounty given to
force it was withdrawn;
yet, with all these defeels, the act of 1773 was a material improvement
on the former system, and ought not to have been
altered unless to give greater freedom to the trade,
--The
idea that this law must, when en:teted,
lmve been injurious
to the agriculturist%
seems
altogether
illusory:
the permission
Io iml)ort foreign gr.dn, when the home price rose to t, madcrate height, certainly
prevented
their realizing
exorbitant
profits
in dear years, at the expense
of the other classes; and prevented
an ummtural
proportion of the capital of the country from being
turned toward agriculture.
But aq the limit at
which importation
at a nominal duty was allowed
was fixed a good deal above the average price of
the reign of George II., _t can not be nmintained
that it had any tendency to reduce previous prices,
which is the only thing that could lmvc discouragcd agriculture:
and, in fact, no such reduction
took plaee.--It
is true that but for this act England would not have imporled
so much foreign
t;rain in the interval between 1773and 1791. This
l.uportation,
however,
was not a consequence
of
the decline of agriculture;
for it is admitted
that
every branch
of rural economy
was more iraproved
in that period tlma in the whole of the
l)_'eccding century;
but arose entirely from a still
mo,e rapid increase of the manufacturing
population, and hence of the effective demand for corn.
In 1772 the balance on the side of wheat imported
amounted
to 18,515 quarters;
and in 1773, 1774
aud 1775, all years of great prosperity,
the 1)alance
was re1T umch increased.
But the loss of a great
part of England's
colonial possessions,
the .,,tagnation
of commerce,
and diiliculty of obtaining
eml)h)yment,
occasioned
by the American
war,
diminished
the consumption;
and this, cmnbined
with unusually
productive
harvests, rendered the
balance high on the side of exportation
in 1778,
1779 and 1780. In 1783 and 1784 the crol)s were
unusually
deficient, and considerable
importations
took place, but in 1785, 1786 and 1787 the cxports again exceeded the imports;
and it was m)t
till 1788, when she had fully recovered from the
effects of the American war, and when manufacturing improvements
were carried on with extr'_ordinary
spirit,
that the mlports
permanently
t_verbalanced
the cxports.--Her
growing wealth
-and commercial
prosperity
had thus, by increasmg tim population
and enabling
individuals
to
consume
additional
quantities
of food, caused
the home supply of corn to fall somewhat
short
of the demand;
but it must not, therefore, be coneluded that agriculture
had not at the same time
been very greatly meliorated.
"The average an.
nualproduce
of wheat," saysMr. Comber, "at the
beginmng
of the reign of George III. (i760), was
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about 3,800,000 quarters, of which about 300,000
had been sent out of the kingdom, leaving about
3.500,000 for llome consumption.
In 1773 the
produce of wheat was stated in the house of cammons to bc 4,000,000 quarters, of which the whole,
and above 100,000 imported,
were consumed
in
the kingdom.
In 1796 the consumption
was
stated by h)rd lIawkesbury
to be 509,000 quarters
per month,
or 6,000,000
quarters
ammally,
of
which ab(mt 180,000 were imported;
showing' an
increased
produce in about 20 years of ],820,0(D
quarters,
lliscvidcnt,
therefl)re, not only th:tt no
defalcation
of produce had taken place in tensequence of the cessation of exl)ortalion,
as has been
to() lightly assumed from tim occasional necessity
of importation,
lint that it had increased with the
augmentation
of our commerce
and mauufaclures."
(Comber
on National
Sub_|-lence,
p.
180.)--These
cstunates are, no doubt, very loose
and unsatisfactory;
but the fact of a great in.
ere:lse of produce having taken place is uuquestionable.
In a report tD, a committee of the hou_e
of eoum|ons on the s ate of the zcaste l,z_,d.,.,drawn
up in 1797, the number of "tcts passed for inelo._.
ing, and the number of aerrs inclosed, in the following reigns, are thus stated: Iu the reign of
queen Anue, 2 acts, 1,439 ac|es; reign of George I.,
16acts, 17,960acres;
reign of Georgcl].,
226acts,
318,778 acres; reign of George III. to 1797, 1,5:-_2
acts, °,804,197 aercs.--It
deserves parlicuhn' nolice, tlmt from 1771 to 1791, both il_cluq_ e, tl._.
period during wldch the g|'e.ttcr mmfl_cr of |lwst_
improvements
were effected, tln,_e w,,s no risc, of
prices.--The
l,mdholders,
howew'r, cmfld not bm
consider the liberty of imt)ortaliougranted
1)y II_e
act of 1773 as injurious
to their interest,,, innsmuch as it prcvemcd
prmes from ri<ing with the
increased
demand.
A ehunor,
therefore,
was
raised against that law, and in addition to tiffs
iutc|'ested fcelin.,4, a dread of becoming habitually
dependent on foreign supplies operatvd on many,
and produced a pretty..,,_eneral acqu_es(.c_c(,i_
the
act of 1791. By this act the price when iml)ortation eouht t:_ke pla('e from aln'o'_d at the low
duty of 6d. wa,, raised to 54s., under 54s aml
above 50s. a middle duly of 2_. 6d., "rod under
50s. a prohibiting
duly of 2,is. 3d. w;is cxigible.
The bounty continued as before, and exporhltion
without bounty was allowed
to 46s.
It was aN(>
enacted that foreign wheat might be iml)orted.
stored under the king's lock, and ,lgain exportrd
free of duty; but if sold for home con._uml)tion, it
bceaIne liable to a warehouse
duty of 2s. lid. in
t_ddition to the or(hm_ry duties pt_yable 'it the
time of sale.--In
1797 the bank of England
obtained an exemption
from paying in specie, and
the consequent
facility of obt'dning
discounts
and getting
a command
of capmd, whmh this
measure occasioned,
gave afresh stimulusto
agriculture, the efficacy of which was most powerfully assisted by the scarcity and high prices of
1800 and 1801. Inasmuch, however, as the prices
of 1804 would not allow the cultivation
of the
poor soils, which had been broken up m the dear
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years,tobe continued,a new corn law was loudly ommended in theirreport (May 11,1818)a very
.calledfor by the farmers,and passed in 1804. .greatincreaseof the pricesat which'exportation
This law imposed a prohibitoryduty of _J_.s.
3d. was allowable,
and when importationfreeof duty
per quarteron allwheat imported when thehonle might takeplace. This recommendation was not,
pricewas at or below 68s.; between 63s.and 66s. however, adopted by _he house; but the factof
a middle duty of 2s.6d. was paid,and above 66s. itshaving been made when the h()me pricewas at
a nominal duty of 6d. The price at which the least11°s.per quarter displayed a surprisingsobounty was allowed on exportationwas extended licitude
to exclude.foreigners
from allcompetition
to 50s.,and exportationwithout bounty to 54s. with the home growers.--The wish to lessenthe
By the act of 1791 the maritime countiesof Eng- dependence of the country on foreign supplies
land were divided into 12 districts,
importation formed the sole ostensiblemotive by which the
.and exportationbeing regulatedby the particular committee of 1813 had been actuated in propospricesof each; but by the act of 1804 they were ing an alterationin the actof 1804. :But after
regulated,in England by the aggregateavera(je
of the fallof priceinautumn, 1813,and in the early
the maritime districts,
and in Scotland by the ag- partof 1814,itbecame obvious,on comparing the
gregateaverageof the:fourmaritime dist,'icts
into previouspriceswith those of the continent,that
which itwas divided. The averages were taken without an alteration
of the law in questionthis
four times a year,so that the ports could not be dependence would be a good deal increased;that
.open or shut for lessthan three months. This a considerableextent of such poor lands as had
manner of ascertainingpriceswas modifiedinthe been brought into cultivationduring the high
:followingsession; itbeing then fixedthatimpor- priceswould be again thrown intopasturage;and
tation,both in :Englandand Scotland,should be thatthe rentswould be lowered. These conseregulatedby the average priceof the 12 maritime quencesalarmed the landlordsand occul_ers;and
•districts
of Eng]and._In 1805 the crop was very in the earlypart of the sessionof 1814 a seriesof
considerablydeficient,
and the average priceof resolutions
were voted by thehouse of commons,
that year was about 22s.per quarter above the declaringthatitwas expedienttorepealthebounprice atwhich importation was allowed by the ty,to permit the free exportationof corn, what.actof 1804. As the depreciationof paper corn- ever might be the home price,and to impose a
pared with bullionwas at thattime onlyfour per graduated scale of duties on the importationof
cent.,the high priceof thatyear must have b_en foreign corn. Thus, foreign wheat imported
principallyowing to tilenew law preventingim- when the home pricewas ator under 64s. was to
portation from abroad tillthe home price was pay a duty of PAs.;when ator under 65s.a duty
high, and then fetteringmercantile operations, of 23s.;and so on until the home price should
aml to the formidable obstacleswhich thewar .reach86s.,when the duty was reduced to ls.,at
threw in the way of importation.
In 1806, 1807
which sum it became stationary.
Corn imported
and 1808, the depreciation
of p._p:r was nearly 3 from Canada, or from the othcr Bi'iti._h colonies
per cent. ; and the price of wheat in those years
in ,North America, was to pay one-half the duties
being generally
from 66s. to75s., the importations
on other corn.
As soon as these lesolutions
had
were but small.
Several
impolitic restraints
had
been agreed to, two bills founded
on them--one
been for a long time inlposed on the frec importsfor regulating
the importation
of foreign corn,
tion and exportation
of corn between
Great Britand another for the repeal of the botmty, and for
_in and Ireland, but they were wholly abolished
permitting
unrestricted
exportation--were
introin 1806; and the act of that year (46 Gee. III., c. duced.
Very little attention
was paid to the last
'97), establishing
a free trade in corn between the
of these bills; but the one imposing
fresh duties
two great divisions
of the empire, was not only
on importation
encountered
a very keen opposia wise and proper measure in itself, but has pewtion.
The manufacturers
and every class not di-crfully contributed
to promote the general advanrectly supported
by agriculture,
stigmatized
it as
rage.
From autumn,
1808, to spring, 1814, the
an unjustifiable
attempt artificially to keep up the
depreciation
of the currency
was unusually
great;
price of food, and to secure excessive
rents and
and several mops in that interval
being likewise
large profits to the landholders
and farmers at th_
deficient, the price of corn, influenced
by both
expense of the consumers.
Meetings
were very
causes, rose to a surprising
height.
At that time
generally
held, and
resolutions
entered
into,
no vessel could be laden in any continental
port
strongly expressive
of this sentiment,
and dwell.
for England without purchasing
a license, and the
ing on the fatal consequences
which, it was affreight
and insurance
were at least five times as firmed, a continuance
of the high prices would
high as duringpeace.
But the destruction
of Nahave on manufactures
and commerce.
This depoleon's
anti-commercial
system, in the autumn
termined
opposition,
coupled with the indecision
of 1813, having increased
the facilities of importaof ministers, and perhaps, too, with an expect_
lion. a large quantity of corn was poured into the
tion on the part of some of the landimlders
that
kingdom;
and in 1814 its bullion price fell below
prices would rise _rithout any legislative interferthe price at which importation
was allowed.--Beeuce, caused the miscarriage
of this bill.
The
fore this fall of price, a committee of the house of
other bill, repealing
the bounty,
and allowing an
commons
had been appointed
to inquire into the
_anlimited freedomof
exportation,
was pus.ned into.
state of the laws affecting the corn trade, and roe.
a law.--Committees
had been appointed
in 1814,
-_-
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by bothhouses
of parliament,
to examine evidence
and reporL on the st',te of the corn trade; and, in
consequence,
a number of the most eminent agriculturists
were examined.
The witnesses
were
unanimous

in this only : that the protecting

prices
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the act of 1815, at which importation
could take
place for home consumption,
to the following
sums, viz:
For Cornl'osse_sions[nrltish
not of thel For Corn
of the
British
l'ossesslons

in the act of 1804 were insufficient
to enable the
farmers to make good the engagements
into which
they had subsequently
entered,
and to continue
tile cultivation
of the inferior lands lately brought
under tillage.
Some of them thought
that 120s.
should be fixed as the lowest limit at which the

] inNorth America:l m North .¢_memca.
per quarter,
per qua_.ter.
Wheat ................
70_.
5%.
Rye, peas
andbeans
.
46_.
39s.
B_.rlcy,bear, or bigg.. I
35_.
_
30s.
oats ................
I
25s.
!
_0_.

importation
of wheat free of duty should be allowed; others varied from 90s. to 100s., from 80s.
to 90s. and a few from 70s. to 80s.
The general
opinion, however,
seemed to be that 80s. wouht
suffice; and as prices continued
to decline, a set
of resolutions
founded on this assumption
were
submitted
to the house of commons by )Ir. Robinson, of the board of trade (afterward
lord Ripon); and having been agreed to, a bill founded
_on them was, after a very violent opposition,
carricd in both houses, by immense
majorities,
and
finally passed into a law (55 Geo. III., c. 26). According
to this act all sorts of foreign corn, meal
or flour might
be imported
at all times free of
4uty
into any port of the United
Kingdom,
in
order to be warehoused;
but foreign corn was not
permitted to be imported for home consumption,
except
when the average
prices of the several
sorts of British corn were as follows:
viz.,whc._t,
80s. per quarter;
rye, peas, and beans, 53s., barl(,y, bear, or bigg, 40s.; and oats, 26s.; and all
importationof
corn from any of thc British planta.
_ions in North
America
w'ls forbidden
except
when the average home prices were at or under-wheat, 67s. per quarter;
rye, peas, and beans, 44_. ;
barley, bear, or bigg, 33s.; and oats, _2s.--The
agriculturists
confidently
expected
that this act
would immediately
raise prices, and render them
steady at about 80s.
But, for reasons which will
be afterward
stated, these expectations
were entirely disappointed;
and a more ruinous fluetualion of prices took place during the period it was
in existence than in any prewous
period of her
recent history.
In 1821, when prices had sunk
"very low, a committee of the house of commons
was appointed
to inquire into the causes of the
depressed state of agriculture,
and to report their
observations
thereon.
This committee
after examining a number of witnesses, drew up a report,
which, though not free from error, is a valuable
document.
It contains
a forcible exposition
o_
the pernicious
influence
of the law of 1815, of
which it suggested
several important
modificalions.
These,
however,
were not adopted;
and
as the low prices, arid consequent
distress of the
agriculturists,
continued,
the subject was brought
under the consideration
of parliament
in the followingycar.
After a good deal of discussion,
a
new act was then passed (Z Geo, I¥., c. 60) _l_ich
enacted, that, after prices had risen to the limit of
free importation
fixed by the act of 1815, that act
was to cease and the new statute to come into operation.
This statute
lowered the prices fixed by

But, in order to prevent any violent oscillation
of
prices from a large supply of grain being suddenly thrown into the market, it was enacted that
a duty of 17s. per quarter should be laid on all
wheat imported
from foreign countries,
during
the first three months after the opening of the
ports, if the price was between 70s. and 80s. per
quarter, and of 12s. afterward;
that if the price
was between
80s. and 85s., the duly should be
10s. for the first three months, and 5s. afterward;
and that if the price should exceed 85s., the duty
should be constant at ls. ; and lIroportionally
for
other sorts of grain.--This
_ct, by preveming
importation
until the home price ro._e to 70s., and
then loading
the quamities
imported
between
that limit and the limit of 85s wilh heavy duties,
was certainly more favor, tblc to the views of the
agriculturists
than the act of 1815. But, unluckily for them, the prices of no species of corn,
except barley, were sufficiently high, while 1his
act existed, to bring it into openLtion.--In
1825
11_efirst approach was made to a better system by
1)ermitting the importation
of wheat from British
zNorth America, without
reference to the price at
home, on payment of a duty of 5s. per quarter.
But this act was passed with difficult)', and was
limited to one year's duration.--Owing
to the
drought
that prevailed
during
the summer
of
1826, there was every prospect
tlmt there would
be a great deficiency in the crops of that year;
and in order to prevent the disastrous
consequenccs that might have taken place, had importation been prevented until the season was too far
advanced for bringing
supplies from the great
corn markets in the north of Europe, his majesty
was authorized to admit 500,000 quarters of foreign wheat on payment
of such duties as the
order in council for its importation
should declare.
And when it was ascertained
that the crops of
oats, peas, etc., were greatly below an average,
ministcrsissued
an order in council, on their own
responsibility,
on Sept. l, authorizing
the immediate importatmn
of oats on payment of a duty
of 2s. 2d. per boll; and of ITe, peas and beans
on payment of a duty of 3s. 6d. per quarter.
_.
considerable
quamity of oats was imported under
this order, the timely apl)carancc
of which had
undoubtedly
a very considerable
effect in millgating the pernicious
consequences
arising from
tile deficiency of that spcci(,s of gr_,in. Ministers
ohtained an indemnity
for flds order on the subsequent meeting of parliament.
-- Nothing could
more strikingly
evince the impolicy of the acts
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t
of 1815 and 18_°2 than the necessity,
under which
the legislature
and government
had becu placed,
of pa_ing
the temporal T acts and issuing tim
orders referred to.
The mo,'e intelligent
portion
of the agriculturists
began, at length, to perceive
thai the corn laws were not really calculated
to
produce the advantages
that they had anticipated;
and a conviction
that inc,'cased
facilities
should
be given to iinportation
became general throughout the country.
The same conviction made considerable progress in the house of commons;
so
much so, that several members
who supported
the measures adopted in 1815 'rod 1822_expressed
themselves
satisfied that the principlc
of cxclusion had been carried
too far, and that a more
liberal system shouhl be ad.ptcd.
]_linistershaving participated
in these sentiments,
3Ir. ('am_itlg
moved a series of resolutions,
as the foundation
of a new corn law, on March 1, 1827, to the effect
that foreign corn might always be imported,
free
of duty, in order to be warehous:'d;
and that it
should always be admissible
for home consumption upon payment of certain duties.
Thus, in the
instance of wheat, it was resolved that, when the
home price was at or above 70s. per quarter, the
duly should be a fixed one of ls. ; and that for every
shilling that the price fell below 70s. a duty of 2s.
should be imposed;
so that when the price was at
69s. the duty on importation
was to be 2s., when at
68s. the duty was to be ,is., and so on. Tim limit
at which the constant duty of ls. per quarter was
to take place in the case of barley was originally
fixed at 37s. ;butit was subsequently
raised to40s.,
the duty increasing by ls. 6d. for every ls. when
the price fell below that limit•
Thelimit
at which
the constant
duty of ls. pet' quarter was to take
place in ease of oats was originally
fixed at 28s. ;
but it was subsequently
raised to 33s., the duly
increasing
tit the rate of ls. per quarter for eve1T
shilling that the price fell below tlmt limit.
The
duty on colonial wheat was fxed at 6d. per quarter when the home price was above 65s.; and
when the price was under that sum the duty was
constant
at 5s.; the duties on other descriptions
of colonial grain were similar.
These resolutions
were agreed to by a large majority;
and a bill
founded
on them
was subsequently
carried
through
the house of commons.
Owing, however, to the change of ministers,
which took place
iu the interim, several peers, originally
favorable
to the bill, and some, even, who assisted
in its
preparation,
saw reason
to become among its
most violent opponents;
and a clause moved by
the duke of Wellington,
interdicting
all importation of foreign corn until the home price exceeded
66s., having been carried
in the lords, ministers
gave up the bill, justly considering
that such a
clause was entirely subversive
of its principle.-A new set of resolutions
with respect to the corn
trade
were brought
forward
in 1828 by hIr.
Charles
Grant (afterward
lord Glenelg).
They
were founded
on the same principles
as those
which had been rejected during the previous
session.
But the duty was not made to vary equally,

as in Mr. Canning's resolutions,
with every equa!
variation of _)rice; it being 23s. 8d. when the lmme
price was 64s. the imperial quarter, 16s, 8d. when
it was 69s., and is. only when it was at or above
73s.
After a good deal of debate
]_lr. Grant's
resolutions
were carried,
and embodied
in the
act 9 Gee. :IV., c. 60.--The
crops having
been
deficient in 1829 and 1830, there was a large iraportation
of corn in these years, its average price
being at the same time about 65s. per quarter.
But the crops from 1831 to 1836 having becu more
than usually abundant,
importation
almost wholly
ceased, and thc price of wheat sunk in 1835 to 39s.
4d. per quarter, being less titan it had been in any
previous year since' 1776. Ill consequence
of this
succession
of good harvests
and low prices, the
corn laws ceased for awhile to attract an 3- considerable portion of the public attention,
and an
impression began to gain ground that the improvemeat of agriculture
was so rapid that, despite the
increase of population,
and the existence of the
corn laws, prices in ]England would fall to about.
the level of those of the continent.
But the cycle
of favorable
seasons having terminated
in 1837,
the crops of that and the succeeding
five years
were considerably
deficient;
so much so that
pri_.es rose in 18'_9 to 70s. 8d. per quarter, the iraportations
in th'tt and the three following
years
being also very lal_e.
This increase in the price
of corn, combined with the depressed state of tbe
commerce of the count_ T, originating
in the pccuniary revulsion
in the United States and other
causes, again attracted
a great deal of attention
to the corn laws; and the oppressive
m,_gnitude
and injurious
operation
of the duties were very
strongly animadverted
upon at public meetings
in the manufacturing
towns and elsewhere.
An
association, denominated
the anti-corn lawleague,
originally
founded in Lancashire,
but which subsequently extended its ramifications
to most parts
of the country, was set on foot for the express
purpose
of keeping
up an incessant
agitation
against the corn laws, which, in consequence
of
these
concurring
circumstances,
were assailed
with greater bitterness
than ever.
The imporlance of the subject at length forced it on the
attention
of government,
and in 1841 ministers,
actuated
partly by a sense of the mischievous
influence of the sliding scale, and partly by a wish
to strengthen
their declining
popularity,
brought,
forward a plan for remodeling
the corn laws, by
repealing
the sliding scale and imposing
in its
stead a constant duty of 8s. per quarter on wheat,
and in proportion
on other grain.
But, having
no majority in parliament,
ministers were obliged
to resort to a dissolution;
and their proposal having, notwithstanding
its moderation,
excited the
greatest apprehensions
among the agriculturists,
without
being very warmly
supported
by the
other classes,
a new parliament
was returned,
which gave a decided majority to the opposition,
I,t was, nevertheless,
felt on all hands to be necessary to make some consid_able
change in the
existing
law, and in 1842, ". measure
was intro-
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duced in that view by Sir Robert Peel, w-hich
was subsequently
passed into a law, 5 Vict., 2nd
sess., c. 14.--Unfortunately,
however, this measure, like that by which it was preceded,
was
hottomed
on the prim:iple of making the duties
varywith
ttle variations in the price of corn; and
though the duties were decidedly less oppressive
than those imposed by the 9 Gee. IV., c. 60, still
they were in no or(linary de_'cc ohjcetionable,
as
well from their two great mag_Jitude "_sirom their
adding to the natur'_l insecurity of the corn trade,
and increasing
the chances and severity of fluetuations.
It is not, therefore,
to be wondered
at
that the new measure gave but little satisfaction,
Instead of being abated, the agitation "rod clamor
against the corn laws continued
progressively
to
gain strength;
and tile conviction
began at the
same time gradually
to extend itself among many
of those by whom these l'tws had hitherto
becn
supported,
that furthcr modilications
would have
to be made in them, and that they might 1)e
made without
inflicting
alJy very serious injury
upon agriculture.--This
conviction
was greatly
strengthened
by the result
of the iml)ortant
changes made by Sir Robert Pecl in the tariff in
1842, and more especially
by those which had
reference
to the importation
of live cattle and
fresh provisions.
These had previously
been
prohibited:
but the minister
proposed ttmt this
prohibition
should he rcpcaled,
and that their
importation
should be permittcd under reasouablc
duties.
This proposal,
when iirst brought
forward, excited the grcatest apprehensions
among
the farmers and graziers, and was followed hy an
immcdiate
fi_ll in the price of cattle,
l_lappily,
however,
the measure
was carried,
and it was
speedily discovered
that thcre was no such difference between tile l)riccs of catllc of the samc quality here "rod in the adjacent
parts of the continent
as had been supposed;
and that the fears entertained
by agriculturists
of the appro._clfing ruin
of the businesses of breeding
"rod grazing wcre
altogcthcr
visionary and unfounded.
The expericnce afforded by the reduction
and subsequent
abolition of tile dutyon
_ool was exactly similar,
Instead of being injured, the interests of tllc British sheep farmers have been most materially
prometed by these measures;
tile dentand for homegrown wool having becn rendered
eoml)arativc]y
steady, and its price considerably
incrcascd
by
the powerful
stimulus
which the change, in the
duty on foreign wool gave to the woolen nmnufacture.--In
the following
year, that is, in 1843,
a measure was "tdopted which m_(le a wide breach
in the corn laws.
In 1_¢42the legislature
of Canada passed a law imposing a duty of 3s. per quarter on all wheat imported into the province, unless
from the United Kingdom,
statingin
the preamble
to this act that it was passed in the expectation
and belief that a corresponding
reduction
would
be made in the duties on wheat and wheat flour
imported into the United Kingdom
from Canada.
And conformably
to this anticipation,
the act 6
arid 7 ¥iet., c. 29, passed in the course of 1843,
42
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reduced the duty o,lwheat importedfrom
Canada
to ls. per quarter, and proportionally
on wheat
flour.
This act met with much opposition
from
a part of the agricultural
interests
in England,
who contended
that it wouhl
lead to the introduetion of unlimited
supplies of corn from the
United States at a (iutv of only 4s. per quartcr,
or, allowing for smuggling,
at perhaps
only half
that amount.
But experience
showed that these
anticipatioI_s
were not likely to be realized ; for,
though tim imports from Canada wcrc materially
incrcssed, the ohstaeles in the way of the importation of corn from the United States into Canada,
and the daagcr and expense of the voyagc front
)[ontreal
or Quebec to Enghmd,
must neec.-sarily
have l)revent(,d
the importation
through
this
channel from ever becoming of much iml)ortan(.e.
Still, however,
the measure
was in so far an
abandonment
of the corn laws; and if she was
justified
in admitting
the produce of the United
Statcs to her markets in this imlireet way, it was
uot easy to discover
satisfactory
grounds
on
which to cxclu(ie the produce of other states.-The success of the mea.-urcs adopted
in 1842
enc¢_uraged Sit' Robert Pccl to attempt still more
considerablc
changes iu lS45, when hc totally
abolished
the customs duties on no fewer than
420 different articles, some of which were of very
eonsider.lble
intportance.
The measures
then
adopted
were equivalent,
in fact, to the virtual
abandonment
of the i)rotcctivc systcm; and under
such circumstanccs
it could no(, be expected that
the corn laws, on which so serious an im'oad had
heen madc by the Canada act, wouhl bc able to
maintain
their place on the st.ltute book for any
very lengthened
period--They
mi_h_, however,
have been continued
for some time longer, lind
not the unsatisfactory
corn harvest, and the failure of the potato crop of 1845, made it necessary
to adopt measures
for averting
the anticipated
deficiency
in the supplies of food.
Under thc
critical circumstances
in which
the popult_tion
was then believed to bc placed, |he temporary
suspension
of the corn ]a_s could hardly have
been avoided;
but if once suspcudcd,
their recnactment
would have been tdl but iml_ossibh,,
and it was 1)etter by at once 1)roviding for their
repeal to nlake an end of the system, and of the
dissatisfaction
and agitation to whi(:h it had _ivcn
birth, than to endeavor to continue it in an) modifled shape.
Such was the view of the nmtter
taken by Sir Robert Pccl, and he forlunately
succeeded, despite difficulties that none else could
have overcome, in carryil_g the act 9 -.nd 10 Vict.,
c. 22, for the immediate modification
of the corn
laws, and for their total repeal at the end of three
years, or on Feb. 1, 1849. --II.
PRINCIPLES OF
THE COliN LAWS.--1. l,,Ivr_al Corn Trade.
It is
needless to take up the reader's time by cndcavoring to prove by argument
the. adwmtage of allowing the free convcyance
of corn from one province
to another.
Every one sees that this is indispensable, not only to tile equal distribution
of the
supplies of food over a country, but to enable tlm
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inhabitants
of those districts that are best fitted for
the raising and fattening
of cattle, sheep, etc., to
addict
themselves
to these or other necessary
occupations
not directly connected
with the pro
duetion
of corn.
We shall, therefore,
confine
the few remark_
we h'tve to m'lke on this subject to the consideration
of tim influence
of the
speculations
of the English
corn merchants
in
buying
up corn in anticipation
of an advance.
Their proceedings
in this respect, though
of the
greatest
public
utility,
have been the principal
causes of that odium to which they have been
long exposed.--Were
harvests
always
equally
productive,
nothing
would be gained by storing
up supplies of corn ; and "dl that would he necessary
would
he to distribute
the crop equally
throughout
the count_ T and throughout
the year.
But such is not the order of nature.
The variations in the aggregate
produce
of a country
in
different seasons, though not perhaps so great as
are commonly
supposed,
are still very conMderable; and experience
has shown that two or three
unusually
luxuriant
harvests
seldom take place
in succession;
or that when they do they are
invariably
followed
by tlmse that are deficient.
Speculators
in corn anticipate
this result.
Whenever prices bezin to give way in consequence
of
an unusually
luxuriant
harvest, speculation
is at
work.
The more opulent farmers withhold either
the whole or a part of their produce from market;
and the more opulent dealers purchase
largely of
the corn brought
to market
and store it up ia
expectation
of a future
"ldvmme.
And thus,
without
intending
to promote
any one's interest
but their own, speculato_
in corn become the
benefactors
of the public.
They
provide
a reserve stock against those years of scarcity which
are sure at no distant period to recur;
while, by
withdrawing
a portion
of the redundant
supply
from immediate
consumption,
prices are prevented from falling so low as to bc injurious
to
the farmers, or at least are maintained
at a higher
level than they would
otherwise
have reached;
provident
habits are maintained
among thc people; and that waste and extravagance
are checked
which always take place in plentifnl
years, but
which would be carried to a much _n'_ater extent
if the whole produce of an abundant
crop were
to be consumed
within the season.--It
is, however, in scarce years that the speculations
of corn
merchants
are principally
advantageous.
Even
in the richest countries a very large proportion of
the individuals
engaged
in the business of agriculture
are comparativcly
poor, and are totally
without
the means of withholding
their produce
from market in order to speculate upon any future
advance.
In conseqnence
the markets arealways
most abundantly
sub)plied with produce irmnediately after harvest;
and in countries where the
merchants
engaged in the corn trade are not pos*
scssed of large c'q)itals, or where their proceedings
are fettered
and restricted,
there is then, almost
invariably,
a heavy fall of prices.
But as the
vast majority of the people buy their food in small

L£W_.
quantities,
or from day to day, as they want it.
their consumption
is necessarily-extended
or contracted according
to its price at the time.
Their
views do not extend to the future;
they have no
means of judging whether
the crop is or is not
deficient.
They live, as the phrase is, from hand
to mouth, and are satisfied if, in the meantime,
they obtain abundant
supplies
at a cheap rate.
But it is obvious,
that
were there nothing
to
control or counteract
this improvidence,
the consequence would very often be fatal in the extreme.
The crop of one harvest must support the population till the crop of the other harvest has been
gatheredin;
and if that cropshould
be deficient_
if, forinstance,
i_ should only be adequate to afford,
at the usual rate of consumption,
a supply of 9 or
10 months' provisions
instead
of ]2---it is plain
that, unless the price were so raised immediately
afLer harvest as to enforce economy, and put, asit
were, the whole nation on short allowance,
the
most dreadful
famine would be experienced
proviously to the ensuing harvest.
Those who ex.
amine the accounts
of the prices of wheat and
other grain
in England,
collected
by bishop
Fleetwood
and Sir F. M. Eden, will meet with
abundant
proofs of the accuracy of what has now
been stated.
In those remote
periods when the
farmers
were generally
without
the means of
withholding
their crops from market, and when
the trade of a corn-dealer
was proscribed,
the
utmost
improvidence
was exhibited
in the consumption
of grain.
There were then, indeed°
very few years in which a considerable
scarcity
was not experienced
immediately
before harvest,
and many in which there wasan absolute famine.
The fluctuations
of price exceeded evelTthing
of
which we can now form an idea; the price of
wheat and otller grain being foul" or five times as
high in June and July as in September
and Ottober.
Thanks,
however, to the increase of capital
in the hands of the large farmers
and dealers,
and to the freedom given to the operations
of the
corn merchants,
we are no longer exposed to such
ruinous vicissitudes.
Whenever
the dealers, who,
in consequence
of their superior means of informutton are better acquainted
with the real stateof
the crops than any other class of persons, find the
harvest likely to be deficient,
they raise the price
of the corn they have warehoused,
and bid against
each other for the corn which the farmers
are
bringing to market.
In consequence
of this rise
of prices, all ranks and orders, but especially the
lower, who are the great consumers
of corn, find
it indispensable
to use greater
economy, and to
check all improvident
and wasteful consumption.
Every class being thus immediately
put upon
short allowance,
the pressure
of the scarcity is
distributed
equally throughout
theye'_r;
and instead of indulging,
as was formerly
the case, in
the same scale of consumption
as in seasons of
plenty, until the supply became altogether
deftcient, and then being exposed witJaout resource
to the attacks of famine
and pestilence,
the spotulations
of the corn merchants
warn u, of out,
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_anger,
and compel us to provide
against it.-It is not easy to suppose
that these proceedings
of file corn merchants
should ever be injurious
to
_he public.
It has been said that in scarce years
they are not disposed to bring the corn they have
purchased
to market
until it has attained an cxorbitant
price, and that the pressure of the scarcity is thus often very much aggravated;
but there
is no r(_al ground
for any such statement.
The
immense amount
of capital required
to store up
any considerable
qnantity
of corn, and the waste
to which it is liable, render most holders disposed
to scll as soon as they can realize a fair profit,
_In every extensive
country
in which the corn
erade is free, there arc infinitely too many persons
engaged in it to enable any sort of combination
or
,concert to be formed among them; and though
it were formed, it could not bc maintained
for an
instant.
A large proportion
of the farmers and
,other small holders of corn are always in straitened circumstances,
more particularly
if a scarce
ye'tr has not occurred
so soon as they expected ;
and they are consequently
anxious
to relieve
thcmselves,
as soon as prices rise, of a portion of
the stock on their hands.
Occasionally,
indeed,
individuals
arc found who retain their,stocks
for
too long a period, or until a reaction takes place,
and prices begin to decline.
But instead of joining
in the popular
cry against such persons, every
one who takes a dispassionate
view of the matter
will perceive that, iuasmuch
as their miscalculati_n must, under the circumstanccs
supposed, be
excecdingly
injurious
to themse.lvcs, there is the
best security against its 1)eiu_ carried to such an
extent as to be productive
(_t ally matcri_d injury
or even inconvenience
to the public.
It should
also be borne in mind that it israrely, if ever, possible to determine
beforehand
whcn a scarcity is
to abate in consequence
of new supplies being
brought
to market;
and had it continued a little
longer, there would lmve been no miscalculation
on the part of ttle holders.
At all events, it is
pl.tin that by declining
to bring their corn to market, they preserved
a resource
on which, in the
event of the harvest
bei,lg longer delayed than
usual, or of any unfavorable
contingency
taking
place, the public could have fallen back ; so tlmt,
instead of deserving
abuse, these speculators
are
most justly entitled to evcry fair encouragcment
and protection.
A country in which there is no
¢onsiderablestock
of grain in the barn-yards of the
farmers, or in the warehouses
of the merchants,
is in the most perilous situation that can easily l)e
imagined,
and may be exposed to the severest
privations,
or even famine.
But so long as the
sagacity,
the miscalculation,
or the avarice of
merchants
and dcalers retain a stock of grain in
the warehouses,
this last extremity
can not take
place.
By refusing to sell it till it has reached a
re1T high price, they put an effectual stop to all
sorts of waste, and husband
for the public those
supplies
which they could not have so frugally
husbanded
for themselves.--Wc
have already remarked that the ]a.c.t a.c.mnant Jof the shackles ira.
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posed by statute on the freedom of the internal
corn dealer in England
was abolisl,ed
in 1773.
It is true that engrossing,
forestalling
and regrating arc still held to bc ofenses
at common
law; but there is very little prob'lbllity
of any one
being in future made to answer for such ideal
offenses.--2.
E.rportatio_b to ForeigT_ Cou12_ries.
The fallacy of the notion so long cntertained,
that
the prevention
of cxportation
was the surest
method of iucrcasing
plenty at home, is obvious
to every onc who has rcflected upon such subjects.
The markets
of no country
can ever be steadily
and plentifuliy
supplied with corn unless he,'merchants have power to expnrt the surplus supplies
with which they may be occasionally
furnished.
When a country without the means of exporting
grows nearly her own average supplies of corn,
an abundant crop, by causing a great overloading
of the market and a heavy fall of price, is as injurious
to thc farmer as a scarcity.
It may be
tlmught,
pcrhal)s , that the greater
quantity
of
produce in abundant se'lsons will compensate
for
its lower price; but this is not the case.
It is unifoHnly found th'lt wu'iations
in the quantily
of
corn(,xertamuchgreateriafluenccoverpricesthan
equal variations in the quantity of almost anything
clse offered for salc. Being tile principal
necessary of lifc, when the supply of corn lmppcns to be
lessthanordinarythenmssoftlwpcoplcmakevery
great, though unavailing,
exertions,
by diminishlug their cousuml)tion
of other and less indispen
sable articles, to obtain their accustomed
supplies
of this l)rime necessary;
so that its p,'ice rises
much more than iu pl'oportion
to the deliciency.
On the other lmnd, when the supply is unusually
large, the consumption
is not proportionally
extended.
Ill ordil_ary years tlm bulk of the population is about adcquatcly
fed; and though the
consumption
of all classes be somewlmt greater
in unusually
plentiful
years, the cxlension
is
considerable
only among Ihe lowest classes, and
in the feeding of horses.
Hence it is that thc increased supply at market, in such years, goes principally to cause a glut, and consequently
a ruinous decline of prices.
Thcse statements are carroboratcd
hy the widest experience.
Whcncver
there is an inability
to export, from whatever
causc it may arise, an unusually
luxuriant
crop
is uniformly
accompanied
by a very heavy fall of
price, and severe agricultural
distress; and when
two or three such crops happen to follow in succession, the ruin of a large proportion
of the f'u'mers is completcd.-If tim mischiefs
resulting
from the want of power to export stopped here,
they might, though very gTeat, be borne; but they
do not stop here.
It is idle to suppose that a
system ruinous to the producers
can bcotherwise
to the consumers.
A glut of the nmrkct, occastoned byluxuriant
harvests and the waut of power
to export, can not be of long continuance:
for,
while it continues, it can hardly f'fil, by distressing all classes of farmers and causing the ruin of
man3", to give "Lcheck to cw:ry speeit s of agrieultm'al improvement,
and to lessen the extent of
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]and in tillage.
When, therefore,
an unfavorable
Jseason recurs, the reaction
is, for the most part,
appalling.
The supply,
being lessened, not only
by the badness of the season, but also.by a diminution of thequantity
of land in crop, falls very
far below an average;
and a severe scarcity,
if
not an absolute famine, is most commonly
experienced.
It is therefore
clear, that if a count_ T
would render herself secure against famine
and
injurious
fluctuations
of price, she must give
every possible facility to exportation
in years of
unusual plenty.
If she act upon a different systern--if her policy make exportation
in such years
impracticable
or very difficult--she
will infallibly
render the bounty of Providence
an injury to her
agriculturists;
'rod two or three abund'mt
harvests in succession
will be the forerunners
of
scarcity and famine.--3.
Ba_t_/
on the E.tTo_'ta.
tion of _brn.
In Great Britain,
as already
observed, not only was exportation
permitted
for a
long series of years, but from the revolution
down
to 1815 a bounty
was given on it whenever
the
borne prices were depressed below certain limits,
This policy, however, erred as much on thc one
hand as a restriction
on exportation
errs on the
olher.
It caused, it is true, an extension of the
demand
for corn: but this greater
demand was
not caused by natural,
but by artificial means; it
was not a consequence
of anyreally
increased
demand on the part of tile foreigner,
but of England
furnishing
the exporters of corn with a bonus, in
order that they mtly sell it abroad below its natural price!
2'o suppose that a proceeding
of this
sort can be a public advantage
is equivalent
to
supposing
that ashopkecper
may get rich by selltug his goods below what they cost.--4.
Importathin from Foret:qJ_ CouMries.
If a country
were,
like Poland or Russia, uniformly
in the habit of
exporting
corn to other countries,
a restriction
on importation
would be of no material
coasequence;
because, though such restriction
did not
exist, no foreign corn would be imported
unless
its ports were so situated as to serve for an entre,
p6t.
A restriction
on importation
is sensibly felt
only when it is enforced
in a country
which,
owing to the greater density of its population,
the
limited
extent of its fertile land, or any other
cause,
would
either occasionally
or uniformly
import.
It is familiar to the observation
of evel 5'
one, that a total failure of the crops is a calamity
that but rarely occurs in an extensive
kingdmn;
that the weather which is unfavorable
to one description
of soil is generally favorable
to some
Dther description ; and that, except in anomalous
cases, the total produce is not very different.
But
what is thus generally
true of single countries,
is
always true of the world at large.
Histor)z furnishes no single instance of a universal
scarcity;
but it is uniformly
found, that when the crops in
a particular
country
are unusually
deficient, they
are proportionally
abundant
in some other quarter.
It is clear, however, that a prohibition
of
importation
excludes
the countl 5' which enacts it
Irom profiting
by this beneficent
arrangement.
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She is throv_
entirely
on her own resources.
Under the circumstances
supposed, she has nothing to trust to for relief but the reserves in her
warehouses;
and should these be inadequate
t(>
meet the exigency
of the crisis, there are "_pparently no means by which she can escape expertcncing all the evils of scarcity, or, it may be, of
famine.
A country
deprived
of the power toimport is unable to supply the deficiencies of her hatvests by the surplus
produce
of other countries;
so that her inhabitants
may starve aufidst surrounding
plenty, m_d suffer the extreme of scarcity when, but for the restrictions
on importation,
they might enjoy the greatest abundance.
]f Ilie
prohibition
be not absolute, but conditimml--if,
instead of absolutely excluding foreign corn from
lhe home markets,
it be merely loaded with a
duty--the
degree in which such duty will operetta*
to increase the scarcity and dearth will depeml oil
its magnitude.
If the duty be constant and nmdcrate,
it may not have any very considerable
effect in discouraging
imporlatiou;
but if it be
fluctuating
and heavy,
it will, by falsifying
the
speculations
of the merchants,
and making a corresprmding
addition
to the price of the corn imported, be proporLion,'dIyinjurious.
In whatever
degree foreign
corn may bc excluded
in years of
deficient crops, to the same extent umst prices bc
artiflciallyraiscd,
and the pressure of the scarcqy
rendered
so much the more severe.--Such
would
be the disastrous
influence of a restriction
on iraportation
in a country
which, were there no such
obstruction
in the way, would sometimes
import
and sometimes
export.
But its operation
would
be infinitely more injurious
in a country
which,
under a free system,
would uniformly
import a
porlion
of her supplies.
The restriction
in this
case has a two-fold
operation.
By preventing
importation
from abroad,
and forcing the populotion to depend for subsistence
on corn raised at
home, it compels recourse
to comparatively
lurerior soils; and thus, by increasing
the cost of
producing
corn above ils cost in other countries,
adds proportionally
to its average
price.
Tho
causes of fluctuation
arc, in this way, increased
in a geometrical
proportion;
for, while the prcvention of importation
exposes the population
to
the pressure
of want whenever
the harvest happens to be less productive
than usu'fl, it is sure,
at the same time, by raising average prices, to
hinder exportation
in a year of unusual plenty,
until the home prices fall ruinously
low.
It i_
obvious, therefore,
that a restriction
of this so_
must be alternately
destructive
of the interests of
the consumers
and producers,
It injures the for.
mer by making them pay, at an average, an artificially increased
price for their food, and by exposing them to scarcity and famine whenever
the
home crop proves deficient;
and it iDjures the
latter by depriving
them of the power to export m
yea_ of unusual
plenty, and by overloading
the
market with produce which, under a free system,
would have met with an advantageous
sale abroad.
_The
principle
thus briefly explained
shows tile.
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-impossibility
of permanently
keeping up the home
prices by means of restrictions
on importation,
.at the same time that it affords a clue l)y which
we may trace the causes of the most p'trt of the
_gricultural
distress
experienced
in England
_since the peace.
The real object of the corn law
()f 1815 was to keep up the price of corn at about
80s per quat'tcr;
but to succeed in this, it was
indispensable
not ,rely that foreign
corn should
he excluded
when prices were nndcr this limit,
tnlt 1hat the markets should never be overloaded
with corn produced
at home: for' it is clear, ac(:()rding to the principle ah'eady cxq)laiued, that if
the supply should in ordinary
years be sufficient
t,) feed the population,
it must, in an unusually
abundant
year, be more tlmn sufficient
for that
purpose;
and when, in such a case, the surplus
is thrown upon the market, it can not fail, in the
event of the average prices being considerably
above tile level of those of thc surrounding
countries, to cause :l ruinous
depressiou.
:Now, this
was the precise situation of England at the end of
the war.
Owing partly
to the act of 1804, but
far more to the difficulties
in the way of importation, and the depreci'ttion
of the currency,
prices
attained
to an cxtram'dinary
clevation from 1809
to 1814, and gave such a stimulus to 'lgriculture,
that she grew, in 1812 and 1813, sufficient
corn
for her own supply.
And, such being the case,
it is clear, though her ports had been hermctically
sealed against importation
from abroad, that the
first luxuri.xltt crop must have occasioned
"t ruin.otis decline of prices.
It is the exclusion, riot the
introduction,
of foreign corn that has caused the
.occasional
distress
of the agriculturists
since
1815; for it is this exclusion
that has forced up
lhe price of corn there, in scarce and average
years, to an unnatural
level, and that, conse.quently,
renders exportation
in favorable seasons
impossible
without such a fall of prices as is most
_tis'lstrous
to the farmer.
It may be mentioned,
in proof of what is now stated, that the average
price of wheat in England and Wales in 1814 w'ls
74s. 4(1. per quarter, arid in 1815 it had fallen to
,65s. 7d.
But as these prices would
not indemnily the occupiers
of the poorest lands brought
_under tillage during
the previous
high prices,
they were gradually
rclinquishing
thcir cultivalion.
A considerable
portion
of them had been
converted
into pasture;
rents had been generally
reduced, aud wages h'ld begun to decline;
but
the legislature
having laid additional
restrictions
on the importation
of foreign corn, the operation
of this natural
principle
of adjustment
was unfortunately
countt, racted, and the price of 1816
rose to 78s. 6d.
This rise was, however, insuflicient to occasion any newimprovcmcnt;
and as foreign corn was now excluded,
and large tracts of
bad land had been thrown out of cultivation,
the
.supply
was so much diminished
that, notwithstanding
the increase
ill the value of money,
prices rose in 1817, partly,
no doubt, in consequence of the bad harvest
of the previous year,
to 96s. 11(1 ; and in 1818 to 86s. 3d.
These high
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prices had their natural effect.
They revived the
drooping
spirits of the farmers,
who imagined
that the corn law was, at length, beginning
to
produce the effecis anticq)wed
from it, and that
the gol(le]l days of 1812, when wh(,at sold for
126s. 6d. per quarter, were about to return!
But
this prosperity
carried in its bosom the seeds of
future mischief.
Tlleincreased
prices necessarily
occasioned
a fresh extension
of tillage;
capital
was again applied tothc improvement
of the soil;
"rod this increase of tillage, conspiring wilhfavorable seasons and the impossibility
of exportation,
sunk prices to such a degree, that they fell, in
October,
1_22, so h)w as 38s. ld., the average
price of that _'car being only 44s. 7d.--It is thus
demonstrably'certain
that the recurrence
of pertods of distl'CSS, similar to those which have been
experienced
by English
agriculturists
siuce the
peace, can not be waldcd
off by restricting
or
prohibiting
importation.
A free corn trade is the
only system that can give that security
against
fluctuations
that is so indispensable.
The increased importation
that necessarily
takes place,
under a free system, as soon as arty considerable
deficiency in the crops is apprehended,
prevents
lu'ices from rising toan opt)ressive height;
while,
on the other hand, ,a'hcn the crops arc unusually
luxuriant,
a ready outlet is found for the surplus
in foreign countries, without
its occasioning
any
very hc't_y fall.
To expect to combine
stcadiuess of prices with restrictions
on importation
is
to expect to reconcile
what is contradictory
and
absurd
The higher the limit at which the iraportation
of fereign
corn into a country
like
England is fixed, the greater is the oscillation of
prices.
If we would secure for ourselves abundance, and avoid fluctuation,
we must renounce
'all attempts at exclusion, and be ready to deal in
corn, as we ought to bc in everything
else, on fair
arid liberal principles.--That
the l'estrictions
imposed by Great Britain on thc foreign corn trade
down to 1846 should riot have been ltroductive
of
more disastrous
consequences
than those that
havc actually
resulted
fl'om them, is partly and
principally
to be ascribed
to the unparalleled
tinprovemcnt
of tillage in that country during that
period, "rod partly also to the great incl'ease that
has taken place in the imports
from lrelat*d.
Previously
to 1806, when a perfectly
free corn
trade between
Great Britain and Ireland was for
the first time established,
the yearly imports did
not amount
to 400,000 quarters,
xvhcreas in 1866
they amounted
to 1,523,460;
"lnd any one who
has ever been in Ireland,
or is a_vare of the
wretched state of its _lgriculture,
and of the fortility of the soil, must be satisfied that a slight
improvement
would occasion a gTcat increase in
her exports to England;
and it is not improb'lble
that the check that has been given to the pernicious practice
of.splitting
farms, to the potato
culture,
and consequently
to the rucrease of a
pauper population,
may eventually
le'td to material improvements.
Hence it is by no means
improbable, seeing the tall that has already taker,
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place, that the rapid spread of improvement
at
home, and the growing
imports
from Ireland,
may, at no distant
period, reduce prices in England to the level of those of the continent,
and
even render her an occasionally
exporting
eountry.
These, however, are contingent
and uncertain results; and supposing
them to be ultimately
l'ealized, the corn laws, had they beeD maintained
on their old footing,
would,
in the meantime,
have been productive
of great inconvenience,
and
would have materially
aggravated
the misery inseparable
from bad harvests.--Nothing
but the
great importance
of the subject could excuse us
for dwelling
so long on what is so very plain.
To facilitate
production,
and to make commodities cheaper and more easily obtained,
are the
grand motivcs which stimulate the inventive powers, and which lead to the discovery and improvement of machines
and processes for saving labor
and diminishing
cost; and it is plain that no systern of commercial
legislation deserves to be supported which does not conspire
to promote the
same objects;
but st restriction
on the importation
of corn into a country
like England,
which has
made a great comparative
advance
in population
and manufacturing
industry,
is diametrically
opposed to these principles.
The density
of her
population
is snch, that the exclusion of foreign
corn has obliged her to resort to soils of less fertility than those that are under cultivation
in the
surrounding
countries;
and, in consequence,
the
average
prices there
are comparatively
high.
The imnolicy of this conduct
is obvious.
If she
could, by laying
out £1,000 on the manufacture
(if cottons
or hardware,
produce
a quantity
of
these
articles
that
would
exchange
for 500
quarters of American or Polish wheat; and if the
same sum, were it expended
in cultivation
in
England,
woL_ld not produce
more
than
400
quarters;
the prevention
of iml)ortation
would
occasion an obvious sacrificc of 100 out of every
500 quarter's con-umcd
in the empire; or, which
is the s;ime thing, it would occasion
an artificial
advance of 20 per cent. in the price of corn.
We
do not mean to say that this statement
exactly
represents
thc an_ount of injury that was inflicted
by the late corn laws; but, at all events, it clearly
illustrutcs
the principles
which they embodied,
But though
plainly
injurious
to the public,
it
may seem, at first sight, as if this system were
,dvanmgcous
to the landlords.
The advantage
is, howcvcr, merely apparent;
at bottom there is
no real difference
between
the interests
of the
landlords
and those of the rest of the community,
It would be ridiculous,
indeed, to imagine for a
moment that the landlords
could be benefited by
a system in which those fluctuations
of prices, so
subversive
of all agricultural
prosperity,
were
inherent;
but though
these could have been got
rid of, theresult
would have been the same.
The
prosperity
of agriculture
must always
depend
upon, and be determined
by, the prosperity
of
other
branches
of industry;
and any system
which, like the corn laws, is injurious
to the lat-
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ter, can not but be injurious
to the former.
Instead
of being
publicly
advantageous,
high,
prices are in every case distinctly
and coml)letely"
the reverse.
The smaller the sacrifice for which
any commodity
can be obtained,
so much the
better.
When the labor required
to produce,
or
the money required
to purchase,
a sufficient supply of corn is diminished,
it is as clear as the sun
at noon-day that more labor or money must remain to produce
o1' purchase
the other neccssaries, convenienccs
and amusements
of human
life, and that the sum of national wealth and
comforts
must
be proportionally
augmented.
Those who suppose that a rise of prices can ever
be a means of improving
the condition
of a country might,
with equal
reason, suppose
that it.
would be improved
by throwing
its best soils out
of cultivation,
and destroying
its most powerful
machines.
The opinions of such persons are not
only opposed to the plainest and best established
principles,
but they are opposed
to the obviou_
conclusions
of common sense, and the universal
experience
of mankind.--It
would, however, be
unjust not to mention that there has always been
a large and respectable
party among
the landlords in Great Britain
opposed
to all restrictions
on the trade in corn, and who have uniformly
thought that their intcrests, being identified with
those of the public, would be best promoted
by
the abolition
of restrictions
on importation.
A
I)rotcst expressive
of this opinion, subscribed
by
10 peers, was entered on the journals of the house
of lords, against the corn hw of 1815.
It is said
to have been written
by the late lord Grenville,
distinguished
as an enlightened
advocate
of
sound commercial
principles.
Its reasoningiss(>
clear and satisfactory,
that we are sure we shall
gratify
our readers, as well as strengthen
the
statements
previously
made, by laying it before
them --" J0issentie_t.
I. Because we arc adveJ'.-c
in principle
to all new restraints
on commerce.
We think it certain that public prosperity is best
promoted
by leaving uncontrolled
the free current of national
industry;
and we wish rathel',
by well-considered
steps, to bring back our commercial legislation
to the straight and simple lisle
of wisdom
than to increase the deviation by subjecting additional
and extensive
branches of 1he
public interest to fresh systcms of artifici_l aml
injurious
restrictions.--II.
Because wcthil_k tlint
the great practical
rule, of leaving all commcr(:c
unfettered,
applies more peculiarly,
and oil .-till
stronger grounds
of justice as well ao policy, to.
the corn trade than to any other.
Irresistible
i_deed must be that necessity
which could, iu _Ul'
judgment,
authorize
the legislature
to taml)er
with the sustenance
of the people, and to imp_.[lc
the free purchase
of that article
on which depends the existence of so large a portion
of th(_
community.--III.
Because we think that the expectations of ultimate
benefit from this me_lsurc _
are lbunded
on a delusive
theory.
We can not
persuade
ourselves
that this law will ever (_ontribute
to produce
plenty,
cheapness,
or steadi-
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heSS of price.
So long as it operates
at all, its
effects must be the opposite of these..Mor_opoly
is the paren_ of scarcity, of dearlvess, and of uncert,_inty.
To cut off any of the sources of supply
can only tend to lcssen its abundance;
to close
against
ourselves
the cheapest
market
for any
commodily
must enhance
the price at which wc
purch:ase it; and to confine the consumer
of corn
to the produce of his own country is to refuse to
ourselves
the benefit
of that
provisiou
which
Providcl,ce
itsclf has made for equalizing
to man
the variations
of climate and of scasons.--IV,
But wlmtevcr may be the future consequences
of
this law at some distant
and uncertain
l)eri¢)d,
we see wilh pain that thesc hopes must be purchased at the expense of a great and present evil.
To compel the consumer to purchase corn dc:lrcr
at home than i_ might be imported
from abroad
is the i,mnediate
practical
effect of this law.
In
this way alone can it operate.
Its present protection,
its promised
extc.nsion ()f agriculture,
must result (if at all) from the profits which it
crcatcs
by kccping
up the price of corn to 'in
artificial
level.
These future
bel_cfits are the

undoubtedly,
is a subject with respect to which
it is not possible to obtain any accurate
data.
But supposing tile toted quantity of corn annually
produced ill Great Britaiu and Ireland to amount
to 50,000.000 quarters, every shilling added to its
price by tile corn laws was equivalent
to a tax on
corn of £2,500,000;
aud estinmting
the average
rise on all sorts of grain previously to 1846 at 8s.
per quarter, the total rise would be £7,500,000.
Sogrc:tt aquautity
of corn is, however, consmned
by the agriculturists
themselves, as food, in seed,
the keep of horses, etc., that not more than a half,
perhaps,
of the whole
quantity
produced
is
brought
to market.
If we arc nearly right in
this hyl:ot'_esis, and in previous estimates, it will
follow that the restrictions
cost the classes not
engaged
in _tgriculture
no less than £3,750.000
a )'ear, exclusive of their other pernicious
coarsequences.
Of this sum afiftl_, probably, or £750,
000, went to the landlords as rent; and this is al_
that the ag,Ticulturisls
can be said to have gained
hy the system, for the additional
price received
by the farmer on that portion
of the produce
which is exclusive of rcnt w'ls no more than the

consequences
expected,
but. as xvc confidently
believe,
erroneously
expected,
from
giving
a
bounty to the growcr of corn by a tax levied on
its cousumer.--V,
Because
we think the adol)tion of any permanent
law for such a l_urpose
required
the fullest and most laborimls invcstigation.
:Nor would it have been sufficient fo," our
satisfaction,
could
we have been convinced
of
the general policy of a hazardous
experiment.
_4.
still further
inquiry
would have been neccssary
to pe1_uade us that the prcse.nt moment is fit for
its adoption.
In such an inquiry
we must have
had the means of satisfyil}g ourselves
what its
immediate
operation
will be, as connected
with
the various and prc._sing circumstances
of public
difficulty and distress with which the country
is
surrounded;
with the stateof our circulation
and
currency,
of our agriculture
and manufactures,
of our internal and exter_zal co,amerce,
and abore
all with the condition
and rew.u'd of the industrious and laboring classes of our community.-On all these particulars,
as they respect this question, we think that parliament
is ahnost whnlly
uninformed;
on all we see reason for the utmost
anxiety :rod alarm from the opc.ration of this law.
_Lastly.
Because, if we could approve of the
principle and purpose of this law, we think that
no sufficient
foundation
has been laid for its
details.
The evidence
before us, unsatisf_,ctory
and imperfect
as iris, seems to us rather to dis-

ordinary
return for his capital a,ld labor.
His
profits, indeed, like those of all other capitalists,
instead of being increased
by this system,
were
diminished
by it; and though, n()tuinally at least,
it somewl_at increased
the renls of the landlords,
it is, notwithstanding,
abundantly
cert,dn that it
wasanything
but advantagcou_
to thclu. It would
have required
a far larger sum to balance
the
injury which fluctuations
of price occasioned
to
their tenants, and thcd'tmagc
done to their estates
by over-cropping
when prices were high, than all
they derived from the restrictions.--5.
Duties on
[mportcl¢ion.
A duty may be equitably
imposed
onimported
corn, for two objccts; that is, either
for the sake of revenue, or to bahm(:c any cxce_s
of taxes laid on the agriculturists
over those laid
on thc other classes.
(Treatise
on T.lx.Ltion, by
J. R. M'Culloch,
2nd cd., pp. 193-203.)
With
respect, however,
to a dnty imposr'd for the sake
of revenuc, it may be doubted whcther corn be a
proper subject for taxation.
At all events, a duty
for such an object should be exceedingly
umderale.
It would be most ilmxt)edieut
to attcmpt to
add largely to the revenue by h_yiag heavy duties
(In the 1)rime nccessary of life.--If
it be really true
that, iuEnglaad,
agriculture
is more hc, tvilytaxed
thau any other branch of industry,
1he agriculturists are cntilled to demand
that a duty be laid
on foreign
corn when imported
c,)rl'eSl)oJlding
to the excess of burdens
affccling them.
It has

prove than to support
the propriety
of the high
price adopted
as the standard of importation,
and
the f.dlacious mode by which that 1)rice is to be
ascertained.
And oil all these glounds
we arc
anxious I(7 record our dissent front a measure
so
precipitate
in its course,
and, _Ls we fear, so
injurious
in its consequences."--Attcmpl.q
have
sometimes been made to estimate
the pecuniary
burden which the rcslrictions
on importation
entailod in ordinary
years upon England.
This,

been doubted,
however, whether they are iu this
pred:cament.
But though
thc question
1)c not
quite frec from difficulty,
it would be easy to
show, were this a proper place for such inquiries,
that, owing to the various local and other direct
and indirect
burdens
laid on the land, those
occupying
it are really subjected
to heavier taxes
than any other class.
It is difficult, or rather perhaps, impossible,
to estimate with any degTee of
precision
what tile excess of taxes laid on the
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agriculturists
beyond those laidon manufacturers
and merchants
may amount
to; but it can be
shown, that if we estimate it as making all addition of 5s. or 6s." to the quarter of wheat, we shall
probably be beyond the mark.--When
a duty is
laid on the importation
of foreign
corn, for the
equitable purpose of countervailing
the peculiar
duties laid on the corn raised at home, an equivalent drawback should be allowed on its exportation,
"In allowing this drawback we are merely returning to the farmer a tax whicll he has already paid,
and which he must have, to place him in a fair
state of competition
in the foreign market,
not
only with the foreign producer, but with his own
countrymen
who arc producing
other commodities.
It is essentially different from a bounty on
exportation,
in the sense in which the word
bounty is usually understood;
for by a bounty is
generally meant a tax levied on the people for the
purpose of renderit_g corn unn'tturally
cheap to
the foreign consumer;
wlmreas, what I propose
Is, to sell our corn at the price at which we can
really afford to produce it, and not to add to its
price a tax whicll shallinduce
the foreigner rather
to purchase it from some other country,
and deprive us of a trade which, under asystem of free
competition,
we might have selected."
(Ricardo
on Protection
to Agriculture,
p. 53.)--A. duty
accompanied
with a drawback,
as now stated,
would
not only, under the circumstances
su_
posed, have been an equitable arrangement,
but it
would have been highly for the advantage
of the
farmers, without
being injurious
to any one else.
The radical defect, as already shown, of the systern followed in Great Britain, from 1_15 down to
1846, in so far, at least, as respected
agriculture,
was, that it forced up prices in years when the
harvest was deficient, while it left the market
to
be glutted
when it was abundant.
But while a
constant duty of 5s. would have secured
to t'he
home gq'owea_ all the increase of price which the
regard due to the interests of othel_ should allow
them to realize in a bad year, the drawback
of
5s., by enabling them to export in an unnsua]ly
plentiful year, would have prevented the markets
from being overloaded,
and prices from falling to
theruinouscxtcntthattheyhaveoccasionallydone,
Such a plan would have rendered
the businesses
ofthedealersinandgrowersofcorncomparatively
secure, and would, thcrcforc,
have provided
for
the continued prosperity
of both.
Itis surprising
the agl'iculturists
did not take this view of the
matter.
If they were really entitled to a duty on
foreig'n corn on "lccount
or" their being more
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CORPORATIONS,
Law of. A corporation
is a body consisting
of one or more natural persons, empowered
by law to act as an individual,
and continued
by it succession
of members.
If
it consist of but one member at a time, it is called
a corporation
sole; if of two or more, it is a corporation aggregate.
Bishops, parsons and vicars
of the state church of :England
are illustrations
of corporvtiotm
sole, but in the United States
few if any exist.
Corporations
arc also divided
into public, or those which are created exclusively for the public
interest,
as cities, counties,
towns, state univel_ities
and other incorporated
bodies for public instruction,
etc.; and private.
or those which are wholly or in part for the private emolument
of the members, as raih'oad cornpanies, banks, manufacturing
and mining cornpanies, etc.
They are further classified as ecclesiastical,
or those which are estabhshed
to secure
the public worship
of God; eleemosynary,
or
such as are for the purposes of charity; and lay,
or such as exist for merely
secular purl)oses.
Lay incorporated
bodies are commonly
known as
civil corporations;
but in countries
where there
is no state church,
and where organizations
for
religious purposes are formed aml incorporated
at the will of the associates,
these arc properly
classed as civil
corporations
also.
Corporate
bodies whose members
at discretion
fill by appoiatment
all vacancies
occurring
in their merebership, are sometimes
called close corporations.
--The power to be a corporation
is a franchise,
which can only exist, by sovereign
grant,
or by
prescription
which presupposes
such a grant; and
this, according
to the constitution
of the country, may emanate
either from the executive
or
the legislature.
Formerly,
in :England,
corporations
wcre created
by royal charter,
but in
modern times almost exclusively
by parhamcntary grant: in the United States only the legislative power can create them.
There are two distinct methods in which corporations
may be called
into being: first, by a specific grant of the franchise to the members;
and second,
by a general
grant, which becomes
operative
in favor of particular persons
when they organize
for the purpose of availing
themselves
of its provisions.
When the specific grant
is nmde, it is called a
charter:
it specifics
the grat_tees,
indicates
the
purposeto
be subserved
by the corporation,
and

heavily taxcd than the othcr classes of their

the powers and privileges it shall possess to that

fellow-citizens
(and t],ey had no title to it on any
other ground), they were also entitled
to a corresponding
drawback.
And it admits of demonstration that their interests,
as well as those of
the community,
would have been better promoted
by such a duty and drawback
than they ever
could have been by any system of mere duties,
how high soever they might be carried,
J. R. _I'C. and H. G.R.

end, perhaps
imposes
special
restrictions
upon
the corporate
action
and special
liabilities
and
penalties for abuse, and makes provision
for perpetual succession
of members
by a transfer
of
interests,
or by elections
or appointments
to fill
vacancies.
In the_case
of private
corporations
the charter
must be accepted
by the members,
since corporate
powers
can not be forced upon
them _rgainst their will; but the charter is suflt-
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_i_ntly accepted
by their acting under it. Public corporations,
on tile other hand,
may be organized at the legislative discretion,
without consulting the pleasure
of the people incorporated
When special charters
are not granted, a general
law is passed, under which individuals
may w)luntarily
associatc,
and, by complying
with tlle
provisions
of the law, take to their organization
corporate powers.
In some of the United Slates
private corporations
arc not suffered to be crcated otherwise
than under general laws, and in
_thers
public
corporations
are created
in the
same way.
One reason for fort)iddillg
special
charters is, to preclude favoritism
where the fran_hise is or may bc valuable,
and another is, to
have uniformity
of power and privilege in corporations of "_kindred
natu._'e, and like rules for
all.
Some public
bodics
whicll
exist without
special charters "ire called q_lasicorporations.
Of
this ('lass are towns, counties and school districts,
which differ from cities, boroughs
and villages
.anainly in being lcss perfectly
organized,
and
having less complete
powers of govcrnmeut.
A
.corporation
is sometimes
said to exist by implication;
as where powcrs are conferrcd
or dulics
imposed
upon individuals
which
can only be
made effective
or performed
through
corpol'ate
action;
ill which case it will be assumed that a
corporate
entity was intended
though
the graut
does not say so.--A_ corporation
must have a
name, by which it shall be known in law and iu
tim transaction
of its business,
and be capable of
suing and being sued.
The name will be given
to it in its charter
or articles
of association,
and
must be adhered
to, though
doubtless
a corporation might render itself liable on engagements
_ssumed
in another
name which it had used as

becomes entitled to the privileges of local citizenship.
On the other hand, in Great Britain. the
corporate powers of municipalities
have until recently been in the hands of small and self-elective
councils,
but this was changed
for England in
1835, and soon after for the other two kingdoms,
and a popular character given to all these municipal bodies
by general
law.
In corporations
created
for the emolument
of their members,
interests
are represented
by shares, which may
be transferred
by their owncrs, and the assignee
I)eeomes entitled
to the rights
of membership
when the tr'msfer is recorded;
and if the owner
dies. his personal representative
becomes a member for the timc being.
In such corporations
also
shares may be sold in satisfaction
of debts against
their owners.--2.
The necessity for thc use of the
corporate
name in the tratlsaction
of business,
flows from the fact that, in corporate
affairs, the
law knows the corporation
as an individual,
and
takcs no notice of the constituent
members3. The power to purchase
and hold property is
¢._)mmon]y limited by express law.
The English
mortmain
acts, pas_ed to prevent the accumulalion of real estate in the hauds of ecclesiastics,
have n()t been re-cnaeted
in this country;
but it
has been customary,
in granting
charters, to limit
the value or amount
of property
which the cotporatiou chartered
may purchase
or hold; and,
if the limit is exceeded, the state, on the proper
inquiry, may take it away.
A purchase
in exccss, however, would be good as against all other
parties.--4.
It was formerly
supposcd that a corporation could transact no business except under
its corporate seal; but now it is only in the execution
of solcmn
instruments,
such as deeds,
bonds, mortgages,
etc., that the seal is commonly

its own, and it is po_ible
for a corporation
to
have two names, as has sometimes been the case
-with municil)al
bodies, which arc permitted
to
a_lake contracts
or bring suits in one name for one
purpose, and in anothcr name for another.--The
particular powers and privileges which a corpora_.ion has undcr its grant, are called its franchises,
The following
franchises
are said to pertain to
.all corporations:
first, the powcr of perpctutd
succession of members;
._co_ut, the power to sue
and be sued in the corporate
name, and to trans.
._r't in that name all such business as is within thc
intent of the grant;
third, to purchase,
take and
hold property,
and to sell and convey the same,
except as may bc fnrbiddcn;
Jburth,
to havca
common sealunder
which to transact its business,
and to alter the same at pleasurc; fifth, to make

used.
_Iost of the busiuess of the corl)oration
is
necessarily carried on with as little fol-mality as
it would bc if transacted
by an individual.
For
example, a mining corporation
will employ agents
and workmen,
make contracts
of purchase and
sale, and carry on its mining operations,
without
lmy reference to or use of "t corporate seal, unless
tile instrument
to be executed
is such that a seal
would be esscntial if made by "m individual;
in
which case the corporate
seal must be employed.
--5. The laws which corporations
may make for
their own government
are made under the several
heads of by-laws,
ordinances,
rules and regulalions; and they are made by the governing
body
for any object not foreign to the corporate
purposes.
A municipal
corporation,
for example,
makes ordinances
for the cleaning and lightingof

by-laws for its government,
provided they be not
unreasonable
or inconsistent
with law.
In re.

ils st1'eets, for the government
of its police fol'cc,
for the beautifying
and regulation
of its parks,

s.l)ect to each of these,_ttributes
a few remarks are
essential.--1.
The succession of members is kept
up in different
ways according
to tile nature of
the corporation.
In a municipal
corporatiou
in
tile United States the members are the citizcns;
the number is indefinite;
one ceases to he a mereber when he changes his residence, while every
new resident becomes a member when by law he

for the supply of water to its citizens, aud for the
punishment
of all breaches of its regulations.
A
r.dlway
corporation
establishes
regulations
for
signals, for the rnnning of trains, for the receipt,
forwarding
and deliw, ry of freight,
and for the
observance
by passengers
of good Grder and prudent conduct on the cars.
The power to make
such regulations
is essential to the proper conduct
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of any business,
since the general law of the state
respect to banks.--:Every
corporation
must confine
can not descend to such minutia,
especially
in
its operations
within the sphere of its chartered
matters
in respect
to which
frequent
changes
powers;
if it acts beyond these, it acts ultravire_.
might be desii'able
and necessary.
But the byThusitisultraviresforabaukoraninsuraacecomlaws must not be inconsistent
with the charter,
pany to construct a railroad;
and any contract for
nor with tile general law of tile land.
A municthat purposewould
be void, because the sovereign,
ipal corporation,
for example,
could not pass
in granting the franchise
to be a corporation,
has
retrospective
ordinances
for the punishment
of given it for a particular
purpose, and by implicapetty offenders,
because
retrospective
laws are
tion limited its authority
to that purpose.
So a
forbidden
by the constitution;
nor could it forbid
municipal
corporation
can not engage in trade,
the use of its streets by others than its own
or build roads or canals outside its limits, or concitizens, because by the general law of the state
tract debls for any but municipal
purposes.
So.
all highways
are open to the common
use of all
one corporation
can not consolidate
itself with
the people.
A.nd a +ailroad company could not
another, unless by express authority
of law, and
make a rule that it would
carry goods for one
the governing
board of a corporation
can not sell
class of persons only, because, ascommou
carrier,
its franchises
and thus terminate
its power
to.
the law of the state requires it to carry impartially
perform its fimctions;
for the members arc elected
for all. The requirement
that all by-laws slmll
to continuc
the corporation,
not to destroy it.
be reasonable
is equally imperative;
since otherThe question of ultra vires may almost always
wise they might provide
for imlifferent
matters
be raised by or against
a corporation,
though
to an exlcut that would be intole,'able.
A railthere are a few cases in which either p,,rty might
road company
may p,'operly
and justly require
be estopped from relying upon it. _For example,
eveD_ passenger to remain upon the car until it is if a corporation
by its charter
has power to issue
brought to a stand, because
prudence
and safety
negotiable
imper, and does so for an unautho,'ized
require this; but a regulation
that no one should
purpose, the paper may nevertheless
be good in
leave his seat after taking
it unlil lie left it lo . the hands of a banafidv hohler;
and a private
leave llm cal' wouhl have no such considerations
individual
who slmuld obtain municipal
moneys
to support it. Tile question what is and what is under an unauthorized
arrangement
would
not
not reaso,mble is one of law.--In
strictness
corbe able to defend his retention
of it umler the
porations
have no extra-territorial
existence;
for
plea of ultra vire_.--Most
important
questions
one state can not create corporations
for another,
frequently
arise respecting
the power t,, contro]
In respect to private
corporations,
however,
the
corporations
and their business, and to ]butt or
comity of states has gone a great way in permittake away any of their franchises.
It should be
ling to them the full exercise of powers in other
observed,
that in the United States the creation
st_te._ which they may lawfully
exercise within
of corporations
is a state function,
except that in
the state from which they derive their charter,
the territories
and the District
of Columbia the
For example,
it mining corporation
chartered
in general government
may create them, though
it
Massachusetts
or New York may have its field of
usually ]caves this to the local legislature
when
operations
in Colorado or _'cvada, and by comity
there is one.
When a state clnn'ters a pubhc corthe courts of those states will recognize and proporation,
it does so for convenience
ia properly
tect it, and enforce
contracts
and other oblig_o
performing
its own functions,
and the corporations by or against it. But there arc some limits
tion is considered
a part of the machinery
of
to this comity, in the very nature of things.
If,
state government.
This ch'trter
the slate may
for example,
a railroad company shouhl be charalter and amend at discretion,
or it may repeal it
tered in New Jersey, with no personal liability
and substitute
a different
one or none at all in its
on the part of the stockholders,
the comity of
place.
With all this the general government
has
states would not require
that it be suffered
to
nothing
to do; and the corporation
is so essenbuild a raih'oad
in Michigan,
under whose contially a part of the state that the general governstitution
corporators
in all private
corporations
ment can no more tax it or its property than it
are made responsible
forlabor debts.
Soalottery
could tax the state itself.
In general, also, the
company
charlered
in Kentucky
can have no
state may control tbe corporation
in the manageclaim, by the comity of states, to do business as a
mcnt and disposition
of its property,
though it
corporation
in Indiana
or Ohio, whose laws forcould not take the property away and apply it to
bid lotteries;
and in all cases any general policy
uses not local.
It is only of grace if the state
of tl,e stale into which
a foreign
corporation
consults the locality in respect to the local powers
comes to do busin_s
must limit the requirements
or the framework
of local government.
Markea
of comity.
The operations
of municipal
corpodifferences
appear when priva'e corporations
are
rations, from their vel T nature, must be local;
considered.
The corporators
in these exercise
though for the purpose
of cnforcing
rights, they
their own discretion
in the acceptance
of the
might be and would
be suffered to bring suits
chartel, and if they do accept it, they are supabroad when necessary.
Somc olhercorporations
posed to do so from a consideration
of their
are also always
considered
local, because
each
own interest, while the state is supposed to grant
state is likely to have a policy
of its own in
the charter from a consideration
of public advam
Tespect to them.
This is particularly
the case in
tage.
Thus in giving and accepting
a charter,
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the state and the corporators
of contr,'m.ting parties,
the
chises which are to be the
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occupy the position
state granting
franconsideration
for the

be liable to a private action for damages
m case
death shall be caused by their
negligence
or
default.
No such action would lie at thc com.

performance
by the grantees
of the corporate
functions.
The charter thus constitutes
an inviolable contract,
and the interests
of the corporators
therein
are in the nature
of property,
and can not be taken away by the state which
has granted them.
This very important
principlc
has led to serious inconvenience
in some cases of
ill-advised
and improvident
grants of corporate
powers, and it has been deemed necessary to irapose restraints
upon tim power
to make suell
grants.
One important
restraint consists in limiting corporate
grants to some short period;
say
to 30 years, so that the grant, if otherwise
iraprovident, must soon terminate.
Some states, by
their constitution,
impose this limitation;
so that
corporate
grants
are restricted
to the period
n'_med, whether mentioned
in the charter or not.
Another
and still more important
restraint
is a
provision
making
the charter
subject to alteration, amendment
and repeal at the will of the
legislature.
This, also, has in some slates been
made a part of the constitution.
It must be
evident that the differences in the charters must
make great differences
in the legislative
power
of control,
and we shall briefly indicate
what
these arc under
the different
circumstances--

mort law, and the responsibility
might therefore
well be said not to be within the contemplation
of the parties granting
:rod receiving
_ chalter
before any such liability was cslabli_hed.
But
such a regulation
is perfectly just, and (l'mmges
will be payabteunder
it only where there is fault.
It tends to make all parties more circumspect
and careful;
it makes life safer; it imposes upon
;_ corporation
no obligation
except to conduct its
business without
fault or negligence.
And no
one can claim a contract right to be eXeml)t h'om
responsibility
for wrongs.
On the other hand, it
has been justly held that the legislaturc
could
not impose upon a raih'oad
corporation
the cbligation to meet the funeral expenses
of any one
dying from casualty or other cause on its cars,
irrespective
of any fault on its part.
Another of
these is the regulation
that railroad
companies
shall fence thcir tracks, and shall be liable for all
cattle killed or injured
in consequence
of the
regulation not being complied with.
Thisregulation presents more opportunity
for question than
the last, but it has, nevertheless,
been universally
sustained,
as being necessary
for the protection
of the tr_tveling public,
and therchn'e
proper,
even if no other cons_,!eratiolm
wcrc invoh'cd

1. While the state which has granted a municipal
charter has full power to alter, amend or repeal
it at discretion,
it has no such right as to the
charter of a private corporation,
unless the right
was reservedin
granting
the charter.
And under
the head of charter here, we include general laws
of incorporation
as well as special grants, though
the former will always be repealable
so far as
concerns organizations
to be made in the future,
--2.
Any corporation,
whether
its charter
is
amendable
or not, is at all times subject to the
exercise of the general police powers of the state,
These powers have for their object the gencral
regulation
of rigllts for the common
good; they
are supposed
to take away no rights,
but to
harmonize
the enjoyment
of all.
The whole
property of the country is subject to the police
power, and so is the use of all public easements
and other public rights.
Every man in general
is permitted
to manage
Iris property
to please
himself;
but a merchant would not be suffered to
store powder
in a densely built part of a city,
because it would be dangerous to others; and a
lot owner would be forbidden
to build of combustible
materials
in the same quarter, for tile
same reason.
So the use of dangerous
fluids may
be altogether
forbidden,
though
private citizens
may desire it.
Corporations
can claim no exemption
from these rules.
A few cases will be
mentioned
in which corporations
have contested
regulations
made by law, upon the ground
that
they exceeded
the proper
scope of the police
power, and were in effect amendments
of their
charters.
One of these is the regulation
that
corporations--and
natural
persons as well--shall

Another is, the rcktuirement that a flagman shall
be statioucd at all dang(,rous
raih'oad crossings.
The limit to the exercise of the police power in
these cases has been said to be this: the regulations must have reference
to the comfort, safely
or welfare of society ; they must not he in conflict
with any of the provisions of the chart(,r; they
must not, under pretense of regulation,
take from
the corporation
any of its essential
rights or
privileges
which the charter confers.
In short,
they must be police regulations
in fact, antl not
amendments
of the chartcr in curtaibncnt
of the
corporate h'auchise.
And here it should be said
that the charter may unquestionably
contain provisions in limitalion
of the police power, and
constituting,
nevertheless,
a part of its contract
obligation.
Thus, though under the police power,
a state may, as we have seen, compel a railway
company to fence its track, yet if it should grant
a charter expressly providing that the corporation
should not be umler that obligation,
the police
power would to that extent be limited by thc
charter contract.
But the authority
of tlle state
to contract
not to exercise any of its essential
powers can not extend very fay: if it were un
limited, the govcrmnent
might, by injudicious
action, deprive itself.at
length of the power to
fulfill the purposes of its creation.
It is ccrtainly
not within thc province of the state to bind itself
by contract to permit those things which arc iramoral, and which ,ire prejudicial
to tile state for
that reason.
It has often been held competent to.
forbid altogether
whatever the public sentiment,
of thestatepronounced
immoral andmischievous,
notwithstanding
contracts
might
thereby
indi.
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rectly be affected or defeated.
Thus, the manufacture
and sale of intoxicating
drinks may be
prohibited,
though
the effect of the prohibition
would be to preclude
corporation._
established
to
manufacture
such liquors
from nny further exer.else of cerporatepowers.
So lottery corporations
may indirectly
be annihilated
by m_,king the
drawing
of lotteries penal.
If this were otherwise, a public nuisance might be made perpetual,
by giving to the parties responsible
for it acorporate
charter.--3.
Where
a charter
is made
subject to amendnlent
or repeal at auy time, the
corpurators
must be understood
to have conlided
such interests as they acquire under their charters
to the sense of justice and fair dealing on the part
,of those wlm administer
the affairs of the state;
and if tile)' are wronged,
it is because the coati(lence proves in the particu]ar
case to be misplaced,
or,because
the state errs iu its judgment
of what
fis just.
For example,
if a raih'oad charter issubject to amendment,
the state may so amend it as
to rcquire
tile company
to establish
a certain
station and erect suitable structures
to accommodale its business
at that pnint.
A more severe
amendment
might be one limiting
the charges
tlle company should be at liberty to make for the
transportation
of persons and freight.
It is conceivable--though
too improbable
to be seriously
apprehended--that
these charges
might
be so
limited
as to render the operation
of the road
a practical
impossibility;
and, without
doubt,
under tile power to repeal, the corporate
franchises might be taken away altogether,
and the
interests of the corporators
thereby rendered
of
little or no value.
But the power to repeal in
such cases may fairly be nnderstood
as reserved
for cases of gross and manifest abuse of corporate
powers and privileges,
or for such great and unanticipated
changes as should render the exercise
•of sucll powers and privileges
mischievous,
or at
least, unimportant.--4.
There is a class of cases
in which it has been imld that the state possesses
.an exceptional
power of control, which
at ilrst
blush seems to be inconsist,.nt
with the property
rights of the corporators,
and nmy be exercised
so unjustly and unfairly as in effect to appropriate
those property
rights for the commou
benefit,
.One of these concerns
the tolls or other charges
that may be levied or made by those corporations
which arc chartered
to facilitate
public travel or
trade.
There is no doubt whatever,
irrespective
of an), reserved
power to amend, tlmt the state
may legislate to compel such corporations
to deal
impartially
with the public, and ntay therefore
forbid a railway
company
imposing
upon tim
people of one locality heavier charges
than those
imposed
upon the people of other localities for
similar services.
But it is going'but astep further
_o forbid the company
making
excessive charges
to any one; and it seems to be now settled, that,
where the charter
of the company
contains no
pr,)visiou
that would be violated
thereby,
it is
coml)etent
for the state to limit its charges so as
to prevent injustice and extortion,
and t,) require

that its tariffs for passage and freight shall be
fixed at stated periods,
and remain
unchanged
until another of those periods shall arrive.
It is
not pretended
that the state could have any such
power in the case of corporations
in general;
but
those which are pelmitted
to furnish to tlLe state
its principal
avenues of trade "rod commerce,
and
are clothed with important
public functions
to
that end, may well be held Io occupy a peculiar
position, _nd to be subject to 1)eculiar restraints
because of their extraordinary
privileges.
It has
btten held, also, that corporations
whose business
and circumstances
were such as to give lbem a
practical
monopoly
of some branch
ot traffic
which concerns
the geuer_'fl public--such
as corpotations
owning and controlling
the clevatom
fro" the receipt and storage
of grain at important
points--were
subject to have their charges limited
in the same way.
But in the case of railroad
companies
and elevator
companies,
it is the naturc and circumstances
of the business that give
this exceptional
power of restrai,_t and control,
and not the fact that
they
possess corporate
powers.--The
cases in which legislation
has been
held to violate the obligation
of charter contracts
demand brief attention.
The first of these concerned Dartmouth
collegc, whose cl,arter was a
royal grant, and reserved no power of amendment.
The state undertook
to amend by various
provisions,
which, among other things, greatly
changed the governing
board and popularized
its
membership.
No doubt it might do this under
its general
legislative
authority,
but for a provision in the constitution
of the United
States
which expressly
declares that no state shall pa_s
any law impairing
the obligation
of conlracts.
This case first presented
the question
whether
such a charter was a contract,
and it was decided
by the supreme court of the United
S,ates in the
affirmative.
Of course, any important
change
therein
which
the state lind not reserved
the
power to make, would impair its obligation;
and
the legislation in question was therefore declared
invalid.
Another representative
case was that of
the taxation of the Ohio state banks.
Th('y had
been org'anized under charters
which expressly
provided how and to what extent they should be
taxed; but the state subsequently
uadertook
to
tax thcm differently.
They denied the right of
the state to do this, and brought
the issue for
decision
to tile federal
supreme
court.
That
court sustained
the position of the banks.
It was
conceded
that the state possessed
the general
power to tax, and that all persons, rights and
things within the state were subject to it. It was
also conceded
that all presumptions
were against
any intention
on the part of the state to limit or
restrain, this power.
Bnt it "was nevertheless
declared,
that the state, for a considcration
sarisfactory to itself, might
contract
not to exercise
the power in respect
to particular
subjects or
things, or only to excrciseit
in the manner agreed
upon, and that such a contract
was obligatory..
The state of Ohio was found
to lmve made such
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an a_eement
with its banks, and the attempt to
avoid it was therefore
enjoined.
For another
representative
case, _hat of the Binghamton
bridge
may be taken.
The state of l_ew York
had granted tlm franchise of constructing
a bridge
across one of its rivers at a named point, ami of
charging
and collecting
tolls for its use.
SllbSequently,
it made another
grant for the construetion of anothcr
bridge, which would
be a competitor with the first for the same business.
The
first grantees contested
thc sccond grant, contending that a certain provision
iu their own grant
was equivalent
to an undertaking
on the p-trt of
the state that no other shouhl be given, but theirs
simuld
be exclusive.
It was conceded,
that, if
they were right in their view of the 1)roper constructiou
of the charter,
their 1)osition was irapl'egnable,
and it was judicially
determined
that
they were.
These cases arc sufficient to show,
,mr only the protection
which corporations
have
iu the case of stipulations
relied upon as COlltra(,t_,
but also the great danger
that stales nmy 1)reju dicc tim interests
of their people by ill-adxiscd
and especially by exclusive
grants.
It should be
observed
of exclusive
grants, ln)wever, that the
state possesses an undoubted
right to appropri_te
them,
or ttllow them to be appropriated,
fin'
public purposes, on making compensation
there,
for.--Corporationsarcsaid
to be immortal.
This
phrase was in common use when itwascustomary
to gzve grants without
limitation
of time, but it
has au a plicatmn
to all corporations
in the sense
that they do not perish when their members die.
The members clmnge, but the corporate
entity is
mmhangcat)le.
The king of Great Brit'fiu and
Ireland is a corporation
sole, and in contempla.
tion of law thercis
never a time when thole is
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tim vacancies.
6. A corporation
may be dissolved by a judicial fiuding of forfeiture.
Of
this, it is to 1)e observed that the question of forfciture is one which only the sta|c can raise.
If
causes of forfeiture
exist, tlm sovereignty
may
waive them, and in(hviduals will not be:pc,.mitted,
in their own suits, to raise questions of forfeiture.
The proceeding to determine a forfeiture
is commonly one by qtto _oarra_t,, or some analogou,_
statutory proceeding,
and the (:orl)oratiou is summoucd by the state to meet the charges
made
against it. These may l)e either ehargc_ of lni..,user or non-uscr;
and for either a forfeiture
n)./ly
be (lechu'ed.--It
was the old rule, that, when a
corporation
ceased to exisl, itsreal estate reverted
to the former
owner, and its l)ersonal
cstate
pa.-sed to the sovereign.
But tlm general
ruh:
now is, that, where the property
is derived from
the eorporators,
it is (:ousidcred
m equily as beh)nging to them on the (lissohltion,
subject to the
pa 3 nmnt of the corporate debts; and statutes are
1)asked for the winding u 1) of the corl)ol'ale coneerus and the division of the l)roperly
It is
usual, also, to provide for the winding up of corporations which are found to be insolvent --Evel 3,
corporation
i_ said Io have a visitor, who is a person cntith, d of right to inquire into its concerns
and inve_-tigate thc corporate
management.
In
case of a charity f rended by priwtte benevolence,
the founder
is the visitor,
but in the United
States the general rule iq that the legislature
1)o._scsses the visitorial powers.
T_IOXAS
5]'. COOLEY.
CORPORATIONS,
Economic
and Social
Relations
of. Incorporation
is the creation by
law of an artificial l)erson out of one or more

not such a monarch.
"The king is dead; long
natural perseus.
The 'trtificial 1)crsou thu_ crestlive the king!"
But corporations
may cease to ed is a corporation,
its per_on;dilyi.,
an al)¢_ra(.t
exist in various ways.
1. The _d)olition of a conception of the int(,lh_et, mlassoci'ltcd with tlmt
system
to wlfich
corporations
l)ertaiu
would
of the l)ersons from whomit i_ creat('d, and it,_exabolish all such corporations.
Thus, if the state
istence is ideal only.
One may be cm'ious to know
church
of England
were abolished,
re'my cothistormally the first apt)('aranc('of
tlfis conception
por ations sole would disappear,
with it.
2. A which has been such ;_ powerful
agent in the
corporation
ceases to exist when it was limited
development
of society, lint it is lost in the
by its ch,u'ter to a certain period of time, and
obscurity of that marvelous
youth of the world
that period lms elapsed.
3. k corporation
may
in which so many great things had their beginbe terminated
1)y a repeal of its charter
when a ning.
_Numa and Solon are said to have cstabright to repeal was reserved.
If, however,
the
lished corporate bodies politic, though of thr,ir real
right was only reserved to repeal for abuse or forconstitution
little is known, but the coHception is
feiture of corporate
powers, the abuse must be sufficiently
abstruse to vindicate
for it a Gr(,_.k.
judicially
determined;
for tlfis presents
a qucsor even, as has been suggested,
a morc orn'n:;,I
tion on which the. corporatom
have a right to be origin.
Its practical
application
for municipal,
heard and to present their evidence.
4. Corl)oraecclesiastical
and business uses has had its fullest
tol_ may voluntarily
surrender
their franclfises
, develot)ment
under English and American
law,
to the state; and the law makes provision for disbut the conception
came undoubtedly
into that
solution in this manner, and for the application
law fully formed from the Roman civil law.
In
of the assets to the satisfaction
of claims upon
some particulars,
as in the case of corporations
them.
5. In the case of some corporations,
the
sole, the idea of a juridical
personality
Ires been
natural
death of all the members may operate as carried bcyond the limits of the civil law.
But
a dissolution;
but this could only be the case
in the organization
of cities, in the colleges of
when they were not owners of property interests
priests and of the vestal virgins, and in the tradwhich would pass on their death to representslug societies of the Roman state, will be found the
tires, and when there was no means of supplying
anticipation
of our municipal,
ecclesiastical
and
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business corporations
such'_ now exist for almost
.every" purpose
in which the public
activities
of
_atural
persons are engaged.
We are not likely
to exaggerate
in our conception
of the distinctive
personality
of these mythical
beings,
who are
nevertheless
actual members
of the coalmunity,
They may perform nearly all the acts that natural
persons may, but these are in no sense the acts of
their various members.
They act by their respeclive names and corporate seals, not by the persons
who compose
them.
In the language
of lord
_oke
a corporation
"is invisible, immortal,
has
no soul, neither is it subject to the imbecilities
or
death of the natural
body."
These words have
attractcd
animadversion,
but they are substantially accurate.
If all the members be collected, one
.does not see the corporation.
It may be sued, but
.if every member appear, the corporation
has not
.answered
the writ.
It may own property,
real
,and personal,
but the members will have no prop•erty or any right in any part of it. It may owe
debts of which the members owe nothing.
It may
-convey, but the deed of all the corporators
will
convey
nothing
front it. It may contract,
but
the bond of all of them will cre'tte upon it no
obligation.
It is a citizen of the state by whose
_overeignty
it is created, and its action is determined by the mere majority
of its members.
All
the members, however, may changc, but itremains
unchanged.
They may succecd each other indefinitely, so that they may die, but the corporation
remainsimmortal.--This
immortality
of corporalions asserted
in the quaint lailguage
of Coke
above quoted, h_ engaged
some dispute,
but it
is made none the less true bythe fact that modern
statutes do in particularinstanceslimit
their duralion.
.A_.ffirmative limitations
may be imposed
_pon them by the state in respect of their perpctuity, of their power to hold or convey property in
zits various forms,
of their modes of "tction or
otherwise.
But in their original
conception
and
institution,
as they exist under the civil or cornmon law, in the absence of affirmative limitations,
.corporations
have nearly all the powers and more
than all the immunities of natural persons.
They
_ay
hold and <:onvey all forms of property,
and
by succession
of their members have the capacity
of unending
duration,
with the boon forgotten by
Tithonus, youth and vigor unaffected
by the lapse
of time.--Inthe
earlier times private
companies
seem to have been allowed to incorporate
themselves at pleasure.
But such liberty
was early
restrained,
and incorporation
could be gained only
by the decree of the senate or of the emperor,
There is such substantial
reality in the personafity of these mythical
creations,
that they are
practically
so many more persons
added to the
active and industrial
population
of the state; and
it is obvious that the range of action of such a
person is in distance and time far beyond that of
natural persons.
It is this independent
personnlity of a metaphysical
person,
combined
with
this potential
immortality
enabling
_t continued
effort and a concentration
of means to an end to

be accomplished,
beyond tile limits of natural life
or the means of natm'.,d persons, that gives to these
invisible and intangible
persons tl_eir power and
utility, and their intimate
relation
to tim entire
historical
development
of society.
The idea of
incorporation,
ia some of the fro'ms in which it
has been applied, has been the most effective and
beneficent agent of civilization,
aml it is capable
of being so in all.
It is precisely this fact which
underlies the uneasiness
of the public in its relalion to these bodies, for were it otherwisc,
society
would immediately
relieve itself by their extine.
tion._Until
a very recent time the most important
use of corporate
organization
has been inits applL
cation to municipal government,
and to ecclesiastical and clecmosynaryinstitutions.
The corporate
character
of the various municipal
governments
of the cities in the ancient
states gave them an
individuality
admirably
adapted
to the developmcnt of political order in combin'ttion
with civil
liberty,
it enabled the community
to press for
and hold civil rights and privileges which enured
to the benefit and liberty of thcindividual
citizen.
And when the central
dominion
of the imperiM
cityand its citizcnshipwas
destroyed,
it left these
separate municip.dities
withtheir
corporate
forms
andlocal
citizenship.
Someof tbese, as Florence,
successfully
resisted subjection
to the _joverno di
un solo, to the domination
of the feudal
chiefs,
mostly German,
who came from north of the
Alps; and they furnished
types for the frec municipalitiesof
northern Europe, which, during many
centuries of social misery and oppression,
gradually sccurcd and held important
civic privileges,
and developed
the civil liberties of our thnes.
When
the English
law" came to deal with the
principle
of incorporation,
it was found
of easy
and convenient
application
to a vast variety
of
politicaland
socialpurposes.
_Iunicipal
orgaaizations, with rights of election
of representatives,
came rapidly into existence.
Even the unbroken
succession of the powers of sovereignty
came to
rest upon the establishment
of the theory that the
king is a corporation
sole; and similar results :_vere
obtained
upon the same theory
in the case of
other public officers, as in the case of the parson
of a parish.
The principle
was applied to the
upholding
and perpetuity
of ecclesiastical
institutions, as well as of educational
and charitable
ones,
and
in later
times its application
to
trade and various forms of commercial
use has
attained
an extent,
very difficult to realize, in
enterprises
of proportions
sufficiently
large to
make
it important
that
their administration
should be freed from the limitations
incident
to
the short life of natural
persons,
and should
extend over wider range than can be usually
attained
by their resources.
It is readily seen,
therefore,
that this principle
is intricately
and
extensively
inwrought
into the constitution
and
working of modern society, and it is not too much
to say that without
this the present high developmerit of society
could not bc maintsincd
at all."
The invention
of rapid and powerful
mcans of
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locomotion has, in very modern times, even within
the memolT of men still living, brought about stupendous
changes in the conditions
under which
men live in society.
The immeasurable
and economical power of steam, applied to land and ocean
.carriage, has brought
into the closest relations all
.the peoples and all the productive
forces of the
,more civilized parts of the earth.
In place of the
violent migrations of whole peoplesin vast and ag.gressive masses, such as have characterized
some
historical
epochs, the voluntary
movement of in•dividuals and of families has made the most surprising changes in polmlations.
Perhaps more of
•the inhabitants
of northern
Em"ope lmve during
the present century come into the territory of the
Umted States than in the centuries fl'om Theodo.sins to Charlemagne
passed into the southern Re]alan provinces and effected their complete transYormation in population,
manners and law.
The
•same facility of intercommunication
has widened
the market for every production,
whether of land
-or labor, of every country, so that in every part
,of at least the civilized worhl the populations
have
come to derive from remote regions a large part
' of the essential elements in the support of human
' life in clothing and subsistence.
The products of
the Mediterranean
coasts, of Sabaeao Yemen and
Celebes, are found iu every part of the world,
The manufactures
of :Europe and of America are
everywhere
consumed in clothing aod habitations;
and the provisions
and agricultural
products
of
the United States have become essential ele|nenls
in the subsistence
of :ill civilized peoples.
All
these things are transported
throughout
the world
with such facihty,
and in such quantities,
that in
_every locality the principal part of the population
has come to depend, and to be dependent,
in a
.greater or less degree, for clothing and subsistence
upon the products
of remote places or countries,
These quantities
can notbe represented
byfigures
that convey any idea to the nfind.
No commulaity now lives altogether
within itself, and every
one year by ye'tr does so less and less; but it produees what it finds profitable and depends upon a
system
of exchanges
for wh:ltever else it needs,
And this inter-relation
has become so close that
any material change in the amount or cost of produetion
or in the cost of transportation
of the
more important
articles
used in communities-for example,
breadstuffs
and provisions,
menufactured
cotton or woolen goods, the machinery
and tools of the mechanical
arts--must
draw after
it a corresponding
change throughout
the framework of society,
An arrest of the manufactures
of England would be felt with distress throughout
the world.
A cessation of the supply of grain,
cattle and provisions
from the western
states
would bring New ]_ngland and tlmAtl'mtic
states
to the border of famine, and would be not unlikely to reinstate the disturbed
conditions
of the
English land tenure.
In the present, condition
of
society any change iu the cost of transportation
brings t_ eorrespouding
change in tim ratio of
.every man's resources to the cost of subsistence
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of himself and his family.
Whatever
affects one
affects the other, and the poorer the individual
the more serious is the. relative
interference.
When
the invention
of modern
powers and
methods of locomotion made communication
betwcen widely separated
localities
so feasible, it
presented
enterprises
of a magnitude
and range
before unknown.
In the presence
of such as
were involved in the transportation
of the products of the western states to the eastern, and to
the seaboard for the supply of foreig_J markets,
the capabilities
of ordinary
persons
were conspicuously
inadcqt|ate.
But the cbanged
condition of society found these mythical beings remedy
to spring into existence, with powers and endur.
:race adequate
to any requirement.
They h:_ve
enormously
multiplied
in the last few years.
Unincumbered
by the infirmities of natural persons,
for them no aggregation
of capital or of physical
forces is too great, nor any enterprise
too vast or
long eoduring.
Their administrative
powers m'_y
exl)'md from such as conduct the smallest
enterprises to such "ts equal or surpass those of politi.
eal govermnents;
so that it has come about that
this whole matter or'transportation
has passed into
the hands of corpora'ions.
The business of trans.
portation properly
includes
all corporations
en.
gaged in the storage and transfer
of freight, the
carriage of persons, of parcels, of memages, and
everything which rehltes to the iutercommunicatioo which ispromotive
o_ comnierce,
and it _seasy
to see that their relatiol_sto society are of the most
intimate and involved character,
and that their
stupendous
powers are exercised
directly upon
the ratio of the resources to the subsistence,
not
of individuals
here and there, but of every persoil in every community.
These are new comlitions in human
life.
No such gigantic
social
power has ever existed in the world before.
The
conditions are not temporary.
They are permanent "rod io process of development,
and society
must permanently
adjust itself to them
What is
true of one class of these bodies in these respects
is, in varying deg'rees, true of all others.
At one
time they came rote particular
antagoaisnl
with
society when they had withdrawn
about one-fifth,
and appeared to be withdrawinginto
perpetual tenure nearly all of thelanded
property of Englaud
The burden of that mischief, however, bore altogether upon the privileged
and bmdhohling
class
and not upon the people at large, who merely
labored on but did not own the land.
Nearly if
not quite all the modern states guard themselves
against the recurrence of this mischief by statutes
that limit the holding
of realty in corporate
tenure; and at the present
time the co|'poratioa_
that are conceroed with transportation
illustrate,
more vividly than others, the vital relations
for
good and evil tlmt these extraordinary
creatures
of the imagination
practically sustain to the commonwealth._Potent
and beneficent
as these
institutions
have been,
and essential
as they
are to uphold
the high and complex organizetion of modern
society,
a feeling
of extreme
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uneasiness pervades the community concerning
their action.
The sources of this uneasiness are
many. It is believed that the element of incurporation, which is a grant of sovereign prerogatire, is uot used fairly ia the relation which the
power it conh._rs sustaizJs to thc public interest
which is _ffected by its exercise. Whilc the most
important of the social, no_ political, machinery
of tim couutJT is pa_sed into the hands of curporations, b,.causc the work is too gret_t for indi-,
viduals and requires the combined capital and
efforts of thousands, it finds, in connection with
public advantage ou a wide r'mge trod to a high
degree, "t development, nevertheless, of social
mi._chiefs of mcmmiug magnitude.
Apprehension is foumled, not in the idea that corporations
acting in the le.gitimate exercise of their powers,
vast '_sthey arc, menace in any way the commonwealth, so much as ia a conviction thaL the control of these powers is inadequately guarded, and
that they may be an(t are seized Ul)On by irrespousiblc persons who abuse them in their personal interest. By some means the courses of
trade seem to be disordered.
The enterprise_ arc
co gre:lt that they exclude competition, except
bctween corporations,
"rod, even among them,
except between the largest. The competition
that remains between these bodies concentrates
business at a few l)oints and in the hands of a
few men. The mo_t extraordinary differences in
the cost of equal service, involving destructive
discriminations
against extensive regions, are
established, and are explained and defended as
being made compulsory by competition.
The
various arrangements
by which earnings are
pooled must be c}assed as efforts to evade the
effect of competition, and to coerce the payment
of prescribed r:_tcs by the destruction of every
alternative.
Whether these results of a Ca,Tying
system, based ou the natural principle of competition, show this to be a mistaken policy, and that
in an artificial society, some special artificial systern for this must be devised, lime will show.
By their instrumentality very great fortunes have
suddenly accumulated in the hands of individuaN, and not only this, but by this means, and by
the operation of the pri,miple that a mere majority determines corporate action, an ahuost irresponsible control is obtained over cnoxjmous
amounts of the money of other people. _This
facilitates in practical affairs the concentration of
the absolute control of a number of related cot.
poratious, all acting directly upon the most vital
relations of society, in the hands of a few persons
actually owning but a small proportion relativ.ely
of their stock. This involves the developmoa_f
a socml oower m the bands of mere citizens, unl_'eeedentetl in society and overshadowing mere p'blitical powers, for it acts directly, as has been said,
on the relation between the resources of every
man, even the poorest, and the cost of subsistence of himself and his family.
It may be h6rne
in mind that the powers whose burdensjn every
time past have produced popular discofikent and
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led on to revolution, have been social and not
political ones. That it is possible fox' any individual to starL with nothing aml in a few years
come to the irresponsible adnfinistration of such
a fm'ce, for private uses, is evidence th'xt at least
the sources of so great a social power arc at pres_
cut very inse(.urely guarded.
This is not the
place for a discussion of the debated and debatable questions of the time. Wc arc scekix_g
merely to indicate the social relation of thcs.corporate persons, and the tendency of tim proper
use and of the abuse of their peculiar constitution. Society will be sure to establish for xtself
such safeguardg as justice and souml economy
may dictate. The courts h-rye hehl that corporations t,re amenable to the control of the state in
their l)usinc_ and property and ra_cs of charge,
to at least Ihe same extent as natural p_.rsous are,
unless they are freed from such control by elements of contract in their ch'trters; and there are
those who insist that the state can not in any way
disengage itself from its elements of sovereignty
nor part with its legislative or judici:d powers.
It is impossible that any principle of law can
exist, under whatever formula it may be said te
lurk, wlfich requires society to be still while it is
financially despoiled or is otherwise menaced in
the beneficent working of its organization.
It is
possible that the necessal T subordination of any
prerogative or power to the general advantage of
society may no longer require violence more or
less revolutionary, and lhat the confirmed progrcss of public thought m-ty safely rely for effect
upon the l)rudent action of the courts and the
various legislative bodies. It will be a nob/e
illustration of adwmcc in civilization and in social order if, by these peaceful and intellcctu'al
method% the structure of society shall gradually
and prudently be made to undergo the modifications which tlxe better thought and maturer wisdora that come with time and experience will
make as iuevitable in the future as they have
made corresponding
changes inevitable in the
past.
EDWARD S. ISHAM.
COIIRUPTION
IN POLITICS.
Montesquieu, as is well known, distinguishes three fornas
of govermnent, the republican, monarchical and
desp°tic;'md''ffterhavingdescribedtheirnature'
he lays down tim pril_ciple which is the essence or
each of them. Thus, he attributcs vfrtzte to the
republic, honor to monarch?/, and fear to da_potism.
_As nothing in this world can escape decay,
Montcsquieu rightly sought to discover how corruption is brought about, and how it manifests
itself in each form of government.--We
quote,
for the reader's convenience, the most salient passages of the eighth book of this author's immortal
work, Esprit d_s Lo/s.--Chap. I. "Corruption, in
ever)' form of government, almost always begins
with the corruption of its principle. "--Chap. II.
"The principle of democracy is corrupted, not
only by the loss of the spirit of equality, but also
by the assumption of too extreme an equality,
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whereby each one wislms to be equal to those
whom he has chosen to commaml him. Then the
people, unable to endure tile power which tl)ey
themselves confer, wish to do everything themselves; to deliberate for the senate, to enforce
the laws for the magistrate,, and to divest the
judges of their power."--Ch'tp. ¥II. "The principlc of monarchy is corrupted when the ldghest
dignities are tim marks of tim first servitude,
whdn the great are deprived of respect lbr the
people, and made the vile instrume_,ts of arbitrary
power.
The corruption is still grellter when
honor and honors arc made contradictory ter,ns,
and a man may be at the same time loaded down
with infamy and dignities.
It is corrupt when
the prince changes his justice into severity; when,
like tile Roman c,nperors, tie arms himself with
a hfedusa's head; when he assumes the threatentag and terrible air which Commodus used to give
to his statues."-- Chap. X. "Tim principle of
the despotic form of government is always corrupt, because it is corrupt by its very re,tare.
Othergovernmcntsperish
because particular accidents violate their principle; but adespotism perishes of its own innate viciousness, unless some
accidental causes prevent its iirinciplc from working its own ruin."--Chap.
XI. " When the principle of a government is once corrupted, the best
laws become bad, and are turned against tile state:
when its principle is sound, even bad laws have
the effect of good ones, the strength of the
principle draws everything with it."--Our ideas
differ but little from those of this inustrious author; except that events have crowded one upon
another in the past hundred years as perhaps
never before, and we have learned more in one
century than our ancestors did in twelve or fifteen. We would distinguish only two el_me_,tary
or simple forms of government, which nmy exist
each alone, or in combination.
In one of these
simple gover,)ments the supreme power belongs
to tile people, to tile mass of citizens; in the
other, the supreme power is in the hands of an
individual or a family, trod tile people lmve no
share in it. The former is the republican form of
govermnent; the latter, absolute monarchy.--We
ragard :_very s_rong feeling of the dignity of the
cztizen as the only sure basis upon which a reimblic can be lastingly established.
Love of
country--it is thus that Mtmtesquicu definespo/itical virtue--movas mountains, but only when it is
excited bydanger.
3'o fight tile country's enemy
it inepires strength and prompts tu the greatest
sacrifices.
But most men are more easily led
to make one immense effort of short duration
than to endure a long, uninterrupted succession
of very slight sacrifices. Love of country does
not, therefore, suffice as a basis for a republic;
and it would, moreover, be an act of injustice
toward theother formsof government to consider
themas deprived of the vivifying fire which bears
the name of patriotism.--Dignity,
therefore, or
self-respect, joined to the love of liberty, is tim
principle of republics, the soul of true democracy,
43
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Wherever this self-respect is wanting, equality, and
even patriotism, will not prevent corruption; and
we here take the word in its double acceptation of
deterioralion,wldchis the meaning generallygiven
to it by Montesquieu, and of peculation, which is
the sense in which it is more commonly used in our
own day. Egoism, and the desire of gain (avarice,
qs _Iontcsquicu calls it), are l)assions always
alive in man; and, if he does not find a check to
them in the tribuntd of his own conscience, how
can lie resist temptation ?--Itistory would furnish
us abundance of facts, if we wished to cite examplcs of this truth. We might speak of tile Dutch
republic, or the men in power in it, all of whom,
except four (two of who,n were tile _wo de Wilts),
accel)ted tile gold of Louis XIV., knowing that
that monarch l)roposed Io invade their mttive
country.
The frugality which reigned in Switzc,'land, tile extre,ue simplicity of ,tic mode of
life of thi_ peol)le, did notprevent tim descendants of the conquerors of Morgarten and Sem1lath. the sons of those who, in 1551, voted a law
forbidding tile canvassing of bailiwicks, or the
()ffices which were merely lmnorarv--tl)esc Swiss,
we say, afterward went so far as tt) sell unblushingly, in full assembly, to tile high_st bidder, the
judgeships and other lucrative employments of the
countl T when divided into cantons. Zschocke,
who relates th,s fact in his Histoiro dv la lntte et
de. la destrF_ctio_,des ,r@_bl@les dernocratiq_tesde
,_ch_cytz, Uri et Unte_waMz_t,also relates tln, t they
put up at auction even tile highest offices of tim
relmblic , as that of L¢u_dammaun, the highest
country nmgistrate in some Swiss ('anions; and
when some few dared to protest against this
abuse, tile people expressly decreed, ill ]680, that
whoever criticised it should pay a line of a hundred crown_, and should be deprived of tile right
of citizenship.
(p. 99 )--We refrain from looking for at:is of corruption in modern republics,
especially in the United States, for fear of too
abundant a crop
We merely desire to demonstraw that virO_e (iu the sense in which it is used
by Montesquieu) does not prevent _, demoer,'my
from becoming corrupt --Besides, in citing tile
example of Switzerland, we have been emtbled
indirectly to refute Macchil,vclli, who see,us to
believe that a people, once co,'rupted can not Ire
regeneraled; for we can not find in Switzerland
to-day the -tbuses which reigned there two centuries ago. It proves, moreover, that Montesquieu
also was deceived, as may hc seen by refe,'ring to
the passages which we have quoted above.--Thus
we see, that, in popular governments, cmxuptiou
in all its forms begins below, or, rathe,', with the
masses of the population: there can here be no
question of corrupters. If, later on, the governing
part of the nation exerts an evil influence on the
part that is governed, it is because the former proceeds from tim latter, and returns to it, "dips
into it again," and becomes a more perfect expressiou of its defects as well as of its good
qualities.--In a monarchy, on the contrary, we
may suppos_ a line of demarcation clearly drawn
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between
the sovereign
and his subjects;
but
that the prince may cxerei.-e a corrupting
influenee is none the less admissible.
The servility of
subjects certainly
is not calculated
to insl)ire the
sovereign
with much moderation
in tim use of his
authority,
but it is evident
that absolute
power
generally
precedes scrvilily.--But
if the monarch
is powerful
for evil, because men choose their
_nodcls fl'om among those in high stations, he is
'able also to do good, and put an end to corruption, at least in a certain
measnre.
To the gem
eral corruption
of morals he should oppose the
purity of his own life, and shouhl kuow how to
prevent peculation
by good laws, and by a policy
as just and liberal at home, as it is honest and
dignified
abroad.--If
corruption
of morals, especially among those who are invested with power,
may be met with under both the simple forms of
'government,
might
it, not be possible
to find a
combination
which
would
unite
the essential
principles
of each of them in such a manner that
one would serve as a check upon the other, and
'thus prevent
any deterioration?
Able nfinds
.have consider('d
it possible, and to this end have
,extolled
constitutional
government.
Tlmre is
reasou to believe that this form of government
,del_Lys, if it does not put an end to, corruption of morals, and abolishes
or lessens acts of
])eculation.--Everybody
knows, for instance, that
,the ministers
of Charles ]I. and those of queen
Anne made no scruple
of selling the secrets of
their
sovereigns
to Louis X_IV.!
It is known
that projected
attacks were betrayed by the rainistcr of war, and failed by reason of his treason'.
_k little later nfinister Walpole became a corrupter, but cvcn then men hardly dared to accept
a foreign
bribe.
Walpole
tried
his influence
upon the members
of parliament.
These facts
very soon became of rare occurrcnce.--Publicity
gre'ttly aids morality in free govcrnmtnts.
Col',_uption could not long withstand
the attacks
4nade upon it in parliament,
in the press, and
in pamphlets.
Publicity
is the best means of
.respiring
self.respect,
which is the surest
safeguard
against
the strongest
temptations.--We
have yet to refer to the question
raised in some
ereatises on the law of nations (Martens, Kliiber),
whether
or not it is permissible
to corrupt
the
,ministers, ambassadors,
generals or subjects of an
_ncmy.
It has even b:_en asked whetlmr it is altowed to use corruption
among friendly nations,
But as we coudemn
corruption
when practiced
in the camp of an enemy, we need not say what
we think of the attempt to inflict this injury upon
an ally.
We know, that notwithstanding
all we
can s'_y, more than one will, in practice, continue
to use money as an auxiliary;
but, no matter
how vain our endeavors,
we ('an not but contend against abuse.
Corrut)fiou
i_ always and in
all cases a crime ill him who corl'upts a__ well as
in him who is corrupted.
_L_vmc_. BLOCK.
CORTES is tile name
tugal to the p,u:liament,

given in Spain and Perwhich is composed
of
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two chamllers.
The h_story of the cortes is very
interesting
This assembly,
or rather these assemb]ies, fur there was one ill Castile, one in Aragon and one in ;N'a_arre, exercised
great power
and effectually
limited tlle power of the king, as
long as the feudal,system
flourished.
For its remarkablc
details we must refer our readers to tile
history
of Spain.
But upon the dissolution
of
the feudal system and the cstahlishraent
of standing armies, the cortes lost their power,
though
not without
a struggle.
They have regained it
only after many centuries
of obscurity and humiliation.
Their actual org'mization
is based upon
the principles
in force in all modern constitutional
states.
M.B.
"
COSMOPOLITANIS]I
is a sentiment
which
embraces the whole human race.
The cosmopolitan is a citizen of the uTdverse, therefore he finds
the popular
patriotism
which confines all its love
to the country
of one's birth too narrow.
There
is nothing better than cosmopolitanism
when it is
an extension
of patriotism,
when it is genuine
philanthropy;
but what sh,fll we say of the man
who wishes to substitute
for patriotism
a sentimerit so vague that it lacks body and becomes a
misty unreality?
Doeshenotmistakctheshadow
for the substance?
To estimate
with accuracy
how these two sentiments
differ in intensity,
we
have but to remember
how many millions of men
have died for their country,
and how few have
sacrificed
themselves
for the good of mankind
at large
)[. B.
COST OF COLLECTION
OF TAXES.
By
this expression
is meant tile expenses necessitated
by the collection
of the taxes, the salaries of
"tgcnts and the support of the branch of tim administration
intrusted
wiflt tile duty of collecting
them.
It represents
the difference
between
the
sum paid into the treasury
and that paid by the
taxpaycm.
The lessening of this difference
must
be the result of a good system of collection.
It
depends, therefore,
upon a good mode of assessment of the taxes; on a systematic,
wise and perfeet administration.
It is, in many respects, the
expression of the order and justice
with which
the finances are managed.--We
quote the following from J. B. Say (Cours, part viii., chap. 6):
"I read in a memoir
of Hennct, first commisstoner of the finances,
that,
in 1813, France,
which then consisted of 130 departments,
in order
to obtain 170,000,000
francs from the lands and
domains suhject to taxation,
had to assess the tax
p,lyers 240,000,000, that is, 70,000 000, or 41 per
cent. for the cost of collection."
"In England,
before Sully'stime,
the cost of collection amounted
to 500 per cent.; to-day [Say wrote in 1829] it is
hardly 5 per cent. of the entire receipts."--According to this, the cost of collecting
taxes has
been wonde1"fully
le.-sencd in France since 1813;
for, in 1854, it was hardly more than 5 l'_er cent.
in 86 departments.
The figures given for the
epoch previous
to Sully, seem very much ex-
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_ggeratcd,
if we compare
them with Froumcnleau's curious book (/e Secret de filvances, 1580,
book i., p. 142), which gives the total receipts for
31 years, ending Dec. 31, 1580, at 1,453.000,000
livrcs, of which only 927.000,000 were paid into
"_lleroy'_l treasury : tlle difference
is 5_6,000,000,
or 57 per cent., the cost of eollcction.--,Necker,
in his Administratio_
desfinauces (1785, chap. iii.),
estimated
the total cost of the collection
oil re.ceipts to the amount of 557,500,000
francs, or
585,000,000,
including
the "corvces,"
_,nd the
costs of distraiut
and seizure, constituting
the
,entire tax of France, at only 58,000,000, or 11_
per cent.
A calculation
of Eugene Daire, bascd
on lhe results of tile budgct of 1842 (AT_nu_tire de
Teconomie politique de 1844, p. 84), puts the cost of
,collection at 132,000,000
upon a gross receipt of
1,130,000,000,
el 13_ per cent. of the sum actu:ally 1)aid into the treasury
for public purposes,
_.ccording
to lhi_ tile admini_tratioil
of the
finances of France in 1854 did not differ from the
administration
before the revolu|ion,
if _Nccker's
statement
be correct.--We
would renmrk that, in
general, tile cost of e()llection of the tax imposed
upon tlle manufa(,iure
and side of a product is
greater than the cost of collection of the taxes
(:;dh_d indirect,
which are levied upon objects of
.acneral consumlition;
and
the cost of collecting
lhc._e ]alter isgrcater than ,ha, of collecting direct
_axcs upon land, 1)(_rsonal prol)erty,
doors and
wmdow_, income, etc.
JOSEPH GAR.NIER.
COST OF 1)RODUCTION.
:Every economic
theory has a value imlepeudent
of its truth.
]t
h-is a pl'lce in the history
of l)hilosophy,
in addi-
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of things produced
under free competition
determined by their cost of production?
If not, what
is the real relation between cost of production,
in
the true meaning of thephra_e,
and exchangeable
value?
And what was the origin of the theory
that the n_Llural, and on the aver,lge the actual,
value of things is determined
by the eo.-.t of producing them?--The
doctrine that all industrial
products, including capital itself, are tile produce
of labor, has furnished
the German
"socialdemocrat"
with his chief argument
for the claim
of the working class to all the wealth produced
in the country.
Tile elahorate sophistry of Karl
hIarx and La.-.salle rests ou the assumption
that
labor is the solc productive
agcnt, and that the
laborers arc therefore
entitled
in equity to ttle
whole annual produce, hut that, under the modern
structure
of society, they are defrauded
by capitalists of a great part of it as prolit.
It must be
confessed that the ]angu_,ge of J. S. 5Iill gives
countenance
to this propt)siu(_n.
The two elemen,s, he says in his " Principles
of Political
Eeonom.v,"
on _vhieb, and on x_hich al(mc, the
gains of the cal)itali._t dcllen(l, ,u'P, _il'St, the 1)reductivc p()wcr of hbor, ;rod s(,,:ondly, the propertion of the l)roduce
()btain('d 1)y _he laborers
tln,m_clves.
The cause of prrlli{, hc slates again,
is 1hat labor 1)rodu_'es more. than is r(_qu_red for
ifs _Ul)l)ort, and the gcm,ral profit of the country
is ._lwa_s what the pro(luctive
power of lahor
nl:d.;.e.-;it: if tile laborers coll_,etixt.ly produce 20
per cent. more than their wagc_, profils _ ill be
20 l)cr cent., whatever
l)riccs may be.
Yet it
doe.- not appear that .5Jr. Mill, in almlyzing profit
int_) r(,mun(,ration
of superiulend_*nee,
in,crest

tn)n to the elaims it may possess for the light it I and iusurance--a
faulty analy.-i._, it may be oblhl'o_ sou l)hen()mena, and their laws.
No econ_(,rved, ill re-_pc_'t of illSl.lrallCC,
which form_ part
_olnist could now dc_y that ",vriters on 1)olitical
of the coat of l_ro;luction, not of I rolil--r(.gardcd
economy
have for the most part overestimated
lhc ,lu'(,('lion or n_:_nagem(,_t of indush'ial enterthe adequacy
of their method and the ccrlainty
1)rise simply .is a Sliecics of labor, in the cconomm
,of their conclusions
Yet some of the dot'trines
,_eiisc of the word; and in o_le of his essays lie
that have the least claim to unconditional
acceptlms pointed out that it... rcmuucration
is governed
ante contain elements of pra('tic:d truth, and are
by different laws.
The German social-(leln,)crat
replete with ins,rim,ion
in relation to the course
:it any rate iguores tilts clement, although it is
of phih)sol)hical
thought,
and the causes which
(fitch the chief lacier employed
iu a business.
have governed
tile develolnncnt
of economic
Mind, not muscleor manuallabor,
is the principal
science in particular.
Of these few better de,erve
agent in modern economy.
The "water power of
attention
than the theory of cost of production,
Niagara will one (hiy be utiliz(,d for industrial
which
fills so large a space i_l the systems
of and commercial
purposes, not by the hands of
Ricardo and J. S. 5Iill.
The main principle
of myriads
of laborers,
but by the thought
of a
that theory is that the products of equal cxcrtion
single brain.
Thc steam engine is m)w the prime
and sacrifices, or of equal labor anti capit'_l, under
in,trument
of production,
and its invcntor, Watt,
free competition,
are ordinarily,
or on the averoftcu (:¢_nq)lained that the nmin (liflicully of con.
age,
of equal
unchangeable
value.
Ricardo
structingitarosc
from the ineptitude
of theworkfurther held that capital is but thc accumulated
men.
Would it not be ungrateful,
too, on the
product
of labor, and that
cost of production
1)art of mankind,
to say that they ()we no part of
resolves itself into quantity and quality of lal)or;
their wealth to the produetivc
powers
of the
adoctrine
in which he has been followi, d ill sublower animals?
Has the horse contributed
notllstance by J. S. _[ill and other emineut
writers,
Four questions,
tllen, arise for consideration:
]'_
cost of.production
resolvable
simply into lal)or?
In other words, arc no other important
agents
besides human
labor employed
in produ('_i_,n,
and properly included
in its cost? is the value

tug to it by his strength, activity and patience?
Do cows and shee l) produce nothing
for men?
Adam Smith has in one p._ssage expressly
includcd the work of animals under the head of
labor; and _hcnhe
speaks,if
"the auroral labor"
of evel 5' country as the soulcc of it._ wc._lth, l.o
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manifestly
means to comprehend
all the productire agencies that are briefly summed
_p in the
three terms, land, capital and labor.
Can a capitalist diminish any part of his outgoings w'ithout
diminishing
his returns:
or augment
his returns
without
increasing
his outlay? his profit will be
raised, and he may accomplish
both without
any
change in the quantity,
efficiency or price of the
human
labor he employs,
by economy and iraprovements
in the use of his other auxiliaries,
Given the gross produce
of a country,
the total
amount, according
to Ricardo's and 3Iilrs theory
of cost of production
and profit, ought to bc divis,
ible between
laborers
and
capitalists,
and the
share of the laborers wout_l thus determine
both
the outlay of the capitalists and theirrateof
pro.q(,
But the outgoings
essential to production,
and by
consequence
tile total returns, include manyother
elements--animals
_ul(l their food, fuel, artificial
light, seed, nmnure,
materials,
machines,
buildillgs; all of which make demands, overaud above
wages, to sustain production,
un tile gross returns
to iudustry.
]Vages remaining
the same, capitalisis may augment
the proportion
of the returns
to the outgoings,
by diminishing
the expense or
augmenting
the efficiency
of any of the other
elements.
There is no machine at present moved
by steaha that does not waste the greater
part of
the power
given out by the fuel, and a signal
economy m the cost of production,
with an immeuse _tn(l simultaneous
increase in efficiency and
1"csult, might be obtained by mechanicalimprovements in this respect, without
of necessity cheapcuing in any degree the aid of manual
labor,
Capitalists
wile employ
horses for draught,
or
raise cattle or dairy pr_)duce for the markel, may
so breed, feed, house and manage
their animals
as to get ,L highcr rate of profit, while paying the
same price "is before
for human
labor.
It is
curious
that J. S. )fill, who so strenuously
contended that a demand
for commodities
is not

cost of production,
in its ultimate
analysis,
is
resolvable
into the cost of labor, in the ordinary
sense of the term labor, thus falls to the grouud;
and with it falls the claim made by the Germilu
socialist, on behalf of the class of hired laborers,
to the entjre produce of enterprise,
sacrifice, forethought,
invention,
science, and all the powers of
nature that knowledge and skill c'ta call to the aid
of the capitallsts.--The
question follows, whether,
under free competition,
the value of commodities.
depends on their cost of production.
Au affirmative answer is based by a great school of cconomists on the argument
that competition
equalizes
the remuneration
of equalexertions
and sacrifices;.
since, it is argued, tim supply of things which
yield less, will decline, while the production
of
things whose price is more than ordinarily
rerannero(ire will increase.
IIence, prices on the, av(,rage, it is inferred,
must yield wages and p,'ofit
prol)ortior_ale
to tile amount of labor and capil_l
employed;
or, in other words, must _orrespond
with cost of production.
The 'u-gumenf, it should.
be noted, assumes
not only free competition
but
full information.
It assumes that every man it_
business, or about to enter it, knows the cost at
which everything
is produced,
the mode of its
production,
the profit or loss of producing
it, the
improvements
impending,
and the manner
in
which the market will be affected l)y fluctuati_)z_
in trade, credit and speculatiun.
Tile truth 3_,
that in a country at an advanced
stage of industrial progress,
the immense
area of commerce,
the multitude
of employments,
the inces_:_lt
changes
in the processes of manufacture,
and in
the channels
of trade, together
with tile violent
oscillations
of prices, make a survey of the whole
field, ttnd a comparison
of the probable
gains of
each occupation,
impossible,
llundreds
of new
trades come into existence
every year, and no
man in a great industrial
city knows so much _s
the names, or even tim number,
of its different

equivalent
to a demand
for labor, should have
overlooked
the fact that commodities
ma):be produced with little or no co-operation
on the part
of hired laborers.
In the sixteenth
century
it
was the cry in England
that the land fed slieep
and herds instead of men, becausc wool a.nd meat
could be grown without the help of the peasant's
arm.
By skillfulprecautions
tile managers of industrial
enterprises
might
greatly
diminish
the
accidents
and losses which
form a large item in
their outgomgs,
and reduce the outlay on insuronce, which often forms a considerable
part of
the cost of production,
not, as J. S. Mill's analysis represents,
of profit.
The capitalists
of a
fertile country might obtain an immense qu,'mtity
of produce,
and reap an enormous profit, with no
aid from human labor, by the skillful use of mechanical,
chemical and other natural powers, and
the help of horses and other animals.
In a new
region, where only the best soils and sites for production
yield rent, the cost of production
may be
considerably
less than in an old country
where
every acre bears a high price.--The
doctrine
that

employments,
much
less their
condition
and
prospects.
In an age of constant
improvemefit
in tim instruments
of production,
and of frequent
invention
of new methods
and new products,
it
is obvious that articles which have been the result
of a great outlay may suddenly sink in value, or
be superseded
altogether
by a discovery,
or a
cheaper
or inferior
commodity.
The eminent
English economist,
W. lqassau _enior, though an.
adherent
to the doctrine
that value depends on
cost of production,
remarked
that there was, in
all probability,
some iron in use that lind been
produced before the 2_orman conquest.
Did cost
of production
govern value,weshouldseeironselllag at a number of widely different prices, according to the expense of producingit
by different processesat different periods.--The
answer attempted
to such arguments
is, that doubtless there are occasional and temporary
divergences
of price from
the standard of cost, but the "tendency
.... on the
aver_lge" and "in the long run" is to a scale of
prices which yield average profits and wages to the
producers,
and so conform
to the rule.
The use_
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maade by writers on political economy of suchloose
equivocal
phrases as "tendency,"
"on theaveralge," "inthelongrun,"
" in the absenee of disturbi.g causes," has been justly protested against as
inaccurate,
misleading
and unscientific.
But in
fact a great superstructure
}'as been built by its
advocates on the doctrine that cost of production
determines
value, without
qualification
of any
sort; and, in truth, the foundation
was laid for
the sake of the superstructure.
A long chain of
.deductions
could be sustained
if the first link
(.ould anyhow be made to hold together.
A great
part of the theory of taxation
set forth in most
_;conomic
treatises
rests on the assumption
thai
amy additional
burden on a special class of producers must add to the cost of production
and
therefore
be compensated
ill prices.
Whereas
prices confolan so slightly to cost of production
in many cases that a fall may follow a tax; or
the tax may bc the last load that breaks the back
-of the camel, and may ruin some of the traders
who have to advance it --The doctrine of Carey
•with respect to the cost of reproduction
makes
.a closer approximation
to the real relation between value and cost, yet it can not be accepted
_ls an adequate formula, or as containing
the uue
law of value.
The price of iron, coal, corn, cotton and many other commodities
may deviate
"widely from the cost of obtaining a new supply.
A
•change, too, in demand, or the invention of a new
article, maysupcrsedealtogcther
theuseof
a thing,
and render its reproduction
unprofitable.
It is,
moreover, the cost of production,
not of reproductips, that acts on supply;
and it isthe relation between demand and supply that ordinarily governs
n_alue.
The element of truth contained
in J.S.
Mill's theory is simply that cost of production,
by
affectingsupply.does
indircctly affect wtlue,but its
influence in that respect is uncertain and irregular,
and no rigorous deductions
can bcdrawn
from it.
--The
theory of " natural " values and prices,
.conforming
to cost of production,
originated
ill
a comparatively
early and stationary
industrial
world, in which employments
for the most part
were simple _nd well known, and few changes
in the methods
or cost of manufacture,
or in
prices, took place in a generation.
Adam Smith,
indeed,
expressly
and emphatically
limited
the
.doctrine
that competition
equalizes
the wages
and profits of different
employments
to wellknown trades in tile same ucigllborhood,
and nn_ffccted byspeculatiou,
novelty or accident.
The
idea of "natural"
value and price, "natural"
wages aud profits, harmonizes
with the dominant
conception
of a "natural"
order of thin,
which
pervaded the philosophy
of Adam Smith's age. In
the relation of the theory of cost of production,
as
shaped
by Ricardo
and J. S. Mill, to an ideal
system of nature
which had come down from
ancient Greece and Rome, we discover an instruc,
rive example of the causes that govern the course
of human philosophy.
The instance illustrates,
too, tim _dvantage of the historical method, which
_xami:ms how theories grew up, aml what is their
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of society and the domiin the age which gave
T. "E. CLIFFE LESLIE.

COSTA ]RICA is one of the small republics of
Central America.
When its independence
was
declared,
this country
was less advanced
than
other parts of the vast Spanish
possessions
in
America;
but under the intelligent
direction
of
several able presidents,
especially of the two Moras (1824-32 and 1851-60), its industrial
population reached s condition of gcneral comfort,
and
some of its inhabitants
succeeded
in amassing very large fortunes.
This
prosperity
was
not a guaramce
against wars and revolutions.
When not entangled in the political diflicultics of
neighboring
states, it found within its own boundaries certain adventurous
or smbitious
spirits who
did not hesitate at conspiracy
in order to accomplish their designs.
And it requires but very
little to insure success to a rcvolution
in Costa
Rica.
Wc shall not stop to examine any of the
numerous constitutions
of this country, which are
violated as soon as voted, but will confine ourselves Io the following gencral indications.--The
rcl)ublic of Costa Ihca extends over about three
degrees of latiludc (from _° to 11 ° 16'), and an
equal number
of Paris longitude
(85 ° to 88°);
it is washed by the waters of both the Atlantic
and Pacific, and by lake _icaragua;
its northern
frontier
joins thc state of tlmt name, and its
southern boundary reaches to theisthmus
of Panarea (United States of Colombia,
formerly _ew
Grsmlda).
Its territorial
area is estimated
at
2,300 square leagues, and its population
at 127,000
inhabitants.
Agriculture
is the chief occupation
of the people; there is little industrial
activity,
but commerce
is comparatively
more developed.
The aristocracy
of the c()untry is composed
both
of merchants and landed proprictors.--The
principal products
of the country
are, besides the
ordinary
articles of food, coffee, cocoa, sugar
cane, and some others peculiar to inter-tropical
countries.
The coffee crop may be reckoned
at
11,000,000 or 12,000,000 pounds.
Tllesugar
cane
and cocoa (:ultnrc are of much less importance.
These products
form thc bulk
of the export
trade of thc country.
The import trade includes
all manufacturcd
products
and tobacco.
The
imports of Costa Rica arc estimated at 6,000,000
francs, and its exports at 7,000,000.
The country
also has mines of iron and various other metals.
]ts princip'd
port is Punts-Arenas,
on the Pacific
ocean.
Fifty or sixty vessels, having all aggregate tonnage of 15,000 or 20,000 tons, enter this
port, and about the same number sail from it, on
an average, each year.
The seat of government
is San Jos6, a city of about 16,000 inhabitants.
The revenues amount to a little over $1,500,000,
and the expenses
to nearly
$1,600,000
yearly.
The statedebt'is
over $3,000,000.
The monopoly
of tobacco, the customs
duties, and the tax 1mposed on alcohol, form the principal
sources of
income to the treasury.
There is, strictly speak-
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ing, no standing
army:
the militia consists
of
5,00_ men, 200 of whom are in turn called on to
serve as a national
guard.
Public
education
is
proga'essing.
The Catholic religion
is professed
by all the native inhabitants.
]_I. B.
COUNCIL
(IX U. S. HISTORY).
I. The name
given to the upper house of the territorial
legistatures.--II.
Under the colonial governments
the
council, legislative council,
or executive council,
was a body partaking
of the nature and functions
of au upper house of the legislature,
and of a
privy council.
The name was retaim.d for the
upper house of the legislature
by Delaware until
1792, by Georgia until 1798, by South
Carolina
until 1790, and by Vcrmont
until 1836.
(See
TEI{RYrOR_ES, ASSEMBLY.)
A.J.
COUNCILS.
These are assemblies of C'ttholic
prelates, which decide questions
of faith, or draw
up rules concerning
discipline.
In modern times
these meetings arc made up of prelates only; but
in early ages, and particularly
"_t the council of
Nice, priests and also deacons were admitted
to
se_ts, "rod took part in the deliberation
of courtells.
This appears
clearly
from the passage in
the Act_ of the Apostles:
Co_renvrunt
apo,_oli et
set+iorez videredeverbohoc.
TheLatinsenioresand
the Greek word =p-:_r_:.br-:p+_t_mean pricsts.--At
Nice the priests and the deacons took their seats
with
the bishops;
and :Ensebius,
in his life of
Conslantine,
says that there were present at th._t
council more than 250 bishops,
and that a considcrablc
number of priests, deacons, acolytes and
others took part in the sessions, and signed
their
names to tile deerees.--It
must not bc supposed
that these priests had only the right of assisting
at the councils.
It is certain that they spoke and
subscrii_ed totheaets.
Inthe councilor
Aquilea,
l,eld iu 381, St. Valerian of Aquilca hchl the first
t)l'mc, and St. Ambrose was the soulof the assembly.
The l _tter asked the priest Attalus whether
he lind sub-cribed
to the council of Nice.
As
Attalus
gave no answer,
because
he favored
Arianism,
he was questioned
again by Ambrose
in these
tetn'.s:
Attalzts,
presbyter
licet il_ter
Aria_ws
sit t,_TJ_ea h,&et auctoritatem
loque_li,
pre_teatur
"tttrum _ubscripserit tr_lctat+z col_cilii sub
+Tiscop+t stto Agrippi_w anlwu?
It is evident from
these words that simple priests ha(] the right to
speak
in councils
and to sign thch. acts.
We
dwell on this to show tlmt there was more liberty
iu the l)rimitive
than in the modern
church.--In
reality,
this latitude
left to simple priests ".;'as
altogether
in accordance
with the fraternal
habits
for which the primitive church was distinguished,
The questioning
of St. Ambrose reveals also the
remarkable
toleration
of the first centuries,
wbich
permitted
cvcn the Ari_ms, who denied the divinity of Christ, to take part in the debates of these
assemblies,
which undoubtedly
b'tcl a character of
grandeur-rod
solemnity.--According
to St. Augusflue, the keys wcre given to the whole church in
,Ahe person of St. Peter, and consequently
to the
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bishol)s and priests.
From
this the cardinal
of
Arles, Louis Aleman,
infers that the priests form
part of the council, thoughit
is composed mainly
of bishops.
The celebrated Gerson, chancellor
of
the university
of Part.% thinks tlmt prelates of the
second
order, that is l,riests,
should
have the
decisive voice in thc council.--The
reality of this
right of simple priests in the primitive
church
has been frequently
contested.
It has been said
that signing the acts of a council alone is not proof
of having becn judge in a council,
and that the
priests represented
thc pope or hishol)s; but there
is not a _h'tdowof doubt inregard
to this privilege
of simple priests in the first ages of thc church, for
it wastoo
much in the nature
of things.
It is
true that thequestionisonemcrelyofarcheoh)gy;
since for a long time past bishops alone form the
councils.--The
origin of councils goes back to the
time of Constantine.
During
the persecutions
the prelates had not the possibility
of instructing
the pt:ople, and Constantine,
in order to suppr_s_
the heresies which naturally
sprang up, gr'mted.
the bishops
permission
to come togcthcr.--The
most remarkable
of those councils was undoubtedly that of :Nice, where asecond
creed was drawn
up, in imitation
of the apostles'.
National
councils had bccn held before that of +Nice, not:Lbly in
Africa, in tim time of St. Cyprien, that of Elvira,
in the beginning
of the fourth
century,
and that
of lconium,
in 251.
Cardin.d
Bcllarmin
founds
the necessity of councils on these words of Jesus
Christ, which, accordit_g tothe council of Chalcedon, should bc understood
of these assemblies.
"where there arc two or three," etc., and upon the
fact tllat the apostles dl(1 not wish to dee_dc en the
observance
of ceremonies
of the law without
a
council.
He founds it also on the custom of the
church which held councils to decide in doubtful c_ses.--Coum:ils
owe their origin
to the
necessity of preserving
the faith one and mta(.t,
by imluiring
wlmt is the general
sense of the
church.
Councils
are general
and particular.
General. or (ecumenical,
councils were convoked
in primitive
times
by temporal
princes,
tim
first, that of Nice, by Constantine;
but since the
divisiou
of empire
into various
nationahties,
councils were convoked
by the popes; and it is
the opinion
of Gratiau,
that as an incontestible
principle, the pope alone has the right of calling"
general councils, pap_est generalhz col+cilia congregare. Nevertheless,
thesccondgcneralcouncil,
the
first of Constantinople,
was convoked by Thcodesius the Great.
The third general council, the fir._t
of Ephesus, was calledbyTheodosiustheYom_gc_
The fourth general council was called at Clmlcedon, at tile reiterated
reqnestof
St. Leo, it is lrm.,
but by Marcian.
Justinian
summoncd
the fifth
<ecumenical
council to assemble at Constantinuple.
The sixth general council, the third of Conslantinoplc,
was assembled
by the cmperor
Const_ntincPogonatus.
The seventh general council,
and second of Nice, w_s convoked
by the empress
Irene and Constantine
her son.
The eighth general council,
the fourth
of Constantinople,
was
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_onvokcd by Basil, the _Iaecdonian.
From this
time the councils were convoked
by the pope, for
Christians,
divided
into several states, rendered
political obedience to various princcs.
'[o _'hieh
of these princes could the right
of convoking
councils belong 9. In this situ:ltion of affairs the
councils were natnrally called by the popes, lint
with the consent of the teml)oral princes, which
had boca expressly
reserved,
and who could
grant
nr refuee
lo the bishops
permission
to
assist at the councils.
U l) to the eighth council,
the empernr alone had the right to assemble these
great bodies,
in which questions
of faith and
worship were settlcd.--lt
was m_iural u) lay down
the principle llmt he who occupied
the chair of
St. Peter, from which _acerdotal
unity sprang,
should lmvc the duty of assemhling
the uniw,rsal
church:
but it is to be noted ilmt Christiau
princes must give their consent Io the calling of
a gene.r.d council by the pope; for _h,_,bishol_s are
subjecls
of the temporal
princes
and (:all not
leave theirchurclleswitlmuthi._collsent.
General
councils, therefore,
can not be brought
to_cther
canonically,
and proceed
legally, without
tile
concurrence
of Christian
princes
who represent
the nations over which they rule, and of the spil'itual powcr.--Somc
authors go further, and think
that Christian princes may of flmir own will con.
vokc an cecumcni(.al
council, thc primitive
right
of the evapcror ii l) to the eigh!h council being in
no w.ly destroyed,
but in a state of abeyance.
To
this must be addcd the difficulty experienced by file
bishops in satisfying
the wishes of the prince in
opposition to the will of the pope, and rice _crsa.
--Thereis
a case in winch sonic writers thml; that
tlle cardinals
can convoke a general council, that
is,when it is ,l question of judging
thc pope himself. Duringtlm_chismofAvignon,
whcu the chair
of St. Peter was occupied by two popes, Gregory
XII. at Romc, and Benedict XIII. at Avignon, the
cardinals
assembled at Leghorn, and it was decided that they could hold 't council.
When differences arose between
Julius I1. and Louis XII..
king of France, five cardinals
"xssembled a conncil, in the year 1511, with the consent of the eraperorMaximili.m
and king Louis XII.--Wchavc
seen the right of calling a council recognized
in
tile emperor, the pope, Christian princes, and even
cardinals.
Anothcr
authority,
that of councils
themselves,
might cause the holding of a conn('il.
This was the case in tlm council of B._sle,
the decrees of _'hich Clmrles VII. caused to be
embodied
in the pragmatic
sanction.--The
convocation
of (ecumenical
councils by princes, ineluded, first of all, the bishop of Rome as such,
•rod as clfief of lhe church.
No general council
is legal if it have not the pop_.'s conscnl, and if
hc be not invilcd
In assist at iI. In their edicts
of convocation,
the princes
filst notified
the
bishop of Rome, the bishops of Constantinople,
Alexandri:l,
Adrianople,
Jerusalem,
e!(,.--in
the
case of an oecumenical
council,
it is necessary to
invite to it all the bishops of Christendom.
The
pope addresses a solemn bull of invitation to the
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princes and metropolitans,
fixing the time and
pl.me of the council.
The princes are iuvitcd to
assist at them, cflhcr in person or by their amh_._adnrs.
This bull enjoins
on bishops to bc
present.
The metrop(flilans,
iu tnrn, after haytag obtained
the 'mthorization
nf the prince,
notify their suffragans,
by circular letters, to attend tlle couucil.--l(av.'.,;._._,'.
, za: 3.y,aari_.-:,_,,
to draw up articles of faith and enact canons, i.e.,
to settle questions of faith and discipliLle, is the
task councils propose to flmmselves as their field of
action.
The church declares what is of faith and
what is nol, and it laysclown the law in matters of
mere discipline.
Everything
pert'tining
to discipline is laid down in the canon law --The presidency of general councils
is very naturally
accorded to the pope ._s bishop of the first see, the
centre of Catholic unity, and the head of all the
churches.
In his absence, the legates of the pope
take the presidency,
which formerly belonged of
rigllt to the patriarchs.
The rank of bishops at
a council,
and the order of subscribing
their
names to its acts, are determined
by the date of
their ordinalion--In
the deliberations
of couuoils lhe discussion of questions is fixed for certain
stated times, "rod there tire separale meetings for
tile proposing
of questions
and the pronouncing
of decrees.
Thi_ is done only after private meetings of the bishop_ have been held.
The fiflhers
of the council dcliber'tte
among thems(.lvcs,
at
first qu'lsl privaiety.
Afterward a rrport of Ihe.-c
latter proceedings
is hdd b¢,forc a larger mrcting,
and bishops arc called in who had n()t assisted at
the quasi-private
meeting.
The question is uow
taken up .mew and decided
up¢ln previou.,>, h)
bringing it before, a public session of the council.
Votes arc taken by mllions.--A
delicate qucs|ion
now arises: should tile decisions of councils be
approved by the popes, ill order to their validity?
The "q)probation of the sovelcign pol_tiff is doubtless of great weight; but shouhl he refuse to sub.
scribe to a council, or not accept the decision of
the univcrs_d church,
then the general council
may exercise its authority
,tgainst him a.9against
the other members
of the church.
This was
decided by the council of Constance
and that of
Basle.--The
supreme
'mthority
of gem,rid councils is exercised ooly in matters of faith, and not
of discipline.--Particular
councils
are of three
kinds: national,
provincial
and di,)cesan.--National councils are those _ hieh arc cnnvokcd
by
the prince or tile palriarch,
or by !he I)rima(c.
In these are assembled the I)ish_ps of all the provinees
of tile country.
The authority
of tho
national councils is great, and .ippro'lches
that of
oecumenical
assemblies.
The wisdom
of tho
Gallican church has caused Chri.,4ians of other
lands to show great rcsprct for thc national coun.
cils of France,
which knew how to uphold aud
preservc the liberties of their church, always distinguishcd
as it w_ls by a spirit comparatively
progressive
and advanccd.--ProvinciaI
councils
arc those convoked
by a metropolitan
or archbisimp, and in which the clergy of their provinces
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are assembled
by these prelates.
In these councils are discussed and decided questions of faith;
and rules relating to discipline,
the correction
of
abuses and the reformation
of morals, are passed,
Bishops are not permitted
to hold a council without the consent
of their archbishop.
The bishops are obliged, under the most severe penalties,
to be present at such councils to the end.--Diocesan councils are called synods.
They are held
by all bishops,
and are composed
of abbots,
priests, deacons and other clergy of tile diocese,
The sixteenth
council of Toledo
states that these
assemblies
are eouvoked
that tile bishop
may
inform
his clergy and his /lock of all that has
taken place and been decided upon in the provineial council,
the bishop who fails to do this is
deprived
of communion
for two m¢,nths.
AIthough
provincial
councils
are no longer in use,

sided: it laid down as a principle the unity of the
church, which was not to be departed from.--Tile
Englishman
Pelagius,
in 442, denied original sin,
and the necessity of the Redeemer's
grace.
Two
councils, held, the one at Carthage,
the other at
blileve, defined that the sin of Adam had been
transmitted
to his descendants,
and that without
interior grace one can do no work conducive
to
salvation.--The
semi-Pelagians,
priests of Marseilles, admitted
original sin, but said that man
could merit this grace by a beginning
of failh, by
a first movement
toward virtue, of wlfich God is
not the author.
St. Augustine
combated
this
doctrine,
which he deemed erroneous;
and the
second council of Orange decided that, if any one
claimed that either the increase or even the beginning
of faith is not the effect of the gift of
grace, but that this disposition
is formed naturally

synods
are still held.
Prelates
seek through
them to reform or prevent abuses.--The
object of
the first council held by the apostles, in the year
50, was the abrogation
of the ceremonies
of the
]_Iosaic law.
The decision
of the council was
sent to the church of Antioch
hy the apostles,
the priests, and all the church of Jerusalem.
It
was couched
in these words:
"It
has seemed
good to the Holy Ghnst and to us not to impose
on you other
burdens
except that you abstain
from meats offered to idols, from strangled
antreals, from blood and from fornication."
St.
Peter prcsided at this assembly.
The sacramental formula:
it has seemed good to the Itoly Glwsl
and to u._, explains the character
of the decision
which followed;
it was considered
an oracle of
the IIoly Ghost.--The
council of Nice was resolved upon in 325, by Constantine,
to destroy
the heresy of Arius,
a priest of tile church of
Alexandria,
who attacked
the divinity
of Jesus
Christ, and declared
that the Son of God is not
equal to his Father in all things.
The cecumenical council refuted
the innovations
of Arius.
It
opposed to them the authority
of the lIoly Scriplures and declared
that Jesus Christ is the true
Son of God, equal to his Father,
his virtue, his
image, ever subsisting
in Him; in a word, true
God.
It expresscd the indivisible
unity of their
nature
by the word
conz_tbstaatial,
Then
the
council drew up the profcssion
of faith known as
tile :Nicene creed.
All the bishops
except tile
Arians subscribed
to this creed, and pronounced
anathema
against Arias and his followers.--The
council of Constantinople,
held in 381, had to
combat the heresy of Macedoifius,
a semi-Arian,
who had usurped the see of Constantinople,
anti
attacked tim divinity of the Holy Ghost.
It relierated the decrees of the council of .Nice; and, in
confirming
the creed of that council, it added certain words to it to explain that which it already
contained
touching
the incarnation
of the Son of
God and the divinity
of the itoly Ghost.--The
schism of the Donatists,
who refused to recognize
Cecilian,
bishop of Carthage,
because illegmllyoldaincd, was terminated
by the cclel,rated
confer,
ence of Carthage,
over which St. Augustine
pre-

in us, he contradictcdthe
apostolic dogmas.--The
general council of Ephesus, held in 431, opposed
the heresy of Nestorius,
bishop of Constantinople,
who taught that there are two persons in Jesus
Christ, and that the virgin 3lary should not he
called the mother
o1' God, but the mother of
Christ.
It declared:
" Let these impious errors
be anathema!
Anathema
against whoever
holds
this doctrine,
which is contrary to the Holy Scriptures and the tradition of the fathers !"--Nestorius
had divided the person of Christ; :Eutychius
confounded tile natures of the person of Christ; and
_he councils of Chtdcedon,
assembled
in 451, declared that we should confess one and the same
Jesus Christ our Lord, true God and true man,
perfect
in both natures;
consubstantial
with the
Father,
according
to his divinity,
and with us
according
to his humanity.-The oecumenical
council held in 553, which was the second of Constantinople,
condcmnedthc
three Ncstorianworks,
the one of Thcodoret,
the other of Ibas, the third
of Theodore.--The
sixth cecumenical
council, the
third
of Constantinople,
declared
against
the
doctrine of the monothelites,
who maintained
that
there is in Jesus Christ but one will and one operation, and defined that there are two wills and two
natural
operations,
and forbade
the teaching
of
the contrary.--The
seventh oecumenical
council,
the second of Nice, condemned
the iconoclasts,
or image breakers.
It anathematized
the innsvators, and declared that honorand
respect should
be rendered
sacred images,
but not adoration,
which belongs only to the divine naturc.--In
858
Photius had usurped
the see of Constantinople.
The eighth cecumenical
council,
the fourth
of
Constantinople,
confirmed
the decrees of popes
_N'icholas and Adrian,
in favor of St. Ignatius and
against Pho ius.
It reseated Ignatius in his see.
and recognized
and proclaimed
the primacy of
the Roman church.--ln
1050 Berangarius,
archdeacon of Angers, attacked
the mystery
of the
Eucharist,
and taught that the body and blood of
Christ are not contained
there in reality, but figuratively.
The councils
of Paris and Rome
forced Berangarius
to retract.--MichaelCerularius, patriarch
of Constantinople,
in 1058 renewed.
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ahe division of Photius,
and broke with the Roman church.
He forbade
communion
with the
pope, and commented,
so to speak, tile schism
which separated the church of the east from that
-of the west, a century later, when the Latins l)ecame odious to the Greeks by taking
possession
.of the city and empire of Constantinople.--The
ninth oecumenical, the first Lateran, council (1123)
was assembled to dccidcon questions of discipline,
The seventeenth
canon of this council raised a
barrier against the ambition
of the monks, who
intermeddled
in everything,
and compromised
the
cause of religion.--It
was in the tenth oecumcnical council,
heht at the Lateran
in 1139, that
.Arnold of Brescia, a disciple of Abelard, was con(temned:
he declaimed against the pope, against
the bishops, and attacked
wi_h ardor the regular
clergy, who were, indeed, open to attack at that
_ime.--The
eleventh general couucil, also a Lateran council (1179), had for its object the reformation of abuses introduced
during the long schism
which had just ended.
The first of the 27 can-ons of this council
regulated
the election
of
the pope, who might be chosen by a two-thirds
vote.
It excommunicated
the person who not
having one-third of the votes should dare to take
the title of popc.---Inthe
twelfth general council,
held also at the Latcran, i. c.. inRome, attheLateran palace, iu 1215, the two principles of the Manichcaus
were condemned
by its declaratio,l
that there is but one God, one universal
church,
_)utside of which no man is saved; that there
is but one sacrifice, that of the mass, in which
Jesus Christ is himself the priest and the victim.
It was at this council that the same indulgences
_'cre granted to the crusaders
fight.
tug against the heretical
Albigenses
and Waldeuses as to those going to the holy land.-The thirteenth
council took place at Lyons in
1245, where the pope proclaimed
the em0e_'or
Frederic
a heretic
and sacrilegious,
and refused
_hc offers of this prince
to tight the heretics,
•saying
the emperor
never kept his promises,
A decree was i_led
to help the empb'e
of
Constantiffople,
and another
for the crusade ill
the holy land.--One
of the most important
of
general coul_cils was thesecond
of Lyons, in 1274.
Its principal
object was thc uuiou of the Greek
_nd Latin churches.
There
were present
500
bishops, 70 abbots, and about 1,000 other inferior
prelates.
The council washeld in the me:ropolitan church of St. J()hn ; pope Gregory X. assisted
at it in the position of honor.
Ite was clothed in
his pontifical robes, and assisted by several cardinals,
The assembly was one of the most imposing, and the object it had in view ardently desired
by all.
hlichael
.Palcologus,
who had asked
.that the council
might be assembled,
did not
fail to send his ambassadors,
_'ho were received
with
great pomp.
After a solcmu
mass celebrated by the pope, the Latins and Greeks chanted the creed, and the great logothetc,
in the
name of the Greeks, abjured the schism, accepted
the profession
of faith of the Roman church, and
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confessed the primacy of the holy see. The joy
was great; tile pope intoned the Te.Deum.
It
was indeed a solemn moment of grand fraternity.
It only lasted during
the life of Michael:
the
schism re-commenced
under llis son.--From
13lt
Io 1312 the general council of Vienne, in Dauphiny, was hcht.
Pope Clement V. presided
over
it: its object was the extinction
of the order of
templars, and tim restoration
of discipline.
The
king of France, Philip the Fair, had this matter
very much at heart, and he assisted at the council, accompanied
by his brother, Charles
of Valois, and his three sons.
On the 22ud of blarch,
the pope. in presence of many prelates and cardirials, abolished the order by a provisional
decree,
after long discussion, iu which the right of defending thcmselves
was claimed for the accused.
April 3, of the same year, the pope, in the pres.
once of Philip the Fair, his brother and his sons,
a,mounccd
the suppression
of the order of templar% which had existed 184 years: their goods were
givento the hospitalersof
St, John of Jerusalem.
It would be to betray historical
truth not to state
that Philip the Fair had in this more a polilical
th'm a religious end in view.
He wished to destroy a religious and military order, but one which
was mm'e military
than religious,
and whose
powerwasinercasingyearly;andhewasnotsor_',
in the midst of great financial embarrassments,
to
be able to confiscate the property of the order.-The council of Constance, held in 1414, was called
to put an end totheschism
of the west.
Clement
V., a French
pope, had fixed his residence
at
Avignon, and his successors continued to remain
there,
But Gregory X.I. consented
lo return to
Rome, to the great joy of Italy.
After his death,
the pc()ple 6f Rome,
fearing
lest a foreigner
should be elected pope, exercised a pressure
on
the conclave,
saying that if a Roman were not
elected they would make the cardinals' heads as
red as their bats.
A Roman
was elected, pope
Urban ¥I., whose harshness
and inflexibility
irritated the cardinals to such a degree that they left
Rome, declaring
their election null, for want of
f_'ecdom, and chose _t new pope under the name
of Clement VII.
Thence the schism.
France
recognized Clement.
Union was restored by the
decisions
of the council of Const'ume,
which
electcdMartillV.,whowasuniversally
recognized.
This same council condemned Wickliffe aud John
IIuss.--Ncxt
comes the celel)rated
council
of
Basle, whose trots are now accepted
by Catholics
only up to its twenty-sixth
session, because at that
session the members
began to deliberate
on the
deposition of pope Eugene, and declared him contumacious.
They called on him to appear either
m person or by proxy.
Eugene, far from yieldtug obedience,
issued a bull dissolving the courtcil. The schism was comple.te.
The council, on
the one hand, and the pope, on the other, were at
cross purposes, and entered on different ways.-The council nominated
a pope.
It chose Areadens, duke of Saw,y, wl_.o had retired to Ripailles.
Amadeus took the name of Felix V. ; but Iris pow-
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er as pope had been merely
fictitious;
and, Eugene being now dead, Nicholas V., who had been
regularly
elected,
w_m recognized
by the whole
church, aud :Felix renounced
the ponlificate,
an
act which
put an end to the schism.--At
the
council or' Florence,
held in 1437, a last attempt
was made to re-unite
the Greek schismatics;
it
succeeded;
but ou their return to Constantinople,
tile Greek prelates
were i,_sulted "rod beaten by
thepeople
and clergy.
The great
movement
of
tin.. sixteenth
century, begun
by Luther,
Calvin
and Zwinglius,
Pro:estantism,
called forth a gencral council to provide
means for opposing the
advance of the new belief.
Charles V. and pope
Paul IlL being in accord,
the bull of convoc_tion wa_ issued.
Aftel' m,_ny debates, which delayed the opcuillg
of the assembly, the city of
Trent was chosen as a point i_tcrmediate
between
Daly and Germany.
The council
was opened
Dec. 13, 1545.--Iu
reading all the decrees passed
by this council,
oncis astonished
at the multitude
of matters examined
and treated
by it, and the
considcrable
number of solutions
given to the various questions brought up.i.I the °6 sessions of
the council.-It was in a congregation
of the
fifth session that Luther's
doctrines
of frce will,
predestination,
the merits
of good works, etc.,
wel'c examined.
In the sixth session, Jan. 13,
1547, two decrees were.published,
the first on
justification.
It, comprises
16 chapters
and 33
canons against
tile heretics.
The second, upon
the reformation,
contains
five chapters
on the
subject
of the residence
of bishops
in their
dioceses.
The bishops were too wordly, too forgetful of their ilocks.
It was necessary
to subjectthem
tosevcrerdis,:ipline.--In
this celebrated
assembly, among other questions
treated was that
of the cano,_icity of the tioly Scriptures;
and it
was unanimously
agreed that all the books of the
Old aml New Testament
should be recognized
as
canonical.
The subject
of tradition
was "ll__o
treated, that is to say, those doctrines
of Jesus
Christ a,ld thc apostles
which are not contained
in the Scriptures,
but which have been transmitted orally, and which are found in the works
of the fathez's and other ecclesiastical
nmnuments.
The following
are the terms of that important
decree:
"Considering
that the truths
of faith
and the rules of morality
are contained
in She
written
books and in the t,'aditions
which,
!'eccived fi'om the mouth of Christ by the apostles,
or given to the same apostles by tile inspiration
of the Holy Ghost,
have come down to us as
from hand Io hand, the holy council, following
the example of tile orthodox
f,,thcrs, receives all
the books, ms well of the Ohl as the New Testame,it, and al_o the traditions
which touch either
fitith as issuing from the mouth of Jesus Christ
or dictatcd
by Ihe ltoly Spirit, and preserved
by
n continued
succession;
it embraces
them with
tile same ,'espect and piety; and, i_ order that no
man may doubt which are the sacred books received by tile council,
the following
catalogue
of
them has been iuserted
iu this decree."
Here

follows a list of all the canonical
books as they
are printedin
the Vulgate,
It p,'ooouoces
"anathema on all who refuse
to receive
as sacred
and canonical all these books with all their paris,
aml on those who despise tradition."
The council, moreover,
laid down the doctrine
of the
church on original sin, on the justification
of the
sinner through the sacraments,
on the sacrifice of
the mass, on penance, on confession,
on satisfaction, on the sacrament
of extreme unction,
on indulgenecs,
on devotion
to saints, etc.
It was
cloud in 1563. Tile pope confirmed
the decisions of the council by a bull of Jan. 6, 1564.
It
was received by all Catholic
nations.--Mcn
had
come, by degrees, to believe that the council of
Trent would
continue
to be the last of cecumen.
ical councils.
J. de Maistre even permitted
himself to say, "the
more the world becomes
enlightened
the less will the idea of calling a council occur."
Yet, July 3, 1868, Plus IX convoked
an oecumenical
council, to meet Dec. 8, 1869, in
the basilica
of the Vatican, just 30(_ years after
the council of Trent.--Following
the idea of the
court of Rom% an idca suggested, it is said, by the
Jesuits,
it became more and more urgent to find
an heroic remedy for the errors of o_lr time, tc_
checkmate
"the progress of liberalism, of modern
civilization,"
and all those new liberties
which
are incompatible
with the perfect maintenance
of
the privileges and the monopoly
of the pontifical
sovereignty.--The
me'ms proposed
to raise the
prestige
of the papacy was to identify
tile pootifical authority
with that of the church
itself,
the decisions
of whose councils
are, in the eyes
of Roman Catholics,
clothed with a character
of
absolute infallibility.
Thenceforth
it would sufrice for the pope to speak ez cathedra, /lint is to
say, in his quality of pmstor and leacher of all
Christians,
to nmke it impossiblc
that he should
err
This infallib hty of the pope was ncvertheless energetically
rejected
aml combated
by emineot prelates, such as bisho I) Maret, in his book
Dtz Co_cile el de h_ Pair religie,tse, and by bishop
Dupanloup,
who did not hesitate to declare that,
if the doctrines of ultramontanism,
adxocatcd
by
3I. Veuillot, ill the Uni_rs, should carry the day,
"the church will be put under the ban of cirilized nations " _ But the abb_ Sulesmes
and the
archbishop
of Westminster
undertook
to refute
these opponents
of infallibility.--Somc
thought
that
the weakening
of papal
authority
was
caused by the tendencies of Catholics in different
countries to constitute
themselves
into so many
distinct
national
churches,
as the Gallican
church in :France had done.
NeverLhelcss,
this
latter
has continued
attached
to the Roman
church, while professing
the most complete political independence
of it.--In
England
this same
tendency,
called
by the papacy
the spirit of
pride and revolt against-God,
produced
the Anglican church, which
by a more radical rupture
has ceased to call itself Roman
while preserving
_ The German bishopsand manyAustrian bishopssharefl
the views of the bishop of Orleans.
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the name "Catholic,"
meaning
simply
that it
forlns part of tlm universal
Christian
church.
--win
recent
years certain
waters,
doubtless
with the best of intentions,
but apparently
answering
to one of the most cherished
thoughts
of the Roman church, h.xve sought to impel the
Latin races to form themselves
into a vast and
powerful
political
unit, but this aucmpt
was
too much in conflict with modern ideas to succced.--Other
efforts of the Roman court, directed
solely against Gallicanism,
had more effect; but
Gallicanism
had a successor under the name ot
"liber.ll
Catholicism."--_I.
de _Iontalcmbert,
one
of the most illustrious
among the representatives
of this party, defined his programme
clearly in
his discourses
of Aug. 20 and 21, 1863, at the
Catholic
congress
of _lalines.
Defending
civil
liberty and freedom
of ct,nsciencc,
except in the
papal states,
taking
up the famous motto
of
count Cavour,
"2k free church in a free slate,"
lie madc no other concession to the papacy than
to condemn in Rome this scpal"itiou
of the ternporal and spiritual power which herccommendcd
in the case of othcr countries.
But the Romau
court was in no way pleased with him for such a
want of consistency.
The cucyclical
of Plus IX.
appeared the following year ms a refutation
of the
idcas of _1. dc Montalcmbcrt.
We there read
that there arc not wanting
men to favnr tlfis
erroneous
opinion, than which none couhl exist
more f-ttal to the chm'ch and the salvation
of
souls, and which his predecessor
of happy mcmor)', Gregory XVI., tcrmcd
a delirium,
that is,
"that
liberty of conscience and worship is a right
belonging
to each man which
should
be lU'Oclaimed
and assured
in eve W well-constituted
state."--This
encyclical
was followed
by a syllabus (see S_%L._nus), in wifich a r6sutn5 was made
of all the principal errors of modern times.
The
eighth
and last article of the syllalms
forbids
even the belief that the Rmnan pontiff can and
should come to terms and effect a reconciliation
with modern progress, liberalism and civilization,
But this opposition
to the independence
of civil
authority
and modern
liberalism,
so definitely
declared
by the pope, could have its bearing
madc real and emphatically
significant only by a
dogmatic
dcelartition
of his infallibility.--Now,
Pius IX. did not wait for this declaration,
to
proclaim
a new dogma, in the proclamation
of
which lie relied,
it is truc, on a consult.ltion
had by letter with the principal bishops, a certain
number
of whom he caused to meet at Rome.
The decree of the immaculate
conception,
issued
in this way, Dec. 8, 1854, declares
it to be a
dog'ma of faith that
"the
blessed virgin blary
was in the first instant of her conception,
by the

by the (ecumenical
council of Constantinople
iu
680, which, by declaring pope Honorius a heretic,
had shown in practice
the superiorily
of the "mthority of a council over the authority
of a pope.
Abb 5 Gratry demonstrated,
on this occasion, that
the condenmation
of Honorius,
accused of tunaothelism, was reproduced
in all 1Roman breviaries
to the cud of the sixteenth
century, and furthermore lie quoted the text as found in a hreviary
of 1620.--Thc
purely theological
arguments
of
some of these opponents
made a special point of
showing that the celebrated
words of Christ to.
Peter, "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
build my church,"
far from serving as a louadalion for the papacy, were the negation of it, for
they were spoken only in refcrencc
to the faith
of Peter in the divinity of Jesus.
Consequently,
the foundation
of the church is this acknowlcdg.
meat of the divinity of Jesus, and in no way
the person of Peter, whom he e,dls "Satan"
a
few verses further on; still less could it he the
person of each one of his suecessor_.--But
other
and more moderate
adversaries,
following
the
examplc of abb5 Guett'c,
in his pamphlet
].z_
Papautd _noderne (published
in Paris in 1861),
were content to bring out tllC ol)iaion of pope
Gregoi T the Great, who, while recognizing
in the
pal)aey a lirimaey
of honor, still rcfu._e(1 it univcrsal "md absolute authority,
that is to cay, "'a
real and vcritablc
jurisdiction
"--The
Vatican
council did not forgct to combat these last two
opinions, nor its canons to anathematize
tlmm.-The events which marked the prep.mtti_m for the
Vatican cmmcil were first all invitation to all the
bishops of the oriental rite, and then to all Protest.
ants or "ram-Catholics."--The
Greek patriarch
answered,
th'_t, t_ come 1o an understanding,
it
would be necessary to go hack to the time when
tim two churches, lhat of the cast and that of the
west, formed but one; tlmt consequently
it was
necessary to abolish till chang(,s made either by
adding to or taking fl'om the Christianity
of that
remote period.
Such an answer was equiwflent
to a refusal.--As
regards Protestants,
the pope
did not invite them to take l)art in the deliberalions of the council, as the A rians had t{iken part
in the eounc.il of Nice, and aoim IIuss in the
council of Constance; but he did invite them, on
the occasion of the council, to return to the bosom
of theIioman
church, and submit to tim holy see.
--The great innovation in theVaticancouncilwas
the absence of the se:its which in the cmmcil of
Trent were reserved for princes and ambassadors.
The governments
of the different stales raised no
protest against this; and it suffiees toreadthe
dcbates in thc French corps ldgi,4atif, in the session of
July 9 and 10,1868,aswell as the dispatch of March

special grace and privilege
of Almighty
God, in
view of the merits of acsus Christ, Saviour of
mankind,
preserved and exempted
from all stain
of original sin."--This
dogma raised a discussion
which does not come within our limits to analyze,
--The opponenlsofinfallibilityconeentrated
their
arguments
principally
on the anathema launched

19, 1870, from cardinal Antonelli to _lgr. Chigi,
in answer to that of cmmt Darn, French minister
of foreign affab's, to see, that, such was the feeling of France and in all the other slates, that it
would have been disagreeable
to them to assist,
in the person of their amhassadors,
at the condcmnation of the fundamental
principles
of th_
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public law of modern
times.--Thc
council held
only
four
"sessions."
The torsi
number
of
faflmrs called to seats was 1,044; of these a great
number
were bishops
in part&u._.
The session
of Dec. 8 was devoted
to the opening
of the
council,
that of Jan. 8 to placing
the profession
of faith of the fathers
in the hand of the soyereign
pontiff.
The session of April °,24,on the
Catholic
faith, decreed
a number
of canons,
among which are the two following:
" If any one
says that human sciences ought to bc treated with
such fl'cedom that their assertions
may l)e he](1
as trt_c even when contrary to revealed
doctrine,
or tlmt the church
may not proscribe
them, let
him be anathem'L"
"If any o,m says it may
happen, that, by reason of the progress of scieuce,
a sense may be attributed
to the dognms proposed
by tile church other than that in which tim church
has understood
them and does understand
them,
let him lie auathcma."--The
number
of fathers
.engaged in this session of April 24, was 667.-The fourth and last session, that of July 18, was
the most importaut:
535 fathers took part in it,
and put forth the " first dogmatic
constitution
of
the church of Jesus Christ."
It concludes
thus:
" We teach and define, sac_v approba_de coTa.iiio,
4,he following
to be a dog,ha
divinely
revealed,
to wit. That the Roman pontiff, when he speaks
excathedra,
that is to say, when fulfilling the duties of pastor and teacher
of all Christians,
in
virtue of his supreme apostolic authority,
and deelares that a doctrine
of faith or morals should
lie believed 1)y the universal
church, lie enjoys,
through the divine assistance which has been promised in the person of the blessed Peter, the pleaitude of that infallibility
which
the divine. Redeemer wished his church to pos_cssin thedefining
of faith and morals, and consequently
tlmt such
• lefinitionsoftheRnmanponliffareirrcformablein
themselves,
an&not i_ virtueof the church's consent,
Should
any one, which God forbid,
have the
_emerity to contradict
our definition,
let him be
_mathem_."--It
would appear from the testimony
of professor'Friederith,
in his letter to the archbishop of Munich, that the original text presented
to and diseussed by the fathers,July
lS, saidsimpl),
lhat the definitions of the Roman pontiff are irreformable
in themselves,
and tile words "and not
in virtue of the church's consent"
were not added
till later.--The
interpolation
of the above wm'ds
was not tim only thing which raised the aceusalion against
it, that the Vatican
council was not
free, and consequently
not inspired by the Holy
Ghost.
It is quite sufficient to r_ad the apostolic
letters of Plus IX, for the direction of the labors
vf the council, to see that it must have lacked
freedom,
because subjected
to too many rules,
Work on each questmn
was done in advance,
then submitted
to vote.
In spite of the energetic
opposition
of certain
eminent
bishops,
such as
the bisbol)s
Dupanloup,
:Maret,
Strossmayer,
_ardinal
Schwartzenberg,
cardinal Guidi,
etc.,
who took in hand the cause against
infallibility,
the majority,
composed
especially
of bishops in
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partibus,
bore down the minority
by' rude and
violent interruptions
m order to strangle discussins and vote in haste.--P,us
IX. announced
the
close of this fourth
session by decl_,ring
that,
" the decrees and canons contained
in the constitution just read have received the adhesion of all
the fathers except two."
As a matter of fact. the
greater part of the opposition
was absent, o" abstained
from voting.
Oct. 20, 1870, Plus IX.
declared
by apostolic letters, that "the
sacrilegious invasion of this august city, our ,_ee, nml of
the remainder
of the provinces of our temporal
domain,"
had taken away the liberty ncct'ssal T to
the fathers, and that therefore
he suspendcd
the
council of the Vatican
"till
:_ more opportune
and convenient
time, which will be determined
by the apostolic see."
JuLEs PAUTET and C. IIu._rA_'N.
COUNCILS
OF WAR.
This name is given
to the meetings
of military
chiefs held with the
object of deciding the course to be followed in exceptionalcircumstancesduringacampaign,asiege
or a battle.
Generally
the commander
in chief
of an a,'my acts onlyin accordance
with his experience
and good "sense; but there are cases in
which he feels the necessity or considers it as his
duty to consult
his subordinates
on the chances
of a doubtful
operation,
on the expediency
of an
attack, or on tlmpossibilitiesof
a defense.
Sometimes similar me,;tings are held at the beginning
of a campaign
to decide on the plan of operations.
J. ]I.
COUPS
D'ETAT.
Coups d'gtat are always a
violation
ot established
law: they are theretore
execrated
by those wlm suffer frmn them, and
extolled by those who profit by them.
PostelJty
itself does not always agree in its judgment
concerning
the majority
of coups d'dlat.
Some
estimate
the facts according
to the motives which
prompted
them, and say, the end justifies
the
means;
others look at tile effects, and excuse
everything
by the l'esult--sa/usrcipublicz
sapre_l_t$
/ex; still others put principles
higher than all
material
advantages,
and do not admit in any
ease that right or justice should be violated.--We
here, on this delicate question,
give the opinion
of those publicists
who have touched
upon it in
their
writings.--Montesquieu
says (b__cpcit des
/oL% book xix., chap. xix.), in treating
of coups
d'e_tat in republics,
"There
are, in states which
value liberty most, laws which violate it in the
case of one man in order to preserve it for all.
Such are the bills of attaim_'in
England.
They
are related to those laws of Athens which decreed
ostracism
against a single man, provided
6,000
citizens
voted for it.
Such, too, were the laws
made at Rome against private citizens, and which
werccalledprivileges(deprivatislwminibuslatce.)
''l
--"I
confess,"
adds
Montesquieu,
"that
the
practice of the freest people that have ever been
3 These b_lls have been suppressed since the time when
_tlonttmquieu wrote.
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on earth (the Greeks
and Romans)
m,'_kes me
believe that there are cases in which it is nccess'_ry to draw a veil over liberty for a moment, as
the statues of the gods were hidden."
Mantesquieu's opinion, thus fornmlated,
was meant only
for republican
govermuents;
in which ambition
frequently
causes emt)arrassingsituations,
hinder-

But we know that co_lps dYtat have not always
given the results expected from them; and in the
revolutionary
phase through
which the French
passed from 1790 to 1800, co,ops dYtat succeeded
each other with such rat)idity that in the morning
no one knew whether the law of the day before
was still in force.
Factions which
came into

ing the action of power; and if power there realty
rests on the consent of all, the ambition of a few
should not deprive the citizens of a security which
they need to act like a free people.
It is in such
cases that _Iontesquieu
approves
the suspension
of the habeasCOTTUS of the English.
lie concedes,
too, that measures
whose juslifieatioa
is their
necessity
should be resorted
to even iu violalion of law, provided
they are "ldopted to save
the imperiled
liberties
of a people.
But, in the
case of monarchical
governments,
the illusl,'ious
author
does not sanction
coups d'_tat, commi_sions extraordinary,
ostracism
or anything
which
(.hanges the lcgal order of things.--"A
prince,"
he says, "should
act candidly
with his subjects,
honestly,
with confidence;
the man who is so
often disturbed
with snspicions
and fears is an
actor troubled
in playing his part.
* * Royal
authority
is a great spring
which should move
easily and without
noise.
There are cases in
which power should act to its full extent; there
are othe_ in which it acts within limits.
The
sublime in the administration
of government
is
te know well what power, great or small, should
be employed
undcr
different
circumstances."
(Ibid., ch'lps, xxiii, and xxv.)--With
such principles applied
in the govcrnmcnt
of men, states
would have no crises to fear but such as might
be. brought
about by competitors
of the prince,
a man always surrounded
by flatterers, who deceive him, and who are interested
in nourishing
vain hol)es in the minds of thcir mastcr;
but
these crises wouhl soon abate under the influence
of constant prosperity
assured to a grateful people
who would not be tempted
to try the chances of
adventure
from which they could gain nothing
but infinite annoyance.
But Montesquieu foresees
the case in which, by some circumstance,
the
political law [fundamental
law or constitution
-ED.] destroys
the state.--"
When the political
[fundamental]
law," he s'ffs, " which has established a certain order of succession
in thc state,
becomcs
destructive
to tim political
body for
which it was made, it can not be doubted that
anotherpolilh.,d
[fundamental]
law is eompetent
to change tiffs order; and this law, far from being
opposed
to the first, is, in its essence,
entirely
conformable
to it, since they both depend upon
this principle:
The safety of the people is the
supreme
law."--The
consequence
of what precedes, and which we take from book xxxvi.,
chap. xxiii., of the "Spirit of Laws," is that, if an
energetic
man or a number
of resolute
citizens
should lend themselves
to acts from which the
good of the nation would result, either through a
coup d'dtat or persuasion,
this man and these citizens would have deserved well of the country.--

power through a coup d'(;tat wcrc overthrown
by
a co_tp d'dlat, and all the pretended
principlcs of
one day were set asidc by the principles
of the
next.--Macchiavelli
would have called this formidable disorder
._ conspiracy.
He has written
many pages on conspiracies,
so often bafltcd by
co_lpsd'_:tat. He reviews thecoupsd'(t(_tofancient
Rome,
and those of the Florentine
rclmblic,
whose history lie wrote.
He roe'ills, also, those
of Greece, and gives, as is his wont, 't theory of
conspiracies,
lie lays it down as a priacil)le.
that a priJ_a_ is _crer ,_afe vpon his tl_lw_e _o lo_._/
as those who have bee_ disposse._._d _ff' it are still
lici_g
( ho_ vire sicuro un prir_cipe ia uno pri,cipato, me_ttJ e w'voTw colo_v che ne ,so_w _tati spa.qliati.)
"Let every polcntatc,"hc
adds, " remember well that old resentments
are never hlotted
out by f'lvors, which arc the more usrlcss in 1)reportion as the evil suff(,red is greater
than the
benefits received."
But lm does not advise co,ops
dYtat, as we shall see.
"Let
princes," lie says,
"once for all put it clearly into their minds that
they run great risk of losing their crown the moment that they violate the laws ami custom.,,
under xvhi(:h the people have long lived.
But
when the_e unhappy princes have lost their kingdams, if they become wise enongh to see how
easily modrrate
and prudent
princes m.tintain
themselvcs nl)on the throne, they will suffer still
grea'ter vexation
from their losses, and will believe thcmselvcs
worthy of still greater
penalties than those inflicted ou them; for it is nmch
easier to gain the h)ve of honest peol,lc than of
scoundrels,
"rod to submit to laws than to violate
them.
Thus, a prince
who wouhl reign as an
honorablc man, has only to take as a mod(.l the
life of one of those illustrious
by their goodness,
such as Timoleon of Corinth, Aratus of Sicyon,
and so ninny others whose reigns were so full of
satisfaction,
as well to the sovereign as to his subjects.
This alone should rouse in a prince the
desire of followiag such shining examples,
since
tlmrc is nothing
so easy; for wilen people are
well governed,
they ask for no other liberty;
as is
seen by the examl)le of the two persons whom
we have just mentioned,
who were forced
Io
reign all their days, although
their inclinations
invited them to live privately
and in retirement."
--We have thought
it interesting
to quote Macehiavelli
here, which to more than one person
will doubtless
appear strange,
in view of the
opinion held of this writer.
In this matter, how.
ever, he is not satisfied with his own opinion;
he
strengthens
it by that of Tacitus,
from whom
he borrows this maxim:
"_Ien should vene_:_te
past ages, and accommodate
themselves
to the
present time.
They should desire good prinne.a
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a1_rl elpdure the others.
For it is certain
that all
those who act otherwise
bring total ruin oll them,_clves, and on their country."--It
would
be to
mistake Macelliavelli.to
suppose
that he teaches
only the doctriue of ruling by craft, violence and
force, since lie affirms, in ninny passages of his
book, the "Prince,"
that it is better to govern by
virtue than by villainy,
and that power acquired
by legal means has less chance than a_ly other of
being overturned
by a bold stroke.--About
the
same period there was a whole school in France,
,at the head of which
stood G. :Naude, who considered
princes
justified
in putting
thelnselvcs
above the law at certain
times and crushing out
resistance
by means of czn,ps d'dtat.
Charron, in
his treatise on "Prudence,"
shares this opinion,
_nd expresses
himself
as follows:
"We
must
know that the justice,
virtue and probity
of a
sovereign
proceed
somewhat
differently
from
those of private
men; they have a wider and
freer path, on account of the great, pressing and
dangerous
burden
which they bear; this is why
they may move in a way which may seem to
(Jtherserratic
and irregular."
But, adds G. Naud6
in quoting
this passage of Charron,
this may be
Jmces_ary, honest aml legitimate.
Sovereigns
are
no_ so strictly bound by the laws as private person_, if the step which seems unlawful in them is
ncce_'lIT;
as when they wish to prevent others
from deceiving
them, and aztticipate
tlwse who
_rish to s_trpri_v them/
Thus, John II., king of
Portugal,
aware of the designs which Ferdinand,
his cousin, and the duke of Braganza,
his hrother5n-law, had Ibrmed against him, anticipated
them.
tie killed one with his own hands, and ttlrned the
other over to the executioner.
LouisXlII.,
seeing
that the Spani'lrdswerc
sowing discord among the
Frcnct_, and "ddiag the rebels with their counsels
and money, paid them b'lck iu the same coin; lie
supplied
the Catalans
and the Portuguese
with
the means of defending
themsclvcs
against their
nmstcrs._To
justify coups d'_tat, the authors
of
,thcschoolabovementionedtreatofthe
statercason
which leads to them, and the means which princes
should employ tobealwaysreadytoactinthespirit
-of the power which they hold in theirhands.
They
send agents, nuncios, ambassadors,
legates, to spy
out the actions of foreign princes, and to dissimulate, cover up and disguise those of their masters,
The man who does not know how to dissimulate,
said Tiberius
and Louis _-_I., will never know
how to reign.--It
is equally necessary, says _audS,
to make secret arrangements,
gain information,
and manage to attract
with subtlety the hcm_
and affections of officers, servants and confidants,
of other foreign
princes and lords, or one's own
subjects--what
Cicero calls, in the first book De
O._ciis: Conciliate sibi animos hominum et ad us_zs
suos axljungere
(to gain the hearts of men and
employ them for one's own purposes.)
This is
ordinary
prudence,
and can not be called slaw
_ecrets, co_t])s dYtat
or arca_
imperiorum.-These terms must be reserved
for great _'usea,
wtfich are sometimes a part of extraordinary
pru-
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deuce, the motive power in matters of difficulty,
which are not unfrequently
very annoying
and
of a nature to be classed among the arca_za troperior_tm.--Clapmarius
says that state secrets are
nothing but the v:trious means, reasons and courtsels which princes make use of to preserve their
authority
and the stata quo of the public, 3vithout,
however, transgressing
the ordinary law, or arous.
ing any suspicion
of fraud
or injustice.
IIe
divides them into secrete cJ'empire, which lie subdivides iuto six classes, and into secrets of rule,
which those who comman_l should keep in order
to maintain
themselves
in authoritv.--Naud6
thus sums up his views: "The
chief power of
a prince
is in the love and union
of his subjects," but he adds, "The second is the reason of
state, excessumjuris
commu_ispropter
bonum cornmane."
llere the reason of state opens a very
wide door to arbitrary
power.
It is uecessary
to
define what the reasoz_ _f state is, and whelher
a
prince may not understal:d
it according
to his
wishes, and even accmding
to his caprice.
To
abandon
the interest
of a people,
completely,
to the will of princes guided only by reusoT,s of
state, is evidently
to compromise
it; for prince._,
through
a tendency
i_lhcrent in hum'm
nature,
may find a reason of,tftt¢ where there is nothing
but their o_ n fancy and the satisfaction
of personal ambition.
Powerful
nations which seize the
1)o._sessionsofweakeronesdosoforreca_onsofstate.
Reasons of state arc the mantle with which they
cover their injustice.
It wa_ forrectsonsofstate
that
the Spaniards
barbarously
exterminated
the Indians who defended their country;
it was again for
reasol_s _f state that the same Spaniards
seized
Navaire,
and much territory
which
they now
possess; it was fro" reasons of state that Charles
VIII. seized Anne of Brittany,
who had married
by proxy Maximilian
I., king of the Romans.-When the :English sent two or three fleets to La
Bochelle, in the time of Richelieu,
it was more for
reaso_s of state thou from religious zeal, since they
went to aid the Catholic
Belgians against Spain:
it was again for _'easous of state that the Danes took
up arms to prevent
the Swedes from conquering
Poland.
It was for rcaso_s of state that so many
influential
persons
have
fallen under
the axe
of the executioner:
it is reaso_ of state that must
justify many an act which humanity
and justice
condemn.--It
is as a consequence
of reasons of
state that princes or depositaries
of power think of
coups dYtat; and if it were clearly shown by absolute logic that_'easons
of state ordained
the transgrcssion of the law in agiven
case the resulting
coup d'etat would have to be forgiven in the eyes
of history and sound philosophy.
But who shall
saythat this sanction
is given by absolute reason?
This sanction
is wanting,
unfortunately,
in the
case of numberless
political
acts calh'd
coups
d'dtat.
Let us now unfold
the thco_T of coups
d'dtat. _,ccording to Naud6 andCharron.
Itseems
superfluous
to tell the reader that we are here
simply
an historian.
-- "The first rule in _ou]_*
d'd.aZ," says Charron,
"is to employ ti.cm justly,
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honorably
and usefully, in defense,
and not in
.offense; for self-preservation,"
aud not for aggraudizement;
to guard
one's self ._gainst deceit,
wickedness
and lmrmful
undertakings
and sur-

who might attack our property, our liberty, 01'our
lives?
in order tlmt the enjoyment of these may
be assured us. But if our fortunes
may be destroyed, our liberty menaced, our lives troubled by

prises, and not to commit acts of deceit or wickedhess: Comrau_
_ltilitas derelictio coT_tra _aturam
_st, says Cicero."
_aud_, following Charron, adds:
" The occa_sions which necessitate co_tps d'_tat arc,
lirst, when on tim occasion
of the establibhment
of monarchies,
empires
and principalities,
recourse is lind to the intervention
of religion or
(lcceit."--The
second rhle is, that there should be
an evident necessity for the c_ap dYtat, an imporrant public advantage
to the state or the prince, to
justifyit--anunavoidableduty;fortherepositaries
of power are bound to labor for the good of all.
_emper o_ici_f_lngit_lr,
Cicero again says, utilitali
7wmin_m
cmtst_lens et socictati. --. Charron's
third
rule is never to decide until after careful cx'tmination, witlmut ever losing sight of the precept of
Claudian:
_'ulh_ unq_lam de mo_'te homi_is cunctct_io
loJ_ga est. _aud_ was of opinion that co,lps d','tat
should be considered legitimate wheu thcre is question of doing away with the privileges of a class in
the uatiou,which
that class enjoys tothe prejudice
of all, and which diminishes
the authority
of the
prince.--In
laying down the fourth rule, Charron
recommends
the choice of the mildest measures;
for, says lie, too great severity
is a lamentable
thing.
_aud5
is also in favor of cozq_s d'(lat
wheu it is desired to destroy power too formidable
iu the state, and which can not be done away with
by ordinary means.--Charron's
tiith and last rule
r_,quires that princes should
not resort to coal,,_
d'(:lat unless compelled
thereto by necessity,
and
<)nlywithregq'et.
Naud6, in his fifth rule, addsthat
the depositary
of power should take adwmtagc ol
a proper occasion to limit or destroy the excessive
1)ower of a man who wishes to abuse it to the
detriment
of the state, or who, by the great number of his partisans and the intrigues
of his coconspirators,
has become formidable
to the sorereign.
_Nauddcloses
with these words: "to have
him dispatched
secretly if necessary,
provided he
be guilty."--This
is wlmt previous centuries have
handed down to us on co _ps d glut. We shall not
offend the reader by refuting
the preceding
doctrine.
Moreover,
do we not liveinan
atmosphere

arbitnnSr
power,
what good shall we get from
the protection
of authority?
Why do we wish
that those who conspire against the constitution
of the st'lie should be punished?
Because we fear
that the conspirators
would substitute
anoppressire power
for legal and moderate
organized
power.
But if authority
itself exercises this oppressive power, what advantage
is there in it?"
And further on "Doubtless
there are, for political communities,
momcl_tS of danger which the
greatest
hunmn prudence
can scarcely
conjure
away.
But it is not by violence or by tim s,q)pression of justice that this danger is avoided: on
the contr.lry, it is by adhering more carefully titan
ever to establi,hcd
1.tws, to protective
forms, to
preservative
guarantees.
All moderate
governments, all governments
rcstil_g on law and justice,
are ruined by tim inte.rruption
nf justice, by dcviatingfromtllcpathottheh_w.
And.lsltismtlleir
nature sooner or later to abandon the use of unjust or illegal means, their enemies await tlmt
moment to turn to account the memory of the
wrongs _-uch governments
have done.
Violence
seems to _tvc them for a moment, but _t renders
tbeir fi_.llmore inevit_.Lble; for in delivering
them
from a few enemies, it nmkcs more general the
hatred which its enemies bear them."--Prcviously
the same author had s.fid (vol. it., p. 244): "Everything confirms this maxim of M_,ntcsquieu,
limt,
i_l l)rOl)ortion as iris power assumes immense tno portions,
the safety of the monarch
(lecl'ca...e_.
Not so, say the adlmrents
of de_poti,m;
u'hea
go\'crnlnents
fall, it is due to their u eukne_s
Let them watch, let them be severe, let them inil)rison, let them strike without being lfimlcrcd l)y
empty forms.
In support of this (loctri_w, two or
three examples
are e_ted of vioh,nt and illegal
mea.c,ures which seem to have saved the governrecurs which empl()yed them.
But to give force
to the._c examples, the vision is restricted
to a few
years of their oper'ltion.
If wc h)ok farther, it
will be seen that the govermncnts
m question, far
from being strengthened
by these: measures _er_
ruined by them."--M,
de Lamartine
thus cx-

altogether different from tlmtof our grandfathers?
D_d the dogma of national sovereignty
count its
adherents
by millions
when the most highly
esteemed of men, the dlite of their time, did not
recoil before measures
which inspire us to-day
with horror?--Let
us now listen to a modern

presses himself:
" _ _ This was necessary
in
order to explain to _I. Thiers, that, if _Napoleon,
whom he absolved of ambition on the l_th Brunmire, wasdoomed
to bc ruined, and zuiu France
later, it was not through
lack of genius but
through lack of right.
Right is inviolable;
but

author,
Benjamin
Constant,
who, in a chapter
entitled De l'Effet des _wsuresil.h;ga_esetdesp,,tiques,
_la_s les go_vernements
rdguliers eux_me_,
(Cot_rs
depolitiqaeco_stltution_*elle,
edited by 5I. E. Laboulaye, Patois, Guillaumin,
t. it., p 246 ft.), says,
amongotherthings,
"Whenarcgular
govcrmncnt
permits itself to employ
arbitrary
measures,
_t
sacriiiccs the object of-its exisLence to the meusurcs
which it takes to preserve that existence.
Why
.do we wish that authority
should repress those

right is a limitation.
It limit._ lbrtunc, but it als,
limits folly,
it is, therefore,
a great m[)ral aml
political rel)roach to _[. Thiers, tlmt, in the beginniug of his history, hc throws a veil of amn, _-ty
and a shower of hmrels on the 18th Brumairc.
This historical sin will follow hilu (;vcrywhcrc in
the course of his narrative,
it is u._eless to try to
bury conscience
under a flag of victory : it i._ not
killed, a_d rises up in all the cri,e._ o[ existence
of the sotdicr who strikes it with his sword."
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(De Lamartine,
Cours familier
de littdrature, vol.
viii., p. 117.)--We
shall now cite some of the most
striking coups d'dtat in history.
It was by a cmp
dYtat that Servius Tullius succeeded his father-inlaw, Tarquin
the Elder.
Tarquin's
wife c()ncealed his dcaih several days, during which Servius proscribed
the sons of Ancus,
who had
caused
Tarquin
to be assassinated,
confiscated
their property and blasted
their memory.
The
senate resisted,
but Servius Tnllius took no heed
of its murmurs,
secured
the consent
of the plcbeians, and had himself made king in the assembly of the curi_e.--The
assassin,ltion
of the Gracchi
also was a cmq_ d'd/at.--Thc
death of Cmsar was
n coup d'/tat, which did not long delay the downfall of the repnblic and the establishment
of the
monarchy.
C_esar asl)ired to royalty;
he wished
to attain supreme
power;
he intended
to make
great internal
improvements;
but he (lid not consider that these benefits would lose their value in
the eyes of the Romans if they were granted
by a
despot.--Sccrecy
is the condition
of success iu
coupsd'dtat : ante refit quum flamma micet.
The
plot of St. Bartholomew
was communicated
by
Catherine
de Medicis onlyto her son, Charles IX.,
to Henry, duke of Anjou,
his brother,
and the
duke of Guise, her favorite.
The plan to kill
Charles,
king of .Naples, who had been elected
kifig of Hungary
by the magnates
of the country,
was made known only to. Blaise Forbach,
who
dealt the blow, and to queen Elizabeth and queen
Mar3, , who were to profit by it. Jane of Naples,
wishing to strangle Andrew of Hungary,
her husband, mentioned
her design only to Philip, to her
Catanian
nurse, and to Louis, prince of Tarante,
her lover.--Thereis
a coupd'dtat, however, which
was noised about, known in advance, and which
nevertheless
succeeded, that by which IIem T I.II.
got rid of the duke of Guise, who had boldly defled him.
The Parisians
loved Henri de Guise
better than they had ever loved a prince;
and, as
llenry IlI. had no posterity
nor hope of any, the
duke was naturally
thought
of as his successor,
The duke had acquired the relmtation
of a zealous
Catholic,
of a gn'eat warrior,
of a real frieud of
the people, whose every inclination
lie flattered;
he turned public contempt
on the king by all possible means; and tim Parisians
enthusiastically
applauded
every attempt of the duke, who being
in Paris when the king threatened
to punish the
Parisians,
the latter resisted the king and raised
barricades
even at the gates of the Louvre, from
which they had driven him.
Henry III. retired
to Chartres,
where the duke went to see him; and
the king, who, according to the opinion
of pope
Sixtus ¥., ought to have had him assassinated,
let lfim go safely away.
_k little laterthe
duke
asked that the meeting of the estates of the kingdom should be held at Blots, where, trusting
in
the promise given by the king not to harm him,
but much more to the consideration
shown him
by the deputies,
lie redoubled
his insolence, and
spoke of having the king, his master, shut up in
a monastery.
The king was ignorant
of none of
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these insolent
acts of the duke, nor of his bol_
plans.
He resolved to get rid of him, and caused
him to be assassinated
in his study Dec. 23, 1588.
The king wished to confide the execution
of his
orders to Crillon.
Crillon answered
that lm was
to() much of a man of honor to kill the duke like
a traitor;
but that, if it pleased his majesty so to
order, he would engagcin
single combat with him,
and would either die in the struggle or kill him.
This way seemed too long and too uncertain
to
the king.
He therefore
ordered
some of his
guards to strike the duke as he was entering
his
study.
In vain was Henry of Guise informed by
a note placed in his napkin;
in vain was he informed
by his friends
of the plans of the king
against his person: he took no account
of these
warnings aud braved death.--The
victims of the
St. Bartholomew
massacre
were not without
warning, although the queen had taken but three
persons
into her confidence.
There
was something in the air which foreboded
troublc.--In
the
revolution
of 1789 we fiml a series of coups d'_;tat.
They were resorted
to by every p_rty in power
against the party to which the future, for a few
days at least, seemed to belong.
The Mountain
destroyed
the Girondins;
the l'hermidorien,,
in
turn, proscribed
tim Mountain:
Robespierre,
after
sacrificing
Hebert
and Danton,
after scmnce,
talent, reputation
and virtue had become for him
causes of proscription,
fell himself under thccoup
dYtat of the 9th Thermidor.
France breathed freely
again, and the remnants of the _Iountain
were di_persed on the 13th Vcnd6miaire,
year III.
But the
directory was not strongenough,
norhad
it lnoral
sense sufficient to restore calm to a nation wearied
by deep civil dissension
and the most horrible
excess.--The
directory,
feeling that the council of
the five hundred
was going to rule and absorb it,
decided on the co_tp d'¢Stat of the 18th Fructidor.
in which it proscribed
two of its own members
and 53 members of the two councils.
For this
l)Url)ose , it brought troops to Paris under the cornmand of Augereau:
he smTounded
the assembly
building
during
the night.
Those deputies accw_ed of conspiracy
were arrested;
the loyal melnbets met in another
place, formed a council, and
approved the measures taken by the directory.
A
list of proscribed
persons
was drawn
up; the
journalists,
deputies
and heads of the Clichicu
party were transported.
The revolution,
or rather
the directory,
was thus saved--we
know for how
long--for
parties submit only to a power which
knows how to make itself feared, and the directory had neither the autlmrity,
the prestige nor the
power indispensable
in such a situation --The
coup d'dtat of the 18th Fructidor
did not prevent
parties from conspiring,
nor the directory
from
being despised
by all.
Then three directors out
of five came to an understanding
with general
Bonaparte.
They felt their power menaced, and
they invoked
the aid of the young
conqueror.
They knew that the executive
power was slipping from their hands;
they wished to assure it
tothemselvesbychange.
Siey_s desired also to try
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his famous pyramidal
col_titution
with his great
elector; and young
general Bonaparte,
who had
unexpectedly
arrived from Egypt shortly before,
was tile arm on which they depended
to bring
_bout another 18th Fructidor.
But this limited
rSle did not suit the young bcro.
He had an arm,
but he had a head too.
The directors
had not
thoughtof
this.
They therefore came toan understanding with Bonaparte.
Strongbyreason
of the
permanent
conspiracies
of the royalists and Jacobins and the continual
encroachment
of the couuells, they agreed to convoke the councils
at St.
Cloud, in order to draw 1hem away from the
movement
and the direct support of the people of
the suburbs.--Of
the live directors, Gohicr and
Moulin,
of the democratic
party,
favored
it
and held aloof;
Barras desired that something
should be done; Sicyt.'s and Roger-Du(:os
declaimed
against
the Jacohins,
and asked
for
a new constitution;
the five hundrf,d,
dreading
foreign intervention,
were anxious
that the en
ergy of patriotism
should not be lost or wasted.
In this irrcprcssible
conflict,
one of the two
power_ had to succumb.--This
removal of the
councils to St. Cloud was not altogether
contrary
to the constitution.
The necessity of this mcasure, in certain contingencies,
had I)een recogaiz_.d
in the text of the constitution
of the year III.;
but it had to be voted for 1)y the five hundr_'d,
The members lhvorable to the measure were called

public.
I immediately
summoned
my brothers
in arms; and we came to lend you our support.
We came to offer you the aid of the nation, because you were its head.
Our intentions
were
pure and disinterested;
and as a rewar[l for the
devotion
which we showcd
yesterday,
we are
overwln:lmcd
with cahnnny
to-day!
They talk
of another
Cmsar or Cromwell.
It is bruited
about that I wi_h to establish a military goverumcnt.
"_ a I solenmly aver, representatives
of
the people, that the country has nc_t a more zeal.
ous defender
than myself.
1 devote myself to
the excculion of your orders.
But it is upon, you
alone that the safety of the country depends:
Tl_cre is a di_'_ctory _o lo_ger,
Four of lhe five
mcml)crs composing it have resigl_ed, the fiflh has
been placed under surveillance.
R(,prc_entalivcs
of the people t:_ke counsel with wisdom and the
imminencc
of dau._Cl'; guard against
disorder;
avoid losing the txvo things for which wc lmve
made so many sa(:rifie(:s, liberty alld equality."-A mcml)er interrupted
geucral Bou:q);u'te,
and
cried out "And theconstitulion?
....
The constitution'." answered the general;
"does it become
you to appeal to the constitulinn?
You violated it
the 18th Fructidor;
y,)u viol;_(,d it the 22nd Flor:al; you violated it the 30th Pretrial.
The constitution is appealed to by every faclion
in t_lrl_,
and then despised hy it. It (:an no louger he t,)
us a m(,ans of safety.
It has no longer the re-

together,
_nd the measure
itself was carried,
Talleyrand,
FouchS,
ministcr
of policc,
the
president,
and many members
of the a_z,seil d¢'_
aaciens, entered luto the conspiracy.
Sicy_s was
the soul of the moment.
It was a qucstion with
him of establishing
a strong
and stable governmeat to succeed the weak director)-.
Barras and
Rogcr-Ducos
made no opposition.
Lucian Bonapart(;, wllo presided
over the five hundl'ed, supported his brother in this body, in which the full
vigor of the old assemblies
seemed
still to live.
The way having been prepared, and generals Augereau, Gardanne,
Murat aud Leclerc ilfformed of
the movement on foot, the two recalcitrant
dircctors having bccn p_aeed under close surveillance at
the Luxembourg,
Bonaparte
appeared
before the
co_seil des anciens just when some members who
had been absent the d'_y before were asking an
explanation
of the removal, and giving exprcssiou to their surprise at the unusual
commotion
apparent.
Suddcnly
the news of the rcsigoation
of Siey_s, Barra.s, and R,_gcr-Ducos, was bruited
through
the hall.
At this moment the general,
wifl_ his staff, appeared on the threshold
of the
chamber.
He began to speak, and said: "Representatives,
you are not surrounded
by ordinary
circumstances.
You are standing on a volcano,
Allow me to speak to you with the frankness of a
soldier, with the fl'ankness of a citizen anxious
for the good of his country, and suspend yonr
judgment,
I pray. until you have heard me to the
end.
I was living quietly
in Paris when I received tim decree of the conseil dez ancients, which
informed
me of its danger and of that of the re44
voL. L--44

spcct ofanyman,
_ _ and even to-d'_y co aspiraeies are hatched ill thc name (Jr the constitution.
I know all the dangers tlmt threaten
you.
Representatives
of th,'. peol)le, do not look upon mc
as a miscl'able intriguer wl_o covers himself with
a mask of hypocrisy;
I have given proof of my
devotion
to the republic.
1 promise y()u, that,
as soon as the danger which has put extr-_ordinary power into my hands shall have passed away,
I will lay down that power.
I do not wish Io he
anything
but _n arm to ul)hold the government
you slmll establish, and to enf(u'ce its decrees.
I
repeat it again, let rio one suppose that I speak
thus to seize upon l)ower.
Power has been offered
me since I rctnrned to Paris._
Diffcrcnt factions
have knocked at my door.
I haw_ not listeucd t_
them.
I belong to no faction;
I belong to no
party, except the great party of the Fren_:h pe,_ple.
I do not hide from y(m, repre_c_tatives
or"
the people, that in taking this command,
I have
eounted only on the co_,seil des a_cie_,,.
I lmve
not counted on the council of the five hundred,
in which are men who wish to restore the convention, the revolutionary
committees
and the scaffold; on the council of the five hundred, where
the chiefs of that party have just been sitting in
council; on the council of the five hundred, from
which emissaries have just been sent to organize
a movement
in Paris.--Let
not these criminal.
plots frighten you, representatives
of the people.
Surrounded
by my brothers in arms, I shall know
how to protect you from them.
Your courage,
_The geueral'_ return to Paris had been celebrated with
enthusiasm from Freiu_ to the capital.
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.,my comrades, willbearmewitness:
you, in whose
,eyes they wish to paint meas all enemy of libertyl
you grenadiers,
you brave soldiers, whose bayonets I see before me, bayonets which ] have eraployed so often to the shame of the enemy, in the
humiliation
oi kings, and which I have used to
dig the foundations
of republics.
And if any
,_rator, paid with foreign gold, speaks of outlawing me, let him beware
lest this sentence
be
turned against himself.
If he talks of outlawing
ine, I shall appeal to you, brave soldiers, whom I
have led to victory so ninny times! to you, brave
atefenders
of the 'rcpublic,
with whom
I have
shared so many perils, for the establishment
of
liberty and equality.
Brave friends, I shall trust
to the courage of you all and to my own fortune."
--The general felt that his great difficulty would
bc to encounter
the council
of the five hundred,
-where the leaders of the democratic
party wereassembled.
Therefore,
it was not without emotion,
that, after leaving
the cor_eild_
anchors (council
.of the ancients), he appeared
before the councilo[
the five hund_'ed.
The assembly was awareof the
danger
which it ran, and, with a sort of frenzy,
it had just sworn anew to support
the coustitution.
It saw at the threshold
of the chamber the
_)ale figure of generalBonaparte
suddcnlyapl)ear,
and behind thegeneraland
his st'aft, glittering bay()nets.
Deputy Bigonnnet
rushed up to thc gen_ral and said, "What
are you doing, rash man?
You violate the sanctuary
of the law: Begone!"
3Iany others cried out: "Down
witll the dictator;
_)utlaw him; let us die at our posts; long live the
rep!lblic!"
The general grew pale, and his staff
drew him outside thechambcr.
Thc outlawry of
the rash intruder
was demanded.
Tlie tumult
was 'it its height.
Lucian
Bonaparte,
the president, refused to put the motion to vote, and said
he resigned;
he left the chair;
he spokc to the
soldiers
surrounding
Bonaparte,
and told them
t:hat the majority
of the five hundred
were
under the pressure of a handful of factions, men
who proposed odious measures, and that the rcp_esentatives
wlm should rally round
him would
be the only real legislators
in France, and that
_he others would be dispersed
by force.--Leclcrc,
brother-in-law
of the general,
appeared
in the
_hamber
of the five hundred, with Iris grenadiers,
" Citizen representatives,"
said he, "wc can no
longer answer
for the safety of the council.
I
invite
you to retire."
The assembly
remained
immovable.
Then an officer gave the command:
"' Grenadiers,
forward!"
The detmties
dispersed
_n the courts and gardens;
a large numberrctircd
_o Paris; those who remained
organized
under
.the presidency
of Lucian
Bonaparte,
and still
presented the semblance of an assvml)ly.
Many
speeches
were made, and two resolutions
were
voted: the first changed the form of government,
,'rod put in place of the directory
a provisional
_council, c_Jmpos(,d of Ihree members,
Bonaparte,
Roger-Ducos
and Siey_.s; the second proscribed
61 deputies, and adjourned
the legislative
body
_or tln'ce months.
The ¢_-_e//eh_
a_ciens imm_
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diately ratified
these acts of the five hundred,.
and the coup d'dtat was accomplished.--In
1830
there was another coup d'dtat ill France, but it did
not succeed.
On the 25th of July, 1830, orders
were issued which dissolved
the chambers,
conyoked the electoral
colleges, while changing the
mode of elcction,
and suspended
the libcrty of
the press.
These unconstitutional
decrees excited
surprise at first, then anger;
and barricades
were
raised during the night.
The result was the revolution which drove Charles
X. into exile.--The
coup d'dtat of the 2nd of December,
is too rccent
to be spoken of with entire freedom
from prejudice.
We shall confine ourselves to a relation of
the facts.--Tlle
French
republic
had been a surprise; the socialists appeared
menacing;
the people had accepted this rSgime in default of a better;
and they looked on the restoration
of the mortarchy as a means of salvation.
But there were
many monarchical
houses from which to make a
choice.
The pm'tisans of the republic, although
in a minority,
could not be altogether
despised;
they had on their side the govcrmnent,
and conscqucntly
the law.
The particsstood
face to face
in the assembly;
everybody
knew that the republic could not last, because it had no foundation
in
the national feeling;
and it was asked for whose
profit and how it should come to an end. Would
it be by "_catastrophe
or not?
It was uudcr these
circumstances
that the coup d'$tat of December,
1851, took place.--On
Mouday, Dec. 1, the pres1dent of the republic
held his usual reception.
The crowd
throngcd the halls of the presidential
mansion.
At half.past
12 in the night, the halls
and parlors being deserted, the chicf of police, the
minister of war, general hlagnan
and 3I. de Persign), stood around ttm prince to receivc his final
m'ders.
M. de )Iorny
returned
from the theatre,
where he had gone to divert all suspicion.
Then
Louis Napoleon
opened
a drawer
with a key
which hung from his watch chain, and took out
of it a sealed package intended
for each.
They
shook hands, and Louis Napoleon said: '" Gentlemen, let us take a little rest, and may God save
Francc."_Early
on the morning
of the 2rid of
December, the Parisians
sawposted
over the city,
and read with an eagerness
easily understood,
the
following
proclamation:
" The president of tim
republic decrees, in the name of the Frcnch pcople, the following:
Art. 1. Thcnational
assembly
is dissolved.
Art. '2. Universal
suffrage
is restored; the law of May 31 is abrogated.
Art. 3.
The French people are called to meet at theirusual
voting places from the 14th to the 21st of Dccember.
AJ't. 4. A state of siege is proclaimed
throughout
the extent of the first military division.
Art. 5. The council of state is dissolved.
Art. 6. The ministry
of the interior is charged
with the execution
of the present decrcc.
Issued
at the palace ofthcElysSe,
Dec. 2, 1851. Signed,
Louis Napoleon Bonaparte.
Countersigned,
mira
ister o.f the interior De Morny."
A proclamation
t_ the French
people, and another to the army
supplemented
this document;
and the co,op d'dtat
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"svas consummated.
Insurrections
in Paris andin
the south of France broke out up to Dec. 10. By
degrees
quiet was restored, and France accepted
the new r_gime.
The new constitution
was pro¢lalmed.--The
following
are, in chronological
order, the most striking
coups d'_tat of modern
history, in other European
countries.
These acts
were innumerable
iu the middle
ages.
Let us
begin with the coup d'dfat of Richard
III., who,
being still duke of Gloucester
and regent of the
realm, hadEdward
¥., hisnephew,
and theyoung
prince, his brother, both sons of Edward IV., assassinated
in the tower of London.--Richard
III.
,was not satisfied
with compassing
the death of
his nephews;
he wished to make them appear
illegitimate.
He spread the report, to the shame
of his mother, who was still living, that the late
king and the duke of Clarence, his brother, were
the fruitsof the amours of that princess, and that,
as he was the only legitimate
son of the duke of
l'ork,
lie should succced
him.
Richard
had a

Henry VIII. had made, by virtue of his private
authority,
archbishop of Canterbury,
annulled his
mar,'iage by a decree of May 23, 1533. The king
ordained
that no one should ill future have re.
course to the court of Rome iu any matter whatevcr; that every cause should be judged by the
prelates of the realm; and that neither first fruits
nor annates nor Peter's peuce should be paid to
Rome ; that neither palliums, nor bulls creating
bishops,
nor dispcns'ltions
of any kind whatever, should be received from Rome;
and that
whoever violated these comnmnds should be punished according to the laws of irrob_ion and pr¢.
muuire.--It
was thus that the monarch separated
himself
from Rome and founded the Anglican
church.
Parliament
declared Henry ¥III.
supreme head of the church of England,
gave him
the first fruits, the tithes, the revenues of all the
benefices, and the power of no,ninating
bishops.
--After
a series of illegal and despotic acts, the
account of which should be readin the admirable

powerful paYty, at the head of which wasBuckingham, and the peop!e proclaimed
him king in 1483.
We shall not touch upon the history of the war of
the Roses.--Gustavus
I.,of the house of Yasa, king
of Sweden, in 1523, wishing to t'fl:e from the bishops all the fortresses
dependent
on their bishopit(s, and dcsiring, moreover, to make an invcstigalion of the property
which the clergy and rcligi_us orders had acquired or usurped since the prohil_ition of king Canutson,
¢onvokcd
the states
£(.neral of Sweden
at Westerns, whither
he relJaired with a great display
of military
force,
From tho very beginning
hc showed his intention
to lower the pride of the too powerful
clergy,
lie had the order of p,'iority at his table changed,
_ad placed senators and simple gentlemen
above
tim bishops.
The latter, astonished
and ahu'mcd
at this offensive changc, retired :lfter dinner, and
shut themselves
up in the church of St. Egidius.
There
they dceidcd to resist the claims of the
king. --iNcxt
day, the (.states being assembled
and the king being present, despite the chancelh)r's speech, which had described I)cnmark's
at(ilade toward
Sweden as one of menace and one
which called for great sacrifices
on the part of
Sweden, several of (lie bishops gave utterance to
bitter complaints.
But lhey were forced to yield
to tbe celebrated
declaration
of the estates of
Sweden, which divested
them of their authority;
still, this did ilOt prevent their maintaining
grcat
influence over the population.--After
18 years of
union with Catherine
d'Aragon,
Henry VIII., of
England,
who had by her three children,
desired
a divorce
that lie might marry
Anne Bolcyn,
whom he bad created marcllioness
of Pembroke.
The pope was opposed to the dissolution
of the
marriage of tlenryVIII,
and Catharine
of Aragon, and threatened
the king with excommuuication.
Fear for a moment posscssedthe
king, and
he seemed willing to submit to the authority
of
the pope.
But lie changed his mind, and in 1535
the excommunication
of Henry
VIII
was pronouaced by pope Clement ViI._Cranmer,
whom

works of 3Iacaulay,
Charles I., king of England,
found hilnself confronted
with n parliament
detennined
to restore the lihcrtir._ and national frauchises destroyed
by IIcnl'y VIII. and Elizabeth,
as well as of ScothLnd, _ hose discontent he had
increased.
War l)roke out. and was(it first maintained, but without success, by the Scotch alone.
El._gland, represented
by the lo,g parIi_zmeut, look
part in it only in 1642. Defeated
in several batties, the king took refuge in the Scotch army,
which received him with great m'_rks of respect,
but delivered him up. in 1646, to the commisstoners of p'u'liament.
Parli,Lment
kept him in
prison a long timc; but he managed
to e._cape,
and took l'et'ugc in the Isle of Wighl, where lie
was a,'rested by Cromwell's
soldiers. _nd taken
to the palace of St. Jaxnes, from which hc wasled
to the scaffold Feb. 9, 1649.--If 5Ionk.was
able
to restorc the Stuarts to the throne of England, it
was due to the incapacity
of Richard Cromwell,
Oliver's s(_n, who was umtllle to bear the burden
of government,
aud to a natural
rcaction.-5Ionk had faithfully
served the protector,
who
had invcstcd
him with high military
functions;
and when CharlesIl,
the pretender, wrote t:)him,
the first ti77u:, he hastened
to commumcate
the
contents of theletter to Cromwell himself.
Cromwell, notwithstanding,
was full of suspicion.
_-evertheless,
at the death of the protector, )lonk
decla,'cd in favor of his son Richard;
but when
he was sure of Scotland,
and had worked upon
England
sutficiently,
lie felt that lie was master
of the situation.
Charles
II. made hila magnificcnt promises
xvlnch lie kept; aud, Oct. 18,
1659, Monk arrested all the ( fllcers whose disaffection lie suspected,
lle crossed the boundary
of
England
Jan. 1, 1660, at the head of 6,000
men; joined Fairfax,
who had rai_cd a corps for
Charles II. ; and on the 3rd of February
following he entered L,,ndon.
IIe remained
inactive
until Feb 21, when lie restored _o their seats in
parli.iment
lhe Presbyterian
members
who had
been excluded in 1648. The majority
was then
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favorable
to the re.establishment
of royalty; and
on May 8, 1660, Charles
II. was proclaimed
king of England.--Let
us now turn to Russia.
The strelitz (in Russian,
stijelzi means musketeer) were a military
body created by the Tsar
Ivan Vassilievitch
the Terrible,
toward
the end
of the sixteenth
century;
and they grew to be
50,000 strong.
They were formidable
for more
reasons
than one, and Peter the Great himself
had to suffer from their
too frequent
revolts,
Tim strelitz often served the policy of the princes
near the throne, who were ahvays
in opposition
to it. They went completely
astray when the
false Demetrius
appeared.
They
understood,
only too late, the master
whom they had dared
to attack,
Peter the Gre'lt.
Peter I. found thc
manoeuvres
of the grand duchess
Sophia to be
a permanent
political
intrigue.
This princess,
aided by several lords of the empire ho-tile to reform, succeeded
in gaining over the strditz;
and
it is impossible
to know what would
have happened if Peter the Great had not destroyed
this
formidable
military
body.--IIis
c(mp d'it_t
was
open "rod above board, and did not bear the traits
of such deep cunning as that of Mehemet All, of
whom
we shall speak further
on.
Peter
the
Great simply issued a ukase disbanding
the seditious militia.
This was in 1698
Afterward
he
had them decinlated
on the Red square at )loscow: and those who escaped
were banished,
and
sent to Astrachan.
In 1705 the remnants
of this
military
body were completely
exterminated.-Peter III., Feodorovitch,
called to the Cml)ire in
1762, was the grandson
of Peter I.
He was antmated by the best intentions,
but wa._ lacking
in energy of character.
Devoted
to reform he
wished to bestow
on his subjects
all possible
prosperity.
Unfortunately,
his weakne_
in view
of the hindrances
he met in realizing
his praiseworthy designs, was an insurmountable
obstacle
to his projected
reforms.
One of them, _md it
was the most delicate, since it _tffected the religion
of the people,
was the reform of the orthodox
church.
He failed completely
in this design,
All the nobles, who had observed his innovations
with impatience,
excited the entire people against
the prince;
and the fol'feiture
of the power of
Peter Ill. was decreed July 6, 1762. The empress
Catherine,
his wife, was recognized
as sovereign,
she was called Catherine
II. ; and Peter IIl. died
in prison.--Gustavus
III., king of Swedcn, was
confronted
with the senate and the nobility, who,
after thc death of Charles XII., had deprived
the
crown of legislative and even of executive power,
The situation wasdifficult:
the capitulation
which
Gustavus
was compelled
to sign when he came
from France as prince royal, at the death of his
father, was still harsher
than that which
had
been forced upon his predecessor.
Gustavus III.
resolved
to extricate
himself
from a position
which seemed unendurable;
for the senate determined even the quantity of wine he might use at
his table.
The French ambassador,
de Vergenne,
agreed with the king, who wished to make a coup
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d'dtat by promulgating
a new constitution.
Saw
of his troops, and surrounded
by a few faithfuh
nobles, he realized
his project
of freeing
the *
crown of Sweden, to which lie restored its anciel)t
authority.
The diet accepted at first, in 1778, alt
the t)ropositions
of the king; but it resisted later.
Gust'_vus III. did not yield;
and lie forced the
diet to "mcept the act of union and safety, which
invested
the king with the right of declaring
peace or war.
Gustawls
was inflexib.lc toward
the nobility who resisted him, and reduced them,
apl)arently,
by imprisonment
and execution;
but.
a conspiracy
was organized against him.
Ankarstroem, on the night of Aug. 15, 1792, killed him
with a pistol shot, at a court masquerade
ball -The military corporation
of themamelukes,
growu
so powerful
that it deposed the sultans of Ea3 pt,
owed its origin to the great wars of Gengis Khan.
The Tartars,
tired
of slaughter,
saved
tllcir
slaves; and in 1230 one of the Saharist sultans itJ
Egypt
bought
upward
of 12,000 Circassiaus,
Min_'clians
and Abasians
from their owners.
and formed of them one of the finest bodies of
troops ever seen in the cast.
Such was the origin
of the mamelukes.
This body soon grew into _
formidable
caste, from which
the sultan w_s
obliged to choose the beys.
They had immel_e
power,
which was forced to yield, however, t()
the arms of France.
Bonaparte
defeated them at
Ramangeh.
lie crushed them out after the b:ttfie of the pyramids,
in wliich they left 3,000 d,,._d
ou the battle field. Bonaparte,
by a proclamalion
dictated
under
the walls of Alexandria,
g:_vc
notice of their extermination
and of the rcstoration of Arab autonomy.
But this formidable
body was not so badly crushed
as the great captain believed.
When
the French
army
left
Egypt,
the mamelukes
still maintained
themselves as a political body.
They organized
anew;
and, always
turbulent
and seditious,
they were
often hostile to the pashas sent by the Portc t(>
govern Egypt.
But they forgot
that they were
dealing with an energetic and able master, who,
tired of their manyrevolts_md
want of discipline,
resolved on a coup d'dtat which was to rid him of
them.
On the occasion of the investiture
of the
pelisse, which
was to be conferred
on his son,
Mchemet
A_li convoked
the beys of the marnelukes, May 1, 1811, in the citadel, where he reccived them all in the great hall with dcmonstrations of the w_u'mest friendship,
and offered them
coffee.
But when the cortege, followed
by thc
mamelukes,
set out to attend the investiture,
tht..v
found themselves
confined
in a narrow and ditlicult pass which led to the palace E1 Ajab.
Suddeuly a body of Albanians
covered the height
above the defile, the exit from which was closed,
and opened fire on the mamelukes,
who were
thus massacred.--Chronological
order brings us
to Brazil.
A powerful
Brazilian
party
desired
to sever the count_T
from Portugal.
As Lisbon
did not wish to abandon
so rich a colon)', a war
between the two countries
was the result.
Brazil,
agitated
by various parties,
had nevertheless
a.
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general tendency
toward separation and seconded
1he efforts of Dora Pedro
I., who was about to
give it a constitution.
After the proclamation
of
independence,
the emperor
convoked
a constituent assembly
at Rio Janeiro.
This assembly
did not untlerstand
its mission, and had recourse
to agitation
and demagogism.
Wanting
in mcn
acquainted
with the duties of deliberative
assemblies, it brought
trouble
on the country,
which
wouhl certainly
have been ruined,
if the hand
which had opened the door to innovation
had not
_,_ resolutely
closed it. Dom Pedro I., after havtag exh.'msted
all means ,,f conciliation,
decided
,,n .l coupd'_t_lt,
tie did not send an armed force
into the saLictua7 T of the la_z; but he blockaded
the constituent
assembly, which was in session.
tie had the gates guarded,
and a proclamation
issued to the Brazilian
people, announcing
that
the assembly
was dissolved,
and that
another
chamber would deliberate on a constitution
which
should guarann.e
theliberties
of the nation.
Such
was Dora Pedro's coup dYtaL
Thus was a simple
dissolution
of the chamber
transformed
by eir.cumstanccs
into an illegal act--A
coup d't;tat
which nmdc a great noise in tim east, and even
in Europe, was that which destroyed
the forint<lable body of janissarics at Constantinople.
]t was
n repetition
of the destruction
of the strelitz by
Peter I at Moscow.
This body dates back to the
year 1331. It had bccn established
by the sultan
Orkhan;
and its importance
had become such
that, when tile sultan Mahmud wished, in 1820,
to re-organize
the Ottoman
army and instruct it
in European
tactics, he met a Ibrmidable
resistance from the janissaries.--There
were 25,000 or
30,000_'egular
janissaries;
and theirrcgularjanissaries, calledjamacla_,
were scattered
all over the
empire, to the number
of 30{),000 or 400,000.
It
was an imposing
force.
Mahmud
foresaw their
resistance to the new organization.
He had long
before won the good will of thc most influential
.officers, and was seconded
by his counsel, who
understood
the full meaning
of the coup d'(tttt
which the sultan contemplated.
The sultan announced
that he would hold a great review on
the square of the Atme_dan, June 14, 1826. The
fil_t militaL_z manoeuvres
were conducted
in the
:European style.
The janissaries
insolently
cornplained
of the new exercises;
and the populace
sustained
them, and accompanied
them through
the streets of ConsUmtinoi)le.
Disturbances
took
])lace during the night, and next day, the 15th,
the tumult was at its height,
i_Iore than 20,000
men in revolt had already
assembled
on the
square,
calling for the heads of the principal
functionaries
of the porte.
The sultan unfurled
the banner of the prophet,
at sight of which the
mames rallied around
the successor
of ]_Iolmmreed.
Surrounded
on the square of Atmeidan,
which
they had made their rallying
point, the
janissaries
were cut down mercilessly
with grape
shot; and the barracks,
into which tlmse who
_escaped from the massacres
had retired, was set
2ire to. More than 8,000 perished in the flames,
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The rest were cut down in the streets of file
capital.
The decree of June 17, 1826, declared
the body of janissaries forever dissolved, and their
name was anathematized
by the mufti.
In the
provinces
of the empire, the dissolution
of the
janissarics produced similar massacres.--Wc
pass
over in silence the Spanish cutup d'dtat, and only
make mention
of the series of coups d'{tat by
which Austria, Prussia and several other German
states rid themselves
of the constitution
which
had been imposed on them in 1848.--In
the preceding we have abstained from passing judgment
on the facts related.
Somctimes
it was unnecessary
to p'lss such judgment,
and we h'tve
allowed events to speak for themselves.
JULES PAUTET
COURIERS,
messengers
employed
by governments,
ambassadors
and ministers
to carry
otlicial news or dispatches.
In former
ti,nes
courmrs were employed as much for rapidity of
transmission
as to assure the secrecy of comnlunications ; in our days thelatter
isthepredominant
motive.
A courier and his dispatches
are alike
inviolable,
everywhere
in time of peace and in
time of war, upon ncutral territory.
In time of
war the practice of seizing upon tile official corrcspondence
of the cncmyis
universal, and seems
to be justified by the right of self-preservation.
Couriers,
perm.mently
employed as such, are frequcntly attired in uniform.
"When persons arc
intrusted with dispatches for t_particular
occasion
only, a special
passport
secures to them tim
necessary immunities,
_I. B.
COUIlT
_IARTIAL,
a court
consisting
of
military or naval ufficcrs, for the trial of offenses
aoainst military
or naval laws.--lu
this court
there is no division of labor or responsibility,
as
the members of which it is composed constitute
both judge and jury.
When the court assembles
for organization,
the members are sworn by the
judge advocate, and usually take their scats according to the official order designating
them as
members
of the court.
The court is usually
open, but may sit with closed doors, if it be so
determined
by a majority vote.
Sentence,
also,
is decided by a majority vote; but two-|hirds
of
the entire number in a gener'L1 court martial are
necessary to pronounce
sentence of death.
The
findings of a court martial must in each c_e be
transmitted
to tlle eonvcning
authority
for approval and confirmation.
A courtm'trtial
has no
jurisdiction
over an offender not in the military
or naval service.--In
Great Britain courts marti,fl are of three kinds, to wit: general,
district
or garrison,
and regimental.
A geTteJ'al court
martial is alone autholizcd
by law to pronounce
a sentence
of death or transportation
for life
upon the offender.
It is composed
of 13 commissioned
officers, when possible to obtain that
number,
one of whom is designated
to act as
president by the order convening
the court.
A.
deputy judge advocate
is also assigned
to the

;
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court, usually by the same order, to conduct
the
prosecutiom
He is at the same time the responsiblc adviser of the court, and, in the absence of
counsel
for the defense,
must insist upon all
rights belonging
to the accused
under
the law
and the evidence.--A
district court martial may
be convened by the officer commanding
the district or corps, without
first obtaining
authority
from the sovereign.
Its number
varies from
three to seven, and the rank of its deputy judge
advocate
must be no lower than that of capta.n,
This court is empowered
to try warrant
officers,
non-commissioned
officers and rank and file, on
such charges
as merit a secondary
punishment,
--.__ regimental court martial is convened by order
of the commanding
officer of a regiment,
consists
of from three to seven members,
and tries minor
offenses,
with minor punishments.--A
non-cornmissioned
officer or private
may l)e tried by any
of the foregoing courts, but a commissioned
officer
must be tried by a general court martial.--Naval
courts martial
consist of admirals,
captains
and

convening
the court.
In time 9f peace, no sen'tence of a court martial involving
loss of life or
the dismissal
of a commissioned
officer, and
either
in time of peace or war no sentence
against a general officer, can be carried into effect
without approval
by the president
of the United
States.--The
jurisdiction
of all courts
martial
extends
only over offenses committed
by those
who are duly enlisted or appointed in the military
or naval service of the United States.
_To sentence of death can be pronounced
by any court
martial except by the concurrence
of two-thirds
of its members;
and no person in the military
service under sentence
of a court martial can be
punished
by confinement
in a penitentiary,
unless_
convicted of an offense by a United States statute
or that of a state, territory or district
in which
the offense was committed,
or by the commoxt
law, as the sgme exists in such st'tte, territory
or
district.
JNo. W. CLA._n'ITT.

commanders,
and are appointed
by the command.
er of the fleet or squadron.
They are empowered
to try all offenses against
the articles
of war, in
the naval branch of the service.
The findings of
this court are final, irreversible,
and subject to

COVODE
INVESTIGATION,
a proceeding
which occupied much of the first session of the
36th congress,
1859-60.
Two anti-Lecompto_
democratic
members
of the house declared it_
debate that the administration
had endeavored
to*

no act of confirmation
or disapproval
by higher
authority.--The
armies of the United States, by
act of congTess, arc governed
by certain rules and
laws, called articles of war.--h_rticle
72 (Revised
Statutes,
U. S.) provides
that any general officer
commanding
the army of the United States,
a
separate army or a separate
department,
shall be
competent
to appoint
a gel_era_ court martial
either in time of peace or war, except when he is
the accuser or prosecutor
of any officer under his
command.
In that case the president
appoints
the court, aml its iindings are sent directly to the
secretary
of war, who lays them before the president for his approval
or disposition
otherwise.-In time of war the commander
of a division or a
separate brigade of troops can appoint
a general
court nmrtial, except when he is the accuser or
prosecutor
of any person of his command.
In
that case the officer next above him in command
appoints the court.--General
courts nmrtial in the
United
States may consist
of any number
of
officers from 5 to 13; but 13 always, when that
number
c.m 1)e convened without
injury
to the
service.
Every officer commanding
a regiment
or corps can appoint
from his own regiment
or
corps,
a court martial
of three officers to try
offenses not of a capital nature.
A similar com't
can be convened
by the commanding
officer of a
garrison
or post when the troops consist
of different
corps.
Regimental
and garrison
courts
martial and field officers detailed to try offenders,
can not try capital eases or commissioned
officers,
nor inflict a fine exceeding
one month's pay, nor
imprison
or place at hard labor any non-cornmissioned
officer or soldier for more than one

influence them corruptly
to vote for the Lecompton bill.
A committee
of five, with Covode of
Pennsylvania
at its head, investigated
the charge
for three month% tim republican
majority
finding
the president
guilty, and the democratic
minority
exonerating
him.
President
Buchanan
protested.
against
the investigation.
_o action was taken
by the house on the report.
(See KANSAS; Dn._0CRATIC-REPUBLICAN PARTY, It.)
_A.. J.

month.--l_o
_c_rried into

Cobb's M_sceUanies, 131-9.48;
Jackson, 344, and 3 : 24-70.

sentence of a court martial
can be
effect until approved
by the officer

COURTS,

U.S.

(See JUDICIARY.)

CRAWFORD,
Wm. Harris,
was born il_
Amherst count)', Vs., Feb. 24, 1772, .and died i_
Georgia,
Sept. 15, 1834. He settled in Georgi_
in 1783; was a senator
from Georgia 1807-13;
minister
to France
181,3-15 ; secretary
of war
1_15-16; secretary
of the treasury
1816-°5; and
United States circuit judge for Georgia (northern
circuit) 1827-34.
In 1817 (see CAucus, CONC;RESatoNAL) he was :Monroe's onlyreal
competitor
for
the presidency;
in 182,5 lie was the regular
or
"machine"
candidate of the elements which had
hitherto controlled
the democratic
party, but the
lead was wrested from him by the new elements
which,
under
cover of Jackson's
popularity,
seized lhe reinsof power 1825-9.
The Crawford
faction remained intact foratime,
but was thrown
into utter col,fusion byastroke
of paralysis which
took its leader outof
politics.
It then gradually
united with the Jackson
men under the general
party
name of democrats.
(See DE,'.IOCnATICREPU_LmA_'_ PARTY, IV.)
In his time his l olitical influence
and reputation
were very great;
hardly any public man of his time has so cornpletely disappeared
from general recollection,
or
left so little reason for remcmbrauce.--See
J. B.
2 "Parton's

Life of
A.J..

CREDENTIALS.
(]REDENT1A.LS,
the document
by which a
diplomatic
agent proves his commission.
There
is no special
form prescribed
for these letters,
which
may be either open or scaled; lint, until
they have been delivered, the minister
or a:_'ent
does not enjoy,
by right at least, any of the
immunities
attached tohis office.
The powers of
a diplomatic
agent may be either
general
or
special;
but, in every case, thc extent
of his
powers nmst bc specified in the document which
liccrcdits
him.
Kliiber (Droll
de, gelis, _ 193,)
thinks that. after he has delivered his credentials,
the acts of the "lgent bind his counti T. There
was much more foundation
for this opinion,
before the invention
of the electric tcleglallh , and
the (,onstruction
of raih'oads;
in our day there is
scarccly an act of "my importance,
whose ratifieation govermnents
do not reserve to themselves,
The telegraph
has certainly diminished
the nuInber of diplomatic
agents.
5I. B.
CRE])IT.
If there exists an agency of unquestioned power, it surely is th.,t of credit.
Who
does not admire
its wonderful
potency?
Who
does not recognize the mighty share which is due
to it in the economic
development
of the present
age?
Men are still far from agreeing as to wlmt
are the limits of this power,
or comprehemiing
the means by which it accoml)lishes
its wonders,
The old diffcrcucc
of opinion
regarding
the cxtent and the functions
of credit, still continues,
and manifcsts
itself from time to time with rehewed
force.
Economists
of no little u.eight
continue
to claim for credit "t creative, power, the
faculty
of increasing
capital.
The majority
of
economists,
however,
and the testimony
of experieuee,
seem to assign to it a less ambitious
place--The
ta_k ol" treating
this qucstiou
exhaustively
we leave to special works on the subject.
It is impassible,
however,
to pass it by
here in silence.
It is important,
for the discus,
,_ion of a great many of the questions which agilate the present times, to have settled idcas Ul)On
the essential
functions
of credit.
Commercial
credit has the first claim to our consideration,
It was the starthlg
point of the whole system,
and is to-day the most important
wheel in the
whole fiduciary
mechanism.
Commercial
credit
marks the third distinctive
phrase in the ldstory
of exchange.
First came barter.
In exchange
for the fruit of his hunting,
his fishing, or the
crop which he grows, the seller--both
parties are
sellem--receives
a product equal, or nearly equal,
in value; one from which lie believes he can derive greater
advantage
than from the product
which he sells.--Thcn
came exchange
through
the medium
of money.
This was .t complete
revolution.
In exchange
for the special product
of which he disposes,
the seller now receives a
uniwtrsal
product,
or rather the means of procuring any obtainable
product,
service or enjoymeat hemay desire.
Both gain by this exchange ;
there is no longer
any necessity
that the one
should offer, and the other receive, in exchange
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a determinate
quantity
of merchandise,
all that
is needed is that the person desirous of acquiring
a thinE, should possess, it matters not ill wllat
form, a value equal to tim one he wishes to obtain.
The mind perceives 'it a glance how greatly
this facilitates
the transaction of bnsiness.--Stil],
if exchange was impossililc in the times of barter,
when the party who wished to acquire tlic mcrchandisc offered (lid not possess an equivalent
iu
merchandise
which lie couhl dil'ectiy or indirectly
convey to the party offering, so also, when money
is the medium of exchange,
the exchange can uol,
be effectcd if the demander has no money.
Itere
it is that credit comes in. In this third phase
of exchaoge
the hohlcr of a 1)roduct, to be induccd to surrender
it, no longer asks, as in the
times of barter, that lie receive in return the product which lie needs, or at least a product wherewith he may be able to procure
it; he no longer
dcmands, as in the time of cash sales, the money
with the aid of which lie may be able to acquire
immediately
the equivalent of what he has given;
lie is satisfied with the prospect of receiving, at w
stipulated
time, the payment
of tim debt con,
tractcd by the pm'chascr.--Henccforth
the existcncc of one disposaole
object will suffice for a
eommcnial
transaclion;
tile counter-value
may
not yet exist.
Let us illustr.ltc,
by an ex'mlple,
the essential differem'e between the_e three phases
of exclmnge.
My neighbor,
a farmer, h_s hatvested 10 hectolitrcs
of whe.lt more than lie needs
to supply the wants of his family.
I desire to
obtain it, and lie wouhl willingly
dlsl)OSe of i'_
for ayoke of oxen.
Iu the a_e of barter, in order
to obtain this available wheat, it would be actedsary for mc to possess the oxen desired by the
farmer in order to effect the cxchange;
in the a_ae
of money payments I must possess a sum equiva_
lent to the price of the oxen; in the age of credit,
the farmer delivers me his whe'_t, amt is satisfied
with a promise of receiving its cquivalelJt
from
me at a later period; am| this equivalent
I will
probably ohtaiu from the very commodity
itself
which he has given me, by selling, at a profit,
the bread made from the wheat which ] bought
from him.--Thus
credit may be truly said to discount the future.
We feel at perfect liberty to
excuse ourselves
from discussing
the question
propounded
by J. B. S.ly, whether a social state,
in which no one made use of credit, and in which
all business was trausactcd
on a cash basis, would
be prefcr'tble to the present economic organium,
in which nearly every one gives and asks el'edit.
Can we, indeed, imagine anyeconomic
move:;,ent
without
the mainspring
of credit?
From tbe
time that exchange
ceases to aim merely a¢ the
satisfaction
of the direct and immediate wants of
the two contracting
parties,
credit becomes absolutely indispensable,
k peasant proprietor's
son
inherits a piece of land, which, if cleared, will
afford him means of support;
a young
clerk,
possessed of activity, intelligence and a knowledge
of business which would make him a successful
merchant,
wishes to open a store; a mechanic,
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_killed in his trade, and assured of a ready sale
for his handiwork,
wishes to start a shop.
It is
evident that, if the peasant's son must pay cash
for the agricultural
implements
and seeds which
he needs, the clerk for the merchandise
which lie
is to sell, and the mechanic
for the raw material
which he is to use i_l his work; the farming of
_be first, the business house of the second, and
the manufacturing
of tim third will bc utter impossibilities.
They must needs have money to
commence
work, and they must have worked in
order to have money.
Credit alone enables us to
get out of the vicious circle.
It is to credit alone
that we are indebted
for that intcrmedi:tte
agent
which phys so important
a part in the tran_ction
of business,
whether
it be in cansing
SUl)ply
and demand to meet, or in applying
to the indus,
try of exchange
the principle
of the division of
labor which is so favorable
to production.
Without credit this intermediary
is impossible
in most
instances.
Tim miller, whose whole fortune constats of the two wheels which grind his grail,, the
fall of water which sets them in motion, and tlle
cabin which covers
them, would
not bc able,
with the best will in the world,
to pay the farmer for the grain which he is to make into flour,
until he himself has sohl this flour, and received
his pay therefor
from the baker; the merchant
who erlgages
to deliver
to his customers
linen,
made ia some remote
manufac(ozT,
can not give
the manufacturer
its equivalent
until he himself has sold tile merchandise,
and received the
price of it. But if credit
be indispensable
in
some cases, it is in others a supreme necessity,
In the economic movement
of society eve_Tthing
is connccled
like the links in a chain.
The farmer, who can obtain pay for his _'ain only three
monlhs after he has delivered
it, can not buy for
cash the cattle which he needs in the meantime,
The clo)h mamffacturer
who trusts the draper,
must remain
idle, if, to replenish
his stock of
wool, he has to await payment
from the draper;
he also must buy on credit.
It is with him just as
it was with those who, in the case cited before,
are accommodated
by means of credit--the
farmer
who wished to clear his land, the clerk and the
mechanic
wh() wished
to start in business, and
who could not do it without
the aid of credit,
Thus credit at oac time gives birth to bothindus,
try and trade, which couhl not exist without
it,
and at others it prevents
their stoppage or growing sluggish;
as a general
result the difference is
not great
Credit
multiplies
the producing
and
const:ming
power of s¢)ciety: by facilitating
exchange it accelerates
and thus increases it.--The
word credit really still answers to what its ctymology and the nature of things indicate,
and to
what was its primitive
objecl.
Credit supposes
confidence.
Confiding
in the good will, the
honor, and the intelligence
of the purchaser,
and
also in the law, which,
ia case of need, will protect my rights,
I make a transfer
of a piece of
property on time.
I agree to part with my land,
with the product
of my industry,
of my capital,

in return for a counter-value which I shall receive
only after a certain
length of time.
This confidence constitutes
the very essence of credit.
Tile
rest is merely accessory.
The bank note, discounts, the bill of exchange itself, are not coustitutive elements
of it.
During the middle ages
credit transactions
of great importance
and on
long time were cffected without
the intervention
of any of these means, and without
leaving the
slightest
trace in writing;
and even to this day
the Russian
producers
and merchants
who frequcnt the great fair at _Nijni :Novgorod,
contract
credit obligations
for 12 months'
time, without
giving the least evidence
of the debt, and that
for a very good reason : very frequently
they can
neither
read nor write.
What
we, in a mo)'e
highly
developed
economic
state,
call instruments of credit, may facilitate
and hasten
the
workings
of credit, but tl_ey do not change its
nature.
By giving my creditor a written promise
of payment,
lie is in many respects bettersecm'ed
than he would be by a mere verbal promise; and,
besides,
this written
evidence
of it increases the
creditor's
facility for transferring
hisclaim.
But
does the nature of the operation
change because
it has been consigncd
to writing?
Or does it
change
because
the sellcr has disposed
of the
document
which
proves his claim against
the
buyer?
To mlswer in the negative
it is only
necessary
to understand
the nature of this transfor, and of discount.--We
have said that to give
credit is to consent to wait for the return
of the
thing given or its equivalent:
immovable
properly, merchandise,
money,
service,
etc.
But
very often tile seller is not prepared
to wait, he
therefore
substitutes
another
person in his place,
who can afford to do so; it matters not whether
it be a creditor of his, whom hc Imys with a bill
of exchange,
or a capitalist
who lfas idle lunacy,
aml buys the credit, to take advantage
of the intcrest, or a person who makes a business of discounting.
This last person may not himself
bc
able to await lhe maturing
of the note; hc goes
to the bank.
and rediscounts
the discounted
values.
Bankers.
and still more public banks,
are peculiarly
well able to wait.
In other words,
they can give a _,,T_t deal of credit, as this is
precisely
their office, to utilize--in
collecting
it
by deposit,
accounts
current,
etc. _ available
money, capital
newly acquired,
or momentarily
idle.
In all this there is a/manifest
acceleration
of the economic
movement
of society;
and this
has an immense influence, since an amount of capital turned over three times a ),ear performs
the
same service as three times the amount
turned
over only once.
But there is not in this circulation, nor in the discounting
of commercial
paper,
any creation
of capital.
All these credit transactions do not multiply
capital in any other sense
than accelerated
motion increases
the services of
a machine.--"
But the bank note!"
it is urged,
"does not the note which the bank gives me,
and with which I operate just as well as with any
other value, increase by its entire sum the amount
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of capital?
It i_," continues our objector,
"just
as it is with a draft.
Without the power of free
disposal of the merchandise
bought or the mouey
borrowed being in the least affected in the hands
of thcpurchaser
or borrower, the creditor(whether
seller or buyer), with certain restrictions,
makes
use of the bill or draft just as he would make use
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trade.
But in certifying,
also, that the capital
will be restored in three mouths' time, the bill of
exchange,
whether
it circulate
by way of indorsement until it mature, or whether
the bank
in discounting
substitute
its notes for it, still
admits to a certain extent, aud under certain circumstanees,
of the immediate employment
of the

of money or any other value which he might pos- [ loaned capital.
Thus, if I keep a bill of exchange
sess."
"There
are, therefore,"
it is said, "two
. in my safe, it is simply a security;
if 1 put it m
amounts
of capital
in circulation
instead
of
circulation,
it prevents the momentary
disappcarone, and there must surely be an increase of capancc of a certain
amount of capital; it prevents
ital."
This argument
is specious;
but let us first
the infcrtilily
of that amount
of capital during
lurn our attention to the bank note, which is upthe time. which intervenes
between
its decomposipealed to as a proof of the creative power of credit,
tial_, so to speak, and its restoration.
In neither
Banks, by substituting
their notes for convenient
case do we see a,ly trace of a creation of capital,
amounts, notes geuemllyacccptablein
the place of
of new capital added to the amount of capital
letters of exchange,
whose amount is so variable
already existing.--Ilere
is a palpable
proof of
and whose signatures,
because solittleknown,hinthis: on the day on which the capital which has
tier their circulation,
simply convert the billof exbeen temporarily
retired
from circulation
has
change into money.
They render casi_,r of transbeen re._tored, and eaters again into circulation,
fer and fitter for circulation
the promise to p:ly
the day on which the hardware
merclmnt
pays
_'hich I hold : they transform
the bill payable to a the cutler the amount of his indebtedness,
and respecified party into one payable to bearer.
Nor
ceives the note which hc gave him, the pretcudcd
is this change the only service which they rcndcr,
capital hy which lhis note is thought
to have in.
It happens every day in retail trade, 1hat thc purereascd the n'ltional wealth vanishes.
Whether
chaser, i,_ exch'mge lbr a single note of 100 francs,
_k destroys the bill of exchange
or returns
it, the
the amount of his purchase,
si_cms 10 notes of 10 pretended
capital which it created has no existfrancs each; because the creditor will be able to
euce whatever:
at the end of the operation,
there
make use of them with much greater facility to
is merely the original capit ,1 rcstor.ed, increased,
pay his various small debts, where his solvability,
according
to circumstances,
by the profits which
or that of his debtor, allows them to pass (ahnost)
its use in operation
may have produced,
the divisas money.
In this rendering
nmre readily transion of which between
dcbtor, creditor, etc.. does
ferable
the claims
which he signs,
the debtor
not concern ushere.--Let
us put a whole series of
effects, in a partial and imperfect
way, what the
bills of exch'mge
in the place of one, and the
bank does in giving me 10 20-franc bills for my
proof of this fact will lie made clearer still.
I am
bill of cxclmnge
for 200 francs.
But the bank
a farmer, andscll on the 1st day of February,
1881,
note, which I prefer to the bill of exchange,
be- $2,000 worth of corn, for which
the millcr will
cause it circulates
more easily,
evidently"
can
pay me on the 30th of April following.
Counthave no intrinsic
virtues
other tlmn those postug upon this, I go and buy $2,000 worth of cat_essed by the document
which it rcplaccs.
The
tle, which I agree to pay for in three months' time;
hypoflmsis,
according to which the issue of bank
the stock raiser purchases
a threshing
machine,
notes is a creation of capital, can not stand, therewhich he intends to pay f,_r on the 30th of April
fore, unless that same power be attributed
to
with the price of the cattle; the agricultural
im_commercialpaper
also.
This has b_.en attempted,
plement nmnufacturer
bargains
for $2,000 worth
To perceive what an amount
of error and exagof iron on 9 1 days' credit.
Herc arc four bills of
geration there is in this opinion, it will suffice to
exchange
signed the 1st day of February,
and all
_considcr attentively
for a moment thepart
played
payable the 30th of April.
Each of the three
by the bi)l of exchange.
A is a cutler.
He sells
creditors
volu,_tarily
disposes of the claim which
$4.000 worth of his wares to B, u hardware
merhe holds, and which in his business renders him
_:hant, who, instead of paying the $4,000immethesamcserviccasifhcpossesseditsvalueinmer.
diately,
gives his _'ritten
promise
tlmt he will
chandise
or in coined money.
Can any one prepay them three months from date.
Why?
Betend from this that four distinct amounts of capicause B needs this delay to dispose of the mcrta[ of $2,000 each have been created?
Let us sec.
chandise
and get back the aumunt
of capital
The time of the maturity
of the notes arrives.
which comes to him under the form of knives
The grain merchant,
by the gradual sale of the
and similar articles.
And so with the $2,000 iu
corn which he bought from me, has obtained the
specie loaned to a manufacturer,
either to pur$°,000, for which I gave him credit, and hc pays
chase his raw material,
or to p'ty his workmen,
me the amount.
The $3,000 serves the s'lme day
and which he repays out of the amount realized
to pay my indebtedness
to the agricultural
tropicfrom the sale of his merchandise.
Far from
ment manufacturer,
aud the manufacturer's
obhdoubling
the $2,000, the bill of exchange
rather
certifies that for the time being this sum does not
exist at all as capital, in the commercial
sense of
the word: as a disposable value and an object of

gation
to the iron merchant.
Thus
this one
amount of actual capital--thls
$2.000 in coin or in
paper, obtained
by the gradual
sale of the corn
fiz_t sold by the farmer to the miller, annihilates
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in a single hour the four sums of capital of $2,000
each, which the four bilIs of exchange had created !
Now, if it be difficult to admit creation out of nothing; reason absolutely refuses to allow the possibiIity of the instantaneous
and utter disappearance
of
things once created.
In reality, nothingis
annihilated on the day of the maturing
of the notes but
four certificates
whichhavc
no longer anything
to
certify, because the debts of which they were the
evidence have ceased to exist.--BIay
we not apply
the same r('asoning to bank notes?
As the drafts
discounted
mature, the notes issued for them will
be returned
to the bank; and there will not remain m circulation
the least trace of the capital
which was "created"
by their issue!
Besides,
this disappearance--a
proof no less convincing
than the unreality of the pretcnded
capital created
by credit--leaves
behind it not the legist void in
the wealth of society.
More yet: if commercial
bills, bank notes and other instruments
of credit
were capital,
and incre_ed
the instruments
of
labor, we could not too heartily congratulatc
ourselves upon their multiplication.
Would their
increase not be the increase of means of progress,
and of general well-being?
5Iauy a one rcaso,,s
thus; but rational theory and reasonable
practice
.judge far otherwise.
In their opinion,
progress
consists,
not in. the multiplication,
but in the
diminution
almos_ to total abolition,
of instrumerits of credit.
At. a time not very ]on E past,
nations and governments
thought that wealth was
to be measured
by the a,uount
of chin money
which a country possessed;
that the more abundant money was, the more healthful
the circula_ion of wealth; but who would
pretend
to say
to-day that it is an advantage
for France to have
4 000.000,000 francs of coin moneyin
circulation,
We all see, rather, that in this respect she is far
behind England,
which does not possess probably
one-quarter
of that amount, but which with that
quarter
transacts
infinitely
more
business than
France.
R_latively
the amount
of hank notes
and drafts in circulation
is also much smaller in
England
than in France.
Does this difference
prove a disadvantage
to England?
On tim contrary, i-t is an advantage
which
France
would
gladly acquire.
In proportion
as the system of
accounts
current, checks and the clearing house is
extended
and strengthened,
the use of bank notes
and bills of exchange
is nccessarily
and fortunately lessened.
What are we to conclude
from all
this, but that _:ommercial
paper and bank notes
are but instruments,
which can he replaced
by
more pe_'fect means, or which a superior organism
will some day dispense with entirely?--Discounting is not, in reality, the only mode of i_uing,
"There
are especially,"
we are told, "direct
ad.
vances, wherein the hank, without requiring
any
counter-value,
without
retiring
fi'om circulation
a corresponding
amount
of capital,
provides its
client with the instrumt'nts
of labor, causes capital to appcar, by the credit which it gives, where
no capital existed before."
This is taking only a
very partial view of what acsually happens.
The

notes which the bank issues by way of direct adwmces have all the appearances
of real capital.
They render the person to whom the credit is extended the same service as if a capitalist
had made
the loan to him in metallic money, or as if the producer had advanced
him the raw material wherewith to carry on his trade, and which hc buys
with the notes the bank has loaned him.
But
what does the bank do but substitute
itself in the.
place of the producer;
what does it do but anticipate the operation
of discount?
Let us suppose.
that a tanner,
A, of whom
a shoemaker,
B,
newly started in business,
wishes to buy leather,
knows
that the bank has confidence
in B, and
will readily
discount
his paper.
In this case A
will certainly
have no hesitation
in furnishing
leather to" B on credit, for a note which he will
get discounted
at the bank.
The transaction
thus becomes
an ordinary commercial
operation,
in which, as we believe we have demonstrated,
neither a bill payable _o order nor a bill of exchange "creates"
anything.
C(_h credit, such as
is now given particularly
by the Scotch banks,
and certain
banks in Germany,
is nothing
more.
nor le_ than the discounting
of a note anticipated.
Whether
A furnishes
B with goods on credit, and
then goes to the bank,
and by discounting
B's
paper gets the money for the goods furnished
B.
on credit;
or whether
the bank loans this same
money to B himself, that he may buy for cash
from A; the amount of active capital is no more
increased
in one case than in the other.
In both
cases the bank nbtes take the place of an amount
of capital (that of A) which can not afford to
wait (until B can give something
in exchange
for
it), and thus keep it from lying idle.
We need
scarcely
say here that "accommodation
notes,"
whikh do not grow out of any business transaction,
and seem in fact, in the eyes of the multitude,
to
create capital at will, are not instruments
of credit,
but most frequently
instruments
of swindling.We have not a much better ol)iuion of another
"operation"
whereby
adroit m:mufacturers
and
merchants
in embarrassed
circumstances
sccm to
multiplycapital
at will through
the instrumcntality of credit:
we refer to the adv'mces
which
banks make on the security
of commel'cia]
paper
or bills p_ffable.
We do not believe that to ,nake
advances on such security comes within the province of a brink; such advances
belong rather to
the pawnshop.
These advances
may, 1)erhaps,
have their advantages;
but such is their charactcr
in our own day that they lie outside
the domain
of political
economy.
We know how far enterprising speculators
have carried this mode of borrowing of late years.
A man has 100,000 francs,
with which he purchases
government
bonds or
annuities:
these he deposits
in a bank,
and receives fi'om it, on their security,
80,000 francs.
This sum he invests in shares of stock to its full
amount,
and then pledges
them to the bank for
60,000 francs.
He now buys 60,000 francs worth
of bills payable, and repledges
them for 40,000'
francs, _with which he again purchases
bills paya-
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ble, which are once more pledged
to the bank.
Thus this man may have obtained
300,000 francs'
worth of bills payable with a capital of 100,000
francs.
In fact, he may not have owned or paid
out a single franc, if the first purchase
was made
on credit.
Thanks to such ma_meuvres as thcsc,
"credit"
may wcU appear to multiply capital in
the hands of the borrower,
and constantly
create
new capital
for him.
But without
examining
whetherthisappearancebcareality--thoughitcan
hardly beso--let
us ask ourselves:
Is there any advantage to the community
in this creation of fictitious capital?
We do not thim; so.--Arc
wc not,
perhaps, underrating
credit, and questioning
its
value and power?
This is not our intention;
nor
would it accord with our previous observations
on
the subject.--Credit
assures us the uninterrupted
continuance
of production
and consumption,
Sometimes,
as we have already seen, economic
action would be entirely impossible
without
the
intervention
of credit.
The service which credit
thus renders to the economy of a nation is great
enough to warrant its most zealous partisans
not
to claim for it any further
title to the gratitude
of modern
society, in which
it has acquired
a
development
hitherto
unknown.
It works wonders.
It produces, if wc may so speak, perpetual
motion.
The economic
machinery
of society
scents to stand still, to slacken
its motion, or to

the savings bank, deposits, accounts current, etc.,
and to employ
it again to liberate
bound-up
capital, which it is not desired to withdraw
from
circulation
again: such should be the aims of a
bank, whether
private
or public, free or a monopoly, if it wish to attain its end as an institution of credit.
This is the only healthful
and
desirable way for credit to develop and progress;
and it is the way, also, in which
its services
promise
to become more numerous
and more
important
with time.--What
we have jest said
of commercial
credit applies equally well to all
the other forms of credit, whatever
the l_urposc
of the crcdit may be.
This is not the piacc for
us to dwell on what is called national
credit.
Suffice it here to say, that in its essence public
credit does not differ from private credit; iL does
not, nor can it possess any power which is not
inherent in the nature of the latter.
Wc can loan
to the state, as to an individual,
only money
which exists somcwhere.
If a public loan absorb
only the capital in process of formation
and not
yet invested;
it, at its best. it attracl, in addition
to this, the capital invested in a rather unproductive manner;
and if the capital thus concerttrated in the public treasury bc employed
in a
rational way for the general good; public crcdit
may become an effective
instrument
of progress
to the community
at the same time that it fur-

accelerate
its speed, in proportion
as credit disappears,
grows feeble or revives.
The activity
of production
and consumption
of wealth in any
country
is greater,
more general,
more fruitful,
according
as credit
is more or less developed
there.
In a word, credit is the great motive
power
of economic
activity;
it is an immense
service rendered
to the material and moral progtess of society.
Is there any use m claiming
for credit ima_nary
powers,
which,
far from
increasing
its utility, frequently
vitiate
it in its
very csscnce?--We
need not dwell here upon the
elementary
conditions
which
the strengthening
and development
of credit require.
Among the
most indispensable
the following
are admitted on
all hands:
the reign of justice;
good legislation;
the guarantee
of the creditor
against
the bad
faith of the debtor;
a liberal
legal policy
in
matters
of industry
a,_d commerce,
allowing
each one to make use of his powers, and to turn
what he produces to the best advantage;
facility
and safety of communication;
a rational
and
honest monetary
system.
We shall insist upon
only one point:
if to give credit mcans to wait
for payment,
if to give a great amount of credit
we must have at our disposal
a great amount of
capital which
can wait, it becomes
necessary,
that credit may be developed
on a large scale, to
put into and to retain in active circulation
all the
capital accumulated
or in process
of formation
and accumulation,
which, because
it is idle capital, may be substituted
wherever
needed for the
capital
which
can not afford to lie idle for a
time, that is, drop out of circulation.
To attract
..to.itself all capital momentarily
idle by means of

nishes a good and profitablc
investment
for disposablc capital.
But when, attracted
by a high
rate of interest, by premiums
and lotteries,
the
statc borrows more than is warranted
at a given
time by the amount
of uninvestcd
or b'tdly invested capital; when it thus induces capital
to
withdraw
from agricultural,
industrial,
commcrcial, and other investments,
in which it was contributing
to the general economic
good of the
nation; when the capital thus wrested front its
natural
and beneficial function,
is employed
by
the state ia unproductive
outlay (luxurious
buildings, excessive ornamentation,
etc.,) or even in destructive
outlay (war-like expeditions);
then publie credit becomes
arcal
national
scourge.
It
wrongs the present generation
by robbing
it of
its instruments
of labor and production;
it weighs
down generations
to come with an excessive load.
of interest, with which it forever
burdens
them.
Besides this, it has the danger of facilitating
warlike and other enterprises,
the enormous
cost of
which is not their grcatest
inconvcnience.--The
same danger attends anothcr kind of credit which
has been largely developed
in our day, and which
holds a middle place between
private
credit and
public credit:
we might call it enterprise-credit.
It is given, by way of preference,
in the case of
great works of public utility and to vast industrial, commercial
and other enterprises;
and to
these it rcndel_
great and undeniable
service.
But here, also, we must
remove a misunderstanding
which has contributed
r, ot a little to
cause the influence of credit to be exaggerated,
and to produce a belief in its magic power•
We
hcar it said every day: We are indebted
to credit.
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for the construction
of railroads,
for tim development of steam navigation,
for the exploration
of
xnines on a vast scale, for our immense manufactories,
and other enterprises
more or less great,
which are thcpride
of thenineteeathcentury,
and
the cause of its prosperity.
Let us see.
When
a company is formed, and collects, by the issuing
of 2,000 shares of stock at 5,00o francs each, a
capital
of 10,000,000
francs to build a railway
-50 kilombtres
in length,
credit
has absolutely
nothing
to do with the enterprise.
The stock,
hohlers by whom the capital is furnished
are in
a sbuation
precisely similar to lhat of the 10 or
20 capitalists,
who put their capital together
for
the purpose
of building
a hotel,
or for the
,erection of a manufacturing
establishment.
The
•credit which a railroad comp_lny asks of the contractor,
material-man,
and other
persons
with
whom it enters into business relations,
is private
.credit.
it differs only in extent
from the credit
-which is every day asked and received.
Enterprise-credit,
or quasi-public
credit,
enters into
the Transactions
of the company,
only when,
_nstead of asking
the additional
capital it may
need from
the stockholders
themselves,
from
those interested
in the enterprise,
it asks it of the
public
generally;
in other words,
when it is.sues bonds, instead of issuing shares of stock,
_Fhe rules which we have laid down relative to
pubhc
credit, apply equally" to what we have
,called enterprise-credit.
To companies,
as to
individuals,
or to the national
treasury,
can be
loaned
only money which people actually have.
The credit
the capitalist
gives in taking
the
]00 bonds of 500 francs each, no more acquires
"creative
power"
because it is a company which
gets it, than if the capitalist
had used this same
sum to discount
bills of exchange,
for, say 10
merchants,
to the amount
of 50,000 francs.
Be,Yore it can go into the coffer of the company,
it
is absolutely
necessary
that this money should
.come out of other coffers.
:Now, if the company,
by the real alld solid advantages
which it offers,
succeeds
not merely in liberating
and putting in
circulation
capital temporarily
idle, but also in
stimulating
the creation of capital by the accumulation
of savings,
it may render great sereace to the economic
community.
:It happens,
.however, frequently
enough,
that, by the allurement of premiums
and other me'ms, companies
_nduce capital engaged
in useful enterprises
to
abandon
these in order to avail itself of this
apparently
more productive
investment.
Tim
investment
may prove so, for a time at least, to
the capitalist:
it certainly
is not so for the public
generally.
The people
see the railroad
constructed
by means of the capital thus borrowed,
and extol the power of credit: they do not see
how, deprived
of a large part of the capital
invested
in them, agricultural
and industrial
cnterprises,
which alone could furnish
a profitable
traffic to the railroad co_lstructed
at their expense,
languish
and decline,
J. E. ]Hoa_'.
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CREDIT,
Letter
of, is an order given by
bankers
or others at one place, to enable a person to receive
motJey
from
their
agents
at
another
place.
Tile person who obtains a letter
of credit may proceed to a particular
place, and
need only to carry with him a sum sufficient
to
defray
his expenses;
and it gives him some of
the advantages
of a banking
account
when he
reaches his destination,
as he may avail himself
of it only for part of the sum named in it. If
it were not for the convenience
which a letter of
credit
affords,
a person who was intending
to
make a tour on tile continent,
for example, would
be under the necessity either of taking with him
the whole of the sum which he would
require
during his absence,
or of receiving
remittances
from home, addressed to him at particular
places.
--A
letter of credit
is not transferable.
By a
strict interpretation
of a clause in the stamp act
(55 Geo. III., c. 184), an instrument
of this nature
would seem to be liahle to the same duty as on a
bill of exchange
payable to bearer or order; but
in practice
the duty is openly
evaded.
If" the
law were mo_e stringently
acted upon, evasion of
the duty could be easily practiced,
as "t banker,
instead of granting
a written
instrument,
could
advise his agent privately
to pay certain sums to
certain parties,
according
as the agent might be
advised.
Bomb-.
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When
after a long
period of inactivity
the energies of a peol,lc are
suddenly
turned in an industrial
direction,
they
find innumerable
enterprises
which
would
be
profitable
if only they possessed the means of
setting them agoing.
The
quantity
of money
which was found sufficient
for a non-industrial
people is now found to be wholly inadequate
to
the increased
demands for it, and the only conscquence can be, that if there be a greatly increa_e(l
demand for the existing
quantity
of money, the
rate of discount,
or interest,
will rise l)roportionably, and rise to such an extent as to preclude all
possibility
of profit from such enterprises,
even if
effectcd.--It
has bceninvariably
found, thelefore,
that whenever this takes place there are abundant
schemes
set afloat for increasing
the quantity
of
money.
This was particularly
the case after the
restoration,
in England,
when
men, weary of
politics and polemics, began to turn their attentio_
more to commcrce.--Among
fields of cnterpri_-e
none appeared
at that time more promising
than
agriculture.
:But, unfortunately,
all thcavailablc
specie was absorbed in commerce;
none was to be
had for a_n'iculture,
or, at least, except at such
rates as to be a practical
prohibition.--It
was this
real wan't that gave rise to the schemes of Asgill,
Chamberlen,
and others, for the purpose of turning the land into money, which were,so rife at
that period.
Among
all of them, John Law's
has attained
the greatest
name.
]He perfectly
well understood
the powers of credit, and he saw
that credit was an increase
of the powers
of
money; but he saw that credit was limited by
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nmney, and his plan was to aevise a scheme by
which paper money
should
be created,
which
should maintain an equality of value with silver.-Hesupposed
that if the land were mortgaged to the
govermnent
it might create paper money to the
amount
of the value in silver of the land, and
that this paper money would circulate at parwith
silver.--This
doctrine
may seem to have some
plausibility
in it, and lms many modern admirers,
But, nevertheless,
whenever
it has been tried in
practice,
it has uniformly
been found to fail.
This, however,
is not the place to point out its
error, nor to detail the practical examples
of its
failure.--Ten
ycars, however, after the failure of
Law's system in France,
the Scott!sh banks, by
the admirable
invention
of cash credits,
pushed
credit to the utmostcxtent
of itslegitimate
limits,
and realized all that was practicable
in Law's
scheme.--51o
one who understands
the sul)ject
can fail to see the enormous
advantages
of p:q)cr
when duly admimstercd.
But thegreat
diffictllty
in allsuch cases is to determine
what are the truc
limits of the issues of paper.
That is, to what
extent it may be issued and maintain
an equality
(if value with silver.
Infact, it is one of tlm profouudest
problems
in political
economy, aud of
the most momentous
consequence
to the prosperityofthe
nation.--Seeing,
then, thatpapcrmoncy
dir'2ctly based upon land was a failure, and that
the invention
of cash credits could not be carried
¢_ut by the timid and narrow
system of foreign
banks, the question was how to divert
capital to
1he land without
creating
paper moncy.--At
the
close of the seven years' war tlm proprietors
in
Silesia found themselves
in a state of inextricable
embarrassment.
The ruin and dcstructioncaused
by tim war, and the low price of corn, caused by
the general distress,
made thenl unable to meet
Iheir engagements.
Interest andcommissionrose
to 13 per ccut.
They obtained a respite of three
years to pay their debts.
To alleviate the distress
•_rising out of this state of matters, a Berlin mcrchant named Bilriug, invented a system of land
credit, which has been very extensively
adopted
ia Germany, Russia, Poland, andlastly
in France.
--Proprietors
of land can no doubt borrow money
ou mortgage;
but in every country
such transactions are attended
with many inconveniences.
They have manyexpensive
formalities to undergo,
such as investigation
of title, etc.
bloreover,
the
difficulties
and expense of transfer
arc usually
very great, as each purchaser
has to undergo
the
same investigation
and expense.
If the debtor
fails to pay, the process of obtaining
redress, or
possession of the land, is usually very troublesome
and expensive.
The consequence
of all thcse
obstacles
is, of course, to raise greatly the terms
on which money can be borrowed on mortgage.
--The system of government
funds sugg_ted
to
Btiringthe
idea of creating
a similar
species of
land stock.
The government
could usually borrow much cheaper
than the landlords,
because
the title was sure and indisputable,
and there was
no impediment
to the negotiability.--Biiring,
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therefore,
conceived
the idea of substituling
the
joint guarantee
of all the proprietors
for that
of individuals,
and establishing
a book in winch
this land stock should be registered
and be trausferable,
and the dividends
paid exactly in the
same way as the public funds.
The credit, therefore, of the association,
was always
interposed
between
the lenders and tim borrowers.
Those
who bought this stock looked only to the association for payment
of their dividend.%
aml the
borrowers
paid all interest,
etc., t_) the asst_ciation, which took upon itself all questions
of title
and security.
The whole of these obligations
were turned into stock transferable
in all respects
like the public funds.
Such is the general design
of these associations.
It is plain that they avoid
the rock of creating
paper money,
while they
greatly facilitate
the apl)lication
of c_q)ital to the
land.
They, in fact, do n(_thing more tlmn turn
mortgagesintostock.--Tlmrc
arediffercntmethods
of organizing
such associations,
which wc shall
describe
presently,
but we nmy say in a general
way that the system was introducedinto
Silesia ia
1770; tim March of Bmndcnl)m_4,
in 1777; Porecrania, in 1781; Hamburgh,
in 178o; West Prussia, iu1787; East Prussia, in 1788; Luncburg,
in
1791; Esthonia
and Livonia, in 1803; SchlcswigHolstein,
in 1_11; ]_Iccklcnburg,
in 1818; Posen,
in 1822; Poland, m 18°5; Kalcnberg,
Grubcnhagen, and Hilde._heim,
in 18°6 ; Wurtcmbcrg.
iu
1827; IIessc-Casscl,
in1832;
Westphalia,
in 1835,
Gallicia, in 1841; Hanover,
in 1,¢42; and Saxon.v,
in 1844.--These
associations
are divided into two*
classes.
The first arc private
associations,
and
these agaiu are dividcd into companies
founded
by the borrowers, and financial companics founded
by tlmlenders;
the second arc associations
founded
by the state or the provincial
authorities.--The
fullest information
respecting
these companies
is
to be fouud in M. Josseau's
work, mentioned
below, from which we take the following dctails.-Of private
associations
formed by the borrowers
there are: Pomerap_:a.
The _ci_t_,de Pomeraaia,
called landschaft,
or, f.zt_dschaft
(.'as_e, founded
in 1781, with an advance
of 200,000 thalers from
Frcdcrich
II., and with revised statutes, iu 1846.
--The coral)any
creates negotiable
obligations
at
8½ per cent. for 100 thalers and upward, and _:
per cent. bclow, payable
half-ye'trly.--The
proprictor pays 4 per cent. interest,
and _ per cent.
for expense of managcmcnt.--Thc
holder of the
obligations has, as security for their payment, the
entire capital of the company, the land specially
mortgaged
for them, and the liability of all the
proprictors of the circle, and, if that should fail,
all the proprietol_s of Pomcrania.
There is no
priority of preference
among
the obligations.
The holder may take away the negotiability
of
the notes, which can only be restored by a court.
The holder can not demand repayment,
but the
company may pay off their bonds.
These bonds
'can only be issued on property in the power of
the company.--The
head office of the company ia
at Stettin.
A royal commission
has the survefl-
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lance of its operations,
and presides at the general
:meetings.
Tile administration
consists of a director and two assistants.
There are four departments in the country,
with a director
at their
head, and several
branches
to each.
These
branches have to make all the necessary inquiries
.concerning
the property
upon which loans are to
be advanced.--The
borrowers
receive the company's bonds at the exchange
of the day, in sums
of 200 or 1,000 thalers.
For one-tenth
of the
loan they may receive 100, 50 and 25 thaler notes,
They may pay either in money, or in the cornpany's bonds, which they may purchase from the
public.
Overdue
coupons
are also received as
ready money.
Thus, again,
showing
that the
release of a debt is equivalent
to the payment
of
money, or-_< -- _ + × q-.
A debtor may
.at any time pay off his debt on giving
eight
months'
notice before the payment
of the cou-pens, and paying
a deposit
of 5 per cent.
The
company
may also redeem
its bonds on giving
six months' notice.
In 1837, its bonds in circulalion amounted
to $55,602,844,
and they were
.above par.--RusMa.
The Baltqtzede CrdditSystem
was founded iu1818, by/klexander,
who advanced
funds for its organization.
It extends
through
the Baltic provinces
Livonia,
Esthonia
and Cour]and.
It i_sues bonds transferable
by indorsement
bearing
4 per cent. i_Jtercst something
for expenscs, and something
also to form a sinking
fund.
Its bonds are received by the government
at their nominal value --Poland.
The S,_cidld de
Cr/dit l_bacier de .Polog_2e was founded
in 1825,
and reformed
in 1838.
It issues bonds bearing
4 per cent. interest,
transferable
by indorsement
ordclivery.
The borrowers
pay 4 percent,
interest, 2 per cent. to form a sinking fund, a fee of
_)ne florin for notes of 200 or 500 florins, and two
florins for those of 1,000 florins.
By this means
the debt is redeemed in 28 years.
The sum advanced does not exceed
one-half
the estimated
value of the land.
The holders of the company's
bonds have as security, besides the lands specially
mortgaged,
national domains given by the crown,
and the reserve
fund of the company.
The
bondsare
issued at Warsaw, at the head office, on
the recommendation
of the branches in the departments.
Debtors may free themselves
at any lime
by paying off the debt and 2 per cent. additional,
A general
llteeting
is held every two years, at
which
the minister
of finance
presides.
The
bondholders
also have meetings,
at which all the
creditors above 10,000 florins have a voice for the
purpose
of considering
any proposals
made by
the company._Ga///c/a.
The company of Gallicia is the only bank of crddit foncier in Austria.
It was founded
in 1841 by the provincial
estates.
It issues bonds of from 100 to 1,000 florins, bearing interest at 4 percent.
Besides the4per
cent.,
the borrower pays 1 per cent. to form a sbfidng
fund, a single payment
of 3 per cent. to form a
reserve fund, ¼per cent. for cost of nmnagement,
and the first six months' interest
in advance, on
receiving the loan.
The bondscan
not be issued
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for less than 1,000 florins, and only to the.extent'
of one.half
of the free value of tbc land.
The
holders of the bonds may be compelled
to receive
paymentof
them on receiving six months' notice.
The debtors mayalwayspay
off their obligations
by adding six months' interest.
Iu 1843 the cornpany's bnnds in circulation
anmuntcd
to 11,414,016 francs--_Vurtel_vberg.
Tim Wurt_mbergischer
Creditverein was founded in 1827, and its statutes
revised in 1831.
It differs from the preceding
companies so far that it advances the money itself
to the borrowers,
and not merely its bonds.
Its
operations
were at first limited to 6,000,000 of
florins, but it 'has the right
of contracting
new
loans.
The company gives to its creditors
negotiable bonds, which may be divided into 100, 200,
500 or 1,000 florins.
They bear interest at 3 per
cent.
The company only lends on first mortgages,
and to the amount of one-half
of the value, .or
two-fifths of the income.
The borrowers,
besides
the 3 percent,
interest, pay ½ per cent. for cost of
management;
1 per cent. as a sinking
fund, by
which the loan is redeemed
in 48 years.--The
company
makes profits by the debtors paying
their
interest
half-yearly,
while it only pays
its creditors
yearly.
The debtors
also pay their
interest
six weeks before
the end of the halfyear.
At the redemption
of the debt at the end
of the 48 )'ears, the debtors pay two)'ears'
intcrest to form a reserve fund, and to free themselves
from their joint liability.
They nmst also pay ½
per cent of their 'tctual debt for cost of management, and a premium
of 4_ per cent. on the
advance, and when they wish to pay off any part
of their debt before it is due, they must pay 10
per cent. additional.
The contribution
to the
sinking fund w,'ies according to the choice of the
bon'owcr,
so that he may pay off the debt at the
minimum
of 10 years, or the maximum
of 50.
In 1846 the company
had bonds to the amount
of 11,938,930 francs in circulation,
which stood
at a premium
of 12 per cent.-- Saxony.
There
are two land credit
banks in Saxony,
one privats and the other public.
The private
one is
called the 5_aion de Crddit des pays lte_'ddilaires,
created
in ]Iay,
1844, with
revised statutes
in
1849. It advances on both nobles' and peasants'
land, which produce not less than 1,256 francs a
year.
It makes its loans by bonds of 500, 100
and 25 thalers,
at an agreed
rate of interest,
and to not less than 3,756 francs,
and not more
than half of the value of the land.
Debtors
must pay half-yearly,
and three months
before
the company
pays its dividends.
The public
authorities
and trustees are authorized
to invest
funds at their command
in these bonds.
In
1849 those in circulatiofl
amounted
to 4,470,656
francs.--//a_wver.
Hanover
has one public and
four private
associations
of crddit fo_,cier.
Tim
private ones are: 1. Iastitut de 6'r_dit 2typoth?cairs
de _Lunetru_.g, founded
in 1790, for making
advances to the nobles.
Its bonds arc not less than
200 thalers.
It pays dividends
of 3 per cent.
half-yearly.
The borrower
pays 5 per cent. for
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thefirst
fiveyears,and 4½per cent.afterwardhalf- etorswho wish repayment must give sixmonths'
yearly. It never can demand more than 5 per notice;theynmy receivea bond ifthey please.cent.from the debtors,but ifitis obligedto pay The contributionspaid by the second classare
more than 3 per cent.on what itborrows, itmay
similarto thoseof the first.The property isretake the difference
from the sum paid toward the valucd every fiveyea]'s.Tile guarantee of the
sinkingfund. The debtors may pay by install- company consists
in this,
that theproprietorscan
ments of 50, 100,200, or more, thalers,
on giving claim its assistancewhen the payment of the
six mouths' notice. If they redeem the debt debt is dennmded fi'om them, and they can not
beforethe end of fiveyears they must pay 2 per get itelsewhere at 4 per cent. Those of whom
ccnt.;afterthat,_pcrcent.The dcbtorspay O per payment is demanded must give notice to the
(:ent.
forthe first
fiveyears,and ½ per cent.from companywitldn four weeks, and must themselves
the sixth to the seventeenth years.--o_.As_ocia- endeavor to raisethe money. If the company
_[o_ de Cr_d[tpour
l'ordre _qu_il'e des principaulJs
has to pay off the debt, it succeeds to the rights
dc l_Yalenberg, Grubel_hage_,
et IIi_esheila.
This
of thecreditor.
Thedcbtormustlhenpay4per
company
was founded
in 18°5, and by new
cent. pcr annum, besides his other contributim_s,
statutes
in 1838 was enabled to make adwmces
l)ut he is not liable to be called ou to pay the
on peasants'
land, if notless than 6,000 thalers in
capital.
:But he may pay it off on giving six
value.
Its organization
is very much the santo
months' notice.--Those
of the third class specify
as that of Luncburg.
In 1844 its bonds in circuthe capital they require, for which they receive a
laiion we,'e only 1,500,000 thalcrs.--8.
Etabli_'senote.
The payments are the same asthose of the
_neTtt de Cp'e;dlt pour l'ordre dquestre des princifrst class.
But if they place a sum in it they
pautdsde Brgmeet de Verden.
This company was
l'cccive 2½ per cent. interest.
When the purchase
founded in 1826.
Its statutes are very similar to
is made they m._y cntcr cither of the other classes.
_those of the bank of Luneburg.
It charges 4-}. The company receives deposits
from the public,
per cent. when it advanccs
to the value of onein rctul'n for which they give bonds,
bearing
half of the land.
The dcbtors mayrcdeem
thcir
interest at 3 per cent. above that sum, payable
debts, either in 72 years by paying ¼ per cent.; in
yearly. --Delm_ark.
In 1786 the governmcnt
56 years by paying ½ per cent. ; in 47 years by
founded a CredR-Ka_se for the purpose of making
paying ,_ pcr cent. ; or in 41 )'ears by paying I per
.Ldvances for the improvement
of agriculture
at
<.ent. The charge for cost of management
is not
2 l)er cent.
It has since then founded
several
to exceed {- per cent.--4.
Association
de Credit
savings bank_ for the same purpose.
In 1850 a
pottr les propridtaires
dates la¢p,inCil)at_tJ de la tS.isc
law w'ts passed to form the establishment
of banks
OrieT_tale et de .HarlinS, er-l_l_d.
This is a small
of _r,'dit fo_trier.
It enacted
that each society
establishment,
founded
in 1828.--Mecklel_burgmust have a u,_ited fund of 1,000,000 rigsd;de,'s,
2chwcrin
and ,_trelitz.
These two grand duchies
or 3,000,000 fra,,cs.
Its bonds must not be below
have a bank of ert:dit foneier
between
then,.
50 rigsdalers,
nor for a sum exceeding
the mortThis was among the earliest founded,
and was
gage, whi(:h must not bc formore than two-thirds
remodeled in 1818. It indues bonds varying from
of the value of the lmld; the members
to be
1,000 to 25 thalers, bearing 3½ per cent. interest,
jointly and severally liable for the bonds.
The
The debtors pay, besides this interest, ¼ per cent.
debtors must p:ty something
to a sinking fund.
half-yearly,
as well as a premium
of _}per cent.
The banks must send a qua,'tcrly
balance to the
on the loan, to cover cost of managemcnt,
and ¼ minister of thc interior.
The bonds of the bank
.per cent. to form a sinking fund.
The debtors
are fi'ee from stamp duties, and tt_c property
of
may redeem their debts in advance by buying
up
minors
and of the public may be invc_tcd in
the company's
bonds --H,_mbt_rg.
_k private
them.
The banks may borrow and lend above
Caisse de Cr/dit poar les proprUtgs et les tern'ales
the legal rate of interest, 4 per cent
This law
•de la ville de ltamburg
was founded
in 1839, and
was received
with great favor, and immediately
its statutes
revised in 1844. Its intention
is to
on its passage, several banks were formed;
but
form a fund by gradual contributions,
to make ad- we have no information
how they have succeeded
vances to proprietors
whose lands are mortgaged
up to the present time.--The
second sort of priand the sums demanded
by the mortgagees,
and
vate associations
consists
of those formed
by
_o extinguish
the debt by a yearly sinking fund.
companies
of lcnders.--tTararia.
_No cstablishThere
are three classes
whom this company
is meet of crgdit foncier was founded
in :Bavaria
intended
to benefit:
1, Proprietors
of land sitbefore 1835, though
many had been talked of.
uated in Hamburg,
who may place their money
Iu that year the Baroque H#poth_;caire et d'escompte
_atinterestinit;
2, Proprietors
whom the company
was foumlcd at 1_Iunich. l)y a comp'my of slmreguarantees
against their creditors
to the extent
holdem, with a capital of 10,000,000 of fh)rins,
of three-fourthsoftheirpropcrty;
and, 8, Private
divided
into 20,000 shares.
This
bank issues
persons who wish to buy real property bymaking
notes at 10 florins, which
are legal temlcr, dis.annual payments.
--Those of the first class pay 2 counts bills, receives deposits, and is also a tire
per cent. on the estimated value of their property
and life insurance company,
a savings bank, and
on entering,
as well as ½ per cent. h_df-ycarly.
The company
pays 9Q per cent. on these sums
-when they amount to 1,000 mares-banco.
Propri-

] one of cr_'dit foncicr.
Its privilege
is for 99
_ years.
Its notes must not exceed four-tenths
of
[ its capital, nor the sum of 8,000,000 of florins;
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Three-fom'ths
of its issues must be covered by a
mortgage
of land of double the sum advanced,
the remaining fourth by spccic.--The
bank lends
on all sorts of capital producing
revenue, in sums
notless than 1,070 francs.
The borrower pays an
inter_t
which can not exceed 6 per cent., nor be
less than 4], including
the sinking fund.
At the
minimum
it requires
61½ years to redeem the
debt.
The stun paid to lenders is 3 per cent.,
and 1 per cent. is kept for cost of malmgement,
and a rescrvc fund.
Interest is paid half-yearly,
But at cach payment the sums paid to the sinking
fund arc marked off against the capital,
and the
balance
treated
as a new loan.
The obligations
signed
by the borrowel_
are not negotiable,
Their place is filled by the sharcs of the bank
and its notes.
Its shares lmvc becn quoted at 30
per cent. l)remium.
The ba.lk l)ays its shareholders an interest only of 3 per cent. per ammm,
but they
divide
the other
profits.
Its notes
enjoy great credit,
and are received
in public
paym,.nts.
]'lie affairs of the b,mk are governed
by the 60 principal
shareholdel_.
The)" name
seven sharchoklcrs
as.dircctors,
who must not
engage in commerce.
The 60 meet once a year,
the direclors
once a week.-This bank passed
easily through
the financial
crisis of 1848. In
1849 its loans amounted
to 13,952,598 florins.
It
has been found t_) be of the greatest public utility,
and has constantly
increased
in prosperity.-Hesse-Darmst_ldt.
There
is a company,
with
limited
liability,
called the Rentcn-Anstalt,
at
Darmstadt,
which, besidesgrantinglifeassurances
and tontines, makes adwmces on land, to double
the value, in sums of not less than 500 florins,
The borrower may pay off the loan ill annuities
of from 6 per 100 to 30 per cent. at his pleasure,
At 6 per cent. the debt. is redeemed in 33 years,
The company pays its creditors
4_ per cent. per
anmun.
The borrower may ahvays accelerate
or
retard the final liquidation
byincreasing
or diminishing the annuity.--Belgiu_n.
In BE_lgium some
of these institutions
have failed.
But there are
two in operation.
1. Caissedesprvpri_taires,
alimited liability
company,
founded
at Brussels in
1835, and incorporated
for 99 years.
It lends to
the amount
of 66 per cent. of the value of the
land.
The interest
is fixed from time to time.
The borrower
pays besides
something
to extiuguish the capital, and not more than 1 per cent.
on the 10an for commission.
He may regulate the
annuity
so as to extinguish
the debt in terms of
from 5 to 60 years.
Borrowers
may pay the
interest
either
in money
or in the company's
obligations.
They may also discount their debts
at the rate agreed upon.--The
company issues its
obligations
on the first of every mouth for the
sum agreed to be advanced
during the preceding
nmnth.
The capita] is ._,000,000 francs, divided
into shares of 500 francs.
The bank of Brussels
receives
the company's
obligations
at par.--2,
CM_ Hypothdc_re.
This, like
the last, is a
company with limited liability, .founded
in 1835,
incorporated
for 60 years.
This bank borrows at
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4 per cent. by issuing shares, which also particiDate in any surplus profits.
It lends at 4 per cent.,
with 1 per cent. commission,
and an annuity
to.
redeem the debt.
It issues its obligations
once
month, and receives them exclusively
in payment
of the annuities
due to Jr.--The
second class of
these establishments
are founded by the state and
under its control.--Rus._ia.
In Russia there are
foul" classes of institutions
of cr_:ditfo_wier.
Tim
first was founded
by the empress Catherine
iI.,
about the middle of the last century.
There are
more than 100 in the country.
They consist,
1,
of those managed
by the ministry
of finance for
the benefit of the state; 2, local establishments
in each govermuent
under the ministry
of the
interior;
3, those founded by the comnmnes,
4,
those directed
by the council of the foundling
hospital
under
the patronage
of the eml)ress.
Every one holding the rank of nobility, merchant
or agricultm'ist,
who possesses landed property
has a right tocr[ditfoncier.
Proprietors
of land
with serfs are entitled to an advance of 10 silver
roubles for every male serf.
The borrower
pays
5 per cent. interest,
½ per cent. for commission,
and ¼ per cent. on the advance.
It is said that
the proprietors
prefer
to borrow
from private
bankers,
in consequence
of the terms of repayment
being
easier.-HaTwver.
Iu Hanover
state bank was foundcd in 1840, to facilitate
the
redemption
of the feudal burdens and tithes, and
it extended
its operations
as a bank of crddit
eoncier into
those provinces
which
had none
before.
Its statutes
were revised
in 1849.
It
issues bonds repayable
in six months,
and one
mouth
after sight, not exceeding
5,000 thalers.
Thegovcrnmentguarantecsthel)anktotheamount
of 80,000 thalers, and always keeps 100,000 thalcl_
ready to assist it to repay ils bonds if necessary.
The borrower pays not more than 4_: per cent.,
)er ammm;
3_ for interest,
¼ per cent. for management,
and ½ per cent. forsinking
fund.
This
redecmsthe
debt in 60 years.
At 1 per cent. the
debt is redeemed
in 43 ye'trs.
If the rate
of
interest
falls below 3½ per cent., the remainder
goes to the benefit
of the sinking
fund.
The
bank is said to have done great service by rcdeemtag the feudal
burdens.--Saxony.
There
is,
besides the private
bank we h'tve already
mentioncd, a state bank, called Bauque Hypothdcaire
des Etals Provir_ciaux de la lIaute-Lusace,
founded
in 1844 by the estates of Itaute-Lusace.
It issues
bonds for not less than 100 thalers, bearingintcrest fixed from time to time by the estates.
The
borrower
pays also a premium
of _ to _ per
cent., and also _ per cent.
to the reserve fund.
He is not bound
to pay an annuity
as a sinking
fund, but may pay it in any sums he pleases, not
less than 20 tbalers.
In case the debtor does not
pay the interest within
a month after it is due,
the bank may call up the capital.
In 1847 the
bonds in circulation
were 1,668,380 francs.
It is
said not to be in a very prosperous
condition,
as the expenses of management
are too great.-//esse-E/evtora/e.
In 1832 the government
founded
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a bank, called the Z_ndes-Credit-Kasse,
to assist
the peasants
to redeem
their tithes and feudal
burdens,
by loans, at from 3½ to 2 per cent.
Its
operations
have
becu extended
by subsequent
statutes.
The bank borrows from other banks,
savings banks, corporations
and private persons,
and from the state, at rates not exceeding 3½ per
cent, the sums it lends out.
The state is liable tor
all its obligations.
Debtors pay 4½ per ccnt. interest. 2_t the end of 1848 the bank had advanced
17,586,536thalers,
andit
issaid
to have been of
great service.--_,assau.
In this little state a state
bank was founded
in 1840, to furnish advances to
the communes
and lauded proprietors
to redeem
their ancient, debts, tithes and other burdens,
to
assist agriculture
and commerce
generally.
Its
capittdwasfixedat3,500,000florins.
Theseventh
part of this sum was created by means of notes,
100,000 of one florin, 50,000 of five florins, and
6,000 of 25 florins.
These notes are received as
readymoney
by the govcrmnent,
and are payable
in specie.
It acts as a savings bank, and one of
deposit.
Loans must be covered
by twice their
value in laud.
The borrower
pays 4 per ccnt.
interest, and1 per cent. as sinking fund.
In 1848
the bank was reorganized,
and transformed
into
a national
bank.--Breme_.
The magistrates
of
Bremen have instituted
a bank which seemsmore
nearly to approach
the ideas of Law, or Cieszkowski,
than
any of tile othel_ we have mentioned.
The owner of re'll property
has the right
to delivcr
to commissioners
appointed
by the
magistrates
his titles to it, and these are made
negotiable
like bills of exchange.
These instruments are of the nature
of dock warrants.--In
Belgiumand
Switzerland
projects for institutions
of this nature were brought forward andin course
of organizati(_n
at the date when
]_I. Josseau's
book was published.--These
institution_
have had
the most remalkable
effects m promoting
the
agriculture
of the countries
they have
been
founded
in.
Their obligations
have maintained
through
all crises--monetary,
war aud revolutionary--a
steadiness
of value, far hcyond any
other public _curities
whatever,
either government or commercial.
M. Josseau
states (l'r_dtd
du Crddit Foncier, Introd., p. 25), that in a population
of 27,827,990
the negotiable
lettres de
gage, orpfa;tdbrizf,,,
amount toabout
540,423,158

the attention of economists
anti statesmen.
In
1851 the value of the re'll property
in France
was estimated at 56 milliards, and its gross income
at 1,920,000,000.
Upon this income the land tax
amounted
to 240,000,000, and the interest on the
mortgage
debt, estimated at an average of 7 per
cent., to 560,000.000, leaving 1,120,000,000 for the
support of all the proprietors.
On July 1, 1820,
the
mortgage
debt in France
amounted
to
8,863,894,965frs.
; July 1, 18'¢_2,to11,233,265,778;
and on July l, 1840, to12,544,098,600;
audthough
l:uer official accounts of the to|al were not pulllished, it continued
to increase up to the revolution of 1848.--The
heavy rate of interest
on
mortgages
was due gre.xtly to the imperfect
state
of the law, which
permitted
se.cre.t mortgages,
which could not be discovered
by the h.nder.
M. Dupin,
the Procureur G_:n_ra!, said in 1840:
"In Fr'mce the purchaser is ncver surcofbecoming the proprietor;
the h:uder on mortgage
is
never sure of being paid."
We need not be
surprised
that malJy estimated the usual interest
upon mortgage
at 12, or cvcn more, per cent.
Owing Io thcsc causes landed propcrty was held
iu b'ld odor as a security.
Iu 1826 M. Casimir
Perier
offered
a prize of 3,000 francs
for thc
author of the mcmoir
ou the best method
of
improving
tl_e law of mortgage.
These appeals
produced
some effect.
]n 1841 the Coats d'appel
and the Facult_de
droit appointed
a committee to
prepare a scheme of reform, which was just going
to belaid before ¢lle chambers when the revolution
took place.
When the effcrvescence
produced
by this event had calmed down, the government
and the assembly each appointed
a committee
to
consider
the subject.
Each of them
recommended
that all transfers
of property,
and all
burdens
on it, should be made public.
Both the
col_seil d'dtat and the assembly, howcver, rejected
this proposal.
The govermnent,
following
the
coup d'_tat of Dec. '2, cffcctcd
some reform,
so that third parties might
ascertain
the debts
affecting land.--M.
Wolowski seems to have been
the first who brought the banks of cr_:dit fo;_cier
before the notice of the French,
in 1835. Tim
idea began to spread slowly.
in 1845 the cm_se//s
gdn_rau.c were consulted,
and M. Royer received
a commission
to go to Germany
and study their
mechanism.
The reports
puhlished
by him

francs.
In 1848, when all public
securities
fell
enormously,
owing to the revolution,
the pfandbriefe kept their value better than anything
else.
• The Prussian funds fell to 69, the shares
of the
bank of Pru._sia to 63, and the railroad shares to
80 to 90 per cent, whereas the land credit bonds,
producing
3_ I.er cent. interest., in Silesia and
Pomerania
stood at 93, in West Prussia at 83, and
in East Prussia
at 96. .in 1850 those producing
4 per cent. were at 102 in Posen, and at 103 in
]_Iecklenburg.--Fra_ce.
The marvelous
effects
of the institutions
of crddit foncier were long
unknown
in France.
At length
the increasing
weigh.t, and the heavyterms
at which the landed
debt was contracted
in France,
began to attract

hell)ed to enlighten
the public mind.
In 1848
multitudes
of projects for nmking
paper money,
and mobilizing the hind, were brought before the
assembly,
which were warmly
and successfully
combated
by M)[. Thicrs
and L:on Faucher
on Oct. 10 and 11, 1_48.
The sufferings
of
the agriculturists,
however,
were very severe.
1_1. Wolowski
brought forward
his plans again,
which
were warmly
taken up by meetings
of
agriculturists
and
manufacturers.
A meeting
of proprietors
was held at Paris, to overcome
opposition
and introduce
banks of crddit foncier
into France.
The government
then took up the
matter.
The conseil d'dtat opened an inquiry, and
gave a hearing to every one who had anything to
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say--economists,
financiers,
admbfistrators,
lawycrs and projectorsofschemes.
Funher information was sought from Germany.
Louis Napoleon
had especially studied the crdd,t fo;_cier banks in
Germany
and had long desired to introduce
them
• into France.
Feeling
himself
less embarrassed
atfter the 2zld of December,
he appointed
a com,nission,
and himself
presided
at its meetings,
and on Feb. 28, 1852, a decree authorizing
the
formation
of such institutions
was published.-hnmediately
this was done, M. Wolowski,
who
had so long labored in the cause, formed a company, whose statutes
were approved
of oa July
3, 1852, and called the Ba;_.que Fo,c;_re de Paris,
Socidte de Uvddit Fo,cier.
It received
a privilege
for 25 years to carry
on operations
within
the
limits of the Cour d'&ppel of Paris.
Soon afterward
similar
institutions
were formed
at Marseilles, Nevers,
Lyons, Toulouse,
Orldans,
Pottiers,
Limoges,
Rouen,
Bordeaux,
Brest, and
other
places.
It was then considered
that it
would
be far more
advantageous
to have all
these
consolidated
into one great establishment
than to remain
separate
ones.
The land bonds
would be far more negotiable
at the bourse if
they were those of one great company,
tl'mn if
each separate one stood upon its own credit.
In
December
the establishments
of Marseilles
and
Nevers
were united
with
that of Paris, which
was authorized
to extend branches
into any department
where none existed, and to incorporate
with it all existing societies,
and was then called
the (_5'ddit Foncierde lS'ance.
The bank received a
subvention of 10,000,000francs
from thestate,
and
was bound to raise its reserve fund to 60,000,000
and to advance on mortgage
200,000,000, redeemable in annuities
of 5 percent.,
including
interest,
sinking
fund, aud cost of management.
The
debt was extinguished
in 50 )'ears by these means,
Other measures
were taken
to facilitate
the
abolition
of secret mortgages,
which
was the
principal
ol)st_mle to their success.
M. Josseau's
work, published
in 1853, contains
a full exposition of the mechanismof
the proposed institution,
--Properly
organized,
it would
be impossible
to
exaggerate
the benefits which
such an institution
would
produce
to France, and under the sage
direction
of M. Wolowski,
who was so complete
a master of the subject, and who well knew how
to avoid the dangerous
rock of creating a paper
money based on ]and, there would have been no
danger of the institution
straying
from its legitimate objects.
But in the sixth volume of Messrs.
Tooke and Newmarch's
invaluable
"Hi._tory
of
Prices," which
brings information
up to a later
date than M. Josse _u's work,
it appears that in
1854 great and hazardous
changes were made in
its constitution.
By a decree
of July, 1854, R[.
Wolowski
was superseded
in its managcment,
and a governor,
the Comte de Germiny,
was
appointed,
with two sub-governors,
MM. Cr_py
and Daverne.
Its objects,
as defined
by its
statutes,
are to lend upon mortgage
of lands,
in any of the departments,
sums redeemable
by
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terminable
annuities;
to adopt any other system
of lending
upon
real security;
to create
an
amount
of negotiab;e
interest-bearing
securities
equal
to its advances;
and to receive
deposits,
without interest,
ot sums destined
to be turned
into these obl_alio_fonci_re_,or
land bonds.
The
privilege
to tim company
is for 99 years, from
1852.
It was intended
that the annuities
charged
should redeem the debtswith
interest in 50 years,
The first charge
made by the company
was 5
per cent.,
but this being found too low, it was
raised to 5.44 per cent., then to 5 65 per cent., and
then to 5.949per cent.
The bonds are for 1,000,
500 and 100 francs,
and bear 3 per cent. interest, but are repayable
by lottery drawings,
held
four times a year, at 1,200, 600 and 120 francs.
But a very curious and objectionable
species of
gambling
has been introduced
into the lottery, in
order to stimulate
the public
to purchase
the
bonds.
The first bond of 1,000 francs drawn is
entitled to a prize of 100,000 francs;
the second
to 50,000; the third to 40,000; and from the 7th
to the 14th to 5,000.
The bondsof
lower denominations
are entitled
to ratable prizes.
In 1853
and 1854, says Mr. h_ewmarch,
the sums given
away as prizes amounted
to 1,200,000 francs, and
in 1855 to 800,000 francs, and by means of these
stimulants
at this period it had obtained
more
than
£3,000,000
of deposits.
As, however,
the wlmle landed
debt of France
amounts
to
,_320,000,000,
we see what an enormous
field
the company has to work upon.
In short, should
it even succccd
in converting
a moderate proportion of it, it may become almost a power in the
state.
If it should succeed
in converting
the
whole, it would exceed many times all the banks
of crJditfo_cier
of Germany
together.
Mr. Newmarch
justly
censures
the gambling
element
introduced
into it as vicious in all points of view,
both of economics
and morals.--By
the annual
reportof
thcdirectors
for the year1861, published
in the Mo_iteu'r _3Iay 3, 1862, the position of the
company was as follows:
The loans on mortgage
and to the communes,
which in 1860 amounted
to 69,489,445
francs, rose in 1861 to 120,065,519,
of which there were to private persons 90,272,884
and to communes
29,793,185.12.
Of the private
loans 2,500,000 wereforshort
dates, the remainder
forlongdates.
In1860 these loans were 709 in numberand 48,054,300 francs in amount;
in 18G1 they
were 1,136 in number, and 87,772,334 in amount,
showinganincreaseof
63percent.
innumber,
and
80 per cent. in amount.
Of these, 826, ammmting
to 19.3_0,700, were advanced
to persons in the de
partment
of the Seine; 332, to theamount
of 18,218,000, in the departments.
In 1860 the number
oftheselatterwasl99,and
theiramount
12,617,000;
in 1859 their number
was 110, and the amount
6,000,000.--Lu
1861the loans were as follows:
To l,000,000 and upward .............
3..........
20,000,000
From

500,000

to

From ll)0_000to

1,000,000

............

8 ..........

5,970.000

500,000............

162..........

3_,784,000

From 10,000 to
_0,000............
From 10,000 and lese ...............

47"2..........
345..........

18,037300
1,9S0,300

From

5I},000

to

100_000 ............

168 ..........

13,$_7,000

CREDIT
toeing an average of 76,000 on the whole.--Up
to
the end of 1861 the number of long loans effeeted
by the company
was 3,941, to an amount
of
275,577,314
francs,
of which
there
had
been
cleared
off by the sinking
fund,
6,419,665.60;
and by payments
in advance 15,847,533.20,
learing in existence 253,810,115.20.
Of these, 2,404
had been made in the department
of the Seine,
and 1,537 iu the departments.
These loans were
classed as follows :
a,000,0o0 and above .......
500,000 to 1,0o0,000......
10o2oo to 500,000......
50,000 to too,ooo......
10,000 to
50,000......
I)'nder
10,000......

8 ................
41................
595................
599................
1,657................
1,04_................

--During
1861 the
receive for annuities

sum the company
was 11,331,510.02.

crease in the number
follows:
1857 .....................
-18_ .....................
1859.....................
_860 .....................
1861 .....................

and amount
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however, were passed to mitigate these evils; and
the progress of the country lms been correspondingly rapid.--In
England,
many obstacles,
political and legal, tended to retard and impede the
application
of capital to the imp,'ovcmcnt
of the
land.
When the desire for it, howevc% existed,
the different
insurance
companies
supplied the
necessary means, and _Ii'. :Newmarch says that in
1858 there were probably advances to the amount
of £80,0O0,0O0or
£90,000,000 by the differentia.

41,500,000 surance offices.
These, therefore,
performed
the
°,28,56'2,000 part which it was the purpose of the banks of crgd114,59_,000 it foTvcier to supply, onl_v the securities
they take
43,671,234 are not negotiable.--These
facilities,
however,
41,851,580
5,400,500 not being sufficient for reasons arising out of the
tenure of 1-and, an act was passed, statute 1840, c.
had to
55, to enable the owners of settled estates to charge
The intheir estates with annuities
to redeem advances

of loans was as

114....................
227....................
343....................
70:2....................
1,136....................

made for draining
them.
Tenants
for life were
authorized
to petition
the court of chancery
to
8,059,780 enable
them to borrow
money to drain
their
30,041,.200 estates, to be paid off by installments,
in not less
26,386,:]00 than 12, and not more than 18 years, with 5 per
,18054,_0 cent. interest.
But the court was not to allow
B7,_307,584
such advances to be nmde unless it _'as certified

--The number
of hind bonds issued during 1861
was 165,609,
and their amount
82,891,800;
of
which there were 54,461 for'27,317,800
at 3 to 4
leer cent., and 111,148 for 55,574,000
at 5 per
(.ent.
At the end of 1853 the company's
land
bonds
in circulation
amounted
to 2°,099,600
francs; at the cad of 1861 they had increased
to
259,148,200.--Tim
company
receives deposits ou
current
accounts
like a bank, one-half
of which
it places in the treasury, the other half it may
invest in securities
of not longer than 90 days.
During 1861 it received
in deposits
252,794,487,
and paid out 57,061,275.
The number of dopesitors at the end of the year was 6,748, anti the
rate of interest
they received
during the year 2½
per cent.--The
dividend
per share was 17.50
francs
for 1853 and tl,ree following
years; _
francs for 1857; 22.50 for 1858; 25 for 1859; 80
for 1860; and 87 50 for 1861, being ,it the rate of
15 per cent.--SceLug
the great development
of
the company,
the directors
determined
to issue
a second
series of 60,000 shares, which
they
were permitted
to do at any time, but ordered to
do, by a statute of July 6, 1860, whenever
their
obligations
amounted
to 600,000,000.
These
shares are to be issued at the price of 250 francs,
payable by installments.--Great
.Britain and Ire/a_d.
Banks of erddit foneier have never been
formally introduced
into Great Britain.
In Scotland, we have seen that their l)ractical effects had
been anticipated
by the invention
of cash credits
by the Scotch banks.
By the excellent system of
registration
of titles to land which lms been long
in use in that country,
all difficulties
which have
been felt in other couu'.ries
with regard to secret
mortgages
were obviated.
The rigorous
system
of entails,
however,
which prevailed
in that
country for a long period, countel_acted
the good
_hat might
hava been done.
Successive
acts,

to them tlmt the animal value of the lands would
be increased
by at, lu_st 7 per cent.
These formalities greatly nnl)edcd
any improvements
that
might have bccu nmde.--Thc
repeal of the corn
laws in 1846 threw
the landed interest
into a_
great state of alarm, as is not to be _'ondcrcd
at.
It was seen that their principal hope of combating the effects of low prices w:ts in agricultural
improvements.
In that year an act, statute 1846,
c. 101, was passed to anthorize
the advance
of
£2,000,000 for Great Britain, and £1,000,000
for
Ireland, by way of exchequer
bills, to promote
the improvement
of land by draining,
to be
redeemed
by a rent charge of 6½ per cent. for
22 years.
These exchequer
bills, we see, exactly
represented
the lcttres de gage of the German
banksofcr(:ditfoncier.--Thisopcration,
excusable
under the particular
circumstances
of the case,
was, however, contrary to sound principles,
as the
government
had no business to make advances to
one spccicsof
industry rather than another.
The
plan wasfound
successful,
and in 1849 an act was
l)aSscd to facilitate
advances
on a similar plan
by private
persons,
statute
1849, c. 100.
The
inclosure
commissioners
were appointed
to act
as the intermediaries
between those who wished
to lend and those who wished to borrow.
Some
private companies were formed for this purpose,
and they obtained
private acts, thus being banks
of crddit .tb_w_r, except
that their bonds were
not madenegotiablc.
A paper read by Mr. Denton
before the society of arts in December,
1855, and
quoted by Mr. Newmarch,
states that the "Lrea of
cultivated land in Great Britain is about 44,000,000
acres, of whizh one-half requires
draining.
Of
this only about 6 per cent. was drained.
That to
drain the remainder
properly
would require a
sum of about £107,000,000.
Since that period
con_iderablu
advance
has been, made, but from
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:this statement it is clear what an extensive field
is open in England for tile establishment of insfitutions of crdditfonv.ier on sound principles,
H. D. 3I__CLEOD.
•
CREDIT MOBILIER.
In the preceding ar'ticle we have given some account of a species of
_banks which have been found to be of the most
beneficial nature, and to have immensely developcd tile productive powers of the earth.
The
increasing attcntion paid to industrial subjects
-in France since the accession of the emperor
:Napoleon III., gave rise to a new species of
.bank, whose organization
we must now cn,leavor to explain.--On
:Nov. 18, 1852, the gov.
ernment sanctioned the statutes of the SocigldGdngra'e de Crddit Mobilier, which received a privilege
for 99 years. Its objects, as stated in its statutes,
'tit. ii, are--1. A souscrire ou ,cquerir deseffets
'publics, des actions ou des obligations dans les
difffrentes entreprises industriellcs, ou de cr(.'dit,
eonstituOcs ca soci_t(.'s anonymes, et notammcnt
clans celles de chemin de fer, de canaux et de mines,
et d'autres travaux publics, ddj_ fond_es ou _,fortder; 2. k _mcttrc pour une somme dgale h cclle
,employt:e _ ces souscriptions, et acquisitions, ses
propres obligations; 3. A vendre ou donner en
nantissement d'emprunts, tons effets, actions ct
obligations acquis, ct z_les dchanger contre d'autres
valcurs; 4. A soumissioner tolls emprunts, _ les
c6der et rSaliscr, ainsi que toules entreprises de
travaux publics; 5.._- prater sur cffcts publics, sur
dSpSts d'actions ct obligationset&ouvrirdes
crSdils en compte courant sur d_p/)ts de ces diverscs
valeurs; 6. k recevoir des sommes en compte
courant; 7. A optrei' tous recouvrcments pour le
compte des compagnics sus6noncdes, _tpayer leurs
coupons d'intSr_ts ou de dividende, ct gSndralement routes autres dispositions; 8. A tenir une
_aisse de d6p6tspour tousles titles de ces entreprises.--Until the whole of the share capital was
taken up, the obligations of thecompany were not
t,oexceed five times the amount of the paid-up capital. When it was allpaid up they might be tea
times the capital. But they must always be coyered by an equal amount of public securities,
shares and other securities. They were to be payable either at sight, or at not less tlmn 45 days.
The united amount of the sums received on curvent accounts, and of obligations created of less
than a year's currencs5 were not to exceed twice
the amount of the paid-up capital. The capital
was fixed at 60,000,000 francs, divided into 120,000 shares of 500 francs, transferable by delivery,
--The crgdlt qnobilier arose out of the necessity we
have described in the preceding az_icle as being
felt in any country in which a spirit of commereial enterprise issuddenly developed before the systern of credit is fully understood. We have already
acid that the Scotch banks, during the last century,
by means of their cash credits, anticipated the
system of crdditfonvier; we may also say that they
did the same with most of the objects contem]plated by the.crddit raobilier. The hanks of crddi_

foncier were especially designed to promote agricultural improvements.
The bank of crddit znob///er is especially designed to promote industrial
enterprises of all sorts--railways,
canals, docks,
mines, gas, etc., etc.
Now all these things are
done by meansof the system of cash credits.--But_
the crddit mobilie.r had more ambitious aims th;m
these, which are detailed in its reports f_)r 1854:
and 1855. In the first 3,ear of its existence it subscribed largely to the crddit foncier, it aided the
consolidation of scveralrailways.
Tlmcompanies
of theMidi and tile Grand Ccntralmade them their
bankers.
They advanccd toall subgcribers to the
ncw_mres of theCompagniede l'Ent200 frapc_p6r
share at 4 per cent., besides various other opcralions. In thc next year, besides subscribing.to a
large amount to the public loan rdquired to carry
on tim Russian war, they subscribed to a loan to
the Grand Central railway and the Compacp_iede
l'Est and various other industrial operations were
promoted under their auspices, such as the Soci_;tg
de_imraeubles de laRue de Ricoli and the Soei('t_
lltaritS_w. They also assisted a mining compatJy
in the Loire, which had for several years been in
difficulties; the General Omnibus company of
Paris; the Salt company of the East; a railr_)ad
from Daleto Salines, and some Austrian railways.
--Besides detailing these oporations, the report of"
this year contained an exposition of.their uZterior
projects regarding paper currency.
Tlmy wish_,d
to form analogous institutions in every country
in Europe, all in correspondence with each ot her,
so as toissue obligations having a European circulation, to facilitate the flow of capital from one
place to another, and ultimately the assimilation
of moneys in Europe.
This year the company
declared a dividend of very nearly 12 per cenl.-In the following year, 1855, the French govern.
ment opened a stilllargerloan
than in the preced.
ing one, to which the crddit znobilier subscribed
two stuns of 250,000,000 and 875,000,000 francs.
Its commercial operations were also greatly ex.
tended, and need not be enumerated, consisting
chiefly of advances to numerous railway and
other companies.
In consequence of this extensign of its operations, the dividends declared
exceeded 40 per cent. for the year 185_i.--Similar
institutions were also founded in Austria and
Spain.--The
extraordinary success of the cornpany determined the directors to commence theissue of their obligations, which they were authorized to do by their statutes.
These were of two.
sorts, one at short dates corresponding to their
temporary investments, the other at long dates,
redeemable by installmen ts, corresponding to their
permanent investments in stocks, shales, etc.
These obligations were to be guaranteed by the
investments which flmy represented, as well as by
a capital appropriated to the purpose.
They proposed to issue these obligations to the amount of
240,000,000. _ The extraordinary
dividends declared by the company, and the boldness with
which it published its plans of embracing all
Europe in its operations, directed the attention of
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the financiers in every country to it. Tlmir alarm
was excited by its scheme of issuing so vast an
_mount of paper currency,
and they dreaded
the
_'-vival of the days of Law.
A note inserted
in
the Monite_r in March, 1856, forbade the creation
,O[ the proposed obligations.
This blow deprived
the company of much of its public interest,
and
Yrom that time its dividends
greatly
declined.
'They fell to about 22 per cent. for 1856.
The
_reat commercial
crisis of 1857 still further
reduced them, so that in that year they were only
.5 per cent.
They were the same for 1858. For
1859 they rose to 7,}. In 1860 they were 10 per
_.eut., and iu 1861 the same.--The
prohibition
by
the government
of the creation of its paper obligations, saves us the necessity of examining
them
_t length.
The crddit _lwbi/ier has no doubt been
•eminently
useft'fl in developing
industrial
-issocia_tious, but the securities which it receives are much
anore i'iable to fluctuation
in value than those of
the cr/dit foncier, am| fc,r that reason its operalions are more hazardous.
This is fully shown
by the .remarkable
variations
in the dividends,
I-1. D. MACLEOD.
t
CREDIT
MOBILIER
(Lx U. S. I=I1swoltY), a
.corporation
chartered
by .the legi_-lalure of Penn-sylvania,- originally under the name of the "Pennsylvania Fiscal Agency."
In 1864 the franOfiscs
_vcre purchased
by T. C. :Durant and others, and
_he corporation
became
a company
to construct
_he Union Pacific raih'oad.
In the presidcnti'_l
•campaign
of 1872 the democratic
newspapers
and
speakers charged that the vice-presideut,
the vicepresident
elect, the secretary of the treasury,
the
_peaker
of the house,
several senators,
aud a
number of representatives,
had been bribed, during.the
years 1867-8, by presents
of crddit toob///er stock, to vote for legislation
desired by the
_nion
Pacific raih'oad.
When congrcss
met in
December,
1872, the speaker
demanded
a corn_nittee of investigation,
which was appointcd
by
the speaker
lYro tempore, L. P. Poland,
of _'eranont, being chairman.
The Poland
committee
made a report, Feb. 18, 1873, covcring all the teslimony which it had taken.
It recommended
the
eXl)ulsion of Oakes Ames, of Massachusetts,
for
_selling slmres --,f cr_.dit qnobiller stock below their
value to members
of congress,
"with
intent to
influence
the votes of such members,"
and of
James
Brooks,
of New York,
for
receiving
such
shares
of stock
through
his son-in-law,
Amcs had long been the manager
of the Union
Pacific railroad's interests in congress;
Brookswas
_a govermnent
director
in the Union Pacific railroad.
The house, instead of expelling,
severely
,condemned
the conduct
of :Messrs. Brooks and
Ames.
The whole affair was probably the most
extensive
lcgislative
scandal
ever known
in the
United States, and has since been revived at intervals.
Of those attacked by it some wereevidently
innocent,
many hadgiven
color to the accusation
_Jyindiscretion
and found
it difficult
to prove
_their iuuocence,
while
others
were cxidcntly
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guilty, though it would have been difficult to
prove their guilt.--(See
Report .No. 77, lIouse of
I_presentative_
42rid Congress, 3rd session; Apple,.
ton's Annual
Cyclopadia (1873), 213, 671; 30 .Nation, 467.
ALEX._NDER JOHNSTON.
CREOLE CASE, The (rN U. S. HISTORY).
The brig Creole, wtth acargo of 130 slaves, sailed
from Hampton
Roads for New Orleans
Oct. 27,
1841, this species of coasting
slave trade having
been allowed and regulated
by act of March 2,
1807. :Nov. 7, 17 of the slaves rose, killed oneof
the owners, mastered the vessel, and ran her into
_'assau, where the authorities,
as the), had done
in several previous cases of the kind, set at liberty all not expressly charged with murder.
The
administration
demanded their surrender
by Great
Britain on the ground
that they wcrc on United
States soil while under the United States flag, and
were therefore
still property,
by municipal
law,
even on the high seas.
They were not surrendered, and the claim for themwas
finally merged
in the negotiations
which resulted in the treaty of
Aug. 9, 1842, for the extradition
of criminals.-GIDDINGS' RESOLUTmXS.
During the progress
of the negotiations,
March 21, 1842. J. R. Giddings, of Ohio, offered a series of resolutions
in
the house of representatives
which were the basis
of the war against slavery during the succeeding
18 years.
They were in brief as follows:
1. That,
before 1789, each state had exclusive jurisdiction
over the subject of slavery in its own territory°
2. That this jurisdiction
had never been delegated
to the federal
government.
3. That commerce
and navigation
on the high seas were under the
jurisdiction
of the federal government.
4. That
slavery, being an abridgment
of the naturalrights
of man, can exist only by force of positive
municipal law, and is necessarily
confined
to the
jurisdiction
of lhe [slate] power creating it. 5.
That a ship belonging to citizens
of a state is
umlcr the jurisdiction
of the United Stales only,
when it reaches the high seas.
6. Tlmt when
the Creole left Virginia, the slave laws of Virginia
ceased to apply to her cargo.
7. That the cargo,
in resuming liherty, violated no law of the United
States.
8, 9. That attempts
to re-enslave
the
escaped slaves, or to maintain the coastwise slave
trade, were unauthorized
by the constitution,
subversive of thc rights of thcfree states, and prejudicial to our national character.--The
reading
of
these resolutions
roused intense exeiwmcnt.
By
a meagre majority the house ordered the previous
question,
cut off debate, and passed a resolution
prepared l)y J. M. Botts, of Virginia, declaring that
the conduct
of. Giddings,
in offcring resolutions
which justified mutiny and murder, and tended to
complicate
the pending
negotiations
between the
United States and Great Britain, was "unwarranted and unwarrantable,
and dcserved
the sevi_rest
condemnation
of the peopleof
this country, and of
this body in particular."
Giddings
resigned his
seat,andwasatoncere-electedbyanoverwhelmmg
vote, with instructions
from his district topresent.
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his resolutions
again and to press them to a vote.
This he was not allowed to do: indeed, it would
seem impossible
for a democrat
(see CONSTRUeTION. I ) to vote against the first three resolutions,
from which the others logically follow, without a
denial of every tenet of the part),.
For the remainder of this congress
"resolution
day"
was,
by successivc
votes of the house,
regularly
devoted to other business.
But the principle
of the
resolutions
lived, and upon it parties were reorganized
after 1850.
(See SLAVERY.)--See
2 Yon
Holst's
United
Stated,
479; 2 Benton's
TMrty
Years' V_w, 409; 1 Wheeler'sltislo_TofS_gress,
275; Giddings'
History
of the Rebellion,
173; 6
Webster's
Works, 303.
The previous cases of the
kind will be found
in 2 Benton's
Thirty
Years'
V/e.w, 43°.?,-434, and the resolutions
in full in Giddings' llistory of the RvbellioT_, 180. The whole affair, pregnant
as it was with future results, is entirely ignored
in 14 Benton's Debates of Co_gress.
The act of March 2, 1807, is in 2 Slat at JSarge, 406.

CRISES
C_tIsEs.)

of the exactions
and the outrages
which the fanaticism of the followers
of Mohammed
inflicted
on the faithful.
At the recital of these wrongs
the nations
of Europe
rose up in a body, and
armed themselves for the deliverance
of the holy
sepulchre.
Pope Urban II. warmly approved the
project, conceived by Peter the Hermit, of organizingaEuropean
coalition against Islamism.
The
holy war proposed by him in the council of Pinsencia was accepted
with enthusiasm
in that of
Clermont,
in Auvergne
(1095)
The cry: " God
wills it! God wills it!" escaped
from the multitude collected
in the city and around
the ramparts.
All Europe
answered
it with the same
enthusiasm.
The soldiers of this war were the
very soldiers of Christ;
a cross shone upon their
breasts;
they were called crusade's;
and their enterprise received the name of crusade.--.SIuch
has
been written
on the c'mses of the crusades and on
their results.
It has been sought to explain the
enthusiasm
of the first crusaders.
To our think_kLEXAXNDEIt
JOH'NSTO_.
ing the causes of their success arose from the
state of Europe at the end of the eleventh century.
CONMERCIAL.
(See CO]_L_a-ERCL_L The continent
of Europe
at that epoch had the
appearance
of a vast arena, in which every kind
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John
Jordan,
was born in
Woodford
county, Ky., Sept. 10, 1786, and died
at Louisville,
Ky., July 25, 1863.
lie was United
States
senator
1817-19,
1835-41,
1_42--8, and
1855-61;
was attorney
general
under
Itarrison
and Fillmore(see
AI)_rf_ISTRATIO_'S, XIV.,XVI.);
and was arepresentativein
congress 1861-3.
(See
Wmo
PAltTY, HI.;
CO_IrRo_tISES,
VI.)--See
Coleman's
Life of Critter,den.
A.J.
CRUSADES.
This name is generally
used to
designate
the wars undertaken
for the deliverance of tim tomb of Christ, and the extirpation
of
the infidels.
From the first days of Christianity
Jel'u._alem was looked upon as a holy city by the
Christians.
Scveral localities,
Bethlehem,
Tabor,
etc., made celebrated
by episodes
in the life of
Christ, became equally the object of a species of
worship, and werereputed]_olyplaces.
At alltimes,
therefore,
the piety of Christians
impelled
them
to journey
to Palestine.
Theirzealincreased
and
pilgrims
crowded
in greater
numbers,
when the
pope granted
to those who made this pilgrimage a plenary
indulgence.
When
]slamism
invaded western Asia, when the caliph Omar took
possession
of Jerusalem,
the Christians
continued
none the less to visit the holy land in all sccurity.
The fanaticism
of the blussulmans
was
kept down by the caliphs of Bagdad,
and later,
by those of Cairo, till Hakcm's time.
This caliph
(toward
110(0, far from imitating
the toleration
of his predecessol_,
inaugurated
a sort of perscculion against
the Christians
of Syria, and in this
way gave occasion to the first crusade.
The entire west was roused at once by the injuries inflicted on the pilgrims
in the holy land, and the
cruelties
committed
against them by the Mussulroans.
All Europe was shaken by the voice of a
simple hermit, who told, in his eloquent sermons,

of ambition
was in 'lctiou, and frequently
did not
recoil before
the most atrocious
crimes.
The
gospel, preached
to the flood of barbarians
which
in the fifth century
inundated
the Roman world,
accomplished
its work of civilization
but slowly
and painfully,
among
nations
to whom
miglLt
was right, vengeance
a tradition,
and who rerained
the most absurd
superstitions.
Society
was divided
into two parts, the _,ppressors and
the oppressed.
Under
these circumstances,
the
crusades
succeeded
in a certain
way in changing
the social state of :Europe.
The privileges granted
the soldiel_
of the holy war were inestimable.
The crusader
found himself
sheltered
from all
prosecution
for debt;
he was exempted
from
paying interest
on the money he had borrowed,
w_s free from taxation,
and was allowed to alienate his land without the consent of his lord.
The
church
covered
with its special
protection
his
person and his property,
and hurled its anathemas against his enemies.
All the privileges
accorded
to ecclesiastics
were accorded
him; he
was granted
a plenary
indulgence,
and was subject to spiritual
jurisdiction
alone.
Here is the
true cause of the enthusiasm
with which the first
crusade
was received.
Afterward
political
in.
terests were mixed up with these privateintert'st_,.
Certain sovereigns,
dcsirousofcentralizingl)ow¢'l,
were delighted
to see their vassals enrollingth_
mselves under the sacred banner, and leaving
the
field open to their ambition.
On the other h_lnd,
the popes made the crusades a powerful
mealJs of
universal
domination.
Thus, the interest of the
sovereign pontiffs;
that of princes;
the ignorance
of the laity; the authority
of ecclesiastics,
who
found their advantage
in the departure
of the nobility, and in the sale of their lands at a very low
price; an immoderate
passion for war; above all.
the necessity
which was generally
felt of doing
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something
to put an end to domestic
trouble, extfnguish hatred, wipe out the memory of crime,
transfer
the scene of continued
and sanguinary
struggles
from Europe:
such were the causes of
the crusades.
As to their results, it is impossible
to mistake them.
By drawing Europe
nearer to
Asia, and by bringing
in contact
the civilization
of the Arabs with the barbarism
of Christian hations, they hastened
Europe's
moral and intellcc,
tual advancement.
Our progress
woul'_l have
been nmch slowerbut
forthese
gigantic struggles
which transported
into Palestine
upward of two
millionsof
Europeans
Commerce was developed,
the taste for traveling
spread;
and commuuicalion became more frequent with India, China and
the countries of the extreme east.
We owe these
unquestionable
advantages
to the crusades.
The
invention
of printing,
that of the compass, and of
gunpowder,
arc considered
importations
frgm
China.
Printing
was known
in that couxm3' as
early as 952.
In the tenth centre T tile Chinese
made use of artillery;
andthey
began to use p;q)er
money in 1154.
The crusades
hastened the hour
of Europe's
participation
in these precious
(li_coveries, which the stationary
spirit of the people
of tile extreme cast knew not how to render fruitful. Through
them, nations, separated
by great
distances
or by tile sea, formed
diplomatic
and
commercial
relations.
/_Iongolians
were to be
seen at Rome, in Spain, in France
and in England; while intrel)id travelcrs
ventured
into disrant lands, from which they brought
back prccious, though
for the most part vague ideas.
It
was while in search of the Zipangu
of l_Iarco Polo
that Christopher
Columbus
discovered
America.
From the point of view of literature
and arts,
the crusades showed etlually remarkable
results.
These great events stirred
the national spirit in
certain chosen minds.
The chroniclers
appeared;
and their simple narrative
of facts of which they
were contemporaries,
and sometimes
even eyewitnesses,
influenced
the French
language,
and
had the most happy effect on French
litcraturc,
]_Iany acquisitions
of European
art were the fruit
of these wars.
The slyle of architecture,
iraproperly called Gothic, is nothing
but Arabic architecture
modified by Christian genius.
Did not
the crusaders
allow the pcople of the west to be
come familiar with the masterpieces
of sculpture,
painting
and architecture
of Greece and Byzantium? and are we not justified in thinking
that this
acquaintance
with the remains of antiquity
paved
the way for the gloriousepoch
of therenldssance?
But the most remarkable
advance
consequcut
on
this prolonged
struggle between the west and the
east was the development
of liberal pri,_ciples,
By removing the nobility
from Europe
the crusades allowed sovereigns
to accomplish
the untilcation of the state more easily.
Such was the
case in France.
We see that, under Pllilip III.,
the domain
of the crown
was doubled.
At the
same time the population
gradually
freed themselves from the bonds of feudalism.
This was the
time when the third estate, or commune,
origi-
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nated.--Tlms
the l)rogress of science, of letters and
art; the progress
of commerce
and of industry;
the progress of liberalism;
the formation
of nations; in a word, the general advancement
of the
peoples of Europe:
such seem to us to be the resuits of tim crusades.
But in this, as ill all tile
grand crises through which lmmanity has passed,
tile evil is fouml side by side with the good ; and
it is impossihle
for us to shut our eyes to the
lamentable
consequences
of these wars.
They
gave rise to the inquisition,
and accustomed
Christians
to see in unbelievers,
whoever
they
mightbe,
cnemiestoberooted
out, and not beings
like themselves.
Directed
at first against
the
Mussulmans,
the crusades armed, at a later thne,
men of the same country
against each other.
The wars against the Vaudois and the Albigenses,
and the fury of the Teutonic knights in the north
of Germany, are the result of the crusades.
Was
not the massacre
of St. Bartholomew
provoked
by the same spirit of fanaticism,
coupled
with
ambition ? The fourth
crusade,
which ended
with the burning
of Constantinople,
cost literature the loss of precious and unique works which
were consumed
hy the fllllnes.
"_Vedo not, therefore, like Robertson,
extol without
qualitication
the happy
influence of the crus_des;
nor do we
consider them scourges, as Mosheim
and Gibbon
have done.
Wc nmy sum up our thought in these
words of Condorcet:
" The crusades, undertaken
by superstition,
served to destroy it."--Bmgmc,ltAPHY. Gesta Deiper 15'a_,cos, etc.; L'E_7_rd des
Croisades, by Mailly; Charles Mills' History (,f t]_e
Crusades; lIeeran,
E_sai _ur l'il_fl_le.7_ce&s Croisades.
IIt:_xR1 TmEI_s.
CUMBERLAND
ROAD (L_ U. S. HisTORY).
March 29, 1806, a bill was pas._ed which authorized the president to appoint Three commissioners
to lay out a public road from Cumberland,
on the
Potom;,c,
_o the river
Ohio, and appropriated
$30,000 for expenses.
As themaintcnance
of the
road involved the doubtful qucstion of the right
of the government
to appropriate
money for intermd improvements,
ever), new approl)riation
met fresh opposition,
and president ]_Ionroe, May
4, 1822, vetoed the yearly bill to repair the Curebcrlaud road because of his belief that "congress
does not possess the power under the constitution
to pass such a law," althongh
three bills to the
same effect had already
become law under his
administration.
The road was carried as far as
Illinois in 1838, when its further
progress was
superseded
by railroads,
lhe h,st act in its favor
being passed ]_Iay 25, 1838. Up to that time the
total amount approl)riated
by all thc acts for the
extension and repair of the road was $6,821,o46.
(See INTEm_aL I.,_Pnov_ME_TS.)--See
2-5 Star. at
I_arge (1806-38), tlle various acts appropriating
money for Cumberland
road (60 in number); 3-13
Benton's DebaZes of C_mgra_9; tlarper's Magazine,
Nov. 1879, Art. The Old .zYalioruzl .Pike.
tL J.
CURRENCY,

(See MoxEv
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CUSHING.

CUSHING, Caleb, was born at Salisbury.
Mass., Jan. 7, 1800, and died at l'_ewburyport
Jan. 2, 1879. He was graduated at Harvard in
1817, began practicing law at Newburyport,
Mass., in 1823, and served as a representative in
congress (whig) 1835-43. In 1841 he "Tylerized "
(see Wtrm P._TY, II.), soon after became a
democrat, reached tile rank of brigadier general
in the Mexican war. and w_rs attorney general
under Pierce. (See AD.'_qNISTRATIO.NS, _'V.)
He
was American counsel before the Geneva tribunal
in 1872 (see GENEVA AWARD), was nominated,
but not confirmed, chief justice of the supreme
court in 1874, and was minister to Spain 1874-7.
--See 282Vation, 83; Lowell's B/glow Papers; Savage's 2-_presentati_e Men/ 10 IV/fig Review.
A.J.
CUSTOMS DUTIES are taxes levied upon
commodities on their being imported into or exported from a country.
They have always
formed one of the most important sources of the
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were imported by merchants-for the purpose of
selling them again, were subject to the duty_
whereas things which a person brought with him
for his own use were exempted from it. A long
list of such articles is given in the Digest. Malay
things, however, which belonged more to the
luxuries than to the necessaries of life, such as
eunuchs and handsome youths, had to pay all
import duty, even though they were imported by
persons for their own use. Things which were
imported for the use of the state were also exempt from the portorium.
But the governors of
provinces, when they sent persons to purchase
things for the use of the public, had to write a
list of such things for the publicani, to enable
the latter to see whether more things were imported than what were ordered; for the pr,tctice
of smuggling appears to havo been as common
among the Romans as in modern times.
The
pub'licaui seem to have exercised their right to
search travelers and merchants in the most arbi
I trary and vexatious manner.
If goods subject to

vice of revenue
public
raising revenue
in all civilized
from thenations.
exports and
The irn.
de- i covery,
a duty were
confiscated.-concealed,Respecting
they were,theon amount
their disof
ports would naturally occur to a commercial [ the import or export duties we have but very few
state in need of money, at a very early stage of { statements in the ancient writers. In the time
its history.
And, indeed, we know that the { of Cicero the portorium in the ports of Sicily w_ls
Atheni-ms derived a considerable revenue from f one-twentieth of the value of taxable articles;
their customs. They levied a duty of 2 per cent. I and as this was tlle customary rate in Greece, it
on all exports and impol'ts at Athens.
These
is probable that it was the average sum raised in
were clearly for purposes of public revenue, for all the other provinces.
In the time of the erathey levied an additional duty for the use of the perors the ordinary rate of the portorium apharbor.
During the Peloponnesian
war the pears to have been the fortieth part of the wdue
Athenians substituted for the tribute paid by of imported goods. At a late period the sum of
their subject states a duty of 5 per cent. on all one-eighth is mentioned as the ordinary import
commodities exported or imported by such states,
duty, but it is uncertain whether this is the duty
thinking to raise by this means a larger sum than
for all articles of commerse, or merely for cerby direct taxation.
A duty of 10 per cent. on tain things.--The barbariantrib,_s that conquered
mcrclmndise passing into and from the Euxine
Rome were subdued by her civilization; and the
sea was established for a time by Alcibiades and states which rose on the ruins of the old Roman
other Athenian gcncrals, who fortified .Chrysopempire inherited its system of law, of religion
olis, near Chalcedon, and built there a station for and of finarwe.
Customs duties soon became a
the collection of the duties. Under the name of fruitful source of revenue to all the feudal lords
portor_a, customs duties were levied at Rome so and barons; though they took rather the form of
early that we have no record of their introductransit duties, inasmuch as every feudal lord who
tion. Livy tells us that the Plebes were ex- had the power, levied duties on all commerce
erupted from the portoria when Porsena threatwhich passed near his possessions. As a conseened to invade Rome. This exemption, however,
quence, the rivers and highroads were fairly
was only temporary, and the duties were increased
lined with custom houses and toll gates. As the
in number from time to time, until, owing to the kings and princes gradually broke tl,e power of
manner in which they were collected, the dis- feudalism, far from abolishing these tolls and
satisfaction became so gr_at that, in B. C. 60, all cuswms, they merely diverted the proceeds of tim
the 1)ortoria in the ports of Italy were done away
duties to themselves, though they often granted
with. They were reufined, however, in the prov- them again to individuals or communities.
The
inces, and formed a permanent source of income
cities and provinces adopted such duties as a
to the provincial govermnents.
Julius Caesar re. means of raising revenue needed for local putstored the customs duties at Rome, and Augustus
poses. Even tim kings lined the boundaries of
partly increased his import duties and partly
the various provinces with custom houses, m
instituted new ones. The subsequent emperors
order to raise national revenue. So universal did
increased or diminished this branch of the rev- these duties, local and national, become, that
ez_ueas necessity required or tt_eir own discre- every continental nation was fairly covered with
tion dictated.--As to the commodities subject to a net work of customs lim:s. It must be regarded
these portoria, it may be stated, in general terms,
as a remarkable proof of the great advantages
that all commodities, including slaves, which arising from exchange, that commerce could
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upring up and attain to large proportions
in the
face of such restrictions.
Once introduced,
it
was exceedingly
difficult to abolish these duties,
and many of them remain until the present time.
--The most ancient customsin
England consisted
of fees paid by the merchants
for the privilege of
using the king's warehouses,
weights and messures.
About the year 979 king Etheldred
established duties on ships and merchandise,
to be
paid at Billingsgate,
ia the port of London.
Thus customs
were levied before the conquest,
but the king's claim to them was first established
in thc reign of Edward I.
It has been supposcd
they were called customs in English
because they
were the inheritance
of the king by immcmm'ial
usagv and the co,rouen law, and not granted him
by any statute;
but Blackstone
sltys that Sir
Edward
C,,kc clearly showed
that the king's first
¢'laim to thcm was by grant of parliament.
A
statute passed in the reign of king Edw'lrd
I. is
cited to prove this, wllerein the king promises to
tatke no customs
f,'om merchants,
without
tile
common
assent of the realm, "saving
to us and
our heirs the customs on wool, skin and leather,
formerly
granted to us by the commonalty
aforesaid."
These were formerly called the hereditary
customs of tile crown, and were due on the exportation
of the said three commodities,
and of
none other.
These duties, with some others of
inferio,' importance
which were then levied, were
afterward
denominated
euatzlma
antiq_uz sire
_u_g_a.
They were payable
by every merchant,
as well native as stranger,
with this diffcrcncc,
that merchant
strangers
paid an additional
toll,
viz., half as much again as was paid by natives,
These duties were all spccific.
Later in thc same
reign certain new duties were established,
to be
paid by alien merchants
only.
These were called
eusturna nova or custumapar_a,
and aliens' duty.
They were considerably
higher than any levied
up to that time.
Toward
the close of his reign,
:Edward I. established
a duty of sixpence in the
pound
upon all goods exported
and imported,
except wool, woolfells, leather and wines, _vbich
were subject
to special duties.
In the reign of
Richard
II. this duty was raised to one shilliug
in the pound, but was reduced to sixpence within
four years.
It was raised to eight pence in the
second
3"ear of Henry IV.. and in the sixth year
to one shilling, at which
it remained
until the
ninth year of William
III.
The duty on wine,
called at first buglerage, bccause paid to the king's
butler, was afterward
exchanged
for prisage, or
the right of taking two tuns of wine from every
ship importing
into England
20 tons or more.
It
was afterward
imposed
at so much a ton, and
hence was called tunllage.
The duty of so much
in the pound
meant so ranch in the pound of its
value.
It was called poundage.
The former was
a specific
duty, the latter an ad z¥11ore_;_one.
The duties of tonnage and poundage
were gencrally granted by one and the same act of parliament, and were called thesubsidy
of tonnage and
_oundage.
These duties were at first granted, as
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the old statutes express it, for the defense of the
realm, and the keeping and safeguard of the seas,
and for the intercourse
of mcrchandise
safely to
come into and pass out of the s_me.
They were
at first granted
only for a fixed term of years;
but in thc time of Henry VI. they were granted
him for life; and again to Edward
IV. for the
term of his life only; since which time they were
regularly
granted
to all his successors for life,
sometimes
at the first parliament,
sometimes
at
other subsequent
ones, till the reign of CharlesI.,
when his ministers were not sufficiently solicitous
for a renewal of this legal grant.
Yet the king
levied these duties imprudently
and unconstitutionally,
without
consent
of parliament,
for 15
years together,
which was one cause of subsequent troubles.
Before the commencement
of
hostilities,
however, the king passed an act with
a view of correcting
past errors and appeasing
l)rcvalent discontent,
by which he renounced
all
power in the crown of levying the duty of tonnage and poundage
without the express consent
of parliament,
and also all power of imposition
upon any merchandises
whatever.
Upon the restoration, this duty was granted to king Charles
II. for life, and also to his two immediate
succ_sors; and by three several statutes
it was made
perpetual, and mortgaged
for timdebt of the public.--The
subsidy of poundage
having continued
for so long a time at one shilling in the pouml, or
at 5 per cent., a subsidy came, in the language of
finance, to denote a general duty of this kind, of
5 per cent.
This subsidy was afterward
called
the old subsidy, and was levied according
to a
book of rates established
in the reign of Charles
II.
In Willia,n's
reign a new subsidy was iraposed of an additional
5 per ccitt, upon the
greater part of the goods.
Thc one-third and the
two-thirds
subsidy
made up together
another 5
per cent. of which they were proportionate
parts.
The subsidy
of 1747 made a fourth
5 per cent.
upon the greater part of goods; a,_d that of 1759,
a fifth upon some particular
sorts of goods.
The
old subsidy
was imposed
indifferently
upon exportation
as wc]l as importation;
but the four
subsequent
subsidies,
as well its most of the
duties which
wcre afterward
occasionally
imposed on _ great varicty
el" goods down to the
refor,n of 1846 and subsequent
years, were laid
ahnost wholly
on importation.
Other ancient
duties, which had bccn imposed on the exportsties of the produce or manufacturcs
of the country, were taken off altogethcr
beforc the consolidatiou
act of 1787. The book of rates established
in 1660 marked an era in the history
of English
customs.
It cont_itmd
the rate of
duty payable
both by denizens
and aliens, and
the value to be set upon different
descriptions
of merchandise,
and specified the articles which
were customs free.
It formed the f_undation
of
the mode of levying
the customs
for the next
one hundred
and fifty years.--&
considerable
increase in the public expenditure,
with file introduction
of tile funding system, occasioned
very
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frequent
impositions
of new duties, which were
generally
adjusted
on the principles
of the old
subsidy;
that is, the value of the goods was
ascertained
by a book of rates, and the amount
computed
by the quantities
of the goods, either
with
respect
to gauge,
to weight
or to tale.
The duty was, therefore,
not a certain proportion
of their real value, but of an arbitrary
value,
agreeing,
perhaps, with the current value at the
time of imposing the duty, but which must, from
the natural
fluctuations
of trade and manufactures, be necessarily
liable to many changes and
alterations.
The consequence
of this mode of
fixing duties was, that when they were laid by
bulk on goods of one general
description,
tlm
duty was always
the same, whether
upon the
finer or coarser manufacture;
by which means it
either operated
as a prohibition
to the latler, or
was not felt at all by the former.
They conslituted, in fact, a kind of minimum
duty.
There
was also another mode by which
duties were imposed.
This was by a proportion
to the value on
goods not rated, being the real and actual value
of the same as sworn to by the importer.
These
pl_inciplcs of taxation,
being once adopted,
were
pu_'sued in all the new and additional
duties of
customs which were imposed for payment of the
interest
on the various loans which were raised
from time to time for the public
service.
In
some instances the additional
duties were calculated by a percentage
on the duties previously
paid; in others a further
duty was laid upnn a
different
denomination
of the commodity,
either
with respect to its value, its weight, its bulk or
its number;
and by proceeding
gradually
iu this
manner
from oeriod
to period,
the numerous
additions
made-had
at length become such a mass
of confusion
as produced
an infinity of inconvenience
and del'ty in business,
and became the
subject of universal
complaint
among mercantile
persons.
The perplexity
arose in n great degree
from
almost
all the additional
dllties
having
been appropriated
to some specific fund, for the
payment
of certain
specific annuities,
in consequence of which it was necessary
that a separate
calculation
should be made at the custom lmuse
for each of the different
duties.
From the great
complexity
of the whole of this branch
of tbe
revenue,
scarcely any one merchant
could be acquainted,
by any calculations
of his own, with
the exact amount
of what he was to pay; nor
could much assistance
in this respect be derived
from the various
books which
had been published for the purpose
of furnishing
a general
view of the customs;
as m every session of parliament some alteration
( r other was made in sevoral of the duties, and each of these alterations,
following
the old principle,
totally unhinged
and
overturned
the use of every precedi,g
printed
calculation.
The officers of the customs,
therefore, who from constant
practice
had acquired
some facility
in making
the necessary
calculalions,weretheonlypersonstowhomthemerchants
could apply for assistance
or direction.
Thus,
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not only was the merchant
in a great degree left
at the mercy
of the officers, but the officers
themselves,
who were intended
to be a check
upon the merchants,
were forced to become their
agents.--In
order to remedy these inconveniences,
_Ir. Pitt proposed,
in the beginning
of the year
1787, to abolish all the duties then subsisting,
and
to substitute
in their stead one single duty on each
article,
amounting
as nearly as possible
to tile
aggregate
of all the various duties then payable.
The series of resolutions
submitted
to the house
of commons
for the purpose
of carrying
this
measure
into effect,
amounted
to upwaa'd
of
3,000.
A systematic
simplicity
and uniformity
was at the same time introduced
into the custom
house
accounts.
This statute,
known
as the
"consolidation
act," repealed all former statutes
imposing
duties of customs and excise with regard to the quantum
of the duty,; and the two
books of rates above mentioned
were declared to
be of no avail for the future;
but all the former
duties were consolidated,
and were ordered to be
paid according
to a new book of rates annexed
tothatstatute.
These alterationswereproductive
of the very best effects; and several similar consolidations
were effected at various
times subsequently,
particularly
in 1825, when the various
statutes
then existing
relative
to the customs.
amounting
to about 450, were consolidated
and
compressed
into only 11 statutes,
of a reasonable
bulk, and drawn
up with great perspicuity.-But the great reform
in English customs legislation dates from the abolition
of the corn laws.
In the year 1816 England
entered
an entirely
new era in her commercial
policy;
and as she
gave up one after another of the restrictions
on
trade wifich had been in force for centuries,
she
was euabled to make her customs system
simpler
'rod more economical,
and at the same time more
remunerative.
When
the number
of articles
which pay duty is small, the customs system umy
be made exceedingly
simple and economical.
England now collects
duty from less than a dozen
articles, while 50 )'ears ago _herc were 432 enumcratcd articles in her tariff --The history of the
continental
nations, in respect
to the customs,
is
very similar
to that of England.
There was a
time when every county line formed a customs
line.
After a long contest these lines were abolished, in France
by tlm revolution,
in Germany
by the formation
of the Zollverein.
The whole
tendency
of modern
nations has been toward
a
simplification
of duties and machinery;
though
within the last 20 years there has been a reaction
in favor of protection,
so called,
which
has
brought
with it many of the old abuses.--The
history of customs legislation in America is brief.
The first national
tariff was adopted
in 1789,
mainly for the purpose
of raising
revenue,
although
the preamble
of the act announced
as
among the objects of the law the protection
of
domestic
manufactures.
Several
circumstances
conspired
to lead to the adoption
of the tariff
policy.
The government
under the constitution
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had hardly had time to get fairly started.
It had
many enemies
among
the people.
If it had
adopted a system of direct taxation,
its burdens
would have been felt more vividly, and opposition to it would have increased
rapidly.
Byrais-

Ki_Is
of Duties.
The question
as to the best
method of levying the duties is an important
one.
both from an administrative
and economical
point
of view.
The choice lies, in general,
between
specific and ad valorem
duties.
The former ex

ing a large proportion
of its revenue by means of
indirect
taxation,
it avoided
all direct contact
with the people, and thereby much bitter feeling
and oppositiou.
Among the available
means of
indirect
taxation,
there were only two of much
importance,
the customs
and the excise.
The
latter was peculiarly
odious to the people,
and,
although
it was introduced
and maintained
for
awhile, yet it occasioned
much ill feeling, which
finally culminated
in the outbreak
known
as
Shays' rebellion.
The government
had to depend,
therefore,
mainly on the customs for its revenue.
The needs of the government
kept increasing,
and the duties were gradually
increased in number and amount
for the next 25 years.
There
were no less than 17 tariff acts passed from 1789
to 1816. At the outbreak
of the war of 1812, the
existing duties were doubled;
and although,
according
to a provision
of the act itself, thcsc
duties were to be lowered to the old rate oneyear
after the war closed, yet the protectionists
were
powerful
enough to prevent this when the time
came, and to secure the passage of the act of
1816. which was shaped
in the interests of the
protectionists.
Other acts, in 1818, 1824, 1828
and 1832, were passed, iucrcasing the number and
raising the rate of the duties.
In the latter year
occurred
the trouble
in South Carolina,
known
as tim nullification
movement.
This state dedared the tariff laws of the Unitcd
States null
and void within its borders.
As :t result of this
excitement,
the compromise
tariff of 1833 was
passed, having for its object a gradual
reduction
of duties until they reacheda
uniform level of 20
per cent. ad valorem.--The
complete
action of
this law was prevented
by the actor 1842, passed
by the protectionists,
who had gained temporary
possession
of the national
congress.
This act
was superseded
by that of 1846, which adopted
essentially
the principles
of the compromise
tariff, although
the average rate ulider this act was
much above 20 per cent.
This tariff lasted until
1857, when
a further
reduction
of duties occurred,
made possible
by the rapidly increasing
revenue of the government.
The tariff of 1857
had hardly passed into effect when a panic in
business circles ensued, which caused a large falling off in imports;
and, before confidence
was
fully restored,
the civil war broke out, and with
it the government
returned to the worst abuses of
the period from 1816 to 1832.
A great number
of tariff acts were passed during
and immediately following
the war, all of them shaped and
controlled
by the protectionists.
At the present
time our tariff is in many respects eric of the
worst in force among civilized nations.
Itsrates
are enormously
high, and have been laid more
with reference
to the interests of private parties
than to the welf,re of the country as a whole.--

act so much for each pound,
yard's length or
square foot of all goods of a given kind, without
any reference
to their comparative
fineness or
value; the latter tax each class of goods a certain
percentage
on their value.
The discussion
as to
the respective
merits of these two kinds of duti,'s
has bccn warm and long between financiers and
economists.
_'ot that the former
have always
been on one side and the latter on the other, for
eminent financial as well as ec-momical authorities can be quoted on either side of the discussion.
But inasmuch
as the more nearly modern nations
have approached
a revenue
tariff the more corn
plctely they have adopted
specific duties,
the
latter may very
properly
be called the fiscal
duties, while ad valcrem
duties may be dcnomihated economical
duties.--It
is true that ad valerem duties have been the prevailing
ones in the
early financial history of most civihzed nations.
Thus, as has been said already, Athens levied an
ad valorem duty, in which she was afterward
trottared by Rome; and certainly
in neither state was.
it adopted
from economical
considerations.
Of
the old English
duties
tonnage was a specific,
poundage
an ad valorem impost;
though the latter, owing to thc peculiar manner in which it was
levied, was not a pure ad wdorem
duty.
The
English
consolidated
tariff
of 1787 contained
many duties of both classes; but iu 1853 specific
duties were substituted
for ad valorem in nearly
every case, and this was done from fiscal considerations.
The Zollverein
tariff imposed specific
duties, changed
in their amount
according
to a
periodical observation
of the market prices.
The
Portuguese
tariff is in general made up of specific
duties.--The
history
of the American
tariff in
this respect is somewhat
peculiar.
In 1792, of
160 "enumerated
articles,"
102 were taxed with
ad valorem and 58 with specific duties.
2'or the
other tariffs the ratio was as follows:

YEARS.
1804 ...............................

1816...............................
la_ ...............................
ls4_
ls_ ...............................
...............................
1846 only ad valorem duties ............
1870...............................
1861 ...............................

._o of Duties.
specitlc. ,_d V,Jor_m.
10_ '
l_t
9.'
_ae
1_1
20"2
1_'_
_13
:237
............

8_

565

455

1

It will be seen from the above table that the mlmber of duties,
ad valorem,
decreased
relatively
from 1792 to 1829, while in 1846 no specific duties
were levied, and from 1861 to 1870 the specific
duties became again more numerous.
Apolitical
fact throws some light upon the subject.
The
years 1828 and 1870 may serve to mark respec-
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_ively the periods when the protectionists
shaped
most completely
the financial poll(:)" of the court,
try; while in 1792 and 1846 the free U'ade l)arty
exercised
most influence.
(See T_,I¢IFF.)
AS a
matter of fact the American
protectionists,
both
doctrinaire
and practical,
have in general favored
specific duties, and the American
free traders the
duties ad valorem, although
it is not true that no
free traders have been in favor of specific duties,
as a prominent
protectionist
claims._
In the year
1845 Robt. J. Walker,
secretary
tff the treasury,
made a report on revenue
reform,
iu which he
maintained
that duties ad valorcJL_ wcrc the only
proper
duties.
And in the discussion
of the
report
in congress,
one of the representatives
:asserted that specific duties had been adopted by
abe government,
not. because
duties ad v.llorem
had been found wanting,
but in order to conceal
the amount
of the duty from the public.
That
_there.was
some truth in the last charge seems
evident from the fact that, wherever
ad valorem
_nd specific duties have been both employed
in
the same tariff, the latter have been generally
higher than the former.
Thus,
in 1792 tile aver_ge ad valorem duty was 11} per cent.; while cotton was taxed 3 cents per pound,
or, at the then
prewdling
price, 13 per cent. ad w_lorem; while
_oal was taxed 4} cents per bushel,
equal to 20
per cent. ad valorem.
In 1827 iron in bars paid
$18 per ton, or 34½ per cent., rolled iron a specific
duty equal to 42.6 per cent., and pig iron a duty
-equal to 30 per cent. ; while the average ad valoxem duty amounted
to 25 5 per cent.--American
protectionists
have favored
specific duties,
be,cause, just at the time when, according
to their
ideas, the duties ought t,) be relatively
highest,
_. e., when prices rule low, duties ad valorem are
the lowest, while specific duties grow relatively
higher the lower the prices get.
Thus, suppose
_l yard of cloth worth $1 is taxed 25 per cent. ad
_7alorem, it pays 25 cents tax.
,N*ow let the price
fall, through
any c_Jnjunction
of circumstances,
..'to 60 cents per yard, it still p'tys 25 per cent. of
its value, but absolutely
only 15 cents.
Tax it,
-on the contrary,
with a specific duty of 25 cents
per yard, and even if it falls in price to 60 cents
it will pay the same sum, 25 cents; but the home
producer
will be protected
to the extent of 41_
per cent. instead of 25 per cent.
European
pro.
tectionists,
on the contrary,
have
in general
demanded
duties ad valorem
because
specific
duties favor the coarser kinds of goods more than
the finer qualities,
and thus direct the investment
of capital to the manufacture
of the poorer grades
of commodities.--The
questton
as to which kind
-of duties is preferable
can b_ decided only after
a thorough
investigation
of the circumstances
of
the time and place.
])uties ad valorem seem to
be the best on account of their inherent
fairness;
and probably
no other
kind
would ever h'lve
been imposed
if it had not been for the many
_difficulties in the way of collecting
ad valorem
.dues.
The greatest
obstacle
in the way of colHenry Carey Baird, in Letters to Prof. Perry.
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]ecting duties ad valorem is,, naturally
enough,
the impossibility
of arriving
at a proper valuation
of the goods to be taxed.
Of the m_mncr in
which tile value was ascertained
in Athens and
Rume we know next to nothing.
It has been
explained
abovehowpoundage
waslevicd.
When
the duty was first lad a book of rates was prepared, which contained
the current prices of the
g_)ods taxed, and the duty was collected
on the
basis of that valuation.
Of course it was only a
short time until the market prices varied very
widely fi'om the rate-book
price, and thus poundage cc'_sed to be a pure ad wdorcm duty.
Alterations were made in the rate-book
flora time to
time, by oneadministration
and another;
for parliameut
had granted
the king a shilling in the
pound, but left it to the administration
to fix the
valuation
on which the duty w_Ls to be c()]lected.
In the time of James I., however, many commodities were still taxed on the same valuation
as
200 years before;
although
that valuation
had
been made before the discovery
of America, and
lind consequently
become much inferior
to the
prices which almost all commodities
bore in every
m_trkct in Europe.
For all articles not contained
in the rate-books,
the modern
system of ascertaining the value was in force--that
of taking,
with certain safeguards
against undervaluation,
the sworn statement
of the importer
as to the
value of the goods.
To show in a cle,'_r light the
tedious and vexatious restrictions
to which an ad
valorem system of duties exposes the trade of a
country,
no better example could be desired than
the customs laws of the United
States.--lf
any
one wishes to export goods from any country
to
America,
he must make out an invoice of the _
same and lay it before the Aancrican
consul of •
the district or country forindorscmcnt.
A dcclarationmust
accompany
this, setting ford_: 1, dmt
the invoice is true in all respects;
2, if the mcrchandise mentioned
was obtained
by purchase, a
true and full statement
of the time when and the
place where the same was purchased,
the actual
cost thereof
and all charges
thereon;
3, a true
account of all discounts,
bounties
or drawbacks
which
have been actually
allowed
thereon.
If'
the merchandise
has been obtained
in an), other'
manner than by purchase,
the invoice must contain the actual
market
value thereof at the time
andplace
whe'n and where thesame
was procured
or manufactured.
The market value is to be detgrmined by the wholesale
price of similar cornmodities which have been actually
sold for consumption
in the markets
of the exporting
country, at the place where the goods were consumed.
If the invoiced goods arc manufactured
only for
exportation,
the value of the same is t'o be determined by a comparison
with the goods most sireilar to them which may be sold for consumption
I
in the exporting
country.
When the merchandisc has once arrived
in the United
States, the'
above-inentioned
invoice must be laid before the
customs collectors,
and if they have no objectiona_
to make, there is no further
trouble.
But if it:
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_l)pears to the officers thc, t the prices are too low
they may cause an appraisement
to be made.-_Iow if the appraised
value is 10 per cent. higher
lhan the invoice value, they must collect, in addition to the tax on the appraised
value, an additional tax of 20 per cent.
In ca_e of intentional
fraud, a fine of from $50 to $5,000, or two years'
imprisonment,
or both,
may be inflicted.--Of
course an importer
may appeal
against the ofllcers, and by depositing
double the value of the
• invoice price and of the duty, he may get po.qsession of his goods, aud after six to cight months
may expect a decision
such as a jury is likely
to give him.
But the officials have otl_er peonliar privileges:
they may take possession
of the
goods of an importer,
in his store rock.m% upon
which he has paid duty long before, if for any
reason they may suspect an underv'fluation.
The
merchant
can appeal, and after months may gain
his case, and in such case may even secure damages, and in the meantime,
by depositing
doulfle
the value, may get possession
of his goods.-Other countries have tried other measures as well
as these.
France reserves the right to buy any
commodity
at its valuation
plus 10 per cent. if the
officers, for any reason, think that the invoice is
too low.
A.cco,'ding
to the treaty of commerce
with England
this right was given up, and if the
invoice value seem too low the officer shall summort an expert, and in case he decides that the invoice value is too low the importer must pay 50 per
cent. of the duty
as a fine.
This provision
has
notbcenvcrysueeessful;
for the pe_ons io whom
the customs officers are compelled to have recourse
refuse to .give a decision, either to save the_nselves
the trouble or nottoinjurctheirbrothermerchants
or clients.
It can easily beseen how many opportunities there are for fraud; how easily,
on the
o,m hand, thc government
may lose enormous
sums by the carelessness
or venality of its officers;
how easily, on the other, commerce
may be im
peded or destroyed
by the arbitrariness
of the
officials.
The United
States
Government
loses
enormous
sums every year by undervaluation,
In the case of silk goods, it is estimated
that the
government
loses from 15 to 20 per cent.
on
account of undcrvaluation,
in spite of the most
earnest efforts to prevent it. But worse than this
loss is the delivering
over of trade and cornmerce to the mercy of a set of officials.
To leave
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valorem duties.
It prevent_ even the wholesale
dealer from taking full advantage
of the flucr
tuations
of trade; for the duties must be paid
according to the ruling market price, and even if
a merchant has purchased
a lot of goods at favorable prices, he must pay just as much duty as if
he had paid the ordinary
price, and he is thus
deprived of a part of his gain.
In this manner
the very foundation
of all healthful
trade is const.mtly undermined.--If
we add to th(,se points
two other considerations,
we sh'dl readily understand why ad valorcm
duties are gradually
di_
appearing
from the tariffs of civilized nations.
The first of these is, that we need officials of a
much higher gr'lde to administer
a system
of
duties ad valorem than to administer
a system of
specilic duties, and th._t they must consequently
be paid much higher wages.
The United States
government
must now pay very large salaries to
a great aural)or of experts, most of whom could
be dispensed
with under a system of pure specific
duties.
The second is, that as the vigor of a systern of ad valorem duties depends more completely
on the administration,
there is always danger that
the custom houses of the various cities wi*l vie
with each other in leniency,
in order to attract
trade from one port to another.
Some clmrges of
this sort have been made in our own country
by
the officials of one city against those of am)th, r.
--If we now turn our attention to specific d(_ie.q,
we find that they are free from re'my ()f the objections to duties ad valorem.
They are easily administered,
offer less chance for frauds,
require
less skill on the part of the officials, and are tlwrefore cheaper and more lucrative.
The objection
to them is, that they protect the coarser
qualities
of goods and so impel lal*or and capital to produce coarse and poor goods.
For example,
rL
woolen fabric c.flled doest'in. _,hich is manufactured very extensively
in the United States, co._ls
in Germany, whence it is imported,
75 cents and
$1.50 a yard,
according
to the quality.
The
weight of both
qualities
is the same, viz., 12
ounces per yard.
The d_tyis50
cents per pound
of 16 ounces, and 35 per cent.
The cheaper quality pays, therefore, 37½ cents specific duly, and
26¼ cents ad valorem, or, in all, 63} cents per yard,
i.e., 85 per cent. of the value.
The better qtmlity pays 37½ cents specific duly and 52½ cents ad
valorem, or 90 ccnts per yard, i. e., 60 per cent.

an opportunity
of arbitr'lry
interference
on the
part of officials is to introduce
into commerce
an
element which can never be estimated.
Evcnthe

of its value.
The poorer quality is therefore taxed
25 per cent higher than the better.
The effect is
a double one: 1. The manufacturer
of the poorer

storms and winds of ocean may be subjected
1o an
estimate of probabilities,
hut tim whims of a bureaucracy
defy aU attempts at computation.
This
uncertainty
bears hardest on the small importer,
for if he gets into trouble with the customs off]cials he has neither time nor money to calTy on the
contest.
He must make a compromise
immediately, or be ruined.
As a result, the man of small
capital must disappear
from the ranks of importors, as he has, in fact, disappeared
in America.
"Ihere is another
objection
to the system
of ad

sort may force his price relatively
higher than the
manufacturer
of the better commodity,
aml thereby injure the poor man. 2. Asitisforhisintcrcst
to produce
and put on the market
the poorest
ware at a given price that the public will buy, it
is very probal)le that a deterioration
in the quality
of thestuffsused
by the poorer classes will follow.
_Suppose,
for instance, that the manufacturers
of the above-mentioned
stuff put up their prices
to the full amount of the duty: the first quality
would cost $2.40 per yard, the second $1.38 per
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yard
Suppose now, that the domestic manufacturers of the second quality
offer their goods at
$1.20 per yard. even if the ware is that much
poorer: whatwill
follow?
Every one knowshow
gTeat an attraction
there is in low prices.
The
public begin to take the poorer commodity
at
$1.20.
The foreign ware can not be offered for
less than $1.38.
Now, the poorer the quality of
goods that the domestic
manufacturer
can produce and still find a sale at $1.20 per yard, the
more he makes.
Any one who has even superflcially studied the facts of trade will acknowledge
that tiffs process of deterioration
can be carried
very far before the public will revolt and begin to
pay higher prices for better wares.
Nor will it
do to say that the competition
among domestic
producers will prevent
any such an occurrence,
for it is a notorious
fact that it has not.
Other
examples
might be taken, 6ut the one just given is
a fair sample of the influence
of specific duties,
.So powerful is this one consideration,
that itleads
to the adoption
of ad valorem duties in many
(:ases in spite of the evils connected
with them.
if the duties are low, this objection
loses much of
its force; but then, so do the objections
to duties
_d valorcm
diminish
as the duties are lowered,
An ad valm'em duiy of 5 per cent. could no doubt
be collected
with little trouble,
and almost no
.danger
of h'aud or smuggling.
It is when the
_lulies are high that the question becomes difficult,
With a reformed
civil service
there is no doubt
that duties ad valorem could be much morc faith£ully collected than at present.
The United States
are favorably
situated
in many respects for the
_tdministration
of the customs.
All goods must
come by water, and are imported
through
a comparativelysmal]
number of ports; and wlthagood
_dministration
duties ad valorem
might
be col]ected with rcasonableaccuracy.
But even in our
linancial
system specific duties are to be preferred
wherevcr
their influence is not too intensive on the
industry
of the country.--The
more European
nations have reformed their tariffs in the direction
of free trade and larger revenue,
the more nearly
they have approached
a specific system;
and as
both parties in this country
are now in favor of
specific duties, (the free traders, because they are
better adapted to yield revenue),
we may regard
them as the duties of the future,
and are jushfied
in calling them, as we did at the beginning,
the
fiscalduties.--Two
other kinds of duties have been
adopted in American
tariffs, known
respectively
as minimum
and compound
duties.
The l_rincipie of minimum
valuation,
according
to which all
w'tres which have cost less than a certain sum are
valued at that price and taxed accordingly,
was
adopted as early as 1816 in the case of cottons,
and further developed in 1824. In the last case the
rate was put so high that the duties on the coarser
grades
were really prohibitive,
e.g., apound
of
coarse cloth was taxed 10 cents, while it was selling in the markets
of the country for 9 cents.-Compound
duties are a device of protectionists
to
reconcile the conflicting
interestsof
the producers
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of raw material and the manufacturers.
They are
levied on manufactures
of which th6 raw material is taxed, and consist of two parts, a specific
duty and a duty ad valorem.
The specific duty
is to equal the amount levied on the raw material,
and thereby put the manufacturer
in the same
position compared
with the foreigner
which he
would have had if hehad secured his raw materim free of duty.
The duty ad valorem isintended to give the manufacturer
protection.
For ex,ample, in order to make a pound of woolen cloth
of a certain
grade,
four. pounds
of wool are
necessary.
The duty on wool is 11½ cents per
pound.
Besides the raw wool the manufacturer
needs drugs of various kinds, such as dyes, etc.,
on which the duty is 24- cents.
This amounts
to
48½ cents; and if weadd to this the interest on the
sum advanced until he can sell his cloth, we shall
get about 50 cents per lb.
Consequently,
we find
in the tariff act of 1867 a specific duty of 50 cents
per pound on woolen cloths, and, besides that, a
dutyad valorem of 35 per cent.
Such duties appear vcry often in our tariffs since 1860. In 1870
there were 109 such duties in the customs tariff,
the principal
of which are the duties on woolens
adopted in 1867 as a compromise,
after a hard fight
between wool growers and wool manufacturers.-Purposes.
Customs have been laid from various
reasons and for various
purposes.
They were
employed in ancient times solely for purposes
of
revenue, although
the higher
duties imposed on
luxuries on certain
occasions
would
seem to indicate a desire to use them as asort of sumptuary
legislation.
The same thingis
trueof the middle
ages. 'The duties were kept as high as theycould
be kept without
driving
away trade, and with it
of course the revenue.
The customs
offered to
the rulers a means of obtaining
revenue without
having a contest with the nobility,
which almost
always occurred
on the increase or imposition
of
any direct tax; and the more their need of money
increased
the more did they exploit thissource
of
revenue.
In the imposition
of duties no great
consideration
was paid to a desire to protect home
manufactures.
If a ruler wished to develop
a
branch
of industry
in his realm, he simply prohibited
the importation
of foreign
commodities
which came in competition
with those he wished
to protect.
It was not until the time of the
reformation
that the idea of using the customs as
a means of developing
industry
appeared
almost
at the same time in Germany,
Italy, England,
and later, also, in France.
The idea was quickly
incorporated
in practice, as in this way the old
system of prohibkions
was very much alleviated
and a new source of revenue
was opened
to the
governments.
About the same timc the so-called
mercantile
system (see ]_IERCAI'_TILE SYSTE,M')was
very generally adopted,
and for '200 years it was
pretty generally
practiced.
(For the history
of
the customs
used ,as a means of protection,
see
ARTS, Fr_E Ta_D_,
PnOTECTrO._, TARIFF.)---As
already stated, the customs form, and have nearly
always formed, one of the principal
sources of
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revenue,
of-ancient

.source
we
the middle

have
ages

l:tow large
a proportion
of the
states
was
derived
from
this
no means
the larger

of the sovereign
and in modern
,stantly
increasing

of
part

knowing.
of the ready

17,02......................
17.q_......................
171.M
_t r.......................
It3o ......................
1796
......................
1791
......................
1797......................
1798....................
1799 ......................
1800 ......................
1801 ......................
180"2......................
1B03.....................
1804......................
1805......................
1806 ......................
180"/.......................
IB(_ ......................
1809......................
1810 ......................
1811 ......................
1812 ......................
1813 .....................
1814 ......................
1815 ......................
1816 ......................
1817 ......................
1818 ......................
1819 ......................
l _,._0......................
l_l ......................
15_2......................
18'._......................
1_'24......................
1825 .....................
18"26......................
1827 ....................
1828 ......................
1829 ......................
18L_......................

B,443,070
4,2,_), ,%v5
4,801,065
5.588,461
6,567,987
_ 4,899,473
7,549,fi49
7,106,061
6,610,449
9,080,932
I0,751,,778
12,438,_45
10,479,417
11,09S,565
i'2,_,487
14,6_7_b9_
15,845,521
16_363,559
7,9.57_506
8,583,399
13,313_.._,_2
_
8,958_777
18,'_-24,6_]
5,9_,772
7,282,942
86,30_,874
_5,'_,348
17,176,385
20,'283,608
15,005_612
13,004,447
17,589,71iI
] 9,088,4.°2,
17,878,325
20,098,713
23,_41,331
]9,712,283
23.2)5,523
22,68L965
21,9"2.2,391

II_.2 ....................
1833 .....................
1884 ......................
1835 ......................
1835 ......................
I_31 ......................

',_,465,237
29,032,508
16,214,957
19,391,310
2 _,409,940
24,L:_4,441
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revenue
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of tile customs
from
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from
all
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130,170,6o0
137,250,047
lv6,522,061
.........
$4438.963,4*26
130,956,_93

TotaD ..............
1877 ......................
will

the
other

net ordinary
sources
is ob-

be noticed

Receipts.
No_;Ordinary

16,158,800
_3,137,9_24
13,499,50'2
14,487,316
18,187,908
$11,169,290
7,046,843
26,183,570
27,5.28,112
26.712,657
_,747,86_,
31,757.070
28,346,738
3.9,Oi8,{,86
49,017,._17
47,539,?._5
*r#,.q_l,_ 5
6 Ij224,190
53,0"25,794
64,t_,81;3
63,$75,t_,15
41,789,62')
49,.r'/65,824
53,187,511
89,5_,,125
49.056.3,7
69,059,642
103,316,152
84,9'28,360
17%046,FV)I
17b,417J_10
164_464,5q9
180,0t8J26
194,7;_8,374
!_)[;,.2;0,4t_
216,370,3_6
188,(_8.q,5'_
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157,167,7 '_2
148,071,98.t

18,"8......................
1879 ......................
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It
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3,66q,_i0
1838 ......................
4,652,9'23
15_9 ......................
5,481,904
1840......................
6,114,534
1841 .....................
8,3;
7,529
1842
......................
_ 4,409,951
......................
8,688,780 i] 1837
lV4_.......................
7,.q00495
1844.....................
7,546,818 [ 1845 ......................
10.8a8,749
It_46......................
12,9_5,330
1847 ......................
14,995,793
1848 ......................
11,0fi4,097
1849......................
11,826,307
1850 ......................
13,51,0,6_Y4 1851 ......................
15,551},Y31 18,52......................
16,898,019
1853 ......................
17,060,661
I_854......................
7,_T3,473
1855.....................
9,38t,214 , 1856 ......................
14,42:_,634
1857 ......................
9,801,132
1858 ......................
14,340,4_)
18.'59......................
11,181,825
1860 ......................
15,696,914
1861 .....................
47,_,76,985
1862 ......................
3"},099,049
10_3 ....................
21,5_5,171
1864 ......................
24J_)3,374
1_(;5......................
17._I0,66q
1866_.'....................
1"_,573,379 1867 ......................
2 },_2,427
I_'_ ......................
21,540,6_6
1869 ......................
19 _SI._, o
1870 ......................
21.840,8:-,.8 1871 ......................
25,260,4.34
187'2......................
_2.966,363
1873 ......................
P9-1,763.6.29
1874......................
24,827.627
18_ .....................
24,844.116 11876 ......................
31,867,450
83,948.4"26
21,791,935
85,430,0!_7
50,8_1,796
28.526,823

proceeded
from
all

IIEV'ENUE.

YEARS.

,I

has
than

how

large

.26,302," 61
31,48'),749
19,480,115
16,860,160
$ 19,976,19/
.°4,954
17-13
8,2Bl,O_q
29,8:0,7_,7
Lx_,970,I05
29,69_.967
26,467,403
IkS.698,6.q9
30,721.0,7
43,59"2,888
52,555,_J_9
49,816.815
61.587,t B1
73.B00.;_ 1
65._),574
74.056,699
68,965.312
46,fi55,365
5'2,777,107
56,054,599
41.476,'299
51,919,261
112,094.945
243,412,971
;_2,031.1i_x$
519,919.56 I
46'2,8A6,679
371),4:_1.43
357,188,2:_i
395,959,8t3
37t,4 _1,104
364,39-I,_
322.177,673
299,941,01M
'2z_4,020,771
"290,066,5!M
_57,446,776
"2";2,3'.23136
B:_3,52,,SJ0
$7,767,417,979
.281.000,642

a proportion

of

the

-customs
equals
57 per cent.
of the total ordinary
income
ibr
the last 90 years.--Other
countries
vary
considerably
from
this proportion.
In the
following
table
we have
given
the gross
income
and the income
from
customs
of 12 nations
for

total
income
the customs
form in the cases of Brazil, Chili,
Norway,
Switzerland,
England
and
Germany,while
in the other nations
the proportion
is much
smaller,
varying
from
10 per cent.
to 7
per cent. of total
income.--In
what
manner
the

various

duties
can
of revenue,

years:

NATIONS.
o,
1 Germany.
Austria ....
31 France .....
End,
land_..[
RuSSia
.....

t

6:
•
8.
9.

Year_.

Ca.,toms.fr°m all Sources.
Income
Income from
_/ 1878 106,550,470
536,496,800
1878
1%634,000
8111,793,718
11878283.0.20,0002,78_,177,804
1876
19,_k_,000
78,,_15.036
1877
57,516,000
r_,7,784.596

Italy ......
] 1876100,881,0-29
Switzerlandl
_877
14,809,980
Belgium ---11877
17,60_,000
:Norway_...
1875
17,597,000

11.1°"
ChiliSDain':
....
12 Brazil ......
-:

1,3fi9,708,579
16,146,308
252.245,769
"_.,880,601

Account.
Unit of
marks.
_uldeu.
"francs.
pounds,
roubles.
lirc',
francs,
francs.
crowns,

be laid so as to yield the largest
has long been a question
of

amount
theoreti-

ments
have onpreuy
generally
come to see. that low
cal and are,practical
duties
the finance.
whole,
more
But profitable
modern
governfrom
a
revenue
point
of view
than
tile high
duties
so
long in vogue.
It has further
been pretty
generally admitted
of hltc by financiers,
that
moderate
duties
on
will yield
of collection,

a few
articles
of general
consuu_ption
a hu'acr
revenue,
considering
the cost
""
"
than the old system
of taxing
cvery-

18751878
lo0,062,000
750,_),211.216,805,8._1
pesetas.)e,os, thing.
An exception
is sometimes
made
to these
1875
76,000,0007'7PL5'000
1014,000,000 mi_-reis.
1 The sum total inch*des the cents omitted in givhag tho
Slimsfor vaFiou8 years.
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rules in favor of luxuries of ever 3, kiud, particularly intoxicating liquors of all ldnds.--The :English customs tariff has been entirely remodeled
within the last 30 years according to the above
principles.
The number of articles taxed has
been constantly diminished.
In1826 the English
tariff contained 432 cnumerated articles, while
in 1863 it ouly had 52 enumerated articles.
The
duties in the former year were generally much
higher than in 1863. Yet the income from the
customs in 1826 amounted only to £19,562,000,
while in 1863 it had increased to £23,641,544.
At the present time less thanadozen commodities
pay all the duties collccted in England.
Iu 1859
the following _lrticlcs, sugar and syrup, tobacco,
tea, brandy, wine, coffee and raisins, paid about
90 per cent. of the total revenue from customs of
that year
Of the revenue of the Zollvcrcin in
1863, 75 per cent. was paid by 10 articles.
The
same general statement holdsgood of other tariffs,
that a very small number of articles pays by :far
the largest part of the revenue; and the general
tendency of tariff legislation, so far as it is shaped
by fiscal eousiderations, is toward limiting the
number of taxed articles, and lessening the rate
of taxation.--Customs
duties are properly classed
as indircct taxes, i. e, as taxes which are collected
from one set of pel_ous with the expectation that
they will shift the burden of taxation to anothcr
class. They share all the advantages and disadvantages of indirect taxes. (See TAXATION.) If
they are levied solely on articles not produced
within the country, they excrcise but little influence on the course of trade, unless they are so high
as to materially lessen the consumption or as to
lead to smuggling; if laid on articles of prime
necessity, they increase the expense of living, and
bear harder on the poorer classes of the comnmnity than on the wealthy; if levied on articles
needed ia manufacturing,
they increase the price
of the manufactur_'d commodity by more than the
amount of the duty, for the mauufacturer
must
charge inter_t on the sum he has advanced for
the duty until he can get his commodity ready
for market: if levied on goods similar to those

HENRY

WINTER.

manufactured in the country, it becomes a protective duty. (For the influence of this kind of a
duty, see F_.E TRADE, TARIFF, PROTECTION,
TAXATmI_.)--BrnLXO_RArHY. The literature of
this subject in English is scanty. The general
subject of the influence of customs duties o_
the economy of a nation is discussed in all the
standard works on political economy in French,
German, English and Italian. The budgets of the
British parliament since 1842, the various acts
consolidating and reforming the custom house
administration;
the reports of the various American administrations
to congress; the reports of
congressional committees; the reports of David
A. Wells, while commissioner of revcnue, and
the anmml reports of the British and Amcricar_
custom house commissoaers, contain m_my valuable facts in relation to American and British customs legislation and a few valuable discussions of
important, points.
.3I'Culloch's treatise on the
Principles and Practical Infl_tenzes of Taa'ation and
tlte Fu2lding System; the wzrious works on the
science of finance in German, particularly Hoffmann's Lehre de;' Steuern, Rau's, Stein's and
Umpfenbach's Text Books on Finance, (JLJ_rbuzhe_"
&-r FiTzanz_oissenschaft), are all valuable and indispcnsable to a proper study of the customs.
In
French, de Parier's Traitd des impdts, Proudhon's
Thdol_e de l'impJt, de Girardin's De l'imp6t, and,
most important of all, Ame's Etudes sur les tarifs
de douches et stLr les traite_s de cornnwrce, are the
principal works of value. The various encyclo1),edias, in English, French and German,.all contain articles of interest.
The Dictionnaire de la
politique, by Block, under the head of Do_tan_,;
the StaatswSrterbueh, by Bluntschli and Brater,
under the head of Zoelle; Rees' Encyclopedia, under the head of Casto_v_; all contain interesting:
and valuable articles, from which many of the
facts in the above article have been taken.
Boeck's Public Eco_wmy of the Athenian_, and the
Dictionamj of Antiquities, by Smith, were used in
preparing the account of thc customs at Athens
and Rome.
E.J. J_Es.

D
AKOTA, a telTitory of the United States,
originally part of the Louisiana purchase (see
A_,'m_XATIONS,I.), Was organized by act of March
2, 1861. The portion of its present territory east
of the Missouri was set off from Minnesota when
the latter territory was erected into a state; the
portion west of the _fissouri was set off from the
former territory, now state, of Nebraska. Alarge
extent of territory to the west, formerly belonging to Dakota. now belongs to Wyoming and
Montana. (See T_mtrroR_s.)
A.J.
DALLAS, George Mifflin, was born at Philadelphia, Penn., July 10, 1792, where he died, Dec.

31, 1864. He was graduated at Princeton, in 1810,
was admitted to the bar, was United States senator
(democrat) 1881-3, minister to Russia 1837-9, vicepresident of the United States 18A2, 8, andminister
to Great Britain Feb. 4-May 16, 1861.
A.J.
DAYIS, Henry Winter, was"born at Annal_
olis, ]_Id., Aug. 16, 1817, and died at Baltimore,
Md., Dec. 20, 1865. He was a representative in
congress 1855-61 and 1863-5. (See Rm, u'_c._'_
PARTY.) He was a speaker of uncommon force,
and was one of the leaders of the radical wing of
his party.--See Creswell's Spezch_ of Henry Winter Davis.
A.J.
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DA¥IS,
Jetrerson,
was born
in Christian
seek a remedy
for all disorder in intimidation?
county, Ky., June 8, 1808, w_sgraduated
at _Vest
--Beccaria
was the first publicist to raise a doubt
Point in la28, was a democratic
representative
as to the legitim'my
of the death penalty and to
from Mississippi
1845-6, but resigned
to become
propose its suppression,
lndced we can not ascercolonel of the 1st Mississippi
rifles in 1846.
He
lain that this grave question
was ever serinusly
was United States senator
1847-51 and 1857-61,
discussed before his time.
If a few nations--the
and was secretary of war under Pierce.
(See ADEgyptians
and Romans, for instance--tried
to rC_I.'¢ISTRATIOI_'S.) lie was the most prominent
strain its application,
it was from entirely differultra southern
leader after Calhoun's
death, and
ent motives
than those of humanity.
Plato
was one of the "senatorial
group"
who, after
thought
it ought to be inflicted
only in cases
secession
had be_o-un, forced the formation
of a where the culprit was incorrigible.
Says he: "If
new govermnent
in the south.
(See CO.NI_EDEI_.
- the legislator sees th_tt the criminal
is irrcdeemATE STATES)
It is said that the presidency
of able, what punishment
should he mete out to
the confederacy
was intended for R. M. T. Hunter,
him?
Siuce he knows that for such persons life
of Virginia ; but Davis was chosen for it by the prois not the most advantageous
state, and that by
visional
congress, was inaugurated
Feb. 18, 186l,
their death
they become of two-fold
utility to
and was again choscn prcsideut by popular
vote
others, their punishment
being an example which
in the following
autumn.
Befm'e he was inauprevents others f_'om doingwrong,
and at the same
guratcd the second
time, Feb. 22, 1862, he had
time rids the republic
of dangerous
subjects,
he
gradnally
concentrated
almost all the power of can hardly do otherwise than pronom_cc sentence
the government
in the executive.
Southern
hi_of death upon such culprits.
But except in such
(orians generally
agree in attributing
mo.-t of the
cases he ought
not to employ
th:s remedy."
confederacy's
disasters
to Davis' pervcrselmss,
Quintiliantakcs
the same view of the matter, and
self-sufficiency
and despotic
favoritism,
lie was
adds that if the guilty could be reclaimed,
their
imprisoned
for two years after the war, and th_,n
regeneration
wouhI be more useful to the republic
released on baiL--See
Pollard's
L2:fe of Davis;
than their punishment
by death.
Thus the right
Alfriend's
Life of Davis; Craven's 1JJ*i,_f_nLife of
to punish by death was not questioned,
but only
.Davis; Davis' R/se aT_d Fall of l]_e CoJ(federate
the social utility of the death penalty.
At the
Gover_ment;
Schuckcrs'
L*'fe of C]_aze, 537.
beginning
of the sixteenth
century
we witness a
ALEXANDER JOhNSTOn.
movement
of thc human
conscience
tcndingl.o
restrict the cases in which this penalty should be
DAYTON,
William
I, ewi_,
was born
at
inflicted.
Alphouse deCastro,
forexamplc,
mainBasking
Ridge, N. J., Feb. 17, 1807, and died at
rained at this time Ihat judges could only inflict
Paris, France, Dec. 1, 1864.
lie was graduated
the death penalty in casesin which God himself
at Princeton
in 1825, was admitted
to the bar m
had authorized its infliction.
Jean Bodin tells us
1830, was United States senator 184o_--51, was the
of the public discussion
of the question
" Can
candidate
of the republican
party for vice-presijudges pronounce
sentence
of death except
in
dent in 1856, and minister to France 1861-4.
cases in which the edicts had decreed it'._....
This
A. 3".
question,"
says he, " was discussed
by Lothair
and Azo, the two greatest jurisconsnlts
of their
DEATH PENALTY,
The. The employment
of time, and they chose for arbiter
the emperor
this penalty has been universal.
We find itamong
lien T VII. while he was at Boulogne-In
Grasse,
all peoples and in all ages.
If it appears to have
and they agreed that whichever
of them thc cmbeen more generally inflicted
as nations emerged
peror decided
against
should give the other a
from their condition
of barbarism,
it is because
horse.
Lothair,
who maintained
that the right
barbarians
were accustomed
to take the law into
of capital punishment
belonged
only to the soy.
their own hands.
When governments
undertook
creign, carried off the prize; but nearly all juristo punish all crimes, and thus do away with private
consults held, with Azo, that the judges had the
vengeance,
it seemed natural
that society shouht
same power, saying that Lothair eq,_tm tule_nt,
avenge itself for crime by the death of the crimiseal Azo xq_um.
Grotius only treats of capital
nal; and when this public vindictiveness
sought to
pnnishment
from a religious point of view, and
restrain malefactors
by intimidation,
an endeavor
decides it in the affirmative,
basing his argumenL
was made to inspire horror by means of torture,
on thc laws of Moses and the texts of Holy Writ.
It was not enough that nearly all crimes were
Puffcndorf
accords
@ithout hesitation
the right
punished
by death;
the penalty was agg_ravated
of life and death over his subj, cts to tim soyby the most horrible
torments.
We shudder
toereigu.
_,Iontcsquieu
only touches on the quesday when we read of the wheel, the stake, drawtion, but does not hesitate to declare capital puning and quartering,
andall the frightful
sufferings
ishment to be necessary.
The death penaltyis,
that the fertile imagination
of man has invented,
according to him, "a sort of reU_liation by wh,ch
We shall not enumerate
here the frightful
list of society refuses security to a citizen who has dethese tortures.
And yet may not a useful lesson
prived another of it, or has tried to do so. This
be drawn from it, even at this day, happily so far
penalty is based upon the vel'y nature of things,
removed from.those
ages, by the legislator,
who
upon reason, and upon the sources of go,_(! and
is too much dispose.d, in one way or another, to
evil.
A citizen merits death
when he has so
46
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violated public security
as to take another's
life,
or try to do so.
The death penalty
is the mcdicine of diseased society."-FbJally,
J. J. Rousseau, following
the doctrine of Hobbes, placed it
_lpon still another
basis.
"Every
criminal
who
_Utacks thc rights of society becomes by his deeds
_l rebel and a traitor
to his country;
he ceases to
_be a citizen of it by violating
its laws, and even
_levlcs war against it.
In such a case, the prescr"cation of the state is incompatible
with his own;
.(me or the other must perish,
and in putting the

ever), law necessary to the maintenance
of society,
and consequently,
also, to the penal law."
(Metaphysik der Sitten, §§ 44, 45.) The best answer is,
that we must put aside this fiction of a social contract, upon which the publicists
of the eighteenth
century based their arguments,
and seek the rights
of man, not in a state of nature which has never
existed, but in the social state, which is his natural state.--The
question
has been carried
to a
higher
plane; the right of society" has been contested, not because of a lack of consent
on the

guilt)" one to death, he is so treated
less as a
•cltizcn than as an cnemy.
The proceedings
and tlm
_entence are the proofsand
declaration
that he has
broken the social treaty, and that consequently
hc
,is nolonger a member of the state.
Hence, if he is
Tecognized as such by reason of his stay he should
be removed
by exile, as a violator of the social
•"agr_ment,
or as a public enemy, by death."
Such
was the state of the question when Beccaria wrote,
,_It needed some courage to declare, in the face of
:history,
which
recorded
the infliction
of the
death penalty in all times and among all peoples,
and in the face of the philosophers,
who were
.astounded
at his audacity
and who discountema_eed it, the illegitimatencss
of this penalty, and
.to say that legislators, in adopting
it, wcrc usurp"ing a rxght which did,lot belong to society.
Bcc_aria maintains,
in tlm first place, that no such
right exists, because no member of society couhl
<.onsent to the sacrifice of life wlmn he enters
into the social contract.
Locke
had, however,
_drcady established,
in his treatise
" On Civil
Government,"
that man, even in a state of nature,
may punish
the slightest
violation
of its laws.
..He asks: Can he punish such violation by death?
._.nd he answers that for every misdeed punishment may bc inflicted of a degree of severity suf_]cient to bring repentance
to the criminal,
and to
strike fear into others to such an extent that they
•will have no desire to commit
the same misdeed,
Filangmriafterward
wrote:
"Man,
in his state of
natural independence,
has a right to life, and can
not renounce
this right.
But can he lose it? Can
he be deprived
of it without
renouncing
it?
]_Iave I the right to kill the bad man who attacks
me?
:No one has any doubts on this subject.
If
I have the right to kill him, lie has lost tim right
.to live, for it would
be extraordinary
that two
• ights opposed
to each other should exist at the
_ame time.
Now, in society, it is not one single
individual
who arms himself against another individual,
for the purpose
of punishing
him for
('.rime, but society entire.
Tile depositary
of public power exercises this general right which each
individual
has transferred
to society as a b,Jdy.'"
Kant replies
to this:
" This proof
proves too
much, since for the same reason no one would be
bound to expose his life in defense of his country,
]_'Ioreover it is sophistry and. a poor interpret0tion
_f right, since nobody
is made to suffer punishment because he consented
to it beforehand,
but
because he consented
to commit a crime.
By the
_social contract
.each .one _bmits
beforehand
to

part of its members,
but because man's life, legit.
imate defense
aside, is inviolable
and beyond
all human
power.
The inviolability
of the life
of man, it has been said, is not a self-evident
axiom, but a principle
capable of demonstration.
Nowhere in this world is there a power over existence,
for such belongs Io God, who gave it,
and who alone can take it away.
There is and
can be no power over existence
upon this earth,
except that of the individual
who has received it
(existence).
Thclife
of man is inviolable in principle because the right to exist, which God alone
lms given, is an equal right for all men.
Each
has an equal right to preserve his own life, without pretending
to dispose
of that of others, for
existence is of divine origin.
Such is the prineiple of its inviolability.
But now comes the
deed of a criminal
who seeks the life of a fellowcreature.
In this case the right of legitimate
defense is exercised,
which is only aconsequence
of the inviolability
of the life of man, since such
right exists only ia the case of danger from "tggression.
Now, whether
individuals
or society
be conccrued,
the right to exist changes neither
in its nature,
nor in the legitimate
condition
of
its exercise.
It is not a collective,
but a personal
right, and is the most inviolable
and sacred gift
that nmn has receiw.'d.
It may be objected,
that
liberty is a gift just as Life is, and tlmt if society
be permitted
to take away the one, it would not
be consistent
to contest its right to deprive one of
the other.
The answer is, that the right of selfpreservation,
exercised
by society,
does not justify the death
penalty
when
the danger
has
ceased, but flint it justifies,
on the contrary,
detention,
if the will to do evil has survived
the
crime, and if there be reason to presume,
tensequently,
that this perverse
will, again set free,
shall again begin to work harm.
At "my rate, the
sacrifice of life is illegitimate
if the sacrifice of a
man's liberty
is sufficient
for the defense of society.
And then, finally,
if this life is'given to
man as a probation
and preparation
for another
life, has any one the right to deprive him of a
singlc one of the moments
accorded
him for the
regeneration
of lfis soul, and in which to atone
for his misdeeds
by good ones?
All these reasons
are grave ones.
The conscience
meditating
upon
them grows restless,
and is calmed only by turning to the history
of the human race.
Legislatots of all times and countries
have not hesitated
to inflict the penalty
of death.
:Man's life is in..
violable and sacred!
Does that mean that it is
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so in all cases indiscriminately?
What becomes
then of the right of defense?
And of the right
.of war?
Is it peril which creates
right?
It is
precisely because
it believes
itself menaced,
and
because
the death penally, being a preventive
of
the rcpetilion
of crime and by the fear it inspires,
seems in keeping with the gravity of the attempts
_g,6nst it, that society
intends
to maintain
it.
if _ocial power is bound
to look upon natural
rights as sacred, if it should intervene
only to
guarantee
the exercise of these rights, it is clear
that capital punishment
must take cognizance
of
these same rights, when a person has rendered
himself unworthy
to exercise
them; they can bc
_uspended
or annihilated
so far as his person is
concerned.
Finally,
if man is forbidden
to
shorten the life of his fellow-man,
as some mainlain, for fear of cutting
him off before repentancc, the same rule prevents
us from
firing
npon tlle enemy
and killing the brigand
who
attacks
us.
For if th ,_, right
of self-defense
-mthorizes
us not to take into account
at all
the future
lot of our assailant
in eternity,
_vhy should not social right be endowed
with
dm same
power?--The
most
powerful
argumeat against the death l)cnalty is the examination
into its necessity.
Beccaria
himself,
promptly

_

serve in cases of real necessity, which we all ought
to desire to see suppressed,
and toward the abolition of which duty commands
us to direct our
efforts, by pr(.paring a state of things which shall
render its abolition
compatible
with public and
private
welfarc."--This
opinion, which tends to
the gradual
abolition
of capital punishment,
is
perceptibly
gaining
ground.
It is remarkable
that this great question,
far from fatiguing
the
human mind and of being lost sight of entirely,
like so many other questions
concerning
which
controversy
h_s cooled, remains active and, so to
speak, always on the offensive.
Attacks and dissertations do not cease. The partisans of the abolition of the death penalty multiply.
Legislation
is beginning
to weaken
on the subject;
some
states diminish
more and more the cases of its
infliction;
others go still further
and do not exlend it to women,
minors and old men; a few
even advocate
its entire suppression.--There
is
one point in this matter
settled for all time,
namely, its suppression
in the case of political
offenses.
This isn,,tthe
proper
place to define
political
offenses; we ehall only say tha). _lnder
Ihis name are im:luded, in gener.fi, crimes which
are directed against the variable it_stitutions
of
every nation.
Guizot has demonstrated,
in an

_bando_fing
his first thesis, maintained
(and it is eloquent
book (De l_i, peine de _wrt e_ mati_re
the principal basis of his opinion) that tim death
politique) that this penalty has lost its efficacy in
penalty had ceased to bc necessary.
And he even
the case of political crimes, because it no longer,
makes this remarkable
conce_ion,
that this penas of old, has the effect of crushing a par)y in the
alty seems to him to be necessary whenever
there
person of ils chief, and because no le._der of our
is no other way of deterring
from crime: O_laT_do days is upon so lofty an eminence as to dn_g with
fe_o il _ero e unicofreno
per distogliere gli a_l,ri dal
him in his fall all the members of the same par_om_,tettere delitti, (when the true and only means
ty; because capital punishment
to-day, in politiof deterring
others from the commission
of crime
cal affairs, appeals only to the passions "rod to
is gone).
Thus he does not radically
uphold its
ideas, and punishment
has never modified
ideas
abolition;
he maintains
tlmt it is nearly always
nor disarmed
the. p_ssions; and finally, because
inefficacious,
impotent
and useless.
It has since
the public conscience relmdiates
the infliction
of
been said, following
out his idea: "We do not
this penalty for acts purely political, and that a
think that society _te_er held the power of life and
penalty which has not the sanction
of public
death over nmn, we simply believe that it ha._ opinion is more dangerous than useful.
Wcmay
such a l ightno longcr.
Society, being necessary,
add that acts of this nature, supposing
more of
has, we think, all the rights necessary to its existaudacity
than perversity,
more restle._sness
of
ence; andifattheconunencementofit_existcace,
mind than corruption
of heart, more of fanati.
m the imperfection
of its primitive
organization,
cism ilmn of vice, imprisonment
for life, it would
in its scarcity of repressivv means, it looked upon
seem, ough_ to be sufficie_t
for the end society
the right to smite the guilty as its supreme
right,
has in view, namely,
the ,_ssuring of its own seits only means of self-preservation,
it could smite
entity.
Changing
circumstances,
cooling
paswithout
committing
crime, and inflict death in
sions, dissolving
factions,
everything
tends to
all conscience.
Is it the same to-day?
And in
diminish the importance
of a sentenced
political
the actual condition of a society armed nvith suffioffender,
and to rendcr
his cxislence
a very
cleat force to substitute
moral punishment,
corslight d:mger.
Would not society h_ve to rereetive punishment
for murderous
punishment,
proaeh i|self subseqm.ntly
with blood uselessly
can such a society remain
a homicide?"
Thus
spilt?
Need we go very far back in French anformulated,
the question
becomes
one of fact.
nals to lind examples
of these fat'fl executions,
We have only to examine whether soci¢ty, in the
and of the lasting remorse which followed them?
actual state of civilization,
with its material and
--One of the gl,ries of the revolution of 1830 is,
moral forces, is surrounded
with enough guaranthat it dechred
_ a principlc the abolition of tlm
tees to enable it to do without
this supreme pendeath penalty
in the case of politic'fl
offenses.
atty.
_I. :Rossi consequently
resumes the contro.
Capital
punishment
has not been inflicted
in
• versy as follows:
"The death penalty is a means
France since lhat time for purely political reaof justice nvhieh is extreme,
dangerous,
which ] sons.
In trt_lh, however,
ought to be emplo3,ed only with the greatest
re- :rcsp¢ctcd,
was not a law.

this principle, althougll
I_ was the work of the
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revolution of Feb. 24. The French constitution
of Nov. 4, 1848, declares, in article 5, that "The
death penalty is abolished in matters political."
And the law of June 8, 1850, a consequence of
this abolition, says, "In all cases in which the
death penalty is abolished by article 5 of the constitution, it is replaced by exile to a fortified
place, designated by law, outside of the continental territory of the republic."
Wc are only
speaking now of crimes essentially political, and
which have no connection with ordinary crimes,
Complex crimes, which are both a political and
a common law crime, should be visited with the
ordinary punishments.
It would not do to admit
tbat attempts against individuals should bc punished less severely because undertaken with a
political end, for this would be acknowledging
that such an cad is, in itself, amitigatingcircumstance in the case of all crimes.--There remains
one observation on all cases in which a person is
sentenced to capital punishment, namely, that
this penalty is replaced by hard labor for life, or
lal)or ff_r a term of )'cars, if the ju_' decides that
there are mitigating
circumstances.
We are
here, of course, speaking of France.
The person
charged with the drawing up of the law of April
28, 1832, who introduced this clause in article
463 of the French penal code, said that "The
interests of this sacred cause (abolition of capital
punishment) which the ill success of a hazardous
experiment might compromise; the interests of
society, which can not be deprived of its most
salutary protection without assuring to it some
other not less energetic, if less sanguinary; the
state of the country and of public opiniou, concerning which the legislatures render a unanimous testimony; everything forces us to the conclusion that a gradual abolition only is re'_sonah]e
and possible, and we believe that we have advanced far enough upon this way by the admission of mitigating circumstances."
Thus thelaw
abdicates its power, the legislator declares himself incompetent to solve this great social problem. It is therefore to the jury in criminal cases
that we must leave this tremendous political and
philosophical question.
Itas not this solution
some drawbacks?
Will the mighty t)ower which
the legislator abandons always fall into good
hands? Are juries on a sufficiently high plane
to judge of general questions, which arc pregnant with interest to the future of society? Can
they lose sight of the facts of the case, to judge
of the utility and effects of punishment?
Is it
proper that it should be left to them to choose
between light and heavy, humane and barbarous penalties? Does equality exist when this
choice is made by prejudiced minds, influenced
by different opinions, by notions more or less
exact, and finally by political passion? Is it not
a result of all this that the infliction of the death
penalty in cases in which the facts are the same,
has no longer any fixed rule? Besides, it depends upon the jury to practically abolish it,
where they are the judges when it shall be in-

DEBT.
flicted ; and in these few words may be summe,,_
up the solution of this great question.
FAVs_I_q H_q.L_E.
DEBT, Imprisonment
for, the right granted
to a creditor to have his debtor arrested and imprisoned in order to force him to pay his debt.
In another sense it is the mere act of ,_rrest and
imprisonment for debt.--Itis frequentlysupposcd
that the custom of imprisoning men for debt is
very ancient. It is traced back, at the very least,
to the law of the twelve tables which granted to
the creditor an absolute right over the person
and the property of his debtor.
But the entirely
different character of these two things, apparently
similar, has not been sufficiently recognized.
What the Roman law and the laws of tlw ranjority of nations of autiquity granted I_ the.
creditor was, a positive right against the l_t,rsoL_
of the debtor; while modern law never accord('([
him more than a means of constraint, suppo._ed
necessa_T in certain cases to insure to him the
recovery of what was due him.--Wh(.n
sl._v(ry
existed, man was considered in some respects .'t_
a thing, a transmissible value; for in becoming
a slave he was liable to be bought and sold.
Consequently the person of a debtor might be
considered as forming a part of his 1)roperly,
against which the creditor might assert certain
rights. It is acting on this principle, that, _ hen
the goods of a man were not sufficient to pny his
debts, his person was delivered to his creditor.
And this was a _eal taking of possession b_ Ihe
creditor, granted him for the payment of the
debt due him; so much so that he was not only
empowered to seize his debtor but also to sell
him. Roman legislation on this subject wa_
modified several times, now in a severer and now
in _t more lenient way; but it always remained,
as far as we can see, faithful to the same principle. It is also in this sense, we think, that the
laws on imprisonment for debt which were in
force in France during the first centuries of the
French monarchy nmst be interpreted.--Still,
nothing similar can have existed in Europe since
the abolition of slavery. At the present time the
creditor has no right cxcept against the goods of
his debtor; he has no right against his person.
When, in certain cases, the creditor is authorized
to have his debtor arrested, the objec'_ is merely
to force the debtor to employ all the means
possible to discharge the debt he owes. Probably imprisonment for debt as practiced in cerlain countries in our days, is connected by tradi.
lion with the custom of antiquity we have just
mentioned, and it may be a sort of imitation of
it; but it is none the less true that it essentially
differs from the ancient law, both in its nature
and in its object.--The
question is often asked
whether imprisonment for debt, such as is practiced in modern times, is a good and useful
measure; whether it be confolTnable to sound
morals, and whether the true interests of society
demand it; in a word, whether it should be
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vontinued.
Opinion
on this question
has been
ai,ld still is divided.
It is contended,
on the one
trend, in favor of imprisonment
for debt, that not
1he interest
of creditors
only, lint the interest of
_.nmmercc
in general,
demands it, so that credit
a:uly be strengthened
by granting
creditors
every
.possil)le means of having
the debts due them
i_aid. On the other hand, the rights of humanity
.,.re appealed to, as well as the interest of public
t rurality, which do not allow that a man should
1..carrested and imprisoned
at the good pleasure
(_f another
man, nor that
the liber|y
of the
former should be sacrificed
to the l)ecuniary
interasts of the latter -- Unfortunately,
political
(,conomy
does not furnish
any principle
from
which the absolute
solution
of the question can
be dr'lwn, which is more a question
of morals
and of fact than ()f political
economy
Political
,economy says merely that it is of importance
to
society that the payment
of debts be guaranteed
;
that tiffs concerns
lenders less th:m tlorrowcrs,
who would
soon find all doors closed against
them the moment
lenders could n(i longer rely
upon being paid.
But shouhl care for this go so
far as to sacrifice men's liberty?
And, on the
,other hand, is imprisonment
for debt really as
good a means to gua,'antee the payment
of debts
as is supposed?
These are questions which politteal economy does not soh'e.--On
this latter point
many facts have been alleged, and many contradicIory arguments
have been produced,
without satisfactory results.
It has been argued, on the one
hand, that the mere threat of imprisonment
for
debt has often resulted in the debtor's discharging
a debt, who without-this
threat would never have
paid it; and tiffs seems to be unquestionable,
But it has been objected,
and not without reason,
_hat imprisonment
for debt has often enabled the
hardest creditor
to obtain
paymenl,
to the detrimerit of all other creditors,
because tile imprisonment to which he had recourse
compelled
his
debtor to employ his last resources to satisfy him,
while it thus made it impossible
for him to dis_charge his debts to others.
Another
and appar_ntly still more forcible objcctionhas
been raised ;
it is that imprisonment
for debt is. in fact, very
rarely resorted
to ia really commercial
matters,
When a merchant,
it is said, can no longer meet
his engagemcnls,
he is decl:_red a bankrupt,
and
he makes an assigmncnt.
In such a case, if hc
h'ls been detectedin
fraud cr bad faith, in France,
ft)r illstance,
lie is not subjected
to imprisonment
f_w debt, but he is punished
according
to the
bankrupt
penal code.
If, on the contrary,
the
bankrul)tey
is only the result of unfortunate
operations,
an arrangement
is made which frees the
debtor, or which gives him time to discharge
his
debts.
In all cases lie escapes imprisonment
for
debt.
It is therefore
only against
non-commereial people that the mode of coercion should be
_mployed.
This would
answer very imlierfcctly to the object
the law has ia view, viz., to
render commercial
relations
more s'ffe, at_d to
favor the development
of credit.--In
France, for
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instance, the question which occupies us hasbeen
solved in different
ways, according to the times:
but never, as it seems to us, with a perfect maturity of investigation.
The convention
had abolished imprisonment
for debt by a decree of March
9, 1793; but it was re-introduced
in the year V.,
by a resolution of the council of the fivehundred,
and confirmed soon after by the c,msei2 des nucleus.
It was again abolished, in 1848, under the provistonal g_wernment;
but re established
once more
in the course of the same )'ear, by the constituent
assembly.
Those who point to these contradictory solutions do not fail to say, when in favor
of imprisonment
for debt, that experience
at once
showed the evil effects of tlm abolition of imprisomuent
for debt.
The fact is, that experience
had been consulted neither in the case of its abolition nor ill that of its restoration,
in both eases
cntlmsiasm
and passion had operated as incentives
to action, rather titan solid motives.--In
our opiuion the question of the legitimacy or the utility of
imprisomnent
for debt is still an open one.
Perhaps it will never be solved in a proper manner
until a serious inquiry shall have proved exactly
how this means has ordinarily
been employed,
and wlmt have l)eeu its effects.
The facts which
have been gathered up to the present are not in
favor of the measure.
It results, in fact, from a
statistical
investigation
in the city of Paris undertaken during the administration
of _I. de Chabrol,
that, from 1817 to 1827, almost 'dl the individuals
detaiz_ed for debt in tile prison of Sainte-P61agie,
were not merchants,
aml, moreover,
that the
greater portion of them had been incarcerated
for
very small amounts.
Parliamentary
documents
show a similar state of facts for the city of London.
It always
remains to be discovered,
it is
true, whether,
even with regard to non-commercial persons,
the prese,'vatiou
of imprisonment
for debt is at "dl useful; but it will be admitted,
at least, that tile question is o,m deserving
of a
serious examination.
CUanX,ES COQUELIIg.
DEBTS,
National,
Stale
and Local.
The
history ()f the national debt of the United States
may be fairly divided into five periods, the first
of these extending
from Sept. 5, 1774, to blarch
4, 1789.
Byvarious
rcsolutio,lsof
the continental
congress
from June 22, 1775, to Nov. 29, 1779,
inclusive,
the several
issues of pal)t'r money
amounted,
in the aggregate,
to $241,552,780.
In
addition to a subsidy of $1,815,000, given to the
colonies by the king of France, three loans were
made
from
the same
source,
amounting
to
$6,352,500,
inclusive
of $181,500 secured
from
the French farmers-general
to be paid for in tobacco.
In addition to a snbsi(ly of $181,500 from
the king of Sp'tin, small lo'mswcre obt'fined from
private bankers, amountingto$174,017.13.
Four
loans were made in Holland
through
the agency
of John Adams, amounting
to $3,600,000.
Ineluded in this period should be tile certificates of
indebtedness
given to the French
officers who
served in the American army.
These certificates,
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amounting
at 6 per

to
cent.

$186,988.78,
from
Jan.

were
to bear
1, 1784.--The

interest
second

period
extends
from :March,
1789, to Jan.
1, 1812.
During
this
period
the whole
amount
of loans
made
by the government
amounted,
in the aggregate,
to $109,450,183.71,
divided
as follows:
From Holland .............................
$ 9,400,000.09
Temporary
loans from bank of the United
States .....................................
9,700,000.00
Temporary
inane from bank of l_lew York
and bank of North America ...............
9'_,204.37
Stock loans, bearing 6 per cent. interest .....
14,791,7(}0.00
Revolutionary
debt, refunded at 6 per cent._
Revolutionary
debt, refunded at 6 per cent.
Interest from Jan. 1. 1800 ..................
l_evolutionary
debt, being interest
due, refunded by the issue of 3 per cents ........
The balance due on the French debt, paid off
by issuing 4½ per cent. stock ..............
The balance due on the French debt, paid off
by issuing 5½ per cent. stock ..............
Old 6 per cent. stock, refunded in 1807.......
Old 3 per cent. stock, refimded at 6 to 5 per
cent. in 1807 and

6 per cents issued

--From
sidered

January,
the third

amount
divided

of loans
as follows:

30,088,397.75
14,649,328.76
19,718,751.01
176_600.00
1_848,900.(_)
6,294,051.12

in lieu

1_85%850.70

1812, to Jan. 1.1837,
may be conperiod,
during
which
the whole
amounted

to

$153,565,315.70,

Treasury
notes issued .......................
$36,680,794.00
4½ per cent stocks ..........................
10.000,000.00
5 per cent. stocks ............................
1'2,735,'295.43
6 per cent. stocks, including temporary loans
daring the existence of the war ............
71,761,173.55
7 per cent. stock issued ......................
9,070,;_.00
blisslssippi
stock, bearingnolnterest,
issued
in settlement
of the Yazoo frauds .........
4,9.82,151.12
Old 6 per csuL stocks, refunded
in 181'2.....
2_984,746.72
V,rar loans of 181_-14, refunded
into 5 per
cent. stock ................................
War loans of 181°-14, refunded
cent. stock ................................
--In
3Iarch
tinted

the fotnth
1, 1861,
amounted

56,701.77
into

4_ per
5,994,064.11

period,
from
Jan.
1, :[837,
to
the whole
amount
of loans negoto $232,024,592.63,
embracing:

Treasm y notes bearing interest .............
5 pcr cent. interest stock loaos ..............
6 per cent. interest stock loans ..............

$110,833,700.00
45,00'2,782.15
76,198,110.48

--The
fifth
period
began
with
the outbreak
of
the war and continues
to the present
time, though
for
convenience
I have
placed
the date
from
March
1, 1861,
to June
30, 1880.
During
this
period

the

following

loans

were

contracted:

6 per cent. bonds .........................
4 percent, bonds .........................
3per sect. bond_ .........................
4½ per cent bonds .......................
per cent. bonds .........................
Interest
bearit_g notes ....................
]so interest ...............................
7 3-10interest-bearing

coupon

$10,144,589,408.69
--To

briefly

following

summarize
table

has

been

First
Secondperiod
period..............................
...........................
Third period .............................
Fourth period ............................
:Fifth period .............................

the

ground

covered,

the

prepared:
$

;[0,313,505.91
109,450,183.71
1,53,565,315.70
232,0'24,592.63
10,144,589,408.69

$10,_9,9t3,0_6._4

of the-national
closeof
the fifth

debt,
period,

from
are

the
full

of historic
interest.
Its tremendous
rise during
the war
until
Aug.
81, 1865, when
the principal
reached
its highest
point
($2,844,649,626),
and
then
the steady
decrease
until,
to-day,
it is less
than $2,000,000,000,
and the gigantic
transactions
by which
this was accomplished,
form
a rich fiehl
of study
alike
for the exact
statistician,
the finantier

and

the

political

econo.mist.

The

following

carefully prepared table shows the fluctuation
the debt from 1791 to the present day:

of

PUELIC DEBT OF THE UNIT]_D SThT]_S_
1791 TO 1881.
[Outstanding Principal.]
1791 .............
$ 75,4ff_.476 182,7...........
$
,'_.?,6,957
179"2.............
72,227,_.4
1838 ...........
3,308,124
1793.............
80,362,6_4
1839 ...........
10_434,_1
1794 .............
'_8,427,4(.4 1840 ...........
3,573,343
1795 .............
80,747,_7
1841 ...........
5,_,250,875
179ei.............
83,762,1_2
1842 ...........
13,594,480
1797 .............
82,06_.4",9 1843 (Jan. 1)...
20,601,225
1798 .............
79,2"28,5'_9 :[843 (July 1)...
3'2,749,9.22
1799 .............
'16,408,669 1S44 ...........
_._,461,6.52
lSOO.............
8_,976,_. 4 1845 ...........
15.9_.a0:_
1801 .............
83,0a8,(_:0 1846 ...........
15,:)50,_e
1802 .............
80,712,_¢2
1847 .........
as,_'2u,_.,a4
1803 .............
77,054,6_6 1848 ...........
47,044,862"
lS04 .............
86,427,1_0
1849 ...........
63,061,858
18o5 .............
s¢,3r2,1,,0
18r,o ...........
6a,4_,7_
1806 .............
'/5,_'23,2;0
1851 ...........
68,304,7961807 .............
69,218,398
1852 ...........
66,199,341
1808 .............
65,196,317
1853 ...........
59,803.117
1809.............
57.(]_3,19"2 1854 ...........
4_.242.2:_2
1810 .............
53,173,217
18.55...........
35,586.956
1811o
.
............
41_,005,587
1856
...........
31,9_2,537
181..............
45,209,737 1857 ...........
28,699,831
1813.............
55,9o2.8o_ * 1"b58...........
44,911,881
1811.............
81,487,846
1859 ...........
58,495.8_7
1815.............
99.833.6_)
1860 ...........
64,832,9.87
1816.............
127,334,!_3
18{i1...........
90,580.87._
1817.............
1'23,491,9_5 1862
524.176,41'2
1818.............
16_,466,633
1863 ...........
...........
1,119,7_2,138
lt_19.............
95,529,t,48 1864 ...........
1,815,784,370
1820.............
91,915,566 1865 ...........
2,6_0,647,869
1821.............
89,987,427 1866 ...........
2.773,'236,17318._2.............
93,546,676 1867 ...........
_,h78,1"26,10_
]_z] .............
93,875,877 1858 ...........
'2,611,682',u51
189.A
.............
90,269,777
1869
...........
2,588,452,21:_
18_5.............
83jss,43-2
1870 ...........
_,48o,67'2,_
ts_6 .............
81,(m.0_
1871 ...........
.%:t53,')11,3a_
1_..'_/
.............
73 987,3.5_' 187_ ...........
2,.._53,251,328
1828 .............
67,475,043 1873 ...........
2,.234,482,_93
18'29.............
58,421,413 1874 ...........
2,251,690,468
1830 .............
48,565,406 1875 ..........
2,_]_,2_,331
1831.............
89,1"23.1_1 1876 ...........
2,180,3.q5,067
18_ .............
24,322,235 1877 ...........
2,205,301,39'2
1833.............
7,001,698
2,256,_05,89"2
1834.............
4,'/60,082 1878
1879 ...........
...........
2,349,_7,482
18']5 .............
37,738 1880 ..........
2.120,415,370
18_ .............
37,513 1881(July1)_..
2,053,353,961
--The

$2,4_,919,_1.65
1,455,_66,370.07
99,155,650.00
9,50,000,000.00
714,112,450.00
552,972,640.00
3,6T3,068,906.97
$9,174,494,658.69
970,094,750.00

notes ......

--The
fluctuations
first period
to the

interest-bearing

debt

llas

decreased

$2,881,5'30,294,
in 1865, to $1,621,111,005,
annual
interestchargefrom$150,977,697,
to $69,461,244,
at the
present
time.

from
and

the

in 1865,
Here

we

have au annual
rate
of decrease
of $51,000.000
But this, as Mr. It. C. Adamshas
recently
l)ointcd
Out, does
not adequately
represent
the
rapidity
with
which
this portion
of the debt
was c.xtiw
guished,
while
it alone
received
the attention
of
congress.

Prcviousto

July,

1876,

the annual

meats
amounted
to $61,000,000.--The
and 1878 were devoted
to preparation
sumption
of specie
payments,
which
fully

accomplished

accurate
practical
tion of
reserve,

to say
payment
the debt
it has

in 1879.

pay

years
1877
for the rewas succeSS-

It wouldnot

be quite

that
resumption
had
effectc(1
a
of the non-interest-bearing
peralthough,
maiutaiucd
as it is by
provided

for

this

debt

and

takes

it
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out of the domain of changing politics.--Itmust
also be borne in mind that the vohlme of United
States notes outstanding
has, since our national
debt reached
its highest,
been reduced
about
$82,000,000,
and $26,000,000
of fractional
currcncy have been withdrawn
froul circulatiotl._In
1865 the per capita debt of the United States-the total
$78.25.

debt less cash in the treasury--was
The rapid
increase
of the population

and the reduction
of the debt decreased
the per
capita to $37.74 in 1880.
Great as this reduction
has been, it can hardly be said it has been accomplished
by excessive taxation.--Ow,'nnsHn,.
In
1803 the national debt w'ts about $70,000,000, and
an inquiry into the ownership
of the stocks, according
to Seybert's
Statistical
Ann,ds
of the
United
States,
shows that it was distributed
atnong 14,236 owners--an
avera-e_ per capita of
less than $5,000, or half the present per capita.
The inquiry which I ha_'e recently completed
for
the census office shows
that $825,917,150
registoted bonds were owned by 80,802 individuals
and
STATES.
:New
York ........................
]tla_achusatts
....................
Pennsylvania .....................
Ohio ..............................
District of Colombia ............
('aiifornfa ........................
Illinois ...........................
Comiceticn t ......................
:New Jersey .......................
Maryland .........................
Rhode Island .....................
New Hampshire ................
Indiana ..........................
blame ............................
Mi-_ourl ........................
Vermout .........................
LouiMana ........................

Amount
$210o64,250
45,1._,759
40,o`23,050
16,_45,050
1"2,419,050
11,601,100
9,11!},950
8,894,400
8d04,150
6,989,6(}0
4,717.100
4,658 1,50
3,tk'_0,800
B,c.D:_8,
500
3,7_L600
:'kb.qb,150
2, ff)8,()09

Michigan .........................
Tennessee
........................

1,_.tll,2D0
'2,341,2ff3

Kentucky .........................
Colorado
Yit ginia ..........................

1,770,1_R)
I 897.550
1,749,750

Number.
_
1
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corporations,
an average per capita of about
$10,221.
The debt in 1803 was distributed
as
follows:
- Number.
'
-Treasury U. S.......................
_25,3.q9,86:?, '2,152
New Hampshire ....................
50J_658
1;I
blassachusetts ....................
11.537,080
4.lt.J!_
Rhode I_.laud.......................
827,375
471
connecticut ........................
],6!r2,05!
7ltr
._ew York .........................
11,7.32,1:_o
'2¢204
New Jersey .....................
442,7_.}
21'2
Pennsylvania ...........
:.'...
"" 1'2,87)k71_
2,74fi,
Delaware ...................
:':_'_':_
17:_,439
46
Maryland ...........................
1,023,217
157
¥irginia ...........................
96_._,173
376
Norlh Carnlina .........
."...........
1'24,818
43.
South Carohua .....................
2,767,20"i
727
Georgia ............................
110,3:24
ON WHATBOOKS.

Total ...........................

Amount.

_70,154774

1_,ff.¢6

--Seventy-seven
years later I find the 4, Q and
per cent. registered bonds distributed
as follows
in the several states:
STATES.
Wi:consin
........................
Iowa .............................
Kansas ..........................
h|i:sissipp] ......................
Delaware ........................
The Territories ...................
South Carohna ...................
_,Veb
t Vilginia ...................
]North Carolina ...................
Texas ............................
Alabama .........................
blinnesota ........................
Arkansas .........................
Florida ..........................
:Nebraska......................
Nevada ...........................
Georgia ..........................
Banks,
Insurance and Trust CornOregon ...........................
],antes ..........................
Total ....................

Amount.
$ 1,:_q.400
1,2_5.450
l, 188,800

1,0148tD
l,tD_.lb0
837,:,50
76tl200
6b1.50_)
t);_.q,000
5_L450
474,100
42t1,'250
312A00
25:L850
`248.750
211.tl00[
181,4/)0J

Number.
342
28_?,
3°6
157
100
lll
137
194
1.1°
13L.l
121_
_._,
78 '
64
55
18
5.q

1"26,300[

14

- '2"27,451,550
/•
$544,990,400
]

1,52T
73,114

Seventy-seven
years has not changed the position
of :blass'mhusetts.
Iu 1803 that state had more

tion of national banks.
It is probable that whilo
36 per cent. of the holders reside in the New

bondholders
than any other state.
To-day it has
23T_ of all the bondholders
in theUnited
States,
while :NewYork
has but 20_b_0-. But :New York
bas 82-i_ of the aggregate
amount
heht, while
},Iass_mhusetts can not boast of quite 7 per cent.-In 1803 Pennsylvania
held a larger amount
of
bonds than either New York or Massachusetts,
but it was then, as New York is now, second to
tile great :New England
state in the number of
its bondholders.
At tim beginuing
of the cellfury South Carolina ranked fourth as a bondhold-

]_!nghmd states, not more than 11 per cent. of the
aggregate
anaount of bonds can be credited
to
:Kew England.
On tim otherhand,
over 42 per
cent. of the holders have their residence
in tile
middle states, and upward of 43 per cent. of the
aggregate
anmunt of I)onds is held in that section.
Over 3½ per cent. of the holders reside in
the southern
states, and about 2 pet' cent. of the
bonds are owned there.
Ill tim western states are
15"per cent. of the holders, and nearly 8_ per cent.
of tim bonds.
The banks, insurance
companies,

ing state; to-day
it is twenty-ninth,
and owns
$2,000,000 less bonds than it did nearly 80 years
ago--It
isnot at all probablethat
over $'?20.000,000
of our national
debt is now held abroad;
this
_'ould ]eave about $1,400,000,000
of tim registered and coupon
interest-bearing
debt distributed throughout
the country
among
individual
holders and corporations,
and deposited
with the
comptroller
of tile currency
to secure the circula-

anti other corporations,
rcpresentin._
in number
only 2 per cent., own about 35 per cent. of the
bonds.
Mass:lchusetts,
with only 3_ per cent. of
the total population
of the country, has 23 per
cent. of the total number
of bondholders;
while
:New York, with over 10 per cent. of the total
pol)ubllion , ha_ 20 per cent. of tile bondlmklers.
Ohio has over 6 per cent. of the lotal population,
and 5½ per cent. of tim bondholders.
Illinoia
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and New Hampshire
each has over 4 per cent. of
the bondholders,
while the former state has over 6
per cent. of the total population of the country,

confidence
of foreigners
Most of this enol_ous
was contracted
for the

and the latter has only T¢_of 1 per cent. Oregon
has the least number of holders (14), and Massachusctts the highest (16,855).-STATE DEBTS.
One of the first questions
agitated
in the first
congress was that of the assumption
of the state
debts.
As early as 1790 a senate committee
reported that it would be greatly conducive
"to an
orderly, economical
and effectual arrangement
of
the public finance,"
sllould an equal distribution
be made of the burdens
of the several
states
among the citizens of the United States.
Such a
course, it was said, would not only promote more
general justicc to the different
classes of public
creditors,
but would
also serve to give stability
topublic
credit.
The justice of this assumption
was also strongly urged, on the ground
that tlm
debts were essentially
contracted
in the prosecution of the revolutionary
war, and that it was
just that such a provision
shouhl be made.
The
following
statement
shows the amount authorized
to be assumed in the redemption
of the debt of
each state and the amount
actually assumcd
by
the federal government:

expense of important works of public improvements.
"New communications,"
said one writer,
whencommentingonthefinancialembarrassraents
of 1840, "have
been opened by railroads
and
canals
between
different
parts of the country,
generally at points where they wcre rcallywanted,
and will be of important
service.
In some few
cases the rage for speculation
and facility
for
obtaining
loans which characterized
the period
when the debts were contracted
may have given
rise to projects
not precisely
of this character.
But the worst that can be said of them is, that
they arc premature."
But at that time the population an.'i business of the countl T were rapidly
growing
up to these improvements,
and as subsequent
events have shown, many of the enterprises which at that period of our history seemed
to bid fair to I)ankrupt
the states that had prorooted them, now are profitable investments.
The
most embarrassed
states at this time were Pennsylvania, MaiTland, Mississippi,
_Iichigan, Louisiana, Indiana and Illinois.
Some had defaulted
in
interest, some refused
to pay the principal,
and
some could not pay either the one or the other.--

STATES.
New Bampshlre ................
Massach,_setts
.................
Rhode Island ...................
Connecticut ....................
llew York ......................
New Jersey .....................
Pennsylvania ..................
Delawale .......................
Maryland .......................
VirJ,inia and Kentucky .........
North C,rolina .................
Sou:h Carolina .................
Georgia .........................
Total .......................

Amount
Au.ho_lzed.

in American
securities.
aggregate of state debts
purpose of covering the

Amount
A_um_d.

assuming
the states' debts contracted
during
the
Early in 1840 the question
of the United States
period described,
was agitatcd in congress.
The
$ S00.000 $ '.'S.°,.'.9551 first figures that bear evidence of authenticity
as
4,¢_0,000
05 showing
the amount
and the purposes for which
2JO,000 _,981,7"33
_D_000.00
1,{100,000 1,{R_,00000 the state debts had been contracted,
appear in the
1,'200.000 1,18-_716._9 speech of senator Benton, made before the senate
l_0,0t)0
695.202 70
2,_0,,,0_
777,98.3.48 in January,
1840, and which he borrowed from Mr.
"200,001
5%161.65 Flagg, the comptroller
of the state of New York.
800,000
517,491.08
3,500,0,0
2_[J_44_ 00 From these tables it seems that $170,000,000
of
I 2,4i)d.t00
L793.803_] debt had actually been contractcd
or authorized
4,000,000 3,.qgq,65173
3',)0,_00
:246,(_10
73 by the 18 states previous to 1840, without
counting the $28,101,644.91
received
from the surplus
'_,5_0
$!8.271,786 47 revenue funds of the federal government.
Taking
into the calculation
the amount probably incurred

This was the beginning
of state debts in the
United States.--The
states seem to have incurred
no liabilities
to speak of, if we except some loans
to assist the federal government
in the war of
]812, until 1820, between which latter period and
1825 the indebtedness
increased,
until, at the
close of 1825, it reached
$12,790,728.
The ncxt
five years $13,679,689
more stock was issued,
and from 1830 to 1835 $40,012,769
additional
and so r.lpidly had the debt-creating
nmnia dcveloped; that in the three years following
1885 no
less than $t07,823,808
of state stock uas issued,
and in 1838 the debts of the several states had

in the period bctween
the report of Mr. Flagg
and the report of senator Benton, together with
the Florida
debt of $5,000,000,
(and making
allowance
for possible
omissions
from
Mr.
Flagg's
tables), the whole debt was estimated
at
more than $200,000,000.
Thc aggregateos
ascer.
taincd by Mr. Flagg($170,806,17_,wasdistributcd
about the states of Maine, Massachusetts,
New
York,
Pennsylvania,
Maryland,
Virginia,
South
Carolina,
Alabama,
Louisiana,
Tennessee,
Kenlucky, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri,
Missis.
sippi, Arkansas
and :Michigan.
:Eight of the
states of the Union at that time, viz, :New Hamp-

reached $174,306.994.
By 1840 the indebtedness
of these states had reached
$200,000,000.
The
two principal
causes wifich led to the contracting
of the debt were undoubtedly
'm improved
credit
abroad and an ardent desire at home to push iraprovemcnts
cven beyond
the wants of population.--In
1834 the last installment
of the national
debt w,,s paid.
This fact had a tcndcncyto
raise
the spirits of the people at home and increase the

shire, Vermont,
RhodcIsland,
Connecticut,
_*cw
Jersey,
Delaware,
North Carolina
and Georgia,
enjoyed
the distinction
of not finding
thei"
namcs on the list,
Maine and Missouri were only
nominally
in debt, the former
having
created
but $500,000
of debt.--Of
this $170,000,000,
$52,640,000,
or about
31 per cent.,
had been
incurred
in aiding state banks;
$60,201,551,
or
about35 percent.,
inbuildingcanals;
$42,871,084,
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orabout 25 per cent.,forrailroadaid; $6,618,958, the committee,setup by thosewho were opposed
or about 4 per cent.,for turnpikes and mac- to the proposition,was, that the plan eontemadamized roads; and for miscellaneousobjects, platedtheassumption of thedebts ofthe indebted
$8,474,684.
Thus it will be seen that nearly
states, without
extending
any benefit to the non$103,000,000,
or about 60 per cent., of this entire
indebted states, and that the latter would be reamount,
was expended
for
improvement
of sponsible for the debts of the fornler;
that if the
the system of internal
transportation.--On
July
states were intrusted
with the stock or bonds of
9, 1842, Mr. William Cost Johnson.
of Maryland,
the general government,
tbey might apply them
nlade his first move in congress, with a view of to other uses than the payment
of their debts;
llaving the national government
assume the state
that if the states were relieved from their present
debts.
In his resolution
he set forth the fact
difficulties
and embarrassments,
they would, in
that the states not foreseeing
the embarrassments
all probability,
get heavily into debt again; and
which now beset them, had,with
a laudable desire
finally,
that, although
the states might
be reto advance
their interests,
to develop
their re- lieved, the issue of the amount of stock proposed
sources, and by multiplying
the means and facilwould greatly embarrass
the general government.
ties of intercommunication,
to bring into active
To meet these objections
a plan of distributing
operation
and wdue
much of their otherwise
the stock equally among all states was adopted,
dormant
wealth,
had involved
their credit and
and other amendments
made, but the project fell
incurred
heavy debts in the prosecution
of works
through.--Ever
since 1830 efforts had been pertwhich are calculated
to sti'engthcn
the bonds of odically made to distribute
the land revenue, or
union,
multiply
the avenues of commerce,
and
surplus revenue, or to induce the government
to
augment
the defenses
from foreign
aggression,
assume the stocks of indebted states.
The public
That these debts, contracted
in times of prosper,
appetite for this sort of thing was undoubtedly
ity, when capital was more plenty, and confidence
stimulated
by the distribution
among the several
more stable, have now become onerous upon the
states, of what was termed
the surl)lus revenue
people,
and provisions
for the annual
interest,
fund.
The fund originally
proposed
to be disand final payment
of the principal,
would uut,'ibuted among the states was $36,000,000, and
doubtcdly
lead to a system of taxathm
which
$28,101,6'44.91 was distributed
in three quarterly
would still further
dcl)rcciate
the value of propinstallments
amoug the various states, the first
erty, and become
an unbearable
burden
to the
amount
transferred
being under date of Febtaxpayer.
The resolutions
admitted
that many
ruary, 1837, the second amount in April, and the
of the obligations
were improvident,
but tlmt they
third amount
in July of the =ame year.
The
were not tile less binding,
and the idea of legal
fourth "rod last installment,
however,
was not
and honorable
debts being repudiated,
must be paid.
A series of disasters, culminating
in the
repugnant
to an honest people; and that any in- panic of 1837, so disordered
the finances of the
convenience
ought to be endured rather than that
general government,
before the distribution
had
a nation's
or a state's honor should be tarnished,
been completed,
tllat after the first three payThe matter was brought
up several times, and a merits had bccn nlade to the different states, it
good deal of opposition
was exhibited
against
became necessary
to have recourse to a new act
paying
the state debts in this manner.--ln
Deof congress, which was passed on Oct. 2, to direct
cember of the same year, however, the question
the postponement
of the transfer of the remaining
was referred to a select committee,
who filed their
fourth until Jan. 1, 1839.
A subsequent
act was
report in March, 1843. The tables which accompassed, postponing
the payment indefini:ely.
Tins
partied the report of the select committee
contain
last law further provided that the amount depositthe first officialinformation
relative to state debts,
ed should remain with the states until otherwise
They show that tlle total amount of the debts of
directed by congress.
Here the matter has rested
the states was $207,894,613.85,
and tlmt the
for forty years.--Undoubtedly
this distribution
of
amount of the interest
paid or due annually
was
national funds tended to stimuhtte improvident
$10,394,730.64.
Many of tim states had omitted
undertakings,
and at the first signs of embarrass_o pay the interest
as it accrued,
consequently
ment it was not unnatural
that the state should
greatly increasing
their debt, while the gradual
turn to the national government
for succor and
but general
depreciation
of property
in such
relief from their financial burdcns.--The
increase
stat_ continued
to render tlle paylucnt
of aceru- ' and decrease of state debts in the United States
ing interest,
and the linal liquidation
of the prinfronl this period lo the present time, may be seen
cipal, more and more difficult and doubtful
witll I from the following
table, wllich I have carefully
every delay.
The main objection to the report of ! l)reparcd fronl original sources:
STATES.

I

1842.

I,eG2

1860.

1870

1880.

:New En._land States .....................
] $ 7.158,274
$ 6,862,265
$ 7,;Lq8,060 $ 50.348,550 $ 4.o,969,514
_iddle_tates
.... "'_
"_.: _. _! '/3,848,0_'279,510,725 85,416,045 79,834,481 45,67"2,575
_outhern States. "...............
.._ "..'.'_.[
"/3,340,017
64,499.7"26
98,046,9:_4 174,4_,452
113,967,'243
Western St_ttes..-.'---'-"'"--."-'..
""...... ]
59,931,553
42,_)3,1S5
49,395,3'25
44,01S,911
36,_.)55,360
Pacific Sta_es ........ .'.-..- .... -.-...'." ....................
_
o_,15!k403 ..............
4,1"78,504
4,547,389
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The aggregate
of the state debts to-day only exceeds by about $37,000,000
the aggregate
of the
same class of indebtedness
40 years ago.
The
table also shows a decrease of over $102,000,000,
or of nearly 29 per cent.,
since 1870.
Unhappily this has not been all paid, and while some of
the states have honestly
reduced
their debts, we
have had of late years too many painful examples of state repudiation
and dishonor
to see any
cause for congratulation
in this decrease of state
indebtedness.
The table presented
f_rther along
makes the state debts proper $10,000,000
more
than the above.
The difference
is mainly in the
southern
states, which aggregate
about $114,000,000 in the one case and about $125,000,000
in the
other.
Owing to the financial tinkering
that has
characterized
these states of late years it is difficult to say which
of the two statements
is correct.--MumclrAL
DEBTS.
The first statistics
of
municipal
indebtedness
were published
in 1843,
from which it appears that the aggregate
amount
of debts of all the cities of the United States was
$27,536,422,
and the annual
interest
charge for
state debts was $12,259,602,
and for all indebtedhess, including
national
debt,
$14,894,232.
I
have been able to find no other statistics of this
class of indebtedness
until 1870, when the census
gives the debt, other than national,
as follows:

CLASSESOF DEBT.
State
countydebt
debt.....................
.................
City and town debt ...............
Total .........................

lages a simpler form of blank was issued, and in
some of the townships
and school districts a postal card proved
effective and secured answers to
the seven importantquestions.
The extent
of
this correspondence,
and the difficulties
of securing lists, not only of the names of financial
officers, but of the municipal
corporations
themselves, were great.
The preliminary
work was
as difficult as the actual work of gathering
staffstics.
The authorities
of every county had to be
applied to for the names of the municipal
corporations within its area, and after replies had
bcen received from the 2,400 counties, I found
that in many states the entire work must be revised, and circulars
addressed
directly
to theplaces named by the county clerks or auditors,
asking the question,
"Is
. an incorporated
village or not?"
In this way hundreds
of the
names originally
placed
ou the lists were excluded.
Tim lists of the minor civil divisions
of
the United States are formidable
documents,
as
may be imagined
when we realize that there are
about 2,400 counties;
311 cities and towns, with
a population
of 7,500 and upward;
about 8,00G
incorporated
cities,
villages,
and other
small
places,
with a population
below
7,500; about
12,000 townships
having
a financial
existence;
and 105,000 school districts,
possessing
a debtcreating and tax-levying
power.
To some of the
larger
and more important
of these places a_
Gross Debts. ]Per Cent. many as 20 letters wcre written before the sched--ule could
be absolutely
declared
complete.
$:152,866,698
40.62
probably
50 per cent., that
187,,_55,M0
21.59 There were others,
328,244,520
87.79 replied with both accuracy
and promptness,
lu
several cases I succceded
in interesting
the edit$868,676,758

100.00 ors of newspapers
and prominent
individuals,
and requested
them kindly
to call the attention,
of the local authorities
to the importance
of this
As the old census law would not allow the superwork.
Almost
unanimously
did these
letters
intendent
to deal directly
with the nfinor subdimeet with response.
Editors
called attention
to
visions of the country,
it is not likely that the
the delinquency
in their newspapers,
governors
above figures were correct.
The amount of debt
and state auditors
touched the state pride of the
was merely summarized
by counties,
and no ac- delinquent
officers, and in some instances promicount made of the sinking fund.
The county,
nent business men dropped
their work and filled
city, township,
village and school district
debt
out the schedule with their own hands.
[One city
was not given separately,
and in many other re- schedule sent to this division of the census was
spects the work was unsatisfactory._The
plan
filled out by an ex vice-president
of the United
adopted
in 1880 has proved
satisfactory.
This
States.]
With such an awakened
iuterest,
and
branch of the census work,
the wealth,
debt and
thousands
of willing
assistants
in all 1)arts of the
taxation division,
as it is termed, has been carried
country,
it is not surprising
that this class of staon enth'ely in Washington,
and the facts all obti_ticsis complete and satisfactory.
Ever)' munietained by the aid of direct correspondence
with
ipal ineorl)oration
of over 1,000 population
has_
the local offices tbrouglmut
the United
States,
sentin a correct report, which has been amende(t,
Sc.hedules were prepared
with the view to suit
approved,
and. tabulated.
There
still remain,
the size of the places to which
they were to bc scattered
over the country
a few post-towns
i_
sent.
To the large cities elaborate schedules were
the south and backwoods
places in the northwest
mailed, which not only called for an exact stateand in the territories,
from which no returns have
ment of the bonded
and the floating debt, but
been received.
_ut these delinquencies
can not
also for the (late of issue of the various classes of
affect the results,
and for all practical
purposes
bonds, the date of maturity,
the rate of interest,
the report is complete.
The counties,
too, have
and the purposes
for which
the bonds were is- all reported
their indebtedness,
and substantially
sued; also the amount
of sinking fund or other
the same holds true of the 105,000 school disassets and credits set aside for the payment
of the
tricts._The
following
table shows the state and
debt.
To the smaller
cities and towns and vil.
local indebtedness
of the United States for 1880,:
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According to these figures it may be stated in
round numbers that about 22 per cent. of the
gross debt other than national is state debt; about
10# per cent. county debt; about 23 per cent.
township debt; about 1½per cent. school district
_ebt;about59percent.
largecitiesdebt; andabout
4._ per cent. small cities debt._From
the total of
over $1,200,000,000, over $145,000,000 must be
deducted for sinking funds and other credits set
aside for the payment of maturing bonds.
Over
$117,000,000 of this amount be]on_ to the large
cities, and reduces the debt from $710,535.92,4
gross to $593,344,418 net.--Thereanundcrl_'gely
belongs to states, though in a number of cases
_inking funds have been returned by counties and
the other minor civil divisions.
The total net
debt, state, county, city, township and school district,
was, in 1880, $1,055,308,393, against
_868,676 758, in 1870, an apparcnt increase of
$186,631,635.
The actual increase is not known,
because there are no means of ascertaining whether

STATES.

]qew
England
Slates ..........................
/_liddle
States ..................................
Southern
States ...............................
We.'*terl.
States ................................
Pa_,'flc
States .................................
Grand

Total

..............................

Bonded
Debt.

tile total for 1870 was the net or the gross debt; if
it was the latter, the comparison should be made
with tim gross debt in 1880, which would make the
imrcase over $145,000,000 more, or $331 682,756.
After carefully weighing all the facts, and allowing for the inaccuracies of the work of 1870,
I think it may be safely said that state debts
have decreased about 25 per cent ; county, ton nship and school district debts "_bout 8 per cent. ;
while the debts of cities have probably increased
over 100 per cent. Indeed, if the census of 1870
be correct, the increase in the last class of indebtcdness was over 133 pcr cent.--Grea_ care has
been exercised in the collection of the statistics of
debt and taxation of the principal cities of the
country, and below I h.tve preparctl a st'ttement
showing the bonded, floating and gross debt, the
amount of the sinking fund, and the net debt of
the cities having a population of over 7.500 in
each of the five geographical sections of the
Union:
FLoating
Debt.

O ross
Debt.

Sink ng
Fund.

$113,931,578
386,8A}1,355
64,08_5:18
109,961.269
7,259,615

$ 6,538,t64
12,156,181
6,501.589
3,_18,727
244,803

$'20.459,7::_7
399.(117,5.']6
q0,584,237
112,96'9,996
7,504,418

$682,096,460

$°8,439,464

$7]0,535

Of this enormous debt 3.05 per cent. was incun'ed for bridges; .05 per cent. for cemeteries;
.3.3 per cent. for fire department; 18.02 per cent
for funding floating debt; _.46 per cent. fox'improvement of harbors; 5.94 per cent. for uarks
.and public places; 3.75 per cent. for public buildings; 10.02 p_,r cent. for railroad and other aid;
10.42 per cent. for refunding old debt; 2.04 per
-cent. for schools and libraries; 3.07 per cent. for
sewers; 11.95 per cent. for streets; 4.22 per cent.
for war expenses; 3.89 per cent. for miscellaneous;
.and no less than 20.79 per cent. for water works,
3lany of these purposes are extremely useful and
beneficial, and in tile case of water works, even
remunerative investments.
It may be that large
.sums of money have beensquandered, but it might
be well to bear in mind the wonderful growth of
the cities of the United States; that abmlt onequarter of the popul'_tionis urban; and that many
of the expenditures are but tile results of the
massing of population in large centres of industrial energy.
To the continued growth of these
cities, under the more stringent organic laws of
many of the states, we must look for the payment
.of the debt.--State
and local debt presses unequally on different localities, sometimes hardest
in the places least able to pay. For example, the
New :England states have about 20 per cent. of the
state debts; about 2-]: per cent. of the county
.debts, and 17 per cent. of the municipal debts,
q'he middle states have about the same propor.tion of state debts, but about 25 per cent. of

924

$21,278,514
81.318,202
5,671,806
7,091,269
1,831,715
_117,191,506

Net
Debt.

$ .qg,tS1,223
317 6_),334
64,9!2,431
105,878,727
5,672,7ff3
$59'_ 3#4,418

the county debts, and nearly 54 pet" cent. of tl,e
municipal debts. The south, on tile other band,
has nearly 50 per cent. of the state debts, only 19{per cent. of tim county debts, and but 11 pet'
cent. of tile city debts. In the western states,
counties have often aided railroads with their
credit, and hence nearly 43 per cent. of the total
county indebtedness is located here. The west
has but little state indebtedness, and only 18 per
cent. of the municipal debts. In New England
and the middle states the state debts proper have
never assumed a serious aggregate.
As I have
shown, in 184_ Maryland, Pennsylvania and New
York were embarrassed.
To-day :New York has
less than $7,000,000 of unprovided debt, Maryland has assets enough to liquidate its debt at ,'my
tim,', and Pennsylvania a debt of $22 000,000.-Some of the :New Enghmd states and New Jer,_ey
and Delaware virtually had no state debt until
after the w'tr, yet in these two sections of the
country, owing to the exccssof municipal indcbteduess,'the highest per capitadebt exists. In this
calculation I have included all debt other than
national, which bears alike on the several sections
of the country.
For example, the population of
:New England is 4,010,438; the aggregate of its
different species of indebtedness, $199,771,967; in
this calculation the sinking fund is not deducted ;
and its pcr capita debt, $49.81.
In the middle
states tile population is 11,756,503; total debt,
$508,926,141, and per capita debt, $43.20. The
southern states have a population of 15,254,115,
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a total debt ,_f $215,534,164,
and the per capita,
$14.13.
The western states, with a population
of
17,229,810,
have a debt of $235,386,261,
and a
per capita debt of $13.66.
The Pacific
states,
with a population
of 1,962,000, have a debt of
$27,918,065, or $14.67per
capita.--The
per capita
of debt other than national for the United States
is $23.68.
To this add $40 for the national
debt, and we have $63.68 per capita for every
man, woman
and child in the country.
Estimate five persons
to a family, and our public
debts to-day amount to $318.40 for each head of
a family.
The assessed valuation
of Ihe country
for 1880 is something
over $16.000,000,000.--The
public debt other than national
equals 7_y per
cent. of the assessed valuation.
The interestbearing national debt is about 10 per cent, of this
valuation,
making
a total burden,
upon which
interest must be paid, of 17_per
cent. of the
assessed valuation
of all the property --In summing up this array of statistics,
but little can be
said in regard to the nation'fl debt.
it is evident
that the American
people are determined
to pay
it as rapidly as possible.
I believe government
should
not lose control
of the debt.
The high
premium
on the bonds of 1891, and especially of
1907, point out the danger
of long time loans.
:Nearly $1,000,000,000
of the debt is tied up in
this way.
The sound policy for the future will
be rapid reimbursement,
rather
than extremely
low interest.
To effect this, a very low interest
must not be the only consideration.
In view of
this, the adopted
policy
of the United
States
tleasury is, Io my mind, a sound one, and should
be cominued
until the last dollar of the national
debt is paid.--The
only effective
remedy for excessive state and local indebtedness
is eonstitutional legislation.
In some of the early state
constitutions
the states were actually authorized
tocany
oa and aid internalimprovements.
Forty
years ago Illinois was struggling
with projects
which, including
state banks, involved capital of
over $23.500,000;
and vet there were then but
70,000-log cabin farmers
in the state, and these
loans equaled about $300 for each family.
Indiana had started vast schemes for railroads
and
canals, and commenced
operations
on the whole
simultaneously.
The result was, that vast sums
of money were expended
before any work was
complete,
and the state for years verged on bankruptcy.
Michigan
had the misfortune
to enter
the Union in times of great speculative
excitement.
This exlraordinary
fever had culminated
in a bank mania in ]_Iichigan;
and, though
the
population
or that state was but 31,369 in 1831,
in 1833 the state had 20 banks, and. at thc close
of 1837, 40 banks, with aggregate
loans of nearly
$4,000,000.
A reckless spirit of speculatmn
universa, lly prevailed
throughout
these states.
All
seemed to be deluded by deceitful
visions of imaginapt wealth.,
Industry
and economy
were disregarded,
and recourse
"was had to extensive
credits, and the pernicious
system
of borrowing,
l_o Booner was :Michigan admitted
to the Union
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than the legislature
appointed a board of commisstoners of internal improvements,
and authorized.
March 1, 1837. the survey and construction
of
557 miles of railroads, 231 miles of camlls, and
the improvement
of 321 miles of river navigation.
A loan of $5,000,000
was authorized
for these
objects.
Fortunately
for Wisconsin the constitution of that state forbade
the creation of a slate
debt to au amount
greater
than $100,000.
The
state of ]_Iissouri had embarked
in the perilous
course
of lending
her credit to corporate
cornpanics, but was not seriously embarrassed
during
this period.
Ohio had carried on an extensive
system of improvements;
but. partly owing to her
early settlement,
and partly owing to the fact
that in the year 1825 she established
aco-ordinate
and co-extensive
system of t,_x'_tion, she suffered
lcss than some other states" and, while the abandonmcnt
of some of the works was seriously
talked of in 1841 and 1842, the state managed
to
meet her obligations
without
any serious cmbarrassmcnt.
Iowa, Kans'ls, Nebraska
and Minnesots were states that came inlo existence at a l'_te_day and under different environments,
iowa has
a constitutional
provision limiting the state debt
to the sum of $250,000, except to repel invasion.
The state debt of Kansas may never in the aggregate excced $1,000,000, and the state can never
be a party in carrying
on any works of internal
improvements,
or a stockholder
in any 1)ankh_
institution.
For the purpose of defraying
extr,ordinary expenditures
file state of Minnesota m_).
contract a debt not to exceed $250,000, and it can
never contract
any debt to aid in internal
iraprovements.
In _cbraskathe
constitutional
limit
is $100,000.
In :Nevada the limit is $300,000;
the purpose
or purposes for which it is issued
must bc distinctly
specified; and the lawereating
the debt shall provide
for lcvying an annual tax
sufficient to pay the interest semi annually,
and
the principal
within 20 years.
Ever), contract of
indebtedness
entered into or assumed by or on
behalf of the state, when all its dcbts and liabilities
amount to $300,000, shall be void and of no effect,
except in cases of money borrowed
to repel lavasion.
As a result of this, the western states are
to-day (with the exception of l_Iissouri) practically
out of debt.--Before
the war many of the southera states had loaned their credit to raih'oads and
to aid other internal improvements.
The old coustitutionsdid
not forbid this.
Much of this property was destroyed
during
the war, amt thou,,h
struggling
on the verge of bankruptcy
thc Sld_legislatures
were again called upon under entirely
news ,cial conditions to assist.
The result of this
mistaken
policy is too well known;
the painful
experiences
of the past can be traced in the new
constitutions,
and thc recent amcndments.
The
constitution
of Florida (1868), asamended
in 1875:
that of :North Carolina of 1876; of Tennessee
of
1870; of Texas of 1876; of Virginia
of 1870; of
West Virginia
of 1870; of Alabama
of 1875, and
of Arkansas
for 1874, all contain very definite
provisions forbidding
the state to lend money or
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credlt to corporations.
'To-flay no less than 31
_states have provisions
of this kind in thcir constitutions,
and the determination
to stop these
abuses by organic
law can not fail to cffeetually combat the state debt evil.--I
have shown
how it has prevented
the newer
states from
contracting
debt, and, after great injury to credit
and suffering
to creditors,
brought about a more
_atisfactory
condition
of affairs in the south.
If
the lessons of 1842 were needed,
and surely
the facts I have presented
warrant
me in saying
this much, may not the lessons of 1868-72 be also
_valuable, and may we not look forward
to the
.day when $260,000,000
of state debt proper will
melt away in the sunlight of wise constitutional
.legislation?--And
now, in conclusion,
a word on
the constitutional
rest.rictions
on municipal
debt.
Massachusetts
and Vermont
are the only two
states that have no constitutional
limitations
re-._pecting indebtedness,
t_xation,
or the power to
become stockholders,
loaning
or giving aid, etc.,
,etc.. by the state or any politicaldivision
thereof,
With these exceptions
all the states in their later
.constitutions
or amendments
place some restric-tions on state debts proper.
The constitutions
of
Rhode Island,
Maine, Louisian%
Kentucky
and
Kansas
have no provision
authorizing
the state
to restrict
county
or municil)al
debts.
In the
other states municipal corporations
are prohibited
1)y the constitution
from subscribing
or becoming
stockholders
in any corporation,
company or association, or loaning their credit.
These provisions,
while aiming
at the same thing, differ in form;
for example,
Alabama,
Arkansas,
California,
Colorado and Florida
absolutely
prohibit
minor
political divisions
loaning their credit.
In Gcorgia the legislature
may authorize
subscriptions
to
stock by incorporated
cities and towns, if amajority of the inhabitants
vote for it. Aid may be
grantcd in thc same way.
Inlllinoisthelawisvir1ually prohibitory.
In Indiana
counties can not
become stockholders,
unless stockis
paid for at
"the time of subscription;
they can not loan the
credit of the county nor borrow money to pay for
.stock; cities are not prohibited.
In Iowa the only
restriction
is, that municipalcorporations
can not
become stockholders
in banks. InMaryland
coun"ties cannot become indebted
unless authorized
by
"an act of the gcneral
assembly which shall be
published
for two months before the next election
for members
of the house
of delegates
in the
newspapers
published
in such county, and shall
"LIso be approved
by a majority
of all the merebers elected to each house of the general assembly at its next session after said election."
In
Michigan the constitution
merely provides
that
the legislature
shall Testrict.
In Minnesota
the
minor divisions can not aid to an amount exceeding 10 per cent. of the taxable value of property.
In Missouri all minor divisions
are to loan credit
or become stockhohters;
also in :_Iississippi;
and
in :Nebraska cities, counties,
precincts
and other
municipalities
can not become stockholders,
but
under

certain

conditions

may

grant

aid.

In

Nevada the constitution
makes the one exception
of railroad
corporations---for
no other purpose
can aid he granted,
but even in this the legislature can restrict.
In h_cw Hampshire
towns
are restricted;
also in New Jersey,
New York
and Ohio.
In :North Carolina no county, city or
municipal
corporation
can create any debt, pledge
its faith or loan its credit, unless by a vote of the
majority
of the qualified voters therein.
In Oregon no town or city, by vote of its citizens or
otherwise,
can loan its credit or become a stockhohler in any corporation
whatever,
nor can a
county create any debt which shall exceed in the
aggregate
$5,000, except to repel invasion,
etc.,
etc.
In Pennsy]v.ania
the legislature
can not
authorize
any county,
city or borough,
township
or incorporated
distt'ict, to become a stockholder
in any corporation,
or loan credit to same.
The
debt of minor civil divisions can not exceed 7 per
centum of the valuation.
-- There are very useful
provisions
for the levying of taxes and the creation of sinking
funds to pay debts, which provisions must be made by the law creating the indebtedness.
In South
Carolina
the state may
restrict.
In Tennessee
the voters of the county
or city must consent
by a three-fourths
majority.
In Texas the constitution
of 1876 prohibits
the
loaning
of money
or credit by minor
political
divisions.
:In Virginia
the state is simply forbidden to loan its credit to counties or cities.
In
West Virgini._ and Wisconsin
they have the _i per
centum restrietioa.--It
can not be denied, in the
view of all this organic legislation,
that the people
of this great republic
are earnestly
searching
for
a remedy for state and local indebtedness.
The
success or failure
of constitutional
legislation
to
provide this remedy will soon be known beyond
a peradventure.
That it was successful
in curtailing state debts has been shown;
but as most
of the provisions
relating
to local indebtedness
have been recently
enacted, the effect is asyet
uncertain.
Over $1,000,000,000
of local debt
hanging
like a cloud over this fair land, oftentimes most threatening
in sections
least able to
dispel it, is a danger
that needs prompt and firm
action.
Few of the provisions
I have called attention to are satisfactory
to my mind.
The evil
is approached
with an uncertain
hand, and not
with the unwavering
firmness of a master.
There
should
absolutely
be no loop.hole,
aad the word
"except"
should be followed only by "to repress
invasion."
Let this be the uniform
provision
in
every constitution
of every state, and in 10years
from now the census will not show an increase
of 100 per cent. in municipal
debt.
Ro_ErtT P. PORTER.
DEBTS,
Political
]Economy
of National,
Even the ablest
and most conscientious
management
is not always
able to maintain
a halance between the resources
and thd expenses of a
country.
:No country isinsured
against accidents
which may decrease
its income or cause unforeseen expense:

"An event,

a period

of _carcity,

"for
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"instance, or a revolution,
may produce both a decrease of income and a great increase of expense,
Again, the suddenness
of a national want, its extent and its urgent
character,
are such as to prevent providingforit
with a rapidity corresponding
to its suddenness:
wealthy
England
herself
attempted
this in vain during
the Crimean
war.
Finally, enterprises
of evident usefulness,
but the
iatroductionof
which demands
time and are very
costly,
may
outweigh
the current
resources
of
the state, and necessitate
for a longer or shorter
period an additional
revenue.--In
the absence of

operation,
though profitable to the lenders, is not
favorable
to the general interest--We
now see
the value of certain
p'lradoxical
doctrines
formcrly current concerning
the public debt.
It is
called an excellent
investment.
It may perhaps
be an excellent investment
for the capitalist,
who
in this way, without
care or labor, can assure
himself a fixed income; but it is not advantageous
to society to favor idleness.
As Montesquieu
said, (Esprit des lois, book xxii., chap. 17,) by the
burden of interest caused by the public debt, "the
real revenue of the state is taken from those who

actual resources
furnished
by taxation,
and those
which result from state savings
in the past, recourse must be had to the fnture.
The state, like
1he private man, discounts the future:
it bor,'ows,
Much has been said of the advantages
of credit in
priwlte business:
its usefulness
in public affairs is
not less than in private.
There
is no essential
difference
between the tuitional demand for credit
nnd the demand for credit made by individuals:
iu both cases the borrower
appeals to the capitalist and for time within which to return the wflue
he received.
These are the two constituent
elemerits of every credit operation.
As to the use
ll_e loan is put to and the results of tl,e operation,
the state which borrows can be compared
only to
the individual
who borrows
for purposes of consumption.
In fact, the state rarely asks money
for productive
investment;
it borrows
only because its disposable
or prospective
funds are insufficient for the present or the near future.--This
difference,
too often forgotten,
is of prime imporlance.
A. manufacturer
commences
his business
with $100,000.
Seeing
his custom increase, he
borrows two or three times the amount of his capital in order to enlarge his. business.
The borrowed capital, which must bring in more than its
use cost, is evidently
profitable
to the borrower,
But the borrowing
of this capital is not injurious
to economic
society.
The manufacturer
who
borrows at 5 per cent. and makes the borrowed
money yield him 8 or 10 per cent., evidently
rcnders a great service to society : a given amount of
capital thus acquires
a productive
power greater
than that which it had in the hands of its previous
holders.
It is allogether
different with the man
who borrows for purposes of consumption.
For
this borrgwer the borrowing
limit is found not at
the point where people cease to lend him, but it
i.4 found in the measure
of the wants the satisfac-

are possessed of activity and industry, to give it
to idle people: that i_ to say, facilities
for labor
are given to l hose who do not labor, and hindcrances to l.d_or are put in the way of those who
labor."
Fanatical
defcude,'s
of the public debt
say that the burdens imposed on the people by the
existence
of a great debt have much of good in
them because they compel labor and saving.
This
is equiwdent
to saying that the prodigality
of a
young spendtl,rift
is an excellent
thing, because
it forces his father to save his money and aecumulatc wealth.
We do not mean tosay that stuns
borrowed
by the state are always expended as inconsiderately
as those borrowed
by spendthrift
young men who borrow ou the credit of their
fathers' names. Wc all know that debts may be incurred with aview to production.
But this case is
the least frequent.
The ca._e inwhich
the loan is
made to meet sad but real warns is more f,'equeut.
But debt created by thoughtlessness
and prodigality has perhaps played the principal
part in the
history of national debts.
It is necessary, therefore, no1. to forget when the be,mlits of national
credit are w_untcd, to inquire what use is made
of it, before too highly prai._it_gits utility.--Credlt
is a marvelous
insu'ument
of action, one of the
most power[ul
springs of the material
aL_d even
moral
progress
of society.
Its development.
therefore,
should be favored
in every w_ly; its
uses and the forms it assumes can not beco,ne too
numerous.
But, in order to be really l_rofitable,
they should bc in keeping with the very essence
and real end of credit.
This end is, as all know,
in the first place, to keep capit_l from lying idle
for a longer or shorter time, as the case n,ay be,
and in the second, always to place capital in the
hands of those who, at a given mo,nent,
may
make the most productive
use of it. Credit thus
assures the continued
circulation and fruitful em-

lion of which is in question with him, and in the
extent of the resources which he can command
to
pay b'_ck the borrowed money.
Thelendcris
justifiedinseekinghisownadvantage;
otherwisewhy
should he lend his money unless he can obtain, by
lending it, a greater income from it than he couhl
by using it or holding
it himself?
The general
good, nevertheless,
may suffer from the making
Of loansto consumers.
If the manufacturer,
who
gets 6 per cent. by employing
his money in his
own business,
or the capitalist to whom the agriculturist
pays 4 per cent., lends money to spendthrift
young' inca for 10 per cent.,
thi_.c,'edk

ploymcnt
of a nation's
capital, and adds to the
motive and protective
power of this mighty iustrument
of labor.
Has nation'fl credit always
this effect?
The most decided advocate of the
advantages
of national debts wouhl scarcely dare
to give a directly affirnmtivc
answer to thi_ que-tion._By
the safety and ease which it afford_ to
investment,
by the means which it possesses to
inspire confidence,
the state which calls for a
loan, brings from their hiding places a multitude
of small sums
which
would
otherwise
have
re,nained idle.
This is true; and in this w,_y one'
of the objects of credit app6ars, to be attained.:.
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barren money is made to bear interest.
But in
order that it should be profitable
to society also,
the idle capital of yeslerday
should
be used ill
production
to-day; now to invest money in the
state funds is seldom to employ it productively,
From a general point of view if tile loan did no
more than absorb tile idle capital of the country
and the capital hidden awayby its owners, it can
not be said tbat there would be precisely
what
could be called a loss but only tile absence
of
some advantage,
a failure
to make
a certain
amount
of profit; the loan would
not diminish
the sum total of tim instruments
of labor in the
couutry, since the capital above referred
to was inactive.
But the absorbent
force of !he loan is also
felt I)y otlmr capital, and turnsit from productive
employment.
The more the amount of idle capital.is diminished
by the action of institutions,
which
entice such capital
out of its idleness
(banks, shares of stocks, bonds, etc.), the worse is
the effect of the loan, on capital invested or seekinginvestment,
because it diverts it from employmeat really productive
to socicty.--How
can the
landed pr()prietor,
for example,
who scarcely obtains 3 or 4 per cent. net income from his land,
enter into competition
with a party like thestate,
which offers 6 or 7 per cent. to non-invested
capital?
The landed proprietor
would have to give
up the idea of borrowing
at all, or submit
to
ruinous conditions.
And still the same national
loan which renders
his condition
worse, and diminishes the revenue
derived from the exploitstion of his lands, increases
his burden
as a taxpayer.
This applies equally to the merchant,
and
to the manufacturer,
who, in consequence
of the
competition
of the state, Imve to pay a higher rate
of interest when borrowing,
and whose taxes are
increased
by reason of this very loan.
The force
of attraction
of national
loans for capital,
has
more drawbacks
than adwmtages
from the point
of view of the common
good.
Let us add that
the very advantage
attributed
to national
loans,
of drawing
capital from its biding places, diminishcs greatly in extent and value with the progress
of economic
civilization.
When, under the protcction of liberty and competition
the business of
banks is sufficiently
developed
to absorb all uninvested capital; when the increase and development
of financial
and industrial
associations
enable every capitalist
who can not employ his
money himself to'share in the profits
of productive investments;
when, finally,
the insurance
system appeases the fears of those who wish to
rid themselves
of the cares of capital and to be
concerned
only with the collection of the interest
on it, the advantages
ascribed
to state loans, as a
stimulus to saving and as furnishing
capital with
an opportunity
of investment,
diminish
perceptibly.
Neither
can the political
advantage
ascribed
to state loans stand examination.
The
creditors of a government,
say some, are interested
in its maintenance
and become supporters
of the
established
order of things.
This consideration
is of great weight, it is added, especially in the

case of modern national loans obtained by public
subscription,
in which the least wealthy and often
the least conservative
classes
take part.
This
argument
might have had a certain semblance
of
truth
in times when
governments
were,
so to
speak, the personal debtors of fundholders,
when
the latter
might fear to see a debt, contracted
under a particular
reign, repudiated
in the sueceeding
one.
This fear can have no influence
whatever
in Europe today.
The Bourbons
who,
when reinstated
in France, refused to recognize
the republic and the empire, did not think for a
moment of repudiating
the debts contracted
under
these two forms of government.
However active
the opposition
of the liberal party to the famous
milliard
granted
the cmigr:mts,
neither
ille liberals, when the revolution
of July brought
them
to power, nor even the radicals, when the revolution of February
gave them the reins of governmerit, thought
of disputing
the legality
of the
3 per cents
of which
this milliard
had been
the origin.
Tim increase
of the national
debt
under 1he second empire was very rapid;
every
one will a_o_ree, however,
that its creditors
have
nothing
to fear whatever
be the vicissitudes
awaiting
France
in the future.
In all continental
Europe
the opposition,
previous
to 1848,
had raised its voice against the abuse of loans,
frequently
contracted
for the purpose
of destrnying
liberty.
Did tbe opposition
make use
of its ephemeral
rule of 1848 and 1849 to repudiate these debts?
The reaction,
after gaining
the victory,
did not think of protesting
the bills
of exchange
which the interregnum
had drawn
on the resources
of the country.
Loyalty and the
very correct feeling
that it was the country and
not the government
that had incurred
the debt,
were not, perhaps, the only motives of these reciprocal
recognitions.
Governments,
no matter
what may be the real or pretended
opposition
of
their members to national
debts, feel at once the
necessity of having recourse themselves
to credit;
they feel that to get the confidence of capital, they
must not commence
by alarming it; that in order
to borrow, it is indispensable
to commence
by rccognizingthe
loans of others.
Let contemporary
facts be consulted.
If indebtedness
were ameans
of consolidating
a country,
never would governments have been more firmly established
than at
present.
But when hasthcir
condition
been more
precarious?--Thc
grain of truth to be found in
the sophism in question is, that the partisans
of
every de fa,:lo government,
the props
of the
established
order of things,
increase
with wellbeing.
The more prosperity
there is, the more
individuals
there are who have something
to lose,
and the greater
the number
interested
in, and
anxious
to prevent,
every
disturbance
in the
course of public affairs.
Now, when the national
debt absorbs large sums which might have been
employed
more productively
by their owners or
by borrowers
other than the state, the state debt
rather
undermines
than strengthens
the public
peace, since _t hinders the increase of well-being.
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:It is evident, therefore,
that the growth
of taxation, the fatalconsequence
of indebtednes_s, is not
one of the means of making _government
popular

in the building
of railroads;
believe that its intervention
Austria has sold the railroad
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but able thinkers
was indispensable.
lines built and con-

and raising up devoted
partisans
for it --After
trolled by the state.
Italy has begun to be very
the preceding
observations
it is superfluous
to
liberal in its concessions to private enterprises, but
refute at length the strange
doctrine
which finds
it looks after the outlay of such enterprises.
Belno drawback
in a home debt, because
"the in- glum, in which the national network of raih'oads
terest is paid by the right hand into the left."
Is
was built and is yet controlled
hy lhc state, is now
it nothing to divert capita:l from productivc
inopening a broader
and broader
field to private
vestment?
And then if to pay the interest on a companies.
The treasury intervenes
only in the
loan, we take, let us suppose $10,000,000
in sumq
ease of enterprises
with which privatc individuals
of $50, from 200,000 taxpayers,
the majority
of
do not care to concern themselves,
eveo as conwhom have not, it may be, $1,000 each a year
cessionaries.
Thegovernmentof
the:Netherlands
for their own consumption,
and that this amount
has been obliged, for 1he same rea._on, to assume
of $10,000,000 is paid in sums of $1,000 to 10,000
the burden
of constructing
a great part of the
fundholders
who spend twenty
tm_es as much;
national system of railroads, and the Swiss govand let us _uppose, further, that taxation takes the
ernment
to think for 't moment
of lmyiug
the
$10,000 000 from where they would have acted in
lines at first given over to priw_te industry.
In a
the capacity of an instrument
of labor, i.e., have
word, great works of public ntility whmh may
been engaged
in the employment
of labor, and
necessitate
the making of large loans, cease to reputs them where they will be simply consumed,
quire the intervention
of the state in proportion
the most prejudiced
must confess tlmt a " mow,as the association of capit'fl shows more aptttude
ment" of capital has bceu made, but one which
and power to carry them out.
Do we not see
is far from profitable
to the economy of the corncompanies
undertake
to carry the traus-atlantic
munity.
There was a time when the wealthy
mail, dig canals, and piere.e tunnels, make streets,
and middle
classes exercised
_t predominant
inand build whole quarters of eitics, thus successflucnce in the state, through
parliament
and the
ively freeing the state of everything
wlfich can
press; these were the classes who received
the
properly
be called enterprise,
of everything
exinterest on the national
debt., and a sholtsighted
cept what is concerned
with its daily affairs?
policy might have believed that the good-will of a The reasons for borrowing
save for the requirenumber
of capitalists
was not too dearly
purmcnts of _'ar are thus evidently growing wcaker
chased at the price of the discontent
which the
cvery day or should grow wcakcr.
We may
debt might cause among
the ma._s of taxpayers,
therefore foresee the advent of an order of things,
In our day, with the system of universal
suffrage
in which, in every well organized state the im_dcin vogue, it is evidently
impolitic
to overlmr. quacy of the revenue tomeet public expenses will
den millions
of taxpayers
in favor of a few
only be momentary,
iu which little shall be borhundred
thousand
holders of the bonds of the
rowed, and in which payment
will be made as
state.
Besides, even this favor
of the bondsoon as the circumstances
which caused recourse
holders
of the state is only apparent;
investto credit shall lmvc ceascd to cxist.
During
the
meats as safe and as productive
as the bonds of ] last 50 years England has made but few demands
the state are not wanting
at present to the capou pulflic credit; many countries are successfully
italist who either does w*t know how, or does not
endeawJring
to diminish their national debt.
A.nd
wish to turn his money to advantage.--It
is time
these countries
only do their duty.
If a loan is
to stop lauding the pretended
benefits of national
justified only by the imperious
necessities of the
loans, and the political
or ecommfic
advantages
moment;
if the debt is attended
by great iuconof a great national
debt.
A national
loan nmy
veniencc without
any corresponding
compcnsasometimes be tt necessity.
This is the sole excuse
tion.why should not endeavors be made to pay off
for incurring
it, and its only _'ai_v_ d'etre.
But,
the loan as soon as possible and thus lessen the
it will be said, there are productive
loans.
The
burden of the debt?
The example of England,
productive
loan furnishes
tim wherewitlml
to pay
which, after a long trial, gave up the systematic
the interest on it.
Besides, this interest _ill pay
sinking
of its debt, is frequently
_tppealed to
off the principal
debt.
But even these producThe case of Austria is cited, in which thesitfl_ing
tire loans are destined
to become less frequent,
fund, created in 1817, did not prevent the public
The more sound economic
ideas are developed
debt from doubling between 1850 and 1860. It is
and the more general they become, the more pubtrue, besides, that tlw repeated
but short-lived
lic wealth and the spirit of association
increase,
funding process resorted
to in France has been,
the less frequently
will the state be obliged to
in fact, suspended
by law since 1848. It is quite
engage
in enterprises
requiring
a recourse
to
true also that the sinking of the public debt is
credit.
The :Euglish government
had nothing to
often puredeceptionand
very burdensome
besides
do with the eight to ten thoustmd
millions of
when there is no revenue
surplus, and when a
francs which the raih'oad system of Great Britain
debt is incurred
on more onerous conditions
in
has absorbed up to the present
time.
It would
order to pay off an old loan.
But what doesthis
have been better, perhaps,
if the French
governprove against the funding system?
Is it not true
_aent had abstained
altogether
from intervention
that the United States had succeeded in 1837 in
47
vow.. L--47
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almost COml)letclyextinguishingthe debts con- toit,and another ]onn Lever bemade. This isa]tractedduring tllewar of independence, and that most impossiblein great statesinwhich the most
sincetilewar of secessionthey have considerably provident and economical management will not
reduced the loanswhich thatwar forced them to always succeed in preservinga perfectImhmce bemake?
The popular adage, lVhoe_,er
pay._ ]_s tweentheir resourcesand expenses. Now, rather
41ebts
grows _c]t,may not be a]ways trueinthecase than not satisfylegitimate
wants recoursemust he
of privateloans contracted for purp[)sesof pro- had to credit. Theremay alsobe casesin which
•duetion,and whichyicld a revenue; webave seen a loan,without being absolutelynecessary,isof
_i,at
theremay be both an individualand a social such evident utilitythat itwould not meet the
mdv'mtage in this,that the sums borrowed con- oppositionof evcn the most scrupulous financier.
.tinueto be employed by people who know how
--By saying that recourse should be had to a
to turn them tothe best advantage. The adage, loan only wheu there are absolutelyno means of
.onthe contrary,istrue in every respectin regard avoidingit.and thatitshould be repaidas quieldy
to the state,which ahnost always borrows for aspossible,we think we have answcr_d the for
purposes of consumption and not of production, lowing question which has been so often disBy borrowing moderately and only under tile cussed: Is itbetter,in case of an extraordinary
pressureof imperious necessity,by hastening to want, to increasetaxationor have recoursetoa
pay its debt as quickly its possible,the state loan? Aslong astaxationsuffices,
wlthout becom"grows rich" not only to the amount of the sum
ingunbearable,absolutenecessity,
which alonecan
by which it decreasesitsyearly burden of inter- justifythe loan, does not exist. This was the
cst,but alsoby the resultingenhancement of its system adopted at firstby the English governcreditwhich takesa tangibleform when ithas to meat at the time of the Crimean war; seeing that
contracta new loan.--The more a statevalues its the war was prolonged it determined to increase
credit,the more itshould hesitatetoburden itse]f the revenue yieldedby their high taxation by a
with debt,or should hasten to pay it. Isthe pro- loan of £16,000,000. In France they began with
longed abstention of the English government
loansand ended with loans,and yet in the mean.from having recoursetonationa]credit,compared
while did not deny themselves the pleasureof
-withthe frequent appealsmade to it by France, increasingtaxation. The first
argument in favor
of small account in the highcr priceof _English of the making of loans is tlleg,'cater
facility
of
statepaper? In truth,we findeven to-daymany
quickly obtaininglargesums of mouey; second,
people who seriouslymaintain thatEngland owes the advantage of distributingthe burden of the
itsprodigious fortune to itsenor,nous debt be- debt between the presentand the future,instcad
cause itswonderful economic euclid,,the off- of imposing italtogetheron tllepresent genera_priug of thenineteenthcentury,iscontemporary tion. But to be rightin burdening a future genwith the unparalleledincreaseof itsdebt. This erution,itwould be necessaryto ]lave the most
issimply a confusion of cause and effect. Have
i,lcon|estable
proof thatthe load thus distributed
we not seen a similarconfusion on the subject would be fruitfulin good resultsin the future.
of thecommercialpo]ieyof GreatBritain? When
Leaviug out of considerationcertainloans made
theindustryand commerceof thatcountry moved
for the constructionof railways, what modern
with giant step,many people thought itwas be. nationalloans are there which were intended to
dause of,and not in spiteof,the factthatindustry be used productively? Wen if the money ill
aud commerce we,'e shackled by tileprotective tended forraih'o'td
constructioniswell eml)loyed
and prohibitivesystems. At present,in view of by the state,and since itis likelythat,sooner or
tilebrilliant
and universalsuccessof commercial later,
privateindustrywould have done the same
_freedom,no reasonableman dares to maintain work of constructionat lesscost,thefuture gen.
thistheory which was consideredas an axiom 20 eratioumight well questionthe justiceof i,nposyears ago. The same fate awaits the paradoxes ing bm'dens of thiskind upon it. With rcgard
now bandied about on thesubjectof publicdebts, tothe greaterfacility
afforded by a loan as corn
The realtruthis,thatEngland, France,Europe in pared with taxation,we are far from seeing an
general,advance in spiteof,and not because of, absolute advantage in it: it is preciselythis
theirdebts. Howmuchtheiradvancewouldbeaefaeilitywhichsometimes leads to enterprises
in
,celeratedif
theirfeetwere freedfrom the baIIand which enormous expenditure is not the most
,chainof theirnationaldebts! Does thismean that disastrousfeatm'e. Very blind are the nations
"weshould,ashas been proposed,make an enormous
which think themselvesadroitbecause they _lh)w
.efforttopayoffthewholepublicdebtatonce? The
infinite
latitudeto their government to borrow
operationisimpossible,or nearlyso. Let us sup- money ratherthan submit to increased taxation.
pose thatitisonly difficult
and thatthe peopleare They think that they do but cast their burdens
determined to redeem themselves,by the payment
on the future,while what they do consistsmainly
of the principal,
from the eternalslaveryof inter- in increasingthe burdens of the prcsent.--It
is
est. The majority of taxpay,rswould be obliged not in our time alone that the treasuryacquired
_o borrow to effectthis redemption, and the debt the habit of spending more than iswarranted l)y
would simply change hands. "_Vedo not wish to theconditionof thenationalrevenue: wars do n(,t
maintain eitherthatindefaultofbeing ableto ex- date from yesterday,and neither does waste in
_tinguish
the debtnothing atleastshould bc added
time of peace. At all _imes, therefore,
govern-
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_ents
were-moTe
or less
make up the insufficiency
sources by extraordinary
nrcs of former days were,
_aal:y": their iniquity was,
only by their inefficacy.
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frequently
obliged to
of their current
remeasures.
The measin truth, "extraordiin most cases, equaled
_ational
credit had

completely
attained
by the elementary
process,
which so many pretended
practical
financiers
still declare impossible, of making
no new debts
and reducing
the old ones by paying
them off.
During the decade
1850-60, when nearly all the
states of the continent
used and abused credit so

_,aothing to do with this violence.
Whatever
the
name given to certain periodical
"bleedings"
or
_ther similar
methods
of taking
money
from
those "_vho were supposed
to have it, confidence,
as't constituent
element
of credit, cut no figure
in them.
The making
of national
loans, in the

much, the Netherlands
paid off a part of their
debt.
In 1846 the debt was still 1,231,122,702
florins principal,
and required an annual interest
of 35,787,948 florins; in 1860 the principal
was
reduced to 1,057,524,213
florins, and the annual
interest to 31,409,675 florins.
Four-fifths
of the

l_roper sense of the word, could have its origin
only with the establishment
of domestic
peace
in states, with the reign of liberty aml equality,

debt paid from 1½ to 2 per cent. interest; 4 per
cent. isthe maximum
rate of interest for certain
other parts of the debt.--lf
we are to believe

with the general growth
of private fortunes.
It
is tiros seen that national
debts had their origin
in the Netherlands,
where these conditions
were
found earlier than in any other European
country,
Dating
from the commencement
of the seventeenth century,
we meet with complaints
in the
Batavian republic concerning
the excessive bur,dens of the debt caused by war.
In other writ_ngs of the period forced loans were recommend_cd without hesitation,
in ca_e capilalists
showed
themselves less disposed to coutinuc their snpport
_f the country's
cause.
The credit of the state,
however, was very great, since itwas possible to
a'educc the rate of interest
under the _fath_Judcr
_Iam'ice
from 6_: to 5 per cent., and in 1655,
under John de Witt, from 5 to 4 per cent.
The
reduction
did not stop there;
in the eighteenth
century, the republic succeeded
in reducing
the
rate to 2½ per cent. on an average.
The situation
:became much worse toward the end of the eight,eenth century.
The debt had greatly increased
by the participation
of Holland
in the war be_ween England
and America.
In 1795 the republic
lost several
of its provinces
and was
obliged to pay France an indemnity
of 100,000,000
florins.
The difficulties of the time continued
to
weigh on the trc'lsury,
anti forced it into debt
more and more.
On the accession of kiug Louis,
the debts, old and new, amountedto
1,200,000,000
florins;
which
required
an annual
outl'ly
of
38,000,000
in interest,
while the total of the
ordinary revenues
amounted
to only 58,000,000.
Two-thirds
of the debt was stricken off the books,
These
debts were acknowledged
again
ureter
William I., but only as deferred debt (uitgestdltv),
without
intercst,
of which a sum of 5,000,000
florins only was to be transferred
aunually to the
regular
debt.
The interest
of the latter
was
reduced to 2½ per cent.
The rcvolutiou
of 1830,
which detached
the Belgian provinces
from it,
introduced
new troubles into the finances of tim

M'Culloch,
it was from IIolland,
and by the
agency of William Ill.,
that public credit was
introduced
into Englaml.
This does not mean
tlmt previously
the treasury
had not incurred
debts.
Loans were known
and made on the
other side of the channel long before the revolution that placed
_he Dutch statho_lder on the
throne of the Stuarts.
Under ltenry VIII., especially,thc
crown had made largc use of its power
to make
forced
loans.
Edward
VI. apphed
abroad, especially to Dutch capitalists,
who lent
him money at 14 per cent.
The debt increased
also under
the reign of Eliz,tbeth;
the duke
of Buckingham
under
James
I. was not the
man to reduce i{.
The reigns of ('harles
I.
and Charles II. caused frequent recourse tocredit.
The loans were always mtlde for short terms and
goner.ally in the tol_line way
The sinking of the
debt progressed
at the same rate as the creation
of new indebtedness;
a part of the old debt was
always
paid when a new one was eonlr_cted.
Thus, at Ibe acce.,sion of William III., lira principal of thedebt amounted to only £664,263. with
'm annual interest of £3_,855.
At h_s death lbe
principal debt had increased to :_bout £15.000,000,
the average interest was 7 per cent.
It increased
in vaster proportions
under
Anne II.. owing
especially to the cost of the Spanish war, Anne
II. left a debt of £54,000,000,
requiring
about
£3,300,000
annual
interest.
Under thepeaeeful
reign of George I. it wtm possible to reduce the
principal
debt by £2,000,000, aud to reduce the
average l_te of interest from 8 to 5 per cent.
A
new conversion
of the debt. affected in 1746, was
intended
to reduce tllc interest, in 15 years, from
5 to 8 per cent.
This is the present rate of the
col_sol_, a name given,
in 1751, to the English
debt. Thewarof1755increaseditby£68,000,000;
in 1762it was nearly £139,000.000
Twelve years
of peace reduced it £10.000,000.
The war of the
American colonies for independence
doubled it.

Retherlands.
In 1836 it was deemed necessary
to mortgage
the colonies for the spccL'll benefit of
_he state creditors.
The final arrangement
antared into in 18,?,9, by which Belgium assumed a
part of the Dutch
debt, afforded
considerable
relief.
The :Nethcrlands
profited
by the peace
restored
in this way to work again at the con_olidation of their credit.
This object has been

The general system of funding
which Dr. Price
succeeded
in having
adopted,
couhl not work
long on account of the immense efforts made by
England
to maintain
the war against
France.
Her credit naturally
suffered
from this, in 1798
she was obliged to borrow at 6_ per cent., in 1802
she received
only £28,000,000
for £49.000,000
subscribed;
the same difference appeared
m case
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of most of the loans contracted
during thewars
francs.
Measures
closely
resembling
goner:t!
of the first empire.
When they had come to an
hankruptcy
caused the disappearance
of the asend, England
found herself weighted
with a debt
signats
when, in fact, depreciation
had alrcady
amounting
to the startling
sum of £840,850,491.
rendered
them valueless.
'['he debt proper was
Although
it has given up systcmatic
and conregulated
by the laws of Sept. 30, 1797, and Jan
tinuous funding, the Engiish government
has been
29, 1798.
Debts more or less doubtful
were set
occupied,
since 1817, and not without
success, in
aside, especially
all claims of the emigr_s; debts
reducing
the principal
and the interest
of the
recognizcd
by the state werc paid, two-thirds
in
debt.
On the eve of the Crimean war, the printreasury notes, and the last third was retained as
cipal of the consolidated
and non-consolidated
a consolidated
debt and inscribed
in the gra_td
debt was reduced to £771,300,000,
and the annual
livre, bearing a fixed interest of 5 per cent. "t year.
interest to £27,800,000.
This was followed
by a The treasury
notes which were to pay thc tworelapse
into
the
formcr
state;
the sum of
thirds, lost 80 per cent. as soon as they were
£800,000,000
principal
debt was _gain greatly
emitted;
the next day they had no value at all.
exceeded,
beginning
with 1856.
Its reduction
, The creditors
consequently
obtained only the l:_st
was again attempted.
In the beginning
of 186l
third.
This arrangement,
called--after
the minthe English
debt amounted
to £799,949,807,
of
ister of finance who carried
it out--the
.Reeme_
which £15,529,800
wcreinnon-consolidated
debt;
liquidations, and officially the tiers coT2solid,, bethe annual cost for interest
and administration
came the basis of the public dcbt of France.
Th¢*
amounted,
in 1861, to £26,090,260,
or a decrease
total of tlm annual interest inscribed in the gra,,d
of £743,210 compared with thc year 1860.--Under
liore was 40,216,000 francs.
The national credit,
the ancient rSgimc France borrowed
much and at
which was nothing at the moment of the liquida.
any sacrifice.
We know how these debts were
tion (tbe q'eules were quotcd at 7 per cent.) imsomctimes
paid.
(See BA._Knr;PTC_, _-a_'ATIO-NAL.) proved, and the paper of thc state was ea)gerly
A _.eglement of 1604 mcntions debtsiucurrcd
under
sought.
Even at the time fortune
began to turll
Charles V. in 1375, the most ancient
mentioned
a.Tainst Napoleon
I. the 5 per cent. ren_ sohl :_t.
in French
history.
Sully lowered arbitrarily
tlle
more than 82 (December,
1812).
We see tlmt
interest
on the debt, and putting
an end to the
Napoleon
was able to borrow
on much better
extravagance
of the court and the administration,
conditions
than could a little later the restorati¢)n,
he also put an end to the increase of debt.
After
whose first loans were made at 57 irancs on 1_0
his death the financial disorder nf previous
times
francs.
Notwithstamlingthis,
the annual amotmt
re_tppeared.
Colbert
reduced
the arrearage
of
of interest increased
only 23,000,000 from 1798 to
the old debt by 8,000,000 francs;
his authority,
1814: the restoration
found
it (April 8, 1814 ) at
lmwever,
was not sufficient
to prevent, for any
63,300,000.
The latter borrowed
much.
It w_t.,,
tcngth of time, new additions
to the debt.
The
indeed, m)t always
free to do otherwise.
The
unhappy
wars which marked
the end of the long
debts contracted
during
the first years of the
reign of Louis XIV. completed
this disorder of
restoration
were used in great part to pay th(;
the finances, and at the accession
of the regency
arrearage
of the last years of the empire, and to
the amount of the st.'tte debts had, it is said, risen
pay the foreign powers the indcmnity
(ra_som) of
to 2,000,000,000
francs, a sum of overwhchning
France.
This was not the case, however, with
weight for tlmt epoch.
The gelmral bankruptcy
debts contr:_cted
after 18°0: the justice of paying
of the country
which was seriously proposed was
the thousand
millions
to the em_iqr_s ' loan conrejected by the regent.
The brilliant promises of tracted to aid the emigr¢:s, was called in question,
John
Law gave a momentary
and unexpected
and the expedition
toSpain
w_ condemned
from
splendor
to the credit of the state.
The disasevery point of view.
The elder l)ranch of the
trous crash which followed
this short-lived
prosBourbons
at its fall ]eft to France
(Aug. 1, 1830)
perity is well known.
Thereigu
of the Dubarrys
the burden of interest of 164,568,100 francs. The
and the administration
of tlm Terrsys
caused the
government
of July figures in the gra_d lh're of
financial
disorder
of the country
to reach its exthe public dcbt for an increase
of only about
treme limits, and greatly contributcd
to pave the
12,000.006, arising in part from loans contracted
way for the revolution
of 1789.
The revolution
for productive
purposes.
March 1, 1848, the inhad much difficulty
in discovering
w.hat to do
terest was thus increased
to 176,845,367
frane_.
with this clmos of debt.
A law of Aug. 1, 1793,
During the second republic the debt itself wan iw
fixed
the annual
arrcarages
at the su_n of
creased about54,000,000,--Theconsolidated
d bt
127,800,000 francs, of which 87,800,000 were for
of Austria,
considering
its amount,
comcs imnwthe old consolidated
debt, 17,700,000
for various
diatcly after tlle consolidated
debts of Great Britdebts, and 31,300,000 as indemnification
for offices
ain and of France.
The wars the young heiress
nnd charges abolished.
Ttle imperious necessities
of Charles
VI. was obliged
to maintain
against
of a war in which it was a :tuestion
of life or
Europe, which was conspiring
to despoil ller, aml
death for France, and the false economic maxims
especially
that against Frederic
II., had seriously
whicll
prevailed
in all home
politics
at that
disturbed
the finances of the empire of the H;_ps
period, brought on the irregular issue _)f assig-aats,
burgs.
At her accession, :Maria-Theresa
fomld a
At the end of 1795 their nominal
amount
exfunded debt of 12,000,000 florins;
15 years later,
,ceeded

the

enormous

sum

of

45,000,000,000

it was

118,000,000;

new

wars

had

raised

it, i,;
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_i768, to 272,000,000
Domestic troubles and the
war with Turkey
added to it greatly under Joseph II.
At the death of Leopold II. it approximated the sum of 380,000,000.
Much greater were
1he exigencies of the wars of the first empire, in
which Auslria took so large a part and played so
unfortunate
a r/')le. With a funded debt, which
had increased
to the sum of 660,000.000
and re,luircd an annual interest payment
of 74,000,000,
._.ustria still found herself, in 1797, in possession
of comparatively
good credit;
her paper was ac(.ept_d as the equivalent
of coin.
It naturally
<:eased to be so accepted when, under the pressure
,of unhappy
wars, the Austrian
government
no
Oonger put any limit to the increase of its consolidated debt and the issue of paper money.
In 1800
the consolidated
debt had risen to 690,000,000
florins,
and the paper money in circulation
ex,ceedcd the sum of 200,000,000.
Ten yc'lrs later,
the consolidated
debt was reduced to 658,200,000,
but the floating deht alrcady approached
1,000,4)00,000, which it exceeded at the commencement
of 1811. We have already mentioned
elsewhere
(see B.t_;I_RUr'TCY, :NATiOnAL) the desperate
meastires to which such financial
disorder
led;
we
stated in that article that this liquidation
did not
stop the increase of the flo'Lting and of the funded
_lebts, and that a new liquidation
had to rcdu(:e
it, five years later, to a proportion
relatively limit¢tl
Notwithstanding
thisdouble
bankruptcy
and
the numerous operations
of credit which Austri_
had rccourse to soon after, hcr credit was not slow
n rising under the influence of the general peace,
the internal
development
of the empire, and the
:_ctive assistance
afforded
by tim national
bank,
in improving
the condition
of things.
Comparatively favorable
conditions
were offered Austria
immediately
after the secoud liquidation,
and e_pecially after 1830. Her credit was strengthened
to such a degree that she was able to borrow "it a
premium.
IIcr lo:m of 40,000,000 florins 'it 5 per
cent. was contracted
in 1841, at the rate of 2 per
cent. premium ; in 1843 a new loan at 5 per cent.
(43,6(}0,000) went as high as 6 per cent. premium,
The events of 1848-9, and thc policy of reaction
into which Francis Joseph I. allowed himself to
be drawn, were of such a nature
as to conduct
the Austrian
empire, financially
as well as politically, to the brink of ruin.
The result was that,
¢hough
having
from 1848 to 1858 more than
donblcd
her receipts
(153,300,000
in 1847; 315,200,000 in 1858), Austria, was none the less obli.gcd
to have recourse
every year to credit.
After
having borrowed
at home in 1851 to 1_53, borrowed abroad,
and borrowed
on pledges,
the
Austrian
government
took advantage
of the Crimean war in 1854, to make the largest loan th'tt
a government
had
ever made.
The national
loan, the so-called z'oluntary
loa,_, demanded
by
law July 20, 1854, was to reach 500,000,000
riotins, an amount
never before asked at one time.
It subsequently
leaked
out that
the loal_ ex<'ceded this amount
by about 112,000,000.
The
fund(,d debt of _04.000,G00 nominal
principal
at
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the commencement
of 1848, the eve of the revolution, exceeded
1,900,000,000 at the commencement of 1859, the eve of the war with ltaly.
The
credit of the government
was ruined; neither at
home nor abroad could it borrow the money so
persistently
demanded
by the necessities
of this
war.
It again became neccssaryto
have recourse
to the good offices of the bank of Vienna which
was in consequence
compelled
to suspend specie
payments again when ig had just resumed
them
(J'ln. 1, 1859,) after a _uspension
of 10 years.
But the reversesof
1859, by inducing the Austrian
government
to change its whole policy and become
more liberal, at last exercised
a beneficial influence on its credit.
Constitutional
government
"tad financial publicity
(the publicatiou
of its accounts) restored it immedtalely.
The first report
(of June 4, 1860), furnished
by the special commission on the debt, appointed
Dec. 23, 1859,
showed the amount of the consolidated
debt to be
2,268,071,582 fiorins, rcquirittg'ln
annualpayment
of interest of 99,465,917 florins.
Next followed
the war of 1866 'rod the arrangcment
with IIungary, which is spoken of in the article AUSWnIAIIL-_,_c,.tnY--The
consolidated
debts of the :Netherlands, Great Britain, France and Austria,
taken
together, form an amouut of 50,000,000,000 francs,
more than two thirds of the x_hole pcrmanent
European debt. We shall be mc_re brief in our reference to this last third, than we have been for the
first two-thirds
coneenlrated
in a few countries
The debt of Russia is indeed considerable,
but it is
not e:_¢y to fix its .tmount with precision for a coun.
tl T which published
its first budget only in 1862.
Very different is the situation
in Prussia;
she is
the least involved of the great powers.
A part of
her debt w'ls contracted
for the construction
of
railways,
the same mania for which, in second
"rod third rate European states, h'_s so greatly
increased the amonnt of public debts.
Switzerland
is the only state which i_ almost without
a debt.
Even Turkey itself, since admitted to the "Europcan concert" by the congre-s of Paris, hashastened to copy the west in the matter of making debts
inconsiderately.
A state created by the same con._ress of 1856, Roumania, has also tried the borrowingsystem.
United Itaty has had recotm¢c several
times to public credit; and h_ thus succeeded
in
doubling in a few years the amount of the united
debt of the states of which it was formed.
In
March, 1_63, it borrowed,
in one operation,
the
sum of 700 000,000 cash, which lncrcased by more
than 1,000,000,000 the nominal principal
of debt
att(!l its corresponding
burden of interest.
The
amount
of the consolidated
debt of Enrope at
present may, withont risk of ex_tggcration,
be set
(iowa at 70,000,000,000 francs, requiring
the payment of more than 3,000,000 (}00 of interest annually, and absorbing marc than otto-fourth
of the
public revenues.
Besides, estimates r'u'elyinclude
all the expenses
which the debt causes.
This
burden would not be so regretable
if the money
coming from the loans had becn used in productivc employment.
Wehave said already that this
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is scarcely true even of a small part.
The wars
of the first 15 years of the nineteenth
century, the
armed peace of theyears
succeeding
1848, and the
wars of 1866 and 1870, created and increased
tile
national debts of Europe
to an amazing
degree,
The source of the evil being so evident, the remedy
is easy to discover.
It is not to be supposed that,
with the increasing
wants which social development requires the state to satisfy,
civil expenses
can be reduced very soon.
The military
budget,
on the contrary,
is everywhere
susceptible
of the
greatest reduction
without injury to the security
of states and with great benefit to social, political
and economic
progress.
Let us imagine
only a
part of the money, at present
withdrawn
from
circulation,
in the debtor state, returning
by degrees to the creditors
who would be obliged to
seek new investments
for it, would not production and consumption
immediately
feel the benefit
of this capital?
If a continually
increasing
portion of the 8,000,000,000
now spent in paying
the
interest of the debt, were employed by the state in
works of public utility or remained
in the hands of
taxpayers
to increase theirinstruments
of labor'or
thcir means of enjnylnent,
would there not be the
wherewithal
to compensate
liberally
and seriously
for the petty a,_d fictitious advantages
which selfsatisfied
dreamers
attribute
to the existence
of
great national debts?
J.E.
Hom_.
DECENTRALIZATION.
This word signifies
the action which tends to diminish centralization,

unity in opposition
to the confederation
of states?
Or does it rather refer to a greater or less extension accorded
to the legislative
power?
The distinction
is idle, for political
centralization
sightties what might
be more clearly expressed
by
other words. We therefore speak only of administrative centralization,
and hasten to give positive
details regarding
it, in order not to lose ourselves
in the vagueness with which we reproach
others
We shall seek to determine
where centralization
is
appropriate,
and where it is injurious.
To this
end, therefore,
let us pass in review the different
branches of the administration
and examine th(.m
from this point of vicw.--First
of all we must
mention the administration
of the military
and
marine
services.
In these centralization
is evidently indispensable.
Could any one wish that
the army should be decentralized;
that the provinces should nominate
their generals;
that the
council general be called upon to vote the calibre
of the guns used by the troopsof
the department;
that the seaport towns should be consulted
as to
the thickness
of the plates
for iron-clad ships of
war?--The
administration
of finances should als()
be centralized,
Formerly
a special tax waslevied
for each important
expense, and the multiplicity
of the accounts
rendered all control impracticable,
not to speak of the other inconveniences
of this
system.
At last the state funds (fondu) were centralized, and all difficulty disappeared.
We wish
it distinctly
understood,
that we here speak on])"
of the national
funds.--The
administration
of

that is, the concentration
of power.--For
some
time the word decentralization
has also been used
to mean the opposite of centralization.
It isoften
confounded
also with sclf.governmcnt,
which is
the opposite of tutelary
administration.
All these
terms, however clear the ideas they represent may
nl)pc_r to us, designate
things
which are very
complicated.
It would no doubt be difficult to
dcny that a country
is centralized,
but it would
sometimes
be more difficult still to prove that it
is too much so. A certain
degree of centraliza,
tion is in fact necessary
to maintain
unity in a
state, and to insure it a good administration,
but
how determine
this degree?
Should it not differ
in different counlries,
according
to the tendencies
of their population,
the extent of their territory,
and political, economic
and other circumstanccs?
Should thcre not be a greater degree of centralization in a state which
contains
the more or less
active germs of dissolution,
than in a country
whose unity is inwflnerable?--Since
we were
speaking
of dt.grees, does "political
" centralization differ in nature or in degree from "administrative"
centralization?
This distinction,
which
was invented
to furnish
an argument
both to
those who demand
centralization,
and to those

justice also should be centralized.
No one will
deny the necessity of a court of appeal, and of a
supreme court in judicial organization.
Itwould
indeed be very strange if the civil, commercial
or
penal laws were different ifi different departments
of the same country.--In
confederations
cer_traliza[ion has not always been complete.
Such is
the case for instance in the United States. where
an individual
state can not enter into reIalions
with for_ign nations.
It was not thusin
Switzcrland before 1848, nor in Germany
before 1871,
where particular
agreements
might inconvcnienflY
'ti_cct the treaties
negotiated
for the entire confederation.--Religious
worship should not, in our
opinion,
form part of the public service; as to
education,
we do not believe it could be rendered _
sufficiently
flourishing
by means of the mere frec
initiative
of citizens;
facts do not show that it
could be, and rather seem to demonstrate
th_,t it
can not. The intervention
ofthestateis
therefore
nccessary
here. Unfortunately,
this interventi,_t*
is for the most part too gTeat; states wish to t._k(.
charge of and r%mlate
education
entirely,
h('_('
some degree of decentralization
would be a de(.itl('d
improvemcnt._Agricultureand
commerce do t_()l
demand centralization.
The mission of the mit_-

who reject it, seems to us vague and idle.
Vagam,
for what is political
centralization?
Isit the concentration
of all power iff the hands of one man,
or absolutism?
Is it the concentration
of all
power in one constitutional
government,as opposed to a more or less explicit
federation,
or

istry having charge of these interests is rather [)m"
of encouragement
and protection.
Public wotk,.
on the contrary,
may tempt the administration
tq)
go beyond
what is necessary,
but in proportio._
as the influence
of the provincial
and commlmaJ
representations
increases,
these
encroachmcats
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become more rare.
]_Ioreover, here also the just
limit may be a matter for discussion.--In
France,
and many othcr countries,
centralization
is usually
confounded
with
administrative
guardianship,
And yet these two things are as different
from
each other as formand
substance.
Centralization
is the form.
An affair which, instead of being
decided by the mayor
or the prefect,
goes to
Paris, is _entralized;
to decentralize
we lmve but
to have it returned
before the prefect as a court
of last resort.
In 1852 and 1861 decentralization
was effccted in France,
but the guardiansl,ip
remained as before, for, instead of the minister,
it
was the prefect
who rendered
decisioos.
Since
then guardianship
hasbeenlightened,
and it wouht
not be difficult to show that French departmental
t',nd communal
legislation,
such as it was in 1873,
ts as liberal as that of most other European
countries, including
England,
Belgium
and Switzer.
land.--Centralization
appears
to be one of the
natural phases of tile administrative
organization
of every c(,untry.
When
it is insufficient,
the
people ask that it be increased;
when it is too
gleat, they demand
a diminution
of it. Whcu
society was in a rudimentary
stale ti,cre couhl be
no question
of centralization
; men experienced
but few general wants,
had but few common interests; and things were done as often ill as well,
or were not done at all. There was a time when
Paris was neither
swcpt nor lighted,
and therefore could not have the IIotel de Ville, neither
a street-(:lcaning
department
nor a gas departmerit.
Besides, for a long time one branch
of
the public
service was intrusted
to the feudal
lords, another
to the church;
and at that epoch
decentralization
v_'as very much like anarchy,
Centralization
was at ill;st, therefore,
an undoubted blessing;
it inh'oduccd
the branches
of the
public service.
By a coz_currence of circum_tancos, which history
tells us of, France has made
greater
advancement
in this respect than many
other countries;
and if some other countries were
or appeared
to be less centralized
than France., it
was at times because certain branches of the public service did not exist ill them.
A city which
does not light its streets has fewer employ:s
and
tess expense than a city which has taken this
step in the way of progress.--If
we were of the
number
of t_ose who attribute
a preponderant
influence
to race or nationality,
we might say
that the words of the law are of secondary
importance in these matters,
and that evels, thing depends upon the zeal and intelligence
will1 which
the law is followed.
Have we not seen admirable
sculpturing
done with a broken knife, and artistic engraving
executed
with a nail pulled out of
the walls of a prison?
Now, more or less liberal
laws have remained
a dead letter, because
the
nations for, whom they were framed inclined to
self-government.
Is decentralization
au affair of
temperament?
(See CENTRALIZATIOS.)--See
A.
de Tocqueville,
l' a72eiea R:gi_)_e; Odilon-Barrot,
l,a Decentrali_ation/
Dupout White, la Centralh_atabu.
)IxuItICE
BLOCI(.
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The struggle against Great Britain was begun 1)3"
the English-speaking
American
colonies without
any general idea of independence
as a possible
result.
(See B)'_VOLUTION.) Any such intention,
however warmly favored
in New England,
was
very distasteful
to the other colonies, al_d wa_
formally
disavowed
by coogress, July 6, 177_'>.
Pennsyivania,
]_Iaryland and New Jersey, before
the spriug of 1776, had enjoined upon their delegatesin congress the rejection of any proposition
looking to a separation, and :New York, Delaware
and South Carolin'_ were so nmch opposed to a
separation
that their delegates took no prominent
part in promoting
it. Thc transfer of the war to,
the south in May and June, 1776, did much to advance the idea of independence
there, and in May
the Virginia convcntiou
instructed
the delegates
of that state in congress to propose a rcsolutiott
declaring
for independence,
which
was done_
June 7, by Richard
Hcnry Lee, though
his resolution
was not formally
adopted
until July 2.
Before July 1, Pcnnsylv'mi:_.
Maryland and l_,_ew
Jersey had rcscindcd the former instructions,
and
ordered their delegates to vote for the declaration.
After debating Lee's resolution, June 8 and 10, in
committee of the whole, and appointing
a com.
mittee of five to draw up a declaration,
the question was dropped until .July 1, when the dcclaration, which the committee had reported Junc 28,
was taken up and debated in committee
of the
whole through
,July 3.
By this time the (lelegates of South Carolina, who had hitherto voted
against it, cameovcr
to thcm.ljority.
Dclawat'e'._
two delegates were divided, and the New York
delegation
refused to _ote, although personally in
favor of the measure.
July 4, Rt_dncy, the third
delegate from Delaware, was brought
hurriedly
about 80 miles to secure the _otc of l,is state, and
in the evening of tlmt (tay the declaration
of in(lependence
was passed, no state in opposition,
but
New York still refusing
to vote.
July 9, the
New York convention
ratified it, and it thus hecame "The Unanimous
Declaration
of the Thirteen United States of America."
The New York
delegation
did not sign until July 15, nor six new
Pennsylvania
members until July 20. One mereber, from New Hampshire,
did not sign until Nov.
4_The
committee appointed
to (h'att the declaration were Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin,
Roger Sherman, and Robert R.
Livingston.
Jefferson,
who was no Sl)caker, but
had the reputation
of b(,ing 'm able writer, was
"_ppointed to nmke the draft, and his draft wa_
accepted,
with some few changes, by the. tom,rilltee and by congress.
The cha_ge_ were gcnerally omissions rather than alterations,
so that the
whole document,
as we have it now, contains
hardly any words which were not those of Jefferson.
The most noteworthy
omissions were those
of the last two counts of his original indictment
of the king, which were as follows:
"He has incited treasonable
insurrections
of our fcllow-citizeus, with tile allurements
of forfeiture
and con-
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fiscation
of our property.--He
has waged cruel
war against
human
nature
itself, violating
its
most sacred rights of life and liberty in the persons of a distant people who never offended him,
captivating
and carrying
them into slavery in another hemisphere,
or to incur miserable
death in
their transportation
thither.
This piratical warfare, the opprobrium
of i_fide! powers,
is the
warfare of the CHmSTn¢-_ king of Great Britain
Determined
to keep open a market
where _E_"
should lie bought and sold, he has prostituted
his
negative for suppressing
every legislative
attempt
to prohibit or to restrain this execrable commerce;
and, that this a_emblage
of horrol_ might want
no fact of distinguished
dye, he is now exciting
those very people to rise in arm_ among us, and
to purchase that liberty of which ]_ehas deprived
them by murdering
the people
upon whom ]_e
also obtruded
II_em:
thus paying
off former
crimes committed
against the liberties of one people, with chines which lie urges thcm to commit
against the lires of another. "-- The last of these
two charges
fully expressed
Jefferson's
theoreticol sympalhy
for the negro race (see ABOLITION,
I.), and it is the onlyplace
in the whole document
where his draft descended
to italics to express
feeling.
But slavery was already too delicate a
subject
to be rudely
touched,
and the matter
above given was stricken
out in obedience to the
wish of southern
delegates.-The debates upon
the declaration
are not sufficiently
preserved
to
give u_ any adequate
idea of their nature, but
from all the concurrent
testimony
of the tmle it
is evident that, though
Jefferson
was the author
of the declaration,
to John Adams must be given
the credit of its passage.
His eloquence and his
great influence
over the northern
delegates
insured a hearty support
to thdt which was origiholly a Virginia
measure.
Jefferson
acknowledges that in the debates
he was of necessity
a
passive auditor
of the opinions
of othcrs, while
Adams "supported
the declaration
with zeal and
ability, fighting
fearlessly for every- word of it."
By a singular coincidence,
the deaths of the two
men were almost simultaneous,
occurring
on the
same day, July 4, 1826, the fiftieth anniversary
of
their joint success in producing
the declaration
of
independence.
--Few
state
papers
have been
drawn up u-ilh more skill, or with greater adapta,
tion to the purposes in view, than the declaration
of independence.
Jefferson's
first object was to
impress upon the whole document
the consistent
character
of a rt_nm_ciation
of future allegiance
to tlte ki;_rj, while ttvoiding anything
that could
be construed
into an acknowledgment
that the
British parliament
had ever had any rightful authority over the colonies.
The skill with which
this diHicu]t path is pursued
until the end is most
admirable.Parliament,
the head and front of
the enemies of America, is not even mentioned,
except by implication,
and then only as a number
of lawless and usurping
persons with whom the
king had combined
and confederated
to procure
the passage
of certain
unconstitutional
acts of

pretended
legislation.
(See REVOLUTIOlg.) Be.
yond this, of course, a further object was to ex
hibit such a catalogue
of grievances
as wouhi
justify every American
to his own conscience
ia
throwing
off the royal authority,
and this als_
was attained with wonderfulability.
There isn_
unseemly violence of language in the declaration.
The slow and stately scorn with which the successive counts of the dreadful
indictment
against
the king are rehearsed,
is massive in its impressiveness even to us, who have not the living and
burning feeling of injury which was in the heart_
of its first hearers.
Even as a piece of literary
workmanship,
to be judged
by its capacity
to
affect Anglo-Saxon
minds and hearts, Jefferson
had right to l_e proud of it, and it is not wonderful that his first claim to remembrance,
as given
upon his tomb byh_s own wish, is that he was
the "Author
of the Declaration
of American
Independence."
-- The general
principles
with
which the declaration
proper begins, the equality
(meaning
the equality
of privilege)
of all men,
and popular will as the true basis of govermnent,
seem la us trite enough now, and are _ccepted in
facL by every government
whose subjects
have
capacity enough to eoinprehcnd
and assert them.
In 1776 they had been asscrtedagain
and again in
theory, and Jeffersou was accused ofhavingstolen
them from the declaration
of rights by congress
in 1774, from James Otis, from Samuel Adams,
or from Locke's
Treatise
on Governme,_t.
_.
long list might easily be made of writers
who
had maintained,
in the closet
and on paper,
sentimcntsidentical
witli those of the declaralioJ_:
but, with the possible
exception
of the English
commonwealth,
which, however, _vas euigeTwris,
this was the first time in modern
histol T that
these ideas had appeared
armed and demanding
a hearing.
By their successful
establishment
the
dechration
has taken, in American
histol)', the
place which M_ujaa Charta and the death warrant of Charles I. occupy in English
history.-Upon the essential nature of the declaration
there
arc two opposite
opinions,
which may be called
the S_o_?/ theory and the C.,_lhoun theory, f,'om
their ablest supporters.
The Story theory is that
the colonies did not severally act for themselves
and proclaim
their own independence;
that the
declaration
was the united
act of all for the
benefit of the whole,
"by the representatives
of
the United States of k,ncrica
in congress asscmbled";
that it was therefore
a national
act, 1D'
the sovereign and paramount
authority
of the
people at large;
and that, therefore,
from the
moment of its po._sage, the united colonies must
be considered
a national
government
de facW,
acting by the general consent of the people of all
the colonies.
The Calhoun
theory is that the
words "one people" in the preamble _'eferto the
people of each colony severally,
not jointly, as
the source and fountain
of all l_ightful power;
that the congress
which
made the declaration
was a congress of states only; that the delegate_
of each state signed and joined m the declaratio_
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by direction of the several state governments,
not in deference to the decision of a majority of
¢ong'ress or of the people at large; that the independence of each separate colony not only of
Great Britain, but also of its neighbors, was
established before the declaration, by popular
assumption of power; that the declaration ilself
was only an assignment, out of a decent respect
to the opinions of mankind, of reasons for the
previous exercise of independency by the states;
_md that the separate states, though acting in
_common for self-defense, were so far from being
a nation in reality that they did not even form a
vonfederation until five years afterward.
(See
STATE Sow,_REIO_Tr.)--The Story theory nmst
be taken as generally most co,-rcct" From the
inception of Anglo-Saxon political organization
upon this continent, growth was a certainty, an,q,
by the circumstances of its surroundings, growth
¢.ould only take place along the line which is
marked out by the Story thcory. If the doctrine
of the declaration, 1hat popular consent is the
basis of government, be accepted, the 13 colonies
were already united by their ow_t consent, before
1774, in a common membership in the British
e,npire, as they afterward remained united from
1774 until 1789 under two classes of revolutionary
governments, and since 1789 under the present
constitution.
Thefm'_n of the government during
the in,erregnum
period, 1774--89, which by the
Calhoun theory is all-important, is in reality of
no importance at all; it is the f,,xt ofu_io_ which
is all-important, and against which it is useless
_md absurd to argue.
Popular consent to union
has been continuously and progressively in force
from the beginnings of English colonizatio,1 in
America until the present time, anti logic is
w'_sted against the patent fact while the consent
is not rescinded.
As the declaration expressly
rescinded the popular consent to further union or
politie'd connection with the rest of the British
empire, its _'ery silence as to the continuance of
union between the colonies themselves is the
strongest of affirmations. The union which theretofore existed, by common consent, between the 13
colonies and the rest of the British empire was
dissolved by common consent a_s the result of
¢ivil war; but no such common consent to a
further dissolution has ever been obtained, and
no such commo_x consent can ever be presu,ned,
_)rarise by inference or implication.
It nlust be
cxpress. :Nor does the confederating of the states,
_tftcr the declar'_tion, alter the case, as is contend.ed by the Calhoun theory, for the truth is
(sec
CO_NTLNENT.a.L
CONGI_.ESS)
that this scheme
of government was either the extra-legislative
action of state legislatures, or was as essenti'dly
revolutionary as the continental congress.
The
1mien must be regarded as continuous, under the
British constitution until 1774, under a rcvolulionaryinterregnum
during theperiod of 1774-89,
and since 1789 under the practical supremacy of
the general popular will which had been theorctically declared in 1776 to be. the true basis of
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goverument.--But it would be misleading if we
slmuld leave it to be inferred, as the Story theory
usually does, that the American statesmen and
people of 1776 were in all points perfectly cognizant of the fidl scope and me'ming of their action.
If the Story theory had been fully explained to
the congress of 1776, we would certainly never
have had the declaration in exactly its present
form
Some of the sig,aers read tim instrument
with the light of the future upon it, but the great
mass acted simply because they were in the full
drift of the current which has regularly governed
successful political action in this country.
In
that current, however, there were many strong
eddies. State feeling, distrust of other commonwealths, and the strong individualistic bias of tim
Anglo Saxon character, were constantly prompting the delegates and their state governments to
action which was entirely inconsistent w_th the
Story theory and is usually ignored by its supporters. Such are, for example, the emphatic
dc.claration of thc Virginia convention, June 20,.
1776, that the political connection between that
colony a,xdthe British empire was totally dissolved ;
the resolutions of congress, June °_1, 1776, that
allegiance was due to the separate colonies (see
ALI,EGIANCE,
I.), anti that tre:_son was an offt:nse
against the colony in which it had been cornmitted; the title given to the declaration by order
of congres% "The unaJffmo_ts Declaration of the
l"hiptecn United State.s of America"; and other
instances given under STATE SOVEREIGNTY. All
these are constantly quoted as convincing proofs
of the soundness of the Calhoun theol')'; but the
candid student, while allowing them their fair
value as militating against thc general current of
American political history, must look upon them
as only eddies. Whatever may have been the
feeling of any American statesman in 1776, it
must be evident that a declaration of the several
as well as the joint independence of the colonies,
a resolution of tim American portion of the
British empire into its constituent elements, could
never be valid without the express action of each
eohmy "tt the tbuc, and its successful establishmeat by separate w.u'fare.
To assume it, to
obtainit by inference or implie:_tion, m"to attempt
to establish it by argument, would be to erect a
monstrosity in the ge,_erally orderly history of
American politics. (See REVOLI.:TION;
CO.NFEDERATIO._',ARTICLES

OF; CONTI_NENTAL

CO_NGRESS;

CO_NSTITUTION,
1¥. ; STATES()VEREIGNTY; UI_IWED STATES.)--For
conditions precedent, as well
as for the declaratmn, see 8 Bancroft's L5_ited
,_late_*,373; 4 Grahame's [.5dt_'dSt_l_es,315; 1 J.
C. Hamilton's U'niled Statc._, 110; Frothingham's
Rise of the R_,p_&lic,245-509 ; 3 J. Adams' Works,
45; 4,1lass. Hist. Soc. Colt, (Sth Scr.), 300; 2
Wells' Ltfe of S. Adams, 352; 1 Randall's Life of
Je.ffcrso_, 1_; 1 Rives' f_ife of Madison,, 108;
Greene's Histo_'i_l ISe_oof the Revoh_tio_t, 58; 1
Pitkin's Unite_ Sta_es, 362. For a fac-simile of
Lee's resolution, _ce 6 Force's A_wrica_ Archives
(4th Set.), 1700. For a fac-_-imile of the declara_
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tion in Jefferson's writing, with the alterations,
see 1 Jefferson's Works (ed. 1829), 146. For a
fair summing up of the conflicting statements of
Jefferson and Jolm Adams, sce 1 Curtis' ItistoTT
of the Constitution, 81. See also 1 Lee's Life ofl"_,
H. Lee, 275; Iztters of John and Abigail Adams,
190; 8, 7 IIarper's _f, tgazir_e; ,_cribner's ][onthly,
July, 1876: Potter's An2erican Monthly, December,
1875; Story's Comme_tarics, ,_ 205; 1 Calhoun's
Works," 1 A. H. Stephen's War BetweeT_the States,
58; and in general Winsor's Reader's llandbook of
the t_vlution,
102; and authorities under MASSACm_SETTS,and under articles above referred to.
ALEXAI_DERJOHNSTON.
DECLARATION
CL_)

OF PARIS.

(See AL_.u_A

DECLARATION
OF WAR. As a rule the
transition from a state of peace to war is not a
sudden one. In such transition certain usages
have been adopted and are followed.
It has heen
pretended, in our opinion wrongly, that to justify
war no declaration of war is necessary, that
there is needed no communication whatevcr by
which the injured state announces that it is
pre,paring to assert its rights by means of war.
We '_rc of opinion that a declaration of war is
always morally obligatory.
It matterslittlc what
the form of this declaration, provided the passage
from the state of peace to the state of war be
publicly announced.--The
custom of making a
declaration of war, properly so called, formerly
prevalent in Europe, has been frequently neglectcd since the middle of thc seventeenth century. This custom was borrowed from the nations of "mtiquity, who declared war by heralds
of arms. In our days a simpler measure is fiequcntly substituted for this ancient form.
It
consists in proclaiming war by public manifestoes.
But, leaving the form followed and the
name employed out of consideration, itis clear
that, at bottom, the same end is had in view.
What is intended is, that the state of war should
be known to all. So true is this, that the attention of foreign governments is regularly called to
these manifestoes; and in such documents it is
frequently sought to show the justice of the tootires which determined
the country to have
resort to arms. So neccssary is the declaration
of war considered, that the justice of all military
ol)erations
preceding it has been contested,
"Moreover," says Klilber, "although it does not
decide in all cascs the moment of the beginning
of hostilities, it always exerts a legal influence on
the intercourse of individuals.
For all these rcasons the proclamation of war, or rather the declaration of war, is a general custom among all the
nations of Europe."--The
proclamation of war
is of importance to the subjects of the state,
because, since the war eslablishes relatmns of
enmity between the entire nation and its enemy,
every individual is threatened, if not in his person, at least sometimes in his goods. Declara.

DECLINE.
tions of war are very short and simple, like that
made to Prussia July 19, 1870, in tile name of
France, o1"the reasons and motives which justify
them, called in international law claregatio, are
stated in ttmm in detail.--Generally
the belligerent powers regulate, by special edicts or decrees.
the conduct which their subjects or vassals shall
maintain after the declaration of war.
F. RrrTIEZ.
DECLINE, National.
Do humanity, society,
civilization and the state pass through the phases
which mark the life of the individual?
Have
they a youth, a maturity and an old age? This
is a difficult question, in the solving of which
history affords us but. little aid. The philosophers, who have touched upon it have accumulated more conjectures and hypotheses than facts.
--IIow can we decide whether humanity is in
its youth or in its old age, when we know only
an infinitesimal part of its past, and absolutely
nothing of its future?
Was humanity contemporary with the first revolutions of our globe?
Were somc individuals able to escapc the destruction produced by the cataclysms whose periodicity is asserted with such assurance that philosol)hers have even dared accurately to predict their
return?
Thcsc questions must be abandoned as
forever insolublc.--The durationof societyseems
quite as barren a subject for discussion.
)Ian is
a sociabh_ animal.
He will, therefore, always
seek the socicty of his fellow men. Solitude is
contrary to his nature. Only it seems reasonable
to suppose that thehonds of society becomecomplicated and closer with time. Civilization may
be considered as a particular state of society, the
origin and progress of which men have seen, and
whose end can be conceived.
The civilizations
of Egypt, of Rome and of Athens have disappeared within historic times. Would it be unreasonable to conclude that ours may one day
vanish? Thefuturedoubtlcssmayholdinreserve
surprises of all kinds for our descendants; but
there is reason for thinking that a civiliz:_tion
never disappears
spontaneously,
but always
through violence, at home or abro-_d; that is,
through the agency of civil or foreign wars. Up
to this time it ires almost always been the invasion of barbarians which has obscured the brilliancy of known civilizations.
And it is intentionally that we use the word obscured, and not
extinguished;
for the force of socml dcvelopment, once acquh'ed, is such that the b:nbari:uls
have generally been absorbed by the conquer('d,
though not without exercising for a time a retrograde influence upon the latter.
To render ou_"
idea clearer, or to be more exact, let us s;_yflint
civilization had only been confined to a n,Lrrov.'er
circle, limited to a smaller number of indi_iduals, but that it lost nothing of its intrinsic
quality. While the masses, driven from tlle tompie of light, were .wandering in the darknes:,
a few priests lay hidden in a profound retreat t,)
keep alive the sacred fire and to prepare the way
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for the renaissance.--But
do nations decline?
It
will demand diffcrent remedies, if remedies for it
is certain
that a great number
of them have
there be.--To religion belongs by right the first
been known to disappear.
It is only necessary
place inour enumeration.
And we shallconsider
to know whether
the state must perish when its
it here from the point of view of politic'fl hi,_tory,
time comes; whether it has youth and an old age;
and not of faith.
Religion is the most powerful
in short,
whether
its decline
is inevitablc,
or bond of society.
An atheistical
state can be conwhether it can he avoided --The sequence of the
ccived of, but society without a religion, never.
different
phases of a nation's existence
seems to
Still, all the creeds which have exercised an inbe generally
admittcd;
in the first place, because
fluence upon humanity
have not been equally
history tells us of nations which have sprung up,
powerful.
Somchavc become elevated, purified,
progressed,
decayed
and ceased to exist; and
spiritualized;
others have become ossified, and
then, because the ideas of progress
and decline
, have sunk to the point of being no more than a
have an a priori power over our minds.
But the
l)urcly mechanical
practice.
Such, for instance,
parallel
between the individual
and great politiis that religioll of distant Asia, wlmse pri_,_ts are
cal communities
must not be pushed
too far.
not contented
to repeat their prayers
with the
The birth, the growth and the death of man folsimple aid of a rosary: some write them on a
low laws as uniform
as they are unchangeable,
wheel, which they turn with a handle:
others
moderately
influenced
by the surroundings
of
makc use of a stream of _vatcr for this purpose:
each life.
This is not the case with nations;
the praycrs are supposed to have becn said every
their lot is essemially
governed
by contingent
time they face the sky.
How can these bonzes
causes, by numberless
circumstances,
which form
inspire the people, urge them in the way of proa nmltitude
of combinations.
Is it possible to
grcss, fortify them against oppression from within
think
that every city, founded
on a favorable
aml from without?
Such a religion i,_, so tospeak,
site, is destined to become a Rome or an Athens,
an intellectual
burden:
it Ires no effect except on
a Paris, a London,
or a _cw York?
The erathe minds of the superstitious.
And how are
pire of Charlenmgne,
divided into two parts prothe moral wants of enlightened
minds in those.
duced, on the one hand, united
France;
on the
counlrics satisfied?
Have theyreally
no resource
other, Germany,
for a long time divided into fracbut to return to thc abyss of nothingness?--When
tions.
Could thehordes
of Tamerlane
now conthe minisWrs
of rcligion m'tke no other prct_,nsc
quer Russia?
Or can Tunis,
the neighbor
of
than to govern the bcliefs of men and rule over
Carthage,
hope to get the better of Marseilles?-consciences,
tlle dogmas which
hinder progress,
But if wc are forced to admit that _t city or anawhere progress exists, hecome subject
to impcr
lion, to increase,
must be favored
by circumceptible
but steady
modific'ttion.
The _ords
_tances, if, in addition,
we rccognize thathistory
will remain,
perhaps;
but they can no hmger
has not yet recorded
a sufficient
number
of obhave the same meaning.
Moral and material inservations,
so that the relative
age of a nation
tcrests being confined within
their o_n spcci'fl
can be in some way determined,
it is nevcrthelimits, sometimes
the one and sometimes
the
less evident that there are certain
characteristic
other will contribute
most Io the advancement
signs which are unmistakable.
For instance, barbarism
is always
met with in theinfancy
of a
political
community:
unhappily,
it is not necessarily followed by an age of progress.
A nation,
like a man, may perish
before attaining
its full
development.
On the other hand, we have seen
nations spring up without
passing through
this
' phase so common
in antlquity;
the American
Union, for example.--Youth,
therefore,
does not
always present the same aspect;
age, still less so.
How could it be otherwise?
blay not decline be
due to very different
causes?
_Iay not the political body, like the individual,
he attacked
by ills
markedly
diverse?
If, in man, it is sometimes
the blood or the nerves, sometimes
the muscles or
the bones, which
are impaired;
if one organ or
another, oneor another vital function
may be irapeded in its action;
so society may witness one of
its principles
abjured,
one of its dogmas evaporate, one of itsessential
elements disappear.
Itere,
it will be religion ; there, morality;
elsewhere, political organization,
authority
or liberty;
elsewhere still, the principles
of political
economy
which will be the diseased part.
In each of these
cases the decline will become manifest
under a
different

aspect,

the malady

will be different,

and

of a nation:
they will mutually
sustain and urge "
each other onward.
But if a theoretic
system
becomes permanently
established,
if religion pcrsists in regulating
tim affairs of this world by the
same title that it does spiritual
affairs, it will
either stop all progress, or it will lose all its influence--two
things equallylo
bcdeplorcd.
This
can not take place without a struggle;
and if the
nation
has not wonderful
vitahty,
if circumstances do not favor it, it will he ruined.--Morals
arc very closely conuected
with re.ligion, but they
are not entirely ruled by it. What is understood
by morals?
Is it a question simply of the habits
of lite more or less moral, or of the entire social
organization?
Dissipation,
lying, unwillingness
to work, unbridled
egoism, are some of the c-roses
of decay in every human community.
These
vices prepare a people for servitude, by depriving
them of the energy and the spirit of self-sacrifice
necessary to work out their freedom.
Thcse vices
give all its full effect to a bad political organization.--We
may wcll say: like people, likeiustitutions.
The constitution,
the most rational,
the
best poised, the richest in guarantees,
is a dead
letter if public spirit does not breathe life into it.
What

is the use of written

laws if no one tries to_
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obey them, or if they are only drawn up to fulfill
litical restraints will no longer be able to maintain
a formality
without anypractieal
import?--Heverthe social union.--The
great extent of territory
theless, the form of the government
and the part
was one of the causes of the decline of the old
the citizens take in the direction of the affairs of
German empire.
The Roman empire of the G r.a country, are never indifferent
things.
If men
man nation,
stretching
from the Vosgcs to the
were influenced
only by reason,
there would
Carpathian
mountains,
and from the Adriatic to
xarely be conflicts between the governing
trod the ] the North sea aml to the Baltic, had to be divided
governed.
Tllegoverningwouhl
knowthat
their
between vassals.
The emperors
not alw;Jys being
power is just so much the mnrc stable as it is able to n_.ake tlleirauthorily
re petted, it declined,
more in sympathy
with the people, as it renders
without
profit to lil)erty.
The great vassals, inthem the more service, and tile governed
would
stead of becoming
or remaining
a chamber
of
understand
that they have nothi_g
to gain by 'mpeers, with the mission to restrain their sovereign,
arch)'.
But reason has only a relatively
feeble
went to work to dismember
lhe ccntr:fl authority.
influence
over human
action:
it is oftener
sentiIo the prejudice
of the unity of the nation.
Little
ment
or passion
which controls
it; and sentiby little the empire
became a shadow;
and in
_nent knows
only too well how to borrow
the
1806 it disappeared.
Although
it was retortlanguage
of reason, toaccumulate
arguments,
and
structed
in 1871, it was with a less extent of ter.to set forth grounds, cach more plausible than the
ritory, and under conditions
that wc have not yet
olher, for its actions.
Then. the p_lssions are not
seen put to the proof.--The
size of tile Chinese
4he same in the different
degrees of the social
empire
is also a source of weakness to that counscale: and if real and serious interests
arc the
try. Where can a government
be found strong
,same for the governing
and the governed,
there ] enough
to satisfactorily
fulfill the superhuman
_tre often artificial
interests, irritated
by passion,
task of ruling
from 350,000,000
to 400,000,000
_hich run counter to them.
Hence must follow
of people?
Because of the disproportion
of the
strife, open or covert, according
to circumstances.
I forces of authority
and those accorded
to liberly,
--In such asituation,
a good constitution
is a safePoland, in the eighteenth
century,
saw her presguard, and somctimestheme'msby
which the two
tige and even her independence
vanish.
The
opposing
forces are neutralized.
In despotic haunanimity
of the votes of 40,000 nobles was neclions, in absolute
monarchies,
there is no dcrivacssary for a decision to be legal.
Could they flattire remedy:
at a givcn momenta
destructivecxter themselves
it could ever be attained?
Hence
plosionoccurs.
In countrics politically
organized,
arose wrangles
among
themselvcs;
and their
the people have peaceful
aims, the realization
neighbors took possession of different part, of the
of their desires, the satisfaction
of their wants,
country,
untilnothingremaincd
of it.--Tlm
UnitThe constitution
is there a safety valve.--The
two
ed States of America
stretches
over a vc_'y great
forces which have been alluded
to are authority
area. The result has beenthat,
between north and
.and liberty : their synthesis is order, embodied in
south, there were political and economical
condia constitution.
The excess of one or the other of
lions diverse enough
to cause a formidable
war
these two forces is equally prejudicial
to order
(1861-5),which
however did not succeed in dissolvand to a harmonious
organization
of the social
ing the Union.
But will she emerge intact from
,elements;
each must keep within its own bounds,
future struggles
which may arise, for instance,
When one encroaches
on the other, it destroys the
through
the divergent
interests of thc east and
equilibrium
necessary to political or social health;
the we_t?
That is the question.--A
bad cconom•disorganization
aud decay invade the entire state;
ical organization
can have the same effect as a
the edifice loses its adhesive power and crumbles
poorly constructed
constitution.
The absence of
_tt the first shock._The
disproportion
bctwcen
what is called freedom
of labor, a faulty dislributhese two forces was what caused the down fall of
tion of property,
can retard the progress of _ countile Roman
empire.
This disproportion
is made
try, keepitin
poverty, and deliverit,under
certain
manifest in different
ways in different
countries,
combinations
of circumstances,
over to the mercy
It was disclosed in Rome by the necessity forced
of a richer nation.
Slavery
has been more tha_
upon tlJe successors
of Augustus
to divide their
once the cause of loss to a state.--Sometimcs,
power,
or rather,
to divide the country.
This
too, tile decline of a nation may be due to scve_ll
division was the consequence
of the great extent
causes.
Spain suffered for a long time at once
of tell'ire1T.
To govern
despotically
so vast a
from despotism
and the inquisition,
and her too
country, a man of extraordinary
ability is needed,
large colonial
possessions
weakened
her more
and such a man is rarely found.
2k small nation,
than they strengthened
her.
Tlmy
drew away
,or one with a very free form of government,
can
from her her most vigorous and most enterprising
more easily endure
a mediocre
ruler.
We are
sons; and those who remained
in the mother
very much disposed
to believe that a state is no
country
depended
upon the gold and silver which
longer
governable
when
its boundaries
have
the galleons
might
bring.
How many of tho_e
.swelled beyond a certain extent, whatever
may be
indolent Iberians
saw nothing
of the caLgoes of
the liberty
enjoyed
by the citizens.
From this
those galleons except the aims distributed
to them
would follow
the practical
deduction,
that the
at the door of a monastery!--The
example
ot
spirit of conquest
is a blind passion:
it dot, s not
Spain may prove, perhaps,
that a great country
.see that it will cause a situation
in which pocan recover, and that national decline does uot
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necessarily
mean death°
France,
also, had her
moment of weakness
in the eighteenth
century;
but although
her body suffered, her spirit was
strong, and was, by a happy reaction, ablc to cast
aside all the causes of the difficulty, but notwithout dangerousconvulsions.
Other countries,
also,
seem to be on the road to renewed life, after haying had their development
arrested for a long time
Thisis because
our civilization
is more vigorous
than all those which preceded it; and if, in turn,
it perishes or is eclipsed, it will not be before it
has had a long career;
and as, in our time.% there
is no external enemy strong enough to combat it,
it can perish only through
weapons of its own
forging.
_IACRICE
BLOCK.
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DEFINITIONS
IN POLITICAL
ECON0_I¥.
The last of the essays in J. S. Mill's volume on

are not modified
by the pursuit
of any other
object."
Yet, immediately
afterward,
we find
Mr. :Mill admitting
other and counteracting
too.
tives.
"Political
economy,"
he says, "makes
abstraction
of every other human motive, except
those which may be regarded
as perpetually
antagonistic
principles
to the desire of wealth,
namely, aversion
to labor, and desire of present
enjoyment."
Presently,
too, he adds 'tnother
principle, excluded by his own definition.
After
repeating
that the economist
inquires,
"What
are the actions which would be produced
by the
desire of wealth, if unimpeded
by any other?"
he
continues:
"Only
ioa few of the most striking
cases (such as the important
one of the principle
of l)Ol)ulation) are (.orrections
interpolated
into
the expositions of political economy itself."
l:lad
Mr. Mill's attention
beeu dlre(,ted to the facts

"Unsettled
Questions
in Political
Economy"
is
appropriately
entitled,
"The
Definition
and
Method of Political
Economy."
The problem
of definition in a science is one closely connected
with the method
of investigation
lmrsued
in it.
One of the ablest
advocates
of the deductive
method in political
economy,
:N. W. Senior, opposing, at the beginning
of his treatise on the
science, the view that the main business of the
economist is the investigation
of facts, urges that
the prime object should be the proper
choice,
definition
:md employment
of words.
"If," he
says, "economists
had been aware tlmt the sci(,rice depends
more on reasoning
than on ohserv'_tion, and that its principal
difficulty
consists,
not in the ascertainment
of its facts, but in the
u._e of its terms, we can not doubt that their prineipal efforts
would
have been directed
to the
selection
and
consistent
use of an accurate
nomenclature."
The advocate
of the inductive
method may reply that, without
the observation
and ascertainment
of facts, an accurate
use of
terms in political
economy,
a proper
exposition
or definition
of their meaning,
and consequently,
a scientific
nomenclature,
are impossil)le.
To
define light, heat, electricity,
correctly,
or to use
these terms of physical
science with "m understanding
of their true meaning,
we must stud s,
the phenomena
which
they denote;
and it is no
otherwise
with the terms of economic
science,

which observation
led Adam Smith to take cognizancc
of in his exposition
of the diversity of
tim rates of pecuniary wages and profit in different employments,
hc nmst lmvc perceived
that
reasoning from the desire of wealth alone would
inevitably
lead the ecom)mist astray at the very
threshold
of the science.
Moreover,
if certain
other principles
are legitimately
admitted within
the pale of the cconomist's
province,
on what
logical ground
can any bc excluded,
whose
operation
is revealed
by the investigation
of
facts?
"The definition
of a science,"
says Mr.
Mill himself, in his great work on Logic, "mu._T
necess'u'ily be progressive
and provisional.
Any
extension
of knowledge,
or alteration
in the
current opinions
respecting
the subject matters,
may lead to a change
more or less extensive
in
thc particulars
included in thc science."
And in
his treatise on the " Principles
of Political
Economy," written at a maturer age than the essay on
the definition
and method
of the science,
Mr.
_Iill describes
the ecouomisl's
province
as erabracing
the investigation
of all the causes by
which the con(lition
of mankind
is made prosperous or the reverse in respect of wealth
These
causes
can not, md(_ed, he adds, be all even
enumerated
in a treatise
on the science; but it
should aim at setting'
"
forth all that is or can be
known about them and thc laws of their operation.
In other words, political economy
should

Production,
distribution,
wealth, capital,
money,
currency,
credit,
wages,
profit, rent, are terms
which can not be properly explained
or employed
without careful
investigation
of the facts which
they are designed to represent.
So with theterm
political economy itself.
J.S.
Mill, in the essay
above referred to, on "The Definition and _,Iethod

bc regarded
as a progressive
science, and must
owe its progress to the constant
observation
of
facts and ascertainment
of tim laws on which
they depend;
and no definition
which confine_
the student
to deduction
from any single principle or set of principles
can be otherwise than
defective,
and founded on a wrong conception of

of Political Economy,"
has, contrary
to the main
object of the essay, afforded a signal demonstration of the failure
of the deductive
method
to
furnish
an adequate
and accm'ate
definition
of
the science.
The definition
there put forward
as
complete is, "the science which
traces the laws

the metlmd of investigation.--What
is true of the
science as a whole, is true, likewise, of the terms
which denote the chief classes of phenomena
to
which it relates, and the laws discoverable
in
them.
The question of definition
in respect of
these terms is one of method
of investigation;

of such of the phenomena
of society as arise from
the combined
operations
of mankind
for the production
of wealth, in so far as those operations

and no definitions
should be put forward which
have not been derived from the study of phenomena, nor should they, however
well considered,
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be regarded
as absolutely
final and adequate.-We are not, however, justified
in giving, in the
definition
or use of economic
terms,
a wider
meaning
to one that has a special signification,
merely
in order to embrace
under it a larger
group of phenomena
which is already denoted by
a more general term.
When a distinct agency or
principle,
or set of facts, has once been designated
by a distinct name, it is contrary
to the objects of
scientific
nomenclature
to generalize
unnecessarily the meaning
of this name or term, for the
mere purpose
of covering
additional
ground
_already
provided
with
a denomination.
The
term money,
for example,
was formerly
eraployed by the best economists
only to denote the
common medium of exchange
and common stun.dard of value.
"Money,"
said _Ir. Huskisson,
in his famous tract "On the Depreciation
of the
Currency,"
"is not only the common
measure
and common
representative
of all other
commodities,
but also the common
and universal
equivalent."
No instrument
of exchange
can
fulfill these functions,
or answer
to this definition, unless it be legal tender in payment
of debt.
It must be the common medium of exchange
and
the universal
equivalent,
and not merely
a medium accepted
or used in particular
localities,
at
particular
times, and by particular
persons.
A
check, a bill of exchange,
an ordinary
promissory
note, a bank note which is not legal tender, may,
at certain places and times, and among
some of
¢he inhabitants
of a country,
perform
the runetitus of money.
But such instruments
may become valueless,
or be rejected
as payment,
in a
crisis, or beyond a particular
district,
and they
-have at all times only a limited circulation,
so
that they do not come up to the mark of money,
and are not definable as the c6mmon
medium of
exchange
or universal
equivalent.
It is true that
1Jrices are not determined
simply by the amount
of money, in the strict and accurate
sense, but
by the whole mass of instruments
of exchange,
This whole mass is, however,
adequately
denoted
by the term circulating
medium;
and it is a
wanton
sacrifice
of the means of precision
of
language
and thought,
to expand
the meaning
and definition of the _special term money so as to
cover the entire volume
of circulation.--On
the
other hand, there are cases in which the extension of the meaning
of a term from a special to a
more general sense, and the enlargement
of its
definition,
may be not only justifiable
but necessary.
Further
observation
of phenomena,
or the
advance of scientific knowledge,
may prove that
a wider field of inquiry
than was originally
contemplatedand
denoted
by aparticular
term, lies
before the student.
No other term, nevertheless,
may be equally serviceable
or apposite;
or it may
be difficult
to supersede
it, and accordingly
a
more extensive
signification
must be given to it.
An instance of the highest
importance
presents
itself in the case of the term distribution.
Political economy is commonly
defined as the science
which investigates
the natural
laws governing
the
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production
and distribution
of wealth.
But by
distribution
some of the early French economists
meant onlywhat
is now indicated where thcbusiness of the distribution
of goods is spoken of, by
contradistinction
to their production.
And in
the first book of the "Wealth
of Nations, " Adam
Smith applies the term distribution
simply to the
process of exchange
whereby
wages, profit and
rent, and the value of each man's
products
or
services, are obtained.
It has, however,
become
clear that the causes governing
the partition
of
wealth include also customs, social arrangements
and positive laws.
The different
distribution
of
property in England
and France has not been the
result simply
of the process of exchange,
or of
dealings
in the market.
The advance of knowledge of the natural
laws of society,
moreover,
reveals the fact that they control
even human
positive
laws, and that the latter have their anteeedents as well as their consequences,
and follow an ascertainable
order.
The natural
history
of Roman
law, from a period earlier than the
twelve tables down to its codification
under Justinian, has been recovered,
and shown to follow
a regular
and natural
development
or evolution.
When political
economy,
therefore,
is defined as
investigating
the natural
laws governing
the distribution
as well as the production
of wealth, the
term distribution
should be understood
as covering a lnuch larger field than that of exchange,
and extending
o_,er positive
institutions
and
social usagesand
arrangements.
The case affords
an illustration
of the connection
between defini
tion and method
of investigation.
Economists
could not have persisted
in limiting
the fieht
of inquiry
to exchange,
had they kept actual
phenomena
in view.
:Nor can the science they
profess obtain an accurate
nomenclature,
or be
equipped
with proper definitions,
otherwise
than
by close and unflagging
attention
to those phenemean.
The question
whether
a special or a
more general signification
should be given to a
term, is always one turning
mainly
on facts.
If
the narrower
meaning
excludes the consideration
of essential
facts,
a wider definition
should be
adopted.
Where,
however,
the whole extent of
the field of inquiry
is adequately
indicated
by
another term, it is inconvenient
and misleading
to
give that comprehension
to one which hitherto
had denoted only a particular
section of the field•
_The
opposite error ought equally to be avoided,
of giving needlessly and arbitrarily
a more restricted meaning
to phrases than had been attached
to
them in the currcnt nomenclatureof
a science. A
change in the actual
economy of society may indeed call for a limitation
of the meaning of a word,
and the question
whether there really be such a
change in actual phenomena,
is sometimes one of
complexity
and difficulty.
A case of considerable
practical
importance
arises in relation to the deftnition of profit.
Adam Smith, and his successors
down to J. S. Mill, included
under profit the two
elements of interest on the capital engaged in buslhess, and remuneration
for its direction
and ma_-
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agement.
Some recent writers, however, separate,
under the name of profit, the second element from
interest, on the ground that the capital employed
in modern
enterprises
is rarely managed
by the
_capitalists themselves,
wlm obtain only interest,
while the direction is in the hands of paid direc-

our own day.
Thereal
wages of labor, according
to a definition which originated with Adam Smith,
consists, not in the sum of money the laborer receivesfrmn
his employer, but in the commodities
he is enabled to procure.
And in Adam Smith's
time, this definition was true in the main of the

_ors and managers,
whose earnings measure
the
gain, over and above interest, on the undertakings,
and who are regarded
by the writers
in question
as a higher cla_ of skilled laborers.
There are,
however, facts, in addition tolongusage,
in favor
of including
under profit both interest and remuneration of superintendence.
In the first place, if
we take into consideration
not only undertakings
requiring
large capitals,
and carried on by cornpanics or great firms, but all the various employmt,nts, wholesale
and retail, large and small, to be
found in a country,
it will be secn that a vast
number of capitalists
still manage their own capitals, and carn more than interest ; so that thc term
profit, in its old meaning,
is still useful to desighate the double earnings
of capital.
Secondly,
even where a large business
is carried
on by a
paid manager and a staff of directors,
the owners
of the capital engaged,
if the management
be
good, ordinarily
obtain
more than bare interest,
and a term is needed to comprehend
their entire
gains.
But whether we confine the term profit to
the earnings of management,
or include interest
also under it, ought we to define the surplus above
interest, which is the fruit and remuneration
of
superintendence,
simply
as a species of wages;
the wages, that is to say, of a special description
of industrial
or commercial
skill?
In support
of
an affirmative
answer, it is argued that attourishing business may be conducted
by a skilled managcr, who receives a fixed salary determined
by
the causes that rcgulate the wages of skilledlabor
in general.
The counter-argument
is, that the
surplus above interest,
derived from the employmeat of capital in business,
follows a principle
.entirely different from that which governs wages,
varying, not in proportion
to labor and skill, but
to theamount
of the capital.
If either a capitalist
conducting
a business himself, or a manager
conducting one on behalf of a company,
sees that by
some skillful stroke he can raise the returns,
the
gain will be in proportion,
not to his trouble or
sagacity, but to the capital employed.
If, again,
the managers of two different companies,
see that
they can make ti per cent. more than usual by the
sale of goods in a new market,
the amount
of
gain in each case wlll depend on the quantity sold,
not on the skill or trouble
involved,
which may
be nearly the same in both cases; although
twice
the amount sold on behalf of the poorer company
is disposed
of, at twice the profit, by the other,
There seems thusto be an element, over and above
interest, in the income
derived
from the active
employment
of capital, which
can not properly
be defined as wages, because following
a different
law.--A, definition of wages which was not inappropriate to a past phase of industrial
economy,
-is sometimes put forward
as applicable
to that of

recompense of agricultural
labor over a great part
of Europe.
The farm l'tborer was paid chiefly in
kind, not in money;
he was fcd, clothed
and
lodged by his master;
and his wages depended
almost altogether
ou the necessaries and comforts
he directly received.
But in modern
times this
mode of payment is nearly extinct, and the quantity and quality of thc commodities
obtained
by
the workman
depend, not simply on what he gets
in exchange for his labor as wages, but on another
set of exchanges,
in which be is buyer instead of
seller. Thc food and clothing of the Irish harvest
laborer depend,
not merely
on the amount of
money he earns in England,
but on tim Irish
potato crop, the American crops, the price of tea.
sugar and cloth,.tnd
other conditions unconnected
with the price of his labor. ' The commodities
obtained by a laborer may properly
enough
l)c
s'_id to form his real income, but the use of the
term "real wages," by modern economists,
in the
sense in _vhich they define it, shows how superficially the actual economy of life llas l)cen studied
under the influence of the deductive method, and
. how essential the observ._ticm of fact_ is to "|he
selection aml eonsistent useof an accurate nomenclature,"
on which N. W. Senior laid so much
stress--The
term capital is so w_riou_ly defined
that wc shall not attempt more titan to support
, the common definition in preference to one assigning to it a wider signification,
for which an cmi_1nent Engli__h economist contends.
As ordinarily
defined, cal)it:fl dan._tes commodities
engaged in
production
or commerce, excluding thing_ _vhich,
howevcrvahmbleanddurablc,arenotsocmployed.
W. Stanley
Jevons,
however,
argues that the
private house of a gentleman
is practically
productive of an income equivalent
to the sum he
' would
have to pay for a hired dwelling.
Mr.
Jevons puts the qucstion,
"Are
articles m the
consumer's
hands capital ?" In reply, he contends
that, if we consider hotels and houses let by their
owners to tenants as capital, we can not consistcurly refuse the same denomination
to houses
inhabited by the proprietors.
In like manner, he
would
class the clothes in a private
wardrobe,
along with those in a tailor's shop, as cz_pital.
It
is nevertheless
evident,
we would suggest, tlmt
thestock
of dresses possessed by alady of fashion,
may represent
simply extravagance
"rod waste.
A private house, again, may be altogether heyond
the means of its owner; and whereas, if let it
might yield him a sufficient income, it may, if
inhabited by himself, involve him in ruin.
We
adhere, accordingly,
to the definition which confines the term capital to things in the lmnds of
producers,
or things from which .m income is derived by sale or other dealings
in the nmrket.
Thestock which a country gentlcman raises on his
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farm for the market, thus constitutes
capital;
but
his hunters and dogs, his guns and his pheasants,
unless
he sells the last, do not conform
to the
designation.--The
definitions
discussed
in these
observationshave
been instanced,
not on their own
account only, but also for the sake of general conclusions,
to which they point.
The first condition of adequate
and accurate
definition
in political economy,
is tile study of the actual economic
structure
of society, the changes that take place
in it, and the fundamental
social laws that govern
these
changes.
Gratuitous
and useless inuovations in the use of tetras are to be deprecatcd;
but the advance of economic knowledge,
and the
appearance
of new phenomcna
may call for new
classifications,
and new expositions
of thenomenclatureof
the science.
There have been states of
society to which not a single term in that nomenclaturc would have been applicable
in its present
meaning;
and the most civilized
societies may
yet undergo changes calling for large alterations
in economic
language
and thought,
W. E. CLIFFE LESLIE.
DELAWARE,
a state of the American
Union,
first settled by the Swedes, who bought from the
Indians all theland from cape Henlopen to thegreat
fallsoftheDelaware.
It passed by conquest to the
Dutch, who divided it into three counties
whicb
still exist.
It was claimed by the duke of York,
as part of the New Netherlands,
and w'Ls by him
enfeoffed
for an annual
rent to William
Penn,
Aug 24, 168"2. Thereafter,
until the revolution,
governors
were appointed
hy Penn and his heirs
for Pennsylvania
and the "Ten'itorics"
on the
Delaware
together,
the former by royal patent,
tile latter as tile tenant of tile duke of York.
After 1710, however, Delaware had its own council,
The territory
seems rightfully
to have fallen within the Maryland
patent, and long continued
disputcs between h)rd Baltimore
and the Penn family resulted, in 1732, in the establishment
of the
following
boundaries:
"Beginning
at cape Cornelis, or Henlopen;
thence due west half way to
' the Chesapeake;
thence northerly
on a line tangent to a circle of 12 nfilcs radius around :New
Castle; thence around this circle to the Delaware,
and thence to the place of beginning."
Baltimore
repudiated
his agreement,
but the boundaries
nearly as given were decreed
in 1750 by the lord
chancellor.
In the continental
congresses
the
colony had its own delegates,
and was at fir.-t
known as The Uoul_ties rf .Sre_ Castle, .Kent and
Sussex, upon Delaware.
Its connection
with Pennsylvania
was still close, and some of its prominent
men were successively
officers of both Delaware
and Pennsylvania.
Aug. 27, 1776, a convention
met at :New Castle and formed a state constitu-

state
convention
adopted
a new constitution,
which went into force without a popular vote.
It
altered the state title to that of The State of Delaware, vested the executive
power in a _overnor
chosen for threc years by popular vote, and gave
the right of suffrage to white male citizens over 21
years of age paying
state or county
taxes.
It.
,'tlso made the state suable in its own court_.
The state is really still under this constitution
A new constitution,
adopted
by a convention
which met l_'ov. 8, 1831, is that of 1792, with an
alteration
of the judiciary
system,
and of the
governor's
term of office to four years.
Twc_
slight amendments
have since been made.--In
national
politics
the ye,_r 1850 (see U_]TED
STATES)
is a dividing
line fol Delaware.
Until
that year the state had been steadily anti-democratic,
casting its electoral
votes for federalists
and whigs at every elcctiou except that of 1820,
when, like all the other states, it voted for Menroe. (See COENECTICUT.)
Since 1850 the state
has always been democratic,
except in 1872, when
it cast its electoral votes for Grant.
But the majorities have always been extremely
small.
The
successful
party has never obtained
more than 56
per cent. of the popular
vote, except in 1868,
when Seymour's
proportion
reached 59 per cent.
--In state politics the small margin of difference
between
the parties has always been easily affected
by local reasons, so that state elections
have generally
been very
close and doublful.
During the state's whig period, a democratic
con
gressmau
or governor
was occasionally
elected.
as in 1838 and 1846.
In 1850 the democrats
succeeded for the first time in choosing
governor,
congressman
and legislature;
hut four yearslater
the know nothings
(see A.'kIEIC.ICAI'qPARTY, I.)
were equally successful.
]n 1860 the electoral
vote was democratic,
the congrcssnmn
opposition,
and the legislature
a tie.
In 1862 the
governor
elected was a republican,
and the congressman
democratic.
Since 1862 the democratic majority
(except in 1872)has
been slowly increasing,
so that in 1878 the republicans,
who seem to have lost courage,
attempted
to
change their party
organization
to that of the
greenback-labor
party.
The results were the refusal of many republicans
to vote, the consequent
rise of tile democratic
proportional
vote to 79 per
cent. of the whole, and the temporary
disappearance of all opposition
to the democratic
party in
the state government.
In ]880 the republic'm
organization
was renewed,
and the vote stood.
15,275 Dem., 14,133 Rep.
Connecticut
and Delaware furnish
the best examples
of the manner in
which a party may be kept in active existence
by
keeping
up a struggle
in state elections, in the
face of ahnost constant
defeat in national
elec-

tion, which was proclaimed
in force Sept. 21. It
a_',sumed the name of The Delaware State, with a
president
chosen by the legislature
to serve three
years.
The importation
of slaveswas
forbidden,
and the right of suffrage was limited, as under
the proprietors,
to freeholders.
June 12, 1792, a

tions.--In
1861 the state, though
slaveholding,
took no part in secession.
Jan. 2, 1861, a cornmissioner
from
Mississippi
invited
the state.
through its legislature,
to join the southern confederacy about to be formed.
He was courteously heard, and the legislature
then unanimously
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"unqualified
disapproval"
of the propFrom the first the calls for troops were
and fully answered,
and of all the borDelaware alone received the hearty and

_T of Wilmington,
Ddaware;
Vincent's
IIistm_y of
Delaware;
11 Pe_nsyl_al_ia Hist. Society'sPublicatioT,s.
AI_F.XANDEI_ JOIt_STON.

entire approval
of president
Lincoln
in his ruessage of :Dec. 3, 1861.
To use his own words,
"South of the line [Mason and Dixon's], noble
little Delaware led off right from the first."
It is
said that no citizen of De:aw'lre ever made a secession speech.
The attitude
of the dominant
party in tbe state, as represented
by governor
William Burton,
the Bayards,
and other leading
democrats,
may be best expressed by citing Thos.
F Bayard's speech in June, 1861, m which, aftcr
hoping for a peaceful so]ulion
of the difficulties
of the nation, he thus concluded
• "But with this
secession, or revolution,
or rebellion,
or by whatever name it may be c.flled, the stale of Delaware
has naught to do. Never has a word. a thought,
an act of ours, been unfaithful
to the Union
of
our fathers;
in letter and in spirit
it has been
faithfully
kept by us."--The
great change
in
party lines which took place about 1850 (see Uxrr-

DEMAGOfiISM.
By dcmagogism
we generally understand
the exaggeration
and tim abuse
of democracy.
This definition, whmh has often
caused
democrats
and demagogues
to be subjected to the same reprob._tion,
does not appear
to us to bc either just or clear; it is as far from
being right as if theft were to be called an abuse
of the right of property.
To make the definition
plain we must draw a clear distinction
between
use and abuse.
It may be s.fid that, by the means
hc employs,
the tendencies
he follows and the
result._ he. obtains, tlm demagogue,
is the umst
dangerous
enrmy of democra('y.
While democracy looks for support in the practical
sense and
the good feeling of the. masses of the peol)le;
while it. strives to make governmcnt
the responsible mandatary
of public
interests,
and the
worthy
protector
of individual
interests,
and
while it endeavors to improve the morality of the
people by instruction,
and to enlighten
them by
the press; dcmagogism
addresses
itself, by way
of preference,
to materi'fl
instincts,
and, by flattcring
the masses, it fraudulently
assumes
an
absolutc
delegation
of power, which it uses for
its own advantage,
or for the realization
of its
senseless ut(_pias.
In the name of the common
weal, of which it styles itself the representalive,
it stifles individual
initiative
and silences
ll,c
press.
In a word, the ideal of the democrat
is
equality within the limils of liberty and civiliza
lion
The demagogue
is satisfied with the equalit)" which is found in slavery and ignorance.-It is very certain, tirol, of the dem'lgogues
who
have appcarcd
in all periods of history, some
were guided
by personal
ambition.
When such
was the case, as Gamier-Paget
observes,
the
dem'_goguc was rather an aristocrat than a demo(:rat, since he made use of the interests of the
peol)le as of a ma_k, and since his real object was
to lay a foundation
for the rule of the few.
But
demagogues
of this kind are f'lr from being the
most dangerous of demagogues,
:fithough history
show_ that they sometimes succeeded.
The doraagogue really
dangerous
to democracy
i_ the
man
who is guided
by political
fulmtieism,
and whose ambition it is lo see his own utopian
ideals realized
r:lther than tt, su(:cled himself.
IIis disinterestedness
frequently
give.- him an
irresistible
ascendency
over the masses; and the
result of this ascenden(.y always is to pr(,parc the
way for the ambitious
demagogue,
or' whom we
spoke above.
The narrow-minded
demagogue
always admits the sovereignty
of the end, and
can not understaml
how any one can hesitate at
employing
any means, provided
they seem to
lead to the realization
of his idea].
Even when.
tlmt idc'd is the ideal of democracy,
even when
his object is equality witlfin the limits of freedom,
lie accepts, _s a necessary transitory measure, the
r(gime the most contrary to his principles,
and
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V.) is exemplified
in the political
history
of the
Bayard family, wlfich has for about 83 years furnished the mo:t distinguished
of Dclaware's
congressmen.
James A. Bayard
(in Congress 17971813) was one of the ablest
federalist
senators,
and his son Riclmrd
H. Bayard, who was in thc
senate
1836-45,
was an equally
distinguished
whig.
On the other hand,
James
A. Bayard
(in senate 1851-69), and his son Thomas
:F. _tayard, who has been in the senate
since 1869, have
held as high rank in the democratic
party.--The
name of lord :Delaware, who died off the coast
of this state, was given in 1703 to Delaware bay,
and thence to the river and state.
The state is
popularly
known
as The Dzamond Stale, from its
shape, and its people as The Blue IIen'_ Chickens,
probably from a particularly
game breed of fighting cocks of which the state was once proud.-GovERxoI,,S: Joshua Clayton
(1789-96), Gunning
Bedford
(1796), Daniel ]Rogers (1797), Richard
Bassett (1798-1802), David Hall (1802-05), Nathantel l_,Iitchelt (1805-08)o George Truett
(1808-11),
Joseph Haslett (1811-14),])anie]
Rodney(1814-17),
John Clarke(1817-20),
John Collins (1821-4), SamuelPaynter(1824-_,GeorgePoindexter(1827-30),
David
Hazzard
(1830-33),
Caleb
P. Bennett
(1833-7), Cornelius
P. Comegys
(1837-40), Wm
B. Cooper (1840-44), Thomas
Stockton (1844-6),
William Temple (1_46-7), William
Thorp (184751), William H. Ross (1851-5), Peter
F. Causcy
(!855-9), William
Burton (1859-63), "William Cannon (1863-7), Gore Saulsbury
(1807-71),
James
Ponder (1871-5), John P. Cochran
(1875-9) Jolm
W. Hall (1879--83).
(See ABOLITION, IIl.)--See
1
Poore's Federal and St_'zte Constitutions;
2 Bancroft's Uniled States;
2 Hildreth's
United ,Stales;
Houston's Bou_zdaries ,fDelaware;
C]ay's AToned,
of the 8w_tes on the _l)elaware; Tribune
Almanac,
1838-81: /kppleton's
Annual
Cyclopaedia., 1861-80;
Spenecr's Life ef Thos. F..Bay,_rd;
Fcrris' Iti, to48
VOL.
L--48
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willingly opens the door to tyranny as the readiest
means to the realization of his plums. Even if
liberty appears to him in principle the thingmost
to be desired, he fears that as a mattcr of fact it
may postpoue h;s own success; and he grows indiguant at the necessary slowness of real progress, and prefers to ask from summary proceedings
the immediate success of tim reforms lie dreamed
of. Hence the enemy he most hates is the demovrat who opposes him in the name of his own
principles.
He accuses the democrat of being a
moderate party man, a _lcepy head; and he never
_[ails to try to reduce him to impotence when he
has grasped at and obtained power.
Respect for
legal forms seems puerile to him; and the assertion of individual rights which he pitilessly sacrifices, he looks upon as a guilty revolt against
the public interest, to which he appeals, and
which he thinks he serves.--The
theoretical difference between tim democrat and the demagogue
seems clear enough. It would be very unjust to
hold the former responsible for the doctrines and
proceedings of the latter. There never was a
great idea in the world, which, side by side with
its intelligent advocates, its enlightened propagators, did not have its imolerant sectarians.
Can
such an idea he justly held responsible for the
excesses committed inits name and against itself?
Can the gospel be held responsible for Jesuitism,
_,r democracy for de,nagogism?--In
ancient
Greece the word demagogue (3rj.La),wy_P:)did not
ahvays have a bad acceptation, and it f,'cqucntly
.designated the eloquent orator or able statesman
who had an influence on the people, and who in
some sort led them. It is in this sense th,'tt Pericles
was ademagogue.
Buteven Aristotle, in hispolitics, gives the word demagogue the meaning
which we attribute to it to-day,
OL_MF.NTDI_W-ERNOIB.
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riage wilt still be desired, but this desire can not
constitute a demand in the market, because some
would be unwilling to make, and others could
not make, the sacrifice required to sin-mount the
obstacles which opposed the realization of their
desire.--It is the same in the case of supply.
Supplydoes not mean merely the quantity offered,
but this quantity combined with the difficulty or
facility of production.
In fact, if there are in
the market to-day 10,000 pairs of stockings, or
1,000,000 needles, can it be affirmed that that
is the entire supply?
Everybody knows, that, if
the demand be urgent, there will soon be an
enormous amount of stockings and needles; for
these ihings are easily produccd.
Consequently, it
would not be exact to say that the price is determined solely by the quantityof these conunodities
found in the ma,'ket; it is determined also by the
facility with which the supply may be increased.
--Let us change the hypothesis.
Suppose that
we are considering wheat, and that the supply is
equal to but two-thirds or four-fifths of the
effective demand, you will at once sec the aspect
of the market change in an alarming manner.
On the one band, the demand is of such a nature
as to justify all possible sacrifices in order to
satisfy it; on the other, it matters but little that
the supply is not much less than the demand;
each one fears the deficiency will reach him; and
panic increases these anxieties and fears. Each
one feels that if lie could put off till to-mon'ow
supplying himself with stockings or ncedles, he
can not equally well defer the purchase of food
for himself; and as it is known that grain cannot be improvised, that the resource of importation is always feeble and uncertain;
as it is
known, conscque,nly, that next year's crop must
bc waited for; the demand becomes more and
more active, blind and pressing, and the exchangeable value of wheat surpasses all anticipation.
]}EMAND AND SUPPLY, words which ex- Such is the influence which the scarcity of those
I,rcss the competition and strife between the sell- things whose quantity can not be increased at
ers and buyers of a product, the former sulYPly- will, their utility remaining the same, may exing what they wish to exchange, thelatter demand- ercise over the market. -- Again,- by the te,'m
Dig what they need. The result of this competi- demand and supply is not to be understood only
_ion and strife is the determination of the market
the quantity of material things in the market.
price, or price current.--To
understand fully the In demand, we must also take into considerati(m
meaning of this term, wc must give to the words
extreme want and the extcng of the want, as well
de,hand and supply a well-defined meaning,
as the means of exchange which the demander
They are thus explained by Rossi: "Demand
has at his command; and in supply, the greater
expresses not only the quantity considered by or less facility which producers may have of
itself, but the quantity in its relations to the modifying the condition of the market by co,nnature and intensity of the want which causes it petition, and of thus exciting the hopes and fear_
to be sought after, and to the magnitude of the of buyersand actual holders of the commodity in
obstacles which this want would and is able to question."-- The status of demand and supply is
surmount in order toits s'ldsfaction.
Everybody
made up of moral dam, diffficult _o weigh, and of
may desire a carriage and a palace; and assuredly,
arithmetical data, which are not always observed.
if the purchase and keeping of them cost but a It is impossible to determine the state of business,
few dollars, there probably would not be one of the number of the suppliers, and the quantity of
us who would not get them. But if, instead of the supply; the number of ttiose_who demand,
a small sacrifice it is necessary to spend considerand the quantity demanded; the reciprocal wants
able sums, those who wished to supply this of buyers and sellers; for self.interest may make
demand would diminish in proportion
to the use of deceit in concealing merchandise, and regreatness of _he expense.
Undoubtedly the car- moving it beyond the calculation of buye_.
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:Supply
often
comprises
absent
merchandise,
which is or is not yet manufactured,
the future
(luantityofwhichisstillutmertain;
either because
it depends upon the seasons for its manufacture
,or transportation,
or because
it depends
upon
uncertain
circumstances.
_¥hen the goods are
ia the market, the merchants,
tolcsscn the supply,
feign demand
and sales; they make pretended
deliveries,
which impose upon the buyers,
and
amount
to nothing
more than a removal;
they
sometimes
retire from the market
a part of what
thcy had placed in it, and hold it for a more
favorable
moment.
The amount
of demand
is
nmre e_ily concealed when it is not bodily in the
_narkct;
as is also the case at times with the
_mount of the supply.-If deception
is practiced
in the case of arithmetical
data, it is practiced
_.fortiori,
and by both buyers and sellers, in tlm
ease of moral data.
Buyers and sellers advance
_ts slowly and cautiously
as po_ible:
demand
waits for supply, and supply for demand, to say
•the first word.
There
is an intention
to buy a
great deal; u dcm'md
for little is made; and tlds
.demand is made at different
places and of different persons at the same time; but, tlm price once
_.stablished,
purchases double or increase ten-fold
:at the current
rate or at a slight advance.
It
_s the same thing with sales: sellers offer their
goods in different
places,
to persons
who do
not see each other;
pretense
is made of favoring the buyers who are the first to make up their
minds; and they increase
their business by selling to all on the same terms.
_Neither party
speaks but to ruin his opponent,
and says what.ever suits his interest
at the moment.--These
things occur in all markets,
and may easily b('
.observed
wherever
there are collected
together
a large number
of buyers and sellers, either of
merchandise,
services,
or paper representative
of
,¢alue; as at fairs, iu the places where workingmen meet, on the boardsof
trade, etc.
Thestate
_of the revenues
also exerts an influence
on the
relation
of demand
and supply.
Those
who
,offer a_ything
for s_le scck to ascertain
the
resources
at the command
of buyers;
and buy_ers consider
the situation
of the cla_ses for
whom
they
intend
their
merchandisc.--Some
products
whose cost of transportation
is very
small, go without
trouble from one place to another: others can never leave a market
to which
they haveonce
been carried.
Some keep a long
time: others are perishable,
and must be sold at
once. In demand, there are, inlike manner, wants
which must be satisfied immediately,
and others,
on the contrary,
the satisfaction
of which may
be postponed
for days, mouths
and years.--We
xnust also mention the influence of accidental cir£umstances:
the fear of seeing a monopoly come
Io au end, or the certainty
of its coutinuance;
the fear of a bad crop, or the hope of an abundant year; the fear or hope Of a public
event,
happy
or unhappy,
such as the signing
of a
treaty of peace in troublous
times, or the declaration of war, which will throw the country into
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dreadful
danger.
We must mention,
too, false
reports, the circulation
of fabricated
news, coalition of groups of buyers or sellcrs, etc.--In
this struggle,
those who are expert,
prudent,
patient,
d_ssembling,
cold, circumspect,
or well
informed and prompt to exccutc, those possessed
of large credit or disposable capita], have a great
advantage
over those who are iu opposite
conditions; and it sometimes
happens
that fills advantage gives buyers the supt,riority
over sellers,
or sellers over buyers --Lastly,
demand
aml supply react one upon the other.
When they are
stronger or weaker relatively one to the other, it
happens that the greater and stronger one is, the
smaller and weaker the other is. Iaothcr
words,
the greater the supply, the more is the demand
weakened;
the greater
the demand, the more is
the supply weakened.--Thcseideas
are borrowed,
in part, from J. A. Robert, a writer little known,
but sometimes
happy in his analyses and his
views.
These observations
agree with those of
Rossi, which they complement,
show how cornplex anti dclicatc arc the phenomena
of demand
and supply,
and *_ccount for the difficulty
encountered
in popularizing
their trtm theory.-But how can we formulate in a h'q_pier manner
the phenomena
of demand
and supply?
This
problem
tried the acuteness
of Ricardo,
who
pointed out, as the regulator
of the chtmgealfle
value of things, the quantity
of labor necessary
to produce them, or, better, the co_t of productioa.--The
formula of demand
and supply has
been the object of the attacks of ccrt'_in w_iters,
some of them avowed socialists, others socialists
without
knowing
it, who represent
it as an i-niquitous
and barbarous
principle,
invented
by
economists,
and doomed to disappear
in 't better
constituted society.
But when we examine u hat
they wished to say in speaking
thus. we sec that
theyhave
not evcu underst_od
the object of their
criticism.
Dem,'md and supply,
necessary
c_m: sequences of the wants of man. of the necessity
I under whichtle
labors of freely exchanging
tim
fruit of his industry,
that is, his products,
hi';
labor, or his services in return for the products of
. the labor of anothcr;
demand and supply,
colI dent consequences
of the principle
of property,
are acts so iahcrent iu the nature
of man, that it
is impossible to conceivc of aman who w_uld not
perform them.
If acts of dcmand
and supply
were not allowed, man would come singularly
near to the be'Lst. This is the objection made to
the principle of competition,
under the most ingenious and chihlish
form, to which we need
makc no othcr reply than to state it. The followcrs of Fourier
pretended
that the commun'fl
associations or phalansterzcs
would no longer be
subject to the htw of demand
and supply; but,
admitting
that exchange
shouht cease to exist
between
individuals,
by reason
of this social
combinatioo,
it is found again in associations
which do not sufficc for thcmselves,
like thcsnail
in its shell, but are obliged to car]T on trans_lctions conformably
to all the circumstances
iudi-
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eated by the formula of demand and supply.
It
is true the communists
do not recoil from the
dream of a universal
association
of the human
race, from which the notion of mine and thine
would be banished;
but what can be said to men
who assure you that they have discovered
a ladder by which
they can reach
the moon?--An
author, Esmenard
du _Iazct, who has pretended
to discover
"new
principles
of political
economy,"says'
"Demand
and supply arc good for
nothing unless to coverup
the ignorance
of economists; for they can draw from their theory of
the subject no serious
consequence,
and theyput
it forward
merely for the want of something
to
say.
It has always
served
as a make-shift
to
economists.
I never think
of it but I call to
mind a professor
of chemistry,
otherwise
a very
able man, who, embarrassed
at times in the explanation of certain phenomena,
assumed the most
rapt and learned air, aml said, ' We think tlmt
electricity
here plays't
gTcat part.'"
This piece
of pleasantry
has not the merit of being appropriate: and what piquancy
it possesses is to bc
found in the fact that the author, after disdainfully rejecting the formula of the cost of production of Ricardo,
and that of utility, informs us
himself
that
value
is fixed
by experience;
a
formula which implies in reality the idea of demand and supply, and whose sole merit is that it
is less satisfactory
and lest intelligible
than the
others.
JOSEP_ GA_R_'_ER.
DEM0(_RA(_¥.
I. Men,ring
of tlie ¢_ord .Democracy in AILoie_*t a_,d i_ Modern Times.
By democracy
the ancients
understood,
following
the
etymology
of the word, government
by the peopie.
Such
a meaning
necessarily
implied
the
division of society into several classes, each with
n sort of stability.
The sovereignty
resided
sometimes
in one of these classes, sometimes
in
another.
When the great body of citizens who
did not belong to the nobility were invested with
the power
of making
laws, and choosing
the
chief
magistrates,
the government
was called
democratic.
Neither this name nor theprepondcrance of the eleumnt it designated,
abolished
the
fundamental
distinction
between nobles and piebeians, any more than it abolished
that between
freemen
and slates, who were deprived
of all
rights.
Hence we may perceive
that civil aud
political
equality
was restricted
within
rather
narrow
limits in aucmnt
times.
The result of
long contests,
this equality
could not maintain
itself, even within these limits, without
a struggle.
At Rome
the popular
element,
whose advent is marked
by the tribunate,
which became
its most powerful
arm, contended
for a long time
ngainst the aristocracy
which gave form to the
Roman republic.
It never completely
triumphed
until the downfall
of that republic.
Under
the
empire
there was less liberty and more equality,
but it was the equality of despotism.
The court of
the Csesars took its counselors and its favorites from

freedmen and the sons of freedmen.
_Ierit sometimes succeeded
under it. the favored still more
frequently.
Emulation
in baseness became
the
rule under the bad emperors.
Under thegood enlperors
there were honest men, devoted
to their
prince and the public service; great men disappeared.
Even admittingthat
the empire was au
improvement
as compared with the republic,
in
the social order, it is incontestably
true that it
meant
decline
morally
and ruin
politically
The amount
of prosperity
and private
virtue
which flourislw.d duringits
longcontinuanee
does
not blot out this stain.
The public virtue which
continued
to exist assumed,
in the stoics, the
character
of a powerless
protest.--In
thestates
of
antiquity,
when the patricians
were, as frequently
happened,
the conquerors
and rulers of a country subject to their yoke, it was natural
that the
vanquished
should seek to regain the rank fr,,m
which they had fallen, and to recover their slmlc
of right, influence,
prosperity
and dignity.
Besides, _,bility is never absolutely
concentrated
ia
a minority.
It nmst inevitably
happen
that lhe
ability tlmt exists among the mass_
shall win for
itself recognition
and place.
There are few political societies thatdo not make place to some cxtent for individual
merit, independently
of birth.
But, under the name of the people,
it was fi'cqucutly
the crowd
that carried
the day.
The
multitude
introduced
into the government--such
was ancient democracy.
Hel,ce the bad relm_ation it has left behind it, and the prcferc_me
which the political writers
of antiquity,
with,rot
exception,
manifested
for the aristocratic
form of
government,
which
they considered
more favorable to moderation,
to lhe maturity
and proper
sequence of the measures
useful to the state, as
less capricious,
not so easily influenced
or corruptcd,
and more enlightened.
Plato and Artstotle had a decided leaning
toward
aristocracy,
and showed
themselves
most severe
judges
of
democracy,
whose fickleness aml vices so forcibly
impressed
them; of that democracy
which had
just sent Socrates
to death.
These philosophers
considered
that
democracy
ahnost
inevitably
ended in the tyranny
of one man; a form of govermnent which excited
the repugmmce
of the.,e
liberal minds.
They had no greater
liking, however, for that other species of tyranny
which the
m'ljority
exercises over the minority.
The sanguinary
colors in which :Plato painted
the demagogues, proves what were the sentiments
of those
whom we may call the honest
men, respecting
the men who made themselves
masters of the multitude by basely flattering
their worst instinct,:.
Their veJs' imperfect
notions of liberty and right,
together with the fickleness
and other inhere_Jt
weaknesses
of the popular
element, serve to explain this opinion .of democracy
among the an
cleats.
They too often confounded,
as is well
known, liberty with sovereignty.
To be free was w
have a share in the framing of the Iaws, whcthc,'
or not these laws were intended to limit or haml)e_'
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life, which tile moderns
put before every other,
As to the idea of light, how completely
was it
mingled with and subordinated
to that of force!
Thewill
of the people passed for right, and what
was judged useful, even though
contrary to juslice, became the sovereign
rule of public action,
It was in vain that Aristides,
at Athens, protested
against this doctrine,
in the name of a select minority.
It had the approval
of the people, who
:lpplauded Themistocles
as the defender
of these
(.onvenient maxims of government,
the only ones
[hat were popular,
the only ones that were practieed.--In
modern times democracy
has not, nor
could zt have, the same meaning as in antiquity,
If the ultra-democratic
governments
arc not cxempt from the vices and dangers which characterized those of antiquity,
it is none the less true
llmt the very notion
of democracy
differs pro:roundly from that which the ancients formed of
it, and that it no longer re._ponds to the same
ideas, or expresses
exactly
the same facts.
The
meaning
attached
to the ideas of liberty
and
equality
is different
in many respects.
These
differences
are explained
by the influence
of
Christianity
upon ideas and manners,
by the rise
_)f a new moral and political philosophy,
and by
the development
of industry
and wealth --Modern nations were formed
under the influence of
Christianity,
which has completely
changed the
general point of view from which man and so.ciety are regarded.
Man, according
to the conception which has prevailed
for nearly eighteen
centuries,
even among those who do not adol)t to
the letter the dogmas and mysteries of the Christiau religion,
but who nevertheless
feel the infiu,ence of its moral teachings,
is sacred inasmuch as
l,e is man, sacred in his own eyes, and sacred in
lhe eyes of his fellow-men.
According
to Christian teaching man has an immense
vahle, since
God himself, to purchase :md redeemhim,
didnot
_]isdain to assume
his humanity.
God has rereeled to us the mystery
of our immortal
destiny, and all the means which can regenerate
us
:and work out our salvation.
This is the foundatmn of Christianity:
a free, responsible
soul,
fallen, it is true, but in a condition
to rai._e itself,
What duty after 1his is there greater than to respect this responsibility
in one's self and in others,
than to develop
the moral man in others and in
ourselves?
All the children
of God are brothers;
all the sons of Adam are cqu'd in their fall; all
the members of Christ arc equal in their redemplion.
Let it not be said that these beliefs have
been without
effect, and remained
dead doctrine,
What could be more completely
contrary
to the
laws of human
nature,
to the irresistible
logic
which draws facts from principles,
moral and
religious
order from social order?
and finally,
what more contrary
to historic truth?
The belief
in responsible
liberty,
in a common
redemption,
in equality before God, came into existence with
_hri._tianity
itself.
If a state of conquest
and
"violence, if barbarity
for a long time retarded
its civil effects, it is none the less truc that since
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the middle ages tile slavery of antiquity has disappeared,
protective
institutions
for the weak
have multiplied,
under the empire of a sentiment
of charity
until then unknown.
The poorest,
the humblest
the most oppressed, regarded themselves as the equals of kings and lords, inasmuch
as they were subject to the same roligious obligations,
and believed
themselves
called to the
same chances of happiness
in another life.
The
serf, overburdened
with misery,
cast a glance
toward the heavens as toward the future home of
equ'dity.
The victim of injustice,
in the depths
of his own soul, he cited his master before the
tribunal of the supreme Judge.
These ideas of
equality, born of a comnmnity
of faith and hope,
and which resulted
from Christian dogma itself,
found a visible expression
in the organization
of
the church.
There the fact of birth was long
accounted
nothing.
Merit was everything.
The
bishops
and popes
frequently
came, like the
apostles, from the nmss of the people.
The sireple sons of peasants
exercised
over princes
an
almost absolute
empire.
Election
was the mark
of equality.
With time this democratic
charactcr of the ctmrch was modified,
but did not disappear; and in 1789 it w_s advocated by a majority of the members of {he clergy who were seated
in the constituent
assembly.
Did not tim ideas
of equality :rod Christian brotherhood,
as applied
to society, manifest themselves
at the time of the
foundation
of the English c,)lonies of America?
Who, then, will deny that American
democracy
was born of Christianity
?--From
this we may
estimate the distance which separates the ancient
from
the modern
idea of democracy.
The
thoroughly
democratic
idea that men arc resl)onsible solely as men, have rights because they arc
men, are valued solely "is reeL1, and as men
should mutually
]()ve and help one another,
is
pre-eminently
a Christian
idea.
Neither
the
maxim, "render
unto CLesar the things that are
C_esar's," nor the prcccpts of resignation and obcdience, can do away with this truth.
It was not
sufficient for Christianity
to espouse the cause of
the oppressed and the feeble; itwas not sufficient
for it to (:ursc the bad rich man, and make of the
poor its chosen children; it was not sufficient for it
that the al)oslles and their successors were themselves of the numl)cr of the poor; the sentimenl.
of their rigllls came to men only with that of
their moral value.--If
democracy finds its title to
recognition
in the ideas of liberty, equality and
Christian fraternity,
why cau we not see that it
finds it also in pldlosophy?
The principle
of
liberty ha._ been incessantly
vindicated
by philosol)hers , under
one form or another,
since tile
seventeenth
century.
Descartes
claimed it for
pure thought;
Montcsquieu
introduced
it into
political l)hiio.-ol)hy;
Voltairebecame
it_ defender
in the interest of univer.,al
inquiry.
Philosophy
l)roclaims the inviolability
of the human person,
without
regard to race, color or opinion,
lu
spite of differences
and inequalilie._, it finds the
same human nature in all, and founds upon this
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identity an equality of rights.
Its desire is to
develop man; to scc every individual raise himself to the height of excellence and happiness of
which he is capable. It exalts sociability, the
fraternity of sympathies and interests; it mainrains in the hearts of men the idea of right; it
attacks unjust distinctions and odious privileges:
in a word, it presses onward, with the aid of
the weapons which are its own, that is to say,
by enlightenment
and reason, toward liberty
and civil equality.-- Must we not say as much
of the modern development of industry and
.wealth? Do not these modern powers manifest
the same tendency toward freedom and a greater
effective equality?
Nor is there any more necessit). to-day than at any other epoch, of supposing
that equality of conditions could or should
always be absolute; for this would be the very
destruction of civilization.
But if wealth continucs to developwith its inevitable and desirable
inequalities, is it not now more equ;tably divided
than ever before? does it not more than ever
depend upon labor? Landed property is cousiderably divided up: this was remarked to be the
omic even before the French revolutmn.
__Iovable
property has increased prodigiously.
Restrictions
on labor hare in great part disappeared. Exchange
of wealth is carried on in most countries without
meeting with any artificial obstacles at home; and
as to international
commcrce the idea of the
solidarity of nations mutually interested in each
other's enrichment has taken the place of their
commercial antagonism.
Industry, in fine, with
its improved processes, places its products within
the reach of almost all. Tbc circle of those who
are able to enjoy bodily comfort and intellectual
advantages increases daily. This is the social
condition called democracy.--Ia
the last analy_ls modern democracy, which we first consider
in ils most general character and in its most
favor_lble traits, tends toward a state in which,
conformably to the data of Christianity, of moral
and pc)li_ical pbilosoi)hy, and of tim development
of wealth, a greater number of men continually
enter into the possession of intellectual, moral
and mat¢,rial benefits. The diffusion of knowledge, a more equal division of the gratifications
which constitute comfort, a more general partici,
patton in civil and political rights, ess_.ntially
characterize it. It proposes to substitute merit
for chance, and right for injustice.
It shelters
itself under the shield of the doctrine of 1)crfectibility, which is "tpplicable not only to the works
of the human mind, to the discoveries of science,
and to the inventions of indust_', but also to the
social condition and to the political and economic combinations which may serve to improve
it. Modern democracy thus seems to bc the
result of a great progress in ideas and beliefs,
of a slow transformation
already effected in
part, and which still continues, in manners, customs and laws. That each*man may be more
and more a man, that is to saj-, better realize the
_vpe of humanity,
by the 'development of all

that constitutes it, is the end to which it aspires.
The developmentof power for the individual and
for the species, the increase of dignity and cornfort, such is its ideal.--This ideal will never be
attained, even in pal_, without great difficulties.
The first of these difficulties is human imperfeetion. Would a pure and absolute democracy suit
men? Rousseau himself doubted it. But in order
to approach even to the ideal which we have just
outlined, man has need of constant cfforls over
himself, of learning, of wisdom, of virtue.
It i_
not in consequeuce of a vain and declamatory
reminiscence of ancient republics that i_rontesquicu made virtue the soul of democracy.
,k
state which calls man to an energetic and cornplete control of his being, and which bids hhn
govern himself, by emancipating him from the
.guardians to whose hands he intrusted the care
of his destiny, evidently can not sustain itself
but by the continual sentiment of responsibility
and duty. How, for example, would democracy,
taken in the favorable sense which we have just
given it, maintain itself, if the taste for immodcrate enjoyment should prevent work, destroy economy and attack probity; if the desire of living
upon the fruits of other people's labor, if the contempt for justice, trodden under foot by an unrestrained egotism, should be substituted for rooderation, for the spirit of equity and right? ]lloral
disorder such as this could not but prepare the
way for slavery: anarchy would not be slow to
open the way for despotism, following an accustomed formula, of which history furnishes the
elements and the proofs.--Wc shall now consider
democracy, first under its civil, then under its
political form, in society, and in the government.
The real and grave reasons for this distinction
will soon be seem--Ill. Of _emocracy i_ tTaeL'/_'i_
Law (znd in Society. We have distinguished tim
democracy which determines thecivilrclatio_s
c,f
citizens from that which gives to power its l)oliti cal form. A sensible proof of the reality of tlli._
distinction nmy be foundin France, where so(.icly
has long been democratic to a remarkable degree',
and _vhere power is not purely denmcratic in its
composition, and has retained in the main the
monarchicalform down to a very recent date. The
democratic nature of society is recognized especially by,he equality of rights whichismanifestcd
in industry by free competition, and in the professions by the admissibility of all citizensto practice them. Who does not know that property.'L_(l
labor are no louger monopolies?
The exlr(:m('
mobility of property, on the one hand, and on the.
other the facility which each one has of clloo,it._
his own sta_c in life, of freely canting
on ld_
trade o1'business; are not these living and famili'.r
proofs of this equality of rights which refu_¢'., no
one access to the goods and labors which 1,:ad i_
it? A certain equality of condition results, ,,_l_d
must result, fromthis equality of rights. In f_ _,
as soon as liberty presides over the distribl_li-a
of wealth, the chances are equal for 'ill. V:l_r:_,'cumulations of wealth arc now only _xcet)li_*_l,
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and arc subject to the laws of change common
to
all, to exempt themselves
from which was the
aim of the privileged
aristocrats
and nobles.
If
a clever man, who has become rich by fortunate
speculation,
leaves a great amount
of wealth to
his children, this wealth will be reduced by division among several heirs, and will 1)erhal)s be lost
by incal.acity
or dissipation.
Thus will the democratic tendency
of the different classes of society
to intermingle
lind an increased
facility for furthor growth.
Thus will the advantages
of merit
and of good fortune,
which are purely personal,
be substituted
for hereditary
family
renown,
This tendency,
which is the result of the doctrine
of l_is,_er-faire, receives
in France
a new foJce
from the law, which makes the equal division of
property among the children
of the same father
obligatory.
The inability,
under which the father
of a family in France is placed, of favoring
one
of his children to the prejudice
of the others beyond a certain
limit, is, as all admit, one of the
instruments
of democratic
equality.
But must
we believe,
with some publicists,
that equ'flity
is inseparably
attached
to such a law?
The
proof of the contrary
is found in the fact tlmt
the same equality
exists in the United
States,
altlmugh it is not there prescribed
by law, but remains optional.
To make the eldest son sole heir
would seem as iniquitous
to an American
as it
seems natural and just to an Englishman.
Custom seems toh_vc the same tendency,
and ahnost
the same intensity,
on this point,
in France.
IIow could it be otherwise,
when we remember
that equal partition
had become firmly fixed in
the customs of the third estate, long before the
French
revolution,
as ]_f. Augustin
Thierry has
proven in his introduction
to the "History
of the
Third Estate"?
It is not probable, therefore,
that,
if full lihcrty were left to fathers
of families to
dispose of their property, it wouhl not have worked
any such great change as is generally
believed in
a society so saturated
as ours is with the idea of
the equality of all the children of the same father?
Without here entering
into details
which would
lead us beyond the limits of our subject, we still
believe that there are serious objections
to abso.
lute liberty in the making of wills.
Let us admit,
with its advocates,
that by its means many a bad
sou would be punished
by the depriw_tion
of his
inhelStanee, and that some children who had been
uufortunate
in their business,
or who had contracted disadvantageous
marriages,
would receive
a larger share.
Some cases of extreme partition
of landed properly might bemore easily prevented
by its means, although
means of preventing
extosses of this sort are not wanting even m)w. On
the other hand, the well-known
cvils which result
from absolute liberty in making
wills wouldhave
full sway, to the prejudice
of families and society.
To resume:
there is nothing
to make us foresee
the abrogation
of the law of descent in France,
and it is not to be believed
that democracy,
assured as it feels of the power
of established
customs, would long consent
to completely
lose
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such a weapon.
Moreover,
whether deservedly
or not, unpopularity
would,
in France, attend
any too absolute measure of this nature, though it
were authorized
by the purest theories of liberty,
by the intention of regenerating
the family by respect and fear, and even by thc intention of man!fcstiffggreater
regard for property.
People wouhi
see in the omnipotence
of paternal power, in thi_
sense, but an inhuman desertion of the children,
and an unpleasant
possibility
of thc re.establishment of the right of primogeniture
and of substi.
tution.--Another
fcatm'e of equality in democracy
is the necessity under which each citizen isplaced
of contributing
to the national expenses in proportion to his power.
This is the only truly liberal
interpretation
of democracy.
It makes of the
payment
of taxes a true title to citizenship,
even
for the poor, instead of numbering
them among
the crowd as individuals
without
duties and
without ties to society; while at the same time it
subjects the well-to-do and the rich, who receive
from the state a greater protection
for their property and their persons, to the necessity of bearing
a greater l)ortion of the expcnscs.
But this mannor of looking
at taxation
does not satisfy all
democratic
scimols.
Many believe that dcmocracy ought to exempt citizens, not in vcl 5" easy
circumstances,
and not havinga ecrtailL minimum
income, from all taxation.
Some desire the establishment of a progressive
tax, that is to s._y, of a
tax increasing
progressively
with the hirtuue of
the individual,
and which, therefore, wouht lake,
not ten time_ more from him who lind ten times
more, but fifteen or twenty limes more, according
to the arbitrary will of the legislator.
This is,rot
the place to consider all the economic and 1)olit ical consequenccs
of graduated
taxation,
which
most fortun'ttely
has had but a very limited application
ia practice.
But wc slnmld observe that
it gives rise, in the democratic schools which sus.
rain it, to a false idea of democracy,
that of the
state constituting
itself the judge and equalizer
of fortunes.
_Nothing is more incompatible
than
such a prcteusion
with respect for liberty and
property,
which is the first duty of modern democracy.
Liberal democracy ought, "_boveall thing,_,
to avoid yielding to theories that recognize in the
state the right to do everything.
If it estabbsh
the arbitrary
division of fortunes,
if it introduce
progressive
taxatmn, is it not evident tlrlt it places
itself, whether it will or not, upon the very verge
of communism?
It can check itself by mo, lcralion, but this would
be the abandonment
of its
principle.
Woe to the dcmo('racy
which would
make of leveling by the statca dogma and a point
of departurc!
]_would betray itself, and sacrifice
liberty.
How entircly right was the chief whom
the French republican-democratic
party mourned
50 years ago, whcn he tiros replied to the rmmifeslo of the dcmocratic
levelers 'rod more or less
openly .trowed communists, who had their centre
of action in the society of the rights of man,
in 183°:
"Graduated
taxation,
the taxation of
jealousy
and not of justice, would
not distin-
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gmsh between idle and laborious
wealth.
Graduated taxation
would punish all wealth without
distinction,
under the false notion that every rich
man devours
the substance
of a certain
number
of poor men.
_ _ Between
this system (the
liberal system which confines itself to abolishing
unjust privileges
in the matter of taxes) arid that
which would consist in declaring
the st_lte alone
rich, the sole proprietor,
the sole producer,
the
sole consumer,
the sole regulator
of national activity, the sole inventor,
the sole creator in the
arts, in industry,
in the general movement
of civilization;
between
these two systems,
we say,
graduated
taxation
would hold but a hypocrltical middle
course; it would have for its object,
while concealing
this end, the destruction
of all
wealth. "--This
system
of the monopoly
of industry and wealth by the state, described with so
much force by Armand
Carrel, is to too great an
extent the temptation
and danger of democracy
for us not to insist upon it here.
For the very I

development;
civilization,
in fine, do not prosper
but on condition
of vast accumulations
of capital, and a hierarchy
established
in the division of
labor. - Liberty,
therefore,
with the inequalities
which it engenders,
is as necessary to them as air
and exercise m'e to human
life and development.
--Nor
can we readily understand,
once we cease
dreamingof
an absoluteequatity
as chimerical as it
is unjust, how democracy
can, under the influence
of libertyin
all human
transactions,
fear the'encroachmcnts
of an incqualit_
which nothingin
the
law favors.
Liberty constantly
aims at removing
allinequalityexceptsuchasisabsolutelynecessary
to the progress
and advancement
of human socicty.
Human action, under a thousand
forms,
always
on the alert;
always
busy divining
aml
satistying
the wants of others, in order to obtain
the satisfaction
of its own wants; sharing, as the
price of its exertion,
the mass of social wealth;
ag-reeing upon the share of remuneration
which
slmll belong to each: such is the spectacle
pro-

free play of interests,
bring more equality
into
desires au extensive market, endeavors to produce
democratic
nations, the ncedof
equality becomes
what will be of universal
use in consumption.
a veritable passion, and shows.;tself
more shocked
Useful discoveries
arc of profit to all.
The posreason
that
the natural
course It of
events, to the
which
at the inequalities
which exist.
pretends
do t scnted
session by
of democratic
propcrty,
by society.
becoming Industry,
more genera},
away with these inequalities,
and to bring the difseems itself an instrument
conducive to a commuferent classes, which are so variable in their cornnity among men, so much does it lose of its cxcluposition,
to one common
and tyrannical
level;
sire character,
so much does it diffuse its blessings
it wishes to have no longer either rich or poor,
among the masses iu the slmpe of labor, profit,
either
nmstcrs
or workmen;
it insists that all
wages, and in enjoyments
which become accessishall be equal in fact as in right; and the most
ble to all classes of society.
From this point of
consistent
of its advocates
do not recoil before
viewit seems surprising
that M. de Tocqueville,
the thought
of absolute
equality
of wages for
the eminent writer who has expressed
such proall producers,
regardless
of condition,
as well for
lbund views on democracy,
should have seen any
the minister
of state who governs,
the incumreason to fear that liberty was destined
to lead to
bent of a high office, for the head of a manusuch accumulations
of capital in tlm hands of a
facturing
establishment,
if there remain any such,
few as would give rise to an oppressive
aristocracy.
as for the meanest
laborer.--An
unenlightened
He repeated an accusation
believed by many. an
lint generous
desire for the amelioration
of the
opinion not wanting in adherents,
but which has,
lot of the poorer classes, together
with the far
it seems to us, but little foundation,
when he
less noble sentiments
of cupidity and envy, conprofessed
to believe tlmt the great manufacturing
cur in inspiring
democracy
with such thoughts,
interests
would
engender
a sort of industrial
How many accomplices
and dupes it easily finds!
feudalism
more oppressive
than the old.
"The
It therefore
becomes
the duty of publicists
and
te_Titorial
aristocracy
of past ages,"
he writes
economists,
of the men of good sense in demo(De la Ddmocratie
en A_7_erique, vol. iii., part ii.,
cratic nations, constantly
to combat them and to
chap. 20), "was
bound by the law, or believed
propagate
sound ideas upon this subject.
Is it not
itself bound by custom, to aid its servants, and
clearly evident that inequality
of conditions enters
to relieve their misery.
But the manufacturing
into the divine
plan; that it results, in society,
aristocracy
of our day, after impoverishing
and
from the inequality
of the talents which we re- brutalizing
the men whom it uses, leaves them to
ceive from nature,
from opportunities
more or
be supported
by public charity in times of crises.
less favorable,
and finally and above all, from the
This is the natural
consequence
of the preceding.
more
or less judicious
usc of our moral and
Bctween
the workman
and his master there are
bodily faculties,
which is the result of our free
many relations,
but there is no real association.
will?
All can not be generals
in industrial
purI ttdnk that, all things
considered,
the manufacsuits and in the professions,
any more than in the
turing aristocracy
which we see growing
up bearmy; and it is difficult to see what society would
fore us is one of the hardest which has appeared
gain if all should remain in the rank of common
in the world;
but it is at the same time one of
soldiers
under
pretext
of democratic
equality,
the most limited
and least dangerous,
lgeverOn the central3,', is it not clear that society would
theless, it is thither that the friends of democracy
lose much by such an arrangement?
Science and
should incessantly
and anxiously
turn their gaze:
its applications;
arts and letters, with their gq'and-_ for, if aristocracy
and a permanent
inequality
of
cur; wealth,
with its almost indefinite faculty of
conditions
ever again make their way into, the
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-world, it may be safely predicted
that they will
.enter by this door."
Whatever
favor this (>pinion
.of M. de Tocqueville
may enjoy to-day, a lasting
_nd excessive inequality
of conditions
can.never
enter by this door; and the economic
reasons
which forbid it are too numerous
for us to mention them all here.
De Tocqueville
clearly exaggerates the importance
of thegrcat
manufacturing
interests
in a country
a.s thickly
settled and as
extensively
engaged
in every sort of in(lustl'y as
France. for instance, when he attributes
to thcm

ism which is developed
by the idea and habitual
practice of the soverei_-,_ty of the individual,
who
is constituted
judge of what is right and true,
and sole judge of his own affairs.
The pride of
individualism
easily engenders
envy and contempt for superiority.
It has, ne.vcrthclcss,
no
malter how serious the danger,
its natural
COl'rectives,
iNo one feels more than the individual
member of such a society the impotence of isola,
tion.
IIe has no support,
unless he create it for
himself,
lie therefore
seeks
associates.
The

such influence.
Everything
opposes it; the partition of estates, the association
of small sums of
capital, the diffusion
of wealth,
the progress of
the working
classes, which prevents
their return
to a state of slavery.
We can not justly slylc
.aristocrats the great manufacturers
who enjoy no
privileges,
and to whom
competition
makes life
.one incessant struggle.
Besides, is the ol)iniou of
M. de Tocqueville
consistcnt
with itself?
Does
.he not admit that this aristocracy,
if it be an
aristocracy,
/s o_e of _he _wst limited and least
da_gerous?
Except in case of certain
articles of
general use, such as cotton, wool and iron, for
example, it will very likely be with parceling
out
•of industrial
labor, at least in part, as with laud.

idca of the grcat association,
his country,
will
"tddrcss itself 1o his imagination
all the more forcibly, perlmps,
as the individual
sees nothing
l)etwccn
it and hm_self.
The collective
sentimeat of patriotism
has undoubtedl),
workcd wonders in the democralic
states.
The great danger
of our day is to be apprchcnded
from the purely
humanitarian
doctrines which destroy patriotism,
and from the l)redominance
which" is given to
questions
of wages, by which the workman
is
tempted _o see a brother in a workman of a foreign country,
in ]cague with him, and an enemy
in the capitalist
who is his fellow-countryman.
This danger i_ great.
It must be watched and
(:omb_ttcd. in order to be warded off. It is asked

The small manufactures
will luaiutain their rights.
The law of the division of labor favors, it is true,
in industry,
vast agglomerations;
but they have
their limits, and they can not do everything
with
a sufficient degree of perfection.
Perhaps democratic equality will have more to fear from the
luonopolies of large companies
than from manufacturcs.
The problem is a difficult one, we admit.
Democracy,
or, to speak morccorrectly,
the
common weal, finds itself between
two dangers;
either to allow great companies
to abuse their
monopoly,
or to place some important
industries
¢under the exclusive
control of the state, which
has already too great a tendency
to encroach upon
,private enterprise.
The reasonable
remedy is to
have the fewest monopolies
possible,
instead of
increasing
their number,
and to hold them to a
strict _ccount.--The
consider:_tionof
whatis, and
what may bc in the future, the influence of dcmocracy upon nmr-ds and upon the human mind, is of
.an entirely different
nature
from the foregoing,
The author of "Democracy
in America"devoted
_helast two volumes of his work to this intportant
i_quiry.
He does not concede,
as is so often
.done nowadays,
the necess'try
abasement
of the
human intelligence
by democracy;
hc thinks that
there will always be found there, by the side of
vtllgar taste and the vast amount
of work des-

[_in Catholic countries,
hke Francc.--En.],
in the
matter of faith and opinions,
if democratic
individualism docs not lead necessarily
either to phi]osophy, which appeals
to reason alone, or to
Protestantism,
which "records a greater part than
Catholicism
to freedom of choice and investigation.
Whatever
may be said on the point, there
is nothing
to prove ttl,_t Catholicism
is not perfectly compatible
with democracy.
Thel'c are
even serious rc'_sons for believing that democracy
'_nd a religion founded
on authority
have some
'lffinity.
Is there not reason
to believe that a
superior authority,
speaking in the n:tmcof God,
will have more chance of being heard and obeyed
where every individual
c_)nsidcrs his reason equal
to his neighbor's,
and is unwilling
to defer to
others, while at the same time he has not the
leisure to form religious
opinions for himself?
Equality could not but rejoice in such an authorit)'; and that exaggerated
taste for .Luthority and
for unity, which in democracies
serves as a countcrpoise
to individualism,
would
find herein
wherewith
to satisfy its longiugs.
We see, thercforc, that ii, iu a democratic
society, certain toolives urge toward philosophy
and Protestantism,
the oppt)site current,
which carries men off to.
ward Catholici.cm,
has also its forcc.--Auother
essential characteristic
of democracy,
when we

tined to satisfy it by its cheapness,
higher tastes
for "trt and science, represented
by a giftcd class,
and rewarded
by the wealthy
class.
He cxplains with great
nicety
the reasons
why the
example of the Americans
does not prove that a
democratic
people can not be possessed of an uptitude for tile higher
sciences,
literature
and the
arts.
What is styled its vulgarity,
is not, however, the only moral danger to which democracy
is exposed.
._.uother is the excessive individual-

examine its influence
upon public thought,
is,
that iL is, perhaps, le_s favorable
to full _nd enti_'c individual
liberty of opinion tha_ is gcnerall)-believed.
Thc tyranny
of custom, the despotism of the m_Ljority, reigns sometimes in dcmocratic couul_ics in a more absolute manner than
under any other form of the state.
It seems that
the deposit of beliefs, ideas "tad opinions upon
which society lives, not being the property of any
particular
body, but frequently a sort of common
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property,
each one constitutes
himself its guardtan, and a guardian
all the more watchful
and
suspicious
for that reason.
:No writer of our day
has marked more forcibly than J. Stuart )fill, in
his remarkable
work on "Liberty,"
this violent
pressure of all upon the individual,
and this tendency to impose the same type or mind upon all.
It is for brave and energetic spirits to clear a way
for themselves
between
false originality,
which
aims at effect,
and excessive
docility,
which
swims
along
with
the stream.--One
of the
happiest
effects of democracy
among the nations
of modern
times is the softening
of their manhers.
How can
we help
remarkiug
that a
good share of thih improvement
must be credited to the spirit of equality,
although
rccent anti
terrible
events have but too clearly shown how
much still remains to be done in this direction,
and how much activity
is still retained
by the
fierce passions which produced
the cruel excesses
of 1792 and 1793, in France.
The dire recollections of the Paris communeof
1871, and of such
atrocities as the massacre
of its hostages, should
keep us from a too confident
optimism.
:Nevertheless, this refinement
of mannelz
may be regarded as an advance
made by the mass of the
people and prcse_-ved by them under ordinary cireumstanccs.
A morc real and morelively
sympathy exists among like classes.
The ages of artstocracy affm'ded a favorable
opportunity
for the
display
of generosity
and devotion,
but not of
that pity and mutual
commiseration
which exist
among
cquals.--Thc
tempering
of 1)unishment
for crime and the ilnprovements
iu the intcrnational code, in like re'tuner, have a similar origin
to a great extent, whatever
may l)c said of the
ideas of parityand
inequality.
Such results may
be expected
to disappear
with the democratic
manners
which
have produced
and preselved
them.--In
the family, also, democracy
has very
appreciable
effects.
It tends to substitute
picasant, unrestrained
and affectionate
fmnily relations
for relations
purely hierarchical,
founded
on respect and feat'.
But, by the side of its advantages,
it has its inconveniences.
Women
dream
that
they may easily find in it for themselves
the rSle of
active citizens, sharing political sovereignty,
and
a still more direful emancipation.
Insubordination and precocious
independence
become
the

without
those two elements of the moral order
which too often appear to be wanting
to it--i'espectand
devotedness.
Withoutthese,
thereisfor
democracy
but the hazard of intestine broils, anarchy, and a sceptre of iron, to supply the place of
respect and duty, which were wanting --IIL
Of
Political Jgernocracy or of the Organization
of Power
ia Democratic
States.
Democracy
in the social
order involves,
to a certain extent, democracy
in
the political order, bccausea
certain participation
of the masses in enlightenment,
in prosperity,
and in the enjoyment
of civil liberty, has for its
natural
consequence
a certain
participation
in
power, that isto say, in theexerciseofsovcreignty.
But let us understand
to what degree the governmeat ought to be democratic.
There
are three
conflicting
opinions on this point.
One, the most
extreme of the three, holds that democracy,
to be
real democracy,
requires
the direct government
of the people, without
the intervention
of a hational representative
body, which, according
to
them, soon distinguishes
itself from the mass of
the people, and which is even distinct from them
by tlm position
of its members
when elected.
They deny that a representative
body can truly
express
the changeable
desires and wills of the
mass of the people; the national will, they say.
can not be delegated.
Rousseau
is the leader of
this school, and the "Social
Contract"
is its gospel.
Who can not perceive how false and impracticable such a system
is in populous
countries?
We can indeed,
with an effort, picture
to ourselves the citizens of Athens
constantly
occupied
in voting, although the poor had to be induced
to take part in the elections
by pecuniary
considerations.
But is such a state of things conceivable in France, England
or the United
Stales?
Have-the citizens of these countries
the time, the
inclination
or the means to spend their lives in
the public square?
Who d,_es not understand
that, even if they were willing
to do it, there
could result from this daily contest of opinions
and of votes but a frightful
anarchy?
Arc all
citizens, without exception
and without difficult3',
fit to choose their deputies?
Haveall
citizens the
devotee of fitness which would enable them to pronounce, from their knowledge
of the case, upoH
all mattersin
home and foreign
affairs?
Rcpt'csentatiou
is, therefore,
an absolute
necessity itt

frequent defects of children in their intercourse

large political communities. The represcutatixc

with their parents.
Whcreshall
we find the remedies for this evil?
In the strength
of natural
sentiments
which we need not mistrust too much
under the influence
of a good education,
which
must ever rcmaiu
our sole anchor of safety.
Is
it not a general truth that the more a law has lost
of the sway whiOl
it owes to fear, the more
deeply should it be engraved on the heart?
This
truth may be applied to the whole moral system
of democracy.
No form of goverument
supposes
men are better instructed
in their duty than de.
mooracy,
nor expects from them more seriousness
in thought
and feeling.
To instruct
democracy
is well, but it is not everything.
It can not do

system, without
aiming
at perfection,
h:ls no it,surmountable
inconvenience.
The
teml)or:uY
character
of the representative's
commission
af
fords an opportunity
to restore the concord which
may have ccased to exist between
representativc_
and their constituents.
The restriction
t_f dcli0eration
on public
affairs to alimited
number of
competent
men is an advantage.
The final vor(:
on matters
of gcnet'al interest is protected
from
the unreflecting
fancies
of the multitude.
The
important
point is, that the election,
deliberati,)z_
and vote of representatives
should
posse_s the
qualities of freedom and honesty.
I-Ioxv can il be
believed
that,
under
such conditions,
nationa3
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sovereignty
must cease to reside in the people?
Is it not the people who choose?
Can thcy not
recall those whom they have v.ppointed,
at the

altogether
the idea
change the institution
family, is henceforth

of justice?
Radically
to,
of property,
to destroy the
only a question of majority.

expiration
of their term of office?
Finally,
has
not every constitution,
which is in the least degree imbued with a liberal spirit, recognized
the
necessity and furnished, the manner of appealing
from the deputies to the people themselves
in the
case of certain
solemn
and decisive
questions
which concern the destroy of the country,
or its

Henceforth
no law but that of force!
We are.
told that all the consequences
of this monstrous
doctrine
will not be thus logically drawn.
Admitted.
But it is sufficient that it shouh| prevail.
to lead gradually
but inevitably
to tyranny.
What, this being supposed,
would
prevent the.
majority's
depriving
the minority
of freedom of

general policy ?--Of the two other opinions
upon
the constitution
of power in democratic
states,
one, which is also radical, though less so than the
one which we have examined,
favors the greatest
simplicity of power;
no mingling,
no balancing;
but the democratic
element in all its purity.
One

speech and the various means
might enal_lc it to become
pression of minorities,
even
written on every page of the
convention.
The conslitution
regulated
democracy
should

single omnipotent
house and an executive
power
entirely dependent
upon it: this is rigorous
democratic orthodoxy.
The other opinion far differeat from
this, alleges,
on the contrary,
that
democracy
has no more dangerous
enemy than
this radical simplicity,
which
leads directly
to
tyranuy.
If the popular'element
alone is represented; if no account
is taken of social distinctions; if that portion of naturalaristocracy
which
exists in the most democratic
state, not subject to
the leveling despotism
of communism,
has not its
representation
in the state; if there are not two
distinct houses to give greater weight to deliberation. and to represent,
one the life, the other the
tradition of the country;
if there is not an executive power with a sphere of action independent
to a certain extent,
excep_ of the responsibility
whichrests
upon it oruponits
agents--democracy
will produce all the abuses it is capable of: it will
be by turns, or all at once, violent and oppressive,
lawless and anarchical.
What can an unlimited
and unrestricted
power do but take the way to
which
it naturally
inclines?
Henceforth,
no
wisdom, no maturity,
no moderation;
a headlong'
course, rash or systematic,
which
nothing
can
check and which blots out all diffelences,
is the lot

fortune,
which would
be but substituting
the
tyranny
of the greater number for the tyranny of
one man or of an oligarchy.
In a word, there
should be recognized
certain rights superior
to.
mere human convention--rights,
without
whiel.
govermnent
is nothing more than arbitrariness.-Finally, there is in democracies
a strongtcndency
toward
concentration,
toward
that exaggerated
centralization
the inconveniences
of which have
been so often demonstrated.
Wc need not explain in all their details the reasons which ren.
dcr this tendency toward concentration
so p¢>werful.
In France, it has bccn customary to attribute
it to the national character,
as is now said, to the
race.
But, independently
of this explanation,
the
value of which wc shall not stop to examine,
democracy
itselt" suffices to develop it. It is in
the nature
of democracy
to be unfavorable
to
intermcdiate
bodies which intcrposc between the
people and the state.
Love of equality gives rise
to a gre'tt repugnance
for everything
that might
give these bodies an importa,me
of a nature to.
destroy this equality.
The sovereign alone does
not excite envy.
Democracies
want the same
rule for all, a rule which intermediary
bodies anti
powers other than the central power are not very

inevitably
reserved
for extreme
democracies.-We shall now touch on the principal
law which
the constitution
of power in a democratic
state
should obey.
That law is to respect liberty.-So tl'ue is it that herelies
at once the periland
the
duty of democracy,
that an eminent
publicist,
John Stuart Mill, finds no other point upon which
hc agrees, in this mutter,
with
de Tocqueville.
He was preoccupied
with this matter, even to disquietude andalarm;
and it was to find a menus of
solving theproblemthathewrotehistwopolitical
works, "Liberty"
and "Representative
Government."
There is a triple problem on whose solution hangs the destiny of democracy:
not tocrush
the minority
under the weight
of the majority,
the individual
under that of centralization,
nor

solicitous to maintain or enforce.
Not specially
attached
to any particular
organization
from
which he rcceives his strength,
_tnd which susrains him in hisweakncss,
thc individual
turns to
the state.
He is tempted to demand everything
fromit--education,
employmcnt,
assistance"
This
general disposition
will, almost inevitably,
be cocouraged
by the government;
for, in the first
place, it is natural for it to favor an equality which
causes it no trouble, and which makes it univcrsally popular;
and, in the second place, the goverument, which is represented
by men, partakes
of their passions,
ttow can it bc thus tempted
every day with impunity?
'rod how can we expect that it will have virtue enough not to take
what is offered il, even if it do not desire to take

liberty under that of equality.--Those
who have
dared to maintain
that the majority can do everything, start with a very false idea, that of the
unlimited sovereignty
of numbers.
Is it not justifying every crime to believe that the majority
can doevcrything?
Doesnotsuehanideadestroy

more?
How especially
true is this of nations
among whom equality has been introduced
by
absolute
power, and has triumphed
by revolution!
As the classes accustomed
to direct local
affairs have now disappeared,
there i_ left to the
masses only their own inexperience,
with no re-

of persuasion which,
the majority?
Opto extermim_lion,
is
history of the French
of power in a wellprevent
this mis-
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,course but to invoke the aid of the government
in all the details
of administration.
_Tat_ous
which,
like the American,
have begun
with
liberty, a_d have had long experience
of it under
_ll its forms, are much better prepared
to mcct
this danger•
With the Americm_s,
liherty dates
from the mother
country;
it is a custom
with
them of several centuries;
the spirit of liberty
is
with them traditional•
The new fact in their

reefs and reach port in safety.--To
increase the
powerof
the individual,
instead of sacrificing him
to the state, witlmut saclificing
the requirements
of public order, is Ihe most difficult task imposed
upon modern democr;icy.
It is not only a political
but a moral problem.
P_,litically
sp,,akiug,
can
we insist too strongly
upon sonm degree of decentralization;
on the carrying
of life fre)m the
centre whence
it flows, toward
the extremities

case is democratic
equality,
a fact which requires
a much
shorter
period of appreuticeship;
for
.equality
is a passion, and libel'ty often a responsibility and a duty.
The advanta'.:cs
of ceutralization, even administrative
centralization,
should
zaot, however, be denied.
If it has its drawbacks,
_md its complicated
bureaucracy,
how many
things does it not do with more order and rapidity, aml with less e._:pense!
It is, moreover,
cap._ble of being improved.
The French
financial
system i_ a striking
proof of this.
But excessive
_tdministrative
centralization,
to which
demurxacy inclines, lms a radical defect:
it stifles local
life aud individual
initiative.
Such centralization is destructive
of individual
merit.
How
.remedy it? and is there any hope of doing so?
Whether
nations, like individuals,
can be taught
-wisdom, is an ever-recurring
question.
..__sensible democratic
people will strengthen
their institutions
in such a manner as to strengthen
themselves.
They will oppose reason to instinct, foresight to passion;
they will profit by experience;
they will take to heart the lessons of history ; they
will endeavor
to improve
the art of politics as
'they
endeavor
to improve
the machinery
by
which they exercise their power
over'nature
and
the elements of well-being.
We must, therefore,
,dissemi_mte
intelligence
and the knowledge
of
political
science.
This scmnce can not do everything without
the aid of morality;
neverthele_u
it
•can do something,
and we believeit
can do much.
--The question of the connection
of liberty and
.equality
may be reduced,
in part, to the same
terms.
The damager of sacrificing thelatter
to the
former is great in democratic
states;
is it therefore irremediable?
IIas not equality
itself, although
it does not always perceive this truth, and
lms been more than once inclined to sacrifice it, a
profound
interest
in respecting
liberty?
Is not
liberty the guarantee
of equality?
Vainly would
a people lmpe to preserve
equality
if they renounccd
liberty.
When despotism
governs
a
nation, does it not invariably
introduce
a system
_)f privilege
and monopoly,
and do away with
•equality,
in the interest of basencss and unworthihess?
We must not forget, however,
that equal_ty, at least a relative
equality
of conditions,
,favored
by democracy,
is founded
mainly
on
_ivil equality,
that is, on an equality
of rights,
What is civil equality?
It is equality
in liberty
itself, equality
before the law.
The future will
-show whether or not dcmocmcy,
confronted
with
_so many problems,
to reconcile
the terms
of
which requires a powel'ful
mind and an upright,
.courageous
heart, can steer its course between the

and to all parts of the political organism ? These
measures,
however,
would he insufficient,
if, b_dependently
of tim education
necessary to fora_
the citizen, the individual
were not penetrated
with a feeling of the rcsponslbiliLy
which rciJdc_s
him at once the vigilant
guardbm
of his rights,
and the scrupulous
doer of his duties.
The
improvement
of society is intimately
connected
with the improvement
of the individual.
Sound
judgment,
upright sentiments,
the hal)it of activity, dignity of character,
which relies upon itself
and not upon others, respect
for supermrity,
a
love of justice and moderation,
sympathy
with
those in distress;
such arc the qualities
requisite
to assure
success to democracy,
lluman
imperfection
will undoubtedly
remain;
but it is only
on condition of the predominance
or' these qualities among
the masses, that democracy
can sccure the realization,
so much to be desired, of
the grand principles
of justice
and charity,
of
which, after all, it is only the expression.
Otherwise, it is nothing
but a displacement,
a passing
of force into the hands
of the masses._We
cherish the hope that this is not the mcauing that
modern nations would
give to democracy,
wtmse
power still continues
to increase;
although
we
can not deny the threatening
gravity
of certain
symptoms
which seem to s'mcti(in
such a meanlug.
The profound
resembhmce
which is found
between the social and political
development
of
the different
European
nations
for several c(,nturies,
the more and more uniform
character
which civilization
is assuming
daily among them,
the removal
of the inequalities
which
create(1
real abysses
between
the different
cl;zsses of
society,
the progress
of ideas which make th( _
whole world gravitate
around certain _'and principles which are everywhere
the same--everything, in fact, announces
the advent
of demurracy in the whole Christian
world.
To speak (Jf
its destinies
is to go beyond
the sph,.re of a
nation;
it is to take in the future of humanity.
ItE_ltY

BAUDItlLLAI_,T.

DEMOCRACY,
Representative.
Dcmocracy
means, literally,
the rule of the demos, i. e., of
the free citizens.--I.
Histo_T.
The idea and the
word (democracy)
are of Hellenic
origin.
]n
their relations with foreigners
or the barhariam'.
the Greeks looked i-lpon themselves
as aristocr'_t_
In their relations
with one another
at home, iu
their petty states, the)" were democrats,
and fcit
assuch.
In carlier ages, itistrue,
supremepow_r
was confided
by them to numerous
king_: "trot
even then the kin_
were limited
by the voice _f

DEMOCRACY.
the people and the council of their equals.
Power
next passed from the kings to the aristocratic
class,
and from it to the people, the demos.
The man,
as Aristotle
(Pol. iii., 1, 6) says, was held to bc
more of acitizen than others, who was at the same
time fitted to rule.
The Athenian
democracy
was, in spite of its faults, and although
the time
of its bloom was short-lived,
tbe crowning
glory
of the political
insti_ct of the Hellcnes.--Until
modern times democracy
nowhere appeared
with
such brilliancy
as among theGreeks.
Therepub]ic was the ideal of theRomans,
but not democra(,y.
The period of the middle ages was not favoral)le
to the democratic
form of government.
In the
cities alone did ordinary citizens
here and there
have any power.
But even in the cities the artstocratic element
soon regained
the upper h'md.
This is true even of the Swi_ towns and provinces
which, in their struggles
with princes and nobles,
asserted their independence
and maintained
popular freedom.
In the cities either 't patriarchate
was established
over the citizens, or the citizens
of municipalities
formed an aristocracy,
to whom
the rural population
was subject.
In the provlaces the old rural population
took prceedence
of
new comers;
and in many families
the public
offices were almost hereditary.--A
great change
was first operated in North America.
In the new
world a new form of the state appeared,
representative
democracy,
a form of democracy
very
different from the radical democracy
of ancient
Greece.
The Persian Otanes (Herodotus,
iii., 82)
enumerates five characteristic
marks of the ancient
democracy:
1, an equality of rights for all; 2, the
rejection
of arbitrary
power as ordinarily
excrcised by eastern princes;
3, appointmcnttooffices
by lot; 4, responsibility
in office; 5, deliberation
in common, and the framing
of laws in popular
assemblies.
The two very specific marks of ancieut democracy,
election, by lot and the popular
assemblies,
are rejected
by the new democratic
republic, which fills offices by election,
and, instead of tile rude popular
assemblies,
has introduced representation
by election.
In both regards
the democratic
prineipie
has been corrected
and
complemented
by the aristocratic
preference
for
the fitter and more intelligent.
Ancient democracy was what may be called pure democracy;
the moderu is representative.
Representative
democracy is democracy
moderated
and ennobled
by the elevation of the best.
The remaining
peculiarities
enumerated
above of ancient democracy have hecome the common
property
of all
civilized states.
They are incorporated
in their
constitutions,
especially in those of constitutional
monarchies.-Representative
demoe-acy
is, in
America, not the fi_u_/ independent
form of the
state, as it was in the l-Tellcnic cities, but the first,
the one withwhich
American
freedom began.
It
grew up not in a struggle with a mttive aristocracy,
but naturally,
in virgin soil, from the laying of
the foundations
of the Union.
The same AngloSaxon stock, ennobled
by Norman
elements,
which during the middle ages laid in- England
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the foundation
for the most powerful aristocracy
and was first to develop representative
monarchy,
has in modern
times produced
in America the
most powerful
dcmocracy in the form of a rcpresentative republic.
The spirit of freedom, selfreli'mce, the common law, and an underslanding
of representation,
were brought
by the sc'ttler_
from their home.
The Puritans
of New E_gland were allmen of the English middle (']a_._.wh¢,
had withdrawn
from the aristocratic
Anglican
church
and esteemed
each other as brothers.
They were filled with the democratic
ideas of
free.dora, equality,
sclf-govermncnt
and citizen.
ship, as is shown by that famous statute of the
Plymouth
pilgrims
(_Nov. 11, 1620).
Although
tlmrewere more aristocratic elements in the southern colonic.% yet even in them no aristocratic
constitulion could be nmintained.
The planters (lid
not need the protection
of the aristocracy.
They
helped themselves.--But
this cctuality of freemen
was at first recognized
in the Anglo-Saxon
race
and was extended
only to E_trol)ea_* inunigrant_
who became more or less assimilated
to that race
and thus Americanized.
The aborigim_
had as
little part in it as the African
negroes who were
introduced
into America for economic
rea._ons.
It is only in our own time that the Union has
risked the dangerous
experiment
of treating the
cmaneip.zted
negroes as a component
part of ttm
American
dc_ws.
It took this step, evidently,
becanse it had the firm confidence
tlmt in spile
of it, the Angh)-Saxon stock woulc' (._minue to be
the controlling
element.--A
masculine
national
character is clearly the fundamental
ec)ndition of
a democracy.
But few nations have the mental
qualities
and the teml)cr necessary
to govern
themseh,es.
The Anglo-Saxons
possess these in a
high degree.
If they can transform
by political
education
the people of other nationalitie_
who
arc pouring into thc Union, represent:_tive (lemocracy will be nmintained
there.
The gr_.at humher of Gernmns who have gone to the United
States are most easily transformed
in this rcspecv.
The Irish are. less easily so; and sh_)uld the latter
be able to change the fundamental
character of
the American people, they will also change the
fundame_ml
ch'mw.ter
of the American
form
of the state.
The religious
cclucati_,n of the
American
colonists conlributed
as nmch to their
freedom
as did their Sa.xoa blood
Protcsh_nt
freedom
extended its hand to political freedom.
Religious
liberty became
a principle
of law in
AmErica
for the first time,
"There
is _:o re.ligious teaching
in the United States host_h: t,)
democratic
institutions.
Even Catholic
priests
distinguish
two intellectual
systems.
In the one,
revealed religious truths, to which they submit
unconditionally,
prevail.
The other, that of political truth, they look on as a province
which
God has left to free investigation,
and to man."
(Tocqueville
Amdrique,
i., 350 )--The republican
spirit of self-government
grew up under the influence of a number
of free institutions,
even
whilethe colonies were yet uudertheEnglishrule.
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The most important of these institutions were:
_I. Inherited traditional protection of personal
'freedom by the law against arbitrary commands,
_gainst arbitrary imprisonment; the right of as_,embly and the right of petition, as the)' were
,developed in the English common law. 2. The
right of trial by jury in civil and criminal cases,
3. The assembling of free mcn within the town
and county, and at first also within the colony,
to discuss and take measures concerning matters
,3f gener_fl interest.
4. When the colonies in.creased in population, the election of representarive assemblies, to co-operate in statutory legislation, in the imposition of taxes, and in exercising
a control over the administration.
5. The participation of prominent citizens in administrative
•councils, which, together with the governor,
looked after public affairs. 6. The early creation
.of common schools and the ma_ng of education
general. 7. The militia system, in opposition to
standing armies. In certain colonies the representatives even elected the governors who stood
at the head of the colonial government.
8. Selftaxation, and the refusal to recognize taxes iraposed by authority alone.--When
the colonies
.rose up against the mother countlT and separated
from it, the foundation on which the structure of
representative
democracy so quickly rose, was
already laid. Twice previous to the present
decade did the French nation try to imitate th'e
American form of government, iu 1793 and in
1848, butwithout permancnt success.
AllFrench
history shows a tendency toward centralizaLion;
and the entire French administration
is carried
on from the central power of the nation at Paris,
through the agency of dependent officials. This
system naturally culminates in a powerful mon.archy. Hence from the ruins of the revolution,
after the downfall of France's kings, the two
:Napoleons, C_esarian autocrats, arose and were
supported by the masses, who felt the need of
authority and peace in the state. The result was
.a new monarchy on a democratic basis.--On the
.contrary,
American representative
democracy
found a favorable field for imitation in the Swiss
confederation,
because the population had received previdusly a republican education and
were trained in self-government.
Switzerland, it
is true, was first organized on the French model,
and consequently with too great unity as a representative democracy, under the name of the
Helvetic republic, in 1798. But when this constitution was destroyed, in consequence of the re.
rival of cantonal independence, the cantonal constitutions themselves, in 1830, passed over intothe
representative form; and in 1848 the Swiss confederation was organized in the same way. In
this way the Swiss constitution came to have a
great resemblance to the American.
Since 1868,
however, a tendency has appeared in the cantons
to abandon representative democracy and-to approach to pure democracy, that is, to go from
the nobler to the ruder form. How long this
,tendency will last, and whether it is the begin-

ning of a decline, or only the transition to a better form of the state, can not be determined with
certainty at present.--II.
The Principle and t]_e
Instilutions of Representative Democracy. Democracy always means self-government of the people;
and by the people it means the people as an
aggregation, i. e., the majority of free and equal
citizens as having part in the state. "The majority stands for the whole."
(Herodotus, iv.,80.)
This pure and direct democracy, however, is possible only in the case of a small nation which is
not obliged to worry over the wants of the day,
and has leisure to meet frequently for political
deliberation.
But asmodern states almost always
cover a wide extent of territory, and since the
great masses, even the working classes, have
acquired personal freedom and civil rights, but
have neither the leisure nor the culture to govern
the state, this form is not possible; and the nobler
form of representative
dcmocracy has taken its
place as the modern form of democracy.--The
principle of representative
democracy is this.
The people govern themselves, but they do so by
intrusting theentire administration of the state to
their representatives whom they choose for that
purpose, because the best and most qualified. All
citizens have a part in the consciousness of political power; all may reach the higbcst 1)o._itio_ of
authority which belongsof right only tc) the totality of the nation; but in fact only tlmse can arrive
at the exercise of power in the state who are distinguished by the possession of the confidence of
theirfellow-citizens.--Thedirectaction
of citizens
is,therefore, limited chiefly to the following things:
1. Elections to representative places. American
law, which requires that not only legislators but
the president shall be elected by the people, is in
this respect more consistent than theSwiss, which
allows the executive to be chosen by election of
the federal assembly.
2. In voting on the fundamental and constitutional law. 3. In a morcgem
oral participation of the citizens in self-gove,'nmeat (municipal administration,
justices cf the
peace, jurors).
4. In the universal eligibility to
public offices; in contrast to thc privileged class.
5. In the exercise of individual and political
liberty (freedom of the press, ofreligion, of trade,
of association, assemblages, etc., etc.).--Tbe direct
exercise of popularsovereignty
through representatives manifests itself in all the organs of the
body politic. 1. In the legislative assembly,
which is pre-eminently
a body reprcsentative of
the people. 2. In the government, in so far as it
is intrusted to officials elected by the people. 3.
In the administration
of justice, which is al¢o
carried on by elected judges.
Most offices a,c
filled for a short term of years, so that frequent
changes of officials take place; this is especially
the ease with the representatives of the people i_
the legislative bodies, and the chief government:li
offices.--III. Adva_stages and Defects of a F,/_r,'sentativeDemoeracy.
1. Thec,nstitution
develop,
the common feeling of honor and the sentimez_t
of legal rigl'lt'among the'citizens, and, at the same
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time, rouses superior persons to competition.
The
patriotism
of all stimulates
talent of various kinds
_'md leads them into the service of the country,
_Vhile the constitution
depends altogether
on tile
will of the majority,
it takes education
into con.sideration,
and is framed chiefly in the interests
.of the middle
classes.
It is not favorable
to a
towering aristocracy,
butlooks
on it with mistrust
:rod aversion.
At times it is also dangerous
to
the classes which are below the level of the frcc
'-and educated citizens, as the treatment
of the negroes in thcUnited
States shows clearly enough,
.even now, after they have received freedom and
_ivil rights.--2.
Institutions
which serve the great
nmsses are generally
very well managed.
Representative democracies
have everywhere
good comman schools, excellent
roads, numerous
institu-

the forces of the state, but in return the forces of
the people are more carefully
husbanded
by the
latter under the rule of peace.--IV.
SlgnificaT_ce
of Democracy for the EuropeaT_ Situati,n.
The
expression democracy,
like the word aristocracy,
has a double meaning.
We designate byit either
a form of the state, or we understand
by it only
a part of the population,
the great free classes of
tile people and a determinate
direction of political
institutions.
The one is a legislative, the other
a political idea.
An impartial
analysis of the
conditions
of modern Europe leads to this result:
that the strength
of the dcmocr'ttic
element in
the people and their political participation
in the
state has sensibly increased and is still on the increase.--l.
The entire mental development
of
the time has a democratic
character.
The actio_

tions for the infirm, orphans,
objects.
It is more difficult

of common schools has never been greater.
ular literaturc
was never more dissemiaaled

and other benevolent
for them to attend to

ihe higher interests
of art aud science.
Refi,md
luxury does not flourish in the soil of represeutalive democracy.--3.
A peculiarity
of this form of
the state is the separation
of the _'iyht of the state.po_rer from the exerc/.,e of that power.
Thisright
is ascribed to the totality (the majority),
the elcctars; the exercise of it to the minority,
the elected,
Tile governing
are in principle
dependent
on the
confidence of the govcrned,
and the governed
are
in practice forced to obey the governing.
This
separation
secures
the governed
masses
from
tyranny,
but it weakens
the government
and
causes it to approxinmtc
to a simple association,
It can only prosper among a people having a high
respect for law, whose patriotism
is greater
than
their selfislmess,
and who know how to control
theirownpassions.--4.
Thefeelingof
dependence
vn the masses is manifested
least ia thelegislative
body.
The greatassembly
of popular rcpresentatires is inclined to identify itself with tim people,
Their feeling of power misleads
them sometimes
into taking rash resolves.
Rarely have they the
courage
to oppose the wishes and views of the
masses, fortheyfearthe
elections.
Rathcrwould
they please the majority by oppressing
the minority. It is therefore
a necessity of this form of constitution
that it set limits eveu to the omuipotence t,f popular
representation.
In America
it
ha.s been sought to attain this partly by the division of the legislative body into two houses, and
partly by the veto of the president.--5.
Danger
from weakness
in representative
democracies
is
seen more clearly in their go_ernme_+l, which in
s_naller states,
as in Switzerland,
or the separate states of America,
sinks to a mere admiuistrative
body.
In a state like the American
Union the importance
of great affairs puts much
power in the hands of the president.
But the
frequent changes through
election
reader
a permanent policy very difficult.
The present comes
to be every, thing, and the future nothiug.
The
constitution
can not endure a powerful permanent
military force; hence no standing armics, butonly
militia.
Other powers, therefore,
arc superior to
xepresentative
democracy
in the concentration
of

Popthan

at present.
The consciousness of self of thegreat
classes of society has been everywhere
awakened
and has asserted itself by acts.
The ideas of Ira,ed+_m, equality and fraternity
exert an inltuence
over all naiads.
The pantheistic
tendency
ia
philosol)hy
is also t'tvorable
to the denmeratic
way of thinking,
since it looks on the world as a
unit and all nmn as dew,lopments
of tlm e_mmon
material, or of the one soul of the universe;
and
this philosophy
is very widely spread in Europe
a" d America.
Even the tendency of the tim_, to
individualism,
though
this pri,mipte
favors difference rather tlmu equality, acts in a democratic
direction, since it rouses and increases self ,-espc.et
in all individuals,
even in the lower classes --2.
Contemporary
culture, economic conditions,
and
the individu_fl rights of the present day, operate
in a democratic
direction.
The bh.as of the
Roman
civil law explessive
of equalily
have
laurel general acceptance,
and dissol_ ed the class
differences
of the middle ages.
in ad_liti,,n to
this, we have the free development
of industry.
Inspire of all drawbacks the rightsand
well-bei_g
of the middle and lower classes ar_, greater than
during the whole period of the middle age..-, ;rod
far g,'cater than ever before in the hi._tory of
mankind.--3.
The increasing strength and growing consciousness
of thegreat classe_ of the people
appear the more important
since the ,tlistocr:_tic
elements lmve become weaker.
It in all the more
diilicult for them to accomplish
their natural
t.tsk; to complete andbalance
the democratic elemen.ts, since between the two factors there is still
at work much aversion, mistrust and halrctl.-Nevertheless
the iufere,lce in inadmissible,
tlmt
the progress democracy h'_s madc in a sacral and
political sense will extend to state lcgislatio_t also.
and that in the near futurc European
states will
obtai,] a de,nocr'ttm
constitution.
There arc important rea_o,_s against such a transformation
of
European
co,_stitutions.
1. All thc civilized
nations of Europe ha_ c possessed from the beginning of their history various political elements.
The Gernmnic races especially
have alw;i)'s had
democratic,
aristocratic
and monarchic elements
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and institutions,
and only their position changes
in the course of time.
Toward
the end of the
middle ages, which was favorable
to aristocracy,
the princely power and that of free cities arose,
In ancient Rome the empire
rested on the democratic masses, and similarly
in F,'ancc
the short
rule of the demos led to a democratic
empire.-2. As American history has shown an inclination
toward a deniocratic
constitution
from the 1)eginning, :European
history
for the last °,000 )'Ears
shows an indisputable
tendency toward monarchy,
Only the monarchy
of the middle ages was liraited by the aristocratic
classes,
and in nmdcrn
times it is limited
by democratic
representation,
Wherever the attempt was nmde in great Europenn states to ihtroducc
reprcsentativedenmeracy
it failed and was abandoned
after a short cxpericnce.--3.
In old Europe inequality
of social relalions is so great that a constRution
founded
on
equalbywould
be a lie. The fourth estate clings
to monarchy
unless when rejected
by it.
The
crown
and the fourth
estate are natural allies,
(F. Roh,ncr.)
Even the third e._t'ttc, wluch has
the greatest chance in representative
democracies
to take possession of the government,
feels safer
when the monarchy
firmly maintains
public order
and moderates
the ambition
of party chiefs.----4,
A republican
character
in the people is indispensable to the maintenance
of a republic.
But this
character
is lacking
in all tlle great
European
nations.
Even if a few individuals
of republican
character
are to bE found among the German and
Latin nations, the enormous
majority
would not
hold out in time of crisis and trial.--Let
us draw
the following
conclusions:
1. A blind enmity of
the governing
power for the democratic
element
in the people is adverse
to the interests
of the
monarchy.
Every attempt
to crush
the same
must fail, for it is opposed
to the entire mental
and material development
of the time.
2. While
monarchy
recognizes
and
protects
democratic
elements and tendencies
in their natural
rights, it
finds in them its surest support,
and thereby
receives the power successfully
to gmard against
any excesses they might commit.
BLUNTSC_rLI.
DEMOCRAT
(I_ U. S. HrSTOR_O, a term used
by the federalists
to designate
the whole body of
their opponents,
but accepted
only by a faction,
After about 1810 democrat
and democratic
wcrc
accepted as equivalent
to republican.
(See DEMOCl',_TIc-REPUBLIC_L.N PAllT¥, I.-IH. ; DEMOCRATIC CLUBS.)
A.J.
DEMOCRATIC
CLUBS
(IS U. S. HISTORY),
American
associations
formed in imitation
of the
Jacobin and other clubs of France.
The first was
formed in Philadelphia,
soon after Geneffs arrival
in 1793, but the movement spread into other states,
the Charleston
club, on its own application,
being
recognized
by the Jacobin
club of Paris as an
affiliated branch.
These clubs lived in an atmosphere of turmoil and denunciation.
The western
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clubsofPennsylvaniaandKentuckywerestronglysuspected of a design to attack the Spanish
possessions in America
or to form a western
confederacy.
Their denunciations
of the first exciselaw
and its enforcement
embarrassed
the govcrmneu,
in the suppression
of the whisky insurrection
in
1794, and brought
down upon them the wrath of
president Washington,wire,
in his message of .Nov.
19, 1794, referred
to them as "certain
self-created
societies, " "combinations
of men, who, carelem
of consequences,
and disregarding
the unerring
truth that those who rouse can not always al)I)case
a civil convulsion,
have disseminated,
from an
ignorance
or perver¢ion
of facts, suspicions,
jealousies and accusations
of the whole government
"
In afiswer,
the senate
echoed
the president's
warmth
of language;
and in the house, though
tl,e republican
leaders succeeded
by very mel_e
majorities
in "_voiding any direct reference
to the
democratic
clubs, they were very careful
to disclaimanyconnectionorsympathywiththem.
The
clubs feebly attempted
a reply,
but no longer
kept up the assumption
of a right to speak for the
people.
They had already
received
their death
blow.
Late in July. 1794, Robespierre
had been
guillotined,
and the French convention
soou after
abolished
the Jacobin
club and its branches as
dangerous
to the public peace and order.
The
republicans
in America
at once withdrew
their
countenance
from the democratic
clubs, which
rapidly thereafter
disappearcd.--:Notall
the me.mbers of the clubs, as given in the newspapers
of
the time, were hearty adherents
of the principles
they professed.
Many republicans
were forced
into them by a fear of being regarded
as enemies
of freedom and the rights of man ; so that the.ce
short-lived
associations
were a paltry
American
imitation
of theper_cutions
of thereign of terror.
moral beingsubstituted
for physical duress
(See
DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAn" PARTY, II.'
GEKI_T,
CITIZI,:._; and authorities
there cited.)
AI_EXA/_DER JOIFNSTON.
DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN
PARTY,
Tile (LN U. S HISTORY), the political paVty wlmse
theory has aimed at the increase of direct 1)opular _ontrol over the government,
tile widening of
the right of suffrage,
the limitation
of the powers of the federal government,
and the con_crvation of the powers reserved
to the state governments by the constitution.
(See STATE RmH'r_,
under STATE SOVEREIGNTY,)
It is therefore a
strict construction
party
(see CONSTI¢_Ca'IO-", I.)
and has always
operated
as a check upon the
nationalization
of the United
States.
(But s_'_"
CONSTRUCTION, III.)'
It at first (in 179°--3) took
the nameof
the 1epublican
party, which more
properly belongs to its present po_essors
(in 18.¢1;
see REPUBLrCAN
PAItTY), and was gener_lly
known
by that name untilabout
1828-30.
Upon
its absorption
of the French or democratic
fact ion,
in 1793-6, it took the official title of the d(,mo
cratie.republican
party,
whicl_, it still claim¢.
About 1828-30 its nationalizing,,
portion having
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broken off and taken the name of "national
repubhcan"
(see WHIG PAIlTY, l.), the particularist
residue assumed the name of "democrats,"
which
had been accepted since about 1810 as equivalent

British merclmnts practically
owners of many of
tile southern
estates, but which had been suspended and ahuost
forgotten
during the rcvolution and the confede.ration,
would
have made

to "republicans,"
and by which they have since
been known.
Some little confusion,
therefore,
has always
been occasioned
by the similarity
in
name between
the strict construction
republican
party of 1793 and the broad construction
republicanpartyof
1856.--I.:
1789-93 (Formative Period).
Though the forces which have always tended to
the complete
nationalization
of the American
Union were in operation
at the adoption
of tile
constitution,
their
influence
was as yet by no
means general.
The mass of the people was
thoroughly
particularist,
interested
mainly in the
fortunes of their state govermuents,
anti disposed
to look upon tile new federal
government
as a
creature of convenience
ot)ly, to be accepted
ander protest
until the exercise
of its functions
should prove burdensome
or unpleasant.
The
convention
of 1787 had wisely
and skillfully
evaded the popular
feeling
by couching the constitution in very general terms, excepting
only its
one bold proviso that the constitution,
and laws
and treaties
made in pursuauce
of it, should be
"the supreme
law of the land," an idea which
the people at large scarcely comprehended
or took
at its full measure.
But, despite the convention's
scrupulous
care, despite the general
influence of
Washington
and the Pennsylvania
influence of
Franklin
in its favor, and despite the "grinding
necessities"
of the case, the final ratification
of
the constitution
was due more to the unskillfulhess of the opposition (see ANTI-FEDERAl. PARTY)
than to any popular
desire for an energetic
federal government,
and it left the principle of opposition overthrown
but not eradicated.
During
the first session of the 1st congress (March 4-Sept.
29, 1789), however, those members who had been
in principle anti-federalist
were content to allow
the organization
of the ne_ government
by the

ahno-t any general settlement of debt by the federal government
part icul._rly unpopular,
asa foreshadowing
of individual
settlements
thereafter.
When
llamilton,
early in 1790 (see FEDER.*,L
PARTY, I.), finally, and almost from sheer necessity, fell back upon commercial
interest
as the
stock upon which to graft his nationalizing
measures, he necessarily
'flienated the whole south,
which was not only particularist
but exclusively
agricultural,
except in a few isolated spots on the
seaboard.
The difference
between the two seetions was as yet only in degree, notin kind. Both
were mainly agrieuhur.d
; both were particularist;
neither possessed
manufactures;
bnt the south,
which had far less banking
and commerce
than
the north, and therefore,
in Jefferson's
words,
"o_eed the debt while the north ozol_ed it," first
felt thcrepulsion
to the lIamiltonian
policy.
The
opposition to his plan for settling the public debt
was mainly to its commercial
aspect; the opposition to his project
of a n.ltioual bank in the following year was of a distinct party nature, and
was based upon that strict construction
of the constitution which was always afterward
to be the
party's established
theory.
(See BA_K CO._TROVERSmS, II.)
In 1791-2, therefore, we may consider the anti-federal
party, which had so warmly
opposed the adoption of the constitution,
as relmbilitated
into a party, as yet without
a name,
which was to maintain
the binding
force of the
exact and literal language of the constitution,
aud
to oppose any enlargement
of the federal government's powers by interpretation.--But
the new
party took no pride whatever
in its descent, and
at first disowned any kinship with its immediate
ancestor of unpleasant memory.
The first authoritative claim of the party name occurs in Jefferson's letter of May 13, 1792, to Washington,
in

federalists
to procce_
with
little
opposition
(see FEDERAL PARTY, I.), and the results so
clearly and so promptly
demonstrated
the co_re_fence of the federal government
that the late antifederal party weresoon only anxiousto
droptheir
obnoxious name, and to allow their opposition
to
the constitution
to be forgotten.--The
planters of
the south, and particularly
of Virginia,
had generally supported
the chmage of government
and the
earlymeasuresof
the federal party, induced partly
by the influence
of blaflison
and partly
by the
compromises
by which the constitution
had been
made aceeptab.le
to them.
(See COMPROMISES,
l.-llI.)
The general poverty
and financial
embarrassment,
which in the north
had produced
Shays' rebellion
(see CONFEDERATION, ARTICLES
OF), had borne still more heavily upon the south,
In both sections it had been the moving cause of
stay laws, tender
laws, and laws to hinder
the
collection
of debts by British
creditors;
but in
the south the certain
revival
of ancestral
claims
for debt, which before the revolution
had made

which hc says: "'Tim republican party, whowlsh
to preserve the government
in its present form,
are fewer in number [than the monar(.hical federalists].
They are fewer even when joined by the
two, three or half dozen anti-federalists,
who,
though they dare not avow it, are still oppost.d to
any gencr,d government;
but, being less so to a
republican
than to a monarchical
one, they naturally join those whom theythink pursuing the le_-ser
evil."
In this way Jefferson,
who was ah'eady tile
extra-congressionalleadcrofthenewparty,cndeavored to account for his anti-federalist
supl)ort by
making tim controversy
out to be between republicanism and monarchy
or aristocracy,
between
government
by tim people and government
of
the people.
In one sense Jefferson's
charge
against the federalists
was true, al_d as true in
kind, though not in degree, against his own party
as against the federalists.
In both parties the
abler leaders assumed the direct initiative in party
management
to an extent which wouhl bc intolerable, if openly asserte_ at the present time; and
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_he mass of the people, separated
l)y distance,
by
slow and tedious communication,
and by lack of
-national feeling, were content to exercise a power
_of revision,
not of iueeptiou,
in poiJ_ies.
In
_effeet, "the
people,"
in the bro.'_d sense which
universal
suffrage
and nominating
conventions
have made familiar to us, was no original power
in American politics until after 1820. We may,
however, take Jefferson's charge in another sense,
as implying
that his party was more in unison
with the feelings and prejudices
of the people,
and hence was a more popular party than the federalists.
In thissense
he was right; from 1790
.nntil his death there was probably hardly a day,
•_'ith the exception
of the year 1798, when Jef_ersou was not supported
by a real majority
of
the American
people.
(But see SUFFRAGE. )--Be-_ore the close of the year 1792 we must regard the
republican
party as fairly formed.
Its general
_basis was a dislike to the control exerciscd by any
government
not directly affected by the vote of
_the citizen on whom the laws operated;
a disposition to regard
the federal
government,
which
could only indirectly
and slowly be reacheJ
by
,dissatisfied
citizens, as possibly a second avatarof
royalty;
and an opposition
to the federalist,
or
]!Iamiltonian,
mcasures of a national
bank, ana_tional excise, a protective
tariff, a funding system
for the debt, and to all measures in general tending tobenefit the commercial
or creditor classes,
But all these were local and temporary
phases of
_)pposition,
from which circumstances
might at
_ny moment
convert
any or all the opposition;
Jefferson and Madison alone laborcd assiduously
to establish the doctrine of a strict construction
of the constitution
as a more permanent
and tellable basis of party organization.--II.
: 1793-1801.
Washington's
proclamation
of neutrality
het_'cen
_'rance and her enemies (seeGENET, CITIZEN)
had
,two important
results in politics.
It intensified
_he fecling of the republicans
that they were the
,only anti-monarchical
party in America, and that
.the federalists,
under whose influence Washington was supposed
to be acting, were by nature
.and practice
enemies
of a republic,
either in
America
or in France,
of the people, and of lib,er W and the rights of man; and it thus obscured
for the time the newly established
basis of politi.cal difference.
But it also brought to the surface
class of small politicians,
more French
than
.American,
who undertook
to ride into power
.solely by means of the wave of popular
enthusi_sm for the new French
republic,
and without
any reference
whatever
to American
constitu"tional questions.
For these the name of relmblican was too tame.
They assumed
the name of
<temocrat, and modeled
their organization
upon
that of the Jacobin
clubs of Paris, from which,
indeed,
the Charleston
democrats
claimed
and
_'eceived
recognition
as an
affiliated
branch.
The democratic
clubs, assuming
the right
to
_Lpeak for the people, began at once the familiar
Jacobin
process
of branding
every
opponent
and every indifferent
spectator
of events as an
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open or concealed
enemy of "tile people,"
and
of elevmiug
the whims and passions of assocm
tions of private citizens, disguised under the name
of a devotion to liberty,
to a rank
higher thal_
constitution
or laws. To federalists,
whosetheory
had always been the supremacy
of law, even in
the hours of the revolution,
the political
antics
of the democratic
clubs, their contempt for the
constituted
authorities,
their fraternal
banquets,
their adoption
of the modest
French
title of
"citizen,"
their eccentricities
in dress and mannets, seemed rathcr horrible than ludicrous,
and
theirmildestemotion,
contempt, is well marked by
Griswold's
story of Mrs. Washington,
who, find.
lug a trace of dirt uponher
wall after arcception,
cried out angrily,
"It was nofederalist:
nonebut
a filthy democrat would mark a place on the wall
with his good-for.nothing
head in that manner."
:Nor did the original republicans
feel much more
real sympathy
for the newly evolved democrats ;
they accepted them as allies, as they had accepted
the professed anti-federalists,
but were careful Io
mark
the distinction
between
the republicans,
who opposcd
Hamilton
mainly
because of his
commercial
and nationalizing
tendencies,
and the
democrats,
who opposed
him solely for love of
France and of their vague idea of liberty.
But
the condescension
of the republicans
was without
rcason; the democratic
faction
brought
with it
that enthusiasm,
that personal acquaintance
with
the prejudices
of the people,
and that tendency
toward
political
intercourse
with
the. penplc,
which finally made the republican
theorythe
basis
of a great and successful
party.
Jefferson
and
Madison did the thinking
and theorizing;
Bachc,
Callender,
Frcneau
and other democratic
leaders
translated
the theory into popular language.--The
second presidential
election (1792) can hardly bc
considered
as a test of party strength.
In 1789,
as well as in 1792, Washington
had been ummimously elected president.
In 1789 John Adams,
the federalist
representative,
had been chosen
vice-presidcnt
by the votes of New :England and
Pennsylvania,
and part of Virginia's
vote (scc
Er_ECrOm_J_Vo'rES);
in1792 the votes of Vermont
and Rhode Island, which
states then first took
part in the election, and of :New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland
and South Carolina,
were added to the
federalist
column.
From this time almost every
political influence
(see F.ED_a.(L PAR'r_', I.) _as
enlistedin
favor of the republicans.
When the
3rd congress was organized
in 1793, their candidate for speaker
of the house was elected by a
majority of :10 votes, and this initial success, and
the temporary
reverse which followed
it, ten,led
strongly to weld the democrats
and republicans
into one party,
whose formal
name was cornpounded
as the democratic-republican
party.
This tendency
was assisted by the disturbance
m
Pennsylvania
in1794.
(See Wms_"
IxsvRn_:e'rmN.)
This
outbreak
was in reality
only a
symptomatic
feature of the general lack of national
feeling in the country at the time, brougllt to a
head by border lawlessness
and habitual freedom
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from restraint.
The republicans,
however,
regarded it is an explosion
designedly
provoked
by
Hamilton in order to secure to himself and to his
party the credit of suppressing
it; and the de,nocratic clubs looked upon it with a general com-

his approaching
retirement from politics, and for
a free and hand-to-hand
_truggle with the federal
party.--The
first disputed
presidential
election
(1796) resulted in the eh,ction of John Adams as
president and Thomas Jeffel_on as vice-president

placency,
as a spirited
example
of the proper
acsertion
of individual
liberty,
meuaccd
by an
c)ppressive law.
(See SECESSmN.)
Its suppressinai, Washington's
indignant
charge that it had
been fomented
by "self-created
societies"
inimical to the federal
government,
and still more
the downfall
of Robespierre
and
the original
Jacobin club of Paris, made the democratic
clubs
unpopular
and they soon disappeared.
But their
meml)ers, while subsiding
into the mass of the
republican
party,
colored
its policy for the next
few years with a strong
French
cast; and the
federalists
persisted in _iving the name of demoocr'_t, as a term of contempt,
equivalent
to
Jacobin
or revolutionist,
to every republican.-In the 4th congress,
(1795-7),
the senate
was
federalist.
The house was doubtful,
but though

(see ELECTORS): but tim result w'_s eminently
encouraging
to the republicans.
Adams was
only clected by thewhimof
two southern electors
(one in North Carolina and ouc in Virginia'
in
voting for him aswell asforJefferson;
the republ_cans otherwise
had complete
control of the
south, excepting
5Iaryland and Delaware,
which
were usually opposed to the larger neighboring
state of Virginia,
and they had gained Pennsylranis in the north.
They had only to persevere
m opposition,
with lhe certainty
of a swift
advanceintheothermiddh;states.
(See FEDERAL
PARTY, I.)
In this they were greatly
assisted
by the hostilities
with France in 1798-9, which
at first seemed fatal to all their prospects.
Tim
execution of the alien and sedition
laws could
hardly lmve been better calculated
for increasing

Dayton,
an anti-British
federalist,
was chosen
speaker,
the doubtful
vote generally
inclined
to
the republican
side.
In the firstsession
came the
debate upon the appropriations
necessary
for
fulfilling
Jay's treaty, in which the republicans
were defeated
by a small majority.
But the
debate,
and still more the course of discussion
out._ideofcongTcss,
showed the difference between
republican
and democratic
methods.
The demo('rats attacked
Washington
personally
with
a
virulence
almost
beyond quotation.
(See JA',"s
TREATY; WASlIINOTO-N', GEOIlOE.)
The republicans generally preserved
a distinguished
consideration for the president,
while they evidently
felt
it to be a gross injustice that the sacred person of
Washington
should alwaysbe
in their adversaries'
end of the lists, andthattheyshouldalwaysbecompelled to reach around
the president
in order to
_lttackfederalistmenaudmeasures-Theirfeelings

tim rclmblican
and decrc'tsing
the federalist vote
in the all-important
middle states (sec X. Y. Z.
_[lsslo._, ALIEN LAWS): "rod the general American
indignatiou
against
Fr'mce,
together
with tim
evident conversion of tlmt country into a military
dictatorslfip,
ch*sed the mouths even of the democrats, and forced the republicans
back from lheir
abnormal
foreign dependence
to their original
theoretical
p,)sitiouupon
American constitutioual
questions.
It was an opportune
moment for the
thinkers of theparty,
and Jefferson and Madison
seized it to formulate
the Kentucky
and Virginia
resolutions in 1798, wlmse spirit has always since
been tim basis of tim party's existence.
(But see
CONSTnCCTm_, IIL)
The spirit of the rcsolulions is, in brief, tlmt the st_te governments
are
the foundation
of the American political system;
that their powers are unlimitcd,
c.xcept by state
constitutions
and by the constitulion
of the

were thus fairly cxpressed
nearly 40 years afterward, in 1830, by Edward
Livingston.
who had
be(;n a republican
congressman
from New York,
1795-1801:
"_ks Washington
was the head of
the government,
one of their [the federal party's]
greatest objects was to cover all their proceedings
with the popularity
of his name, and to force the
republican
party either to approve all their mess
_res, or, by opposing
them, incur
the odium of
being unfriendly
to the father of his country."
This feeling
was natural,
and shows only that
tim time had passed when it was necessary
Ibr
Washington
to keep the political peace by interposing between
the p_u'tics.
Gross as were the
attacks
upon him, they came from Bache, Lcib,
l)uane, and the other noisy and irequently
silly
leaders of tim professed
democrats;
and it is
creditable
to the republicans
proper
that their
opposition
to Washington's
administration
was
legitimate,
that
their
public
utterances
were
decorous and affectionate
to the president personally, and thateven
_n their private correspondence
we can find nothing worse than an impatience
for

Unite(1 States; that the federal government,
on
the contrary,
has no powers except thosc which
are granted by the constitution;
tlmt, thelefor(',
wherever
there is a fair doubt as to the location
of a power, the presuml)tion
mnst be that it
is in thc state, not in the federal govcrnmenl;
that the powers of the federal government
'1re to
be construed
strictly
according
to tim terms of
the grant
in the constitution;
that where the
f,,deral government
a_sunlt's unwanted
powers.
its acts are unauthor
tative antl arc to be opposed
peaceably
and lawfully by thelegislative,
executive and judicial machinery
of the state governmcnts, which the people have retained
for that
purpose (see also N_LLrFICATm._); and that as
most of such assumptions
of power arc political
in their nature, and beyond tim purview
of the
supreme
court, the proper remedy and safeguard
is in frequent
conventions
of the states, such as
formed the constilution,
as itsmostauthoritative
exponent.
Tim grcat political error of the resolutions, the denial of the power
of thc federal
governmentto
deline the boundaries of ils pnwers,
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was the inevitable result of the particularist
tendency of the time,
and has been constantly
modified since by the gradual
nationalization
of
the country and its parties.
(See CO_STRUCTIOI_I,

PARTY.

STATE SOVEREIGI_TY.)---A.sidc
from the general
constitutional
principles
above enumerated,
there
wereother
republican
characteristics,
arising partly
from them, and partly from the nature oragriculrural prejudices
of the men who held them.
The
republicans
were opposed
to debt, to brilliant
administrations
and large expenditures
of public
moneys,
and to a navy, which they commonly
called "the great beast with the great belly,"
on
account of its expense;
thcy considered
that government
which
was nearest to the citizen to be
most worthy
of his affection,
and held ever)"
remove
of government
fi'om popular
control to
beinsomemcasureunrepublicaaandmischievous;
they wished that the judiciary,
as well as most
other public servants, should be elective for short
terms and easily removable
by the people; they
wished
that
"every
man who would
fight or
p;_y" should vote, and that
the suffrage
should
no longer be limited by any money or property
qualification,
as it then was in most of the
states: they preferred
direct
to indirect
taxes,
as the surest means of compelliL_g the citizen to
watch the expenditures
of government
critically,
and Jefferson even wished to deny to the government the power of borrowing
money;
and, in
general,
they believed
that the country
shouhl
rely most upon individual
enterprise,
far less
upon the powers of tim state governments,
and
least of all upon the federal government.--III.
:
1801-25.
Holdingtheseprinciples,
the republican
party, in the election of 1800, at last gaincd the
state of lgew York and the control of the governmerit (see DISPUTED I_,LECTIOt_'S, I.), which it retained for 24 years.
Not only were the president
and vice-president
republicans;
the 7th congress
was for the first time completely
republican,
the
senate
18 to 14, and the house 69 to 36.
The
judiciary was still federalist,
but that department
of the govermncnt
also was gradually
transferred
to the dominant
party.
(See JL'-DICIAI_Y.) l_or
was the political revolution
confined tothe federal
government;
the first shock had shown how unsubstantial
was the previous
federalist
control of

former being to hmit the terms of office of the
judiciary,
an object which seems quite legitimate
now, but in 1801-5 was considered
revolutionary
in the highest degree.
The federalists, however,
were
unable to reap any party advantage from
these republican
dissensions,
and before the close
of Jefferson's
first term they even lost, for the
time, New Hampshire
and Massachusetts.--The
great event of Jefferson's
first term, was his acquisition
of Louisiana.
(See AI_NEXA'rm_s,
l.)
For this acquisition
of foreign
soil no warra_t
can be found in a strict construction
of the constitution,
but Jefferson's
excuse seems to h_ve.
lain in the ultra-democratic
idea of the power of
the people to temporarily
override
even the organic law in a case of extreme
necessity.
IIis
action was certainly
ratified by almost universal
popular
approval,
and, together
with the rcduction of governmental
expenses,
the steady p_ymeat of the public debt, and the great prosperily
of the country,
insured
him a re-election
in 1804
The only electoral
votes against him were tho_e
of Connecticut
and Delaware,
with two from
Maryland.--Jefferson's
second term was by no.
means so brilliant.
The party's
determination
topaythenationaldebtrapidlyledtoasysteumtie
refusal to put the country into any posture of d_'lense against the attacks
upon its commerce by
Great Britain.
(See E_zaA]too,
II.)
In 18(}3--4
the party adopted
as its policy the building
of
small gunboats
for coast defense, as a substitute
for the more costly navy which
was absolutely
essential
for the protection
of American
c'ommerce all over the world (see GC_'BOAT SVSTJ.:._),
it thus deliberately
committed
itself to the dogma,
on which
it had always
acted in reality, that
ocean commerce
deserved,
and should receive,
no protection
at the hands of agricultural
representativcs;
and from this point it advanced,
when
commerce grew louder inits complaints,
to a cornmand, by act of congress,
that American
cornmercc should quit the ocean altogether,
and thus
relieve the dominant
party from anxicly
or responsibility
on its account•
(See E.'_AR6O. III.)
A. more false and foolish policy could hardJy hax c
been devised.
It was the very error which had
overthrown
the federal
party in 1800, contempt
for the interest of the middle st_ltes, and it would
have also overthrown
the republican
party ia

the middle states, and had overthrown
them as a
party almost everywhere.
Before the close of
the year 1801 every state in the Union
had a
republican
governor
and legislature,
excepting
Vermont,
:New Hampshire,
5lassachusetts
and
Conaectictlt,
and of these Connecticut
only was
reliably
firm in tim federalist
faith.
So overwhelming
was the sudden republican
success that
in several states divisions began to appear in their
ranks.
In New York the Livingstons
and Clintons united ag'ainst Burr and drove him and his
adherents
out of the regular
party
fold.
(See
BuItR, AArtOt,'.)
In Pennsylvania
and Virginia
• radical
and conservative
republicans
began to
make their appearance,
the main object of the

1812 but for the growth
of the western
or agri.
cultural
portions
of those states,
which sav,_d
Pennsylwmia
to the party and elected 51adi_o,_
in 1812.
(See FEDERAL PARTY, II.)----DurilJg
all
the period fr m 1800 until 1812 the republica_
party showed
a constant
disposition
to exercise'
powers of the federal
government
which it had
denied while the government
was under federalist
control.
Its acquisition
of Louisiana,
its rccognition of the legal existence of the national buick
(see B.tNX CO.'_TUOVERSmS, II.), and its sumnmry
prohibition
of American
commerce,
wercallallke
unwarranted
by a strict construction
of the con
stitution..
Three distinct influences were atuork
in this direction.
1. The party's
"strict
cvm

III.;
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struction " originally
had a basis not visible on
the sm'face.
It had opposed
the Hamiltonian
b_'oad construction
mainly
because this was de• signed for the benefit of a special interest, cornmerce, and where the supposed interests of agri,culture were ill question
constitutional
scruples
.ceased to apply.
2. It was impossible
that all
representatives
from agTicultural
districts should
_,eequally consistent
in their adherence
Io strict
._.onstruction;
but the party
name of federalist
,had by this time come to be ahnost
entirely
(,quivalent
to commercial,
and all members not
devoted to that interest were compelled
to accept
_he name of republican,
no matter
what their
principles might be.
The consequence
was, par"ticularly after a short experience
of the embargo
_had shown its ruinous
effects on agriculture
as
well as commerce,
the growth within
the rcpublican party of an element
which soon came to
eonU'ol the party,
and which
was prepared
to
_ssert the power of the federal government
in
national
interests
rather
after the Hamiltoniau
than the Jeffersonian
theory.
Of this new clement
Ilenry Clay and Stor_' (afterward
justice of the
supreme court) were representatives.
3. Above
:dl, 20 years' experience of the practical
workings
of the constitution
had raised the political stand,
_rd of the country at large many deg'rces toward
nationalization,
as would be most plainly
shown
by a comparison
of the management
af the war
(if 1812 with that of the revolution;
and the republican change of practice
only reflected, as a
popular
party must, the altered
fcelin_
of the
people.
(See CONSTRUCTION, III.)---During
this
period Randolph,
of Virginia,
and a small section
_)f personal adherents,
commonly
called "quids,"
:tbandoned
the domimmt party.
(See RANDOLPH,
JOHN.) Their revolt, however, wasrather
against
the "Virginia
infiucnce"
(see VIRGL_L_), which
,controlled
the party,
than against
the party's
principles.
Their design was mainly to prcvcnt
Jefferson from securing
the election of ]_Iadison
as his successor, anti for this purpose they at fir._t
endeavored
to bring out Monroe, who was dissatisfied
with his treatment
while minister
to
]'_ngland, by the administration,,as
a compctitor
for the nomination
in 180t_. In 1812 they were
more successful in obtaining
aleader in the person
•of De Witt Clinton, of :New York, a state whose

Georgia, in the senate.
All these were comparatively new men, and but little in sympathy with
Madison, who was averse to war; but Madison
(see ELECTORS) was coerced into heading the reorganized party, and war was declared (see CoNVENTmN, HARTFORD), June 18, 1812.
It can
hardly be seriously asserted that the war was unnecessary;
it had been necessary for at least six
years, and the l_undrcdth part of the provocation
for it would now bring war within six weeks.
The error of the republicans
lay in the manner of
its management;
in their utter refusal, during the
six years given tbcm for preparation,
to provide
an adequate
navy; in their obstinate
attempt
to
can T the war intoCanada;
and in their endeavor,
by relying upon loans "flmost exclusively,
to use
as a crutch
the w.ry commercial
interest notoriously hostilc to the war.
The result was the
temporary
but almost
entire
downfall
of the
national credit, and a forced peace which.-ecured
none of the objects for which war was declared,
and which was only partially
covered
by the
smoke of brilliant
sea-fights
and of Jackson's
victory "tt New Orleans.
:But the war, and the
six years of restriction
which preceded
it, gave
au impetus to the common feeling of nationality
from :New York to :New Orleans (see U.nITED
STATES); and in politics, while it modified the
dogma
of strict construction,
it insured to the
republican
party the future control of thegovernmen(.
At last Jefferson's
prophecy of 1804, that
"the
federalists,
eo ,wmine, are gone forever,"
was fulfilled.
(See FEDERAL PARTY, ll.)---The
forceof the republican party, strongest whileconfined, visibly decreased as it spr_,ad over a larger
surface.
In 1816 it established
a new national
bank, modeled closely after Hamilton's(see
BAI_;K
CONTROVERSIES
Ill.);
and in the same )'ear iraposed a slight protective duty upon woolen and
cotton goods.
This last measure
was entirely
opposed to the strict construction
of the constitution, which holds that cong:'ess has power to
lay t:triffs only _o "pay the debts" of the United
Suttes, and "to provide for the common defense
and ger_eral welf'tre"
of the United States, and
that any departure
from this principle,
for the
bcnefit of a particular
imercst,
is beyond the
powers of congress.
But manufactures
and nmnufacturers
had now grown to be a power, though

politicians had long felt a jealousyof
the Virgima
influence.
Ills defeat, and the close of the war
of 1812, finally brought
them back again to the
republican party.--Thc
failure of the restrictive
system in 1810 (see EMBARGO, III.) left the republicans at a complete
loss: their
most trusted
weapon had broken in their hands.
The meeting
of congress in :November,
1811, shows a remarkable change;
the party,
abandoning
the Jeffersonian ground of peace at any price, had become
-a war part)', under the lead of Peter B. Porter
.of ).let York, LangdonCheves,William
Lowndes,
and John C. Calhoun,
of South Carolin't,
Henry
Clay, of Ii.entucky,
and Felix Grundy, of Tennessee, ia the house; and William
H. Crawford,
of

as yet a small onc; they had given the coup de
gr¢lce to federalism
in New England;
thc,y had
_'own upon the republican
restrictive
system;
and they now looked to the republican party for
its contimmnce.
In 1819-20 thc house passed a
m_re protcctivc
tariff, which thc senate rejected,.
and in 1824 a still more pronouncedly
protective
tariff became InT.--Only
Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Delawarc
had voted against blonroe
and Tompkins
in 1816; in 1820 (see ELECTORAL
"VOTES)
'dmy also at last yielded and became norainally republican
states.
A few lave(crate federalists still denounced
the republican
party as
re:ranged by "John Hohnes [a congressman
from
Maine],
Felix Grundy,
and the dcvil";
the ma-
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jority
declared
themselves
satisfied
with
the
"Washington-Mom'oc
policy,"
professed
themselves "federal-republicans,"
and proclaimed
an
"era of good feeling."
Of course this was only
a survendei'at
discretion,
not a conversion.
Differences in human
nature,
which are at the root
of party differences,
are not so easily eradicated;
and it soon appeared
that the white flag had been
raised with unnecessary
haste, and that the allpowerfulrepublican
party contained
the elements
of a new party which was to be more broad constructionist
than
the federal
party
itself.--In
1819-20 occurred
two events for which the dorainant party was rcsponsible.
One, the acquisition of Florida,
was the necessary
sequence
to
the purchase
of Louisiana.
(See ANNE.'KATIONS,
II.)
The other, the admission
of Missouri as a
slave state (sec Co_i,uOmSES,
IV.), had a most
important
bearing
on the party's history.
1. It
proved
that the dominant
party was no homogeneous party at all, and that the "era of good
feeling"
was a sham; for the members from the
two sections, north and south, differed on a fundamental
constitutional
question
with an intensity wldch can only ma_'k a party difference.
2.
It was the first appearance
of the errorinto
which
the strict construction
party was finally entrapped
--the half-way application
of its doctrine of strict
construction
to thc subject
of slavery.
In 5Itssouri territory
slavery
was first localized
by the
very loosest possible construction
of the constitu
tion, which
z,owhel'e authorizes
any such violation of man's natural
rights as the cstablishment
of slavery,
under federal
auspices,
where it did
not exist at the formation
of the constitution;
when once localized,
the strictest
possible
construction
of the constitution
was applied to prevent congress
from interfering
with slavery in
the state of Missouri.
This reversible
process of
construction,
begun by accident
in the case of
L()uisiana
territory,
w'ts applied
with more desig_l in the ease of Missouri, and its success there
encouraged
its application
to the territories
of
Arkansas
and Florida,
and the state of Texas,
until its failure
ia the case of Kansas.
3. The
compromise
of the Missom'i
case committed
the
northern members of the strict construction
party
to the policy of ignoring the discussion
of slavery,
while it lefL 1lie southern
members free to spread
slave1 T by loose construction,
as above stated.
In this way the former
clement
of the party was
forcvd for 40 years to cover the tracks of its
southern
associate m_til its refusal to do solonger
split the party in 1860.
In this respect the t,arty's history only shows the danger arising from a
failure to apply its basic principle
consistently.-Iu 1824 the delusion
of an era of good feeling
broke topieccs.
Joh:_ Quincy Adams was chosen
president.
(See DISPUTED .ELECTIONS, II.)
His
electoral vote was simply a repetition
or'the votes
of the fm-mer
federal
party
(see .EI,ECTOaAL
"VOTES), with the addition
of a few scattering
votes in new states, and the larger
part of the
always doubtful
vote of New York.
His inau-
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gural address, in its emphatic
approbation
of a
system of internal
improvements,
wouhi
alone
have forced a strict construction
opposition
t(_
him; and the fact seems to bc that, while the
peculiar circmastances
of his election were the
nominal ground,
the real ground
of the opposition to him lay in the principles
of br_ad construetion unhesitatingly
avowed
and ably supported
by him.--IV.
: 18'25-50.
The opposition
to president Adams,
ending
in the election
of ,knch'ew
Jackson
as president
in 1828, was tlm ('uhnim_tiou of a change in the political condition
of the
United
Statcs which
had been procecdil_g
for
many ),ears, but most rapidly since 1810.
In the
older states suffrage
had always
been limited by
property
qualifications
of varying
amounts;
in
the newer states it was given to all white male
citizens over 21. This change
reacted upon the
older states;
Maryland
in 1810, Connecticut
in
1818, New York in 1821, and Massachusetts
in
1822, either by amendments
or by new coastitutions, abolished their property qualifications,
and
in the few states which still retained them they
were now only nominal in amount or in enfor(.cment.
The dam, through
which this currcnt of
democracy
had burst, was not so high, nor was
the force of the current
so strong,
as to greatly
endanger the electoral
system,
but it was suflicient in all but six states in 182.4, and in every
state but one in 1828, to takc the choice of electors from the legislatures
"rod to give it to the p('oplc (._ec -ELECTORS), and it was sufficient also to
make Andrew Jackson
president.
Benton's
idea
that the election of 1828 was solely a rebuke of
the result of the election
of 1824, is a politicim_'s
error; it does not ace,rant
for the new men who
swarmed
into public life everywhere
about that
time, for the horrified
disgust of the formcr ]ca(lers of both parties at Washington
at the "miilennium
of the minnows,"
"the
tri_lml)h:m_
reign
of king
mob,"
or for the chasm which
yawns between the political life of 1820 and tha_
of 1829.
The truth is, that in 1829 the 1)ool)l_"
first assumed
control
of the governmental
ranchinery which had been held in trust for th_..._
since 1789, and that the party and admini_tr_tt_,,,,
which then came into power
was the first in our
history which represented
the peoplc without restriction and with all the faults of the people.Both parties
claimed
the name
of republican:,
until after the election of 1828, the supporters
(,r
Adams
being the "administration
wing," aL_!
those of Jacks,,n
the "opposition."
But tht
word "national"
soon became a favorite addilion to the titles of Adams newspapers,
and l)aS.-t'd
thence to the official name of the Adams p,_vly
(see WInG PX_TY, 1.); while the opposition. _ft(;r
using fur a time the name of "Jackson
men."
soon c_Jme to _sscrt a special
title to the ham,' of
democrat,
though
they still formtilly
tlsetl the
name of republican,
but ncve/"with
the addit_,)n
of national.
The new democratic
part)', wh_;u
it elected Jackson,
had but one controlling aim
--the
election of Jackson;
to this, political p_.in.
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In its ranks were included protectionists,
internal improvement
men,
supporters
of the bank of the United States, and
men of every shade and variety of political opinion. Jackson
himself,
before his election,
had
been in no sense opposed to protection,
to interhal improvements,
or to the bank; but after his
election his drift toward
a strict construction
of
the constitution
was hastened
by the fact that all
his national republican
opponents,
and particularly Clay, were broad constructionists,
and by
the inherited and natural
tendencies
of his southern supporters.
,lacksou's
first and most urgent
duty was to give tone and discipline
to his par/y,
and this he (lid with military
precision.
In the
north the offices under
control of the. n'ltional
apliointing
power were for the first time us:'d as
party instrumentalities,
ms they had I)cen ust,d
forS0years
in New York (sec YAI_ BURE._, 3I.tRTIN ; _..LBA.NYREGENCY ; I_EW YORE ; CIYII, SERVICE), by the dismissal
of opponents,
and tl_,c
appointment
of supporters,
of the administration.
The new proscriptive
system undouhtedly
strengthened
the party in the north, by attracliL_g
to it tim interested
services of local leaders, and,
aided by the system of nominating
convenlions
soon after introduced,
it reacted
upon opposing
parties and compelled
them to adopt it also; its
evil effect, the evolution
of a controlling
class of
small politicians,
whose only trade is the production of party hatred,
still waits for correction,
In the south the extreme southern
party had only
supported
Jackson
because
of the loss of their
chosen leader,
Crawford
(sec CRXWFOI_D, WM.
H.), but a large part of it, headed by John C.
Calhoun, the vice-president,
still _uffcctcd an indepcndence which ill suited the discipline
of party,
or the temper of Jackson;
lie therefore broke off
relations with Cadloun in 1830, broke up hisc'tbinet in 1831 and removed
the Calhoun members
from it, and in 1832--3, when
South
Carolina
undertook
to make the doctrine
of state sorerengnty practical, he was able to apply so sudden
and severe a pressure
to the pohticians
of that
state thatthey
were very willing to retire from an
untenable position under the cover affordedby
the
good nature of congress.
(See NULLIFICATION.)
For his success in this instance, however,
he was
much indebted
to his popularity
in other southern states, due particularly
to hisaction
in Indian
affairs (see CHEROKEE CASE), which
left South
Carolina to face him alone.--The
first message of
Jackson, Dec. 8, 1829, took the strict construction
ground,
which has ah'eady
been noticed,
upon
the subject of the tariff, that it should be reguluted solely with a design,
1, to obtain revenue
"to pay the debts of the Unit,.d
States," and 2,
" to provide for the common
dclense aml gene_fl
welfare" bylaying
duties to retaliate upcJu nations
which protect their own manufactures,
or by htytug duties to protect
those manufactures
which
are essential in war.
May 27, 1830, in his veto
of the Maysville road bill, the l)rcsideut
also took
the strict construction
view of the powers of con-
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gress as to internal
improvements,
holding
that
appropriations
for tlmt purpose,
if confined to
local or state improvements,
were unconstitutional, art(l, if more general or national,
were
usu'flly
injurmus
and always to be-cautiously
attempted.
In both the.,e questions tbe theory of
the party has always been in pt.rfeet
lmrmony
with Jackson's
views, but its practice has very
often been inconsistent
because of the dilticutly
of controlling the intercstsor
feelingsof individual
members.
Of this we find in Jackson's
c)wn case
too many instancesfor
special mention.
Throughout the whole of his first term he was compelled
to make unprecedented
use of the veto power to
defeat bills for internal
improvements
passed by
the national republicans
with the assistauce of a
part of the democrats.
(See VETO.)--Before
the
lirsthalf
of Jackson's
first term was over, hc had
broughtordernutofthepartychaos,
and had re-established the pttrty on a basis of strict constructio_
and in a state of strict discipline, with the exceplion of the impracticable
nullificationists
of the
south, who remained
in opposition
for about 1°,
3"ears.
This process
had not been completed
without driving from the party many votcls who
were only "Jackson
men," not strict constructionists; but, on the other hand, it altracted a 1.u'gcr
ntnnber of former feder'tlists who were not _uflicicntly loosc constructionist
to agree, with the ad.
vanced doctrines (if the whigs, or nationa, republicaus, and who, therefore,
fell into the democratic party,
just as many whigs did :_t tim
formati(_n of the repnl)lican
party in 1856. lu
May, 183 °, the party held its first national
convention, at Baltimore,
indorsedthe
nomin'ltion
to
the presidency
which several
legislature_
had
offered to Jackson,
and for tlm vice-l)rcsidene.y
nominated
Martin Van Buren, who bad supplanted Calhoun
in the conlidence
both of the
president and the party.
In the election of 1832
the democratic
candidates
wcrc successful,
receiving 219 of the 288 electoral votes.
In 18"2,8
they had carried
the entire south (except Delaware and half of Maryland's
vote), the entire
west (Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois), and Pcnnsylvania and half of :New York's vote in the middle states.
In 1832 they gained
Maine. :New
Hampshire,
,New J(,rsey, and the rest of t_cw
York's
vote, and lo._t Kentucky,
which thcnceforth followed the fortunes of Clay :uld the whig
party.
(See ELECTOB.,_.LYOTES.)----'%SSO0n
as the
party had been restored to its legitimate
politic'd
basis, it was inevitable that it should come into
conflict with thebank of the Unit('d Sta_cs, whose
charter
was to expire iu 1836. It was doubly
bound to oppose the re-charter
of the bank: 1,
as a strict construction
party, it was compelled to
mkc the views laid down by Jefferson in 1791 (see
B,Xh'K CONTROVERSIES, II.); and 2, as a popular
iiarty, it necessarily hehl that the public servants
of /lie United Stales must be hunmu beings, opeu
to impeachment
and l)unislnnent
iu case of misbeh.lvior, and that the creation of a private corporatiou to do tim duties of public servants
and
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to enjoy to its own profit and without
interest
the custody of the public
funds, was wrong, unfair and unwise,
even if it were lawful.
The
story of the struggle,
which really began before
1832, and was a prominent
feature
in the presidential election of lha_ year, is Given elsewhere,
(See :B.4.NKCONTROVERSIES, III.; DErOSITS, RE_ovA¢. OF.) It recruited in the downfall
of the
bank, and the transfer
of the public
funds
to
warious banks, which had been established
by state
charters,
and were sclected by thesecretary
of the
treasury.
The influence
of these
"pet
banks"
had largely aided in r:.aking
iXew York democratic in 1832, andwa_ exerted to the same effect
in 1836.--In
]_Iay, 1835, the dcmocratic
convention met at Balti,nore.
It again adopted,
and
thus made a permanent
rule of democratic
conventions,
the "two-thirdsrule"
(see lN=OMINATI'_'C,
COIgVENT1ONS),
which
made two-thirds
of the
votes necessary
to a nomination.
The pronounced favor of the president
had m',de Martin
Van Burcn his destined successor, and had given
him the control of the partymachinery.
Indeed,
the extrcme southern faction
took no part in the
conven ion, rclyin G on the nomination
of Hugh
L. White for president,
and John Tyler for vice.
president
(see those names)by
southern
legislatures.
The convcntion
nominatcd
Van Buren
for president
unanimously,
and R. ]_f. Johnson
for vicc-t)rcsident
by 178 votes to 87 for Win. C.
Rives, of Virginia.
:No platform
was adopted,
In the elcction of 1836 Van Buren was elcctcdby
170 votes out of 294.
This year the democratic
vote was increased
by that of Rhode Island and
Connecticut,
but lost that oi'_New Jersey.
Georgia
anti Tennessee
voted lbr White, and Virginia,
by
voting for Tyler, threw the election of the vicepresident
into the senate, where
Johnson
was
chosen.
(See DISPUTED ELECTIONS, III.)--So
long as Jackson's
strict construction
had stopped
with his war upon the bank, selfish interest and a
dcsire to handle the public funds made the state
banks, particularly
those of :New York, his ardent
supporters;
when he a nd his successor, Van Buren,
proceeded
to make the party a "hard
money"
party,
as its strict
construction
principle
dictared, helost their support.
The removal of the
deposits,
their transfer
to the state or "pet"
banks, and the "specie
circular"
(sec B.4_._,'KCoxTI¢ovEnsz}:S, IV.), wcre the three steps which
brought
on the panic of 1837.
Btlt in spite of
panic,
suspension
of specie payments,
and a
clamor
for governmental
relief from men of all
parties, Van Burcn maintained
his party's
political principles
with a ste_ldiness which makes his
one te,'m of the presidency
altogether
the brightest part of his varicd
carccr,
lie refused
to
countenance
any federal
interference
with tlm
course of business, threw all his official influence
into an effort for the complete
"divorce
of bank
and state,"
and, after a three )'cam' strugglc,
accomplished
it by the establishment
of the subtreasm'y
system, July 4, 1840. (See I_'DEPE_'DE_,T TItEaSUI¢Y.)
This made the federal
gov-
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ernment the guardian
of its own funds, relieved
it from direct
intercourse
with any bank and
from the need to give any bank the power to
issue national l)aper money, and by consequence
made gold a,,d silver the only money recognized
by the federal
government.
The
democratic
part)', after a 12 years'novitiate,
was thus at last
a strict construction
party in every mooted political question.
Its national
convention
at Baltimore, ]_Iay 5, 1840, was, therefore,
for the first
time, ready to formulate
its party
principles,
which it did in a platform
whose principal
resolutions
were as follows:
" 1. Tlmt the federal
government
is one of limited
powers,
derived
solely from the constitution;
and that the grants
of powershown
therein ought to be strictly constared by'all the departments
and agents of the
government;
and that it is inexpedient
and
dangerous
to exercise
doubtful
constitutional
1)owcrs.
2. That the constitutiondoesnotconfcr
authority
upon the federal
government
to cornmence
or carry on a general
system
of internal improvement.
4. That justice
and soutld
policy forbid thefederal
governmcntto
fosterone
branch
of industry
to the dctriment
of another, or tocherish
the interest of one portion to
the injury
of another
portion
of our common
country.
_ _ 5. That it is the duty of cvery
branch of the Governmentto
enforce and practice
the most rigid economy in conducting
our public
affairs, and that no more revenue
ought to be
raised than is required
to defray
the necessary
expenses
of the government.
6. That col_gress
has no power
to charter a United
States barn.;
that we believe such au institution
one of deadly
hostility
to the best interests
of the country,
dangerous
to our republican
institutions
and tbc
libcrtics of the people, and calculatcdto
] ]:ice the
business of the country
within
the control of a
concentrated
money power, and above the laws
and the will of thepcople.
8. That tile separatio,l
of the moneys of the government
from banking
institutions
is indispensable
for the safcty of the
funds of thc government
and the rights of the pcople." The omitted portions refcr chicfly to slavcry,
which is elsewhere
considered.
(See SLAVEI_;
DE_;OCI_XTIC-REPUBLICAN PAI¢TY, ¥.)
Oa this
platform
Van Burcn
was uuanimonsly
re-nominated, and thc selection
of candid'_tes
for viceprcsident
was left to the states, with the lmpe of
throwing
theclection
for that office intothc
dcmocratic
senate.--This
platform
was ehcckmate(l
by the whigs with the "hard cider anal log-cabin"
campaign
of 1840 (see WJrm PA1tTY, II ), based, 'l_
the demo('rats
indignantly
alleged,
on "noise,
numbers and nonsense,"
with a studious ignoril_g
of political priuciple, andan entire reliance o_lhc
ndlitm T rclmtation
of "Tippecanoe"_iu
f_ct,
quite parallel
to the original
democratic
campaigns of 1828 and ltS32. A dexterous
use of fore
)'cat's of panic gave the whigs the small percentage
of increase nece_ary
to carry most of even the
states which had been reliably democratic
si,_ce
1828. :New I-tampshi_'e alone in lgew England,
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_,_irginia, South
Carolina
and Alabama
in the
factor, and all the states which had been demosouth, 'rod Illinois, Missouri and Arkansas ill the cratic after1827, butwhichhadvotedforHarrison
west, were democratic;
everything
else was whig.
by small majorities
in 1840, now reversed
their
This result of nominating
a man who had been a vote; even the states of Mal3'land,Connecticut
and
real party leader fixed the democratic
managers
Louisiana,
u<ually whig, now elected democratic
for the future to the policy of nominating
subordistate government._.
When congrcssmet
in 1843 the
_mtes, and made Polk, Pierce and Buchanan
presiscnatc was still whig by a small majority, but the
(lents._About
this time the whigs bcgan to apply
house was democratic
by more than a two-thirds
_he name locofoco to the whole democratic
party,
vote, and a democratic
speaker was chosen _'ithThe original loco-focos were a faction of the .N(,w
out difficulty.
This result, in the branch of conYork city democracy,
which originated
in a di_gress which was fresh from the people, presaged
Uike to the profuse creation of state banks in :New
the election of a democratic
president in 1844, acYork after the downfall
of the United
States
cording 1o the singularly close coincidence,
fr m
bank; it was opposed to Tamm:my,
and to the
1800 until ]876, between a party's successin electgrant
of special
privileges
to corporations
by
ing the speaker of the even numbered
congresses
charter, and was in favor of a judiciary
elected by
and its success in the closely following presidential
the people, as the :New York constitution
of 1846
election.
Ever)" sign in the political sky pointed
soon afterward
provided.
(See Loco-Foco,
:NEW to the early and secure possession
of power by
TonK.)
Van Buren's course whilcin office, which
the democratic
party; and it is beyond expression
trod arrayed
all the state banks
against
him,
discreditable
to the political acutcness of southern
brought the loco-focos back to their party; and
leaders, to the tcmpers of their constituents,
or to
_he whigs hastened
to mark their belief that the
both, that they should hav_ seized this very time
whole
democratic
party was now hostile to all
to force their party into a false 'md fatal position
banks, business
interests
and property,
by thus
upon the question of the extension
of slavel T.
making the name loco-foco general iu its applicaIf they desired to preserve slavery in the south
tion.
For the next five years, 1840-45, therefore,
against the growing
abolitionist
feeling
in the
the whig publications
carefully
avoided the word
north, every axiom of the economy
of politics
democrat,
and used loco-foco instead._The
cow
callcd Ul)On them to insist upon strict construction
gress which was elected in 1840, and met in 1841,
to the full, to intrench slavery within state limits,
was whig, butnot by the two-thirds
majority necand to trust the natural
conserv.ltism
of the
essary to pass bills ovcr the veto of Tyler, who had
American people for the maintenance
of constitusucceededIIarrisou.
It was therefore
powerless
tionalboundaries.
They chose, !nstead, toextend
_o do anything
further than to balk the president,
slavery l)y loose construction
and then to defend
The policy which the democratic
leaders followed
the acquisition
by strict construction;
an crror
u'as to preserve an official neutrality
between
the
parallcl with that which led to Gettysburg
and the
whigs and the president,
while individuals
and
downfall of the confederacy---the
unwise assumpunofficial assemblages
of enthusiastic
democrats
tion of the offensive by the naturally
defensive
all over the country fed Tyler with delusivehopes
party.
(See SL._vEnv.)--Since
1830 Calhoun and
of a democratic
nomination
for the presidency
in
his little faction of Adullamiteshad
generally been
1844. In this way the separation
between
the
in opposition,
uniting
with the whigs at one
whigs and the president
was made permanent
time to oppose and censure Jackson, and again to
(see TYLER, ,JOHN; W]:IIG PAI'ITY, II.); the whig
opposeYanBurcn.
Thcir democracy was entirely
etIorts to re.establish
a national
bank were frussubsidiary
to the maintenance
of the sectiomd
trated (_.e BANTU.CONTB.OVEB.SIES, IV.); and upon
rank of the south and to the defense of slavery.
the expiration
of the compromise
tariff of 1833
In attaining
these objects they prcfcrred, if possi(see :NuLLIFmA_mN),
the whig majority,
after
ble, to follow the path of strict construction,
but
ineffectual attemptsto
pass aprotective
tariff, with
were always willing to take loose construction
a clause for the distribution
of surplus
revenue
where strict construction
wa_unavailable.
Before
-_mong the states (see INTERNAL
I.'M'PRO_'-E.ME-NTS),
his nomination to the vice-presidency
by the whigs,
u :is forced to pass the tariff act of Aug. 30, 1v42,
Tyler had ahvays belonged to the Calhoun faction
which was sufficiently
free from the principle
of
(see TYLEII, ,JOHN), anti "is lie became further
protection as to apparently
satisfy the democrats
separated from the whig party hc began to draw
and to do service as a party cry in the next can]upon the Calhoun faction
for nu_.mbers of his
paign.
The first half of Tyler's administration
is c._binct. In March, 18-14, Calhounhimself
became
one of the most singular episodes in the democratsecretary of st'_tc. (See ADMINrS'rRATIO:_S.) The
ic party's
history;
beaten,
to all appearance,
_'cat object _,f the Calhoun faction, an object to
overwhelmingly
at the polls in 1840, it yct shaped
which the northcrn wing of the democratic
party
all important
le_slation
for the next two years to
was pl.ofoundly
indifferent,
and in support of
its own ]iking.--Thc
party's success wa.s not conwhich the legitimate ._outhern u'ing had hitherto
fined tf) its action as a minority
in congress,
been by no men,is united, was the annexati()n
of
backed by the president;
it found
abundant
enTexas (for its history see ANNEXATIONS. III.);
couragemcnt
in the state and congressional
elecand in 1844, after a skillfully managed struggle of
tions of 1841-3,
Returning
prosperity
had tie16 months, the Calhoun f_wtion, using the Tyler
stroyed thc usefulne_
of the panic as it political
administration
._s a stepping stone, got control of
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the national democratic
organization
and through
it committed
the party to Texas annexation.
The
methods of this success are by no means clear,
for we have onlymeagre
data of the composition
of the convention,
or of the authority
and iustruc,
tions of its delegates.
It is certain that amajority
of the d_'legatcs were pledged to vote for Van Buren, and consequently
against
annexation.
Benton and the Van Buren leaders alleged that the
Calhoun clique, by months of intrigue,
induced
a sufficient
number
of Van Buren delegates
to
join the annexationists
in voting a continuance
of
the two-thirds
rule, for the surreptitious
purpose
of defeating
Van Buren
and fanning
"the firebrand cast into the party by the mongrel
administration at Washington
"; the annexationists,
on
the othcr hand,
asserted
that the apparent
Van
Buren
majority
w_ .of no real value; that the
Van Buren delegates,
particul.trly
from thenorth,
were not chosen by the people, but by small state
conventions
of self-appointed
political
managers;
and that the whole
_New York delegation,
for
example, represented
but 9,000 democratic
voters,
Both sides were probably correct:
there is nothing
at all improbable
or unfamiliar
in either version,
The important
result in this connection,
howcver,
was convention
action whichultimately
placed in
jeopardy
the basic principles
of the party,
and
whose effects the country,
as well as the party,
has never, for a mo,ncnt
since, ceased to feel.-The national convention
met at Baltimore,
May
27, 1544, and the first step in its three days' session was to adopt the two-thirds
rule by a vote of
148 to 118, the minority
being Van Buren's
real
friends.
On the first ballot, by force of instructions, Van Buren had 146 out of 262 votes, a
majority,
but not two-thirds.
Thence he fell and
Lewis Cass rose until, on the eighth ballot, Yah
Buren had 10-ivotes, Cass 114, anti James K.Polk,
whose namethen
first appeared,
44. On the ninth
ballot Polk received 233 out of °64 votes and was
nominated.
Van Butch's
close political friend,
Silas Wright (see ALBANY REGEXCY), was nominated for the vice-presidency,
in spite of Tylcr's
living example.
He declined,
and George M. Dallas, of Pennsylvania,
was substituted.
Tlm strict
construction
platf,)rm
of 1840 was re adopted,
with two additional
resolutions
against the distribution of the proceeds
of land sales among the
states (see L'N'TER.NAI,IM-PROVEbIENTS), and against
any attacks on the veto power (see VETO); and a
final resolution
asserted the title of the United
States to tim whole of Oregon,
and closed as
follows:
"That the re-occupation
of Oregon, and
tim re-annexation
of Texas at the earliest practicablc period, a,'e great American
measures
which
thisconvention
recommends
to the cordial support
of the democracy
of the Union. " However
cleverly disguised,
it is apparent
that the annexation of Texas, for which the constitution
afforded
no warrant
whatever,
could only be masquerading in a strict construction
platform.--In
the
presidential
election of 1844the democratic
candidates were elected, and the congress
which met
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in 1845 was democratic
in both branches.
Polk
and Dallas, however, had only a small plurality
of the popular vote, and a majority of the electoral
votes was only obtained
by the action of the
abolitionists,
or liberty party (see ASOLITIOX,II.),
in withholding
from Clay
so many
votes as
to give Polk the vote of New York and Michican and his election.
The vote of Pennsylvania
also was obtained
by a sacrifice of party principle;
for party
benefit
in that state,
Polk
avowed
himself
a free-trader
with
a leaning
"toward protection,
and Pennsylvania
was carried
by the cry "Polk,
Dallas, and the [semi-protect.
ive] tariff of 1842."
The new departure
of the
party had apparcnIly
been very little to its real
advantage
from the first.--Texas
was immediately
made a state (see Ah-NEKATIONS, III.), and, this
accomplished,
the party leaders reverted to strict
construction,
of which Polk's messages,
barring
always the Texas question,
are models.
The first
report of the new secretary
of the treasmT,
Dec.
3, 184,5, recommended
a tariff for revenue
only.
and this recommendation
was adopted to the full
by the tariff act of July 80, 1846, which, with the
exceplion of a further reduction
of duties in 1857,
remained in force until 1861,
The sub-treasury
was re-established
Aug. 6, 1846. (See INDEPENDENT TREXS'6_Y.)
The passage
of intern.d
intprovement
billsgave
the president an opportunity
for veto messages,
.4.ug. 3, 1846, and Dec. 15,
1847, which form a complete digest of his party's
theory and precedents
on this question.
The rcmaindcr
of Polk's administration
was occupied
in the settlcmcnt
of the Oregon question,
the pro,ecution
of the war with
Mexico
(see U._'ITED
ST._.TES), and the opening skirmishes
over the disposition of the ter,'itory acquired
from that country by the treaty of peace.
(See AI_NEXAT10_S,
IV.)
In these, Texas was again, and more eraphatically,
a fire brand for the party.
Tim northern democrats
generally
supported
the Wilmot
proviso, which excluded slavery from thenew territory (see WIL._fOT Pnowso);
the southern
detooerats were at first content
with voting against
the proviso, but its persistent
renewal soon began
to increase
the number
of southern
converts to
the doctrine which Calhoun
had for some time
advanced,
and which the whole southern
dem(_cracy adopted
in 1857, that the constitution
pr()tected sla/cer_ _in all the territories,
and that cow
gress could not interfere with slavery there.
(See
SI, AVERY.) This sectional
division
in the palty
gave little promise of success
in 1848, and the
large whig majority
in the house in Decemb('l'
1847, added to the doubtfulness
of the pto_pecl.
--The
democratic
national
convention
met i_
Baltimore
May 22, 1848. Lewis Cans was nominated for the presidency
on the fourth
ballot l))"
179 votes to 88 for Levi Woodbury,
of _N¢.w
Hampshire,
and 83 for James
Buchanan.
t:,_t'
the vice-presidency
William
O. Butler was n¢)m_nated on the third
ballot.
The convention
renewed the platform
of 1840, adding to it 14 loztg
resolutions
which gave it no additional
strength;
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they are a mere political
pamphlet,
and do not
need to be here given.
Yancey,
of Alabama,
ottered all additional
resolution
that congress had
no more power to interfere
with slavery
in the
territories
than in the states, but this was voted
down, 216 to86.
Two delegations
were present
from New York, the barnburuers
and tim hunkers,
the former being Van Burcn's
friends,
hitherto
the "regular"
and controlling
managers
of the
state democracy,
and the latter the new faction
supported
by the Polk administration.
The convention admittcd
both, dividing
the vote of the
state between them, whereupon
both withdrew,
--The presidcntial
election of 1848 resulted in the
defcat of the democratic
candidates.
This defeat
was entirelydue
to political management;
itmust
not be attributed
to the free soil vote alone, or to
thc slavery question,
which was just on the verge
of becoming,
but had not yet quite become, the
lcading
question
of American
politics.
The
party leaders had simply reckoned
ill in leaving
out of their calculations
Van Buren,
who was
fighting for political
existence in his state.
The
conscientious
free soilcrs, out of l_ew York, who
would not in any event have voted for either
Cass or Taylor, injured the whig party most, for
their vote gave Cuss and Butler pluralities
in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, l_Iainc, Michigan,
Ohio and
Wisconsin;
the political
free soilers
(see B±m_BURNERS, FREE SOIL PARTY) in _ew York, who
had originally
nominated
Van Buren for president, and John
A. Dix for governor,
polled
12,0,510 votes in the state, against 114,318 for Ca_s,
and 218,603 for Taylor,
and thus inflicted
upon
the democratic
party the fatal loss of l_ew York.
ok union of the two factions,
as in 1852, would
have given the 36 votes of the state and the election to Cass by an exact reversal of the electoral
votes for himself
and his opponents.
The legitimate strength of parties was better shown at the
same clcction in the choice of the house which
met in 1849, where the democrats
had a slight
plurality,
the free soilers holding
the balance of
power.
The senate was democratic
by nearly a
_wo-thirds vote.--V.
: 1850-60.
Tile compromise
of 1850, as afterward
interpreted
by the KansasNebraska bill, marks
the point where the dcmocratie party plainly began to swerve from its historic line of development.
(See COkn_RO_ISES,
V.; KA-NSAS-I_TEBIIASKA BILL.)
That comproraise, it is true,was only the fore-ordained
sequence
to the annexation
of Texas; the territories.
Utah,
New Mcxlco and California,
had been obtained
by loose construction,
and now strict construction,
the denial at first of'the
advisability
of congressional interference,
and then of the power
of
congress to exclude slavery from them, was to be
applied to defend the acquisition.
But the cardihal canon of the democratic
party (see also WHm
P,_nTY) had always been to ignore in politics, as
far as possible, the existence
of slavery.
The
most influential
portion of the agricultural
northera democracy
was, indeed,
in 1844, distinctly,
but not aggressively,
anti-slavery,
determined
to
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restrain slavery within its state limits, but equally
determined
not to pursue it inside of thos¢, limit_.
In SL,ptember,
1843, the party's natiomd organ_
"The Democratic
Review," did not fear to speak
8__follows: "Of black slavery we have little to,
s'ly herc and now.
God forbid that that little
should be in its justification.
We deplore thc existence of so extraordinar)/an
anomaly in a conn
try of absolute freedom in nmst respects, whih,
we wait with patience the workings
of an ow,:'
rulingProvidencein
behalf of our black brethren."
And even so late as 1848 the Ohio democratic
st'lie conventi_m
declared that it "look_,d upon
the institution
of slavery in any part of the Union
as an evil, and unfavorable
to the full development of the spirit and practical
benefits of free
institutions;"
and tlmt it felt it to be a duty "to
use all the power clearly given by the national
compact
to prcvcnt its increasc, to mitigate and
finally to eradicate the evil."
Until the culmination of the Texas annexation
policy it would be
safe to say that the national democratic party was
composed
of a northern
agricultur_,l
element
which
was gcncr'_lly unfriendly
to slavery,
a_
northern
urban amt commercial
element which
was generally
indifferent
on the subject, and a
southern
agl'icultural
element
which
was distinctly pro-sl'_velT;
and th.,t the three elements
had united into a national parly bee_m-c of their
accord on every subject excepting slav¢,ry, which
they did not regard as a necessary or proper quc_tion for political discussion
or action.
But thc
success of the southern wing in 1844 broke this
tacit compact, by briaging into the political arena
a vast extent of new territory whose status as toslavery could not bc settled without
a political
struggle.
The consequent
discussion of slavery,
while it alienated the democratic
anti-slavery
elemeat, compelled the party moreand
more to aban.
don its tr'_ditional
policy, to appe._r as the halfavowed supporter
of slavery extension, and thus
ultimately
to force the formation
of a party of
sl'tvery restriction--which
meant war, unless one
section of the Union should change its temper or
its labor system.--Beforc
this last result c_*uld be
reached, the new policy xva_ to have a most destructive cffcct upon the r_tiol_afe of the party.
IIithcrto
the great strcngth
of tile democratic
party had been its agricultural
element;
_ts most
widely trusted
leaders, from Jefferson,
,Macon
and Gerry down to ,lackson and Silas Wright, had
been engaged
in a._'_riculturc; and its general ._u
premacy in agricultural
states had only oecasi_,n
ally been disputed through
thc desire for protection for special interests, such as flax and wool.
But in the new prominence
which thc party's mistake in 1844 had led i_ to give to slavery over its
re'd principles
only onc agricultur'fl
section, the
south, had any friendly interest ; and the history
of these 10 years is only a list of defections
of
northern agricultural
states from the party, beginning with
Maine, Vermont,
New IIampshirc,
Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin and Iowa iu 1856, and
ending with the stampede
of the entire west in.
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1860.
This last loss has never since been fully
recovered.--Whe
consequences
of the compromise
•of 1850 were not at first apparent,
and the general
belief that the spirit of slavery
discussion
had
been exorcised
from politics
carried
the party
"triumphantly
through
the 3"car 1_52.
The Taylor-Fillmore
administration
ended with an almost
two-thirds
democratic
majority
in both branches
of. con._ress.
June 1, 1852, the national
couvention met at Baltimore,
and on the forty-ninth
ballot nonfim, ted Franklin
Pierce for president.
The
vote on the first ballot was: Ca_._. 116; Buchanan, 93; Douglas,
20; Marcy, 27, aml 27 scattering.
Buchanan
rose to 104 vote_ on the twentysecond
ballot,
Douglas
to 92 on the thirtieth;
Cuss to 131 on the thirty.fifth;
Marcy to 97 on the
forty-fifth;
and Pierce,
whose name was intro,(luced ou the thirty-fifth
ballot, rose from 55 to
"2_2 votes on the last two ballots.
For vice-prcsi(lent Win. l{. King was nominated
unanimously
.on the second ballot.
The platform added a long
number
of resolutions
to that of 1840, the only
_important additions
being one against abridging
the privilege
of naturalization
(see A._IERICA_
_P._TY), another
indorsing
the compromise
of
1850, and another
which attempted
to hush the
slavery
question
again as follows:
"That
the
•democratic
party will resist all attempts at renewing, in congress or out of it, the agitation
of the
slavery question,
under whatever
shape or color
the attempt
may be made."
In the presidential
election of 1852 the democratic
candidates
were
successful
by a small popular, aud an overwhelming electoral, majority.
Only Massachusetts
and
Vermont
in the north, and Kentucky
and Tenamssec in the south, voted against
Pierce
and
King,
and none of these
by nmre than
3,000
nmjority.
In the south the other states, which
lind been hitherto usually or always whig, )Ia_,land,
:North
Carolina,
Florida,
Georgia
and
J_ouisiana,
were now pernmuently
democratic;
even Delaw'_rc,
for the first tune in her history,
with the dubious
exception
of 1820, chose demo•cratic electors.
The promptness
with which a
majority of the southern
votels recognized
and
_cceptcd
the democratic
doctrine
of strict construction
as the ooly present
means by which to
defend slavery in tlm 5Iexican acquisition,
brought
pro.slavery
southern
whigs by thousands
into the
democratic
party, and madeit progressively
more
pro-slavery
in that section;
while in tin: north
the prevailing
belief that the compromise
of 1850
was intended only to ignore the slavery question
in the new territories,
Utah,
New Mexico and
Arizona, to stop slavery discussion,
and to restore
the party's old economic
principles
to their paramount place in politics,
retained
and even increased the democratic
vbte.
The seeds of the
disruption
of 1860 were thus planted in the opposite views with which tim two sections of the
partywon
the overwhehning
victory of 1852.-_rhe nnstakeu
policy of 1844 still held the party
in its grip, and its inevitable
but unforeseen
con.sequences
began to unfold
more rapidly.
If a
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strict construction
of the constitution
required
that the status of slavery in the new territories
should be decided
by the people t f tho.ce territortes, and not by confess
(see POI'r:LAI¢ SOVEIt*
E:mNTY), surely this principle was equally applicable to a/l the territories,
and the action of cow
&,-tess in 1820 in forever
excluding
slavery flora
the territories
north
of the Missouri coml)romise
line (see CO_IPROSIISES,
IV.) w_ls unconstituliomfl
and void.
The immediate
consequence
was, that
the territories
north of the Missouri coml)romise
line, which were organized
in 1854, were organized _'ith the proviso tlmt allquestions
pertaiuilJg
toslaver)" therein were to be left to the deci_io_
of the people rcsidi_lg in them.
(See K,t,nsAs_-EBRASKA
BILL.)
But tiffs was no quieting of
the slavery question,
no return to economic
principles;
it was only the evident
precursor
of a
still greater
prominence
to the slavery
question
inthe future.
The consequent
dissatisfaction
begun to show most plainly
in the congressional
elections
of 1854 in the northern
agricultural
states,
Maine,
New Hampshire,
Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Olfio, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigun and Wisconsin.
In 1850 these states had
chosen 55 democratic
representatives
to33 opposition; iu 1852, 61 democrats
to 28 opposition;
in
1854, 17 democrats
to 72 opposition.
:Not one of
these states had cast an anti-democratic
electoral
vote since 1840, with the exceptions
of Ohio in
1844, Pennsylvania
in 1848, and :New Jersey
in
1844 and 1848.
In New York the party had al._o
been completely
wrecked,
but its misfortune
there was inextricably
complicated
with internal
d emocraticdissensions.
The southern
rcprescntatives were unanimous
on the great question,
5°
being democrats
and 37 pro-slavery
whigs or
know nothings.
The partywas
evidcntlymaking
up its northern
defections
by soulhern
whig
accessions;
and their influence
upon the p'Lriy is
further
marked
by a revival
of the question of
internalimprovements.
(See CoNsTRUCTION. lIl.)
A bill for that object was passed in 1855, but
vetoed
by the president.--June
2, 1856, the
national
convention
met at Cincinnati.
On the
first ballot Buchanan
had 135 votes, Pierce 1°2,
Douglas
33, and
Cuss 5
Cass' vote did not
change materially,
but Pierce's vote fell and those
of Buchanan
and
Douglas
rose, until, on th('
sixteenth
ballot, Buchanan
had 168 vo_cs, Douglas 121, and Cuss6.
On the next ballot Buchae:m
was unanimously
nominated
for the presidency
Breckinridge
was unanimously
nominated
for
the vice-presidency
on the second
ballot.
The
platform
was a renewal
of that of 1852, which
included
the original
platform
of 1840, with additional
resolutions
approving
the Kansas--Nebraska bill, and the principle
of popular.sovcr
eighty, and condemning
tlm know nothing movcment.
(See AMERIC¢_."¢ PARTY.)
In the pres_dential election the democratic
candidates
were
successful,
but the vote was of evil omen for the
party.
The cloud in the west had grown larz ('r
and more threatening.
In that section only Illi-
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nots and Indiana
were now democratic,
the former by a plurality
of 9,000 and the latter by a
meagre majority of 2,000; and these states, with
California,
Pennsylvania,
New Jersey,
and the
entire south, made up the democratic
electoral
vote.
:Nor werethe cong-ressional
elections much
more cheering.
In both branches
congTess was
democratic;
but the majority
in the house was
only attained
by the almost complete
unification
of the 96 southern
votes, and by an increase from
6to 15 in the democratic
representation
from
Pennsylvania.
In the other statcsspecified
under
the immediately
preceding
elections
there was
no sign of a return to the party;
indeed, tire of
them now sent unanimous
auti-democraticreprescntatious.--If
the slavery question
could now
lutve been intermitted,
and if the partycou]d
have
reverted
to its foundation
principle_,
its agricultural losses might possibly
have been regained;
but it had.now
entered
the rapids, and the falls
were not far below.
At the opening of Buchanart's administration,
in :_Iarch, 1857, the struggle
between free state and slave state settlers for the
possession
of Kansas
had gone far emmgh
to
show that the northern
democratic
idea of popular sovereignty
in the territories
was of no use to
the south in view of the superior northern
power
in immigration,
and the whole body of southern
democrats soon swerved off to the extremely loose
construction
ground, formerly
held by Calhoun.
that slaves were recognized
as property
in the
constitution,
and that
congress
was bound
to
protect property in slaves in the territories,
even
against the wish of a majority
of their people,
This construction,
though indol_cd
by the dccision of the supreme court
in the Drecl Scott case,
was evidently
one which would be extremely
distasteful to the northern democrats,
and which, if
made a party tenet, would still further reduce the
northern
democratic
vote.
The northern section
of the party had acquiesced
in Texas annexation
in 1844, iu the fugitive
slave law and the abandomnent of the Wihnot
proviso in 1850, and in
the application
of popular
sovereignty
to all the
territories
in 1854; but it was not to be expected
that in 1857 it should
confess its own dogma of
POl)ular sovereignty
in the territories
to be worthle_, and preach the direct opposite.
Accordingly
we find Douglas
and a part of the already small
northern democratic
representation
in congress in
opposition
to the administration
on this single
question.
Their scission took the form of opposition to the admission
of Kansas under the proslavery Lecompton
constitution
in 1858 (see KAysxs), and they were therefore
known as "AntiLeeompton
democrats";
but the real line of demareation
lay further
down and was to widen
into a complete
division
in 1860. In the senate
Douglas
was almost
the only anti-Lecompton
democrat,
and in this body Jefferson Davis, Feb.
2, 1860, introduced
a series of seven resolutions,

a territorial
legislature
had power, directly or indirectly, to impair the right to hold slaves in the
tcrritories.
The vote on this resolution was 35 to
21; 28 of the majority
from the south, and 7
northern
democrats;
'20 of the minority
republicans, and 1 northern democrat.
'rhc introduction
of these resolutions
seems to have been intended
as the ultimatum
of the southern
wing to the
democratic
party's national convention.--The
national convention
met April 23, 1860, at Charleston, S. C., and on the next day eh, cted Caleb
Cushing president and appointed a platform cornmittee of one from eachstate,
it was alsoagreed
that no ballot should
be t_ken for candidates
until the platform should be agreed upon.
April
27, three platforms
were reported by portions of
the committee,
one, which may be c, lled tho
southern
platform,
by 17 members;
an_,ther, the
Douglas l)latform,
by 15 members (representing
all the free states but California,
Oregon
and
Massachusetts);
and another, the Butler platform,
by one member, B. F. Butler, of Massachusetts.
As finally modified
in debate, the southern platform contained
seven, and the Douglas platform
six, resolutions.
The 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th D_Jughts resolutions
we.re the 6th, 7th, 4th and 5th of
the southern resolutions,
and included promise of
protection
to citizens
at home and abroad (._ee
Bnow.n, Jom_), approval of a Pacific railroad and
the acquisition
of Cuba, and condemnation
of
any attempt
to defeat
the execution
of the
fugitive
slave
law.
(See PERSOSAL
Lt::En'r_"
Laws.)
The first three southern resolutiot_s were,
in brief: 1, That _lavcry iu a territory
could
not be prohibited
by congress
or by a territorial legislature;
2, that the federal government
was bound
to protect
slave owners
in their
property in slaves iu the territories;
aml 3, that
the right of the people to decide the question of
slavery
couhl only accrue when
the tcrritol 3'
became a state: while the first two ]),_ug'las resolutions dechlred,
1, that the democratic
doctrincs of pa._t years were "unchangeable,"
but 2,
"that
the democratic
party will abide by the
decisions of the supreme court of the United
States on the questions
of constitutional
law."
The issue between
the northern
and southern
democracy could hardly be more comprehensible
or moreclcanly
cut.
The southcrndelegates
were
no longer democratic
; they were pro-slavery.
The northern delegates, while not yielding
their
popular
sovereignty
priucil)le
in terms,
would
yield to the Dred Scott decision.
But this was not
acceptable to southern
delegates;
they wished to
bind the party to the Drcd Scott principle for all
time to come, no m_tter how the composition
of
the supreme court might be affected byany future
successes
of the republican
party.--The
Butler
proposition,
to simply re-affirm the platform
of
1856, was voted down, April 30, by 198 to 105.
The Douglas
platform
was then adopted
by a

which were debated
until
May 24, and then
passed.
Of these the most important
was the
fourth, which declared
that neither congress nor

vote of 165 to 138. The majority was a freestate
vote with a few scattering votes from the border
states. The minority was the slave state vote, with
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_California, Oregon, a majority of Pennsylvania,
:and a minorityof Massachusetts and New Jersey.
"The vote was followed, on this and the following
day, by the formal withdrawal of the delegates
from Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
South
Carolina, Florida, Texas, Arkansas, Georgia, and
two delegates from Delaware; all these delegates
II_ited in a separate convention.
Thc original
convention then adopted the two-thirds rule, and
iprocecdcd to ballot. On the filet ballot the vote
_tood: Douglas, 145b; R.M.T. Hunter, of Vir:ginia,42; James Guthrie, of Kentucky, 35; Andrew
Johnson, of Tennessee, 12 ; and 18 scattering.
q'he question now lay mainly, therefore, between
northern or a border state candidate.
On the
57th ballot, Douglas had 151½ votes, Guthrie,
65½, Hunter, 16, and 19 were scattering.
The
convention then adjourned, May 3, to meet again
at Baltimore, Jutm 18, recommending the various
_tates to fill v.zcancics in the meantime.
When
the convention again met, June 18, its first busipess was to decide upon the claims of new delc.gatcs to admission.
From some of the states
-whose delegates had withdrawn at Charleston
,contesting delegations were pre_cnt, and the Doug,las umjority, by generally admitting Douglas
.delegatious,
particularly
from Louisiana and
Alabama, induced a further disruption of the
.convention, this time on the part of the border
_tatedelegates.
The Virginia. Tennessee, North
Carolina, California and Delaware delegations,
with part of the Maryland, Kentucky, Missouri
and Massachusetts delegations, withdrew from
the convention, and its president, Cushing, re.
:signed. There were thus left in the convention
but 17'border state votes, and 15 southern votes
,(Alabama and Louisiana).
A new president was
•at once elected and balloting was renewed.
On
the 58th ballot (57 ballota having been taken at
.Charleston),
Douglas had 173½ votes, Guthrie
10. Breckinridgc 5, and 3 scattering; on the 59th
ballot, Douglas had 181½, Breckinridge 7], and
.Guthrie 5½. On neither ballot did Douglas have
two-thirds of the original or full vote of the convention (303 votes), but the convention now
resolved that, having two-thirds of its present
strength, he was nominated.
Benjamin Fitzpatrick, of Alabama, was nominated for the vicepresidency by 198½votes to 1 ; and, as hedeclined
the nomination, thenational committee nominated
Herschel V. Johnson.
The convention finally
adjourned June 22.--The seceders at Charleston
had at once organized a separate convention,
adopted the southern platform, and adjourned to
meet in Richmond, June 11. In Richmond they
continued to meet and adjourn without doing
business until the 29th. In the meantime the
seceders at Baltimore organized a separate-convention, June 28, with Caleb Cushing, as president, and admitted the delegates whom the
Douglas convention had excluded, including
some of the delegates at Richmond.
By unanimous votes on the first ballot in each instance, they
• adopted the southern platform, and nominated
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John C. Breckiaridgc for president and Josel)h
Lane for vice-president.
Their action in every
respect was ratified by the fragment of the
Charleston seceders still in session at Richmond.
Both bodies then adjourned, and the Charleston
convention, in all its branches, was over.---'The
charge has been made, and supported by considerable concurrent testimony, that the withdrawals from the convention, at Clmrleston, if not
at Baltimore, were part of a concerted design to
split the party, insure the election of a repuhlican
president, and thus gain an excuse for scccssion.
Such a design was very possibly active in the
minds of some of the extreme southern faction,
but the disruption itself was most certainly the
naturaloutcome of the party's history for 16 years.
The southern leaders had found their Mexican
acquisition and their fundamental party principles
too heavy a load to be carried together and had
therefore discarded thelatter; the northern leaders
who had seen their party in the north growing
weaker for eight years while assisting in slavery
extension by strict construction,
sa_: that they
would be committing political suicide by following in the proposed new step of loose construction,
and the3' therefore at last, andwith an obstinacy
born of personal peril, held hack. The sectional
division between the two factions may bc seen by
an analysis of the democratic popular vote in
1860. In the (afterward) seceding states, including Tennessee, the vote stood_Douglas
72,084,
Breckinridge, 435,392; in the other border states,
Douglas 91,441, Brcckinridgc 134,289 ; in the
north, Douglas 1,211,632, BreckinHdge 275,092
--(°13,205 of this credited to the two states of
Pennsylvania and California).
All the electoral
votes of the slave states were cast for Breckinridge, except those of Kentucky, Tennessee a_d
Vir_nia, which were given to Bell (see CO._STITUTIOXALUNION PART:k'),andthose of Missouri,
which were given to Douglas.
With the exccption of three votes in New Jersey, where a fusion
ticket of electors was supported by all the a_tirepublican factions, and three Douglas electors
were successful, no northern electoral votes were
given to either of the democratic candidates.
It
would have been, therefore, impossible for the
democratic party, even without the disruption of
the Charleston convention, to have carried the
election of 1860, for the adoption of the southc'J'n
platform could not have made the southern vote
more effective, and. would certainly, cw'n if
accompanied by Douglas' nomination, have _till
further diminished the northern vote. (Sec l_PUBLIC,_I_PAR'rY.)--¥I. : 1860-81. The situation
of the democratic party, when the extra session
of congress met in 1861 (see REBELLION), _v:l_
peculiarly
unfortunate.
Founded on a stricl
construction of the constitution, and yet called
upon to face a warin which, as it was not foreig_J
but civil, the constitution and laws wcrc cerI_di_
to be strained to their utmost tension (sec Co-_STRUCTIO_, III.; WAR POWER), it could o'_]ybe
at fault in whatever direction it turned. In the
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midst of an enormous
revolution
of tlmught and
l"eeliag, it alone endeavored
to stem the current
amd to apply to 1861 the preccdents
of 1850. In
the measures
which
the dominant
party
held
patrioticandneces-_ry,
theissues
of paper moncy,

western democrats
had becn intensely exciled in
May, 1863, by the arrest and military conviction
of C. L. V'fllandiglrml,
one of thcir leaders in
Ohio, for attacking
the managemcnt
of the war
in his public spcechcs.
The influences wl_ich sur.

the" laws for the co)(fiscation
of rebel property
and slaves and foy'drafts,
the suspension
of the
writ of t_beas cfl_pus, and the arbitrary
arrcsts
_f suspected p_sons,
it saw only partisanattempts
to make pat_
capital, ordircct
violations of law
for the pu),_pbx_e of increasing
party votes or of
gratifyinb¢ the'v_pite of party leaders.
The mass
of the party was therefore
arrayed,
throughout
the rebellion,
against the methods
by which the
war was conducted;
but there was a strong
underlying
sentiment
in the party that the war
itself was unnecessary,
and that the troubles of
the country
could be most easily settled
by a
convcntion
of the states.
An active
minority,
chiefly
in the border
states and a few of the
western
states, was avowedly
anxious
for the
suc(:ess of the south ; and their busy persistenee, the.general
withdraw.d
of the war demoerats from the party, and the repugmmce
of the
great mass of democrats
to the more violent
war measures,
enabled
the dominant
party to
give the name of "copperheads"
to the whole
democratic
party.--In
the first congn'css of the
w'tr the democrats
had in the senate but 10 out

rounded
the convention
from its first gathcring
by no means tendcd to calm deliberation,
and
their result was secn in the platform
adoptcd,
whose wording was ahnost
equally brilliant, bit; tcr and fatal.
For the first time in 24 years the
platform
of 1840, the basis of the party's legitimate existence, was dropped;
and the platform of
1864 makes no mention
of any economic
principle on which the party proposed to manage the
government,
if successful.
]t consisted
of six
resolutions,
.ill but oneof which, the last, attacked
the managcmcnt
of the war.
The sing'le ex('eption exprcssed the symp'lthy
of the party f(u' tlw
volunteers
in the fichl.
The others, 1, stated th(,
party's adhercncc to the Union under the (,_):_sTitutioa;
'2, demanded
a cessation
of hostilities.
and dcnounccd
the administration
for, 3, inlerfering with military forcc iu clectiot_s, 4, su¢p(,mlit_g
the writ of hal)eas corpus in states not in insur_:rec_ion, and 5, refusing
to exchangc
prisom, rs.
_ The moat import'mr,
the sceond, is as follows, iu
I full: "That
this convention
does cxp/iciIly
declare, as the sense of tbc American
people, flint,
after four years of failure torestore
the Union by

of 50 members,
and in the house but 42 out of
178; in the next congress (1863-5) they had 9 out
of 50 senators, and 75 out of 186 representatives.
But in both congl:esses there were enough border
state members
(7 senators
and 28 rcl)resentativcs

! the expert[neat
of w'_r, during which, under th'e
I prctense
of a military nccessity of a war power
I higher
than the con._titution,
the constitution
_ itself lms bccn disregarded
ill every part, and pubi lic liberty and priw_te right alike trodden down,

in the first con,ovess, and 5 scnators and 9 repre- [ ,nnd the material prosperity
of the cou_try essensentatives
in tl_e second),
who generally
acted
tially impaired, juslice, hu,mmity, Iiberly and the
with the democrats,
to make them a very effce*:ve i public wclfare deman(l that immedbltc ett'orts be
opposition.
The political folly of secession
may
made for a ces_tion
of hostilities, _vilh a view To
be partially
estimated
by considering
the fact
an ultimate convention
of all the statc_, or othcr
thatonly
the voluntary
absence of the 22 senators
peaceable
mea_% to the cad th'Lt, at the earliest
and 66 representatives
of the seccding states gave
practicable
n, .mcnt, pc'me may bc restore(1 oa the
the republicans
a majority
in either house at any
basis of the fcdcral
union of the states."
The
time until the real close of the rebellion.
In
platform, therefore, made e_ery issue on which
state elections the democrats
were vc_T steadily
the party had ever succeedcd, or c()uld ever lml)C
defeated;
throughout
tile last two years of the
to succeed, subordinate
to an i_sue on which it,
war but two northern
states,
iN'cw Jersey
and
had vel T faint hopes of succcss--a
mist_Lkc _vhich
.NewYork,
had democratic
governors.
But the
has been frequently
repeated since.
()_ thc seemajorities
in these elections, withsuch
exceptions
end ballot Gco. B. McClellan
was nominated for
as that of Ohio in 1863, were usually
not large;
president by 202½ votes to 23½ for rl'ho_. II. Seyand it would be fair to say that the t', :) parties
mour, of Connecticut;
aml for vic(,-prcsi(lel]t
maintained
about thcir proportional
vote from
Gco. H. Pcndl_'ton
was unanimously
n()mim_ted
1860 until 1864, the continued
dcmocratic
loss of
on thc first ballot.--In
1863 the Ohio democracy
voters who fell off to the republican
party,
had anticipated
the error of the nation'd
coaven_hrough a desire for a vigorous
prosecution
of
tion of 1864, had nominated
Vallandigham
for
the war, being balanced by democratic
accc_ions
goveruor
on the single issue of his '_r_'e.-t, and
of republicans
who were estranged
by the gradual
becla beaten by the enormous majority of 101,099 adoption of anti-slavery
measures
and attracted
out of 476,223 votes.
Thc result in 1864 con.
by the democratic
opposition
to them.
(See
firmed that of 1863; the democratic
c;mdidates
ABoLrrmr_, III.;
Sr-,x_t_.)----The
national
conrccciw,d the clectoral votcs of o_ly three statcs,
vcntion had been called
to meet July 4, 1864,
New Jersey, Delaware and Kentucky.
The popat Chicago, but in June its meeting was postular vote, however, had _own since 1860 1)arallcl
poned to Aug. 29. The selection
of a westwith that of the opposing
party; in spite of the
era city as the meeting
place,
just at this
defection of war demo('rats,
the secession of lmlf
.time, was undoubtedly
a great mistake,
for the
a million of its former
voters, and a platform
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which did not gain a single vote, the party still
polled 45 per cent. of tile total popular
vote. -From July, 1865, until July, 1866, the dcmocratic
party passed through the darkest part of its valley
of humili'_tion.
It was beaten by increased majorities in every northern state election excepting a
majority of a few hundred
votes in Kentucky
against an anti-sl'Lverv state constitution
; and outside of the late seccd'ing states but one state, Dclaware, had a democratic
governor.
In the cow
gre_ _vhich met in December,
1865, the dcmocrats had but 10 out of 52 senators, and 40 out of
185 representatives.
All the excluded votes from
the insurrectionary
states couhl not now h,tvc givcn them more than a respectable
minority in cangress.--The
open breach between president Jolmson "rod the re.publican
majority,
.lbout March,
1866 (see RECONSTRUCTION. REPIJBLICAN PARTY),
was closely similal" to that between
president
Tyler and the whig party, 25 years before, and
seemed at first to promise similar
advantages
t,>
tile democr'tts.
But the questions
at issue were
so complicated
with the passions of recent armed
conflict,
and the democratic
party had so long
been dealiagwith
questions not fundamental
to it,
that it was now unable
to follow the course of
neutrality,
coupled with a constant pursuit of its
own economic
objects, which its leaders had so
skillfully
and successfully
taken in :[84:1-2.
The
party's
strict
construction
principles
certainly
compelled
it to oppose reconstruction
by congress,
but everl" consideration
of policy should have
counseled it to prevent
this, if possible, from becoming the controlling
question of politics.
On
the contr'lry,
it fought a_inst
the passage of the
prehminary
and comparatively
inoffensive
civil
rights bill and freedman's
bureau bill with an acrimony which only resulted in their final pass_lge
without cbauge, in the complete
maintenance
of
the enormous republican
majority in the congressional elections of 1866, amt in the passage of the
act of March 2, 1867, which fairly began the protess of reconstruction
by congress, with the certainty
of a republican
mttjority of over threefourths
in congress,
to complete
it during
the
next two years. --The party
thus renewed
the
mistake of 1864, and elected to fight upon ground
of its adversary's
choosing.
During the remainder of president's
Johnson's
term of office (see
also IMPEACltMENTB, VI.), it struggled
vainly but
pertinaciously
against
the completion
of reconstructioa
by congress.
The national convention
met July 4, 1868, at New York city, and adopted
a platform
in eight resolutions,
followed byalong
arraignment
of the republican
party for various
violations of the organic law.
'_Iost of the eight
resolutions were devoted to the question of reconstruction.
One of them, however, showed some
signs of a return to the original
political
principles of the party; it demanded
"a tariff for revenue upon
foreign
imports,"
though
it was
coupled with au ambiguous
wish for "incidental
protection
to domestic
manufactures"
in arranging internal taxes.
But it departed
from dome-
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cratic precedents
in two points:
1. Since tile
freedmen
were now legally persons and not property, the democratic
prim:iplc
of universal
suffragc, for which the party had for 80 yeai.'s COiltended, apparently
attached at once to them also;
the convention,
however, declared in the stronge.st
terms against negro suffrage.
2. The party had
regularly resist_._d the establishment
of any other
currency
than gold and silver by the federal gt_vernment,
not ouly as unconstitution'd,
but as
eventually
bearing most hardly upon the m.tsses
of the people, and within five years it had sirenuously opposed tlle "_doptioa of the leg'il-tender
paper currency;
the convention,
however, seduced
by tilt, idea of forcing
upon the bondholder
tim
same currency
which the l_eoplc had bccn cornpolled to accept, dcclaredia
favor of the payment
of the debt in legal-tender
paper, except
those
pol'tions of it which werc in terms payable
in
coin.--Thc
political course of chief ]uslicc S. P.
Chase, particularly
during
the impeachment
of
president Johnson, lind gained many friends for
him in the democratic
party, and the convention
would probably have nominated
him but for the
determined
opposition of the delegates
from his
own state, Ohio, who were anxious
to nominate
Pendleton.
On the first ballot the vote stood:
Pendleton
105; Andrew
Johnson,
65; Hancock,
33,}; Sanford
E. Church,
of _New York, 33; and
79½ scattering.
Johnson's
vote immediately
and
rapidly decreased.
Pendleton's
vote rose to 156.z
on the 8th ballot, aml then fell until his name w,'_s
withdrawn
on the 18th ballot.
The votes for
other candidates
underwent
little change, except
those for Hancock
and T. A. ltendricks,
which
rose to 135,} for tIancock
and 132 for Hendricks
on the 21st ballot.
On the next b_fllot the Ohio
delegation
insisted
ou nominating
IIoratio
Soymour, and the unanimous
vole of the delegates
was at once cast for him.
F. P. Blair was then
nominated for vice-president.--The
platform had
emphatically
declared
the reconstruction
acts of
congress
to be " a usurpation,
unconstitutional,
revolutionary
and void"; and this declaration
w:_s
made more prominent
by a previous letter of tim
candidate
for the vice-presidem T (the "Brodhead
letter"
of June 30, 1868), to the effect that the
president elect must "declare
these acts null and
void, compel the army to undo its usurpations
at
the south, disperse the carpet-bag
state governmerits, and allow the white people to.reorganize
their own governments,"
Until this was done it
was "'idle to tall¢ of bonds, greenbacks,
gold. the
public faith, and the public credit."
In other
words, every issue was still to be subordinate
to
thaL of rcconstructioa.
In the presidential
election the democratic
candidates
were defeated, but
their proportion
of the popular vote had risen to
47_4 per cent.
In the north there was no sign of
a change in the electoral
vote;
in that section
democl_tic
electors were chosen
only by l_lew
Jersey, Oregon and New York, and the votes of
the last named state, it was widely believed, were
carried by frauds in :New York city.
(Bee blew
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YORK.) In the congress which met in December, 1869, there were 15 democrats
out of 72
in the senate, and 96 out of 227 in the house,
--The
congressional
elections
of 1870 resulted
in a trifling
increase
in demor;ratic
strength.
In the senate there were now 17 democrats
out
of 74, and in the house 105 out of 242
Thc
first term of president
Grant rapidly developed
a strong
feeling
in a minority
of the repub,
lican party, the so-called
"liberal republic'ms,"
that ll_e national police l)ower had been exerci,_ed
beyond legal limits in the southern
states _inc(;
their reconstruction.
Thi_ "liberal republican"
minority
in 1872 held a national
convention
at
Cincinnati,
adopted a platform,
and nominated
IIorace Greeley and B. Gratz Brown, of Missomi,
as presidcntial
candidates.
The democratic
natiomfi convention
met at Baltimore,
July 9, 1872.
It adopted thc Ciucinua'i
platform
by a vote of
670 to 62, .rod nomiuatcd
tile Cincinnati
candidates by votes of 686 to 46 for Greeley, and 713
to 19 for Brown.
The platform
was in _cality
the most thoroughly
democratic
which tile plnly
had adopted since 1840, with the _inglc exception
of its refusal to decide for or agaiust protection
(see LIBERAL REPUBLICAN PARTY), 'rod, as it
formally
recognized the validity of the last three
constitutional
amendments,
but demanded in return local self-government
for all the states, it
probably 'lfforded to the party the fairest possible
avenue of escape from the difficulties of rceonstruction.
As might
have
been foreseen,
the
recent bitterncsses
of party contlict handical)pcd
Greeley
vel5" hcavily
from the begimfing;
tile
number
of democrats
who refused to vote far
morethan
counterbalanced
the liberalrepublicans
who voted for him, and the democratic
candidates were defeated,
receiving but 43 per cent. of
the popular
vote.
The responsibility
for the result ix, however,
fair])" eha_\geable to the unwise
selections
of the Cincinnati
convention;
had it
seen fit to nominate
C. F. Adams :rod an acceptable democrat,
the result might easily have been
different.
About 30,000 democrats
voted for" tllc
nominees of a "straight-out"
democratic convenlion, held at Louisville,
Sept. 3, though the norainees, Chas. O'Conor,
of New York, and John
Quincy Adams,
of Massachusetts,
declined the
nm.ninatiou.
The defeat in the presidential
cleclion of course included
a falling off in the con-

"new departure"
alone tile growth in the democr'ltic vote fur the next two years, for this was
greatly _lssisted by many concurrent
circumstanees of president Grant's secnnd term (see U._TED
STATES),
and particularly
by the general financial
distress which began t,) be felt in 1873; but it is
at least certain that the democlatic
proportion of
the vote of agricultural
districts began generally to increase after 1872 for the first time _ince
1854. In 1874 the change was so marked that
the elcctions of the year were commonly known
as a "tidal
wave."
In tile norflmrn state eleeIi()n_ of 1874-5, _New lIampshirc,
Connecticut,
New York,
New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, California, _Newtda and Oregon
we, e carried by the democrats;
even Massachu.
setts introduced
into her slate governmcl)t
the
phenomenon
[)f a demo(:ralie
governor;
and ill
the congress which met in 1875 thc dcmocrals
had 198 out nf 292 members of the house, thnugh
tile)" still had less than (me-third of the senale._
This sudden
fide of success, however', ill the
north, was bahmced by a more general but more
portentous._uccess
in the soufll, for which a great
part of the re,ponsibility
must f,dl up ,n the allandonment by the party in 1,'/_'68of its fundamentlfi
principle of broadcnitlg
suffr:lge.
Its action left
no option either to southern
negroes or to southcrn whites and taxpayers,
it forced the former
into the rcpublican part)', and eompelled the latter, in sheer self-defense,
to takc the name of
democrat,
no matter what their polific'd l)rinciplcs might be. The consequence
was thal, so
early as 1874-5, the whole south, with the exccption of South Carolin% Florida, Louisiana and
Mississippi,
were nominally
democratic,
and a
full half of the democratic
vote i_l the house was
southern, comprising in its ranks dcnmcrats, protectionist.% greenbackcrs
a,_d internal
improvement men, all tlgreeing ill'rely on but one dcmo(,ratic doctrine,
the right of each state to selfgovernment.
The homogeneity
of the party was
thus injured, its a(:tioll haml)ercd
and crippled,
and its policy dwarfed to the c'lre of :t sin;_le section, thus checking
again the n,ttional growth
which had fairly begun.
Had tile "Chase plat.
form"
of univers:fl suffcage (_ce (hrASE, S P.)
been adopted in 1868 lind adhered
In, it wouhl
probably not have ,_ffected the negro vote ill that
year, or perhap_ in 1877, but the party in 1874,

gressional
representation;
in the following
cnngress the democrats
had but 88 out of 290 reproscntatives,
the senate being ahnost unchanged.-Though the part), had bccn so badly defeated in
1872, its prospects for national success d'lte onty
from that year.
By a single effort it had cast off
the burden under which it bad been laboring for
years, had sloughed
off that great mass of its
voters who were democratic
only on one point-tim memories of the anti-slavery
and rcco_struction conflicts,
and now stood, for the first time
since before 1850, upon the ground of its economie principles,
ignoring for the present the tariff
qPestion.
It would be unfair to ascribe to this
50
voL L--50

with but a fair half of the southern vote, would
have been in f.u' better position to take the crest
of the wave of opportunity
and develop again
into a true national party.
]Icrc, as always since
1844, the party felt the want of those lcadera
wlm, until 1844, strenuously
and successfully
opl)osed the acceptance of an)' issue whatever which
wouhl narrow the party action to the care of a
seetion.--The
national
convention
met at St.
Louis, June 38, 1876. and adopted a platform
which, like all modern productions
of the kiud,
was too long for popular
use and better adapted
for a campaign
document;
but it was at least
ahnost entirely in harmony with the party's he-
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reditary
principles.
It again accepted
the last
three constitutional
amendments;
it "deuounced
the presel_t tariff, levied upon nearly 4,000 articles, as a master piece of injustice,
inequality
and false pretense,"
and "demanded
that all custom house taxation
shall be only for revenue";
and for the first time in many )'ears it relegated
the southern
question to au entirely subordinate
position.
On financi.fl
questions
it demanded
dtm preparation
before the resumption
of spccic
payments;
and the rest of the platform
was entirely an indictment
of the republican
pa-'ty.
On the first ballot for a candidate
for president
the vote stood: Tilden,
404_; Hcndricks,
140_,;
I:Iancock, 75; Win. Allen, of Ohio, 54; Thos. F.
Bayard,
of Delaware,
33 ; and 37 scattering,
Before the second ballot was finished,
Tildcn's
nomination
was made unanimous.
His leading
competitor,
l/endricks,
was then nominated
for
vice-president.
The result of the election
was
Ihat the democratic
candidates
had a majority
over all in the popular
vote, obtaincd
a majority
of the representatives
to the succeeding
congress,
aml claimed
a majority
of the electoral
votes,
though
this was finally decided
against them.
(See DISPUTED "E.LEC'rIo_'s, ]:V. ; ELECTOIt._.L
Co._I_11ssmr_.) There can be no doubt that the
whole party believed that the forms of law had
been foully perverted
to its injul T in this decision; but its p_aceful
submission
to tile result
was at least a useful proof of the strength of the
American
form of government--The
south, ineluding even the four st:_tes which had formerly
been exceptions,
was now solidly democratic,
though
its unification
was not based upon the
acquiescence
of a majority of its voters in fundamental
democratic
principles,
but was still entirely a measure
of self-defense
against the one
overshadowing
danger
which
the improvident
action of the democratic
convention
in 1868 had
made permanent.
This solidification,
and the
entire disappearance
of the republican
vote in
many southern
districts,
were _killfully used by
republican
leaders, during
the next four years,
for the decrease
of the democratic
vote in the
north and west; and the result was very plainly
seen in the congressional
elections
of 1878.
In
the senate the democrats
had 42 out of 76 merebers, and in the house 149 out of 293; but 30 of the
senators, and 105of the representatives,
werefrom
single section, thesouth.
Had this southern ma,jority been strict constructionist,
pure and simple,
ns in Jefferson's
time, it would have injured
the
party very little; but in fact, outside of the wish
for local self-government
for the states, there was
hardly an article of the democratic
creed, from a
revenue tariff to opposition
to internal
improvements, in support
of which this nominally
democratic representation
from the south was at all
unanimous.
The party's prospects
would have
been far better in the hands of a congressional
minority
wholly devoted to its principles
than in
those of a majority
on which it could not rely.
During
the period of its nominal control of one
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or both branches
of congr, ss (house, 1875-8:1;
senate, 1879-81), it is hardly possible to specify
any point of democratic
policy which it vwn
attempted
to enforce, excepting
tlle r_duetion
of
federal
expenses
and the freedom
of state governments.--The
natinnal convention
was lleld at
Cincinnati,
June _3, 1880, andadopted
a platforlu
which, though
somewhat
paragraphic
aud disjointed, was in the m'_in in consonance
with the
party's principles,
though its financial paragraph
can hardly be considered
entirely
Jeffersonian.
It declared
for "home
rule; honest money, consistiag of gold and silver and paper convertible
into coin; and a tariff for revenue
only."
The
remainder
of the platform
was devoted to denunciation
of the "fraud
of 1876."
On the first
ballot for presidential
candidates
the vote stood:
Hancock,
171; Bayard,
153½; II. B. Payne,
of
Ohio, 81; A. G. Thurman,
of Ohio, 68{1; S. J.
Field, of California,
65; W. R. 2Rorrison, of Illinots, 6°; Hendricks,
50½; and 155 scattering.
On
the second
ballot Hancock
was nominated
by
all the votes of the convention,
except those of
Indianafor
Ilendricks,
and 3 scattering.
W.H.
English
was then unanimously
nominated
for
vice-president.
In the presidential
election
of
1880 the democratic
candidates
were defeated.
The defeat would seem to have been due mainly
to the party's congressional
majority,
not so much
because of ils sectional
character,
aftc.r all, as
because of its h)ng influence
in preventing
the
development
of a national
party policy.
Even
when, late in the canvass,
the republican
party
elected to fightupon
dcmocraticground,
thetariff
question,
the party, whiclr had had no edu,.ation
on the question
from its own reprcse_ltatives,
we.tkly endeavored
to avoid it, anti lost votes by
its weakness.
On the l)opularvotethe
democratic
candidates
were slightly
in a minority,
of the
electoral
votes they received
all those of the
southern states, and in the north those of :New
Jersey, :Nevada, and five of California's
six votes.
Of the con&_ress to meet in December,
1881, the
dcmocrats elected 136 out of 293 representatives,
thus losing the majority in the house for the first
time since 1875; both parties had the same number in the senate.
But it is noteworthy
that, for
the first time in many years, nine of the southern
rcpresentatives
were republicans,
an aug_ry,
perhaps,
of the party's
release from the worst
impediment
to its national
dcvclopment.--In
its history
to the present
time the pal'ty has
had but tln-ee leaders of the first rank, Jeffersou, }Iadison
and Jackson.
(See those n'tmes)
Jackson's
name must be included,
despite his
phenomenal
ignolance
of very many of the cornmonest subjects of human
knowledge;
his skill
in reorganizing
aparty
out of chaos, his unerring
certainty and success in going to the very marrow
of unexpected
political difficulties and in marking
out the party policy, his ability to lead his party
in the path of its own principles
in spite of ambitious subordinates,
and the distinct stamp which
he left upon the opinions of the school of politi-
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,clans who succeeded
him in the control of the
-part 3' until 1844, all show him to have been a
"leader mbre
effective,
ia some resl)ects , titan
either of the others.
The number of leaders of a
lower grade has of cour'::, been very greal, and
_hereader
must be referred,
as to them, to Gillet's
"Democracy
in the Untied States," cited below,
The theoretical
basis of the l)arty has always
been the principles
formulated
by Jefferson,
though
these were not lint by him into any connected form, except in two instances (see Ki,:.xTUCKYI{ESOLI)'TIONS; BANKCONTROVEltSIES, II.),
but must be sought for in detached letters through.out his collected works, or in his messages.
His
first i,mugural
address,
in 1801, is his nearest
.approach to the forlnation of a systematic political
creed.
Thcpoliticalwritings
of WilliamLeggctt,
editor of the "Evening
Post," of New York city
(1834-6), which are cited below, are a collection
full)'
as valuable
to any one who desires to
stud)" the democratic
side of American
politics
hefore 1844.
(See also Loco-Foco.)
Since tlmt
.year it has been the party's misfortune
that it has
almost always been engaged
in combating
some
one or more of its own fundamental
principles,
so that it is difficult to give any general reference
during this period which wouhl not be more or
less misleading.
Perhaps
tim "Demoer'_tie
Review,"
up toils cessation in 1859, and Speneer's
" Life of T. F. Bayard,"
would give a fairly
consistent view of tim party's
apl)lication
of its
theory
to the practical
questions
of American
politics.
TheJeffersoniandoctrine,
inits tandem
form,
is also given
incidentally
in governor
lloratio
Seymour's
lecture
on "the IIistory and
Topography
of New York," atCornell
university,
June 30, 1870.--The
futm'e of the parly must be
largely a matter of speculatiom
Ils deslruction
or disappeanmee
is in the highest degree improb
able;
if there
were no democratic
party
in
existence,
tim first consistent
policy
proposed
by an administration
would force the evolution
of one.
But it seems probable
that its future
basis will, to some extent, be changed in the fof
lowing direction.--The
Jeffer-oniau
h._sis of the
party, however useful in its time, is open to one
great objection:
it ignores the progress of the
country.
It attempts to lay down the rigid rnle
that the exercise of certain derived powers by the
federal
government,
no matter how imper.ttivcly
it may be needed, no matter how much steam,
electricity
and war may have changed the basis of
existenceof
the country, is stilland ahvaysa violet_ion of the organic law. No party, not the demoeratic party itself, not Jefferson himself, has ever
lived up to the rule in 1)ractice; nor h'ts an)" one
who refused to live up to it felt himself to be
_eatlyaviolatoroflaw.
But the continucd charge
that a broad construction
ot tim constitution
is
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it has enabled the opponents of tile party to meet
every profea_ion of democratic faith with apt ln'ec edents drawn from demoeratm theory or practice;
and it has again .unl again forced the parly into a
denmralizing
accept'race of that which it had but
very recenlly been denouncing
as a violation of
law.--The
chauge which is necessary seems to be
the basing of the party upon expediency
rather
than upon claims of absolute law in the matter
of powers which are fairly doubtful.
Of course
there are powers which arc either flail s' prolfibited
to the federal government,
such as the power to
tax exports, or arc plainly ungranted,
such as the
1)owcr to impeach a private citizen; as to these
there can be no difference of el)talon in regard to
the legality of their exercise by the federal goveminent.
But in regard to the great mass of
doubtful powers the claim that it is inexpedient
to exercise them is a far more titling basis for a
great political party than the claim that it is tilegal to exercise them.
The former not only gives
:m elasticity to party action which is wanting in
the latter, but iml)lies a consciousness of strength
in argmnmtl;
the lalter i_ too often only a substitute for argument
and It confession of imfl)ility
to argue the question at i,--ue. Tlwre are many
symploms ,)f this change h) a basts of t.xpedicney
ran,rag tbinki,lg th.moczflts, the last 'rod most noteworthy being the address of Clarkson N. Potter
before the American bar as..oemtion in August,
1S81.--The objection to su(:h a clmnge would be,
that it would ()lien tim way to an indellnite ]aftrude of (on_trucfion
by a donfinant nmjority in
congress; the answer to the objcelion is, that the
dreaded re._ult ha_ always bee.n the praelleal ,'ule
of American 1)olilics, even in face of the loudest
assertion of the illegality of broad con._lruelion,
'rod that a stand upon the inexpediency
of broad
construction
would relieve the slriet construction
pmty from the h.ngthening
chain of the itaat aml
give it easier access to the _cveral elements of the
opposing party in the future.
The parlicularist
e.lcment in tlic United Stalls will alwaysbc strong
enough to act as a controlling
fo,'cc upon hroad
construction,
and the more highly the political
sentiment
of the country is cducatcd
the less
necess'lry becomvs the ultra-Jeffersoni'm
i,lea of
the absolute illegality, under all eireumsl:mees,
of broad construction.-[The list of authorities
given below i.-, with a few necessary exceptions,
of works writacn f,'om a dcmoeralic
stand-point;
those of opposile views will be found under the
a,'ticles referred to among tlle authorities
For
the relative strength of party representation
in the
successive con_re._ses, and for the p,,lmlar vote in
the prcsidenlial
el(,ctions, s(.c UXrrED STATES.
Fnr tl,e electoral votes see ELrc'romxL YOTES.
For the party hi_t(ny iu each state see the
artie.le_ on individual
states.]
(See UNITED

_tnlawful, coupled
with the constant
exercise of ST.kTES,
CONSTRUCTION,
ADMINJSTnATlONS.)-broad construction
by all parties in emergencies,
(A), In General: ,Sue Capen'b Hi.qt,_ry of Dcmochas done much to sap the reverence of the people
racy; Gillet's Democracy
in the UMled ,ql,¢te_*;
for the constitution
itself, and to give an air of . Van Buren's
Or/gil, of P,/ilh'a_ Part/es i, t/w
unreatityto
the professionsof
dcmocraticlcadcrs;
! UMted Slalc._; Cutts'
l'rcali._( o:_ Pact!! (&cs-
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t/on,;
Harris' Political
Uonflict in Anwriea ; G.
Lunt's Origin of the Late War; Tucker's
United
_S'tates(to 1840); Wise's
Seve_ Decade_;
Cluskey's
.Political
Text Book of 1860; Tribune
Almanac
(1838-81);
North America_
Review (Jan. 1876),
Art., " Politics in America";
Draper's
Civil War;
Greeley's American
Conflic4; 1-3 VonHolst's
United States; Young's
AmerzcaT_ Statesman;
Johnston's tlistory
of American
Politics;
Statesman's
Manual;
Benton's.Debates_f
Cungress(1789-1850);
Congressional
Globe (1850-61); Appleton's
Annua_
Cyclopaedia(1861-80).
(B), JTnPartieular Periods:
(I., II.: 1789-1801), see 1 Schouler's
United States;
2 Pitkin's
UMtedStates;
2 Holmes' 55died States;
4, 5 Hildreth's
United States; 1 Draper's
Civil War
(introd. chap.);
3, 4 Jefferson's
Works (ed. 1829);
1, 2 Rives' Life of _]fadi, ol_; 2 Randall's
Life of
Jefferson;
1 Tuckcr's
Life of Jefferso_u
Austin's
LTfe of Germ7/; Parton's
.Life of Burr;
1 Parton's
Life of Jackson;
Adams' Life of Gallathz; Hunt's
Life of Livimjston,
46-105; and authorities
under
ANTI-FEDERAL
PA.RTY; FEDERAL PARTY, ]-.;
B._NK CON'I'ROV'ERSlES, II. ;WhisKY
INSCRRECTION; JAY's TREATY; X. Y.Z. :MlSSlO._; ALIEN
AND SEDITION LAWS;
DISPUTED
]_LECTIO_'S,
I.
(II1. : 1801-25), see 5, 6 Hildreth's
United State,s;
Bradford's
Federal Governmet,t;
1 Hammond's
PoliticalItistoryef
_¥ewYork;
3 Randall'sLifeof
J¢fferson;
2 Tucker's
Life cf Jefferson;
4 Jefferson's
Works,
(ed. 1829) ; T. Cooper's
Consolidations;
Parton's
Life of Burr;
2 Davis' Life of Burr; Garhmd's Life(flbtndolph;
Pmkney's
Life of Pink_w#; Adams' LifeofGaUatin;
Carey's Olive Branch
and 2(ew Olive Bra_,ch;
Jenkins'
Lifeof
Calhou_u
Dallas' Writings of Dalla*; Ingersoll% Second War
with Great Brita.tn; 4-6 Adams" Memoir of John
(_uincy Adams
(Diary);
and authorities
under
ANNEXATIONS, I.. II. ; BURR, AARON; E_B±R¢m;
GuNnoAT SYSTES,I; FEDERAL PARTY, II.;
CLLNTON, DE WITT;
BANK CONTIIOVERSlES, II., III.;
COI_'WENTION, HARTFOI_D; WHI_PARTY,
I. ; COMGRESSlONAL CAUCUS; COMPRO)IISES, IV.
(IV. :
18_°5-50), sceBcaton's
Thirty Years' View; 2 YIammond's PoliticallIistory
of _Vew York; 1 Draper's
Uivil War; 2, 3 Von lIolst's
b;nited Stales; The
.Democratic Redew,
(1838-50); Bradford's
Federal
Got, rmnent (to 1839); Amos Kendall's
Autobiog_'aphg; Sumner's
History of America_
Currene#;
3 Parton's
Life of Jackson;
Hunt's Life of Lidngston; Hammond's
Life of StiRs Wright; Holland's
Life of Van Buren;
Scott's Life of 1t. L. IVhite;
:Mackenzie's
Life at_d Times _f Van Buren,
and
Lives of Butler a_zd Iloyt (both useless except for
the letters contained
in them); Jenkins'
Life of
Calhoun; Parton's
1,'amousAmericans;
Appleton's
Amerw/znUydopeedia,
Art. "Calhoun";
Chase'sadministration
of Polk; Hamilton's
Memoh'of
Rantoul; and authorities
under Wm_ PARTY, I., II.;
ALBABY REGENCY;
ANTI-)IASO_RY;
_NoMINAT-

II. ; PETITION ; AN'NEXATIONS, IlL IV. ; 0m_Qox ;
WILMOT PROVISO; B_X'_URI_mRS;
FREE SOIl.
PARTY; COMPROMISES, V. ; POPULAR SO_'EnEmXTY. (V. : 1850-60), see 3 Spencer's
Uniled Stale._;
Democratic22eview(cont.
as UnitedStatcsMagazi_,,.,
to 1859); 3--6Stryker'sAmerican2_egi_ter;
1 A. ll.
Stephens'
WarBetweentheStates;
Schuekers'
L(ti,
Of S. P. Uhase, 128-195; Dickinson's
L/,/_ olD. S.
Dickir_,on;
Botts'
Great t_bellion;
Pollanl'_/J_._t
Cause(cap.
1); Buchanan's
Buchanan.'s
Admihi,.
t,atiol_; Atlantic JlIonthly, 1861, and _orth Amerieal_ 12eviezc, 1866 (articles on Douglas);
Chittenden's Peace Convention;
and authorities
under
POPULAR SOVEREIG.NTY; FUGITV,'E SLA.VE LAW;
KANSAS-_N_EBRASKA BILL;
SLAVERY;
A."tIERIC.-_.N"
PANTY, l.;'Wmo
PARTY, II., III.; REPUBLWA_ _
PARTY; DRED SCOTT CASE; TERRITORIES; K_.x.
SAS; BRO_,
JoY*N; SECESSION;
CO.',IPROMlSES,
VI.
(VI. : 1860_1), see Bartlett's Bibliogr,phy
,f
the .Rebellion; 3 Draper's
Civil War; Guernsey's
.Rebellion;
2 A. H. Stephens'
War Between lhe
Slates; McClellan's
Republicanism
in Anveriea [t_
1869); McPhcrson's
tIistoryof
the Rebellion, aml
Ilistoryofthe.Recon,_truzt/ot_
(comprisinghi_
t_)ol[tical Mammals); S. S. Cox's Eight Yea_s ia Co_tgre._s;
Delmar and Stern's Social Science Revie_v; Ingotsoll's Fears for Democracy;
Barnes' tI_story of the.
39tham140th
Congreescs; Spencer's
Life,f
I: F
Bayard;
Moore's
Speeches of A_ulrew
Joluz,so, ;
Taylor's Destruction
and Recon,truetwn;
Schuekers' Life of S. P. Chase, 514-560;
The :Vatkm,
1865-_1; andauthoritiesunderRERELLiO,',';
ABOLITION, IIL ; SLAVERY;RECONSTR.UCTION,
SI'FFRAOE;
I_tPFACIIMENTS,
III.;
REI'UBI,_C.<.X
PARTY ; GRr_N]SAcK-LABoR
PARTY.
ALEXANDER JORSSTON.
DENMARK.

We shall

here

consider

Succes-

Sivcly the constitution,
administrative
organizalion, finances
and resources
of Demnark.
I.
CONSTITUTION. The Danish monarchy
comprises
the kingdom of Denmark,
properly so called, the
Faroe isles, to the north of Scotland;
the island
of Iceland, intheArcticocean;
colonies iu Greealand;
and the thrce islands of Sauta Cruz, St.
Thomas
and St. Jolm, of the Little Antilles islc_,
in the West Indies.--Dcnnmrk
consists
of the
isle of Bornholm,
in the Baltic sea, the islands of
Zealand, the Fionian
isles, and the peninsula of
Jutland,containing
altogether
14,553 square miles,
with about 1,969,464 inhabitants.
Besides these,
the Faroe isles have 510 square miles, with 9 99 °
inhabitants;
Icehmd,
39,756 square miles, with
69,763 inlmbitauts;
the three Antilles islands, a 1,_
square miles, with about 38,000 inhabitants:
anti
Greenland,
46,740 square
miles, with 9,825 inhabitants.After the middle
of the thirteenth
century,
at which time a Danish
nobility
was
formed,
Denmark
had for several
centuries
a
1.NO CONVENTIONS;
CHEROKEE
CASE;
INTERNAL
feudal constitution,
very different, however, from
]MPRO'V_E_.IENTS; FOOT'S RESOLUTION; _NTuLLIFI- that of France
or Germany.
The fiefs were
CATION; BA_NK CONTROV_:RSlES, III.,
IV. ; DE- merely personal,
and were held more absolutely
X'OSlTS, RE,OVAL OF; VETO; CENSlmES;
Locofrom the crown.
In principle,
the king should
2Foco;
CONSERVATrVE; SLA'*mRY; A._OL_TIO_,
have been elected by the entire people; but, from
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the epoch above cited, his election passed into tile
hands
of the cou_lcil of the M_zgdom Oigsraad),
composed
of members of the nobility and clergy,
appointed,
in fact, for the most part by the king
himself,
but
who, nevertheless,
restricted
his
power
in many ways, espccially
by the solemn
pledges they administered
to him at the time of
bis accession, the clauses of which were stipulations for the benefit
of the privileged
classes,
These engagements
the king was obliged to sign
and promul.wate
before
his elcction.--In
157,6,
when Protestantism
was established
in Demnark,
the clergy lost all p()litical
influence, and fell to
ahe rank of the other non-privileged
classes, the
bourgeoisie
and peasantry.
The state was thereby compelled
to reform its institutions,
in order
_to give to the state-power
thc authority
due to it.
In 1660, under Frederic
III., the ancient
constitulion
was changed.
The three inferior
orders
_tectared
the royal power hereditary
in the malc
_und in the female line of the family of the reigning king, "uld conferred
upon the king absolute
.sor.ereignty, so that thc nobility lost their political
prerogatives.
This constitution
is embodied
in
the ro!/al law of _o_. 14, 1665 (lex regi_O, which
law, although
it was chiefly a.l'aT_il!/r(,gulatiou
.of the dynasty,
was, nevertheless,
extended
in
fact to all the countries
then subject to the king,
m_d to all those which he acquircd
hter.
This
extension of the royalpowcr
wascxprcssed,
first of
till, in article
19 of the law itself, and was frc_luently
admitted
afterward.
It was clearly approved, and even gu'arantced,
first by France and
England,
and afterward
by Russia in the case of
•Schleswig,
when, in 1721, king Frederic
IV. confiscaled that duchy to the crown, though a part of
it had formerly
belonged to the duke of Holstein(_ottorp.--The
royal law, of which we are speaking, remained
the organic law of the state until
king Frederic
VI. established,
by an ordinam.c
_)f May 28, 1831, the provincial
estates, to be consulted on all that concerns
their civil interests,
property,
and changes
in the taxes imposcd and
levied; but these estates received
no power over
lhe budget.
There were four provincial
assemblies;
for the Danish
isles, for Jutland,
for
_Schleswig and forlIolstein.
In 1843 Iceland had
a separate
consultative
assembly,
under the ancient name of edthing, which, despite the changes
that
occurred
somcwhat
later in tile rest of the
kingdom,
still exists under the samc form.
But
this constitution
of D(:muark,
under which the
representative
assembly
had only a consultative
voice, and which,
besides,
rested upon a hasis
none too liberal, since it required that both voters
and candidates
for office should be land owners,
could not permanently
satisfy the liberal tendcn.cies then prevalent
in Demnark,
as in the othcr
parts of Europc.--In
fact, in tlle month of 3Iarch,
1848, Frederic
_I.,
when about to succeed his
father,
Christian VIII., freely and spontaneously
declared
his willingness
to grant a truly constitutional organization
to that part of his states situ_ated beyond the limits of the Germ'mic eonfed-
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eration.
He promised at the same time to give
to the institutions
of Holstein
a liber'd developmerit, similar to the German federal legislation;
but the execution
of these intentions
was frustrated by the insurrectiou
of that duchy.
With
the concurrence
of an assembly convoked
forthis
purpose
lie established
a constitution
for the
kingdom
of Denmark,
which was promulgated
under the name of thefl_l_daTwentalDaMsh
law of
June 5, 1849. This constitution,
based upon the
most lib. ral principles,
was intended
to extend
Io the whole of Denmark,
including
Sehleswig.
This, however, was rendered
impossible
by the
insurrection
of the duchies, which proposed
to
unite
Schleswig
and Holstein,
and form
of
tltem a German
statc, with an exclusively
agnatic succession,
"rod which eventually
should
have
only a perso_Ltd ul_.iol_ with
Denmark.
In 1850, wheu
peace was re-established,
the
king of Denmark
had to renounce
his intention of immediately
applying
to Schleswig
the
fundame,ltal
Danish h,w of June 5, 18t9.
In
promulgating
the royal patent of Jan. 28, 1852,
hc annommed
his intention
of making
of the
Danish monarchy
an il,lis_uluble
unit (]we!st_t):
all the countries belonging
to the crown of Denmark were to h:Lve a common representation
for
general interests, without diminishblg
iu anythin._
tlw authorily
of the different
provinccs,
such as
Denmark,
Sehleswig
and the Gcrmau
states,
within the limit of their priv._te interests.
The
great powers and Sweden signed at London, May
8, 1852, a protocol, l)y which they recognized
the
integrity
of the Danish
monarchy.
By this
treaty the same powers guaranteed
a new order
of succession
to the throne, to provide
for tbe
case in which the nmle liue of the reigning
dynasty should become extinct, a case which in fact
occurred
on the death of Frederic
VII. and the
hereditary
prince,
his uncle.
The crow,_ was
then to devolve ou prince Christian,
of Glucksburg, prince of Denmark,
and to his male descendants,
born of his marriage with the cousin
of the kit_g.
Thenceforth
the succession
was to
become purely agnalic.
The'r#j._dag, the leglslative assembly
of Dcnmark
proper,
voted this
order of succession,
which
was promulgated
July 31, 1853, "ts the law of the entire monarchy.
For the countries beyond the jurisdiction
of the
rigsda7 , this law was enforced
in virtue of the
absolute
sovereignty
which the kiug then possessed in these countries.--After
numel'ous conferences with the leading men of IIolstcin,
the
king of Denmark,
Frederic
VII., with the'_dvice
of his council of state, and intending
to arrange
for the bcst common interests of the entire mortarchy, caused to be drawn up and promulgated
a common co_stitution
of Oct. 2, 1855. But the
Germanic
confederation
refusing
to recognize
this constitution
as valid for IIolstein
and Lauenburg, it was restricted
by a royal patent
of Nov.
6. 1858, to Demnark,
properly
so called.--From
what we have already seen it is quite eh'ar that
the Danish
m_)narchy, particularly
since the ac-
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cession of FredericVII., in 1848,has been sub- functionaries,
and controltheirown internalgov-jected to fiumerous constitutionalagitations, ernment. The ministersare allowed to be presowing chiefly to opposition
and interference
on
ent at the meetings,
and to take part in the
the part of Holstein,
Prussia and Germany.
The
debate,
but they do not vote, unless they are
fundamental
Danish
law of June 5, -1849, indeputies.--Tho
landslhin# has 66 members,
12 of
tended to embrace southern
Jutland or Schleswig
whom are named by the king, and hold office for
(Seende_jytland),
could not be established
in th_
life; seven are elected by the city of Copenh.l
Tro_ince.
But, on account of foreign interference,
gen; 45by the great electoral circuits, comprisinc
two provincial
constitutions
were promulgated;
both the cities of the province
and the rural di_
one for Schleswig, Feb. 15, 1854, and the other
tricts; one by the island of Bornholm;
and oJ_c
for Holstein,
bearing
date June 11, 1854.
:Next
by the laMhin #, the elective
assembly
of Ih_,
"came the common
and general
constitution
of
Faroe isles.
The election
of the 45 members is
Oct. 2, 1855, and the same reformed
Nov. 2,
of two de_'ces;
that is, they are elected by
1858.
But as the German opposition
and prespecial electors chosen by voters having the right
tensions
were still unsatisfied,
the king and his
to vote for members
of the folkething,
but in
council prepared
a draft of a new constitutional
such a mtmner that one-half of the final electors,
law for Denmark,
including
Schleswig,
having
or electors
of the second or higher degree, are
obtained
in advance
tim assent of the cabinet
elected exclusively
and separately
by the general
of Berlin.
In the meantime
Frederic
VII. died,
body of voters in the several electoral
districts
Nov. 15, 1863.
His successor,
Christian
IX.,
who pay the highest
amount
of taxes.
The
signed the draft of the constitution;
but the cabfinal elections
are held according
to the proporinet of Berlin
at once _'eficted it. War was de
tional method (first suggested
by J. Stu'u't Mill),
clarcd,
and Denmark
invaded
by the German
wlfich is favor'_ble
to the candidates
of minorarmies.
By the treaty of peace of Vienna, Oct.
ities.
The term of the elector's
commission
is
30, 1864, the king of Denmark
ceded to Prussia
eight ycars.--Public
officers are not required to
and Austria
together,
Schleswig,
Holstein
and
obt:':n
the authorization
of the govermnent
in
Lauenburg.
-- After
this dismemberment,
Denorder to be elected.
The rFjsdag meets every
mark alone could have no need of two constiyear, and enjoys in full all constitutional
right_tutional
_*r fundamental
laws, one general,
the
it votes taxes, and no expense
can be incurred
other
provincial;
nor of two le_slalivc
reprcwithout
its authorization.
The budget
must be
s,_.ntations, the general rigsraad and the provinsubmitted
to the Jblkething:
all other projecled
cial _'ig.wlaff. This called for consideration;
and,
laws can bc first brought
before either the fo/kcmoreover,
cxpei_ience
lind shown the need of a H_/ng or the landslhip_g.
The assembly
has the
revision of the fundamental
Danish taw of June
right of initiative,
the right to question
the gov5. 1849, especially
with regard to the land,_thing,
crnmcnt,
and to bring articles of impeachmen_
the upper
house.
It was only after
repeatcd
against ministcrs
for real-administration,
but the
effort._, and in spite of the most persistent
oppoking can dissolve the rigsdag, and has the power
sition on thepart
of the democratic
party, that on
of absolute veto.
The fundamental
law guaranJuly 28, 1_66, the fundamental
Danish
law of
tees to the citizen most ample civil and political
June 5, ]849. revi,_ed, was finally voted and proliberty.
The elections are perfectly free ; and The_
mulgated.--In
what concerns the rights and libcitizens likewise enjoy the most complete liberty
erlies of citizens,
the position
of the monarch
to associate
and meet, and to use the pre_s with
and of the national
represcntative
assembly,
the
no other restrictions
than those imposed by gendivision of legislative
and administr-ttivc
authororal legislation.
Individual
liberty
and respcct
ity, etc., Ihis new constitution
of July 28, 1866,
for property
are assured.
The nobility enjoy no
renmins the same as that of June 5, t849.
The
privilegcs,
and the tendency
is loward
the abolifolket.hil_g is composed
of 102 members,
one deption of the majorats.
There is complete libelty of
sty forcvc_y 16.0 0inhabitants.
They are elected
conscience:
the religion he professes
deprives m_
byunivcrsal
suffrage.
Every respectable
man is a
man of his civil and political
rights.
The eva_
voter at Ilic agc of 30, and elig-ible to office at 25._ gelical Lutheran
churcb, however,
is recognizt'd
The elections are held publicly on {he same day
as the church of the people, and as such is sub-iin all the electoral
districts of the country.
The
dizcd by the state, which also appoints its mt_,
deputies
arc elected every third
year; they reisters.
The marriages
celebrated
by th6m d.u
ceive a per diem remuneration
during
the sostheran ministers),
and those solemnized
by (':_lh
sions, which arc held annually.
The landsthb_g
olie priests,
by the pastors
of the Ref¢_rm_d
and falkethi_g
elect their
presidents
and other
church, and by rabbis, are the only ones r_.c,_.
nized as valid by the civil law.--The
democz_ti,"
There is nothing in this provision about age that need element and democratic
ideas are rapidly sprc::d
surprise us. As every man is a voter_ it was proper to rake
the ]xecessary precautions to secure maturity of choice,
ing in Denmark,
In the _igsd_9 (compo._,d t_l
Voters of the age of 30 years offer all requisite guarantees
the landsthing and thefolkething),
as well as i l_lhc
on this point. Itean, therefore, be lefttothcm
toapprecountl T at large, political
parlies
are cIc_l)
clare whether such or such a fellow-citizen of the age of 25 defined, and mutuall]
contend
for the macwryyears may not. by his extraordinary talents, be able to
render desirable service to his country ¢I'heyounger Pk_
There are three principal
parties:
the c_)nscr_,
was made a minister at 23.
M.B.
live, the liberal national,
anti the popuh_r purl)
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It is particularlysince
the accession of king Christian VIII.. or since the year 1840, that these parties
have been formed and dcveloped.--The
censervative part),, without
advocating
absolutism,
or
blindly opposing
all progress
or innovation,
still
holdsto a rather slow and deliberate course in the
changing
of established
institutions,
and advocates tim maintenance
of many of the rights and
prerogatives
which had their origin in the past.
This party, which is the weakest in point of humbers, is colnposed principally
of old nlcu who find
it difficult to familiarize
thenlselves
with the noveltie_ of our day, and of certain large landed proprictors who have to suffer from the abrogation
of ancient privileges,
and the modern tendency
to
universal
lew.lillg.--The
liberal national
parly
approaches
somewhat
to that which we designate
by the epithet doctriT_ariau.
It is what we may
c_fll the middle party, drawn prim;ipaily
from the
middle classes of society.
Its ranks are recruited
mainly from among educated men.
It also mirabers among its adherents
many public functiunatics and distinguished
journalists;
and it has,
since 1848, supplied the greatest
number
of constitutional
ministers in Denmark.
Without
sympathizing
with radicalism
and demagogism,
it is
this party certainly
which has labored
most saccessfully in the cause of the public, to assure tlle
triumph
of patriotic
and liberal ideas, to create
and develop
constitutional
govermnent,
and to
disseminate
public
instruction.
If this party
rules, it is because of its knowledge
and cap'lbility, for it is not, no/" cau it ])ccome, the most
lmmerous.
Besides, where there is most individhal cnlightemnent,
there isleast blind or complete
submission
to leaders, and consequently
there is
less probabi ity of obtaining
unanimity
of opinion
and of votesin
the balloting
of the representative
assembly, or in popular
elections.--The
people's
party (Mer_igmand,_Tarti,
or Bonderenrer,
friends
of the peasants,
the party which, since 1871, has
received the nameof the unitedl_'ft) is very strong
and very numerous,
because
in all countries the
lower classes form a numerical
majority,
and the
masses, being always and necessarily
the least calightened
portion
of the nation, are inclined to
follow their chiefs en masse, to obey the orders
andcommandsof
thosewho
constitute
themselves
their leaders and pretend
to be their advocates,
The rise of the people's party is due main])' to the
system of universal
suffrage,
which was established in :Denmark,
rather prematurely
perhap%
in 1848.
This party
pretends
to represent
tile
people only, excluding
from the idea of people
all who are above the common.
The cffurts of
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party as this is useful, and it call not be denied
that it llas given the impulse to just and salutary
improvements
and reforms;
but, on the other
hand, if it is not constantly
and wisely combated
and restrained,
it will end by disorganizing
evcrything.--II.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION. AS
long as roy'd allsolutism
lasted, the judicial
and
the administrative
power were united in the same
hands.
But since the re-establishment
of consti.
tutional
govcl'nment,
the administrative
power
has been separated
from the judicial
power, 'ta
also from the legishtive
power.
The king is the
head of the administr'_tion,
and it is in his nam(_
that the administrative
functions
are exercised.
IIe appoints
all functionaries,
whether
adminis_
trative or judicial.
Tobe appointed
to office it is
necessary to be a Dane, and to fulfill the general
conditions astocapacity
proscribed by law. Witl_
the exception
of the judges, all officials are removable for administrative
reasons;
and unless their
remowd is the result of an abuse of power, they
are entitled to a pension, wllich is payable also to
their widows.
Their official salaries are fixed by
law.--Tlle
administr'ttioa
of the country
is di.
rected by the minist('rs.
These collectively
form
the st,_te cotlJ_cil, presided
over by the king ia
person; in which council the most imporlal_t resolutions
are passed, and bills discussed
before
they are presented
to the lc_,islative asscml)lies.
The ministers
m'ly be nlembers of these asscm.
blies; they always have access to their sessions,
and are heard when tlley ask to speak; they theln.
selves present and support the laws which arc of
their own suggestion.
The ministers
are seven
in mnnbcr:
the nlinisters
of foreign
affairs, of
finance, of war and of the navy, of jllsticc, of the
interior, of worship,
and of public instruction.-Local administration
is intrust(,d
to authorities
acting under direction of the ministers.
For this
purpose the country is divided into 18 llailiwicks,
besides those of the Faroe isles.
The capital,
Copenhagen,
has a separate administration,
and
is not included
in these 18 bailiwicks.
The
bailiff, or prefect (amtl_and), is the representative
of the govermnent
in the bailiwick, and the rcpreseutative
of the bailiwick
with the government;
he decides, or at least he Ires a consultative
voice
in, all administrative
matters,
such as communal administration,
agriculture,
public charities,
schools, roads and police.
Although
lie hasprop.
erly no judicial authority
himself, he controls the
exercise of justice, and it is he who institutes ex.
aminations
in all crimilml "_ffail's. In the towns
and districts the inferior authority is cxerci._c(i by
sull-prefects (b!/.foged, herred._foge_t), who arc at the

this party constantly
tend to belittle superior
in- same tilne judges
of first resort.
In the rural
tclligence
and civilization,
and institutions
of art
communes
there are mayors (s,,gl_efogder), chosen
and science, and to excite contempt
for all public
and appointed
by the authorities
from among the
functionaries,
as an interested
class _vllo abs_rb
inllabitants
of the commune itself, to aid in Idl
the fruits of the people's labor.
In this party,
! that concerns
local police.
As to communal
therefore,
more particularly,
we find tendencies
affairs, we must distinguish
between the capit-d
to social leveling,
and the democratic,
or rather
, city, the oilier cities of the country,
"m(l the vildemagogic,
ideas _'hich
are striving
to att_dn
]a_cs.
In all the cities thccommunal
adntinistrathe uucendant.
A.s an impelling
l)owcr such a
tu)n i_ composed
of the magi._tracy and of _.lectvd
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raprese_tati_es;
who together
constitute
the municipal council.
In Copenhagen
the magistracy
consists
of a president,
appointed
by the king;
four burgomasters,
elected by the representatives,
and confirmed
by the king; and four counselors,
appointed
by the representatives.
The representatives, 86 in number,
arc elected by the inhabitants of the capital.
In the other cities of the
countrythemagi,_tracyhasusually
onlyone burgomaster,
appointed
by the king; the number
of
representatives
elected by the inhabitants
is proportioned
to the population.
]n the country
districts there are the commune,
the bailiwick
and
the rural commune.
The former
comprises
the
whole bailiwick;
it is presided over by the bailiff,
and the representatives
are elected from among
the iuhabitb.nts,
but by two degrees
of election,
The sessions of the representatives
occur every
three months.
Each parish fo_3ns a rural commune,
whose representatives
are elected by the
inhabitants
of the parish,
and th(.y themselves
name their chief officer.
The difference between
the commune
of a bailiwick
and the commune
of a village consists
merely in the relative extent
of their
jurisdictions.--We
include
under
the
term communal
interests
all that concerns
local

and four of the .latter, of these councils,
are
appointed
by the king; the others are elected by
the inhabitants
of the islands.
The governor
presides
over both councils.--lII.
F_'A_CE.
1.
Admirdstration,
Badger, etc. The administration
of finance is organized
in one uniform manner in
the different
parts of the monarchy.
The miaister of finance
concentrates
in his hands and
directs
the collection
of taxes, payments,
and
controls
the making
of the budget
and the
national accounts.
His ministry
is divided into
different departments,
corresponding
to the principal branches
of receipts
and disbursements-postal service, toll, public domain,
public debt,
general
treasury,
etc.--It
is established,
as a general principle
of administration,
that the oflici_l
who receives the money, and who has the h_mdling of it, is never authorized
to disburse
it (to
pass accounts),
and vice versa.
The money rcceivcd by the local treasuries
is scat to the one
main treasuryof
Copenhagen.
Statements
of the
condition
of the treasm'ies
are scat every montl_
to the minister of finance, who thus knows at all
times the amount that should bein each trcasm 5,
and can examine them through special inspectors.
--The
collection
of direct taxes in the cities i_

affairs, as schools,
public
charities,
public
hygiene, seaports, local police, national
guard, prc_
cautions
ag_dnst fire, communal
rcvenucs
and
communal
property,
the apportionment
of certain
taxes, etc.
The communal
budget
must be approved by the higher authorities;
that of the capital alone is dispensed
from this approval.
In the
fundamental
law of Denmark
of June 5, 1849.
the autonomy
of the communcs
constitutes
one
of the principles
of tile law of the country.--The
Faroe isles form a bailiwick
apart, and they alone
of the remote
dcpendencies
of the kingdom
send
a deputy to the_ng,dag.
For the preparation
and
examination
of bills, as well as for many _dministrative
affairs, there was instituted,
by a law of
April 15, 1854, a lagthiT_g, a representative
asscmbly of 20 members
elected by thc people of the
island and presided
over by a bailiff.--Iceland
is
divided into four bailiwicks.
It hasa secondary
tribun'll,
and a representative
assembly,
the a/thing, composed
of 27 members,
six of whom are
named
by the king,
and the other
21 elected
by the people.
It is presided
over by the chief
bailiff
of the
island.--The
16 colonies,
or
trading
posts,
of Greenland
are administered
by two higher inspcctors,
one in the south, the
other in the north of the country.--The
colonies of the Antilles
are administered
by a governor.
They
have a secondary
tribunal,
from
which there is an appeal
to the superior
court
at Copenhagen.
According
to the colonial
law
of Nov. 27, 1863, the legislative
authority
is
exercised
by the king
and the cou1_cil of each
colony,
by means of ordinances
afterward
proseated
to the rig,u_ag. The colonial
council of
the island of Santa Cruz is composed
of 18 merebers, und those of St. Thomas
and St. Jolm
together,
of 15. Five members
of the former,

made by the officials of the communes
(mayors
or othel_); in the count15, , by the receivers of the
bailiwick,
of which every baihwick
has one or
two.
The collection
of indirect taxes is m_na_e(l
differently
according
to the nature of each kind
of tax.--To
make up the budget, eaci_ minister
collccts
the elements
of it which
concern
his
department,
and these materials
are arranged by
the ntinistcr of finance.
The proposed
budget is
first submitted
for the royal sanction
in counc.il,
and afterward
presented
to tile legislative asscmblies.
The receipts
and the disbursements
ale
most rigorously
separated
in the budget.
Both
are divided
into
ordinary
and extraoldinary.
The budget is very detailed.
The representative
assembly can am_ nd it, and does not merely vote
the tol:d sums, but delibcrates
over each item.
The strict observance
of the law relating
to the
finances
(or of the budget
voted) is rigorous])"
enfol'ced;
no arbitrary
transferring
]rom one
account to another,
or from one year to the ncxl,
is allowed;
every modification
of the budget
must be approved,
and no expense
can be it_curred unless it has been approved
by the chainbers.--At
the cud of the financial
term the rainistcr of finance prescnts
his report, and then the
process of revision
or verification begins.
The
examination
of particular
accounts
is made by
general revisors, or comptrollers,
higher admit_i._trative officials belonging
to the several ministries.
Besides, thegeneral
account of thefinanccs
of the state is afterward
submitted
to a control providdd
for by the constitution,
effected by
auditors named for this purpo_
by the represe_ltative assembly.
The assembly passes resoluti(,_
upon the remarks
and notes of the auditor_-, _J
such manner
tha_ the responsibility
of the mit_isters may be fixed by them.
The common c<,_,-
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stitntion
of Oct. 2, 1855, gave rise to the hope
toms, taxcs on alcohol, stamp duties,
playing
that a court of accounts for the entire monarchy
cards and navigation
together amounted,
in 1843,
would be established;
but as this promise
has
to 5,000,000rigsdalers(about
$3,000,G00), and durnot yet been fulfilled
(1872), the revision
coning thc year 1860-61, to 7,400,000.
According
to
tinues to be made in the administrative
way, and
the budget of 1871-2 the net amount of these revthe account of the finances, after it has been preenucs was 7,878,183 rigsdalers (about $4,750,000).
seated for examination
to the national assembly
We must bear in mind, besides, that the figures
0-/gsdag), is submitted
for royal sanction.--2,
for 1843 and 1861 related as well to Denmark
as
Reve_ua_, .Taxes, E_Tenses.
The revenues
of the
to the duchies of Schleswig-Holstein
and Lauenstate arc derived, t)artly from the public domain
burg;
while those for 1871 arc for Denmark
and other property,
and partly from taxes.
The
alone.--The
net revenue from the postoffice was,
Danish
islands
in the West Indies
have their
in 1845, 240,000 rigsdalers;
in 1860-6 i, 270,000;
finances separate, the surplus
only is each year
and in 1871, 166,989 rigsdalers,
for Denmark
_urned into the common
treasury
of the men
alone.
This net revenue is turned
over to the
arch)'.
In Denmark
there is no longer any fiscal
st:_te treasury.
Since April 1, 1851, there has
immunity
for anybody.--The
indirect t(_xes conbeen a uniform
postage of 4 skillings
(about 2½
sist of custo,ns duties, the tax upon playing cards,
cents) on each ordinary
lettcr.--Stamps
are rethe navigation
tax, the tax upon the manufacture
quired ou all documents
containing
a contract
.of alcohol, postal and telegraph
duties, the costs I lay(riving a pccunia,'y
consideration.
Journals
imposed
by courts, stamp duty, the tax on inherattd periodical
publications
are not subject
to
itances, and the tax ou real estate transfers.
The
this t:lx.
A law of Feb. 19, 1861, considerably
.excise tax was definitely abolished
in 1851. As
lessened it. In 1845the revenue from this source
to the principles
of customs _gi,slation, some absoamounte(1
to 390,000 rigsdalers;
in 1860-61 it
lute prohibitions
and high protective
dutics were
amounted,
in Denmark
alone, to 730,000, and in
in vigor until, toward the end of the last century,
1870-71 to 700,000.
According
to thc ordinance
an ordinance of Feb. 1, 1797, established
a much
of Feb. 8, 1Sl0, the tax on real estate transfers
is
lower tariff. - The tariff of May 1, 1838, had not
_ of 1 pet' CCLtt.of the purchase money
The tax
yet broken
with the protective
system, but the
on inheritance,
modified
by the law of Feb. 19,
customs law of July 4, L<63, was a long stride
1861, is, for the ascending
and descending
lines,
toward
free trade.
]_xport duties
have been
1 percent.,
for the coll,tteral line, 4 per cent.
In
abolished.
The number
of articles
enumerated
all other cascs of succession
to property,
it is 7
as dutiable
has been reduced
more than half.
percent.
In 1845 the t'_x from these two sources
The import duties on cereals have been removed,
amounted,
in the kingdom alone, to 140,000 rigsand those still imposed
upon the chief articles
dalers; in 1860-61 it amounted to 400,000, and in
_f consumption
and upon raw materials
con1871 to 460,000.
(.k rigsdaler
is equivalent
to
siderably
lessened;
to compensate
for the de- about $1.12.)--Court
costs, and fees for copies of
crease
of receipts
which
would
have resultcd
legal documents,
amounted,
in 1845, iu the kingfrom this reduction,
the duties
on certain
ardora ahmc, to 140,000 rigsdalers;
in 1860-61, to
ticles of luxury
have becn
i,lc,'eased.--Whilc
speaking of customs, we must mention the sou_,d
$oli, which consisted
of a duty paid from time
intmemorial
by every ship that passed the sound
and the belt.
This toll amounted,
during the last
years of its existence,
to nearly
2,000,000 rigsdalers ($1,200,000)
per year.
It was abo]ished
by the treaty
of March
14, 1857, between
Denmark and nearly
,',ll the states of Europe
,'tad
America,
and the powers
engaged
to pay an in<temnity of 30,500,000 rigsdalcrs
($18,000,000),
of
which 1,120,000 was the share to be paid by Denmark itself.
By a law or" bIay 6, 1857, this
capital was to form a special fund, known as the
"sound"
fund, the interest
of which
was to be
turned into the public treasury;
but since the law
of Sept. 17, 1865, this capital has ceased to form
a separate fund.--The
tax imposed on the manufacture of alcohol
is regulated
by a ]aw of Feb.
'7, 1851. The tax is levied upon
the apparatus
used in manufacturing
it, thus'
64 skillings
(a
little less than 2 francs)
for each tou of grain
which the vats hold.
The permit
to establish a
brandy distillery is given by the minister
of the
interior;
the apparatus
is measured
and stamped
by the customs
officers.
The revenue from cus-

500,000; and in 1871, to 684,500.--Of
the direct
t_ares, the land t'_x and the tax upon houses are
the most important.
The unit which serves as a
basis in in_posi,_g the laud tax in the kingdom
is
the tun of corn (tb_dc ]_artkorl_); that is to say, a
tax considered
.Ls equivalent
to a measure of corn.
A certain quantity
of a product
being taken as a
unit, it is easily seen that we nmst take a greater
or h'.ss amount
of land to obtain this quantity
according
to its quality;
that is to say, that in
one place 10 acres, and in anothcr place 20 acres,
will bc required
to produce a hectolit,'c;
consequcntly, 10 acres of fertile hind shall be taxed
one hectolitre
in kind, and 10 acres of medium
good land shall be taxed one-half a hectolitre.
In
the first years of this century ancw valualion
of
all the arable land of the kingdom
W,'LSmade,
and in accordance
with the results of that valuation, the ordinance of Jan. 24, 1844, established
a
new land tax, on the basis of the unit, or tun of
hartk_r_,
according
to the quality
of the land.
In reality, the land tax is nominally divtded into
thc old and the new tax: the fm'mcr, ever invariable, is regulated
according to the ancient cadas.
ire (official table of the quantity and value of real
property);
the latter,
varying according
to the
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needs of the state, is regulated by the new taxation. The woods and forests are assessed in a sireilar manner.--There
is also imposed upon land the
parlilion tax, which, under a law of June 20, 1850,
has taken the place of some ancient and less iraportant taxes, and the road tax, regulated by ordinance of Sept. 29, 1841, and intended for the maintenance of public roads. The tax upon houses
is assessed, according to the ordinance of Oct. 1,
1802, on all buildings that arc not intended for
the service of agriculture;
consequently upon
town buildings, buildings to be used as places of
amusement, factories and workshops.
Itis reckoned according to the aggregate superficies of all
the stories of the building.
The revenue from
the varied sources of direct taxation in the kingdora amounted, in 1845, to 3,800,000 rigsdalers;
in i860--61, to about 4,000,000; and in 1871, to
nearly the same amount.--As
the communal
assessments do not figure in the state budget, wc
have not introduced them intothisexposd.
These
asscssments are apportioned according tothe ]and
tax, and the profession and fortune of the citizens,
Income tax, properly so called, isleviedin the commane of Copenhagen (law of :Feb. 9, 1861.)--3
Fi_,ancialSit_latk_n.
On March 31, 1861, the public debt of the inonarchyamountcd
to the nominal
sum of 98,000,(J00 rigsdalcrs, 68,000,000 of which
constituted its home il_debtedness, and 30,000,000
i_ foreign debt. [The foreign debt was paid off
in 1877 a_d 1879.]--Of the home debt, 62,500,000
were really due, namely. 61,000,000 at 4 per cent. ;
'300,000 at 5 per cent. ; the balance at less than 4
per cent., even as low as 3 per cent. The floating
debt amounted to 1,500,000, and consisted principally of funds belonging to minors, and bonds of
public officials. There isa constant effort to diminish this debt.
Of the foreign debt, nearly
6,000,000 bear interest at 4 per cent., and about
24,000,000 at 3 per cent. -- In 1835 the state debt
was 130,000,000; in 1848, 105,000,000; in 1850,
after three years of insurrection and war, it
amounted to 121,000,000; and in 1861 was reduced to 98,000,000.
This very considerable reduction of the debt waseffected, although during
file same period numerous and extensive public
workswere undertaken.
Weshould bearin mind
that the sums indicated for the years previous to
1864 cmbrace all three countrics, Dcnmark, Schleswig-Holstein, and Lauenburg; from 1864 downward they refer to Denmark alone. The nominal
debt of the state amounted, ia 1866 to131,000,000
rigsdalers, in 1868 to 132,000,000, and in 1870 to
116,000,000; while the state property, not includmg railr(_ads owned by the state, amounted, in
1866 to 65,000,000 rigsdalers, in 1868 to 67,000,000, and in 1870 to 48,000,000.--As to the annual
.financialbalartce, the reports returned for the year
1845, for the whole Danish monarchy, as it then
exislcd, showed a revenue and an expense of
about 17,500,000 rigsdalers.
In 1854 the revenue
amounted
to 23,000,000, and the expenses to
25,000,000.
In 1861 revenue
and expenses
amounted to about 26,500,000; during the eight

years from 1854 to 1861 the mean balance was
about 22.750,000. Duringthesix years from 1866
to 1871 the budgets for Denmark were increased
to about 22,500,000. The amount in the treasury
at the end of each of these years was from
5,000,000 to 6,000,000.--IV. MmITARV OI_GA_IZATIO_, ARMY A_D :NAVY.-- Military affairs of
both the army and navy are under the control of
the ministers of war and of the marine. Recruits
are obtained by conscription; every Dane who is
able to bear arms is, without distinction, obliged
to contribute his personal aid to the defense of
his country (law of Feb. 12, 1849). The only
ones excepted are the ministers of all churches or
religious associations recognized by the state.
Criminals are excluded, as unworthy of serving
in either army or navy. At the age of 15 young
men are entered upon the rolls, of which there
is one kept in the district of each court of first
resort; and 22 years is the age for conscription.
Since 1867 the use of substitutes hasbeen entirely
abolished.
Under the law of March 21, 1861,
conscription is made for both army and navy.
The recruits are apportioned between army and
navy, according to the needs of the service,
though regard is had, as far as it is possible, for
the preferences of each.
For sailors who have
served on shipboard for some time, and become
proficient seamen, there is a scparaLe list, and
those inscribed on it serve exclusively in the marine service. Although there are always a great
many sailors at sea, either on board Danish ships,
or on those of foreign nations, there has nevertheless never been any difficulty in completely
manning the fleet with skilled native seamen.
--The ,army has been reorganized according to
a law of July 6, 1867. Under this law the
infantry
is composed of 20 battalions of the
line, 10 battalions of reserves, 10 of re-enforcements (landwehr), forming five brigades; and _he
guard, which consists of one battalion of the
line, and one of reenforcements•
The cavalry
numbers five regiments, each consisting of two
squadrons of the line, one squadron of reserves,
and one division of recruits•
The field artillery
consists of nine batteries of the line, and three of
reserves, forming two regiments, and one train
division.
Of stationary artillery there are six
companies of the line and three of re-cnforc_'ments, formed into two battalions.
The tcchnical artillcry has an arsenal division and a laboratolT division.
The artillery has a staff, as have
also the engineers.
The corps of engineers forms
a battalion of the line, a battalion of re,erves.
and a torpedo division.
There is a gen('ral ._laff
of the army, a corps of military jhdgcs, a corp_
of physmians, and a commissariat corps. E:wh
branch of the service has an inspector gelwr,_IWith their full complement in time of war tl:c
battalions number 800 fighting men, and th('
cavalry squadrons 120. • The army is made up _)f
32,000 fighting men.--The
young sohlie__q, ('_
rolled at the age of 22years, form part of thcli_:c
and of the reserve for eight years, and duringtl_c
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next eight years of the re-enforcement (/andwhr). For conscription the country is divided
into five circuits, each of which furnishes a brigade of infantry and cavalry.
The young re.
cruits spend from four to nine months in the
drill school, after which they are sent back home,
excepting the number of men necessary for service in Ume of peace, and those who arc made
corporals or officers. For several years after this
the soldiers are called out for from 30 to 45 days
for drill, and manoeuvre pr'mtice. The officers
and non-commissioned officers of the line and of
the reserve remain permanently ill the service;
those of the re-enforcement are called into service only in times of a general enrollment.
:No
one can become an officer who has not served as
a soldier, and as corporal, and who has not, besides, passed the examinations in the military
school. This school has a special class for the
instruction of artillery officers, and officers of
engineers.--The
Danish fleet consisted, in 1872,
of three frigates and four ironclad floating batteries, which were screw steamers; one ship of
the line, four frigates,
three corvettes, four
schooners, and seven iron gunboats, which were
screw steamers; six side-wheel steam corvettes;
one sailing frigate, and one sailing cutter; eight
oared gunboats, and 21 iron transports.
The cntire fleet mounts 320 pieces of cannon, andissupplied with engines whose combined capacity aggregates 6,700 horse power.--V.
PcnLm INSTRUCTm._. The public educational system cornpriseslowerand higher primary schools, secondary
schools (called Latin schools, or learned schools),
and schools of the exact sciences (realschulen),
special schools, and finally a univcrsity_ which
imparts higher education.---Primary
education
was formerly under the care of the church, but
now, according to the ordinance of July 29, 1814,
it is entirely secular.
Although the state has the
supreme direction of primary education, it is regarded as a communal matter.
Attendance at
the primary school is compulsory (law of July
29, 1814) in this sense, that every child that does
not receive a sufficient education elsewhere is
obliged to attend the public school of the parish
from the age of seven to the age of 14 years,
Primary instruction in these schools is given gratuitously, as prescribed by § 90 of the fundamental law of June 5, 1849. Besides the ordinary primary schools, there are, in the cities,
higher primary schools, which, in consideration
of a certain amount of money, offer a more extended education.
Each commune appoints its
own superintendents,
who act in concert with
the pastors.
The expenses are in general defrayed by the communes themselves.
However,
outside of Copenhagen the communal schools derive some assistance from an educational fund,
formed by each bailiwick, by means of a tax
levied on the whole district, and administered hy
a council composed of a bailiff, an ecclesiastic,
and a certain number of members chosen by the
towns and the rural communes (law of ]_Iarch 8,

79,_

1856). Finally, the state appropriates regularly
ever), year 50,000 rigsdalers to primary education. The city of Copenhagen expended for primary education, in 1860, 100,000 rigsdalers, and
in 1865, 91,300; the provincial citrus taken together, in 1860, 190,000 rigsdalers, and in 1865,
200,400; and the rural communes, in 1860,
1,235,000 rigsdalcrs, and in 1865, 779,261.--Thc
teachers are appointed by the general board of
direction of primary schools; exceptionally, for
some communes, by the bishop of the diocese;
always and everywhere, after mature deliberation, and after having been proposed by the cornmunalcouncil.
They arelaymen.
For the teaching and training of teachers the country has five
primary normal schools.--Sincc 1852 the_e have
been formed in the country districts of the several
provincessecondaryschooL_fortl_epeasant?T(bo?_dellbistcoler), of which there were in 1872 nearly 50
in existence, and the numberhas been increasing.
They are private institutions, independent of the
administration,
although the government has
commenced to grant them subsidies. The young
men, from 16 to 18 years of age and over, who
frequent them, are not subjected to any examinalion, either on entering or on leaving them.
While developing their primary cducation, they
tend essentially and systematically to arouse their
ambition and enliven their patriotism, and to
create a respect and desire for education, by the
aid of free, familiar oral lessons ou antiquity,
mythology, the history of their native country,
the phenomena of nature, etc., and by singing
together, by committing songs to memory, and
bylively and instructiveconvcrsations.
In short,
the inculcation of liberty and individual independence, and the quickening of the pul)ils'
minds, are the objects sought Is he attained by
these schools. --They
have begun to organize
similar semi-annual courses for young peasant
women.--Thesecondary
public sclmols are under
the control of the stale.
Besides the l)uhlic
schools there are also many secondary private
schools. In Denmark the public Latin schools
0yceums, colleges)which preparc students for the
university, are twelve in number; they are, at the
same time, schools of the exact sciences (realscl_u/en), that is to say, they have, at the same time,
classes in literature and the sciences. Eachschool
is governed by a rector, who is also one of the
faculty. The expenses of the secondary schools
are paid partly by numerous special foundations
and partly by the state. The total of these
expenses in 1860-61was about 200,000 rigsdalers;
in 1872 about250,000.--Besides
numerous privatc
special schools there arc re'my public special
schools, such asthe royal academy of fine arts, the
higher veterinal3z school, the school of scientific
agriculture, the forcstryand surveyingschools, the
polytechnic school, the primary normal schools,
the military schools, naval schools, etc. The
expenses of these schools, inasmuch as their
special funds are not sufficient thereto, are borne
by the statc.--Denmark
has only one university,
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that of Copenhagen.
It has faculties of theology,
taw, political economy, medicine, philosophy,
mathematics and the natural sciences; it has
•57 professors.
The number of its students is
from 800 to 1,000. It is supported entirely by
its own revenues, which are derived in part from
landed property.
Its annual expenses amount to
_early 200,000 rigsdalers.
Besides the university there is a separate establishment called the
co_m_dt!], _hich, with its annual revenue, of
about 100,000 rigsdalers, is intended to furnish
scholarships to poor students, _md assistance to
•differe_t educational institutioa_,--To
sum up,
without reckoning the revenues of particular
foundations of certain institutions,
the general
_educational fund. or the communal expcnscs,
the state expends anmmlly about 300,000 rigs.dalers for thc benefit of public education and the
sciences. It besides devotes an equal sum every
.)'ear to subsidies: to the royal theatre at Copenlmgcn (50,000 rigsdalers), to the veterinary school
(nearly 50,000 rigsdalers), to the royal academy of
fine arts, to the public libraries, museums and art
.eollcctions.--The
results of public education in
l)emnark may bc considered as quite s'ltisfactory,
The obligation of attending school, together with
the gratuity of education, has rendered it a thing
_of vcry raro occurrencc to find any one who can
not read and writc.--VL
PuB1,[c CnxmTY.
We
must distinguish
bctwcen
obligatory
public
charity, and private charity.
According to § 89
of the fundamental
law of June 5, 1849, the
_:o_mu_e is bound to aid eL'e7
T perso_ that is unable
lo p_vvlde himself with the queans of subsistence,
For this purpose there is established in every
.commune a poor bureau, for the support of which
the inhabitants of the commune arc taxed according to their means. In olden times the support
vf the poor was intrusted to the vestrymen, and
controlled by the l)astor. Each commune constitules a poor district.
Thc supremc direction
.of charities is vested in the minister of the interior,
The local administration is intrusted in Copenhagen, to four burgomastcrs of the city, assisted
by one inspector general of charities.
In the
,other cities there is a commission of charities,
composed of one member of the magistracy and
several inhabitants of each parish, chosen by the
representatives of the commune.
This commission is submitted to a management consisting of
the bishop and the bailiff of each bailiwick.
In
the villages the administration of charities is in
charge of the representatives
of the commune,
who are under the control of the council of the
bailiwick.
Finally, in all the communes, except
Copenhagen, there is a poor fund, formed chiefly
of voluntary gifts; it is administered by three in.
habitants of thc commune, elected by their fellow,citizens. This fund is intended for the aiding of
those who are not inscribed on the general poor
list of the commune, or who are not entitled to as_istance therefrom.
The right to assistance is acquired by an uninterrupted residence of five years,
_f_er having a_taLu(;d the age of 18 )'ears. In de-

fault of this tit]c, it is to the place of one's birth
that he must apply for assistance.
In this matter
('hildren follow their parents. As far as possible
employment is furnished those who can work.
Obstinate mendicants are sent to tim workhouses.
and submitted to a rigorous discipline.
Those
who are unable to work receive assistancc at
home, either in money or in food or other necessaries of life, or else they are placed in the poor.
houses, to be found iu every commune.
In many
places there arc, also, besides the hospitals properlyso called, hospitals for the old and the l_lJrm.
--The local ndministration of charities cxe|'cN,,s
acertain discipliuaryauthority
over all thosewho
receive its aid. The public charity fuml also has
revenues which it derives from capital and re_d
estate which belong to it, and which serve to
augment the income derived from special taxes.
In 1860 Copenhagen expended (in charities) about
300,000 rigsdalcrs; in 1865, 293,200; in 1870,
558,595. The other cities of the kingdom, taken
together, expended about 186,000 rigsdalers m
1859, 256,300 in 1865, and 391,063 in 1869; the
rural communes, together, 970,000 iu 1859, 9"_.4,400
in 1865, and 2,139,851 in 1869. Besides the board
of charity, properly so called, the state supports
hospitals and institutions for the blind and for
deaf mutes, and there are in the kingdom three
large iusane asylums. Moreover, the state maintalus under its control, and bearing its guarantee,
a life annuit_ful_d, and -_widow's fungi, by means
of which every married official of the government
can assure to his widow an annual pension proportioned to his salary.--lt
would be ditlicult to
speak of any private charitable organiz_tions, for
the existence of compulsory state aid has (lo_e
away with all need for such organizations, iNevertheless, there are throughout the country numerous charitable establishments foumled by privale
citizens, or which are enabled to subsist by votuatary annual contributions, such as infant asylums.
public refectories for the poor, lmspitals for the
aged and theinfirm, pious foundations of all kinds
for persons who need them, family foundatiou_,
and canonicates for noble ladies (such as Vallo5
and Yemmetofte, and othcrs in ZeaI_md, _hich
are possessed of very gn'eat wealth). Among th(:
members of mechanics' socicties there arc namerousassociations formutual aid, sickness_tndburi_L1
funds, aid and relief funds, etc., etc.-- VII. Wo_¢sum. According to the fundamentallaw
of Juice
5, 1849, § 3, the FA'alujclical Latheral_ chu_'chis th(.
church of the Danish people, and to this churcl_
the king must belong.
It is the only church subsidized by the state. The administration of the
church is in the hands of the minister of worship
and education.
Denmark is divided into seven
bishoprics or diocescs.
The bishops, possessed
of no real ecclesiastical authority, are mere i_t¢._'mediaries between the ministry and the pastor.¢.
Between the pastors and the bishops arc plae¢.d
the provosts, or deans, in the capacity of inspc('tor_,
each for his district.
All the pastors of tl_e I'r_estan_ church are appointed by the king. Th_'y
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are paid by the parishes, both in form of voluntary offerings
and by fees (for baptisms,
marridges, interments);
they are given a residence
and revenues or dues legally fixed, especially the
tithes established
in the ancient
constitution
of
the country,
which are now, however,
changed
almost entirely
into dues to be paid in money,
In the cities the salaries
of the ministers
are
raised by a personal (capitation)
tax upon theparishioners.
Thechurch
owns no real estate.--Tlle
position of the Lutheran
church, in its quality of
national
church, does not restrict
the liberty of
conscience
or of worship recognized
by §_ 5 and
81 of the fundamental
law.
Those of different
creeds regulate their affairs without
the iutcrventinn of the state, provided
they do not teach or
practice anything
contrary
togood morals or publie order.
Religion
is never m_lde a l)retext for
depriving
a citizen of any right whatever.
The
public exercise of worship, under whatever form,
is allowed without
a_king any special authorization.
Neverthelcss,
marriages
are not valid before
the civil law, unless solemnized
either by the pastors of the Lutheran
or the Reformed
church, by
Catholic priests or by rabbis.
Dissenters
obtain
the legal solemnization
of their marriages
by contracting
them
before
the municipal
authority
(civil man'iage).--V-III.
JUSTICE.
The judiciary
is organized
in three gn'ades in both the civil and
the criminal
conrts.
There are in Demnark
two
cou,'ts of appeal (at Copenhagen,
and at Viborg
in Jutland),
and a supreme court at Coi)enhagen.
For tile city of Copenhagen
there arc only two
higher courts, and no court of first resort, properly
so called.
The courts of first resort have but one
judge, who is also intrusted
with administrative
functions.
The courts
of appeal,
or superior
courts, are composed
of several judges,
whose
functions
are purely
judicial.
The judges
are
appointed
by the king, but according to the fuudalnental law (§ 78) they can not beremoved,
exccpt
by a judicial
dccree.--Before
the supreme
court
proceedings
are oral and public;
before the other
tribunals
they are made by written
pleadings, as
well in civil as in criminal
causes;
nevertheless,
,_ 79 of the fundamental
law promises
that oral
and public proceedings
shall be introduced
in all
the jurisdictions,
and that a jury shall be cstablished for political
causes,
and for important
criminal
causes.
There
will then be separate,
counsels
for the prosecution,
and the judges of
first resort will no longer be charged with adminisirative functions.
_4. law of Feb. 19, 1861, ereated at Copenhagen
a tribunal
of commerce
and
navigation,
with oral and summary
procedure.-IX.
AGRICULTURAL AND I_DUSTHIAL
RESOURCES.
The Danish monarchy is an agricultural
and stock
raising country;
manufactures,
commerce
and
navigation

are of only secondary imports,lee.
The
fisheries, also, are beginning
to attract
attention,
Its crop of cereals amounts
to about 18,000,000
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barley,
rye and wheat;
to which
we may add
peas,
beans and buckwheat.
The culture
or"
wheat has greatly increased
of late )'ears at the
expense of rye.
Potatoes,
different
kinds
of
radishes, turnips
and other vcgetables,
although
they are found, can not be regarded
as regular
crops.
The cultivation
of commercial
plants,
such asrape seed, madder and succor)', is incousidcrable.
Hops and fl'lx arc grown ill different
districts, but the crop is not sufficient
f(Jr home
consumption.
Clover
is extensively
used for
feeding
cattle.
Agriculture
is constantly
and
rapidly progressing,
owi,lg cst)ecially to the more
extensive
use of draining,
and the Cml)loymcnt
of artificial fertilize,'s al_d of Inarl.--Denm;irk
is
not rich in mineral
wealth; therc is nothing
of
the kind found there, except marl.
In several
places there are extensive
chalk and lime quarries.
Clay suitable for the manufacture
of bricks
and drain pipes is abundant.
-- ]_Ianufacturing
interests
are very little developed.
They have,
however,
bee,1 improving,
especially
in the
branches of manufactnrc
which pertain
to agri.
culture,
com,ncrce
and navigation.
There
are
numerous
iron foundries,
and the number
of
machine shops is increasing.
The employment
of steam poxver ill the breweries
and distilleries
has worked a wotlde.rful
progress in these cstablishments.
In 1860 there
were manufactured
about 42,000,000 puts of alcohol
(a pot equals 4
litres), of whichO,000,000wereexported.
In 1870
the manufacture
of alcohol in Denmark
alone
amounted to31,778.652pots,
of which 923,044 were
exported.
The building of merchant
vessels is a
flourishing
industry.
There
are also tile kilns,
and sugar refineries, paper mills, cloth mills, etc.,
are prosperous.
There are oil mills, and tobacco,
porcelain and piano fiLctories.
The minor industries are of more iinportancc
than the greater
ones, and tlleir products will bear honorable comparisou
with the best productions
of foreign
[ countries.--Wegive
some estimates of the ,_t_lte
] of commerce
_lntl navip_tiou.
In round numbers the traffic of Denmark,
duriug
the vea,'s
_ 1865-70, amounted to about 2,700,000,000
pounds
_ weight,
1,800,000,000
of whicll were imporled
i and
900,000,000
exported.
The
exports
arc
chiefly agrmultural
products;
the imports, re'reufactured
articles
and
colonial
produce.
In
1870 the merchant
marine
of Demnark
humbered 2,800 vessels (with a tonnage of four t(ins
or more),
having
a total tonnage
of 178,64"¢
tons.
Of these vessels, 89 were steamers,
with
a total tonnage of 10,458 tons, and aggregating
4,981 horse power; and besides these there are
10,667 smaller vessels, of foul' tons or les_.I
ROTHE.
l Under
fo,.c¢

Aug.

minlstratlon.

a charter

dated

Jan.

1, 1874, lteland
By

the term'_

has

5, 1874, and
its own
of tim

whictl

constitution

charter

came
and

into
ad-

lhe*lcgislatl_c

power is vested in the allht,ff, consisting of 35 loemllers,
, 39 elected by popular suffrage, and six nominated by tim
ions (4-_ cubic feet), 2,500,000
of which are ex- . king. A mimbter for Iceland nominated by the king,
ported.
The most important
cereals, enumerated
and responsible to the althlnq, is at. the head o! the ad.
according
to the quantifies
produced,
are oats,
ministration; while the highest local authority Is vested
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DEPOSITS,
Removal of. In the course of
"his struggle with the bank of the United States
_sce BANK
CONTROVERSIES,
III.; JAcKso.% ANDnEw), president Jackson, in his message of Dec.
4, 183_, asked for an investigation into the truth
,of rumors which, if true, affected the safety of
,the government deposits in the bank. By section
•16 of the act of April 10, 1816, creating the bank,
,the funds of the federal government were to be
.deposited in the bank or its branches, "unless
._hc secretary of the treasury shall at any time
_otherwise order and direct; in which case the
'secretary of the treasury shall immediately lay
before congTess, if in session, and if not, imme.diately after the commencement of the next session, the reason of such order or direction."
As
the charter was accepted by the bank with this
proviso, it would seem that the secretary of the
,treasury had been accepted by both the contracting parties as a sort of arbiter to decide upon the
possible future question of a removal of the de.posits from the bank; and the only punishment
for a misuse of the discretion by the secretary
-would scum to be impeachment and removal, a
:punishment
•
which the bank's friends in congress
•could not inflict in 1833 for want of a two-thirds
,majority in the senate. The question, then, lay,
not in the right to remove the deposits, but in
_its necessity; aml this neccssity the president's
mind found in his belief that the bank was using
_he public funds for a large expansion of ils
.discount business, under the irresponsible direc-

tion of a committee appointed by the president,
_Nicholas Biddle, from which the government
directors were excluded; that alargc share of
these discounts were in favor of members of con.
dress or of their friends; and that, unless the
deposits were soon removed, the bank would
thus, in this or the next congress, secure to its
support a majority sufficient to impeach and remove not only the secretary, but the president
himself, if necessa_T. In the president's opinion
the warfare between himself and the bank had
been the fundamentalquestion
of the presidential
election just ended, a.nd his re-election was to
him a certain proof that the people sustained him
and condemned the bank. For these reasons he
had made the suggesliou above given in his message, and soon after seems to have decided to
force the secretary of the treasury, :McLane (see
.ADMIIYISTRATION,
XIII.), either to remove the
deposits or rcsign.--March
2, 1833, by the strong
majority of 109 to 46, the house, which is always
regarded as the special overseer of the treasury
and its secretary, rcsolved that the depositsmight
be safely continued in the bank.
On the following day con_'ess adjourned,
dud the president
was left master of the field until the folh)wiug
December.
In January, 1833, hc had rcccivcd
from Win. J. Duane an acceptance of theoffice of
secretary of the t,'easury.
June 1, Duaneentered
on the duties of his office, McLane having taken
the state department, from which Livingston had
retired to accept a foreign mission. Duringhis

.an the governor, called Miflumlmand,
who resides at I_ctkjarls.--The
annual
rcvcnue_ of Ihe state, during the five
flnancml yemsendingMarchSl,
from1874 to lS78, avcragcd

first
day
of office
tile new
secretary
was
unofficially
informed
that the president
had decided
to remove the federal deposits flora the bank

this
Duane
objected, and from his own statement his objection seems to have been made,
In the budget estimates
of revenueand
expenditure
for the
first, to the impossible project, fathered by the
flnancialycarendingI_Iarch_l,
188O, there_cnuc_ascalcupresident, of nmking deposits in future instate.
.lated
at 46,557,518
kroner,or£2,586,5'._8;andtheexpendlture
banks (see INDEPENDENT
TREASURY),
slid, secat 41,049,390 kroner, or £2,280,5'2_.
The sources of revenue
.£2.75"J,0.0.
The expenditure
during
this quinquennial
period was fully balanced by the revenue, with an annual

To

.surplus employed for the reduction of the public debt.--

were as follows:
Surplus of domains,
1,495,014 kroner;
intere._t of reserve
fund, 2,955,365; direct taxes, 9,038,400;
-stamp duty, 2,448,000; duty on inheritance
and transfer
of
property,
law fec_, 081,000;
2,_4,000; surplus
custom on house
.and
excise 1,580,000;
on distilleries,22
postal dues
and
telegraph
department,
70,779; surplus on t, tate raihvays
In
Funen and Jutland,
1,118,505; contribution
from the sinkIng fund, 1,687,910; miscellaneou.s
receipt*, 2,0_,545;
total
revenue, 46,557,518
or.£2,586,528.
expenditure
were kroner,
as follows:
Civil list The
and branches
appanages, of
1,4_2.384 -kroner; r'_sdag
and council of state, 306,616; interest on nationaldebt,
(interior
6,702,400, foreign 615,800),

ond,

to

the

hasty

method

cise

his

own

discretion,

7,317,700;
pensions,
invalids of war,of 3,273,395;
ministry of
foreign including
affairs, 373,512;mimstry
interior, sponsibility to the
1,699,697;ministry of jusnce, 2,4_5,385;mimetryof puhhc Late in July Duane
wnrshipandeducation,982,085;
ministry
of war, 8,7_,842;
if satisfactory
state
mimstry of navy, 5,357,670; ministry
of finance, :9,%0,402;
which to make the
ministry
3,_¢,,375;

for Iceland,
management

109,600; miscellaneous
expenses,
and sinking
fund of the national
debt, (interior 100,000,forei_m 72,600), 17'2,600;public
works, etc., 2,039,127; total expenditure,
41,04.L_,390 kroner,
or 4'2,280.5_.2.--State debt, 1872, ._12,740,08'7; 1875, .@10,324,"201;
18,'7,
_9,791,580"1878,£9,710,I08.--0n
Jan. I,18_8,the
merchant marine of Denmark consisted
of 3,27,9 vcsoehh of
an aggregate
burden
of 258,325 tons.
Of these, 188, of
45,124 tons,'were steamers.
Included in this amount were
all vessels of not less than four tons.
The mass of the
shipping consisted of vessels
under 300 tons. _Of vesse'..s
over 300 tons there were 185, of an aggregate
bardan of
. ,_v2,015
tons.

of

,'emoval

without

waiting for congress to meet in December.
He
seems
to have been no friend to the bank,
slid
not anxious
to have
deposits made there, if condress would relieve him of responsibility.
To all
his objections the president persistently replied
by offering to "assume the responsibility" himself, and he seems to have been unable to understand
Duane's feeling that he was sworn to exerand

ngt

to

shift

his ,'e-

shoulder_ of the president.
incautiously promised that,
banks could be found in
deposits, hc would "either

with the president or retire." At cahim't
meetings, Sept. 10 and 17, the president a,.gucd
vehemently in favor of the removal, and, S_,pl.
concur

18, he

announced

to the

cabinet

that

the

removal

resolved upon for Oct. 1, and that he "_._sumed the entire responsibility for _t. Under
these circumstances
Duane seems to have become
satisfied that a resignation, for the purpose of
making room for a secretary who would fuliill
the president's wishes, would not be a fulfillment
Was
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of the duty with Which he stood charged by congress.
He therefore
asked the president pcrcmptorily "to favor him withawrittcn
declamti_ou
of desire that he should leave office," and the
president,
after long expostulation
with the secretary,
for whom
hc had great liking,
did so,
Sept. 23. The same day, Roger B. Taney,
the
attorney general, was made secretary,
and three
days afterward
he gave the necessary
orders.
There was in reality
no removal.
The order dL
rectcd government
collecting
officers to deposit
their moneys in certain state banks, named in the
order.
The deposits
already made in the bank
were left there to be drawn upon, aud 15 months
afterward
nearly
$4,000,000
were still there on
deposit.--Of
the economic rccklcssness
of the remoral of the deposits, without the substitution
of
any efficient custodian
for them, the panic of
1837 is a fair proof.
(See INDEPENDENT TI_EASUI_Y.) Of the strict lexjal_ty of the removal there
is less doubt than of thelegality
of tim president's
action.
He was not, apart from congress, a party
to the contract between the bank and the government; and yet, availing himself
of the fact that
one of his cabinet
had been appointed
arbiter
between
the parties, he had used his power of
removal to gain by indirection
a control over the
contract which he had not dircctly.
But thcre is
thisto
be said, and it applies to every pl-asc of
the struggle between the president and the bank:
there was not room in the United States government for both Andrew Jackson
and the bank of
the United States.
Instead of following
the simple .and
natural
plan afterward
adopted
(see
lh"DEPENDENT TKEASUI_),
by wlfich the whole
fiscal business
of the fedcral
govcrnment
was
intrusted
to the treasury,
congress
had undertaken to graft a private
corporation
upon the
treasury.
Tim larger the fiscal busincss
of the
government
grew, the more powerful
and dangerous grew this extra-governmental
excrescence.
The very evcn balance
of the war between
the
president and the bank is of itself strong evidence
of the power which the bank was able to exert in
politicsso
early in our history as 1831-2.
Ilad it
continued
to enjoy the use of the increasing
revenues of the federal
govermnent
it would have
become more and more dangerous,
either as the
tool or as the master of a popular
govermnent,
and the succeeding
administrations
would have
found it more and more difficult to shake off its
weight.
Jackson
showed
more political wisdom
than is usually
credited
to him in forcing
the
struggle so early.
When the struggle
was once
begun,
it became
a struggle
for existence,
in
which both parties were certain
to strain every
point of law in the charter
and elsewhere.
In
such a conflict it is matter
for thankhllness
that
the most exceptionable
action on cither side was
a violation, not'of the letter, but of tim spirit and
intent of the law of 1816.--Dec.
4, 1833, secretary
Taney, as required
by law, gave congress his reasons for the removal
of the deposits.
Duanc,
"who saw no reason'for
their removal,
would
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have been unable to perform
this office, even if
the president's
assumption
of responsibility
had
been allowed
by him, and this inability was tlm
main cause of his obstinate
refusal.
Tancy believed firmly that right and reason were conjoined in support of the removal, and he therefore argued the case, not as the mcre mouth-piece
of the president,
but with perfect
good faith.
Debate upon the removal
occupied
the whole
time of congress,
Dec. 2, 1833-June
30, 1834.
Petitions
in great number
were offered, most of
them lbr the restor.ition
of the deposits,
but.
beyond debate, thc friends of the bank could do
nothing.
The president wasimpregaablc
against
rcmonstr'mcc
or petition;
the necessary
majority
to remove the l)resident could not possibly
lie secured;
and, after a three months'
almost constant debate, the only result was avote of censure
by the senate.
(See C,:NSUnES, I.)
The nomination of Taney was deferred
by the president an.
til June 23, and was then promplly
rejected
by
the senate.
It was, therefore,
a personal satisfaction to the president
that, when Martin
Van
Buren, whose nomination
as minister to E,ghmd
had been rejected by tl,c senatein
1832, wasinau
gurated 'is president in 1837, the oath w_ls admmistered by chief justice Taucy, whose nominatmu
as secrctary
of thc treasury had been rejected by
the senate in 1834. (See B_NK CONTnOVEHSIE8
III.;
DE._OCnATtC-RErrnLICA_PA1¢T',', IV.;
Wmc, PANTY, II.)--See
II. F. Baker's Bal_ktl_g in
the bSdted States; Gilbart's 17al,kir_q in America;
Goddard's
]3auk _fthe
_ySdtcd Stares; Gvllatin's
_bnsidera¢io,s
o_ the Curre_tcy;
Ilildreth's
L'aM_s
and Banki_g;
Clarke anti Hall's H/_ory
of tlu_
BaTd_ofthe UJdtedStates;
Moulton'sCoT_tit_twJml
G_dde ; Gouge's Slwrt 11isto_T of Mo, ey a_,d Bank.
i_2g irL the U_dtcd States; 2 von ttolst's
UMted
States, 52; 1 Benton's
Thirty Years' View, 373; 3
Parton's
Life ofdacl¢son, 498; 3 Y_'cbster's Works,
506, and 4: 3; o Colton's Life a_d "ri_,es ef C',ay;
2 Ctay's Sj_cechcs; 2,Stah_s_na_ds Man_,d;
Tylcr's
L_fe of Ta,wy; 2 Story's Zi)'_ of Story; 11, 12 Benton's .Deba_cs of Cow,greys. Duane's Address W the
People, with his own and Jackson's
h,tters, is in
2 CoIton, 86; his ._'arr,dive is in 3 ParWn, 509;
the act of April 10, 1816, is in 3 Stat. at Larcje,274.
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
DESCENT
AXCE.)

OF PROPERTY.

(See L',;IIERIT-

DESPOTISM.
Moutesquieu
defines despotic
government
to be, that inwhich
"a single person,
without law and without rule, e'_rries everything
by his will and cal)rice."
Ile distinguishes
it
from absolutegovermnent
or monarchy,
in which
a single man rules also, trot conformably
to fixed
laws.--Accordi.ug
to Guizot, despotism
is nothing
else flian absolute power, whenever
ti_i_ power,
" instead of being a means, bccomcs the end itself,
and the monarch,
guided by views completely
egoistical, seeks in power only the satisfaction
of
his own passions,
of his insignificant
and tran-
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sieur personality."
The distinguishing mark of
despotism, then, is selfishness.
Following this
theory, this same writer depicts Philip tile Fair as
"an egoistical despot, devoted to himself, reigning for himself alone, and asking of powcr nothing but the accomplishment of his own will."-Still, Guizot does not hesitate to place in the rank
of despot_, two monarchs, for whom, according
to his own statement, power was a means and
not an end: "Charlemagne,
for example, and
Peter the Great of Russia, were real despots, but
not exclusively egoistical despots, busied only
with themselves, consulting only their own caprices, acting only for personal ends. They both
held views with regard to their own country and
mankind, in which the satisfaction of their passions had but a small part."
(IIi._toire de la civilisatwnen France, t. iv.) There are, then, according
to Guizot, despots who arc egoists, and others who
are not; but in this case what becomes of his deftnition ? It is evident that Ins language, usually so
clear, lacks precision here; that he does not go to
the root of the matter, and that he confounds despotism with absolutepower.--The
same confusion
is found in the writings of Benjamin Constant,
who, however, understood the difficulty, but did
notseek completely to clear it up.
"I do not understand by despotism," he says, "governments
in which power is not expressly limited, but tlmse
in which there are, nevertheless, intel_aediaries;
where traditions of liberty and justice restrain the
agents of the administration;
in which authority
has regard forcustom; andin which the indcpendence of the courts is respected.
These governmeats are imperfect: they are more so in proportion as the guarantees which they establish arcless
assured; but tlie3- are not purely despotic." The
absence of all limitation to supreme power, and of
independent powers to form a counterpoise, is, according to the celebrated publicist of the restoration, the characteristic featureof despotism. This
distinguishes it, it is true; but from what? From
constitutional govcrnment, but not from absolute
power, whose character it is also not to admit of
limit nor to recognize any independent intermcdiary, under pain of being no longer absolute.-"I understand by despotism," continues Benjamin
Constant, "a government in which the will of a
master is the only law; in which corporations, if
they exist there, are only its organs; in which
tbis master looks on himself as the sole proprietor
of his empire, and sees in his subjects merely
usufructuaries;
in which liberty can be wrested
from the citizen without authority deigning to
explain the reason why; in which the courts are
subordinated to the caprice of power; in which
their decrees may be annulled; and in which the
acquitted may be brought before new judges,
instructed by their predecessors, who arc there
only to convict and condemn the accused." (Coats
depolitique con_titutionndle. )--Instead of the defini,
lion which we expect of him, this writer gives us
examples which are nearly all as applicable to
absolutism as to despotism.
:But Benjamin Con-

slant goes a step further, and says: "I speak only
of the principle of despotism,
_ _* that principle is arbitrary power."
It is, in fact, a principle
that we are looking for; lct us see if this is,
really, the true principle.
First, how does Benjamin Constant define arbitrary power? "It is," he
says, "a negative thing [arbitrary power a negative thing! arbitrary power supposes the excrcise of will]; it is the absence of rule, of limit, ot
dcfinition; in a word, of everything that is precise. Now, as rules, limits and definitions are
inconvenient things, one may easily wish to shake
off their yoke, and thus fall into the arbitrary
without suspecting it." Consequently, and ia
virtue of this definition, a man might be a despot
without knowing it!--But arbitrary power and
despotism are far from being the same thing.
Doubtless, the arbitrary implies a discretiom_ry
power in reference to the object on which it is exercised. Thus, we speak of the arbitrary power
of a judge, ad arbitriun_ judic£_, which docs not.
mean his despotism or his tyranny, but only m_
plies the exercise of absolute power. This arbitra_T power can bc used for good as well as cvil,
and it in nowise excludes the doing of good.-We have seen that egoism, which may bc met
with everywhere, is not the distinctive trait of
despotism; nor does arbitrariness
constitute its
essential characteristic.--In
one of the most eloquent chaptei_ of "The Spirit of Laws," 3h_n
tesquieu has stated what the principle of despotic:
government is, better than the two pub]ici<l._
whom we have just quoted. That principle is
terror.
"The government," he says, "has fear
as its principle.
Everything here must turn on
two or three ideas: it does not, therefore, need
new _n_cs When we train an animal we take
good c_rc that his master is not eha_Jged, any
more than the task he has to learn. We impress
on his hrain two or three movcmen_s, not more.
Charles XII., being at Bender, and experiencing
some opposition from the senate of Sweden,
wrote that he would send one of his boots to commaud it. This boot would have governed as a
despotic king• _ _ In despotic states, men,
like beasts, are the slaves of instinct, obedience
and punishment."--If
we follow Montesquieu in
his thoughts on despotism, we shall find egoism
and arbitrariness put down as the consequences,
as the accessory characteristics,
but not as the
first principle and the motive power, of despotic
government.--Most generally despotism is ill the
hands of a single man.
"It results 'from the
nature of despotic power," says Montesquieu,
"that the individual who exercises it causes it to
be administered by another individual.
The appointment of a vizier is a fundamental law in
such a state. It is said that a pope, at his election, conscious of his incompetency, raised numberless objections to his election.
He accepted it
at length, and turned over to his nephew the
whole management of affairs, lie was filled with
admiration at the result, and said, ' I could never
have believed it would be so easy.' And so it is
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with the princes
of the east."--It
would
be an
error, however,
to suppose that despotism
is necessarily exercised
by a single person.
All power
may become despotic.
IIistory
affords us examples of the despotism
of representative
bodies or
of assemblies;
and tile representative
body which
in our day declared
that it governed
by terror,
would by that very declaration
brand itself a despotism.
The majority
may, indeed, show thcmselves despotic and oppress the minority;
but the
minority
may also violently
gain possession
of
power and oppress the majority.--An
'H'istocracy
may be despotic.
So may an oligarchy.
The
example of despotism
exercised
by a democracy
is not rare.
Pul:lic opinion,
which,
in modern
society, plays so great a part and wields.such
power that it h:m been called the queen of the
world, becomes
despolic
when it swerves from
the right,
and when the fear which
it inspires
becomes
the sanction
of its tyranny.
Finally,
the law itself, which, by its nature is imperative
and commands
obedience,
may also become a
despotism,
us we shall see directly.--Still,
how is
it possible that the majority
should ever be despotic?
Has it not the right to make the law and
impose its will on the minority
in every case?
Are not its decisions,
therefore,
always necessarily legitimate?
Such was the opinion of J.J.
Rousseau,
who made the general
will the very
source of right.
According
to him, this general
will could not err.
Legally
expressed,
it is, he
maintains,
always right, and always tendsto public utility.
In it sovereignty
resides;
and the
law which is its act, sharing
its infallibility,
is
absolute,
but can never be despotic.--Benjamin
Constant
gave forcible
expression
to the consequences of this doctrine,
which
attributes
to an
entire nation, or, to speak more correctly,
to the
majority,
an unlimited
authority.
"The consent
of the majority,"
he says, "is in nowise suflicleat to justify
its acts in all cases.
There are
some which nothing
can sanction.
Y_heu any
authority
commits
such acts, it matters
little
from what source
that authority
emanates,
it
matters little whether
it is an individual
or a
nation; and it may be the whole nation
minus
the one citizen whom it oppresses;
the authority
would not be an)" the more legitimate
for thai.
Rousseau
ignored
this truth;
and his error has
made the 'Social Contract,'
so often appealed
to
in favor of liberty, the most terrible all)" of every
kind of desl)otism."
If a nation actually tl'ansfer to its representatives
its own unlimited
power,
and the authority
of the depositary
is absolute,
no member of that nation
can have the right to
oppose it.
"Whatever
pleases the prince,"
say
the Institutes
of the emperor Justinian,
"has the
force of law, because
the Roman people, by the
Lex Regis, which constituted
the empire,
delcgated and conceded
to the prince their authority
and power."
This was the theory of Rousseau
reduced to praetice.--Montesquieu,
in his "Spirit
of Laws," considered
despotism
one of the three
forms of government,
one of its three primitive
51
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types; and he follows in this the example of Artstotle, "not that he has much to say on the subject, but to give it a place among
them, and
because he has called it, also, a kind of govermneat."
Montesquieu
has been bitterly
reproached with having raised, in a manner,
to the
rank of a regular government,
a state of things
_ hich is merely the negation of right, which rests
merely on violence,
and is maintained
only by
fear.
To describe it, say what are its laws, tell
how it comes into existence,
and what are the
forces which destroy il, is to do it too much
honor.
We do not say that the bandit who takes
violent possession of a town and pilhges it, is the
head of a govcrnment.
Despotism
is not less
contrary to nature;
.rod it should have been left
outside the pale of all l.lw.
This criticism has
bccn frcquently
passed on tile "Spirit
of Laws"
since Voltairc's time.
Wc do not think it is well
founded.
First of all, it would not be right to
believe that Montcsquieu
justilied despotism,
nor
even that hc painted it in too weak colors.
"'No
writer, even in antiquity,
Ires found words more
eloquent to stigmatize
a state of things no less
oppressive to the despot who can not escape it
than
to the people
themselves."
Hc merely
found it occupying
de facto, if not de jure, alarge
place in the history of hmnanity.
He saw entire
nations fatally condemned
to endure it for tenturies, by reason of the influence
of race, of elimate and of religion, and of the most complex
causes.
He was obliged to take it into account
as a fact in the life of nations,
lie had, more.
over, had a predecessor
here.
Macchiavelli
before him had written his book "The
Priuce,"
which is neither an apology for, nor a satire on,
despotism•
The celebrated Florentine
submitted
a social phenomenon
to a cold analysis.
He de.
scribed
it without
passion,
without
anger,
as
Thucydides
described
the plaguc.--Bcfore
Macchiavelli, and Montesquieu,
Aristotle,
whom the
two oihcrs consulted,
and who_c 1)rinclpal traits
they borrowed,
treated the question
of despotism thoroughly
and exhaustively.
Actor'(ling
t(i Aristotle,
despotism is contrary to nature, and
by nature he understood
tlmt which constitutes
the complement
'rod the perfection
of ev_:ry being.
Despotism
is, therefore,
contrary
to the
nature of man considered
as a social being.
It is
an obstacle to his nmral development
and tn Ill(:
fulfillment
of his destiny.
(See Aristotle,
Polltics, book v., ch. xi.)--Wc
have said that thclaw
itself may be despotic.
It is so, whether it (':nanates from the arbitrary
will of an individual,
or from the will of several, or even of the nmjority, if it is not in conformity
with the princi.
ples of justice and equity which are the invariable and necessary rule of the moral world.--To
say in a few words what it is that make., power
legitimate,
what it is that distinguishes
it from
despotism,
in whatever
hands
the power
be
placed,
whether in the hands of one ol" many,
whether limited or unlimited,
we may say that
what makcs power legitimate
is justice.
"Right
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is the rule of political society."
(Aristotle.)
Despotism is nothing
but amhority
exercised
in violation of the principles
of right.
Let us see if
this definition
is more ex'mt than those whi(:h we
have criticNcd.
Wc arc told, to b(_gin with, lh'tt
despotism
is egoism;
and it is true that egoism
must be most frequently,
but not always,
the
secret molive of the despot.
Ignorance,
prcjudice and fanaticism
"_re., much oftener than personal interest,
the motives
of govermng
'
"
bodies
and of the multitude
who, having
seized upon
power, transgress
the moral law.
We have been
told, then, that despotism
is arbitrariness;
but we
have seen that arbitrariness
is the attribute
of absolute power, which is different from despotism,
What is the general character
of those acts which
_all publicists
have justly considered
as despotic?
It is the violation
of the liberty
of the citizen,
the jeopardizing
of his life, condemnation
and
punishment
without trial, deprivation
of the citizen of his property:
in a word, that which char_tcterizes all the crimes of desl)otism
is the violation of justice and the substitution
of brute force
for rlght.--Such
was, in substance,
the opinion
of Bcnjamin
Constant,
who did not consider governments
despotic, in which the tradition
of jus_ice and liberty
still lived.
(See AllSOLUTISM,
ARBITRARY POWER, DICT,,TOn,
LAW, SOVER:Em_'_', T_'_a._NY.)
:EMthE Cn_m.EU.
DICTATOR.
This
word
comes
from
the
:Latin. as the office which it describes
originated
with the Romans.
The dictator
was a magistrate appointed
to meet an exceptional
difficulty,
-tnd who,
instead
of receiving
his investiture
from the people
as the consuls did, was designated
by one of the consuls
at the demand
of the senate.
The dictator
had
the most
extensive
powel_,
and had no colleagues,
so
that he might have full freedom
of action,
lie
could dispose of the libel't_y, the property
and the
lives of all citizens,
but he needed the authoriza/ion of the senate and the order of the people to
spend the puhlic revenues.
The legal duration
of the dictatorship
was fixed at six months,
but
£he dictator
often abdicated
after the disappearance of the dang,.r which it had been his mission
Io oppose.
Thus, certain
dictators,
like Cincinnatus, exercised
their office only during 15 days;
_)thcr._. like Q. Selwilius,
kept it but a week.
The dict'itor could not leave Italy without
losing
his rights immediately.
After the installation
of
the tribunes the dictatorship
was an arm which
the senate employed to defend itself against
the
people, and when" Sylla was invested
with this
magistracy
it had not been exercised
for nearly
120ycars.--The
legal dictatorship
is not found in
modern constitutions;
all dictatorships
instituted
since the fall of Rome are dictatorships
de facto,
which must be carefully
distinguished
from the
tmcicut m'lgistracy.
It is generally
in times of
disturbance
and during revolutionarypcriods
that
people,
wearied with conflicts, take refuge in a
elictatorslfip,
and demagogues
are generally
the

first to propose it as a sovereign remedy.--0piaions are still divided
as to the usefulne.ss of 'l
dictatorship
at certain
times and to meet excel).
tional difficulties.
It is necessary,
therefore, _,
know the arguments
urged against it and in its
favor.
Montesquieu
remarked
of dictator._hit)
" The usage of the freest people thathas
everl)ceu
on earth makes me think that there are cases i_
which it is necessary to draw aw.il over liberty for
the moment, as one conceals statues of the gods."
This thought
sums up in a ver b' exact and suflicicntly
precise manner
the opinions of the partisans of dictatorship.
They admit, in principle,
the necessity of the liberty and independence
of
individual
interests;
but in fact, they proclaim
that at certain
moments of crisis or demoralization, it is necessary
for society to bethink
itself,
and personify
itself in a single man, or in an onergetic and moral gT0up of men.
Once a nation
is saved, purified, regenerated,
its discords ended,
public spirit restored, the man or the group shouht
be dismissed,
and the government
de factq succeeded by the government
de jure.
An ordinary
government,
harassed
by fa(:tions, thinking
mo.,L
of its own preservation,
influenced
by its own
v'cious
surroundings,
would
be powcrlc.-s, and
liberty would not find bases solid tnough
for its
own support;
while a dictator,
free Jrom every
influence,
sure of his position, and obeying ozfly
his conscience,
will not bc embarrassed
by ('hihlisb
formalities
or miserable
questions
of petty interests.
As the commander
of a ship gives u t) his
power for a short time to an experienced
pilot.
the nation should in time of danger permit a firm
and able hand to conduct it to the harbor. " Thi-:
opinion
on dictatorship
is shared
by a gee'it
number
of modern
socialists
and by the e_Jtire
school of demagogucs.--The
adversaries
of tilt.tatorship bring up, first of all, a pl'actic:_I (lilficult),, the choice of a dictator.
If a dicta_()r is
only needed for a demoralized
or agitated ._ociclv,
arc we not to fear that the dictator
will be 1_0
better than the people by whom he is chosen?
Logically,
this would be the case, for voting only
givesan
average of the opinion, the mor._lity and
the knowledge
of the voters.
In this first ea¢.c
dictatorship
will be opposed to its object, for, by
throwing
themselves
into the arms of a savior,
they will have simply obtained a master.
Bu_ if
we go further,
and admit tim hypothesis
of virluous dictators,
whose sole object is "to e¢)ml)('l
virtue through
terror," it is said that the di(.talor
will become a tyrant, by force of circumst:_Je('.'.
while society, far from becoming moral, will eink
lower;
because,
however
virtuous
wc SUl)PO_`c
him, he is a man, and every man who acquires
the habit of not counting
with any obstacle _nd
not imposing
any restraint
on hiluself, reaches
a degree of willfulness
which becomes
his o_
ruin.
The second reason is, that a dictator g()verning by himself
alone is a chimera,
while fl_('
real dictator is necessarily
surrom_de(1 by a cr_,_vd
of flatterers,
who praise him, excite him bey(_ml
measure,
and ruin him the more promptly,
,s l_r,
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contradiction,
no advice can act as a counterpoise
to his flatterers.
The very virtue of the dictator
is a danger to him, in this sense, that it serves him
at a prctext
while it is used as a mask for the
passions of those who surround
him.
When the
dictator
is thus demoralized
there would
be a
lemedy if regenerated
society could deprive him
of power.
But his surrounding,
far from becoming better,
has become worse.
Under the
influence
of servitude,
public
spirit
has complctely disappeared;
every one has acquired
the
habit of looking
at public
affairs as something
strange, and opposition
to the will of the dictator
as a senseless revolt; from a hundle
of wills a
collection
of interests
and appetites
have been
created, without
connection
and without
force,
Does this crowd deserve liberty?
and could it use
it'! If it was unfitted for it at the moment when
the dictatorship
was established,
is it less so now?
and if the dictator
found in the general enfeeblement a sufficient reason for assuming
power, will
tm not find similar and better ones for keeping it?
Ite has less desire of granting
liberty because he
Ions nolonger
an inclination
for regular
governtnent; there is less d_.sire to have liberty because
the habit of doing without
it has been acquired,
:No wish to yield, on the one hand; no ah.rtness
in demanding,
on tim other:
this is the end.
l{ousseau summed up this opinion
in the following terms:
"Thus,
it is not the danger of abuse,
but th'tt of abasement,
which causes me to blame
the ill-judged
use of this magistracy."--_Ve
do
not think
that it is permitted
to hesitate between
lhese two arguments
for and against,
and we
believe that to prep'tre
a people for liberty,
the
t)est means is to give it to them.
It is in the
rude school of experience
that the physic'fl ternper'uncut
of individuals
is formed,
and it is in
this same school
that the moral and intellectual
temperament
of peoples isformed.
Let us leave,
then, to wise and enlightened
minds
a sort of
moral
dictatorship
which people will not deny
them; but if th, y were ten times as wise, let us
not expose them to the da,_gcr of too gr at a
temptatiof_;
and let us not forget that the first
rule in politics is, that a power restrains
itself
only to the extent that it is limited,
CLIg_,IF_T
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AND DIETINES,--Diets
in which the different

DUV'ER._OIS.

are political
estates or classes

of tim same country meet to deliberate
on affairs
within their
jurisdiction.
_ Gcl_mnny,
Poland,
Switzerland
and Sweden
have given this name to
their assemtfiies.
These countries,
having very
different forms of government,
are not to he confounded
in the same study;
we shall therefore
describe the diet of each'country
separately.-Tl_e German Diet.
During
the time of the German empire
the diet was assembled
according
to the good pleasure of the emperor alone; afterward the consent of the electorsbecamc
necessary
to _ts being assembled;
and finally, the capitula_/ons imposed oa the emperor
the obligation
of
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convoking
the diet at least every 10 years.
Under the feudal r_gimeall
nobl,;s whose possessions
were held directly from the emperor took part in
thedclibcrations.
In 1500)Iaximilian
I. deprived
them of this right.
The counts
regained them,
however, by submitting
to the form of collective
suffrage.
Until the diet wandivided
into colleges
its deliberations
were almost entirely the work of
the magnates
and the nobility,
but this was
changed,
beginning
with the assembly of Nuremberg held by FredrieklII.
in 1467. These colleges
were three in number:
The college (or c/lamber)of
electors, the college of prince.% and the colle,qe of irape_ialcitie_.
After the college of electors had arbitrarily assumed toitself exclusive rights, thetreaty
of Westphalia
defined the rights of lhe diet, as
well as those of the emperor,
whose _ power
was
at this time ahuost nomimd,
in consequence
of
the influence which Austria and Prussia
had acquired over the small principalities.
Later, from
1815 to 1866, lhe Germanic
confederation,
for
which a new diet was i_mtituted, simply vegetat! ed.
Fin'flty,
we have the German empire, creat_ ed in 1871. which h'_s a reichstaq, the Prussian
I parhamcnt
being calh,d la_dtaa, words which may
both be translated
diet. -- Tlte Di,:t of Poland.
Even when the kings of Poland exercised absolute
power they connulted
on important
'_ffairs the
magnates who formed, so to speak, their senate.
At the diet of Cheneing,
in 1331, Ladislas the
Dwarf convoked
the entire nobility;
since that
time the nobles neutralized
the power
of the
magnates.
In proportion
as enlig ,teament
increased, the meetings
of the dmt hccame more
frequent,
but their convocation
took place at the
pleasure of the king, 'rod had no regular f,,rm.
The nobility met there in a body, discussed affairs
on horseback,
and separated
at the end of a few
days.
The law of 1468 having
determined
the
form of the diets, the petty dictine arose.
Two
deputies represented
each district at the diet, after
having received the instructions
of their con_tituents.
There were assemblies
of all the nobles
of each district,
and these assemblies
took the
name of a_de-comitial didi;_es or dictiues of instruction.
"When the business of the diets was
terminated,
the deputies gave an account of their
action to their con._tituents, inpost-c,,mitiaI dieti_es
or diets of account.--After
the extinction
of the
Jazellon
dyn._sty the govermnent
underwent great
modifications.
The pacta conventa, imposed
on
ttenri de Valois, in 1573, putall important
power
in the h_mds of the diet, fixit_g the times and
places of the session,, as well as the length of
each session.
In spite of the u_ani_atJus agre2meter dcchtred necessary to give force to lhe deeisions of the dick a majorily of votes governed
in
its deliberations
up to 1651. Sycinski, .'t deputy
from Upita, g:lve at that time the fi_'st example of
the liberum veto, annulling,
by his prote_1, all deliberations tal,'e_ aT_d to be taken.
This abuse, toler.
ated at first, was cm_stitutionally
recognized
in
1718, and pb_ced the country,
so to speak, at the
mercy of a single man.
In this way diets were
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seen broken up by a single veto, pronounced
even
before ttle opening of the session.
It sometimes
happened
that the author
of the veto, when the
gauntlet
was thrown
down to him, carried
his
opposition with
him into the tomb, and in that
way restored full liberty of action to the deputies,
The _iberum veto was abolished
at last by the constitutional
diet,
which lasted four years, from
1788 to 179 ° , and which gave to Poland tile wise
coT_stltution of May 3.
When the mon'lrchy
became
elective,
there were
diets of convocation,
which took place after the death of the king, in
order to provide for public tranquillity
during the
interregnum,
and to fix the date of the election,
At the diets of election all the nobility participated in a body, by virtue of a motion made in 1573
by John Zam*oyski.--T]_e
IIelcetie Diet.
The first
eight Swiss cantons,
hound together
by a federal
pact, sent their respective
deputies,
from time to
time, to a place agreed upon, to consult
concerning their mutual
interests.
These assemblies,
which date from 1481, appear to be the origin of
the Helvetic
diet.
The federal
cantons
baving
increased,
and with them _the power
of the confederation,
these assemblies
became
more necessary and more frequent.
It was then decided
that the diet should
be held every .)'ear. The
canton
of Zurich
had the right of convocation,
and its first deputy
was president
of the diet.
The session lasted one month, and the place of
reunion was fixed at Baden, in Aargau;
in 1712it
was transferred
to Frauenfeld,
inThurgau.
Each
caut,m
seat two deputies,
whose
deliberations
touched
upon the differences
between the cantons
or between them and their allies, and upon measures fitted to guarantee
the federal pact.
Th, • diet
next examined
the accounts
of the b:_iliwicks or
districts,
and gave decisions
in appeals
both in
civil and in criminal
matters.
Each cauton prcserved its autonomy
in internal
affairs;
l)ut the
diet centralized
in itself all power relating to foreign affairs.--The
Helvetic diet presented
at this
period a strange
contrast.
Admired
abroad for
its simplicity,
its soundness
of judgment
and its
justice
in relations
with foreign
states,
it was
distracted
at home by petty
hatreds, provincial
jealousies,
a smoldering
rivalry, and mutual dis.
trust among
its membem.
On this account,
it
was powerless
to remedy the evils of the constitution.
The federal pact was approaching
its dissolution;
the French
revolution
caused
its f_dl.
The desertion of the diet united at Aargauin
1797,
enabled France to break up the confederation,
in
order to form the Helvetic
republic.
The two
chambers
then took the place of the diet, but with
a feeling of antagonism
to the new government,
A bloody struggle was about to take place for the
re-establishment
of the federal
pact, when Napoleon interfered
as mediator, and made Switzerland
a federal state.
The diet was re-established
by
virtue of the constitution
of Feb. 19, 1808.
It
assembled
ever)'year
m the month of June, alternately in each of the chief towns of the five directmg cantons, and the sessions lasted one month,

DIPLOMACY.
Each canton sent a deputy;but
Berne, Zuriclr,
Aargau, the Grisons
and Saint-Gall
had each a
double
vote; there were 25 votes.
All higher
power
was in.the
hands of the diet, whose deliberations
were simply reflections of the ideas of
the powerful
mediator who had re-established
it.
The congress of Vienna confirmed
the new federal pact made by Switzerland
in 1815, and left
the same powers
to the diet.
It met the fir¢t
)Ionday
in the month
of June, and was composed of 24 deputies.
Profound
changes
haw;
taken place since then.--As
to the Swedish diet,
as well as those of the different
German statcs_
we refer to articles devoted to these countries.
HENRY LEGEAY.
DIPLOMAC¥.
"This
is the designation
of
the sum total of knowledge
and principles
nccessary for the good and proper
conduct
of l)_lblic
business
between
states,"
says Klfiber,
ill hi_
treatise
on International
Law.
This
dcfiHition, however,
does not exhaust
the meanil_g
which usage has given to the word diploma_.y.
Kltiber,
in his definition,
had in view only the
science of diplomacy;
but the practice
or tlw :q)plicatiou
of this science, if science it be, is diplomacy,
too.--The
thing,
diplomacy,
is old; lhe
re, me is modern.
Relations
have existed at all
times between states.
Even nomadic hordes _md
savage tribes do not always incline to attack anti
exterminate
one another
the moment they mof, I.
Hence the necessity for every country
or commnnity to confide to representatives
the busincs- of
looking after its interests with foreign states and
tribes.
The art of negotiation
may be acquired
to a certain extent, but tim superior
adroitness
of
the negotiator
is as much a natural gift as is tile
talent of the painter or musician.
So long as the
relations
between states were comparatively
sireplc, aml especially
when they were not frequcx_t.
govcruments
limited
themselves
to choosing, in
each instalice, the person who seemed peculiarly
fitted for the mission.
At a timewhen
thcrev_s
no tradition
iu diplomacy,
no apprenticeship
was
needed.
But as civilization
spread
over wider
territoD_,
states which
recognized
its l'tws mcreased in number,
and there was established,
if
not a code of doctrine,
at least a collection
of
rules and practices,
purely conventional
iu part,
but in part h'tving their origin in the very nature
of things--a
collection of ruleswhich
it was necessary to know and to apply.
Traces of these rut(
are found in antiquity,
and still more in the mid
dle ages; but. it was in modern
times that they
were reduced to a real system.
In modern times
al_), it was that some countries required of agellts
charged with international
affairs certain prepare,
tory studics._Diplomacy,
and we include iu II_i_
term botlL its theory
and practice, has beeu of
great service; it has contributed
to softeninternational relations
and to lessen the number
of war_.
The first negotiators
were more frequently
the
conquered,
who, on one side, appeared as pleader_
in their own cause, and on the other, con queror_.
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often brutal, who did not think themselves
bound
of the word, ideas of honor, of loyalty and good
to give any quarter, or obliged to show any confaith, were not so general as they are now, and
_ideraiion.
Generally they never recta gain.
Husociety was not so cxacting on this point as at
man respect, public opinion, and so many other
present.
It is easilyuuder_tood
why absolute and
xestraints
which moderate
tile expression
of vieambitious princes gave their agents tasks morally
lent l)a.ssions, either did not exist then, or had no
rcprchensible,
and why these agents, in order to
influence.
But when, especially
after the peace
succeed,
had to employ deceit, falschood,
inof Westphalia,
tile custom of permanent
missions
trigue and other means, which arouse our indigbecame
genel_l,
and the men scat on these
nation.
Pursuing
an cnd which
frequently
it
missions were chosen either from the higher nowould
uot do to acknowlcdgc,
aud generally
bility or from persons
frcquenting
the courts,
through
means which _verc still les._ to be accustoms of courtesy became cstablished
of neccsknowlcdged,
diplomatcs
bad also to shroud their
sity, the value and importance
or' which it would
actions in the most profomld
mystery,
and their
be wrong to under-estimate.--One
of the most
most hig.hly valued power was that of knowing
,direct results of thesc customs was to decrease the
how to speak and say nothing.--At
present the
number of wars.
The facility giventhc
sovercign
diplomatic
agent is more than ever the proxy of
•of a country
casily to con|'cr with the represcnlahis government,
but the telegraph
and the rapidtive of a government
with which hc had had a ity of communication
have almost entircly
de4tispute, was cuough to smooth ovcr many diffiprived
him of all initi'ttive.
His task often
culties.
Theevils
of war are so great that n'ltions
consists in delivering
to the minister
of foreign
generally
prefcr to come to an amicable underaffails of the country to which hc is accredited
standing rather
than expose thcmselvcs
to thcm.
the paper containing
tile i(lea_ of his supcrior,
Besides, the more relations
become iutim'lte, or ' and lu reading it, leaving with tile minister
a
_uerely frequent,
betwceu two men, the more they _ copy or not, according
to the orders
he has
feel a repugnance
to commit
injustice
ag'Snst
received;
and it is n_t always he whets charged
•each other.
This restraint is of course not always
with transmitting
the answer.
Thus, the French
strong enough;
but, whatever
may have bccn its ambassador
"_t London is charged
with making
action before the growth of public opinion, there ' a communication
to the chief of the fore_,_
was no powcr but that of the diplomatic
body
o_/ce, "rod the lattcr answers the French
govern,capable of putting
a certain restraint on governmeat through the English -amhassador
at Paris.
meats in their international
rchtions.
Tile interWith duties such as these the intlucnce of diplovention of this body was not caused solely by the
solidarity
existing
between
all civilized states, a
solidarity close enougll to cause to be felt, even in
the farm lands of France and England, the effects
.of a civil war which raged on tile banks of the
Potomac and the Mississippi.
This intervcnti()n
is
founded also on the principles of eternal morality,
.and sometimes even it has bcen able to limitilsclf
to invoking
social decorum.
It was in this way
that the diplomatic
corps, lcd by the rcprc_cutarive of France at Lisbon, IIyde de _Ncuville, prevented, iu 18°.24, by common
action, the insurrcctbn of Dora Migucl against his father.
And this

macy is reduced
tovery little.
Butpeoplc
often
, attribute
to diplomacy
the moral action which
gf)vernmcnts
cxercise upou each other.--The
new
. political system
introduced
into most civilized
states, and the usagc'x_,hich has become more or
' lcqs frequent
of publishing
diplomatic
corres' pondcncc,
must cause the last traces of ill will
against
diplomacy
to disappear.
Cabiuet_ sub' jetted
to graver
responsibility
weigh their instructions
and their ordvl'._ more seriously,
and it
rarely happens nowadays
that the cad ill view
call not be confessed,
and still more rarely that
dubi,_us means are u,ed.
These means, more-

is not the only act of this kind recorded by history.
, over, in our time would have fcwcr chances
of
Diplomacy
h'ts more than once moderated
the so- succc._s than formerly.
At prc.,ent there exists a
verities of war and rcligiouspersccutiou.--I)iplopower which must be respccted--thc
power of
maey
thus has been aa instrument
of peaec. ' public
opinion.
Whoever
counts
this power
Why, then, is it in such ill reputc?
Is not diploamong his allics can do what he likes.
Ma_Jy
maey oftcn taken as a synonym
of cunning and
measures arc taken, therefore, in order to win this
dissimulation?
Is not a diplomate,
who nmst be
favor; and, "m formerly
secrecy "rod dissimuladistinguished
from the dil)lomatic
agent, iu the
tion wcrc thc most u,_ual, in our time publicity
estimation
of many pemons, a deceitful
man with
alld frankness
arc applauded,
and not without
a talent for "using
language
in such a way as
to conceal
his fl_ought"
? There
was a time
when this unfavorable
opinion
had a ccrt:_in
foundation.
But it was not altogether
the fault
of the institution.
Wemay
sayherc,
like master,
like
man.
An ambassador,
or minister
l)leni potentiary,
is simply an agent; he. is obliged to
_executc the orders of his government
and of the
sovereign,
"his
august
master."
At lhe time
"when "_11these sovereigns
wcre absolute monarchs,
and _omc of them despots in the strictest
se.nse

rea._on, as the best methods
of reaching success.
It is only to be desired that this publicity should
always be complete,
and this frankness
always
sincere.--The
diffcrcnce
between the mission of
diplomatic
agents in f_)rmcr centuries
and that
intrusted
to them to-d'ly, may be described
as
follows: formerly
they wcrc lhe.organs
of personal politics, the instruments
of their sovereigns'
anabiti,)n; at prc_cut they represent
the general
int(,rest of their country, and arc called upon, in
a certain measure, to facilitate
international
role-

,
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tions, which isone of the conditions of the progress of humanity.
Their present task is much
more difficult than that of their predecessors.
If
they have less initiative, they need more extensive and varied knowledge in order to instruct
their governments on the condition of the couutry to which theyrareaccredited.
They have no
longer merely to follow its politics; they must
also look at its economic movcment, whose influence will at some time be felt everywhere,
especially in free countries.
This double task is
considered so weighty that it has been divided;
generally the ministers now have the political
power, and the consuls the commerciaL--The
special itffm_nation needed by diplomatic agents
are the law of n'_tions and certain ideas found
in various works.
We shallon]y mention the following, l'Arnba_sade_r et _esfo_wt_'o_$s,by Wicquefort (Paris, 1764, 2 vols.); Histoire gJn_:rale et _'aisonnge de la dilJlolnatie franfai,w, by Flassan, 2nd
ed. (Paris, 1811, 7 vols.); UeberdvnB_qriffderdip/omat&, by Liechtenstern (Vienna, 1_14); 8'$/st_rne
de ht diplomatic, by Winter (Berlin, 1830); Tra_'td
complet de diplomatic, par u_ ancivn mir_istre (comte
de Garden) (Paris, 1838, 3 vols.); Guide diplomatique, 4th ed. (Lcipsig, 1851). (Sec AGE_'T, D_rI_OMAT1C;AMBASSADOI{;
CIPHER
DISPATCII"ES.)
]KAUmC_.BLOCK.
DIPLOMATIC
Lo_'rm.)

AGENTS.

(See AGE,_T, Dre-

DISCOUNT.
An allowance paid on account
of the immeditae advance of. a sum of mont-y
not due till some future period. It is usually
said to be of two kinds, viz., discount of bills,
and discount of goods ; but they are essentially the same.-- When a bill of exchange is
presented at a banker's for discount, it is the
practice to calculate the simple interest for the
time the bill has to run,ii,cludmg the days of grace,
which interest is calkd the discount; and this
being d. duct, d from the amount of the bill, the
balance is paid over to the presentcr of thc bill.
2"his is the method lbllowed by the bank of
England, hy the London and provi'ncial bankers,
and by commercial mt'n in general.
But it is,
notwithstanding,
inaccurate.
The true discount
of any sum for any given time is such a sum as
will in that time amount to the interest of thesum
to be discounted
Thus, if interest be fiv_ per
cent., the primp r discount to be received for the
immediate advance of 9100 due 12 months hence
is not 95, but 94.76, for this sum will, at the
the end of the ycar, amount to 95, which is what
the 9100 would have produced.
Those, there_
fore, who employ their money in discounting,
make somewhat more than the ordinax T rate of
interest uponit.--The
rule for calculating discount on correct principles is as follows: As the
the amount of $100 for the given rate and time is
to the given sum or debt, so is 9100 to the present
vTorth, or so is the interest of 9100 for the given
time to the discount of the given sum.--Bills in
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the highest credit are discounted on the lowest
terms; the discount increasing according to the
suspicions entertained of the punctualiiy o1' solvency of the parties subscribing the bills. During- the continental war the rate of interest,
or, which is the same thing, of di.-couat, wa_
in England comparatively high; for some time
afterward
it was seldom above 4, and often
as low as 3 and even 2½ per cent.--During:
the ten years 1856-65 the average rate of di_count in England was 45 per cent. -- Discnullt
on merchandise takes place, when, after making
a purchase of goods at a fixed term of credit,
the buyer finds means to make his payment
before the expiration of that term, receiving from
the seller a discount or allowance, which:s cornmonly a good deal above the current rate of
interest. The discount on goods varies, of course,
according to the interest of money. During the
late war the loans to government were so large,
and the facility of investing money was such,
that the discount on goods was often as iligh as 5
per cent for six and 10 per cent. for 12 months.
iNow, however, the discount on goods has fallen.
with the fall in the rate of interest to 7 or 7_ per
cent. for 12 months ; being about double the
current interest arising from funded property, or
the discount of good mercantile
bills.-- Long
credits and discounts upon goods have for a
lengthened period, been usual in England.
'Fhi_
arose from tr variety of causes, but principall).
perhaps, from the magnitude of the exports to
the Ut_itcd States, Russia and other countries,
where there is a great demand for capital; but m
whatever causes it originated, it has latterly beea
carried to what seems to be an injurious extent.
In France and Germany the manufacturers, ia
general bare of capital, are obliged to stipulate
with the merchants forshort credits. In llollaml
the usage of the exporting merchants has been Io
pay either in ready money, or at so short a dat(:
as to put discounting out of the question, the
manufacturer
setting at once the lowest price on
his goods.
J.R. M'C¢LLoc_t and H. G. RE_9.
DISPUTED ELECTIONS (r_ U. S. H_s_'or_Y).
When the electors have failed to give any one
majority of all the votes, the house of rcpresc,m
atives, voting by states, and each state having
one vote, was empowered by the original term, of
the constitution to choose a presidtnt from the
two highest candidates on the list. 2rmcndmc_,t
XII. enlarged the limits of choice to three caml_dates, and directed the scnate in like case I_*
choose a vice-president from the two high(:,t c;t_
didates for that office. (See CO:NSTITUTIO-N,
Ill.,
EXEOUTIVE.) There have been three such di,puted presidential elections in our histo_)', a_,i
one (1876) in which the majority of electoral vot_'_
wasdisputed.--I.
: (1800). In the election of 1_96
it had been generally agreed by the h.adin'-" mt.a
of both parties, as _ concessitm to the pcrsot_t
dignity and feelings of the candidatcs, that Jt.ff_.r-
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son and Burr, and Adams and Pinckney,
should
receive, as far as possible,
equal
consideration
from the electors.
The independent
judgment
of
the electors prevented
the faithful
obserwmce of
this agreement,
andit was more formally renewed
'by a congrcssiomfl
caueu,_ of each party in 1800,
appalently
without
reflection that a rigid adhercncc to it by both parties would certainly
result
in nu choice, since only the highest candidate
on
the list became president.
Both parties adhered
to thcagreement,
except that one federalist elector
(in Rhode Island) was acute enough
to give his
s,'cond vote to John
Jay.
Burr,
it has been
charged,
on doubtful
authority,
endeavored
in
like manner to gain one vote on Jefferson i_ :New

of the federal caucus and voting for Burr, very
early came to a common agreement
that, as any
one of them, by voting for Jefferson,
could at any
time give him a majority of the states, they woul(:
not allow the balloting
to be prolonged
to any
dangerous extent.--The
balloting continued
for a
week, thc house having 19 ])allots on Wednesday,
Feb. 11; nme on Thursday,
Feb. 12; one on Friday, Feb. 13; four on Saturday,
Feb. 14; on("
(the thirty-fourth)
on _londay,
Feb. 16: but all
with the same result, eight states for Jefferson,
six for Burr, and two divided.
This protraelcd
uncertainty
was enlivened
by frequent
eaucusses
of both parties, by the presence
of sick members
who had been carried into the house in thcH' heds

YorK.
Feb. 11, 1801, Jefferson
and Burr we,'e
found to have a tie vote, 73 each (sec ELECTOR.Xl,
_rOTES),
and the house, in which the federalists
had a majority
both of members
and of states,
proceeded
to choose between the two denmerats.
In anticipation
the house had settled, Feb. 9, the
rules for balloting,
which l)ecame precedenls
for
1824. Their most important
provi._io_s were as
foIlows:"
2. That the seuale should beadh_itted,
g, That the balloting
shouhl not be interrupted
by any other business.
4. That the house should
not adjourn
until a choice was made.
5. That
the balloting should beinsecret
session.
6. That
the representatives
shonld sit by states; that each
state should
ballot separately,
cast its ballot in
duplicate,
marked with the name of its choice or
with the word "divided,"
into its own ballot box;
that two general ballot boxes should be provided,
the duplicate
state ballots going into scp.lrate
boxes;
that each state should have a teller; lhat,
if the results of the count of the two boxes tallied,
the result of the ballot should be ammunced,
but
that, if the two reports disagreed,
theballot
should
be null and void.
7. That, '_s soon as any person
had a majority
of the state ballots, the speaker
should announce
his election."--Partly
to balk
the evident desire of the democrats
for Jefferson,
and partly from au idea that Burr would
be less
dangerous
to the commercial
interests
of the
country,
the federalist
caucus had determined
to
vote for Burr for the presidency.
Had all the
fcderalistreprescntatives
obeyed the caucus, Burr
would hav, c been elected president
at onc_ ; but
the single federalist
member
from Georgia, one
federalist
member from Maryland,
and one from
North Carolina,whosereprcsentativeswereevcnly
divided, decided to conformto
the wishes_f their
constituents,
and vole for Jefferson.
This gave
him the state vote of Georgia and 5[orth Carolina,
anit divided
that of _iaryland.
Jeffcrs()u
was
llaus sure of eight states, all those south of New
England
except Delaware,
blar_l'_nd
and South
Carolina;
and. BmTof sixstates,
Delaware, South
.(Jarol!na, and all iN'ew England
except
Vermont,
which, with l_I,'u'yland, _vas divided.
There was
' -.thus still no choice by the house, Jefferson lacking
one of amajority
of the 16 states.
Bayard,
oi
,'Delaware, Morr)s,
of Yermont,
and Cl"aik and
J3a_, ,of ._[aryland,
while yielding to the decision

and remained there to insure
their votes, and by
the angry aud exaggerated
rmnors
which natu_
rally floated out fr¢m_ the secret sessions to the
people outside.
The federalists
were charged
(and justly iu the case of some of them) with a
desig,1 to prolong the balloting
until the expiration of Adams' term, March 3, and then either to
leave the governou:nt
to the strongest and most,
active, or, by special act, to give it iu tru._t to the
federalist
chief justice, John _Iarshall,
who was
then also acting as secretary
of stale.
In any
such evcht the democrats,
after debating a proposition to call au extra ses._iou of the next congress in )larch
1)y a proclamation
sigm.d
by
Jefferson and Burl:, iu one of whom the pre-idential title was vested, seem to have, decided to hart,
the middle
states seize the capital by a mdilia
force aud call a genertd eonventiou
of the stales
to provide for the emergc_cy,
and revise the ('onstitution.
For all this nervous
agitation
there
was no occasion while Bayard was in the house,
and exert,ed his iuflucnee, as he always did, for
good; but it was very forlunate
that at thi_- session congress had changed its mcetin.,.," place from
alarge city to the little village of Washiugto,l,
and had thus avoided all danger of interference
by mobs.--For
seven days lhe house rem'dned iu
session, nominally
without adjournment,
though,
after sitting out the first night, tim resolution
not
to adjourn
was evaded by taking recesses as cou.
venieace
demanded.
51onday, Feb. 16, the four
associate federalists
decided that the party expcriment
had gone far enough,
and that, if a
guarantee
for the civil service; could be obtained
from J_cfferson, Burr should have but olle more
ballot.
Tuesday,
Feb, 17, the tln_'ly-fifth
ballot
look place with the usual result, aml. an hour
afterward,
tim tbirty-sixiJ_ b'dlot began.
,lcfferson had given the neccs_aly guarantee
through
a
friend:
Morris, therefore,
by "d)senting himself,
alh)wcd his democratic
colleague to cast tim state
vote of Vermont;
Craik and Baer, by casting
blank ballots,
made Mar,,'land
democratic,
and
Jefferson
received
10 state vott,s out of 16 and
was elected.
Delaware and South C,u'olinavotcd
bl.mk ballots.
The vme-presidency
devolved ou
Burr, for whom the _Ncw England
sm_es, except
Vt,rmonl,
v¢)ted to the cud.
Jefferson
entered
olllcc without
any feelings
of gratitude
to tim
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federalists
who/had
given him the position,
but
with great irritation
against
them for having
voted blank instead
of voting directly for him,
and his account is to be taken with caution.--lI.
:
(1824).
The dissolution
of the federalparty
after
1815 had left nominally
but one political
party,
tlledemocratic-republican,
in the United
States.
But the debates in congress
alone will show thaL
there was still the abiding
difference
between
those voters in the north who wished to construe
the constitution
broadly,
for the benefit of commerce and a strong
federal
government,
and
those in the south and west who wished to construe the consti'tution
strictly,
for the benefit of
agriculture
and the conservatiou
of the state governments,
and tliat the all-prey,riling
democraticrepublican
party was really divided into two factions, strict constructionist
and broad coustructionist.
In 1820 and 1821 these two branches
of the party
opposed
each other,
though
not
under distinct
party names, in animated
contests
for the speakership
of the house.
The want of
regularly
organized parties, with recognized
principles, only resulted
in tlle degradation
of the
presidential
eleclion
of 18°4 into
a personal
contest
between John
Quincy Adams, secretary
of state, IIenry
Clay, speaker of the house, William H. Crawford,
secreta_ T of tile treasulT,
and
Andrew
Jackson,
who, when nominated
by his
state lcgislature,
had resigned his position as senator and become a private
citizen of Tennessee.
Of these the two first named
were broad constructionists,
federalists
in reality,
though
they
would
have scouted
the name, and the two last
named were strict constructionists.
In the presidential
election
A.lbert Gallatin,
who had been
nominated
by the congressional
caucus for the
vice-presidency,
had no votes, being ineligible,
and John C. Calhoun,
of South
Carolina,
was
generally
supported
by the friends of all the presidential candidates.
The electors failed to choose
a president (see ELECTORAL VOTES), and the duty
of choosing between
Jackson,
Adams and Craw.
ford, tile three highest
candidates
on the list, devolved upon the house.
In balloting,
the rnlesof
the house in 1801 were adopted,
after much opposition
to the exclusion
of tim public.
Clay
standing
fourth
on the list, was ineligible,
and
the whole struggle
in the house turacd
on the
success of the other candidates
in winning
the
Clay vote.
This, very naturally,
went to Adams,
though
only as a choice of evils, and the result of
the first ballot, Feb. 9, 18:_5, was 13 states for
Adams, seven states for Jackson,
and four states
for Crawford.
Adams thus became prcsid,-nt.-Jackson
had received a plurality
of the popular
and tlle electoral vote, and the general feeling that
the working
of the constitution
had done him an
injustice aided greatlyincarryinghim
triumphantly into the presidency
four years after.
(But see
DEMOCRATIC-I:{.EPUBLIC.4.N PARTY, IV.)--A more
patent result in politics was the charge, first advanced by George Kremer, of Pennsylvania,
in the
house,
and by his own confession
without one
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tittle of evidence, that a "corrupt
bargain"
had
l)een made between
Adams and Clay, by which
the former was to receive the Clay vote in the
house, and tlle latter the position of secrets1T of
state in Adams'
cabinet.
Adams'
subscquent
nomination
of Clay to this vetT position was, to
the democratic
miml, incontrovertible
proof of
this corrupt
union
of :New England
and Kentucky, "of ttm puritan
and the black-leg."
This
charge lay like a stumbling-block
in CIay's p:tth,
eluding Imwever hiseager
search for an authority
until 18_7, when it _vas formally
reiterated
by
Jackson himself, on the authority
of James Buchanan, representative
from Pennsylvania,
who at
once declared Jackson's
impression
"erroneous."
And yet the charge was renewcd quadrennially
for
20 years after the only authority
ever alleged had
fully repudiated
any responsibility
for it. (Set
CLAY, l:I_1_Y.)--III.:
(1836).
Feb. 8, 1837, the
electors having failed to choose a vice-presidenL
(see DEMOC_ATtc-RLTvBLrC._N
PARTY, IV.), the
senate, from the two highest
candidates
on the
list, chose Richard
M. Johnson
by a vote of 33 to
16 votes fbr Francis
Granger.
(See E_.Ec'rom_L
VOTES.)--IV.:
(1876).
The origin of the dispute
over the result of the presidential
election of 1876
may be found in the constitutional
provision
th._t
each state shah "lppoint electors " in such manner
asthe legislaturethereofmaydircct."
Of the 369
electors, 184, one less titan a majority, had, without question,
voted for the democratic
camlidales,
Tilden and Hcndricks;
but at least 20 of the rcmainder
were disputed.
In the three soutlJerll
states of Florida,
South Carolina
and Louisi;ma,
the legislatures
had directed
the counting
of the
popular
vote for electors to be done by returnil_g
boards, with plenary power to cast out the e_Jdre
vote of any county
or parish in which fraud or
force liad vitiated
the election.
By exercising
this power
the returning
boards of Florhia and
Louisiana
had converted
an apparent
democratic
popular
majority
into an apparent
repnbli<'al_
majority,
and given certificates
to the republic'aT,
electors.
It was known
before February,
1877,
that double
returns
had been sent by the demt)cratic and republican
electors of the three states
named, and from Oregon.
(See ELECTORAL CoM_Issm_,
for the facts in this case.) It was irapossible to give the votes in tile alternative
(sc__,
I_LECTORS). t'or, by a single vote from any of the
states above n'lmcd, Tiklen and Hcndricks
would
be seated.
By tile twenty-second
joint rule the
democratic
house could have thrown out all the
doubtful
states arid given the democratic
candidates a majority;
but the republican
senate ha(t
repealed
the joint vule, Jau. 20, 1876, and sore('
of its members
began to assert the arbitrary
and
absolute power of the vice-president
to "decide
which
were legal votes. ' Under these circumstances
the electoral
comrulssion
was cre'_ted,
whose decision
was only to be reversed by con.
CmTCnt vote of both houses.
_s each decisin,_ _)t'
the commission
in favor of the rel_,ublican cite'totwas announced
to the two houses,
the senate
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voted to sustain
it, and the house to reject it, by
strict party votes, and the commission's
decision
held good.
In each of the states of _iichigan,
_evada,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Vermoat, one elector was objected to as holding
an
office of trust or profit under the United States;
hut both houses concurred
in admilting
all these
votes.
After a session lasting from Feb. 1, 1877,
until 4:10 h..._i., of March 2, the vole was iinally
announced
as 185 to 184 for the republican
cundidates,
I-[ayes and Wheeler.
(See ELECa'OmtL
_OTES. )-- See (I.) 5 Itildreth's
_5_itcd States, 402;
1 yon Holst's _3_ited Stales, 168; 2 Gibbs' AdministratioTts of lVashingtol_ and Achnr_s, 488; 7 J.C.
Hamilton's
UniteA States, 425; 9 John
Adams'
Works, 98; 6 Hamilton's
Works, 480-523 (and
_Bayard's letters there given), 2 llandall's
Life of
J_ff_r_o/_, 573; 2 Tucker's
Life _f Jc.ff_'_olL, 75,
',510; 3 Jefferson's
Works ted. 1829) 444, amt 4:515
(Aria);
1 Garland's
Life e,f Ra_ul,,lph, 1_7; Partea's Life of Burr, 262; 3 Sparks' LT:fe a_d Writi_gsof_lTc, rr_s, 132; 2 Benton'sDebatcs_f
5bl_grc._.
_II.) 2 yon lI_)lst's
U_led
Slates, 4; 3 P._rton's
Life of Jackson, 54; 1 Colton's
L_fc of Clay, 290;
.t_rivatc Uorrespo_dencv
of Clay, 109; 1 Benton'._
Thirty ]_ear,; View, 47; Sargent's
P_&lic Me_a_d
Events, 70; 2 Hamnmnd's
Political Ilistory (,f __;e_
York, 177; 8Benton's
Debales of Congress.
(III)
13 Benton's
Dcbatesof
Congress, 738.
(IV.) 23, 24
JVation; Appleton's
Anginal
Cyclopa, dh_, 1876-7;
T_ibune
Alma_,ac.
1_77; Co_,gressio_al 1_ccord,
]877; and authorities
under I'._LECTORA.LCO_IMIS_IO:N.
ALEXA.NDERJolINSTOS.
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tile average rateis nmch less than that establish.ed
in Great Britain
o1" Russia.--The
experience
of
the United States in tills matter has been most
peculiar and instructive,
and its record, which it
is here. proposed
to make, constitutes
one of the
most extraordinary
and interesting
of chapters
in the history
of economic
science.
The first
attempt lo tax distilled spirits of domestic
production in the United States was made in 1791;
the annual product at tlmt time, according
to the
report of the secretary of the treasury,
Alexander
ttamiltou,
being about 6,500,000 proof gallons;
of which 3.500,000 was estimated as derived from
the distillation
of foreign materials,
mainly melasses and syrups.
Although
the taxes imposed
were comparatively
light, (from 9 to 11 cents per
proof gallon), and the necessities
of the governlnent for revenue
nmst urgent, their imposition
provoked
great oppo.cition and resistance;
and in
1794 the western counties
of Pennsylvania
rose
in open insurrection
against the enforcement
of
the law.
And it was not until an army, drawn
from l.he militia
of the neighboring
states, had
lnarched
into the disturbed
district
and seized
the h.aders of the insurgents,
that the authority
of the federal
govcrnment
was re-established.
The cost of this insurrection
to the government
was $1,500,000;
whilc
its total
expenditures
lor the same
sear for all ordinary
purposes,
were only $4,362,000.
Upon tlle accession
of
5h'. Jefferson
to the presidency
in 1800, ami
ill)on his recommendation,
the whole
system
of internal
taxation
by the federal
government waq repcalcd;
and although
temporarily
DISTILLED
SPIRITS,
considered
in rerenewed in 1813, in consequence
of tim war with
fercnee
to
Taxation--Experienee
of the
Great Britain, such taxes practically
formed
no
United
States.
Since the time of Charles II,
part of the fisc'd system of the government
of
when taxes were, for the first time in England,
the United States during
the more than half a
imposed
on distilled spirits, this article has heen
century
that elapsed
between
1817 and 1862.
regarded
by the legislators
and fiscal adminisDuring
the wholc of this period, therefore,
the
tration
of all civilized
states as an eminently
nmnufacture
of distilled
spirits in the United
t_ropcr subject
for taxation
for the purl),_se of
_tates
was free from all spceilic
taxation
or
rcvenue.
Great Britain at present (1881) imposes
supervision
by the federal government,
trod also
a taxondistillcd
spirits of 10s.($2.50) per imperial
to a great exlent
l)y the governments
of the
proof g'dlon of 227 cubic inches, which is equivaseveral st'_tes; and. being produced
mainly from
lent to 7s.4d.($1.80)
on the proof wine gallon of 231
Indian corn, the ('hc'_pest of all cereals, at places
•cubic inches, adopted as tile American
standard;
adjacent
to _he loealilies
where the corn was
and for the fiscal year 1881 she derived a revenue
cultivated,
they were sold at a very low price;
from this source of £14,393,572
($71,967,000)
on
the avc_*age nmrket price in New York for the
a home consumption
of 29,047,30;_ imperial
galfive years preceding
the year 1862 having
been
Ions.
For the year 1878 the revcmle derivcd by
24 cents per proof gallon; with a minimum
price
_'rance from taxes on the production
and conduring
the same tnnc of 14 cents per gallon.
,mmption of all domestic
liquors was re.turned "_t Ender
such circumstances
the production
and
81,716,000
francs ($16,345,000);
and in Swcdcu,
consumption
of distilled
spirits in the United
in 1874, at $3,718,000.
I_ Russia the nmnufacStates previous to the war, for a great variety
of
lure and sale of distilled spirits is a strict governtu|rposes,
had become enornlous;
the product for
meat monopoly;
and of the entire income of the
1860 being returncd
by the census of that yetu •
government
from ordinary
sources,
fully oneat 90,412,5_1
proof galluns,
an ectimate which
third
is derived
from the taxes
on domestic
subsequent
investigations
provedwa_ratllerunder
liquors.
The existing taxes are believed to he than orer the then actual production;
while the
equivalent
to about one dollar gold per gallon,
maximum quantity
ever exported in any one year
The taxes on distilled
spirits in the other Eurowas not in exccssof 3,000,000gallons.--The
pecupean states vary greatly in amount and as respects
liaritics of manufacture,
[rade and consumption,
_the methods
of assessment
and collection;
',rid
growing out of the circumstance
that the United

-
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States at that time---alone
of all civilized countries
--enjoyed
an almost unlimited
supply,
at an extraordinarily
low price, of an article so essential
to many arts, and so extensively
desired for personal use, was also very remarkable;
and espeeially interesting,
also, from the contrast
between
the condition of thino_s in Europe, where the price
of the same article,
by reason of a government
fiscal policy universally
adopted,
was constantly
maintained
at such an extraordinarily
high rate as
to restrict
its consumption
in the arts and for
personal
uses to the mm'owest
of limitations,
Thus, one of the purposes,
unknown
in Europe,
for which this product
of spirits w'_s extensively
used in the United States at this time, was for the
manufacture
of an illuminating
agent
termed
"burning
jluht,"
which
was composed
of one
part of _'ectified spirit._ of turpentine,
technically
termed"
camphenc,"
mixed with from four to five
parts of alcohol, each gallon of alcohol thus used
requiring
for its manufacture
1.88 gallons of proof
spirits, by which is to be understood
a mixture of
about 50 per cent. alcohol and 50 per cent. water,
Large quautities
of burning fluid were also pre.
pared at the south and west by mixing alcohol
dircct
with
the crude or commercial
spirits of
turpentinc
; and the whole quantity
of alcohol

%"

41,000 gallons to a third for a patent "paln-killer."
A single firm in western New York, engaged in
the manutheture
of a horse medicine,
reported ,_
consumption
for this purpose
of over 50,000 gallons of proof spirits per annum;
and one distiller
in the same section of country reported a regular
monthly sale of 8,000 gallons of proof spirits, or
96,000gallonsperannum,
for the single purpose ef
" fortifying
" eider intended for export to tropical
countries,
or for sale in the southern states or California.
Instances
were also made known of individual
hair-dressers
in the large cities using 400
gallons of alcohol yearly in their local business;
and of others whose consumption
of alcohol in
the preparation
of articles having
merely a local
sale reached2,000gallonsperannum.--The
necessities of the federal government
for increasedrevenue, consequent
upon the outbreak and eontinuance of the civil war, early demanded
an increase
in the amount
and sphere of national taxation;
and distilled spirits were among the first articles
of domestic
production
and consumption
upon
which the new taxes were levied.
The first tax
I
'
i
!

imposed
(act of July 1, 1862,) was 20 cents per
gallon.
By the act of _Iarch 7, 1864, this r;J|e
was raised to 60 cents; by the act of July 1, 1864.
to $1.50; and Jan. 1, 1865, the rate was furtlwr

used for all such purposes
in the United
States i advanced
to $2. The first effect to be noticed
in 1860, was estimated
by the United
States rev- I of the imposition,
altcration
and rapid increase
enue commission
to have been at least 16,000,000
[ of these internal
taxes upon distilled
spirits, is
gallons, requiring
over 25,000,000 gallons of proof-] their
industrial
influence.
This amount_,d, ilt
spirits.
Some idea of the extent of the production
fact, to an industrial
revolution,
essentiall._ mt)diof this article may be gained from the statement
lying and even destroying
gn'eat branches
_,f inthat the nmnufacture
of burning
fluid in 1860, in
dustlT;
and yet these effects, in presence of other
the city of Cincinnati
alone, required
an amount
and greater
events, continu'flly
and conwmporaof alcohol
equal to the distillate
from 12,000
neously occurring,
and which affected
the life
bushels
of corn for every o_ hours.
"lhe excesand destiny of the nation, p_lssed compalatively
sive cheapness
of alcohol--its
price in the _ew
unnoticed.
For example,
the manufacture
of
York market
from 1856 to 186°_ ranging from 30
"burning
fluid"
entirely ceased; the increase in
to 60 cents per g'illon_also
led to its extensive
the price of its principal
constituent--alcohol-use for a multitude
of other industrial
purposcs:
from an average of 84 cents per gallon in _N'ew
s_uch as the manufacture
of varnishcs,
lint-stiffenYork in 1861, to $4.25 per gallon in the spring of
ing, furlfiture
polish, perfumery,
tinctures,
patent
1865, having converted
it from one of the cheapmedicines,
imitation
wines, percussion
caps, and
est to one of the dearest
of illuminating
agents,
in dyeing, cleaning, lacquering,
bathing, and even
and made its general use impracticable.
But by
as fuel in domestic
culina_ T operations.
:Many
one of those happy circumstances
which lmve so
preparations
for the hair, which at that time in
often characterized
the experience
of the United
other countries,
as now ahnost
universally,
were
States, the industrial
and economic
disturbances
prepared
VCl'y l'u'gely on a basis of fats and oils,
which might naturally
have bccn expected h'oa_
were in the United States then compounded
althis change, were to a great degree speedily re,umost wholly on a basis of alcohol;
the comparatralized by the almost contemporaneous
di.,covery
tive difference
in the price of this article in the
(1859) in Pennsylvania,
of vast supplies of WUnited
States and Europe giving an entirely diftroleum and the rapid utilization
o; its distilh_t('s
ferent composition
to products
of large consumpfor the preparation
of a cheaper
iliumimtti_g'
tion intended
to effect a common object.
From
material
than even burning
fluid;
so tlmt in _t
testimony
given before
the United
States revshort time tim business
of collecting,
preparil3g
enue commission
in 1865,it was established
that
and exporting
petroleum
became, as it yet is, one
the sales of one single rectifying
house in the city
of the most important
industrial
interests of the
of l'qcw York averaged over30,000
gallons of alcocountr3".
And as a further curious illustration ,'f
hol (equivalent
to 56,000 g'dlons of proof spirit) per
the changes consequent
upon the disuse of bm itannum,
for the preparation
of hair tonics; 81,000
ing fluid and the introduction
of petrolemn
proLIgallons of alcohol to one firm for the manufacture
ucts for iUumination,
it may be stated, that the
of a popular article of cheap pex'fumery;
12.5,000
demand for the new patterns
of lamps aml th(.ir
gallons to another filan for an imitation wine; and
appurtemmces,
adapted to burn the new material,
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was alone sufficient
to employ the then entire
manufacturing
capacity of all the glass works in
the country for a period equivalent
to two years,
Druggists
and pharmaceutists
estimated
the reduction in the use of alcoholin
their gcneralbusiness, consequent
upon its increased
cost from
taxation,
at from one-third
to one-half.
Manufacturers
of patent medicines and cosmetics abandoned their old styles of preparation
and adopted
new.
The manufacturer
of horse medicine,
before n_Aiced, who used proof spirits at the rate of
50,000 gallons per ammm, testified that his business was wholly destroyed.
Varnish
makers reported a reduction
in the use of spirits in their
business to the extent of 80 per cent.; other and
cheaper solvents for the constitucnt
gums, such
as wood naphtha,
benzine, etc., being substituted,
Hatters, who before uscd large quantities
of "stiffcuing"
composed of shellac dissolved
in alcohol,
in the manufacture
of hat bodies, substituted
glue
in its place, or used cloth in the place of felt.
The export of cider, tinctures
and cheap perfumcry was seriously
curt'filed;
while the increased
price of vinegar,
before
manufactured
largely
from whisky,
so far affected the co_t of the manufacture
of pickles and white lead as to greatly
diminish
domestic
consumption,
and almost entirely prevent
exports.
_N'o very large sales of
distilled spirits for the manufacture
of cheap imiration wines were reported after 1864.
Thc curators of some of the leo.cling museums--anatomical
er natural
history--of
the country,
att'lehed to
restitutions
of learning,
memorialized
c(mgre,-._,
that, owing to the high price of alcoho], they xx'erc
not able to make good the constant
waste of this
substance
(lcakage and evaporation)as
employ_d
by them for scientific purposes;
and that, in (:onsequence thereof, m,nyimportantcollections
were
becoming
rapidly
impaired
in value, while the
progress of scientific
discovery
and research was
greatly impeded.
Conga-ess accordingly
providcd
for the supplying
of alcohol to such institutions
from bonded warehouses,
free of tax.--Coucerm
ing the influence
of the increase of price on the
use of spirits for drinking
purposes,
there was
considerable
discrepancy
of opinion from tho_e
best qualified to judge.
Previous
to the war raw
whisky waste'tailed
m every part of the country
at from 7 to 15 centspcr
quart;
and at such rates
it was within
the ability of every laborer to indulge freely.
The weight of testimony
taken by
the United _tates revenue
commission
was to the
effect that no marked
diminution
of the sales of
liquors by retailers
to the poorer
classes of consuraers
was noticed
until
the tax was raised
above 60 cents per gallon;
but that subsequently,

The tariff on imperted
liquors having been at the
s'lme time increased
ill a greater proportion
than
the tax on domestic spirits, the demand for "foreign" liquors
largely
fell off: but this loss was
fully or more than supplied
by an increased
sale
of American
whisky, which, under the popular
name of "Bourbon,"
became nationalized
as a
beverage to a greater
extent than at any former
period.
As was naturally
to be expected,
with
the large increase in the cost of the original product of spirits, the temptation
to adulterate
the
fia_a_ product
sold by retailers
was greatly
au_mcntcd;
and the extent
to which adulter:_tion,
was practiced is shown by the circumstance
that,
when gin purporting
to be of foreign manufacture was selling in _New York in 1860 at 65 cents
per gallon, the low retailers of that city charged
six cents per gl'lss; and that subsequently,
when
the wholesale price of the same liquor was $3.25
per gallon and upward,
the former
retail price
remained
unaltered.
It is also to be noted that,
from about the time -_herl taxation
largely onhanccd the price of distilled spirits in the United.
States, the consumption
of certain
drugs which,
can be used as stimulant
substitutes
for spirits,
particularly
opium and its derivatives
and Indian,
heml), began to increase.
Thus, in 1860, with a.
duty of $1 per petard, the importation
of opium,
crude aml prepared
for smoking,was
119,525 lbs. ;
in 1_65, with a duty of $2 5_) per poun'2, Ihe importatiml
was 12_'),470 lbs. • in 1872, with a reducticu_of du_y t,)$1 per pound, the iml)ortation
was
returned at 205,829 lbs ; in 18_5, 251,012 lb_., iu
1878, 262,556 Ib_. ; and in 18_0, 320,408 lb_. The
importatio_
of morphine and its salts, which was
merely
nominal
in 1864, was returned
at 172
ounces in 1865, 687 ounces ia 1867, 1,884 ounces
in 1869, 3,002 ounces in 187_, and 3,490 ounces in
1880. What proportion
of this incre'lse was due
to the high prices of alcoholic liquor_, and what
to the excitements
of the war and the speculative
peliods which succeeded,
can not bc affirmed;
but that all these causes have. proved operative,
and that the eonsumpti()u
of opium and Indiat_
heml) Ires progressively
incr(,ased since 1864--5, ill
the United States, can not bedoubtcd.--We
come
next to con_ider
what to the economist
is the
most interesting
portion
of this
experience
in
progressively
and inordinately
taxing
distilled
spirits, namely, its fiscal results.
The first tax imposed on distilled spirils of domestic
production,
was, as already stated, 20 cents per proof gallon.
This tax, exclusive of the revenue derived from
licenses to wholesale
and retail liquor dealers,
for rectification,
etc., yielded for the fiscal year
ending June 80, 1863, a revenue
of $3,229,911/

when the tax was advanced
to $1.50 and $2
per gallon, the reduction
of consumption
was
considerable;
and that beer w_s largely substiluted
for whisky.
On the central'y,
with all
those classes with whom, by reason of abundant

_ ]n addition _o the tax directlyimpo_ed on the distilh.d
spirit, the internal revenue s)stem of the United States
from the first imposed a number of other anti collateral
taxc_-i e.,licen_c_, fees, permits, etc.-on the busine,s of
producing,
refining
andindependently,
vending of spirits,
_hich, although
ass(,s_ed and
collected
arc included
under a

me,'tus, the enhanced
price of liquors was n matter of but slight consideration,
the consumption
of di_tilled spirits was probably
not diminished,

general return of aggregate revenue fr_m distilled spirits.
Thus, the iolal revenue, returned as collected iu any one
i year is aiway_ considerably greater than the receipts from-
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indicating
a production
of 16,149,955
proof gallens.
As production,
in anticipation
of the tax,
_was, however, for some time previous
to its iraposition, pushed to the utmost extent, theamount
received in revenue
from distilled spMts for the
yc_ar 1862.-3 (and also for like causes in subsequent yeaxs) constitutes
no c,'iteriml of the actual
production
aud consumption
of the country.
The
tax of 20 cents continued
in force until March,
1864, when the rate was advanced
to 60 cents
_per proof gallon.
The direct revenue
from distilled spirits for the fiscal ycar ending June 30,
1864, under the two rates as above indicated,
was
$28,431,000.
On July 10, 1864, the tax was
further
advanced
to $1.50 per proof gallon;
aud
_n Jan. 1 succeeding,
to $9. The revenue derived
from this source for the fiscal year ending
June
_0, 1865, was $16,007.776;
and for the succeeding fiscal years, 1866-7, with a continued
and uniform tax of $2, was, respectively,
$29,482,077
.and $29.164,000.
With
the imposition
of the
high taxes upon this product,
however,
the inccption and practice
of frauds
upon the revenue
•commc.nced
upon a most gigantic scale, and soon
becameso
successful,
and so reduced to a system,
_hat in 1868 it seemed
as if the whole country
_'lnd the government
itself
were becoming
corrupted and demoralized.
Inthe outset, while the
war and its varying fortunes
were engrossing
the
_ttention
of the government
and the people, the
efforts made to reprcss and punish fr'mds in this
department
of the revenue were of absolutely
no
account whatever;
and, indeed, it may be alleged
with truth, that the whole spirit
and working of
_he statute was in the direction
of the encoura,,e-_
mcnt
and promotion
of fraud;
congress,
in the
first instance, under the influence
of speculators,
having advanced
the rate of taxation
on three
,occasion_ with ample premonition,
and without
making the advance applicable to stocks on haml,
which had been manufactured
specially in anticipation
of the legislation
in question;
and sec-ondly, by so devising the law and p,'oviding
for
its execution
as to make the detection,
and proof
_offraud almost impossible.
The immcdiatceffect
-of the enactment
of the first three and successive
rates of excise, was to cause an almost entire suspension of the business
of distilling,
which was
resumed again with great activity
as soon as an
advance
in the rate of tax in each instancc
be-came probable.
The stock of whisky and highwines accumulated
in the country
under
this
course of procedure
was without
precedent;
and
congress,
by its refusal
to make the advance in
taxation,
in any instance,
retroactive,
virtually
legislated
for the benefit of distillers and speculators, rather than for the treasury and the governthe direct tax on the spirit ttself. TheseannualaggTegates,
_ince the first imposition of the taw have been as follows:
186.3._5,176,5,_; 1864, S80,B_J,149; 1865, $LB,731,4'22;1866,
:$33,268,171; 1867, $38,54_°.951
; 1888. $18,655,630; 1869, $4:"
b,071,_.o50;
1870,_55,606,094; 1871,$.16,.281,84_;1B72,$4%475,516;
1_. $52,099,371t 1874, $49,444,089; 1875. $52.081,991; 1876,
lS78, t¢._0,420,000;1s79, $_•5$:_.4e_,000;
70,0_d0;1880,1t_77,$,_%4a_,000;
$61,185,1190.
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Tile profits
realized
by the holders of
stocks, thus made in anticipation
of the advance
in taxation, has probably no parallelin
the history
of any similar speculation
or commercial
transaclions in this country,
and ¢.an not be estimated
at
le_ than $50,000,000.
When the opportunity
for
the realization
of profits from manufacturing
in
anticipation
of the tax ceased by the prospecvive
permanent
maintenance
of rate, the opportumty
offered by the imperfections
of the law was in
turn eagcrly
cultivated
and improved.
Testimony brought
to light repeated
inst.mces where
imlivhlual
distillers
manufactured,
conveyc,d to
Inarkct, and fraudulently
sold spirits
in quanuties varying
from 20,000 to 80,000 gallons and
upward,
without
a suspicion
on the part of local
officers that the business
was not in all respects
conducted
legally and honestly.
It was sworn
to before the revenue
commission
in 1865-6, that
the determination
of the strength of the distilled
spirits preparatory
to assessment,
was often made
by mere physical
inspection
or taste, anti that
the use of instruments
(for which no uniform
standard
was provided)
was regarded
as something wholly
unnecessary.
It was also not unfrequently
the case that barrels
were inspected
and branded
some days in advance
of their bclag filled, and the future
regulation--filling
and
removal--left
entirely
with
the manufacturer.
Distillers
and
their workmen
wcrc snmetime_
constituted
inspectors
of their own products;
alnl
in one instance
an assessor was known
to have
been appointed
who did no_ possess
suil_cient
intelligence
to undcmtand
and correctly use, either
a gauging rod or a hydrometer.
Thus it was at
the commencement
of the period of high t.txation; but subsequently,
and after the close of the
war, when the administr'_tion
of the newrevenue
laws became
more intelligent
and vigorous, .rod
some degree of coneeahncnt
to the projector., of
fraud became necessary,
the expedients
succ_,-.-fully adopted for the evasion of the tax were in
the highest degree characteristic
of the ngenuitr
of the people.
One of the most fertile of th(.-¢'
was made available
through
a provision
nf law
which allowed spirits to be made and stored in
bond, or exported
in bond, without
prt'lm.Vnwnt
of the taxes.
Thus, for example,
spirit_ dc.p_-ited in bond were, through the conniwmce
and
corruption
of poorly
paid
officials,
acting at
gu,'u'dians,
secretly
withdrawn
from bond, the
lmrrelsfilledwithwater°rs°mechcapc°mPcmml'
and subsequently
exported.
On receipt (_f the
landing certificate,
obtained
through a c(m.-ul (_f
an inferior grade, the bonds given by the ,hahnfacturer
for the payment
of the taxes wcrc canceled, and the profits derived from the s'fle c_fthe'
untaxed spirits in the domestic market, at tht. tax
paid rate, were divided
among
all conceu_od
Warehouses
from which spirits deposited
had been fraudulently
withdrawn,
were
quently burned,
and the bonds canceled
denee of loss, wholly fraudulent,
but .¢0
supported
l)5, perjury,
as to be difficult

in b_nd
al_o hcon _._i
str) ,_i_of th.-.-
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proof.
Large losses were also sustained
by the
government
by the acceptance,
as the basis of
large transactions,
of bonds which subsequent
investigation,
contingent
on the exposure of more
open frauds,
showed
were purposely
made and
given by persons
of no responsibility,
who, in
some instances,
by pre-arrangement,
a_eed 'to
accept the risk of prosecution
and trial, with an
ahnost certainty
of non-conviction
by a jury, for
a stipulated
compensation
or a share in the anticipated fraudulent
profits.
In short, the tax of $2
per proof gallon on distilled
spirits (amounting
to above 1,000 per cent. advance
ou the avcrag,:
cost of manufacture),
and the euormons
pr(liits
contingent
upon the evasion of the law, coupled
with the abundant
opportunity
which
the law,
through its imperfections
and the vast territorial
area of thecountry,offered
forevasion,
constituted
;t te,nptation
which it seemed in]possible for either
manufacturers,
dealers
or officers to resist; and
the longer
the tax remained
at a high figure,
the less became the revenue
and the greater the
corruption.
During
the year 1867 the revenue
direclly collected
in the United States from distilled spirits,
as already
stated,
was about
$29,000,000, indicating
a domestic
production
of
some 14,500,000
gallons.
But during
the succeediug year, 186_, with no apparent
reason for
any diminution
in the national
production
and
consumption
of spirits, andwith
no increase, but
rather a marked diminution
in the volume of ira.
ports of foreign
spirits,
the total revenue
from
the same source
was but little
in excess
of
$14,000,000,
indicating
a production
of only
7,000,000 proof gallons;
proof spirits at the same
time being openly sold in tim market, and even
quoted in price currents at from 5 to 15 centslcss
per galhm than the rate of tax and the average
cost of manufacture.
We have also, in these
figures, tim materi'tls for approximately
eslimating the measure and strength of the temptation
to
evade the law, and the amount of prolit tlmt must
have accrued in the single year 1868 from the resuits of such evasion.
For as the eonsumptiou
of distilled spirits for all lmrposes in the country
during
tha¢ year was probably
not less than
60,000,000 gallon_,l
and as out of this the government
collected
a tax
upon
only
about
7,000,000 gallons, th,, sale of the difference at the
current market rates of the year, less the average
cost of production
(estimated
as high as 30 cents
pergallofi),
must have leturned
to the credit of
corruption,
a sum approximating
$80,000,000.
To this must be added a further
unknown
but

try was everywhere
recognized
and commented
on by the press 'is less than the amount of the
tax, and as allowing
nothing
wh'ttevcr
for the
cost of manufacture,
and notwithstanding
that
the existence and extent of the frauds in the manufacture
and sale of spirits was for three years.
annually
reported upon and in (leta_l by the officials of the treasury,
it was with great difficulty
tlmt cOngTCSS could be induced to take any action
h)okiug to remedies by tile enactment
of more perfeet laws, providing
for ,nore efficient administration or for diminishing
the tcmptatious
to fr'tud by
reducing
the tax; and it was not until the revenue
from this source bid f'tir to disappear
altogether,
and the popular m'mifcstations
of discontent
be.
c'uae very apl)arent , that anything really was accomplished;
a report from the committee
(lt ways
and rneans of the house of r('pre.senm|ive_.
In favor of a new law and a reduction
of the tax, having
been actually delayed in 1867 a wholc year. by the
appeal of a leading member of the committee for
postponement
of action, on the ground
that it
would be derogatory
to thc honor of a great nation
to confess, after having t_iumphcd
iu the most
gigantic of civil wars, its inability
to control the
domestic production
and sale of whisky.
I-Iow
expensive
this speech and its resulting
delay
proved to the national treasury
is shown
by the
circumstance,
that the receipts from the direct
tax on distilled spirits fell off in the fiscal year
1868 to the extent of $14,874,000
as compared
with the rcceil)tS for the previous fisealycar,
1867,
or from $29,164,000
to $14,290,000;
while, oa
the other hand, whcu by the act of July 20, 1868.
the direct tax was reduced
to 50 cents per proof
gallon, the receipts
for the ensuing
and iucomplete fiscal year increased
at once to the extent
of nearly
$20,000,000,
or from $14,290,000
in
1868 to $34,245,000
in 1869, and $39,-°44,000 in
1870; or, including
all tax(:s on the manufacture
and sale of distilled spirits, liccu._cs, etc., tile advance was from $18,655,000 in 1868 to $45,071,000
in 1869, and to $55,606,000
in 1870.
It is to be
here noted, tlmt in framing
the law of July 20,
1868, by which the direct tax was reduced front
$2 to 50 cents per l)roof._allou,
the intent, which
was realized,
was to make the total aggregate
tax 70 cents pet" gallon, but to impose only 50
cents as a nmximum
tax on the spirit as an article
of nmnufacturc,
and to distribute
the balance (20
cents) in the way of licenses, fees, etc., at points
intermediate
between
tim manufacturc
of the
spirits and their final sale to consumers,
but so
remote from and so disconnected
witll the process

undoubted
loss of revenue,
gro_ing
out of the
circumstance,
that
the influence
of successful
fraud
in the matter of distilled sp_,its seemed to
infect and demoralize
almost every other departmerit of the internal revenue.--Butnot,_,ithstaud-

of manufacture
as to render collusion
between
producers
and distributors,
with a view to gain
by evading the law, ahnost wholly impracticallle.
Another leading object was to fix tile direct tax
at such an amount
as would
keep down the

ing the fact that the current
price at which distilled spirits were sold in the markets of thc coun-

temptation
to fraud to the greatest
tent consistent with tim procurement
amount of revenue as was demanded

The reader will here do well to lo0k for_va_d and eee
tax'XhatwasWaSredueed.the
consumption, in _ubsequent years, whc._ the

sities of the government.
The sum recommended
by the then United States special commissioner

possible cxof such an
by the ncces-
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of the revenue, and subsequently adopted by con- writing--1881.
The result was exactly that which
gress, was 50 cents per proof gallon; because ' nogift of prophecy was requisite to anticipate oz"
investigations,
carefully conducted, showed that
predict.
The rate of 70 cents per proof galhm
on the average the product of illicit distillation
constituteda moderate temptation to fraud. Its
_costs, tlu'ough deficient yields, the necessary brib- increase to 90 cents constituted
a temptation
cry of attendants, and the expenses of secret and altogether too great for human nature as eraunusual methods of transportation, from two to ployed in manufacturing
and selling whisky, to
three times as much as the product of legitimate
resist; and fraud and evasion of the law on an
or legal distillation.
So that, calling tile average
extensive scale were soon inaugurated.
During
cost of spirits in the United States 20 cents per the years 1875-6, highwines sold openly in the
gallon, the product of the illicit distiller would
Chicago and Cincinnati markets at prices less
.cost from 40 to 60 cents, leaving but 10 cents per than the average cost of production, plus the
gallon as the maximum profit to be realized from govermnent tax. Investigations conducted under
fraud under the most favorable conditions--an
the then secretal 3' of the treasury, Hon. B. H.
.amount not sufficient to offset the possibility of Bristow, showed that the persons mainly consevere penalties of fine, imprisonment and con- cerned in the work of fraud were the government
fiscation of property, which were made an essen- officials rather than the distillers; and that a so.-tial feature of the new enactment.
In tile wlmle called "whisky ring," organized for the lmrpose
history of political economy, finance and jurisof fraud and having its centre at St. Lout.% ex.
prudence, there never was a result that so com- tended to Washington, and embraced within its
-pletely demonstrated the value of careful scien- sphere of influence and participation, not merely
tific investigation in connection with legislation
local supervisors, collectors, inspectors and storkin these departments.
Illicit distillation prac- keepers of the revenue, but even officers of the
tically ceased the very hour the new law and new internal revenue bureau, and probably, also, per"rule came into operation; and evasions'of
law sons occupying confidential relations with the
were confined to occasional false returns, and a executive of the nation.
.As the result of the_-c
re-use, on a very limited scale, of the stamps with investigations, many arrests were made and pro,( _which the tax was for the first time made payable
cutions instituted, and a fe)v prominent pers(Jlls
by purchase and cancellation.
Industry and the were finally convicted, and punished by fine ¢)r
.arts experienced a large measure of benefit from
imprisonment.
But such, nevertheless, was the
the reduction in the cost of spirits; while the political influence of the "whisky
ring," and
government collected during the second year of such the offense _ven by the secreta,T of the
the continuance of the act thre.e dollars for every
treasmsr by re'lson of his energetic action and
-one that was obtained during the last year of the sturdy unwillingness to compromise and cow'r
continuance of the $2 rate.--The subsequent his- up fraud, that this gentleman, to the disgrace of
tory of the experience of the United States in the the nation, felt compelled to resign, and _vifl_matter of taxing distilled spirits may be quickly
draw from his office. The general result of legittold.
In 1869 a new national administration
lation in respect to federal taxation of distilled
.came into power; and during the next two years,
spirits since the reduction of the tax from $2 to
frequent removals of revenue officials were made 50 cents per proof gallon, in July, 1868, is show_
for politicalpurposes.
The result showed itself in by the following summary statement: The avel.adecrease of the gross revenue from distilledspirage quantity of proof gallons which paid a tax,
its from $55',606,000, in 1869-70, to $46,281,000,
and presumably entered into consumption, du__n 1870-71; increasing to $49,475,000 in 1871-2. tag each of the four years of the 50 cent rate,
In June, 1872, congress, on the recommendation
i.e., from July, 1868, to June, 1872, inclusive,
mainly of a commissioner of internal revenue
was 68,812,780 gallons; the maximum amount in
(who was selected for the office for reasons other any one of this period of years havi_g bern
than economic knowledge, or experience in re- 78,490,196 gallons, during the fiscal year 1869-7(/.
_spect to taxation), aided also by a speculative
The average quantity of proof gallons which paid
interest, increased the direct tax on spirits from tax during the three years of the 70 cent rate,
J_0 lo 70 cents per proof gallon.
The result for was 63,721,000 gallons. The average quantity
the first year of the new tax showed an increase
whichpaid a tax during four fiscal years st' th(_
in gross revenue of only $2,624,000 as compared
90 cent ,'ate, or from 1876 to 1879 inclusive, wawith the receipts of the previous year, 1871-2, the 56,775,000 gallons. For the fiscal year 1880, th,_
last of the 50 cent rate; and a loss of $3,507,000
last for which complete returns m'e'availabh_ _lt
as compared with the receipts of 1869-70. The present writing, it was 62,131,000 gallons; or, i_J
.next year, 1873--4, the gross receipts were $33,911 other words, with an increase of 80 per cent. i_l
,less than the receipts of 1871-2. Uninstructed,
tim amount of the tax since 1872, with an inhowever, by this experience, congress, in 3Iarch,
crease in population of at least 8,000,000, with lie
1875, on the recommendation
of men who, as apparent diminution of consumption, and in a
subsequent events showed, had no thorough ae- year unparalleled in the history of tlle countly
quaintance with the subject, again advanced the for the prosperity of the masses and the activil)"
tax from 70 to 90 cents per proof gallon, at whmh
of manufactures, the annual production of proof
_'ate it has remained up to the date of the present
spirits in the United States in the year 1880,
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of which the government
was able to take cognizance,
and assess for revenue
purposes,
was
,.lpward
of 16.000,000
gallons
less lhau
were
demonstrated
to have bccn produced
and consumed in the year 1869-70, or 10 years previously.
With larger experience
and a purer and better administration,
illici! distillation
and o_her
evasions
of the laws relating
to the taxation of
distilled
spirits
have apparently
largely
diminished in the United States.
In the mountainous,
sparsely
settled
districts
of the southern
states,
illicit distillation
is systematically
carried
on,
and has thus far resisted
all efforts of the civil
and even military
power
of the government
to
effectually
suppress
it.
Isolated
cases of violalion of the law are also frequently
dctected
in
,other
sections
of the country.
But tt._cse instances, though extensive
as regards number, tim
do little more than meet a comparatively
small
demand for localconsumption,
amlprobably
add
nothing
of any conseqncnce
to the gcneral requirement
for distilled
spirits
of the trade "lnd
manufactures
of the country.
At the same time,
it is the opinion of persons engaged in the trade,
and who are presumably
we 1 qualified to form an
,opinion, thatthepresent(1881)annualrequiremcnt
,or consumption
of distilled
spirits in the United
States is notless
than 80,000,000
proof gallons,
exclusive
of any requirements
for export;
and
that the demand
is in some way regularly
sup.
plied.
If this supposition
be correct, it follows
lli.lt an annual
product
of some 18,000,000 gallons at present
successfully
evades this revenue,
involving an annual direct loss to the revenue of
atleast $16,000,000.
But in support of thisconcinsion
there
is manifestly
no actual
proof.-The economic
and moral lesson to be deduced
from this curious
record of experience,
is, that
whenever
a government
imposes a tax on any
product
of industry
sufficiently
great to iudemnify and reward an illicit and illegal production
of the same, then such product
will be illicitly
and illegally
m'lnufactured.
When that period
is reached, the loss and penalties consequent
upon
detection
and conviction--no
matter how great]

the most striking
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INTERNAL
The study

J of the principles which determine ti_e distmbution
] of wealth, of the means by which that dtstrlbuI tion is cffee|ed, and of lhe phenomena
pertaining
, to it, constitutes
one of the _reat divisions
or'
! political economy.
This science is comnmnly
(Iti vidcd into two or three part._; the first treating of
! the production,
thc second of the distributmn,
i and the third, when a third is admitted,
of the
_ consumption
of wealth.
Hence, thisis not a ape! cial subject, but a vast field of sludy cmbra¢,mg a
I great lmmb(,r of different
subjects
To discuss

of experience
in all eco- i the whole subject a volume
"--i e the increase in reveIt will suflicc here merely

in consequence

WEALTH.

tion, from $14,000,000
to $34,000,000--has
been
wholly disregarded.
On the contrary, as has been
aptly and wittily remarked,
thegovcrnmeut
"now
holds out the temptation
on the one hand, and the
writ of seizure on the other, and thus announces
its readiness to proceed Io business."--It
rein'fins
but to answer a question,
which will doubtless
suggest itself to the reader,
namely,
how is it
that Russia and Great Britain can successfully
impose and collect, a rate of tax on distilled spirits,
which in the 12nited States has proved to be irapossible or attended
with
the greatest
diffieultics?
The soi,_tion of this problem is to be found
iu the fact
that the circumstances
in the c._.-es
under comparison
are altogether
different.
]u
Russia the whole business of manufacturing
and
vending distilled spirits is a govcrmnent
mon(_poly, maint,_ined
through the agency of an extr.(ordinary police and military force, and by a thoroughly despotic
fol_
of govcrmnent.
In Great
Britain
the business
of distilling and rcclllying
spirits is CiUTicd on under such strmg(.nt conditio_s of law, and under such a sy._tem nt official
inspcction--a
system wholly impracticable
in a
country of l'lrge geographical
area, sparse populitton, and with a limited
police and auxiliary
military force--that
only abi)ut 300 dlstilhnq and
rectifying
establishments
exist
m the whole
United Kingdom;
as coinparcd
with 1,193 sire
ilar establishments
in operation
in the U_)itc(l
States in 1860, and 702 in 1880
2k provision,
r-t recognized
in the United
States, "flso exi._ls
in Great Britain, whereby spirits rec_uired in the
arts are allowed to be used free of d,tly.
But
notwitl)standing
this limitation
and rigid control
of the business,
detcctmns
for illicit di,t_llalion
in Grc_tl Britain are still numerous,
and, during
the )-ear 1866, 3,557 were rcportcd
Of Ihesc
I only 41 occurred
iu England,
and o_ily 11 m
i Scotland;
the remainder,
3,505, occurriiig
iu lreland, where sparsely settled districts,
and air un
cmploycd,
poor and non loyal l)opulation
offer
! greater
advantages
and inducements
for viola.
I lions of the law than exist clscwherc
m lhc kingdom.
D._VID ,¢k WI,:LLS.

may be the one, or how severe the other--will
be [
counted in by the offemters as a part of the neces- I
DISTRIBUTION
sal5 r expenses of their business,
and the business,
]_MPRO'VEMENTS.)
if suppressed
in one locality,
will be invariably
renewed and continued
in some other.
It is the
DISTRIBUTION
part of a civilized
government,
therefore,
in
framing laws for the assessment
and collection of
taxes, to know when the m:uximum revenue point
in the c,'tse of each tax is reached, and to recognize that
beyond
that
point
the government
"over-reaches
itself."
In the case of the United
States, this view of the matter has evidently not
been considered
worthy
of any consideration,
since the repeal of the act of July, 1868, which
reduced the _ate of taxation
on distilled spirits
from $2 to 50 cents per proof gallon.
_Naymore,

OF

[ notions

of the subject,

wouhl be necessary.
to _ive some general

and to point

out its prin-
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cipal subdivisions.
We refer, for each of these
subdivisions, to the special articles which treat of
them.--It is well understood that under the head
of distribution of wealth wc only mean here, and
can only mean, the distribution or the division of
the rcvemm of society, such as regularly takes
place among all its members.
To understand this
distribution it is necessary to consider, in the first
place, of what this revenue consists, anti what
are the principal agents which have concurred in
its formation.--"
The whole amount of profit,"
says J. B. Say, "derived by an individual from
Ills land, capital and industry, within a month,
or within the year, is called, respectively, his
monthly and his annual revenue. The aggregate
of the revenues of all the individuals, whereof a
nation consists, is its national revenue."-- Some
writers on this subject have fallen into a grievous
error, an error which has led them to the strungest conclusions.
They imagined that in the few
enue of a country was to be included only the
net profit of the capital employed in the country,
that is to say, in other words, the net profit of
those engaged in industry, who arc especially
charged with turning capital to account.
Thus,
in an industrial enterprise, it would not be proper,
according to these writers, to consider as gain to
the community at large, at the end of the year,
anything beyond the net annual revenue realized
by persons engaged in industry themselves. They
have not taken pains to observe, that the expenses
incurred by the persons thus engaged in industry
during thc course of the year in order to attain
their object, consist in great measure of wages distributed under various forms, and that these
wages constitute the revenue of the workmen who
receive them. The sums, too, wlfich have been
expended in the purchase of raw material or iraplcments have been, in like manner, diverted into
other channels for the support of labor, and have
become sources of revenue for other workers,
That which is to one nmn outlay, or an advance
made to production, is revenue in the c'lse of another. It is not, therefore, the net product but
the gross product of industrial enterprises which
constitutes the revenue of society or of a nation,
and which, under various forms, is distributed
among the individuals who compose the nation,
--In order to know how or among whom this revenuc is to be distributed, it is necessary to know
who those are who have concurred in its formation; in other words, who lmve been the agents
of production in gener_tl.--Production
is gencrally the result of the co-operation of three principal agents, namely: 1. Land capable of cultivation, mines, quarries, and all natural agents. 2.
Capital, which includes the implements of labor
(among which are to be reckoned farms, factories,
workshops, etc,), materials to which presentlabor
is to be applied, means of subsistence for workmen, and generally all kinds of value, the fruits of
past labor, which may serve to facilitate present
or future labor. 8, Labor, meaning by this term
not merely physical labor, but every" exercise of

OF WEALTH.
theintellectual or physical faculties of man, whicl_
tend directly or indirectly to the production of
revenue.--All production is, we say, the result of
the co-operation of these three agents, o1' of these
three productive l'orees. They are combincd iu
very different proportions, according to the kind
of product sought to be obtained, but each is i_Jdispensable in the general work of production
Without land capable of cultivation, mines aml
quarries, raw material could not be ol)tuined.
without capital, it would be iml)ossib]e either to
obtain it from the earth, or to work it; without
labor, capital and land would be idle.--Siuce,
then, each of th_e agents is indispensable to production, it seems natural that each should share
in the results, according to the measure of the
service it has rendered
This, in fact_ is what actually takes place. There are, however, certain
observations to be nmde on this subject.--When
natural agents are not appropriated, they have no
claim on the result of production.
The services
they render are in such a case gratuitous.
But
when they are appropriated, as land capable of
cultivation, mines, quarries, waterfalls, etc., generally are, their possessors naturally claim a part
in the products duc to their co-operation.
These
possessors exact payment for the services rendered by thenaturalagentswhich
belong to them.
It is very clear, of course, that it is not thesc inanimate natural agents which claim their share,
but the men who have the services of these agents
at their disposal, because they have become the
owners of them.
With the question of the right
of thus deriving a revenue from the services of
inanimate agents we have here nothing to do:
that subjcct will be treated of in its proper pl'lce.
(See PRODI_CTION.)
It suffices for the present to
state it as a fact, as being the natural and neccssary result of the appropriation of these natural
agents. As to capital, which is always _ppropriatcd, since it belongs of right to those who have
brought it into existence or to their successors, it
always claims its share; and this is equ'dly true,
and with greater reason, of labor which, excepting
in certain rare cases, is not and never can be grat_itous.--It is, therefore, between these three great
agents of production that revenucis divided. To
each of them there corresponds, besides, a distinct
form of compensation, suited to the nature of its
services.--Rent corresponds to the services rendercd by land or by other natural agents. -- Pr_tit i,
the term used to denote the ordinary remunerationq
paid for tho use of capital, either when the lwlder
of the capital usesit at his own risk, whether alow"
or in association with the capital of others; or i_,te_'e6g,when the holder of capital, instead of eraploying it himself and at his own risk, lends it to
another in consideration of a fixed rate of remuneration._The
compensatio_a of labor is generally expressed by the term wages, a term capable of universal application, although other terms
may be employed according
to the kind of
labor referred to. But whatever term is used,
and to whatever kind of labor applied, remunera
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lion remains essentially
the same, and is as much
_c_ges, as when used to express the compensation
of the common
laborcr.--It
sometimes
happens
that the same individual
participates
in all threc
kinds of remuneration,
rent, interest and wages,
as the farmer, when he is at once, land owner,
capitalist
and workman.
As proprietor
of the
"land, he receives
rent;
a-s capitalist,
profit or
interest; aud finally, as remuneration
for his personal care and attention,
he receives wages.--Tln;
case of the same individual
participating
in two
of these kinds
of remuneration
is much more
usual.
Such, for instance, is thccasc with a great
number
of landed
proprietors,
who commonly
receive in rent remuneration
for the use of the

fertile or better situated hind should bring a higher rental than laud of less fertility
or less well
situated.
As it is here the inequality
of the services rendered
which determines
the inequality
of remuneration,
this ('ircumstancc
does not in the
least invalidate
the general law xvhich we have
just establi.-hed.
As regards capilal,
there are
ine(lualitics
as great, perhaps even grealcr, which
are due to othercauses.
If it is a question of the
profit to be realized by one employi_g
his own
capital, it is easily undcrstond
thal this profit is
in many respects aleatory, th'_t is to s:ly, subject
to a great n_any risks, which m_y in certain cases
lransform
it into a loss.
It, is therefore
natural
that this profit, in ca_e of success, shouhl some-

land, and, in interest or profit, remuneration
for
the use of the capital expeuded
upon it. This
is more especially
the case with men in industrial
el_terprises
who, without
exception,
receive., in
addition
to the rcmuneration
of their
labor,
the profit on the capital
to which
that labor
is applied.
This is the case, too, with a great
number
of people who constitute
the so-callcd
wage-paid
classes,
such
as laborers,
servants,
soldiers, sailors, etc. ; for among tllese individuals
there are many, who, besides the wages they receive for their labor, receive also interest on some
amount of capital placed either iu savings banks
or elsewhere.--There
are also, however,
a great
number of individuals
who receive but one kind
of remuneration.
In thiscategorymay
bc rankcd,
in the first place, the great n|a_s of the wage-paid
classes who have no other source of revenue than
their wages; and many simple workmen,
soldicr_,
sailors, even employSs and public officials, arc in
this position;
and there may also be included in it
capitalists
who live exclusively
ou the interest or
tile proft of their
capital, invested
either in the
public funds, or in industrial
companies,
or elsewhere.
Butin whatever way these diffcrent kinds
of remuneration
m'e divided
among
men, tile
principle
of the distribution
of revenue
is not
changed, aud the relation
which we have cstab]ished between
remuneration
and service remains
intact.--In
consequence
of the action of competition where that competition
operates unopposed,
these different kinds of remuneration
constantly
tend to become regular, being reduced
to a cornmon level for equal services.
Thus, two pieces of
Iand yielding equal advantages
to those working
them, will generally
rent for the same anmunt.
Two separate anlounts of capital employed or invested in the same place but by different persons,
will also usually bring the same profit or the same
interest.
In like manner, the labor of two mcn
equally strong,
equally
active,
equally
skillful,
will commonlyobtain,
under given circumstances,
equal wages.
Thcre
arc, howcver,
in rcspect to
each of these species
of remuneration,
various
causes which,
under the action
of competition
itself, may produce
great inequalities,
quite as
natural,
too, as the general
equality
whicll we
have just mentioned.--In
the first place, as rega.rds arable land, it is very natural
that more
,_2
vo_. x,-- 52

times bc very great.
TheiT_lere_t of invested capi.
t:,l seems more fixed,'md
in fact it is s¢); and yet
it is su_eel)tible o! great _'ariation duc to the posilion of the borrower, "(nd of the risks run by thc
lcudcr.
Fi_m]ly, as regards wages, considcrable
x_u'iations may be noticed, but ncarly all are explained and jusiilied ]ly thcgreater
or less skill of
llie workmcn, that is to s'ly, by the inequality
of
the servicesreudered.
Two manual lal)orers worki_g undcr similar conditions,
and with likc criergy, generally get the same wages, and the skillful
workman
gets higher wages simply on account of
his skill.
For the same reason the forcman
of a
workshol),
the draftsmau,
the arcbitcct,
and the
public
officer, although
merely
workmen
to(),
yet commonly
receive better wages titan the best
l_borer, because to the laborof
their bands they
add also an intellectual
labor, rarer and mo_e
p|'ccinus.
But we do not want to dwell upo_ the._c
considerations;
we merely wished to point them
out briefly, referring
for addition'd
information
to special articles, namcly:
on the subject of the
remuuer'_tion
of services
rendered
by natural
agents, to thc word RE._T; on the subject
of
capital, to tlle words
INTEREST
and PROFIT;
and
on the subject of labor ir general, to the word
WAG_:s.There only remains
for us to make
two observations,
oue relative
to the meeh'mism of tbe distribution
ot revenue,
the other
relative
to the t.lx received lly the state.
The
meclmnism
of the disu'ihulion
of revenue
is as
simple as the principle
itself.
This distribution
takes place everywhere
through
the intermedialion of those eng:_ged in industry,
because th(,se
1.1tier centralize
in 1heir hands, each in his own
,_l)herc, the means ne(,cssary to producti()n,
and
because the results of production
are realized _n
their hands also.
Thus, the farmer who cultiv:ltes a piece of hind, frequently
the 1)rop(,lry nf
another, pays in the first p!acc to the owner the.
rent of the land, plus the interest or ill(; prnfit of
the capital inve.-tc(lin it. Ite distributes,
besides,
among his regularly
employed workmen,
as also
among
those whose services he requires
from
time to time, wages for their labor.
Sometimes,
too, when he employs borrowcd
capital he pays
to the lenders the intercst due them.
And all this
comes from what his working
of the land has
produced.
Tbat which remains over and above
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this is his personal profit, and he keeps it as the
wages of his own labor, and the profit of his own
capital
Thus, within the rangeof
his occupation,
rent, profit, interest,
w-_ges, are distributed
by
him.
The same is true of all others engaged
in
industrial
enterprises,
each of whonl
is, in his
sphere, the distributor
of thcproducts
which he
has realized.
What he must distribute
to others
is ordinarily
fixed and determinate;
what he may
keep for himself is variable,
on account
of the
risks he runs, and of the grea_er or less success
that may attend his operations;
but this does not
in the least affect the order of distribution.
All
that results from this is, that the person engaged
in industrial
enterprise,
instead of finding a surplus at the end of the year which he takes as his
own share, may be confi'ontcd
sometimes
with a
deficit, and th'tt as a consequence
there should
be somedefect
in distribution.--Some
economists
have regarded
the state as a fourth party sharing
in the results of production,
and the tax which
the state receives
as a particular
form of remuneration
to be added to the others.
This manner
of reg'lrding
the state and the taxes received by
it, does not appear reasonable
to u_, inasmuch
as
it would completely
disturb the simple order and
mechanism
of the distribution
of revenue.
It
appears to us more consonant
with the true principles of political economy
to consider the state
as a great business concern, and the government
as a man of enterprise
who renders to the nation
which he governs certain services demanding,
in
return for them, a certain remuneration
like 1my
other entrepreneur;
which remuneration
he afterward distributes
among his servants
in the shape
of wages.
The state is indeed a business concern
of a peculiar kind, which does not admit of cornpetition within the sphere which it embraces, and
the tax which it receives in payment
for its services, instead of being freely debated
about and
voluntarily
paid, is, on the contrary,
and as the
nature
of things
requires
it, imposed
by itself,
But these differences
which
are without
doubt
characteristic
in other respects,
and which constitute government
an entrepre_eur
(undertaker)
of a special kind, change in nothing
the nature
of things.
CrL_tLES COQUELI,n.
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA,
The, or Tl_e
29"ederal 1)istrict, a territory
of the United States,
originally
ceded by Maryland,
Dec. 23, 1788, and
Virginia, Dec. 3, 1789, and accepted
by Congress
under article
][., ._8, ¶ 17, of the constitution,
was organized by acts of July 16, 1790, and March
3, 1791. By acts of April 24 and )Iay 13, 1800,
the seat of government
and the meetings
of congress were removed to Washington(see
CAPIT_tL,
NATIO.NA.L); and by act of Feb. 27, 1801, congTess
took complete
control
of the district,
retaining
the laws of Virgini't
and Maryland
in the portions
respectively
acquired
from those states
(See
SLA_,"EI:Y,
PETITION.)
The 86 square miles west
of the Potomac
were retroceded
to Virginia
by
act of July 9, 1846. (See TEI_ICITOItIES; A/3OIA-

DIVIDE

AND

REIGN.

Tm_, III.)---For
the acts above given, in their
order as mentioned,
see 1 Slat. ,,t Large, 130, 214;
2 Slat. at Large, 55, 85, 103; 9 Slat. at Large , 35.
(See also authorities
under CAPZT,_L. _N'._TIONAL.)
ALEXANDER

JOHNSTON,

, DI_rIDE
A,_'D REIGN.
The weak have had
recourse to artifice in all ages, and, under certain
circumstances,
the severest morality can hardly
frown upon itsuse.
When weakness results from
the number of one's enemies, an equality of power
may be brought about by dividing
them, if that
be possible.
People resort to this means instinctively.
We allknow the story of the fight between
the Horatii and the Curatii, and how the onlysur.
vivor of the Horatii
killed his three adversaries
by separating
them from one another. -- But that
which may be justifiable
in a case of legitimate
defense
could scarcely
be approved
when, for
instance, it wished to establish a despotism.
In
the first place, we can not seeunder
what circumstances usurpation
of sovereign
power, or coaquest, conforms
to the precepts of a healthy code
of ethics.
A small number of such acts, it is true,
seem to have been followed by good effects.
Bat
utility has not yet been adopted by the public conscience as the criterion
of our acts.
_oreover,
the question of the morality of tim act should be
weighed before doing it, not after.
And its utility is often not established
by evidence until after
a number
of years.
We conclude
tha_ no one
should aim at or maint'liu himself in power except
with the general consent;
and then there is no
reason for fomenting
division and dissension.-So much for the principles:
let us now look at
the facts.
The precept of practical politics which
forms the subject of this article, applies above all
to foreign relations.
Evel T state is interested
ii_
preventing
a coalition which has for object to injure it, the conquest of a portion of her territory,
or the imposing
upon her of any humiliation
whatsoever.
Now, how can a nation prevent the
formation
of a hostile
combination
against it?
The surest way is to acquire,
by appealing
to its
interests,
the good-will of thepowerwhich
threatens her safety.
When sell:interest
does not lead
to the desired result,
resort is sometimes
had to
dangerous
measures,
which are at least questionable.
The passions are appealed
to, and tlmse
especially excited on which some hold can bc had.
Men are called upon in the name of religion, or
in that of principle,
absolute or liberal.
3Iuch i.,
made of a common
ancestry
or nationality,
selfrespect is appealed
to, jealousy
is aroused, to s_v
nothing
of the arguments
or motives
of actio'_
which
circumstances
may inspire or bring i,lt,)
play.
Family
ties between
princes have hardl)
any bearing
nowadays
upon events.--In
home
politics,
also, the maxim
"divide
and reign"
finds application
also.
But if fitvorable result._
are only obtained
by the greatest prudenceabr0ad.
how much more coa'efully ought the matter to be
conducted
at home!
In constitutional
governmcnts in winch the people rule, through the clot-
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tions only can any influence
be wielded.
Some
governments,
indeed, make use of brutal means,
such as threats and abuse of the authority
they
hold under the law.
But this method is fraught
with more than one danger.
Less dangerous,
_hough not without peril, is the influence directed
through
the channel of subtle or se_'rct corrupJion.--In
countries
governed .lbsolutely
divisions
•ire sometimes
excited among the population
belonging
to different
nationalities
or of differcnt
religions,
sometimes between the diffcrent classes
of society.
Here, the clergy are depended
upon;
there, the nobility;
again the peasants, the laborers or artizans;
and these arc sought at different
.crises as allies.
Thus the government
provides
itself with masters whom it is obliged to flatter,
.and therein
lies its well-merited
punishment.-The best thing a government
can do is to satisfy
the just demands
of reasonable
people
It will
by this means keep the mass of the people from
union with one of the extreme parties which are
found
in all countries,
at least dormant,
and
which are not to be feared so long as the aggregate of citizens
have no real grievances
to cornplain of. When disaffection
takes root among 't
people, division
becomes
a method of very little
,efficacy.
We repeat:
only by serious reforms can

man in society.
It is, moreover,
an clement
of
productive
power and of intellectual
deveiopment.
In the infancy of society each individual,
each
family, manufactures
with difficulty
and in an
imperfect manncrtheobjects
it needs; thcwisest,
the old man of thc tribe, preserves in his head the
treasure, as yet very meagre,
of acquired
knowledge, which lie endeavors to transmit by word of
month to those who are to survive him.
But as
tribes grow larger, and improve,
they come to
sanction and maintain the right of the individual
property of each man in the fruit of his labor;
they come to understand
the utility of exchanges
freely consented
to; and henceforth
each man
can _tevote himself to the special occupation
for
which lie feels himself
pcculiarly
fitted.
He
achieves greater results in the branch of labor to
which
he thus devotes
himself,
and produces
more than is personally necessary to him ; lit lacks,
on the other hand, everything
that his individual
labor is unable to supl_lY, and exchange
provides
him with the meansof e,_tablishing an equilibrium
between wh'tt lie produees himself and what he
wants but can not produce;
hc gives his surplus
in r_.turn f¢)r wlmt lie requires,
and thus harters
the services which he renders for those which lie
him_lf has occasion for._When
nations become

a sovereign
regain
the popularity
necessary to a
peaceful
reign.--We
would
say, in closing, that
tliosc among whom it is sought to sow the germs
of disunion
should have ever in mind the axiom
which Belgium
has inscribed
upon her coat of
arms--"
Union is strength."
MAI_I_ICE BLOCK.
DI¥INE
RIGHT.
In religion
some minds
accept the principle
of authorily,
and others the
principle
of free investigation.
In politics the
stune difference
is found.
Some advocate
the
principle of divine right, others that of national
_overeiguty.
Must it be admitted that reason was
given Io man that lie might not use it, and that he
must blindly submit
his opinions
to those of a
man clothed
with ecclesiastical
authority'?
Or
may lie freely use his intellect amt reject what
seems to him inadmissible?
Itis not our business

} greater
and more cnhghtcned,
thc division
of
, latlor becomes more marked.
Certain individu:ds
] now devote themselves
to hunting,
to fishing, to
I_the cultiv.ttioll of the soil, others to manufaclures:
otherslllereareag;_itlwhodevotcthemsclvescxchlsively to the culture of the mind: these hitter discover tlm laws of nature which God has placed
at the service of man, nvhom he has charged
to
discover them and turn them to useful account.
Thus they effectively
help in the production
of
the wealth, upon the aggregate
of which society
subsi_ts.--In
each branch of production
the divisionoflabortendstoextcndandmultiply;farmi||g
adapts itself to the nature of the soil, and to the
atmospheric
condition
of the land; in one place
cereals arc grown, in anothcr the vine, in another
cattle are raised: and these various products
are
afterward
exchanged,
one for another
or for

to decide this question here.--We
enjoy more lib_rty relatively
to divine
right.
We may affirm
that all men are equal before God, and that the
nation was not created in the interest of a prince,
but that the prince exists, at least in principle,
only for the good of the nation.
We say in principle, for, in reality,
more than one monarch
proved the scourge of his people.
Moreover,
nalions have prospercd under a republican
form of
govermnent.
But under the monarchical
form,
as well as the reputllican,
sovereignty
belongs
naturally
to the nation, which
may delegate
its
powers, if it thinks best to doso.
To believe that

manufactured
articles.--ln
the industries
which
convert raw material into inanufacturcd
products,
the division of employments
i.- soon pushed further still.
One man becomes
an iron worker,
another hews wood; others still _re weavers and
cotton
spinners. -- To facilitate
exchanges,
yet
another great industry is developed,
namely, that
which undertakes
to place all product-s within the
rcach of the consumer,
tither by carrying
them
from one place to another, or by the simple division, on the spot, of the merchandise
into quantilies proportioned
to individual
wants:
this is
commerce,
lterc, too, division of employments

there exists any one family having rights directly
emanating
from God, is to ignore history
and
.close one's eyes to evidence.
M.B.

soon takes place ; the same merchants
do not
engage in se'l, land and river transportation;
the
same merchant
does not sell groceries, hardware
and woolen goods.
To facilitate
commercial
operations,
a class of intermediary
agents spring
up. bankers,
brokers,
commission
men. -- it is

DIYISION
OF LABOR.
The divisionof
em.ployments
is a natural consequence
of the life of
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plain that the division of labor is both a consequence and a cause of the development
of nations,
and
of the progress
which they make in all
branciles
of human knowledge.
The division of
labor tends constantly
to increase, and is checked
only by the limited extent of tile mtlrket,
that is
to say, by the limitation
which tile wants of the
population
put to the possible sale of each kind
of product.--In
countries,
remote from cities,
where agricultural
operations
on a large scale arc
carried on, those who work in the fields cultivate,
too, near their cottages,
vegetables
for their o_vn
use; while in the neighborhood
of large cities,
kitchen gardeners
make it their sole business to
cultivate
vegetables
and fruit;
often even they
devote themselves
to a single bra,_ch of gardeniJlg; there arc some who make floriculture,
and
even tile cuIIure
of a single kind of flower, a
special_y.--In
villages
in which consumption
is
limited, commercial
industry does not admit of
a division of labor; in such places there is often
but a single shop, a grocer's,
who sells sugar,
coffee, candles,
clothing,
n'_ils and statio_tery;
while, on the other hand, in cities each of thcse
branches
becomes the object of a different commercia] enterprise;
each one of which frequently
grows
to an importance
of great dimensions.
Thus it is that in metropolitan
cities huge emporiums exist for the exclusive sale of tea, candles
or chocolate.--But
it is especially in manufacturing industries
that the divisiou
of employments
has attained
the most marvelous
results,
and
that its influence is unparalleled
in the increase
of the values produced.
Hence, the first economists who critically examined
the vztst mechanism
of the production
of wealth were struck at once
with this great phenomenon.--Ad'lm
Smith says,
in his "Inquiry
into the _-ature
and Causes of
the Wealth of Natious":"
The greatest improvcmeat in the productive
powers of labor, and the
greater
part of the skill, dexterity
:,ld judgment
with which
it i_ anywhere
directed
or applied,
seem to have been the effects of the division of
labor,"
(Book i., c. 1.) And to make the full
bearing
of this observation
understood
lie instances
the case of the pin-m'lket',
and shows
what an immense
difference
there would be between the results of a man who should attempt,
alone and unaided,
the manufacture
of pins, and
those obtained in a workshop
where the labor is
suitably
subdivided
among men skilled each in a
distinct
branch of their manufacture.
Here one
draws the wire, another
straightens
it, a third
cuts it, while a fourth
points it; it is a distinct
process to prepare
one end to receive the bead,
while the bead itself is the result of two or three
different
operations.
Then the pins have to be
whitened;
and lastly the perforation
of the paper
and the wrapping
up are additional
and separate
departments.
It is thus that in the important
industry
of pin-making
there are 18 operations,
which in cerhSn
factories
are the work of a_

indifferently
furnished
with suitable machinery;
only 10 workmen
were employed,
and yet it
produced
4S,000 pins a day, that is, an ttver_lge
of 4,800 apiece.
In the presence
of such production, and, owing to improved
methods much
greater
to-day than wlten Smith wrote, how insignificant
indeed would be the results of one attempting
alone the manufacture
of pins; sc'lrcely
would
he perhaps
by dint of the hardest
labor
make 20 in a day.--J.
B. Say has taken its l:i,
example the manufacture
of playing-c,lr(:.-', :tt_,t
there is no branch
of industry
in which
im
mensely greater results are not obtained from thor
co-operation
of individual
effort and thc divisions
of employments--If
Adam Smith had extendt,d
his analysis,
he might
have shown
that nm,y
other partial
operations
are divided
among different workmen
to complete
that small pr¢,(h_ct
of human industry the value of which is so liJtlc.,
and which is called a pin.
He might
have (h
reeted attention
to tile work of the miner who
brings
to the surf'tce
of tile earth the ore of
copper, and to that of the miner havirig a dJf
fercnt origin and habits, who, in another
pat.t of
the world perhaps, has had to dig out tile ore (if tin
necessary
for alloyage a,d for whitening
the l)m.
But in addition
to the labor uecess.'try to bring
these metals to the requisite
degree of purity,
they must besides have been transported
by qca
and by land to the pin-maker's
manufactoJ'y
How m_my different
operations
divided
am,),_
an infinite
number
of workmen
have not been
necessary in the mere construction
of tile _hi l)
employed
in carrying
the tit. from a port of
India _o England]
And what shall we s_ty ol' tit(,
compass
which
has been used in guiding
thi_
vessel across the seas?
What an amount of tithe
and of observations
of different kinds, by a gle_tt
number of individuals,
was necessary to put mat_kind in possession
of the compass!
The imagi
nation is appalled
at the extent of the rcscal'ch
needed to exhibit
all the labor which has b(:cn
necessary to bring to perfection
the most trifling
product,
in a single branch of anymanufacturit_g
industry
of our day.--To
return to the consideration of the incre:lse in productive
force effe,'ted in a branch of manufactures
by divisiotl of
labor.
Adam Smith attributes
it to three ea_lses:
first, to the greater
dexterity
acquired
by each
wm'kman
in a single and often repeated act; s(,eond, to the saving of time commonly
lost in I),'L:_ing from one kind of employment
to another, atJd
lastly, to the stimulus
given to tile mind conceittrated upon asingle purpose, to invent more rtq)id
processes, or even machines to supplement
hunm_
labor.--Undoubtedly
the first two of these cause,
have a great effect ; the saving of time is an importaut consideration
in industry,
bearing at otJce ¢_"
the individual
labor of the workman
and on the
capital employed in the undertaking,
the intere_-t
being less heavy the shorter the term for which the
interest is bolTowed.--As
to the inventionof
exp('-

3nany different
hands.
The establishment
which
Adam Smith visited was, as he says, small, and

ditious methods and of machines for supplementing human labor, division of labor certainly con-
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_]uces to it, and instances
can be given of more
than one improvement
in mechanism
due to the
workmen
themselves,
the discovery of which has
permitted
of economizing
and replacing labor.
It
must at the s'mm time be observed
that it is not
alone to the division of labor in workslmps,
tlmt
the great and numerous
discoveries
constantly
_nade in tim arts and sciences
are due.
The
honor of these discoveries
belongs rather to the
.division of labor among all classes; it is to the
power that the mind can attain when devoted to
_me single line of study and investigation,
ilrtt
the gn'eatest achievements
are due, that is Io say,
the discovery
of all tile laws of nature
we :ire
acquainted
with, nnd the combination
of means
to be employed
to render them practically
useful.--The
advantages
of the division of lal)or in
the production
of wealth are, therefore,
inc'ontestable;
but we must not forget to call attention
70 the drawlmcks
which nmy be (:onse(lue,mes
of
these advantages
The most ghu'iug
"rod one
specially
c'dculated
to attract
the atteution
of
generous minds, is the effect which the restriction
of a man to a single piece of work always the
_ame and constantly
repeated,
may have upon his
mor, fl development.
It is a melancholy
thing, it
has been observed, for one reaching
the end of
life to have to realize that his every day has been
passed in making pin heads.
Those who pres_mt
the disadvanl'_ges
of the division of labor under
this dramatic
form are, in part at lea-& nnjust
to hmn'mity.
Man must not be tlms personilied
in the _,nly work which it is his business
to do;
though
a worker, lie is one of a family;
he is a
,citizen;
in addition
to the labor wldch he gives
in exchange
for the services of others of which
he has need, he participates
in till the adwmtages
-of the society in which he lives; he has his share
in the progress made about him.
In all xoeationq
the working
nmn has intervals
of rest, and it is
especially
accmding
to the use to which he turns
his spare moments that nmn can elevate himself
;and come to enjoy the general advantages
offered
him by society.
3. steady and unvaried
occupation does not necessarily
dull the mind; and the
artist who, during a ytar or two, grows pale over
the same plate of copper or steel that lie may producea
mastq r-piece, does not live wholly amid
the re/,_alar lines traced successively
by his graver,
--It would, moreover,
narrow the question of tim
division of labor to see it and to study it within
the wails of ,'t manufactory
only; it is not less
worthy of observation
in the little work shops of
a great city like Paris.
There, occupations
are
not only apportioned
among
tim workingmen
employed,
but also among
a great nmnber
of
petty manufacture1_,
each the possessor
of a
small capital,
each conducting
for himself some
undertaking
and affording
employment
to one or
lwo workmen
and an apprentice.
3_ single little
article
of Parisian
manufaeturc
is thus often the

which goes to complete
it comes from a distinct
trade, that of the turner, the cutler, tim engraver,
etc. ; while finally, another tradesm_b
a furnishero
having selected these different articles, fits up the
inside of the box.
In the manufacture
of artificial flowers the division of the labor of workmen
and of mamffacturers
into departments
is carried
to quite as great a,_ extent.
The manufacture
of
what are called the preparations
for flowers is
very extensive,
and gives rise to important
industries; there are color makers, and mould makers,
iho_e who crimp the clolh, and those who make
the stamens, Ill(: weeds and oilier accessories,
and
till these diffe,cnl people hand over their productions to the _wnte¢,rs;
among these latter, again,
some n|ake buds only, others roses, and others
mourning
ltowers, and so on. This great division
of labor largely reduces the cost of l)rodn(.tion,
and the article is of iml)roved
quality.
It may
lie observed, "tl_o, that among this vmst laboring
cl'ls_ where each one's enaploynmai
is so narrow,
quickness
of wit and intelligence
is developed
to a much greater extent tlmn in vocations where
work is less subdivide(L--Thus
division of labor
greatly facilitates
m,d increases production;
but
it is at the same time a material aid to iuvestigatiou and to the development
of the sciences.
Hence its influence
is as deserving
the attention
of philosophers
as of economists.
tIoRxcE
SAY.

result of the successive
co-operation
of many;
for instance, the wood-work
of a lady's work box
is made by a cabinet m'lker; each sep,_rate article

It provided fro' two kil,ds of divorce:
separation
by mutu'd
consent,
and divorce on aet:ollllt
of
incompatibility
of temper. --When
two people,

DIYOIICE.
The right of the husband to repudiate the wife preceded divorce iuall nations, just
as force always precedes justice.
The Per.qans,
llebrews and ancient Romans made extensive
usa
of the right which they h',id arrogated
to themselves.
The principle
of equality between
num
and wom.m beg'm to be s'tnctioned,
under Solon
in Greece, llcrod
at Jerusalem,
and Domitian
at
Ronw, by the right given the _ife of repudi'tting
her husband.
The fathers of the church themso,Ires were much divided
upon this important
question of the indissolubility
of marliage,
and
if Sts. Ambrose
and Epiphanius
permitted
divorce, St. Augustine
lejected
_t with all his onerg3". In 860 pope Nicholas
I., who wished to
force Lothair I. to take back his wife Teutbergia,
maintained
tile doctrine of the absolute indi._solubility of marriage with so much authority that t he
king finallyyielded.
This was a sort of recognitbm, by the civil power, of lhe principle
cstablished by the court of llome.
Still later the rnpture of the e'tsteru and western churches, and the
refornmtion,
divided Europe into two faclions on
the suhject:
the Roman Catholics
hohling
to the
imli_.sc_lubility of marriage,
on the one hand; the
Greek Christians
and Protestanl_s
malting a large
practice of divorce, on tlm other.
At last the law
of 179 ° allowed divm'ce in France.
The provisions of this law rendered very easy the rupture
of a union become irksome to tile nrtrried couple.
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married to each other, wishedtobe
divorced,
and
when, consequently,
the consent was mutual, they
had to convoke at least six of their nearest relations, or, these failing,
friends.
This call could
be made through the instrumentality
of a bailiff,
or l)y simple verbal invitation.
The two had to
present themselves
in person at this meeting, and
there make their request.
The matter was then
discussed,
and each one of the parties gave his or
her reasons for desiring
a separation.
Remarks
could be made by those present, and if, when the
case was heard, the two parties persisted, a documerit was prep,'u'ed, setting forth the uselessness of
allattempts
at reconciliation,andthe
irrevocability
of the decision of the parties. --Nevertheless
the
legislator,
wishing to surround
the dissolution
of
marriage with all proper
safeguards,
and understandingtlmtinsuchcasesit',vouldbedangcrousto
take no account of time, decided that so soon as the
formalities
just indicatcd were gone through with,
the married couple should wait at least one and at
most six months, before appearing
a second time
before the civil officer.
The latter
was then

doctrine,
and looked
upon it only as an evi_
sometimes
necessary,
and tolerated
by tim law.
In retaining
it they rather bowed before public
opinion than obeyed their conscience.
Divorce
now became little accessible to the poorer classes,
by reason of the precautions
and formalities
with
which it was surrounded.
Even thislaw,
amean
between
divorce frankly accepted by the law an(1
its abolition, recognized several kinds of divorce
Every action for divorce gave rise to the follow
ing measures:
The providing
of maintenance
for
the children
was imposed
upon the husband,
whether
plaintiff
or defendant,
unless otherwise
ordered by the court.
An action for divorce did
not suspend marital power, but during the conrse
of the trial the wife could lcavethe conjugal roof.
and receive alimony
from her husband,
tier
place of domicile was fixed by the court.
The
lmsband remained
master, during the trial, of his
wife's
rights and acts.
Such was the situation
of the married
couple during the trial,
l.lut the
solicitude
of the legislator
did not end here, for
lie evolved a mass of formal dctail whose-evident

obliged to decree the divorce. --The
same forms
were used when the divorce was for incompatibility of temper.
In this case, however,
the act
a_uming
a litigious
chara(:ter, several
modifications of a secondary
nature
were introduced,
Thus,
both complaint
and defense
had to be
made regularly,
and the plaintiff, after choosing
his three relatives or friends, was obliged to summon the defendant officially to appear on a certain
day hefore the assembly prescribed
by law.
The
defendant,
on the other hand, had to bring forward three relatives
or friends
to complete
the
assembly.
Two meetin-_s should take place on
the day fixed upon, and indicated
by the summons of the plaintiff;
and if the defendant,
duly
summoned,
did not present himself with the merebets of the tribtmal chosen by himself, the divorce
cot_hi be decreed by default.
The civil officer, u
mute but indispensable
witness
at the two reut_itn_s, was charged w_th the proper execution of
all the folmalities
prescribed
by law.
After the

object was to prevent
the frequency
of divorce.
by imposing
costly and disag,-recable
obligatioa_.
upon the married couple.
For instance, the law
directed
the husband
lind wife to sacrifice the
half of their fortune to their children,
and made
a second marriage of the partics impossible before
the lapse of four years.
A petition
for divorce
for a determinate
cause had to l)e preceded l)3"-_n
effort toward reconciliation
nod by a preliminary
judgment.
An investig-ation
took
place..rod
judgment
wo_s not pronounced
until after one
yc_tr of trial.
The divorce
could not be granted
unless the husband
was at least 25 years old 'rod
his wife 21, nor unless the marriage had lasted at_
least two "md at most 20 years.
In no case (lid
the mutual
consent
of the parties suffice;
the
agreement
of their fathers trod mothers w:ls net:essary, or, these failing, that of the olher livit_g
ancestors,
fnllowing
the rules prescribed
;_t the
time of marriage.
A divorce
once pronounced'
was irrevocable,
and the divorced
could by no

decisionof the two meetingsthe sameconditions

pretext
again unite legally.
Even reuewcd cohabitation
could not revive the marriage.-la
1816 the tendcncy
of ideas was against divorce,
and one of the first acts of the Catholic reaction
was to rc-est_tblish the indissolubility
of the mar°
riagebondiuFrance.
Wemayeasilyunderstand
this eagerness
on the part of the emigrants, and of
those who saw in the restoration
only the victor3"
of Catholic and monarchical
principles
over tho-e
of the revolution.
:But it is harder
to COml)_'('hend the persistency
of the chamber
of pecrs.
under Louis
Philippe,
in combating
divorce -After the revolution
of 1830 M. de Schonen pro.
posed, in the chamber of deputies,
the abrogation
of the law of MayS, 1816.
An immensemajoriry
approved the consideration
of this proposition,
and
a committee
ad hoc was appointed.
)1. Odilon
Barrot was the reporter of its deliberations,
q'lJ_
illustrious
orator
commenced
by proving
th:tt
_he right of divorce
would change
the very cs

of (lelay werc iml)osed.--This
Jaw can be criticised
from many standl)oints,
and it is needless to say
that it w_s the object of violent attack, inasmuch
as it was abolished.
:Nevertheless
we must call,
attention
to this fact, thatthe
legislator
of 1792
in France
made the witnesses
in this affair, so
delicate in every respect, the relatives of the partics, that is, the 1)ersons the most interested.
]'he
interests
and dignity
of the husband
and wife
were protected
by the very nature of the tribunal
before which they exposed their troubles,
at least
as much as by the power which they had of seeing to its COml)osition
themselves;
and morality
could only be the gainer by the patriarchal
form
prescribed
by the law.--Thc
authors of the civil
code retained divorce, but changed
the character
given to it by the law of 1792, and instead
of a
natural
act, and one implying
nothing
blamable
whatever,
they sensibly approached
the Catholic
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sence of marriage,
if that right were to exist unconditionally
for both husband
and wife; that,
consequently,
there could be debate only o11 the
civil (.'ode system, as compared
with that of the
law of May 8, 1816.
According
to M. Barrot,
the civil code offered a happy nmde of reconciliation
between
the imperfections
of our hature and the necessity of insuring in case of marriage at least an in_enlion of perpetuity.
"Laws,
to be obeyed, must not do too great violence to
our nature, which is always able to avenge itself
upon tim despotism
of the law, either by crimc,
which is a violent
reaction,
or by corruption,
which is a slow and continual
protest against despotism."
It is thus right, in the opinion of M.
Barrot, that the law shouht take into account
human imperfection,
'rod that it should depart
from an absolute
principle,
which breeds crime
and propagates
corrut)tion.
As to the childrcn,
:M. Barrot
thought
their interests
were of two
kinds, financi,d and moral, anti that divorce preserved these bettcr to them than the doctrine of
the indissoluhility
of marriage--The
propositiou
was adopted
by the chamber of deputies, but rejetted by the house of peers.
Twice the deputie_
it_sisted on it; and twice the peers opposed their
veto to it. In the presence
of this resolve the
deputies
themselves
rejected a proposition
of the
same nature, whose fate was foreseeu.--Divorce
is permitted
in England,
Ru_ia,
Sweden,
Gcrmany, Denmark,
Itolland,
Belgium and the United States.
Compare the family mor'ds of these
privileged
countries
with those of France,
Italy,
Spain and other countries
in which the indissolubility of nmrriage
has become an article of faith!
"Divorce
from bed and board is left us by the
law," it will be said.
Admitted;
but by an iuexplicable
anomaly
the rul)ture of corporal
bonds
and division
of interests
do not involve the loss
of the rig[its of the husband.
If the unfortunate
or imprudent
wife legally separated, findsin antilicit union (she can form no other) support, eonsolationor joy, the husband is, in France, authorized
t0 aCCUSeof adultery the woman who is ia fact no
more his wife.
The husband,
on his part, lives
without
the pale of the law, and this disunited
couple, transformed
into a public danger,
drag
down in their fall two others with thcm.--Therefore a legislation
in harmouy
with morals and the
progress of liberal ideas ought, we think, to have
a tendency
by its wise provisions,
if not to do
away with, at least to diminish,
adultery and concubinage,
the fatal consequences
of the indissolubility of marriage.
The first consul said, "marriage is indissoluble
in this sense, that at the toomeat when it is contracted
each of the parties
ought to have the firmcst intention never to break
it, and ought not to foresee the accidental,
and
sometimes
culpable,
causes which may in future
render a separation
necessary.
But that the indissolubility
of marriage
can be nmdificd
in no
case whatever,
is refuted
by the maxims and examples of every age.
It is not in the naturc of
things that two
beings
organized
separately,
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should ever be perfectly
identified.
Therefore,
the legislator
should foresee the results that the
nature of things may bring about.
The fiction
of the identity of hushand
and wife has always
been modified, for tlmt matter--by
the Catholic
religion,
in c'lse of impotence---everywhere
by
divorce"
We arc of the opinion of the first cousul in this matter, and we think, with Montaigne.
that the more the marriage
knot is tightened.
by taking aw_ly all means of dissolving
it, _hc
more the bonds of the will and affection
are
loosened.
_larrmge
is anterior
to all law, civil
or religious,
just as the will of the contractors
Is
anterior to any law regulating
the condilions
or'
a contract.
Wemust
go b'tck to this our starting
point in order to judge, in a heahhy way, what
part of a contract
law arid religion nmy claim to
exercise any right over.
HECTOR PESS_.ItD.
DOCTRINARIANS.
Doctrinarian
is a word
for tim original meaning
of which custom has
substituted
an unfavorable
acceptation.-The
signification
of the word doctri,e is well known.
It means the aggregate
of certain l)rinciples,
certain maxims, of reasoned precepts;
and the man
who acts according
to "t doctrine, in other words,
the doctmlmria_,, is entitled
to a certain amount
of esteem even when his system is false
Very
likely we shall meet with opposition on this head;
for there is a prewfihng habit of venting the same
reprobation
on men who hold ccrtaiu prin('iples, as
on men with a multitude
of projcct% aml hobbyriders.
It nmst be admitted,
however, that it is
better to act acct)rding
to an al)provcd
doctrine
than to follow the dictates of caprice o1" even of a
so-called rational interest.
The lax_s of a country
constitute abody of doctrine, aml the government
which does not act in their spirit is either despotic or arbitraD'.--A
docLrinarian
in politics is
one who places axioms ahove the vicissitudes
of
events, even above the decision
of the majority and above the letter of the law.
France
has had several constitutions
which recognized
proscriptive
indefeasible
rights, which
no law
could ignore.
The authors of these consiitutions and those who accepted
them were doctrinarians.
Many per_-ons aud many ol)inions, whose
classification
under the same namewould
surt)rise
everybody,
are thus united in the same category.
There are the doctrin'lrians
of the republic
as
well as the doctrinarians
of monarctiy.
The principJes of 1789 in fact arc a body of doctrine,
and we 'u'e among tho_e who inscribe
them on
our hanner;
wc incline
toward
being a doctrinarian of '89.--Our
definition
i_ perhaps not one
of those which wouhl occur immediately
to the
mind of our readers.
In truth the great majority
do not attach any definite meaning
to the word
doctrinaria_.
This term merely recalls to their
memory
the n'mms of some eminent
men who,
rightly or wrongly,
were exposed
to violent
attack.
People are. too easily caught with words.
--The lczm doclrinarian,
to denote political opinion,date_ from the winter of 1816-17.
Theword
2
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was invented by the ultra-royalists to designate
a group of men of whom Royer-Collard was the
chief at the time. This group coniprised at different periods, the Comte de Mol6, due de Broglie, Guizot, de Barante, the abb6 Louis, Camille
Jordan, Comte de Saint-Aulaire, Beugnot, and
even de Serre, Pasquier S6bastiani and others,
This group represented then a shade of the tendencies of liberal opinion which was equally disrant from the extreme left, a portion of whom
wished to lead the nation once more back to iraperialism, and from the extreme right, which
intended to return even to the old rdgime. These
doctrinarians were the intermediary group which
demanded
"the charter, all the charter, and
nothing but the charter."--Statcsmen
who avoid
extremes are always in a difficult position; they
are, so to speak, between tile frying pan and tile
fire. They are harassed from all sides, and, as a
natural consequence, they please no one, in the
end. Such was the lot of the doctrinariaus.
Let
us now examine their opinions.
We shall take
as an examt)le the opinion of Royer-Collard which
people do not yeL understand.
We quote: "I-le
inquired what were the conditions necessary to
the existence of governments.
Liberty in all its
forms appeared to him to be the primal T want of
both individuals and nations; he respected it in
the'region of conscience by dividing by au insurmountable barrier civil from religious life, both ill
the actions and theinterests of all, by giving them
as a guarantee the law and the irremovability of
judges: he respected it in tile political rights of the
nation by inviting all those whose capability had
been recognized, to participate in public affairs,
by the election of a part of the legislators and by
the admission of e_tizens into those tribunals in
which their private "rod public interests were discussed. His love for liberty made him love order,
which is only respect for the liberty of others;-I
lie never separated liberty from order
A(cording to his opinion the final object of political institutions, tim supreme result of the labor of ccn.
turies, was to reconcile liberty with order and to
unite them." (Vingtain, "Public life of Ih)yerCollard.")-- Royer-Collard has been reproached
with living in theories and abstractions.
Let
us, therefore, cite a second passage: "To the
immovable foundations
of the constitution of
governments, society addsother elements.
Sometimes a powerful "tristoeracy strives to govern
everything by privileges and exceptions; then the
democratic spirit threatens to level cveu'thiug to
a deceptive equality.
It behooves the legislator
to restrain these tendencies; but above all it is
indispeumble to know them.
Tile obserw_tion
of his own period is the first, but it mus'_ not
be the only object of his study.
History must
explain to him the reason of what is by what
has been, and show him what will be by the
eot_templation of what is." (Vingtain.)--It is not
without interest to know the opinion of this
eminent man on the liberty of the pre_s. We
therefore quote two passages from his parlia-

mentary speeches.
"The liberty of the press,"
he said, Jan. 22, 1822, "which has become a
public right, is the foundation of all liberty, and
gives the nation back to itself; freedom of speech
flows from it, and thus publicity watches oyer the
public powers, enlightens them and checks them;
if tllcy are freed from this salutary control they
have no other, for written right is as feeble as
individuals.
It is therefore strictly true that
tile liberty of tile press has the character and the
energy of a political institution.
It is true th'tt
this institution is the only one which restores Io
tim nations their rights as agai,_st the power which
governs them; and it is true that on the day the
liberty of the press perishes, we shall return to "t
state of slavel3"."--On
Dee. 16, 1817, he said:
"Tim license of the press may make ravages in
society and imperial go,eraments,
as the excess
of repression can annihilate legitimate Iiherty.
To establish the liher_y of the press by repressing
the abuses it migllt indulge in, without the abuse
of repression destroying liberty itself, is the
problem which has to be solved
It is a difficult
problem, but one which appears continmdly and
undcr every form in free countries, aml which is
nothing but a particul'_r form of the general
problem of the reconciliation of order and liberty.
Whenever a solution is despaired of, the nations
arc said to be doomed to the inevitable alternative
of despotism or anarchy."--Roycr-Collard
and his
friends gave expression to less liberal opinions on
other points ; but what shall we think of au
author who, during the first years of the July
government said of them : "A party with principies respects those principles before all else; the
doctrimu'ian party having none, thinks that the
end justifies the means, and its only end is the
possession of power.
_ _ A party representing
national ol)inion, a p,lrty the efforts of which are
encouraged by tile public, a party enjbying the
confidence of the masses, is always cahn and
dignified; its confidence in the future desexts it,
in no c_damity, and forbids it the use of violence
either to acquire or to retain power.
The party
of doctrinarians which represents only itself, the
ambitious individuality of its partisans, has professed from the legislative tribune that there is
no possibility of governing without intimidation.
and we have not forgotten that by this expression
doetrinariansmean
permanent terror and tile suppression of all libcrty."_We
shall not name the
author of this diatribe hecause, although he has
renmined f'tithful tohis ultra-democratic opinions
he might nevertheless find, after so many years of
agitation, that polemics drove him too far.--These
attacks were directed more especially against the
duke de Broglie and bl. Guizot.
ttistory has
as yet passed no impartial and intelligent judgment upon them. Still we must observe that a
part of the reproaches addressed them are out of
place. Peoplein France and even elsewhere seem
to believe that doctriuarians
were liberal o_dy
under the restoration, and that after the revolulion of July they tin'ned reactionaries, or, at
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least, that they ceased to advance.
There
is
nothing in thisto surprise us.
The liberals of the
restoration,
once in power, could practme only
theirowndoctrines,
andnotthosewhichc,uueaftt.r
them.
Their accession to powerwas
an advance;
a certain time was needed to develop the conscquences of this accession,
and that a new " more
_dvanced"
party might be formed.--In
relation
to the new liberals the doetrinarians
became conservatives.
This lay in the nature of things, and
it would in no way be becoming
in us t.o ratify
throughout
the judgment
of the opposition
of
1830-48, in Fl-ance.--E.
Laboulayc
in his intro,
ductioa
to the Cours de politiTle coT_stitutio_l_eUe,
by Benj. Constant (Paris, Guillaumia,
1861), thus
expre_.seshimself:
"If Ih:tve chosen thisquestion
(the freedom of the press) to show the difference
between two liberal
policms,
it is because the
error of Ro3,er-Collard
is here clcarly visible, but
on ten other points we can find the same dis.inction.
There has always been system in the school
<)f thedoctrinarians.
It thought itself wiser than
the liberals in seeking
to reconcile
two contradictol T policies
with eacb other;
it has always
more orless mixed prevention
with repression;
it
has had no less coniidencc
in the wisdom of the
administration
thanin
the free efforts of individuals.
Benjamin
Constant,
on the contrary,
Ires
but oneidea,
lnreligion,
in education,
inpolitics
and in industry
his motto is always
the old
French
motto:
I_,aisser feD'e, laisser passer; _w
p_'ewn_tion, but energetic _'epression.
And with
reg.trd to individual
rights his motto is: NotldJ_g
to the admiJzistration,
everythi_,g $o_tice.
"This
xigorous logic," Mr. Laboulayc
continues,
"is to
the taste of the French.
_re easily go to cxtremes,
even at the risk of going beyoml our
.goal.
We lrxve, therefore,
had to regret, more
than once, that we did not stop at the hapl_y
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wants.
Until this is done you will hear only the
echo of your own voice, an echo which has thus
far never instructed
or saved a man.
Give full
rein to the press .r much will bc printed;
there
will be noise, dust and smoke;
but at the same
time the phantom which has been frightening
all
governments
for the last 40 years will disappear.
This great publicity will, no doubt, trouble the indolence of some and the calculations
of others, but
it. will insure the reign of the public conscience.
"
Guizot thus characterizes
doctrinariauism:
"Doctrinarians
have been much attacked.
I wish to
explain their ideas, not to defend them.
To men
and parties who have cxercised
any influence on
events and occupied a place in history it is importent that they should
bc known
as they are.
Once rids object is attained, they should rest in
peace and allow the world to pass judgment
on
them.
It is neither
their intelligence
nor their
talent nor moral dignity--merits
these which not
even their enemies have denied them--which
constituted
the original ch'lractcr
and the political
worth of the doetrinarians:
other men of other
parties possessed these merits, and public opinion
will giw_ these riwds of their intelligence,
eloqueuce and sincerity,
their proper rank.
Doctrinarians owe to another
cause their name, their
influence which has heen great in spite of their
small number.
It is the great clmracter--vcry
dearly paid for--of thc French revolution tohave
been the product of the human
mind, of its conceptioas aml its pretension%
while it was also a
struggle
between
social interests.
Philosophy
boasted that it would regulate
politics, aml that
institutions,
laws and the public powers would
] be only the creation 'rod the servant of scientific
I re'lson.
Sensele.-spride,
but stillbrilliant
homage
! paid to what is noblc.,t in man, to his intellectual
!and moral nature!
Revcrsesanddisappointmems

_nedium; with
but men
this happy
medium,
slow uplo to
give1815thetherevolution
some on
hardits
dealing
and caring
for excellent
intcrest._, when
is of i xvcrc
lessons.not But
commentators
no advantage
when there is t, question
of truth i bad fortune
were either its implacable era:roles
and liberty.
Half.truth
and half-liberty
are an
or di.-abused accomplices;
the former thir._ting
unnatural
alliance
with untruth
and i'orce; an
for vengeance,
the latter for rest; these opposed
alliance which conceals
a secret struggle between
thc revolutionary
principles
with the scepticism
two irreconcilable
enemies.
Union between
the
of fatigue, the others retrograde
reaction.
'In
church
and the state, education
regulated
by
the revolution
there is nothing
but error and
the
state,
industry
protected
by the state,
crime.' said some;
'the old r3gime was right in
elections guided
by the state, a press defended
opposingit.'
'Thc revolutionsim_ed
only through
by the state against its own excesses--these
arc
excess,'
s'dd others;
'its principles
were good,
_o many errors which bring folxh nothing
but
but it carried them too fat'; it abused its power.'
discord.
On the contrary,
separate
church and
Thedoctrmarian_
rejected
both these assertions;
state, and the religious questions which have been
they were oppo<ed both to a rcturn to the Inaxims
troubling
the world for the last 15 centuries, cease
of the old rdgimc and to atL adhesion--even
enas if by magic to trouble it. Who ever heard of tirely Sl)CCulatiw;--to the revolutionary
principles
religious questions
in the United
States?
Grant
of the revcdution.
V_*hile frankly
accepting
the
the fret,dora of education
as in Belgium
and the
United States, and by this one stroke you put an
end to the fem_ of the clergy and the oppression
of free thought.
:Establish free competition
and
.you are at once disembarrassed
of the heavy responsibility
which crushes you in times of dearth
,or crisis.
Let voters choose their representatives
,themselv_,
and you will know what the country

new French
society, such as not only 1789 but
the whole histt_ry of France had made it, doctrinarians
undertook
to found a government
on a
rational
basis and _ et quite different
from the
theory in the name of which the old structure
had been de._troycd, and to the incoherent maxims
which were appealed
to iu its reconstruction.
('alled upon, iti turn, to combat and to defend
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the revolution, the:}" placed tl_cmselvcs from the beginning boldly in the intellectual
order of things,
opposing
principles
by principles,
appealing
not
only to experience
but also to reason, asserting
rights instead of interests only, and asking France
not to confess that she had done nothing
but
evil, nor to declare herself impotent for good, but
to come out of the chaos into which she had
plunged
herself
and to lift her head toward
heaven, there to find light again.--I
must own
it; there was also in this attempt,
much pride,
but a pride which began by an act of humility,
for it proclaimed
the errors of yesterday together
with the will and the hope not to fall into them
again.
This was at once to remlcr homage to
human intelligence
and to warn it of the limits
of its power;
it was to perform an act of rcspeet
to the past without
abandoning
the present and
renouncitlg
the future.--I
shall tell, without
hesitation,
according
to what
experience
has
taught me, by what defects this generous design
was successively
affected, and which interfcred
with or prevented
success.
What I have most at
heart at the present moment
is, to define its trt,e
character.
It is to their admixture
of philosophic
elevation
and political
moderation,
io their rational respect for rights and facls,'to
their doetrines, new, conservative,
anti-revolutionary,
and
yet not retrograde,
that, modest,
although
often
haughty
in their
language,
the doctrinarians
owed their importance
and their name.
In spite
of so many miscalculations
of philosophy
and
human reason, our times retain a t't.,,te for philosophy and investigation,
and the most determined
political practitioners
sometimes feign to act upon
general ideas, considering
them as a good means
to justify and accredit themselves.
The doctrinariaas thus satisfied a real and profound
want,
although
not yet clearly felt in France;
lhcy had
at heart both the intellectual
honor and the good
order of society;
their ideas appeared
adapted
both to regenerate
the country
and at the same
time to put an end to thc revolution.
And by this
double title they were brought
into coutact now
with their partisans
and again with their adversaries, this contact insuring
to them, if not absolute sympathy
yet great esteem;
the Right held
them to be sincere
royalists,
and the Left, although combating
them with asperity, kncw very
well that they were neither
the defenders
of the
old r_gime nor of absolute
power."
(Mdmoires
1)o'ttr _rrb" d rhistoire de _wn lernps, vol. i., p.
156, etc.)--It
now remains
to us to formulate
"what we consider
the opinion
of moderate men
on the doctrinarians;
we shall do it in the terms
which,
we believe,
the historian
of the future
will use.
Thcy were, he will say, chosen men,
distinguished
for their talcnls, the honor of their
lives, and adherence
to their principles.
Their
political
system
was comparatively
liberal,
and
ia other times they would have stood at tim bead
of the progre_ive
par_'.
Unfortunately
tlmy
came into power at a ti,ne when
"democracy
_-as sailing under full sail" (de _erre); they could
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neither check nor direct the waves, and not wishing to be carried on by them they were swallowed
up by them.
_I"AUIIICE BLOCK.
DOMINION
OF CANADA.
The dominion of
Canada complises
the British provinces
of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
British Columbia,
Prince
Edward
Island,
_[anitoba,
the district
of Kewatin,
and the :Northwest
Territories.
The British North American act for
the federal union of these provinces
into one dominion under the crown
of Great Britain, was
passed by the English
parlia.ment
in 1867. At
that date, Upper and Lower Canada--since
called,
Ontario
and
Qucbcc--Iqova
Scotia and :New
Brunswick
were the only provinces included
in
the confederation
desiring
political union.
The
act, however,
contained provisions
to admit any
of the remaining
British provinces
whose people
might subsequently
desire to join the union; and
British
Columbia,
and the province
of Prince
Edward Island, within a fewyears,
became merebers of the federation.
The act of union was
proclaimed
July 1, 1867.
Soon afterward
the
Norlhwcst
Territories
were transferred
to the dominion.
These are the v-lst district,
"' which not
having before been granted
to any British
subjcct, nor belonging
to the subject
of any other
Christian
prince,"
Charles
II. ha'anted
to the
Hudson's
Bay company,
and throughout
which
that company
so long monopolized
a luer_tive
trade.
The province
of Manitoba,
and the recently established
district
of Kewatin,
are botlt
portions of the territory formerly controlled
by the
Hudson's
Bay company.--The
union was purely
of provincial
origin, but received the hearty support of England,
as it tended to consolidate
British Americ,m
interests.
The time chosen was
specially opportune
for the success of such a project in Canada, as there were clouds there on tile
politicallmrizon,
which forebodedtrouble.
When.
Upper and Lower Canada
were united in 1840,
thc two provinces
had equal representation
in the
legislature,
and no change in the number of rcpresentativcs
could be made without
the consent
of two-tbirds
of all their members.
But as the
increase
of population
was greater in tile upper
than in the lower province,
for some years prior
to 1867, there was considerable
clamor in Upper
Canada for a re-adjustment,
on the basis of population,
of the parliamentary
representation.
While the justice
of such a demand was beyond
controversy,
Lower
Ca,rode
declined
to saul:tion any change which placcd her in a legislative
minority.
Under such circumstances
the discontent in Upper Canada steadily ilicreased.
This
was but one of a series of vexatious
questions
which gave her majesty's
loyal opposition in Canada a complete outfit of weapons
of offense, an(t
made it ilnpossible
for the most wary political
leaders to retain their majorities.
The strongest
administrations
that could be formed
held their
existence
on but a precarious
tenure, and were
short-livcd.
Disputes
respecting
political griev-
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ances,between people homogeneous in raceand
religion,arenot always easy tocontrol,
but when
they are accompanied'by
the antipathies
and antagonisms
skillful dealers in disturbing
questions

basins,
drainingintotheAtlantic,
the Pacific,
and
the Arctic ocean and Hudson's bay. The great
lakes and the St. Lawrence
are the outlet from
the eastern
watershed.
For several
hundred

can bring into play between people as wide apart
as Scotch
Presbyterians
and French
Catholics,
they become dangerous.
This fact was timely
recognized
in Canada.
Political
leaders grew
apprehensive
that their followers
might become
unmanageable
and urge the strife beyond a war
of words,
and thoughtful,
non-partisan
people
turned to a union of all the British
provinces as
the surest and most practicable
means of avoiding
impending
trouble.
This, it was thought,
would
afford an opportunity
to dispose of perplexing
questions,
and prevent
the recurrence
of these
annoying
dead-locks
into which the evenly balanced strength
and rancor
of political
parties
were constantly
bringing the legislature.
Aspirtag public
men in each of these provinces
also
foresaw,
that the pent-up
area of their field of
political
action must thereby
be enlm:ged
and
made more important.
In this way confcderation grew to be considered
the most feasible solution of the problems
which
puzzled the rulers of
Canada.
The act of union
was the outcome
of the deliberations
of the ablest public men of
Canada, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia, as representative
men of all parties aidcd in the work.
The act passed tile English parliament
essentially
as it was left by the Canadian
dclegates.
Acoalition government
eras formed to initiate the new
order of things in the dominion, and but few mcn
of influence
withheld
their aid from the attempt
to make the new machinery
of government
run
smoothly at the start.--Quietly
as this change was
effeeted,
it was an important
tr,'msition for Canada; and that country to-day widely diffcrs from
what it was a decade anti a half ago.
Tim former
Canada was but a fringe of settlements
along the
heavily timbered
banks of the St. Lawrence,
the
Ottawa, and a few other large rfvers of the country; and along the shores of the great lakes.
It
had no prairies, inviting
to the immigrant,
because they require but a minimum
outlay for cultivation,
and will yield a quick return for labor,
It had no accessible
seaport
of its own during
winter, and had per force to be content with its
isolated position more than half of each year, or
be dependent
on the courtesy of its neighbor for
a wintcr port.
The Canada of to-day contains
all the British
possessions
in North
America,
except Newfoundland.
It commands
fine barbors, on both sides of the continent,
and has at its
disposal stretches
of virgin prairie, nowhere surpassed.
_Emst and west it extends from ocean to
ocean; and north
and south from the frozen

mile_ they form the boundary between the United
States and Canada.
They consti'ute
the largest
and purest body of fresh water known.
The St.
Lawrence
is 1,500 miles long, and drains an area
of 330,000 square
miles, the larger
portion
of
which isiu Canada.
In the northern
basin of the
Saskatchewan,
the Saskatchewan,
Nelson and
Mackenzie
rivers, together, are 2,700 miles long.
and drain an area of 890,000 square miles.
West
of the Rocky mountains
the Fraser river is 450
miles long, and drains an area of 30,000 square
miles.
The Fraser, Columbia
and Peace rivers
are the chief streams of British Columbia.
The
Peace river rises in thc angle formed by the Peak
range with the Rocky mountains
and the Coast
range.
It receives the gold-bearing
tributary,
Findlay's
branch, passes the great range of the
Rocky mountains
and joins the Mackenzie river,
which, after a course of 2,000 miles, reaches the
frozen ocean.
The Columbia
river rises in thcRocky mount_dns,
and after receiving iml)orlant
tributaries
enlers the United Slates territory
and
falls into the P'lcific.
The entirc western
basin
is about 800 miles long by 400 miles wide. From,
California
northward
the line of the Pacific coast
is singularly
unbroken
up to the straits of Fucks,
about 750 miles from San Francisco.
But north
of the str=dts therc is a perfect maze of islands
which wcre exl)lored by Vancouver
nearly 100
years ago.
To seaward
of this archipelago,
and
divided by a sound, are the islands of Vancouver
amt Queen Charlotte,
the formcr being furthest
to the south, and separated
from the main land
by a channel,
which, at its n'Lrrowest parts, is
only a few
thousand
yards
wide.
On Vancouver's island Great Britain
cslabli_hcd a separate colony, with the town of Victoria as capital,
but the govermncnt
of the island was united to
that of the main land in 1866.
The island is 250
miles long and 70 wide.
It contains
coal and
other minerals,
while in parts it is heavily timbered and adapted
for agriculturc.--lf
the ternpcrature of this continent
in northern
latitudes
were similar to that prewdling
in corresponding
latitudcs
of the other hemisphere,
all the older
settled parts of Canada
would enjoy a climate
like that of the countries of central and southern
Europe.
But though favorcdwithskies
as bright
as these countries,
Canada, influenced
by arctic
currents, experiences
a degree of cold to which
they are strangers.
On the Atlantic side of Canada, long before the latitudes are left which map
out some of tile most highly civilized
countries

ocean and t:ludson's
bay to the frontier
of the
United States.
Thearea
within these boundaries
includes more than 8,000,000 square miles, and is
surpassed
in extent only by the vast territories
of
the United State.% and the imperial
possessions
of Great Britain,
Russia and China.--Canada
is
_aaturally divided
into three immense geological

of Europe, a region is reached unfit for settlement, where the Indian, undisturbed
by civiliza.tion, may continue
to hunt and fish, and live in
squalor, as his forefathers
lived for generations
before him.
Still traced westward,
the isotherreal lines arc found to trend to the north, and
there is a difference
of 25 per cent. between
the.
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temperature
of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts at
the same latitude.
At the mouth of the Columbia river, which
corresponds
in latitude
with
Quebec, the climate is as mild as that of the south
-of England•
The milder climate of the Pacific
coast is attributed
to the warm winds from tile
Pacific ocean.
It is stated on the authority
of tile
.Canadian
government,
that wheat can be grown
with profit in latitude
60 °, at longitude
122 ° 31'
west.
The Ontario
peninsula
between the great
lqkes has a climate like that of the adjacent
states
.of New York. Mich:gan
and O,Jio
The cities
of Toronto,
IIamilton,
Lond,m,
(?_ut:lph aud
Brantford
have grown
up in tllat district.
The
lion. David A. Wells referred to it., in the ".North
Americ'm Review"
for September,
1877, as being
as ftfir a country
as exists on the American
continent,
erof. Kingston,
of the Toronto obscrvatory, gives tim mean temperature
of Toronto,
as
shown by the observations
of seven consecutive
_s 44.4 ° Fahrenllcit,
The lowest tempera.years,
tare
reg'l_tel'ed,
during
the seven
years,
was
--10" F ' 'rod tile highest, 95.4 ° F.
The climate

C._NADA.

the air, 62.5 ° F. The temperature
of the surface
water of Lake Superior
varies from 40 * F. to
42 ° F., about the temperature
of tlle air.
At a
depth of 60 feet the thermometer
invariably
falls
to 38 ° F.
The great lakes but seldom are frozen
for inore than a narrow
strip along the shore.
They exert a great influence on tile climate of the
interior of Canada --The _ct of union reqmres a
census to be taken in Canada
every 10 years.
Tlmt for 1881 has jnst bccu tM¢cn, and solne of
the returns arc available.
The population
of the
domiuion
is now 4,350,933, an increase uver that
of 1871 of 664,337.
The popuhltion
of cacll co,stituent
province,
during
the present
and two
preceding
decades,
and the ter1"itozial area of
each province,
are given in the following
table:
Area in I
PRO_,'INCES.

l'ol,ulatlon

{ .-,q )hilts..

1861.

]

1871.

30511.91
[

Ontario ............
............
(._uebcc

[

138L

I

1,
1,1 1,516' 1,913,460
1,_5,%4b9
1,111,_6[
1,6.?,0,8511
21,731 3;_,8571 387,800] 440,7_')
27,3'22'
321,1")9.
2,173' P.52,0471
80,867 _5,51_1
94.0211
107,q81

107,780
1.93,3551

.NovaScofia ........
:NewBrunswlek
P.E. Island ............

,,f ue ecnodthem ritime
provinces
closely ..........14, 0.
.corresl)onds
with that of tim northern
parts
of
New York,
Vermont
and Maine.
Summer
is
nearly as hot there as in Ontario, but is shorter.
The winters arc more extreme
than in the upper
province,
being colder,
and from three to foul"
weeks longer.
At Esquimault,
on Vancouver's
island, British Columbia,
where a meteorological
station
has been established,
Prof. Kingston
reports that the mean tenlperaturc
is 48.42 ° F.,
ranging from a maximum
of 85 ° F. to a mininlum
.of 8 ° F.
Some of the finest timber in Canada is
in that district.
At Spencc's
Bridge,
a British
Columbian
station,
said to fairly represent
the
-wdleys of the southern
plateau, the temperature
runs to greater
extremes.
Prof Kingston gives
105 ° F. as the highest temperature
recorded,
and
_29- F. as tile lowest; the mean temperature
be.ing 47.79 ° F. The me'in summer temperature
of
the prairie
region of Canada is stated in govern.mental reports to be 60 ° F., but tile summers are
short and hot, and the winters of that region are
long and cold.
At Batlleford,
in the Kewatin
.district, toward _ort Edmonton,
lhe temperature
falls to --40 ° F., but the air is dry, and tim cold
is said not to be disagreeable.
Inlatitude51
° 30'
at the Touchwood
hills, cattle remain
out all
winter, and find pasturage
on the bunch gr_ss
which the snow partly covers.
Tile snowfall is

British
Columbia..
Northwest
Ter's...

Total ..........

22o,000!_:_::__.:_
'),750,000i

--t

33,.)!Y51
ti0,5_;0]

50,1)_'_
100,_]9

] 3,336,701",S,_0,4281"_,686.096[4,_0_i_33

The returns of thisyear's
census showing religmu_
creeds are not yet published;
those for 1871 gave
Roman Catholics .................................
1,492,ff29
pte.-byterians ....................................
554,9qS
English Church ..................................
4!_4,049
Wesleyan..........................................
and other Methodists ..................
5h7,_q
Bapti_,ts
2;PJfl4$
Lutherans .......................................
31,93.;
Congregationalists .............................
21,$'29
Miscellaneous Creeds ............................
(15,857
For the remainder
of the population
no reli;_ious
creed was givcn. -- The detailed
returns
of the
census of 1871 showed
that :tbout four-fiflhs
of
the population
were of native
birth.
Those of
foreign birth were returned
as follows:
Born in Ireland .................................
2t9. t51
Born in England and Wales ........................
14.l,bq9
Born in Scotland ...................................
:21,t)74
Born
in United
..............................
6_.4t;
Born in
GermanyStates
..................................
_4,16"2
Total foreign born population, 1871............
--The
Indian
population
100,000._Thc
population
Canada, in 1861, 1871 and
follows:

of Canada
is ,d)o,t
of the chief cities ,,f
1881, was retmncd a¢
._c

lighter in tim prairie
country than in the same
latitudes
further
east.
In most of the settled
parts of Canada
there are copious
spring
and
summer
rains.
In 1877 Mr. Bell, F. G. S., explored
the southeastern
coast of the Hud.son's
bay, the Mediterranean
sea of this continent.
July 11 to Sept. 21 he recorded a series of
•_rom
thermomctrical
observations
of the temperature

Montreal ........
Quebec
.........
•l'oronto
........

-of the water in five rivers of the district, and of
the temperature
of the sea and of the air.
The
mean temperature
given by his observations
was:
-_)f the rivers, 61 ° F. ; of the sea, 53 ° F. ; and of

London .........
Dntarto .........
Kingston .......
)ntario .........
* st. John, New Brunswick,
destroyed by fire.

citrus.

Ilatifax

st. John
ltamilton
O,tawa

.........

........
.......
.........

:_7,t,_:'i_

Populatmn
PROVINCI_S.
] :_._,
lS_L
1871 ....
_uebec .........
90,3_ 107,_¢_5I ]40,8,'$
_uebee
59,990
59,b99
6¢.;47
)ntarlo .........
.........
44,8°1
56_ 92
Sb ;45
25,626

2q,51_2 ]

{ew Brunswick
[.)ntano
.........

;ova

Scotia

....

_27,317
19,006

28.S05 * J5
2,,,;'-"_
'_,5
26fi16

3_, 11'_

3ntario .........

14,669

2l,_5

97.117
1,,.,_;_,

11,555 15,8'25 _14,,¢,:
13,']43 1"2,407_.
during the decade, _:._s
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--Most
of the Canadian
people axe engaged in
avocations
of agriculture,
lumbering
and manufacturing
of lumber
for foreign markets, fishing
and mining.
During the last few years a protectivc fiscal policy has favored the establishment
of
manufacturing
industries,
and several chtsses of
goods, formerly
imported,
arc now manufactured
by Canadians at home.
Among
these are boots
and shoes, agricultural
implements,
machincry
of various
kinds; and in textile fabrics, tweeds
and domestic
cottons.
The principal
shoe factortes
are in Quebec,
Montreal,
Toronto
and
Hamilton.
The cheaper
and lighter
classes of
boots and shoes are, for the most part, nmdc in
Quebec.
The manufitcture
of agricultural
iraplements is carried on in almost every di._trict of
Ontario.
Cotton factories, with the late_! equipments, are in operation
in St. Jolm, Montrc;d,
Valh,yfield,
Cornwall,
_Icrriton,
Dundas
and
Hamilton.--Thc
export returns
of the customs
department
of the government
afi'ord llte bcst
clue to a knowledge
of Canadian industries.
The
gross exports from Canada for the ye'_r el_ding
June 30, 1880, and the two preceding
)'ears,
were: 1878, $79,323,667;
1879, $71,491,255;
1880,
$87,911,458.
Foreign products
in transit 'ire ineluded
in the above figures
of gross exports.
The exports
whicl_l were products
of Canada
amounted
in value,
for 1880, to $70,096,191.
The value of the various
classes of Canadian
products,
is as follows:
Prodtu't_ of the mine ............................
Products of the flsherte_ .........................
Paoducts of the furest ...........................
Animalsand their produce ......................
Agricultural produete ..........................
Mauufilctures

...................................

Miscellaneous arLicles...........................

$ 2,{_77,351
6,579,656
16,8M,567
17 6_,5_
'2_294,'_2_

British West Indies ............................
Newfoundland ................................
Spanish West Indies ...........................
South America .................................
France .........................................
Belgium .......................................
Britisll Guiana ................................
Freuch We.st Indies ............................

8-9_

The officialreport
of the gold dust, etc., exporte4
from British Columbia for the year ending June
30, 1880, gives the amount
as $964,484, but it is
estinracd
that one-third
more than is officially
returned
is e.xportcd.
The returns for 1880 show
that the exports of Nova
Scotia gold mining
produce
were $121,350.
Thelodesof
auriferous
quartzite and gold-bearing
slate in Nova Scotia
arc rel)ortr:d by Mr. Selwyn, the director of the
Canadian
geological survey, to extend through
a
formation
having an area of 3,500 square
miles.
Oil andsalt wells are in operation
in the counties
of Lambton and Huron in Ontario.
The iron
ores, which abound
inalmost
every province
of
Canada, have hitherto
scarcely
been touched.
The export of iron ore, in 1880, was mainly from
Ontario, the amount, being insignificant;
value,
$76,474.
The value of exI)orts of coppt'r
ores
was $150,_99.
New Brunswick
exported
l,tst
year to Great Britain
1,395 tons of mm_gauesc
ore, valued at $15.139.
Near Oltawa city thcre
arc large deposits of 1)hosphatc of lime or apatite.
Shil)mcnts
of this in 1880 to Great Brit.fia were
6,792 tons; to the United States, 1,182 tons; total
value,
$119,882.
Of Canadian
salt,
492,467
bushels, worth $46,1(,)0, were exported
in 1880.Small quantitms
of ores of antimony,
lead and
plumbago
were exported
in 1880, but, up to the
present, these ores have been of more value as an
iutlex to the minerals
of the country,
than the:
intrinsic economic worth of their exports--Th(,
United States buy more fish from Canada than
are bought from her by 'my other country.
The
value of the fish of _dl kinds--fresh,
dr)' salted,
pickled.._moked
and canned--shipped
to the
.United States ill 1880, was $1,618,881.
If to this

3,'24_,617

640,155

These goods were exported
to 30 different countries, the 10 principal
buyers, and the amount
taken by each, being as follows:
GreatBritain ...................................
Unltt-d States ..................................

CANADA.

we "tdd the value o[ the fisll and seal oils, and
that of the skins of marine
animals bought by
the United Slate_ for tlmt year, the total value of
the Canadian
fi._hcry products taken by the United States for 1880, amounts to $1.738.87().
Tht

t_5,g08.n31 West Indies, Great Brit.fin and Soufi_ America
"2b7_i2.705 tire tit(: next best markets for Canadian fish.--The
1,-,8._,72fi following is a list of the chief articles of agricul1,355,480
1,318,587 tural produce exported
by Canada in 1880, aud
7.55,755 their value:
t;q4,'2"_ Wheat, bushels .....................
5.09J,505
$5,942,042
475,420 Barley, bushcle .....................
7,'27_(.).
562
4.4_1Jit_5
°9Ai0,6:_3Oats. bushels ......................
4,717,040
1,707,8._6
'217,314 Peas, bushels .......................
3,819.._90
2,977,51_

Of mineral produce,
thc coal of British Columbia
Wheat pounds
flour, ......................
barrcls ...............
544,591
2,930,955
Malt,
38,02tl,
_-x._
643,570
and :Nova Scotia takes a leading place.
British
Columbia exported,
in 1880, 204,525 tons of coal,
This excludes all produce not raised in Canada.
valued at $700.142.
The coal exports
of .Nova
shipped from Canadian ports.
The chiefmarkct._
Scotia,
fro" 1880. were 132,796 tons, valued at
for this grain, cte., were Great Britain, the United
$238,390.
The principal
OUtl)Ut of coals in
States,
Newfoundland,
France
and Belgium.
British Columbia is on Vancouver's
ishmd.
Thc
The value of this class of produce shipped
to
,coal beds of Nova Scotia are in the counties of
Great Britain in 1880, was $12,6tl,961;
of that
Cape Breton,
Pictou
and Cumbcrland.-Gold ' shipped to thc United States, $8,086,795--Cauada
mining is carried
on with success in both these ' exported, in 1880, timber and sawcd hunber lo 27
provinces.
From
2,000 to 4,000 hands, mostly
countries,
each province
slfipping
some of the
Chinese, have found employment
at gold mining
products
of its forests.
Most of the shipments
in British
Columbia
since 1860.
Their yearly
from Ontario were to the United States.
In 1880
produce has been from $1,000,000
to $3,735,850.
these were, of lumber, planks, boards and joists,
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and amounted
in value to $4.137,662.
The pineties of the upper Ottawa
and those of the Georgian bay are of immense
value.
They are the
sources of a large annual supply of logs.
The
returns
of the Crown
timber
office at Ottawa,
:show that there were cut in the Ottawa district
,during the year ending June 30, 1880, 2,555,981
:saw logs, and 108,957 pieces of square timber,
British Columbia sent masts and bridge timber to
JChina and Japan,
and the maritime
provinces
sent timber to Africa.
The Douglas
fir (Abies
Douglasii) grows in British
Columbia
to a great
size; some trees are more
than 300 feet high.
Pot and pearl ashes, and bark for tanning, are
important
forest productions.
The value of ashes
.exported
in 1880 was $304,381;
and of bark,
.$441,360.
Great Britain bought, in 1880, productiGriS of the Canadian
forest, worth $8,673,336,
and the United States bought in the same period,
$6,532,418
worth.--Canadian
animals and their
produce were exported
in 1880 to 12 countries,
Great Britain
bought
of these to the value of
$11,104,223
; and the
United
States
bought
$6,016,988
worth.
In 1880 Canada
cxported
21,983 horses,
worth
$1,880,379.
Of these the
_nited
States
took
20,594,
worth
$1,798,616.
:For the same year there were 54,944 horned cat,tle exported,
worth $2,764,437,
of which Great
.Britain
took something
more than double the
number taken by the United States.--Butter
and
,cheese have within
a few years become import.ant articles
of export
from Canada.
In 1880
there were shipped of butter,
18,535,362 pounds,
-valued at $3,058,669;
and of cheese, 40,368,678
pounds, valued at $3,893,366.
The United States
.bought, in 1580, from Canada, 3,551,906 pounds
•of wool, worth $911,271.--The
manufactures
exported from Canada
in 1880 amounted,
as per
figures in the statcment
given, to less than the
fisheries exports,
but to more than her nfineral
products.
They were shipped
to 37 different
,countries,
but Great Britain and the United States
were buyers of two-thirds
of the amount shipped,
The actual figures
of the amounts
they bought
.are: Great Britain,
$1,386,746;
United
States,
.$1,283,342.
Newfoundland
and the British West
Indies were, in 1880, the two next best customers
for Canadian
manufactures,
but Newfoundland
took hardly a fifth of the amount
of manufacturedgoods
shipped to the United States, andthe
British West Indies hardly a third of the amount
sent to Newfoundland.
More than 60,000 pairs
of boots and shoes were exported
to Great Britain during
1880, and about 2,000 pairs to the
United States.
27,603 sewing machines,
worth
$201,545, were exported
in 1880 to 17 different
,countries.
About
$40,000 worth
of these were
sent to Africa.--The
value of all Canadian
iraports
in 1880 was
$86,489,747.
They
were
$1,421,711
less than the gross exports
for the
same time.
For the first time in Canada last
year's returns show an excess of exports over iraports.
But if the comparison
of exports
and
_importa dm'ing
1880 be restricted
to goods of
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Canadian
production,
and to goods entered for
Canadian
consumption,
the imports
are in excess.
Imports,
in 1880, of goods for Canadian
consumption,
$71,789,849;
exports, in 1880, of goods
the productions
of Canada,
$70,096,191;
excess
of imports for consumption
over exports of Canadian
production,
$1,686,158.-The aggregate
trade, in 1880, of Canada
with Great Britain.
shows an increase over the trade of 1879, amounting to $13,018,438,
while the aggregate
trade between Canada and the United States for thesame
period decreased
$8,907,863.--There
were 18,370
sea-going vessels entered inward
and outward at
dominion
ports during 1880.
These had a registered tonnage of 6,786,714 tons, and crews humbering 220,113 men.--The
arrivals
and departures of vessels engaged in the coasting trade were
registered at dominion
ports in 1880, as 70,493.
Tonnage,
14,055,013
tons.--The
number of yessels of all kinds
on the register
books of the
dominion,
as per report
of minister
of marine
and fisheries, was, Dec. 31, 1880, 7,377, measuring 1,311,218 tons register
tonnage.
At-an average value of $30 per ton, the value of the registered tonnage
of Canadian
vessels is $39.336,540.
--In the trade on the lakes and rivers between
Canada and the United States there werc, in 1_80,
17,441Canadian
and United States vessels entered
inward at Canadian
ports.
These vessels had a
registered
tommge
of 3,707,885
tons, and their
crews comprised
about 150,000 men.--There
arc
in Canada,
36 banks,
acting
under charters
granted by the dominion
government.
The olIicial statement
of the dcputy
ministcr of finance
shows
that these banks had, on May 31, 1_81,
paid-up capital,
$59,370,840;
and notes in circu]ation, $25,575,729.
Thcy held specie, $5,572,600,
and dominion
notes, $10,833,900.
Their _lgglcgate liabilities
were $119,551,299;
and their assets, $193,580,659.
The most important
C'madiau banks are: bank of Bloutreal,
wifli a paid
up capital of $11,999,200;
bank of Commerce.
paid-up capital,
$6,000,000;
and bank of Britic.h
North America, paid-up
capital, $4,866,666.
In
1871the paid-up capital of chartered banks in Caw
ada was $37,915,390,
or $21,455,450
less than in
1881.--The
charters
of Canadian
banks issue subject to the provisions
of the general banking act
of Canada.
This enjoins that no bank shall circulate
notes
or commence
business
until the
sum of $200,000
capital
be bona fide paid up,
and the treasury
board has certified
to its payment.
Notesln
circulation
must never exceed unimpaired
paid-up
capital.
A bank must receive
its own notes at par, but is not compelled to rcdeem them in specieorin
dominion notes except :_t
places where they are made payable.
The head
office of a bank must always be one of the places
at which the notes of a bank are payablc.--At
the close of the fiscal year of the Canadian
government,
June 30, 1870, there were 226 pos(ofl]ce
government
savings banks
in Canada.
During
1870, $1,347,901 were deposited,
and during _hc
same year $664,555 were withdrawn
from theso
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t)anks.
The entire cost of management
for the
.-year was 0.44 per cent. of the balances
due de.poaitors.
June 50, 1880, there were °97 offices;
,deposits
for the year "_'ere $2,720,216;
and the
.withdrawals
for the year were $1,820,213.
Entire
,cost of management
for the year, 0.49 per cent.
,of the balances due depositors.
Any person may
,deposit inthe government
savings banksany
sum.

hurtful suckers at.the parent stem.
Withsuch
a
question
we have nothing
to do here.
Truth,
however,
compels the admission
that by Fox's
method
of governing,
England
h_ easily retained her authority
in Canada.
For though the
formal bond of union be but as a silken thread,
the attachment
of Canadians to England
is gen.
uine and unmistakable.
But we also care less

.from $1 to $300, and has the direct security
of
_the dominion
by statute
tlmrefor.
Interest
is
:allowed at 4 per cent., but deposits may bewithdrawn,
and invested
at higher
interest
in dominion bonds.
Since 1871 the sum of $4,4(16,700
has been thus withdrawn
and re-invested.
Taking into account
this sum, together
with the
aggregate
increase of deposits
over withdrawals,
to June 30, 1880, at the postoffice and other sayings banks
of the dominion,
the investments
in
_Canada in the government
savings
banks will
.-amount to $15,670,856.--Prof.
Cherriman,
the
_Canadian
superintendent
of insurance,
states in
:his report to the minister
of finance,
April 30,
71881, that there are 65 companies
doing insurance
,in Canada.
Of these 36 accept life insurance, 28
.'fire, 6 inland marine, 6 ocean marine, 5 accident,
-and 3 are guarantee
companies.
The government
holds $6,609,767 for the protection
of the
policy holders in these coml)anies.
The ri._ks
held
by the fire companies,
April
80, 1881,
amounted
to $411,563,271.
Premiums
charged
on .these, $4,348,826,
or $10.5"7 on e'wh $1,000
at risk.
Nine of the companies
in Canada cagaging
in fire insurance
are Canadian,
15 are
British and 4 are American.
The losses paid by
the fire companies
in 1880 were 81.666,578;
the
premiums
received
were $8,479,577;
the losses
for the year being 47.90 per cent. of premium
receipts.
The marine
companies
fared badly
in 1880. The losses of the inhmd marine
companics were 28.80 per cent. in excessof
the premium receipts, aud the losses of the ocean marine
"24.88 per cent. more than the premiums
received
,during
1880.
The 34 companies
engaged
in
effccting life in_sm'ance in Canada, have policies
in force for insurance
amounting
to $90,2_0,°93.
The Canada life
assurance
company
had, on
.April 30, 1880, polities in force for life insm'ance
amounting
to $21,547,759.
]'he amount
of life
'insurance
effected
in Canada
during
1879 and
1880 was: Canadian
companies,
1879. _6,112.706;
1880, $7,547,876,
British
compauies,
1879, $1,'877,918; 1880, $1,802,011.
American compauies,
1879, $3,363,600;
1880, $4,057,000.--The
progross of Canada accords with Fox's dictum, "that
the only means of retaining
distant
cnlonics to
advantage,
is to enable
them to govern
themselves."
What advantages
accrue to England
from such a mode of governing
Canada, Englishmen themselves
have not been able to agree in
deciding.
Indeed, one school of English
politiclaus, intellectualand
earnest, if not numerically
strong, insist that the old idea of trade following
the flag is a myth; that colonial possessions are "_
"-lo_simstead of a gain,.and
but little better than

for this, than to show what progress Canada has
made in the art of self-government,
and that,
after several
tentative
efforts, she ha_ settled
down into a method
of managing
her affairs,
legislative, execu|ive and judicial, in consonance
with the character of her people, and that she is
not likely soon to experience
much change, but
such as is incident to a condition
of sturdy
growth.--In
accordance
whh the provision._ of
the British North American
act of 1867, which
regulates
the constitution
of the dominion,
flw
government
of Canada is nomrolled by a parlb,ment, consisting of the govcrnorgeneral
ns repr,.
sentative of the queen of England, a scnalc mM
a house of connnons.
The appointment
of a
governor gencl"tl to aid in carrying on the gov.
ernment on behalf amt in the name of the queen,
and the appointment
of a commander-in
chief of
the m_litia.md military and nav'fl forces of Can.
ada, are the only exercise of authority
in Canadian affairs beyond tim control of the Canadian
parlia|nel]t;
and the one reminder
left to show
that the age of colonial tutelage is not entirely
outgrt*wn.--Thc,
sen'_te comprises
78 members.
Each senator must be at least 30 years old, a
native born or naturalized
subject of Great Brit'_in, and the possessor of property
in his own
province to the wflue of $4,000, over and above
his debts "rod liabilities.
Appointment
to the
senate rests nominally
with the crmvn, which is
virtually with the ministry of the day, for under
the English _ystem, though the queen rcign._, the
premier
pro tern. governs.
Senatorial
app,)intments are for life unless the appt,inh.c
resigns,
turns traitor,
becomes
bankrupt,
or fo|'._wea|'s
allegiance to the crown of Enghmd.--The
number of members in the house of commons is not
fixed definitely as is the membershipof
the upper
house.
]t varies with tile returns of the deccnnial census.
Quebec has 65 members in the com.
mons, and this mm_ber remains the same whatever m._y be the change of popuhttion
in th'tt
province,
and the proportion
tins number
of
members bears to the number
of the pol)ulation
of Q_ebec, after the census of that province is
taken, determines lhe meml)ers to be returned by
the whole country, as each province is entitled to
send members to parliament
in the same ratio to
the number of its inhabitants
that 65 bears to the
populatitm
of the province of Quebec.
According to the census of this year, this '_rrang(,mcnt
gives Quebec a member of parliament
for every
20.900 of her population,
and membvrs
to the
oflmr provinces in the same proportion,
except to
the smaller provinces
who were a_-sured a minimum representation
till their numbers
brought
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them an increased
representation
under the general rule.
When the representation
is adjusted
as
the new cen_us requires,
the provinces
will have
the following
number
of members
in the house
of commons:
Ontario,
92; ,-Nova Scotia, 21; _New
Brunswick,
15; Quebec
(fixed number),
65;
Prince
:Edward Island,
6 ; British Columbia,
6 ;
_lanitoba,
5 ; (in tile last three the number
of
members
is given by terms of union).
Total
number of members,
210.--The
voting for mere.
bers of parliament
in Canada is by ballot.
There
are some assessment
qualifications
for voters
required
by the election
law, and these vary as
between cities, town and counlry
districts,
but
practically
ahnost every owner or occupant
of a
house has a vote.--The
governor general,
likethe
constitutionalsovereign
lie represents,
keepsaloof
from party
in the state.
He governs
solely
through his ministers,
who are his advisers,
and
so long as they have a majority
of the people's
representatives
at their back, he must hearken to
their counsel.
In this lie has no choice.
In the
most extreme
case, the utmost
stretch
of his
authority
only permits him to exercise
the royal
prerogative,
dismiss
his ministers,
dissolve the
parliament,
and obtain a new expression
of the
will of the people
In a constitutional
way, as
advised
by his ministry,
he speaks as with the
voice of the nation;
were he to speak otherwise,
his words would have no more weight than the
gossip of the messenger
at his office door.
Eaeh
minister
of the crown is required
to have a seat
in the house of commons, or in the senate--a
reservoir on which premiers
rely when other sources
of ministerial
wisdom fail them.
As the estimated
sum to be expended
by each department
has to
be passed iu committee
of supply in the lower
house at each session, the ministers
of '_he more
important
departments
are generally
members of
that house, in order there fully to explain the
operations
of their departments.--The
public
business controlled
by the dominion
government
is tr.'msacted
through
13 departments,
each of
which is under the control of a member
of the
ministry.
They arc:
The department
of the
intel'ior,
controlling
Indian
affairs,
dominion
lands, and the geologic,d
survey;
and the departments of finance,
public
works,
secretary
of
state,
railways
and canals,
agriculture,
postmaster general,
minister of justice,
marine
and
fisheries,
customs,
inland
revemm,
militia and
defense,
and president
of the council.
These
include all the branches of public business coming
under the control of the dominion
government,
viz., management
of trade, commerce,
indirect taxation and management
of the public debt; postal
service; the census and statistics;
militia and dereuse;
payment
of public
officers; light-houses,
navigation,
shipping
and quarantine;
fisheries;
currency,
banking,
coinage
and legal tender;
weights and measures;
bankruptcy;
patents
and
inventions;
naturalization
laws, and laws of divorce; penitentiaries
and criminallaw;
railways,
canals
and telegraphs,
if extending
beyond the
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limits of a single province.--Some
promoters
of
confederation
would
have preferred,
instead of
that system, a legislative
union of the provinces,
if such a union had been practicable.
But that
of Upper and Lower Canada,
in 18.40, had, to a
certain
degree, proved
to be, what Brougham
called it at the time, "a case of being paired, not
matched,"
and each province,
for the prolec|io_
of its own peculiar
interests,
decided to retain.
large measure
of "home
rule."
Thus,
each
province regulates its local affairs through its owu
legislature,
and administration.
Provinei_l
authorily extends to the control of all public lands
belonging
to such province
before the union.
The appointment
of all officers required
for the
administration
of justice,
except judges,
is ret'tined
by the provincial
authorities.
They also>
regulate education;
asylums, hospitals and eharities; jails,
prisons
aud reformatories,
except
penitentiaries;
municipal
institutions;
shop, tarern and other licenses;
local works;
m'_rriages;
property
and
civil
rights ; administration
of
justice
in provincial
courts, both of civil and
criminal
jurisdiction;
the appointment
of mugistrates and justices of thepcace;
and emigration,
so far as concerns provincial lands.--A
lieutenant
governor
for each province
is appointed
by the
dominion
government.
No province
has the
power to organize
or maintain
a military force;
and the dominion
government
has the pbwer to
disallow any enactments
of the local legislature.,
which are ultra vires.
:Neither in the provincial
legislatures
nor in the dominion parliament
can a
ministry
remain
in ofl}ce unless sustained
by a
majority
of the representatives
of the people.
This gives to important
parliamentary
debates as
keen an interest as attaches
to elections.
The
machinery
of government
was by degrees made
directly responsive
to public opinion, and became
so more from practical necessity
than theo,'etical
predilection.
This, however,
has grown so distinctive that publicists,
both American
and :English, have referred
to the Canadian
system as
virtually one of the most demoeraticiu
existence.
--The dominion
government
at the time of confederation
assnmcdthe
public debts of all the constituent provinces.
These amounted
to the gross
sum of $93,046,051,
or, deducting the total assets,
$17,317,410,
to a net sum of $75,728,641.
It was
also agreed to pay the provinces
an annual subsidy for the relinquishment
of their right tolevy
indirect taxes, such as customs and excise duties.
The subsidy is equivalent
to 80 cents per head el
the popu]ation
at the timeofunion,
and an anntnd
allowance
to defray the cost of governing
each
province.
The subsidy thus granted
amounted,
last year, to the sum of $3,430,846.--The
in.
creased expenditure
since the union, on railways,
canals and other public works, and a heavy outlay on account of the 1WorthwestTerritories,
have
added to the public debt, which, June 30, 1880,
was $199,125,823;
or, deducting
the total assets,
$42,182,852, it amount_ to $156,942,471.
There
is of this indebtedness,
$137,024,582
payable in
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:London at the following
rates of interest:
at 4
per cent., $89,059,999;
at 5 per cent., $33,926,195;
and at 6 per cent., $14,038,386.--The
revenues
from customs
duties,
excise and other sources,
surrendered
by the several provinces,
at the time
of union, to the dominion
government,
were to
form a "consolidated
fund" to defray the cost of

and in 1872 an attempt was made to subsidize
a
private company offering to construct
it, but the
project failed through
political
contention,
and
the work
was continued
by the government.
Lmst year a syndicate
contracted
to complete tim
construction,
and to equip and operate the road,
for $o5,000,000,
and 25,C00,000 acres o_ land.

future government.
The receipts oll account of
this consolidated
fund, for 1880, were $23,307,406;
the expenditure,
$24,850,634.
Thegross
receipts
of the dominion government,
for 1880, were $53,177,628;
expenditure,
$50,879,241,
Rcccipts
for
customs duties, for 1880, were $14,071,343; for cxcise duties,
$4,232,427.--A.
large proportion
of
the public
expenditure
of Canada
has been on
works
to enable
the grain,
timber
and other
products
of the country
to be cheaply taken to
market.
Up to 1867, the time of confederation,
$60,210,600 had becu expended on public worksin

The surveys have been made, advance
telegraph
lines built, about 500 miles of road constructed,
aml the workis vigorously
proceeding.
Winnipeg, wherc the head offices of. the company
are
located, Ires already a population
of 13,000.
The
distance by the railway from Lake Superior to the
Paciiic will be about 2,000miles.
Thesurveysof
lands in the northwest
give townships
six mile_
square, each township being divided into sections
of one mile square_
640 "rares.
The railway
company take alternate
sections, and the government offer, for cash, lands within 24 miles of the

Upper and Lower Canada.
Since that time the
ordinary
expenditure
on public works has been
$13,405,921.
In addition to this sum, $23,467,285
for public works have been charged
to capital
since that date.
The Intercolonial
railway has
cost $23,467,285, and the sum of $16,488,759 ha_
been spent on the CanadianPacifi(.
railway;
both
sums were paid out of capital.
The canals and
river improvements
on the St. Lawrence, Ottawa,
Rideau and Rmhclieu
rivers, are about 250 miles
long.
In 1871 it was decided
to make a second
enlargement
of the Welland
and St. Lawrence
canals, to facilitate
the traffic between
Lake Erie
and Montreal.
The locks were to be 270 feet
long, 45 feet wide, and to have a depth of 14feet
of water.
The work on the Wel]and
canal is
nearly
completed
; that on the St. Lawrence
canals
is in progress.
From _Iontreal
to Port
Colbornc,
on Lake Erie, is 375 miles; and there
are on the route seven stretches of canals, with 53
locks having a lift of 533¼ feet.
Lake Erie is
550_- feet higher than the river at ]_[outreal; the
discrepancy,
17._ feet, between the lockage aud the
true difference
iu height being made up by the
gradual declivity in the river during the distance.
When these canalsare
completed,
vessels of from
1,000 to 1,500 tonswill beable to use the St. Lawrence route.
At present, with vessels of 600 tons
cargo it has received a fair sh,lre of traffic, for, iu
1880, there were 710 sea-going
vessels, having a
tonnage of 628,271 tons, which came to _Iontreal
during the season of navigation.
Theexpenditurc
on the Welland and St. Lawrence canals to June
80, 1880, was $31,189,276.--The
railway system
of Canada
has been developed since 1851, and
now consists
of about 7,000 miles of railway
in operation,
representing
a capital
of about
$350,000,000.
A gauge 5 feet 6 inches wide was
chosen
for the first roads built, but has been
abandoned,
as lms also the 3 foot 6 inch gauge,
tried on one or two small roads, for the medium
gauge of 4 feet 8½ inches.
The Canadian Pacific
railway, at present tinder construction,
is the most
important
work hitherto
undertaken
in Canada.
The survey for thi_ road was commenced
in 1871;
5_
voL. L--53

road, for $2 50 per acre, and lands beyond
that
belt for $2 per acre; or a reduction
of one-half
of these prices to colonics.--The
receipts for 1880,
on the railways
operated
by the government,
were $1,742,537; working
expenses and repairs,
$1,851,489.
The canal receipts, for 1880, were
$347,746; expenses and repairs, $369,213.--The
Montreal telegraph
company
founded
in 1847.
and the Dominion company which was established
as a rival line, have both been recently leased by
the Northwestern
telegraph
company who guarantee the proprietary
a fair dividend
on their
stock --There
is no 1)ublie school system (.ommoll
toall the provinccs, although the school actpassed
in the old province
of Canada,
in 1841, is the
groundwork
of the present sy_temin On_arioand
Quebec, and has influenccd
the systems adopted
in the other provinces.
One feature
is common
to the whole, the legislative
grant
for school
purposes is proportionate
to the amount raised by
localasscssment,
The local funds for schools are
raised by the municipal authorities of the villages,
towns, cities, townships and counties.
In Ontario,
750 people constitute
a village,
2,000 a town,
10,000 a city.
Townships
arc from 8 to l0 miles
square, and each has its reeve, deputy reeve and
four councilors
elected y_arly.
Tim townships
are divided
into school sections
of about two
miles square, each having three school trustees,
one of whom retires ammally
from ()ffice. ,k
number of townships,
villages aml towns form,
for municipal
and school
purposes,
a county.
The county has a council composed
of the recve_
and deputy reeves of the townships,
and is prosided over by a warden, elected by the councilors
themselves.
The township council arranges the
school _ections, and levies such school ratesas the
school trustees
require.
The county
councd
raises a sum equal to the legislative grant to the
schools in the county, appoints a legally qualified
school inspector,
and pays one-hall of his salary,
the legislature
paying the rest.
In cities the
inspector ispaid by the school board.
The public
schools in Ontario arc free, and the whole _ystem
is under the control of a minister of education,
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who is a member of tim cabinet of the provincial
settlers• Cartier cantered the gulf of the St. Lawpremier.
The b_st report of the minister of rence only 42 years after Columbus first landed
education for Ontario shows that there are in on one of the Bahama islands, and in 1535--the
that province, 5,123 schools, 487.012 pupils, 6,596 next year--he entered, on St. Lawrence's day,
teachers; and ti_e expenditure for the year was the great river which ever since has borne that
$2,833,084.
There are 104highschools, at which
name• The French king Francis I. paid no
pupils may continue their education to the stage heed to the protests of his brother mon.of fitting themselves for entering a university,
archs of Spain and Portugal, that such expediThere are also county model schools, and two tions were an encroachment
on their rights,
normal schools for the preparatory instruction of remarking
" there was no clause in father
teachers.
Sectarian religion iscarefully excluded
Adam's will giving them alone so rich a heritfrom all public schools, the school act providing
age." Although Normans, Basques and Bretons
that "no person shall require any pupil to read or came and fished off the banks of Newfoundland,
study from anyreligious book, or to join in any ex- and Huguenots and nobles turned to America
•ercise of devotion or relig'ion objected to by his or longing eyes, there was no actual settlement in
her parent."
Roman Catholics under the act can Canada till in 1608, when, 12 years before the
have separate schools• Of these there arc 191 in landing of the Pilga-im Fathers, Champlain estab.Ontario. In Quebec, where Catholics are in a fished a little colony on the site of the present
majority, there are separate schools for Protestcity of Quebec• blost of the early history of
ants• There are 14 universities in the dominion.
C:mad'l is taken up with the wars of the French
These annuallycotffer degrees on from 300 to 400 and Indians, or French and English• But while
-students. The universities of Toronto, Halifax,
the nobles and their vassals were fighting, the
]_IcGill, Montreal, and Laval in Quebec, have p.'res of St. Francis, and of the order of J,:su,
.been founded many years and are well patron- extended with such undaunted
zeal tlnir misized. Many who desire to advance the interests sions, that Bancroft's words are literally true,
.of higher education in Canada think the author"not a cape was doubled nor a stream discovity to confer degrees should be restricted to one ered, that a Jesuit did not show thc way." The
,or tx_o corporations in each province, but such a feudal system held full sway in Europe when
result is by no means likely to be attained.--A
Canadawas settled by the French, and feudalism
military college has been established at Kingston,
was naturally enough introduced by them into
for the instruction of a limited number of young
their new France.
Sciguorics, extending over
men in the sciences requisite to be known by 10,000,000 acres, were givcn to merchants, millsuch as follow a military profession.
The prov- tary officers and religious corporations.
Altoince of Ontario has established an agricultural
gether there were 168 of these seignol'ies. The
college, and an institute of technology, where
first--that of St. Josel)h--was registered in 1626.
farmers and mechanics may obtain a knowlcdge
The seigneurs owed fealty to the king, aud their
of all that pertains to the theory of their respect- land was burdened with a ground rent of two
ive vocations. Within a few years several so- sous per acre, and half a bushel of grain for the
cietieshave been established for the advancement
entire concession. The chief tributes paid were
of art in Canada, and have rendered good service called Quints, and Lods et ventes. Quints were a
in elevating the public tastc.--A supreme court fifth of the purchase money of an estate en,fief, to
of the dominion and court of exchequer was be paid the sovereign.
Lods et ventes were the
established in 1875. It is composed of a chief twelfth part of the purchase money of an estate,
justice and five judges, and holds three sessions to be paid the seigneur, unless the purchaser were
at Ottawa, the capital of the dominion, eachyear,
a direct descendant of the vendor.
The renter
Throughout
the dominion law courts, English
of land had to have his corn ground at the seiglegal procedure is closely followed, except in the neur's mill, and render to him, as toll, the four.province of Quebec, where civil cases are still tecnth part of what was ground• The seigneurs
judged according to French law._All
the male also had the right, though they did not often use
inhabitants of Canada, between the ages of 18 it, to try cases of felony and high and petty misand 60, can, in a fixed order of their age, and demeanors.
Such a system had its bright as well
.their responsibility for others, be called on to asits dark side, but soon became out of joint
serve in the militia• The present militia law of with the times. After 1759, when Wolfe's vicCanada permits the training annually of 45,000 tory made Canada English, that system made no
men. Since the withdrawal
of the imperial
further progress, and became more anomalous.
troops, two batteries of artillery, organized in Still it was hard to kill, and lingered on till the
Canada, have occupied the military works at legislation for its abolition in 1854. The current
Quebec and Kingston. -- Parkman,
Garneau,
public accounts of Canada still have an item l'eSmith, Bibaud and Bouchette have given in de- ferring to the indemnity of seigneul_.
What the
tail the principal occurrences in the history of seigneurs were as aids to the settlement of Lower
Canada.
The "l_ouvelle France"
of Charle- Canada, the Canada company to a certain extent
voix, Hennepin's
"Travels,"
and the "Relawere to Upper Canada• The Huron tract of
lions" of the Jesuits, afford charming pictures
2,800,000 acres was purchased by the Canada
of the exploits and experiences of the early French
company from the government in 1826, shortly
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after their incorporation.
Fez" their land--wild
at that time--they
made an annmd p'tyment 1o
the crown, of sums of from £15,000 to £20,000,
amounting,
in the agy_regate , to £295,000.
John
GMt, the novelist, was secretary
to the company,
and undcr
his auspices
the towns of Guelph,
Goderich
and Galt were located.
Besides this
immense tract, they held smallcr tracts in almost
every county
of the province.
The good they
did has been, by this generation,
almost forgotten, and the evils of their system are alone held
in remembrance.
That the Canada company,
iu
aheir day, rendered
good service to Canada is
beyond
question.
Still,
all such adveuutious
assistance
has been merely auxiliary to the prime
cause of Canadian progress, namely, the plodding,
unremitting
industry
which has been applied to
_he development
of her natural resources.
H. B. W1TTOg.
DORR REBELLION
(_T U. S. HISTORY), an
.effort made in 1840--42, to overturn
the state
govermnent
of Rhode Ishmd
by revolutiouary
raeans.
While the other states, befole aml after
_he declaration
of indcpendeuce,
formed
new
govermuents,
Rhode
Island
and Connecticut
were contented
to retain the charter governments
undcr which they hadlived
as colonies.
In the
following
half century
the Rhode Island government became progressively
more distasteful
to
many of her citizens, two-thirds
of whom were
di_.franchised
by its provision
t.hat the right of
suffrage should be exercised only by the owners
,of a specified amount of real cstatc and by their
eldest sons.
Thomas W. Dorr, of Providence,
a member of the _scmbly,
took llle lead in the
effort to obtaiu a more extended suffrage, but the
legal voters and their representatives
were equally
_obstinatc, and Dorr's proposition
received only
seveu votes out of 70. D¢)rr'Lhen resorted to ma._s
nmetings
through
the winter of 1840-41, as an
indication
of popular
feeling,
and finally to a
,convention
of delegates,
which met in October,
1841, prepared a constitution,
and submitted it to
a popular
vote.
It claimed
to h.tve received
14,000 votes, a majority of the lcgal _ote_s of the
_tate, but its opponents
asserted that the figures
were fraudulent.
Jan. 13, 1842, the new constitution was proclAmed
in force.
April 13, a state
election took place, at which only the "suffrage
party"
voted, and at which Dorr was chosen
governor
and a full legislature
elceted.
Thc
legitimate
state goverument
treated
these proceedings
as nugatory,
so far as they _ent to
estahlish
ancw constitution,
and crimiua], st) far
as they proposed
to legalize the exercise of authority 1)y persons unauthorized
to do so.--May
3, 1842, the rival govcrnments
assemlfled,
the
"charter
legislature"
at _Newport, with governor
Samuel W. King, and the "suffrage
legishture"
at Providence,
with Thomas W. Dorr as go_:ernor.
The suffrage legislature
sat for two days,
chose a supreme court, and transacted
consider:able business
on paper.
3iay 4, it adjourned
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until July, but never met ag_fiu. In the meantilne the charter legislature
had pa._ed bills to
define the crime of trcasou, aml to authorize
the
governor to proclaim martial law. The governor
did _o, and asked help from Washington.
l)res ident Tyler directed the secretary
of war to confor with governo,'
King, and, whenever
the)should deem it necessary,
to order in Mass'xchusetts and Conuecticut
militia
and terminate
the
rebellion at once.
Tlm suffrage
party appealed
to arms, and, on 5Iay 18 and 25, endeavored
to
capture Providence
and its arsenal.
Their forces
each time dispersed
at the approach of the state
troops, and, May 28, Dorr fled to Connecticut
and
thence toNew Hampshi,'e.
A reward was offered
for his arrest, whereupon he voluntarily
returned,
was indicted
in August,
1842, tried in _larch,
1844, convicted
of high trea.son, and sentenced
to imprisonment
for life.
In 1847 he was pardoned, and in 1853 the legislature
restored him
to his civil rights and eXl)unged the record of
his sentence.--lu
the meautime
a new cc)nstitution had been frann:d, in Novcmber,
1842, by the
charter party, had been adopted
by the people,
Nnv. Ol-23, "aM went into operation
in May,
1843. It extcndcd
the right of suffrage by redueing the property
qualification
1o a nominal
amount, but re.Lint'fined the principle
on which
the Dorr rebellion had been put (h)_ n, that _ hen
the people ]rove once established
a government,
it is the legitimate
government
wifll all its limitalions, an(l that no new government
can be introdoted except ulMe.r the provismns
of .m act of
legislation
by the existing
govermuent.
(See
I:_UODE _SL.k.ND ; INSUItRECTIOh', DOMESTIC ;
BI_OAD S_:,_L W._n.)--See
Luthcr vs. Bordcn, 7
llo_c., 1; 3 Spcnccr's
UIdtcd States, 421 ; Pcterson's ll_story (f Rhode L_bl_d; 6 Webster'._ llS_ks,
217; Friezc's Cu,ci._elli._tory;
King'sLifeofDorr;
Judge Potter's Considc_'ations on the Rhode I._lal_d
Qtl(._lioJ_; 15 Dem_JcJ'atic P_vicw, 122;
F. H.
Whipple's
Might _lnd R_.ht; Goddard's
Cha_ge
i_ t]_e Got, erna_ent ¢f Rhode I,_Iand; F. Waylaud's
A flairs ef Rhode Z_b_.nd; Reports of the 8elect Committee oJ" Cbngress o_ the :lffai_',q of Rlwde ]sla,d,
(1845); Bartlett's Bibliography ef Rlwde I_la_d; 15
Benton's Debates _f tbnf]res._, 130.
fl_LEXAh'DEIt JOIINSTO_.
DOUGLAS,
Stephen
Arnold,
was born at
Braudon, Vt., April 23, 1813, and died at Chicago,
Ill., June 3, 1861.
He was admitted
to tim bar
ia Jacksonville,
Ill., in 1834, and in 1841 was
chosen judge
of the state supremc
court, for
which reason he was usually known afterward
in
Illinois as Judge Douglas.
He _'_s a represcntatire in congress 1843-7, anti United St't_es senator
from 1847 until l_is death,
Abraham
Lincoln
being his opponent
in 1859.
From 1850 until
1860 he was the principal leader of the northern
dcmocratjc
party, from which the ultra southern
wing gradu_fily drew further
away ou the questiou of thc extension of sl._very lo tho territories,
until, in 1560, the party split into tx_o partu._
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(See K_-.'_SAS-NEBRASKA
BIL_; POPULARSOV'_R]_IGI_TY;
ELECTORAL
"VOTES; DEMOCRATIc-REPUBLICAN PARTY, ¥'.)
His small stature and
great ability gave Douglas his popular name,
Tl_e Little Oiant.--See Sheahan's L_fe of D(_uglas;
Savage's Living Representative MeTz; Addresses in
Congress onthe Death orS. A. Douglas; 8 Atlantic
Monthly; 103 2_orth AT_rican Igeview; Warden's
Voter's Verslono.ftheLifeofDo_lglas;
1 Wheeler's
JYisto_T of Congress, 60.
ALEXANDER
JOHNSTON.
][}RAFTS (L_U. S. HISTORY).--I. THE DRAFT
OF 1814. The letters of Washington during the
revolution contain abundant evidence of the evils
of a reliance in war upon the mihtia, which force
he characterized
in general, Dec. 5, 1776, as
"a destructive, expensive and disorderly mob."
Under the confederacy nothing could be done to
improve the discipline of the mililia, but, by the
constitution, power to organize, arm and discipline it was given to congTess, with the idea of
thus furnishing a substitute for a standing army.
Knox, the secretary of war, who either had or
drew from Hamilton very radical ideas on the
subject, submitted to congress, in January, 1790,
a plan for the classification of the militia into an
"advanced
corps" (18 to 20 years of age), a
"main col])s" (21 to 45 years of age), and a "reserved corps" (45 to 60 years of age). Eachcorps
was to be divided into sections of 12 persons eacb,
and in case of necessity for an army one person
was to be taken by lot from each section, or from
a gn'oup of sections of the advanced corps or of
the main corps. Nothing was do_le with Knox's
plan. "rod the militia law of 1795 simply adopted
the state militia systems without any idea of draft
or of compelling military service by federal authority.
Knox's idea. however, was not forgotten, and after 1805 Jefferson several times revived
it in his messages, but without success.
It was
as yet evident to the democratic (republican)
leaders in congress that the militia was "t state institution, and that, when it should be called into
the federal service, the power to selectthe regimeats or organizations to fill the state quota
must be in the states exclusively.--When
war
was declared in 181-°, the war party, ackuowledging the weakness of the regular army, placed a
large but vague reliance upon militia as a reserve
force. This confidence was from the first found
to be baseless. As soon as the invasion of Canada had called off most of the regular troops from
the seacoast, requisitions were made upon tlm
state governors for militia to do garrison duty in
their stead. The call was at once refused by the
governors of Connecticut and :Massachusetts, on
the ground that none of the constitutional contingencics of rebellion, invasion or resistance to
the Jaws had occurred so as to justify the summons for militia.
Even when invasion and bloc'kude compelled the mustering of the militia, long
wranglings were induced by the articles of war,
which gave regular officers precedence over those

of the militia, and thus, as the latter complaineO,
took away the right of the states to officer their
own troops. In 1813 a bill for classifying the
militia passed the house, but was lost in the senate. Tile excessive demands of Great Britain as.
the price of peace in the next year revived the
war feeling among the people, and increased tim
necessity for an increase of the army, to which
volunteering was incompetent.
The state legislatures of New York and Virginia led off in proposing to the federal government a classification'
and draft from the militia.
This plan was recom
mended by the president in his message of Sept
20, 1814, and a bill to carry it into effect, mainly
drawn up by Monroe, was at once introduced into.
congress.
It occasioned great alarm and indignation among the federalists, (see CONVEr,'TmN,
IIARTFORD),
and even among the democrat_ was
getmrally looked upon as of doubtful utility and
more than doubtful legality,
l_everthelcss it
passed the senate Nov. 10, and the lmuse Dec 9;
but in the latter body, probably with adesign unfriendly to the bill, tile term of service had been
reduced from three years to one year. On this
convenient issue the two houses disagreed, and
the bill was lost. The "Draft of 1814," as it is
often called, was therefore a failure.--II.
TIr_
DRAFT OF 1863. During the first years of the
rebellion the armies were filled by volunteering,
with the exception of au occasional call for milltin for short terms. No attempt was made to caforce enlistments.
When, Feb. ,5, 1863, the debate was opened upon the Cola_'crlption Bill, its
whole theory and defense were based upon the
idea of enrolling the militia by federal authority
and drafting individuals therefrom to fill up the
president's calls for troops, very much after tlie
phm of thedraft of 1814. It wins very soon found
impossible to meet the democratic objections to
the constitutionality of a bill for this purpose, nnd
_¥ilson, of )Iassachusetts, on the 16th, took the
new ground, upon which the act was subsequently
upheld by the courts, that the bill was based upon
the power "to raise armies"; that it had no referencewhatevertothestatemilitia;
but that it called
ever)" able-bodied citizen of military age into the
federal service, and selected the necessary number by lot. By the terms of the bill, as it became
law M,lrch 3, 1863, with the amendments of Feb.
24, 1864, and July 4, 1864, the enrollment of the
able-bodied citizens between 18 and 45 was to
begin April 1, under the direction of provost marshals; the quotas of congressional districts, under
future calls for troops, were to be filled by drafls
from tbe enrolled citizens, in default of volunteering; substitutes were to be accepted; a cornmutation of $800 for exemption from the draft
was allowed; and all persons refusing obedience
were to be punished as deserters. The application of the draft principle to a call for 300,000
troops early in l_Iay, was the cause of intense excitement in eastern cities, where quotas were
already in arrears.
Charges were made, and ma considerable extent proved, Chat subordinate-
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,officials had so arranged
the draft as to bear disproportionately
on democratic
districts.
Thus,
from nine democratic
districts of New York state
(with a voting population
of 151,243), 33,729 soltilers were to be drafted;
while from 19 republican districts (with a voting population ot 457,257),
but 39,626 were to be drafted.
These manifest
<tiscrepancies
were promptly corrected by the war
.department,
but the absence of the state militia
in Pennsylvania
enabled the mob in various cities
.to resist the draft, with considerable
temporary
success, as an oppressive,
illegal
and partisan
measure.
New York city was completely at the
• aercy of the rioters for four days, July 13-16,
but in other cities the police force was strong
•enough to enforce
the law.
Wherever
the draft
lind been stopped
by violence, it was afterward
resumed
and carried into full effect.--III.
CON][;'EDER._.TI_ST.kTES' CO._SCI{.FPTIO.N.
Conscription
in the southern
states prcccded
aud, to some cx-

protectiou he enjoys, or the power of congress, if
necessary, to make military service compulsory.
The constitution,
however, has not left the matter
in doubt or to construction
(see COl_GI_ESS, PowEIeS OF, VIII.); it has expressly given to congress
the power to "raise armies," without any restriction or limitation
as to the manner or extent.
Until 1863, nevertheless,
the l)ower to draft, with
which the power to raise armies is pregnant,
remained in abeyance, and its first exercise in 1863
marks strongly agrcat advauce in the nationalization of the government.
In 1795 the military
reliance
of the couutry,
outside of the regular
army, was placed exclusively
on the state forces
of militia.
In 1798 the authority
given by con_'ess to the president
to accept organizations
of
volunteers,
and commission
their officers, was
widely censurcd
as an infringement
upon the
militia rights of the states.
In 1814 public opinion had advanced
so far as to cousent to the cm-

tent, compelled
the adoption
of conscription
by
_he federal
govermuent.
The act of April 16,
1862, with the amendment
of Sept. 27, 1862, was
rathel: a levy e_ mass_ than a conscription.
It
made no provision
for draft, but placed all white
men bctween the ages of 18 anti 45, resident in the
confederate
states, and not legally exempt, in the
.confederate
service.
July 18, 1863, by proclanmtion, president
Davis put the conscription
law
into operation,
and directed
the enrollment
to
begin at once.
Feb. 17, 1864, a second conscription law was passed.
It addcd tothe former conscript ages those between 17 "rod 18, and between
45 and 50, who were to do duty as a garrison and
reserve corps.
It exccptcd certain classes, such as
one editor to each newspaper,
one apothecary
to
each drug store, and one farmer to each farm eraploying
15 able-bodied
slaves, and provided that
.all persons who should ncglcct or refuse to bcentolled should be placed in the licld scrvicc for the
war.
:No substitutes
were or could be accepted,
for every person able to do military duty was himself already conscripted.
Verylittle
resistance was
-made to this sweeping
levy, for the govcrmuent
of the confederate
states showed
little mercy
to opposition
of any kind.
Only through
the
,conscription
were the southern
armies filled for
thelast
two years of the war, and its enforcement
was so rigorous and inquisitorial
that toward the
end of the war the confederacy
generally
had
more men in the field th;to it could provide with
arms.--IV.
D;ECAF'rsi,'; GEXEli._L.
The liability
of every able-bodied
citizen of military age to do
military
duty, or to render its equivalent,
ha_
been imbedded
in the constitutions
of the various
_tates, the reason being thus clearly slatcd in the
New York constitution
of 1777: "It is the duty
of eveLT man who enjoys the l)rotection of society
.to be prepared
and willing
to defend it."
By
parity
of reasoning,
it would seem impossible,
even in the absence of express stipulation
on the
,subject, to deny the obligation
of the citizen to
be "prepared
and willing to defend"
the federal
govcrmnent,
the natiolaal
society, also, who_e

ployment of volunteers under n'Ltional authority,
but insistcd that armies were robe "raised"
only
by voluntary enlistment,
and resi_tcd a draft even
whcn disguised
as an enrolhncnt
of the. militia.
In 1863 the general govermncnt
chdmed and exercised the right to compel service eld libitum fi'om
the mass of its citizens, a power which justice
Story in 1833 did not suggest, and probably did
not drcam of. And yet, when this power was
first excrcised in 1863--4, the constitutional
argumeats agaiust it were surprisingly
feeble.
They
were, in brief, that liability to compulsory
milltary service was due, before the adoption of the
constitution,
to tlm states; that it had not been
granted to the federal govermnent
by the constitution;
and that it must, therefore, still be caforced, if at all, only by the states.
Further
arguments were drawn (dJ iw_o_'venit'nti--from
its
possible absorption
of state militia, and even of
state civil officers, into the federal service--but
these we may pa-s over.
Ou the other hand, the
court_ have steadily held tllat, as the constitution
has given to congrcs_ the unlimited
power to
"raise armies." it has given therewith
unlimited
discretion
of choice of the method
by which
armies shall be rai,ed, whether by vohmtccriug
or by draft.--But,
however sound m*ty be the
theory of conscription
or draft in tile United
States, in practice
it has always
been found
troublesome,
irritating, and very barren of results
compared with vohlnteeri_g,
because of inevitable
exemptions,
rejections, and desertions.
In 1863,
ozl an enrollment of 3,113,305 able-bodied citizens
between 18 and 45, it is doubtful
if 100,000 conscripts were obtained
for the army.
The usual
results of the draft are exeml)lificd
in one of
provost marshal general Fry's 1)eriodical reports
in 1864: :V_lmbcr _fdr_lfted men e.r_lmi;_ed, 14,741.
:Number exempted for physical disability, 4,374;
number exempted
for all other causes, 2,632;
lmmber Irdd commutatiou
nn)ncy, 5,050; autober who have furnished substitutes,
1,416, total,
13,472
,¥ambcr ]_ehl Jbr pcr,oJt¢d ,_,rricc, 1,269.
The results in substitutes
and recruits must be
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still further diminished
by the ultimate loss from
desertion,
which
is not estimated here.
All the
hardships
of the-system
came with most crushing
severity
upon those least able to endure
or to
avoid them.
But it must not be understood
that
the conscription
law was therefore
useless;
on
the contrary,
as an assertion
of the enormous
reserve
power of the federal government,
and as
a stimulus to the energy of states and individuals
in encouraging
volunteering,
it was of the very
greatest
value.
It is very evident
that if the
United States should ever again be compelled to
maintain
large armies, volunteering
will still be
the rule, and the draft power will only be held
in t_,rrorem to insure the prompt
action of the
states in filling their quotas.
(See CO_'T-.-nTm_,
HARTFORD; REBELIJOI_,';WARPOW'ER;CONFEDERATE STATES; U_UTED STATES.)----See (I.), 1
Schouler's
United Sta_,
130; Dwight's
2YarO_ord
Convention, 0.47, 318; 6 Hihlreth's
United Stala,,
529; 2 Ingersoll's
Second War with G_'eat Britain,
270; Carey's Olive Bra_ch, 378; 3 Spcncer's
United
States, 262; the act of Feb. o8, 1795, is in 1 Slat.
at Large, 42_, and see also 12 Wheat., 19. (II.),
McPherson's
Hi_tory of the Rebellio_, 261 ; Appleton's Annual
CyeloInrzlia, 1863--4; D. M. Barnes'
1)r¢_ft Riots in New York; Bakcr's Histcn'y of tl_e
Secret SeT'vice; 4 Victor's
H_story of _he Rebellion,
1')4; the acts of M'trch 3, 1863, Feb. 24, and July
4, 1864, are in 12 Slat. at La1:qe, 731, 13 Slat. at
Large, 6,379.
(III),
Pollard's
Life¢fDavis,
325;
1_6Gratt., (Va.), 443, 470; 84 Geo., 2,2, 85; 38 Ala.,
457; 39 A/a.,
475. 609
(IV.), law anthorities
under CON61_ESS, POWERS OF, VIII. ; Whiting's
War Powers (10th edit.), 205; 1Hough'sNew
:York
C'onvention Man_al of 1867, 33; Story's
Cornment, lries, _§ 1173, 1202; Tiffany's
ConstitutionalLaw,
,_ 430.
ALEX.A_NDER JO_'_STON.
DRAWBACK,
a term used in commerce
to
siguify the remitting
or paying back of the duties
1)reviously
paid on a commodity
on its being
cxported.--A
drawback
is a device resorfed
to
for enabling a commodity
affected by taxes to be
exported
and sold iu the foreign
market,
on the
same terms as if it had not been taxed at all.
It differs in this f_om a bounty--that
the latter
enables a comm_dity
to be sold abroad
for /ess
than its natural cost, whereas a drawback
enables
it to be sold exactly at its natural cost.
"Drawbacks,"
as Adam Smith has observed,
"do not
occasion the exportation
of a greater quantity
of
goods than would
have been exported
had no
duty been imposed.
They do not tend to turn
toward
any particular
employment
a greater
share of the capital of the country
than would
go to that employment
of its own accord,
but
only to hinder
the duty from driving
away any
part of that share to other employments.
They
tend not to ovcrturn
that balancewhich
naturally
establishes
itself among all the various employmeats of the socieLv, but to hinder it from being
overturned
by the duty.
Theylend
not to de_troy, but to preserve,
what it is in most eases
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advantageous
to preserve--the
natural
divisiol)
and distribution
of labor in the society. " --Were
it not for the system
of drawbacks,
it wouid
be impossible,,
unless when a country
enjoyed
some very peculiar
facilities
of production,
to
export
any commodity
that was more heavily
taxed at home than abroad;
but the dr_twback
obviates this difficulty and enables merchants
to
export commodities
loaded at home with heavy
duties, and to sell them in the foreign market on
the same terms as those fetched from countries
where they are not taxed.
J.R.
_I'C. and H. G. R.
DRED
SCOTT
CASE, The (rN U. S. ItrsTORY). I. OnJGr_¢.
In 1820 slavery was prohibited in the province
of Louisiana,
north
of
latitude 36 ° 30', by the Missouri
compromise,
an
act of congressional
legislation;
in 1846-50 it was
attempted
to extend this congressional
prohibition to all the territory
acquircd
from ]_Iexico;
this attempt was defeatcd
by ttle compromise
of
1850. by which congress
refrained,
m_d ordered
tlm territorial
legdslatures
to refrain, from meddling with the subject of slavcry in the new territortes; and in 1854 the abrogation
of the Missouri
compromise,
leaving the people of each territory
to decide the question of freedom or slavery
for
themselves,
-begCm the Kansas struggle, which, in
1856, had gone far enough
to show that free
state immigration
would always overwhelm
slave
state immigration
in a contest of this kind.
The
question
of slavery had come to overshadow
all
others in politics, and the advocates
of its extension and of its restriction
h'ld bcgun to exert
every means to obtain control of all departments
of the government.
The former held the presidency and the senate, while the latter, under the
name of anti-Nebraska
mcn, had just gained control of the house; the Dred Scott case, which hact
been in the federal courts since 1854, was now to
be the test of the affiliations
of the supreme court.
(See Col_l'Ito._IISES, IV., V.; A:N_EXATIOh'S, ]. ;
WH,_()T
Pnovrso;
KA_SAS-I_E_RASX_
BHm_
SLAVER.Y; DEMOCR._..TIC-REPUBLICAN PAnTr, V. ;
REPUBLmA_
PARTY, I.)--II.
F__c'rs.
In 1834
Dred Scott was the negro slave of Dr. Emerson,
of the regular army, who tookhim
from Missouri
to Rock Island,
in Illinois,
where slavery
was
prohil_ited
by statute, and thence, in 5Iay, 1836,
to Fort Snelhng,
in Wisconsin,
or upper Louisiana, where slavery
was prohibited
by the Missouri compromise.
In 1836Dred_harriedHarriet,
another
slave of Dr. Emerson,
and in 1838 Dr.
Ememon, with his slaves, returned
to MissourL
Here Dred, sometime
afterward,
discovered
_that
his transferby
his master to Illinois and Wisconsin had made him a free man, according
to previousdecisions
of theMissouricourts;
andin 1848,
having been whipped
by his master, he brought
suit against him for assault and battery in the state
circuit
court of St. Louis county, and obtained
judgment
in his favor.
On appeal, the supreme
cou_t of Missouri, in 1852, two justices-in
favor
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.and the thief
justice
dissenting,
reversed
the
former
)[issuuri
decisions, refused to notice the
Missouri compromise
or the constitution
of ]llinots and rcmandcd
the case to the circuit court,
where it remained
in "tbeyance pemling the argument and decision
in the SUln.eme court of the
United States.--II[.
PI.E_.DINGS.
Soon after the
hearing
in the state supreme
court, Dr. ]'2merson
sold his slaves to John F. A. Sandford,
of the
city of New York.
On the grouml that Dredand
Sandford were "citizens
of different states,"
of
'Missouri and of .Ncw York, suit against Sandford
for'tssault
and battery was at once brought in the
federal circuit court for Missouri.
Here Sandford,
atthe April term of 1854, pleaded to the juri.-diction of this court, ou the ground that plaintiff
was nor, as "tlleged in the declaration,
a citizen of
blissouri,
but "a negro of Alriclm descent: his
ancestors were of pure African
blood, and were
brought
into this country
and sold as negro
slaves."
To this plea Drcd demurred,
that is,
claimed judglnent
and acknowledgment
as a citizen, even on defendant's
own showing
'rod the
demurrer
was su¢tained.
Sandford,
answeriL_g
over, then pleaded
in bar to the action that the
plaintiff was his negro slave, and Ilia[, lie had only
"gently
laid hands"
oa him toresurain him, as he
had a right to do.
The court instructed
the jury
that the law was with the defendant;
plaintiff
excepted;
and on the exception
the case wexit to
the United States supreme court, where 11 was
argued
at December
term, 1855, and again at
December
term, 1856, but judgmentwas
deferred
until ?_[arch 6, 1857, in order to avoid any increase of the excitcment
already attending
the
presidential
election.
The essential points for decision were two: 1. Itad the federal ch'cuit cou_t
jurisdiction,
that is, was ])red Scott a " eilizen of
]%Iissouri" in the view of the constitution?
2. if

mcnt ill it; and that its .iudgmc It must, conse(luemly,
be reversed
and a mandate
issued,
directing
the suit to l)c disnfissed for want of
jurisdictiou.--iIad
tllc supreme court confined its
actio,l to a denial of jurisdiction
in this case on
tim ground taken 1.y the Missouri
state suprenm
court, the deei.-ion would probably
have beex,
accepted generally as law, however harsh, in the
case of slaves removed
temporarily
from state
jurisdiction
and then brought
back.
But, impolled, as h'ts been charged, by a superserviceable
desire to forward
the interests
and designs
of
slaveholders
in the territories,
or as is much more
probable, by thc widc sweep taken by counsel oa
both sides in their albumen/s,
the chief justice
aml the as._enting justices proceeded to deliver a
course of individual
lectures on history, politics,
ethics and international
law, the exact connection
of which with the legal subject nmtter in hand
it was in ninny cases dill]cult for the justices
themselves to make perfectly clear.
In these additions to the denial of jurisdiction
h_y the iaterest, importance
am] far-xeaehing- consequences
of
the I)rcd Scott decision.
These additinns were a
denial of the lcgal existence of the African race,
a_ pe,'so_zs, in American society _tnd constitutional
taw, a denial of the supreme control of congress
ow, r the territories,
and a denial of the con_titu.
tionalily of the Missouri Cnml,romise--1.
Sandtord'_ plea, given abow,, tlc,nmd the circuit eotlrt's
jurisdiction,
on the gr,,und that Dred was of tlw
African rat, e, as if that neee.-_arily implied
lack
of eitizen_lfip.
The circuit court, had ovcrruh.d
the pletl, and, althoug'h this was not one of Drcd
Scott's exceptions, the supreme court reverted to
the plea and su_t.dned it. The opinion of the
court asserted that the African
race, for over a
century before the adoption of tim aol_stitulion.
had been considered
as a subordinate
class of

the court had jurisdiction,
was its decision against
Drcd Scott correct?
In considcriog
these two
questions
it must be remembered
that federal
courts are required
by the act of 1789, section '25,
to follow the statutes
and constructions
of the
respective
states wherever they come in question,
unless
they are in conflict
with the constitution.-IV. DECTSmN.
The
Missouri
supreme
court had decided,
on the evidence subnfitted,
that Dr. _mel_on's
residence in Illinoi_ and Wisconsin was only temporary
and in obedience
to
the orders
of his government;
that he had no
intention
of changing
his domicile;
and that,
whatever
might be Drcd's status while iu lllinoi,
and Wisconsin,
on hi'_ return to 5Iissouri, the lo('al
law of Missouri
att'lched upon him "rod his servile character
redintegrated.
On this general
ground
chief justice
Taney, with the a_-_ent of
justices
Wayne,
:Nelson, Grier, I).miel,
(_atron
and Campbell
(McLean
and Curtis dissenting),
decided that the phfintiff in e_a'or _ as not a citi
zcn of :blissouri in the sense in which that word
is used in the constitution
; that the circuit court
of the United
Slates,
for that reason, had no
jurisdiction
in the case .rod could give no judg-

beings, so far inferior that they lr_d no rights
wlfich the white man was bound to re<.pcet; th_j/
they had not come to this country voluntarily,
a._
persons, but had bccn brought here as mcrchandise, as prnperly, as thi_tg,_; that they hehl that
position in the view of the framersof
the eonstitution, and were not included in the words "peopie" or "citizens"
in the declaration of independence, the artieles of c,_nfedt,ration, or the tonsiltution; aml that, even when emaneil)ated,
they
retained ilia| character,
and were ,mr, m)r could
by any pos,_ibility ew,r become, citizc, ns of the
United State¢ or citizens (,f a slate in tile view of
the constitution,
capable of suing or being sued,
or l)o_ses-cd of civil rights, except such as a _tale,
for its own convenience and u ithin its own juri_diction, might choo_e to gr'mt them
Of thetwo
dissenting justices, McLe-m denied, trod Curtis.tdmiltc(l,that
theplca of Sandford was properly before the supreme ('ourt and nfight bc cxamined on
writ of error; but both relied on the plain distinction between "citizens"
and "electors,"
on the
constitution's
repe',ted mention of negToes as "' per._on._,"andontlmtmdoubtcdfactthatfrccncgroes,
at the time of the adoption of the constitutiou,
had
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been not only citizens but voters in at least five of
the states, and were still voters except where, as in
North Carolina and New Jersey, the right to vote
had been taken away by a subsequent
change ill
the state constitution;
and held that, even though
free negroes might not be electors in any partiem
lar state, they were still always citizel_s, capable
of suing and being sued, at least on the salne
footing
with women and minors.--2.
The argumeats of counsel had brought up the question of
the power of congress (under article IV., §3, ¶ 2,
of the constitution)
to "make
all needful rules
and regulations
respecting
the territory
or other
property
belonging
to the United
Stales."
On
this point the opinion
of the court held that this
language,
by previous
decisions
and the plain
sense of the words, referred only to the territory
and property
in possession
of the United States
when the constitution
was adopted,
and not to
Louisiana
and other territory
afterward
acquired;
that the right to govern
these last-named
terri,
tortes was only the inevitable
consequence
of the
right
to acquire
territory,
by war or purchase;
that
congress,
therefore,
had not the absolute
and discretionary
power
to make
"all needful
rules and regulations"
respecting
them, but only
to make such rules and regulations
as the constitutiou
allowed;
that the right of every citizen
to his "property,"
among
other
things,
was
guaranteed
by amendment
Y. ; theft slaves were
recognized
as "property"
throughout
the constitution;
and that congress
had therefore
no more
right to legislate for the destruction
of property
in slaves in the territories
than to legislate for the
establishment
of a form of state religion there,
On the contrary,
the dissenting
opinions held that
slavery was valid only by state law, and that a
slave was "property"
only by virtue of state
law; that the constitution
was explicit
on this
point (as, "no person held to service or labor in
one state, under the laws thereof,"
etc.); that the
slave, when taken by the master's
act out of the
jurisdiction
of the state law which
made him a
slave, at once lost his artificial character
of property and resumed
his natural
character
of a person; and that the sta_e law could not accompany
him to the territories.
Of course this re,tsoning,
which it seems impossible
to overlhrow,
would
necessarily
have made all the territories,
south as
well as north of latitude 36 ° 30', free soil, unless
slavery should bc established
there, by act of congress or by popular
_lgreement
in forming
state
constitutions.--3.
From
the preceding
doclrine
the opinion of the court neccssarily
held that the
act of _larch
6, 1820, commonly
known
as the
Missouri
compromise,
which
prohibited
slavery
in the province
of Louisiana
north of latitude
36 ° 30' and outside of 5lissouri,
was an unconstitutional
assumption
of power
by congress,
and
was therefore void and inoperative,
and incapable
of conferring
freedom
upon any one who was
held as a slave under the laws of any one of the
states, even though
his owner had taken him to
_he territory
with the intention
of becoming
a

permanent resident.
Mr. Justice Carton, dissent.
ing from the majority's
denial of the power of
congressional
legislation
for the territories,
yet
denied that an act of congress
could override
article 3 of the Louisiana
treaty of 1803, which
guaranteed
to the inhabitants
of the ceded territory the full enjoyment
of their liberty and propertyuntil
states should be formed there; and also
held the Missouri
compromise
void, as violating
the eonstitu_._onal
equality of citizens of the different states in their rights, privileges
and immunities.
On theco-ntrary,
the two dissenting
jusrices held that tile majority
had
"assumed"
power
to attack the :Missouri compromise;
that
that act was a proper
instance
of the power
of
congress
to legislate
in full for the territories,
which had been exercised
without
question since
the foundation
ot'the government;
that it was no
violation of the equality of citizens for the reasons above assigned;
and that the Louisiana
treaty had pothing
to do with the question,
since
the organization
of the slave states of Louisiana,
Arkansas
and ]_Iissouri had embraced
every slave
in the entire ceded territory.--_hen
a court has
decided a question or case before it, any further
remark
_)r expression
of opinion,
even by the
supreme, court of the United States, o_n a point
not legally involved,
is an obiter dictum,
of no
great weight for other courts as an authority
or
precedent,
and of no weight
at all for the public
at large.
How far the voluminous
opinions
of
the Drcd Scott decision were obitw" dicta after the
denial of the circuit court's jurisdiction
is at least
doubtful.
Chief justice Tauey and justiceWayne
endeavor to establish the connecting
link between
the denial of jurisdiction
and the attack
on the
:blissouri
coml)romise
upon the ground
of the
difference
betwecn
writs of error to a state court
and to a federal circuit
court.
In the former
case the inquiry would
be whether
the supreme
court had jurisdiction
to review the case, and, if
not, the writ would
be at an end; but in the
latter case the inquiry
would
be whether
the
circuit court had jurisdiction,
and to settle this
the whole case, including
the merits, was open to
inspection.
But the following
extract from judge
Curtis'
opinion
deserves
consideration:
"I dis.
sent, therefore,
from that part of the opinion of
the majority
of the court in which it is held that
a person of African
descent can not be a citizen
of the United States; and I regret that I must go
further,
and dissent both from what ] deem their
assumption
of authority
to examine
the constitutionality
of the act of congress
commonly
called
the Missouri
coml)romise
act, and
from the
grounds
and
conclusions
announced
in their
opinion.
Having
first decided
that they were
bound
to consider
the sufficiency of the plea to
the jurisdiction
of the circuit
court, and having
decided
that this plea showed
that the circuit
court had not jurisdiction,
and consequently
that
this is a case to which the judicial
power of the
United States does not extend,
they have gone
on to examine
the merits of the case as they
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appeared
on the trial before the court and jury,
on tile issues joined on the pleas in' bar, and so
have reached the question
of the power of coilgress to pass the act of 1820. On so grave a subject as this I feel obliged to say that, in my
opinion, such an exertion of judicial power transcends the limits of the authority
of this court, as
described
by its repeated
decisions
and, as I
understand,
acknowledged
in this opinion of the
majority
of the court.
_ _' A great question
of constitutional
law, deeply affecting
the peace
and welfare of the country, is not, in my opinion,
a fit subject
to be thus reached."--The
Dred
Scott decision was the last attempt
to decide the
_ontest
between
slavery
extension
and slavery
restriction
by folm of law, and the course of
events
began at once to tend with increasing
xapidity
toward
a decision
by force.
(Sec SECESSION, SLAvEI¢_'.)--The
Dred Scott decision
was finally overturned
by the first section of the
14th amendment,
which made "all persons born
or naturalized
in the United States, and subject
to the jurisdiction
thereof,"
citizens of the United
States,
and of the state wherein
they reside,
(See CIVIL I{IGI1TS BILL; CO,_STITUTIO/% IV.)-'See (I.), authorities
under articles
referred
to.
(II.), Dred Scott v_.Emerson,
15Mo., 682. (III.),
Dred Scott vs. Sandford,
19 Ho_c., 393; Benton's
l_'xamiization
of l]_e I)red Scott .DecisioJ_; Tyler's
Zife of 3_. B. lhl,ey, 373, 578; 2 B. R. Curti._'
Works, 810; 9 Curtis, 72; 1 Greeley's A_crio_n
Co_,flict, 251 ;Hurd's
Lczw of I_)'eedom <_Ld Bo_d,age; Buchanan's
Bucha_al_'s
Admiu£*tr_ttio_, 48;
Giddiags'
Itistory
of the Rebelliof,, 402; Nott's
Slavery
and O_e Remedy;
Sla,_flhter Ho_,e Ca._._,
16 Wall., 36: and authorities
under SLAvEnY,
and TANEX', .({. B.
ALEXANDEI¢. JOIINSTON.

inhabitants,
says _Iontesquieu,
"made war upon
one another for murder,
theft and injury.
This
custom was modified by subjecting
these wars to
rules.
They were engaged
in by order of the
magistrate;
this was preferable
to a general Itcense to fight."
Gondebaud,
king of the Burguudians, was the fix'st to introduce into the code
the judicial
duel.
A law called the Gombette
law, promulgated
in 501, regulated
it. Charlemagne imitated this.example,
and this barbarous
legislation can sc'xrcely be said to llave been sortously altered until during
the reign of Philip the
Fair in 1296. Duels properly
so called, that is,
duels to which any of the. definitions given above
amy be applied, date from the period when tourmmlents and the judicial
duel ceased.
The disCOUFSeof Brantome
on d_l_ furnishes
us some
curious information
as to the rules wlfich duelists recognized
in the sixteenth
century.
The
combatants,
if they followed
the advice of the
malicious chronicler,
should take good care not
to fight without
witncsscs, first, in order not to
d(.prive the public of a fine spect._cle, and then,
not to expose th(.mse]v(.s
to he prosecuted
as
murderers.
"It is not necessary,
in these matters, to spe'lk of courtesy,"
says the author of
I)umes
Gal_lldes.
"The
man
who caters the
lists should 1)ropose to himself to conquer or die,
and above all, ncvcr to surrender;
for the vanquishcr disposes of the vanquished
as hc pleases.
lie nlay drag hiul over the lield, hang him, burn
him, hold him as a prisoner, or dispose of llim as
a slave.
A soldicr may tight his captain, pro.
vidcd he has served two yem's and asked to le'lve
the conlpany.
If a father accuse his son of any
crime by which he might be dishonored,
the soil
lnay justly challel_ge his father to a duel, since
the father has done him a _'e,lter injury by dis-

DUELII_'(_,
John de Liniano defines dueling:
"a combat between
two men, agreed uponon
both sides, to avenge an injury, for honor's sake,
_or to gratify
one's hate; " and Bonacina:
"a
_ingle combat, agreed upon bctween twoparticsof
their own accord, andon certain conditions,
with
_chanees of death or of serious or slight wounds."
--According
to Denizart,
a duel is a combat l)ctween two or more individuals,
for reasons of a
personal
nature,
at a place indicated
in a thailenge.
According
to Cauchy,
a duel is a prir'ale
_ar preceded
by a challenge,
by which each of
ahe belligerent
parties is warncd to be on his guard
and to resist force by force.
John lleynaud de_eribes a duel as a combat agreed upon in adwmce
between
two individuals,
who, by this fact, place
themselves
without
the pale of all social laws.

honoril_g him, than he did him good by bringing
him into this world, and giving himlife.."
In
1560 the st'tics general of France,
assembled at
Ol'lean_-. besought Charles IX. to procced with
severity against duc]ing,
and the third estate
drew up a l)ctition to tim same effect.
In 1566
.ul ordinance was issued which served somewhat
later as a basis for the successive edicts of Henry
1V..lad Louis XIV., al_d which lint dueling on
the same footing as crimc._ l)unishable with death.
'/'lie severity of the laws produced no effect, for
in March, 1607, the Jot{r_al d'E_toilv informs us
that since the aeccssiou of Itenry IX,". (1589), tllat
is, in 18 years, 4,000 gentlcnlen
were killed in
duels.
(It would bca nlislak(,, however, to take
this figure without
sonic grains of allowance.)
The cdict of 1626, of which cardinal Richelieu

Dupin is more severe, and his definition strongly
xesembles a judgment
without appeal.
Accord.lug to him, "dueling
is the savage stale; it is not
the right but the argument
of the stronger and
.more adroit,
and sometimes
of the more insnlent. --( f tlle origin of dueling
little is known,
.,and we shall not trace it hack to Cain, who. ac-

ulade such terrible use, proportioned
the punishment to the (legrcc of criulinality.
Provoking
to
a duel w'_s lmni.c-hed by deprivation of office, confiscation of goods,
and banishn:ent
for three
year._. Dueling,
when it did not result
iu the
was punishdeath of either of the participants,
able with infanly and the scaffold.
The scc-

,cordaag to some, was
:]We find the first traces

(rods and witnesses
rainy.
The death

but a fortunate
duelist.
of it in Germany,
whose

were also l)unished with inof Boutcville,
who was exe-
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cured June 22, 1627, on the p/ace de 69.$ve, produced a salutary effect upon the fighters.
Richelieu, in this case, was relentless,
_nd prevented
Louis
XIII.
from granting
the pardon
which
was begged of him, saying:
"Sire, it is a question of cutting the throat of dueling, or of your
majesty's
edicts."
Edicts
against
dueling
uppeamd also in 1648; May 11, 1644; M'lrch
13,
1646; September,
1651 ; May, 1653; August, 1668;
Aug. 13 and 14, and Sept. 14 and 80, 1679; December,
1704; and October,
1711. The rage for
dueling,
calmed
ibr an instant, broke out again
with renewed
force, and in 1723 Louis XV. renewed solemn declarations,
which were scarcely
better respected
than those of his predecessors.-With the revolution
of 1789 the political duelhad
its origin.
The men of that
epoch, however,
were too thoroughly
convinced
of the mission
they had to fulfill, and 1oo conscious
that they
were risking their lives in the common interest,
to do homage to the prejudice
which had caused
the death of so many.
Weread inBeaumarchais'
memoirs:
" I have not given information
of Bertrand's challenge
to the minister of public affairs,
as many honorable
men advised mc to do. It is
true, moreover,
that I did not inflict a sword
wound
on b'erU'aud's
thigh, becaus_ I found hc
had a he'lrt to pierce;
but I, in turn, summoned
this captain, by a staml)ed
challenge,
to appear
in the lists, in the h'dl of the palace, where my
agent waited in vain for him for two days in
succession."
-- Camille
Desmoulins
refllsed
to
fight with two actors
who took offense at his
criticisms.
"I would have to pass all my life in
the Bois de Boulogne,
if I were obliged to give
satisfaction
to all whom my frankness displeased.
Let men accuse me of cowardice
if they will.
I
very much fear that the time is not far distant
when opportunities
of dying gloriously
and more
usefully
will not be wanting."
At the same
epoch, _Iercier, Loustalot,
and Prud'homme
opposed
dueling.
June
15, 179_, the assembly
condemned
the deputy Jonneau
to three days ia
' the Abbaye for striking
his colleague
Grange•neuve.
Nevertheless,
the constituent
assembly
did not pass any law against
dueling
and the
legi_ative
assembly issued a decree of amnesty in
favor of citizens detained
for that cause.
Duels

that the penal law was silent upon the question
of dueling,
but, beginning
with this year, the
court of appeal, in accordance
with several requisitions
of the procureur
gdndral, abandoning
the tradition on the point, decided that homicide,
or wounds resulting from a duel, should be punished conformably
to the provisions
of the penal
code.--Dueling
is of frequent
occurrence
in Germany, especially
in the universities.
-There are
special tribunals
charged
to take cognizance
of
them.
The new penal code, promulgated
in.
Austria in 1855, contains special provisions
relating to dueling.
When a rencontre
has occurred
without
either of the combatants
being wounded,
both have to undergo an imprisomnent
of from
six months
to one year; in case of wounds,
the
maximum
of punishment
is six years.--If
the
combat has been a mortal conflict, the challenger
is condemned
to 10 or 20 years in carcere duro.
The witnesses
are liable to from six months' to
five yeats' imprisonment,
according to the results
of the rencontre.--In
Switzerland,
also, dueling
has been made the object of special legislation,
which, however, with very rare exceptions,
has
never been enforced.
The Belgian penal code
resembles in this point the Austrian
code.
The
Dutch code is silent on the subjeet.--In
1835 a
law was passed by the legislature
of ]_Iississippi,
which condemned
the survivor
in a duel to pay
the debts of his victim.--In
1841 a law was passed
ia _aplcs,
inflicting
eight years of coml)ulsorv
labor on every person who participated
in _l duel,
either as a combatant
or as a witness.
The Satdiuian
code is now iu force throughout
Italy
Its provisions
against
dueling
arc very severe.
In January,
1&54, the criminal
court of Genoa
condcmued
to 20 years'
banishment
an aid-dccamp of the national guard who had killed one
o[ his fellow officers in a duel.--:In
1855 all the
journalists
of )Iadrid,
with the intention
of preventing the deph)rable
conflicts
which were becoming
more numerous
every day, cstablishcc[
a tribumfl of honor,
before
which all contests
which
might
result
in an armed
encounter,
should
be carried.-In 1859 a young
Russian
captainwho
had the misfortune
to kill his "tdversary in a duel, was taken before a council of war.
He was condemned
to military degradation,
and

were frequent
in France
under
the empire,
but politics had nothing
to do with these single
combats,
which were generally
between military
men.
Political
duels re-appeared
with the restoration:
of royalists with Bonapartists,
of Frenchmen with foreigners,
of brigands
of the Loire
with the/_abits b/a_cs. In 1830 rencontres
were of
almost daily occmTence.
The same causes led,
in 1848 and 1849, to the same effects.
Gavini
and Bailly presented
to the legislative assembly a
bill prohibiting
dueling
and condemning
cornbatants and witnesses,
whatever
the issue of the
rencontre,
to a deprivation
of civi:: rights for not
less than one, nor more than ten years.
The
assembly rejected
the proposed
law.--In
France
it was generally
admitted,
down to the year 1837,

the loss of his decorations.--"ln
China
and
in :Persia," says :E. Colombcy,
thc author
of a
very remarkable
history
of dueling,
wi_ich wc
have consultcdwithprofit,
"ducling
is unknown;
the insult recoils upon the one who offers it.
The law takes it upon itself to inflict venge.mce."
When two Japanese
quarrel,
they agree to cu_
open their own stomachs;
the one who performs
the operation
first is the conqueror,
the other is
disgraced.
There areothcr
points of information
and many strange
laws to be found in the work
of de Cauchy
on "Dueling,"
vol. ii._Before
giving our pemonal opinion on dueling, it reumins
for us to analyze the opinions of different authors
who have written
on the subject.
La Bruy_re,
who agrees with Mendez upon this point, says that,
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dueling
"is the triumph
of fashion,
in which
who undertake the defense of this custom, which
it has exercised its tyranny
with most display,
is so vioh,ntly attacked.
Duclos thinks that duelThis practice has not left the poltroon a chance
ing maintains
a certain sensibility of soul more
to live; it has led him to death at the hand of a generous
and espeeial]y
more powerful
thazl
braver
man than himself, and confounded
him
simple duty.
Guizot believes
that it is good,
with a man of courage;
it has attached honor
moral and useful;
that it has jurisdiction
over
and glory to a foolish
and extravagant
act " all those cases which ordinary
jurisdictions
do
We do not believe we need introduce
here J.J.
not reach.
Thanks
to this individual
justice,
Rousseau's
eloquent
apostrophe
to due.list% and
urbanity of relations, _,nd of social convention
i_
we shall continue our citations from the adversamaintaincd.--For
our own part it would be hard
• ri_ of dueling with the following from the works
for us to defend dueling.
Tim sword to us is no
of the republican
journalist
Loustalot:
"I ask
more reason tilau force or skill is right; but the
every French patriot:
do you _ish to bc free?
impotency of repressive laws, the persistence
of a
Undoubtedly.
Titan renounce
dueling; it is in- custom against
which everything
has been said
compatible
with every kind of liberty.
Wlmt
and well said, prove, as weimagine,
that dueling
becomes
of public
liberty, if you are going to isa fact which must be taken into consideration.
deprive
the people of its best defenders,
by In theory, every one believes that dueling
is to
making
them fight duels?
What
becomes
of be deplored;
in practice, every one is inclined to
individual
liberty,
if the first fool or the first
resort to arms to avenge an b_,jury.
,Y l)relate,
miscreant
that meets you can force you to stake
when a.-.ked what he would do if one were to,
your life agtdnst
his .9 Wtmt bee,rues
of the
shq) him in the face, replied, with witty c:tndor,
liberty
of the press, if for every phrase, every
tllat he knew well what lie sho_dd do, but did not
expression,
an author must fight with ever 3"man
know wliat he _ro_dd do. _Now, evcrything
in the
who finds it false or out of 1)lace?"
According
_mor'ds of a people ought to pass into its institute the count of Portalis, society can not admit "t lions i and to refuse to concern ourselves with thetheory which SUl)poscs other laws than its own. i subject of due.ling under the pretext that its exDupin
is of the satuc opinion
as the count of istcnce shouhl not be recognized,
is to imitate the
Portalis,
and, like him, thinks that "tlm thcor 3" ostrich, which imagines
itself concealed because.
of duels is tlw dc._truction
of lawful
order."
with its head hidden
in the sand
it can see
"It is an astonishing
thing,"
says Dupin a little I nothing.
IVe think,
therefore,
that society,
furtheron,
"that among the apologists of dueling
_xhieh is so much intcresled in the matter, should
are found
writers
and orators who ask for the
take cognizance
of the terrible game iu which
abolition
of capilal
puni_lunent,
who hold that
the life of a man is so often staked.
We could
the right of man over man does not go to that
wi.,h, for instance, that there should be eslablished
extent, and who, nevertheless,
even at the very
everywhere
j_lriz:s of holwr, before which
those
moment thcy 'ire denying to society as a whole
who wish to have rccour._e, to vrms should prethe exercise of this right, claim it for themselves
sent tlnm_selves with their witnesses,
to settle
and accord it to the first chance comer."
Wewill
their quarrel.
Tim members of this jury, chosen
leave it to de Girardin to dcfend journalism against
from among men whose integrity
should make
the accusations
of Dupin.
"In the times in
their decisions beyond appeal, would investigate
which we live," he says, "duels are an anachrothe causes of the rencontre, sanction or forbid it
nism; they belong to another r_gime, to manners
according
to circumsta_ces,
and by dismissit_g
and

ideas

which

no longer

exist.

We

declare

I immediately

that dueling has been au error in our education I
against which our experience
protests.
To the
inferiority
of injury let us oppose the superiority
of scorn.
If you are a man of holler, if you
have
nothing
to hide ,it the risk of a wound,
if you need not seek refuge in the intimidation
of a pistol ball, will you avenge yourself upon
the
wretch
or clov_'n who
has injured
you
by forcing
lfim to redouble
his injuries?
The
less moderation
lie shows, the more assured you
will be of your revenge.
If hc bcgan by bavi_g
public
opinion
in his favor, lie will not bc slow
to turn it against him.
Then your satisfaction
will be complete,
and surely more effectual
than
if bloodhad
flown.
Every duel that ends without
a wound is a farce.
Every duel tlmt ends with
the death of one of the two combatants
is deplorable.
:Every duel, therefore,
is an absurdity, an insurl'eetiou
of rashness against reason,
a last resort of barbarity
against civilization,
all
anachronism."
There
are authors,
however,

all witll

futile

pretexts,

wouhl

ren-

der duels more and more rare.
John Reynaud is
of this opinion;
and P. Stahl observes that this
system of the jt_r U ,fhoaor wouhl offer greater
guarantees
than dueling asitisactually
practiced,
which is alw'/ys in some way chmdestinc.
"It
is an anoumly for the law to tolerate what it forbids; justice wldcil shuts and opens its eye_ at
will is no justice."
We are entirely of tllis el)inion, and for these reasons we could wish to see
the htw intcrvcne in these strictly personal affail_
only when one or other of tim two adversaries
refused to submit to the decision of the j_*7T of
/wuor, or should,
by some dishonest
act, era'ell,,
hin_self in the li_t of criminals.
HECTOIt PEs_._]A_.
_ We think, _itll our honorable collaborator, that something bhould be done againbt dueling. Experience ha_
proven
Draconian
penalty would
remanl powerless.
There i.,.that
too aflagrant
an injustice
in confounding
_ith the
assassin the tmnorable man _ho, yielding to a prejudice
which reigns like a king in vociety, kills his equal, for public sentiment not to _.ryout against this too rameai _olutlon
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DUTY, Polilical.
It was the fashion during
of the very essence of force to change its location.
the eighteenth century, and to a small, extent at It may put itself in the service of order; but itself
the beginning of the nineteenth, to speculate as and by itself it can not produce order.
The same
t.o what might have been the ideas and feelings may be said of the social contract; it is a hypothof man, if he had not lived in society. This esis only admissible on condition that it be regkind of speculation resulted only in perfectly
elated and governed by a higher principle.
For
gratuitous
hypotheses;
and moreover it was if this contract be founded upon interest only, _o
founded entirely upon an erroneous idea. Man legislator would have fore._ight enough to dr.lw
has never lived in such a state of isolation; he it up, nor would any criminal be so simple as to
could not exist in such a state; he is made for submit to it. We thcrefore conclude thathumansociety.
He would be not only.unhappy
and ity is not intelligible without socmty, society
powerless without society; he would be simply
without obligation, nor oblig'ation without insan inexplicable being.
If there be one truth tice.--It follows that justice isl_ot of humancreamore than another which is the evident out- tion. In fact, it can not be "t result of society,
come of all there is in man of weaknc_-s and of since the latter itself is a rcsult of justice. When
strength, it is, that nature intended us to be, par we firmly antl intelligently resolve to think for
_x_l@nce, sociable creatures.-- But what is the ore'selves, and to reject all that our niind has refundamcnt'd principle of society? Is it that we ceivcd whose legitimacy and solidity we can not
are nccessary to eachother?
This amounts toinpersonally verify, we surely find many ideas
/duiring whether a society bast, d exclusively on the which we can easily banish from our understandprinciple of interest be possible. Most assuredly
ing as useless or dangerous guests; others, which
if all men were intelligent and wise, and were seemed certain, become only probablc or doubt.
never mistaken as to their true interests, society ful after examination; but there are some--and
could exist without any other bond.
But since justice is one of them'--which resist all ourefforts
.nothing is so rare as a prudent mind, and a will to dislodge them, and which skepticism is power.
master of itself, it is certain that, if we w(_rere- less to ovcrcome, however hard it may try. _ot
_luced to a calculation of interests only, weshould
only are we unable to refute them, but we can
be in a continual state of war. What prcveuts
not even remove them. Their empire over us is
lhis state of war, or, in other words, what makes absolute.
These ideas arc of various kinds, for
society possible, is the existence of certain obliga- some of thcm relate to physics, like the idea of
lions by which we are bound to one anothqr,
causality, without which we can not undcrsland
Between the idea of society and that of obliga- motion; others to logic, such as the principle of
tion there is a relation of identity, because socmty identity, without which we can not reason ; others
_nd obligation suppose each other, and cau not to morals, like the principle of justice.
It is as
exist without each other.--The rcciprocal obliga- impossible to believe that motion can originate
lions by means of which society subsists may bc without a cause to determine it, as that a man
_conceived as }'esulting from force only, or from a can commit murder to conceal a theft without
social contr'_ct, or from justice.
But uponreflec,
becoming a el'iaiinal.
We must admit this twolion it is clear that they result only from justice,
fold impossibility, or else renounce rcason altoShall we say that they have their foundation in gcther.
Thus justice is doubly truc, doubly nee.force? Let us agree, in the first place, that if essary; first, that society may exist; secondly,
there were no justice it would be a very good that man may think.
Justice makes us what we
thing for man to be subjected to force; for any are--sociable, reasonable creatures.--Justicegov_society, even an oppressive and cruel society, is eras ill the world of liberty, just as the principle
preferable, for man, to the absence of society,
of causality governs in the wm'ld of fatality.
But what would be the nature of thissociety based Thus, from the standpoint of society, Iwo things
upon force? that is, oil an unintelligent principle?
must be considered in free action; the being who
It would be neither regular nor viable, for it is produces the action or the agent, and the being
who suffers it. I know, by the idea of jusIice I
of
the qneetion.
But wehesitate
admit
the theory proposed
by Mr. Pessard,
althoughto l_m
propositmn
ha_ have, that it is permitted to no one to lake ]_,y
.alreadybegun to be put iu practice. Ttmtribunal of ironer life, to curb ale ill nly faculties, to embarrass lno
can not but diminish the number of duels, but i: do_s bodily or to deprive me of lily pr0t)crty.
The
not attack the r(Jut of the prcjudlee, t_.ather_o_]d it assertion of this peaceable possession of lay life,
strengthen
it. Tee
Now,
our efforts
should
aim at its extermination.
bestallmeans
to obtain
this resultwill
be, my libcrty and my property, is what I (:all my
x_ebelieve: 1, to deny social recognition to any one who rights. I do not claim these rights by virtue of
has challenged and ti_cnkilled his adversary in a duel; _, any contract, or by hereditary transmission ; the),
to have it admitted by the code of honor that no one is arc natural rights, and because natural, universal;
obliged
to fight
witha the
manfact
whoofhas
already
an ad- for nature is the same to all, and we are all men
versary,or
x_ho,from
having
beenkilled
engagedin
three previous duels, has come to be considered as a pro- by the same title. All men have neccssarily an
fessioualduelist (we avoid usinga strougerword);
8, rigorequal right to live, to act, and to possess property;
ously to eulorce the payment of fine and heavy pecuniary my right exists only by reason of the right. Duty
indemnity
to the We
family
of flatter
the victim;
thislaatpointia
already
reached.
do not
ourselvesthat
wehave isaresultoftheuniversalityandnecessityofright,
thus solved the problem, but we wot_ldbe happy to have
that is, it is an obligation we are all under to retndicated
the true remedy.
_M.B.
spcct the rights of others, or rather the Tight i1_
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others. Rightand dutyare,therefore,
two expres- libertyand property,itis an implied coutradiesionsfor justice,
according as we consideritin tion that laws enacted to protectlibertyshould
the actororinthe sufferer;
inthesufferer,
itisthe destroyit" In fact,the law can not protectmy
right,the right not to be injured. In the agent legal rights,without commanding others to reitisduty,thedutynot toinjureothers. Although spect them, and without commanding
me, in
opposed toeach ethel#these two terms arecor- turn,to respectthose of others. ]3ut law can
re]ative.--It
has hence been concluded, a little reach command only by the road of protection.
hastilyperhaps,thatduty ismeasured by rights, Law declares
legalrights,and has to do only with
and v/cev_rsa. This doctrineistruein thissense su,:hrights. As a resultof this,its commands
only that we ought to respectallrights. But we
areexclusivelynegative. It forbids,
injury,but
must not conclude from thisthat duty is not of does not command
se,'vice.
--Suppose, for ingreaterextentthan right,nor thatthe latterisin stance,thatwc are speaking of the rightto live.
any case a consequence of duty. On the con- Every man has the right to live;such isthe fortrary,itiscertainthattorespectallrightsi_ouly nmla of general and of individuallaw or legal
to accomplish a parL of one's duty; which is right. Since every man has the right to live,
equivalent to saying, in other words, that we
human law ought to declarethat right. This
have dutiestofulfill,
the fultilhnent
of whicllno declaration
is equivalentto a command and this
one, except God, has the righttodcm:md of us. ('oummnd amounts only to this:zNo one has the
--This distinction
is so important tlmt inignor- rightto put another'slifeiu danger. :Now, this
lug itwe should render both civiland politicalformula of dub _ is the only one which results
societyalikeimpossible. This distinction
ismis- from the formula of legalright; and although
understood by two classesof men very unlike in thelatterincludes_dllegalrights,the fo,'mu]aof
origin,characterand intentions,
who areil','_conduty does not include the whole of duty. The
¢ilableenemies,but who, notwithstanding,reach ideaof duty can not be conveyed altogetherby
by oppositeways the same result;theseareabso- any particularformuh_.--F,'om the foregoing it
lutists
and communists. For the first,
confound- followsth:ttthere are two kinds of duty; neging politics with morals, give governments
the
right to compel
their subjects
to practice
all
duties; and the second, deceiving
themselves
as
to the very nature of morals, deduce right from
duty, and arm the egoism of each man against
all the members
of society taken individually,
and against society as a whole.
Thus, for exampie, the absolutists
usurp the government
of consciences, _mdcrpretcxt
that every man is bound
to work out his salvation, and the com,nunists
conclude from the duty of giving, which is one
of the sanctions
of the right of property,
to the
right of exaction,
which is the negation of propm'ty.
We have here represented
each of these
two doctrines
by its most salient feature;
but
when we consult history, impartially,
we can not
lail to observe that they are met witheverywhcrc,
that the right of confiscation
is a logical consequence of absolute power, and intolerance a neccssary consequence
of communism.--In
well-organize.d society, that is to say, in all society which
tends toward order through
liberty, the civil law
enacts onlywhatislegallyright,
leaving to morals
tim care of enacting or prescribing
what is duty.
Why is this?
1. Because human law is made for
purposes of protection,
not to commaud.
2. Because the formula of universal law or legal right
is, at the same.time
and by the same title, the
formula of individual
law or legal right, whereas
thoformulaofdutycanoidybeapplicdtoaparticular case by being traasformed
and by losing some
of its logical comprchension.--That
human law
is intended toprotect
and notto command, results
from its very institution,
for if all the precepts of
the moral law were written in human law, and

ative duty, and l)ositivc duty.
The former, called
also, in the lauguage
of the schools, impel:feet
duty, is strictly
measured
by legal right;
the
latter does not correspond
to a legal right which
cau be dircctly exacted by individuals.
Itisaduty
ofthehighcrkind,whichcaunotdependul)onhu
man law, but o,fiy upon the moral, that is, divine
law.--Negative
duty is ordinarily expressed by the
following
formula:
"Do not unto othe_:s that
which you would not have done unto yourself."
And positive duty by this formula:
"Do
unto
others as you would have others do unto you."
These two formuhe have the meritof showing very
well the opposition which exists between the two
kinds of duty, of bemgvcry
clear, easy to understand and easy to be remembered.
The feeling of
humau fraternity
with which they are stamped
causes them strongly to appeal to our sympathiea
We can not, however, look upon them as really
scientific formulae.
They have the common fault
of measuring
legal right and duty by individual
feeling;
and moreover,
the first formula
goes
beyond the measure
of legal right, unless we
inert
into it the idea of law itself, the cnnsequence of which would be to render it useless.
In fact, what I ought to spare other men is not
all that I fear myself, but rather all that ] have a
_'/ght to fear and to war(1 off. In reality, nothing
supplies
the place of the notion of right, and
since right is a first principle,
it can not be
expressed
by a comparison.--Ccrtain
men of a
selfish nature reduce all morality to the fulfillment
of negative duties; others,
less scrupuhms
and
more generous,
believe that the observance
of
positive duties may absolve them from the non-

sanctioned
bya penalty,
there would be no room
for liberty nor for right.
Consequently,
since
legal right has three ends in view, namely, life,

performance
of the negative.
These are two
equally fatal errors.
Everyman
is always uuder
an obligation to fulfill the whole of duty.
It can
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only be _aid that he is not under obligations
always
in the same way to such fulfilhnent.-Negative
duty is more imperative
than positive,
.because it is more definite,
and more nece,csary,
Positive duty is nobler than negative,
because it
._upposes a more generous nature,
and because it
.can not be enforced
by law.
In general, the performance of a duty is more meritorious
in proper•tion as the obligation
to fulfill it is less strict, aud
the sacrifice greater.
But although
there are
,degrees of obligation
and of merit, obligation
is
.always present.
To content
one's self by not
injuring
others simply, without
doing them any
good, is to degrade one's self voluntarily;
for the
worth and dignityof
each one of us are measured
by his selu-ice to mankind.
On the other hand,
doing good to others and failing in the performance of negative
duties is to be a bad man with
some virtues.
Tim practice
of virtue
does not
excuse any one from the observance
of probity;
probity without
virtue suffices to make an hon_t
man before the law and in the eyes of the world,
but a useless man in the sight of God and of
,conscience.--It
is a question
with
writem
on
politics
whether
a constitution
should
simply
declare rights, or whether it should also prescribe
<tuty.
_No one can deny the existence of political
,duties; but we can and ought to deny that human
law has for its object the prescribing
of duties,
All human law is a declaration
of the principles
of right, and their application,
and it can not be
any more than this without
attacking
liberty,
There are therefore,
properly speaking, no politi_al duties which can be inchidcd in a constitution
or in a code.
The right only, and the duty of
each one to respect the right, can be written there,
for this latter kind of duty is indissolubly
connected with right, and is ahvays understood,
both
as a _nction
and as "Lconsequence,
to be part of
tile formula of right.--But
if human law cannot
prewribe
political
duties, or if it only prescribes
them indirectly,
the mor_llaw,
on the contrary,
enjoins
upon us very directly and vcry imperatively political
duties of the positive kind--We
owe duties to ei, ery man individually
considered,
and special duties to the different
categories
of
persons into which the human species is divided
with respect to ourselves.
These categories
are
four in number:
society, country,
friends
and
benefactors,
and family.
Besides, we must distinguish between the duties we owe to the entire
category,
and those we owe to the individuals
who compose
it.
For instance,
I have more
duties to perform
to a fellow-countryman
than
to a foreigner;
but I have many more duties to
perform to my country than to the citizens taken
individually
whose fatherland
is mine.
Of course
there are degrees
in each category : country,
province,
city;
father,
brother,
and the mosl
distant relative.
Morality
is obliged to descend
to all these details; we shall give here only the
most universal rules._The
duties we owe each
person individually
and solely, in his quality
of
human being, axe measured
strictly by his rights,

and consequently
extend no further
than the observance
of the written law, when this latter is
good.
This is as much as to say that we have only
negative
duties to perform
toward
other men,
taken individually.
For instance,
the matter of
property,
an individual
man being supposed one
whom we shall consider simply in the quality of a
human being, making abstraction
of the category
to which he may belong--it
is our duty not to rob
him, blot not our duty to give him anything.
Ite
has a right not to be injured
in his property by
us; hc has no right to demand
any sacrifice of
ours.
The duty
to give exists only from the
standpoint
of the categories,
and consequently
creates no right to the advantage
of an individual,
considered
simply as such.
Thus I am
obliged to give of my wealth to the poor, although
no poor man individually
can assert any claim
whatever against my property.
In order clearly
to undel_tand
the special duties, which are at the
same time positive
duties,
and which have rela.
tion to all four categories,
we may picture
them
to ourselves
as four concentric
circles, with man
in the centre of all: the largest circle represents
society,
the sm'tllest" the family.
Here is the
rule: our daties are both more numerous and less
imperious,
as they approach
the centre.
The
words "less imperious"
must not beleft ambiguous;
since every duty is imperious,
the duty
which outweighs
another,
when we are cornpelled to choose between
duties,
is considered
the more imperious.
For instance,
my country
can not exact from mc so many sacrifices as my
family;
but when the interests of my country and
my family conflict, and it is left t_) me to decide
between them, I should sacrifice my family to my
country.
This is what is meant when it is said
that my duties to my family are the more numerous, while those to my country are more imperious.
If we take into consideration,
not the cntire category,
but the persons
who compose i_,
duties become
both more numerous
and more
imperious as we approach the centre.--This
rule,
which suffices for all other categories
of duties,
is less clear in the case of politics,
and for this
reason: the constitution
of other societies or categories is natural;
that of political
society is human.
In other
words,
there
is the country,
which is a natural
society,
and the government
of the country,
which is factitious.
Every goverament tries to prove that it is the natural
organization
of the country,
and consequently
the
legitimate
one; and this pretension,
if it were
proven, would elevate political law to the dignity
of natm'al law.
But let us ask if any govermnent
is legitimate
simply just because it exists.
This
is the same as asking
whether
right can be the
result of a fact--which
is absurd.
There are,
therefore,
legitimate
govermnents
and others
which are not legitimate,
and consequently
it
may happen to be the duty of a citizen to disobey
his government
in order to be true to his court*
try.
Can mol_tlity determine
the duty of a citizen who looks upon the government
of his coun-
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try as illegitimate
and pernicious?
Evidently
it
can; for it is contrary
to common
sense that
humanliberty
should be without rules, in aquestion of such importance.
We must distinguish
two kinds of illegitimate
governments,
namely,
[hose which
injure
only interests,
and those
which are hurtful to morality.
It is never allow_tble to endure the latter;
the formcr should be
resisted only when two things are very certain:
1. That we are not blinded
by our private interests to ignore the general
good.
2. That we do
_ot injure the general good more by the insurrection than the government
we are trying to
overturn does by its existence.--As
to legitimate
governments,
that is to say, those which are conformable
to good morals and to the best interests
of the country,
the citizen owes them obedience
and assistance.
That he owes them obedience is
self-evident
truth; that he owes them his assistance is not less evident,
considering
that the
skaking
of the strength
of such a government
puts order,
and consequently
justice,
in peril,
When this last duty is well understood in a coun-
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try, it is seldom that it does not elevate a people
to the first rank,
whatever
be its extent and
wealth.
But in a great many states, and especially in those in which the government
takes
charge of everything,
the citizens resign themselves to a passive obedience,
which degenerates
into disobedicnce
in certain cases.
Thus, they
do not do what the law commands
before being
required
to do so; they do not lend a helping
hand in the maintenance
of order; unless, perchance,
they hold office.
They abstain from a
declaratiou
of their views, when it is necessa_ T or
useful; they refuse, for instance, to make known
the full amount
of what they own, which cornpels the state to replace exact and equitable contribution
by uncertain
taxation;
in their enterprises they consult
only their own interests-never those of the public.
Such practices among
the citizens make the government
strong, and the
nation weak; or rather, they invest the government with a mischievous
power.
_)nly duty can
make men, and only men can make a people--a
nation.
JULES SI._m.x.
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